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Mortis, 27° die Junii, 1843.
Ordered, THAT a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into the Measures which
have been adopted for the general Introduction of a Penny Rate of Postage, and for
facilitating the Conveyance of Letters, and the result of such Measures, so far as relates
to the Revenue and Expenditure of the Post-office, and the general convenience of the
Country, and to report their Observations thereupon to The House.

Jovis, 29° die Junii, 1843.
Committee nominated :
Sir George Clerk.
Viscount Ebrington.
Mr. Emerson Tennent.
Mr. Wallace.
Mr. Beckett Denison.
Mr. Ricardo.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Francis Baring.

Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Hawes.
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Wyse.
Mr. Bramston.
Mr. Milner Gibson.
Mr. Wilson Patten.

Ordered, THAT the said Committee have power to send for Persons, Papers, and
Records.
Ordered, That Five be the Quorum of the Committee.

Lun&, 14° die Augusti,
Ordered, THAT the Committee have power to report the Minutes of Evidence taken
before them to The House.
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i
APPENDIX p. 365
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p. 263

REPORT.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to inquire into the Measures which
have been adopted for the General Introduction of a General RATE of
POSTAGE and for facilitating the Conveyance of Letters, and the Result of
such Measures so far as relates to the Revenue and Expenditure of the
Post Office and the general Convenience of the Country, and to Report
their Observations thereupon to The House ; and who are empowered to
Report the MINUTES of EVIDENCE taken before them :
Tl AVE, with the view of ascertaining the Results of the Penny Postage
-•- -*• on the Revenue and Expenditure of the Post Office, called for Returns
of the Gross and Net Revenue of the Post Office for the Three Years
previous and subsequent to its adoption : these Returns will be found in
the Appendix to this Report.
Your Committee have examined at great length Mr. Rowland Hill, with
regard to several Proposals which were brought under their notice by
him, for extending the facilities of the Correspondence of the Country, and
for improving the Management and reducing the Expense of the Post-office.
They have also examined several of the Officers of the Post-office, with
regard to the expediency and practicability of adopting these measures.
Your Committee regret that, on account of the late period of the Session
to which their inquiries were extended, they find it impracticable to Report
their Opinions on these various matters, involving, as they do, many minute
details. They are unable to do more than Report the Evidence which they
have taken; to which they beg leave to refer, as well as to the Correspondence
which will be found in the Appendix, in connexion therewith, between the
Treasury and the Post-office ; from both of which Departments they enter
tain no doubt these Propositions will receive the fullest consideration.

14 August 1843.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THOSE DAYS ON WHICH NO
EVIDENCE WAS TAKEN.

Veneris, 30° die Junii, 1843.
Present:
Mr. F. Baring.
Sir George Clerk.
Mr. Bramston.
Mr. Wallace.
Lord Ebrington.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Wilson Patten.
Mr. Becket Denison.
Mr. Wyse.
Mr. Trotter.
Sir GEORGE CLERK, Bart, called to the Chair.
The Committee considered the course of their proceedings.
[Adjourned till Monday, at 12 o'CIock.

Veneris, 11° die Augusti, 1843.
Present :
Sir GEORGE CLERK, Bart, in the Chair.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Bramston.
Mr.
Trotter.
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Emerson Tennent.
Mr. Becket Denison.
Mr. Milner Gibson.
Mr. Baring.
Mr. Wyse.
Mr. Hawes.
Motion made (by Mr. 'Bramston) and question proposed, " That the Chairman do report
the Evidence taken before this Committee to The House."
Amendment proposed to the question (by Mr. Escotf), to add the words, " together with
their observations thereupon."
Question put, "That those words be added."
The Committee divided :
Ayes, 3.
Mr. Escott.

,. N°es» 7Mr. Bramston.

Mr. Cripps.

Mr. Trotter.

Mr. Becket Denison.

Mr. Emerson Tennent.
Mr. Baring.
Mr. Hawes.
Mr. Wyse.
Mr. Milner Gibson.
Question, " That the Chairman do report the Minutes of Evidence taken before this
Committee to The House."
Put and agreed to.
[Adjourned to Monday, at 12 o'CIock.

Luna, 14° die Augusti, 1843.
Present :
Sir GEORGE CLERK, Bart, in the Chair.
Mr. Hawes.
Mr. Trotter.
Mi. Emerson Tenncut.
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Wyse.
Mr. Becket Denison.
Mr. Milner Gibson.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Bramston.

The
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The Chairman proposed the following preface to the evidence ; viz.
"With the view of ascertaining the results of the Penny-postage on the revenue and
expenditure of the Post-office, they have called for Returns of the gross and net revenue
of the Post-office for the ihree years previous and subsequent to its adoption. These
Returns will be found in the Appendix to this Report.
"Your Committee have examined at great length Mr. Rowland Hill with regard to several
proposals which were brought under their notice by him, for extending the facilities in the
correspondence of the country, and for improving the management and reducing the ex
pense of the Post-office.
" They have also examined several of the officers of the Post-office with regard to the
expediency and practicability of adopting these measures.
" Your Committee regret, that on account of the late period of the Session to which their
inquiries have extended, they 6nd it to be impracticable to report their opinions on those
various matters involving many minute details ; they are unable to do more than report
the evidence which they have taken, to which they beg leave to refer, as well as to the
correspondence in connexion therewith, which will be found in the Appendix, between the
Treasury and the Post-office, from both of which departments your Committee entertain no
doubt they will receive the fullest consideration."
Motion made (by Mr. Bramstori) and question put, " That the Preface proposed by the
Chairman be reported with the Evidence.
The Committee divided :
Ayes, 5.
Noes, i .
Mr. Bramston.
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Emerson Tennent.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Hawes.
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LIST OF WITNESSES.

Lunae, 3° die Julii, 1843.
Rowland Hill, Esq.

- PMercurii, 5° die Julii, 1843.

Rowland Hill, Esq.

p.Veneris, 7° die Julii, 1843.

Rowland Hill, Esq.

24

•

P- 53
Lunae, 10° die Julii, 1843.

Rowland Hill, Esq.

P- 73
Lunae, 17° die Julii, 1843.

Rowland Hill, Esq.

p. 96
Martis 18° die Julii, 1843.

Rowland Hill, Esq.

p. 114

Veneris, 21° die Julii, 1843.
Rowland Hill, Esq .
Lieutenant Colonel Maberly
-

p. 134
P- 134

Lunae, 24° die Julii, 1843.
Lieutenant Colonel Maberly
-

- p. 158

Mercurii, 26° die Julii, 1843.
Lieutenant Colonel Maberly
-

- p. 184

Veneris, 28° die Julii, 1843.
Lieutenant Colonel Maberly
-

- p. 207

Lunae, 31° die Julii, 1843.
Lieutenant Colonel Maberly

- p. 228

Mercurii, 2" die Augusti, 1843.
-

- P- 250

Veneris, 4° die Augusti, 1843.
William Bokenham, Esq. ------

- P- 279

Robert Smith, Esq.

Lunae, 7° die Augusti, i 843.
William Bokenham, Esq.
John R.amscy, Esq. ------Robert Smith, Esq.
-----Mercurii, 9° die Augusti, 1843.
Right Honourable Lord Lowther
-

- P- 304
- p. 316

- p. 326

Veneris, 11° die Augusti, 1843.
Rowland Hill, Esq.

- P-

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

Luna, 3" die Julii, 1843.

MEMBEllS PRESENT.

Mr. F. Baring.
Mr. Bramsion.
Sir George Clerk.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Becket Denison.
Viscount Ebrington.
Mr. Escott.

Mr. M. Gibson.
Mr. Hawes.
Mr. VV. Patten.
Mr. Kicaido.
Mr. E. Tennent.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Wallace.

SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Rowland Hill, Esq., called in ; and Examined.
1. Chairman.] YOU are the author of a pamphlet which was published in non-land Hi!!, E?q.
1837, pointing out various improvements in the system of the Post-office
—•
arrangements of this country }—I am.
3 July 1843.
2. Which pamphlet was afterwards referred to the consideration of a Select
Committee of the House of Commons ?—It was.
3. Upon whose recommendations several of the suggestions contained in that
pamphlet have been carried into effect by Parliament ?—Yes.
4. Can you state to the Committee the outline of the plan which was originally
submitted by you to that Committee ?—The following paper is drawn up in com
pliance with the direction of the Committee for a written document, showing,
first, the improvements I have recommended ; secondly, the extent to which
those improvements have been carried into effect ; thirdly, the result of the
changes so made ; fourthly, the improvements still to be effected. Before com
mencing to read the paper, perhaps I may be permitted to state that I have
divided it into sections, under the impression that the Committee would probably
consider it convenient to put questions to me upon each section separately.
The matter altogether is long, and with the permission of the Committee I will,
when I have completed the first section, pause to see whether they have any
questions to propose. The first section is PLAN or POST-OFFICE IMPROVE
MENT AS ORIGINALLY PROPOSED. As asserted in my recent petition to the
House of Commons, my plan of Post-office improvement has from the first been
stated by me. to consist of the following parts :
1.
2.
3.
4.

A. uniform and low rate of postage.
Increased speed in the delivery of letters.
Greater facilities for their despatch.
Simplification in the operations of the Post-office, with the object of
reducing the cost of the establishment to a minimum.
In proof of this I beg to submit the following extracts from my writings and
Evidence on the subject ; they are arranged in the order of date.
Extract from "Post-office Reform" (published early in 1837), 3d edition p. 43.
" The following is a summary of the conclusions which it is believed have
been established in the preceding paper :
0.93.
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" 1. That the present cost (to the Post-office) of primary distribution is, for
the most part, the result of complex arrangements at the Post-office.
"2. That these complex arrangements would be avoided, if postage were
charged, without regard to distance, at a uniform rate (which is shown to be
the only fair rate with reference to the expenses incurred), and were collected
in advance.
" 3. That the postage might be collected in advance, if reduced to the rate
proposed ; viz. 1 d. for each packet not exceeding half an ounce in weight, with
an additional penny for each additional half ounce.
" 4. That, owing to the great simplicity of the arrangements which might be
adopted under these conditions, the present establishment of the Post-office,
with a slight addition, would suffice for a fourfold increase of business.
" 5. That this increase of business would lead to greatly increased facilities
of communication ; as for example, two departures and two arrivals of the
London mails per day.
" 6. That these increased facilities, together with the greatly reduced charges,
would have the effect of increasing the number of chargeable letters in all pro
bability at least five and a quarter fold, which increase (the number of franks
and newspapers continuing as at present) would produce the fourfold increase
of business for which, as it has been shown, the present establishment of the
Post-office, with a slight addition, would suffice."—Post-office Reform, 3d edit,
p. 69.
" With respect to the increase in the actual amount of correspondence,
the proposed arrangement will bring two causes into operation, both very
potent :—
" 1st. Increased facility of communication.
" 2d. Diminished expense.
On the potency of the former cause, much light is thrown by the Report of the
Commissioners of Revenue Inquiry, as quoted at page 31 ; and I may here
especially refer to the fact, that the consequence of Mr. Palmer's improve
ments, which merely tended to increase facility, was in the course of 20 years
to triple the correspondence of the country."—Letter to the Secretary of the
Commission of Post-office Inquiry, Ninth Report of the Commissioners, p. 87This is the letter referred to: " No. 2, Burton Crescent, 8th June 1837.—
Dear sir, I trust the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry will excuse my
requesting their attention to the probable results of the experiment about to be
made in the Twopenny Post-office. Lord Duncannon is understood by the
public to have stated, that envelopes will be sold at 1 d. each, which will frank
letters within the limits of the twopenny and threepenny delivery ; in addi
tion to which, his Lordship did me the honour to acquaint me that it was
intended to limit the weight of such letters to one ounce, to allow weights from
one to six ounces to be conveyed under twopenny covers, and to add one to the
number of daily deliveries, but at present to make no other change. These
are undoubtedly very important improvements, but I submit they do not
amount to a fair test of my plan. In ' Post-office Reform,' and in the
evidence I had the honour of giving before the Commissioners, I have endea
voured to show the importance and practicability of much more frequent
and rapid deliveries than are now made, and I am not aware of any valid
objections to those views. The increased facilities thus proposed to be
afforded form a most important feature of my plan. As regards the Two
penny-post, they would, in my opinion, conduce more to increased corre
spondence than even the reduction of charge. In the experiment which it
is intended to try, little will be done to improve the facilities for correspond
ence, and therefore an important cause of increase in the number of letters
will be scarcely brought at all into operation. Again, I have pointed out
means by which the cost of management may be reduced, by the adoption of
more simple and economical arrangements ; as an instance, I would mention
the employment of short stage-coaches. But it does not appear that there is
any
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any intention of adopting many of these improvements. The experiment, if Rowland Hill, Esq.
tried thus partially, will, I fear, produce the following unfavourable results :
1st. Injury to the revenue, arising partly from a want of economical arrange3 Ju'y
ment, but chiefly from an insufficient increase in the number of letters to com
pensate for the reduced postage. 2d. Injury to the plan which I have pro
posed, in consequence of the experiment being erroneously considered by many
as a test. 3d. Dissatisfaction on the part of others, who will consider the plan
as unfairly treated, and the question as to its practicability still undecided.
Entertaining these views, I should think it a neglect of duty if I did not submit
them respectfully to the consideration of the Commissioners. The experiment
which I have proposed would (allowing for the difference in the extent of reduction
of postage) be a fair test of the general plan. If the experiment succeed, the
Commissioners would, I trust, be encouraged to proceed ; if it fail, the whole
question would be set at rest. The experiment cannot possibly involve the
loss of much revenue : it is a complete and definite step, and will if successful
be of itself a great good, and it does not necessarily lead to any further change.
In conclusion, I beg most respectfully to thank the Commissioners and yourself
for the attention paid to my suggestions, and for the courtesy which I have
invariably received. I trust I shall not be thought unreasonable on the present
occasion. My objections to the arrangement contemplated by the Commis
sioners apply simply to its being considered a test of my plan. Looking at it
as a means of reducing taxation, the measure, as far as it goes, is, in my
opinion, an excellent one.
" I remain, my dear sir, yours very truly,
" To J. R. Gardiner, Esq. &c. &c. &c."
" Rowland Hill"
The experiment that I recommended was the adoption of the penny rate of
postage within the London district on letters not exceeding two ounces in.
weight, and a twopenny charge upon letters of from two to four ounces, and
so on, and that there should be hourly deliveries in the districts adjacent to
London ; and that other measures, which were stated in detail, should be
adopted with the view of shortening the interval which now occurs between the
posting of a letter and its delivery. Perhaps I may call attention to the fact,
that that letter has been written now six years.
I beg to remark, that the improvements actually made in the London Districtpost (heretofore called the Twopenny-post) are even somewhat less than those
contemplated by the Commissioners, and earnestly represented by myself at the
time as insufficient. I have great satisfaction in adding, however, that the
increase of letters consequent even on these limited improvements has so far
exceeded my anticipations as to have already produced from that class of let
ters a gross revenue equal to that afforded by the same class of letters in 1836,
the year immediately preceding the one in which the change was proposed.
Extract from my first letter to Lord Lichfield, dated January 9th, 1838. This
series of letters appeared at the time in various London papers.
" Before proceeding to a consideration of objections, I deem it necessary
succinctly to describe the main features of the plan. The ends proposed are—
" 1. A great diminution in the rate of postage.
" 2. Increased speed in the delivery of letters.
" 3. More frequent opportunities for their despatch.
" In calculating on attaining these benefits without a proportionate diminu
tion in the revenue derived from the Post-office, I depend,
" 1. On the increase in the number of post letters certain to follow a great
r-eduction of postage and other improvements ; and
" 2. On the result of certain plans intended to secure great simplification and
consequent economy in the operations of the Post -office.
" With a view to obtain this simplification, I propose,
" 1 . That there should be a uniform rate of postage according to weight ; and
" 2. That the payment should always be in advance ; and, to rid this mode
of payment of the trouble and risk whi. h it would otherwise entail on the
senders of letters, as well as for other important considerations, I propose that
the postage be collected by the sale of stamped covers.
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq.
1843.

" Increased speed in the delivery of letters will obviously result from the plan
of payment in advance, whereby the time now spent in collecting the postage
will be
" More frequent opportunity for the despatch of letters, especially in populous
neighbourhoods, will be justified and required by the increase in the number
of letters, and will in turn become a great source of additional increase.
" Such is a summary of my plan. In my next letter I shall descend somewhat
further into particulars."
Extract from my second letter to Lord Lichfield, dated 18th January 1838 :
" Having in my last letter given a summary of my plan, I now enter some
what more into particulars. The uniform rate of postage which I propose is
a penny for each letter or packet not exceeding half an ounce iu weight,
with an additional penny for each additional half-ounce. The rate of a penny
was adopted, not as having any magical virtue or essential propriety, but
because it appears from detailed calculations that such a reduction was expe
dient, and also because it is, with very little exception, the lowest rate of
postage now in use. Of course, an approximation to this would be an improve
ment on the present state of things ; but I fear there will be many obstacles to
the establishment of a higher uniform rate. I apprehend a less reduction will
scarcely reconcile the public to payment in advance, will in many instances be
insufficient to stop the illicit conveyance of letters, and will exclude from the.
post a vast number of circular letters and other printed papers, the circulation
of which is of high importance to commerce. The increase in the number of
letters to result from the reductions and other improvements which I propose
cannot of course be estimated with accuracy. A variety of information, how
ever, as to the effect of other reductions in taxation, as to the amount of corre
spondence at present suppressed, and as to the extent of illicit conveyance of
letters, furnishes my estimate with a good basis. The increase in the number
of letters necessary, according to my calculations, to secure the revenue from
diminution, is to six-fold the present amount, and such an increase my in
formation warrants me in regarding as not improbable. To the feasibility of
my plan, however, such an increase is not essential, the increase which I have
counted upon being to little more than five-fold, as I did not reckon on
securing the Post-office revenue from diminution, but estimated its probable
loss at nearly 300,000 /. per annum ; nor do 1 think that I am sanguine when
I confidently expect that such a deficit would be much more than supplied by
an increase in the other departments of the revenue, consequent on the stimulus
given to commerce by the greater freedom of correspondence."
Extract from my third letter to Lord Lichfield, dated January 19th. 1838,
and referring to measures then contemplated by Government :
" The reduction of the fourpenny postage to 2 d. * * * is valuable as
an experiment on the effect of reduction, but as the change is in reduction
only, and is not accompanied by any increased facility, more frequent oppor
tunity, simplification of arrangements (with consequent economy), nor, in short,
by any other improvements, even its failure would furnish no argument against
my plan, though its success would strongly support one of the principles for
which I contend. My dependence, however, is on a number of principles
brought into harmonious operation, each aiding and strengthening all the
others. They are, reduction of postage, increasing facilities, and simplification,
with consequent economy in the mechanism of the Post-office. * * * To
warrant so great a reduction of postage as I contemplate, there must be strict
economy in the management of the Post-office."
Extracts from my Evidence before the Postage Committee of 1838 :
Referring to the principles distinctly laid down in the several reports of the
Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, I proceed as follows : " Keeping these
enlightened principles in view, I have endeavoured to devise a plan which shall
effect a very great reduction in postage, which shall render the Post-office con
formable to the wants of the public, by providing for a speedy delivery of letters
and more frequent opportunities for their despatch, and which shall accomplish
these objects without injury to the general revenue of the country. ' In making
your calculations with a view to obtain these objects without injury to the
revenue, on what do you rely ?—In the first place, I rely on the very great in
crease
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crease in the number of post-letters certain to follow the great reduction of Rowland HUl, Esq.
postage which I propose, and the increased facilities for the transmission of
•
letters which I have also proposed ; in the second place I rely on certain plans
3 July 1843.
for introducing great simplicity and consequent economy into the management
of the Post-office.' ' Be pleased to state as shortly as you can, but quite com
prehensively, the means by which you propose to effect this simplification, and
to secure the other advantages to which you allude ?— Complexity in the present
arrangements of the Post-office arises chiefly from the great variety in the
charges for postage. I propose instead of this variety to adopt one uniform
charge by weight, without regard to distance ; it is essential to my plan that
the rate should be low, and I am convinced it may safely be fixed as low as a
penny for each packet not exceeding half an ounce, with an additional penny
for each additional half ounce to any convenient extent. This rate I propose
shall be charged on all letters passing between one post town and another, how
ever distant. I propose still further to simplify the mechanism of the Postoffice, by requiring in all cases payment in advance, and I propose to effect this
by the sale of stamps, on covers or sheets of paper, or in any other form con
venience may require. If this arrangement were universal (and I see no diffi
culty in its being made so, at least after a little time has been allowed for
effecting the change of habit on the part of the people), it is manifest that the
Post-office would be relieved from all financial accounts, and this would effect
an enormous saving of expense. The increased speed in the delivery of letters
of which I have spoken, would result from the uniform payment of letters in
advance, for it is manifest that the delivery of letters from door to door is
greatly retarded by the necessity of collecting the postage at the same
time. More frequent opportunities for the despatch of letters would be
justified and required by the great increase in the number of letters result
ing from the causes I have assigned, and these more frequent despatches
would again constitute a most important source of further increase in the
number of letters.' ' You have stated that you propose a uniform rate of
postage ; be pleased to state more fully your reasons for recommending
the adoption of this principle ?—I propose a uniform rate of postage, not
only on account of the great simplicity which would result from it in all
the operations of the Post-office, but because of its abstract fairness. I find
that the cost attendant upon the distribution of letters consists chiefly in the
expenses which are incurred with reference to their receipt at the Post-office
and to their delivery from the Post-office. I find that that additional expense
which arises from their conveyance along the mail-roads is comparatively un
important ; and as all letters, whether going a small distance or a great dis
tance, must be both received and delivered, it necessarily follows that the chief
expenses are common to all, and, consequently, that the cost to the Post-office
is much the same, whatever the distance may be to which the letter has to be
carried : and it is not matter of inference but a matter of fact, that the expense
to the Post-office is practically the same, whether a letter is going from London
to Barnet or whether it is going from London to Edinburgh ; the difference is not
expressible in the smallest coin we have. There is another reason for advocating
uniformity of postage, which is this, that with a varying rate of postage, I fear it
would be impossible to introduce the stamped covers. The inconvenience which
would attend their use, if the rates of postage varied with reference to distance, is
obvious ; and if the stamped covers could not be employed, then payment in ad
vance would become in some respects objectionable.' " The following passages are
also selected from my evidence : " I am of opinion that until the plan is adopted
as a whole, expenses must be borne which afterwards will be found to be unne
cessary."— (Ev. 535.) " If my plan were put into operation, one part of it would
be to establish a Post-office in every village."— (Ev. 560-1. 778.) " It is a
part of my plan not only to reduce the postage on letters very greatly, but to
afford to the public every possible facility ; to make the Post-office the most
convenient means for the distribution of letters."— (Ev. 661.) " I think that
the reduction to 2 d., together with the facilities of distribution on which I rely
very greatly, would prevent the contraband conveyance of letters."— (Ev. 662.)
Extract from the ' Third Report of the Postage Committee,' p. 64 : " Mr. HUl
considers it very essential to the proper working of his plan, that greater faci
lities should be given to the transmission of letters. That such facilities would
produce a great effect on the number of letters is shown, lie argues, by the fact
0.93.
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Hill, Esq. that the improvements introduced by Mr. Palmer, though accompanied by
several augmentations made at different times in the rates of postage, produced
3 July 1843.
a very considerable increase in the number of letters. Improved facilities in
distribution he considers an essential part of his plan ; and until such improve
ment were adopted his plan could not be said to be introduced or tried."
Extract from my Address to a public meeting at Wolverhampton, which I
attended by invitation, on Saturday, September /th, 1839. — (See JVolverhampton
Chronicle of Sept. 1 1, 1839.)
" With reference to the future, the only anxiety which appears to be enter
tained is as to the effect of the measure on the public revenue. This will
depend very materially on the manner in which the plan is worked out. The
mere reduction in the rates of postage will of course greatly increase the num
ber of letters ; but much will still depend on the extent to which the facilities
for despatching letters are improved by a careful employment of the many
economical and speedy modes of conveyance which now exist, and by a solici
tous attention to all the minute ramifications of distribution. If on the one
hand due attention be paid to the increasing demands of the public for the
more frequent and more speedy despatch of letters, and, on the other hand,
pains be taken to keep down the cost of management, though some temporary
loss of revenue will undoubtedly arise, I see no reason to fear that the loss will
be either great or permanent."
Extract from Mr. M. D. Hill's Letter to myself, dated 12th September 1839,
written immediately before I entered the Treasury, and forming part of my
official correspondence with that Board. (Parl. Pro. 36, 1843, No. 119.)
" You lay great stress, and very properly in my opinion, on increasing the
facilities for transmitting letters ; and this part of the reform will, I apprehend,
cause you more labour of detail than that which more strikes the public eye."
To show that the increased facilities and economic improvements, which I
deemed essential to my plan, were regarded in the same light by the Parlia
mentary Committee, and that this Committee recommended not only the
reduction of postage, but the adoption of the entire plan, I give the following
extracts from its Report ; Third Report, p. vi. Resolution, No. 4 : " That it is
the opinion of this Committee, that the additional facilities which have hitherto
been afforded to inland correspondence, in the despatch of letters by the Postoffice department, have all tended to the convenience of the public, and in a
majority of instances to the improvement of the revenue ; that further facilities
would be attended with like advantages, and that every reasonable effort, there
fore, should be made, by substituting direct for circuitous routes, and by expe"
diting the delivery, to abridge as far as practicable the time which must elapse
between the despatch and delivery of a letter."—Page viii. Resolution, No. 13 :
" That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the cheap, speedy, and more
frequent communication by means of post, which it is the object of Mr. Hill's
plan to establish, would greatly facilitate all commercial transactions, and lead
to a great extension of trade both foreign and domestic ; that this extension of
trade would in no inconsiderable degree improve the general revenue of the
country, and thus probably compensate for any small diminution which might
take place in the revenue of the Post-office."—Page 68 : " That the only remedies
for the evils above stated are, a reduction of the rates, and the establishment
of additional deliveries and more frequent despatches of letters;" * * * "that
the effect of the adoption of Mr. Hill's plan in the details of the management
of the Post-office department would be, to use the words of Sir Edward Lees,
secretary to the Post-office at Edinburgh," (Appendix to Report n. p. 35,)
" that considerable time would be saved in the delivery of letters ; the expenses
in almost every branch of the department, but principally in the Inland and
Letter-carrier offices, much reduced ; the complex accounts of the Bye and
Dead-letter offices greatly simplified, and the expenses greatly diminished ; that
the system of accounts between the deputy postmasters, which presents so
many opportunities and facilities for combination and fraud, would disappear ;
the labour and responsibility of surveyors be curtailed ; a system of complex and
intricate duty, inseparable from the existing nature of the country part of the
Post-office, give way to one of simplicity and uniformity ; and the entire prin
ciple and machinery of the Post-office be changed in its character, greatly con
tributing
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tributing to the security, comfort, and advantage of the community, in its Rowland Hill, Esq.
connexion with the public correspondence."
•
WTith respect to the resolution of The House, and the Bill founded thereon,
" y ' 43'
it is obvious that, in a case like the present, Parliament could not pledge itself
to a variety of details ; it gave, however, all necessary authority to the Treasury,
and the speeches delivered at the time show that the measure was regarded
as an adoption of the whole plan. This will appear from the following
extracts.
On the 31st of May 1839, Lord John Russell, in announcing the intentions
of Government, said, " The plan will be in conformity with that which has been
proposed by the Committee as likely to be the most beneficial one."— Mirror
of Parliament, Sess. 1839, p. 25/8.
On the 25th of June in the same year, Lord Melbourne, in reply to Lord
Radnor, said, " Undoubtedly it is the intention of the Government to carry into
effect the plan referred to by my noble friend, considering how it has been
recommended, the strong interest it has excited, and the benefits and advantages
•which unquestionably belong to it, with all practicable speed."
On August the 5th of the same year, the Duke of Wellington said that,
" With reference to the adoption of any particular plan, he was disposed to
admit that that which was called Mr. Rowland Hill's plan was, if it was adopted
exactly as was proposed, of all the plans, that which was most likely to be success
ful." That is the first division of the subject.
5. Are the Committee to understand that the plan as submitted by you to
the Post-office Commissioners in 1837, and subsequently to the Select Com
mittee of the House of Commons, contained a recommendation for a uniform
rate of postage accompanied by prepayment by means of stamped covers, and
a general statement that the increased facilities for despatching letters, and the
more frequent opportunities there would be for despatching letters, would
greatly increase the extent of correspondence ?— Undoubtedly.
6. And that the effect of that increase, which you then estimated might be
about fivefold, would compensate for the loss of the revenue which would arise
from the great reduction in the rate of postage ?—No ; I never contemplated
that.
7. You contemplated a loss of 300,000 /. ; that is, that if your plan was com
pletely carried into effect, it would compensate for the loss of revenue, with the
exception of about 300,000 /. r—Yes.
8. Mr. Hawes.~\ But within a certain period?—Yes; I have never attempted
to fix any time. You use the term " stamped covers " ; the stamped covers
were at that time the only stamps spoken of, therefore I used the term
repeatedly ; but in the course of my evidence, as shown in one of the extracts
read, I contemplated a variety of stamps.
9. Chairman] The great advantage you expected to derive was from the
simplification of the system of the Post-office, by dispensing with the compli
cated accounts between the Post-office and the various deputy postmasters in
the country ?—The great advantage that I expected to obtain was that advan
tage which the public would enjoy from the improved state of things. The
effect upon the cost of the establishment I expected to result from the cause
which you have named, the simplification of accounts. With that simplifica
tion, I considered it almost certain that a large increase of business might be
accomplished in the Post-office without a proportionate increase of expense.
10. You stated, in a letter which you addressed to Lord Lichfield in January
1838, the outlines of your plan ; are these the correct gutlines which you
stated, that there would be a simplification of the whole system of the Postoffice by the introduction of an uniform low rate of postage, accompanied with
a system of prepayment, which could be most easily effected by means of
stamped covers, or by stamps to be affixed to the letters ; that such a system
would save a great deal of time on the part of the letter-carriers in delivering
the letters from door to door, and that increased facilities, which you also con
templated, would add very much to the convenience of the public, and greatly
increase the correspondence of the country ; is not that an enumeration of the
various points which were insisted upon by you ?—Yes, I think that is a selec
tion of the leading points of my plan.
1 1 . Was it a necessary part of that plan that the system of prepayment
0.93.
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to this effect, that it was very important that all letters should be prepaid ; that
3 July 1843. I doubted the practicability of carrying such an arrangement into effect at
once, but that, until that arrangement was carried into effect, considerable ex
penses must be borne by the department which might afterwards be avoided.
1 2. Mr. Bramston.] In the loss to the revenue of 300,000 I., which you esti
mated as the probable loss, was the establishment of a post-office in every
village included ?—That was my estimate as the result of the adoption of every
part of my plan, the establishment of a post-office in every village being part of
that plan.
13. Mr. B. Denison.~\ You said that you calculated there would be a loss to
the revenue of 300,000 L, and that the increase of letters would be about five
fold or six-fold?—About five-fold. When I came before the Committee, I
found that I could reduce the estimate to five-fold. My view was this ; I
calculated that a five-fold increase of letters would produce the same gross
revenue as before, and I allowed for the increase of expenses 300,000 /., from
which it necessarily followed that the net revenue must be reduced by
300,000 1.
14. Mr. HawesJ] And the productiveness of that five-fold increase depended
upon the whole plan, its general principles and the details founded upon them,
being carried into execution?—Certainly. The second division is, " IMPROVE
MENTS ALREADY EFFECTED."
] st. The uniform and low rate of 1 d. has been adopted as the general postage
throughout the United Kingdom.
2d. Weight has been adopted as the only standard for increase of charge.
3d. By arrangements made with that view, the public have been brought into
the habit of prepayment ; double postage being levied where this is neglected,
and facility being afforded by the introduction of stamps : this plan, however,
though general, is not yet universal.
4th. Day mails have been established on most of the principal lines from
London ; in most instances, indeed, this was done previous to the adoption of
my plan, though I must add that the earliest of them was established subse
quently to my recommendation of such additional mails.
5th. One additional delivery has been established in London, and two addi
tional deliveries in some of its suburbs. Again, in some of the provincial
towns, an additional delivery has followed the establishment of day mails ; to
these may perhaps be added an additional delivery in some few other places.
The additional delivery in London, and one of the additional deliveries in the
suburbs, were established previously to the adoption of my plan ; but all sub
sequently to its announcement.
6th. In regard to the foreign and colonial letters, the inland rates, as recom
mended in my evidence, have been greatly reduced ; in some instances they
have even been abandoned altogether.
7th. The sea rates on divers of the foreign and colonial letters have them
selves been lowered.
8th. The privilege of franking has been abolished, and a low charge imposed
on the transmission of Parliamentary Papers.
9th. Arrangements have been made to admit the registration of letters,
though on a fee so high as to constitute a most serious obstacle to the use of
the privilege.
10th. The use of money-orders, which was formally recognised, and placed
on a more liberal footing about five years ago, and the amount of which was
at once doubled by the introduction of the penny rate of postage, has again
undergone a most important extension, by the adoption of a recommendation
which I had the honour to make to the Treasury for the lowering of the moneyorder fees. The present fees, which were virtually fixed by the Post-office, are
so moderate as to open the plan to general use.
llth. An especial arrangement has been made, whereby the ordinary limi
tation in the weight of packets to 1 Ib. has been waived in favour of bankers'
parcels and law papers.
15. Mr. Baring.] Can you state the date at which these improvements were
carried into effect ?—The whole I have read, I believe, was accomplished in the
first year that I was at the Treasury— there were some reductions with respect
to the foreign postage, and some very important reductions in the second year.
16. Chairman.]
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1 6. Chairman.] Those did not form a part of the plan ?—No, not part of the Rowland Hill, Esq.
plan as it came before the Committee ; and I think it better to confine myself
to the plan announced to the Committee.
3 July
1 7. Mr. Ricardo.] But were not the arrangements as to the money orders
made in the first year ?—The system of the money orders was adopted in
November 1840 ; the new improvements, as regards the registration, came into
operation I think the year after.
18. Mr. Baring.,] Can you state, of those measures that have been carried
into effect, which have been carried into effect since the present Government ?
—I do not think that any specific measure of reform has been carried into
effect since that period—yes, there have been some small reductions in the
foreign rates, and recently very important reductions in the charges on
French letters.
19. Have there been improvements in the day mails r —One of the two addi
tional deliveries in the suburbs has been carried into effect recently by the
present Government.
20. Chairman.] And the reductions in the foreign rate of postage ?—Some
of them have been effected since the change of government, and one important
one since I left the Treasury.
21. Mr. Escott.] Have there not been additional deliveries on the western
roads ?—I spoke of additional deliveries connected with the establishment of
day mails upon certain lines. I have no doubt that as regards certain towns
on the western road, there were additional facilities established at the time the
day mails were established upon that line. I know that it must have been so,
though I cannot speak from actual knowledge of the fact.
22. Mr. W. Patten.] In stating the improvements which have been carried
out, you do not allude to any increase in the number of post-offices in the
country ; was there no increase of post-offices during that period ?—During
the period immediately preceding the adoption of my plan, the establishment of
post-offices in the country went on with a good deal of rapidity ; but from the
date of the adoption of my plan, very few, scarcely any, additional offices have
been established. Some few have been established under a guarantee from the
parties interested, that they would pay the whole additional expense. The
whole additional expense, whether met by the increase of letters or not, is paid
by the parties interested.
23. The experiment has been tried, has it not, of establishing offices without
those guarantees in several parts of the country ?—I cannot call to my recol
lection a single instance in which it has been done since the adoption of penny
postage. I cannot say that it has not been done, but certainly it has not been
done on any large scale.
24. Mr. F. Baring.] Were directions issued from the Treasury to the Post
master-general before the general operation of your plan, that he should sus
pend proceeding upon the system of penny postage till some general arrange
ment had been made ?—Yes. The general arrangement was made with all possi
ble speed, but it has not been yet carried into effect. The third head is,
Results of the Improvements already effected.—In considering these results,
it will be necessary to take into account the extreme depression of trade which
existed when the penny rate was established, and has continued to prevail ever
since ; the very imperfect manner in which the plan has been carried into effect,
the want of due economy in the Post-office, the well-known dislike to the
measure entertained by many of those persons to whom its execution has been
entrusted, and the influence such dislike must necessarily have had on its success.
Number of Letters.—The chargeable letters delivered in the United Kingdom,
exclusive of that part of the Government correspondence which heretofore
passed free, have increased from about 75,000,000 in 1838 to 207,000,000 in
1842. At the commencement of the present year these letters were at the
rate of 219,000,000 per annum, or nearly threefold the former amount. The
London District-post letters have increased from about 13,000,000 to 23,000,000
per annum, or nearly in the ratio of the reduction of the rates, notwithstanding
that the additional deliveries on which I so much relied have not yet been
established.
Expenses of the Post-office.—The increase of expenditure, as shown by the
returns, is from 757,000 1. in 1839 to 978,000 /. in 1842, or 221,000 /. ; of which
0.93.
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conveyance, of money orders, and compensation for loss of fees, together with
payments to foreign countries for transit postage, and the charge for conveying
the letters of the Post-office itself, which last two are mere matters of account.
These several items of expenditure have no connexion with penny postage,
though some of them undoubtedly tend to augment the gross receipts of the
Post-office. Making these necessary deductions, the increase of expenditure is
about 15 per cent. ; and, even including the whole, it is only 30 per cent., while
the increase of letters and newspapers combined is about 100 per cent., and of
letters alone nearly 200 per cent. ; thus showing how much the plan, even in
its present imperfect state, has, by introducing simplicity, tended to economy
in the management of the Post-office. This view of the subject is strengthened
by the consideration that much of the increased expenditure in salaries, &c.
since the reduction of the rates has been made on the ground that such salaries
were too low previously to the institution of the penny rate, and again by the
undoubted fact, that economy has to a great extent been disregarded. Some
idea of the influence of these circumstances may be derived from the fact, that
tne cost of mail guards increased between 1836 and 1841 from 10,513/. to
28,627 £•, though the number has increased only from 353 to 356, and ought,
notwithstanding the addition of day mails, to have greatly diminished, first,
because each railway absorbs the mails of several lines, and, secondly, because
a guard can obviously travel much further on a railway than on a common
road. The reason assigned for increasing the salaries of the guards, was the loss
of fees in consequence of the railways ; but the greatest increase is in Ireland,
where, in 1841, the only railway in use was the short line from Dublin to
Kingston. In Ireland, between 1836 and 1841, the number of guards having
decreased from 85 to 77, the expense increased from 2,935 1. to 7,656 J."
(Seventh Report of Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, p. 70, and Parliamen'
tary Return, 431, Sess. 1841.)
It would appear, therefore, even on a superficial view of the case, that little
of the increased expenditure is fairly attributable to penny postage ; but it will
be found on a thorough investigation of the subject, that there is good reason
to doubt whether the introduction of penny postage, imperfect as it still is, has
added at all to the expenditure.
The following is a statement of the Post-office expenditure for each year,
from 1836 to 1842, inclusive, reduced to a state fit for comparison by being
cleared of certain extraneous charges :—
^—««HW

DEDUCTIONS. (b)

Gross

YEARS.

1836 1837 '
1838 1839 i 840 1841 1842 -

Compensations Expenses of
Net
for Loss of Money-order
Expenses. Transit
Expenses.
Packets.(d) Post Office Fees, &c.(f) Business. (?)
Posia|e.(c)
0)
Pustage.(')

£.
704,768
- 681,259
669,756
- 741,677
846,691
930,934
966,759

f. |
£.
14,217 119,358
11,719 62,506
10,122
12,301
25,547
31,169

39,003

f.

£.

804

Il,6o6

8/5

5,702

2,595 ! 1,079
nil.
962
10,944
nil.
nil.
15405
nil.
19,340

12,072

nil.
nil.
nil.

£.

12,413
12,694
14,026

14,797

Increase
per Cent.

£.

558,783
600,457
643,888
4,795 711,206
8,784 788,722
19,814 850,520
*M63(h) 864,157

—
7'5

7-2
10-5
10-9

7-8
1-6

(") Called in the Finance Accounts (p. 9) " Charges of Collection." Other payments are omitted
as not properly fanning part of the Post-office expenditure.
(b) See Finance Accounts.
(c) A mere matter of account.
(d) Since April 1837, the cost of the packets has been borne by the Admiralty ; the payments
were, to some extent, in arrears.
(c) A mere matter of account.
(f ) For the most part a matter of account. The fees now go to the revenue.
(8) This is an estimate made on the assumption, which cannot be far from correct, that the
expenses equal the receipts.
(h) The receipts, as stated in the Finance Accounts, exceed this sum, but they include five quar
ters for England and Wales.
It
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It will be seen that the net expenditure of the Post-office had been rapidly Rtuland Hill, Esq.
increasing for at least three years before the adoption of the penny charge on
the 10th January 1840 ; also that the rate of increase in 1840 was scarcely at
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all greater than in 1839, and only three and a half per cent, greater than in
1837 and 1838. The table shows that some unusual cause of increase was in
operation in both 1839 and 1840; but this was mainly the establishment of
day mails, the substitution of railway for common road conveyance, and the
higher pay to the guards ; this combination of circumstances added to the
expense of the Post-office about 37,000 /. in 1839, and 29,000 I. more in 1840 ;
they also made a further addition of 40,000 /.in 184 1, in which year, but for this,
the increase of expenditure would been less than three per cent.
I do not mean to imply that no part of the increase in 1840 was caused by
penny postage ; no doubt large, and I believe in many cases unnecessary addi
tions were made to the establishment; this was permitted in the Treasury because
an ample allowance of strength, during the transition at least, was considered
the safe side ; and it was expected that the surplus, if any, would be absorbed
in meeting the after increase of business. But I very much doubt whether the
new system is the cause of any considerable part of the present large expenditure
in the Post-office. Indeed it will appear on an examination of the above table,
that whereas the increase in 1 839 as compared with 1 836, that is to say, in the
three years preceding the reduction in the rates, was 27 per cent., the increase
in 1842 as compared with 1839, that is to say, in the three years foliowing the
reduction in the rates, was only 24 per cent.
It may perhaps be objected to this view of the case, that inasmuch as the
year 1839 included one month of the fourpenny rate, some part of the
additional expenditure of that year is attributable to the new system, and no
doubt in a slight degree this may be true, but in so slight a degree as not to
affect the results to any appreciable extent ; indeed it appears on a comparison
of the payments in the several quarters of the year 1839, that the last quarter
(that which includes the period of the fourpenny rate) was really less expensive
than either the second or the third.
There appears then reason to believe that if the old system of postage
had remained undisturbed, the expenses might have been as great as they
now are.
Revenue of the Post-office.—The gross revenue, exclusive of repayments, &c.
was, in 1842, 1,5 78,000 /. or 67 per cent, (two thirds) of the amount of 1837,
which in the Post Committee was adopted as the standard. The present gross
revenue is about as great as during the fourpenny rate.
The gross revenue derived from the letters of the London District-post
(heretofore the Twopenny-post), in 1842, appears on a careful estimate to be as
great as that in 1836 ; this is the more remarkable when it is considered that,
under the old system, a vast number of letters conveyed to and from the
country by private hand, parcel, or frank, passed through this post, letters
which would now of course be sent by the General-post.
The whole net revenue of the Post-office in 1842 was 600,000 /.
The growth of the Post-office revenue both gross and net is seriously affected
by the reductions which from time to time are made in the foreign rates, and
by the gradual substitution, on the part of the public in general, of prepaying
at 1 d. for payment on delivery at 2d., and the net revenue is still more affected
by the too frequent disregard of economy ; still it has steadily increased, while
every other branch of revenue has dech'ned.
The falling off in the Post-office revenue, being a mere reduction of taxation,
implies no loss to the community.
General Revenue of the Country.—The effect of penny postage on the general
revenue of the country it is of course impossible to ascertain, especially amidst
a depression so injurious to the revenue in every department ; but it is remark
able that, notwithstanding the serious falling off in the Post-office revenue, no
defalcation appeared in the general revenue during the first two quarters.
The tendency of free communication by post to improve the general revenue
of the country has been forcibly shown in the evidence of Mr. George Moffatt
(Third Report, Abstract, p. 49) ; and Lord Ashburton gave his opinion to the
same effect (Evidence, 8132).
0.93.
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Money Orders.—As already stated, a great increase of money orders took
place on the establishment of the penny rate of postage in January 1840 ; but
a sti]i greater increase took place on the reduction in the money-order fees in
November 1840. These two causes, combined with the extension and improve
ment of the system, have increased the amount of money transmitted through
the office more than 20-fold since the beginning of 1839, and the amount of
fees, notwithstanding the great reduction in the rate of charge, has increased
in the same time, as nearly as I can ascertain, about eightfold. The expenses of
the money-order system are however very considerable, amounting, in my
opinion, to nearly as much as the fees.
Prevention of Breaches of the Law.—The illicit conveyance of letters is in
effect suppressed, at least as regards inland conveyance, except when, owing to
imperfection in the Post-office arrangements, thp law is broken to save time.
The almost total removal of an habitual disregs, d of a positive law, habitual
amongst all classes of society, must be regaided as a benefit of high social
importance.
Removal of the Causes tending to suppress Correspondence.—The evils so ably
described in the Third Report of the Select Committee on Postage (p. 20) are
now for the most part removed ; commercial transactions relating even to very
small amounts are managed through the post ; small orders are constantly so
transmitted, and small remittances sent and acknowledged. Printers send
their proofs without hesitation ; the commercial traveller has no difficulty in
writing to his principal; and private individuals, companies, and associations
distribute widely those circulars, always important and often essential to the
accomplishment of their objects.
The poor now begin to enjoy their share of the convenience. No longer
debarred from the expected letter by the charge with which it is laden, or
driven to redeem it by pledging or sacrificing their little goods, they are per
mitted to correspond at a cost so moderate, that it is borne with ease and
cheerfulness, and thus they find access to affectionate intercourse with their
distant friends, and to that information often so important for the bettering of
their condition, sometimes almost necessary for the preservation of health, and
even of life. Remarkable cases have come to my knowledge of most important
advantages being enjoyed by individuals among the poor, for which they were
immediately indebted to the low rate of postage. In short, it is a fact as grati
fying as it is well ascertained, that it is in districts inhabited by the poor that
the increase of letters is the greatest.
Commercial and Social Advantages. —Upon this subject it is the less necessary
that I should enter on detail, because, as the sources of my information are
equally open to the Committee, direct communication with my authorities will
probably be preferred. I may mention, however, that I am in possession of
various letters, showing some important benefits to commerce arising from the
facility of communication and easy transmission of patterns and light goods ;
others, great advantages to literature, science, and friendly union, evinced by
the transmission of scientific specimens, evinced, too, by the production of works
and the formation of even large societies, to the existence of which, as their
authors and promoters assure me, the establishment of the penny rate was an
essential condition ; and others again telling of pains relieved, affections culti
vated, and mental efforts encouraged, by correspondence to which the former
rates would have acted as an absolute prohibition.
As a specimen of this correspondence, I read the following letter from Profes
sor Henslow. " Hitcham, Hadleigh, Suffolk. 16th April 1843 : Dear Sir,—
The observation to which you refer in one of my letters to the farmers of
Suffolk, respecting the advantages of the penny postage, relates to a scheme of
experimental co-operation for securing the rapid progress of agricultural
science, which I have been suggesting to the landed interest. The practicability
of such a scheme depends entirely upon the advantages offered by the penny
postage. I have no other positive fact to produce, beyond my having attempted
the partial working of such a scheme in the case of a single experiment, for
which I invited (through the local journals) the co-operation of not less than
50 farmers. I have circulated 100 copies of a printed schedule, and could have
circulated
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circulated more if I had had them, containing directions how the proposed expe- Rowland Hill, Esq.
riment should be tried. The mere suggestion of this scheme has involved me in
a correspondence which I never could have sustained if it had not been for the
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penny postage. To the importance of the penny postage to those who cultivate
science I can bear most unequivocal testimony, as I am continually receiving
and transmitting a variety of specimens, living and dead, by post. Among
them you will laugh to hear that I have received three living carnivorous slugs,
which arrived safe in a pill-box. This very day I have received from a stranger
(by post) a parcel of young wheat plants attached by the larvae of some fly ;
and these having arrived in a living state, I can as readily hand them over to
an entomologist for his inspection and remarks. That the penny postage is an
important addition to the comforts of the poor labourer, I can also testify.
From my residence in a neighbourhood where scarcely any labourer can read,
much less write, I am often employed by them as an amanuensis, and have
frequently heard them express their satisfaction at the facility they enjoy of now
corresponding with distant relatives. As the rising generation are learning to
write, a most material addition to the circulation of letters may be expected
from among this class of the population ; indeed, I know that the pens of some
of my village-school children are already put into requisition by their parents.
A somewhat improved arrangement in the transmission of letters to our villages,
and which might easily be accomplished, would greatly accelerate the developement of country letter writers. Of the vast domestic comfort which the penny
postage has added to homes like my own, situate in retired villages, I need say
nothing.
" I remain, dear Sir, yours very faithfully,
"To Rowland Hill, Esq.
(signed)
"/. S. Henslow"
I have a great deal of such correspondence ; I cannot hope that the Com
mittee would allow me to read the whole, but I have made an abstract
which, perhaps, the Committee will allow me to read.—I think some results,
very unexpected, will appear. Mr. Dent, the chronometer maker, mentions the
facility in the transmission of watches through the post ; the ordinary postage
is 8 d. ; they go to remote places, where watches would not otherwise be pur
chased. He frequently receives watches to be cleaned ; he receives four in a
day. Mr. John Travers, the wholesale grocer, states that his correspondence
is quadrupled, that his credits are shortened, that his payments are more quick
and punctual, and his orders more numerous. Invoices are now despatched by
post; he despatches 10,000 " Prices Current" per annum more than formerly.
Samples are now despatched by post ; increase of tea trade increases the duties,
consequently the revenue. Mr. Charles Knight, the publisher, says, the penny
postage facilitates the distribution of books ; monthly lists of new books, for
merly only sent to the London trade, now sent to the country booksellers ;
country booksellers have now parcels three times a week instead of once, small
tradesmen once a week instead of once a month. Accuracy in books is promoted
by cheap transmission of proofs to and fro, between author and printer ; want
of rural distribution prevents communication with important classes, such as
the clergy, magistrates, poor-law guardians, &c. &c.
25. Mr. E. Tennent.~] Mr. Charles Knight says, that the country publishers
receive a weekly parcel instead of a monthly parcel : how is that change effected
through the post ?—It is effected, I believe, thus : that the parcel is not sent down
except upon order from the country booksellers, and when the postage was high
the wants of the booksellers were not attended to immediately, but they waited
till there was an accumulation of books wanted, and then the order was sent off ;
now it comes once a week instead of once a month. The next is from Messrs.
Pickford & Company; their postage, for the year ending March 1839, was
on about 30,000 letters; in the year ending March 1843 it was on about
240,000 letters. Considering the number of enclosures now contained in
one letter, it is estimated that, measuring by single sheets, the increase is
from 30,000 to 720,000; increase of money paid for postage 33 per cent.
Lieutenant Watson, R. N. states, that the penny postage has enabled him to
complete his system of telegraphs. He has now telegraphs on many of the
most important headlands of England and Scotland. Mr. Stokes, the honorary
secretary to the Parker Society (a society that contains among its members
nearly all the dignitaries of the Church, and many other influential men,
0.93.
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Rowland Hitf, Esq. among whom is the present Chancellor of the Exchequer) states that the society
could not have come into existence but for the penny postage. It is for
3 July 1843. reprinting the works of the early English Reformers. There are 7,000 sub
scribers. It pays yearly from 200 /. to 300?. postage: it also pays duty on
3,000 reams of paper. Mr. Bagster, the publisher of a Polyglot Bible in 24
languages, shows, that the revision which he is giving to this work as it goes
through the press would, on the old system, have cost 1,500 I. in postage
alone, and that the Bible could not have been printed but for the penny
postage ; also that the penny postage has added to the accuracy, as he can
now send revises to several parties. Mr. Manby, the secretary of the Society
of Civil Engineers, states, that the collection and diffusion of scientific infor
mation has been vastly extended by the penny postage.
£. *. d.
In 1838 the postage of the Society was - 20 13 8
In 1839
--185-

In 1840 (the first year after the
the rate) In 1841
In 1842
-

reduction
-

in
-33 49
- 47 17 11
- 69 10 1

I now beg to read an extract from the Annual Report of the Edinburgh Edu
cation Society for 1840 : " The evening school is attended by apprentices and
young persons of both sexes. Among them is a mother of four children, some
of whom are grown up and reside at a considerable distance from her. Allured
by the cheap postage, and the laudable desire of being able to reply to the
letters of her children, she resolved, at the age of 45, to learn to write. She
has attended most regularly, along with a daughter, since the school opened,
in September, and very few of the scholars have made greater progress than
has this energetic woman." Mr. Peacock, a shopkeeper in Manchester, who is
the founder of several institutions in Manchester for the education of the
working classes, states, that immediately on the establishment of the penny
postage, writing classes became crowded. The Reverend S. T. Mosse, curate
of Ashbourne, raised 260 1. by circulars asking for a shilling ; which, in addition
to a donation from himself, enabled him to purchase a dissenting chapel, and
apply it to the use of the Establishment. Mr. H. J. Porter, ofTandragee Castle,
county Armagh, in 1837 applied to the Postmaster-general for permission to
send circulars gratuitously, to solicit subscriptions for the relief of the appalling
destitution in the Highlands of Scotland. Permission was refused. In 1842 he
collected, by post, 550?. for the Paisley weavers. He also collected 165 1. for the
relief of the families of 47 fishermen, lost in a snow-storm off the coast of Down.
A letter from Miss Harriet Martineau contains an excellent description of the
social benefits of the penny postage, but furnishes no facts for abstraction. The
next is from Mr. Laing the traveller, from a recent work of his, entitled, " Notes
of a Traveller." " The British Government has accomplished a much wiser and
more effective educational measure [than the Prussian system] , the only mea
sure, perhaps, which, without giving umbrage to some political or clerical body
or other, could have been adopted for the general education of the people ; by
the reduction of the postage on letters it has brought the use and advantage of
education home to the common man, for it no longer costs him a day's wages
to communicate with his family. This great moral improvement in the con
dition of the lower class extends the influences of advice, admonition, and
family affection among them; the postage was in reality a tax upon these
moral influences. The people will educate themselves, in a single generation,
for the sake of the advantage this great measure has bestowed on education.
A state machinery of schoolmasters, spread over the country, on the Prussian
system, would probably have cost more than the sacrifice of revenue by the
reduction of postage ; and, owing to the clashing of religious parties, would
never have become so effective in extending education. The means, in fact, of
education—a neighbour to teach reading and writing were not wanting—were
to be found in every parish, and the want of schools was a far smaller object
than the want of any desire of the people themselves for education. The
labouring class saw no advantage or benefit from it. This obstacle is overcome
without interference with the religious opinions of any class or sect ; and it will
be found that already the business of schoolmaster in society is providing for

itself,
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itself, like that of the miller or the blacksmith, without any aid from Church or Rowland Hill, Esq.
State. The supply will follow the demand in education, as in every other human
want, and the demand will be effective in producing supply, just in proportion to
3 July 1843.
the value and use of the article in ordinary life. This measure will be the great
historical distinction of the reign of Victoria I. Every mother in the kingdom,
who has children earning their bread at a distance, lays her head upon her pillow
at night with a feeling of gratitude for this blessing. It is the great and envi
able distinction of the late Liberal Ministry, that they carried this measure
boldly into effect, without crippling its moral influence by reduction of a part
only of this tax on the communications of the people."
To sum up, if we compare the opportunity now enjoyed by all with the pri
vilege formerly confined to Members of Parliament, and remember that though
no letters now go free, yet with a rate so low as nearly to approach free
transmission, there is no limitation as to number, and but little as to weight ;
and remember again, that the franked letters became liable to charges if they
passed through any provincial post, or the District-post of the metropolis, the
charge in this latter case being double or triple the present rate ; and remember
again, that in letters for foreign parts or for the colonies the frank was of no
avail, so that all were exposed to charges far above the present reduced rates ;
considering all these things, we shall scarcely overstate the case if we say that
an advantage equal to the franking privilege is now extended to every member
of the community. That is the close of the section as to the results that have
been derived.
26. Viscount Ebringto*.] Was the increase of expense in salaries to the
guards consequent upon the substitution of salaries for fees from passengers ?
—That was the reason assigned for the measure—as I have stated.
•2'/. Mr. Cripps.~\ The guards used to have half-a-guinea a week? —Yes.
28. Mr. F. Baring.^ With respect to the guards, when the conveyance by
railroad took place at the recommendation of the Post-office, and before you
were connected with the Treasury, the new guards were appointed at salaries
without fees ?—Yes.
29. In consequence of that, it was found that the general guards lost their
fees, the public in many places not being willing to pay fees ; and in addition
to that, having the recommendation of the Commission to abolish fees, the
Treasury carried the principle of abolishing the fees and paying the guards
entirely by salary ; was not that the fact ?—The exact state of the case, I believe,
is this : the Postmaster-general, applied for authority to pay the railway guards
in salaries, inasmuch as it was clear that they would have no chance of obtain
ing fees, and that authority was given by the Treasury ; some time afterwards
the Postmaster-general made a second application to the Treasury, stating that
on certain lines of road, owing to the competition of the railways, the number
of passengers by coaches was greatly reduced, and that, consequently, the guards
had lost many of their fees ; and he asked permission, in certain special cases
where the guards were not employed upon railroads, but upon coaches, to put
them upon the same footing as railway guards. This, permission was granted
by the Treasury, and upon that permission, in the course of a year or two, all
the guards in Ireland, without exception, were advanced to the new scale, and
many of those hi England.
30. Mr. Wallace.~\ That is, to be paid salaries ?—To be paid salaries, with
the understanding that they were not to receive fees.
31. Chairman.] If I compare the statement you have just given of the parts
of your plan which have been carried into effect with the enumeration to which
I have already alluded, contained in your letter to Lord Lichtield in 1838, it
would appear that almost the whole of what you then recommended has been
already carried out ; viz. the uniformly low rate of postage, the prepayment,
the increased facilities in the delivery from the saving of time on the part of
the letter-carriers, and additional facilities given by day mails ? —The increased
facilities which I contemplated, as will appear from the extracts which I have
read from my evidence, go beyond those which result from the mere increased
rapidity of delivery of letters. I contemplated much more frequent deliveries,
as well as more rapid deliveries, and much more frequent despatches of letters.
32. In enumerating what has been carried into effect, you stated that there
has been an additional delivery of letters in the large towns, and one additional
delivery in the London district ?—I have stated that there have, I believe, been
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Rowland Hill, Esq. additional deliveries in some large towns; I have not stated that there have
~'~
heen additional deliveries in all large towns, for I know that there have not.'
3 July 1843.
33. But to a certain extent all the points that you wish to have adopted
have been carried into effect, have they not ?—To an exceedingly small extent,
incomparably less than the extent which I contemplated, they have been
carried into effect.
34. To what extent did you contemplate additional deliveries in large com
mercial towns ?—I contemplated that they should be carried to such an extent
as the convenience of the public should require ; that between any large town
and its suburbs, for instance, there should be three or four deliveries in a day,
according to the magnitude of the town ; such a town as Manchester, I think,
should have three or four deliveries from its suburbs every day ; whereas I
believe there is at present only one.
35. Do you give that answer without reference to the additional costs of
such additional deliveries ; suppose the additional costs should be much
greater than any revenue to be derived from the increase of letters, do you
still consider it would be expedient for the convenience of the public that that
cost should be incurred ?—1 can scarcely answer the question, because I feel
certain that the increase upon the letters would far exceed the increased cost
if that increased cost were carefully and economically regulated.
36. You have stated in enumerating what have been the results of your
plan, that great benefits have been derived from it notwithstanding the imper
fect manner of carrying it into effect ?—Certainly.
37. Which you attribute in the first place to dislike, on the point of the
department more especially charged with carrying the plan into effect, and a
disregard of economy on the port of the Post-office authorities ; are you pre
pared now with any specific instances of disregard of economy, or of marked
dislike on the part of the Post-office which have materially obstructed the
carrying out of those parts of your plan which you recommended ?—I am not
in that state of preparation which I desire to be with a view to entering on that
subject ; but if it is the desire of the Committee I can state some instances
which occur to me now ; at the same time, perhaps, the Committee will permit
me to say, that the subject of the Post-office is one of enormous extent ; that
I have to encounter in this investigation a number of gentlemen in the Postoffice, each placed at the head of a department, with a staff of officers below
him to assist him in collecting information : therefore, the Committee will
perhaps permit me to say, that some little preparation on my part is almost
absolutely necessary. If the Committee will have the goodness to indicate on
one day the division of the subject upon which they would desire to examine
me on the following day, I will undertake to come in a complete state of pre
paration ; but unless I have that notice, I fear I could not come before the
Committee in a state of readiness.
38. Then the Committee are to understand that you have not made the
charge of disregard of economy and a dislike of your plan which have impeded
its adoption on the part of the Post-office, without having the means in your
power of proving those charges ?—Most assuredly not.
39. And that you will be prepared on a future day to go into those charges
in detail ?—I shall be prepared on a future day to go into those charges, as far
as the nature of the subject admits ; but the Committee will do me the justice
to remember, that I have not been placed in direct communication with the
Post-office, and therefore the great probability is, that many impediments have
been thrown in the way of which I am not cognizant, and still less in a position
to prove.
40. There are some which you can prove ?—There are.
41 . What evidence have you that a great increase of the number of letters
comes from those districts of the country which are inhabited by the poorer
classes ?—This evidence—that when in communication with the Post-office, I
was informed by Mr. Smith, the gentleman who is at the head of the Districtpost (and to whom I feel myself under obligations for much information, and. of
a very exact character) that it had been observed in the Post-office that the
greatest increase had taken place in the poorer suburbs of London ; that increase
being indicated by the number of letters collected at the receiving houses.
42. That information applies then to the London districts only ?—The
information applies to the London districts only.
43- Mr.
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43. Mr. Hawes.~\ That is to say, the information upon which you speak ?— Rowland Hill, Esq.
Yes ; but I have other evidence which leaves in my mind no doubt that similar
results have taken place elsewhere.
3 July 1843.
44. It must be the same in large towns ?—It must be.
45. Mr. F. Baring.] Could you frame returns, which the Post-office might
furnish, with a view of getting at that fact ?—Certainly.
46". You stated that there was a disregard of economy, and you stated the
same also with reference to the Treasury ; in all those cases in which the Postoffice, at the first carrying of your plan into operation, stated that they thought
it absolutely necessary that some assistance should be given them for the actual
doing of the work, whatever your opinion was, did I, on the part of the Trea
sury, sanction the addition required by the Post-office, with a view that there
should be no doubt that they had enough hands to carry the plan into ope
ration ; was not that so ?—I am not aware that I have accused the Treasury of
any want of economy. The answer to the remaining part of the question is
this : that most assuredly, so far as I am aware of the circumstances which
influenced the Treasury in its decision upon the many applications from the
Post-office for increased expenses, the Treasury did make those allowances
under the impression that it would be the safe side, in the first instance, to give
to the Post-office an ample amount of strength ; and I beg to add, that in that
view of the subject I myself entirely concurred.
47. In many of those cases, you were of opinion that it was by no means
necessary to have the additional force ? — I was of opinion, in many instances,
that the specific addition applied for was unnecessary, but at the same time
I felt quite satisfied that the safe side was to give additional strength in the
first instance, and therefore I believe that I did not to any very great extent
urge the objections to that increase.
48. But with reference to any economy that might be brought into effect by
your arrangements, the Treasury, with your concurrence, postponed those
considerations till they should have carried the system of penny postage into
effect by providing an additional quantity of force ?—Certainly.
49. Therefore the reduction of expense which might have been expected was
postponed till a subsequent time ?—Certainly.
50. ChairmanJ] Did you not always anticipate that a great increase of esta
blishment would be required in consequence of the increase of business ? —For
a fivefold increase of letters I supposed that an increased establishment would
be necessary.
5 1 . Did you form any estimate of the extent to which that should go ?—I
formed an estimate in money only ; I allowed about 300,000 1. for the further
expenses of the establishment.
52. And you formed no estimate of what would be the additional strength
at the head office in St. Martin's-le-Grand ?—No, I did not attempt to go so
much into detail.
53. Have you personally visited the head office at St. Martin's-le-Grand, so
as to make yourself master of the detail ?—Repeatedly.
54. How frequently have you visited that since your connexion with the
Treasury ?—I think I have been there five or six times, but not always into
one department ; sometimes one department and sometimes another.
55. Have you made so minute an examination of the establishment at the
head office in St. Martin's-le-Grand, and of the manner in which the business
is there conducted, as to enable you to form any opinion whether they could
reduce the number of officers employed ?—Most assuredly I have ; but the
opinion which I have formed of the practicability of reductions rests rather
upon the statement of the office itself than upon my own observation.
56. Mr. EscottJ] "You say that the effects produced by the penny postage
system are, that there has been an increased expenditure and a loss to the
revenue ; you think also that those two evils would have been less had your whole
plan been carried into effect ; will you come prepared on another day with a
specific statement of what has been done and what in your opinion ought to
be done to remedy those evils ?—I will come prepared with the most detailed
statements that I can make ; at the same time, the Committee will, I trust,
allow me to state, that being now cut off from the means of obtaining informa
tion, it would be out of my power, altogether, to sit down and draw a complete
and detailed plan for remedying all the evils. I think I shall be able to go into
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. quite as much detail as the Committee will consider desirable, and I will of
course do my best.
3 July 1 843.
^ » jyjr £rippS^ You will be able to furnish something like accurate data of the
sums of which the 300,000 I. is composed, which you say you allowed for the
increased expenses of carrying out your plan ?—I cannot give the items in more
detail than they have already been given in the Report of the Postage
Committee.
58. Mr. HatssesJ] You have been asked a question, as to whether or not the
greater number of your recommendations have been carried into effect ; has the
simplification of accounts generally in the Post-office, as between the Post-office
and other subordinate offices, been carried into effect at all ?—Much simplifica
tion would, of course, result from the circumstance of a very large proportion
of the letters being prepaid ; but a great deal of complexity, and as I think
unnecessary complexity, remains.
59. Which has not been hitherto remedied ?—No ; indeed in some respects
the accounts are even more complex than they were, inasmuch as a third class
of letters has been created by the use of stamps.
60. What was the communication made to you respecting the increase of
the number of letters in the poorer districts of the metropolis ?—It was at the
time I was at the Treasury, and in frequent communication with the gentlemen
of the Post-office ; it was not a written communication, but in conversation ; I
think it was in the year 1840.
61. Was or was not that information made the foundation of any recom
mendation for increasing the number of deliveries in any one or more large
towns ?—No, I do not think that it was made the foundation of such recom
mendation—it certainly does not rest entirely upon that basis.
62. With reference to the increase of the number of deliveries, you have
been asked whether you kept in mind also the expense of such increase ?—
Most assuredly I have done so.
63. Is or is it not a rule, that would ascertain the maximum amount of con
venience to the public, that the increase in the number of deliveries to the
public would on the whole be found coincident with the maximum amount of
revenue to be derived to the Post-office ?—There is, of course, a limit beyond
which you cannot go ; but all that I can say is, that in my opinion, we have
not yet reached that limit, or made any very near approach to it. My opinion
very decidedly is, that for the present, the number of deliveries may be con
siderably increased, not only with convenience to the public, but with advantage
to the revenue.
64. That would be a good general rule, subject always to previous inquiry as
to the expense to be incurred 1—Certainly, but it does not necessarily follow
that there would be increased expense in all cases. I am of opinion that in Lon
don, for instance, the deliveries may be made hourly, with scarcely any additional
expenditure, and without increasing the labours of the men ; and I have sub
mitted to the present Board of Treasury a detailed plan for effecting both those
objects.
65. Chairman^ By the consolidation of the two descriptions of letter carriers
and sorters ?—Chiefly by that means.
66. You were asked, whether the accounts between the Post-office and the
deputy postmasters had been simplified ; you stated that additional complexity
had been introduced into them by the introduction of a third class of letters,
namely stamped letters ; what are the other classes ?—The prepaid letters, and
the unpaid letters, in addition to the stamped letters ; there are now three classes.
67. In what way could that complexity be removed ?—One great step towards
its removal would be taken by abolishing money prepayment, which is a mea
sure that I have long ago recommended ; that is, confining the choice to the use
of stamps or sending the letters unpaid.
68. So long as it remains optional either to prepay the letters or to transmit
them by post unpaid, can any greater simplification take place in the mode of
accounts between the Post-office and the deputy postmasters in the country ?
Certainly, a great step towards simplifying the accounts may be taken by the
abolition of the moeny prepayment, still leaving the alternative of using the
stamp or sending the letters unpaid ; at the same time, I should not wish to be
understood by the Committee to mean that I think it necessary to continue the
alternative
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alternative of sending the letters unpaid; it must be continued for a time, but Rowland Hil/, Esq.
eventually I believe it may be got rid of as regards inland letters.
69. Mr. Tennent.~\ You have stated that you anticipated that one of the prominent results of your plan would be an increase to the extent of about 500
per cent, in the transmission of letters, but that there would be an increase to
the amount of 300,000 1. a year to the expenses of the establishment ; in fact,
an eventual loss to that amount to the Post-office revenue ; you have stated
that you looked to replace that loss by the augmented facilities and impetus
that would be given to the commerce of the country, which would exhibit itself
in the revenue arising from other departments. It seems that the increase up to
the present moment has been from 75,000,000 of letters in 1838, to 207,000,000
of letters in 1842, or as far as 1843 has gone, to 219,000,000 of letters, so that
the commerce of the country has already gained the advantages derivable from
your plan to the extent of three-fifths of the entire that you have ever held
out. In one of your answers to the Committee you have stated, that never
theless, in speaking of the effect upon the revenue, the Post-office revenue
has been gradually increasing in each year since 1839, and all the other
branches of revenue have been decreasing ; it would appear, then, that
notwithstanding the increased facilities thus communicated to the country,
to the extent of three-fifths of the entire that you have ever held out or
promised, there has been no corresponding result in a consequent improve
ment ; at least none, as tested by the revenue, arising from the other depart
ments depending upon trade ; is that a result which was unexpected by you, so
far as the experiment has been tested ?—I have not stated that I expected an
increase in the letters of 500 per cent., but that I expected an increase to five
fold ; that is, by the addition of fourfold. But this statement was made at a
time when very little information on the subject existed, either in or out of the
Post-office. My rule throughout has been rather to understate than to over
state my case. I now find that an increase of less than fivefold will accom
plish all that I anticipated ; an increase to fourfold, and very little more, will
sustain the gross revenue. I have not stated that there would be an increase
of 300,000 I. in the expenses of the establishment ; but I have, in my estimates,
intending to make very ample allowance, put down 300,000 1. for the additional
expenditure of the Post-office generally. Again I must appeal to my previous
statement. I have nowhere, that I am aware of, stated that an increase of
300,000 /. would exhibit itself in the other branches of the revenue. I have
stated that I believed that the effect of cheap postage would be to increase
the other branches of the revenue to the extent of 300,000 I. ; but if there
happen at the same time to be in operation causes which bring down the other
branches of the revenue, to the extent of 3,000,000 /., of course that result is
overwhelmed, and does not appear in the account. It appears to me impossible,
upon a revenue of 50,000,000 /., to detect the operation of any cause acting to
the extent of 300,000 I. ; it must, in fact, be inferred from <i priori, not &
posteriori evidence. I think I have now answered the whole question : the effect
has been overwhelmed by other causes.
70. Mr. Howes.'] You did not foresee the imposition of the income tax •—
No.
7 T . Mr. EscottJ] You anticipated that there would be some deficiency in the
Post-office revenue from the adoption of the penny postage ; you thought also
that that might probably be made up by an increase in other branches of the
revenue ; you have been disappointed in that expectation ; is that so f—No,
I cannot admit that I have been disappointed : in the first place, the plan has
not been carried into complete operation, and therefore I must protest against
any inferences being drawn from actual results. The plan is not yet introduced ;
we do not know what the result will be yet : in addition to that, 1 must add, that
upon so large a revenue as that of the whole country, it is impossible that the
influence of such a cause of increase could manifest itself. It is very possible
that the general revenue might have greatly increased, instead of decreasing ;
but I should have thought it very unfair under such circumstances (and so pro
bably would the Committee) for me to have claimed the merit of all that increase.
72. Then that only proves that that sort of calculation is not worth very
much ?—That sort of calculation cannot be tested by reference to ascertained
facts ; we can only infer it from evidence d priori. The next head is,
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Comparison ofResults with Anticipations.—As strictures have been made upon
the expectations held out by me to Parliament and the public, I shall here enter
upon some comparison between those expectations and the actual results. I
hardly need premise, that it was impossible for calculations, under circumstances
so novel, and with information so limited, to attain exactitude. To show how
difficult it would have been, even with every advantage, to approach the truth,
I beg leave to lay before the Committee some of the anticipations entertained
by some among those to whom the sources of information were open. At the
same time, in justice to the Post-office, I most willingly admit that the advan
tages of certain of the measures which I proposed were readily allowed by
some of the gentlemen of the establishment.
1st. With regard to that habitual breach of the law, which notoriously existed
to so great an extent under the old system, and which now is undeniably in
effect suppressed, Colonel Maberly was of opinion that evasion was inevitable,
adding, that the only method of check which appeared to him at all practicable
would be a right of search, (2883. 2898.) He represented the difficulty of
paying a low rate as equal to that of paying a high rate (10852-3) ; and he
said, " There always must be evasion, inasmuch as the smuggler must always
beat the Post-office, whatever rate of postage is imposed." (2883.)
2d. The genuineness of the stamps passed by the Post-office, notwithstanding
some few difficulties in the commencement, is now quite unquestioned, and of
course the Post-office has little trouble in examination, beyond what is needful
to secure that the number of stamps be proportionate to the weight of the letter.
Mr. Bokenham, the chief of the Inland Department, on the other hand, doubted
whether examining the sufficiency and genuineness of the stamps would not be
more than equivalent to the duty of taxing (1412-17), that is, of determining and
marking the charge upon the several letters according to the distance of their
destination and the number of their enclosures. Colonel Maberly confirms
the alarm on the subject of forgery, by observing that the rapidity of their
operations would prevent their adopting any precautions against the forgery of
stamps (3167), adding that the practical officers "state that it would be per
fectly impossible to depend in any shape on the Post-office for the detection
of forgery" (3179).
3d. Charge by weight, instead of by enclosure and weight combined, it will
not now be denied has been attended by at least no increase in trouble ; Mr.
Bokenham, however, stated, that charging by weight would occupy double time.
(1365-72.)
4th. Uniformity of rate, which is universally found so great a convenience, and
has given universal satisfaction; and prepayment, which the public has without
compulsion almost universally adopted ; and both of which have operated so
beneficially in diminishing trouble and expense in the Post-office, were held up
as of very little avail to the promotion of either facility or economy, and as
certain to encounter public hostility.
Thus Colonel Maberly was of opinion, that compulsory prepayment would
have very little effect in reducing Post-office expenses (3076), and thought that
the universal adoption of stamped covers would not much facilitate the deli
veries (3132).
Again he thought that the expense of the Post-office was not at all increased
by the great number of rates of postage (2982), the number of single inland
rates being at the time, as elsewhere appears, no less than 40. And Mr. Boken
ham, after stating that it took some years to become a good taxer, gave it as
his opinion that if the rate were uniform, a clerk would not learn in less time
(1552-4. 1571.) And to show that uniformity of charge would not facilitate
Post-office operations, he said, " it is quite as easy to make 20 different taxes
as to make them all the same" (1375.)
Again, Colonel Maberly thought the public would object to paying in advance
whatever the rate (10932-3). Uniformity of rate he deemed desirable,
but impracticable (10939). Most excellent for foreign postage, but impracti
cable for inland postage (3019-3051). Thought the public would object to
uniformity of rate, arguing that because objections had been made to different
rates for the same distance, they would therefore be made to a uniform rate for
different distances (3020-3029).
In reply to the question, " Would the man who had paid 6d. for his letter
and has to pay only 1 d., complain because he paid as much as the man whose
'
letter
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letter came a longer distance ?" He answered, " I think he would ; I think he Rowland Hill, Esq.
would want to pay only a farthing" (10944). So strong indeed was his appre•
hension of public hostility, that he made the following declaration : " My
3 July l843impression is, it (a uniform rate) would not be practicable in this country, con
sistently with that regard to public opinion which a popular government must
always entertain" (3031).
3th. Relative to increase in the number of letters and the fiscal effects of the
change, Colonel Maberly was of opinion that the poor were not disposed to
write letters (10851); and Mr. Lawrence, the assistant secretary, " thought
there were quite as many letters written then as there would be even if postage
were reduced" (1035). Again, Colonel Maberly, after stating that he " consi
dered that every experiment that had been made (in the Post-office) had shown
the fallacy of Mr. Hill's plan, and that it appeared to him a most preposterous
plan, utterly unsupported by facts, and resting entirely on assumption,"
added, " if postage were reduced to 1 d., I think the revenue would not recover
itself for 40 or 50 years" (10907-11). He also gave it as his opinion, that
in the first year the number of letters would not double, even if every one were
allowed to frank (2945. 2949).
It is scarcely necessary to remind the Committee that at the 1 d. rate, even
amidst a depression of trade, greatly interfering with any reasonable calculation,
the number of letters considerably more than doubled in the course of the first
year, and is now nearly threefold.
6th. Relative to the increase in Post-office expenses consequent on the plan, and
to the increase in the number of letters necessary to sustain the revenue, Mr.
Bokenham having stated that the payment to the receivers -in London was from
10 /. to 40 /. per annum, Mr. Holgate, the next in authority, added, that if Mr.
Hill's plan were carried into effect, he did not think any tradesman could be
got to receive letters " under 100 1. a year." (1654-5,) Mr. Louis estimated
that the adoption of the penny rate would cause a loss of from 7 d. to 8 d. per
letter (1990). The total injury so supposed to be sustained, is found by calcu
lation to amount to about 2,400,000 /. per annum, or somewhat more than the
gross revenue of the Post-office at the time. The hopelessness, too, of obtaining
a revenue from a penny rate, is supported by a statement of Lord Lichfield, who
had ascertained that each letter costs the Post-office " within the smallest fraction
of 2 Jrf." (2795), by which calculation, if we could suppose the cost per letter to
remain the same, the penny rate must entail an expense twice as great as the
amount of its produce. Again, Lord Lichfield stated as follows : " He (Mr.
Hill) anticipates only an increase of five and a quarter fold ; it will require 1 2fold on our calculation, and he does not say that he expects any thing to that ex
tent. Therefore, if it comes to that point, which is right, and which is wrong,
I maintain that our calculations are more likely to be right than his" (2821).
It is now demonstrable that the increase necessary to sustain the gross revenue,
the point in debate, is little more than fourfold. On the 12-fold theory, how
ever, Lord Lichfield said, in his place in Parliament, " the mails will have to
carry 12 times as much in weight (on Mr. Hill's plan), and therefore the charge
for transmission, instead of 1 00,000 /. as now, must be 12 times that amount.
(Mirror of Parliament, vol. 13, p. 833.) So unfavourable indeed were the late
Postmaster-general's views on the whole subject, that he said, " Were the plan
adopted, instead of a million and a half of money being added to the revenue,
after the expenditure of the establishment was provided for, he was quite
certain that such a loss would be sustained as would compel them to have
recourse to Parliament for money to maintain the establishment."—(Hansard,
vol. 39, p. 378.)
Comparison of Results with Mr. R. HilFs Anticipations.—In what I have said, it
is implied that I was decidedly in favour of charge by weight, and that I insisted
strongly on the advantages of a uniform rate of postage ; further, that I gave
it as my opinion that the public would be willing, under the contemplated
circumstances, to pay postage in advance ; that the illicit transmission of letters
would in effect cease on the reduction of the postage, and that postage stamps
would prove convenient and acceptable to the public as a means of prepayment ;
that they would be inexpensive to Government, and that they would facilitate
the operations of the Post-office. The realisation of my anticipations on all the
former points is too well known to need further comment. That they were
correct on the last is proved by the following facts :
0.93.
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1st. That though it is perfectly optional with the public to use stamps or not,
they are applied to a considerable majority of the prepaid letters.
2d. That their manufacture, carriage, and vending cost the Government only
about two per cent, on the gross proceeds of the stamps.
3d. That it is now admitted by the practical officers of the Post-office, that
the exclusive use of stamps as a means of prepayment would facilitate their
operations.
I also anticipated that the increased opportunity of communication conse
quent on the adoption of the plan, would produce great moral, social, and com
mercial advantages, and would prove particularly acceptable and beneficial to
the poorer classes. Further, that the deficiency reckoned upon in the net
revenue of the Post-office would eventually be made up by increased produc
tiveness in other fiscal departments.
With respect to the first class of advantages, I have already made some impor
tant statements, and doubtless much more will appear in evidence before this
Committee; the latter anticipation could not of course be realised under a
depression which has sunk the revenue in almost every department. Whilst,
however, this beneficial effect may still be looked forward to in the ultimate
event, there is reason to believe that even already the change, however unable
to counteract general calamity, has at least exerted some influence in the right
direction.
I calculated on eventually obtaining the same gross revenue as in 183", and
that to effect this a fivefold increase of letters would suffice. Of course this
calculation, which had no reference to immediate consequences, was founded
upon the supposition, yet unrealised, that the plan was to be adopted in its
integrity ; it rested also upon the circumstances of the country remaining in
their ordinary state, and neither did nor could anticipate the season of calamity
which has ensued. In 1842, however, the gross revenue was fully two-thirds
the former amount, and it is steadily increasing. Again, there is now no doubt
that little more than a fourfold increase of letters will suffice. That such is
the fact wiU be shown by the following statement :
The gross revenue of 1842 was 1,578,000 I., which must be increased by 48
per cent, in order to raise it to an equality with the gross revenue of 183",
which in the Committee was taken as a standard. The number of letters
delivered in the United Kingdom hi 1842 was about 209,000,000, which in
creased by 48 per cent, becomes 309,000,000, or little more than four times
the number of chargeable letters delivered in the United Kingdom before the
reduction of the rate.
In January 1843 (the date of the last return) the number of letters delivered
was at the rate of about 221,000,000 per annum, or almost exactly three times
the former number.
Finally, I calculated that in consequence of the simple and economical
arrangements proposed, the fivefold increase in the number of letters would
involve an addition of not more than 300,000 1. per annum to the expenses of the
Post-office, consequently that the net revenue would fall from about 1,600,000 /.
to about 1,300,000/. ; and I gave a table (Post-office Reform, 3d. edit. p. 07)
showing that the net revenue which might be anticipated from a threefold
increase of letters was 580,000 1. It appears that from a somewhat less than
threefold increase in 1842, the net revenue was 600,000 ?.,even under the present
costly management.
73. Mr. Hawes.] Are there any circumstances which distinguish the ejfect
of a defalcation of Post-office revenue, produced as it has been by reduction of
rate, from a defalcation produced by a reduction of consumption in other
branches where the rate remains the same t—Where diminution of amount in
any branch of revenue is produced simply by lowering the tax, the difference
between the new and the old amount remains in the pockets of the people, and
may be extracted by new taxes, or spent in modes which will absorb a large
portion of it in old ones. Where the defalcation is produced by diminished
consumption, diminished means of enjoyment on the part of the public may
not unreasonably be inferred ; and in that case, the fund to be drawn upon by
new taxes does not exist. In the former case, the loss which the nation sus
tains in its capacity of receiver of the revenue is balanced by the saving which
it makes in its letter-writing capacity ; in truth, it is much more than balanced.
Under the old system, the average postage of a single inland letter was about
6d.,
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6 d., which would give a reduction of six to one; but as a penny letter will Rowland Hill, Esq.
now carry several enclosures, it is a more valuable article to the public than
"
the sixpenny letter was, which was confined to one sheet. If, therefore, instead
3 July l8*3'
of a reduction of six to one, I call it a reduction of nine to one, I believe I do
not over-estimate the practical advantage of the change to the public. Now,
the loss of net revenue being from 1,600,000 1. to 600,000?., is over-estimated
at three to one ; and therefore while the public have been losing revenue at the
rate of three to one, they have been gaining convenience at the rate of nine to
one ; while the lost revenue remains in their pockets, open to the fiscal opera
tions of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
74. Did you adopt the penny rate with the object of ultimately producing a
larger amount of net revenue than could be, in your opinion, expected from a
higher rate ?—No, my object was not to obtain the greatest possible amount of
money profit from the Post-office, but to give the greatest amount of conveni
ence to the public which could be obtained without any great permanent sacri
fice of revenue as it then stood. It has been thought by Lord Ashburton, Lord
Sandon, and Mr. S. J. Loyd, whose authority on such subjects is entitled to
great respect, that the Post-office cannot be legitimately made a source of
revenue at all ; and I have Lord Lowther's authority for saying, that in the
original institution of the Post-office, revenue scarcely formed any part of the
object in view. In framing my plan, I did not venture to act on such a prin
ciple, whatever may have been my opinion of its soundness hi a very large con
sideration of the subject ; but my object being the maximum of convenience to
the public, other things remaining nearly as before, the penny rate was fixed
upon as the best suited for the attainment of this object ; if, therefore, it
should also happen that it is the rate best adapted ultimately to produce the
largest amount of money profit, such a coincidence would be the result of acci
dent, and not of design. My experience, however, in Post-office affairs since
the year 1839 has led me very much to doubt whether the penny rate, under
judicious management, may not be the best, even with exclusive reference to
money profit, in a long course of years.
Notwithstanding rumours out of doors, I can hardly suppose an intention
really exists in any quarter to enhance the rate. In the debates hi 1839, there
were no advocates for any other rate. The present Chancellor of the Exchequer
on the 5th of July 1839, Mr. Goulburn, in the course of the debate, said,
"After reading the Evidence, I admit that it was with no little surprise I
found the Committee proposing a postage of 2 d. instead of 1 d. In my mind
the whole tendency of the Evidence went to show that in all transactions
having reference to postage, the. slightest possible augmentation was calcu
lated to defeat the whole measure ; at all events the Evidence produced the
impression that a twopenny rate would certainly fail, but that a penny rate
might possibly succeed. But of this I am confident, that there is a far better
chance, by adopting the 1 d., than by taking the modification proposed by the
Committee. Further, I am convinced that this is an experiment which cannot
be made partially or in a limited district. We must play like gamblers for a
large stake and at a great risk, for the risk, though great, is small in comparison
with the possible gain. So far with regard to the views of the right honour
able gentleman (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) with respect to the mea
sure which is to be introduced, and to which I am prepared to give my concur
rence."—Mirror of Parliament, Sess. 1839, p. 3681.
And on the 12th of July 1839, Mr. Goulburn further said, " My view in this
respect is, that the loss would be greater under a twopenny rate than
under a uniform rate of one penny."—Mirror of Parliament, Sess. 1839,
p. 3906.
If however the rumour should be well founded, that the rate is to be aug
mented to 2d., I am far from saying that the immediate result would not be an
increase of revenue, for a habit of correspondence has now been formed by the
great cheapness of postage which, though it would no doubt be immediately
checked by a rise of price, would not be immediately destroyed ; and until it
was destroyed the twopenny rate would enjoy an apparent advantage, which in
truth would be referable to the previous existence of the penny rate.
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5 July 1843.

75' Chairman.] WILL you have the goodness to proceed with your statement ?—There are two short papers I wish to submit to the Committee, to complete the account of the results which have been obtained from penny postage,
so far as the plan is as yet introduced. The first is on the subject of GOVERN
MENT POSTAGE : " Amongst the mistaken apprehensions connected with the
introduction of penny postage, is an impression that the revenue derives a
large apparent increase from payments on account of Government postage. All
the Government letters being now chargeable, it is imagined that previously to
the change they were all carried free. This, however, is far from being the
fact. Under the old system, several of the Government offices paid the whole
of their own postage, very few departments being entirely exempt from such
charges, and all payments being of course at the higher rates (Second Report,
App. p. 1 14). The total amount paid by those offices which were charged with all
their postage, was no less than 63,000 1. per annum ( Second Report, App. p. 115).
What the remaining offices paid is not upon record ; but as their charges were
for certain foreign postage, the amount was doubtless considerable. For want
of accurate knowledge on this subject, it is impossible to establish any exact
comparison between the present and former official payments. It may be
pointed out, however, that the annual postage expenses of the three depart
ments, Customs, Excise, and Stamps and Taxes, were reduced by the change
from about 60,000 /. to about 4,000 1. And again, that about one-fourth of the
present whole Government postage has accrued quite independently of penny
postage, having in fact arisen, as appears by the accounts (Retiirn to Lords,
64, 1843) subsequently to the year in which penny postage was brought into
full operation. Such increase, therefore, must either be merely apparent,
arising in that case from, a more complete system of accounts, or if real, must
result from an actual increase in the amount of Government correspondence ;
a fact which is of course no way attributable to Post-office arrangements, and
which cannot in any way affect the comparison between the former system and
the present one. If it be contended that this increase in Government corre
spondence does produce a corresponding increase in the net revenue of the
Post-office, it may be replied, that it is not for those who treat the Post-office
as a losing concern, to speak of the Government correspondence as profitable,
or even remunerative, seeing that it is impossible that the correspondence of the
public should be a source of loss, and at the same time that of the Government
which, from the letters being weighed in bulk, is in effect at a lower rate, a
source of profit. Taking all these circumstances into consideration ; seeing that
an account, confessedly very incomplete, records that the Government payments,
previous to the change, amounted to no less than 63,000 /., it may be doubted
whether any very serious increase in the amount of payments resulted from the
change ; at all events as regards inland postage, which it is now attempted to
depreciate,
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depreciate, there is documentary evidence which shows, that instead of an -Rowland Hill, Esq
increase in these payments the change has been followed by a positive decrease ;
'
for whereas all, or nearly all the sum of 63,000?. recorded above, was for inland
5 Jul?
postage, the present Government payments to that department, as shown by
late returns, are only 47,000?. In the Return, 201, 1843, indeed, the amount
is stated at upwards of 66,000 1. ; but this includes the postage of the Postoffice itself, viz. upwards of 1 9,000 /., which, being included in the expenses
of management, does not affect the net revenue. It appears, then, that the
statement so often heard, to the effect that on the reduction of the rates a large
sum of Government money was for the first time carried to the credit of the
Post-office, is founded on a mistaken view of the facts of the case."
The next subject to which I would draw the attention of the Committee is, the
SECURITY OF CORRESPONDENCE : " It is very generally believed by the public,
that since the reduction of postage and the adoption of prepayment, the deli
very of money-letters has become very insecure ; and so confidently has this been
stated by the Post-office, and so probable did such a result appear (from a cause,
however, quite independent of penny postage), that for a while I believed it myself.
It now appears most probable, however, that the cause of insecurity to which
I allude has been more than counterbalanced by opposite tendencies, and that
money-letters are even more secure than under the old system. The following
extract from my Report on Registration, of 24th November 1841, will explain
the cause of insecurity above alluded to, and at the same tune show how I
have been myself misled on this subject : ' The circumstances which led to so
alarming an amount of depredation in the Post-office are stated ; they are
briefly as follows : Previously to the commencement of the General Pennypostage, all letters supposed to contain coin or jewellery were registered gra>tuitously as a security against their loss. Under the fourpenny rate, the .number
of these letters increased greatly ; and, apprehensions being entertained in the
Post-office that the further increase under the penny rate would be such as to
make their registration impracticable, it was decided by the Postmaster-general,
with the concurrence of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to discontinue the
practice. At the same time, much was done by the Post-office to warn parties
of the insecurity of the post for the transmission of money, and to recommend
the use of money-orders ; but, owing partly to the trouble and expense then
attending such orders, partly to the comparative limitation of the system (there
being even now a large majority of post-offices, though chiefly in small places,
at which money-orders are neither issued nor paid), and partly to the habitual
carelessness of a portion of the public, the number of money-letters greatly
increased, and the previous checks having been removed, the amount of de
predation increased, no doubt, in even a greater ratio. After a while the
money-order system was improved, the commission greatly reduced, and the
present plan of registration adopted. These changes appear to have reduced
the number of unregistered money-letters ; still the amount of depredation is
such, as, in the opinion of the Postmaster general, to call for further and more
stringent measures. But, as I have already stated, it now appears probable
that money-letters are even more secure than before, the evils which would
otherwise have resulted from the removal of the previous checks against de
predation having apparently been more than counteracted by the habit of
acknowledging all letters of importance, which cheap postage has tended to
form. It was clearly shown in evidence before the Postage Committee, that,
under the old system, it was the practice of many tradesmen to leave unac
knowledged even remittances of money (Third Report, p. 21). The statistics
of lost money-letters, as shown by a Return of 1842 (No. 197), are as follows :
For the year ending 30th September 1839 (the one immediately preceding
reduction), the number of alleged losses was 2,354, and for the year ending
31st December 1840, the number was 13,336, being an increase of rather more
than five-and-a-half-fold. This statement, it must be admitted, has at first
sight a very alarming appearance ; but the question of course is, whether or
not the increase of alleged losses exceeds in ratio that of money-letters posted ;
and this, unfortunately, is a question to which no very satisfactory answer can
as yet be given. Still some light may be thrown on the subject. In the year
1 840, the number of letters of every kind posted, had more than doubled, as
compared with the previous year ; but the General-post letters, the class to
0.93.
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Esq. which money-letters chiefly belong, had increased in a ratio approaching to
threefold ; even this, however, gives a very inadequate idea of the increase of
43' money-letters; as regards them, it must be borne in mind that the adoption
of charge by weight would of itself have reduced the postage by at least
one-half, a letter inclosing a sovereign, or a couple of shillings, now
being charged a single rate only. Taking this circumstance into account, it
appears fair to assume that money-letters have increased in a ratio at least
twice as great as that in which other General-post letters have increased ; that
is to say, in a ratio almost exactly equal to that in which the alleged losses
have increased. But an investigation made in this same year, 1840, in the
Post-office, led the authorities of that department to infer that the moneyletters in London at least had increased even tenfold ; and if so, seeing that
the alleged losses have increased less than sixfold, it follows that the risk to
which a money-letter is exposed has considerably diminished. I must own
that I do not think that the increase of money-letters can have been so great
as tenfold ; still there appears to me to be good reason to hope that some dimi
nution of risk may really have been effected. Since 1840, it is understood that
the number of lost money-letters has considerably diminished. This is owing
chiefly to the reduction in the commission on money-orders, but also in part
to the adoption of registration, though at so high a fee as Is. : both improve
ments were effected towards the close of that year. The means which I have
long urged, for giving effectual security to the correspondence, are, i st, The
establishment of a cheap system of registration, with a view to the security of
jewellery and other articles of value, as well as money. -2d. The adoption of
receipts (for a small fee), to be given by the Post-office, if required, when a
letter is posted. (First Report of Postage Committee, Evidence, 821-833.)
3d. The extension of the money-order system to every post-office in the United
Kingdom. At present, more than half the post-offices (though certainly those
of inferior importance) neither pay nor issue money-orders ; and so long as
this state of things continues, cases must continually arise in which the only
mode of transmitting money is by enclosing it in a letter. 4th. A more rigid
and systematic investigation as to the character of applicants for admission
into the Post-office service, and arrangements for making the superior of each
department responsible, as far as practicable, for the conduct of the inferiors.
And, lastly, the adoption of systematic means for the detection of offenders.
These measures would unquestionably tend greatly to the security of the cor
respondence ; but the Post-office objects, at least to most of them, that
they are impracticable. I can only reply, that, as shown by my correspond
ence with the Treasury, I have submitted the means in detail, and have
earnestly tendered my services for carrying one or other of them into effect,
under the control of the Postmaster-general ; an offer which has never been
in express terms either accepted or rejected. The objection of the Postoffice to cheap registration is, that the registered letters would be so nu
merous as to produce detention of the mails. It is in what are called the
'forward offices' (offices in which the letters from certain other towns are
assorted as they pass through, in some cases, while the mail waits) that this
danger is feared ; but as I stated in my letter to Mr. Goulburn of the 29th of
July 1842, the fear 'is founded on a total misapprehension as to the results
daily produced by the working of the present system,' the fact being, that even
in Birmingham, the largest ' forward office' in the kingdom, the number of
' forward ' registered letters was, a short time since, only nine per day, which
nine letters are divided among 15 despatches. I may add, that under the sys
tem of gratuitous registration which was abandoned on the introduction of
penny postage, the number of letters registered in London alone was about
twice as great as the number now registered in the whole of England and
Wales (Tenth' Report of Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, pp. 30, 31, and
Return, No. 441, 1841). The Post-office is the only trading establishment one
ever hears of as suffering from the apprehension of too much business. In con
nexion with the subject of increased security, attention may be called to the
remarkable fact that, as shown by a Return of the present Session (No. 73),
notwithstanding the great increase of money transmitted by post, the average
amount of property (chiefly bills of exchange, &c.) found in ' dead letters' has
decreased from about 443,000 /. to about 2 98,000 /. per annum since the reduc
tion.
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tion of postage. From this it would appear, that under the old system people Rowland Hill, Esq.
must have refused to pay the postage (doubtless unwittingly) even of money•
letters. Registration has no doubt had its effect latterly ; but as a great part
5 July 1843.
of the decrease took place in 1840, before registration commenced, this of
course cannot be the sole cause." This terminates the account of the mea
sures already introduced, and their results. I shall be happy to answer any
questions upon these points, if the Committee shall be pleased to propose
them.
76. It is conceived that it will be more convenient that you should proceed
with your whole statement before any questions are proposed to you, upon any
part. Will you have the goodness to proceed to those points in which you con
ceive the measures proposed by you have not been carried into effect ?—With
reference to the remaining matters on which I have now to enter, viz. those
still to be carried into effect, I feel that very considerable detail will be
unavoidable, and in order that the details may be understood, I think it very
desirable to give the Committee first a general conception of the improvements
which I was desirous should be carried into effect, and this I shall accomplish
most satisfactorily by reading to the Committee some extracts from certain
letters which I thought it my duty to address to the Chancellor of the Exche
quer, whilst I was in the Treasury, and which letters do not form any part of
the official correspondence as laid before Parliament. I am prepared to enter
upon all the measures I consider important, that remain to be carried into
effect, and I have distinguished those which formed part of the original plan,
or which have arisen in consequence of changes made in the Post-office subse
quently to my going to the Treasury, from those which have been suggested by
after experience ; but what I am desirous now of doing, with the permission of
the Committee, is to give a general conception of the whole by reading certain
extracts from the correspondence between myself and the Treasury, which will
touch on some new measures. I can, when I come to such new measures,
distinguish them if the Committee thinkut necessary.
77. It will be better to adhere to that which was understood to be the course
requested by the Committee at its last meeting, by stating what parts of your
original plan have not yet been carried into effect ?— I am ready to do that ;
I trust the Committee will allow me to state my own case in my own way ; if
I do so I become responsible for the full statement of my case ; unless the
Committee think it right to allow me to state the case in my own way, the
Committee takes upon itself the responsibility of its development.
The Witness was directed to withdraw.
The Witness was again called in.
78. Chairman.] The Committee are anxious that you should have every
facility in stating your case in your own manner ; you will therefore have the
goodness to proceed as you proposed, and you will have the goodness to state,
from time to time, when you come to any suggestion, whether it formed part
of your original plan, or was one of those which further experi^iice had sug
gested to your mind ?—The first letter is one from myself to Mr. Goulburn,
dated Downing-street, 24th September 1841 : " Sir,—In soliciting on Tuesday
the honor of an interview, my chief object was to renew the request made on a
previous occasion to be favoured as early as convenient with your instructions
respecting the mode of conducting the business of my department ; I was
desirous at the same time of submitting for your consideration the inconve
niences which I apprehend will result from the change which the experience of
the last fortnight leads me to think must have been made in the Treasury, of
not referring to me the papers on postage which have hitherto been considered
as belonging to my department. In the event of such an arrangement being
continued, I was anxious to obtain your instructions as to my future proceed
ings, and to learn whether it is your wish that I should at once devote the
leisure thus created to the introduction of those parts of my plan which have
not yet received attention ; should it be convenient to you shortly to take these
matters into your consideration, I would again solicit the honor of an inter
view ; otherwise, as, owing to the circumstances to which I have alluded, there
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Rowland Hill, Esq. is nothing of immediate importance to occupy my present attention, and as my
health has suffered seriously from the labour and anxiety of the last two years,
5 July 1843. I trust I shall not be thought unreasonable in asking leave of absence till such
time as it may suit your convenience to enter on a consideration of the arrange
ments to which I have referred." On the following day I had an interview with
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who at once acceded to my request for a holi
day, and it was shortly afterwards arranged that all papers connected with penny
postage, including those relating to increased expenditure, should be referred
to me as before. The next is a letter I addressed to Mr. Goulburn, dated
November 24th, 1841 : " Sir,—I think it my duty to inform you that I have
communicated with the Postmaster- general on the accompanying report, but
as yet have not been so fortunate as to satisfy his Lordship of the prac
ticability of the measures which, after a careful reconsideration, I still feel it
my duty to recommend." The next is a letter from myself to Mr. Goulburn,
dated the same day : " Sir,—As the improvements recommended in the accom
panying report ',(& Report on Registration, dated November 24th, 1841) may
possibly encounter serious objection on account of the difficulties attending
their introduction, and as I am, nevertheless, most anxious to establish such
plans as will relieve the present arrangements from the charge of insecurity, I
beg leave, subject to your approval and that of the Postmaster-general, to offer
my services, on being furnished with the requisite aid and authority for the
organization and (till fully established) the execution of the measures now pro
posed. Under such an arrangement the difficulties of the undertaking will of
course devolve on myself, and I shall fairly be considered responsible for the
accomplishment of what I hold to be perfectly practicable, viz. to give reason
able security to the correspondence of the country, without interfering with the
progress of the mails, and without subjecting the Post-office to any expenses
•which will not be fully met by the collection of the moderate fees which I have
recommended. Earnestly hoping that the offer which I have taken the liberty
to make may meet with approval, I have the honour," &c. The next is from
myself to Mr. Goulburn, dated December 2d, " private :" " Sir,—My anxiety
to remove the obstacles to the establishment of an effectual system of registra
tion will, I hope, excuse my troubling you with a further communication on
the subject." Then there is a Treasury Minute, which appears in the parlia
mentary copy of the correspondence, and which I therefore need not read ;
but I would here mention, that this Minute was not communicated to me ;
that I was not aware of it till it appeared in the published correspondence.
It is a Minute of the 24th December 1841, fixing the limit of my engage
ment to 12 months. The next is a letter from myself to Mr. Goulburn,
dated January 27th, 1842: "Sir,—While the question of registration has
been awaiting decision I have turned my attention to other measures of
Post-office improvement, which I have long been desirous of submitting
for your consideration, but thought it my duty to postpone until the ques
tion of registration was settled. As, however, some of these measures are
both important and urgent, I beg to inquire whether, if circumstances
should still further delay the decision of this question, 1 may in the meantime
be permitted to submit in detail my views on one or more of the measures to
which I have adverted, or any others to which you may prefer to direct my
attention. The following appear to me to be some of the most pressing, either
on account of their intrinsic value as measures of convenience or economy, or
with a view of meeting public expectation ; viz. 1st. The restoration of the old
hours of posting letters for the London evening despatch, by adding another
half-hour to the time allowed for posting late letters at the branch offices, and
by opening the receiving houses, or at least certain of them, for the same pur
pose, from five to six o'clock."
79. Mr. Hawes.] Were the recommendations you are now reading, recom
mendations not at that time carried into effect, but which you recommended to
be carried into effect ?—The Committee will observe, that what I proposed was
the restoration of the old hours on the introduction of the penny postage ; the
hours for posting letters had been anticipated, and I proposed that they should
be restored.
80. Those are new suggestions ?—Yes ; measures arising out of a change in
the state of the Post-office.
81. They
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8 1 . They were alterations you had recommended t—Yes, that was ; but still Rowland Hill, Esq.
it was an alteration arising out of a previous change, and therefore one which
cannot be considered as distinct from my plan. " 2d. An earlier delivery of Lon- 5 July 1843,
don General-post letters." That also was with a view of restoring the previous
state of things, the delivery having been made later. " 3d. Arrangements for
effecting a much more speedy and frequent circulation of letters by the London
District-post, similar to those recommended in the Ninth Report of the Commis
sioners of Post-office Inquiry." That formed a distinct part of my plan. " 4th.
Improvements having the same objects in view in the large provincial towns,"
also included in my plan. " 5th. As an important measure of economy, the aboli
tion of money pre-payments," also included in my plan. " On any of the measures
enumerated above, I am prepared to state my views in detail, whenever you can
favour me with an opportunity. Perhaps you will allow me to avail myself of
this occasion to state, that since I had last the honour of addressing you on the
subject of registration, I have collected such additional information on the sub
ject as lay within my reach, and have carefully reconsidered each of the mea
sures which I felt it my duty to recommend. The result is, a thorough
conviction that the proposed plan would not only prove comparatively acceptable
to the public, and advantageous to the revenue, but that it is perfectly practicable.
In this conviction, I beg leave to renew the offer of my sendees for the organi
zation and execution of the measures which I proposed, with the distinct un
derstanding that their adoption shall neither interfere with the progress of the
mails, nor subject the Post-office to any expenses which would not be fully met
by the moderate fees which I have recommended. Were I to consult my per
sonal feelings alone, I should greatly prefer to remain in my present position ;
but I am so strongly impressed with the conviction that a belief in the desir
ableness and practicability of a measure is almost essential to its success, that I
have arrived at the conclusion that my duty to the public service makes it
imperative upon me to repeat my offer, and to urge it respectfully upon
your notice ; with the distinct understanding on my part, that should my
offer be accepted, I am to be placed pro tempore under the immediate
authority of the Postmaster-general ; and before taking any step in the
proposed measures to submit it for his Lordship's approval." To this
letter I received no reply, and I consequently wrote again on the 7th
of March as follows : " Sir,— Not having been honoured with any communi
cation in reference to my letter of the 27th of January, in which I enumerated
certain measures of Post-office improvement considered by me as among the
most pressing, and in which I requested permission to submit my views in
detail on one or other of them (or any others to which you might prefer to
direct my attention), if circumstances should still delay the decision of the
question of registration, I am fearful that none of the measures enumerated
are such as you consider it would be expedient to carry in effect at present.
Under this apprehension, I am induced by my anxiety that some progress
should be made towards the complete introduction of my plan, to state that
there are several other measures of great importance, some indeed forming
essential parts of the plan as originally proposed, which remain still to be
carried into effect. These measures have now been carefully reconsidered,
and if you should be of opinion that the immediate execution of none of those
mentioned in my former letter is free from objection, I would earnestly beg to
be allowed to submit for your approval the details of any others to which you
may give a preference. An enumeration of all the improvements contemplated,
would occupy your time to too great an extent ; but their general tendency
may be indicated by giving the heads under which they have recently been
arranged, and a selection can readily be made, and submitted for your con
sideration, should I be favoured with instructions to that effect. The heads are
as follows : 1 st. Increased Facilities for Post-office Distribution ; 2d. Increased
security of Correspondence ; 3d. Measures of Economy ; 4th. Miscellaneous
Measures. The importance which I have from the first attached to some of the
measures which are not yet carried into effect, will appear on reference to
a letter (a copy of which is enclosed) which I addressed to the Secretary of
the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, nearly five years ago, and also from
the following extract from the Report of the Postage Committee." This
extract, as it already appears in evidence, it is unnecessary to read. " Sub0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. sequent experience has strengthened my opinion of the importance and
profitableness of making the Post-office convenient to the public as well as
5 July 1843.
cheap, as also of the great economy of simplicity in the Post-office arrange
ments. Permit me to say, that much which has been proposed with a view
to these objects remains to be carried into effect. Taking the foregoing cir
cumstances into account, and making a further allowance for the extreme
depression of trade, and for the increase of Post-office expenditure, which, owing
to the use of railways and other causes, was in rapid progress before penny
postage began, and must in a great degree have continued had penny postage
never been established, and bearing in mind the well-known dislike to the
plan entertained by some of those to whom the execution of the measure has
been entrusted, and the influence such dislike must necessarily have had on its
success ; if, Sir, you will kindly take all these circumstances into account, and
consider, moreover, how short a time it is since even the partial introduction of
my plan took place, I venture to hope that you will not think that the results
actually obtained differ more than might reasonably be expected from those
which I anticipated, on the supposition that the measure would be completely
adopted, and zealously and speedily worked out. The actual results are briefly as
follows." It will not be necessary to trouble the Committee with these results, as
they already have them in a more complete form. " Looking to the progress now
making under the unfavourable circumstances to which I have adverted, I see
no reason to doubt that, if the measure were fully and zealously carried into
effect, a very few years, with a revived trade, would suffice to realize the ex
pectations which I held out. I also firmly believe, that those circumstances
which have tended in no inconsiderable degree to diminish the utility of the
measure, the chief of which are, the insecurity of the correspondence, the late
ness of the deliveries, and the earlier time for finally closing the letter-boxes at
the London receiving-houses and branch offices, may be avoided; and that with
out any increase of expense, but simply by improved arrangements. The opi
nions expressed in this communication I am anxious to submit to the test of
practice ; and I respectfully, but earnestly request, that one at least of the mea
sures which I recommend may be selected for trial ; and that, if the measure
so selected be one of detail, I may be allowed, under the authority of the Post
master-general, to take an active part in its execution. My reasons for making
this latter request are, first, that it appears to me to be exceedingly difficult for
the Treasury effectually to control the details of Post-office management ; and,
secondly, that I cannot hope that others, who may perhaps disapprove of the
measure about to be executed, should engage in it with that ardour and zeal
on which its success may mainly depend. Let me hope, Sir, that I may not be
considered as unreasonably urgent in thus addressing you ; let me beg of you
to consider with indulgence the peculiarity of my position ; that I have been
appointed, in the words of the Treasury Minute, to assist ' in carrying into
effect the penny postage ;' that, although I have no direct influence over the
arrangements, they are generally supposed by the public to be under my
control ; that my name being identified with the plan, I am, to a great degree,
regarded as responsible for its success. On these grounds I confidently, but
respectfully, appeal to your kindness and justice to afford me the means of
satisfying public expectation, by gradually carrying the plan into execution in
its fulness and integrity." To this letter Mr. Goulburn favoured me with the
following reply, dated the 21st of March 1842. I should mention, that none of
the letters I am troubling the Committee with appear in the official copy of the
Correspondence as laid before Parliament, or I should not have thought it
necessary to read them.
82. JVJr. Escott.~] How long did the first letter remain unanswered :— My
first letter pressing specific measures was dated the 2"th of January, to
which I received no answer, unless this be considered an answer, dated the
2 1st of March. It is in these words: " Sir,-—I have had the honour of
receiving your letter of the 7th instant, referring to your letter of the
2/th of January, in which you submitted your views with respect to certain
measures of Post-office improvement, and you express your fears that none
of the measures enumerated by you are likely to be carried into effect.
The pressure of other public business has prevented my reply at an earlier
period to that communication ; but I lost no time in considering the several
measures which you submitted, in concert with the Postmaster-general, with a
view
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view to the adoption of such of those arrangements as, without great augmen- Rowland Hill, Esq.
tation of expense, might afford to the public increased convenience and facility
of communication. You will readily understand that, in the situation in which
Juiy
I am placed, I must necessarily look to the revenue to be derived from the
Post-office ; and that, as the expenditure of the department, taken as a whole,
has hitherto exceeded the receipts, I must naturally be cautious as to increas
ing that expenditure without some early prospect of an adequate return." The
next letter was on the 23d of March, from myself, addressed to Mr. Goulburn :
" Sir,— Referring to the letter which you did me the honour of addressing to me
on the 21st instant, I beg to.submit for your consideration a statement of the
net revenue of the Post-office for the past year, after deducting the whole cost
of the packet service, and every other expense within my knowledge which can
possibly be charged to the Post-office. I have taken steps which will, I hope,
enable me shortly to submit the facts of the case in a more complete and
satisfactory form, when, with your permission, I will explain some parts of my
former letters, which I fear have been misunderstood. Meanwhile, I am
anxious to lose no time in removing from your mind the impression that the
expenditure of the Post-office has hitherto exceeded its receipts." I wrote again
to Mr. Goulburn on the 31st of May. "Sir,—Having obtained the requisite
returns from the Admiralty, I am at length enabled to submit for your con
sideration the enclosed statement of the cost of the packet service, alluded to
in the private note which I had the honour of addressing to you on the 23d of
March. I had intended to have added a statement of the net Post-office revenue,
derived from inland, or penny-post letters, as distinguished from that obtained
from foreign and colonial letters, after deducting from the former the costs of
the packets employed in conveying the inland letters ; but after waiting some
time for the necessary returns from the Post-office, I have thought it better to
omit the statement than to delay any longer the more important parts of this
report. In my note of the 23d of March I stated that I should ask permission,
at the same time that I laid before you the enclosed statement (No. 1.), to
explain some parts of my former letters, in which I do not appear to have
expressed myself so as to avoid misconception. The only point, however,
•with which I think it necessary to trouble you is the following : When I
entered on my present duties it was with an express understanding as to the
mode in which the several intended improvements were to be brought forward,
and in conformity with this understanding the following plan was pursued :
Having from time to time ascertained from Mr. Baring what measure of im
provement I should submit for his consideration, I prepared a full report on
the subject ; and, generally, after a reference of my report to the Post-office,
but in every case before the final decision, I had the advantage of discussing
with him any points on which my report had not satisfied him, and the objec
tions, if any, entertained by the Post-office. Under this arrangement I was
enabled fully to state the facts of the case ; to submit my views as to the advan
tages of the measure, and the means of carrying it out most effectually and
economically; to answer the objections, and to avail myself of the suggestions
of others, and to guard against any steps being inadvertently taken which
should interfere with the introduction of further improvements. In con
formity with the practice thus established, when I had the honour of addressing
you on the 27th of January, I enumerated five measures of improvement which
appeared to me to be among the most important and urgent, and asked per
mission to submit to you my views on one or more of them, or on any others
to which you might prefer to direct my attention, in detail. It would appear,
however, frum the letter which you did me the honour of addressing to me on
the 21st of March, that in thus merely enumerating the measures, I was under
stood to have submitted them for your immediate decision ; and though I have
as yet had no opportunity of even stating my own views fully on either of the
measures in question, steps with reference to three out of the five have already
been taken in the Post-office. I am quite sure that it is only necessary for me
to request your attention to this misunderstanding, and to its practical effect in
depriving me of the means of efficiently discharging the duties of my appoint
ment, and of effectually carrying out, under your directions, some important
parts of my plan, to induce you favourably to consider the several proposals
contained in my letters of the 2/th of January and the 7th of March, to which,
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. as soon as you can command the necessary leisure, I would respectfully and
earnestly solicit your attention ; meanwhile I take the liberty to enclose
s July 1843.
extracts from what I have ventured to call my ' Book of Agenda,' with reference
to the five measures enumerated in my letter of the 27th of January. These
extracts will, I hope, suffice to show the importance and practicability of the
measures in question, and to indicate the state of preparation in which I stand
with regard to the other numerous improvements alluded to in my letter of the
7th of March. I have already intimated, that while I was waiting for the per
mission solicited in my letter of the 27th of January, to submit my views with
regard to the measures of improvement therein enumerated, steps with reference
to certain of them have actually been taken in the Post-office ; thus, in Lon
don, another quarter of an hour has been allowed for posting letters, whether
early or late, at the branch offices. Again, the General-post letters are now
despatched for delivery about half an hour earlier than heretofore ; and lastly,
the Post-office has submitted to the Treasury a 'Report on the Improvement to
be made in the London District-post.' The first two measures, though they
fall short of what I propose, and of what I believe to be perfectly practicable
without an increase of expenditure, are, I am happy to acknowledge, decided
improvements. In the report relating to the London District-post, the project
of one additional delivery of letters in town is discussed, but is rejected on the
grounds, first, that it would make the hours of collection difficult to be under
stood and remembered by the public. Second, that it would unavoidably be
very expensive ; and third, that its value would be too trifling to compensate
for these disadvantages. In the inexpediency of establishing one additional
delivery, I entirely concur ; but the objections to this measure do not apply to
the important improvement which I have so frequently urged, as forming in
deed an essential part of my general plan ; and which, as will appear on
reference to the Ninth Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, or
to the extracts from the ' Agenda' now enclosed, is to establish, not one, but
six additional deliveries ; making a collection and delivery every hour, instead of
every alternate hour. Under this arrangement, it is obvious that the hours
of collection would be more easily understood and remembered than they now
are. I have shown (also in the extracts from the ' Agenda') how this may be
effected, if combined with other improvements, without any material increase of
expense, and the value of the measure, especially when the increased rapidity,
as well as frequency of the proposed deliveries is taken into account is, I sub
mit, great and indisputable. After disposing of the additional delivery in town,
the Post-office Report proceeds to recommend an additional delivery in the
country, at places within six miles of the chief office, in order to give the oppor
tunity of communicating between London and such places, at a later hour of
the day than is now practicable. Fully agreeing as to the importance of
affording such opportunity, which indeed I have repeatedly and strongly recom
mended, I regret to say that I see great objections to the means proposed by
the Post-office, which appear to me to be needlessly expensive, and not very
effectual. The means which I would recommend are slightly indicated at page
1, of Enclosure No. 2 ; but since the receipt of the Post-office Report, I have
prepared a full statement on the subject, which I now beg leave to enclose, and
respectfully to press on your attention. Referring to the latter part of the
letter which you did me the honour to address to me on the 21st of March, I
beg to say that a careful examination of the subject has fully satisfied me that
the present expenditure of the Post-office is capable of very great reduction
without in any degree impairing the efficiency of the service, and to add, that the
measures by which I propose to effect so desirable an object, some of which
involve no change in the mechanism of the Post-office, are ready to be
submitted for your consideration, as intimated in my letter of the 7th of March,
whenever you can favour me with the opportunity. With many apologies
for the unavoidable length of this letter, I have the honour to be," &c.
To this letter I received no reply. The next is a letter dated the 20th of June
1 842, in these words : " Sir,—In an intervew with Sir George Clerk this morning,
I was informed that the Postmaster-general had objected to my making my
proposed inquiries on the subject of the day-mail to Newcastle, on the ground
that such a proceeding would be an undue interference with the Post-office,
and that you had directed the matter to stand over for further consideration.
After
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After this intimation, I of course do not feel myself at liberty to leave town, Rowland Hill, Esq.
as according to prior arrangement I should have done, to-morrow morning.
I cannot but think, however, that some misapprehension must have existed in
5 July 184.3.
the mind of the Postmaster-general, with reference to the steps I was about to
take. His Lordship must, 1 think, have supposed that I was about to usurp
some authority over the deputy postmasters ; but when it is fully recollected
that I propose to limit myself to inquiry alone, and that in pursuing my
inquiries I shall be, as I always have been, most careful not in any way to
embarrass the Post-office, I trust that all objection to my intended journey will
cease. It will be remembered that the plan in question originated with myself,
and that the Post-office did me the honour to substitute it for one of then: own.
Under these circumstances, I think, sir, you will feel that I cannot but be
most anxious respecting the details of a plan which must depend so much on
detail for its success ; meaning by success, the greatest amount of convenience
to the public, at the least amount of cost. It is suggested, I find, that my
inquiries may be made through the medium of the Post-office ; but I think it
will be admitted that it may take a volume of queries to put every question
•which, under every variety of circumstances, I may require to ask, and con
sequently that the labour will be great, and the delay most detrimental to the
public service. From Mr. Hodgson Hinde, who was referred to me by Sir
George Clerk, I learn that the inhabitants of Newcastle are extremely anxious
for an early determination on the subject ; and he is himself so m,uch impressed
with the urgency of the case, that he expressed great disappointment at the
delay which has already occurred in my leaving town. The memorial which
has come up from Newcastle will show that Mr. Hinde does not over estimate
the feelings of his constituents with regard to the proposed change. These
considerations, sir, will, I trust, justify me in your opinion for respectfully
requesting as early an answer to this application as the pressure of business
upon you will permit." To this letter, also, 1 received no reply, unless indeed
I am to consider the next letter which I received as a reply to the series
of letters. That letter is published in the correspondence laid before Par
liament; it is from Mr. Goulburn to myself, and is dated the llth of July
1842 : " Dear sir,—By the letter which my predecessor, Mr. Baring, addressed to
you previous to his retirement from office, he intimated to you his intention of
continuing your employment by the Government, which was originally limited to
two years, for another year, ending the 14th of September next ; I had much
pleasure in recommending to the Treasury to give effect in this respect to Mr.
Baring's intentions ; but feeling that the time is arrived at which your further
assistance may safely be dispensed with, I take the opportunity of apprising
you, that I do not consider it advisable to make any lurther extension of the
period of your engagement, beyond the date assigned to it by the Lords of the
Treasury. In making this communication, I gladly avail myself of the oppor
tunity of expressing my sense of the satisfactory manner in which, during my
tenure of office, you have discharged the several duties which have been from
time to time committed to you." The remaining letters appear in the return
which has been made to Parliament. I addressed a letter to Mr. Goulburn,
urging a reconsideration of the question, in which I enclosed a schedule of
measures of improvement which I considered it desirable should still be
adopted ; and which schedule I will now lay before the Committee, distinguish
ing, according to the instruction of the Committee, those which have been
suggested by recent experience from the others. An enumeration of the prin
cipal measures still to be carried into effect, appears in the official copy of my
correspondence with the Treasury (p. 7) : some have been suggested by recent
experience ; the others are either included in the original plan, or have become
necessary, in consequence of subsequent changes in the Post-office; nearly all
are necessary to give effect to the general principles on which the plan is founded.
The measures are divided under heads, the first of which is " MEASURES IN
TENDED TO AFFORD INCREASED FACILITIES FOR POST-OFFICE DISTRIBUTION.
—An earlier delivery of London General-post letters. An extension of the hours
and enlargement of the means for posting late letters, and a much more speedy
circulation of letters by the London District-post, to be effected by establishing
more frequent collections and deliveries (making them hourly in London itself),
by avoiding the necessity of conveying all letters to and from St. Martin's- leGrand, by uniting the District-post and General-post letter-carriers in one corps ;
u.'o;j.
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Rowland HiK, Esq. by improved modes of sorting, and by other means. Improvements, similar in
their objects, in other large towns. An increase in the allowance of weight, say
5 July 1843. {0 two ounces for a penny, in all district posts. The extension of rural distribu
tion, first to some place in every registrar's district, and afterwards so as
gradually to comprehend within the free official delivery (daily, or less fre
quently, according to the importance of the place) every town, village, and
hamlet throughout the kingdom. The completion of the system of London
day mails ; more frequent despatches between large towns, by means of the
ordinary mid-day railway trains." The next was suggested by recent experience :
"Conveniences for the transmission, at extra charge, of prints, maps, and
other similar articles." The next is of the same description, " The relaxation
of the present restrictions as to weight." The next also, " The establishment of
a parcel post at reduced rates, similar in some respects to the banghy post in the
East Indies." The next also, " The completion of the arrangements with foreign
powers for mutual reductions of postage." The next also, " Increased facilities
to foreign nations for the transmission of letters through this country." The next
head is, " MEASURES INTENDED TO AFFORD INCREASED SECURITY TO THE
CORRESPONDENCE." These are all parts of the original plan, or are proposed
to meet changes which have been subsequently made in the Post-office. " A
cheap system of registration. Receipts (for a small fee) to be given, if required,
on posting a letter. A more rigid and systematic investigation as to the cha
racter of applicants for admission into the Post-office service, and arrangements
for making the superior of each department responsible, as far as practicable,
for the conduct of the inferiors. MEASURES OF ECONOMY. Simplification
of the money-order system. Reduction in the cost of railway conveyance,
by establishing a fairer principle of arbitration ; by discontinuing useless lines ;
by substituting, when practicable, cheaper means of conveyance ; by reducing
within proper limits the space occupied by the mails ; and by avoiding as much
as possible the use of special trains. [The latter object would be greatly pro
moted by appointing a later hour, say five or six p. m., for the arrival in London
of the day mails.] Reduction in the cost of ordinary conveyance by disconti
nuing all useless lines, by invariably resorting to public competition (avoiding
all unnecessary restrictions as to the description of carriage, speed, number of
horses, passengers, &c.) ; and by invariably adopting the cheapest suitable
means. [The reduced traffic on many roads appears to require the substitution
of light one or two horse carriages for the present four-horse mail-coaches.]
Reduction in the present unnecessarily expensive establishment of mail guards.
Economy in the packet service by the discontinuance of useless lines, and by the
substitution, when practicable, of contract for Government packets; (the commu
nication with Ireland, for instance, may very probably be made more convenient
and certainly much less expensive. There is little doubt that the principal
mails from most parts of Ireland, vid Dublin, may be brought to London half
a day earlier than at present). Revision of all salaries and allowances on the
receipt of the intended annual return of fees, &c. The regulation of the receipt
of fees, &c., so as to prevent large and unexpected claims for compensation.
The establishment of scales of salaries applicable to all offices, beginning low
and advancing with length of service. The extension of the hours of attendance
in the metropolitan offices, to a full day's work for all employed, of course with
the regulation of the salaries accordingly. The extension where prac
ticable of the system which is found so convenient and economical in
many provincial offices, of employing females in assorting letters. Sim
plification in the mode of assorting letters and newspapers. The inves
tigation of the more economical management in certain offices, with &
view to its extension, where practicable, to others. Improvement and eco
nomy in the manufacture and distribution of postage stamps. The abolition
of money prepayment, and the adoption of the economical arrangements con
sequent thereon. The adoption of measures to induce the public to facilitate
the operations of the Post-office, by giving complete and legible addresses to
letters, by making slits in doors, and by other means. MISCELLANEOUS
MEASURES ; viz.—The extension of the money-order system to every place in the
United Kingdom where there is a post-office ; also, if practicable, to the colonies.
The readjustment of the free-delivery boundaries, which at present exclude
large portions of many towns. The placarding at each office of the regulations
in which the public has an interest, as the hours of opening and closing the
letter-boxes,
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letter boxes, of commencing and completing the deliveries, the authorised Rowland Hill,
fees, &c., as a means of preventing unnecessary inquiries, and assisting in keeping the postmasters to their duties." Of the preceding measures, some have
5 July
been made the subject of detailed Reports to the Treasury, and these Reports
are included among the Papers which it is proposed to lay before the Committee..
Other measures have been discussed with considerable detail in a Paper which I
prepared, and which was transmitted to the First Lord of the Treasury by the
London Mercantile Committee on Postage, in January last. A copy of this Paper,
with some minor amendments, I now submit for the consideration of the Com
mittee. The Committee will be aware that in the adaptation of any plan, how
ever well matured, to actual execution, many adjustments become necessary,
which no prescience in the framer of the plan could provide for antecedently
to actual practice. The Paper I have next to lay before the Committee^ is one
which necessarily enters very much into detail. I will read as much or as
little as the Committee may think fit. It is a Paper transmitted by the London
Committee, with some alterations I made yesterday in it.
[The same was delivered in and read, as follows :]
SUGGESTIONS for the further IMPROVEMENT of the POST OFFICE.—December 1842.

INCREASED FACILITIES FOR POST-OFFICE DISTRIBUTION.

Defects of Present Arrangements.

Proposed Remedies,

London Posts.

Hourly deli
veries of dis
trict post let
ters.
District offices.

Deliveries and
collections in
suburbs.

- - In London, make the collection and delivery of let
ters once an hour, instead of once in two hours, and
establish district offices, so as to avoid the necessity of
making all letters, as at present, pass through St.
Martin's-le-Grand. (For details, see Ninth Report of
Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry). The present
General-post branch offices, and District-post sorting
offices, are together sufficiently numerous, or nearly
so, for the proposed "district offices": and the comi.mnication between these offices and St. Martin's-leGrand is already very frequent, in some oases 14 times
per day.
It has been stated by a gentleman in the Post-office,
that two-thirds of the letters put into the post are
intended for delivery within the immediate vicinity of
the receiving-houses where they are posted.
In the principal suburbs, make some increase in the
frequency of deliveries of letters, and much more in
their receipt and transmission to London, where comparative frequency of delivery is already
provided for.
As regards the compact part of those suburbs which can be reached by the night mails, say
by a quarter before nine o clock, effect a delivery the same night, instead of the next morn
ing, as at present.
This would be much more convenient to the public than the additional delivery recently
established, and would cost nothing (except perhaps a trifling increase of salary to the lettercarriers), whereas the recent additional delivery costs 4,000 1. per annum. On this subject a
full report was made to the Treasury on the 31st May 1842, previously to the change. This
report also shows, that if the expense of an additional delivery is to be incurred, public con
venience would be greatly consulted by making the hour of collection at the receiving houses
five, instead of four o'clock.
The preceding arrangements would probably reduce the time necessary fpr an interchange
of letters by one-half, and if combined with other improvements which I have recommended,
might be effected with little or no additional expense, and without adding to the labour of
the men.

- - The interchange of letters by the district post is
so slow, that special messengers are employed by the
public whenever despatch is important. The time
ordinarily required to send a letter and receive a re
ply between one part of London and another, is about
seven or eight hours, and between London and the
suburbs, 10 or 11 hours, even when night does not
intervene ; but in the latter part of the day, letters
for the suburbs are still more unreasonably delayed.
A letter for B&yswater, if posted at an ordinary re
ceiving-house after four o'clock, is not delivered till
next morning ; and as the reply, even if immediate,
would not be delivered till about one, p. m., the inter
vening time would, in extreme cases, amount to 21
hours.

- - The rates on all packets exceeding an ounce are
higher now than before the general reduction. This
has driven the public to the use of less convenient
modes of conveyance, and has no doubt proved inju
rious to the revenue.
G_eaeral-post - - The morning General-post delivery in London is
inconveniently late in some parts of the town, ordi
delivery.
narily 10 or 11 o'clock, and in the immediate suburbs,
1 1 or 12 o'clock.
One corps of - - Occasionally the late arrival of a mail leads to the
letter-carriers detention of all the letters, and the delivery is even
later. On the 6th December 1841, owing to the late
and sorters.
arrival of the Indian mail, the delivery did not com
mence till half-past 10, a. m.
The time occupied in sorting and delivering a let
ter frequently exceeds that required in bringing it
frpm Bristol.
District-post
rates.

- - The rates of charge on all district-posts should be
fixed as I originally proposed, at one penny for two
ounces, two-pence for four ounces, &c.*
- - The great importance of a prompt and punctual
delivery of the General-post letters requires that the
whole available strength of the establishment should
be brought to bear upon it, both as regards the previ
ous sorting and the delivery. To effect this, the town
letter-carriers of both the General and District posts
(662 in number, including 70 supernumeraries, but ex
cluding 50 sub^orters employed in the early delivery)
should be united, as in Paris, in one corps, which, to
gether with the sorters und others of the department,
would amount to more than 1,000 men.f

• Post-office Reform, 3d edit p. 1W.
+ Vide Recommendrtiou of Conwu»aleacrs of Revenue and of Post-office Inquiry; a'so Report on French Post-office, p. 11.
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continued.
Deliveries
- - The employment of the Post-office is sometimes
avoided, and packets are sent to London as parcels,
though by mail trains, in order to secure an early
delivery.

Proposed Remedies.

- - The number of letters and newspapers to be pre
pared each morning for delivery in town, or despatched
to the environs (including the few belonging to the
first delivery of the District-post) is about 100,000.
Consequently, if only one-half of the combined force
of 1,000 men were employed on this duty, they would
complete the task, though each man should dispose of only two letters or newspapers per
minute, in one hour and forty minutes ; and as the work begins before six, all might be made
ready for delivery before half-past seven. In proof that the rate here assumed is exceedingly
low. it may be remarked, that Mr. Bokenham stated that even under the old system, the
chieflabour consisted in sorting (Ev. 1340. 1420-1424). Also that the average rate of sorting
was 30 letters per minute (Eo. 1402). Sir Edward Lees says,00at the lowest (Ev. 10,013). But
in London, at the time of Mr. Bokenham's statement, the letters were sorted twice over.
Now the number of letters and newspapers to be delivered in town each morning (deducting
about 24,000 included in what is called " the early delivery," 1,000 delivered at the window,
and 9,000 at the Government offices) may be stated at about 50,000, of which all, except about
4,000, are now delivered by 250 General-post letter-carriers, while those 4,000 engage about
170 of the District-post letter-carriers.
Under the proposed union of the two corps of letter-carrier-!, 500 out of the combined force

the district offices, which would sitve much time to the carriers in reaching their walks (the
letters only being conveyed from district to district, instead of both letters and letter-carriers),
the delivery might be completed as early as nine o'clock.
In Paris the corresponding delivery is completed about nine o'clock, but the mails arrive
about an hour earlier than in London *
But the proposed union of the two corps of letter-carriers is facilitated, not only by the cir
cumstance that at that hour of the day at which the General-post letters are the most nume
rous, the District-post letters are least so, but also by the fact that at that hour at which the
District-post letters are the most numerous, the work of the General-post department is con
cluded for the day.
By far the largest number of District-post letters is despatched for delivery at 8 p.m., just
as the General-post letter-carriers are released from assisting in the despatch of the evening
mails.
At this hour about 15,000 letters and newspapers have now to be delivered, and the duty is
at present performed by 232 letter-carriers ; let the latter be increased to 2oO, each taking a
walk as at prevent arranged for the General-post letter-curriers.
Let the same number of letter-carriers (250) be employed in that delivery, whichever
it may be, thut shall include the majority of letters brought by the day mails, and twothirds of the number, or 167, in every other delivery. The number now employed in
tliese latter deliveries is rather more than that proposed; but it will be remembered
that the whole plan includes hourly deliveries, which would of course diminish the number of
letters at each. Even at present the most prolific delivery, with the exception of that at 8 p.m.
to which I have assigned a double number of letter-carriers, would, if effected by 167 men,
require each to deliver only about 60 letters or newspapers on the average.
The assistance of a few sub-sorters or others would be required at either the first or second
delivery, as the total number assigned to these two deliveries, which would to some extent be
concurrent, slightly exceeds the whole corps.
Under this arrangement, one system of walks (instead of two as now) would be followed,
consisting of halves of the walks at present used in the General-post delivery. Except, how
ever, at the first and chief delivery of the day, either two or three of these reduced walks,
according to the number of letters, would be assigned to one man.
It may be remarked that the distinction between District and General-post letters is pecu
liar to London ; that even there it is, for certain purposes, daily disregarded, and that it does
not exist at all in the suburbs. Also, that a few years ago there was a third class of lettercarriers, for the delivery of foreign letters, whose amalgamation with the other classes has
proved advantageous.
Under the proposed arrangement, the number of deliveries, after the first of the day, would
be increased from six -to twelve ; and consequently, after allowing an increase, say of 20 per
cent., in the number of District-post letters (as the effect in a short time of the improved
arrangements), the average number for each delivery will be reduced by 40 per cent. Con
sidering this reduction, and the gre-it increase of force which it is proposed to give to the
heavier deliveries, also that the establishment of numerous district offices would bring the men
nearer to their walks, an allowance of one hour for each delivery (except the first) and for the
after collection, appears ample.
The present allowance for delivery is an hour and a half from the time the letters are
despatchedfrom the chief office,^ which of course includes the time required for conveyance,
frequently to remote parts of the town, and in many cases the completion of the assortment.
The following Table exhibits the force and time proposed to he allowed for all the deliveries
of the day, including in each case the after collection.

Number
of Deliveries.

Estimated
Number of Men average Number
of Letters per
to each.
Man.

TOTALS

13

-

Hours.
U
1
1

100
60
25

600
260
167

1
2
10

Time allowed.

-

Report on the French Post-office, p. 4.

-

Equivalent
Number of Hours
for one Man.

626
500
1,670
2,795

t Post-office Directory, p. 1326.
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Tliat the above allowance of time is ample, is
shown by the fact, that even under the old system,
when nearly all the letters were unpaid, the Generalpost letters and newspapers (including probably the early delivery and Government letters)
were delivered on a Monday morning at the rate of one in 22 seconds, exclusive of the time
required for reaching the walk. At the same time, the District-post letters and newspapers
were delivered at the rate of one in 118 seconds, including apparently the time for going to
the walk.
This, on the present number of letter-carriers (6C2), gives an average of njearly 4 J hours
per man. At present the letter-carriers of the District-post make three and four deliveries
on alternate days, which gives an average of 5 J hours per day.
It would appear, therefore, that the advantage of hourly deliveries, with the further benefit
of greater despatch in each, might be obtained by the mere union of the two corps of lettercarriers, without any material increase of numerical strength, and without any addition what
ever to the labours of the men.
- - As the more frequent collection of letters must tend to facilitate their assortment, and as
the assumed increase of 20 per cent, in the District-post letters is of trifling amount when
compared with the total number of letters and newspapers, it may perhaps appear that the
practicability of their assortment, without an increase of force, might be assumed. Such, how
ever, is not the case, inasmuch as the letter-carriers are extensively employed in this duty,
and the preceding arrangements require that the present General-post letter-carriers should
give more time than they now do to the deliveries.
The average number of letters and newspapers to be assorted, either for delivery or despatch,
is nearly as follows :
Tfc__ Tk . '.
Per Day.
General-post letters in and out,, say„ 230,000
Dit.tn
Ditto
- - npw«mnnpr«
newspapers _------- 90,000
District-post letters, newspapers, plus 20 percent, assumed
increase, say --------- 100,000
420,000

Assortment &
Delivery.

The low rate of two per minute has been assumed ns that at which letters and news
papers can be prepared for delivery. The preparation for despatch by the mails is even now
PI somewhat more rapid process, and means of obtaining greater facilities will be suggested
hereafter. Taking these circumstances into sccount, and also that the letters and news
papers to be delivered are little more than one-third of the whole, it appears very safe to
issume, that all may be prepared, whether for despatch or delivery, at an average rate of at,
least three per minute.
- - At this low rate the preparation of 420,000 letters and newspapers would occupy a time
equal to 2,333 hours for one man. To which add one-third because of the impossibility of
adjusting the force very accurately to the number of letters at each hour in consequence of
some irregularities which cannot be foreseen, and the total is 3,110 hours.
The summary of the whole account is therefore as follows :
Assbrting, &c.
Delivery

-

Estimated Time required.
- 3,110 hours.
- 2,795
6,905

Allow for occasional absences five per cent., and for
possible omissions ten per cent.
-

S85

Total - - 0,790 hours,
(for 1,000 men) less than seven hours per day per man. The average time which the same
men are now.employed (taking that of the General-post letter-carriers at 7J hours) is rather
more than eight hours per day. A very large allowance beyond the 10 percent, may thereore be made for possible errors in the estimate, and still it would appear tlmt the plan of
lourly deliveries, if combined with other improvements, may be carried into effect without
any material addition to the present force.
In the latter part of the preceding estimate I have not attempted to distinguish between
orters and letter-carriers ; nor is this necessary, as the extent to which they assist each other
an be modified if necessary.
With hourly deliveries I see no objection to commencing the first or principal delivery
nvariably at a fixed hour, any late mail being included in the next.

District Offices - -The present office in St. Martin's-le-Grand is incon
veniently small, even for the number of persons now
employed, and additions to the building can only be
made at a heavy expense.

•
0.03.

- - Employ the district offices for the last assortment
of letters, "viz. for walks, which will greatly relieve
the central office. Frequent despatches from the
central to the district offices will be required (say
half-hourly), but the conveyance of the letter-carriers
in omnibuses will be saved. An arrangement some
what similar exists already in the District-post.
Owing to the unavoidable irregularity in the arrival
of the mails, and to their including occasionally heavy
foreign mails, I doubt if the district offices can be
advantageously employed in the first assortment of
inward General-post letters.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE
Defects ofpresent Arrangements.
London Posti—
Proposed Remedies.
continued.
Late Letters - - - The hours for posting letters in the evening have - - Restore the old hours (nearly), by taking in late
been abridged, except at St. Martin's-le-Grand, thus, letters at the receiving houses (at least those houses
at which money orders are paid), from 5 till 6 p. m.
at the
Before Reduction. At present.
letters are now received at many if "not all
Lombard-street office till 7 p. m. - - * 6. 30 p. m. theLate
receiving houses till about a quarter before six,
At other branch offices, till 6. 45 - - *6, 30
when, I presume, they are taken to the branch offices
At receiving houses, till 6 - - - - 5
and posted free before six, or else given to the bell
men. Under this arrangement, the Post-office gets
its letters as late pearly as under that which I pro
pose, while it loses the fees.
The recent opening of the branch offices, for the
receipt of late letters, has caused them to reach the
chief office earlier than before. The change has
therefore proved convenient both to the public and to
the Post-office. The improvement now proposed
would nearly restore the old hours of posting letters,
with a twopenny rate, instead of a penny rate, during
the last hour. The greater trouble and expense in
curred by the Post-office, on account of late letters,
make such extra payments necessary and equitable.
The district offices, one of which would be situated
near to or in the direction of each railway station or
other centre of departure, would assist materially in
the evening despatch of General-post letters, partly
by relieving the central office, now inconveniently
crowded, and partly by enabling the sorters to com
mence earlier and to continue the work later than at
present, in each case by the time required to convey
the bags to or from the central office. They would
also enable the public to post late letters, selecting in
each case the proper office, to a very late hour, say a
quarter past eight, paying the 6<f. fee as at St. Martin's-le-Grand.

Provincial
Posts.
Deliveries.

- - The delivery in many important towns is unneces
sarily and inconveniently late.

- - Examine into, and remove the causes of this delay;
if necessary, increase the force employed.

Closing boxes,
&e.

- - The hours for closing the boxes and the fees
charged for late letters are anomalous.
In some towns, unless recent improvements have
removed the inconvenience, the receipt of all letters
is interrupted by the closing of the box for a particu
lar mail.

- - Establish a general rule for the regulation of each.
- - Extend to all towns the plan adopted in many of
having another box to open on such occasions.

District-posts.

- - The interchange of letters in and about large - - Make the collections, despatches, and deliveries
provincial towns, such as Glasgow, Manchester, and more frequent, and reduce the rates on heavy packets,
Birmingham, is much less frequent than public con as proposed for the London District-post. Such im
venience requires. The charges for heavy packets provements do not necessarily involve an increase of
also are felt even more severely than in London, the expense, especially where, as in many provincial
old charge being 1 d. for any weight not exceeding a towns, the letter-carriers are not fully employed.
Indeed, in some cases, more frequent collections and
quarter of a pound.
deliveries, by distributing the work of the office more
equally over the day, would make the expense even
less.

Rural distri
bution.

- - The establishment of post-offices does not appear
to have beea regulated by any well-defined principle.
In some districts, owing apparently to the greater
activity of the surveyors, they are exceedingly nume
rous ; in others, of superior relative importance, they
are comparatively infrequent. Some places of 200
or 300 inhabitants have them, others with 2,000 or
3,000 are without.
Of the 2,100 registrars' districts, comprised in
England and Wales, about 400, containing a million
anda half of inhabitants, have no post-offices what
ever. The average extent of these 400 districts is
nearly 20 square miles each ; the average population
about 4,000. The average population of the chief
place of the district about 1,400, and the average
distance of such chief place from the nearest pestoffice between four and five miles. In one instance,
the chief place of the district, (Saxilby, in Lincoln
shire) containing nearly ),000 inhabitants, is as much
as 16 miles from the nearest post-office ; and in some
parts of Wales the distances are even greater than
this.
But striking as these facts are, they by no means
indicate the full extent of the evil. An inspection of
the

- - Establish an official post in every registrar's dis
trict, as already directed by Treasury Minute of Au
gust 1841.
Extend the system to smaller districts by some such
arrangements as the following ; viz.
1st. Establish weekly posts to every village and
hamlet, increasing the frequency of such posts in pro
portion to the number of letters.
2d. Lay down a general rule under which places
not otherwise entitled to posts may obtain them (or
those entitled may have them more frequently) on
payment by the inhabitants in either case of the addi
tional expen.se incurred, minus a certain fixed sum
per 1,000 letters.
Extend the above arrangements, with such modifi
cations as may be needful, to Ireland and Scotland.
Large as is the number of post offices that would be
required for carrying out these plane, the expense
would be comparatively inconsiderable. First, be
cause many of the places in question are upon the
present lines of communication, and secondly, because
every increase in the number of offices necessarily
reduces the distance from one to another, thereby
diminishing the expense of conveyance. Taking these
matters

• During the preceding half hour the late-letter fee of an extra 1 d. is required.
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Rural distributwn —conf. the Post-office maps will show, that even in England,
where the ramifications of the Post-office di.strilmtion are more minute than in any other part of the
kingdom, there are districts considerably larger than
the county of Middlesex into which the postman
never enters.*
Again, while we have seen that those districts which
are altogether without post-offices contain, in the ag
gregate, a million and a half of inhabitants, it can
scarcely be doubted, that even those districts which
are removed from this class by having a post-office in
some one or other of their towns or villages, contain,
in their remaining places, a much larger population
destitute of such convenience. The amount of popu
lation thus seriously inconvenienced the Post-office
has declared itself unable to estimate ; but if is pro
bable that, in England and Wales alo»e, it is not less
than four millions. The great extent of the deficiency
is shown by the fact, that while thest two divisions
of the empire contain about 11,000 parishes-)-, their
total number of post-offices of all descriptions is only
about 2,000.
In some places quasi post-offices have been esta
blished by carriers and others, whose charges add to
the cost of a letter, in some instances as much as 6rf.
A penny for every mile from the Post-office is a cus
tomary demand.

Guarantee
Posts.

- - By a recent regulation, parties may obtain the
establishment of a post on their undertaking to bear
the whole additional expense \ but, as a new post) in
variably increases the number of letters, some part
of the expense should clearly be horde by the Postoffice.

London
Day Mails.

- - Some of the main lines of road terminating in
London are still without day mails. En consequence
of which many letters, on their way through London,
lie in the office from morning to evening.
The hours at which the existing day mails reach
the London office are too early. The day mail from
Birmingham arrives at 2 p. m., that from South
ampton at 2. 28 p. m. These times were probably
fixed with a view to a delivery before the termination
of business hours ; but this the London public does
not seem to desire.
The objections to the early arrival of the day mails
are as follow :
1st. It makes it necessary for them to start from
towns not very remote from London so early as to be
of little Bse to the inhabitants; far instance, at South
ampton, the day bos closes at half-past 8 in the morn
ing, and at Birmingham at 7, hours which can allow
but little accumulation for the mail, as all letters
posted at either place to a late hour the previous
night would of course be despatched by the night
mail.
2d. The "forward" letters are detained in London
much longer than wouW otherwise be necessary.
3d. The expense -of conveying certain day mails is
seriously increased by their early arrival ; e.g. those
conveyed by railways which fall in with the Birming
ham line start respectively at the following hours ;
viz. from Liverpool and Jftanchester at half-past 3,
from Chester at 9, and from Lancaster at 2 o'clock in
the morning, which, being inconvenient hours for
travellers, the Post-office is charged as for special
trains ; whereas, if the same mails reached London at
5 o'clock in the evening, they would start from those
places at tolerably convenient hour*, and to the Postoffice the cost would be reduced to the extent pro
bably of several thousands per annum.

Foreign Letters.
Rate* charged - - There i« a danger of the benefit of any reduction
by Foreign on our part in the rates on letters to and from foreign
countries being neutralized by a corresponding ad
Power*.
vance in the rates charged by foreign powers on the
siiinr letters. Thus, it is said that the United States
levies a heavy postage on letters carried by our
packets to and from Boston.
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matters into consideration, it may be safely estimated
that an annual outlay of about 70,000 /. would suffice
for the addition of 600 daily posts, and many thousand
weekly posts; in short, for the completion of the
whole plan of rural distribution, as here indicated.
And when it is considered that the arrangement would
in all probability add one-third to the population now
included within the range of the Post-office, there can
scarcely be a doubt that the increased receipts would
far more than cover the additional expenditure.

- - Complete the system of day mails, so as to include
all places on the main lines which can be reached
within seven or eight hours from London ; that is to
say, sufficiently early for an eve_ning delivery. Let the
return mails start as late as is consistent with their
reaching London about 5 p. m.
This would still admit of a reply by the evening
mails in any case of emergency, in which the party in
town couW be advised by the previous post that a
letter would be addressed to him at the Post-office.

- - When the rate charged on such letters by foreign
powers is not regulated by treaty, the British consuls
and agents abroad should be required to report an
nually (and immediately on any change), the actual
charges made by the governments where they reside
on letters to and from this country. Perhaps, to pre
vent mistake, it will be better to extend this rule to
places where treaties exist.

• The maps are contained in the Third Report of the Postage Committee, and are dated February 1838 ; since then some improvement has taken
place, bat not to any material extent.
t Of parishes and townships there are 16,535—Firtt Report of Poor Law Commiuumert, Sup. p. 104^
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British transit - - Our unrivalled lines of steam-packets might be
rates.
made the means of securing to us the monopoly of
the sea postage of nearly the whole world. To effect
this, however, all practicable facilities for sending
letters by our packets must be afforded to foreign
nations. At present certain countries only have the
privilege of forwarding their letters direct through
England. A resident in Denmark, for instance, who
ia desirous of sending a letter to the Danish West
Indies by our packets, cannot do so, unless he have a
friend in this country who will pay the West India
postage for him, to whom the letter must be addressed
under cover.
Reduction of
rates.

Proposed Bemediei.
- - Let transit postage accounts be extended to all
civilized governments who are willing to make the
arrangement.

- - Complete the arrangements with foreign powers
for mutual reductions of postage.

Colonial Let
ter».

-- Letters from the Australian and some other colo
nies to this country cannot be prepaid.

- - Make arrangements with all British Colonial Go
vernments (as nas recently been done in the East
Indies) to allow the prepayment of letters to this
country. With reference to the correspondence be
tween emigrants and their poor friends at home, such
a change is very important.

India mail ' -

- - The cost of conveying the India mail through
France is very great, the route indirect, and no aid is
at present afforded by railways.

- - Endeavour to arrange for sending the Indian mail
viA Trieste : the Austrian government is said to be
favourable to such an arrangement ; the route is very
direct, and the Belgian and other railways would ma
terially assist.

General
Distribution.
More frequent
despatches by
ordinary
trains.

Print*, maps,
&c.

AVeight. Re
move restric
tions.

_ The following points appear to require investiga
tion ; viz.
1st. Whether the ordinary mid-day trains may not
be advantageously employed for effecting more fre
quent communication between certain large towns, for
instance, Birmingham, Coventry, and London. If the
communication were confined to the larger towns (and
its extension to smaller places would be unnecessary,
and without increased deliveries useless), guards would
not be required, and the companies being left unre
stricted as to hours of departure, speed, &c., the ex
pense would be trifling. Letters might readily be
carried from the smaller to the larger towns, if de
sirable, especially if the arrangements with the rail
way companies for employing their stations as postoffices (suggested hereafter) be adopted.
On this subject Colonel Maberly says, (Ev. 2992),
" It was intended to have four mails a day on each
line of railway (provided that number should be
found serviceable), on the principle, that if we do not
give facilities for the transmission of correspondence,
the smuggler will beat us out of the market, and we
should get no revenue at all."
2d. Whether peculiar arrangements may not be ad
vantageously made for conveying prints, maps, and
other articles, which are liable to injury if put into
the mail-bags, as for instance, placing them in large
flat boxes, made so as to secure the contents against
wet and friction. Such arrangements might be con
fined to direct communication with or through the
metropolis, which, with an occasional sacrifice of time,
would of course connect every place with every other :
an extra fee should be charged, and to save trouble and
risk in delivery, the articles might lie in the office till
called for.
3d. Whether the present restriction as to the
weight of packets conveyed by post should not be
altogether removed. The relaxation of the rule in
favour of deeds, &c. is comparatively useless, because
of the necessity of showing that the packet contains
none but the privileged articles. The charge, in
creasing, as it does, in the exact ratio of the weight,
appears to render any such restriction unnecessary.
Packets, however, exceeding the present, or even a
lower limit of weight, should in all cases be prepaid.
Colonel Maberly, in his evidence (3114) contends,
even that within considerable limits the charge ought
not to advance at all with the weight. The cost of
receiving, sorting and distributing (he says) is
not greater on a packet weighing two, three, or
four pounds, than on one weighing a quarter of an
ounce.

,
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4th. Whether parcels containing a certain weight
may not be carried at even a reduced rate (say at
1 d. per oz.), the Post-office having a right, as in the
case of Parliamentary Proceedings, to detain them
over a post, so as to avoid the heavy mails ; such
parcels should invariably be prepaid, and when it
was intended to claim the privilege marked " Parcel
Post." This arrangement would not only afford a
considerable revenue, but byjustifying more frequent
deliveries in the several districts would tend greatly
to the perfection of the Post-office mechanism ; while,
if arrangements were made with the contractors to
carry mails by weight, they, as well as the public,
would in all probability benefit by the change. The
convenience of such an arragement in communicating
with the rural districts (to which it might perhaps
in the first instance be confined) would be very great
indeed. The Banghy post of the East Indies is a
parcel post ; the maximum of weight appears to be
about 151b—of size, 15 in. X 12 in. x 21 in.
5th. Whether arrangements may not be advanta
geously made with the railway companies for employ
ing their stations more extensively as post-offices ;
the companies would perhaps even undertake the
duties of such offices, and discharge them as effec
tually and more cheaply than under any other arrange
ment. Or if bags with slits at the top, like those
used by the bellmen, were simply hung at the railway
stations, into which the public might drop letters,
there would be no difficulty in receiving them up to
the moment of the trains' departure, the letters being
sorted, stamped, &c., cither in the travelling post-office,
or the next large town. Such letters might fairly
be charged as late letters, and be treated as those
collected by the London branch offices now are.

Railway Sta
tions to be
Post-offices.

.

•

Packets—sort - - Passengers from the West Indies landing at South
ing on board ampton, reach London occasionally before the mails
which were landed at Falmouth, which leads to dis
content, and charges of mismanagement against the
Post-office.
•

— As there is an officer and servant on board each
packet, whose sole duty is to take charge of the
mails, it would be well to consider whether they
might not assort the letters on the passage into two
portions, one for the West of England, Ireland, and
the north, to be invariably landea at Falmouth ; the
other for London, and the Southern and Eastern
parts of the island, to be landed at Falmouth or
carried on to Southampton, according to circum
stances.
Perhaps the sorting in the West India and other
packets might be extended still further, so as to save
time on arrival. The sorting in the travelling postoffices appears to furnish a precedent for such an
arrangement.

Rc/fisiralio:i of - - The present fee (1 ».) is much too high ; the
registered letters are very few, not more than about
Letters.

- - Reduce the fee, say, in the first instance, to 0 d.,
and afterwards, as far as may be consistent with sound
300 per day, for the whole of England and Wales, or policy. The Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, in
on an average about three per week for each post their Tenth Report, recommended that the fee should
town, and the consequences are frequent incon not exceed 2 d. The officers of the Post-office at that
venience and loss to the public, continual prosecu time also recommended a low fee ; Colonel Maberly
tion and punishment, in the Post-office, and no incon proposed 3 d. But now the Post-office objects even to
siderable injury to the revenue.
a sixpenny fee, on the ground, that with that reduc
tion the registered letters would be so numerous as to
produce detention of the mails—an apprehension
altogether unfounded. The enormous profit (for the
proposed twopenny fee was held to be remunerative)
would fully meet any possible demand for increased
force.
•
f

•i

.

••
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Rowland Hill, Esq. I would beg to suggest, that the effect on the revenue of the preceding im•
provements, and of many others not here adverted to, it is, of course, impos5 July 1843. gible to estimate with accuracy ; hut there ean be no doubt that it would, in a
short time, prove highly advantageous. Many facts were proved in evidence
before the Postage Committee, which render it clear, that at the same or even
higher rates of postage, the increase of the opportunities of despatching letters,
and the rapidity with which they are transmitted and delivered, always
increases the number sent. For instance, Palmer's adoption of mail-coaches,
though accompanied with repeated advances of postage, increased the number
of letters three-fold in 20 years ; and the new facilities of transmission
afforded by the Manchester and Liverpool Railway increased the number of
letters between the termini about 50 per cent, probably in six years, postage
remaining the same, although previously the number had for some years been
gradually declining. It has since been ascertained that the establishment of
day-mails has greatly increased the number of letters. So likewise has the
establishment of the North American steam-packets, to an extent, it is said,
more than sufficient to compensate for the reduction of the rate. The overland
India mail, too, has greatly augmented the correspondence with our Indian
possessions, and in May 1842 the combined operation of steam navigation and
the penny charge (increased facilities and reduced rates) had been to increase
the number of letters in the Shetland Isles more than eleven-fold in six years.
Again, when, in 1831, a reduction of postage took place as regards part of the
suburbs of London, the Post-office calculated on a loss of 20,000 1. a year;
instead of which there was, in a few years, a gain of 10,0002., a result which
Mr. Smith, the superintendent of the department, attributed rather to the
increased facilities which were afforded to the public than to the reduction in
the rate of postage. In November 1837 an additional delivery was given in
London, and in July 1838 in the suburbs; the effect was a considerable
increase in gross, and some in net revenue. Mr. Willoch, the postmaster at
Manchester, says, in a letter to the Chairman of the Postage Committee, " I beg
to observe, that the mode of sending letters by coach parcels has not, in
numerous instances, been adopted for the purpose of saving the expense of
postage, but more with a view, when time was an object, and in neighbour
hoods where there was not a direct communication through the medium of the
Post-office, to facilitate their transmission. I may add, that this inconvenience
has been much felt in a populous and extensive district between 10 and 30
miles from hence. There are, I believe, many letters still sent in parcels by the
railroad between this and Liverpool, which are not forwarded to save postage
(as there is a charge of 1 s. on delivery of every parcel, however small), but to in
sure an earlier delivery than the Post-office arrangements afford." And Mr. Ban
ning, the postmaster of Liverpool, in his evidence before the Postage Committee,
stated it as his opinion, that " a great many deliveries, facilities for sending
letters, and quickness of despatch, must be the best way of raising the revenue."
In short, as stated by Colonel Maberly, in his evidence, it is always found in
the Post-office, as a general rule, that increased accommodation produces an in
creased quantity of letters. Nor is the rule confined to the British Post-office. It
appears from the valuable work of M. Piron, a gentleman holding a high position
in the French Post-office, that a reduction in the time of transmission from Paris
to Marseilles, from 1 1 8 to 68 hours, doubled the number of letters between those
cities. The paste rurale too, has not only conduced greatly to the convenience
of the French nation, but it has added largely to the net revenue of the Postoffice. The paste rurale was established in 1830, and it extends to every com
mune in France ; a box is fixed against a wall in each village, into which the
letters are dropped, and in most cases once a day, but in some once in two days ;
a rural letter-carrier comes round and conveys the letters to the nearest postoffice, delivering letters as he goes along. By these means 9,000 rural lettercarriers serve 34,000 communes, the remaining 3,000 communes having postoffices of the ordinary description. The cost of the paste rurale is about
165,000 /. per annum ; the additional penny (a decime) charged on each letter
amounts to about 70,000 1., but this of course is the least important part of the
produce ; the chief advantage is felt in the general postage revenue. In the eight
years preceding the establishment of the paste rurale, the gross revenue of the
French Post-office (the accounts do not show the net revenue), increased about
6,000,000 of francs ; in the eight years following, the increase was 1 1,000,000
of francs, or nearly twice as much ; and the revenue has for some years been.
steadily
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steadily increasing at the rate of about five per cent, per annum, an increase Rowland Hill, Esq.
which is attributed by M. Piron chiefly to the paste rurale. With such facts
-Lbefore me, I cannot refrain from repeating that the adoption of my plan is
5 July 1843.
extremely incomplete, that its financial operation is most injuriously interfered
with, and its public benefits lamentably cramped. On this last point, an im
portant inference may be drawn from the fact that almost every town has, in
connexion with the Post-office, some grievance, either really peculiar or so con
sidered : for instance, infrequent, slow, or restricted delivery, infrequency of
communication between the different parts of the town, infrequency or total
absence of communication with suburbs and neighbouring villages, the use of
circuitous roads, the needlessly early closing of the letter-box, &c. So much
are some of these evils felt in Birmingham, that a committee to examine into
the state of the Post-office has been appointed by the town council, while Man
chester and other towns have addressed earnest memorials to the Post-office or
the Treasury. In addition, however, to complaints thus made audible by dense
populations, there are others perhaps more frequent and more bitter, but which
never gather volume enough to reach the public ear. The inhabitants of rural
districts, particularly country gentlemen residing on their estates, and still more
the rural clergy, whose very duties almost preclude oral intercourse with their
equals in rank and education, are by these imperfections in the Post-office
system cruelly impeded in epistolary communication, to an extent of which the
inhabitants of towns can form no adequate conception. Their letters have to
await opportunities, often rare, irregular, insecure, and expensive, for trans
mission to the post-town, distant, perhaps, several miles; whilst the reply
perhaps does not reach its destination until it has figured some days in the postoffice window, or been crushed in the pocket of some forgetful friend or careless
dependent. Newspapers again, which in urban districts are delivered free, and
which should carry information without loss of time to every hamlet in the coun
try, are exposed to similar delays, risks, and charges ; the whole producing not
merely general inconvenience, but serious injury to trade and loss to the revenue.
Amongst the advantages anticipated from the introduction of penny postage was
the extensive distribution of booksellers' prospectuses and similar documents.
When, however, the attempt was made, the incompleteness of the plan presented
unexpected obstacles. Circulars sent prepaid to the rural clergy elicited serious
complaints on account of the expense involved in their delivery ; and as this ob
stacle affects a large majority of the rural clergy, and a troublesome discrimination
thus became necessary, the attempt was for the most part abandoned, even as
regards those within reach. So also when I had occasion, while in the Treasury,
to enter into correspondence with about 600 of the registrars, with a view to
the improvements in rural distribution above referred to, I experienced the
greatest difficulty in communicating with a large proportion of the officers, and
found it impossible, except by an after transmission of postage stamps, to pro
tect them against loss. Indeed the operations of Government are, I have
reason to believe, frequently impeded by the existing imperfections. A letter
of inquiry or of instructions, particularly when its contents are of an unwel
come nature, often fails to reach its destination, the want of Post-office delivery
furnishing perhaps a valid cause, but certainly an unanswerable excuse for
neglect or disobedience. These facts which have come to my knowledge are
probably but a few among many that lie concealed. To enlarge on the para
mount importance of speedy, regular, and safe communication between every
part of the country and every other, is surely a needless task." I have now
completed the statement of the principal measures which remain to be carried
into effect ; but there are other matters to which I am desirous of calling the
attention of the Committee.
83. Will you have the goodness to state of what they consist f—They consist
of the examination of certain returns from the Post-office which I have stated
to be fallacious.
84. Will you have the goodness to proceed with your statement ?—The paper
to which I would first draw the attention of the Committee is the Parliamentary
Return, No. 201, of the present Session. The Committee will observe that the
Return before them divides the postage revenue under two heads, one including
the inland revenue, the other including the foreign and colonial revenue ; also
that it includes among the charges of management the whole cost of the packet
service. I should mention that long before I left the Treasury, I had heard it
0.93.
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Rutland Hill, Esq. rumoured that it was stated in the Post-office that the whole net revenue of the
Post-office was obtained from foreign and colonial letters; that the inland
5 July 1843.
letters did not afford any revenue. In consequence of that rumour I, with the
permission of the Treasury, prepared a minute, calling upon the Post-office to
make an estimate of the foreign and colonial revenue, charging that portion of
the revenue with a proper share of the expenses as nearly as they could be
ascertained.
85. What was the date of that minute ?—It was the 5th of April 1842 ; it is
contained in the Parliamentary Return, No. 284, to which I shall presently
advert. The Treasury, on the 5th April 1842, applied at my request to the
Postmaster-general for such an estimate, directing that it might be supplied
" as early as possible " ; the estimate was not sent in, and repeated applica
tions of an informal character were made for it ; still it did not come, and in
August another minute passed the Treasury Board, calling peremptorily for this
Return. It was not supplied, however, even up to the time I left the Treasury
on the 1 4th of September. Subsequently the Return now before the Com
mittee, which in many respects resembles that which I was desirous of obtain
ing, was laid before Parliament. As I am very desirous of being accurate in
the statements which I have to make with reference to this Return, I have pre
pared a written memorandum upon it, which, with the permission of the
Committee, I propose to read.—(The same was read, as follows :)
POSTAGE.—FALLACIOUS RETURN.
MEMORANDUM on Return No. 201, 1843, of Inland Letters and Revenue, and of Foreign
and Colonial Letters and Revenue.
First. Considering the Return as a whole.
The general result which is made to appear is, that the Post-office, instead of affording
a net revenue of 600,000 I., as shown by the ordinary accounts, causes a loss of about
10,000 I. per annum. This result is produced by an innovation made in the return, which
has the eriect of producing- an unfavourable appearance in the account. This innovation
consists in charging the whole cost of the packet service (612,850 I.) against the Post-office.
It is now 20 years, viz. from April 1823, since the charge for the Fulmouth packets, the
most expensive part of the service, was transferred to the Admiralty, (Second Report, App.
p. 226, EC. 1852-3); and in April 1837 the transfer was extended to all the remaining
packets. (Second Report, App. p. 220).
In the packet service a very large amount of expense is incurred, certainly more than onehalf of the whole, with views independent of Post-office purposes. This partly appears from
the fact that since the final transfer of the packet service to the Admiralty, the cost of the
lines then transferred, though apparently without any addition to the number of packets,
and indeed with no other change relative to Post-office affairs than an increase of 50 per
cent, in the horse power, has nearly doubled, a fact probably resulting, in some measure,
from the employment of officers and men who would in any case be a charge on the public
revenue. Be this as it may, it is obvious that only a small part of the increased expense is
justly chargeable to the Post-office.
Again, the very great recent increase in the number of mail-steamers was not made solely
nor even chiefly, for Post-office purposes. The main expense is incurred in the West India,
East India, and Canadian packets ; and it is well known to every member of Government
that these lines were established and are maintained chiefly for political purposes, as stated
a short time since by Lord Monteagle, by whom the arrangement was made. It would be
just as fair to charge the Post-office with the cost of the China war, as with that of the
packet service.
To assume that these packets were really established for Post-office purposes is to charge
the Government with the most absurd extravagance. The West India packets, for instance,
were established at a cost of 240,000 I. per annum, though the utmost return that was ex
pected from letters was 40,000 /., leaving the 200,000 1. a clear deficit.
Nor is this comparative uselessness for Post-office purposes confined to the packets to
remote places ; the great cost, even of the home packets, results from causes independent
of the Post-office.
For instance, there are two lines of mail packets between Liverpool and Dublin ; one, a
contract line, costing Government about 10,000 I. a year, and the other managed by the
Admiralty, at a cost which, in 1841 (after deducting passage-money), w;i* ubout 40,000 /.
per annum. The excessive cost of the latter is explained by Colonel Maberly, in his evi
dence before a Parliamentary Committee of last Session, to result from the packets leaving
Kingstown inconveniently late for passengers to embark, namely, half-past 10 at night ;
and from their reaching Liverpool, though in the morning, yet generally after all the day
trains for London have started. Now the hour at Kingstown is fixed so late, for the con
venience of the Castle, to allow of reply to despatches received the same evening ; this ar
rangement is said, in the evidence, to have the effect of reducing the number of passengers
to about one-fifth of that carried by the contract packets.— (Report on Post-office Commu
nication with Ireland, No. 373, 18-13, Evidence 3156. 3168.)
Again,
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Again, in the same evidence (3133-36), Colonel Maberly shows the uselessness for Rowland Hill, Esq.
Post-office purposes of the Milford line, which costs about 20,000 1. a year, while he estimates the postage of the letters so conveyed at only 1,200 Z. a year.
_ ju].r
In my Report on the Post Communication between London and Dublin, I have shown
how 50,000 1. a year may be saved in these lines, and in the one from Holyhead, not only
without injury, but with great benefit to the service, and even with increased convenience
to the Castle. I have also shown, in another Report, how 6,000 1. a year may be saved in
the Channel Islands' packets, and this too with increased convenience to the public.
These savings amount together to two-thirds of the whole cost of the home packets.
The following extract from the Report of the Committee already referred to throws
additional light on this part of the question.
EXTRACT from a REPORT on the POST COMMUNICATION with Ireland.
Session 1842. No. 373.
" Your Committee entirely concur in the doctrine which, since the Act of Union between
Great Britain and Ireland, has been constantly recognised by the Imperial Legislature, and
Eut forth by former Committees of your House, namely, that any expenditure which may
e necessary for affording the utmost facility of intercourse between these countries is to
be regarded rather as an outlay of money for national purposes, than for the advantage of
any particular department of the public service."
Influenced by these views, the Committee recommend that still further expenses should
be incurred for improving the communication with Ireland, and this apparently without
regard to the wants of the Post-office.
it is not intended to question the soundness of these views, but merely to show that
expenses so incurred form no j ust charge against the Post-office. It would have been at
least equally fair to have charged the Post-office under the old system with the millions
expended on the Holyhead road.
Taking all the facts into consideration it may be safely stated, as above, that not one
half the expense of the packet service can in any view of the question be charged to the
Post-office.
It should also be borne in mind, with reference to any estimate that may be made of the
results of penny postage, that the great increase in the expense of packets, though it has
arisen for the most part subsequently to the adoption of penny postage, is the result of
contracts made anterior to that adoption, and upon considerations wholly independent of
it ; consequently that in estimating the loss caused by that adoption it is fallacious to take
the cost of the packets into account, except so far as the additional expenditure has
augmented the Post-office revenue ; but this effect is so slight, that even if not counteracted
by other causes (and it will be shown hereafter that it has been counteracted), it would not
materially affect the question.
No doubt, on an exact adjustment of accounts, the Post-office ought to make no incon
siderable contribution towards the packet service, but the same nice adjustment would
require that it should at least receive the 250,000 Z. paid to the Stamp-office for the duty
on newspapers; a duty which was expressly retained as a postage charge (Third Report
of the Committee, p. 68). Colonel Maberly thinks " the expense of conveying the news
papers would infinitely counterbalance the amount derived from them." —(first Report of
Postage Committee, Ev. 3009.)
Some idea of the cost of distributing newspapers may be formed from the following
facts :
1st. In London alone the preparation of newspapers for the evening despatch requires
about 200 men.
2d. The number of. newspapers distributed by the Post-office exceeds 50,000,000 per
annum ; nearly equal to one-fourth of the number of letters.
3d. The total weight of newspapers conveyed still exceeds, in all probability, that of the
letters.
Taking all matters into account, there is little doubt that the fair charge by the Postoffice for newspapers would exceed the fair charge against the Post-office for packets ;
consequently that the actual net revenue of the Post-office would on an accurate adjust
ment of the whole account prove to be fully as great as it is stated to be in the ordinary
accounts of the department, viz. 600,000 Z. per annum.
It may also be observed, with reference to any comparison of the results of the old and
new systems of postage, that the great increase which has recently taken place in the
number of newspapers will fully counterbalance any expenditure in packets, beneficial to
the Post-office.
It appears, then, that the return is calculated greatly to mislead Parliament and the
public with reference to the general results of penny postage.
Second.—Considering the Return with reference to the Division into Inland Postage, and
Foreign and Colonial Postage.
In this respect also, the return is unquestionably fallacious : the inland postage being
stated much too low, and consequently the foreign and colonial postage much too high.
On this subject the Post-office has not in my belief the means of stating facts ; it can
merely give estimates.
This appeared two years ago, when the present Chancellor of the Exchequer, having
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. moved for an account of the net amount of Post-office revenue derived from foreign and
colonial postage in the year ending 5th January 1841, the Post-office made the following
5 July 1843. • Return : " As no distinct account is kept of the foreign letters, the Post-office is unable to
furnish this Return." (See Return 233, 1841.)
That the Post-office is at the present moment equally unable to make such a Return, I
have every reason to believe ; indeed, the fact is indirectly admitted in the Return which is
now the subject of remark, where it is stated in a note, " Of the respective amounts of
postage on inland and foreign dead letters, no accurate statement can be furnished ; they
are here given so far as they have been separated in the accounts."
There is, then, in effect, little doubt that that which is called a Return, and which has
been understood by the public to be a statement of ascertained facts, is the result of mere
conjecture.
Ascertained Facts.
The ascertained facts of the Return are the total number of letters, the total gross amount
of revenue (together with the receipts for money orders, and perhaps those for official post
age included therein), the total expense of management, the cost of the packets, and the
total deductions for returned letters, &c. ; everything else, including the division of these
several amounts (except as regards the packets), is, I have reason to believe, mere conjec
ture. As for the really ascertained facts, though they are not in all cases stated with per
fect accuracy, yet the statement is in no instance, that I am aware of, materially incorrect ;
the conjectures (for I can hardly call them estimates) are, in almost every instance, wide
of the mark, all the errors being to the disadvantage of inland postage. It will not be
necessary, however, on the present occasion, to examine more than one or two points.

Inland Letters and Revenue.
The following is an analysis of the statements under these heads, as given in the Return
(201, 1843) :

INLAND LETTERS AND REVENUE.

United Kingdom, as per Return No. 201,
1843 ------In the above the following items are in
cluded (a) :
Government postage (6)
Money orders, as per Return Miscellaneous receipts (Finance Accounts) Late-letter fees (c)
Registration fees (d) -

LETTERS.

209,611,508

REVENUE.

REVENUE.

£.

£.

...

1,027,074

66,554
38,908
1,703
17,100
5,600

4,862,000

129,865
Leaving for the inland postage of the public

205,249,508

Deduct for the additional rate on unpaid and
underpaid letters, 5d. per 100 letters (e) -

_

Leaving for the inland postage of the public,
if all had been prepaid -

205,249,508

_

897,209
42,760

_

42,760
854,449

Which is at the rate of almost exactly 1 d. per letter (exactly 999 d.), clearly showing that
in the Return the postage has been calculated at this rate, that is to say, at the minimum
instead of the average rate.
A careful

(a) All except the late-letter fees, registration fees, and miscellaneous receipts (chiefly, I believe,
fees for private boxes), are enumerated in the Return ; and as it appears, on a comparison with the
Finance Accounts, that all receipts are included under one or other of the two heads of this Return, and
as these fees cannot certainly belong to foreign and colonial postage, they must be included in the
inland postage.
(b) Government Postage. The amount of postage is stated in the Return; the number of letters is
estimated thus :—The number of General-post letters delivered at the Government Offices in the week
ending 28 February 1842, was estimated by the Post-office at 65,000 ; say, including District-post letters,
and excluding foreign and colonial letters, 60,000 ;

Or,
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A careful examination of the preceding analysis will show that although some parts depend Rowland Hill, Esq.
on estimate, there is no room for such error as would materially affect the general result.
If confirmation were needed of the correctness of the result at which I have arrived, viz.
5 ju]y 1843.
that in the return the amount of inland postage has been reckoned by assuming, in contra
diction to the notorious fact that all the prepaid letters of the public are charged at the
minimum rate of 1 d., such confirmation would be found in the fact, that it has been the
invariable practice of the Post-office, whether in its Reports to the Treasury, in Evidence
before the Postage Committee, or on other occasions, although their attention has frequently
been called to the error, to reckon the inland letters at 1 d. each ; a recent instance in point
occurs in the Report of last Session on Post Communication with Ireland (see No. 373,
1843, Ev. 3133-4). But though it is quite clear that the average rate of prepaid inland
postage must be higher than 1 d. per letter, it is impossible for any one out of the Post-office
very accurately to determine what that average actually is.
In my Evidence before the Postage Committee, I estimated the probable average at 1 i d. ;
and jud'ging from subsequent observation, confirmed by the most accurate estimates which
I have been able to make, I believe that this estimate is nearly correct.
That the estimate is not too high, I have the following presumptive proof: I have been
favoured by three large houses of business with statements, showing the number of their
inland prepaid letters, and the postage thereon, in a given period, from which the following
results have been deduced : —
Messrs. Morrison, Dillon & Co.
Average per letter 1-13 d.
Messrs. MofTatt & Co. (General-post letters only)
2'09
Messrs. Sharpe, Field & Jackson
_--*._ 3-43
Average of the Whole - - - - 2-47
The
Or, per annum --------------[Lnder the old system, in 1837, the corresponding number was 1,012,256 only, (Second
Report, App. p. 113), and even of these many were doubtless in abuse of the privilege ;
the increase is chiefly, I believe, at the Post-office, and consists of advices of money
orders.]
Deduct for letters prepaid by the public ; say half of all except those addressed to the
Prat-office ; say -----'---------

3,120,000

.•! • -n
500,000

Estimated number of letters inwards charged in the Public Offices in London ' • . L Letters outwards, say
------------[In 1837 the corresponding number was 1,096,754; from this some deduction must be
made on account of the abuse of privilege heretofore, and some addition on account
of money order advices (about 250,000 probably : Return to Lords, 64, 1843) sent
from London.]

2,612,000
1,250,000

Estimated total of letters inwards and outwards, charged on the Public Offices in London
Add for other parts of the country ; say ----------

3,862,000
500,000

TOTAL - - -

4,362,000

(0 Late Letter Fees :
Pence on late letters in London (M.S. Returns, p. 159)
Sixpences
ditto
( - ditto - - - ditto)
Halfpence on Newspapers ditto, say ( - ditto - - p. 132)

£
3,700
1,100
1,800

TOTAL in London - - - £.
Other Towns in England and Wales (gee my Report on Late-letter Fees) -

6,600
7,500

TOTAL for England and Wales - - - £.

14,100
3,000

TOTAL for the United Kingdom - - - £.

17,100

Add for Scotland and Ireland; say

-

(d) Registration Fees :
In Great Britain (Return 441, 1841) Ireland ; say -

£.
5,200
400

TOTAL
5,600
(e) Additional charges on unpaid and underpaid letters :
~
A Return by the Post-office shows, that as regards the General-post inland letters delivered in London
on the 28th April 1841, these additional charges amounted to 65 pence per 1000 letters; and a compari
son of the weekly returns shows that by the middle of the year 1842, the proportion of such additional
charges had fallen by about one-fourth; say to 49 d. per 1000 letters.
Another Return by the Post-office shows, that as regards the District-post letters delivered in London
in the week ending 22d December 1840, the aditional charges for unpaid and underpaid letters amounted
to 81 d. per 1000 letters.
And a comparison of the Weekly Returns shows, that taking the average of the year 1842, the pro
portion of such additional charges had fallen by about one-third (Return to Lords, 64, 1843); sav to
54 d. per 1000 letters.
Assuming these rates to represent respectively the additional charges on General-post and on DistrictPost letters throughout the Kingdom, the average of the whole may be calculated thus :—The District
post letters of the United Kingdom being called 1, the General-post letters will be about 6 ; th e average
additional charge will therefore be
Xo=50 d. per 1000 letters.
0-93-
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Sowlund Hill, Esq. The average of these three houses is certainly far above that of the whole kingdom.
___—_
The second (a tea agency house), and the third (a law agency house), frequently use the
5 July 1843.
post for the conveyance of heavy packets. The following data are of a less disputable
character.
A Return by the Post-office shows that the average postage of all the prepaid inland
General-post letters delivered in London on the 28th of April 1841 (exclusive of Government
letters), was 1-22 rf. ; and the Return of London District-post letters for 1842, and the
Finance Accounts for 1842 (p. 56), enable me to calculate that the average postage of all
prepaid District-post letters delivered in London in the year 1842 was I'l d. Now, assuming
these averages to represent respectively the averages, at the same period, of prepaid inland
General and of prepaid District-post letters (exclusive of Government letters), throughout
the kingdom, the average of both classes united may be calculated as in Note E. page 14 ;
thus the District-post letters of the United Kingdom being called 1, the General-post letters
will be about 5, the average of both will therefore be l-lrf. + l-22rf.x5 = rzd., or 1 \d.
0
But this average depends mainly on the state of things as far back as April 1841, since
which, as every one must be satisfied from his own experience, the practice of employing
the Post-office for the conveyance of heavy packets has been more and more confirmed ;
consequently, the average inland prepaid postage must have increased considerably.
Assuming, however, for the sake of being on the safe side, that the average rate of
inland prepaid postage, exclusive of Government letters, was in 1842 no greater than that
deduced above, viz. I±d., it follows that the total amount of such postage virtually
taken in the Return (say 854,000 L), must be increased by one-firth, say by 171,000/., con
sequently the total inland revenue must be raised from 1,027,000/. to 1,198,000/. Of
course, the conjectured amount of foreign and colonial postage must be reduced by an
equal sum, viz. 583,OOOZ.-171,OOOZ.=:412,OOOZ. ; so that instead of the inland revenue
amounting to only 1,027,000 1., and the foreign and colonial to as much as 583,000 /., the
former, even at the low rate assumed above, amounts to nearly 1,200,000^., and the latter
to little more than 400,000 1.
This statement, which in the absence of complete documents, is necessarily founded in
some measure upon estimate, cannot pretend to strict accuracy, but I feel confident that it
is within the truth.
A strong corroboration is to be found in several facts tending to show that the amount
of foreign and colonial postage is not at all events above my estimate. The following will
serve for example :—About two years ago the Post-office itself estimated the postage in
this department (with some trifling exceptions) at 388,000 1. ; subsequently such reductions
were made in the rates as, increase of letters apart, would have reduced this amount to about
360,000 1. Now, making due allowance for subsequent recovery, it is very improbable that
the amount should not only have regained its former height, but advanced in the short
space of two years to my allowance of 412,000 1. That it has risen to the enormous height
asserted by the Post-office is demonstrably without foundation ; for the whole amount of
Post-office revenue being, as shown by the Finance Accounts, 1,610,480 1., it follows, that if
the foreign and colonial postage amount to 583,406 L, then the inland postage cannot
exceed the amount given in the Return, viz. 1,027,074 1. ; and this again is impossible, for,
taking the total number of inland letters, as stated in the Return, at 209,611,508, and making
the needful deductions, as done above, in Table, p. 8, we find, by comparing the remaining
number of letters, 205,249,508, with the remaining amount of postage, 854,449 /., that the
average postage is only 1 d. per letter ; in other words, that it is precisely the same as
the minimum, a result obviously absurd. The truth, I believe, to be as stated above, that
the amount of foreign and colonial postage, though appearing in the Return as an ascer
tained fact, has been arrived at by the following erroneous calculation : —The number of
inland letters being ascertained, and allowance being made for the Government letters, and
the unpaid letters, it lias been assumed that the average postage x>f the remaining letters
is 1 d., and from this the total amount of inland postage has been calculated, and this
amount, augmented by some other sources of revenue, being deducted from the total amount
of revenue, the remainder has been given as the amount of foreign and colonial postage.
Other strange errors may also be pointed out ; such, for instance, as grossly underrating the
portion of expenses chargeable on the money-order department, which, in all probability,
under the present complex management, about equals the receipts ; such again, as charging
the whole of the Parliamentary grants upon the inland postage instead of upon the, whole
postage revenue.
Lastly, the sum of 17,293 L, the amount of all deductions for what are called in the
return '• Dead and returned letters," within the United Kingdom, is charged on the inland
postage; the fact being, that whereas the inland letters are almost all prepaid, and their
rates of postage exceedingly low, the deductions for such letters are comparatively trifling;,
so that nearly the whole of this amount is in fact lost on letters arriving from abroad,—
a fact perfectly notorious.
This is the more extraordinary, inasmuch as the Finance Accounts show that our annual
loss abroad on the foreign and colonial letters is upwards of 15,000 /., whence it ought to
have been inferred that the corresponding loss on the vastly larger amount of foreign
postage collected in this country is at least very considerable ; instead of which it has been,
assumed as nothing at all.
A note
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A note indeed is appended, giving the appearance of a disclaimer of strict accuracy ; but Rowland Hill, Esq.
the real tendency of which is so to pervert the facts as to increase the fallaciousness of the
whole account.
5 July 1843.
To sum up the results, if we take the amount given in the Return as the
net produce of inland letters and money orders, viz. And add thereto, first, for correction in the amount of Inland Postage Second, for undue charge on " Dead and returned " inland letters, say
And, third, for proportion of Parliamentary grants chargeable on foreign
postage, say -

£.
103,000

We have a Total of
as the actual produce of Inland Revenue.
And if again we add to this 40,000 /., a low estimate of the sum unduly
charged to the Post-office for Irish Packets
-

292,000

We have a Total of

171,000
15,000
3,000

40,000

332,000

or upwards of three times the amount which it is the intention of the Return to exhibit as
the produce of Inland Postage.
For the purpose, however, of examining how far the business of inland postage is
profitable or unprofitable to the Government, it will be necessary to carry this statement
farther.
As has been observed above, the practice followed up to the period of the late Return,
has been to make no charge for packet service, nor any allowance for the conveyance of
newspapers ; and, supposing this to be the correct method, we should add to the amount
last given the sum of 32,000 /., which I have allowed as chargeable for packet service, thus
making a total of 364,000 /. But this mode of balancing the charge for packets, with the
claim for newspapers, though tolerably fair in viewing the Post-office revenue as a whole,
becomes absurdly unjust when an attempt is made to distinguish between the produce of
inland postage on the one hand, and of foreign and colonial postage on the other, since it
is obvious that while nearly the whole amount of the real packet service must be taken as
a deduction from the profits of foreign and colonial letters, so nearly the whole produce of
newspaper stamps must be taken as an addition to the profits of inland postage ; and if,
following out this, we claim for inland postage only nine-tenths of the newspaper stamps
(a very low estimate), we have to make an addition of 225,000 1. to the sum of 332,000 /.
given above, as the profits on inland letters, thus making a total of 557,000 1., which, taking
the whole subject of inland postage as a general question of profit to the Government, is
the least that ought to be set down.
As regards the expenses of management in the Inland department as compared with that
of the Foreign and Colonial department, I have entered into no investigation, as I have no
sufficient materials of calculation ; but I believe that the result of a complete examination
of the whole subject of Post-office revenue would show that the Foreign and Colonial
department, when placed on its fair footing, about maintains itself ; and that the whole
profit, probably upwards of 600,000 1. per annum, is derived from inland postage. For the
purpose of comparison, however, of the results of penny postage with those of the old rates,
the distinction between foreign and inland postage is unnecessary, since, in estimating the
effect of the change, I expressly included both.

(signed)

Rowland Sill.

Bayswater, May 29, 1843.

SUPPLEMENT TO FALLACIOUS RETURN.
Return, No. 284, 1843 ; Copy of Treasury Minutes of April and August 1842.
Estimate of Foreign and Colonial Postage, &c.
SINCE the preceding paper was written, the above Return has been issued.
A comparison of the dates stated in the Return itself sho\vs that although the Treasury
desired that the estimate might be supplied " as early as possible," it was not received at
the Treasury till nearly seven months had elapsed.
Had the estimate been supplied before I left the Treasury, the facilities which I then
possessed of making all necessary inquiries would have enabled me to subject every part to
a satisfactory examination ; as it is, the examination is unavoidably confined to a few parts
only ; still there is no difficulty in pronouncing the estimate to be, like the one already
considered, exceedingly inaccurate, and having the effect of depreciating the net revenue of
inland letters by unduly augmenting that of foreign and colonial letters.
Thus, as in the other Return, the deductions from the gross revenue for what are called
" dead letters " will be found, on referring to the Finance Accounts, to be the amount of
deductions in the year (1841) on that portion of the foreign and colonial revenue which was
collected beyond the limits of the United Kingdom, leaving the far greater portion which
was collected within those limits clear of all such deduction ; and it will be observed, that
there is nothing in the Return itself to indicate that less than the full amount has been
deducted.
0.93.
H
Again,
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Rowland Hill, Esq.
Again, in the account of expenses, the instructions of the Minute have been almost
.
entirely disregarded, several heads of expenditure having been thrown together, while the
f July 1843.
charge for home expenses, which, if fairly estimated, would have amounted to a large sum,
appears to be altogether omitted ; still, in spite of the obscurity thrown over this part of
the account, there is no great difficulty in showing that it is lamentably incorrect. A refer
ence to the Finance Accounts for 1841 (pp. 57 and 58) will show the following specific
payments :—

£.
Riding work and conveyance of mails in Canada, Nova
Scotia, and Jamaica ------Transit postage through foreign countries Ship-letter payments (Great Britain)
Ditto - - ditto - (Ireland)
Giving a Total of - - - £.
Whereas the amount charged in the Return is only

- £.

27,417

- -

31,169
13,025
196

- - - -

71,807

-

60,122

- -

-

In short, there is scarcely a doubt that while pretending to estimate the " net revenue
,« w.
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part of the " ship-letter payments." A comparison
absolute certainty that a large portion of the expense is omitted, and leaves scarcely any
doubt that the whole of the ship-letter payments (upwards of 13,000 Z.) and every other
expense incurred at home on behalf of foreign and colonial letters, is left entirely out of the
account.
These errors are such as to vitiate the whole estimate, even if those parts not open to
examination could be considered as correct ; this Return, therefore, like the last, is utterly
fallacious.
Such being the case, it appears useless to consider what may be the bearing of this Return
on the one previously discussed ; but it will be observed that the Postmaster-general, in
November last, stated that he had " given directions for the preparation of another Return
founded on actual accounts of numbers and amounts of foreign letters for two months."
If the Return already discussed is the one here promised, it would appear to be less a matter
of conjecture than I had supposed ; it is not, however, for that reason any the more entitled to
confidence. We have seen that it places the amount of foreign and colonial postage so
high as to reduce the inland postage to the minimum rate of 1 d. per letter, and however
that result may have been brought about, it is alike fallacious, and proves, beyond all doubt,
that the foreign and colonial postage is greatly over estimated.
Bayswater, 30 May 1843.

I have to apologise to the Committee for reading so many of these papers, but
the fact is that these Returns are of great practical importance ; a great deal
indeed depends upon their accuracy, and that is my reason for having so fully
gone into them ; it is not with a view to show inaccuracy on the part of the
Post-office, but hi order that results upon which important decisions appear to
rest should be placed correctly before the Committee. In November last a
deputation from the mercantile committee on postage waited on Sir Robert
Peel to urge the completion of my plan of Post-office improvement. The
answer obtained from the Minister was, that penny postage produced only
about 100,000?. a year net revenue, which amount was so small as to present
almost insuperable obstacles to carrying out the measure. I have endeavoured
to show, and I feel confident that the statements I have made are correct,
that considered with reference to its profitableness, the inland net revenue
instead of being only 1 00,000 1. a year, is as much as 600,000 /. a year, or at all
events approaches that amount. It will be seen, therefore, that the difference
between the result, as exhibited by the Return, and the true result, is most im
portant. It may happen that if the net revenue derived from penny postage is
very small, it would be exceedingly unwise to extend the system of penny postage
in this country; to adopt that extensive system of rural distribution, for instance,
• which was directed to be carried out by the late Board of Treasury ; but if it
appear, on the other hand, that the inland postage is highly profitable, then
instead of its being unwise, even with a view to fiscal results alone, to extend
the measure, Government will probably arrive at the conclusion that the
more it is extended the more profit will be obtained from it. It appears to me,
•i therefore, and I trust it will appear to the Committee, that it is of the utmost
importance that the actual profit derived from inland letters should be clearly
ascertained, and it is with that view I have thought it necessary to occupy so
large
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large a portion of the time of the Committee in considering how far this return Rowland Hill, Esq.
is or is not trustworthy.
•"•
86. Chairman] What is the nature of the deduction for additional rate on
5 J«ty l843unpaid or underpaid letters at the rate of 5d. per 100, amounting to 42,360 1. r
•—It is the additional charge made upon such letters, and it is deducted for the
purpose of bringing them all to the rate they would have been charged at,
had all been prepaid. It is merely to clear the account of that additional sum
which enters into it in consequence of certain letters being sent unpaid or
insufficiently paid, and charged double in consequence.
87. On what data do you make that calculation ?—On the data which are
fully explained in the paper itself.
88. At what date were those calculations made of 5d. on the 100 ?—I made
the calculation at the time I wrote the paper, which was in May last ; I have
referred to calculations in confirmation of the accuracy of those results, which
I made while in the Treasury.
8q. You state that the practice of prepaying letters, instead of sending them
unpaid, has greatly increased within a late period ? — I stated that it had in
creased -, I am not aware that I used the term " greatly."
90. Would not that make some alteration in this calculation necessary ?—It
does make an alteration, and I have adopted an alteration in consequence ;
instead of taking it at 65 pence per 1,000 letters, which was the state of things
in April 1841, I have put it down at 50 pence per 1,000 letters, reducing the
amount in consequence of the lapse of time.
91. You are understood to say that one of your objections to the Return,
No. 201, is that it claims too small an amount of revenue for inland postage,
and too large an amount of revenue for foreign postage ?—That is one of my
objections ; I have stated several objections to that Return.
92. But the accuracy of the amount of inland and foreign postage you do not
object to ?—No, that is correct ; the sum of the two together is correct.
93. You state that if that return should have been made up in the manner
in which Lord Lowther stated he intended to make it up, in his letter of the
2d of November, it would not be so much matter of conjecture as you at first
supposed ?—Certainly it would not be so much matter of conjecture as I at first
supposed, if made up in the way described ; but there is nothing that I am
aware of which attaches that statement to the particular Return before the
Committee.
94. It may be so for anything you know to the contrary ?—Most assuredly.
95. Supposing that so, that would remove the objection you have made that
that Return was purely conjectural ":—I am not aware that that would make it
less conjectural than I supposed when I wrote the paper.
96. If it gives the result of an exact account kept for two months of inland
and foreign postage respectively, do you think that would be a just basis for
calculating what would be the produce of the 12 months of the year ?—There
is no question that that would be a correct basis if the facts were accurately
ascertained and accurately dealt with.
97. What reason have you to suppose that the facts have not been accurately
ascertained, or that, having been accurately ascertained, they have not been
accurately dealt with ?—Because the results of the Returns are impossible ; I
demonstrate the Return to be incorrect by a reductio ad absurdum ; it leads to
absurd results.
98. How have you ascertained that that Return leads to absurd results ?—^
By the course of examination I have laid before the Committee, by deducting
from the inland revenue, as stated in the Return itself, all those small sources of
revenue which are necessarily included in the account, so as to leave the inland
postage only which would have been received had all the letters been prepaid,
and then I show that that amount is such that it leaves but a penny for every
letter ; and inasmuch as the average rate is assuredly more than a penny, it •
follows that the Return is incorrect, however made out.
99. Are not a great many of your calculations founded rather on estimate
than on ascertained facts ?—My calculations are to a very small extent founded
on estimate, but to a very small extent—to so small an extent, that after
making the most ample allowance for all possible errors, the result will not be •
materially affected.
100. Mr. Ricardo.~\ You have been asked whether, if this is founded on an
H 2
accurate
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Rowland Hill, Esq. accurate return of the different accounts during two months, you would
consider that a fair way of giving the return for a twelvemonth ; do you not
5 July 1843. understand by the heading of this, that it is for the year ending the 5th of
January 1843 ?—It is returned for the year, unquestionably ; still a return for a
year might be calculated on a state of things for two months, provided they are
correctly dealt with ; but there is not a word in the Return itself to indicate
that the result is so obtained. On the other hand, there is nothing in the
Return to show that it is not so obtained.
101. Chairman.'] You have alluded to a Return made by the Post-office in
1841, in which they state that it is impossible to separate the inland from the
foreign postage ?—Yes.
102. You have also referred to Lord Lowther's letter of the 2d of November,
explaining the causes of delay in complying with the orders of the Treasury of
the 5th of April ; that he had had great difficulty in preparing any return to that
order ; but that, in order to secure greater correctness on this important subject,
he had given directions for the preparation of another return, founded on
actual accounts of the numbers and amounts of foreign letters for two months ?
—Yes.
1 03. If this return is the result of the directions so given by Lord Lowther,
is it not clear that that is the only mode in which such a return could be made,
by a computation of the number of letters received during the last two months
of the year 1842 ?—I have already stated that the data, if correctly taken, and
if correctly dealt with, might produce a correct result ; but inasmuch as they
lead to a result manifestly impossible, it must be assumed either that they are
incorrectly taken, or incorrectly dealt with ; it is not for me to point out which.
The result is an impossible result.
1 04. That is supposing your calculations are correct ?—Whether my calcu
lations are correct or incorrect, it is an impossible result.
105. Mr. Baring.'] Do you find in this Return to Parliament, No. 201, any
statement which would lead you to suppose that was a mere estimate ?—There
is nothing more than one note, which states that "of the respective amounts of
postage on inland and foreign dead letters no accurate statement can be fur
nished; they are here given so far as they have been separated in the accounts."
From which I infer that the accounts are not in that distinct shape
106. As to that part, undoubtedly that note explains that that is taken only
loosely ; but is there any other part which leads you to suppose it is a mere
conjecture or estimate, and not an actual return of facts ascertained ?—No,
there is nothing upon the face of it, and that is one reason why I consider it
objectionable ; that inasmuch as I must consider it as the result of estimate, it
appears to me to be unfair not to state that it is an estimate upon the face of
the return.
1 07. If the estimate is made on Lord Lowther's subsequent information, there
would be better means of furnishing a more accurate estimate ";—The means
exist unquestionably.
108. That you consider a mere estimate, not a return of known facts?—It
appears to me that an estimate, founded on ascertained facts (if you have the
means), should be stated on the face of it as an estimate, and not as a return.
It appears to me that any one not familiar with the Post-office arrangements
would suppose that, during the whole of the year 1842, an account had been
kept of the inland postage on the one hand, and of foreign and colonial postage
on the other ; and that this return was a statement of results so obtained. It
is still an estimate, though it may have so large a basis as the facts for two
months ; but I still contend that it is an inaccurate estimate, whatever basis it
may have.
109. If the House of Commons ordered a Return of those special items, is
an estimate of what they may be, an accurate answer to the order of the House
of Commons?—It appears to me that that is not the document by which the
department should have answered The House ; but that they should have an
swered in the manner in which they answered The House two years ago : they
should have said, " We cannot make such a Return, but we offer you the best
estimate we are able to supply."
no. Mr. RicardoJ] This Return being given as to a state of facts which
had been all settled on the 5th of January 1843, do you think there would
.have been any difficulty, on the 24th of April 1843, in making that return, not
as
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as an estimate ?—Of course, having been more than nine months out of office, Rm:land Hill, Esq.
it is impossible for me to state what is the mode in which the accounts of the
•
Post-office are now kept; but unless the accounts of the Post-office are now
5 July 1843.
kept in a manner totally different from that followed when I was in office, the
Post-office has it not in its power to make that which is usually understood by
Parliament and the country to be a Return.
111. Mr. CrippsJ] Then, at all events, supposing the accounts are still kept
in the manner in which they were when you were acquainted with them, this
paper cannot be what it professes to be ?—No, it cannot ; but I wish to confine
my charges against the department, if they must be so called, within the nar
rowest possible compass ; all that I have thought it necessary to say is, that
I believe it to.be an estimate, and then to show that it is a fallacious estimate.
I certainly do think that the Post-office is not in a position to make such a
Return according to the usual acceptation of the word, and that it should not
have put forward such a document without stating that it was an estimate.
112. Chairman.'] Or that it was one founded upon the results of the examina
tion of a portion of the year only ?—Certainly.
113. Viscount Ebrington^] In your letter to Mr. Goulburn of 27th January
1842, you press for the adoption of certain measures ; amongst others is the
restoration of the old hour of posting letters for the London evening despatch,
keeping open the receiving houses from five to six o'clock for late letters ; did
you contemplate the necessity of the continuance of those alterations made
upon the introduction of the penny postage to the inconvenience of the public,
which in this letter you propose doing away with, in order to restore these
matters to then* former condition ?—In proposing my original plan, I of course
avoided detail as much as possible ; I aimed rather to lay down the principles
than to show the manner in which they were to be carried into effect. I there
fore did not enter into considerations of such minute importance ; at the same
time I wish to add, lest the state of things should be misunderstood, that I did
not contemplate that the hours for closing the letter-boxes would continue so
restricted ; I thought it a necessary precaution in the first instance ; I only
regret that it has been continued long after the necessity, as it appears to me,
has passed away.

Veneris, 7" die Julii, 1843.
MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. F. Baring.
Mr. Bramstoii.
Sir George Clerk.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. B. Denison.
Viscount Ebrington.
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SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.
Rowland Hill, Esq. called in ; and further Examined.
114. Chairman.'] THE Committee wish to know whether you have completed Rowland Hill, Esq.
all the remarks which you wished to make upon those parts of your plan which
have not yet been carried into effect, and also your observations upon certain
7 July 1843.
returns to which you have objections to offer ?—Before answering that question
more fully, with the permission of the Committee I will put in a copy of the
Petition which I lately caused to be presented to the House of Commons. I am
desirous of laying this document before the Committee, because I wish it to be
considered as a formal statement of the allegations which I am prepared to
prove before the Committee ; and I have numbered the paragraphs, in order
that they may be referred to more easily.

O.93t

[The same was read as follows :]
H 3

Petition

^
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Rowland Kill, Esq. Petition of Mr. Rowland Hill for inquiring into the state of the Post-office, presented to the
House of Commons by the Right honourable Francis Thornhill Baring, M.P., April 10,
7 July 1843.
1843.
To the Honourable the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Rowland Hill, of Bayswater, in the county of Middlesex,
gentleman—showeth,
1. That early in the year 1837, your petitioner published a pamphlet, recommending that
the postage rates should be reduced to a uniform charge of a penny per half-ounce, and
developing a plan by which, in his opinion, so great an improvement might be effected,
•without causing eventually any very serious loss of revenue.
2. That in the latter part of the same year, your Honourable House appointed a Com
mittee " to inquire into the present rates and mode of charging Postage, with a view to
such reduction thereof as may be made without injury to the revenue ; and for this purpose
to examine especially into the mode recommended for charging and collecting postage in a
pamphlet by Mr. Rowland Hill."
3. That after a most laborious and thorough investigation, extending over the whole of
the Session of 1837-8, the Committee of your Honourable House reported in favour of your
petitioner's plan ; and strongly recommended its partial adoption immediately, and its com
plete adoption "so soon as the state of the public revenue would admit of the risking a large
temporary reduction ;" at the same time expressing an opinion, that the evidence established,
among other facts, that " very injurious effects resulted from this (the old) state of things
to the commerce and industry of the country, and to the social habits and moral condition
of the people."
4. That in the following Session (1839) more than 2,000 petitions, from all parties, and
including several from the clergy, were presented to your Honourable House, praying the
immediate adoption of your petitioner's plan.
5. That among those petitions more than 300 were from town councils and other public
bodies, the greater part of which bore only a single signature each, notwithstanding which
the total number of signatures exceeded 260,000.
6. That on the 12th day of July 1839, your Honourable House passed the following
resolution : " That it is expedient to reduce the postage charged on letters to one uniform
rate of one penny, charged upon every letter of a weight to be hereafter fixed by law, Par
liamentary pivileges of franking being abolished, and official franking strictly regulated ;
this House pledging itself, at the same time, to make good any deficiency of revenue which
may be occasioned by such an alteration in the rates of the existing duties."
7. That a Bill founded on this resolution, passed your Honourable House, and shortly
afterwards became the law of the land.
8. That at the close of the same Session, Her Majesty, in her speech from the Throne, was
graciously pleased to advert to the new measure in the following terms : " It has been with
satisfaction that I have given my consent to a reduction of the postage duties. I trust that
the Act which has passed on this subject will be a relief and encouragement to trade ; and
that, by facilitating intercourse and correspondence, it will be productive of much social
advantage and improvement. I have given directions that the preliminary steps should be
taken* to give effect to the intention of Parliament, as soon as the inquiries and arrange
ments required for this purpose shall have been completed."
9. That the Legislature having conferred on the Lords of Her Majesty's Treasury large
powers with reference to the execution of the new law, their Lordships, on the 14th of Septem
ber 1839, were pleased to appoint your petitioner to assist, under the direction of their
Board, " in carrying into effect the Penny Postage ;" declaring at the same time that the
employment was considered temporary, but making it certain for two years.
10. That certain parts of your petitioner's plan were carried into effect with all possible
despatch, and by the next meeting of Parliament (in January 1840), the Penny Rate was
in operation ; the improvement being thus graciously noticed in Her Majesty's Speech from
the Throne : " I have lost no time in carrying into effect the intentions of Parliament by
the reduction of the duties on postage ; and trust that the beneficial effects of this measure
will be felt throughout all classes of the community."
11. That other important parts of your petitioner's plan having subsequently been adopted,
Parliament, before the close of the Session of 1840, passed without opposition another Act,
giving permanence to the arrangements which had been made by the Treasury, and conti
nuing to that department large powers for the completion of the plan.
12. That in August 1841, about a month before the termination of the two years for
which your petitioner's services had been absolutely engaged, he was informed by the Right
honourable Francis Thornhill Baring, a Member of your Honourable House, and then
Chancellor of the Exchequer, that the Lords of the Treasury were desirous of continuing
your petitioner's services ; but that owing to the fact that the original engagement had not
actually expired, and to peculiar circumstances to which he referred, and which are well
known to your Honourable House, he did not consider himself entitled to extend the en
gagement for more than another year, after which the arrangement would rest with his suc
cessor ; and that such extension accordingly took place.
13. But your petitioner has now to state to your Honourable House, that since the month
of August 1841, scarcely any progress has been made towards the completion of your pe
titioner's plan ; on the contrary, one important improvement, which had received the sanc
tion of the late Treasury Board, and which would have been highly beneficial to the rural
districts,
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districts, and in all probability advantageous to the revenue, has, your petitioner is led to Rowland Hill, Esq.
believe, been indefinitely postponed.
.«______
14. That certain inquiries essential to the success of an important improvement then in
7 ju|y 1843.
progress, which inquiries were about to be prosecuted by your petitioner under the autho
rity of the Treasury Board, as at present constituted, were, by the interposition of the Postoffice, prevented from taking place ; and the authority whereon they were to be made was
withdrawn.
15. That all your petitioner's efforts to promote economy and the public convenience, by
introducing the remaining parts of his plan, have been ultimately frustrated.
16. That at the expiration of the third year of your petitioner's engagement, viz. on the
14th September last, when many specific improvements recommended by your petitioner,
some involving large savings of public money, were actually in progress, the Lords of the
Treasury terminated your petitioner's engagement, thus depriving him of every chance of
completing his appointed task.
17. That the plan of Post-office improvement, thus left incomplete, has from the first been
stated by your petitioner to consist of the following parts :—
1. A uniform and low rate of postage.
2. Increased speed in the delivery of letters.
3. Greater facilities for their despatch.
4. Simplification in the operations of the Post-office, with the object of reducing the
cost of the establishment to a minimum.
18. That the only portion of the plan which is as yet fully carried into effect is the insti
tution of the penny rate.
19. That for increased speed in the delivery, or greater facilities for the despatch, of
letters, little or nothing has been done.
20. That with regard to the simplification of arrangements, and consequent economy,
though many important and successful changes have been made, yet little has been effected
in proportion to the opportunities afforded by the adoption of uniformity of rate and pre
payment.
21. That the opinion which your petitioner expressed, both in his pamphlet and in his
evidence before the Committee of your Honourable House, was to the effect that the main
tenance of the Post-office Revenue, even to the extent on which he calculated (about
1,300,000 I- a year), depended on carrying into effect the plan as a whole.
22. That the opinion adopted by Her Majesty's Government, that the further progress
in Post-office improvement may .be left to the Post-office itself, is contrary to all past ex
perience, and is contradicted by measures recently adopted by that establishment.
23. That the questions to which your petitioner sought to gain the attention of the
Treasury involve savings to the extent of hundreds of thousands of pounds per annum ; an
advantage to the revenue entirely independent of that augmentation of letters which the
whole experience of the Post-office shows may safely be anticipated from the adoption of
those measures, suggested by your petitioner, which have reference to increasing the utility
of the Post-office to the public.
24. That, notwithstanding the extreme depression of trade which existed when the Penny
Rate was established, and has continued to prevail ever since, and notwithstanding the very
imperfect manner in which your petitioner's plan has been carried into effect, the want of
due economy in the Post-office, the well-known dislike to the measure entertained by many
of those persons to whom its execution has been intrusted, and the influence such dislike
must necessarily have had on its success, yet the results of the third year of partial trial, as
shown by a return recently made to the House of Lords, are a gross revenue of two-thirds,
and a net revenue of more than one-third of the former amount.
25. That the present gross revenue, as shown by the same return, is almost exactly the
same as it was under the Fourpenny Rate.
26. That the net revenue of the Post-office increases from year to year, while every other
branch of revenue appears to be decreasing.
27. That, looking to these results, your petitioner trusts your Honourable House will see
no reason to doubt that a few years with a revived trade would suffice to realise all the
expectations which he held out, provided the whole plan be carried into effect with zeal
and economy.
28. Your petitioner desires to submit the truth of the foregoing allegations to the severest
scrutiny, and therefore humbly prays that your Honourable House will be pleased to
institute an inquiry into the state of the Post-office, with the view of adopting such
measures as to your Honourable House may seem best for fully and fairly carrying into effect
your petitioner's plans of Post-office improvement, and thus realising the undoubted inten
tions of the Legislature.
And your Petitioner will ever pray.
Bayswater, 4 April 1843.
(signed)
Rowland Hill.

Witness.] I have read the printed Evidence of Monday and Wednesday, and
as a considerable portion of it relates to a very painful part of my duty, the
Committee will allow me to define exactly the nature and extent of that duty.
I have undertaken to show that entrusting my plan to the Post-office for com
pletion is tantamount to its abandonment; or, what is worse, to such a
mutilation of it as will make attempts at Post-office improvement ineffectual
for the purposes either of economy or public convenience, and thus destroy the
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. popularity which at present attaches to the subject of Post-office reform. I also
purpose to show that the statistics of the Post-office are presented to Ministers
7 July 1843. jn sucn a state as necessarily to mislead them; that they have misled the
Government ; that they have deprived the public of most important conve
niences, and the Treasury of no inconsiderable revenue, and that they have put
in jeopardy the continuance of the penny rate. For the purpose of proving
these two important propositions, it has become necessary that I should lay
before the Committee matter involving more or less of blame to the gentlemen
of the Post-office ; but I earnestly entreat the Committee clearly to understand
that crimination is not my object, but a necessary result from the means I am
forced to adopt for the attainment of an object of the highest public import
ance. With regard to the two returns which were under consideration on
Wednesday, I have chosen to consider their errors, as I was in common charity
bound to do, involuntary, and resulting from the imperfection of the data upon
which they were made up, and therefore I called them conjectural ; but if it is
to be maintained that they are founded on sufficient data, inasmuch as the
errors will still remain as clearly as before, the only consequence would be that an
inference might be raised adverse to the supposition that the errors were invo
luntary, and the fact that such errors are numerous, all on one side, viz. against
inland postage, and all favouring the known predilections of the Post-office, would
be adduced in support of such an inference. The Committee will, however, do
me the favour always to bear in mind that the great question is, Are the
Returns erroneous or not ; and, if they are, do their errors lead to practical
important results ? If these questions are both answered in the affirmative,
it is very immaterial to my case in what manner, and from what motives,
the errors have arisen. I wish further to mention, that since Wednesday last
I have met with an estimate in the Third Report of the Postage Committee, at
page 16 of the notes, of the cost of conveying newspapers ; the cost in the year
1837 was estimated by the Committee at 293,000 I. ; it is part of the Report ;
and since that time the number of newspapers that passed through the office
has considerably increased, to the extent, probably, of about one -fourth.
115. At what time did you first make any detailed proposition to the Trea
sury with regard to the alterations and improvements in the delivery of letters
in London, contained in the paper transmitted to the First Lord of the Treasury
in January last ?—I cannot call to recollection that I made any detailed propo
sition of the kind previously to my addressing a letter to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer while I was in the Treasury, of the 31st of May 1842, which is
in these terms :—" Meanwhile I take the liberty to enclose extracts from what
I have ventured to call my ' Book of Agenda, ' with reference to the five mea
sures enumerated in my letter of the 27th of January. These extracts will, I
hope, suffice to show the importance and practicability of the measures in ques
tion, and to indicate the state of preparation in which I stand with regard to the
other numerous improvements alluded to in my letter of the 7th of March."
The paper which accompanied this letter was very similar to the one to which
the question applies — as regards the measures under consideration nearly
identical with it.
116. Had you previously suggested the same alterations to the Treasury,
though not in the same detail ?—I had.
117. What was the first time at which you made any representation to the
Treasury upon the subject of these improvements ?—I represented to the
Treasury in general terms the importance of these improvements almost im
mediately upon my entering the Treasury in September 1839.
118. Did you consider them then to be essential to the complete success of
your plan ?—Most assuredly.
119. Were any reasons assigned at that time for postponing their consider
ation?—Yes; the Chancellor of the Exchequer at that time represented that it
would be advisable, in the first instance, to attend to the leading points of the
plan, and to leave the matters of detail for after consideration.
1 20. Then at what, time did you again bring that subject under the notice
of the Treasury ?—It was brought in part under the notice of the Treasury
upon my representing the necessity for keeping the offices open to a later
hour for the receipt of late letters ; that I think was about the close of 1840.
121. Was there any extension of time granted for closing the boxes in the
receiving houses at that time ?—There was.

122. Were
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122. Were any reasons assigned for the further postponement of the con- Rowland Hill, Esq.
sideration of the other parts of your plan ?—1 am not aware that at that time
—
the other parts of the plan were pressed at all upon the attention of the
7 July l843Treasury.
! 23. When did you press those points upon the attention of the Treasury ?
—I have already stated that I pressed them upon the attention of the Treasury
in general terms, almost immediately upon my entering the Treasury. I am
not aware that I pressed them upon the attention of the Treasury as a com
plete plan subsequently to that time until May 1842, though it will be seen
that in January 1842 I addressed a letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
in which the measures are named in general terms. That letter appears in
page 29 of the Minutes of Evidence, in answer to question 81. "While the
question of registration has been awaiting decision, I have turned my attention
to other measures of Post-office improvement, which I have long been desirous
of submitting for your consideration, but thought it my duty to postpone until
the question of registration was settled. As, however, some of these measures
are both important and urgent, I beg to inquire whether, if circumstances
should still further delay the decision of this question, I may, in the meantime,
be permitted to submit in detail my views on one or more of the measures to
which I have adverted, or any others to which you may prefer to direct my
attention. The following appear to me to be some of the most pressing, either
on account of then* intrinsic value as measures of convenience or economy, or
with a view of meeting public expectation, viz. ; 1st, The restoration of the old
hours of posting letters for the London evening despatch, by adding another
half hour to the time allowed for posting late letters at the branch offices, and
by opening the receiving houses, or at least certain of them, for the same
purpose from five to six o'clock. 2d, An earlier delivery of London Generalpost letters. 3d, Arrangements for effecting a much more speedy and frequent
circulation of letters by the London District-post, similar to those recommended
in the Ninth Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry." That formed
a distinct part of my plan. The Committee will observe that I described the
measures in general terms, and requested permission of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to submit to his consideration those measures, or any of them, in
detail.
1 24. They were not stated in detail to the Chancellor of the Exchequer at
that time ?—Not at that time ; I asked permission to state them ; but that per
mission I never received.
125. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his letter to you of the date of the
21st of March 1842, states that he " must necessarily look to the revenue to be
derived from the Post-office, and that as the expenditure of the department,
taken as a whole, has hitherto exceeded the receipts (he says), I must naturally
be cautious as to increasing that expenditure without some early prospect of
an adequate return." When did you submit to the Chancellor of the Exche
quer any detailed plan, showing that the improvements which you then wished
to have effected could be adopted without incurring any material additional
charge ?—The Committee will be aware that on first describing these measures,
namely, in my letter of the 2/th of January, I asked permission to submit them
in detail. Not obtaining that permission, I submitted them without waiting
for it ; and that, as I have already stated, was on the 31st of May.
ii>6. Therefore, till the 31st of May 1842, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
was not in possession of sufficient data to form any opinion as to the expediency
of your suggestions?— Certainly not; the Chancellor of the Exchequer not
having allowed me to submit the detail as I requested.
127. Are those letters which you have given in the only communications
which you had with the Chancellor of the Exchequer ?—They are.
1 28. Personally, or in writing ?— I. never saw the Chancellor of the Exchequer
between those two periods.
1 29. Did you submit your suggestions to any other officer of the Treasury ?
—Not that I am aware of, upon those points.
130. Had you an opportunity of doing so?—Having first addressed myself
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, I considered it necessary to wait a con
siderable time at least, in the hope of obtaining from him the permission
I solicited. I certainly had access, and very ready access, to yourself, for which
I felt much indebted ; but it will be recollected, I am sure, that that access had
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Rowland hit/, Esq. reference to measures of less importance, viz. to the conduct of the current
business of the office rather than to the discharge of the more, important and
7 July 1843.
difficult duties; and I am sure you will also recollect that in some instances,
when I touched upon more difficult and important duties, the answer I inva
riably received was, that these matters must be referred to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer.
131. But do you know whether those matters were referred to him or not ?—
I have no means of knowing whether they were or were not.
132. Those great improvements which you considered essential to the com
plete success of your plan, you preferred to communicate directly to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer himself rather than through any other medium ?—
I understood it to be the wish of the Chancellor of the Exchequer himself, and
having addressed him on the subject, I thought it right to await his leisure
before taking any other steps, knowing as I well did that every Chancellor of
the Exchequer has his time very fully occupied.
133. Do you know what steps were taken after such communication to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer on the 31st of May, of your plan, with reference
to the improvement of the London despatch and delivery ?— No, I am not aware
that any steps were taken ; I never had any communication from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer on the subject.
134. You have stated that you brought the subject of the improvement of
the London Post-office under the consideration of the Treasury, at the end of
the year 1840, when the extension of the time of closing the boxes of the
receiving houses was adopted upon your recommendation ?—No, I have not
stated that that was the case. I have stated that at that time I brought under
the consideration of the Treasury some part of the plan.
13.5. Was any part of your plan then adopted by the Treasury?—The mea
sure which I brought under consideration at that time was the specific measure
of keeping open the different offices to a later hour, and instructions were given
to the Post-office to take a step in that direction, not so far as I considered
desirable, certainly ; still something was done.
136. Did your suggestions to the Treasury embrace any other points but
that to which I have referred ?—Not that I recollect. I ought to state that with
the late Chancellor of the Exchequer my communications, except upon certain
occasions when I received his instructions to state my views in writing, were
generally virti voce.
137. Do you recollect whether you urged upon the Treasury during any part
of the year 1 84 1 the adoption of those improvements ?—I do not bear the fact
in recollection. I do not think I did urge upon the Treasury the adoption of
all those improvements ; of certain of them I undoubtedly did.
138. Do you know why at that time they were not adopted? —I believe
that they were not adopted at that time, because other great changes in the
Post-office arrangements were then very recent, and it was considered in the
Treasury that it would be unwise to press upon the office so quick a succession
of improvements as I certainly was desirous of obtaining.
139. Did you coincide in the propriety of that reasoning?—I acquiesced in
it certainly.
140. Then any delay which has arisen in the adoption of those improvements
cannot be imputed as a matter of blame to the Post-office?—That is a question
which I find it very difficult to answer, inasmuch as the communication between
myself and the Post-office was through the Treasury, and consequently I was
not always cognizant of the course of procedure—I merely learnt the results.
141. 1 understand that you did not state in detail the manner in which you
proposed to effect those improvements to the late Government ?—No ; I do not
recollect that I ever did state them in detail as a whole at one time. I would
wish to add, however, that nearly the whole of the improvements now under
consideration were proposed by me in great detail, even before I went to the
Treasury, and before my plan received the sanction of Parliament.
142. Does that appear in any of the Reports ?—It will appear in the Ninth
Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry ; indeed the improvements
now under consideration formed the subject of that Report chiefly ; that is six
years ago.
143. Mr. Halves.~\ And they also appear in the Third Report of the Select
Committee on Postage ?—Yes ; but in less detail.
144. Chairman.^
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144. Chairman.] You state the defects of the present arrangement of the Rowland Hill, Esq.
delivery of letters in London would be remedied by making the collection and
deliver}' of letters once an hour instead of once in two hours, and by establish7 J"1}' l843ing district offices so as to avoid the necessity of making all letters, as at pre
sent, pass through the head office at St. Martin's-le-Grand ?—That is part of
the remedy ; not the only one.
145. Are you prepared to state to the Committee how you meant to obviate
the necessity of making all district letters (to which I presume it refers) pass
through the head office at St. Martin's-le-Grand ?—It refers chiefly, but not
solely, to district letters ; my views upon that subject are stated in very great
detail in the Ninth Report of the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry; they were
submitted to the Commissioners early in the year 1 837 ; since then they have
undergone some slight modification. The plan of district offices which I recom
mended was of this kind. It appeared to me that London was too large a place
to be treated as a single town ; that it must, for Post-office purposes, be divided
as it were into several towns. I suggested that the division into Parliamentary
boroughs might probably serve the purpose, and recommended that in each
of those boroughs one or more offices should be established, resembling what
are called branch offices, in many respects ; that those offices should be of a
grade intermediate between the chief office in St. Martin's-le-Grand and
the receiving houses ; that all the receiving houses of any one district should
communicate with the superior office of that district only ; that the letters,
when collected at the receiving houses, should be carried to such superior
office ; that they should be there assorted for the different districts into
which for this purpose London would be divided, and that bags should be des
patched (by means which I described in detail in my evidence) to the several
districts, the letters there to be assorted for delivery, and delivered from the
district offices. Under this arrangement, a letter written at Bayswater, and
addressed to Piccadilly, instead of being carried, as it now is, by the door of
the house and three miles beyond, to the Post-office, and then brought back
again over the same ground for three miles, would go to the office of the
district in which Piccadilly is situated, and be delivered from thence.
146. That would involve a double sorting of the letters ? —The letters are now
doubly sorted ; it would require that the letters should be first assorted for
districts at one office, and then, part of them at least, assorted for delivery at
another office ; but those two processes of sorting are now gone through at the
same office—indeed they are not in every instance even now done at the same
office ; it is even now done in many cases at two different offices.
147. But there was to be a sorting of the letters at the receiving house?—
It was not an essential part of the plan that there should be any sorting at the
receiving houses. I did suggest it as a desirable arrangement, but did not
describe it as an essential part of the plan. 148. Suppose several letters were put into a receiving house, addressed to
places in every district in London, how were those letters to be dispersed r —
I proposed that they should all go in the first instance to the office of the
district in which the receiving house is situated, and there be assorted. I may
add, that the matter was very fully investigated by the Commissioners of Postoffice Inquiry, who not only examined me more than once, but who examined
Mr. Smith, the active head of the department ; and that their report recom
mends the adoption of my plan.
149. As affording a saving of time ?—As affording a saving of about one- half
of the time.
150. Would there be any saving, in your opinion, in the expense ?—Taking
that arrangement alone, I doubt whether there would be any saving in expense ;
indeed, it is not recommended as a step in economy, but as an arrangement
under which the district post would be rendered much more convenient to the
public than it now is, and that without any serious addition of expense. I am
not sure that there would be any addition at all.
151 . It is a measure you would recommend, on account of the increased faci
lities it would give to the public, trusting that the additional expense incurred
by it would be more than covered by the increase of correspondence ?—At the
time I submitted the plan to the Commissioners, that was the view I took.
I then possessed much less information on the subject of the Post-office than I
now do ; and I was disposed to concur to some extent in the opinion expressed
0.93.
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Kouland Hill, Esq. by Mr. Smith, that there would be an additional expense incurred in the adop'tion of the plan ; but my opinion now is, that the plan may be adopted with
7 July 1 843. little or no additional expense ; consequently, that whatever increase of letters
might result from the plan would be in addition to the net revenue of the
department.
152. Is that connected with the other part of your plan, namely, the con
solidation of the two corps of letter-carriers r—The two certainly are connected,
though the connexion is not, perhaps, absolutely indissoluble ; still I should
wish the plan to be taken as a whole, as consisting of the establishment of the
district offices, of the establishment of hourly deliveries, and the union of the
two corps of letter-carriers.
153. When you were first appointed to your situation at the Treasury, were
not orders given to the Post-office to afford you all the facilities in their power,
in order that you might observe the practical working of the Post-office
arrangements in London ?—The orders were, I believe, simply to afford me
every possible facility ; but it will appear on the minute.
1 54. Did you avail yourself of that order, and make frequent visits to the
General Post-office in St. Martin's-le-Grand, with a view to make yourself
acquainted with the practical working of the system?— I went to St. Martin'sle-Grand as frequently as I considered it necessary or desirable, with that view.
I did not consider that a knowledge of the minute details was necessary on my
part ; I believe that I possess an ample knowledge of the details of the office
for the discharge of the duties of which I was appointed ; and whenever
additional information was required, the usual course was either to apply for it
in writing, or to request the gentleman at the head of the particular depart
ment to call upon me at the Treasury, or to send my assistant to the Postoffice.
155. Did you consider that your knowledge of the practical details was
sufficient to enable you to form an opinion as to the practicability and ex
pediency of those detailed alterations which you suggested 1—Certainly.
156. In recommending the consolidation of the two corps of letter-carriers,
had you previously ascertained the exact duties performed by the men in the
early part of the day ?—Yes, I had. I have the information now upon the table.
1 57. You recommended that the whole of the letter-carriers, both the Generalpost and District-post letter-carriers should be employed at the Post-office in
sorting the letters in the morning, for the purpose of sending out the Generalpost and District-post letters by the same delivery and by the same persons •—
No ; I have never recommended such an arrangement as that.
158. Will you state in your own words what is the arrangement you propose
as to the morning deliveries ?—I propose as to the morning delivery, that the
present General-post letter-carriers' walks, 250 in number, should be subdivided,
each into two walks, and that 500 instead of 250 letter-carriers should be em
ployed for the delivery of the General-post letters, taking also the few Districtpost letters which there are for delivery at that hour ; but this would not
require the whole company ; the total number of letter-carriers is considerably
more than 500.
159. Would it require the presence of the whole force at the Post-office in
the morning for the purpose of sorting the letters for this early delivery }—No,
it would not ; the number of persons who might be put upon that duty, if it
were necessary to employ the whole force, would be about 1,000 men ; so great
a number is not required for the duties to be performed.
1 60. Will you state how the number of 1 ,000 is made up ?—It is made up of
the two corps of letter-carriers employed in the compact parts of London—
exclusive of the suburbs ; and sorters, stampers, messengers, clerks, and all
the persons in the service of the Post-office in St. Martin's-le-Grand, and at
the. branch offices, with the exception of those whose duties are more analogous
to those of a secretary ; I mean those engaged in conducting the correspond
ence of the department—also those employed in the money-order business, the
accounts, &c.
161. It is your opinion that by proper arrangements, by the consolidation of
those two corps, there might be an hourly delivery of letters within the London,
district, without any additional expense to the public ?—Without any additional
expense
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expense to the public, or with a very small addition. A reference to the paper Rowland Hilt, Esq.
which is printed will show that I speak of a very small addition.
162. To what amount do you expect that small addition will be ?—I have not
7 July l843estimated it ; I am not clear that any addition will be necessary. If there is
any hour of the day at all at which the whole number of letter-carriers is not
quite sufficient for the discharge of the duty, it is at the time of the second
delivery. The first delivery includes the General-post letters ; there is quite a
sufficient number for that delivery, but there might be some difficulty in pro
viding for the next delivery, which would commence before that was concluded ;
it is to provide for that number that possibly some slight addition might be
required : if so, it would be necessary either to engage a few additional lettercarriers, or to employ some of the sub-sorters as letter-carriers at that hour, in
the same manner that they are now employed in the early delivery.
163. But you are not prepared to state with precision whether any additional
strength would be required, or if it were required, to what extent, and what
would be the additional cost ?—I am quite certain that the additional strength
would be very trifling. I am doubtful whether any additional strength would
be required, but I cannot say positively that a very small addition may not be
necessary; I am quite sure that 1,000/. a year would exceed the additional
expense.
1 64. You think the additional expense would be more than compensated by
the additional facilities which the public would derive from it ?—Very much
more than compensated.
165. And in your opinion the revenue would be so far increased as to cover
that expense ?—Certainly ; the advantage of the union of the two corps of lettercarriers will, I think, appear thus :—Suppose a postman's round is a mile; if
walked over by a General and by a District postman, it then becomes equal to a
walk of two miles for one man. Now suppose those two men have their letters,
and they divide their round into two half-mile rounds, each taking so much of
the united mass of letters as belonged to his new round, can it be doubted that
there would be a saving to the public ? Take, for example, the houses in the
last half of the old round, would they not by the new arrangement have their
letters very much sooner than under the present one ? Then with reference to
the men, is it not clear that such a saving of labour would be produced as would
enable the Post-office greatly to increase the number of deliveries without
adding to the labour of the men ?
1 66. But would not additional sorters be required by the head office or the
branch offices, if those persons were employed every hour in going their
rounds :—Additional sorters would not be required merely because the number
of deliveries was increased ; if that increase of deliveries led to an increase of
letters, on that ground greater strength might be necessary. But I propose
improvements in the mode of sorting, which would supply the additional force
in effect without increasing the number of sorters. So far from additional
deliveries creating the necessity for additional sorters, the additional deliveries
•would enable the same number of sorters to assort more letters, inasmuch as
they would keep them more constantly employed. I submit to the Committee
that it is necessary that the force should be equal to the maximum demand
upon it.
167. I believe at present the letter-carriers are employed also as sorters ?—
They are now, to a certain extent, and I propose that they should continue so
to be employed.
168. My question had reference to this, whether, if they had hourly deli
veries of letters, it was possible that they could have any time to act as
sorters ?—In the paper which I laid before the Committee on Wednesday
last (page 36), will be found a detailed statement of the mode in which every
delivery is to be accomplished, and a very careful estimate also of the strength
required for the assortment of the letters, as well as for their delivery, and a
comparison of the number of hours each person would be employed under the
new arrangement, with the number of hours each person is now employed ; and
it will be found that, after making very ample allowances for errors, the
labours of the men, instead of being increased, would, to some extent, be
decreased.
169. It appears in that table that the time allowed is for delivery; it does
not include the time for sorting ?—Not in that table, but in another part of
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Rowland Hill, Esq. the statement ; in page 37 will be found an estimate of the time required for
sorting and delivering combined; it shows the whole ; it gives an average for
7 July 1843. each man of seven hours per day, and it is stated by the gentlemen of the
Post-office that they are now engaged on the average more than eight hours
per day.
170. That is, upon the supposition that 1,000 persons are regularly em
ployed for the sorting and delivery of letters ?—No, I have not made that
supposition ; I have shown in the statement that there is an available strength
of 1,000 persons, but I have not supposed that the whole of that strength is
put forth at any moment of the day.
171. It would require 1,000 persons working six hours, and 79/1 00th parts
of an hour to be constantly employed to execute that work in the time stated
in this table :—Yes ; after making very ample allowances for omissions, and
so forth.
172. Mr. HawesJ] Those occasional allowances amount to 15 per cent.?
— Much more than that ; there is the addition of a third more at once.
I have also assumed that letters and newspapers are prepared for delivery at
the rate of two per minute, whereas it will be found, on reference to the
evidence given before the previous Committee on Postage, that it was stated by
the gentlemen from the Post-office, that the average rate of sorting was 30 per
minute, or 15 times greater than my allowance. It will be necessary to add,
however, that there are some other duties besides sorting, the whole of which
are included in the estimate of two letters per minute.
173. Chairman.1 Is it your opinion that about 1,000 persons are at present
employed by the Post-office for those duties ?—No, that is not my opinion ; my
opinion is, that there are 1,000 persons in the employment of the Post-office
who might be employed in those duties under the arrangement which I have
recommended, but I know that many of them are at present not so employed ;
for instance, I include in my estimate the majority of the clerks at the branch
offices, who would under the plan I propose be employed in this business ; at
present they are not so employed ; the branch offices under my plan would
become the district offices of which I have spoken.
1 74. Do you consider that it would be an effective plan to employ persons
who were qualified to be clerks in the mere mechanical work of sorting ?—They
are so employed now at St. Martin's-le-Grand.
175. But with the assistance of a large body of letter-carriers? —Similar
assistance would be given at the district offices.
1 76. They are not so employed at present at the branch offices ?—No.
177. Have they full occupation at those offices ? —I do not think they have
at all.
178. Have you examined into the detail of their duties?—No; I have not
examined very minutely into the detail of their duties.
179. Upon what ground do you state your opinion that they have not full em
ployment ?—On this ground, that their labours do not commence so early in
the morning as those at the central office, and that during the middle of the
day there is comparatively little to do at the branch offices.
1 80. Did you ever yourself personally visit one of those branch offices to
know what their duties are ?—No, I have never visited one ; but I conceive
that the extent of duty performed may be ascertained without personal inspection
of the office ; the returns state pretty nearly what their duties are, and the
number employed.
1 8 1 . Do you know what the amount of their remuneration is ?—Yes ; I know
that in some cases it is very great indeed ; some of the clerks at the branch offices
receive 300 1. or 400 /. a year ; there is one, I think, receives 500 I. a year.
i8-j. Is he one of the persons whom you would employ in sorting the
letters ?—1 would not force any old servant of the Post-office into the perform
ance of a duty which he felt to be degrading ; each branch office would of
course require a head, under my arrangement, and the gentlemen now at those
offices, if qualified for the duty, might, I conceive, with great propriety be
appointed as heads of the offices ; of course I do not contemplate making the
head or principal man at any office sort with his own hands.
1 83. Have you any reason to believe that the authorities at the Post-office
object to all or any part of these improvements which you have just detailed to
the Committee ?—Yes, I have.
184. Upon
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1 84. Upon what grounds ?—Grounds have been assigned for opposing the Rowland Hill, Esq.
arrangements, which appear to me to be very unsatisfactory ; for instance, the
———
plan of uniting the two corps of letter-carriers—it did not originate with myself,
7 July
it dates back as far as about the year 1829 ; it was recommended then by the
Commissioners of Revenue Inquiry, and a qualified recommendation of it was
made again by the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry in 1837- On that
occasion the gentlemen from the Post-office were examined and stated their
objections, and they amount, as it appears to me, to this ; that inasmuch as
neither corps could perform the joint duty of both, therefore the union of the
two corps would be useless. That appears to me to be the form which their
objections have taken.
185. Those are the only objections which have been urged to your recom
mendation ?—As I said before, the arrangements made at the Treasury pre
vented, or rather I should say discouraged, immediate communication between
myself and the Post-office as to projected improvements ; and therefore I am
not in a position to state exactly what objections were raised by the Postoffice ; it will be seen on reference to one of the letters which I read on
Wednesday last, that Mr. Goulburn stated that he had conferred with the Post
master-general on the subject of the measures which I suggested, but he did
not communicate to me the opinion of the Postmaster-general, and I have had
no means of ascertaining it. On reference to page 61 of the Ninth Report of
the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, I find that Colonel Maberly gave the
following evidence. He was asked this question, " It has also been suggested
to the Commissioners that it would be advantageous to amalgamate the esta
blishment of sorters and letter-carriers for the General and Twopenny post ;
since you have been connected with the Post-office have you formed any
opinion upon that point ?—I went to the Post-office rather inclined to take that
view of the subject, but the two reasons which have weighed with me not to
go into the consideration of it are, first, that the times of delivery are different,
and secondly, that the Twopenny-post letter-carriers have such a quantityof
letters to deliver that they cannot do more, and that if you laid additional
business upon them, you would only have to increase the number, and conse
quently gain no advantage from an amalgamation of the two descriptions of
letter-carriers." The objection is, that one of the bodies, namely, the Twopenny
letter-carriers cannot do the whole work. Now the proposal is not to increase
the total quantity of work, but merely to let the two bodies work together,
instead of two men going along the same street to deliver, the one General-post
letters and the other Twopenny letters ; one man would do the work of both, but
would be required to walk a shorter distance. I have mentioned, if I recollect
rightly, in this paper, that the circumstances are such as to favour this opinion
in every possible way ; for at the time that there is so much pressure upon the
General-post letter-carriers, namely, in the morning, the District-post lettercarriers have scarcely anything to do. It so happens that at the very time when
250 men are employed in delivering at least 50,000 letters and newspapers, (after
deducting all that are delivered by the early delivery, and all that are taken to
the public offices, and so forth,) 170 District-post letter-carriers are employed in
delivering 4,000 letters ; so that the duties are in no way proportionate ; I pro
pose to add the 4,000 to the 50,000, an addition that would scarcely be felt,—
which is less than the increase which takes place every Monday morning,—and to
double the strength put upon that work, which obviously would be advan
tageous not only to the public, but also to the men themselves.
186. Mr. CrippsJ] Many of those District letters would have to be delivered
at the same houses at which the General postmen would have to call ?—Yes, it
does and must happen that the two men are frequently at the door of a house
at the same time.
187. This would refer to the morning delivery, and the day mails ?—The plan
which I would propose is this : to remove all distinction between one class of
letter-carriers and another; to treat them precisely alike; to employ some or
other of them at all the -deliveries throughout the day. I do not contemplate
increasing the labours of the men at all ; on the contrary, I contemplate some
small diminution in their labours ; because, though 500 letter-carriers would,
according to my plan, be put upon this first delivery, yet it will be seen on a
reference to my paper, that a much smaller number would suffice for the other
deliveries of the day.
0.93.
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Eowland Hill, Esq. 188. You spoke of 4,000 letters; is that the ascertained number of District•
——
post letters delivered at that period of the day which corresponds with the first
7 July 1843. General-post delivery?—Yes; I am stating those facts, derived from the Postoffice itself, and in a written form.
1 89. When was that account taken from which you speak of the early delivery
as consisting of 4,000 letters ?—It was early in 1842.
1 90. Do you think there has been any considerable increase in those early
deliveries from the delivery of circulars which tradesmen make up at night after
their shops are " closed?—No material increase; there is a gradual increase
going on in the number of letters.
ipi. Does not that increase particularly appear in the early deliveries?—No,
it extends to all the deliveries.
1 92. Chairman.'] In a considerable part of the London district the same indi
viduals deliver both descriptions of letters, do they not ?—The arrangement of
having different sets of men to deliver different letters is peculiar to London j
it does not exist in any other part of the United Kingdom, and it does not
exist in the whole even of London ; and where it does exist, it is broken in
upon every day ; it happens every day that every District-post letter-carrier
delivers also General-post letters ; it is almost impossible to draw the line and
say what the regulation is, it is so anomalous. I have brought with me a map
showing the limits of the arrangements, so far as they have been marked. (The
Witness produced the same.) Within the line marked in that map there are two
corps of letter-carriers ; without it, there is only one. I perhaps may mention
that in all probability this arrangement resulted from the accidental circum
stance of the Twopenny-post being ingrafted upon the other system. Honour
able Members will be aware it was established in the first instance as a pri
vate speculation by Mr. Dockwra towards the close of the Protectorate ; it after
wards became part of the general system ; but I imagine that the circumstance
of its being still to a certain extent treated as a distinct establishment resulted
in that accident—that it was once a private undertaking.
193. Mr. Cripps.] It was bought up by Act of Parliament, was it not:—
No ; it was forced from Mr. Dockwra by an action brought in the reign of
Charles the Second. Mr. Dockwra, however, was employed afterwards in the
Post-office in conducting it, and he was subsequently removed by the Lords of
the Treasury, on complaints from the Post-office made against him.
1 94. Chairman?] Have you any further observation to offer on the proposal
you made for the improvement of the delivery of letters in the metropolis ?
—I wish to state that the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry recommend
every part of the plan ; they recommend, in a qualified manner, the union of
the two corps ; they recommend the establishment of district offices ; they
recommend hourly deliveries. All the principal features of the plan were very
fully considered by that Commission, and the result was a recommendation on
their part that they should be adopted, not at once, but gradually.
195. Was it their opinion that they could be adopted without any addition
to the strength of the establishment ?—No ; their opinion was that it would
require some addition to the strength, my own opinion being at that time to
the same effect. It is only since I became better acquainted with the arrange
ments of the Post-office that I have formed the opinion that little or no
addition to the strength is necessary.
196. Mr. Baring.,] The strength of the Post-office also has been increased
subsequently ?— It has.
1 97. Mr. CrippsJ] Do the letter-carriers now complain of the labour of their
occupation ? —They do frequently, but that results, in my opinion, in a very
great measure from the want of better arrangements ; I may mention to the
Committee that there are several of the letter-carriers who have themselves
very fully and very ably considered this very question, and that reports have
been made to the Treasury by letter-carriers themselves, in which they recom
mend these very steps.
198. Chairman^ To whom were those reports addressed : —They were
addressed to me when at the Treasury.
199. Nothing further was done upon those reports?—I laid them before.
Mr. Baring.
200. Mr. Cripps.] You do not think those complaints of fatigue are alto
gether groundless upon the present arrangement ?—I certainly do not think
they
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they are ; but the Committee will be pleased to consider that my plan saves Rowland Hill, Esq.
labour in many points, not only by the union of the two corps, but by the •
•
establishment of the district offices, by which the distance which the letter7JuI7l843carrier has to go to obtain his letters for delivery would, in many cases, be
greatly diminished. Again, the addition to the number of deliveries that
I propose is not so great perhaps as it may at first appear. There are now,
including the mid-day delivery of General-post letters, nine deliveries ; under
the arrangement I propose there would be 13.
20 1 . Mr. Hawes.} You have stated that two additional deliveries have been
established in the suburbs of London ?—In certain suburbs.
202. Have there been additional despatches from the suburbs to London?—
One additional despatch from the suburbs to London was established in the
year 1 838, I think ; but when the last addition was made to the deliveries it
was not accompanied by an additional despatch.
203. Should not the despatches be as frequent as the deliveries ?—It appears
to me that the despatches from the suburbs should not only be equally fre
quent with the deliveries, but more frequent than the deliveries ; inasmuch as
the despatches from the suburbs would cost very little, and the letters would
fall in with the provision already made in London for their delivery.
204. Mr. Cripps.~\ Have those extra despatches which have lately been estab
lished produced a corresponding increase of letters ?—The first unquestionably
produced not only a considerable addition to the gross revenue, but some addi
tion to the net revenue ; the date of the last additional despatch is so recent
that I should doubt whether the results can have been ascertained, and. at all
events, I have no means of knowing what they are, inasmuch as it took place
after I left the Treasury.
205. Mr. BaringJ] Are there not considerable complaints of the Post-office
communications with the suburbs of London ?—Very great complaints ; it will
perhaps be present to the recollection of Honourable Members that it is
necessary to employ messengers if they desire despatch in the conveyance of
their letters.
206. Is it your impression that a larger number of letters would come to the
Post-office if the facilities of communication with the suburbs were increased ?
—I think there can be no doubt that such would be the result ; I believe that no
improvement of the kind has ever taken place in the Post-office without its
being accompanied by such a result.
207. You have been asked as to your having submitted to me, while I was
in office, a detailed plan with reference to the London District-post ; was the
course which was always pursued in doing business this : that you brought
before me the different points for the carrying out of your plan ; that then
I selected, in communication with you, those points which I thought it most
advisable to turn our attention to first ; and desired you to make a detailed
report upon those particular points ; but that you never submitted to me de
tailed propositions, unless by my direction ?—Certainly ; that was the course
of procedure.
208. Was the course then this ; that you, having submitted a detailed plan
that was referred to the Post-office, the Post-office reported their objection to
the plan, or their comments upon the plan, and then the Treasury Minute went
forward, as it was decided upon the hearing of both sides ?—That was the
course frequently adopted, according to my recollection ; in many instances,
the measure was discussed between yourself and Colonel Maberly, and no
written document passed ; it of course depended very much upon the import
ance of the measure under consideration.
209. Therefore, until we had decided to take up a particular point, the com
munications were verbal ?—Certainly.
210. And a conversation may have taken place upon those different points
between you and me, without any appearance at the Treasury of a detailed
report?—Certainly, I cannot doubt that such conversations took place frequently,
inasmuch as I enjoyed the advantage of almost daily intercourse with you when
at the Treasury.
•an. Mr. ffawes.] In developing your plan and the alterations which flowed
from it, have you sustained any inconvenience from the imperfect manner in
which statistical details, if any such existed, were recorded in the Post-office ?
—I have experienced the greatest possible labour and inconvenience from that
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Fsq. cause, which has given rise first of all to the greatest portion of the controversy
which has existed between the Post-office and myself; it would have been
7 J"ly 1843. thought d, priori, that as a matter of rational curiosity, if for no higher object,
the number of letters passing through the Post-office would have been care
fully recorded ; but for any proposed alteration it was indispensable. As it
was, the numbers could only be arrived at by estimation, which of course could
only approximate to the truth. The difference between the Post-office and
myself as to this estimated number, produced of course a discrepancy between
us as to the average postage of letters ; from their view of. this average it re
sulted that the Post-office thought a twelvefold increase of letters necessary t6
sustain the gross revenue, instead of a fivefold increase, which I had calculated
on as being sufficient. It is quite clear that in a fiscal point of view the pro
priety of adopting the penny rate might altogether depend upon whether the
Post-office or myself had arrived at the right conclusion. Again, when the late
ministers determined on improving the distribution of letters in the rural
districts, information as to the amount of -population not included within the
system of Post-office distribution, became necessary ; but it was found that
no information existed in the Post-office ; it was therefore very difficult to
determine satisfactorily how far the system ought to be extended, and what
additional expenditure would be likely to be repaid.
212. In proposing your plan, did you absolutely insist upon the establish
ment of the penny rate ?—No, I did not, as will appear by a reference to Answer
No. 127 of my evidence before the. Postage Committee. I had a very strong
opinion in favour of the penny rate, most assuredly ; I considered a low rate an
essential feature of my plan, but I did not absolutely and entirely insist upon
its being so low as a penny.
2 1 3 How do you calculate, if you have calculated, the net revenue of the
London District-post, seeing that part is now collected by means of stamps ?—
I have calculated it thus : the Finance Accounts state, every year, the amount
of penny postage collected in that department separately from the Post-office
generally. I have ascertained, by an examination of the returns annually made
to Parliament, what proportion of letters was paid in money, and what pro
portion was stamped ; and by a careful examination I have arrived at the
result which I stated to the Committee, which was, that the gross revenue
derived from District-post letters is now as great as it was in the year 1836.
2 1 4. Can you estimate the number of letters heretofore distributed by the
Twopenny-post, which came by private hand from the country, or which were
sent to the country ?—It would be quite impossible, I imagine, to estimate the
number—some rough sort of estimate may be made—it was unquestionably a
large number, but what number I cannot say with anything like precision.
215. Mr. Baring.,] Did not the Post-office make some estimate from the
letters in the Dead-letter office ?—I think there was an estimate made, but
I have not a distinct recollection of what result they arrived at ; but the expe
rience of every one showed that there was a very large number of letters so
distributed ; perhaps Members of Parliament know better than any one elsej
inasmuch as they were very much in the habit of receiving letters under their
franks for different persons, and then sending them to the Twopenny- post for
delivery. There is no doubt it was a large number ; I think it would not be
overrated at a million ; and those letters are of course now withdrawn.
216. Has not the high rate charged on heavy packets withdrawn another
class of letters from the District-post ?—It has.
217. Then, allowing for the two classes of letters thus withdrawn, what do
you consider to have been the actual rate of increase of letters on this Districtpost ?—It appears to me that, allowing for those two classes of letters, the rate
of increase has already been fully in proportion to the reduction, comparing
the present number of letters with the number of letters immediately before
the reduction, when it was somewhat greater than in 1836.
218. How would this result affect an uniform Twopenny-post?—It appears
to me to be conclusive against such an arrangement. I presume, that if an
uniform twopenny rate were to be established, we should gradually get back
again to the same position as before, in the London District-post, and conse
quently there would be no advantage to the revenue, but great inconvenience
suffered by the public. Unquestionably it would require time to bring about such.
a result. As I have before said, my own opinion as to the remote fiscal advan
tages
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tdges to be derived from the penny-post have undergone very considerable Rowland Hill, Esq.
change since the plan of penny postage was adopted by Parliament. I enterT
tain now a much stronger opinion as to the amount of revenue that will even7 July
tually be obtained from the penny rate, than I did at the time I proposed it ;
and one of the facts which have tended to work that conviction in my mind
is the very great increase of letters in the London District-post, an increase far
exceeding that which I anticipated could have been obtained, unless we added
the hourly deliveries, and the other advantages which I proposed.
219. Chairman J] With reference to the return which was ordered in May
1842, there does no't appear to have been any very material increase in the
amount of District-post letters for the 1 2 months ; they appear to have been
nearly SB high in May 1841 as they were in May 1842 ?—Yes ; I am aware
that that is the result. It appears to me that we cannot look for much further
increase, unless other improvements be called into operation.
220. Mr. Cripps.~\ Was there any additional delivery established between
May 1841 and May 1842 ?—No ; there was no improvement of any kind.
221. Mr. Trotter. ~\ Was the additional delivery which you spoke of prior to
$lay 1841?—There have been two additional deliveries given in the suburbs,
at two different periods; one took place in 1 837 or 1838, long ago ; and the other
very recently ; between those two periods there was no change in the delivery
of the District-post.
222. Mr. Ricardo^] You have not mentioned in these suggestions anything
about a compulsory prepayment, which you stated you had some idea of re
commending. What are your views, with the experience you have had of the
working of that plan, as to compulsory prepayment ?—I still consider compul
sory prepayment of inland letters practicable and desirable ; but there will be
considerable difficulty in making it absolute, under all circumstances, and it is
certainly not the next step to be taken ; a previous step is to get rid of money
prepayment ; and I may here mention that the Ninth Report of the Commis
sioners of Post-office Inquiry, to which I have so often referred, investigated
that part of my plan (confining its application to the District-post), and they
recommended that the choice of the public should be confined to using the
stamp, or to sending the letter unpaid, expressing a decided opinion that to
allow a third course, that of paying in money, was undesirable.
223. Then you have not suggested to the authorities an immediate resort to
compulsory prepayment ?—Certainly not ; I think we have not yet advanced
far enough ; that must be taken as the last step in the measure.
224. But you still think it very desirable, upon the score of economy princi
pally ? —Yes ; it is desirable with reference to the simplification of the accounts in
the office itself; the abolition of money prepayment would at once get rid of
one system of accounts ; it would, in the London district alone, at once an
nihilate nearly 3,000 daily accounts ; but we cannot get rid of the accounts
altogether between the chief office and the subordinate offices, so long as we
retain payment on deliver)'. I fully admit that great difficulties attend the
carrying out of that arrangement, but I believe that there are means by which it
may be effected.
225. Mr. Hawes.] By giving additional facilities, you would, in point of fact,
if we may use the word, give the public compensation for compulsory prepayment ?—Exactly ; I would do it in that way. I would at all times carry into
effect a regulation which was restrictive of the liberty of the subject, by ac
companying it with one which, as you say, would give compensation.
226. Mr. Baring^} Are you at all aware of the proportions at the different
offices of money prepayments and prepayment by stamps ; in the poorer
districts, do you suppose that they pay by money or by stamps ?—I am inclined
to think that there is a larger proportion of letters prepaid by money in the
poorer districts than in the wealthier districts ; that circumstance presents
the difficulty ; but seeing that it is part of the plan that every post-office should
keep stamps on sale, there does not seem to be any extreme difficulty in
requiring that every one taking a letter shah1 use a stamp, and at all events the
alternative is not a very hard one, viz. that his correspondent pays twopence,
instead of he himself paying a penny.
227. Mr. Hawes.] Have you heard an objection among men of business,
especially bankers, to the use of the envelopes, inasmuch as it deprives them
of the value of the Post-onice stamp upon the actual sheet containing the
.0.03.
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ill, Esq. advice?—Yes, I have ; and it was partly with a view of removing that wellfounded objection that I recommended the use of the labels.
7 July 1843.
228. Would it or would it not be possible to stamp the sheet just in that
part where, on folding, the stamp would be presented, and thus you would have
a stamped sheet instead of an envelope to contain the advice of bankers and
others ?—There would be no great difficulty, I imagine, in adopting such an
arrangement ; but there would be this objection, that you of course lose what
ever security is afforded by the peculiar fabric of the paper now used for
the envelopes.
229. Mr. Cripps.] Did you contemplate making each district which you
speak of into which London might be divided in the nature of a separate post
town, to be taken notice of in the country as well as within the limits of the
District-post ?—In the application of the plan, I think it would be desirable that
in some few of the larger provincial offices the distinction should be regarded,
so far as it could be conveniently regarded ; in Manchester, for instance, instead
of making up one great bag for all London letters, they might make up, say
1 1 bags, one for each of the 10 districts into which I propose to divide London,
and the 1 1th to contain those letters which could not be readily assorted in
Manchester. But this I consider a matter of detail, which is rather a refine
ment upon the plan, than an essential feature of that plan. I will explain how
it would operate among the district offices. According to my plan there
would be one office near to the terminus of each railway ; the letters coming
from Manchester would therefore be taken in the first instance to the office in
the neighbourhood of Euston -square, there they would be assorted, if not
previously assorted at Manchester, for the 10 districts into which I propose
that London should be divided : and the letters for each district sent to such
district. I have proposed a means by which the number of messengers would
be greatly reduced ; it would not be necessary to have at every office,
messengers going to all the other nine offices ; but that is a matter of detail
into which, perhaps, it is not the desire of the Committee that I should
coater.
230. You would in effect, to a certain extent, do away with the necessity of
the General Post-office ?—No ; I still .would retain the General Post-office,
which would also be the most important of the district offices : it is necessary
to have a general office to control the others.
•231. But would not the division of London into those districts, by distinct
post-offices, making them as you say separate post towns, very materially inter
fere with that general plan which you have for uniting the two corps of lettercarriers ? — Not at all ; I should attach to each district office the letter-carriers
necessary for the delivery of letters within that district ; they would go to the
office, receive their letters and deliver all, whether they came from a distance,
or whether they originated in London.
232. Would you send ten separate bags from London into the country ?—
No ; it would not be necessary to have a separate bag from each district office ;
one bag would suffice for all.
233. Mr. Wallace.] Was the abolition of the privilege of franking originally
part of your plan ?—No, it was not originally proposed as part of my plan ; at
the same time I fully acquiesced in the measure.
234. Mr. Howes.] It was the recommendation of the Committee on Postage ?
—It was, and it was part of the Resolutions of The House.
23,5. Chairman] You state, the next defect in the arrangements of the Postoffice is, the delivery being unnecessarily and inconveniently late in many
important towns ; your remedy for that is to examine into and remove the
causes of delay, by increasing the force employed, if necessary ; have you made
any inquiry into the causes of complaints of late delivery in the large towns, so
as to be prepared with any specific plan for removing those defects, or does
your observation apply generally to its being desirable to give increased faci
lities and more expeditious deliveries r—My observation amounts to little more
than this, that everything should be done to meet the convenience of the
public, not only in London but in the large towns.
236. But with this proviso, that the extent to which the additional facilities
should be given in large towns must depend upon the cost at which those faci
lities can be afforded ?—Yes ; as compared with the increased number of letters
which would probably result.
237- Mr.
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237. Mr. Baring.] Do you not believe that there are very large districts in Rowland Hill, Esq.
the country, in which you might introduce the system of district posts, without
loss of revenue?—I think the presumptive proof is so great, as to leave
7 July 1843.
scarcely any doubt upon that subject.
238. Mr. Cripps.~] With reference to the late deliveries in the country, do
you know as a fact who takes the fees for keeping private boxes ?—The fees
generally form a perquisite of the postmaster, but there are exceptions to
the rule.
239. Do you think that fee paid to the country postmasters frequently
induces them to keep back the delivery of letters, for the pursose of inducing
parties in the town to have pigeon-holes of their own to which they may send
for their letters before the time of the general delivery ?—There are unquestion^
ably facts which lead to a suspicion that the private interest of the deputy
postmaster has occasionally clashed with his public duty.
240. Mr. Wallace.] Where are the exceptions to that rule of the fees not
being paid to the postmaster ?—They are for the most part in some of the
larger provincial offices that have been recently remodelled. Birmingham is
an instauce ; Hull is now an instance in point ; compensation has been given
to the parties, and the fees carried to the revenue.
• 241. Are there any other towns that you are aware of?— I think there are
some, but they are very few.
242, Mr. Baring.] In the later arrangements, it has been one part of the
Post-office regulation to get rid of those private fees to postmasters ?—Certainly,
every opportunity has been taken to get rid of the arrangement.
243. Cfiairntan.] Another suggestion you have made, is to establish a certain
number of rural posts throughout the country ; you have proposed that they
should be established in every place where the correspondence is of such an
extent as would pay a considerable portion of the expense of the establish
ment ?—That is not exactly the form in which the proposal is made ; my
proposal is first to carry into effect the arrangements made by Mr. Baring to
establish a post-office in every registrar's district throughout England and
Wales ; then to adopt an arrangement as nearly similar as practicable in other
parts of the kingdom ; and finally to establish a means of delivering letters
(something like a post-office) in every village throughout the kingdom, making
such delivery in the first instance weekly, and to extend the frequency of the
delivery according to the amount of correspondence in the village.
. ^44. What you recommend is, "that a general rule should be laid down,
under which places not otherwise entitled to posts may obtain them," in pro.portion to the number of letters which they receive. You say, " on payment
by the inhabitants of the additional expense incurred, minus a certain fixed
sum per 1,000 letters" ?—That refers to sending letters more frequently; but
I propose to give them a post-office once a week at least, without subjecting
them to any charge in any shape.
245. To do away with the guarantee post ; at least so far as each registration
district is concerned ?—To do away with the guarantee posts wherever they
apply to the principal place in the registrar's district, or where the Post-office
might think it right to establish the post.
246. Are you aware of the recent regulations which have been recommended
by the Post-office, with reference to the establishment of rural posts ?—I am
not.
247. Mi. Baring.] The principle of the Treasury Minute of August 1841,
with respect to rural distribution, was this : that the Government, enjoying a
monopoly with regard to Post-office communication, was bound to furnish all
parts of the country with a certain facility of communication, whether in any
particular instance it paid or did not pay? —If I recollect rightly, that prin
ciple is laid down in the Minute itself; unquestionably it was the principle
upon which the system was constructed
24$. Mr. Crijq.s.] But your great argument has always been, those improve
ments might be made with positive advantage to the revenue ; or, at least,
without any material deduction from it? —I by no means depart from that
position as regards the rural post. On the contrary, I am satisfied that the
rural post, if economically managed, would be highly profitable ; and it appears
to me that the experience which has been obtained of the working of the poste
rurale in France places that beyond all doubt.
(0.03.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. 249. Mr. EscottJ] Have you made any calculation of the expense that
• would be required to set up as many rural posts as you would wish to com-'
7 July 1 843.
mence with ?—Yes. I have stated in my evidence, that, in my opinion, the
whole system might be, carried into effect for about 70,000 1. Four hundred
rural posts, which the Treasury Minute of August 1841 directed should be
established, might, in my opinion, be set up for about 7,000 /. or 8,000 1.
' 250. What calculation have you made of the probable increase of revenue
derivable from those branch posts ?—I have not attempted to determine the
amount of revenue ; it is so very much a matter of conjecture that I cannot
speak to it.
25 1 . Mr. Cripps.~\ Does your plan involve the existence of a post-office in
each village or hamlet, or would you propose to provide for certain districts by
means of one letter-carrier in a post town delivering the letters through a
certain number of villages or hamlets on certain days in the week ? —I propose
that there should be a place in each village at which the inhabitants should
post their letters ; and, using the term in its most general sense, it would be
the post-office (usually called the receiving house in Post-office language) ; but
that one letter-carrier, stationed at the central town, should serve several
villages, taking one set one day, another set another day, and so on.
• 252. Delivering the letters in the village, or leaving them at the receiving
house r—One or other of those courses should be adopted according to circum
stances ; I do not think that any general rule could be laid down. In cases
where the population of the district was very much scattered, it is possible, I
think, that the postman in going his round might deliver a great many letters
'•without much additional trouble ; in cases where the population was dense, it
would be probably better that he should leave letters at the receiving house.
253- Where you had a weekly delivery, you would have a weekly despatch ?
—Yes, certainly ; the same messenger that took the letters for delivery, would
Tiring back the letters that had been posted.
254. That would involve the necessity of receiving houses, would it not ?—•
iNo ; in France the whole system is carried out to a much greater extent, and
without any receiving house ; they have merely boxes against the wall.
255- Chairman.] With reference to all the questions connected with foreign
postage, have you any specific plan further than the general recommendation
that every effort should be used to effect upon advantageous terms, postal
treaties with all the countries in the world ? —As regards foreign and colonial
letters, I took quite new ground when the subject came before the late Com
mittee ; previously I had recommended a reduction in the rate, but it was
thought advisable before the Postage Committee to restrict the inquiry as to
the expediency of reducing the inland rates ; but a reduction hi the inland rate
almost necessarily involved some reduction in the foreign rate, inasmuch as
wnder the old system, a large proportion of the charge upon a foreign letter
consisted of the inland postage upon that letter.
256. Did you find any difficulties placed by the Post-office in the way of an
advantageous arrangement, either as to transit, posting, or the general posting
arrangements in foreign countries ?—It did appear to me that the Post-office
did not enter in the first instance very willingly into considerations of that kind ;
but I do not think any serious difficulty arose.
257. It is not with reference to any of those arrangements, that you would
wish to make any charge of their having obstructed your plan ? —No, certainly
not.
258. With reference to the Indian mail, you make a recommendation to the
Committee to whom this paper is addressed, that the Indian mail should be sent
vid Trieste ; have you maturely considered the question, whether in recommend
ing a particular port it was the best line of communication that could have been
selected?—I should say, with reference to the whole of the measures recom
mended here, that before carrying any one of them into execution it would be
' necessary, in my opinion, very carefully to examine it, and to modify it if
necessary, according to the existing circumstances of the case.
259. You state here positively, that your remedy is to endeavour to arrange
for the sending of the Indian mail vid Trieste ; had you, before giving tha£
recommendation, made any inquiries to ascertain whether the route vid Trieste
was the best line that could be adopted :—An inspection of the map will showthat it is the most direct line by far.
• i
260. Are
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260. Are the facilities greater in point of time in transmitting letters by Rowland Hill,
Trieste than by Venice ?—The difference would not be very great, whether they
went by Trieste or by Venice.
7 July 1843.
26 1 . But you make a positive recommendation of one port ; did you do that
on a full consideration of the subject, or was it a general wish to select some
other route rather than the route through France, for which at that time a high
charge was made ?—I proposed the new route rather with a view to an improve
ment upon the existing route through France. I am not at all prepared to say
that it might not be better to take Venice ; the distance from one port to the
other is so small, that whether the one or the other be adopted the route would
be pretty nearly the same. It appears to me that the most direct route is
down the Adriatic, and there is, as I understand, a line of steam-packets from
Trieste.
262. This is not one of the arrangements essential to your plan in the way
of which obstruction has been thrown by the Post-office :—Certainly not. I
do not consider it part of my plan.
263. Will you state which of your recommendations contained in this paper
are those with respect to which any impediments have been thrown in your
way by the Post-office ; are there any beyond those which relate to the distri
bution of letters in London ?—Those would certainly not include all. At the
same time, I should state that the opposition of which I complain is rather of
a negative than of a positive character. I think it was very aptly described by
Lord Lowther himself, when he spoke of the vis inertia: of the Post-office, and
with equal accuracy by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, when he described
the gentlemen of the Post-office as unwilling horses.
264. But are you prepared to state any instances in which impediments or
obstructions were thrown in the way of any suggestion made by you to the
Treasury by the Post-office authorities ?—I am prepared to state cases of the
kind if the Committee require it ; but I would prefer myself confining the
allegation to the form in which it appears in my petition. I there state, " That
certain inquiries essential to the success of an important improvement then in
progress, which inquiries were about to be prosecuted by your petitioner, under
the authority of the Treasury Board as at present constituted, were by the
interposition of the Post-office prevented from taking place, and the authority
whereon they were to be made was withdrawn. That all your petitioner's
efforts to promote economy and the public convenience, by introducing the
remaining parts of his plan, have been ultimately frustrated." But the Com
mittee will be aware that I do not charge this against the Post-office. My
position is this : I propose certain measures to the Treasury, the Treasury com
municate upon the subject with the Post-office ; I find that those measures are
not carried out ; sometimes the reasons are assigned, and they appear to me to
be very insufficient ; sometimes no reason is assigned. I cannot but infer from
these circumstances that there is opposition somewhere ; whether it lie in tlie
Treasury or whether it lie in the Post-office, I do not at all state in my petition,
nor does it appear to me that it is important.
265. But the Committee would wish that you should state any particular
instances in which you have made suggestions which you thought were essen
tial to the success of your plan, which have been rejected, as you think, upon
insufficient grounds ?—As I before stated, I am fully prepared to do so if the
Committee require it ; but the Committee, I trust, will not disapprove of my
feeling some reluctance to enter into something like a personal contest with
the Post-office upon these matters ; I should certainly wish to avoid it.
266. Yon stated, in your evidence on the first day, that even those parts of
your plan which Parliament had recommended to be adopted had been imper
fectly carried into effect, on account of the dislike of the Post-office authorities;
you wre then asked what instances of obstruction you were prepared to prove,
founded upon the dislike of the Post-office authorities, and you stated that you
•would be prepared on a subsequent day :—I am in the hands of the Committee
in this matter; I would not voluntarily bring forward any such charge ; but if
the Committee require me to enter into that, unquestionably I shall not object
to do it. I am not at this moment sufficiently prepared ; for the Committee,
after aiving that instruction, it will be recollected, withdrew it, and desired tiiat
I would prepare other matters.
0.93.
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zdj. In stating that you do not voluntarily enter into such charges, you will
-permit me to recal to your recollection, that you did voluntarily make a gene7 July 1843.
rai charge of obstruction on the part of the Post-office of your plan, on the
ground of dislike, in your evidence on the first day. You stated, " In considering
these results, it will be necessary to take into account the extreme depression
of trade which existed when the penny rate was established, and has continued
to prevail ever since ; the very imperfect manner in which the plan has been
carried into effect ; the want of due economy in the Post-office ; the well-known
dislike to the measure entertained by many of those persons to whom ts exe
cution has been entrusted, and the influence such dislike must necessarily have
had on its success." Having made that statement, will you be prepared at the
next meeting of the Committee to state specifically the grounds upon which you
make the charge against the Post-office, that the imperfect manner in which
the plan has been carried into effect, is to be attributed to the well-known dis
like of the persons to whom its execution has been entrusted ? —It appears to
me, that the passage which has been quoted does not bear exactly the inter
pretation which has been put upon it ; the two things are not connected. The
passage states that the plan has been imperfectly carried out ; that, I imagine,
is indisputable. It also speaks of the well-known dislike of the measure on the
part of the Post-office, and the effect that that dislike must have had on the
result, which does not appear to me, with submission to the Committee, to in
volve me in the necessity of proving active obstruction on the part of the Postoffice at all. That the Post-office has a dislike to the measure, is perfectly
notorious ; they never have taken any pains to conceal the fact ; it was mani
fested before the Committee ; it was shown in the evidence which they gave
before the Committee. I contend that it has been manifested recently by the
returns which have been made to Parliament ; I think it must be inferred that
it continued during the time that 1 was at the Treasury. Assuming such dis
like, it must have had its influence on the exertions of the gentlemen of the
Post-office ; and though it were the case—I do not say that it is so—but even
if it were the case, that they have never obstructed the progress of the measure,
still the result would have been influenced by that dislike.
268. Mr. Cripps.~\ You complain of the dislike evinced in their evidence at
the time the Commission was sitting ; was not the inquiry of that Commission
in some measure limited by the fact that the whole inquiry was being carried
on with the object in view of not materially diminishing the revenue ; were
not those the terms in which the reference was made to that Commission ?—
They were, but I must judge from the modes of expression, and so forth, used at
the time.
269. Was not that dislike so evidenced sufficiently accounted for if they had
a strong conviction that the 'revenue must be sacrificed by your plan?—No,
I do not think it is sufficiently accounted for by that theory. The Committee
will I am sure do me the justice to bear in mind that I do not shrink at all
from entering upon the investigation which the Committee appears to desire ;
I merely wish to have it understood that I do not offer such evidence to the
Committee ; and in framing my petition I carefully avoided any expressions
•which I thought at the time would involve me in a personal contest with the
gentlemen of the Post-office ; I am fully prepared to substantiate everything
that I have stated in my petition ; the expressions which have been quoted, I
believe, will be found there.
270. Chairman.] Will you allow me to refer you to the answer you gave to
question 37 ; I then asked you, whether you were prepared " with any specific
instances t)f disregard of economy, or of marked dislike on the part of the
Post-office, which have materially obstructed the carrying out of those parts of
your plan which you recommended ?—I am not in that state of preparation
which I desire to be with a view to enter into that subject ; but if it is the
desire of the Committee I can state some instances which occur to me now " ?
—Yes, I have stated one already to-day.
The Witness is directed to be prepared by the next meeting of the Com
mittee with specific instances of dislike to his plan, and disregard to
economy on the part of the Post-office.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. called in ; and further Examined.
.
2/1. Chairman.} AT the conclusion of your examination on Friday last you Rowland Hill, Esq,
were directed to be prepared at the next meeting of the Committee to state
•
any specific instances of dislike to your plan, or of disregard to economy on the
10 Jub'
part of the Post-office, which you thought had injured the successful execution
of it ?—I observe that such minute stands upon the printed copy of the Minutes,
but the Committee will recollect, I am sure, that that instruction was with
drawn, and that I was directed to proceed to prove the allegations of my
petition. I have acted upon the latter instruction ; I was not aware till this
moment that the minute was so entered.
272. Mr. Escott.] But one of the allegations in the petition contains that
charge ?•—Yes, it does ; and that allegation I shall substantiate of course
when the time arrives; but I have not proceeded quite so far as that with
iny preparation. To save the time of the Committee, I have prepared a
statement upon the subject, which I think will be found to meet their in
tentions : —In accordance with the arrangement made at the last meeting,
I now proceed to lay before the Committee the proofs of the allegations con
tained in my petition, a copy of which will be found at page 54 of the Evidence.
The facts stated in the first 1 2 paragraphs will not, I presume, need any proof
before the Committee. With reference to Nos. 9 and 12, however, I would
appeal to the statements recently made by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer
in Parliament, and to the correspondence between the Treasury and myself, to
show, 1st, that when my services were engaged by the Treasury it was with
the view of my assisting in carrying into effect not the Penny-rate merely, but
the whole of my plan as sanctioned by Parliament ; 2d, that the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer, in his Letter of September the 1st, 1841, which was left in
my hands for the information of his successor, when expressing his opinion
that " it would be of great advantage to continue my services beyond the two
years originally settled," meant to leave the period of such continuance inde
finite ; and that in adding that he " did not deem it expedient to make any en
gagement beyond one year," he meant, not that he did not consider it expedient
with reference to the public interests, but with reference to his own peculiar
position at the time, being then on the eve of retiring from office. The 13th
paragraph of my petition is as follows : " But your petitioner has now to state
to your Honourable House, that since the month of August 1841, scarcely
any progress has been made towards the completion of your petitioner's
plan ; on the contrary, one important improvement, which had received
the sanction of the late Treasury Board, and which would have been highly
beneficial to the rural districts, and in all probability advantageous to the
revenue, has, your petitioner is led to believe, been indefinitely postponed."
Confining the proof to what occurred before my removal in September last, it
will appear from the foregoing evidence passim, that no portions of my plan
were brought into operation between August 1841 and September 1842, except
one additiocal delivery in certain suburbs of the metropolis. Even this change
was carried into effect in a manner very much to diminish its convenience
to the public, and which also entailed an unnecessary expense on the depart
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Rowland hill, Esq. merit. Though it cannot be called a part of my plan, yet it may be right to
mention, that a step towards restoring the old hours of posting and delivering
10 July 1843. letters was made during this interval, viz. an additional quarter of an hour for
posting at the London branch offices, and the delivery of General-post letters
was accelerated about half an hour. The measure for improving rural distri
bution, appears by the Minute of 13th August 1841, as given in Return 242
of this Session, to have provided for establishing a post-office in each of the
400 registrars' districts in which there were none. By the same return it
seems that up to March last, this want remained unsupplied. I desire to
state that I was unable to learn up to the time of my quitting office what was
the fate of this measure, whether it was postponed or abandoned : and I respect
fully beg leave to call the attention of the Chairman to the applications which
I made to him from time to time on this subject, and to his answers referring
me to the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; with regard to whom I beg most dis
tinctly to state that, owing I have no doubt to the pressure of public business,
I was unable to obtain from him either interviews or answers to my letters.
" 14th. That certain inquiries essential to the success of an important im
provement then in progress, which inquiries were about to be prosecuted
by your petitioner under the authority of the Treasury Board, as at pre
sent constituted, were, by the interposition of the Post-office, prevented
from taking place, and the authority whereon they were to he made was
withdrawn." At the beginning of June 1842, application was made to the
Treasury by Mr. Hodgson Hinde, Member of Parliament for Newcastle, relative
to the establishment of a day-mail between that town and London, a plan for
which purpose had been submitted to the Treasury some months before by
Lord Lichfield, then Postmaster-general ; but as this plan appeared to me to
admit of modification, tending greatly to diminish the expense and at the same
time to increase its advantages, I had, after careful consideration, sketched out
another plan for the same object, which, with the joint sanction of the Treasury
and the Post-office, had been substituted for the former. Further information
being required for the arrangement of the details, I found that it would be
necessary to visit the different towns upon the proposed line, and to confer
with the various parties whose co-operation would be required. On application
to the Treasury, I readily obtained the necessary authority, such facility being
indeed no more than was promised by the Minute of my appointment. I con
sequently made arrangements with Mr. Hodgson Hinde, who was then depart
ing for Newcastle, to follow him there ; he in the meantime kindly undertook
to make the arrangements necessary for the prosecution of the inquiries.
Wishing to avail myself of the opportunity thus afforded for improving my
acquaintance with the details of the provincial offices, and being at the same
time anxious to avoid everything that might by possibility interfere with the
discipline of the department, I applied to the Post-office for the requisite autho
rity : to my great surprise, the result of this application was an intimation
from the Treasury that the Postmaster-general objected altogether to my
personal investigation of the matter, accompanied with the intimation that the
specific authority granted by the Treasury was suspended. In consequence, I
immediately (on June the 20th, 1842) wrote to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
urging the importance of the inquiry and the futility of any attempt to conduct
it through the Post-office, and in conclusion requesting as early an answer as
the pressure of business would admit of. To this letter, which appears in
evidence, I received no reply.
273. Mr.' Escott.] Were you never permitted to make those inquiries ?—No.
274. Was any reason given to you ?—No other than that the Postmastergeneral objected—that he thought the inquiries should be made through the Postoffice. " 15th. That all your petitioner's efforts to promote economy and the
public convenience, by introducing the remaining parts of his plan, have been
ultimately frustrated." Sufficient proof of this allegation is found in my letter
to Mr. Goulburn, from which it appears that I offered a great variety of measures
to the attention of the Treasury ; that I asked in vain for permission to explain,
my views, and exhibit my proofs of their practicability ; that I urged the selec
tion of some one measure at least to be subjected to examination, and to the test
of practice ; that I offered to place myself under the control of the Postmastergeneral for the purpose of carrying, myself, such selected measure into effect,
expressly making myself responsible for the success of the experiment. I would.
also
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also state, that feeling how important it was to relieve the question of my fur- Rowland Hill, Esq.
ther services from all objection on the score of economy, I offered to perform
the duties of my office gratuitously so long as they were required for completing 10 Jul7
my plan, adding, " I ask for the opportunity to effect the full introduction and
operation of my plan, so as to bring its success to the test of unquestionable ex
periment ; 1 stipulate for nothing more ; I am willing to proceed step by step,
making the adoption of each measure dependent on the success of those which
precede it; to engage to take no step attended with additional expense, till I have
provided for the same by a previous economical improvement, and, in short, to
submit to any arrangement, whatever may be its pecuniary privations or its incon
veniences, provided only that it does not interfere with my ability, efficiently and
promptly, to work out the plan." " 16th. That at the expiration of the third year of
your petitioner's engagement, viz. on the 1 4th September last, when many specific
improvements recommended by your petitioner, some involving large savings of
public money, were actually in progress, the Lords of the Treasury terminated
your petitioner's engagement, thus depriving him of every chance of completing
his appointed task."
That the period chosen for my removal was not the completion of my plan,
or even any given portion of it, the evidence, as already before the Committee,
sufficiently proves ; but I was removed while many measures of improvement
were before the Treasury, some closely and some more remotely connected
with my general plan. These measures were in various stages of progress,
from their first outline to their final development in practice. The New
castle day-mail, and the obstruction which I received in the prosecution
of that measure, have been just adverted to. This was a measure of very
great importance, not merely in itself, but as an experiment to try the practi
cability of my suggestion for retarding the departure of the day-mails to
London, so as to make them start at an hour more convenient to the public,
by which I calculated, first, upon their bringing up many more letters, and '
secondly, on diminishing their cost to the public. In this one mail I had wellgrounded expectations for believing that the changes which I proposed, if I
could have had the regulation of the details, would have produced a saving
of not less than 7,000?. or 8,000 1. a year. If a similar change could have
been made with reference to the other day-mails, which question depended
upon the result of this experiment, economy would have been promoted to
a very much greater extent ; but to this I mean to call the attention of the
Committee under another allegation of my petition. Another measure of
great importance arose in the following extraordinary manner : the Postoffice had allowed three companies to charge mileage for a length of line
exceeding not only the true length, but also that stated in the documents
laid by the Post-office before the arbitration on which the award was made,
and also on that stated in the time-bills in use by the Post-office. Those errors
I pointed out ; they were at first denied by the Post-office, but were subse
quently, after much delay and a sort of cross-examination by correspondence,acknowledged, directly in one case and indirectly in the others. As regards
one line at least, the error had continued for two or three years ; the total over
payment amounted, I believe, to about 400 1. per annum. But this is not all ;
even in the case in which the error was fully acknowledged, the Post-office, in
its attempts to adjust the account, by disregarding a small fraction of a mile,
agreed to pay 19/. per annum more than the just claim. When I left the
Treasury, information had been elicited, which enabled me to leave a report,
calling attention to these very unsatisfactory transactions, but my removal pre
cluded me from taking (under the control of the Treasury) any means for
preventing the recurrence of such errors in the particular cases, or investigating
the state of things as respects other lines. It will be manifest to the Com
mittee that errors arguing such unaccountable want of caution, lead to the
inference that the system of checks at the Post-office must be in a most
defective state, and I hope it will not be considered presumptuous in irie to
suppose that the further inquiries which a thorough acquaintance with these
facts might have enabled me successfully to pursue would not have been
without beneficial results to the public service. (My report on this subject is
dated 12th September 1841, and is contained in the list of papers given to
the Chairman.)
The next measure to which I would call the attention of the Committee
0.93.
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Hill, Esq. arose out of an offer which certain parties made to undertake the con"
veyance of the mails to and from the Channel Islands on terms which
10 July 1843. woui<j have effected a saving of 6,0001. a year, but they made it a con
dition that Southampton should be substituted for Weymouth as the port of
departure. To this the Post-office objected, on the ground that the change of
port would delay such part of the foreign correspondence of the Islands as
came via Fahnouth. The matter was referred to me by the Treasury, and after
a laborious investigation, I presented a report, dated August 15th, 1842, in
which, I submit to the Committee, that I have proved, first, that the transfer of
the packets to Southampton will not delay the correspondence from the Channel
Islands, either to this country or foreign ports ; secondly, that such transfer
will greatly facilitate the correspondence to the Islands from nearly the whole
of the United Kingdom ; thirdly, that it will, on the whole, facilitate the cor
respondence to the Islands even from foreign parts ; and lastly, that it will effect
a saving of about 6,000 /. per annum. This report is on the list of papers given
to the Chairman, and I am particularly desirous that it should be laid before
the Committee. It will not only support that allegation of my petition
which is now under consideration, but it will show the hasty and superficial
manner of treating important questions which too frequently prevails in the
Post-office, and the nature and importance of the duties which I had to perform
when in the Treasury. The next measure to which I request attention, is one for
establishing a periodic revision of the emoluments of the deputy postmasters
and others. The objects which I had in view in proposing this measure will
appear from the following memorandum which I submitted to the Treasury,
275. What is the date of that memorandum?—The first part of this memo
randum was dated the 2 1st of July 1841, and the subsequent part the 18th of
August 1841, addressed to the Treasury: "The changes taking place from
the opening of railways and other causes frequently increase the labour at one
office to the relief of another ; in addition to which, they sometimes greatly
augment and sometimes greatly depress the amount of fees, and thus mate
rially affect the postmaster's income ; this renders necessary a periodical
revision of salaries ; such a revision is just and necessary for the interest of
those upon whom new duties have been thrown, and of those whose incomes,
from accidental causes, have been reduced below the proper amount. But in
order that those two classes of officers may be fairly dealt with, it is also just
and necessary that the revision should be extended to those who have been
relieved of duties which they previously discharged, and whose incomes, from
accidental causes, have been advanced beyond the proper amount. If my
suggestions regarding poundage be adopted, the proposed revision will be
necessary for a large class of officers, even without reference to the reasons
now stated. If the periodic revision now proposed be adopted, I see no
serious reason to grant the compensation for late-letter fees, as proposed by
the Postmaster-general. Still I should recommend the investigation of a few
of the apparently worst cases, with a view to periodic revision of salaries. I
propose that each postmaster shall make an annual return of his emoluments,
stated in detail, according to a form to be prepared for the purpose. Such a
return I consider absolutely necessary ; independently even of the objects
specified above, many of the postmasters are now in the receipt of large and
increasing fees, derived from unofficial posts, and unless the matter obtain
immediate attention, heavy claims for compensation will undoubtedly arise.
Besides, the danger of delaying such returns until the time for compensation
has arrived, is I think fully shown in my report upon late-letter fees. It is
also evident from the recent report from the Post-office relating to the Cork
office, and from returns to Parliament, that it has been, and probably still is
to the interest of many postmasters to continue arrangements opposed to
public convenience, for the sake of retaining the fees paid for private boxes.
In the case of Cork, it was shown that an* improvement in the town delivery
greatly diminished the private-box fees : and that Return to Parliament in 1 837 of
the Incomes of the Deputy-postmasters shows, that at that time at least the sub
scribers to private boxes in certain towns, had not only earlier but more frequent
deliveries of letters than the public in general, and were in some cases exempted
from the payment of late-letter fees.— (Vide Return in the Second Report of
the Postage Committee, page 180.)—This latter evil would, no doubt, be most
effectually checked by taking the private-box fees for the revenue ; but,
however
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however they may be dealt with, the importance of the Post-office and the Rowland Hill, Esq.
Treasury possessing accurate knowledge of the actual incomes of the post• •
masters, is, I submit, indisputable." This memorandum is dated the 21st of July 10 J"ty l8431841. To this a postscript was added, dated August 11, 1841, and is as fol
lows : " Owing to the difficulty of extending the revision to salaries, I now
propose to confine it to fees and other perquisites, including poundage on
stamps ; still a return of the whole emoluments will be required." The lateletter fee case referred to in the foregoing memorandum is as follows : " Pre
viously to the reduction in the rate of postage, the late-letter fees were for the
most part a perquisite of the postmaster ; on the reduction, a large increase
of such fees being anticipated, the Treasury directed that they should thence
forth be carried to the revenue, and proper compensation given to the post
masters. When the Post-office sometime afterwards submitted to the Treasury
the compensation to be given in each case, I pointed out in my Report on the
subject that in many instances the proposed compensation, which appeared to
have been founded chiefly on the return made for the purpose by the post
masters themselves, not only greatly exceeded the fees received, according to a
return made in 1837 to Parliament, but that it even exceeded the fees which
had been actually carried to the revenue under the new arrangement, notwith
standing the enormous increase of letters. The attention of the Post-office
was called to this startling fact by the Treasury ; nevertheless the final decision
having been left with the Post-office, the compensation was actually given as
originally proposed.
276. Mr. TennentJ] What is the date of the decision of the Treasury?—
The application to the Treasury was made before the change of Government ;
I think it was about July or August.
277. Mr. Cripps.~] The application for the approval of the compensation
allowances ?—Yes ; that was made by Lord Lichfield. My report was sub
mitted to the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, and was sent by him to the
Post-office. The change of Government took place very shortly afterwards, and
it was the present Postmaster-general who actually gave the compensation.
278. Your interposition was while the scale of compensation was under con
sideration •—Application was made by the Postmaster-general to the Treasury,
to authorise his giving certain compensation which he proposed.
279. And you pointed out the impropriety of those allowances '- —I pointed
out what I conceived to be the impropriety of those allowances in certain
cases.
280. Then that was referred again to the Post-office ? —Yes.
281. Then the original scale of compensation was fixed and settled, or was
it referred to you for correction?—Perhaps the Honourable Member is not
aware of the mode in which the business of the Post-office is transacted. The
course is this : that the Postmaster-general, whenever he thinks it necessary
to incur an expense, makes a report to the Treasury, recommending that such
expense be incurred, and asks the Treasury to sanction the expenditure.
In accordance with that rule, Lord Lichfield applied to the Treasury to
sanction his giving those compensations to the several deputy postmasters.
When the application from him came to the Treasury, it was referred to me,
in the usual course of business, to report upon it ; and the report to which
I am now referring was the report written at that time, of course while the
matter was under consideration. The Treasury adopted my report to this
extent : they directed that a copy of it should be sent to the Post-office, calling
their attention to it, but leaving the ultimate decision with the Postmastergeneral. The reason for adopting that course, which was an unusual one, was
this : that the Treasury, knowing well that the decision would be with the
new Postmaster-general, did not think it right to prescribe to him the course
under those circumstances.
282. ]Vir. Denison.] Was that reason stated by the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer ?—Yes ; my report was referred to the Postmaster-general, leaving,
as is frequently done in cases of doubt, the ultimate decision with the Post
master-general.
283. Mr. EscottJ] Was that compensation confirmed?—It was confirmed
by the present Postmaster-general ; he carried the arrangement into effect, and
reported to the Treasury that he had done so.
0.93.
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284. Mr. CrippsJ] Do you know, in point of fact, whether those corapensations have heen confirmed, or whether they have been revised by the Post-office
according to your recommendation?—The Postmaster-general reported that he
had read my report, and had carefully considered each case, and that he thought
the compensation was fair, or words to that effect—(I am speaking from recol
lection, and of course I cannot give the exact words,) and that he had determined
to give the compensation in each case. My report on this subject is among the
papers which it is proposed to lay before the Committee. The following is an
extract from it: the return in 1840 mentioned in the extract, is the return
made by the Postmaster for the occasion ; it professes to give the average
annual fees for the years 1837, 1838, and 1839. I am now about to read an
extract from my report of cases, showing a remarkable discrepancy between
the returns of 1837 and 1840. It will be in the recollection of the Committee,
that the return of 1837 was a return made to Parliament, which I have brought
into comparison with the return of 1840, which appeared to be taken as the
groundwork of the proposed compensations." I should mention that the " pre
sent produce," though given for a year, was calculated upon the actual produce
of a portion of the year ; I think the first six months.
Return in 1837. Return in : 840. Present Produce.

1.— CASES showing a njmarkable Discre pancy between t ic
1837 and 1840:
£. s. d.
£. s, d.
Banbury
...
BO — 5 - Battle - 10 5 - Bicester
- 10 926
Bradford (Yorkshire) 23 i 8
4G 13 7
Bridgewater
15 6 8
4 " 3
Carmarthen 17 13 4
4H3
Carnarvon 2 - 976
Chichester 18 5 61 19 5
Dunmow i 6 12 13 4
Hitchin
1 - 10 - Kidderminster
6 - 19 6 8
Manchester 96 7 6
270 - Market Drayton 2 - 18 5 Newport (Monmouth) 1O - 39 10 10
Newport Pagnell 2 1O 19 19 3
Prescott
...
1 - 11 13 Winchester 4 10 21 10 -

RETURNS of
£. s. d.
18 15 6
i 7 10
1 8 51 2 7 16 4
7 17 6
4 12

48
4
5
17
331
i
37
9

-

17
11
19
2
11
9
»
16

6
10
6
8
6
6
4
4

2 1O
15 13

2
-

Proposed
Compensation.

£.
15
4
5
40

s.
-

d.
-

7
15
5
30
5
10
15
270

-

-

2
30

-

-

5 - 4 - 18 - -

2.—CASES showing (apparently) distrust of the RETURN of 1840, on the
part of the Post-office Authorities :
Doncaster Market Drayton St. Ives
Stocktnn-on-Tees

15 - 2 a 10
1 10

-

30
18

8
5

4
-

10
2O

6

2

41

5

2

i 9 6
6 15 4
14 16 4

15 - 2
2
5

-

-

5

*~

~*

11 1O

-

3.—CASES showing a remarkable falling off in the present Receipts :
Barnsley
Beverley
Halifax
....
Mold ----Preston
Woodbridge
-

9 2 -

5 5 10
25
- no
15
18

15 H 4
return - 5 -

12

2

29 6

8 «

i

14 - 21 14 4
18 5 -

354
662
H 19 4
- 9 8
8 16 2
5 13 4

38 - 5 ~* *™

isis -- --

4.—CASES in which the Compensation appears to be excessive:
Cheltenham
Dover Fareham
Hereford Manchester St. Austel -

-

-

-

35 - 7 - 2 10

-

s - -

-

-

96 7 6
4

- -

-

no return
no return
no return
no return
270 - 18 5 -

-

76 - 46 14 6
G i 10
l6 12

-

331 11 G
10 10 6

GO - 35
10
15
270

-

-

10

-

-

The above cases are by no means all that belong to the several classes into
which they are divided, but they will serve as specimens.
" Another
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" Another test of the accuracy of the statements is to compare two offices, Row/and Hill,
which, being situated near to one another, and on the same great lines of road,
must be liable, to similar influences. Such a comparison, in certain cases, 10 July 1843.
leads to results by no means satisfactory. For instance, Wolverhampton
produces an amount of late-letter fees (21 /. 3*. 8d.) nearly equal to that of
Birmingham (26 1. 3s. 8d.), while the letters of the former place are probably
not more than one-eighth of the latter. In the case of Hull the present fees are
more than double the amount returned in 1 840 ; in that of Beverley. on the
contrary, the present fees are little more than half those returned in 1840.
In the case of Liverpool, the return of 1840 shows an increase en that of 1837
of only 18 per cent., and the present fees exceed those of 1840 by as much as
65 per cent., while in the case of Manchester the first increase is nearly 200
per cent., and the latter only 23 per cent.
" I am anxious to be understood as not expressing any opinion unfavourable
to the parties concerned in the cases stated in this report, but as merely indi
cating them for explanation. They should, I submit, be specially reported on
by the Post-office authorities, whose greater familiarity with the subject will, I
have no doubt, enable them to explain much which to me appears strange and
anomalous, and to put the whole matter in a more satisfactory light."
A copy of my report was transmitted to the Post-office ; that department,
however, afforded no explanation whatever, but, as already stated, gave the
compensations originally proposed. In submitting these cases to the Com
mittee, I beg to repeat that I make no charge against the parties concerned,
many of whom, I cannot doubt, are highly respectable men.
285. Mr. Escott.] If you do not charge the Post-office, whom do you charge?
—I am proving the allegation of my petition, which is, that a number of
measures were in progress at the time I was removed from the Treasury ; this
arises out of the statement of them.
286. That is, that you would not have recommended that amount of com
pensation ?—No ; my statement was this, that I had proposed to the Treasury
to obtain a return once a year of fees and emoluments ; that is a measure that
was left incomplete. I have read this part of my report upon the late-letter
fees, for the purpose of showing the necessity for such a return.
287. Mr. Denison.~\ Does that return from the postmasters depend upon the
honour and faith of every postmaster who returns it ?—I presume it does.
288. What you wish to show by the statement is, that the discrepancies are
so great, that the probability is that some of them are not quite correct ?—My
object is to show that it is necessary that the Post-office should have statements
of this description made at a time when there is no temptation to exaggerate or
diminish the amount,— that they should come annually, before there is a pros
pect of compensation being given.
289. Chairman.] That observation applies generally, and has no immediate
reference to the establishment if the penny-post rate r —None whatever.
290. Mr. Baring^] The Penny-post rendered it more necessary that you
should have those returns, inasmuch as if the number of late letters had
increased, the emoluments of the postmaster would have increased ,to an
enormous extent ?—The establishment of the penny postage certainly rendered
it necessary to have that particular return, but I understood the Chairman to
refer to the general annual return and revision ;—and perhaps the penny postage
jnay have increased the necessity even for that return, inasmuch as the penny
Postage has introduced a great change into the circumstances of the Post-office,
has affected the amount of fees of every kind.
291. But the return would have been a proper return for the office to have
, independently of the penny postage ?— I conceive so.
2y2. Mr. Cripps^] Do not you conceive that the introduction of the penny
P°stage may have caused a considerable diminution in the amount of late letters,
**y reason of the greatly increased proportion of the fee for the late letter to the
y^ole amount of the postage of the letter ?—When my report upon this sub
let comes before the Committee, I think it will be found that 1 have pointed
Out that as a circumstance affecting the account; but there can be no doubt
\vhatever that the amount of late-letter fees has enormously increased, and the
whole return shov\s a great increase. Again, in London where means are taken
to maintain the requisite checks upon the window-men and so forth, where the
fees are not perquisites, and have not been so for many years, but have all
0-9JL4
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Rowland Hill, Esq. along been carried to the revenue, the result of penny postage has been to make
a very great addition to those fees; if I recollect rightly, it had the effect
10 July 1843. of increasing the fees 130 per cent.
293. Have you ever inquired whether the bellmen collect as many letters
now under the penny-post system' as they did under the former, system ? —I
have never made the inquiry,". and I conceive it to be useless, for there are
other circumstances which have disturbed the arrangement; there are not so
many bellmen as there were. . > 294. Chairman:] The' diminution of the: number of bellmen, and the closing
the boxes at the receiving-houses 'at an earlier hour, would of necessity account
for the great increase in the letter fees in the receiving-houses in London ! —
It might account for a great portion of the" increase ; but similar measures; as
regards the earlier closing of the letter-boxes, have taken place elsewhere than
in London ; in all the principal towns 'nearly'.
295. "Mr. Denison.] There is evidence that the late-letter fees have increased ?
—Yes, very greatly.
296. Mr. Halves.] These returns show that there were no accurate returns
upon that subject previously in tlie hands of. the Post-officer—I think that is
an inference which must be drawn1 from the return ; I conceive it quite impos
sible that in any .town the ' late-letter fees can have advanced from a small
. amount in 1836 to a very large amount in 183", 1838, and 1839, and then have
fallen again in 1840 ; which we find to be the case in several towns, assuming
the accuracy of the return.
297. Mr. Cripp.s.] Was it known in 1840 that compensation was to be given
for the late-letter fees?— It was known at the time the returns were made by the
postmasters. .
298. Mr. Trotter.] Your report may be considered with a view to prevent
what you conceived an improper compensation being given ? —Most assuredly ;
my object was to request a reconsideration of certain cases.
299. That, in fact, the fees were more than sufficient ?—Yes.
300. Mr. Hawes.] In short,without such an accurate consideration, the question
of compensation could not be fairly considered with reference to the public ?—
I thought not.
301. Mr. C'ripps.] Do the compensations appear to be generally made upon
the postmaster's own return, or upon a comparison of their returns with the
Post-office returns ?—The report from the Post-office stated that every case had
been very carefully considered ; but at the same time any one examining the
tables would see a very close similarity between the amount returned by each
postmaster, and the amount of compensation given.
302. Mr, Denison.] The scale of compensation, then, does not appear to have
been regulated by any general rule as to two-thirds or one-half of the value ?—
No ; the prevailing rule seems to be to give the full value ; and that was
intended.
303. Mr. Escott.] Have you any means of knowing that the Post-office did
not inquire into each individual ease :—No, I have none whatever.
304. What is the amount of the whole compensation? —I think about 3,000 /.
or 4,000 /.
305. What would be the amount of compensation which, according to your
calculation, ought to have been awarded ?—I did not attempt to determine
that question ; all that I did was to select those special cases, and to request
a reconsideration ; and, if the Postmaster-general thought it necessary, a special
report upon them.
3o(J. Mr. CrippsJ] How much had the late-letter fees really produced?—
They produced in that year, I think, between 6,000 /. and 7,000 £. ; —there was
an advantage by the arrangement ; —I do not consider the amount of compen
sation as a whole unfair, or much too high ; I only considered that in those
particular cases an improper amount was paid.
307. Mr. Denison.] Do I understand, from your last answer, that the Postoffice has gained by the whole transaction ?—Yes.
308. Do you know how much ?—I think 2,000 /. or 3,000 /. a year. I ought
to state, that the first reports have reference to England and Wales only, and
those amounts that I am speaking of are only for England and Wales.
309. Mr. Cripps.] Supposing those cases which you have selected are con
siderably too high, if the gross amount of compensation is not too high, the
compensation
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compensation in other cases must have been too low ?—The gross amount of Rowland Hill, Esq.
compensation, I said, I thought was not much too high ; of course it must be
somewhat too high, if any cases are too high.
10 Juty l843310. Mr. Denison.] It being a profitable compensation does not prove that
the compensation was too high or too low ?—Clearly not ; a large increase of
fees was expected, and it was that expectation which led to the arrangement
being made.
311. Mr. Cripps.] In what year was it that you say that the late-letter fees
amounted to 6,000?. ?—I am speaking of the year 1840, the first year after the
penny postage.
312. In the first year the number of General-post letters nearly doubled?—
The number of General-post letters had about trebled ; the total number of
letters, including the District-post letters, had increased about two-and-a-half
fold.
313. Mr. F. Baring.] In point of fact, a great number of the postmasters
did not keep a regular account of those fees ?—I imagine that that was the
case ; they guessed, in many cases, I have no doubt. The arrangement which
I had suggested for effecting a periodic revision of the emoluments of the
deputy-postmasters and others having been adopted (with some modifications)
by the Treasury and Post-office, the forms of return were settled by myself,
and I presume they have been brought into use by the Post-office ; but the
results not having been ascertained at the time I left the Treasury, I had no
opportunity of learning what those results are, still less of completing my plan
for securing the Post-office, on further changes, arising from the very unsatis
factory state of things which, in my opinion, must ever result when returns
are called for on the eve of some provision being made which may deeply affect
the interests of those by whom the returns are to be made, and who may not
have kept accounts which enable them to frame a return which is not in a
great degree conjectural.
Another measure, to which I will call the attention of the Committee,
was one for regulating the space occupied in railway trains by the Post-office,
for conveyance of the mails and the guards. When I went to the Treasury,
the reports from the Post-office gave no information which could enable the
Treasury to form a judgment as to whether this very large item of expense
was adjusted with a due regard to economy; I therefore prepared a form
to be followed on every such occasion, which provided for giving the necessary
particulars. Having investigated the returns so framed as they came in, I soon
found in a majority of instances that the space in the carriages set apart for the
mails was unnecessarily great ; in one instance a day-mail between York and
Normanton, though the maximum weight of the mail bags was only 80 Ibs.,
(about equal to that of a passenger's luggage,) the Post-office occupied the space
inside the carriages of 16 passengers, at a cost of 1*. 4d. per mile, whereas
under proper arrangements the expense would probably have been about 2d.
a mile, the charge by the ordinary trains being usually in direct proportion to
the space occupied. In consequence of this very startling discovery, the Postoffice was directed to report upon the state of all the railway lines in this
respect, with a view to preparing some very stringent regulations for putting
a stop to the waste of public money which was then going on, and which may
be proceeding at this moment for aught I know to the contrary ; the report
however was not received when my services came to an end. In the absence
of the required information, it is impossible to offer more than a rude estimate
of the loss resulting from this mismanagement ; but forming the best judgment
I can on the facts which came before me, I cannot put it down at a less sum
than 1 0,000 1 a year.
The last point which I think it necessaiy to trouble the Committee witli
under this allegation, regards the unnecessary employment of special trains,
very costly modes of transport, as the Committee well know ; I will only
instance the night-mails on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway : between
Birmingham and Gloucester, there are two mails in each direction every
night, conveyed by special trains, at a cost, including guards, of about 1 0,500 /.
per annum. This arrangement which, on the face of it, seems extravagant,
was brought by myself under the notice of the Treasury. Accordingly in
January 1842, the discontinuance of one of the trains was suggested to the
Post-office, which answered that it was impossible to act on the suggestion.
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. After a careful examination of the whole subject, I was enabled to devise a plan
which will be found detailed in my report of 29th August 1842, forming one of
10 July 1843. ^e papers which I have proposed to lay before the Committee. This plan,
I submit, shows the practicability of saving the expense of one of the trains,
without the slightest injury to the public service ; indeed, by the subsidiary
changes which are there suggested, it will appear that the single train will
produce more convenience to the public than is now afforded by the two trains.
When I came away this report lay for consideration at the Treasury.
3 1 4. Mr. Escott.'] Does any part of your suggestion there depend upon the
railway companies themselves ?—No ; the Post-office has power to alter the
times as they please, giving, I think, three months' notice.
315. Mr. Cripps.~\ But supposing the Government were to alter altogether
the time of the night-train, for the purpose of carrying the mail, must not that
train be made a special train, and be paid for under special agreement ? — Not
necessarily. The arbitrators would have to consider whether the time selected
by the Post-office was or was not a convenient one for the company, and they
would regulate their award accordingly.
316. Then those special trains, which now cost 1 0,000 1. a year on the Glou
cester and Birmingham Line, have been settled by arbitrators ?—Certainly.
317. Mr. E. Tennent.~] Is that alteration essentially connected with the
Penny-post, or would it not be an economical arrangement, applicable to any
scale of payment ?— It is quite independent of the Penny postage.
318. Viscount Ebrington^] If I understand rightly, one great source of the
additional expense of the Post-office now, as compared with what it was before,
is the substitution of railway trains, as a means of conveying the mails, for mailcoaches ; mail-coaches having the privilege of passing toll-free through turnpikegates, whereas the Post-office are obliged to pay very full compensation for the
use of the railway trains ?—That is the case.
The next allegation of my petition is, " 17th. That the plan of Post-office im
provement thus left incomplete, has from the first been stated by your petitioner
to consist of the following parts : first, an uniform and low rate of postage ;
second, increased speed in the delivery of letters ; third, greater facilities for their
despatch ; fourth, simplification in the operations of the Post-office, with the
object of reducing the cost of the establishment to a minimum." The Committee
will probably be of opinion that ample proof of this allegation was given in my
first day's evidence.
The next allegation is, " 1 8th. That the only portion of the plan which is as
yet fully carried into effect, is the institution of the penny rate." This also, I
submit, is fully proved. The next, " 19th. That for increased speed in the delivery,
or greater facilities for the dispatch of letters, little or nothing has been done."
The Committee has now been made acquainted with all the improvements effected
since September 1839, and will form their own judgment as to their extent and
value. The Committee will then compare them with the diminished conve
nience on many important points to which the public, as it would appear, has
been permanently subjected since the institution of the penny rate. I refer to
the later delivery of General-post letters in London, and to the earlier closing
of the letter-boxes there, and in many other towns. The next allegation is as
follows : " 20th. That with regard to the simplification of arrangements and con
sequent economy, though many important and successful changes have been
made, yet little has been effected in proportion to the opportunities afforded by
the adoption of uniformity of rate and prepayment." The simplifications which
may be produced by prepayment, through the medium of stamps, are manifold : it
is not my intention to trouble the Committee with an enumeration of them. One
step towards perfecting that portion of the plan, viz. the abolition of money pre
payment, would of itself get rid of nearly 3,000 daily accounts between the receivers
and the chief office in the London district alone, as I have already stated. It is
clear therefore that no exertion should be spared to increase the use of stamps ;
unfortunately the present arrangements of the Post-office, for ensuring to the
public that every keeper of a post-office shall be able to supply stamps as they are
demanded, preclude the possibility of making prepayment by stamps compulsory
until the recurrence of disappointment, now not infrequent, is put an end to.
Money prepayment being abolished, the next step would be so to diminish the
number of unpaid letters, now small, as to lead by an easy step to making all
inland.
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inland postage, in effect, prepaid ; a measure which, if entertained in right Rowland Hill, Esq.
earnest, might very soon be accomplished.
The effect of this great change would be a vast relief in keeping accounts all 10
over the country, as well between office and office, as between each office and
its letter-carriers ; the advantages of such relief will appear in a striking light
from the evidence of Sir Edward Lees and Mr. Lawrence. Mr. Lawrence, the
Assistant Secretary, thinks, " that in the Inland department, four times the
number of letters might be undertaken by the present number of hands." He
adds, " I am speaking with great caution upon this subject, because I am not
practical enough to say that, but I am merely giving my opinion." This is
evidence given in 1838 with reference to my plan, wheu under consideration;
1020 and 1021. Sir Edward Lees, the Secretary for Scotland, says, with his
present establishment, under Mr. Hill's plan, he would not refuse to attempt to
dispatch and distribute a three-fold number of letters.—(Evidence 9854 and
9855.) The Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry, in their Ninth Report (which
related to the London District-post), recommend that prepayment should be
confined to the medium of stamps, on another ground, viz. the want of a suf
ficient check over the keepers of receiving houses in the case of prepayment by
money, as also over the servants of the senders of letters. Under present
arrangements, the number of persons who must possess considerable skill, and
from whom considerable pecuniary responsibility is necessarily required, is very
large. If prepayment by stamps were universal, that number might be greatly
diminished ; and as the quantity of labour, as well as the quality, would be
materially lessened, that fact again furnishes another head of diminution.
Upon this subject I will read an extract from the evidence of Lord Ashburton :
Evidence 8142. Lord Ashburton: " I do not know that my opinion upon the
subject would be worth much, it is merely founded upon general notions ;
but my expectation would be, that you might quadruple the present business
of the Post-office, and still very largely reduce the expense of the esta
blishment." Further on his Lordship says, " Where you have persons who
are in the receipt and management of large sums, experience shows that
your best security is in paying full salaries ; and your main expense would,
on Mr. Hill's plan, appear to be nothing but the mere expense of the con
veyance of the letters, which is comparatively a trifling amount, and to be
done rather by coarser and cheaper instruments than the other." The salaries
and allowances to the different persons in the service of the Post-office, amounted
in 1842 to about 400,000 1. There can be no doubt that a careful attention to
the several sources of economy connected with this department of expenditure
enumerated in my evidence, more especially if persons were selected solely
with reference to their fitness for office, would reduce this charge very greatly.
Hereafter I shall submit an estimate of the extent to which modification may
be carried. As many persons are only temporarily engaged, much of the
saving might be effected at once, but the greater part must no doubt be done
gradually. That there is for some reason or other an enormous waste of time
in the Post-office is shown by the fact, that although it was stated by
Mr. Bokenham in his evidence before the Postage Committee, that of the
several operations in preparing the letters for dispatch or delivery, sorting
them occupies most time ; and whether correct or not then, it is undoubtedly
so now ; and also that an average sorter would dispose of 30 letters in a
minute, yet the letters and newspapers in the London office, were a short
time since actually prepared at an average rate of only two per minute, or
1-1 5th part of the rate at which the chief operation can be performed. In these
contemplated changes, I scarcely need say, I have always kept in view the neces
sity for a strict regard to the claims of every person employed in the Post-office ;
I do not propose to displace a single individual who is permanently attached to
the establishment ; but with regard to all engagements made after the changes
are carried into effect, reference should be had, in the salaries paid, to the
greater facility with which the new duties will be performed. I contemplate
much more considerable employment of females than heretofore. Even under
present arrangements, the employment of females as far as it has extended, has
been found beneficial to the public service ; I think the Post-office may in time
afford a large field for female labour, with equal advantage to itself and the
public.
The next allegation of my petition is, "21st. That the opinion which your
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. petitioner expressed, both in his pamphlet and in his evidence before the Com——
mittee of your Honourable House, was to the effect that the maintenance of the
10 July 1843. Post-office revenue even to the extent on which he calculated (about 1,300,000?.
a year), depended on carrying into effect the plan as a whole." This allegation, I
submit, has been abundantly proved.
The next is, "22d. That the opinion adopted by Her Majesty's Govern
ment, that the further progress in Post-office improvement may be left to
the Post-office itself, is contrary to all past experience, and is contradicted
by measures recently adopted by that establishment" This allegation is
divisible into two heads : 1st, As to past experience. It is a curious fact,
that, from the institution of the Post-office to the present time, no impor
tant improvement has had its origin in that establishment. The establishment
of a General-post never seems to have suggested to the office itself the propriety
of a Town-post, even in London ; that was left to a private individual of the
name of Dockwra, who, shortly before the Restoration, established a penny-post
in London as a speculation of his own. The next improvement was the esta
blishment of the cross-posts by Mr. Allen (the Allworthy of Fielding's " Tom
Jones"), about the middle of last century. All persons conversant with the
various published collections of letters before that date, will know the incon
venience which was sustained for want of cross-posts ; yet the suggestion of
this important accommodation was left, as before, for a private individual.
Then come the improvements of Mr. Palmer. I say the improvements, in the
plural, for it is most unjust to the memory of that distinguished person to
limit his merit to the suggestion of substituting mail-coaches for horse and
foot-posts. This, no doubt, was the most striking feature of his plan, and it
has therefore been mistaken for the plan itself; but he suggested, and was
fortunate enough to accomplish, an almost total revolution in Post-office
arrangements. The utter hopelessness of improvements originating in the
Post-office has been practically acknowledged by the different Governments
which have been in office for the last 15 years. For nearly the whole of that
time, commissions have been in action, who, after rigid and extensive inquiries,
in the course of which a vast mass of facts has been elicited, have from time to
time proposed many improvements of great value, some of which their
influence, backed by the Government, has been able to carry into effect ; others,
without any satisfactory reason, have met with rejection or neglect. But, as
Lord Lowther justly stated in 1835, " He knew from experience that a Com
mission was inefficient to grapple with so strong a body as the Post-office depart
ment. When he had the honour to belong to a Commission of that nature, the
Post-office almost set them at defiance ; and it was found by the Commission
to be a matter of the greatest difficulty to extract from the Post-office any
information necessary for the elucidation of the inquiry" (Hansard, vol. 29,
p. 386).—Thus the Committee will see, that not only has the Post-office been
utterly barren of improvement itself, but its weight is thrown into the opposite
scale. In justice to the officers of the present day, it must be admitted that
they act strictly according to the unvarying precedents of former times. The
first notice Dockwra's improvement appears to have received from the Postoffice was in the shape of an action brought against him, for infringing the
privileges which the office might by law have exercised, but did not. When
his establishment had, by means of this kind, been wrested from him and
added to the Post-office, he was for a time permitted to act as its manager;
but, as appears by the Ninth Report of the Commissioners of Post-office
Inquiry, he was, at the instigation of the Post-office, after a while, dismissed or
removed by the Lords of the Treasury.
To show the obstructions which Mr. Palmer's plan received from the
Post-office, 1 will beg permission to read a short extract from my pamphlet
on Post-office Reform :—" Previous to the adoption of Mr. Palmer's plan in
1/84, there was the greatest irregularity in the departure of mails, and in
the delivery of letters. The robbing of the post was a thing of ordinary
occurrence, and in the conveyance of the mail the usual rate of progress was
about three miles and a half per hour. Lastly, the net revenue for the
twenty years preceding had been pretty uniformly about 150,000 1. per annum.
The effect of Mr. Palmer's improvements was greatly to increase the regularity
botli of departure and delivery, to put a complete stop to robbery wherever
mail-coaches were introduced, and to double the rate of progress ; lastly,
the
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the annual net revenue increased so rapidly that at the end of the first Rwland Hill, Esq.
10 years after the adoption of his plan, it was nearly 400,000 1. ; at the end of
the second 10 years, upwards of 700,000 1.; and at the end of the third 10
10 Jul? l843'
years it had reached a million and a half, or ten times its former amount; from
which time to the present (1837) it has remained almost stationary. It may
be supposed, however, by those who have have not examined into the circum
stances under which Mr. Palmer's improvements were effected, that for his
particular plan no knowledge of post-office details could be deemed necessary ;
that the substitution of mail-coaches for carts and saddle horses, speed for
slowness, punctuality for irregularity, security for hazard, was so obviously an
improvement, that the idea needed only to be started to be hailed with delight,
and that the only astonishment would be, as is generally the case with the most
valuable inventions, that a scheme so admirable and so simple had never been
hit upon before. It may be imagined that those familiar with Post-office
details, and who from their familiarity were best acquainted with the annoy
ances incidental to the old plan, must have occupied a vantage ground from
which they could most easily, most rapidly, and most fully discern the benefits
to arise from the new arrangements. Surely, when the plan was laid before
them, their opinion was unanimous in its favour. Doubtless they were eager
to tender their assistance in its introduction, and evinced no impatience, save
at the delay necessarily attending so radical and extensive a change. If any
one has these impressions, let him turn to the Parliamentary records of the
period ; he will there find ' the oldest and ablest, officers in the service repre
senting Mr. Palmer's plan not only to be impracticable, but dangerous to com
merce and the revenue.'— (Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire
into the State of the Public Offices, 1788.) He will there find one officer (Mr.
Allen) giving in his written opinion, that ' the more Mr. Palmer's plan was
considered, the greater number of difficulties and objections started to its ever
being carried completely into execution,' (Report of the Committee of the House
of Commons in 1797, on Mr. Palmer's Agreement for the Reform and Improve
ment of the Post-office and its Revenue, p. 115), and labouring to shelter himself
and his brother functionaries from the responsibility of this hazardous experi
ment, by averring that they had, ' to the best of their judgment and experience,
given their separate opinions against the utility and practicability of the scheme
in toto,' (p. 115). Mr. Draper objects to coaches, as travelling too fast; the
progress of the mail, which at the present day is associated with all that is
possible in rapidity, was in his mind indissolubly linked with the extreme of
slowness. For his purposes the carrier pigeon would be beaten hollow by the
tortoise. He declares that ' the post cannot travel with the same expedition
that chaises and diligences do, on account of the business necessary to
be done at the office in each town through which it passes, and without which
correspondence would be thrown into the utmost confusion,' (p. 116). He finds
another insurmountable difficulty in the utter unsuitableness for Post-office
purposes of stage-coach hours, maintaining that the time for the post to leave
.London ' is unavoidably from one to three in the morning,' (p. 117); in which
he is backed by Mr. Hodgson, who declares, ' that the shutting up of the office
at seven or eight o'clock in the evening is impracticable,' (p. 131) ; and that
an alteration of Post-office hours ' would throw the whole correspondence
throughout England, through London, as well as the bye and cross roads, into
the utmost confusion,' (p. 130). Mr. Draper adds, that the time allowed by
Mr. Palmer for the guard to transact the necessary business at the various
post-towns, viz., a quarter of an hour (an allowance, by-the-bye, the bare
mention of which, except for a very few large towns, would bring a peal of
laughter from a guard of the present day, who flings down one set of bags and
takes up another while the coach scarcely slackens its speed) ; that this quarter
of an hour is not enough, except at some small offices, and that ' half an hour
is hardly sufficient for the proper circulation of the country letters, as is well
known by everybody conversant in Post-office business,' (p. 117). With
obstacles so hopelessly insurmountable before his eyes, it is no wonder that
Mr. Hodgson should consider the new plan as requiring an impossible
punctuality; he maintains that, ' as the mails neither do nor can leave the
general office at the same hour every morning, mail diligences would be less
regular than others ; and as to the guard, he might be waited for at every ale
house he should pass by,' (p. 126). To Mr. Hodgson's ' humble apprehen0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. sion it pretty clearly appears that Mr. Palmer's plan would neither accelerate
the mails in their conveyance, ensure their safety, nor save expense, but
10 July 1843. very much the contrary,' (p. 127). The first of these points, however, he
does not deem a matter of great importance, as he elsewhere states that he
' does not see why the post should be the swiftest conveyance in England,'
(p. 120). With respect to the second, lest the force of the observation should
be lost in its generality, he condescends to the specific, observing that he ' can
not think that a guard to each mail would add to its safety ; ' this apparent
paradox, however, he explains elsewhere, by representing safety as unattainable
by any means ; at least, any means in the command of the Post-office. He
urges the cutting of bills of exchange and bank-notes in two, and so forth, and
with that appears to think all human care must end ; adding that ' there are no
other means of preventing robberies with effect, as it has been proved that
the strongest cart that could be made, lined and bound with iron, was soon
broken open by a robber, against whom it would therefore be in vain to
attempt such kind of defence.' Mr. Draper is so deeply convinced that a robbery
now and then is inevitable, as wisely to recommend that we should not run
upon a greater evil by flying from a less, observing that ' when desperate
fellows had once determined upon a mail robbery, the consequence would be
murder in case of resistance,' (p. 116). From all these disheartening and
alarming circumstances, a hasty observer might infer that in those days the
affairs of the Post-office were in a lamentable condition. Happily he is set right
by Mr. Hodgson, who informs us ' that the constant eye that has been long
kept towards their improvement in all situations and under all circumstances,
has made them now almost as perfect as can be, without exhausting the revenue
arising therefrom,' (p. 128). The acme of perfection being thus attained, it
would have been inexcusable in the Post-office functionaries not to entertain a
lively apprehension of schemes which one scouts as 'chimerical,' (p. 116);
another denounces, as likely to ' open a door for fraud,' (p. 127) ; while a
third predicts that 'they will fling the whole commercial correspondence of
the country into the utmost confusion, and will justly raise such a clamour as
the Postmaster will not be able to appease,' (p. 133)." " Of Mr. Palmer's wilful
obstinacy, in urging his chimerical project, all must be convinced who read the
following admonition : ' It is a pity,' says Mr. Hodgson, ' that the author of
the plan should not first have been informed of the nature of the business in
question, to make him understand how very differently the post and post-offices
are conducted to what he apprehends,' (p. 128). Mr. Hodgson subsequently
' ventures to say, that the post, as now managed, is admirably connected in
all its parts ; well regulated, carefully attended to, and not to be improved by
any person unacquainted with the whole,' (p. 131). Mr. Draper recommends
a thorough examination, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the scheme is
' as feasible in practice as it is specious in theory,' (p. 120). In reply to an
inconsiderate recommendation of Mr. Palmer's, that the suggestions of com
mercial men, as to the management of the post in their respective neighbour
hoods, should be received and considered, Mr. Hodgson checks the imperti
nence by maintaining that ' it is not probable that any set of gentlemen,
merchants, or outriders, can instruct officers brought up in the business of the
Post-office ; and it is particularly to be hoped, if not presumed, that the sur
veyors need no such information,' (p. 131). But the coup de grace is given by
the same gentleman in another paragraph by a reductio ad absurdum, the folly
of the whole project being triumphantly exposed in a piece of argumentation,
which commences by his ' supposing an impossibility, namely, that the Bath
mail could be brought to London in 16 or 18 hours,' (p. 125). In conclusion,
we have a remonstrance addressed to the Lords of the Treasury by the Post
masters-general, 18 months after the partial adoption of the plan, in which,
after enlarging on the innumerable inconveniences which the change had
occasioned, they proceed to declare that, ' from a comparison of the gross
produce of inland postage for four months, and from every otber comparison
they have been able to make, they were perfectly satisfied that this revenue has
been very considerably decreased by the plan of mail-coaches,' (p. 135.)"
With regard to my own plan, considering how it was taken up by the coun
try at large, that it was recommended by a Committee of the House of Com
mons, that it passed through one House of Parliament by a large majority,
and through the other without a division ; and moreover, that the opposition
which
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•which it received in Parliament was not to the plan itself, but only to its being Rowland Hill, Esq.
carried into execution in the then depressed state of the revenue, it will not be
held presumptuous in me to cite the determined hostility of the Post-office, 10 July 1843.
which found vent in the most unqualified expressions of condemnation and
contempt, as furnishing even a stronger proof than those drawn from the treat
ment -which was received by the earlier Post-office reformers, that to deliver my
plan into the hands of the gentlemen in St. Martin's-le-Grand, is, in truth, to
abandon it to its fate, which must be either neglect, or a mutilation more un
fortunate in its consequences than even utter neglect.
I trust, then, I have now proved the first part of my allegation, viz. that to
presume that the further progress in Post-office improvement may be left to
the Post-office itself is contrary to all past experience. I now proceed to
that part of the allegation which states, that even if experience justified the
expectation of improvement, the measures recently adopted by the Post-office
would countervail such expectation. Much evidence has been given, passim,
applicable to this part of the case. I will call the attention of the Commit
tee more fully to one or two examples. In my letter to Mr. Goulburn, which
I read on the second day, I adverted to my plan for improving the London
District-post ; the details of that measure will be found in my previous evi
dence, and in my report to the Treasury, dated 27 May 1842, which is among
the papers to be produced. In this latter report will be found the reasons which
I submitted against the measure adopted by the Post-office and now in opera
tion, for giving an additional delivery in the suburbs of London. I proffer these
docuu ents, as proving that in the place of a measure providing the maximum of
convenience with the minimum of expense, one has been adopted which may be
almost said to provide the minimum of convenience at the maximum of expense.
A second example may be found in the case of the Glasgow and Ayr Railway :
" In the course of last year an award was made for the conveyance of the mail
on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway. This award gave the company, among other
allowances, one of about 401. a year, in consideration of its guard having acted
as Post-office guard. On the receipt of this award, the Postmaster-general
appointed a Post-office guard, on a scale of salary averaging about 100 1. a year,
and then, in his report to the Treasury, actually took credit for having effected a
saving of 40 1. a year to the revenue." It may be necessary to add, that not a sin
gle objection was raised to the previous arrangement ; and when it is recollected,
that by employing the company's guard, you may add to the responsibility of
the individual the responsibility of the company itself, and also subject the
individual to more complete superintendence and control, through the superior
officers of the company, than the Post-office itself can ever exercise, it is ex
ceedingly unfortunate that an experiment, which had so well answered in the
single instance, should not have been extended rather than abandoned.
Another instance will be found, in the disregard to economy evinced in the
case of the Hull Post-office, where the retirement of a postmaster who received
a large annual sum for compensation, which lapsed on such retirement, so far
from easing the revenue, became the occasion for increasing the expense of the
office. The papers on this subject are among those to be submitted to the
Committee. This part of the allegation will also be confirmed by transactions
taking place or coming to my knowledge since my petition was framed. The
following case has been very much misunderstood, which is one reason why
I submit it to the Committee : " Since the establishment of the overland mail
to India, many letters, more especially those of importance, have been sent via
Bombay to the Australian colonies, New Zealand, and latterly to China. All
such letters were prepaid as far as Bombay by those who sent them, the postage
from Bombay being discharged on their delivery. Under this arrangement the
Bombay office got nothing for the trouble of receiving the letters and despatch
ing them again, simply because there was no one at hand of whom their postage
(about 3d. when the letter was forwarded by ship) could be demanded. The
number of such letters not being very great at first, the loss of postage appears
to have been for a time disregarded ; but after a while the East India Company
objected to this sacrifice of revenue. When the objection was first raised I
cannot tell ; all I know is, that in the course of last April the Post-office issued
a notice to the public, from which the following is an extract : ' Letters for
China, the Australian settlements, New Zealand, the Mauritius, and other
places beyond the territories of the East India Company, intended to be sent
0.93.
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Eon land Hill, Esq. by the overland mail through India, must be addressed to the care of cor•
respondents in that country, as it is understood that under recent regulations
10 July 1843. they will otherwise be detained at Bombay for the payment of the transit and
ship-letter postage due to the India Post-office for their conveyance to their
destination.' It is unnecessary to remark on the extraordinary course of pro
posing that every one writing to the places in question, should appoint an
agent in India (or rather in Bombay), for the payment of his 3d. The
obvious course for the Postmaster-general to have adopted, would have been
for him to appoint one agent to act for all, and then to have addressed the bag
of letters to this agent. Such an arrangement might have been made with one
of the East India houses in the City in a few hours ; consequently, even if there
were difficulty, as is alleged, in settling the matter with the East India Company,
there was no pretence for the course adopted. With one agent for all, the
Post-office here would of course collect the threepences with the other postage.
It may be said that this would have been, in effect, an advance of the rate which
the Post-office could not legally make ; but it is not so ; the rate payable to the
British office would remain the same, but the British office would have given
the public the practical option of making the office its agent, instead of the
impracticable option of appointing one at Bombay, or of leaving the letters
to their fate. There was therefore no necessity for our Post-office to possess
any right to enforce the extra 3 d. ; the alternative being made known, the
public would gladly have availed themselves of such an arrangement. Similar
departures from strict legal practice are made every day in the Post-office.
The newspapers having attacked the Post-office for the disregard to public
convenience evinced by this notice, it was withdrawn shortly afterwards ; the
Post-office having early in the month of May issued a notice of which the
following is a copy : ' The Court of Directors of the East India Company
having informed the Postmaster-general that they have dispatched instructions
by the mail of the 6th instant, to their officers in India, to discontinue the
detention which was understood to have taken place at Bombay, of letters
forwarded by the Overland Indian Mail for China, the Mauritius, the Austra
lian settlements, New Zealand, or other places beyond the Company's ter
ritories, and for the present to send on such letters to then* respective
destinations by sea from Bombay as opportunities may offer, without pay
ment of the transit and sea postage due to the Company, the notice of last
month on this subject is hereby cancelled. It is, therefore, no longer neces
sary to address such letters to the care of correspondents in India.' Now,
when the question before our Post-office was, whether it should call on every
person having a letter to send to China, Australia, or New Zealand, to appoint
an agent at Bombay to pay 3d., or whether it should receive all the threepences
itself, and appoint an agent to pay them over to the Bombay Post-office, if our
Office decide on the former alternative, instead of the latter, is it possible to
expect from a body capable of such a decision that any system of improvement
will be carried into effect ? And if, after the preposterous error of the course
which the office has adopted, it is defended as the only practical course by
those whose duty it is to superintend the Post-office, I must submit that all
hope of improvement from any quarter is absolutely annihilated."
The next and last case under this head is the new postal treaty with France,
which, however excellent in its general objects and effects, is, in consequence of
important errors in the details, operating very unfavourably on our portion of
the revenue derived from the united postage, French and English, on letters
between the two countries. Our scale of postage, as the Committee will bear in
mind, ascends by half-ounces up to one ounce, and then by ounces. The
French scale, on the other hand, ascends by quarter-ounces. Several important
results flow from this distinction : as every letter, in regard to a portion of its
postage, is under the quarter-ounce scale, the great majority of letters will be
just within the quarter-ounce ; such letters therefore, though liable to a Frencli
rate of 20 d. per ounce, and a British rate of only 1 0 d. per ounce, would l>e
charged 10 d. each, viz. bd. British and 5 d. French, the whole being collected,
sometimes by the one Post-office, sometimes by the other. Under the old system,
each government would retain its own 5 d., and hand over the second 5 d. to the
other Government. The English Post-office, however, in order to relieve itself of
the trouble of accounting for the letters numeratim, proposed a clause by whicli
each Government would have accounted to the other for the whole mail at once,
according
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according to its weight in bulk. I pointed out to the Treasury how unfairly Rowland Hill, Esq.
towards our own. Government the proposed stipulation would operate, and the
proposal of the Post-office was consequently rejected. It appears, however, by 10 July 1843.
the treaty, that it was subsequently revived, with a slight modification, which
no doubt was thought would obviate the evil, but which only slightly mitigates
it. Under the treaty, we are to pay in respect of a mail, the postage of which is
collected in England, 20 d. an ounce to the French for their share of the postage,
whereas on a mail, the postage of which is to be collected in France, we are
only to receive 12 d. per ounce. Applying this rule to the great majority, which,
as before said, are just under the quarter-ounce, the ultimate effect is, that of
our 5 d., when the postage is collected in France, the French hand over to us
only 3 d., retaining 2 d. of our 5 d., in addition to their own 5 d. ; whereas, when
we collect the postage, we hand over to the French the whole of their 5 d., re
taining our own 5 d. without any addition. Upon certain small classes of letters
the arrangement would be in favour of the English, but to a very slight extent
even upon such classes, and on the general balance, the disadvantage, to an
annual amount probably of some thousands of pounds. I would press the
results of this treaty, which presents other matters for criticism (into which,
however, I do not now enter) the more urgently on the Committee, because I
learn from the public prints that negotiations are in progress with other
powers for similar treaties to this with France.
The next allegation of my petition is : " 23. That the questions to which
your petitioner sought to gain the attention of the Treasury involve savings to
the extent of hundreds of thousands of pounds per annum ; an advantage to the
revenue entirely independent of that augmentation of letters which the whole
experience of the Post-office shows may safely be anticipated from the adoption
of those measures, suggested by your petitioner, which have reference to
increasing the utility of the Post-office to the public."
Under this allegation I intend to show, that, upon the present extent of
Post-office business, savings may be effected to an enormous amount, without
either the slightest diminution of public convenience or any injustice to indi
viduals. Any considerable increase of business would obviously increase the
sum to which the savings now adverted to would cut down the expenditure
of the Post-office, but such increased expenditure would not be in proportion
to the increased gross revenue ; as a large business may always be conducted
at a less proportionate cost than a small one. The allegation was framed with
a view of keeping the question of present expenditure upon the present amount
of business entirely distinct from any contemplated increase of business ; and
on this footing the accounts which I have made out. are based.
Although savings, important in their aggregate, were made in the early
period of my engagement, yet, as it was felt that during the transition which was
rapidly proceeding at that time, it was important that the strength of the
establishment should be amply sufficient, not only to carry on the business
when it should have settled itself into routine, but to cope with all the obstruc
tions which might by possibility arise from the novelties induced by so great a
change, economical improvements on any great system were of necessity
delayed ; and I must here remark that the Treasury felt itself often obliged to
yield to representations by the Post-office as to the quantity of force necessary
to work the establishment under the new arrangements, when it was by no
means convinced that such necessity had any more solid foundation than the
anticipations of those by whom the change was disapproved and disliked. I
scarcely need add, what I submit must be clear to every reflecting mind, that
even when the intentions of those who are to carry into execution any measure
are directed in all sincerity to a successful result, they have not the power of
making their exertions so effective when they disapprove of that measure, as
they would do if it were one of their own choice and approbation.
I propose to begin my estimate of reductions by an account of specific savings
recommended by me to the Treasury, between the months of April and Sep
tember 1842. These suggestions, in every instance except one, arose out of
the consideration of papers referred to me by the Treasury in the usual course
of business. Certain of these suggestions had been so far adopted as to be
made the subject of Treasury Minutes ; others awaited the decision of the Board
when I left. I have no reason to believe that any of these suggestions have
been carried into practical effect.
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Reference for Details.
jo July 1843.

Estimated
Annual Saving.
£.

Simplification of the money-order system
In the postal treaty with France

-

As regards the additional delivery in the
suburbs of London.
In the establishment of mail-guards By economy of space in the railway car
riages.
In the Channel Islands' packets
By discontinuing one of the special trains
on the Birmingham and Gloucester Rail
way.
By improving the post communication with
Dublin.

Appendix, No. 9 - - Evidence, p. 88,
Appendix, No. 23.
- - Evidence, p. 87,
Appendix, No. 14.
- - Evidence, p. 10
- - Evidence, p. 8J,
Appendix, No. 11.
- - Evidence, p. 76,
Appendix, No. 22.
- - Evidence, p. 81,
Appendix, No. 11.

7,000

and

4,000

and

3,000

8,000

and

10,000

and

6,000

and

0,000

Appendix, No. 21.
TOTAL

50,000

- - - £.

93,000

My next account of savings will consist of such additional items as have been
already laid before the Committee. It is as follows :
Reference for Details.

In compensations for late-letter fees

Estimated
Annual Saving.

£.
1,000

- - Evidence, p. 77, and
Appendix, No. 8.
- - Evidence, p. 75, and
Appendix, No. 15.

By a better regulation of the day mails -

8,000

By the union of the two corps of letter-earners
and sorters
-.____ Evidence, p. 35 Add also, though not yet stated in evidence, by the discontinuance of
the direct line of packets to Gibraltar, sending the slower class of
India letters, viz. those via Falmouth, by the packets which touch
at Oporto, &c. ; say
--------TOTAL

6,000

30,000

- - - £.

45,000

My third account will consist of an estimate, divided into its several heads,
of savings which may be effected in " salaries and allowances," and in " special
services and travelling charges :"
Total " salaries and allowances " and " special service and tra£.
veiling charges" in 1842, as per Finance Accounts
- 406,000
Deduct savings under this head, enumerated above*
17,000
Remainder

-

-

389,000

- £.

Of this sum, I calculated, at a low estimate, that the adoption of the measures
enumerated at p. 34 would gradually effect savings to the following extent :
1. By
"

"

~

'"

-----£

* Viz. Simplifications of money-order sys-tswi
.... 7,000
As regards the additional delivery in the suburbs of London - 3,000
In compensation for late-letter fees
1,000
By the union of the two corps of letter-carriers and sorters
- 6,000
£. 17,000
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In tlie Number of
Persons Employed.

In Individual
Salaries, &c.

1. By " revision of all salaries and allowances on the
receipt of the intended annual return of fees, &c." - - - nil.
4 per cent.
2. By " the regulation of the receipt of fees, &c. so as to
prevent large and unexpected claims for compensa
tion "
- - nil.
- - nil.
(This would act prospectively only.)
3. By " the establishment of scales of salaries applicable
to all offices, beginning low, and advancing with
length of service
---___ - - nil.
2 per cent.
4. By " the extension of the hours of attendance in the
metropolitan offices to a full day's work for all em
ployed, of course with the regulation of the salaries
accordingly "-----__
2 per cent. - - - nil.
5. By " the extension, where practicable, of the system
which is found so convenient and economical in
many provincial offices, of employing females in as
sorting letters " - - nil.
3 per cent.
6. By " simplification in the mode of assorting letters
and newspapers"
---___
2 per cent. - - - nil.
7. By " the investigation of the more economical ma
nagement in certain offices, with a view to its exten
sion, where practicable, to others "
2 per cent. - - - nil.
(This is partly comprehended under the first head.)
8. By " the abolition of money-prepayment, and the
adoption of the economical arrangements consequent
thereon," also by the gradual extinction, as regards
inland letters, of payment on delivery 3 per cent. 2 per cent.
9. By " the adoption of measures to induce the public
to facilitate the operations of the Post-office, by
giving complete and legible addresses to letters, by
making slits in doors, and by other means " 3 per cent. - - - nil.
12 per cent. -

11 per cent.
12 per cent.

TOTAL - - -

23 per cent.

10 July 1843.

As the per centage in each case can only be calculated on the remainder
after effecting the previous deductions, this 23 per cent, would be equal to
about 20 per cent, on the whole _
_
£389 000
Equal to, say ----_..
..
_
My fourth account will consist of an estimate of savings which may be
effected in the conveyance of mails.
The annual expenditure under this head, as per Finance Accounts
£.
for 1842, was --_-._.._
432,000
Of which the payments to railway companies (Return to Lords,
No. 64, of 1843) amounted to
_
£.77000
And the cost of all the guards (on which the saving
has already been estimated), assuming it to be the same
as in 1841 (Return 431, of 1841) was about - 29 000
106,000

Leaving for the expense of ordinary conveyance, exclusive of
guards ---_.____.
First, as regards railway conveyance :
Annual expenditure (exclusive of guards) as above Deduct savings under this head, enumerated at p. 90 * Remainder -----_._.,

Viz. By economy of space in the railway carriages ----By discontinuing one of the special trains on the Birmingham and!
Gloucester Railway
.
.
.
_f
By a better regulation oJ' the day-mails
....._

326,000
77,000
23,000
54,000
£.
1 0,000
5,000
8,000
23,000

0.93.
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10 July 1843,

Of this sum, I calculate that the adoption of the measures enumerated at p. 34, which, excepting those already taken into account,
are, "reduction in the cost of railway conveyance, by establishing
a fairer principle of arbitration ; by discontinuing useless lines ;
by substituting, when practicable, cheaper means of conveyance ;
and by avoiding, as much as possible, the use of special trains,"
would effect savings to the extent of 20 per cent. ; say

£.

1 1,000

Next, as regards ordinary conveyance :
Annual expenditure as above
_-__-_ 326,000
Of this sum, I calculate that the adoption of the measures recom -r'l -,,-n
mended at p. 34, viz. " reduction in the cost of ordinary convey
ance, by discontinuing all useless lines, by invariably resorting to
public competition (avoiding all unnecessary restrictions as to the
description of carriage, speed, number of horses, passengers, &c.), i .107')
and by invariably adopting the cheapest suitable means," would
49,000
effect savings to the extent of 15 per cent. ; say -

The aggregate of the estimated savings is as follows :
•Wi' '!,,

Specific savings recommended to the Treasury between April and
September 1842 (p. 90) ........
Additional items already laid before the Committee (p. 90)
45,000
Savings in " salaries and allowances," and " special services and •i.ifnjt)
travelling charges," in addition to the above (p. 91)
. t8,000
'•'itf,ooo
Savings in railway conveyance in addition to the above (p. 92)
Savings in ordinary conveyance, in addition to the above (p. 92) - 49,000
Aggregate of estimated savings
\

f

4.'

A

£. 2/6,000

The just claims of individuals will, as I before said, make it impossible that
the whole of these savings should accrue at once. If, however, concurrently
with these reductions, such portions of my plan should be adopted as have
reference to increasing the number of letters, the power of rapidly effecting
the reductions would be much augmented, inasmuch as the force liberated by
the proposed economical arrangements might be applied, more or less, to the
purposes of the extended business of the Post-office.
The various accounts now produced depend for their trustworthiness on a
vast number of facts and considerations : so many, indeed, that I felt hopeless
of producing them on paper in sufficient detail to furnish all the information
which it is probable the Committee may require. I shall be glad, however, to
the best of my ability, to satisfy the minds of the Committee on the subject in
the course of such examination, viva voce, as it maybe their pleasure to institute.
Meanwhile, I beg to state a few facts which tend (as it may be their pleasure
to institute) to confirm some of the conclusions at which I have arrived.
Applications to the Treasury for advance in salaries, additional clerks, &c.
were frequently made on grounds which, under the investigation to which
I subjected them, proved fallacious. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that
such instances occurred continually. The following are examples :
Additional allowances to two postmasters (at Swinford and Ballaghaderin in
Ireland) were proposed, on the ground that the money-order business had
become so heavy that each postmaster was obliged to engage a clerk to attend
to that duty alone. The accounts in the Post-office would of course have sup
plied a check to this statement ; but it came to the Treasury vouched, first, by
the surveyor of the district ; second, by the Dublin office ; and third, by the
London office. The Treasury, at my suggestion, howerer, called for informa
tion as to the actual number of money orders paid and issued by each office in
a given time ; and after the lapse of a year the information was supplied, when,
it appeared that the average number of money orders paid and issued, when
taken together, was in one office only two, and in the other only three, per day.
I advised the rejection of the proposed allowances ; but this question, with
many
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many others of a similar, character, remained undecided when my duties were Rowland Hill, Esq.
interrupted.
--An establishment was proposed for the money-order office in Dublin; the 10Ju'y 1843.
Treasury, at my suggestion, called for information as to the amount of business
transacted, when it appeared that the cost of the proposed establishment would
exceed the money-order commission collected in the whole of Ireland. It was
accordingly cut down.
Application was made for authority to advance the wages of the Edinburgh
letter-carriers to an extent in the aggregate of 227 1- per annum, on the ground
that their emoluments had suffered by the loss of certain perquisites. I showed
that the statement was at variance with a return made some years previously.
The Treasury called for explanation, and the application was consequently
withdrawn by the Post-office.
Lastly, the Post-office proposed an increase of force at the Paisley office, the
application being founded chiefly on the great increase of letters. The Sur
veyor. in his report, gave the weekly average at about 8,000 (having taken the
week of the Valentines) ; but the ordinary return, which accompanied the
application, showed the average to be not quite 75000. I therefore wrote a
mimrte, pointing out the discrepancy, and calling for copies of the qriginal
returns for the four weeks from which the average of 7,000 was deduced : this
copy, when supplied, showed the real average to be not quite 6,000 ; and the
only explanation afforded was, that the Surveyor reported the numbers in each
of the two first instances as they were given by the postmaster, who had since
been dismissed for misconduct. This case, amongst numberless others of a
similar character, shows how little reliance can be placed on the information
supplied by the Post-office : even the account finally rendered was inaccurate
to the extent of several hundreds in the casting.
' Seeing how loose and inaccurate is the information supplied by the Post-office
to the Treasury, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that many of the aug
mentations of expenditure which have actually taken place on such information
are unnecessary. Further proof that in many offices the expenditure is exces
sive, is to be found in the fact that in others an equal amount of business is
efficiently performed at a much less cost to the revenue. While at the Trea
sury, I took great pains to collect such information as enabled me, to a limited
extent, to bring the expenditure of the several offices into comparison one with
another ; and by these means, among others, applications for increased expen
diture were frequently shown to be unnecessary.
The next allegation of my petition is as follows : " 24. That notwithstand
ing the extreme depression of trade which existed when the penny rate was
established, and has continued to prevail ever since, and notwithstanding the
very imperfect manner in which your petitioner's plan has been carried into
effect, the want of due economy in the Post-office, the well-known dislike to the
measure entertained by many of those persons to whom its execution has been
entrusted, and the influence such dislike must necessarily have had on its
success, yet the results of the third year of partial trial, as shown by a return
recently made to the House of Lords, are a gross revenue of two-thirds, and a
net revenue of more than one-third of the former amount."
The only parts of this allegation which are not already disposed of are,
I submit,
1st. The want of due economy in the Post-office.
2d. The dislike to my plan entertained in that establishment ; and,
3d. The necessary influence of such dislike.
1st As to want of due economy in the Post-office. If I have been successful
in showing that great savings may be made, the inference as to want of due
economy in the Post-office will probably be thought necessarily to arise ; but
I desire, under this head, to point the attention of the Committee to certain
important facts, some of which are already in evidence and some not, and which
of themselves would, I submit, fully substantiate this charge. I would also
respectfully remind the Committee how obvious it has been, throughout the
whole evidence, that the Post-office is not in the habit of paying that systematic
attention to the statistics of the establishment, which, 1 submit, would alone
furnish the means of exercising an economy, at once enlightened and strict,
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. over the details of so vast an undertaking. Accurate statistics are necessary to
—
•
that perpetual adjustment which ever-changing circumstances render impe10 July 1843. rative. For instance, in the absence of annual returns as to the various emolu
ments of the deputy postmasters, claims for compensation unexpectedly arise
upon contemplated changes, and that to an extent which makes improvement
very costly.
There are many places where the deputy postmasters of the neighbouring
towns have established posts for their own profit. Any general system of rural
distribution would of course supersede these unofficial posts, and large claims
for compensation will thus arise. Such compensations have already been given
to a considerable amount. In one instance, I think at Maidstone, the establish
ment of a single official post some years ago, caused a charge to the revenue in
this form of as much as 1 00 1. a year.
It is quite clear that long before this unofficial post had attained such an
importance as to entail this heavy compensation on the public, it ought to have
been made official, by which two objects would have been gained : First, the
public convenience of an official post, and next the saving of a large portion of
the compensation. Statistics, at once minute and correct, are now looked upon
in every commercial concern as the great engine by which trade is carried on
at the minimum expense ; such a means can hardly be less important in
a concern in which those at the head of it never can be acted upon by the
stimulus of individual loss or gain.
The facts to which I have adverted are as follows :
The excessive payments to railway companies (p. 75).
The excessive space occupied in railway carriages (p. 81).
The costly and comparatively inefficient arrangements for the additional
delivery in the suburbs of London (p. 87).
The appointment of a special guard to the Glasgow and Ayr Railway (p. 87).
The provisions of the postal treaty with France, by which the office of each
country accounts for the postage collected on behalf of the other (p. 88).
To which may be added the case of the Edinburgh letter-carriers (p. 93),
and many other instances of application for advance of salaries, increased
force, &c. on grounds which, on investigation, have proved erroneous.
The importance of these facts is by no means to be measured by the losses
which they disclose. I submit, for the consideration of the Committee, that
they must be considered as exponents of many other losses which cannot
otherwise be made to appear. Take the case of the excessive railway pay
ments. Here the Post-office, writh all the proofs under their hands, made, in
multiplied instances, payments on the footing that the railways are of greater
length than the accounts of the Post-office show them to be—payments, too,
which, when once adjusted, will naturally go on from year to year on the same
footing. It is impossible, as I humbly submit to the Committee, to believe
that the same want of care which produced errors like these should fail to pro
duce a multitude of others which I have not the means of detecting. Then,
as to the Edinburgh letter-carriers, surely the Post-office ought to have felt,
that, in calling for a return of emoluments on the eve of giving compensation
for them, they had placed the men under strong temptation to exaggerate.
Why, then, did they not use the means in their own hands (viz. the return of
1837, made when no such influence existed) to check that, which ultimately
turned out so fallacious. I can only attribute this lamentable state of things
to the absence of good statistics, for, unless where officers are far more vigi
lant than it is reasonable to expect from the average of men, it is not enough
that information actually exists, it must be put in a form for ready access, or
the fact of its existence is quickly forgotten.
2d. As to the dislike to my plan entertained in the Post-office, I cannot forbear
from stating my surprise at this hostility being doubted. I have thought it
notorious ; and certainly nothing would astonish me more than if any of the
gentlemen from the Post-office, who, on a former occasion, gave evidence against
my plan, should appear before this Committee, and declare themselves in its
favour. I will not repeat the evidence which has already been given on this
subject ; but I cite the following paragraph from a speech of Sir Robert Peel's,
to show what was the impression made on that gentleman in common with, I
believe, all the world, by the statements which came from the Post-office.

On
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On the 5th July 1839, Sir Robert Peel said : "There could not be stronger RuulandHiU, Esq.
or more decided objection to his [Mr. Hill's] plan, than was expressed in the
evidence of Col. Maberly, Secretary to the Post-office. *
*
*
*
10 July 1843.
Col. Maberly's opinion is, that he considers the plan altogether fallacious ; that
it appears preposterous, and quite unsupported by facts." *
*
*
*
" He says that if a reduction to a penny were to take place, the revenue could
not recover in less than 40 or 50 years." *
*
*
* " This was the
opinion of Col. Maberly, and a similar opinion is entertained by the Earl of
Lichfield. I do not say that these opinions convince me." (Mirror of Parlia
ment, Session 1839, p. 3695.)
If the gentlemen in the Post- office have changed their opinion, I can only
say that I am in ignorance of the fact. It is, I am told, a rule of evidence, that
when matters are once proved to be in a particular state, they are presumed to
remain in that state until the contrary is shown. Probably the Committee will
therefore think, that if present hostility is denied, such denial should be verified
by those on whose behalf it may be urged.
If such denial should ever be made, it will be for the gentlemen of the Postoffice to reconcile it with the unfortunate bias against penny postage, which is
obvious on the face of the return recently made to Parliament, and which formed
a principal feature in the second day's evidence.
If I am in error on this subject, it would appear that I err in common with
the First Lord of the Treasury and with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
who both state as a reason for my removal from office, the danger of collision
between the Post-office and myself.
As to the necessary influence of such dislike.—The Committee will please to
observe, that I here refer to that obstruction to the progress of my plan which
is necessarily to be inferred from the unfortunate circumstance of its not being
acceptable to those who have to carry it into execution. I might therefore
rest upon such inference and go no further ; and if it were necessary to advert
to instances in proof of this part of my case, which are not already, for other
purposes, before the Committee, it would be my wish to let the matter rest
where it is, from my reluctance to give to a great public inquiry even the sem
blance of an investigation into disputes among individuals. I will therefore
confine myself to two cases already before the Committee.
The first is the treatment which my suggestions for cheap registration,
and offers of service under the Postmaster-general to carry them into effect,
received at the Post-office ; and I must respectfully ask the Committee to
observe the tone as well as the matter of the document to which I refer.—
(Vide the Postmaster-general's Report of December 1841, Appendix, No. 6.)
The second is the direct obstruction successfully offered by the Post-office, in
June 1842, to the inquiries which I was about to make, under the sanction of
the Treasury, with a view to the completion of my plan for a day mail to New
castle, an obstruction which has deprived not only Newcastle, but the important
towns of York, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester of the advan
tages of a day mail to London, and of improved communication with each other,
up to the present hour. (Vide p. 74.)
Of the remaining- allegations of my petition I submit that no further proof
is required.
In conclusion, I have to assure the Committee, that although the evidence
which I have prepared runs to so great a length, it has far from exhausted the
subject. Wherever it could be done with propriety, I have omitted details,
especially where those details are to be found in the documents contained in
the list which I had the honour to lay before the Committee, and which docu
ments I believe it is clearly understood are all to be produced from the Treasury,
in case the accuracy of my statements respecting them should be controverted.

o. 93-
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MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. F. Baring.
Mr. Bramston.
Sir George Clerk.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Beckett Dennison.
Viscount Ebrington.
Mr. Escott.

.Mr. Gibson.
Mr. Havre-.
Mr. Wilson Patten.
Mr. Ricardo.
Mr. E. Tennent.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Wallace.

SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Rowland Hill, Esq. called in ; and further Examined.
Hill, Esq.
17 July 1843.

320. Mr. Hill.~\ I BEG to state that I have made a correction in continuation
of paragraph 8 in page 91 of the former day's Minutes. The statement was
drawn up very hastily, and I find an omission of rather an important character.
In order to supply the deficiency, I wish to add, " also by the gradual extinction,
as regards the inland letters, of payment on delivery."
321. That is to say, to make prepayment by stamps compulsory?—Yes; it
is included in the estimate, and should have appeared here. I have also to
submit to the Committee a statement of the amount of late-letter fees. The
Committee put several questions upon that subject, which I answered from
recollection. I refer to page 80 of the Evidence. In answer to questions put
to me, I made certain statements as to the amount of those fees ; I can now
give them accurately. The answers to questions 304, 306, and 308 apply to
this. I find, on referring to my report, on the subject of late-letter fees, that
the annual amount of late-letter fees for England and Wales, exclusive of
London, as per Return of 1837, was 3,31 3 /. ; the same as per Return of 1840
(namely, for the average of the three years 1837, 1838, and 1839), 4,629 /.
The actual produce in the year 1840, that is to say, after the reduction of
postage, was 7,48 1/. The proposed compensation amounted to 4,247 £. The
reduction to 4d. was on the 5th of December 1839, and to 1 d. on the 10th of
January 1840.
322. Mr. Cripps.,] Is the whole of the compensation exclusive of London :—
There was no compensation in London, as the fees for many years had been
carried to the revenue.
323. Mr. Escott^] You say that in all probability the establishment of rural
posts will be advantageous to the revenue ; have you made any calculation as
to the probable advantage to the revenue ?—I have not attempted to make any
calculation as to the extent to which the revenue would be benefited ; but
I cannot doubt that the revenue would derive a benefit from the rural posts.
324. How do you arrive at that conclusion ?—I arrive at it from a careful
consideration of all similar improvements which have been made hitherto in
the British Post-oifice, or in the French Post-office. In France a system of
rural distribution, of very great extent, and very complete in all its arrange
ments, has been in operation ever since the year 1830, and the results have
been highly advantageous to the Post-office revenue of France.
325. Chairman^] Is any additional payment made in France for those rural
posts ?—There is an additional sum charged on each letter of a decime, or
a penny ; but the amount of the revenue so obtained is not large, and I believe
that it is the intention of the French Government very shortly to take off the
charge.
326. Still there is an additional charge made in France for the rural post,
equal to the whole amount of postage which is charged in England on any
letters ?—That is the case.
327. Mr.
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327. Mr. Trotter."] And that revenue is not very productive ?—That revenue Rowland mu, Esq.
does not equal the expenditure ; the advantage is obtained in the general
increase of letters. In page 42 of the Evidence, my statement on this subject X7 July 1843is given in detail. May I be allowed to add, in further elucidation of the
subject, that the Penny-posts which existed in this country before the general
reduction of the charge, were very similar to the additional posts which it is
now proposed to establish, and those Penny-posts were highly profitable.
328. Mr. EscottJ] They were confined to very short distances, were they
not ?—The average distance was about five or six miles, I think ; in some
instances, they extended to distances of 30 miles.
329. Mr. BramstonJ] What was the character of those Penny-posts?—They
were posts proceeding from the post towns to neighbouring villages.
330. Did they deliver the letter and bring back the return ?—Yes ; there •
was a receiving house in each village, at which letters were posted, and in most
of the villages, I think, though I apprehend not in all, the letters were delivered
at the houses.
331 . Mr. CrippsJ] To what period do the words in the 14th paragraph of the
petition, " which inquiries were about to be prosecuted," refer ?—They refer to
June 1842.
332. They relate to the day mail from Newcastle?—They relate chiefly to a
proposed day mail to Newcastle ; the mail had not been established, nor has it
yet been established, I believe.
333. Had those inquiries special reference to a day mail from Newcastle to
London, or from London to Newcastle ?—Both ways.
334. With reference to the convenience of Newcastle, which I suppose you
had chiefly in view, had your negociation taken place with Mr. Hodgson Hinde ;
what were they anxious about ; about a day mail from London, or a day mail to
London?—They, I apprehend, wished to have obtained the convenience of a mail
in each direction. The Honourable Member will be aware that the conve
nience of a mail from any town to London is not confined to the correspondence
between that town and London ; it extends, of course, to the correspondence
between all the towns upon the line. This particular day mail would have
connected many important towns one with another ; among them Newcastle,
York, Sheffield, Leeds, Nottingham, Derby, a'nd Leicester ; and it would also
have connected them with the metropolis.
335. Is not the principal interest those towns have in a day mail the preven
tion of detention in London of those letters that have to come from the south
through London ?—That is an important part of the convenience, if not the
chief part.
336. Have you ever heard that the people of Newcastle, or of those other
towns, have found any great convenience from the up day mail ?—That would
depend entirely upon the hours at which the two mails started ; if the night
mail starts at a late hour, and the day mail at a very early hour the next
morning, as is the case with certain towns, the convenience of the up-mail is
trifling.
337. Have the towns to which you propose to send day mails expressed any
desire, or would the public derive much convenience from the up day mails ?—
The convenience derived from the up day mails, as they are now arranged, is,
as regards most towns, exceedingly small ; and a reference to the evidence
which I have already given will show that I. propose to alter the hours of des
patching those mails with a view to increasing the convenience.
338. Would the towns in the country obtain much convenience from the up
day mails, supposing they started at the hours you propose ?—If they started
as late as L propose, I think the convenience would be considerable.
330. You speak of that with reference to the economical arrangements you
would enable the Post-office to make with the railway trains ?— Undoubtedly.
340. What are the advantages which you think the Post-office revenue or
the public would derive from having the delivery of the day mails so late as five
o'clock in London, beyond the economical arrangement with the railway trains ?
—I am not aware that the Post-office would derive any advantage from the
change, further than that it would bring them a considerable accession of let
ters ; the convenience to the public would be this, that at certain distances from
London, take for instance Birmingham, the day mail instead of starting at so
early an hour that few letters are likely to arise between that hour and the
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. departure of the previous night mail, would, by starting some hours later, give
to the inhabitants an opportunity of writing by such mail.
17 July 1843.
341. Would not that advantage be annihilated in some measure by all those
day-mail letters arriving in London at a period after the business hours in the
City had ceased t—The advantage would certainly be less than it would be if the
letters could both be posted later at the provincial towns and delivered early in
London; but the Honourable Member will see that that is impossible, unless the
trains can be accelerated on the line. It appears to me to be no advantage to
Birmingham that the mails are delivered in London the same afternoon, seeing
that the mail leaves Birmingham so early that scarcely any letters are likely
• to be written.
342. Still under no circumstances can we annihilate time and space, and
therefore does not it become a question, which is most to be considered, the
convenience of Birmingham posting its business letters or of the people in
London receiving their business letters ? —Reference to my preceding evidence
will show that I state that under peculiar circumstances, where a letter was
expected, it would be possible to reply by the return of the night mail, but
this could only be done where notice was given beforehand ; with regard to
the letters in general brought by those mails, though they would be delivered
late in town, they still would be delivered the same night ; there would be
nothing to prevent that, and with regard to letters going through to other
places, of course the shorter the interval between the arrival of one mail ia
London and the despatch of the onward mail the better.
343. Mr. Trotter.'] Must not any arrangement of this kind depend mainly
on the railways themselves ?—I do not see any necessity for the Post-office
arrangements being made to depend upon those of the railway companies. Most
assuredly, as a question of economy—but the convenience, 1 understood, was to
be considered separately from the economical advantages,—as a question of
economy it is desirable that the Post-office should send its mails as far as
practicable at those times which the companies select for despatching their
trains. A reference to my former evidence will show that it is in this way I
expect to gain an economical advantage from bringing the day mails into London
at a later hour ; there were trains actually running at the hour which I pro
posed, and which would carry the mails for a trifling charge.
344. Mr. Cripps.~\ I can understand your proposal if you limit it to what are
called forward letters, but I do not see how any of your answers show any
advantage as between the large country towns and London ; it appears to me
that your late day mail would in fact only become an early night mail for the
purposes of London letters ?—I think the advantage will best appear by taking
an individual town ; reference has already been made to Birmingham. In all
questions of this kind, what we have to consider is the hour at which the letter
box closes ; the letter-box for the day mail at Birmingham closes at seven o'clock
in the morning; the letter-box for the night, I think, closes as late as 10 at
night. Now the number of letters likely to be written and posted between 10
o'clock at night and seven o'clock in the morning is manifestly exceedingly
small ; and it appears to me that to the inhabitants of Birmingham it is a matter
of perfect indifference at what hour those few letters would be delivered in
London. I propose to fix the departure of the day mail from Birmingham so
late as to admit of letters being posted, say till 1 1 o'clock ; under that arrange
ment I think that a considerable number of letters would be sent from Bir
mingham by the day mails, and though this great number of letters would not
be delivered in London at so convenient an hour as the small number previously,
it appears to me that the balance of advantage would, on the whole, be very
greatly in favour of the later hour of departure ; and I must add, that we are
now considering the question with reference simply to the letters delivered in
London. I have already stated the most important point in reference to the
day mails, to be the transit of what are called the forward letters through
London, and if we can benefit those without injury to the others, an advantage
is obviously obtained.
345. Mr. Trotter.~\ At what hour would the mail then arrive in London,
allowing letters to be posted up to 1 1 ?—About five o'clock.
346. Would there not be an inconvenience for all bills coming up ?—This is
a question which would be best answered, I submit, by mercantile gentlemen
.in
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in the City. I have had a good deal of conversation with such gentlemen, and Rowland #iY/,Esq.
I have found a great difference of opinion ; some have expressed an opinion to
the effect that their convenience would be consulted by the delivery taking 17 July 1843,
place after the hours of business ; some have a great dislike to what is called
the mid-day delivery, inasmuch as by bringing letters to their counting houses
in the after part of the day, it prevents that immediate attention to them which
their correspondents nevertheless frequently expect.
347. Mr. RicardoJ] Do not you propose also to have a day mail from London ?
— Every mail travels in both directions.
348. Therefore if a letter is sent by the day mail which you propose from
Birmingham, it may be answered by the day mail from Birmingham the follow
ing day, which it would be impossible to do if it were only sent by the night
mail }—If too late to be answered by the night mail, it might be answered by
the day mail.
349. Chairman.~\ Are you aware, at what time in the morning it would be
possible for a person to receive a letter out of the Birmingham Post-office f—
I believe that there has recently been a great improvement in the delivery of
letters in Birmingham. I cannot speak decidedly as to the extent of that im
provement, but I feel very certain that it is utterly impossible to answer a
letter (despatched from London by the night mail) by the day mail the next
morning ; till within a very few months of the present time, I know from per
sonal inquiry that the letters were not delivered in many parts of Birmingham
till after 1 1 o'clock.
350. Have you made any inquiries as to the proportion of forward letters
and of London letters that come by the Birmingham day mail from Birming
ham ?—I believe that I have made inquiry, but I have not the facts in my
recollection.
35 1 . Would not the advantage which you anticipate from the postponement
of the hour of departure from Birmingham depend upon the proportion of the
London to that of the forward correspondence ?—Not entirely, I think ; if I am
correct in believing that many mercantile men object to a mid-day delivery in
London, then the change which I suggest would, as it appears to me, be quite
independent of that consideration.
352. Did you understand from them that they would prefer a second
delivery of General-post letters at six in the evening ?—Yes.
3,53. At the time they are despatching their other correspondence by the
night mail ?—After the business of the day was over.
354. After they had written all their letters for the evening ?—Yes.
355. That would be between six and seven o'clock?—Probably between six
and seven o'clock.
355*. Do you understand that they would prefer receiving their letters at
that hour to receiving them at three o'clock, as now delivered ?—I have been
assured by many parties that such is the case.
356. Did you ask them whether they would prefer receiving them at six or
seven o'clock, or that they should not be delivered to them till the next
morning ?—Whether they were delivered at a late hour in the evening or the
next morning, would be a matter of almost indifference to them, I presume, if
the delivery in the evening were after business hours.
357. Then what inducement would there be for persons at Birmingham to
send any letters at all to London by such a day mail ?—This inducement, that
they would, under circumstances previously arranged, be able to obtain a reply
by the night mail ; and that under any circumstances they might obtain a
reply by the day mail of the following morning.
358. Mr. Denison.~\ At what time would you propose that the day mail
should leave London ?—I have not proposed any change with reference to the
departure of the day mails ; that particular day mail now leaves the station at
a quarter before ten ; it leaves the Post-office about a quarter past nine, I
think.
359. Mr. Escott.~\ Does not it come to this, that for the purposes of
answering those letters, the London merchants must forego all other business ?
—The impression upon my mind is, that the London merchants do not wish to
receive them at all in the day during the business hours ; such letters would
be acceptable, probably, to private persons ; but this question would be more
satisfactorily answered by mercantile men.
0.93.
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360. Mr. Trotter,] Supposing bankers received their letters at six or seven,
they could never answer them by the next morning's day mail ?—Certainly,
they could not ; but I would beg to suggest to the Committee to order a Return
of the number of letters brought from Birmingham by the day mail. The day
mail brings a great many letters from Ireland and Scotland, but not from
Birmingham.
361. Chairman.] In regard to the Irish and Scotch correspondence, do you
think it would be any inconvenience to the persons sending them, that they
should not receive them till six or seven instead of three ?—No ; the conve
nience to the correspondent in Edinburgh would be, that he would be able to
write to a much later hour than he now can.
362. Is it your opinion that a second delivery of letters in London by the
day mails is of great advantage to the persons in business in London ? —My own
opinion is, that it is of little consequence to persons in business in London.
363. And that therefore whatever facilities are given, it will not much affect
the London correspondence ?—No.
364. That the chief convenience is in regard to the forward correspondence ?
—Yes, and to economy.
365. Will you state whether any difficulty arose in June 1842, with reference
to the establishment of a day mail to Newcastle ?—A difficulty arose from the
great expense which was anticipated. If the Committee desire it, I will
endeavour to go into the particulars of that case.
366. Did not difficulties arise from the directors of some of the railway
companies objecting to alter the hours of their trains ?—That was the difficulty
in one stage of the business ; the difficulty in the first stage of the business
arose from the Post-office overlooking, as I conceive, the best means of regu
lating the day mail. They laid down a plan, which however they did not recom
mend should be adopted, on account of its great expense. I very thoroughly
examined the subject, and proposed another plan, which was approved in the
Treasury, and which was accepted by the Post-office, but which has never been
carried into effect, because some difficulties were anticipated in the execution,
which I was anxious to remove by inquiry along the line, but which ^inquiries
were prevented taking place by the interference of the Post-office.
367. Mr. Baring.'] Was that accepted by Lord Lichfield or Lord Lowther?—
By Lord Lowther.
368. Chairman^] You have stated that the reason the Postmaster objected
was that he himself was making similar inquiries through the Post-office ?—
No, I never stated that.
369. Have the goodness to read your answer to question 274, in page /4.
You are asked, "Were you never permitted to make those inquiries?—No.
Was any reason given to you ?—No other than that the Postmaster objected,
that he thought the inquiries should be made through the Post-office ? "—That,
I submit, does not bear out the statement referred to in the question.
370. You are not aware whether any inquiries were making at the time or
not? —The Honourable Chairman was the organ of communication; I never
received any communication as to the course to be adopted ; the only informa
tion I received was that my journey to Newcastle must not take place.
371. Mr. BaringJ\ Did any report of the Post-office. of the result of any in
quiries, if such were made, ever come to the Treasury while you were there ?
Never ; the whole business, as I understood, was suspended.
372. Mr. Tennent.~] Was it not assigned to you, as a reason for not going,
that it would be an undue interference with the Post-office authorities, then.
making inquiries for themselves ?— I was informed that the Postmaster-general
had raised the objection ; that objection was never raised by the Treasury.
I had arranged with the Treasury that I should make the inquiries. I had.
prepared to start, and packed up my papers, and then it was that the permis
sion I had received was withdrawn ; that was accompanied with an intimation
that the Post-office would make the inquiries if I desired it ; but I must add
that, judging from past experience, I could not rely on the inquiries being
made efficiently by the Post-office.
373. Mr. DenisonJ] Was the communication with you verbal with the Trea
sury, or written : —It was a verbal communication.
374. In that communication it was stated that the inquiries would be pro
secuted
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secuted by the Post-office ?—I think the communication was, that the inquiries RotelantlHill, Esq.
could be prosecuted by the Post-office.
37,5. Mr. Tennent.~] Had not the Post-office previously made inquiries upon
17 July 1843.
the same subject ?—The Post-office had made inquiries upon the same subject,
the results of which were communicated, and were then under consideration.
The inquiries of the Post-office had not led to any successful termination.
376. Mr. Baring.'] Had the inquiries of the Post-office been laid before the
Treasury when the Treasury gave you permission to make inquiries yourself?—
Yes ; it was on a consideration of the results of the Post-office inquiries that I
applied to the Treasury for authority to go over the ground myself. The Postoffice report was in effect, that they had made such and such inquiries of the
companies, who refused to make any change in their arrangements, and they
therefore recommended that notice should be given to the companies in the
usual manner to carry the mail. The result of such notice, had it been given,
would, in my opinion, have been this, that the companies would have demanded
to be paid for special trains ; my object throughout was to use the existing trains;
and if I had been permitted to prosecute those inquiries, I believe I should have
effected that object.
377. Had Mr. Hodgson Hinde made any inquiry upon that subject
himself •—Mr. Hodgson Hinde had previously made some inquiries of the
companies, and had made some arrangements for my seeing parties in the
north connected with the conveyance of the mails ; but when the permission to
take the journey was withdrawn, I was obliged to write to Mr. Hodgson Hinde
to tell him that I was unable to keep my appointment.
378. Mr. Cripps!] Do you know whether the Post-office had been made aware
of your going ?—As stated in my evidence, I applied myself to the Post-office for
authority to inspect certain of the provincial offices on the line, and it was in
that way that they became acquainted with the fact of my intended journey.
379. Chairman.] Was it to that latter part of your intention that they objected?
—The objection, as communicated by the Chairman, was to the whole pro
ceeding.
380. Mr. EscottJ] You say that one of the objects of this day mail was
economy ; have you made any calculation of the cost of the day mail ?—Yes,
I made the best calculation in my power ; the result at which I arrived was,
1 think, this, that the line, if established in the manner first suggested by the
Post-office, would cost about 15,000 J. a year, but if established in the manner
recommended by myself, it would have cost probably about 7>000 /. a year.
381. Do you know how much the railway companies demanded for carrying
the mail ?—I do not bear the fact in my recollection, but I had all the papers
in my possession at the time.
382. You do not recollect what proportion of the expense you calculated
was demanded by the railroad companies ?—The greater portion of the expense
would have been incurred in payments to the railroad companies.
383. Not the whole ?—No ; the railroad does not reach to Newcastle ; Dar
lington is the termination of the railway.
384. Can you tell whether the sum demanded by the railway company was
not the whole amount you had calculated upon as the increased expense ?—The
sum demanded by the railway companies, I imagine exceeded the expense
which I calculated as necessary for the whole line. I can explain the nature of
the difficulty which arose, if honourable Members wish to pursue the subject.
385. Mr. CrippsJ] Did not the difficulty arise in the Midland Counties
Railway refusing to alter their time ?—That was the source of the chief diffi
culty. The day mail which now runs from London to Birmingham, starts
from Euston-square at a quarter before 10 ; there is another train which
starts from Euston-square a little earlier ; I think at a quarter past nine, and
which turns off at Rugby and passes through Derby and northward. This
latter train belongs chiefly to the Midland Counties Company. They said,
in reply to the inquiries of the Post-office, " We will cany your mails, provided
you will let us have them at the hour at which we now start." The Postoffice found, however, that the mail could not be got ready at so early an hour,
and they wished the company to start later. This the company refused 'to
do. The object I had in view was this ; I found on examination of the way
bills, that the Birmingham day mail train, starting at a later hour, owing to its
superior speed, arrived at Rugby within a very few minutes of the time at which
0.93.
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Hill, Esq. the previous train left Rugby, and it appeared to me that it would be possible,
by a slight acceleration of the existing mail train to Birmingham, to come up
17 July 1843. j.Q RUgjjy eariy enough to transfer the bags from the one train to the other.
That was the object I wished to accomplish. This was the main point, but not
the only one.
386. Mr. TennentJ] Was there anything in your peculiar position that led
you to hope you could overcome that difficulty by inquiry, and that it could not
be similarly overcome by the surveyor for the Post-office ?—There was this
peculiarity in my position, that the plan to be worked out was my own, not one
devised by the Post-office ; and, judging from my experience, I should say that
a person always exerts himself more when he is working out his own plan,
than when he is working out the plan of another. I would add, without
going into particulars, that I have found by experience that I could not alto
gether rely upon information obtained through so indirect a channel.
387. Mr. Escott.] Would not the objection to the proceedings of the Postoffice, in respect of this measure, apply to everything connected with the
execution of your plans ?—I think it would apply to everything connected with
the execution of my plans, if I had been debarred the opportunity of inquir
ing for myself ; but that opportunity was secured to me by the minute of my
appointment, and I should have acted most unwisely, in my opinion, if I had
accepted the appointment under any other terms.
38*8. Will it not also apply to all the proceedings of the Post-office since the
adoption of the penny postage, unless you were Postmaster-general ?—I do not
consider that the only chance of working out the remaining part of my plan
would be that 1 should be appointed Postmaster-general.
389. Your statement is a general one ; you say you infer from the fact that
persons do not act zealously in carrying into effect plans which are not their
own ; that the Post-office would not act zealously in carrying into effect this
part of your plan. Does not that objection apply to every proceeding of the
Post-office in the carrying out of the plan of penny postage, unless you were
Postmaster-general r—No, I do not think that it applies ; it was no part of
the intention of the Post-office that the Postmaster-general should himself go
along the line and make the inquiry.
390. Does not that apply to every proceeding of the Post-office of which you
have not the control ?—I think it does apply to every proceeding of the Postoffice in connexion with my plan, in which I am not a party.
391. And of which you have not the control?—No, I do not say of which
I have not the control.
392. JMr. Bramston.'] Your plan with regard to the day mail had received, as
you say, the sanction of the Treasury and the Post-office ; was that the Postoffice under Lord Lowther, or the Post-office under Lord Lichfield ?—It was the
Post-office under Lord Lowther.
393. Mr. TenncntJ] It would appear from your letter of the 20th of June,
that in the interview with Sir George Clerk, you were informed that the Post
master-general had objected to your making the proposed inquiries on the
subject of the day mails to Newcastle, not on the ground of any objection to
the plan itself, but on the ground that such a proceeding on your part would
be an undue interference with the functions of the Post-office. Are the Com
mittee to understand that the alleged objection was, that the inquiry would be
more fitly made by the Post-office authorities than by you ?—I presume it was ;
but I was not in immediate communication with Lord Lowther upon the
subject.
394. That there was no objection to make the inquiry, and that it should be
made in that manner ?— No. It was intimated to me at the time that inquiries
would be made by the Post-office, if I desired it.
395. Then the only difference was the inquiries being made by one or the
other ? —That was the question, whether the inquiries should be made by
myself under the sanction of the Treasury, or whether the investigation should
be delegated to somebody else.
396. Mr. Escott.] Is not the statement included in paragraph 15 of your peti
tion, merely a repetition of the charge in paragraph 13, namely, that since the
month of August 1841, scarcely any progress has been made towards the
completion of your plan ?—It does not appear to me to be a mere repetition.
397. Have
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397. Have the goodness to show the distinction between the two para- Rowland Hill,
graphs ?—The latter paragraph states more explicitly than the former, that
parts of my plan have for their object to promote economy, and the public 17 July '843convenience.
398. Has not the whole plan that for its object, and nothing else ?—The
whole plan, unquestionably, has that for its object, but that is not stated, I
think, in the 13th paragraph.
399. With your opinion of the dislike of the Post-office to carry into effect
your scheme, how could you propose to co-operate with them in so doing ?—
May I inquire to what period the question has reference ?
400. To the statement, " that at the expiration of the third year of your
petitioner's engagement, viz. on the 14th September last, when many specific
improvements recommended by your petitioner, some involving large savings
of public money, were actually in progress, the Lords of the Treasury termi
nated your petitioner's engagement, thus depriving him of every chance of
completing his appointed task?"—It does not appear to me that the dislike of
the Post-office to my plan prevented my proposing to assist in working out the
measure, and to endeavour, as far as I could, to remove that dislike, or to
prevent its retarding the progress of the measure ; it appears to me to furnish an
additional reason for my desiring not to leave the measure entirely in the hands
of the Post-office.
40 1 . You thought by your arguments with them you could conquer their
dislike to it ?—I believe I had some remote expectation of the kind at one
period, but all hope of the kind gradually died away.
402. When that hope had died away, how could you expect that any beneficial
results would follow from your being employed by an authority which disliked
your plan? —Understanding the question now to have reference to the supreme
authority in the Post-office, the Postmaster-general, I beg to reply that I have
not charged the Postmaster-general with any dislike to my plan.
403. But you have charged the Post-office generally with dislike of your plan ?
—I have.
404. Does not the Postmaster-general control the Post-office ?—The Com
mittee, I am sure, will be aware, that every large department is to a very great
extent beyond the control of any individual, especiaUy as regards matters of
detail. Lord Lowther himself has stated, that the Post-office is too strong for
a Commission of Inquiry, and if so, it is not impossible that the permanent
officers of the Post-office may be too strong on matters of detail for the Post
master-general.
405. You do not complain of the Postmaster-general, but you complain of
persons whom he cannot control ?—I have not complained of the Postmastergeneral.
406. Do you complain of the Postmaster-general now, or of persons whom
you suppose he cannot control ?—I complain of the Post-office as an institution,
as a whole.
The Witness was directed to withdraw.
The Witness was again called in.
407. You state, " that for increased speed in the delivery or greater facility
for the despatch of letters, little or nothing has been done." Have there not
been a great number of additional deliveries established within the last 12
months in different parts of the kingdom ?—There is one in the suburbs of
London.
408. You have stated that in Manchester there was but one ?—No ; I am
not aware of having made such a statement.
409. How many are there in Manchester ?—It is difficult to say ; the Postoffice instructions say there are three, but the inhabitants say there are only
two.
410. Is it not true that in most of the large towns the deliveries have been
very much increased within the last twelve months ?—No ; I do not think there
has been an increase in any of the large towns.
411. Do you know what additional number of deliveries have been made in
Bristol since 1841 ?—No.
412. If it should turn out that the deliveries have been doubled there, how
o. 93.
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Hill, Esq. would that be consistent with the statement in your petition ?—That must
depend on what the previous number of deliveries was ; if there was only one
17 .July 1843. before, that number might be doubled, and still a very small addition be made
to the previous number.
413. The number of deliveries is doubled, and much greater facility is given
for the delivery and "obtaining ?—I gather from the Honourable Member's ques
tion that the number of deliveries has been doubled in Bristol ; I was not
aware of that being the fact, but assuming it to be the fact, it appears to be a
very small addition to the number of deliveries in the whole kingdom ; of course
I am not speaking in this petition of Bristol, but of the whole kingdom, when
I say little or nothing has been done.
414. I am testing that general statement of yours by facts within my own
knowledge ; are you aware that in Bristol there are now three deliveries, where
there used to be but one ?—I am not.
415. Are you aware that in Bath there are now four deliveries, where there
used to be but one ?—I am not aware of the number of deliveries in those
towns.
416. Then, without a knowledge of the number of deliveries in those large
places, how are you justified in the assertion that little or nothing has been
done ?— I made it from a general knowledge of the subject, which I believe ta
be correct ; it is not in evidence, I submit, that the number of deliveries has
been increased from one to four.
417. Take the case of Exeter; can you state what has been done there for
increased delivery ?—No, I cannot speak to such a point without previous notice;
if I had had previous notice I might have ascertained the facts.
418. You are not aware how many deliveries are now made in Exeter?—
I would beg to suggest, with the permission of the Committee, that the better
course would be, to direct the Post-office to give a return of the number of
towns in which the number of deliveries has been increased, and the date of
the augmentation. The Committee will do me the favour to bear in mind,
that in a previous part of my evidence I stated, that where day mails had been
established, no doubt additional deliveries had accompained the establishment.
The towns mentioned by the Honourable Gentleman, namely, Bath, Bristol, and
probably Exeter, come within that description ; a day mail has been established
to Bath and Bristol ; whether to Exeter or not, I cannot say.
419. Do not those day mails give greater facilities for the receipt and
despatch of letters ?—Certainly ; but everything depends upon the period with.
regard to which I am speaking. I am speaking of the improvements made
while I was at the Treasury, since the adoption of my plan ; many of the day
mails were established before my plan was adopted ; the day mail to Bristol and
Bath was established since my plan was adopted, and so far they constitute
an exception.
420-21. Chairman.^ Will any paper to which you have access show what
measures for increasing the speed and delivery might be carried into effect, in
your opinion ?—The papers already before the Committee show my views with
reference to the London district. One of the papers moved for will also show
the manner in which I was of opinion that the additional delivery in the
suburbs of London should be given. I am not aware that the papers contain
any other information upon the subject.
422. Will you state what are the measures recently adopted by the Postoffice, to which you refer in paragraph 22 ?—If the Committee will have the
goodness to refer to pages 87 and 88 of the evidence already given, they will
see several measures enumerated which are included under this allegation ; one
has reference to the improvement of the London District-posts ; another ha*
reference to the appointment of a guard on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway.
423. With regard to India letters, an objection was taken by the East India
Company to forwarding letters from Bombay unless payment was made at
Bombay ?—I am aware of that.
424. That was notified to the Post-office by the East India Companv : —
Unquestionably.
425. The Post-office gave notice to the public of such detention on the part
of the East India Company ? —Yes.
426. Did they do anything more than that ?—Yes ; they advised that every
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one wishing to write to places beyond Bombay should appoint an agent for the Rowland Hill, Esq.
payment of the transit postage.
427. The Post-office advised that ?—Yes.
17 July 184;*428. Where does such advice appear?—In the notice given by the Post-office
on the occasion, an extract from which I have: "Letters from China, the
Australian settlements, New Zealand, the Mauritius, and other places beyond
the territories of the East India Company, intended to be sent by the overland
mail to India, must be addressed to the care of correspondents in that country,
as it is understood that under recent regulations they will otherwise be detained
at Bombay for the payment of the transit and ship-letter postage due to the
India Post-office for their conveyance to their destinations."
42 p. Does that contain anything more than an announcement to the public
that the East India Company had made such a regulation ?—Yes ; it contains a
recommendation to the public to address their letters to the care of correspon
dents in India.
430. Mr. Hawes,~\ It says they must be so addressed to secure the transit
postage to be paid ?—Yes.
431. Chairman^] Why. must they be so addressed? —The notice gives a
reason—not in my opinion a sufficient reason.
432. Mr. Tennent.] The tenor of your former answer would import that that
was a suggestion emanating from the Post-office ; are you aware that that was
a recommendation made to the public by the Post-office, in pursuance of direct
instructions from the Directors of the East India Company ?—I was not aware
till this moment that the Directors of the East India Company had power to
issue instructions to the Postmaster-general.
433. The Post-office in India is distinct altogether from the Post-office of
the United Kingdom ?—I am aware of that fact.
434. On the arrival of letters at Bombay to be forwarded to the settlements,
over which the East India Company have no control, those letters are to be
transmitted in independent ships, on which the postage must be paid?—
I believe such to be the case.
43,5. The East India Post-office, then, had no further concern in the matter,
and it declined sending them forward, and sent an intimation that it was neces•sary that an agent should be appointed at Bombay to receive letters to be
forwarded, for that the East India Post-office could not charge itself with that
expense ?—Very likely.
436. If, therefore, an individual wished to communicate beyond India, and
wished his letter to be forwarded, it must be sent through some person who
would pay the expense ?—That was the instruction given by the Post-office.
437. Are you aware of any instruction given by the East India Directors to
the Post-office, that if parties wished their letters to be forwarded, they must
find an agent there to do it ?—I have, of course, no means of knowing the cor
respondence between the Post-office and the East India Company—the papers
to he laid before the Committee will comprehend that correspondence. Perhaps
it would be convenient to postpone further examination upon the subject till
those papers are before the Committee. But assuming that the facts are as
1 gather from the questions of the Honourable Gentleman, I do not see how
those facts can place the Post-office under the necessity of calling upon the
British public to do that which is quite impracticable.
438. Before the papers are laid before the Committee, do you wish at all to
modify your previous answer, in which you distinctly describe this as emanating
from the Post-office, though it appears to have emanated from the East India
Company ?—It appears to me that whether the suggestion, or recommendation,
°r whatever it is to be called, that the public should address their letters to
agents in the East Indies, emanated in the first instance from the East India
Company or the Post-office, is immaterial ; the Post-office gave the notice, and
the Post-office is responsible for giving such notice. The proper course to be
adopted would have been that which I have myself stated in evidence, namely,
*°* the Post-office to have appointed an agent, and then have given notice to
taeir deputies throughout the country that they must inform the public that
Parties sending letters would have such letters forwarded if they paid an
a(i<iitional 3 d., but that if they did not pay that additional 3 d., owing to
^angements made by the East India Company, the letters would remain at
"Ottibay.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. 439- Chairman.'] What course has been taken ?—The course which appears to
1 have been taken is this, that the Post-office issued the notice I have read in the
17 July 1843. course of the last April, and that it was withdrawn almost immediately after, in
consequence, as it appears to me, of the ridicule which the proceeding brought
upon the Post-office.
440. Mr. Tennent.~\ You have ascribed the withdrawal to the ridicule which
the proceeding brought upon the Post-office; are you aware that so far from
that being the case, it was withdrawn in consequence of the East India
Company having surrendered temporarily so much revenue, in consequence of
finding it would be productive of inconvenience to the public, and that that
sacrifice is still going on, pending negotiations with the Post-office for a perma
nent arrangement upon the subject ?—Of course, until the papers are before the
Committee I have no means of judging.
441. But in the meantime you ascribe inferentially the motive of ridicule ?—In the meantime, in answer to the question put by the Honourable Gentleman,
that I would explain the motives, I explain them in the best way I can.
442. It would appear, from the tenor of your examination, that you are
not aware of the circumstances under which this commenced, or under which
it exists at the present moment ?—I am aware of the circumstances which are
before the public, nothing more ; no circumstances, in my opinion, can justify
such a proceeding.
443. Those letters were in the course of transit to British possessions
across a territory over the post of which they had no control ? —Yes ; though
their territory.
444-5. The intermediate Post-office gave an intimation that they would
neither take the trouble of forwarding the letter, or incur the postage, and
that therefore parties should be prepared to do both; what blame can you
ascribe to the Post-office in respect of that portion of the proceeding ? —•! ascribe
no blame to the Post-office in that respect—they were not parties.
446. They went no further than to intimate to the public the inconvenience
which would arise unless they were prepared to obviate it by having private
friends in India to forward their letters ?—There it was, in my opinion, that
the Post-office took a blameable course ; they should immediately have ap
pointed such an agent for the despatch of all letters as they recommended
each person writing to places beyond the East Indies to do, for the despatch of
his particular letter.
447. You conceive that is the only course that was practicable ?—No, I do
not state that I conceive that to be the only course that was practicable ; I con
sider it a practicable course, and therefore better than the one notified to the
public, which I consider altogether impracticable.
448. Do you consider that course preferable to that which the Post-office
have taken, of opening a friendly communication with the East India Company
for the adjustment of this business, and which is now in progress ?—I conceive
that they should have opened a friendly negotiation with the East India
Company, and in the meantime adopted an arrangement which would have
secured the public against inconvenience.
449. You are aware that the mail starts only once a month for India ?—Yes.
450. Are you aware of any practical inconvenience which has arisen under
these circumstances ?—I cannot tell whether a mail was despatched between
the issuing of the notice and its withdrawal or not.
45 1 . Are you aware that the alteration took place before the mail could be
despatched ?—I am not aware of the circumstances, nor do they appear to me to
be at all material. If the Post-office foresaw that the letters would not be de
tained, then their issuing the notice was perfectly useless ; if they, on the con
trary, supposed that they would be detained, then I conceive that they were
wrong in recommending a course which was impracticable, instead of devising
one which was perfectly practicable.
452. Mr. Baring.^ Perhaps you may have seen that the Chancellor of the
Exchequer stated in the House of Commons, that on its coming to his notice,
he communicated with the East India Company, and the East India Company
made an arrangement more convenient to the public. Do you not suppose it
was the duty of the Post-office, when this communication came to them from.
the East India Company, seeing the inconvenience it must occasion to the public,
either
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either to communicate to the Treasury or to the East India Company before Rowland Hill, Esq.
they issued that notice to the public ?—Unquestionably, I think that was their

duty.
453. Is it not clear, from the examination you have received, that if the
Post-office had made that communication to the Treasury, or the East India
Company, there would have been no necessity for issuing that notice, which
was so inconvenient to the public ? —That does not appear to me to follow. If
a communication had been made to the Treasury, the Treasury might not, and
I presume from what has subsequently taken place, would not, have seen that
any other course was preferable.
454. The communication was direct from the East India Company to the
Post-office, and not through the Treasury ?—It appears to me from the ques
tions which have been put to-day, that that was the case.
455. Mr. Hawes.~\ In the course of the examination the Committee have
been told that a friendly negotiation was commenced after the first order was
issued, and when this great inconvenience was discontinued, with a view to
remedy the inconvenience between the Post-office and the East India Company ?
—So I gather.
456. Can you assign any reason why that friendly negotiation was not com
menced before the order was issued 1—I am, of course, totally at a loss to
assign any such reason ; that appears to me to be the time at which the nego
tiation ought to have taken place.
457. Chairman^] Are there any other measures which have been recently
adopted by the Post-office which you think are inexpedient, which do not
appear in the list detailed in your paper, in page 90, with regard to the
savings ?—Yes ; there are many.
458. Are the papers referring to the subject included in the list which you
wish to be referred to the Committee ? —The papers connected with certain of
them are.
4,59. Mr. Cripps.~] In the year 1839, the net Post-office revenue was
1,620,0007. In the gross estimate of that, the expense of the packet estab
lishment now charged to the Post-office account by the paper, No. 201, is
612,800?.?—Yes.
460. If you add that expense, and deduct it from the net revenue of 1839,
you would only have a net revenue of 1,008,000?., instead of 1,620,000?., as it
appears from the Finance Account of 1839 ? —That would be the result.
461. You say the net revenue from the Post-office in 1840 was 600,000 I. ?
—Yes.
462. Therefore you would say that the loss incurred by the. Post-office re
venue to the country now is only 400,000 ?. ?•—No ; neither statement includes
the packets ; the packets are not charged in the account which gives the
1,600,000 1. in 1839, nor in the account which gives the 600,000 1. in 1842.
463. At what do you estimate the present net revenue of the Post-office ?—
About 600,000 I.
464. What ought, in fairness, to be deducted from that for the expenses of
the packet transit ?—I do not think that anything ought to be deducted.
465. Do not you think that the packet establishment ought fairly to be
charged to the Post-office f—No ; my view of the matter is this, that if we
attempt to adjust the account at all, we must adjust it throughout. The ac
counts returned in the usual form, 600,000 ?. for the net revenue ; I have no
objection to adjust the account, if it is carried throughout. I object to adjust
ing it on one side, and leaving the other unadjusted. I have no objection to
admit a part of the cost of the packets, but if this is done, the Post-office must
receive credit for -the carrying the newspapers.
466. Do you still think that the increase of postage, if continued at the
penny rate, will eventually raise 1,300,000 I. if your plan is fully worked out ?
•— Yes, I do— with a revived trade. Hitherto the plan has been tried under very
unfavourable circumstances, as respects the general prosperity of the country.
467. Chairman.'] In the statement of the revenue of 1839, to which refer
ence has been made, amounting to 1,600,000?., no account was taken of the
estimate of postage on franks ?— Certainly not.
468. It appears, from the Appendix to the Report of the Select Committee
on Postage, that the total amount of such franks in the year 1837 would have
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. exceeded 1,000,000. Do you admit the accuracy of that statement ?—I do not
at all dispute it ; I have no means of verifying it.
17 July 1843.
^gp Therefore, of course, in making your comparison between the net re
ceipts of the Post-office prior to 1840 and subsequently to that date, an
allowance must be made for the number of franked letters, which formerly
passed for Parliamentary and official correspondence ?—I do not see that that
necessarily follows.
470. If the penny postage had been adopted without the abolition of franking,
a great number of letters which are now chargeable from Members of Parlia
ment would have passed free ?—Unquestionably.
471. Does it not therefore follow, that in instituting any comparison between
the net revenue of the Post-office now and then, an allowance should be made
for all such letters ?—That depends, I conceive, on the object in view. If the
object be to ascertain what would have been the state of things if franking
had continued, then, of course, such an adjustment of the account must take
place.
472. Was the abolition of franking an essential part of your plan ?•—No.
473. Therefore if your plan had been carried into effect without the abolition
of franking, the net revenue of the Post-office would have been something less
than it is at present ?—The net revenue of the Post-office would have been very
little less than it now is.
474. The question supposes the privilege of franking by Members of Par
liament and certain official departments to have continued ? —The net revenue
would have been less by the amount which those letters now contribute to the
revenue, and no more.
475. Viscount Ebrington.~\ Do you conpeive that the same number of letters
would have been sent by post at the former rates by Members of Parliament
and others, if they had not been franked ?—Certainly not.
476. Therefore the additional letters, to the amount of 1,000,000, cannot be
fairly taken into the account ?—Certainly not ; it appears to me it would be
very unfair indeed to take that into account as a part of the previous postage.
The whole question is included in that division of my previous evidence, in
which I have treated of Government postage. The number of Parliamentary
franks was about 5,000,000 per annum ; taking them at a penny farthing each,
this would make 25,000 1. ; but it would be wrong, I submit, to assume that
those 5,000,000 of letters are now sent or received by Members ; I think the
experience of every Member of Parliament must satisfy him that the number
of letters he, addresses is now much smaller than it was in the time of franking.
477. Mr. Escott.~] At one time you contemplated a twopenny postage, did
you not ?—No, I never contemplated a twopenny postage. I have stated in.
my evidence, that all I insisted upon as an essential part of the plan was, that
the postage should be low and uniforn. Had the Government adopted a
twopenny postage, I should have considered it within the scope of my plan.
So far I contemplated a twopenny postage.
478. Had you ever made any calculation what the net revenue might be
under a twopenny postage ? — Not previous to the adoption of penny postage ;
subsequently I have.
479. What was the result of your calculation upon that point?—The result
of the calculation which I made about two years ago, was, that the adoption of
a twopenny rate for all letters beyond a certain distance, I think 15 miles,
would add immediately about 300,000 I. a year to the net revenue. I of course
contemplated that that would check the increase of letters, and by so doing
retard the growth of the revenue.
480. Mr, Wallace.] Are you aware of a calculation having been submitte
to the Committee on Postage in 1838, showing the effect of a twopenny rate
for distances of 15, and for distances of 20 miles, what the difference would
be for those two distances ?—I think such a calculation appears in the Third
Report of the Committee.
481. Mr. Escott.] Your calculation of the probable effect of the twopenny
rate postage was, that the net revenue would not have diminished at all :—No,
I never arrived at such a result as that.
48-2. You were understood to say, you thought the net revenue derived from
a twopenny rate would have been 300,000 I. more than that derived from.
a penny
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a penny rate ?—Than that which has been derived ; I am speaking of a period Rowland Hill, Esq.
since the facts were ascertained.
483. I am not to understand you to mean that the revenue derivable from the J7 Jul>' l843twopenny rate would, according to your calculation, have been 300,000/. more
than that derived from the penny rate ?—The result at which I arrived was
this, that there being at the time a certain amount of net revenue obtained at
a penny rate, say 500,000 I. a year, if the rate were advanced to twopence for
the distance of 15 miles, we should then get 800,000 1. a year.
484. You calculated that if the whole of your plan had been carried into effect
the revenue derived from that would have been 1,300,000 I. ; do you think if it
had been carried into effect by a twopenny instead of a penny rate the revenue
would have been 1,600,000 1, that is, 300,000?. more?— No, certainly not.
485. How much more do you think it would have been ?—That is a point I
am not prepared to speak to.
486. Mr. CrippsJ] Supposing the net revenue in 1839 was 1,659,000?., that
in 1843 it was 600,000?., supposing the whole expense of the packet establish
ment was charged to each of those years, the result would be that the net
revenue in 1839 would be little more than 1,000,000 ?., and that the deficit in
1843 would be about 12,000/. a year; is not that the fact?—In answering
the question, it will be necessary that I should call the attention of the
Honourable Member to the fact that the expenditure upon the packets is much
greater now than it was in 1839 ; if the present expenditure of the packets were
charged in both years, that would be the result.
487. Can you state what is the difference of expense of the packets in
1839 and in 1843?—The facts are not before the public, but one contract, the
West India contract, for which 240,000?. is paid, has taken effect since that time.
488. Chairman.] With reference to the details of the measure by which you
propose to effect large annual savings, the first of which is the simplification of
the money-order system, have you any detailed system by which that saving of
7,000?. is to be effected ? —One of the papers which the Committee has directed
to be prepared contains a statement in detail of the improvements which I re
commend should be adopted in the money-order system, but it does not, I think,
contain any estimate of the saving which would result from those improve
ments.
489. Can you refer the Committee to the paper to which you advert?—It is
called in the list a Draft Minute upon the Money-order System ; the date of it
was in the spring of 1842.
490. Can you state when you submitted it to the Chancellor of the Exchequer ?
—It is dated April 23d, 1842. This is the rough draft of it (producing it}. It
is upon a letter from the Postmaster-general, of the 29th of March 1842, apply
ing for an addition to the Money-order Office.
49 1 . Are you aware what steps were taken upon that ?—Yes ; the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, I presume, did not approve of the very extensive changes
which I recommended. I arrive at that conclusion from the fact, that he
adopted the first part of the Minute, which had reference to the measures in
tended to meet the immediate pressure upon the office, and rejected the latter
part.
492. Did that Minute contain a statement of the mode in which you intended
to simplify the present system ?—It did.
493. The Committee may infer from your last answer, that that was not
referred by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to the Postmaster-general ?—Not
officially, certainly ; whether unofficially, or not, of course I cannot tell.
494. It does not appear from that draft Minute how the exact saving of
7,000 ?. was to arise ?—It appears from the draft Minute how a saving would
arise, but there is no attempt in the Minute, that I recollect, to estimate the
amount of the saving.
49,5. On what ground did you state in the paper you have lately delivered in
that the saving would amount to 7,000 ?. ?—That is my present estimate.
496. Can you lay before the Committee the details on which that estimate is
formed?—The estimate is necessarily a very rough one. The Committee are
well aware that access either to the Post-office or other sources of information
has not been open to me since I left the Treasury, therefore I cannot profess to
give either a detailed or a very accurate estimate.
497. Will you lay before the Committee such data as you possess, on which
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HW, Esq. you make the total sum of 7,000 I. ?—The data are these—I consider the
money-order system as now costing nearly 30,000 I. a year ; I have shown, in
17 July 1843. the paper to which I have referred, that the present system is a very complex
one, and I have suggested means by which its complexity would be very
greatly reduced. Of the extent of such reduction the Committee will be able
to judge when I mention, that under the existing arrangement every moneyorder payment is entered 10 times in the accounts, and that under the
arrangement which I proposed it would be entered five times only. Speaking
of the accounts, I include the letters of advice and all other documents. These
and some other simplifications which I have recommended, would, in my
opinion, lead to a saving of at least one-fourth of the present cost.
498. The question is, whether you can lay before the Committee the details
on which you framed that estimate in April last ?—I did not make the estimate
in April last, but two or three days ago.
499. Are you able to lay before the Committee the information on which
you made that estimate ?—I have no more information than that which will
be before the Committee when the papers are printed to which I have alluded.
500. Mr. Cripps.~] You have said that prepayment would tend greatly to
the simplification of the accounts, but as long as you have the money-order
system, must there not necessarily be a complicated account which every
postmaster in the country must still keep up ?—There would still be a compli
cated account with reference to the money orders undoubtedly, but the ac
counts of money orders and postage are totally distinct.
501. You suggest that Post-office orders should be paid at every post-office
in the country ?—Yes.
502. Do not you think there would be a difficulty in intrusting the persons
keeping post-offices in country towns and villages with sufficient funds to pay
Post-office orders ?—No, not under the arrangement I have suggested ,• that
difficulty is met in the Minute. There is a difficulty now existing, and one
•which has led to serious losses to the revenue.
503. That is obviated by some suggestions of which the Committee are not
yet aware ? —Yes.
504. Chairman!] The next item of saving is in the Postal Treaty with
France. You state that a saving might have been made of 4,000 J. ; have you
anything to add upon that point to the statement in page 88 ?—I can state to
the Committee the calculation on which that saving rests.
505. Was not the effect of charging the postage in bulk known to the
Treasury1 and the Post-office before they entered into the recent treaty? —I
presume it was, inasmuch as I made a report to the Treasury myself on the
subject.
506. But in negotiating with a foreign power it is necessary to adopt a plan
which meets with the joint concurrence of the two contracting parties ?—Un
questionably it is ; but this condition was, I have reason to believe, proposed
by our Post-office.
507. You are not aware whether it was insisted upon by the French nego
tiator in concluding the existing treaty?—No, I am not. The facts within
my knowledge are these, that the French made a proposition which did not
include such a provision, and that our Post-office proposed that that provision
should be inserted in the treaty.
508. By which party was the negotiation suspended in 1840?—It was sus
pended, according to my recollection, by the French Government declining to
send over a person to treat with the Government of this country.
509. You state that the proposal of taking the letters in bulk was rejected
by the Treasury in 1 840 ?—I believe it was in 1 840, and after further communica
tion it was also rejected in 1842 by the Treasury. The proposal was made twice ;
first by Lord Lichfield, on which occasion I pointed out to the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer that such an arrangement would act disadvantageously to
this country, in consequence of which he rejected it; the negotiation was
then broken off ; it was subsequently renewed, and the proposal was repeated
by Lord Lowther, when I again pointed out to the Treasury, in a written
report, the disadvantageous operation of such an arrangement, and it was
rejected by the present Chancellor of the Exchequer.
510. That will appear upon the papers to be submitted to the Committee ?It
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It will. I think it right to add, in justice to the present Postmaster-general, Rowland Hill, Esq.
that owing to an omission on the part of the Treasury in the first instance, the
fact of the original proposition being rejected, and the reason of its rejection, ]
was not communicated to the Post-office ; the fact, I believe, was communicated,
but not the reason.
,
511. Does not the question whether the treaty with France is expedient or
not, depend upon the taking it as a whole, and not seeing whether or not, if
a different arrangement were made, the public would have gained an ad
vantage ?—I have not made such a statement as that.
.512. Is it not necessary, in the consideration whether the treaty is a good
one or not, to take it as a whole?—Unquestionably, that is the only fair mode
to take it as a whole.
5 1 3. The advantages which the public may have gained in one part of the
treaty may be a compensation for the disadvantage of charging in bulk, and
not taking the letters numerically ?—I have read the treaty over twice with
great care ; I cannot say that I understand the whole, but I have not met.
with any advantage which appears to me to be a compensation.
514. You think it would have been better to have remained upon the terms
on which the letters were conveyed previously ?—I think it would have been
better to have remained for a time upon those terms than to have admitted a
provision which acts so very unfairly and so disadvantageously to this country.
I cannot suppose that the French Government would insist upon retaining
a clause which is so obviously unfair.
515. Do you mean to say that there is a loss to the persons sending letters
from this country to France in consequence of the arrangement made, as com
pared to the arrangement existing two years ago ?—No ; there is a great saving
to the public, considering the public as separate from the Government ; the loss
is to the revenue ; the effect of the treaty is to give to the French Post-office a
much larger share of the postage on letters than that obtained by the British
Government.
516. Do not the advantages which the public derive fully compensate for
any loss which may be supposed to arise upon that ground ?—I have already
said, that considering the public as separate from the Government, (if it can be
so considered), the public will be certain gainers by the new treaty.
517. Would not the reduction in the rate increase the amount of corre
spondence ?—The reduction of the rate will, no doubt, increase the amount of
correspondence ; but not so the proportion of postage paid as between the two
Governments.
518. Would not the effect on the amount of the postage depend upon the
average amount of French letters, compared with those made up in England ?—
No, it does not depend on the difference of weight of the letters made up by
the two countries.
519-20. If the letters made up in France were heavier than our own, there
would be no loss ; the difference arises because France, charging a quarter of an
ounce, it is the object of persons to keep within the French weight ?—The loss
arises from the difference between the two scales ; but that difference acts
equally on letters written in this country with letters written in France, inas
much as every letter, wherever it is written, is subjected to both rates.
521. Are the Committee to understand it as your opinion, that unless this
stipulation had been altered, it would not have been expedient to have agreed
to the terms of the existing treaty with France ?—It would require a very care
ful weighing of the advantages and disadvantages of the treaty to enable me to
answer that question decidedly ; neither does it appear to me to be necessary
that that exact examination should take place. The reduction of the postage will
produce a certain amount of advantage, and the fair course would be to divide
that advantage as equally as possible between the two countries ; as it is, a much
larger share is given to France.
522. Are you aware, that in consequence of making that arrangement,
England has the privilege of transmitting closed mails through France contain
ing individual correspondence ?— No ; England had that advantage before that
treaty was adopted, in consequence of a previous treaty.
.523. Viscount Ebrington.~\ Are you of opinion that wanton and needless
sacrifices have been made by the English Government in the provisions of this
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. treaty :—No, I cannot charge the Government with wanton sacrifice ; I think
it is a needless sacrifice.
17 July 1843.
,£24 ]yjr> EscottJ] Upon the whole, you think it a bad treaty ?—I would
rather not answer that question, unless the Committee desire it. I have not
charged any one with making a bad treaty, but that this provision of it is
mistaken.
525. Mr. Baring.] So far as you were cognizant of the communications, do
you believe you might have got the other part of the treaty, without giving up
this particular point?—The foundation of the treaty was laid, not in this
country, but in France ; France said, " We propose to adopt such and such an
arrangement." The condition of which we are now speaking formed no part
of that arrangement ; it was proposed by our Post-office as a means of saving
the time and trouble of taking the letters separately.
526. Comparing the conditions of the treaty as made with those negotiations
which took place and the terms proposed by France originally, does it not
appear that almost all the sacrifices have been granted on the part of England
and not on the part of France ?—Entirely so, as it appears to me, with one
exception which I bear in mind, that the transit postage is reduced under the
new treaty, and that question had not been decided in the negotiations up to
to the time of which I am speaking.
527. Mr. Escott.] Having had your attention called by the Right honourable
Gentleman to these particulars, cannot you state that you think this must be
a very bad treaty indeed ?—No, I cannot ; the question of the Right honourable
Gentleman referred not to the whole treaty, but to the inconsistency of a part
of the treaty.
528. You do not think it a bad treaty ?—Yes, I do, as regards the particu
lar clause under consideration.
529. Mr. Hawes.~\ You think that the advantages of an arrangement
between France and England, relative to interchange of letters, might have
been secured without the loss involved to the English revenue by the arrange
ment made ?—Certainly I do, inasmuch as France offered those advantages.
530. Chairman.] Do you think there is nothing gained in the present treaty,
which is a compensation for the loss which you think has arisen from this mode
of charging the letters ?—It appears to me that that is not a practical question ;
I think the advantages might have been got without that loss. Whether the
advantages are so important as to be equal to the loss, is a question I have not
considered, and which I am not prepared to answer.
531. Mr. Ricardo.] You conceive that we might have had the same advan
tages without this disadvantage?—Most unquestionably they were offered to
us, unless the French government changed its mind in the progress of the
negotiation.
532. Mr. Escott.~] You conceive the public benefit by that treaty ?—Not
by that clause, it does not affect the public at all, except disadvantageously,
inasmuch as it is their interest to have a good revenue.
533. Chairman.'] You assume that all the other advantages gained by the
treaty might have been obtained without making this sacrifice of the public
revenue ?—No ; I have never assumed, nor do I assume, that that was the case,
for I have not the means of judging ; I only say that up to the time that I
took a part in the arrangements, France had not up to that time proposed such,
a condition, and that it had offered terms which, with reference to letters, were
even more advantageous to the British Government than those which are in
cluded in the present treaty.
534. Mr. EscottJ] Was the treaty with France any portion of your original
plan ?—No, certainly not ; it came under my view when I was at the Treasury ;
all Post-office measures came to me at first to report on.
535. Chairman.'] Are you prepared with any detailed statement to show how
a saving of 4,000?. would have arisen from a different arrangement in charging
the French letters ?—I can state to the Committee the calculation which gave
that result. I find by a Return which is in the Second Report of the Postage
Committee, page 271, that in the year 1837 about 70,000 letters per month
passed between this country and France. I assume, that owing to the reduction
in the rate, that number would advance to at least 100,000, and that France
would collect the postage on 50,000 ; then I further assume, that owing to the
objectionable clause in the treaty, we should lose 2 d. on say 45,000 of the 50,GOO,
and
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and gain a penny each on the remaining 5,000 : this produces a loss of about Rowland Hill, Esq.
4,200?. per annum.
•
536. Mr. Baring.'] As soon as the penny postage was carried into operation, J7 July l843communications were made, through Lord Palmerston, to the fdreign courts,
with a view to entering into negotiations for the reduction of foreign postage ?—
Yes.
537. And, among others, with the French Government?—Yes; they were
entered into with all the civilized powers throughout the world; not only the
continental powers, hut others.
538. Chairman.'] You state that a saving of 3,000 /. a year might be made
with regard to the additional delivery in the suburbs of London ; have you
given in any statement showing how that saving would arise ?—There is
a Paper the Committee have ordered which will show that the plan I proposed
would save an expense of 4,000 /. less some small additional pay to the lettercarriers, in consequence of their having to make a delivery in the suburbs late
in the evening instead of early in the morning.
539. That forms part of a general plan for improving the delivery of letters
in the metropolis ?—It is the subject of a distinct Report, included in the rest of
the papers ; a distinct Report on certain measures proposed by the Post-office.
540. Does that contain all the details which it is in your power to submit
to the Committee upon the subject ?—It contains, I believe, all the details the
Committee can require.
541. Did you lay before the Chancellor of the Exchequer any detailed plan
upon that particular point ?—Yes.
542. That is one of the papers which has been asked for?—Yes.
543. With regard to the establishment of mail guards, in what way do you
contemplate a saving of 8,000 /. a year might be made ?—Upon that subject, too,
a paper is included in the list—a minute which I prepared in the Treasury, and
which was adopted by the Treasury, and forwarded to the Postmaster-general,
calling his attention to the subject, and requesting his opinion.
544. Was that with regard to the rate of pay, or the number of guards
employed ?—To both.
545. Were any objections stated by the Post-office to your plan?— The Postoffice had not replied to the minute at the time I left the Treasury ; that is one
of the measures then in progress.
546. Mr. Cripps.~] Do you contemplate doing away with mail guards alto
gether ?—Certainly not.
547. The old system of paying them by fees would not apply to the guards
travelling by railways ?—Certainly not ; I have not suggested anything of the
kind, nor have I recommended the other course decidedly; the Treasury merely
requested the Postmaster-general to consider it.
.548. Are not the proportion of guards varying every day as new lines of
railway open ?—Unquestionably there will be some slight variations.
549. That change would be against your estimate of saving, as there would
he more bags taken by the railway ?—That opens nearly the whole question ;
my opinion is, that the adoption of railway conveyance should tend rather to
diminish the cost of the guards than to increase it ; it enables the Post-office
to dimmish the number very greatly.
550. Chairman,] Do you know whether many additional guards have been
-"
recently appointed r—I have no knowledge of what has passed since I left the
Treasury; there is a Return upon the subject, it is No. 431 of the Session of
1841.
551. Does the paper to which you refer state the reduction in number which
you consider practicable ?—No ; it is a minute calling the attention of the Postfflaster-general to the subject, and requesting his opinion as to the practicability
°^ certain economical suggestions.
552. Had any final opinion been given upon that point by the Postmastergeneral previous to your leaving the Treasury •—No.
553. Mr. Baring^] How long had that been before the Post-office?—I think
n°t many months.
554. Mr. Escott.~] Do you know whether the number of guards has been in^eased Or diminished since 1841 ?—I have no means of knowing.
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq.
555. Mr. DenisonJ] The present number of letters given in by the Post-office
•'
includes all packages and things of that kind ?—Every thing passing through
17 July 1843. the Post-office, and charged.
556. What was the system in that respect formerly ?—There is no difference
made in the definition of a letter.
557. Did they carry packages before?— Of course there were very few, on
account of the heavy charge ; but there was nothing to prevent their being
sent.
558. They are now in the habit of carrying an immense number of heavy
packages in proportion to what they did formerly ?—There is no doubt that
the number of packages is considerably increased.
559. Which packages used in a great measure to go formerly by coaches ?—
Some of them went as coach parcels.
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560. Mr. Ricardo.'] YOU state in your evidence, that when the authority to
make certain inquiries with a view to the establishment of a day mail to Newcastie was suspended, you wrote to the Chancellor of the Exchequer urging the
importance of the inquiry ; was that the first step you took ?—No, it was not ;
I first applied to the Honourable Chairman on the subject. As a good deal was
said upon this matter yesterday, I have thought it advisable to refresh my
memory by referring to a diary J kept of everything which took place with
regard to the Post-office, and I find the following entry—" I earnestly repre
sented to Sir George Clerk that the plan was my own ; that my intention was
merely to inquire ; and that he was well aware that I could not rely on the zeal
or accuracy of the Post-office to pursue the necessary investigations." I was
then referred to the Chancellor of the Exchequer for a final decision. I applied
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer for an interview, but was desired to write ; I
accordingly addressed to him a letter, which is already in evidence, dated the
20th of June 1842.
561. Did you obtain any answer to that letter to the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer ?—I did not obtain any answer to that letter ; but three weeks after its
date I received the letter from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, which is also in
evidence, dated July the 1 1th, informing me that it was not intended to continue
my services at the Treasury ; and this is the only answer which I received, either
to the letter respecting the journey to Newcastle, or to the several letters of
previous dates, earnestly entreating to be allowed to take some step or other
with regard to my plan.
562. Was not the arrangement which you proposed for the Newcastle day
mail intended partly as an experiment to ascertain the wishes of the London
public as to the hour at which the day mails in general should arrive in town ?
—It was, as stated already in my evidence, at page 75.
563. Have you any means of checking the statements which were made
yesterday as to the increase of deliveries in Bath, Bristol, and Exeter ?—The
Committee would gather, perhaps, from my manner yesterday, that I very much,
doubted the accuracy of those statements ; I was not, however, able at the
moment
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moment to refer to any documents with reference to them ; since the Committee Rowland Hill, Esq.
sat yesterday, I have, as far as I was ahle, endeavoured to check the statements,
and I find on referring to the Report of the Committee which sat in 1838, that 18 July 1843.
though there is nothing stated with regard to the deliveries in Bath, there is
some information respecting the deliveries in Exeter and Bristol. As the
evidence of yesterday is not yet printed, I am not sure that I recollect the state
ment accurately, but I believe it was to the effect that the deliveries in Bristol
had increased from one to three, and the deliveries in Exeter from one to four,
and that this, increase had taken place recently. Now I find on referring to
page 267 of tiie Second Report of the Postage Committee in 1838, that in June
1838 there were two deliveries in Bristol ; I find also, on referring to the First
Report of the same Committee, the following evidence at Question 1 877 : " Lord
Seymour.] You mean that there are now several deliveries in the day in country
towns ?" Mr. George Louis, an officer of the Post-office : " Yes, in many of
them ; in Exeter, I think, four or five at least ; at Manchester, four, probably;
Liverpool, four ; but I would confine myself rather to the West of England." So
that it would appear from the evidence of a gentlemen who had recently been a
surveyor in the West of England, that even in the year 1838, long before the
period spoken of yesterday, there were at least four deliveries per day in
Exeter.
564. Mr. Escott.] Of London letters ?—I cannot say whether of London
letters ; all letters entering Exeter would of course be delivered.
565. You do not mean to say there were four deliveries of London letters ?—
No ; I speak of the whole number of deliveries.
566. Mr. Baring.] There are not four deliveries of London letters now at
Exeter, are there ?—Certainly not.
567. Mr. Escott.] How many deliveries of London letters are there now ?—
There will be either one or two, I cannot say which.
568. Mr. Ricardo.] The same force delivers the general and the district
letters in those towns ?—Of course.
569. There is not the same arrangement there as there is in London ?—No ;
that arrangement is peculiar to London.
570. Supposing it should appear that additional deliveries have taken place
at a few towns, will that disprove your statement, " that for increased speed in
the delivery, or greater facilities for the despatch of letters, little or nothing
has been done " ?—I submit to the Committee that that would not disprove my
statement ; there are about 1,000 post towns in the United Kingdom, and if
it should appear that the deliveries in some few of those towns have been
increased, still, I submit, this statement remains uncontroverted ; especially
when it is taken into account, that in making that statement, I referred to the
towns to which day mails had been recently established ; and further, that
there is a serious set-off against those increased deliveries, inasmuch as in
London, and in many other important towns, the hours for posting letters
have been curtailed ; and in London, especially, the hours at which letters
are delivered are later now than they were previously to the adoption of the
penny rate.
57 1 . With regard to the French Post-office Treaty, it would appear, from
the questions which were put yesterday, that the disadvantageous clause in the
treaty with France, of which you have spoken, is defended on the ground that
other stipulations of the treaty counterbalance such disadvantage ; when the
Post-office proposed to insert the disadvantageous clause, did it at the same
time propose such stipulations ?—No, it did not.
572. Chairman.] When were the negotiations entered into ?—I am speaking
in answer to the question put to me by the Honourable Member as to when
the Post-office proposed the alterations, in 1840, and again in 1842.
573. Mr. Ricardo.] Was any reason assigned by the Post-office for proposing
so disadvantageous a clause ?—The reason assigned by the Post-office in each
instance was, that it would save trouble to the department.
574. If then it should appear that the treaty does contain stipulations coun
terbalancing the disadvantages you have pointed out, does the merit of those
stipulations belong to the Post-office ?—I submit to the Committee that it does
not.
575- Chairman.] To whom does the merit belong ?—I think I have a right
to claim some share of it myself.
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq.
576. Mr. Ricardo.~\ Does your estimate of loss from this mistaken arrange•
ment include transit letters ?—No, it does not ; whatever they may produce,
18 July 1843. whatever loss may arise from them, will of course be to be added to the
previous estimate.
577. If, as is understood to be the case, similar treaties have been negotiated
with other continental powers, how would that circumstance affect the question
of the loss ?—Of course, if similar arrangements have been made with other
powers, it would greatly augment the loss.
578. Does not the extension of similar arrangements make it desirable that
our Post-office should alter its scale of weight as regards foreign letters ?—It
appears to me to involve that necessity. A new feature is introduced into the
French treaty, which is this, that the whole postage of the letters, both the
French and the English postage, must be paid at the same time. That being
the case, even our Post-office must adopt the quarter-ounce scale for weighing
letters ; and as they are obliged to adopt that scale with reference to the total
charge upon letters, there appears to be every reason why it should be adopted
as regards each portion of the charge : unless this be done, as the Committee
will see, the arrangement becomes exceedingly complex ; the total charge will
advance thus : up to a quarter of an ounce, one French postage and one
English postage ; then the next quarter of an ounce adds a French postage only ;
the next quarter of an ounce adds a French and an English postage, and so on.
579. Mr. Bariny^\ How do you escape the difficulty by that arrangement,
unless you make an equal alteration in the colonial postage ; for instance, in
our letters going to India, would you propose to make an alteration from the
half to the quarter of an ounce on our India letters ?—I am scarcely prepared
to say, but I think the distinction should be this : that either all foreign letters
should be reckoned by the quarter of an ounce scale, or perhaps that all letters
going out of the kingdom, including colonial as well as foreign letters, should
be so charged ; but it is evident that if this principle is acceded to as regards
a great number of countries, the arrangements of the Post-office will become
exceedingly complex.
580. The quarter of an ounce is generally the foreign scale ?—Universally
the continental scale—nearly a quarter of an ounce.
581. Mr. Escott.~\ You say that with regard to increased speed in the de
livery of letters, or greater facilities for the despatch of letters, little or nothing
has been done ; you are understood from your answer just given, to say that
you are not informed of the present number of deliveries in the towns referred
to yesterday, Bath, Bristol, and Exeter ?—No, I am not.
582. Perhaps you would wish to say, with respect to those towns, not that
nothing has been done, but that little has been done, in your opinion r—My
statement has reference to the whole system, and I see no reason to vary it.
583. Do you say that in those three towns nothing has been done in the way
of increased facility ?—No ; I have not made any such statement, nor do I
intend to 'make it.
584. Perhaps you will say that little has been done?—No, I am not pre
pared to say that with reference to any particular town.
585. Then your expression that little or nothing has been done does not
apply to any particular town ?—No, it applies to the whole.
586. How do you apply it to the whole, if you cannot apply it to any parti
cular place :—It appears to me that that which is true as regards the whole
system may not apply to a particular place.
587. Is not the whole made up of particular places ?—Unquestionably it is.
588. Then to what particular places does that apply?—It applies to the
places as a whole ; to the system as a whole.
589. To what places ?— It applies to the aggregate of all the post-offices—
taking them as an aggregate.
590. That aggregate is made up of all the towns in the kingdom in which
there are post-offices ?—Unquestionably it is.
591 . Do you mean to state to the Committee that you have arrived at the
opinion that little or nothing has been done, in the aggregate of all those
towns where there are post-offices, without being able to state one in which
there has been little or nothing done ?—I have not admitted that I am unable
to state one in which little or nothing has been done.
592. Then state one?— I state the town of Manchester as one.

593. Take
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593. Take another ?—The City of London.
Rowland Hi/I, Esq.
594. State any other ?—Birmingham. I submit that the more satisfactory
way would be to obtain a return from the Post-office, as I suggested yesterday; 18 July 1843.
I am confident that my statement will be borne out by such return.
595. Mr. Baring .] Did those arrangements for the additional delivery go
through your hands while you were at the Treasury ?—I think it very probable
that some few additional deliveries may have taken place without my having
become cognizant of them at the Treasury ; the way in which I should become
acquainted with the fact if anything like a general extension of the deliveries
had taken place was this, that application would certainly have been made for
additional force to effect those deliveries.
596. Unless in consequence of the adoption of your plan it was possible to
make such increased deliveries without additional force, the Post-office would
have applied to the Treasury for additional assistance? — Unquestionably.
597- You would have the means as long as you were at the Treasury of
knowing what additional accommodation had been given to the public ?—Un
questionably ; my statement has reference to that period ; this clause appeared,
I think in precisely the same form, in my letter to Sir Robert Peel ; this was
written in September 1842, almost immediately after I left the Treasury, and
of course I am not in a situation to know what has been effected since.
598. Chairman.'] Does your observation, that little or nothing has been done
for increasing the facilities for the delivery of letters in large towns, apply to
the whole period during which you were employed at the Treasury, since the
first introduction of penny postage ?—My statement, namely, " that for increased
speed in the delivery, or greater facilities for the despatch of letters, little or
nothing has been done," has reference to the whole period during which I was at
the Treasury, namely, from the adoption of penny postage to September 1842.
599. The saving in the establishment of mail guards was to be effected
partly by a reduction in the number of guards employed, and partly by the
diminution of the salaries ?—Exactly.
600. Have you formed any estimate of the extent to which the number of
guards should be reduced ?—No, I have not attempted it.
601. Are you aware whether, since August 1841, the number of guards
employed has been increased or diminished?—There had been no material
increase or diminution up to the time I left the Treasury.
602. The next head of saving is by economy of space in railway carriages, to
which you refer in the evidence you gave in page 81, where you particularly
specify the case of the York and Normanton day mail ; are you aware how long
the arrangements which you there point out of occupying two compartments of
a second-class carriage existed ? —No, I am not aware ; the report of the award
of the arbitrators had been recently made when I left the Treasury, but how
long the mails had run upon that line I cannot say.
603. Do you know whether the same arrangement now continues, or whether
it has been altered ?—I presume that it would be altered upon the attention of
the Post-office being called to so mistaken a course ; but there had been no
reply to the Treasury Minute upon this subject when I left.
604. Was it upon that particular mail you anticipated a saving of 10,000?.
a year, or upon that with others ?—Certainly not upon that one mail ; the
total cost of that one mail was very inferior to 10,OOOZ. a year.
605. You state that you found, in the majority of instances, the space set
apart for mails was unnecessarily great ; are you prepared to state what those
instances were which formed the majority of the whole?—They will appear
from the paper which is included in the list which has reference to this subject ;
I do not bear them in mind ; I think they were three out of five.
606. That statement will include all the details with which it is in your
power to furnish the Committee ?—Yes, I believe it will.
607. WTith regard to the saving in the Channel Island packets, was that
a plan of yours ?—It was my plan so far, as I have stated. In page 76 this is
explained ; the facts are there stated ; certain parties made an offer to under
take the conveyance of mails to and from the Channel Islands, and so on.
608. The proposal originated with certain individuals in Jersey, who proposed
to establish a new line of packets ?—It did.
609. One inducement to them to establish that line of packets, would have
been the object of conveying the mails to and from the Channel Islands ?—Yes.
0.03.
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610. Do you know at what time the parties would have been willing to make
such an arrangement ?—I think that appears upon the paper ; but I am not
18 July 1843. certain.
611. Do you know whether, when that proposal was made by this intended
new company in Jersey, any of the existing companies at Southampton offered
to convey the mails on low terms ?—I cannot tell ; but it will appear in my
report that I suggested that before accepting the offer of the new company,
tenders should be invited from the existing company.
612. Therefore, it would depend very much upon the answer to those refer
ences whether it was expedient to accept the proposal made by Messrs. Rolfe,
of Jersey ?— Unquestionably it would ; but the whole point under consideration
was not, I submit, whether Mr. Rolfe's offer should be accepted or not, so much
as whether the packets should be removed from Weymouth to Southampton ;
the Postmaster-general objected to the acceptance of the offer, not in consequence
of anything in the offer itself, except that part of it which involved the necessity
for removing the packets.
613. Do you mean that the Postmaster-general positively objected to that, or
merely, in making his Report, called the attention of the Treasury to that
point ?—The Postmaster-general did more than call the attention of the
Treasury to that point, as will appear from the paper ; at the same tune, it did
not, according to my recollection, amount to an absolute and positive objection ;
it was equivalent to an objection.
614. Was it not the duty of the Postmaster-general, in submitting the pro
posal which had been made to him by Mr. Rolfe, to call the attention of the
Treasury to all the circumstances connected with the proposed change of con
tract ?—Unquestionably it was ; but in this instance the Postmaster-general
raised an objection that the acceptance of the offer would delay the conveyance
of the foreign correspondence ; in my Report, I showed that the acceptance
would not only facilitate the conveyance of all the home correspondence, but
that it would also facilitate the conveyance of the foreign correspondence.
615. Are any letters conveyed at present direct from Southampton to the
Channel Islands ?—Yes, a good many, I believe.
616. In what manner?—By the existing packets; whether they go through
the Post-office or not I cannot say.
617. You do not know whether a bag of ship letters is made up for those
packets or not :—I think there is, but I am not certain.
6 1 8. Then at present the persons in the Channel Islands have the double
advantage of having the Post-office packets from Weymouth, and letters con
veyed as ship letters from Southampton ?—If a bag is made up, as I believe it
to be, they have that advantage ; but the advantage of sending letters as ship
letters must depend very much upon the hours of despatching the packets, and
. so forth ; the plan proposed would have made those hours convenient ; at
present, I have reason to believe, they are very inconvenient.
6 1 9-20. Mr. Baring.'] What is the postage of a ship letter to Guernsey ?—If it
is considered as a ship letter it would be 8 d., but I do not know what is the
postage actually charged; I think they take it for Id. ; but if the existing
arrangements regarding ship letters by way of Southampton were satisfactory
and sufficient, then I submit the whole cost of the Weymouth packets might
be saved.
621. Chairman.] To what Report of the Postmaster-general do you refer
when you say he objected to the transfer of the packets from Weymouth to
Southampton?—To a Report made, I think, about July or August 1842.
622. Was that the first Report that had been made from the Post-office on
the subject of communication with the Channel Islands ?—No ; there had
been previous Reports with regard to the establishment of a third packet from
Weymouth.
623. Did the question of transfer to Southampton arise at that time ?—
I think not ; but the papers are among those which it is intended to lay before
the Committee.
624. You do not recollect whether the late Postmaster-general had objected
to the transfer of the Channel Island packets from Weymouth to Southampton ?
—No, I am not aware that he had.
625. Your impression is, that the present Postmaster-general objected to it
for
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for the first time ?—That is the impression upon my mind ; but I cannot he Rowland Hill, Esq.
certain that it is correct.
626. Your next saving was the discontinuance of one of the special trains l8 July 1843.
between Birmingham and Gloucester. Have you anything to add to your
evidence upon that subject in page 81 ?•—I am not aware that any addition is
necessary.
627. As to the improvement of the post communication with Dublin, you
state a possible saving of 50,000?.; how is that to arise?—That will appear
from the Report, which is included in the list of papers ; it is a Report of con
siderable length, which enters into great detail.
6^8. What is the date of that Report ? —The 13th of September 1842, imme
diately before I left the Treasury.
629. The suggestions in that paper arose very much out of the recommenda
tions of the Select Committee of the House of Commons which sat last year, on
the communication with Ireland ?—Very much ; but they were immediately
connected with a Report from the Post-office.
630. Will you state in what way your next saving might be effected in the
compensation for late-letter fees to the extent of 1,000?. ?—Perhaps the Com
mittee will allow me to take this opportunity of stating that I have prepared a
paper entering considerably into detail with reference to all these projected
savings. I did not put it in in my evidence, because I was aware that that
evidence already appeared to many members of the Committee too voluminous ;
but if the Committee should desire to have it, I can put it in as an Appendix.
631. Will you state, shortly, how you conceive that a saving to that extent
might be made in that article ?—That would arise from a reconsideration of those
cases. If the Post-office should even now go into the consideration of the cases,
such as I suggested in the first instance, I am inclined to think that they would
find it necessary considerably to reduce the amount of compensation.
632. What was the total amount of compensation ?—The total amount of
compensation in England and Wales was 4,247 1633. Is it in that sum you think 1,0001. a year might be saved ?—Upon
that, and the compensation for Scotland and Ireland.
634. What was the total amount of compensation, including Scotland and
Ireland ?—That I do not at this moment recollect ; I think about 6,000 1.
635. You stated that there was 3,000?. saved by carrying the amount to
account ?—Yes.
636. You think that another 1,000 1. a year might be saved f—Yes. I think
the compensation was too much by that amount.
637. With regard to the day mails, your opinion is, that if they were to
arrive at a later hour in London than they do at present, a saving of 8,000 I.
a year would arise ?—Yes, that is my expectation.
638. Wrhat you mean by a better regulation of the day mails is, by making
then: hour of arrival in London at five or six instead of between one and two,
as at present ?—Yes, I think five o'clock is the hour I have mentioned. Upon
that point further information will shortly be laid before the Committee in the
Return which will be supplied.
639. You have not data by which you can show that a saving of 6,000 /. a
year would arise from the union of the two corps of letter-carriers and sorters
in London ?—I conclude that if that union were effected, and there were no
increase of business (the union being taken as a separate measure), it would
release at least 100 men; and I estimate that 100 men at an average of 60?.
a year will come to 6,000?.
640. Mr. Cripps,] Do you think that if there were 13 deliveries a day in
London, by joining those two corps you could carry on the business with the
same strength or less strength than it is now conducted?—No, not less
strength ; I say if this were taken as a distinct measure, without an increase of
business, there would be a saving.
641. What addition do you put on for the 13 deliveries you propose? —I am
doubtful, as I have stated in my previous evidence upon this point, whether
any addition would be required, but I have set down an allowance of 1,000/. a
year as the maximum of increase.
642. Mr. DenisonJ] You say 100 men might be saved; what is the number
employed ?—Between 800 and 900.
643. As what ?— Sorters and letter-carriers.
0.93.
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644. Mr. Cripps.~\ What is the average distance that every twopenny postman has to walk every day ?—I should think they would walk,, perhaps, about
18 July 1843. njne Qr |.en miles a day . or hardly so much as that upon an average.
645. Since this Committee has heen going on I have asked twopenny post
men the length of their day's walk ; the lowest estimate I have got from any
one is 18 miles, the highest I have got is 27 ; the majority have told me they
reckon their walk three-and-twenty miles a day ; do you think that is a great
over-statement ?—I think it is. I have a statement from the Post-office upon
that subject, and it is upon that I rest my opinion.
646. You said that you did not think that the complaints of fatigue known
to come from the postmen were unreasonable ?—I do not recollect stating
that, but it is very likely ; though the average may be nine or ten miles, in
certain instances, that average may be very greatly exceeded, and the com
plaints may arise from those instances ; certain men may walk 20 miles a day,
though the average may be under 10.
647. Mr. Escott.] You recommended women for letter-sorters, did you not ?
—Yes.
648. Do you think that would be productive of a great saving :—I think it
would, unquestionably. I have estimated that saving in my evidence.
649. Do you think that the accommodation of the Post-office is calculated for
women to be used as letter-sorters ?—Women are employed as letter-sorters in
many offices now.
650. Not at the General Post-office : —No.
65 j . You do not recommend them at the General Post-office 1—My recom
mendation is, that they should be employed where practicable.
652. Do you think that it is practicable to employ them at the General Postoffice ?—Not without great change in the system ; I have not supposed they
would be employed there.
6.53. Mr. CrippsJ] Of course your opinion must be confined to the sorting;
they cannot be employed as letter-carriers ?—No ; in almost all of the offices
there is that division ; the letter-carriers assist to a certain extent ; but I
happen to recollect that in reporting upon the Taunton office, the surveyor
states that certain women are employed in that office as well as men ; that the
women, including their board, cost, I think, 45 /. a year, and the men 60 I. a
year each, and he adds, that one woman will do twice as much work as any of
the men.
654. Mr. Escort.] Are not the arrangements of a small country office totally
different from those in the Metropolitan office?—Very different indeed ; in this
case at Taunton there was a postmistress.
655. Chairman.~\ The Committee are to understand that you do not think it
practicable or expedient to extend the employment of females as sorters to the
head office in London ?—I have not calculated on that being done.
656. You state that you expect to make a saving of two per cent, by the
simplification of the mode of sorting letters ; does that allude to sorting letters
in London ?—Yes, more especially in London.
657. In what manner do you propose to effect that simplification and the
consequent saving ?—The plan which I would suggest is as follows : first, that
the letters should be assorted alphabetically, according to the post towns to
which they are addressed, that is, let all letters addressed to post towns
beginning with A be put into one class, all beginning with B into another, and
so on, the classes, however, being equalized approximately as to the number of
post towns in each, by dividing the post towns under certain initial letters
into two or more classes, according to the second letters, and perhaps by
uniting the post towns under certain initial letters in one class. Secondly,
having assigned the several classes of letters to the respective sorters, let the
final separation according to the post towns be at once effected. By these
means there would be no difficulty in completing the accounts by two instead
of three operations, which there are at present ; besides which, each operation
would be perfectly easy, so much so indeed, as to require little or no previous
training. When the letters have been put into the bags, the bags of course
vould have to be arranged for the respective routes, but this will present no
difficulty, as every sorter of letters will soon learn to which route each of his
own bags belongs. Under this arrangement, the letters for certain large towns
•would of course be separated in the first process, as they now are.
658. Will
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658. "Will you state what the present mode is :—The present mode is this, Rowland Hill,
that the letters are first assorted for reads ; that is to say, all letters sent out
by the same mail are put together, they are then assorted for certain divisions
l8 July
of those roads, and finally for the post towns.
659. Are you sure that is the present mode in which they are assorted ?—
That was the mode when I was at the Treasury.
660. When were you last in the Post-office to see the manner in which the
sorting is effected ? — I douht whether I have been at the Post-office to see the
mode of sorting since the year 1840.
661. How frequently have you examined the detail of the assorting of letters
at St. Martin's-le-Grand 1—I went three times to the Post-office to make my
self acquainted with the modes of assorting letters, before I had been many
days in office. I considered myself then as possessing the requisite infor
mation, but if at any time I wanted further particulars my course was, as I
have already stated, to send either for the gentleman at the head of the depart
ment, or to write for the information, or to send my assistant.
662. You state that there is difficulty experienced in the first process of
sorting letters for the different routes or lines of roads ?—Yes, very serious
difficulty.
663. Have you heard any complaints made of that difficulty ? —The evidence
before the Postage Committee, if I recollect rightly, speaks of considerable
time being required to enable a person to assort correctly ; but whether it does
or does not, it appears to me self-evident that the process must be a difficult
one, and consequently a slow one—slow, I mean, comparatively.
664. Do you know what proportion of sorters are employed in sorting letters
for the line of roads, compared with those who have the second stage of sorting
them for the particular post towns ?—I have the information in writing, but I
do not bear it in mind.
665. Have you ever communicated to the Post-office your plan for sorting
the letters alphabetically ?—The plan is stated in my pamphlet, and I think in
the evidence I gave before the previous Committee, and I believe that it has
been made the subject of conversation between myself and the gentlemen at
the Post-office.
666. Did you ever make any official Report upon the subject, either to
the late or the present Chancellor of the Exchequer, when you were at the.
Treasury ?—I think the paper I sent in to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
contained that part, but I am not certain upon that point.
667. Mr. CrippsJ] How many roads are there?—The number of roads at
one time was as great as 24 ; but the employment of railways has had the
effect of diminishing the number of roads. I think it is now about 14 or 15.
668. How many post towns are there in the kingdom ?—There are about
1,000 post towns in the United Kingdom, but there are many post towns for
which bags are not made up at the London office.
669. How many post towns are there for which bags are made up at the
London office ?—I think about 600.
670. The whole difficulty in learning this mode of assortment would be in
remembering how many of those 600 sets of letters belonged to each of the
14 or 15 lines of road ?—Yes ; but that is a difficulty which will always be
great, inasmuch as a change is continually taking place on lines of road, every
now and then throwing a town into another division.
671. Have you ever considered whether this order of sorting may not afford
a readier check on errors in the first sorting than the second sorting would
afford in the way you propose ?—No, I am not aware that it affords a better
check.
672. There are always some mistakes in the first sorting :—Unquestionably.
673. Have you ever considered whether the second sorter affords a better
check on mistakes under the present system than he would under yours ? —
I do not see that one affords a better check than the other.
674. If all the A's were put together, in sorting out the letters for the
second sorting he might be more likely to mis-read one town beginning with
an A for another town beginning with an A, than if he was guided in the first
instance by the knowledge of a party as to the road on which the post town
lay ; would there not be some danger of mistake with all beginning with the
same letter ?—I think, on further consideration, the Honourable Member will
0.93.
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Rowland Pill, Esq. see that that circumstance gives, if anything, superiority to my plan, inasmuch
as in the final assortment all the letters in the hands of any one man will begin
1 8 July 1843. wjth the same initial letter, and his attention would be necessarily directed to
the latter part of the name of the town.
675. Chairman.^ As many persons would be required under your plan as
under the present for the final assortment ?—Certainly.
676. The saving of number will be in the first process of assorting into
roads or divisions ?—In the first processes.
677. Are you prepared to state what is the number of persons employed in
those first two divisions, compared with those employed in the final assortment
for the post towns ? —No, I am not prepared to state that from recollection.
678. It is with reference to the number of persons so employed, a saving
would be made under your system r—Yes ; it appears to me the safer mode of
estimating the result is to avoid the details, in which I myself feel that I should
very likely be lost, and to take the subject as a whole, and estimate what force
would be required under the .new process, and then compare that force with
that required under the old process> and in that way ascertain the saving.
679. Did you inquire, when at the Post-office, whether any difficulty was
found in the first process of sorting ?—I must, in reply to that question, say,
that I found it safer throughout my intercourse with the gentlemen of the
Post-office to draw my conclusions from general principles than from an
examination of minute details, everything is so much matter of opinion ; if I
had asked the gentlemen of the Post-office for any statement of facts, I am
quite sure I should have received the most accurate information they could
give, but the Honourable Member will see that the question he suggests would
be a matter of opinion.
680. Did you ever ask, as a matter of fact, how many letters they could sort
in a certain time in the first arrangement f—Questions to that effect were
asked before the Postage Committee, and the answers are in evidence before
that Committee. When I went to the Post-office, I myself tried the experiment
by asking persons to assort before me and minuting them ; I did the same in the
Paris office ; so that I know very accurately the number of letters that a person
can sort.
681. Is the mode of assorting letters in the Paris post-office similar to that
you have suggested ?—The mode followed in the Paris post-office is identical
with that followed in the London office.
682. Upon vvhat data do you calculate a saving of two per cent, on the assort
ment of letters could be accomplished by the change ?—I before stated that
those estimates rest very much upon opinion. Being now removed from the
Treasury, I have not the means of producing a detailed estimate ; feeling that
they did rest very much upon opinion, I have in every instance put the amount
lower than the saving to which my opinion would lead.
683. Have those estimates been made since you left the Treasury ?—They
have been made for the express purpose of being laid before this Committee.
684. Have you not framed your estimate rather too largely?—No; while
in the Treasury I considered that it was sufficient to satisfy myself that a saving
would arise : I did not feel it necessary to determine the amount of that saving.
68.5. If you anticipate so considerable a saving on these items of expense,
how is it you have never brought it officially under the consideration of the
late or the present Government-—I have not stated that I did not bring it
officially under the notice of the late or the present Government ; I have stated.
that I believe I submitted it to the present Government in a communication
which I had the honour of making to the Chancellor of the Exchequer in May
1842.
686. Was that verbally or in writing ?—In writing ; I am not certain on the
point—but I do recollect it was once or twice a subject of discussion with the
previous Chancellor of the Exchequer. If the Committee will permit me,
I would call their attention to the statement in my former evidence, to the effect
that it was not the course of proceeding to enter into minute details upon any
plan until it was to some extent determined that the plan should be carried into
effect, if upon an examination of the details it should appear desirable ; previously
to such a determination, I should have thought it an improper occupation of the
time of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to be pressing details upon his atten
tion.
687. Did
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687. Did you ever ask any of the persons who were employed as sorters of Rowland Hitt, lisq.
letters whether they thought that this was a simpler mode of sorting letters
•'
than that at present in use ? — I think I had conversations with sorters upon 18 July 1843.
that subject.
688. Did they concur with you in opinion ?•—I think some of them did, and
some others did not.
689. There was a difference of opinion between them upon the subject ?—
Unquestionably.
690. You stated that when at the Post-office you did not feel it your duty to
inquire into the minute details of the mode of transacting business ?—I have
stated that I did not feel it necessary to the due performance of my duty that
I should be familiar with the minute details on all points.
691 . Did you not think it necessary that you should be acquainted with those
minute details before proposing any alteration with regard to them ?—Unques
tionably, before proposing any alteration for adoption ; and this recals to my
recollection the mode of proceeding : I am speaking now with reference to the
late Government more than the present ; under the late Government, the course
of proceeding was this,—It was first determined whether such and such a
measure should be brought under consideration ; if there appeared a probability
of its working advantageously, and there were no reasons against its being
taken up at the particular time, I then obtained the sanction of the late
Chancellor of the Exchequer to enter upon the details. When that sanction
was obtained, I, of course, made myself thoroughly master of the subject ; but
previously, it appears to me, it would have been a waste of time on my part to
have entered on any such inquiry, inasmuch as the circumstances of the
country and of the Post-office are undergoing such frequent changes, that the
state of things at one moment by no means indicates the state of things at
another moment. I think I may safely appeal to the several Reports which the
Committee has ordered to be printed, to show that I have been in the habit,
when recommending a measure for adoption, to go very thoroughly indeed into
all the details.
692. With regard to this particular measure, you had never advanced so far
as to render it necessary for you to go into those details ?—No, I had not.
693. Would any part of the saving arise, independently of the sorting
alphabetically, from the circumstance that by that plan there would be two
sortings of letters, whereas you understand by the present system at the Postoffice there are three ?—Distinctly, that is one part of the saving.
694. Any arrangement by which the sorting of letters should be accom
plished by two operations, would to a certain extent effect the saving you
contemplate ?—Yes, provided those operations are as simple.
695. You calculate two per cent, as the saving, upon what sum :—On nearly
400,000 /.
696. Nearly 8,000 1. a year ?—Yes.
697. Mr. Denison."] How many persons do you calculate are employed on
this particular business at present ?—The question, I presume, applies to the
London office ; it would not apply equally in a country office, the number of
towns for which they assort in country offices being comparatively small. I
think the number of persons employed in the London office in the evening
despatch of letters and newspapers is about 400 or 500.
698. How many fewer than that number do you apprehend would be neces
sary under a simplified mode ?—I have not gone into that detailed examination
of the subject. I can give from recollection the number of persons employed
in the Inland-office in the despatch of letters in the evening ; there are also
persons employed in the London district post.
699. Are the whole of the 400 or 500 employed at any one time in assorting
the letters and newspapers ?—Yes, the whole of the staff.
700. How many of those 400 or 500 should you be able to dispense with if
you had that machinery under your own control ?—I think it probable that by
this improvement in the mode of assorting, and other improvements, for this is
not the only improvement I have suggested, 100 might be spared.
701. Do you mean to say you could spare 100 from every other department,
or only from this particular department in assorting? — I mean to say that 100
persons might be set at liberty from the whole establishment, from the whole
0.93.
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Esq. machinery of the Post-office ; not solely by this, but by this and some other
improvements.
18 July 1843.
j02> DO yOU mean that this 8,000?. a year would be saved by a simplification
in the assorting of the letters only, or in the general machinery, including the
despatching the letters, from the receipt to the despatch of the letters ?—In the
assortment of letters only for despatch and for delivery.
703. If it is to save 8,000 1. a year from the whole establishment, is it fair to
ascribe to the different mode of assortment the whole of that sum to be saved?
—I am afraid I have not made myself understood ; my estimate is, that upon
the whole cost of the establishment, which is nearly 400,000 /. a year, we should
save two per cent, by the improved mode of assortment.
704. Chairman.] The number, you say, is between 400 and 500 persons
employed in the Inland-office ; how many of those are actually employed in,
sorting letters ?—They are all of them employed assorting letters and news
papers.
705. Do you mean to say there are no other duties distinct from the mere
process of assorting the letters in classes ?—There are a few employed in
stamping ; some employed in taxing, as it is called, those letters that are
unpaid ; some employed in examining and cancelling the stamps, and in other
processes.
706. Does it include the messengers and porters who bring in the bags from
the lobby ?—No ; in speaking of 400 or 500, I meant to confine the estimate to
persons actually employed in sorting letters and newspapers ; there are more
than 200 employed in sorting the newspapers every night.
707. Mr. EscottJ] You say that the present plan of sorting letters is com
paratively difficult and slow ; you mean comparatively with your proposed
plan ?—I do.
708. You say in the present plan there are three operations : one, sorting for
roads ; a second, for certain divisions ; and a third, for certain towns on those
divisions ?—Exactly.
709. In your proposed plan there is to be one alphabetical sorting, according
to the initial names of the towns ?—Yes.
7 1 o. There is to be a second sorting of the letters, according to the towns to
which they are addressed ?—Yes.
711. And then is not there to be a third sorting for the roads on which they
were to travel ?—No.
712. How do they come to the roads:—They are put into the bags, and
the bags are carried to the roads ; there is an assortment of bags, but not of
letters.
713. Chairman.] The saving will be, in the first place, by diminishing the
number of persons employed in the first operation of sorting, by sorting alpha
betically by the places instead of the roads, and by a more simple operation ;
but in assorting for the post towns, you do not contemplate that any saving
will arise under your plan ?—Not any material saving ; but this is not the only
improvement I have suggested on this subject.
714. Mr. Baring.] The mode you propose would be a mode that anybody,
in the course of a few hours, would be able to perform ?—Yes ; a boy could
learn it in a few hours.
715. The mode at present followed is one which it is difficult to learn, even
though it can be performed with facility by those who have learnt it ?—Un
questionably.
716. Take the case of Bristol on the influx of a steamer from America; are
you aware that a great delay has arisen from the circumstance that it was im
possible to keep up an establishment at Bristol sufficient to meet such an enor
mous influx of letters arising at the moment, and that from the mode of sorting
it was equally impossible to have anybody to assist except Post-office clerks ?
—I believe that is the case ; unquestionably it is so at Falmouth ; the "West
India mails are sometimes detained in consequence of that difficulty.
717. If there was a mode of sorting, which a person not regularly educated
in the Post-office could employ, you might, upon occasions of that kind, have
the means of getting extra aid to the Post-office, and keep down the establish
ment, or give greater rapidity of communication ?—Yes, that would be an ad
vantage, and a very important advantage, resulting from the measure.
718. Mr.
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718. Mr. Cripps."] Are you sure that the mode adopted in the General Rowland Hill. Esq.
Post-office in London is adopted in the country post-offices, that they are
assorted first for roads ?—They must be assorted according to a process some- 18 July 1843.
what similar to that.
719. Why may not they be assorted according to the process you have sug
gested as applicable to the General Post-office ?—There is a bare possibility
that my plan may be adopted in some of the provincial offices.
720. Have you examined any offices with a view to ascertain whether that is
the case :—I have not examined any provincial offices, and the Committee will
permit me to remind them that such examination was prevented by the inter
ference of the Post-office.
721. You allude to that inspection having been denied to you by the Postoffice, independently of the interruption you experienced respecting the New
castle line ?—Yes ; it was at the same time ; it was part of the plan that I should
inspect the country post-offices.
722. When was that interposition of the Post-office ?—In June 1842.
723. You had never applied before June 1842?—No. I beg to state that
my duties at the Treasury were exceedingly heavy, and that I found it very
difficult to be absent at all.
724. Mr. Escott^] You say you have not entered into details as to the sorting,
but found your opinions on general principles ; the general principle at which
you aim is facility and accuracy in sorting ?—Yes ; to be obtained by simplicity.
725. Do you not think that facility and accuracy in sorting such a vast num
ber of letters as passed through the General Post-office, depends entirely on very
minute details ?—I think, under the present process, there is much unnecessary
detail.
726. Do you not think that the facility and accuracy of sorting letters at the
Post-office depends on very minute details under any system which can be pos
sibly devised ? —I do not think that such would be the case under the system I
propose.
727. Is it not altogether a question of tact and detail?—No ; it appears to
me that sorting the letters alphabetically is a very simple process.
728. You state that you have not entered into details, but have formed your
opinion upon general principles, and that those principles at which you aim are
facility and accuracy in sorting letters : is not that altogether a question of tact
and detail ?—I must confess I do not understand the question.
729. You say you had not advanced so far as to make it necessary to enter
into detail on this question of sorting ?—I think that is not exactly what I
stated ; I think I said minute details.
730. Though you had not advanced so far as to make it necessary to enter
into minute details, you calculate that you could save by your plan 8,000 /.
a year ; is that so ?—I stated that my plan would effect a saving, and in com
pliance with the instructions of the Committee, I have, to the best of my power,
estimated the amount of that saving.
731. Do you calculate that saving at 8,000 1. a year?—At nearly 8,000?.
a year.
732. Have you done that without going into minute details ?—I have.
733. Mr. Denison.~\ Do you know what wages those sorters get on an average ?
—Those called sorters, I think, begin at 70 /. a year, and advance gradually to
a much larger amount ; but many of those who are employed in sorting letters
get less.
734. It is understood that many of the letter-carriers have only 1 /. a week
each ?—The District-post letter-carriers have only 1 /. a week ; but these are
the General-post letter-carriers.
735- Are the average of the persons employed in sorting receiving 70 I. or
upwards ?—Upwards of 70 I. per annum. I have estimated them at an average
of 80 1
736. Mr. CrippsJ] Some of the sorters are also employed as letter-carriers ;
how are those sorters who are not employed as letter-carriers occupied between
the times of the morning delivery and the sorting for the despatch ?—Some few
of the sorters are employed as letter-carriers early in the morning, but many of
the letter- carriers are employed as sorters in the evening ; all the sorters in the
Inland-office, whether employed occasionally as letter-carriers or not, have, as
a general rule, the whole of the middle of the day at their disposal, and many
0-93R3
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Rutland Hill, Esq. of them employ their time in other occupations, as clerks in merchants' ware'— houses, and so forth ; many, again, are employed in the Post-office as extra
18 July 1843. clerks, and paid for such extra duty. There are cases in which persons disen
gaged in the middle of the day from their regular Post-office duties get as much
as 70 1. or 80 I. a year as extra clerks also in the Post-office, in the discharge of
other duties.
737. What are the number of hours included generally in the middle of the
day f—From about nine in the morning till about five in the afternoon.
738. There are persons employed merely as sorters in the morning and in
the evening, receiving as much for their sorting duties as "0 /. a year- —
Certainly.
739. About what number are employed as morning sorters and evening
sorters who have no other occupation in the Post-office ?—I think somewhere
about 200 ; but they are not all called sorters, many of them are called clerks ;
the sorters, clerks, messengers, and others employed in the preparation of the
letters in the morning and evening, and who perform those duties only, amount,
I think, to about 200.
740. What are the hours of attendance of those who are sorters only ?—
From about a quarter before six in the morning to about nine, and from about
five to eight in the evening. Some sorters are required to attend in the
middle of the day for certain duties, but I believe that when that is the case
they take a turn only as regards their attendance in the morning.
741. Chairman^] What measures did you contemplate which were to induce
the public to facilitate the operations of the Post-office, by giving complete and
legible addresses to letters ?—It appears to me that the circumstance of the
public having so universally attended to the request which was made as to the
position of the stamp upon the letters, encourages one to think that if it were
pointed out to them that extreme inconvenience was sometimes felt in the
Post-office from the want of complete addresses, attention would be paid on the
part of the public, to a very great extent at least, to any request of the Post
master-general to that effect.
742. Are there any specific measures you are prepared to recommend that
would accomplish that object?—I should recommend that the Postmastergeneral should address himself to the public ; the letter-carriers would very
easily leave a short notice at every house at which they deliver letters, in
which it might be stated that serious inconvenience results from this inatten
tion on the part of the public, and if accompanied by a request to have the
addresses made complete and legible, I cannot but think that it would, to a
very great extent, be observed.
743. Mr. Denison.~] You would have those notices left at the houses of
Members of Parliament as well as others ?—I am afraid it would be as much
required—
744. Mr. EscottJ] Your request would be that the letters should be addressed
hi a legible hand?—That they should be addressed legibly and completely.
I would mention one point suggested by the Post-office : very serious incon
venience is felt from the affectation of addressing persons "London" merely,
not perhaps as regards Members, because then' residence is generally well known.
745. Mr. Cripps.'} Do you think that all this work done by these 200
persons who sort in the morning and evening might be done by females •—
My opinion certainly is, that the greater part of that work might be done by
females ; at the same time I have not proposed such a change ; there would
still require porters to carry the bags.
746. Mr. Escort."] You would have an admixture of males and females in
the office r—I have already stated that it forms no part of my proposition.
I have proposed it where practicable ; this applies rather to the provincial than
to the metropolitan offices. My meaning was this, that in many provincial
offices it is found very convenient and economical to employ females ; from
that fact I infer that it will be found equally convenient and economical to
extend it to others.
747. Mr. Cripps.'] You mean, that the words " where practicable," should
confine it to the provincial offices ?—Yes. I wished to avoid raising such
a question as has been raised.
748. Mr. DenisonJ] Are you aware of any post-office in which there are four
or five persons required, in which a part of them are women ?—Yes, there are
many
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many. I mentioned one, Taunton, in which I think there are six persons, Rowland Hill, Esq.
of whom four are women ; there are a great many offices where women are -:—
employed; they are very frequently the daughters of the postmaster.
18 July 1843.
749. Mr. Baring.] Are you aware that in the French Stamp-office there is
one office composed entirely of women ?—When I was in Paris I visited the
French Stamp-office ; I do not recollect that there was any one office in which
they were entirely women ; but I saw several instances in which the women
were working in the same room, and at the same machine, with the men.
Perhaps I may be permitted to add, that the recent Report of the Children's
Employment Commission appears to me to show the great importance of
finding occupation for females.
750. Chairman.'] The Committee understand that the estimates of saving on
page 91, have been made by you for the use of the Committee, and that having
been made since you left the Treasury, you have no detailed data to lay before
the Committee, to show on what principle they are made up 1— I have already
laid the data before the Committee, in considerable detail with reference to
some of them.
75 1 . In what way do you make out that a saving of four per cent, will arise
by revising the salaries t— The revision is to take place on the receipt of the
intended annual return of fees, &c. ; my expectation is, that that will enable the
Government to reduce many salaries.
7.52. Are you aware that a great many of the deputy-postmasters have made
applications for an increase of salary on account of the increase of business 1 —
I imagine that has been the case every year since the Post-office was esta
blished, that the deputies have applied for increase of salary.
753. But it is your opinion, that so far from there being a necessity for an
increase of salaries, the whole might be reduced four per cent. ?—My opinion is
that there might be a decrease of four per cent on their present amount.
754. On what do you found that opinion 1—Partly on this : I observe, by a
comparison of returns, that the emoluments of the deputy-postmasters, so far
as I have been able to examine them, have advanced from 1836 to 1841 about
12 per cent, on the average.
755. Do you include in that the substitution of a compensation by the public
in lieu of the fees they formerly received t—I speak of their whole emoluments ;
if compensation is given for fees previously obtained to the same amount, of
course the emoluments are not affected by that change.
756. By 12 per cent, do you mean 12 per cent, on the salaries of individuals,
or on the whole expense of the deputy-postmasters }—Twelve per cent, on the
net incomes of the deputy-postmasters.
757. How many new post-offices have been established since 1836? — Very
few post-offices have been established, I imagine, since 1836 ; but that circum
stance does not affect the calculation I have made ; I selected about 20 or
more of the deputy-postmasters, and compared their net income in 1836 with
their net income in 1841, and I found that the aggregate advance was about
12 per cent.
758. You assume that there would be an equal advance on all the other post
masters throughout the country : —I assume that those 20 are a fair specimen
of the whole.
759. Mr. Cripps.] You picked them out as such ?—They arose from this
circumstance, that there was an application to have additional clerks, and an
advance of expenses, from some cause or other, and those circumstances
afforded me the means of learning what their emoluments were.
760. Do you include in that increase of 12 per cent.the increased assistance
which has been given to some of the country post-offices on account of the
increase of business ?—No; I speak of the net income of the deputies themselves.
761. Mr. BaringJ] Are you aware that all increases of salary had been sus
pended for a great many years in the Post-office, in consequence of inquiries
before the Commission ; and that it was not till 1 836 the Treasury began to
reconsider the cases, and to make up for what had been suspended for a long
time?—I was not aware of that fact. In speaking of 1841, I took rather an
average time ; the return for some is for the year 1840, for others for the year
1842.
762. Mr. DenisonJ] Have you any knowledge as to the rule by which they
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Jtouiand Hill, Esq. are paid •—They are paid for the most part by salaries, and by certain fees
18 July 1843.

which they are allowed to keep.
763. "Why should the postmaster at Hull have a larger allowance by salary
than the postmaster at Beverley? —Because the duties are of a more laborious
and responsible character at Hull than at Beverley.
764. Would he not have to spend the same number of hours in the postoffice ?—I imagine that the superintendence of a large post-office like that at
Hull requires greater care. I presume the intention is, that each should be p aid
in proportion to the labour and responsibility thrown upon him.
765. Mr. Tennent^] You state that you estimate a reduction of four per cent,
on those incomes, as you say, having seen that there had been 12 per cent,
increase on those salaries in the last five years ; it has been explained to you
that that arose out of particular circumstances, and was not the natural course
of operations ; would that in any manner affect your estimate ?—No, it does
not ; and for this reason, that my estimates are all decidedly within what
I believe to be the just limits. There are other reasons why I should antici
pate that great reductions may be made ; one is this : that the introduction of
railway conveyance has had the effect occasionally of taking a great deal of
work from one office and throwing it upon another ; this has been the case
very extensively. Now when an instance of the kind has arisen, it has been
the practice, almost without exception, to advance the emoluments of the
deputy whose labours were increased, but to make no diminution in the emo
luments of the deputy whose labours were diminished. The general revision
which I recommend of the emoluments, as compared with the duties, would of
course lead to the discovery of all cases of this kind, and I am of opinion that
considerable reductions might be effected.
766. What constitutes the difference between your proposition at the top
of page 91 for the revision of all the "salaries, and the establishment of scales
of salaries applicable to all offices. You calculate a saving on the one of four per
cent, and on the other of two per cent.?—It has been the practice of the Postoffice not to make great changes with reference to the salaries of its servants,
except when a vacancy arises, therefore the adoption of the general scale would,
I imagine, apply only to those newly admitted into the service ; the revision
which I suggest would apply to all.
767. Mr. Escott.} If it would apply to all, it would include the other, would
it not ?—What I propose is, that a revision as to the amount should take place
as regards all, but that those who have not hitherto been appointed upon any
scale advancing according to their length of service, should continue as at
present, though if it were judged best, in particular instances they might be
put upon that scale ; in some instances it might appear advantageous to place
them on it, in others not.
768. Does not what you propose to do in Number 2, necessarily include what
you propose to do in Number 3 •—No, I think not ; the first has reference to
the amount of salary and allowances.
769. Has not the second reference to the amount of salary and allowances ?
—Not to that only ; it has reference also to the establishment of scales by
which the several servants of the Post-office would have their salaries advanced,
according to length of service.
770. Has not the advance of salary according to the length of service refer
ence to the amount of salary to be received ?—Unquestionably it has, afterwards.
77 j. Chairman .] This is one of the points on which you have not entered
into minute details :—No, I have not minute details on any of these points ;
whether they are all considered separately or conjointly appears a matter of na
moment ; if they are taken conjointly, I estimate that there will be a saving of
six per cent.
772. Mr. Escott.~\ Does not it make a great difference if you put down a
saving for each and it turns out that they are the same thing ?—It would if
I had done that, but that is not the case.
773. Chairman.'] You state at page 92 the aggregate of estimated savings to
be 2/6,000 1., of which 93,000/. you state to be " specific savings recommended
to the Treasury between April and September 1842." The remainder are those
which you have submitted for the first time to this Committee. Will you explain
what you mean by the statement that there are specific savings submitted to
the Treasury amounting to 93,000 /. ; were those all the savings which you
recommended
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recommended to the Treasury, and have the others been submitted for the first Rwland Hill,
time to this Committee ?— No ; many of them have been submitted in general
terms to the Treasury, but not specifically.
18 July
774. You have not laid before the Treasury any statement in detail showing
how those savings were to be effected ?—There were statements laid before the
Treasury, as regards some of them, in considerable detail.
77.5. Of that 93,000 /., it appears that 50,000?. arises from the improvement
of Post-office communication with Dublin, which was submitted to the Treasury
only the day before you quitted office ?—Yes ; indeed, part of it was submitted
even after I quitted office, by a further letter to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
776. With regard to the other savings, making up the total amount of
276,000?., this estimate has been framed by you since you left office ; are you
able to give any statement of them in detail, to enable the Committee to form a
judgment as to their accuracy ?—I have already given details as regards some
of them. If the Committee will point my attention to any particular item of
saving, I will at once say whether I can give it in detail or not.
777. Will you refer to the bottom of page 90 : " Deduct savings under this
head, enumerated above ; " will you state what are the savings to which you
there refer ?—They must be picked out of the previous enumeration. Some of
the items are under one head, and some are under another. As, for instance,
3,000?. saved in the additional delivery, that forms part of the 17,000?. under
the head of salaries and allowances; 10,000?. saved by economy of space in
the railway carriages forms part of the 23,000?. under the head " Railway Con
veyance," and so on.
778. Have you drawn up any detailed statement of the mode in which you
propose to effect the discontinuance of the direct line of packets to Gibraltar
without diminishing the facilities of conveyance at present enjoyed by the
public in sending their letters by those packets ?—There would be a very
slight diminution of convenience: the arrangements are these—There is a
line of packets belonging to the Peninsular Steam Navigation Company going
four times a month as far as Gibraltar, but touching at several intermediate
ports ; in addition to that, there is the line here spoken of belonging to the
Oriental Steam Navigation Company, going once a month to Gibraltar, and not
touching at any intermediate port. By taking this direct course they save,
I think, about three days ; the consequence is, that if letters were sent by
packets belonging to the Peninsular line, they would be about three days longer
on the passage.
779. Which packet would you discontinue ?—I would discontinue the Oriental
line as far as Gibraltar.
780. In what way would passengers be conveyed from England to Malta and
Alexandria?—I am speaking of the Post-office arrangements; it would, of
course, rest with the company whether they would run their packets for the
conveyance of passengers. When I say I would discontinue the Oriental line,
I mean I would discontinue sending the mails by that line.
781. You consider that the discontinuing sending the mails by the Oriental
line would save 30,000 ?. a year ?—Yes.
782. On what data do you found that supposition :—On the data shown by a
Return made to the Treasury while I was in office, by the Admiralty, from whichit appears that that line of packets costs about 40,000 ?. a year ; but it goes
further than Gibraltar, I think to Malta.
783. Mr. Baring'.] Are you aware that before this line to which your
evidence alludes was engaged in, the arrangement which you now propose
was in operation ?—I was not aware of it.
784. Difficulties arose in consequence of the Indian line not tallying with the
regular line to Oporto and Gibraltar ?—Yes ; but it appears to me it might
be made to tally.
785. Do you think it is possible, going half the world over, that it should
tally to a few hours ?—No, I do not aim at so exact a fitting in of the arrange
ments as to a few hours, but the Right hon. Gentleman will allow me to remind
him that this arrangement is made, not for the swift line of conveyance, but for
the slow line of conveyance ; there is a swift line of conveyance to India
through France, and it appears to me that, after providing for a swift line of
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. conveyance, it is not necessary to spend 30,000 /. a year extra in order to save
.__,—,_^ a few days as regards the slow line of conveyance.
18 July 1843.
786. You say a saving of a few days. Suppose the India mail arrived at
Malta immediately after the fortnightly despatch of the packet from Malta to
Gibraltar, and so to England, the loss would not be a few days only, but a whole
fortnight ?—I have not proposed to make any change as between Malta and
Gibraltar, but as between Gibraltar and England, to which there is a despatch
every week.
787. You would have the despatch from Malta to Gibraltar, and so to
England, depend entirely on the Indian mail ?—I would leave the Malta and
Gibraltar despatch untouched ; I would not meddle with that at all.
788. Depending upon the Indian mail? —As it now does. There is a
middle-month despatch now, in continuation of the Peninsular line ; I propose
to make the other despatch in continuation of the same line.
789. Then, if it arrived too late, there would be a delay, probably, of above a
week, and possibly nearer a fortnight ?—Unquestionably, if the times for
visiting the intermediate points were regulated as they now are, which would
probably be the best course, there would be a chance of a week's delay ; that
would be the maximum.
790. Of course you could not alter the regular weekly posts into the Medi
terranean to Cadiz, and so on, for the purpose of adjusting it to the course to
India ?—No ; but it appears to me that, as regards that line, it is not necessary
to spend 30,000 I. a year for the purpose of saving even a week's delay of the
letters, and a week would not be the average but the maximum delay.
791. The three days it would lose under any circumstances ?—Yes.
792. The great steamers reach Gibraltar in three days less than the other
steamers ?—Yes.
793. Might not a great irregularity arise from their not tallying with the
period of the arrival of the post through France ?—That is possible.
794. Are you aware of the great complaints which were made on the part of
the public from those circumstances at the time the present arrangement was
made ?—No, I am not.
795. Are you aware that there was great inconvenience, as to small parcels
and so on, from the changing packets at Gibraltar and Malta ?—That incon
venience, I submit, would be avoided if the Oriental steamers continued to run
for passengers.
796. Chairman.~\ Do you suppose that if the present packets were to run
from Southampton to Alexandria for passengers, they would make a deduction
of 30,000 I. a year for dropping the mail at Gibraltar instead of bringing it
home when once shipped on board ?—I have not made such a proposition.
797. In what does your proposition differ from that?—I do not propose to
employ them at all, to ask them to take the bags from Alexandria to Malta.
798. How could the letters then come from Alexandria to Gibraltar ?—By
means of Her Majesty's packets in the Mediterranean, which might perform
that duty if required.
799. Do you mean that the Post-office communication from Alexandria to
Gibraltar should be rendered independent of the Oriental Company, through
whom it is at present conducted ?—I have taken off 30,000 1. a year as the cost
of conveyance between this country and Gibraltar ; beyond that I have not pro
posed any change. If the Oriental Company should be willing to take the
mails up at Gibraltar, and to carry them to Alexandria, and vice versd, for the
remaining 1 0,000 /. a year, I see no objection to the Government adopting such
a course ; but if they should object, then it must be done unquestionably by
other means.
800. Is there at the present moment any line of communication established
between Alexandria and Gibraltar, by Malta, other than the Oriental Com
pany's vessel sailing once a month? — I do not know whether there is or not;
I believe that by the present arrangement there is not.
801. Those vessels bring the mails home from Alexandria to Southampton
or to Falmouth, and take them out, as you understand, for the sum of 40,000 1.
a year r— Yes ; so I understand.
802. It appears, by the Navy Estimates before the Committee, that the
expense is only 31,000/. On what ground do you state it at 40,000 /. ?—On
the
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the authority of a Return which was made by the Admiralty to the Treasury Rowland Hill, Esq.
last summer, in which the expense was put down for six months at 20,000?.
•
803. The whole expense of carrying the mails to Alexandria is stated in the l8 Juty l843Navy Estimates at 31,000?. from Southampton, and 34,000?. if the packet goes
into Falmouth ?—If the Return made by the Admiralty to the Treasury was
erroneous, my estimate must, of course, be corrected ; if the Return is erroneous,
I have been misled by it.
804. You would still consider it necessary to keep up a communication be
tween Gibraltar and Alexandria ?—I would keep up some communication, but it
does not necessarily follow that it should be effected by means of that particular
company.
805. What do you conceive the expense of that communication must be?—
I think, considering it as part of the present system in the Mediterranean,
10,000?. a year would be sufficient.
806. Mr. TennentJ] What other system of communication would you substi
tute for the present ?•—For the communication from Gibraltar and Marseilles
to Malta, the Ionian Islands, and so on ?
807. Chairman.'] At what do you calculate the expense of the communica
tion between Alexandria and Gibraltar?—I think an addition of 10,000?. a
year would be enough and more than enough for that.
808. Mr. Baring .] The overland despatch is sent through France ; are you
aware whether an advantage is not derived by that mail being conveyed in the
Oriental packets between Malta and Alexandria ?—If the Oriental packets carry
those letters from Malta to Alexandria, the saving to be effected by the plan I
propose has been somewhat over estimated, but not much.
809. Chairman^] The expense, as it appears by the Navy Estimates, being
31,000 ?., you think the estimate of a saving of 30,000 ?. is an over-estimate, but
not much ?—No, that is not, I submit, a fair mode of putting the case ; my esti
mate is founded upon a manuscript Return made to the Honourable Chairman
himself by the Admiralty, dated the 23d of April 1 842, in which it is stated that
the'cost of the packets between Falmouth and Alexandria from the 1st September
1840 to the 31st of March 1841 was 20,910 ?. 14 s. 3d.; they are described as
the contract packets from Falmouth to Alexandria, and the Return is verified.
810. How does it appear that that is a half-year's expense ?—It is intituled,
" A Return of the Expenses incurred by the Admiralty in the year ending the
31st of March 1841, with reference to the Post-office Contract Packets." The
Heturn stands thus under the general head of " Packets between the British
Isles and the Colonial or Foreign Countries, or between one colony or foreign
country and another;" there is " Falmouth and Alexandria, from 1st of Sep
tember 1840," (which to 31st of March 1841, is six months) " 20,910?. 14*. 3d"
811. When was the contract entered into with the Oriental Company?—
That I do not know.
812. Was it not on the 1st of September 1841 ?—I am not aware.
813. Mr. Cripps.~\ Do you mean that if the whole contract from Falmouth
to Alexandria is 40,000?., a saving may be effected of 30,000?. by the Postoffice not availing itself of those packets between Falmouth and Gibraltar ; is
that a short statement of your position ?—That is a short statement of my
position, with this addition ; that I was not aware of that which has been ad
verted to, but which is not as yet distinctly stated, that the mails which go
through France are conveyed from Malta to Alexandria by this same line.
814. Mr. EscottJ] Was the alteration in the Mediterranean mails any part
of your original plan of penny postage ?—No, it was not. With reference to a
question just put, I beg to state that, in addition to the sum to which I have
referred, there was an expenditure of 60,000?. in that same year for packets in
the Mediterranean, managed by the Admiralty.
815. Mr. CrippsJ] With reference to Paper No. 2, has the number of Generalpost letter-carriers in London been increased or diminished since the introduc
tion of the penny postage ?—I do not think there has been any material increase,
but I cannot speak positively to the point.
816. Has the saving of time effected by the non-payment of letters on
delivery, occasioned the duty to be performed in much about the same time as
formerly, notwithstanding the increased number of letters, or is the delivery
0.93.
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•Rowland Hill, Esq. now completed in a much less time than it was ?—No, the delivery occupies
more time than it did, at least such was the case when I was at the Treasury ;
z8 July 1843. j have not na(j an opportunity of knowing what it has heen since.
817. And there are about the same number of letter-carriers ?—Yes.
818. Mr. BramstonJ] How do you account for that; money not being now
taken r—There is a good deal of postage still collected at the doors, especially in
London, where the foreign letters form a larger proportion of the whole postage ;
but my opinion is, that great savings may be effected there also, by the Postoffice addressing itself to the public. If the Post-office would recommend to
the public to have letter-boxes at those doors which are not usually kept open,
and more especially if the Post-office would accompany that recommendation
with information that certain parties would construct those letter-boxes at
a cheap rate, I cannot but think that many persons who are at present unpro
vided would set them up, and that in that way the deliveries would be greatly
facilitated.
819. Mr. WallaceJ\ Are such letter-boxes common in London 1—They are by
no means common as yet.
820. Mr. RicardoJ] Do you think there is any possibility of compelling
persons to provide letter-boxes at their doors?— I think that if the Post-office
were to adopt the means which I have just recommended, a great number of
persons would set up letter-boxes, and that in a short time public opinion
would begin to operate upon those who did not set up letter-boxes ; that a person
living at No. 2, for instance, finding that the letter-carrier was detained at
No. 1, would very soon complain that No. 1 did not set up a letter-box, and in
that way a public opinion would be formed which would justify the Govern
ment in enforcing the regulation, not I think by penalty, but by other means I
could suggest.
821. Mr. Wallace.'] Are you aware that private letter-boxes have been
adopted very generally in the city of Edinburgh, h?ving a brass plate in front
of them, and the operation of putting the letter into the box by the postman
ringing a bell, which strikes one stroke and makes a sound distinct from the
door-bell?—I was not aware that those boxes had been generally adopted in
Edinburgh ; there are many in London ; I have one at my own house.
822. If you were informed that such letter-boxes were very common among
men of business in Edinburgh, you would consider that, in accordance with
your idea, it is likely, if further means are taken, to be done to the same extent
in London ?—I should consider it a confirmation of what I have stated, that by
a little exertion on the part of the Post-office they might be made more general.
823. Are you aware that parties find it more pleasant to have their letters
thus deposited, than by having their door-bells rung ?—I think that probable.
824. Mr. Escott.~] Of what profession are you ?—I am not in any profession
at present.
825. Have you ever been in any profession ?—Yes.
826. What?—I was once a schoolmaster. Previous to my going to the Trea
sury I was engaged, I think, about four or five years as secretary to the Coloni
zation Commissioners for South Australia.
827. Were you secretary to the Colonization Commissioners after you ceased
to be a schoolmaster ?—Yes.
828. Where were you schoolmaster?—At a school called Hazelwood, near
Birmingham, for some years, and afterwards at Bruce Castle, Tottenham.
829. How long ago did you leave the school at Bruce Castle?—I think it
was about the year 1833 or 1834 ; I think 1834.
830. When did you first turn your attention to the Post-office?—I have
thought about Post-office improvements for 20 years or more.
831. That was a subject which occupied your attention while you were
engaged in the profession of a schoolmaster ?—To a small extent.
832. When did you first turn your attention to it with a view to the form
ation of any improvements?—In the year 1836.
833. Were you then in communication with other persons who had great
knowledge o^ the Post-office ?—The first thing I did was to read very carefully
all the Reports upon the subject ; I then put myself in communication with
the Honourable Member for Greenock, who very kindly afforded me much
assistance.
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assistance. I then applied to the Post-office for information, with which Lord Rowland Hill, Esq.
Lichfield was so good as to supply me. Those were the means I took to make
. .
myself acquainted with the subject.
18 July 1843.
834. How did your connexion with the Treasury originate ?—I received a
note from Mr. Baring, desiring that I would call at his office in September
1 839, soon after the passing of the Postage Act.
835. Mr. Baring.~\ You were, as you state, secretary to the Colonization
Commission for a certain number of years ; how long were you there ?—I think
it was four or five years.
836. What salary did you receive when you were there ? —I received a salary
of 500 1. a year.
837. Of course you abandoned that when you came into the Treasury ?—
Yes.
838. Supposing you had continued in that office, what do you suppose would
have been your condition now ?—It is of course very difficult to say ; I know,
from a communication I received from the Commissioners after I quitted their
service, that I was so fortunate as to possess their esteem. I have reason to
believe also, that my services were highly valued in the Colonial Office ;
perhaps it is not too much to hope, that had I continued connected with
that Commission, I should have been one of the present Commissioners for the
management of Colonization.
839. You have been asked about the origin of your connexion with the
Treasury ; had you any personal acquaintance with me till then t—I never had
the honour of seeing Mr. Baring till I waited upon him in September 1839, in
consequence of the note I received.
840. Are you aware whether, in addition to other communications from
other gentlemen who took an interest in your plan, I had a communication
with some of the Commissioners under whom you had served in the Coloniza
tion Commission, and that it was partly in consequence of the high character
I received from them, that I requested your services ?— I am aware that those
communications took place.
841. Chairman.] The first proposal was, that you should receive the same
amount of salary at the Treasury you had received in your former situation ?—
It was ; the whole facts appear in the correspondence which has been pub
lished.
842. Mr. Denison.] Is there any other matter you have to communicate to
the Committee ?—I should wish to say, with reference to the estimates which
have been the subject of consideration to-day, that the accuracy of those
estimates, of course, is very much a matter of opinion. I can only say, that
the subject of Post-office improvement has occupied my mind pretty nearly
night and day, for the last seven years ; during which time, I have given to the
subject a great deal of thought and observation ; and from a course of thought
which it would be impossible to analyse, I trust I may be permitted to say,
without presumption, that I have acquired some power of arriving at just
conclusions connected with this subject. It has happened in numberless
instances that calculations which I have formed, without a tithe of the expe
rience I now possess, have turned out to be correct, even when opposed to
high authority. While I was at the Treasury I never shrunk from the respon
sibility of making suggestions founded on the experience which I had gained,
and in no case wherein my opinion was acted upon has the result been unfortu
nate. I can assure the Committee, that I have never relied on my own judg
ment, except where the nature of the case did not furnish any other ground
for the conclusion to which I arrived. I am not aware that there are any
other matters with which I need trouble the Committee. I presume that if
my statements should be controverted by the gentlemen from the Post-office,
the Committee will consider me entitled to an opportunity of being re-examined
upon them.
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Mr. Baring.
Mr. Bramston.
Sir George Clerk.
Mr. Beckett Denison,
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Gibson.

Mr. Hawes.
Mr. Wilson Patten.
Mr. Ricardo.
Mr. E. Tennent.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Wallace.

SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Rowland Hill, Esq. called in ; and further Examined.
Rowland Hill, Esq.
843. Chairman.'] THE Committee are informed that you wish to make an
explanation of a part of your evidence ?—I am desirous of taking the first oppor21 July 1843. tunity of requesting permission to withdraw from the estimate of savings, which
now amounts to 276,000 1. per annum, the sum of 30,000 /., stated at page 90 of
my evidence as arising from a new arrangement for transmitting part of the
Indian correspondence. In consequence of what occurred at the last day's
examination, I felt it my duty to make further inquiries on the subject, which
have satisfied me that I had been misinformed as to the services performed by
the Admiralty packets, and that they do not, as I had understood, convey the
direct India mail between Malta and Alexandria, as well as between Malta and
Marseilles. Still I think it possible to save this sum of 30,000/. a year by other
means ; and should a further investigation of the subject confirm this opinion,
I shall ask permission on a future occasion to submit my views to the Com
mittee. In the meantime, I beg to reduce the estimate of practicable savings to
the sum of 246,000 /. per annum.
Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly, called in ; and Examined.
Lieutenant-Colonel 844. Chairman.'] HAVE you had an opportunity of considering the suggesMaberly.
tions made by Mr. Hill for the further improvement of the Post-office, which
~
were submitted to the First Lord of the Treasury by the London Commercial
Committee on Postage, in the month of January last, and which are detailed in
pages 35 and the following pages of Mr. Hill's evidence before the present Com
mittee ?—I certainly have.
845. Do you consider that it would be expedient to make the collection and
delivery of letters in London every hour, instead of once in two hours as at
present ? —The whole question is a question of expense, and was so treated by
the Postmaster-general.
846. Would it be practicable to increase the number of deliveries in London,
with the present force of letter-carriers and sorters, if the two corps of the
General-post and District-post letter-carriers were united?—It seemed to us
certainly not.
847. Will you state to the Committee what were the objections to such an
union or combination of those two descriptions of letter-carriers ?—There is no
difficulty in the consolidation of the two offices ; it is all a question of expense.
Mr. Hill has considered the question in an economical point of view ; he has
considered that a saving could be effected by a union of the two corps. We
(when I say " we," I am speaking more particularly of myself, the superintend
ing president of the Inland-office, and the superintending president of the Two
penny Post-office) have always considered that it was impossible to consolidate
these two offices without a great increase of force, which increase of force would
lead consequently to an increase of expense. The question, therefore, was, whe
ther
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ther the increased advantage to the public would compensate for the additional Lieutenant-Colonel
expense which the public had to incur. I should here explain, that in Mr.
Muberly
Hill's proposition for hourly deliveries, he did not understand by his hourly
•
delivery that a letter posted, for example, at Pimlico, should be delivered within 21 Tll'y l843the hour at Whitechapel, but that he merely intended that a letter posted at
Pimlico should be delivered within the Pimlico district ; the consequence of
which is, that a question would arise as to how many of the general mass of
letters posted at a particular office, are posted within that district in which the
hourly delivery is to take place. That proportion is exceedingly small ; the
consequence is, that the mass of letters not being intended for the hourly deli
ver}', what he calls the hourly delivery, the great mass of letters would not be
an hourly delivery, but every two or three hours ; much the same as under the
present system. The Committee will also see, that an hourly delivery simul
taneously throughout the metropolis, is almost a physical impossibility ; a letter,
for instance, addressed beyond Whitechapel, posted at Pimlico, must be col
lected first of all by the letter-carriers ; it must be then conveyed by the lettercarriers to the district office, and then to the General Post-office, to be sorted
there ; the sorting itself will take some time ; it then has to be despatched
to the district office at Whitechapel ; it has there to be taken out by the lettercarriers, and to be delivered ; the collection will occupy ten minutes or a quarter
of an hour at least ; the transmission from Pimlico (I am merely assuming
places well known to the Committee), the transmission from Pimlico to the
General Post-office will occupy 20 minutes or nearly half an hour ; the sortingwill occupy 20 minutes at least ; the despatching again will occupy a quarter of
an hour or 20 minutes ; the delivery again, if situated in the middle of a walk,
will occupy another 20 minutes ; so that from the time of the posting of that
letter at Pimlico, till it reaches its destination at Whitechapel, more than an
hour is consumed ; consequently the posting a letter every hour from one part
of London to another part of London is impossible.
848. It is stated by Mr. Hill, in page 35, that the time ordinarily required to
send a letter and receive a reply, between one part of London and another, is
between seven and eight hours ; and that, if the arrangement proposed by him
•were adopted, the time necessary for an exchange of letters would probably be
reduced by one-half, namely, to between three and a half and four hours ?—
I cannot give an answer to that without working it out practically ; but the
objection which we always felt to Mr. Hill's hourly delivery by districts was this,
that the comparative number of letters addressed to places within the district
was very small, as compared with the mass of letters posted at offices within the
district ; that the idea of an hourly delivery was a bait held out to the public
that they would get their letters within an hour, when, in fact, they would only
get their letters within the hour within that district for which the letters were
posted, and then only those letters posted at offices within the district, and
addresed to places within the district. I would rather leave these details to the
superintending president of the Twopenny-post, as my duty is rather that of
general superintendence, and this is a particular department with which I am
not so intimately acquainted as that officer is ; but I state general reasons which
have decided me in my objection against the plan ; that was one ; and there are
also others. The Committee, perhaps, will allow me, in illustration of this, to
give a Return which was made for me some time ago, for three district offices ;
a Return for three days of the total number of Twopenny-post letters posted at
the receiving-houses within the districts of Charing-cross, North-row, and
Portland-street; dated January 1843. The total number of Twopenny-post
letters posted at the receiving house at Charing-cross was 23,533; the number
of letters posted for delivery at places within the Charing-cross district, out of
23,533, was only 3,255. In North-row the numbers were 19,316 posted altoge
ther ; the number of letters posted for delivery at places within that district were
2,312. At Portland-street the total number of letters posted was 15,422 ; and
the number of letters posted for delivery within the district was 1,281. By a
Return kept the other day for me, for the purpose of this Committee, the number
posted at the Stepney Branch-office was 6,260, of which 731 only are for the
district itself; at Southwark Branch-office, 7,404, of which 498 only were for
the district itself.
0.93.
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Maberly.
the Receiving Houses within the Districts of Charing-cross, North-row, and Portland-

street, showing what Portion of these Letters were intended tor Delivery at Places within
each respective
District.
f

21 July 1843.

Total Number of
Two-penny Post Letters
posted at the
Receiving Houses in
each District.

DISTRICTS.
. :

4

Number of Letters
posted
M .
for Delivery
':*
at Places within
each District.

Charing-cross

23,533

3,255

North-row

19,316

2,312

-

15,422

,;*».;.:

TOTAL - - -

58,271

V4.

------

Portland-street
;

-.«! >V

.(.

t:

-

-

-

'

Twopenny Post-office,
10 January 1843.
Boundaries of the above Districts.
The Charing-cross district is bounded on the north, from Hyde Park-corner to Old
Bond-street, by Piccadilly, and by Oxford-street from the corner of New Bond-street to
High-street St. Giles, but does not include any part of Oxford-street; on the east it is
bounded by St. Giles and Drury-lane, to Temple-bar and Essex-street to the Thames ; on
the south it is bounded by Lambeth, from the Obelisk to Princes-street, near Vauxhallbridge ; and on the west by Vauxhall-bridge Road to Pimlico, Buckingham Palace, and
Hyde Park-corner. The district includes all the streets and places within this boundary.
The North-row district is bounded on the north, from Victoria Gate, by Oxford and
Cambridge Terraces, by Southampton-row, Middlesex-place, Boston- street, and by the
Regent's Park to Hanover Gate ; on the east it is bounded by the west side of Regent's
ParL, by High-street Marylebone, Welbeck-street, Vere-street, and by New and Old
Bond Streets ; on the south by Piccadilly, from Old Bond-street to Hyde Park-corner, and
by Pimlico from Vauxhall-bridge Road to Sloane-square ; and on the west by Sloane-street
to Knightsbridge, including the Green, and from thence by Hyde Park to Victoria Gate ;
and includes all the streets and places within this boundary.
The Portland-street district is bounded on the north by the east side of the Regent's
Park, by Camden Town and Somers' Town exclusive, and by the New-road to St. Pancras
New Church ; on the east by Woburn-place, Russell-square, Southampton-row, and by
King-street to Holborn ; on the south it is bounded by Holborn, St. Giles, and Oxfordstreet, to Vere-street ; and on the west by Vere-street, Welbeck-street, and High-street,
Marylebone, to the New-road ; and includes all the streets and places within this
boundary.
A similar RETURN for the Districts of Stepney and Southwark.
Total Number of
Two-penny Post Letters
posted at the
Receiving^ Houses in
each District.

Number of Letters
posted
for Delivery
at Places within
each District.

Stepney

6,260

731

Southwark -

7,404

498

13,064

1,229

DISTRICTS.

TOTAL - - -

The Stepney district commences at Whitechapel Church, and includes the Whitechapel
and Mile-end Roads to Bow, with Blackwall and Poplar, and is bounded by the Thames
from Blackwall to St. Katharine's Docks.
The Southwark district includes Southwark generally, with Bermondsey and Rotherhithe.

840. Does
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849. Does the system of having two separate corps of letter-carriers for the Lieutenant-Colonel
delivery of general-post and district letters prevail in any other large town in
Maherly.
the United Kingdom ?—Certainly not.
850. Does it prevail in every part of the metropolis itself?—No, only in a 2l July l843portion ; that portion which is technically called London, which is distinguished
in the plan by the blue line ; the north-west of Regent's Park is the boundary ;
then the Regent's Park Barracks ; from thence it comes down to the New Road,
and seems to run all along the New Road down to the Regent's Canal ; and
from thence it takes rather an irregular line down to Whitechapel Road and
Mile End Road ; it runs to Bancroft's Almshouses, and the East London Ceme
tery at the end of the Mile End Road ; it then runs south to the Thames, which it
crosses short of the West India Docks ; it runs through the Commercial Docks,
and from the bottom of the Commercial Docks ; it runs across from east to west
to a point where a proposed bridge is to be erected near Lambeth Palace ; the
boundary is then the river to the Grosvenor Canal ; it follows the Grosvenor
Canal at the end of Willow Walk ; it then runs up to Brompton Grove Terrace ;
it crosses the Park by the lower bridge over the Serpentine ; it runs across the
Park through St. George's-row, a continuation of Connanght-square, by an
irregular line up to the Regent's Park again. Within that line both the general
and twopenny-post letter-carriers deliver ; thus going over the ground twice, as
represented truly by Mr. Hill.
851. Does it not frequently happen, that at the time of the morning delivery
the general-post letter-carrier and the district-post letter-carrier are delivering
letters in the same street and at the same house, at the same moment ?—It may
be so.
852. Would there not be a great saving of trouble and time if the same indi
vidual were to deliver both descriptions of letters, the two being occupied in
different parts of the same walk ? —That might be done as far as that particular
delivery was concerned. I was myself in favour of consolidation when I entered
office ; I felt very desirous of effecting a consolidation of the two corps ; it was
a favourite plan of mine, but I yielded to others who were more practically
acquainted with the subject. The question was how we should sort the news
papers in the evening, if we occupied the letter-carriers in the evening in deli
vering letters at the time they were wanted to sort newspapers. There must be
an additional force to sort newspapers ; it therefore became a question of economy
as to whether we should sort newspapers with our present letter-carriers, or
employ another corps of individuals to sort the newspapers, instead of those
letter-carriers whom we employed in a different duty ; namely, in those hourly
deliveries contemplated by Mr. Hill.
853. In consequence of those representations so made to you, and your further
acquaintance with the minute details, you saw reason to change that opinion
which you originally held, as to the expediency of a consolidation of the two
corps of letter-carriers in London ?—Certainly I did. After sifting the reasons
put to me against my own previous opinion, I yielded, thinking those reasons
were founded injustice.
8,54. Can you state the extent of the increase in the number of letters deli
vered by the district post in London ; have they increased in the same ratio aa
general post letters ?—I think not ; as far as I recollect the relative number of
the twopenny and general post, the one has about doubled, and the other nearly
trebled ; but the Returns will best show that.
855. In point of fact, the charge upon many descriptions of letters sent by the
twopenny post is higher than it was before the introduction of the penny-post
ystem ?—Certainly ; that point was discussed at the time of the penny postage.
Mr. Hill, Mr. Peacock, and myself, and the late Chancellor of the Exchequer,
were present, and that point was put to them, and it was decided that there
should be no variation between the general and the district rate. Under the old
system of twopenny post, there was no variation up to four ounces.
856. What do you suppose would be the effect of a reduction of rate on the
district-post letters, from the present rates to 1 d. for two ounces, and 2 d. for four
ounces, and to increase in that proportion afterwards?— I can form no estimate
upon that subject.
857. Would it not be a departure from the general principle of the Penny
Postage Act, which went to impose an uniform rate of duty upon letters, accord
ing to their weight, totally irrespective of the distance to which they should be
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel conveyed ?—Of course it would be a derogation from the principle of uniformity,
Maberty,
inasmuch as it would establish a difference between the district post and the
general post; and therefore a letter of the weight of two ounces, if forwarded by
"' u y 43- i.he district post, would .be subject to half the postage to which it would be sub
ject if conveyed by the general post ; the uniformity, therefore, would be sacri
ficed, and the two classes of letters subjected to two different rates. With regard
to distance, I do not see any difference in the principle.
858. Soon after the introduction of penny postage, the hours to which the
boxes at the receiving houses remained open were altered ?—Yes, they were closed
at an earlier period, in order to obviate the inconvenience which it was supposed
would arise from the pressure of parties in posting the increased number of letters.
859. Will you state what was the change in point of time?—I am afraid I
cannot at the instant, the changes have been so many.
860. Can you state what is the hour to which the boxes now remain open at
the receiving houses of the branch post-offices ?—At Charing-Cross, Cavendishstreet, and the Borough, they are open for the reception of letters without fee
till six P. M., and till 6. 30. with a fee of one penny per letter ; but the changes
have been so numerous I should much prefer putting in what is the actual state
from the notices, inasmuch as I cannot carry all these matters in my recollection,
but that I believe to be the present regulation ; I believe Mr. Hill's statement to
be perfectly correct.
861. Have any additional deliveries of letters taken place in the suburbs of
London lately ?—There was a fifth delivery established in all great places
within a circle of six miles, in August 1842.
862. Will you state what were the deliveries in the suburbs previous to
August 1842, and at what hour of the day that additional delivery was intro
duced ?—I would rather leave these details to the superintendent of the two
penny post ; he has had the chief management of the twopenny post ; I am not
so familiar with that as with other branches of the service; but the twopennypost regulations will show what those were ; my own impression is, that there
were four ; the fifth delivery was established at an expense of little more thau
3,000 /. a year. I know that the fifth delivery met that argument of Mr. Hill's,
which was put forward with a great deal of force in his pamphlet, namely, the
inconvenience to a tradesman residing at Hampstcad, that he was not able after
three o'clock to notify to his family that he should not be able to return home
that night. He has now an opportunity of notifying that to his family till about
half-past four, the letter being delivered at eight o'clock.
863. Has there been any great increase of letters to those suburban districts
in consequence of that fifth delivery ?—I have no means of stating that ; I can
give the Committee the Returns of the penny post since that time, if it is desired.
864. Have any measures been recently adopted for increasing the number of
the rural post-offices ?— A measure was decided on by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer the other day, which laid down this principle, that in all cases where
places had 100 letters a week despatched to them, they should then have a postoffice at the public expense ; that plan is now being acted on.
865. Have any additional post-offices been established under that regulation ?
—It is now carrying into operation.
866. Can you state precisely the regulations under which those additional
post-offices are established ? — The regulation is, that where it is clearly ascer
tained that any place has 100 letters a week despatched to it, a post-office is set
up at the public expense ; there are a great number of applications now before
the Post-office for such offices; and these applications, of course, if they come
within the regulation, are granted, and posts are setting up now as fast as
possible where we know that the places receive 100 letters in the course of a
week ; that is, where they come within the regulatiou. The regulation is being
carried into effect as fast as possible.
867. What number of offices have been established ?—The decision has been
made only about six weeks ; some have been established ; but I cannot state the
number which have been established hitherto.
868. What is the number of applications that has been made in consequence
of the publication of that regulation?—Up to May 1842, the return before me
states that 96 posts were applied for but not established, certain guarantees being
refused. Before Mr. Hill's penny post, we were in the habit of setting up posts
wherever, by the additional penny which was then charged from the post-town
to
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to the penny-post, and from the district which had the penny-post back again, Lieutenant-Colonel
the produce of the postage amounted to two-thirds of the expense of setting up
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to carry the letter no further than the post-town, the department would have been
subjected to the whole expense which would have been incurred in the conveyance
of the rural-post letters from the post-town to the place which was to be esta
blished as a rural post; consequently a great burden would have been thrown upon
the country. The late Chancellor of the Exchequer, my honouarble friend, to
whom I pointed out the great expense that would be produced, desired me to
communicate with the Postmaster-general, and to request that no more rural
posts should be established until the Treasury could come to some decision, and
lay down some general rule upon the subject ; that decision was postponed from
time to time, till at last a Treasury Minute was sent to the Post-office, laying
down a rule for the establishment of rural posts, founded on a principle of hav
ing a post in each registrar's district. The Government having been changed
immediately afterwards, the Post-office was proceeding upon the system which
was laid down in the Treasury Minute, when, in some of the last steps before the
final orders were issued, it became my duty to lay the subject before the Post
master-general. On looking into the operation of it, he thought that it would
be expensive, and desired me to suspend it till he could consult the present
Chancellor of the Exchequer upon the subject. The present Chancellor of the
Exchequer, on going into it, thought with the present Postmaster-general, that
the plan would be much more expensive than was originally contemplated, and
required further information ; the consequence was, the subject was further
suspended till a short time ago, when, on looking further into the matter, he
determined not to adopt the decision of his predecessor, but to adopt the regula
tion I have just pointed out to the Committee ; that wherever a village or
hamlet, or walk through which the postman should go, should have 100 letters
addressed to it, that district should be entitled to a post at the public expense,
and such at present is the regulation of the department, which is carrying as
fast as possible into effect. At the origin of the penny post, it, was obviously
necessary to discontinue setting up these rural posts, inasmuch as a very great
expense, with no return, would have been thrown upon the country, and of a
description not contemplated at the time of the penny post. My honourable
friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, therefore determined that he would
look thoroughly into the question, until he could come to some decision upon the
subject ; but our opinion, the opinion at the Post-office I mean, always was, that
the rule should be, the number of letters going to the place ; and on this ground,
that if the places had no letters addressed to them, there was no want of accom
modation for which it was desirable to provide a penny post. My honourable
friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, thought differently ; he thought
that the rule should be, area and population ; the extent of the country and the
population combined ; and after a great deal of consideration, he fixed on regis
trar's districts. The present Postmaster-general and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, on looking into the subject, thought the proposition of my honour
able friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, would be more expensive
than he had originally contemplated, and on fully going into the subject they
decided again in favour of my view, the amount of correspondence at the par
ticular time ; they decided in favour of a system which should have regard only
to the number of letters, and not the amount of population, or the surface over
which that population was spread.
869. Mr. Baring.^ In your first answer you stated that the Post-office was
carrying into operation the Minute of August 1841, and that it was in conse
quence of something which occurred in some of the last steps, rendering it
necessary to take the opinion of the Postmaster-general, that it was stopped ;
are you correct in that statement ?—I am afraid 1 did not explain myself suffi
ciently. The Right honourable. Member will be fully aware it was not sufficient
to issue the order ; there was a great deal of detail necessary previously to carry
ing the Minute into operation. The first step was, that we should know what the
registrars' districts were, which no one knew at that time ; at this moment I
believe the precise limits of the registrars' districts are not known ; for I have had
occasion to ask the Registrar-general, and he told me he was unable to give a list.
In consequence of not knowing the limits of the districts, it became necessary to
0.93.
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construct a map ; for that map it was necessary to go to the Treasury ; I believe
t}jat a C09t Of 300 J. or 400 1. was required. When that map *was constructed
under the superintendence of the Post-office and Mr. Hill, it was made in such
Districts as should render it capable of being used by the surveyors of the Postoffice when they were directed to set up posts ; I think that it was on the occasion
of the final order, when it was about to be sent down to the districts to the sur
veyors in order to its being carried into effect, that Lord Lowther looked into the
subject, and conceived it would cause considerable expense, and determined to do
nothing in it until he had consulted the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; it was
almost on the final step of carrying the measure into execution, as far as the
instructions to the surveyors were concerned, when it became necessary to refer
it, as a matter of course, to the Postmaster-general for authority to send it down,
that his Lordship looked into the subject, and thought it much more important
than it had been hitherto considered, and determined to do nothing until he had
had an opportunity of consulting the Chancellor of the Exchequer upon the
subject.
870. Chairman.'] Immediately on the establishment of the penny-post rate,
you were directed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to discontinue setting
up local post-offices in the country ?—Yes.
871. Was it not understood that they should be established on the parties
undertaking to pay the whole of the additional cost?— I pointed out to my
honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, that, as it was wholly
a question of expense, it was only fair to preserve the old system under which
parties had an opportunity of having a post, if they would guarantee the expense
of setting it up ; that was abolished under the new law ; but we applied to the
Treasury for permission, and they very properly, I think, sanctioned the appli
cation.
872. Will you state what applications were made for rural post-offices since
the establishment of the penny-post rate, up to May 1842?—One thing which
contributed to the delay was this, that the Postmaster-general decided that he
would test the system of the registrar's districts, by taking three average
districts: he took the northern, the midland, and the eastern districts of
England, as districts being average districts, rather perhaps favourable to my
honourable friend's plan than otherwise, inasmuch as they are not mountainous ;
he tested it by taking the first 10 places alphabetically on the list of those three
surveyors' districts. The result of those three districts was this : the total
expense of 10 posts in the northern districts, a post set up in 10 places, was
343/. 19s. 6d., giving the average expense of each post of 34/. 8s. ; in the
midland districts the expense of 10 posts was 453 1. 4s., the average expense
of each post 45 /. 6s. 5d. ; in the eastern district the total expense of nine
posts, the tenth being in the city of Norwich, was 327 /., and the average expense
of each post was 36 /. 7s. In the Treasury Minute I think the average expense
of each post was stated at 20 1. ; the difference, consequently, between the Trea
sury Minute and the post, in the three districts, was very considerable, and
it naturally led the Postmaster-general and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
to look further into the subject.
873. Mr. Baring.'] What would be the expense of establishing a post-office in.
«ach district, carrying into effect the Treasury Minute of 1841, as it appeared
on any calculations subsequently made by the Post-office?—It appeared that the
expense of establishing a penny post was from 30 /. to 35/., upon the average.
I can state the average expense of a good number, if it is wished. The expense
of 96 posts, applied for but not established (guarantees being refused), from the
time the penny post came into operation, the old penny- post system, up to May
1842, the total expense, as I have it in my returns, is 2,889/. ; the average
expense of each post 30 /. 2s. Fifty-eight posts were applied for, and established
under guarantee, up to July 1842 ; the expense of those 58 was 697 /. ; the
average expense of each, 12 1. Then from the time of the introduction of the
penny postage, to two months ago, there were 82 posts applied for. The total
expense of 82 posts, established or to be established under the present regula
tion, would be 2,455 1. ; the average expense of each post 29 /. 185. There were
about 200 applications between the cessation of setting up those posts and the
time when the present Chancellor of the Exchequer decided on adopting this
regulation; of those 200 posts, 96 were refused, and there are 82 which come
under the new regulation ; the average expense of which will be 29 /. 18s.
874. What
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874. What applications have you received since the adoption of the Chan- Lieutenant-Colonel
cell or of the Exchequer's regulation?—We are proceeding to establish the 82
Maberly.
posts, and are receiving fresh applications every day ; and in those cases which
we know at all to be pressing cases, we direct the surveyors to inquire into the 21 Ju|y l843cases immediately.
[The Return ivas delivered in, and is as follows :]
STATEMENT of TOTAL and AVERAGE EXPENSE of Rural Posts.
The Registrars' Districts, in each of Three Surveyors' Districts.
NORTHERN DISTRICT:
Total Expense of 10 Posts
-------£. 343 19 6
Average Expense of each Post ------343 - —
MIDLAND DISTRICT:
Total Expense of 10 Posts
-_-..__£. 453 4 _
Average Expense of each Post ------45 65
EASTERN DISTRICT:
Total Expense of 9 * Posts
----_._£. 327 6 • The tenth being
Average Expense of each Post ------36 7 in the city of
Total Expense of 29 Poets
-----£.1,124 9 6
Norwich.
Average Expense of each Post 38156
Total Expense of 96 Posts applied for, but not established (guaran
tees being refused), up to May 1842
£. 2,889 15 8
Average Expense of each Post ------30 2 Total Expense of 58 Posts, established under guarantee, up to
July 1842 ---------- £.697 17 6
Average Expense of each Post 12 -'—'''
Total Expense of 82 f Posts, established or to be established
• gome of these
under the present regulation
.--£.2,445 13 8
are included in the
Average Expense of each Post 29 18 11 "'"92.
. :.l

875. Chairman.] How many of such offices have been established 1—I cannot
state precisely ; most probably very few ; it is a work of time. The first thing
to do, in the cases of those who have been refused, is to have a fresh return
of letters kept, in order to see whether, in consequence of any increase, they
come within the rule or not ; then we should compare that with the former
returns. There were two or three cases which came before me a short time ago,
where there were 34 or 36 letters two years ago, and where, they now state,
there are 96 ; but how far any were sent for the purpose of obtaining the post
we could not tell. They were aot cases, as it appeared to us, deserving to
come within the rule. The first thing to ascertain is, that the places applying
for a post are fairly within the limits laid down by the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, and that the case is not got up for the purpose, but that it is a place
affording the number of letters which brings it within the rule.
8/6. Are you able to state what number of additional posts may be established
under this rule ?—A very great number.
877. Can you give the Committee any idea what number will come within
that rule ? —It is perfectly impossible ; some thousands.
878. Will it exceed the number of registrars' districts without a post, which
are stated at 400 ?—I believe the number of 400 was only assumed, without cal
culation ; I do not think it was the actual number. In addition to that, there is
all Ireland and Scotland.
879. When guarantee-posts have been established, will the parties be relieved
from such guarantee in case there shall appear to be more than 100 letters a
week despatched or delivered at that post-office? —Certainly.
880. What measures are taken to ascertain the number of letters which may
be sent to or from any particular village which has not a post-office at the present
moment? —The post town under which that village is, has orders to make a
return for a week of the number of letters despatched to that place.
881. When was the regulation made?—I think it was either in May or June ;
I do not think it is at present generally known.
882. When you stated that the expense of those posts, in several of those dis
tricts which were inquired into, amounted to about 30 1., what is the nature of
the items which you include in calculating the expense of establishing a new
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel post-office ?—It varies according to the situation of the post-office; the general
Maberly.
expense of a rural post-office is the expense of a messenger to and from the post
town where the letters centre, and also the expense of receiving-houses. Some21 July 1843. timeSj if there are two villages, two receiving-houses are necessary; but there
are the weekly wages of the messenger and the salary of the receiver. In some
cases it happens that it is much cheaper ; if it is on the line of a mail-cart or a
mail-coach, where the mail-coach has an opportunity of stopping for sorting
duty at the post town near which it is, then the expense is frequently only 5 /.
or 6/. ; but the Committee will see that in most of those cases where pennyposts can be set up cheaply, they are already set up under the old system ; so
that the expense of the penny-post system has to come, inasmuch as the greater
part of the cheap penny-posts were established under the old system.
883. Have any measures been taken to make it generally known that the
inhabitants of any village may have a post-office established, if the letters deli
vered in that village amount to 100 a week?—No other measure than the de
claration of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Parliament.
884. Have any additional day-mails been established within the last two
years, to or from London ?—The Cambridge, I think, is the only one which has
been established within that time. Since the 1st of July 1838, a great number
have been established ; and I take the 1st of July, inasmuch as Mr. Hill closed
his evidence before the Committee on Postage at that date ; so that he had no
right to calculate on the facilities which have been subsequently given as part
of his plan, except so far as he previously stated them to that Committee.
885. What number of day-mails have been established since that date?—
Since the 1st of July 1838, there have been established day-mails to Dover, to
Portsmouth, to Southampton, to Bristol, to Cheltenham, to Gloucester, and to
Cambridge.
886. Have you the dates at which those several day-mails were established ?
—No, but I can easily furnish them ; but they were established under the sanc
tion of my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, who carried
into effect a great number of those improvements, with the exception of the
Cambridge mail, which was established by the present Postmaster-general, Lord
Lowther.
887. Are they now established on all the principal roads leading out of Lon
don ?—On nearly all ; I should say all, except the eastern counties, Norwich.
It has not hitherto been established to Norwich, because we could not reach
Norwich in sufficient time to make the accommodation available.
888. At what hour in the day do those day-mails reach London?—They
reach London generally about half-past one, so as to be at the Post-office at
about two, which gives a delivery in the City at three, so as to enable merchants,
bankers, and others engaged in business to act upon their contents before the
hours of business close. Two mails, however, come in at five and half-past five.
I think the Dover mail comes in late, and the Cambridge mail comes in late ;
originally they all came in late, with the exception of the Southampton ; and.
the reason of that is, that they were carried by mail-coaches and not by rail
roads, and the distance was such that they would have to have started very
early in the morning, so that they would have had no traffic at all if they had.
been brought in at an early period of the day ; necessarily, therefore, they came
in late.
889. Can you state at what time the Birmingham day-mail is despatched from
Birmingham ?—It leaves Birmingham at half-past eight.
890. Does it appear at what time the letter-box is closed at Birmingham? —
No ; but of course the day-mail to Birmingham is of little practical use ; a place
where you can post letters till 10 or 11 o'clock at night, does not want to write
letters between 10 o'clock at night and eight in the morning; it was never esta
blished for Birmingham.
891. Would it be of more use to the inhabitants of Birmingham if that mail
were despatched at 11 or 12 o'clock, so as to reach London between five and
six ?—Of course it would, as it respects Birmingham, but you would sacrifice
Ireland and Scotland. This is a mail answering the purpose of Ireland and Scot
land, and also of Birmingham ; if you like to sacrifice Ireland and Scotland to
Birmingham, you have an opportunity of doing so, but it would be in my opinion
a very unwise proceeding.
892. Are there a considerable number of letters for London received by the

day
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day mails ?— A very great number. I have the Return here. This is a Return
I had made out in consequence of a suggestion of Mr. Hill, which came to us
from the Treasury, proposing that the main day-mail, which is the mail from
Ireland and Scotland, should be brought in at five instead of half-past one. This
is a " Return showing the total number of letters brought by the Birmingham
day-mail to London, distinguishing the number delivered by General-post and
by Two-penny post from the Forward letters, for one week, ended 31 October
1842." The total number is 46,041 brought into London in the week: deli
vered by general post, 11,158; delivered by twopenny post, 17,329; forward
letters, 17,554. Therefore there were delivered in London, 28,487 ; the letters
accelerated only, were 17,554 ; then of those letters about 8,500 were letters from
the interior of Ireland ; 3,500 were delivered by the general post, and 5,000 by
the twopenny post. The Committee will understand that the circulation from
the interior of Ireland, with the exception of Dublin and back, is by that day
mail ; therefore they do not remain in Dublin above one or two hours, and they
save 12 hours or more in London by coming by the day mail instead of by the
next morning delivery ; consequently the good to the interior of Ireland by
bringing in this day mail at half-past one is immense ; it saves the difference
between two o'clock in the day and six the next morning. The Irish forward
letters are 6,000 ; so that of those 46,000, 15,000 are letters from Ireland.
[The Returns were delivered in, and are as follow :]
Inland Office, 1 November 1842.
RETURN showing the Total Number of LETTERS brought by the Birmingham Day Mail
to London, distinguishing the Number delivered by General Post and by Twopenny Post
from the Forward Letters, for One Week, ended 31st October 1842.

Delivered by
General Post.

Date.

1842:
October —
—
—
—
—
Total

-

25
26
27
28
29
31
-

1,077
1,671

Delivered by
Twopennv Post.

Forward
Letters.

Total.

2,453
2,473
2,078
1,400

3,073
3,385
2,870
2,350
2,948
2,703

3,093
3,478
2,632
3,092
2,895
2,364

7,243
8,534
7,955
7,U15
7,921
6,473

11,158

17,329

17,554

46,041

(signed)

W. Bokenkam.

Inland Office, 1 November 1842.
RETURN showing the Number of IRISH LETTERS brought by the Day Mail, distinguishing
those for delivery by General and Twopenny Post Letter-Carriers, from the Forward
Letters, for One Week, ended 31st October 1842.
Irish Letters
Irish Letters
Irish
delivered by
delivered by Forward
Letters.
General Post. Twopenny Post.

Date.

Total.

1842:

October - 25
— - 26
—
—
—
~~"~~
Total

—

27
28
29
31

460
713
592
677
538
602

- -

3,582

823
876
734

1,017
870
857

5,177

851

2,155
3,334
2,168
2,809
2,500
2,310

6,510

15,269

872

1,745
842

1,108
1,092

(signed)
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another advantage in bringing in the day-mail at half-past one ; which is this,
~~~~
that if there is any delay on the main line by the night-mail, the bags are brought
21 u ' l 43> up by the day-mail, and very little injury is done to the merchant in the metro
polis by the delay, as the bags arrive in time to prevent the evil which would
be occasioned by the accident ; therefore the object of bringing in the mail early
is three-fold : first, it counteracts the ill effect of any accident which may have
taken place in the night-mail ; secondly, it accomplishes the delivery of a great
number of letters in London which are practically useful, inasmuch as they come
into the hands of parties in business before the hours of business close in the
City ; and it accomplishes a third object, that of accelerating the correspondence
through London without detaining it the length of time which would be the case
if it were brought in late : and those advantages were pointed out to the Trea
sury when my honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, was at
the Treasury, in July 1838, at the time of the award on the Grand Junction
Railway, when we pointed out to the Treasury the great expense attending the
day-mail, by bringing it in at the hour of half-past one instead of five. We
gave these three reasons, and the Treasury subsequently approved of the decision
we had come to ; so that, in point of fact, the bringing in the day-mail at halfpast one does not rest with the Post-office, but we had the sanction of the Trea
sury to the arrangement. I will beg to read the letter; it is dated the 4th of
February 1839 :
My Lords,
I have the honour to enclose a copy of the award made by the arbitrators, fixing the
amount to be paid by the Post-office for conveyance of the mails upon the Grand Junction.
Railway at a total sum of 40 /. a day, or 16,425 /. a year, including the additional charge of
2/. 10s. a trip to be paid when an extra carriage is required for the service of this office,
amounting at present to 5 /. a day. Your Lordships will perceive that the amount in question
includes the conveyance of mails between Birmingham and Liverpool and Manchester by
six trains daily, and that the payment for one of those trains, viz. the early morning despatch
from Liverpool and Manchester, constitutes one half of the whole sum charged, owing to
the unseasonable hour of depaature. This train brings up the correspondence to London, by
the return day-mail from Scotland and Ireland, at 2'30 p. m., but which it is proposed
eventually to bring in half an hour earlier, so as to ensure a delivery of the letters by this
conveyance in the City before the close of business at 4 p.m., and at the west end of the
town, by the two-penny post, at 4-30 p.m., which at present sometimes fails. It is true a
large portion of the expense by this train might be saved by sacrificing the second delivery
of letters in London within the hours of business, which I have just described, as the whole
of the correspondence on the line might be brought into London by a later train arriving at
6 p.m. at a trifling charge, securing the despatch of those letters for the country passing:
through London. I do not, however, feel justified in recommending such a course to your
Lordships, especially as it appears, from the enclosed Returns, that the correspondence in
tended for delivery in London is very large as compared with that passing through it, tech
nically called " forward letters;" three-fourths of the unpaid letters, in which alone the two
classes can be distinguished, being composed of those of the former description : in addition,
to which, there is an obvious advantage in retaining an arrival at the present time, as in the
event of the failure of any bags by the first mail in time for delivery the same day, which
could not be the case for any practical purpose of business by an arrival at six o'clock p. m.
The amount to be paid under this award for conveyance of the mails in question being so con
siderable, 1 have felt it my duty to state the circumstances to your Lordships, and to request
your pleasure on the subject, before I sanction the continuance of the arrangement.

—That is signed " Lichfield." Their sanction to this arrangement has been
considered a general sanction for bringing in all the day mails from that time
at an early hour.
893. The Treasury gave their sanction to that alteration, notwithstanding the
great additional cost, in consequence of the inconvenient hour at which those
trains were dispatched from Manchester and Liverpool ?—Yes : the number of
bags brought up in the last year by the morning mails is 34 ; where there had
been failures from some accident, those have gained 12 or 14 hours.
[The following Return was delivered in, and read:}
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have been received by the DAY MAILS, from 17 July 1842 to 17 July 1843.
SI July 1843.

DATES.
18 July - 1842
10 August
—
9 September —
24 October
—
26 November —
8 December —
28
_ —
31
—
4 January 1843

-

12
14
16
17
25

—
—
—
—
—

-

2 February

—

-

4

-

_

10 March 9 May -

—
—

22 —
23 —

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

-

-

2 June

-

—

8

—

—

—

-

-

—

-

MAILS.

Number of
Bags.

Great Western Railroad
Northern Railroad - - Ditto
Great Western Railroad Northern Railroad Great Western Railroad
Northern Railroad - - Ditto
Great Western Railroad
Northern Railroad - - Ditto
- - Ditto
...
- - Ditto
Great Western Railroad Northern Railroad - - Ditto
- - Ditto
South Western Railroad Northern Railroad - - Ditto
- - Ditto
- - Ditto
-

1
1
1

TOTAL Number of Bags - - (signed)

37
1
2
3
3
4
3
4
2G
16
5
3
2
3 •
1
1
4
2
1
124
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894. Does the railway charge continue the same as fixed by the arbitration
you have referred to ? —The amount under arbitration is the same, with the
addition of the expense for some additional service ; my honourable friend, the
late Chancellor of the Exchequer, was desirous we should not go to arbitration
unnecessarily. I think the amount we now pay is 345 /. a week to the Grand
Junction.
895. You stated, that if the day- mails did not arrive in London till five
o'clock, London letters arriving by them would not be delivered till the next
morning?—Wo; except some few by the twopenny-post, which would be prac
tically useless.
896. Do you suppose that, if the mails did not arrive in London till five
o'clock, any letters intended for London would be sent by such day-mail? —They
might be sent, because the public always are in a great state of ignorance on
these subjects, and they frequently send letters which are of no practical use,
inasmuch as they do not reach the hands of the parties to whom they are
addressed, so as to serve any purpose for which the letters were intended ; but I
have no hesitation in saying that the merchants and bankers would not fre
quently adopt it ; I should then conceive the great advantage of the day-mails
was, the acceleration of letters passing through London.
897. The advantage of delaying the hour of arrival of the mails till five
o'clock could have been, that you would be able to make more advantageous
terms with the directors of the Grand Junction and other railways ? — I should
fairly state to the Committee what has been our view in fixing the arrivals and
departures of those mails by railway. Since the great revolution which has
taken place in the Post-office service, by the substitution of railways for mailcoaches, my great object has been to look to futurity, and to fix them on a
permanent footing, so that the habits and feelings and arrangements of towns
through which the railways pass might not be deranged, as they have been,
by the alteration of the system, and the taking oft the mail-coaches from those
roads over which mail-coaches have been running for a long period, and where
connexions had grown up, the interference with which is a very great
inconvenience to the country, and one which scarcely any, but those who
practically feel it, can estimate. The great object, therefore, in fixing the
arrivals and departures on these great lines of communication was, that they
might not be deranged by the opening of other great lines of railroad. In
0.93.
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three or four years, in all probability, we may have a railroad to Holyhead,
Qr to Scotlaild. It is perfectly true that, by bringing in the mails at
five o'clock, something might be gained now ; but if a line were opened 100
miies beyond Newcastle, or to Holyhead, they must start, ia order to arrive
in London at five o'clock, in the middle of the night ; therefore the same
question will be practically brought upon us four or five years hence, when new
railways are opened, as is raised now. If the number of hours employed in tra
versing the distance is 16 or 20, you must traverse part of that line at a very
inconvenient time, when there is no traffic upon the railroad; and the Post-office,
consequently, would have to pay the difference. Take the case of a railroad
to Berwick. Supposing it took 15 or 16 hours to reach London from Ber
wick, you must start the day-mail in the middle of the night to bring it up by
five o'clock, and there would be the same question as to traversing the line from
Berwick to Newcastle, has already been raised, even though the day-mail were
brought in at five o'clock.
898. Is it your opinion, that for the general convenience of the public, it is
more expedient that the day-mail should arrive at between one and two o'clock
than be postponed to five in the afternoon?—Decidedly it is a great object to
get -at a second delivery, I think.
899. What was the reason which induced the Post-office to fix the day-mail
from Cambridge at so late an hour ?—Entirely the cheapness.
900. Are there a great number of letters received by that mail intended for
London?— I have no statement, but a return can be easily made.
901. Are you aware that some negotiations were carried on about this time
last year, for the establishment of a day-mail from Newcastle-on-Tyne ?—I am.
902. Would the arrangement for the establishment of a day-mail from that
town to London have been facilitated if the arrival of such mail had been fixed
at five o'clock instead of half-past one ?—I think it would.
903. Those, negotiations were not brought at that time to a successful issue?
—Not that negotiation ; but the honourable Member is aware that Newcastle
now has a day-mail by means of Carlisle.
904. Will you state what are the present regulations by which Newcastle-onTyne enjoys the advantage of a day-mail ?—The Committee, I believe, have
before them the correspondence up to June in the last year. There was a fur
ther negotiation on the subject ; I really forget how it originated, but I rather
think in applications from Mr. Hodgson Hinde to the Postmaster-General. The
inquiry was pursued according to the suggestions of Mr. Hodgson Hinde. His
proposition was, as far as I recollect it, to let the day-mail go as far as Rugby
by the Birmingham mail, that is, the mail for Newcastle and the towns on that
line of road, at a quarter before 10. The midland counties train and the train
to the north had started previously at a quarter past nine : in point of fact,
the London and Birmingham Railway Company had found it necessary, in con
sequence of the mail-train being so heavy, to divide that train, and all the
traffic for the north, on the North Midland and Darlington and Newcastle
line goes by the train at 9. 15. instead of the mail train ; they put on an earlier
train, which started at 9. 15. instead of 9. 45. ; the consequence is, the 9. 15. train
arrives at Rugby half an hour before the mail train, and Mr. Hodgson Hinde's
view was, that as the Midland Counties train was detained at Leicester a little
time, a special engine put on at Rugby to Leicester, to connect the day-mail at
Rugby with the train to the north at Leicester, would catch the train that had
been despatched at 9. 15. from the Euston station, and thus form a connecting
link between the London day-mail at Rugby, and the train to the north, which
had started at an earlier hour, joining it at Leicester, and all the letters might
have gone on in that way. Lord Lowther attempted to negotiate with the various
railway companies (there are four or five on the line) on this basis ; he had been
successful in that negotiation ; and it was found that for an estimated expense
of 2,600 /. or 2,700 /. a year we could accomplish the object of a day-mail down
to Newcastle, adopting this proposition of Mr. Hodgson Hinde ; but still the
question of the back mail remained, and it was found that this would in all pro
bability involve an expense of an equal amount ; and the Postmaster-general,
consulting with the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the subject, was not willing
to grant so large a sum as it would have taken to accomplish the dav-niail to
Newcastle, supposing it from five to six thousand pounds, and consequently we
did not go into inquiries as to the back mail. In the meantime there were
alterations of the trains, and a negotiation going on between the Post-office and
the
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the Carlisle and Newcastle Railway ; and the Postmaster-general found, that Lieutenant-Colonel
by adopting a very early train from Carlisle to Newcastle, and connecting it
Maberly.
with the Lancaster and Scotch and Irish day-mail from London, he could give
~~~"~ ~~~
the town of Newcastle a great accommodation, and also by taking the train back 21 u y J 43'
from Newcastle to Carlisle, he could connect it with the day-mail from Ireland to
Scotland back. When he found the Chancellor of the Exchequer was unwilling
to incur so great an expense for a day-mail from Newcastle to London, he
agreed with Mr. Hodgson Hinde that he would give Newcastle the advantage
of connection with the Scotch day-mail both ways, which would be some com
pensation to them for the loss of the direct day-mail. Mr. Hodgson Hinde's
letter was not answered, in consequence of the negotiation going off by
the adoption of a subsequent proposition. This is, I believe, the only official
record of the transaction remaining, and I will read it through ; it is hardly to
be called official, being a Minute of my own to the Postmaster-general, of the
8th December 1842:
I submit the replies of the secretaries of the various railways to the inquiry which has
been made as to the terms on which the directors of the companies would undertake to carry
out the plan proposed by Mr. Hodgson Hinde, for the establishment of a day-mail from
London to Newcastle. Your Lordship will see by the accompanying statement that the
expense of the measure, including the probable cost of a mail-coach from Darlington to
Newcastle, would be 2,651 1. 10s. 6d. per annum ; but this only provides for the mail down ;
no estimate has been formed of the expense that must be added to this sum for the return of
the mail from Newcastle to London. Supposing the return to be so arranged as to effect a
junction at Rugby with the present day-mail up from the north, which is timed to arrive at
London at 1. 30. P.M., it would be necessary to despatch it from Newcastle about 9 P.M.,
so as to reach Darlington at midnight ; and as about 13 hours is required from thence to
London, the mail must be carried over the railway lines from Darlington to Derby at such
unsuitable hours in the night for the traffic of the companies, that it is quite out of my power
to estimate the cost of the service, which must be very great ; and although it might be
diminished by adopting a better time of despatch, consistently with an arrival from London,
not later than 5 p. M., this very early hour at which, even in this view of the case, it would
be necessary to despatch the mail from Newcastle, and the impossibility of a junction at
Rugby with the present day-mail up under such an arrangement, would still render it a very
expensive measure ; for I could not recommend your Lordship to detain the day-mail from
Birmingham for the mail from Newcastle, looking at the enclosed account of the number of
letters it brings to London in time for the mid-day delivery, amounting to 28,487 in one
week, of which 8,759 are from Ireland alone, all of which must be delayed in their
delivery if detained for the Newcastle mail, or otherwise a second train must be used from
Rugby to London to bring up the day-mail from Newcastle, some hours after the day-mail
passing Rugby, which would greatly increase the cost of the measure. As I cannot recom
mend, under these circumstances, the adoption of the proposed plan, I presume your Lord
ship will approve of my informing Mr. Hodgson Hinde that you have fully considered his
suggestions, and regret that it is not in your power to establish the proposed day-mail
between London and Newcastle without the sanction of the Treasury, with which department
the whole question now rests, but that you will endeavour to re-establish the early morningmail train from Carlisle to Newcastle, by substituting it for the present train at 10 A.M., as
there is a hope of obtaining this communication from the directors of the railway on failterms ; and if this can be done, that you trust the memorialists will be satisfied with the
arrangement, as you are unable to meet their wishes in any other way, except at an enor
mous expense.

—Lord Lowther's minute follows :
I am disposed to approve of this arrangement ; but before this answer is sent to Mr.
Hodgson Hinde, I wish that Mr. Tilly should apply to the directors of the Carlisle and
Newcastle Railroad, to ascertain the precise terms on which they would make the alteration.
I cannot approve of the direct day-mail to Newcastle, unless there is a great diminution of
the estimated expense.

—I believe Lord Lowther, in the meantime, had seen the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and ascertained from him that he was unwilling to grant the direct
day-mail ; and therefore he adopted this alternative.
905. What is the hour at which letters despatched by the day-mail from
London, via Carlisle, reach Newcastle-on-Tyne ?—They reach Newcastle at
9. 15. a. m.
906. At what hour must letters be despatched from Newcastle to reach
London by the Birmingham day-mail? — The mail leaves Newcastle at 2.15.
p. m. I think they gain about two hours upon the night-mail, both ways.
907. Are those hours convenient for the commercial interest at Newcastle?—
I cannot say that; the London day-mail arrives at Newcastle only two hours
before the London night-mail, and the London day-mail letters are despatched
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel about two hours after the despatch of the London night-mail. The great
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advantage which was contemplated in giving Newcastle a day-mail originally by
railroad was, that a person in Newcastle might have, we will say, nearly 12
21 July 1843. hours to reply to his letters from London by the up-mail, and that the up-mail
would furnish a return post to the London letters from Newcastle. • The letters
despatched at eight one evening for Newcastle would reach that town about
half-past 11 the next day; the day-mail would be delivered on the subsequent
day in London at half-past two o'clock, thus affording the power of reply to the
London letters; and, in addition to that, re-establishing that communication
which had been broken up, to the great inconvenience of all those large towns,
York, Newcastle, Leeds, and all the towns on that line, and which they had
previously enjoyed by means of the old York and Edinburgh mail, which
passed over the ground in the night. The honourable Member is aware that
the theory of the Post-office is, that night is a useless time to the public, but
a time which can be turned to useful purpose by the Post-office ; and as every
body wishes to post their letters late at night, and receive them early in the
morning, the great object of the Post-office is to carry letters during the night,
leaving the day for the purposes of business. The letters posted at Newcastle,
and conveyed by the old York mail at night, would arrive at Leeds, York, and
all those places, early in the morning, and vice versd. It was a night com
munication between those large towns, and of course exceedingly convenient, but
it now .becomes a day communication ; thus the day is the time during which
the letters go, and the night, being utterly useless to the parties, and not
employed in carrying letters, has, in point of fact, impeded the correspondence
instead of accelerating it.
908. Are the Committee to understand that the total expense of establishing
a day-mail to and from Newcastle, to arrive in London at the same time as the
Birmingham day-mail, would have cost the sum of about 6,000 /. ? —I cannot esti
mate what the cost would have been ; it must have been large, owing to the
traversing the Darlington Railroad at night, when they have no traffic.
900. Would it have been as much as 15,000/. a year?—It is impossible to tell
what the arbitrators would have given. The calculation made was on the sup
position of our bringing it in at five o'clock ; and that we might have done at the
same expense up and down, as then it would have traversed the railways at good
hours.
91 o. A Return has lately been presented to Parliament, showing the number of
Inland letters, and the gross amount of revenue derived therefrom ; and a similar
Return of the Foreign and Colonial letters, and the gross amount of revenue
derived therefrom, for the year 1842 ; will you state upon what data the number
of letters, and the gross amount of revenue derived from the foreign and colonial
postage, is made up?—Perhaps the Committee will allow me to give them a
short history of this Return. The Postmaster-general, when he first came to the
Post-office, formed an idea that the greater portion of the net revenue was derived
from foreign and colonial postage ; he directed an estimate to be made, by the
clerk best able to do it, of the foreign and colonial postage ; when that estimate
was produced, which was I think the estimate returned to Parliament, the officer
thought the estimate was short, upon which the Postmaster-general requested my
opinion upon the subject, and I told him that the only way to get a correct return
would be to order accounts to be kept of the actual number and amount for a
certain period, and the doing that would of course be attended with some
expense, and interfere with the business of the office ; but if he was anxious for
the information, and attached importance to it, I recommended him by all means
to do it. He adopted this course, and had accounts kept for two months of the
amount and number of foreign and colonial letters ; this return he had prepared
in a form of his own, and I sent it to the Chancellor of the Exchequer; the
Chancellor of the Exchequer sent it back to me, with a printed form, which
is the Form 201, which is now before the House, and requested that this return
which I had sent him might be prepared afresh in that form. I considered that
all those returns, in the first instance, were private. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer, when he got this Return, sent me word he should request the Chair
man of this Committee, Sir George Clerk, to move for it in the House of
Commons; it was moved for, and of course was sent in its present shape;
it should have been given in as an estimate, but I have given the Committee
a history of the way in which it originated ; it stands before the House and the
Committee
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Committee as a return, which my honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the Lieutenant-Colonel
Exchequer, knows we could not have given as a return, for the number of letters
Maberly.
is calculated on an account for a week : that is shortly the history of the Paper.
911. You state that you took an account for two months of the number 21 July 1843.
of letters, and the amount of postage of the foreign and colonial letters ?—Those
returns were exactly kept in the Inland Office at Falmouth, Dovor, and
Liverpool..
912. In what manner was the number of letters received during the period for
which that account was kept, ascertained ?— In the ordinary course. The totals
were taken out by one of my clerks, with great correctness, and given to Lord
Lowther : the internal colonial letters were derived from returns which I myself
had called for in a previous year, for North America, Canada, Nova Scotia, and
New Brunswick ; the internal letters of Jamaica we had no means of giving,
and that is stated in the Paper.
913. Do you consider that this return or estimate is framed with an accuracy
in which you have confidence ?—The revenue is certain ; the account for two
months of course is uncertain, inasmuch as there may have been a great increase
of letters at that particular time ; there may be more mails, more revenue, and
more letters at that period of the year than at others : all I can say is, that the
clerk who prepared the Return told me it was prepared from the actual facts,
after a great deal of care. I could not, of course, look into those details myself;
he assured me it was thoroughly accurate. As to the other number, the letters
for the United Kingdom, the Return is for a week in December 1842 ; that week
is a high week, nearly the highest of the year. Of course the number of letters
would be excessive if returned for the year.
914. So that a very slight error in the number received for the week would
make a very great difference in the number estimated for the year, if it was
multiplied by 52?—Of course. I think it was 4,160,000 for thai, week; it is
the largest, with the exception of two, for the year. I had the account calculated
from the average of the 12 weeks ending the 3d of October 1842.; and the reason
I take that average is, that the Committee will see that the revenue that is paid
up to the 5th of January 1843, would not be the produce of the letters that were
circulated in the kingdom up to the 5th of January 1843; it would be the
produce of the letters, in all probability, as far as we can tell, though there
are some points that I shall have to comment on afterwards, the produce of
the letters that would have been posted and circulated in the kingdom up to
about the end of October ; that would allow about two months for the pro
duce of the letters remaining in the postmasters' hands. The number pro
duced, upon taking the average of those 12 weeks, instead of 216,000.000, is
205,000,000 of letters, giving a difference of 11,000,000. The Committee will
at once see, taking it from the October previous, the account gives a smaller
number of letters for the average ; that does not come to quite 4,000,000 for
the week ; the number does not come to more than 4,000,000, or 3,900,000, the
average of the 12 weeks ; whereas, if you calculate on December, it is 4,160,000 ;
therefore you get about 200,000, making a difference of about 10,000,000 in
the year. But I say fairly to the Committee that I do not attach much faith to
these returns ; I think they are only valuable by way of comparison. The way in
v,-hich they are made out is by the postmasters and their clerks counting their
letters and telling them, day by day, for themselves; but it must be borne in mind
that each postmaster and letter-carrier has a very great interest in swelling the
ampunt of his duty, and in swelling the amount of his letters, inasmuch as in
all applications for increase of salary, and for increased assistance, one of the
elements in the consideration in granting such applications, is the number of
letters. The number of letters is always to be regarded with suspicion, as it is
the interest of the postmaster, and all the post-office functionaries, to swell the
number, in order to get us to grant their applications. I may observe, that in
two or three cases in the Inland-office, letter-carriers have been stopped and the
number of their letters counted, and the number returned have always been
found in excess of those actually in the possession of the letter-carrier.
915. Mr. Hawes.~\ In what proportion have the returns been found to exceed
the actual number?— Here is a case in which the Superintending President of
the Inland-office says three men have given in an account of 5,632 letters for
delivery, whereas it turned out, on re-telling them, they had only 4,491 ; that is
•in a letter to Mr. Hill of the 20th January 1842.
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9 1 6. Was anything done upon that ?—The men were punished, of course.
917. Was there any alteration of the plan in consequence?—Measures were
taken for checking them ; but the Committee will see that when this counting
QI July 1843. js going on in nearly 1,200 offices simultaneously at the same time, it is very
difficult to check anything of this kind. In addition to the suspicion always
that must be produced with regard to any return of the number, from the
•interest the postmasters have to return a large number, it must be also taken
into account that a great portion of the revenue now is collected in stamps, and
that the revenue which arises from these 209,000,000 of letters is not a correct
criterion of the number of letters, as the stamps may have been got the year before,
in which case they would not come into the revenue, or the stamps may have
been sold ; but there may be arrears in the Stamp-office. I do not know the
time which the Stamp-office gives to its distributors, but if it gives four or five
months for the payment of arrears, that may affect the amount. Some millions
of those letters may be covered with stamps which may come into the account
of the subsequent year ; and with regard to the stamps for which ready money
was given, the amount may have swelled the revenue of 1841, whereas the
letters may come into the return of 1842; therefore as to stamps, the revenue
is now so mixed up with stamps, that it is impossible to come to a correct
result upon the subject.
918. Therefore it is impossible to form any calculation of the amount of
revenue which ought to be produced by any given number of letters received
within a given period?—It appears to me very difficult since the mode of
charging postage by stamps ; and when I look at the imperfection which neces
sarily attaches to the calculation, I should not depend much on calculations
derived from the number of letters received ; and supposing forgery to a great
extent to take place, in all probability the first intimation the Post-office would
have of it would be by finding the number of letters increased or not decreased,
while the revenue would fall of largely. I cannot tell whether that is the
case at the present moment ; I believe not ; but I know that stamps are
sold abroad, at Calais and Boulogne, and we are in correspondence with the
French office about it. If those stamps sold at Calais and Boulogne are manu
factured abroad, the revenue may be defrauded to a great extent, and I am not
aware that there is any power to prevent their being manufactured abroad. All
those circumstances very much, of course, impair the value of any calculation
presumed to be derived from the amount of letters. Stamps have introduced a
new element into the calculation.
919. What is the largest amount of stamps bought by any individual ? — I do
not know.
920. Did you ever hear of any individual purchasing more than 100 /. worth
at a time ?— I know nothing on the subject.
92 1 . Mr. Gibson.] A postmaster can have no interest in laying in a large
stock of stamps for the current demand ?—I am putting an extreme case as an
illustration of my position. I do not mean the Committee to understand that
I think the stamps of 1841 came into the account of 1842 ; all I mean to say
is that this Return may comprehend stamps which may have been purchased at
different times ; for instance, supposing the Stamp-office gave a credit of four
months to the distributor of stamps, the stamps which appear upon the months
of December and November, and even October and September, would come into
a different quarter.
922. Mr. Ricardo.] Do not you think the issue must be at all times on an
average, and that there is no difference between the number brought into account
three months hence, and those brought into account now ?—Yes, certainly that
is most probably the case ; but we are applying to a specific period of time, and
that may affect the Return to a certain extent ; the postmasters do not pay us
for two months after the letters are circulated and come into the Return, and
yet those letters appear to have produced this postage.
923. Chairman.] Although the number of letters appears to have been the
subject of estimate, and therefore may be liable to error, on what principle is the
statement of the gross amount of the revenue made up ?—That is the actual
amount.
924. There can be no error as to the total amount of revenue, as it appears by
this Return ?—This Return consists of three elements : one certain, that is the
revenue \, in the second there is uncertainty ,but uncertainty inasmuch as the
calculation
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calculation is founded on returns for only two months, instead of a longer period Lieutenant-Colonel
of time ; in the third there is also still greater uncertainty, as the estimate is
Maberly.
framed only on a return for a week, and this return believed to be inaccurate ;
the one rests on an estimate of two months, and the other on the estimate of 2I y 43'
a week.
925. How far do you think the Committee may rely on the division between
inland and colonial postage, as stated in this Return, as a correct index of the
real proportion of those two sources of revenue ?—I do not think it can vary
thirty or forty thousand pounds.
926. Mr. Hawes^\ There was no such avowal made in the paper before Par
liament?—No; I have given a statement of the manner in which the paper
originated ; it was not intended for Parliament ; it was sent to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer merely for information. The Chancellor of the Exchequer was
struck with the way in which it was prepared, and he sent a form, and directed
the Return to be prepared in that form ; he at that time said nothing about its
being presented to Parliament ; it was for his own private information ; he sub
sequently directed the honourable Chairman, Sir George Clerk, to move for this
Return in Parliament ; and, pressed with the immense details of the Post-office,
certainly I did not insert the word " Estimate," which I ought to have done,
instead of " Return." The Chancellor of the Exchequer directed me to send a
copy of his Return to be laid before the House of Commons, and it was sent
accordingly ; it was a mere transcript of the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
Return. He merely had that officially laid before the House of Commons which
he had before privately, for his own information, in his possession.
927. Viscount Ebrington^\ Did the Chancellor of the Exchequer at that time
believe it was a Return, and not an Estimate ?—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
had before him all the details on which the Return was made out.
928. Chairman.] Is this the Return alluded to in the letter from Lord Lowther
to the Treasury (the same being shown to the Witness) 1—Yes ; this seems to me
the first Return which was made to the Treasury ; but the one on which this
Return was prepared was a second and, more accurate Return, which Lord
Lowther directed to be kept for two months, and which he states here he has
given directions to be prepared at the Post-office, and which wTas prepared under
his own immediate direction. Lord Lowther had much more to do with this
than I had, as I was engaged very much on the French treaty.
929. A postal treaty has lately been concluded between this country and
France ?—It has.
930. By one of the articles of that treaty, the international postage is to be
charged by bulk, and not by individual letters ?—It is.
931. The terms are, that the French Government are to get credit at the rate
of 20 d. per ounce, and the British Government to get credit at the rate of Is.
an ounce ?—That is so.
932. The amount of postage which is charged upon the letters at the single
rate, in the Post-office, is 10 d. for the conveyance of such letters from any part
of Great Britain to France ?—Yes ; not so from France to Great Britain.
933. On French letters going from Great Britain to France, if the postage is
prepaid in this country, namely 10 d., one-half of that, 5 d., goes to the English
revenue, and the other moiety of the amount to the French government ?—Not
quite so. The average of letters going to France, I should say, would be five ;
consequently we should get 25 d. for five letters. The honourable Member will
see that his position is perfectly correct, assuming four letters to the ounce. If
we account at 20 d. an ounce, then we pay 5 d. to France ; that is the actual
postage we have received in this country : but it will be found that the letters
are not four to an ounce, but that they are more, consequently that there is a
gain to this country on paid letters to France.
934. What would be the consequence if the letters from this country are not
prepaid, but are paid by the receivers of our letters in France?—The consequence
would be, that on unpaid letters, the postage of which is collected in France, we
lose. There is a loss on the postage collected in France, as that correspondence
pays letter by letter, and we account to them by the ounce ; but on the postage
on letters coming from France, we gain in the same way; th»refore the one
must be set off against the other. The point, of course, was not lost sight of in
the negotiation of the treaty ; and perhaps the Committee will allow me to put
in these Returns, which show the loss, first, on the original supposition that we
0.93.
u4
were
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Lieutenant-Colonel were to make our rate iu England a rate of 6 d. the single letter ; secondly, oir
Malterly,
the actual fact, that we take our rate at 5 d. a letter. On the first supposition,
that of taking the rate of 6 d., I think the loss was calculated at about 2,500 I.
21 July 1843.
a year. On the 5 d., I had it calculated the other day ; I think the loss on two
weeks' income was, in the one case about 500 /. a year, and in the other, 700 /.
I have the Returns here ; they are very intricate.
935. Is that the loss by the difference of charging the letters in bulk, instead
of charging them individually ?—Yes : these Returns were given to the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, at the time the point was in agitation. The first to
which I would call the attention of the Committee, is " a Return showing the
number and net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters to France, in the
week ending 3d November 1842; with an estimate of the probable loss, if ex
changed by weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each letter
being charged for separately, as at present." This is at 6d., when it was pro
posed at 6 d. both ways; that was the original proposition. The loss to England
on the unpaid letters is 67 1. 7 s. 6 d. on the week ; the gain to England on the
paid letters, on which we receive the postage to this country, 21 1. ; consequently
the balance of loss to England, that week, is 46 /. In the last week in October,
commencing with the 21st, and ending October the 27th, the result of the week
is a loss to England of 69 /. on the unpaid letters; gain to England, 23 /. on paid ;
making an actual loss of 45/. 18*. on the week; which, if multiplied by 52, makes
2,380 /. a year, and that was the sum stated to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
as being lost. Then, by reducing the rate from 6d. to 5c?., the loss is much less
and the gain much less. The actual result is this : taking the same week, with
the substitution of 5ef. for 6d., the week beginning October 21st and ending the
27th, the total loss to England is 42 /. ; the total gain to England 30 1. ; there
fore the loss is 111. 14s. in that week. Then in the next week, the loss to
England is 41 /. ; the gain to England is 28/. ; making the actual loss 13 /.;
making between 600 I. or 700?. a year in the one case, and 2,500/. in the other.
936. Mr. Barlng.~\ Is that on the actual number of letters before the treaty
came into operation ?—Yes.
[The Returns were delivered in, and read as follow .-]
No. 1.—RETURN showing the Xumber and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid letters, to France, in the Week ending 3d November 1842 ; with
an Estimate of the probable Loss, if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the new Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for separately, as it
preient.

Date.
1842:
Oct. 28
29
31
Nov. 1
2
3

Number Weight Number Charge at Charge at
of Unpaid
in
of British
If.
6rf.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce. per Rate.
1,076
860
1,206
1,017
924
817

243
192
264
239
205
185

1,115
893
1,270
1,087
962
869

£. s. rf. £. t. rf.
12 3 - 27 17 6
9 12 - 22 6 6
13 4 - 31 15 11 19 - 27 3 6
10 5 - 24 1 95- 21 14 6

Number Weight Number Charge at Charge at
5d.
of Paid
in
of French lt.8d.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce, per Rate.

Loss.
£.
15
12
18
15
13
12

t.
14
14
11
4
16
9

d.
6
G
6
6

372
383
473
410
383
362

90
98
108
91
74
84

507
574
585
539
408
491

£. s. d.
7 10 834
9 - 7 11 8
634
7 - -

£. i. d.
10
11
12
11
10
10

11
19
3
4
7
4

£. t. d
313
3 15 10
339
3 12 11
442
347

3
2
9
7
6
7

1
Deduct Gain ty Mails Inwards
Actual Loss

Actual
Lots.

Gain.

- -

£.
12
8
15
11
9
9

i.
13
18
7
11
11
4

•'.
3
8
I
7
10
11

,

£.

fit 7 8
21 1 11

-

£.

46 5 '7

2.—RETURN showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid Letters from France, in the Week ended 4th November 1842 ; with
No.j. 2,
an Estimate'of the probable Loss and Gain, if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the new Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for separately,
as at present.

Date.
1842:
Oct. 29
- 30
- 31
Nov. 1
2
3
4

Number Weight Number Charge at
in
of Unpaid
of French Is. 3d.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.
1,195
735
1,240
835
1,029
834
1,144

266
146
332
192
244
179
222

1,347
849
1,680
1.13S
1,269
93C
1,332

Charge at
5rf.
per Rate.

£. i. d.

£. >. d.

22
12
27
16
20
14
18

28
17
36
23
26
19
27

3
3
13
6
18
10

4
4
4
8
4
-

1
13
14
8
10
15

3
9
2
9
-

Gain.
£. j. d.
5 17 11
5 10 5
768
7 14 2
6 2 1
4 11 8
95-

Number Weight Number Charge at
Is.
of Paid
in
of British
Letteis. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.
253
200
285
191
245
193
246

52
41
64
40
53
39
50

263
211
304
199
258
197
258

Actual
C '

Charge at
Loss.

Gd.
per Hate.

£. i. d.

£. i.

2 12 2 1 342 - 2 13 1 19 2 10 -

611 6
5 5 6
7 12 4 19 G
694 18 G
69-

d.

Gain

£. ». d.
3 19 6
346
482 19 G
3 16 2 19 6
3 19 .

. -

£.

£. ». d.
1 18 5
2 5 11
2 18 8
4 14 S
2 6 1
1 12 2
5621

1 11
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Inland Office, October 1842.
Jio.3.—RETURN showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid Letters to France, in the Week ending 27th October 1842; with an
Estimate of the probable Loss if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the New Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for separately, as at
present.
Number

Date. of Unpaid
Letters.
1842:
Oct. 21
- 22
- 24
- 25
- 26
- 27

985
1,008
1,238
1,077
800
949

Weight Number Charge at Charge st
in
of British
64
Ounces. Rates. per Ounce. per Ounce.

214
240
283
256
174
217

1,023
1,055
1,284
1,137
894
998

£.
10
12
14
12
8
10

s.
14
3
16
14
17

d.
-

£.
25
26
32
28
22
24

s.
11
7
2
8
7
19

d.
6
6
6
-

Number Weight Number Charge at Charge at
of Paid
in
of French
Is. 8d.
ad.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce. per Rate.

Loss.

£. i. d.
14
14
17
15
13
14

17
7
19
12
13
2

6
6
6
-

408
382
365
415
247
377

95
85
109
86
76
88

608
488
647
501
456
491

£. ». d.

£. «. d.

7 18 4
718
918
734
668
768

12
10
13
10
9
10

13
3
9
8
10
4

4
4
7
9
7

Gain.

£. s. d.
4 15 318
4 7 11
355
334
2 17 11

Actual
Loss.

£.
10
11
13
12
10
11

s.
2
5
11
7
9
4

d.
6
10
1
1
8
1

69 - 3
23 1 6

Deduct Gain by Mails Inward
Actual Loss - - - £.

45 18 9

So. 4.—RETURN showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid Letters from France, in the Week ended 28th October 1842; with
an Estimate of the probable Loss and Gain if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the New Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for
separately, as at present.
Number Weight Number Charge at Charge at
Date. of Unpaid
in
of French Is.Sd.
5d.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce. per Rate.
1542:
Oct. 22
- 23
- 24
- 25
- 26
- 87
- 28

1,061
774
1,353
761
1,109
1,116
1,103

226
154
307
162
229
244
229

1,307
880
1,528
917
1,285
1,433
1,284

£.
18
12
25
13
19
20
19

s.
16
16
11
10
1
6
I

d.
8
8
8
8
8
8

£.
27
18
31
10
26
29
26

i.
4
6
16
2
15
17
15

d.
7
8
8
1
5
1
-

Gain.

£. s. d.
8 7 11
.".IO
CS5 12 1
7 13 9
9 10 5
7 13 4

Number Weight Number Charge at
of Britisli
in
It.
of Paid
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

£. «.
199
180
315
203
318
245
237

51
32
62
43
62
57
51

254
182
323
208
331
269
251

d.

2 11 1 12 3223322 17 2 11 -

Charge at
6d.
per Rate.

Loss.

£. ». d.
074 11 816
54856
6 14 6
656

£. i. d.
3 16 2 19 4 19 6
31536
3 17 6
3 14 6

GAIN - - - £.

Actual
/-i •
(jam.

£. s. d.
4 11 11
-'II156
2 11 1
2 10 3
5 12 11
3 18 10
23

1

6

Inland Office, 15 July 1843.
io. S.—EETUB.N showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Unpaid and Paid Letters to France, in the Week ending 27th October 1842 ; with an
Estimate of the probable Loss if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the New Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for separately, as at
present.
Number Weight Number Charge at
of Unpaid
in
of British
It.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

Date.

1842:
Oct21
- 22
- 24
- 25
- 26
- 27

£. i. d.
985
1,008
1,238
1,077
800
949

214
240
283
256
174
217

1,023
1,055
1,284
1,137
894
998

10
12
14
12
8
10

14
3
16
14
17

-

Charge at
64.
per Rate.
£.
21
21
26
23
18
20

».
6
19
15
13
12
15

d.
3
7
9
6
10

Loss.

Number Weight Number Charge at
of French li.8d.
in
of Paid
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

£. s. d.
10
9
12
10
9
9

12
19
12
17
18
18

3
7
9
6
10

£. t. d.
408
382
365
415
247
377

95
85
109
86
76
88

.

608
488
647
501
456
491

7 18 4
718
918
734
668
768

Charge at
5 d.
per Rate.
£.
12
10
13
10
9
10

s.
13
3
9
8
10
4

d.
4
4
7
9
7

Gain.

£. s. d.
4 15 318
4 7 11
355
334
2 17 11

Total Loss - Deduct Gain by Mails Inwards
Actual Loss -

Actual
Loss.

£. ». d.
5 17 3
6 17 11
841
7 12 4
6 15 2
7-11

- £.

42 7 8
30 13 -

- - £.

11 14 8

Inland Office, 15 July 1843.
No. C.—RETURN showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Unpaid and Paid Letters from France, in the Week ending the 28th October 1842; with
an Estimate of the probable Losi and Gain if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the New Convention, instead of each Letter being charged separately,
u at present.

Due.

Number Weight Number Charge at
of Unpaid
in
of French li.Sd.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

1M2:
Ott 22
- 2S
- 24

- 25
- 26
- 27
- 28

°-93-

1,061
774
1,353
761
1,109
1,116
1,103

226
154
307
162
229
244
229

1,307
880
1,528
917
1,285
1,433
1,284

£.
18
12
25
13
19
20
19

«.
16
16
11
10
1
6
1

d.
8
8
8
8
8
8

Charge at
Sd.
per Rate.

£.

s. d.

27
18
31
19
26
29
26

4 7
6 8
16 8
2 1
15 5
17 1
15 -

Gain.

£. t. d.
8 7 11
5 10 655 12 1
7 13 9
9 10 5
7 13 4

Number Weight Number Charge at Charge at
Is.
5d.
of British
in
of Paid
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce. per Rate.

199
180
315
203
318
24fi
237

51
32
62
43
62
67
51

254
182
323
208
331
269
251

£. i. d.
2 11 1 12 3223322 17 2 11 -

Loss.

Actual
*""_:_
uuin.

£. s. d.
2 14 10
2 3 10
3 12 7
238
3 15 11
2 15 1
2 13 7

£. t. d.
5 13 1
362
2 12 5
385
3 17 10
6 15 4
4 19 9

Gain - - - £.

30 13 -

£. s. d.
5 5 10
3 15 10
6 14 7
408
6 17 11
5 12 1
547
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No. 7.—RETURN showing the Number .-mil Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid Letters to France, in the Week ending 3d November 1842 ; with
an Estimate of the probable Loss if exchanged by Weight, as proposed by the new Convention, instead of each Letter being charged for separately, as it
present.
(i ;••.
•'!
,•
• i. i' \l of Iit'3'MlO'}
'

Date.

1842:
Oct. 28
- 29
31
Nov. 1
_
2
3

Number Weight Number
Charge
of Unpaid
in
of British
at It.
Letters. Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

1,076
860
1,206
1,017
924
817

243
102
264
239
205
185

1,115
893
1,270
1,087
962
8G9

£. s.
12 3
9 12
13 4
11 19
10 5
96

d.
—

Charge
at 5 if.
per Rate.

Loss.

£. t. d.
23 4 7
18 12 1
26 9 2
22 12 11
20-10
18 2 1

£. ,. d.
11 1 7
9-1
13 5 2
10 13 11
9 15 10
8 17 1

Number
of Paid
Letters.

372
3S3
473
110
383
362

Weight Number
Charge
in
of French at Is. 8d.
Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

90
98
108
91
74
84

507
574
585
539
498
491

£. ,. d.
7 10 834
9 - 7 11 8
634
j

K-Hi.i.!

Charge
at 5d.
per Rate.

-'
€**_">'
• •f'V ->fd

£.
10
11
12
11
10

:;:»*•« .0
£. s. d. £. t. d.
3 13
8-4
S 15 10
543
339 10 1 i
3 12 11
7 1 442
5 11 8

*.
11
19
3
4
7

d.
3
2
9
7
6

Loss - - , £.
Deduct Gain by Mails Inwards - /••ill

J)ff I

Actual
Loss.

41 11 2
28 2 9

I Ul'ili!

13 8 i

No. 8.—RETURN showing the Number and Net Weight, in Ounces, of Paid and Unpaid Letters from Franc*, in the Week ended 4th November 1&44;
with an Estimate of the probable Loss and Gain if ezchanged by Weight, as proposed by the new Convention, instead of etch Letter being charged for
separately, as at present.
. _ .

Date.

1812:
Oct. 2U
30
31
Nov. 1
2
3
4

Number Weight Number Charge at
of French
of Unpaid:
in
Letters. 1 Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

1,195
735
1,240
855
1,029
834
1,144

266
146
332
192
244
179
222

1,317
849
1,680
1,138
1,209
93G
1,332

£.
22
12
27
16
20
14
18

i.
3
3
13
6
18
10

d.
4
4
4
8
4
-

______
Charge at
5rf.
per Rate.
£.
28
17
35
23
26
19
27

».
1
13
14
8
10
15

d.
3
9
2
9
-

Gain.

Number
of Paid
Letters.

£. s. d.
S 17 11
5 10 5
768
7 14 2
6 2 1
4 11 8
95-

253
200
285
191
245
193
246

_ _

-

_

L '- '.''i "•<•

Weight Number Charge at
in
of British
Is.
Ounces. Rates. per Ounce.

Charge at
6 d.
per Rate.

Jed; '
Loss.

Actual
Gain.

£. i. d.
2 12 2 1 342 - 2 13 1 19 2 10 -

£. ». -d.
597
4 7 11
608
4 2 11
576
421
5 7 8

: f. lira;

£. i. d.

2 J7-. 7
2 (ill

3-4
336
44:,];.,
377
287
676

52
41
64
40
53
39
50

263
211
304
109
258
197
258

..;«•. -a' 8'
2 2 11
2 14 6
231
2 17 6

Gain -/ - ;»•• £j 28 2 9
W. BoJtenham.

937. Colonel Maberly.~\ If the Committee will allow me, I will state how the
question of charging in bulk arose. The treaty originally commenced after the
penny postage, by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer having requested Lord
Palmerston to communicate with all foreign countries, to know whether they
would enter into communications for the reduction of postage with us. My
honourable friend will recollect that it was his opinion, as well as my own ;
I was always strongly of this opinion, that our foreign rates were very much
too high, and that it was very much for the interest of this country to lower
them, to obtain markets on the Continent for our manufactures, our commerce
being injured by our high rates of postage. I believe that the late Chancellor of
the Exchequer felt even more strongly than I did upon that subject. The first
thing he did after the penny postage was, to communicate with Lord Palmerston,
and request him to write to the several powers to know whether they would enter
into communication with the British Government for a reduction of postage.
Answers came from several ; among others, from France. It was a proposition
from Marshal Soult; the basis of which was, that, provided England would
reduce her postage to 16 d. an ounce, France would reduce hers to 20 d. Our
rate, as established at the time of the penny post, was a uniform rate of 1 Orf. ;
consequently, on the British ounce, supposing a letter half an ounce, we were
getting 20<7. I cannot exactly state the average of France, but I think about
10 d. for British letters ; consequently, she was getting at the rate of four francs an
ounce, as far as I can tell ; the proposition of IQd., therefore, was rather in favour
of England, as, while the postage of France was reduced 50 per cent., England's
was not reduced in the same proportion. The Treasury consented, not only
to negotiate at 16 d., but they proposed that the British rate of postage,
instead of being 8d., should be Qd. the single rate, or Is. an ounce ; and they
proposed
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proposed to France to make a still greater reduction in the postage, but at the Lieutenant-Colonel
same time requesting the Post-office to communicate with the French PostMaberly.
office, and to inform them that if they (the French) could not consent to a ~~-~
greater sacrifice than two francs an ounce, the British Government would still 21 July l843'
consent to negotiate on the basis of Is. an ounce for the British and of 20 d. an
ounce for the French postage ; that is, two francs an ounce. France would not
lower her rates ; in point of fact, it was not reasonable to expect she should, for
,
the French rates previously were low, and the British, previous to the reduction
of postage, had been very high ; and France therefore would say, " It is very
reasonable for you to reduce ; your postage was very high, ours was only at a fair
rate ; therefore, though we make a less sacrifice than you, or an equal sacrifice,
the sacrifice will be more felt by us than by you. You cannot call upon us in
justice to reduce our postage to a still lower rate ; when that postage was already
low, yours was very high, and when by reducing yours to half you have only
got to a fair standard." That was the reasoning, I believe, of the French govern
ment ; and they stipulated further, that in taking two francs an ounce they
should have the power of collecting their rate according to distance, on letters
the postage on which was collected in France, so that when the distance was
less the sum should be low, and when the distance was greater the postage
should be greater ; but as regarded letters the postage of which was collected in
England, the rate should be uniform ; that was the basis of the negotiation. I
think the next step was a Treasury Minute, sent to France upon this basis,
through Lord Palmerston ; which Treasury Minute the Post-office, I think, did
not have at the time, nor till I received it directly from the Chairman ; the date
of that is the 28th of April 1840. The basis of the exchange at Is. an ounce
on the part of England, and 20 d. on the part of France, was sanctioned and laid
down by my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer ; the
principle was also sanctioned of the varying rate according to the distance. It
was stated in the Treasury Letter that we could not send a person over to France
immediately, on account of the pressure of other engagements, and the French
government were requested to send some one over here, which they did not,
and the negotiation was suspended for a certain time ; but the basis remained the
same. When the present Government came in, Monsieur Guizot applied to
Lord Aberdeen to renew the negotiation, and it was agreed that Monsieur
Dubost should come over to this country to renew the treaty. I should state
that a further principle was recognized as I thought at the time of the original
negotiation, to which the French gave no definite answer, which was as to the
transit letters, that France should reduce her territorial rate on transit letters, the
scale as to territorial rate for inland letters being made two francs an ounce ;
that she should charge no more on a transit letter (a letter, for instance, between
England and Sardinia, England and Italy, and England and Turkey) than two
francs an ounce. England, on her side, stipulated that she should have the power
of charging 6 d. on each transit letter from France, through England, to our
colonies, or America or foreign countries, and should, in addition to that, charge
the actual rate she charged to her own subjects. These propositions I considered
almost agreed to, as to transit rates. When the proposition first reached the
Post-office, an exchange in bulk was proposed by the Post-office ; I had a strongopinion in its favour, and recommended to Lord Lichfield to suggest it. It
was rejected by the Treasury on the reasons they gave, founded on the view
they took of the apparent loss in the transaction. There were various other
points which are not material. Lord Lowther proposed it again when the
negotiation was resumed, but the suggestion was not entertained, as a letter
was received from the Treasury refusing to accede to the exchange in bulk,
on the ground of the loss, and directing the Post-office, in any negotiation
it conducted, to proceed on the basis of the present system. Monsieur
Dubost shortly came over; my advice to him was, knowing that the nego
tiation would be otherwise rather a long business, to adhere closely to the
conditions which I maintained had been laid down, namely, the 1 s. and 20 d.
the ounce, the reduction agreed to on international letters, and the adoption
of the uniform territorial rate based on principles before mentioned, for the
transit of letters between the two countries; telling him, that if he proposed to
make merely a short addition to the present convention, embodying those
principles, he would be detained here little more than three weeks or a month,
inasmuch as everything was settled, and there was little else to do but to send
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the official papers to the Treasury, for their sanction, as the principle and basis
Of ^e negotiation were already concluded and agreed to. Monsieur Dubost,
however, said he was desired to propose a new convention altogether, and the
consequence was that in a few days he sent in a long counter-project, consisting
of 90 or more articles, proposing a total change in the existing treaties and
which we hardly supposed France was disposed to adopt. On going over them,
Lord Lowther perceived that they embodied provisions which he considered
most advantageous to this country, and I may say to the world in general (in
point of fact, the treaty makes England and France the channel of communi
cation for the whole world), and decided that I should go with Monsieur Dubost
through the articles of the convention, reserving disputed points for the con
sideration of the Treasury, and see whether we could not come to an agreement
upon them, rather than reject the consideration at once of a treaty which he
considered so advantageous, not only to the countries concerned, but to the world
at large. The consequence was, that we went through the treaty together, and
agreed on the various provisions with a good number of modifications, with the
exception of the disputed points which were reserved for the Treasury. Those
disputed points were, first, the exchange in bulk, which Monsieur Dubost said
had been agreed to by a Treasury Minute of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and that we had no right to depart from it. The next point was, that he insisted
that the division of the ounce should be into four parts instead of into two parts ;
so that we were only to have 3 d. instead of 6 d. for a single letter when collected
in this country. When on going through the treaty with Monsieur Dubost,
I came to the articles embodying these most material points, I instantly said, " I
cannot negotiate on these points ; these are reserved. One we are expressly for
bidden to accede to by the Treasury, the exchange in bulk ; on the other my
own opinion is, that the loss would be infinitely more than the Treasury would
consent to, and therefore these articles must be reserved altogether in any nego
tiation. When we had gone through the remaining articles, I said to him,
" The best way to decide the matter is for you to send me in a letter stating your
opinion on those points, and then we will write upon the subject, and give our
reasons why we think you ought not to press them." This course was adopted,
and the consequence was an interview between my noble friend the Postmastergeneral and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, at which I was present. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer came to the conclusion that there might be some
thing in the argument about the exchange of weight, founded on the original
Treasury Minute, though subsequently, France had been clearly told we should
negotiate only on the footing of letter by letter ; but that with regard to the
division of the ounce into four parts instead of two, her arguments were not
tenable, and he should reject that altogether. When he came to look at the
exchange in bulk, he found the loss not so serious as had been apprehended ;
that the loss would not amount to above 2,500 /. a year, and he consented
to waive it; but the other proposition he came to a determination to reject
altogether, and to have a single rate of Qd. instead of a single rate of 3d.
Upon this decision, Monsieur Dubost at once said that he was placed in great
difficulty, and that his government, he thought, would never consent to the
proposition as it then stood ; they had calculated all along on the division of
the ounce into four parts instead of two; he admitted we had a case as to
exchange in bulk, but they had a right to calculate on the other.
The
question then came, what compromise should be made, so as not to sacrifice
the great advantage of the treaty, especially the advantage on transit letters.
Monsieur Dubost said, he thought if our Government would consent to reduce
the claim from Qd. to 5c?., the French government would still go on; and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer having conceded this, the treaty was con
cluded, with some few modifications afterwards, such as a reduction on the
transit postage on letters to India, on which letters France consented to reduce
the rate to two francs ; and with those modifications the treaty was concluded,
and assumed the shape in which it at present stands.
938. What was the way in which the transit of our Indian mails was calculated,
according to this treaty ?—The payment to France may be calculated roughly
at 11,000/. to 12,000/. a year, on which we saved 5,000/. or 6,000/. a year;
France gave us up 5,000/. or 6,000 /. a year; it was four francs previously, and
was reduced to two francs.
939. That is an advantage gained by this country ?—Yes, by the subject ; it
appears
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appears as a loss to the gross revenue, because we collected it before ; it is a Lieutenant-Colonel
remission of taxation ; the rough calculation I made of the whole loss was
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about 42,000 1. or 43,000 /. gross sacrificed, and Monsieur Dubost estimated the
~
French loss at much about the same sum : but the great object of both parties 21 y 43'
was to settle the treaty on a footing of perfect reciprocity, both from a feeling
that we should be responsible to our own governments for whatever concessions
we made, and from a wish to have it founded on a fair and honourable footing,
such as would not be likely to stand merely for a day, but should be permanent,
and be such as both parties could justify to their respective countries.
940. Will you state what are the principal advantages which Great Britain
gained by this treaty, which, in your judgment, make a compensation for the
loss of revenue arising from the mode of charging postage in bulk, and not,
numerically ?—The treaty was divided into four parts : the first, that which
related to international letters ; the next was the communication with the
Mediterranean, separate from the international correspondence ; the third was
the transit correspondence ; and the last point related to the Indian correspond
ence, also to newspapers, and some miscellaneous items. On the first branch,
the international correspondence, the advantage to both countries was a great
reduction of the rate, in the first instance; the next advantage was the establish
ment of a communication between the Channel Islands and France, on a regular
footing, which had previously not existed. The next advantage was a commu
nication between France and England at various points of the coast, as to which
we never could get them to treat previously ; not only a communication at
various points of the coast, but a provision that letters, when landed on those
parts of the coast, should not be confined in their circulation to the ports them
selves as formerly, but that they should go through the interior of France, and
•eice versa, in transit to foreign countries. The Committee perhaps are not
aware, that though a communication previously existed between Dieppe and
Brighton, and Havre and Southampton, it was only for letters posted at Havre
itself to be circulated in the town of Southampton itself ; consequently, though
a ship- letter communication by that route, a letter posted in Paris, if directed
by way of Dieppe lo Southampton, would not go through Dieppe but by Calais.
Now, the letters passing through these ports, pass through the respective coun
tries to their destination; this, therefore, established additional lines. I may
state in illustration of this, a facility given previously to the treaty by my honour
able friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer. The merchants at Havre were
very anxious to send their letters by the Great Western steamer to America.
Under the old regulations they were obliged to send their letters round vid
Calais, and thence to Bristol ; my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the
Exchequer directed me to inform the merchants of Havre and that part of the
country, through M. Conte, that if they chose to send their letters direct to
Southampton, they should be permitted to go on to Bristol, for America ; but
that related only to the United States and Canadian correspondence. It is the
extension of this principle which is carried out by the new treaty. The next
point is the letters for the Mediterranean. By that part of the treaty, Malta is
made the pivot on which almost the whole of the Mediterranean correspondence
turns ; an optional payment is given between France and Malta. Algeria, I
should have before observed, is included under the name of France ; it is con
sidered as part of France ; therefore a letter posted in Algeria is henceforth as
much a French letter as if it were posted in France. Malta is placed in cor
respondence with the offices at Marseilles and Paris, and with the office at
Alexandria, the Dardanelles, Smyrna, and Constantinople ; optional payment
being established between the English offices at Malta and Alexandria and
Gibraltar by the French and British Mediterranean packets, and the French
offices, provision is made, that French and English letters shall be circulated at
low rates between all those offices, and without previous payment, the account to
be settled between the two countries. This gives rise to very great facilities ;
for instance, a person who wishes now to send a letter from London to Constan
tinople, can do it at the low rate of 1 s. 3d., instead of the high postage to which
it was formerly subjected, and great facilities are afforded to the intercommuni
cation in the Mediterranean. I should observe, that all our colonies have these
facilities as well as the mother country. With regard to transit letters, the rate
was reduced considerably. To Sardinia, I think, we have the power of paying
to the destination ; to Switzerland we have the same power, with an uniform
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rate in both cases. France gave us all that she could in an optional payment
to Tuscany ; and to the Roman States one way, that is, going to the Roman
States. To and
from the kingdom• of the
Two Sicilies, fan -i£
optional
payment
1,1
jfi
-tec,
^1 ,.1
both ways ; and after giving us, in point ot tact, every facility that she pos
sessed herself for transit letters, #nd reducing the rate to a low point, there
is a general provision for ship letters, and for letters carried by the packets of
the respective countries to countries beyond the sea, for which each country
accounts to the other at four francs an ounce. This I look upon as a most
valuable provision, inasmuch as France is creating a very large navy of steam
packets, 14 great steamers, which are intended for the West Indies, America, and
Brazil, and this article will give us the power of forwarding our letters to
Brazil, the United States, and Martinique and Guadaloupe, at the low rate of
Is. 3d. a letter, the line being in point of fact a second line to that already
established by us, and which has already succeeded so well, I mean the Cunard
line. The last portion of the treaty related chiefly to the Indian mail, and to
the power of conveying closed mails through France, closed mails to and
from all countries, whenever we choose to send them ; that gives us the
power of negotiating any treaties we please, without the intervention of France
with those countries which are on the frontiers of France: for instance, if at this
moment we wished to negotiate with Prussia, we can negotiate with Prussia with
the same ease as if Prussia touched our frontier ; all we have to do is, to demand
the privilege of sending our mails closed through France, and we could esta
blish an account with Prussia with just the same ease as if Prussia was in the
situation of France itself. The same thing applies to Switzerland, Germany,
and many other countries. The Indian mail remains pretty much upon the
same footing, except that France, of her own accord, stipulated that she should
convey the mail in 72 hours from Calais to Marseilles in summer, and 80
hours in winter, instead of the former time, which was 102 ; thus reducing,
by 30 hours, the passage through France ; she bound herself voluntarily not to
change the time of her Mediterranean packets without six months' notice to the
English Post-office, and various stipulations of that sort, in which she acted with
great liberality ; and, lastly, in the conventional articles, she has given us the
privilege of optional payment to the dominions subject to the Prince of Tour
and Taxis, and those countries with which she has conventions ; and also to
Baden and Bavaria, which at the time the convention was going on she could
not grant, but which she subsequently arranged and conceded to us. All these
together present a treaty which combines, in my opinion, the greatest advantages
to this country ; and not only to this country, but to the civilised world.

Luna, 24° die Julii, 1843.
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Sir George Clerk.
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Mr. B. Denison.
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Mr. Hawes.
Mr. E. Tennent.
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Wallace.
Mr. Wyse.

SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly, called in ; and further Examined.
Lieutenant-Colonel 041. Chairman.'] YOU have with you certain papers to deliver in?— I have;
Mal>erlythis is a Return of the day mails that have been established.
1 " y "''"'

[The same was read, asfollows:]
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A RETURN showing the DAY MAILS that have been established, with the Date of Lieutenant-Colonel
Commencement of each.
Maberly.

24 July 1843.
NAMIi.

Irish Express
London and Brighton London and Dover
London and Southampton
London and Portsmouth
London and Cheltenham
London and Bristol
London and Cambridge
London and Edinburgh, and Glasgow

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT.

5th September 1837.
23d July 1838.
27th August 1839.
17th December 1839.
17th December 1839.
17th December 1839.
30th July 1841.
23d December 1842.
8th November 1838.
Geo. Stow.

24 July 1843.

This is a letter from the Treasury, sanctioning the award made by the arbitra
tors fixing the amount to be paid for the conveyance of the day mails.
[The same was read, as follows :]
My Lord,
Treasury Chambers, 9 February 1839.
I HAVE laid before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury your Lordship's
report of the 4th instant, on the subject of the award made by the arbitrators fixing the
amount to be paid for the conveyance of the mails upon the Grand Junction Railway at a
total sum of 40 /. a day, or 16,425 /. a year. This Board concur with your Lordship in
opinion that the early morning train should not be discontinued, and consequently that the
charge must continue to be paid by the revenue, as awarded.
I have, &c.
The Right hon. the Postmaster-general.
(signed)
F. Baring.

942. Have you concluded the remarks which you wish to offer upon the
subject of the postage treaty with France?—I have scarcely any other remarks
to offer upon that subject. I am not aware that anything is stated against the
Post-office, except that it is made a matter of charge against it that it exchanged
in bulk ; which exchange in bulk, as will be shown by official correspondence,
was proposed arid insisted upon by the French government, and that such ex
change was proposed by the Post-office, when it was objected to in the negotiation
between the Post-office and the French government, and reserved for the con
sideration of the Treasury, the Treasury subsequently approving of the proposition.
I should further state, that the opinion of the practical officers is, that the ultimate
effect, instead of being injurious to this country, will be in favour of this country;
that we shall gain ; that is the opinion of the Inland-office.
943. Mr. HawesJ] What do you mean by gain?—I mean that a greater
amount of postage will be collected in this country.
944. You mean to say, that in the gross amount of postage revenue we have
the advantage of a larger share falling to us ?—The question is a very complicated
one, and which can scarcely be understood except by the attentive consideration
of persons familiar with post-office matters. The honourable Member will see,
when he comes to consider it, that we gain, from the nature of things, on the
amount of postage collected in this country, and for this reason, that we have to
pay France for only four rates, whereas we receive five rates. If the amount
of postage received on the number of ounces of letters in this country is greater
than that which is collected on the letters paid in France, the balance is in our
favour, and against them ; the practical officers believe that that will be the
result.
945. What are the number of rates?—The rate is 5 d. ; we pay for a letter
to France four rates, that is 20 d. ; but we believe that we shall get 25 d. for
the ounce of letters, and not 20 d.
946. Chairman.'] Will you turn to page 40 of Mr. Hill's evidence. It is there
stated by b,im that, according to the present arrangement, foreign or transit
letters cannot be forwarded by parties through this country, by post, to foreign
countries, unless they have some agent in this country to pay postage for
them ; have any measures been taken to remedy this inconvenience ?—Not any
0.93.
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fae governments that accounted to us, previous to our having treaties, were
Hamburgh. I do not think Lubeck had an account. Holland has an account
24 July 1843. at j.njg moment. Prussia, I think, has an account through Belgium and Hol
land ; Belgium and Holland also, Sweden had, so long as we had direct posts.
Denmark has not except through Hamburgh ; most foreign countries can forward
and receive letters through the same channel. The honourable Member will
see that the concession of this direct privilege involves a point of considerable
importance. When we are attempting to negotiate with foreign powers, it is not
very expedient to give up some of those privileges in return for which you will
get corresponding concessions from the foreign powers ; if, therefore, you make
all your concessions beforehand, the foreign power will say, We have nothing
to receive from you ; you have given us all we want, and now we will make
none of those concessions which you originally wanted.
947. Had not France the privilege of sending letters to this country, to be
forwarded, under the late treaty?—France had under the convention of 1836;
the late treaty has very much extended that facility.
948. That is a facility which will be given to any foreign country applying
for it, upon entering into an equitable treaty upon the general subject of postage ?
—I have always recommended it ; whether the Government would accede to it
is another point. I should state, in justice to my honourable friend the late
Chancellor of the Exchequer, that on looking over the private correspondence
which I had with him, I find that Marshal Soult's proposition must have been
submitted to me, inasmuch as I find a letter from me to him upon that subject,
long before any official correspondence appears upon the question ; consequently
my impression is, that he must have sent the treaty to me, confidentially, to look
over, and I must have returned it before the Treasury Minute was drawn up, to
which, I see, I wrote an answer on the 10th of May.
949. Mr. T. Baring.~\ From your knowledge of the mode of conducting
business, do you not think it very possible that I might have some objection to
have sent a paper containing a confidential communication for the purpose of
negotiating a treaty, to be copied up stairs as a common paper ; and that that
may have been the reason why a copy of it was not forwarded to the Post-office,
as in common affairs it would have been ?— Decidedly.
950. Chairman.^ Do you consider that it would be expedient that power
should be given to prepay letters to all the British colonies, in this country ?—
Between every colony and the mother country, where the Post-office is under the
Postmaster-general, there is at present an optional payment of the packet-rate
between this country and the colony : as relates to the internal colonial postage,
there is an optional payment only in the North American colonies. In Jamaica,
which is the only colony where there is an internal postage, there is not an
optional payment beyond the packet rate, the British rate. The foreign rates can
be collected in Jamaica, but not the internal colonial postage. The honourable
Member will see that it would be very difficult for us to collect the internal
colonial postage, as relates to Jamaica, unless some different principle from
the present is adopted. The postmasters in this country would not know the
different places in Jamaica ; and they would not know the rate from the point
of landing to those different places in Jamaica, which are calculated on different
principles from the English rate, namely, by distance and by enclosures.
951. A letter addressed to Australia or New Zealand cannot be prepaid in
this country at present ? —With New Zealand there is no communication, except
by private ships. New Zealand is now under us ; at present we scarcely know
how the arrangement stands ; we have written out to ascertain it. Australia will
be, I believe, shortly placed under us. Lord Stanley has communicated to the
Postmaster-general, that, so soon as we shall be ready, he intends to make a pro
position to the Treasury for placing Australia under us. There has been great
delay in the correspondence between this country and Australia; and Lord
Stanley brought the subject before the Postmaster-general, and the Postmastergeneral decided, on the whole, that it was better for the colonies that there should
be some general superintendence over them on the part of the mother country,
and that things were much more likely to be brought into a good and regular
state by placing those colonies under us, instead of leaving them to the arrange
ments made by their local governments. The same view was taken by my
honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, with reference to
New
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that the mother country should have a general superintendence over the post,
as the best way to get them into one uniform system, especially from the great 2* u ^ * 4'3'
advantage of combining their posts into onq arrangement in negotiations with
foreign powers. The Committee will see at once that France or any of the
great European countries, or the United States of America, would refuse to
negotiate with a British colony ; but that, in negotiating with the mother
country, with England, it is very easy to combine and arrange, in one uniform
system, all the interests of the British colonies, so as to give them the advantage
of the power and influence of the mother country in negotiations conducted with
foreign powers.
952. Will you state to the Committee the circumstances under which the
notice was lately issued by the Post-office, stating that letters for those two colo
nies could not be forwarded from Bombay, unless the parties sending such letters
appointed agents in Bombay to pay the postage for them r—I cannot state the
exact correspondence from memory ; I believe the Honourable Member the Secre
tary of the Board of Control has the correspondence before him ; but I can
generally state the reasons and the nature of the arrangement. At the time the
communication to India, from Suez to Bombay, was established, we recom
mended a packet-rate of 1 s. a single letter to be taken by the Post-office, from
shores of Persia and Arabia to India, in return for the 50,000 /. a year which
is borne on the Parliamentary estimate. The East India Company gave up the
postage arising from that arrangement, between Suez and Bombay, to us. This
rate it became necessary to collect. So far as the United Kingdom was con
cerned, it was very easy to collect this rate ; all we had to do was, to levy the
postage on the letters when addressed to India and when received from India,
and we got that rate without any accounts with the East India Company ; but
there were other classes of letters upon which it was impossible to collect that
rate without the intervention of the East India Company. A letter, for instance,
from France or Germany, or Italy, or from the Mediterranean, going to India,
became liable to the Red Sea rate, from Suez to Bombay. As we had no
accounts with those countries, it was necessary to collect this rate in India. This
led to a long correspondence with the East India Company, whose measures and
weights were quite different from ours ; and at length a kind of system was
adopted, by which that rate was collected in rupees and annas, the weight of
the letter being estimated in tolas in India, and accounted for by them to us.
In the payment of those accounts to us, it struck me that we lost a shilling upon
those letters which were addressed through India, namely, to China, to Singa
pore, or to Australia, by the overland route, inasmuch as the East India Com
pany did not pay the postage for those letters, which they had no means of
collecting. The question, therefore, in going over this account, occurred to
me, that it would be right to ask the East India Company what became of the
money which we ought to have received upon those letters ; we accordingly put
the question to them. The correspondence was sent out to Bombay, and in
answer we received a letter from the East India Company, enclosing the copies
of all the correspondence, and the reports of their various postmasters- general
in India, from which it clearly appeared that we not only lost Is., but that
the East India Company lost their transit-rate across India ; or if they were
sent by sea, their sea-postage on such letters ; and further, it was stated in the
Postmaster-general's report, I think Mr. Escombe's report, that in consequence
of this, the government in India had adopted an arrangement for the future,
by which no letters should be sent on from Bombay without the postage being
paid, and that in the case of the postage not being paid, the party to whom a
letter was addressed should be written to, and when he remitted the postage,
that the letter should be forwarded. Now I will just beg the Committee
to observe the effect of this system : the authorities in India, the moment they
found out that they did not get their transit postage, by which they were
out of pocket, stopped the passage of those letters on; they detained them
at Bombay. Now suppose an individual resident in China, or suppose an
individual resident in Australia or New Zealand, his letter remained in the
Post-office at Bombay ; the Postmaster-general directed a circular to be sent
to the individual in Australia, in New Zealand, or in China, from Bombay.
When he got back from that individual in Australia, or in China, or in New
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Zealand, the amount of the postage which was due upon that letter, and received
^hat pOStage at Bombay, then he forwarded from the post-office at Bombay the
letter so directed to that individual: consequently it would take about a month
or 40 days to get that letter to Bombay, and the letter would then lie at
Bombay ; from Bombay to Australia there may be about four or five com
munications in the year ; the notice of the Postmaster-general at Bombay
would go to the individual at Australia, who might be 1,000 miles up the
country ; he might get the letter possibly at the end of about seven or eight
months ; he would then have to send his money back. How he was to
calculate in anas, or in rupees, or tolas, I cannot tell ; he would then have to
send the amount of the postage from Australia; which postage, if he could
remit it at all, would arrive in about eight or ten months ; and at the end
of about 14 or 15 months, the letter, after having lain in the post-office all that
time, would have to be despatched to the individual in Australia, if, which was
the more probable case, in the meantime the climate or vermin had not
destroyed the letter altogether. The moment this came to our knowledge we
sent a letter to the East India Company, pointing out that it might be expe
dient to issue a notice to parties in this country, that if they wished their letters
to go safely, their best course would be to direct them to an agent at Bombay,
which agent would pay the postage, and have them forwarded immediately
from the post-office in Bombay by the most convenient conveyance, as soon as
possible.
953. Mr. Tennent.] What date was that ?—The 28th of February. The East
India Company caught at the suggestion, and adopted it as their own ; in fact,
I may say the suggestion was almost more that of the East India Company
than ours ; upon which we said, that as they adopted our views we would send
them a notice, which we would beg them to correct. We consequently drew up
a notice, and sent it to them for correction ; the East India Company left Ceylon
in the original notice ; there were a great many letters to Ceylon ; they sent it
back to us with their alterations ; some trifling alterations we took, but the body
of the notice we left as we originally had framed it ; and I particularly recom
mended Lord Lowther to strike Ceylon out of the notice, as I myself knew that
letters between this country and Ceylon went forward without being detained
at Bombay, having connexions of my own at Ceylon ; at this moment I have
a brother there, and I knew that my letters reached him and his letters reached
me. In addition to which, Mr. Lee, the postmaster-general in Ceylon, was over
here a year or two before, and we had clearly understood from him that letters
went forward to Ceylon without detention on account of the postage not being
paid, there being an arrangement between the government of India and the
government of Ceylon for the collection of the postage ; the East India Com
pany, therefore, had left Ceylon, in the notice that letters to Ceylon could not be
forwarded without payment of the postage ; we struck it out, believing that the
letters went forward, thinking that that class of letters was so large that the public
would be most seriously inconvenienced even if we did not take the chance of it
upon our own authority, though the East India Company could not give us
definite information upon the subject. I can only add, that I think it was
perfectly right that the public should know in what situation they stood when
we discovered the real facts of the case ; it seems to me absolutely essential that
the merchant and the trader should know, when they have despatched important
letters, that those letters are not forwarded beyond a certain place, but are
detained in a certain post-office, and that when they think they are corresponding
securely and cxpeditiously with China and Australia by means of a more ex
pensive communication, they should not afterwards find, at the end of a year or
two, that their letters have never reached their destination, owing to their not
having been forwarded contrary to their expectation, and contrary to their know
ledge, in the absence of information on their part to the destination for which the
letters were intended. I may also add, that a similar course was adopted in the
case of an arrangement which was previously made for the conveyance of letters
on the coast of South America across the Isthmus of Panama ; the province
Panama, about a year or two ago, had revolted from the central government of
New Granada, and immediately after its revolt it acquainted our consul that it
was ready to grant us a free transit of our letters over the Isthmus of Panama,
provided we took upon ourselves the charge of the conveyance. We accordingly
availed ourselves of it, and the letters went forward as far as Panama, and as
my
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my honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, knows, a rate of Lieutenant-Colonel
postage was taken to Panama, with the expectation of getting a communication
Maberly.
by means of a British Steam Company, which was established in the Pacific
along the west coast of South America. This information we issued to the 34 July 43public, that they could send their letters to Panama at the rate of Is. ; shortly
after the state of New Grenada recovered its authority over the province of
Panama ; and the first thing it did was to withdraw that concession which the
revolted province had granted to the Post-office of conveying its correspondence
across the Isthmus, insisting upon its right of sovereignty, and that the letters
should go into the post-office of Chagres. The moment we discovered that this
was the case, we informed the public that they must not trust to their letters
being forwarded as previously they had been to Panama, that in all probability
they would lie in the post-office at Chagres, and that the best course to adopt
therefore would be to send them under cover to an agent at Jamaica, who would
make arrangements for conveying them on between Jamaica and Panama ; I
think the decision was the right one ; the course is precisely the same, and I am
prepared to justify it in both cases.
954. Are the Committee to understand that the regulation for stopping the
progress of the letters at Bombay was adopted by the East India Company, and
that all that the Post-office did in this country was to notify the existence of such
a regulation to the public here ?—Certainly ; if I had been asked as to the course
I should have recommended the Postmaster-general to adopt in similar circum
stances myself, had I been in the situation of the Postmaster-general at Bombay,
(though it is rather invidious to say so, yet I am compelled now to say so in
justification of the Post-office), I should have continued the old regulations till
I had been enabled to report to my superiors in this country the circumstances
for their consideration and decision ; by that means the public would not have
been deprived of the advantages of forwarding their letters without the point
being fully considered, and without some measures having been taken, if,
indeed, they could have been taken at all legally, for the levying the postage in
this country, so that the letters might go forward.
955. Mr. Tennent.] Were doubts entertained whether the Post-office had the
power of levying prepayment ?—Till April last, our solicitor was of opinion that
we could not legally levy the 36?. in this country ; but an opinion was given on
the colonial law of North America by the Attorney and Solicitor-general, from
an incidental point, in which opinion by the Attorney and Solicitor-general, the
Post-office now find that they have the power to collect the colonial rate in this
country in the same way as they have the power to collect the fqreign rate, if
the party chooses to pay it ; but that if the party does not choose to pay it, they
have no power to compel him to pay it.
956. That applies to the colonies, hut how does it affect the East India
postage ?—The East India Company's possessions are considered by the Attorney
and Solicitor-general in the light of a colony ; our solicitor considers that we
have power to collect any rate levied by the East India Company, or any rate
imposed by a colonial legislature, in the same way under the terms of the Act
as we have a right to collect the foreign rate, about which there was never any
question, but till April last we knew nothing about that. I think the opinion of
the Attorney and Solicitor-general reached us about the same time as we issued
the notice ; there was not a difference of more than five or six days between
them.
957. Chairman.] Was that notice shortly afterwards withdrawn ?—It was
•withdrawn in consequence of a communication from the East India Company
that they would no longer levy the 36?. rate, which is, I believe, the rate collected
upon all letters sent by sea from Bombay, and that they sacrificed that postage
rather than put the community in England and elsewhere to inconvenience ;
I may say, however, that I really do not know what has been done upon the
subject thoroughly at this moment, nor do I believe the East India Company
know ; it was but two days ago that 1 received from Monsieur Conte, the head of
the French post-office, a communication begging to know whether French letters
were sent forward in common with English from Bombay, addressed to Australia
or China ; my answer to him must be, that I really cannot tell him, that I will
communicate with the East India Company, that my belief is that letters from
France are treated in the same way as English letters, but that I have no precise
information to give him at present.
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel 958. Mr. Tennent.~] Have you any idea of the number of letters sent through
Maberty.
Bombay by sea to those colonies from this country ?—They must be very few
indeed, I think, with the exception of Ceylon : to Ceylon there are about 1,000
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959. Do you apprehend that those letters are so numerous as to warrant the
appointment of an agent at Bombay, for the purpose of receiving and forwarding
them ?—Certainly not ; the number forwarded to Ceylon by the last mail was
910, the whole July mail.
960. Mr. F. Baring.~\ Did this correspondence, on the subject of the deten
tion of letters, go through the Treasury, or was it between the East India Com
pany, or the Board of Control, and the Post-office? — It was direct with the East
India Company ; it came out incidentally, upon a question of accounts between,
the two accountant-generals as to the payment to us of the Red Sea rate.
961. Did the Post-office bring the question before the Treasury with the view
of making some arrangement with the East India Company more convenient
than that which was contemplated ?—I think it was previous to that notice that
I was in conversation with a connexion of mine, who is a director of the East
India Company, when I mentioned to him the great advantage that would arise
to this country if the East India Company would adopt an uniform transit-rate
through India ; I told him, that if he would permit me, I would give him,
confidentially, a memoradum of my ideas upon the subject, and place it in
his hands, to be brought before the proper officers. My own view of the case
was this, that if we could get the East India Company to adopt, comparatively
with their own post, so low a transit-rate through India, to Madras or to Cal
cutta, a communication through India would form a much better means of
intercourse with China and Australia than the present one by private ships.
I thought that if they would take about Is. 6d. outwards and 2s. inwards,
which would have brought the rate to about 3s. or 3s. Sd. a letter, merchants
and bankers, to whom cost is not so great an object, but speed everything,
would have consented to pay that rate willingly, in consideration of the
advantageous communication that would have been afforded. I got a private
answer from Mr. Dickenson, the secretary to the finance committee, with
whom chiefly those matters rest, that he would bring the subject before the court
officially. The subject was brought before the court officially, and I think also
that there was a communication at the same time, on the same subject, from the
Treasury ; I do not know how it arose, but in that we stated our opinions strongly
as to the advantage of it, and also that we thought the East India Company
would do right, in a financial point of view, in adopting our suggestion, inas
much as, having the posts already established, they would be at no fresh expense
for the conveyance of this correspondence, which would be very light in bulk,
and which would be new correspondence, and that therefore they would profit
to the extent of it, whatever it was, the profits being applied to reduce their
expenditure. The answer to this, I am sorry to say, was a refusal ; and the
ground that they have taken for this refusal is, that their inland postage is three
or four times higher than the arbitrary rate we had assumed, and that if they
conceded the reduction to us, they would have no valid ground to resist a reduc
tion of their rate to the same extent in favour of the inhabitants of India.
962. You issued a notice which occasioned, as you are aware, a great incon
venience to the public ?—No, I contend that it was not an inconvenience to the
public.
963. The notice was convenient, but the arrangement was exceedingly incon
venient to the public ?—The arrangement was inconvenient, but that arrange
ment existed, and had been carried into effect by the East India Company.
The question was, whether the public should be subjected, without any notice,
to the inconvenient effect of that arrangement then in existence.
964. Did you make any communication to the Treasury with a view of pro
perly and accurately representing to the East India Company the inconvenience
of that arrangement, and the importance of making a better arrangement ?—
I think not ; it has not been the practice of the Post-office to consult the Trea
sury on those minute details ; and this I consider was a minute detail of the
Post-office.
965. Do you consider that the communication with China and Australia,
communications upon which our colonial trade must depend, minute matters ?—
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I do consider them minute matters, inasmuch as the thing was done ; and the Lieutenant-Colonel
only question then was to give notice to the public. As to the means of remeMaberly.
dying it, that was another matter ; that might have been brought before the
Treasury, and in all probability it would have been.
24 ^"ty 43"
966. Mr. E. Tennent.] In the meantime, prior to communicating with the
Treasury, a representation was made direct from the Post-office to the East India
Company, with a view to a regulation upon the subject being come to?—Yes.
967. Mr. HawesJ] An official communication ?—A private communication
first, which communication was subsequently made an official one. I have no
hesitation in saying that I thought it a great improvement, and I made it
through a connexion of my own ; I have connexions and friends in the East
India Company.
968. Mr. E. TennentJ] It was a private communication, in reply to which
you received an official letter?—Yes, a private communication, which was sub
sequently made official.
969. Mr. F. BaringJ] Is there not a Minute of the Treasury, directing that
all communications from all departments to the Post-office shall go through the
Treasury?—There is.
970. Is that in consequence of the great inconvenience that has arisen from
private communications taking place between the different departments ?—Yes ;
but if the Honourable Member will allow me to put a question to him, does my
honourable friend mean to say that a question of account as to the actual money
to be paid by the East India Company to the Post-office was to be first submitted
to the Treasury ? The accounts come, of course, direct under cover from one
accountant-general to another accountant-general, and unless some question
arose upon them they would not be brought under the notice of the Postmastergeneral, much less of the Treasury.
971. Do you consider this a mere matter of account?—Yes; it arose upon
the question whether they had paid us the Red Sea rate.
%
972. Is the convenience of the public in the conveyance of those letters, or
the stoppage of those letters, a mere matter of account?—But the stoppage had
taken place; what we might have done afterwards was a subsequent question;
the first thing was to take immediate steps that the public should not suffer from
that which had been done by the Post-office in India, and next would arise the
question as to the mode of remedying it; and if the Honourable Member asks me
my opinion upon that, my opinion is that the Post-office would have remedied
it in two months, whereas the Treasury would not have remedied it in two
years, such is the circuitous nature of the communication now established.
973. Mr. Hawes.] When did the Bombay Office complain of the trouble and
inconvenience of receiving and despatching letters for nothing ?—They never did
complain of the trouble and inconvenience of despatching letters for nothing.
974. When did the first difficulty with reference to the transit of these letters
arise?—Our first question to the East India Company, as to the payment due to
us on account of the Red Sea rate, was made on the 18th of June 1842. This
is the precis made for the Postmaster-general of the state of the case, which
I will read.
975. Is that a Post-office document ?—It is.
976. The Post-office have drawn up a memorandum unon the subject to the
post-office at Bombay ?—They have, for the Postmaster-general.
977. What led the Post-office to have their attention drawn to that subject?—
Indeed I cannot state. Lord Lowther, I suppose, in the communications which
he is constantly having with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and with the
honourable member the Chairman of this Committee, finds, I imagine, that
general information is wanting upon the subject ; and he sends down to the
office, directing a precis of the correspondence to be drawn, and the precis is
drawn. As for this precis, I never saw it till the other day. It was drawn by
my chief clerk. I have seen the general correspondence, but I never saw the
precis till the other day. The precis is a mere summary, made by the clerk from
the correspondence.
978. When did the Post-office first learn that the letters were detained at
Bombay?—The 24th of November 1842. Here is the precis: "In a letter to
the East India Company of the 18th June 1842, on the subject of the collection
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Lieutenant-Colonel of the Red Sea shilling rate of postage due to this office, inquiry was made
Maber.y.
whether the letters not transmitted to or from this country, passing through
India, were subjected to that rate. On the 5th July 1842, the Company promise
24 July 1843. to obtam this information. On 24th November 1842, the Company sends copies
of correspondence from Bombay (dated in September) stating, it will be per
ceived from that correspondence, that no postage, till lately, was levied on
letters of the kind in question, but that measures have been now adopted for the
realization of the postage due." On the 28th February 1 843, referring to the
preceding information, the Postmaster-general requests to be informed whether
there is any reason to believe that the letters despatched from this country by
the overland mail to India, addressed to China, Singapore, Australia, and
New Zealand, or any other places beyond India, are detained under the recent
arrangement described in the despatch from the Government of Bombay, of the
14th September alluded to, for want of payment of the transit postage through
India ; and also of the ship-letter rate, understood to be required on their
despatch forward to their destination. It was explained to the Company that
the motive for this inquiry was, in the event of the detention of such letters for
want of transit postage, that the public might have the necessary notice.
On the 2d March 1843, the Company state they have no further information
beyond that given in November last, but they observe, 'it would seem from the
papers in question that letters of the kind alluded to, addressed to China, &c. &c.
or other countries beyond the control of the East India Company, are detained
at Bombay for the payment of the postage, though letters for Singapore being
within their jurisdiction, are most probably forwarded to their destination ; and
they therefore suggest a public notice to the effect proposed in our letter should
be immediately issued. On the 4th March 1843, a notice having been accord
ingly prepared, was, in order to prevent any mistake or confusion, sent to the
East India Company for revision. On the 30th March the Company returned
this notice, recommending that Ceylon should be specially named as one of the
places for which letters were understood to be detained, as they could not take
upon themselves to say that they would go forward without payment of the re
quisite transit rate. They suggested also a further alteration as to the wording
of the notice. As, however, the Postmaster-general had still good reason to think
that such letters for Ceylon would be forwarded, he contented himself with
striking it out of the notice submitted by him in the first instance, in which, to
prevent unnecessary inconvenience or restriction to the public, he had, under
the impression alluded to, introduced it as an exception to the detention ; and
the notice with this change was accordingly published. On the 5th May the
East India Company informed the Postmaster-general that an order had been
sent out to the Indian government by the mail of the 4th, to discontinue for the
present the detention of the transit letters alluded to, and to send them on to
their destination by sea from Bombay as opportunities might offer, without pay
ment of the transit and sea postage due to the company ; and in consequence of
this communication, the Postmaster-general cancelled the former notice of April
(No. 8) and issued that enclosed (No. 9.)
979. Then the want of payment of the transit postage at Bombay was the
difficulty which occasioned the notices which ultimately were issued ?—The let
ters were lying at Bombay at that time.
980. When was that ascertained?—That was ascertained incidentally in
November 1842, and further questions put upon the subject.
981 . That was the first occasion upon which the Post-office learned the incon
venience to which the public was subjected ?—Yes. There was no doubt, from
the despatches of the East India Company, that the letters were sent forward
from Australia and from China ; but the question was whether they were
forwarded to Australia and to China ; and I have great doubts in my own mind
whether those letters do go on.
982. Mr. Denison.] Even at this moment?—Even at this moment.
983. Mr. Hawes.~\ Have any steps been taken to ascertain the fact ?—The
subject has been brought before the East India Company.
984. Has the Post-office taken any means of an official character to ascertain
that ?—We are in correspondence with the East India Company upon the whole
subject of the transit rate ; which correspondence is now before the Treasury, in
conformity with what my honourable friend thinks the right course to be
pursued.
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985. Chairman.] And in the meantime directions have been sent out by the Lieutenant-Colonel
East India Company to the authorities at Bombay to forward the letters ?—Yes,
Maberfy.
so far as I understand it. Everything depends upon the terms in which the
~
orders of the East India Company have been issued. If the officers of the East
34Ju'y lS43India Company have been told to rescind the orders they have made, and to
return to the former practice, I have no doubt the letters are now so
forwarded.
986. Mr. HawesJ] Have the Post-office any copy of the instructions which
have been sent out by the East India Company ?—None whatever.
987. Have they applied for it ?—No, they have not.
988. Then at this moment the Post-office cannot inform the public whether
their letters are forwarded to Australia or not ?—We believe they are ; but if
the Honourable Member asks whether I can certainly say that they are, I cannot ;
nor can, I believe, the East India Company.
989. Mr. E. Tennent.] But you have stated that positive orders have been
sent out by the East India Company to forward those letters ?— I have every
reason to believe that to be the case.
990. Have you any reason to believe that that order will not be complied
with ?—I have not ; I believe the order has been forwarded ; but if I am asked
whether I am certain that letters are forwarded, I cannot say that I am.
991. Mr. Trotter.] The notice to detain them has been withdrawn?—Yes.
992. Mr. Wallace.] You alluded to the circuitous course in which the business
was now done, and by which great delay arose, in consequence of the Post-office
communicating with the Treasury ; will you explain what you mean by that?—
My honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer expressed to me his
wish that all communications on the part of the Post-office with other depart
ments should go through the Treasury. In conformity with that wish expressed
by him, I communicated with Lord Lichfield upon the subject. I do not know
whether any communication passed between Lord Lichfield and him, but Lord
Lichfield had no objection to the arrangement. At the same time, I told my
honourable friend that my private opinion was that the arrangement would be
rather an inconvenient one for speed ; that the business would be done twice over,
first by the Post-office and next by the Treasury ; but that it was of course for
the Government to determine upon that ; if they chose to do the business in that
way, it was for them to have it done in that way ; and that Lord Lichfield would
agree to any course that the Government might think proper to adopt. That,
therefore, is now the rule, that all important communications should go to the
Treasury.
993. Mr. Denison.] When was that rule laid down ?—It was when first the
great reforms in the Post-office commenced, under the auspices of my honour
able friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, who then first unloosed the
purse-strings of the Treasury, and enabled us to spend money in 1837.
994. Mr. Wallace.] Does the same rule remain now, as to the course of
proceeding between the Post-office and the Treasury ?—Certainly ; nothing
important is now done at the Post-office without the consent of the Trea
sury.
995. In the case then to which you alluded, how did the Post-office accom
plish in two months that which the Treasury would take two years to accom
plish r—I fear the Honourable Member misunderstood. I said, would have been
accomplished by direct communication in two months ; not, was accomplished.
996. Mr. Hawes.] With reference to Indian letters, you stated that you con
ceived it would not be worth while, having reference to the number of letters
passing through Bombay, to establish an agent there ?—I do not think it would ;
the number must be very inconsiderable.
997. How many agencies did you contemplate, when that notice to which you
have referred was issued, it might become necessary for the correspondence with
China and Australia, and the settlement of New Zealand, to appoint ?—We did
not contemplate any. We recommended parties not to forward letters by that
route to Australia, without addressing them under cover to some mercantile firm
in Bombay ; and of course what we contemplated was, that they should use the
regular communication of private ships, and not sending their letters by what
they imagined was a speedy communication ; whereas, in point of fact, that
speedy communication would turn out to be utterly useless, in all probability
the letters being destroyed at Bombay altogether ; or if they got forwarded
0.93.
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Lituttnant-Colouel at &H> it would be a much longer communication than that which was the*
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regular one, and which takes place direct by private ships.
998. You contemplated the necessity of every correspondent having some one
24 July 1843. jn Bombay, who should forward the letter from Bombay to its place of destina
tion ?— Yes, if he selected that route.
999. That route being the most expeditious ? —I am not prepared to say that
it would be the most expeditious ; I think the public is rather under a delusion
as to Bombay being so quick a route to Australia.
1000. Is there any doubt that a letter going by the quick despatch to Bombay
will reach Australia in a shorter time than by sea?— I think there is consider
able doubt ; but China it was we chiefly contemplated.
1001. Can you give the Committee any information as to the state of the com
munication between Bombay and Australia ?•—I cannot. We applied to some
of the offices connected with Australia ; we applied also to the agent for Australia ;
I think we applied to the East India Company ; we have applied to two or
three companies, who petitioned for more speedy communication, to give us
information respecting the communication between Australia and Bombay. I
cannot recollect the answers we had ; but to the best of my recollection we had
a letter, stating that there were from three or eleven communications from Bom
bay to Australia yearly.
1 002. Mr. IVyse.] In what year ?—I cannot say correctly ; but the Honourable
Member will at once see that the chief communications between this country and
Australia are from emigrants. The ships go out with emigrants to Australia,
and they touch frequently in India coming back ; so that that makes a commu
nication back from Australia, but no communication to Australia from Bombay.
1003. Mr. HawesJ] What is the average length of voyage from London to any
part in Australia ?—I should think, four or five months ; but I really cannot
pledge myself to that.
1004. What is the average time of transit of a letter between London and
Bombay ?—I think it has generally been done in about 40 days.
1005. With reference to the communication between Bombay and Australia,
you are not prepared to give the Committee any information ?—Only the
information I have received ; that is, the return from the East India Company,
or an agent, I do not recollect which, stating the number of communications
between Bombay and Australia in a given year.
1006. That amounted to the number of 11 ?—I cannot pledge myself to the
number, but the honourable Member shall have the paper.
1007. Without knowing the state ofthe communication between Bombay and
Australia, will you explain to the Committee why you state so confidently that
the communication between England and Australia by way of Bombay would
be longer?—I did not say longer; I said that I thought the public were under
a delusion as to the communication between Australia and England by way of
Bombay, that I had very great doubt whether it would not be longer; I do not
state the fact, I only express an opinion ; and that opinion is founded, not on
the precise number, which I do not recollect now, but on the fact that the
number of communications between Bombay and Australia is very few ; what
the precise number is I do not bind myself to say.
1008. Mr. Trotter.,] There is no periodical communication between Bombay
and Australia that you are aware of?—Not that I am aware of.
1009. Mr. F. Baring.'] You stated that it was in consequence of my direction
that the communications were made through the different departments of the
Treasury to the Post-office ; are you aware that it was also in consequence of a
good deal of complaint being made from the Admiralty that communications
were made to them with reference to packets, inconsistent with one another,
from different departments ?—The answers I gave were not in reference to the
Admiralty correspondence ; I think the Honourable Member adopted a very
proper line with regard to that correspondence. I think it was very proper in
the Honourable Member, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, to adopt the rule
that all propositions connected with the Post-office service performed by the Admi
ralty should pass through the Treasury, inasmuch as they collected into a focus the
communications of the various departments, and when they got the information
from those departments, they then issued their orders to the Admiralty, being
fully in possession of the whole subject ; whereas it would have been exceedingly
inconvenient to all the various departments concerned, namely, the Post-office,
the
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the Foreign-office, the Colonial-office, the Board of Trade, and the Admiralty, Lieutenant-Colonel
to have been in correspondence with each other and the Treasury upon the subject,
Mahrly.
and to have been at cross-purposes with each other, without some common de, . r~~
partment to which they should refer their respective communications, which *
*
common department should have power to arrange the whole question.
1010. That relates to the 'business properly called Post-office business?—Yes ;
I allude to all details, of an infinite variety, upon expenditure and various other
points.
1011. In point of fact, before you were at the Post-office, and before I was at
the Treasury, communications from the Post-office to the Treasury were exceed
ingly rare, were they not?—I should think, about once or twice a month.
101 2. The Treasury had not the slightest information of what was going on as
regards the Post-office, except what the Postmaster-general was pleased to com
municate to them ?—Certainly not, except as to the permanent establishment.
1013. Is that, in your notion, the proper mode of a subordinate department
doing its business ?—My idea upon the subject is, that if the Government have
confidence in the Postmaster-general, they may just as well entrust him with
doing the business as they entrust the Secretary of State for the Home Depart
ment, or the Secretary ot State for the Colonies, or the other great departments.
They may perhaps keep a check over him as regards the more important com
munications ; but certainly as to the minor ones, in the extent to which we have
latterly pushed it, I think there is a good deal of inconvenience, inasmuch as
time is frequently lost ; and in the Post -office department you must act at the
instant ; the Post-office must do one thing or the other ; it cannot stop ; it is in
that position that the public service must stop if you do not come to some deci
sion, and consequently great inconvenience arises from the length of time occu
pied in the correspondence : but this is a question altogether of opinion, and one
which the Honourable Member, having occupied high situations, is much better
entitled to form an opinion upon than I can be. I only give my private opinion.
1014. Then practically it was upon our coming into those respective situations
that the Treasury first began to exercise anything like a control over the Postoffice arrangements ?—Undoubtedly.
1015. It is to that you allude, in reference to the delay in the transactions at
the Post-office ?—Yes, in the correspondence ; the Treasury correspondence,
I should think, now would occupy four or five large volumes in the course
of a year. When I first went to the Post-office,— I am speaking now from impres
sion, I have not looked at the books, but I should think one book would hold
the Treasury correspondence for perhaps 10 or 12 years.
1016. Mr. Cripps.] Did this interference on the part of the Treasury com
mence prior to or subsequent to Mr. Rowland Hill's pamphlet ?—It was long
previous to that : in fact I may inform the Committee that the great reforms
of the Post-office were first undertaken by my honourable friend, the late
Chancellor of the Exchequer, when Secretary of the Treasury ; not by Mr.
Hill ; we were in a state of improvement and reform long before we heard of
Mr. Hill or his pamphlet ; and I may state that my honourable friend wished
me to undertake the office of Secretary chiefly with that view, which I very
reluctantly did ; it was only his strong persuasion that induced me to have any
thing to do with it.
1017. With regard to the Indian communication, was the detention of the let
ters in Bombay the act and deed of the Post-office or the East India Company ?
—Of the East India Company, without the knowledge of the Post-office till
afterwards.
1018. Over which you considered that you had no possible control?—We had
no control.
1019. And that notice of yours was issued as a warning to the public against
the act of the East India Company's officers ?—Precisely so.
1020. And having given that notice, you proceeded by private communica
tions, and in other ways, to remedy the great inconvenience that you appre
hended would ensue ?—We were in private communication with the East India
Company at the time ; but before we could inform the Treasury, as we should
have done, of the course that had been taken by the East India Company, the
public papers took up the subject, and an agitation was commenced ; the East
India Company became alarmed, and instantly retraced their steps before even
we could communicate with the Treasury upon the subject.
0.93.
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1021. Mr. Hawes.] When were you first appointed to the Post-office ?—At the
end of 1836.

1022. What were the reforms which took place immediately upon your appointment, previously to your knowledge of Mr. Hill's plans? —Reforms of all
sorts. I may say that, first of all, I think the great reform was spending more
money, and giving accommodation to the public in various ways ; such as the
extension of free deliveries, and conducting everything on a much more liberal
footing than formerly, not considering the Post-office so much as a department
of revenue as heretofore had been the case. I think the first commencement of
the Indian communication was established at that time ; I mean that the Red
Sea communication, costing 50,000 /. a year, was granted then, that is, in the
beginning of 1837.
1023. Did that proceed from the Post-office, or from any other source ?—Cer
tainly not from the Post-office ; I rather think it proceeded from my honourable
friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1 024. What was the nature of the additional accommodation of which you.
speak, which followed your appointment ?—The first thing the Honourable Member will see that I had to do, for I was utterly ignorant of Post-office business
when I went to the Post-office, was to learn iny business ; and of course, with
the enormous detail of the Post-office business, the first thing that occupied my
attention was to obtain accurate information as to the state of the Post-office
details of business; and before I had done that, of course no improvement and
no reform could be ventured upon till I knew the actual state of things.
1025. You were appointed at the end of 1836 ?—Yes.
1026. Do you happen to know the date of the publication of Mr. Hill's first
pamphlet ?—I think the publication of the pamphlet, the private edition, ofwhich
Mr. Hill sent me a copy, was somewhere about the beginning of 1837; but I
must tell the Honourable Member how the thing was done, because, though the
Government did not choose to expend much in point of revenue at that time, I
believe I may fairly tell the Committee, without violating any breach of confi
dence, what passed between my honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and myself. When I went to the Post-office, after having, as I said,
refused the appointment in the first instance for various reasons, from my health,
from the Post-office Commission sitting, and other things* and because I knew
Lord Lichfield, who was a friend of mine, was pledged to advocate the appoint
ment of Sir H. Freeling in consequence of my honourable friend's pressing
solicitation, he saying that it was the wish of himself and Lord Melbourne that
I should accept it, I was flattered by the confidence reposed in me, and yielded
all my objections : the substance of what my honourable friend, the late Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, then said to me, was, There is a Commission now
sitting on the Post-office ; what we wish you and Lord Lichfield to do is, to take
all the recommendations of that Commission that seem to you advisable, and to
carry them into execution as fast as you can. Upon that we acted. I think the
first step, early in the year 1837, was to transfer the packets to the Admiralty.
Then, after that, there were various recommendations ; for instance, the moneyorders system was recommended ; that was after Mr. Hill's pamphlet ; and the
registration system we took from the Post-office Commission ; then there were
the day mails, of which the Honourable Member for Greenock was the great
advocate ; they originated with him, for I believe the agitation which he created
upon the subject first called attention to it, and ultimately forced on the Postoffice the day mails. The Honourable Member suggested the adoption of coaches ;
the Post-office thought that rather extravagant, and they suggested day mails,
which, by not paying the tolls, were worked at very reasonable rates ; that was
the origin of all those day mails. They now come in at half-past one, which
forms the question between me and Mr. Hill, as to whether they should come
in at half-past one or five o'clock. I forget what other suggestions there were^
but there were a great number that were recommended by the Commission.
The first thing, therefore, was to take the recommendations of the Commis
sion ; then I must do the justice to my honourable friend, the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to say, that a great deal of labour devolved upon us in clear
ing up all the old arrears of the Post-office claims for salaries, and remedy
ing the great injustice which I cannot help saying had been done to the
various servants of the different departments under the Post-office. I think
there were applications for increase of salary to the Post-office; in one case*
of
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of 22 years' standing; several of 10, 12, 14, and 15 years' standing ; many cases Lieutenant-Colonel
in which the parties had died, all with the understanding that their salaries
Maberly.
should be increased, and of course the salary lost to their representatives ; they
were cases of great hardship. All those were cleared off at once ; and my honour- 24 July 1843.
able friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, very properly laid down
the rule, that in all future cases those applications for salary should come before
the Treasury regularly ; then, in the various departments the scales of salaries
had been suspended for many years. The superintending president of the Two
penny post has frequently told me, that when he was a clerk he would have
nearly starved if it had not been for the assistance of his friends, owing to the
suspension of his scale of salary. Some of the officers also had been deprived
of their perquisites, and no compensation had been given to them ; the salaries
were exceedingly low. All those claims I had to bring seriatim before my
honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer at the Treasury,
who redressed them, perhaps I may consider parsimoniously, still he did it very
kindly ; and I must say that the office, and the servants of all the departments
of the Post-office, felt exceedingly grateful to my honourable friend for the
pains which he took upon the subject, and for his exertions in their favour ;
and if they thought the sums that he awarded them were low, they considered
that, under the circumstances of the times, which the Honourable Member will
recollect were not very extravagant, he had done what he could to remedy
their grievances. The first revolution in the Post-office, if it had gone on,
would, I have no doubt, have been followed by a reduction of the rate; for, in
some one or two instances, I think my honourable friend had already conceded
the reduction of rate between towns of seven or eight miles.
1027. At what date did that take placer—In 1837 and 1838, I believe; but,
at any rate, I may state that it was long before Mr. Rowland Hill's pamphlet had
excited any great attention ; it had not excited any great attention till 1838,
which led to the appointment of the Committee. It is very true, it had been
brought before the Commissioners ; but still it had not attracted any attention,
so as to apply with any pressure upon the Government till 1838.
1028. The Postage Committee was appointed in 1837 ?— Being appointed in
November, it comes substantially to what I stated. Then I think the newspapers
were relieved from the penny postage, except within the free delivery of towns,
and generally speaking, I may state that the department was getting rid of
various anomalies which had attached to it, and was bringing things into a state
of order and regularity.
1029. I suppose you consider the postage rate now reduced to the minimum ?
—So long as you can go still further, I suppose it is not reduced to the mini
mum ; I cannot answer that question.
1030. The great probability is, that it will not be reduced lower ?—1 do not
know, we may have a second Mr. Hill perhaps.
1 03 1 . Do you think it probable or not, that there will be any further reduction ?
—If you ask me whether I think it probable, I think it is not.
1032. Then the only means of increasing the revenue of the Post-office must
be by increasing the facilities, and inducing the public to use the Post-office ?—
That all depends upon the nature of the facilities ; if those facilities are more
expeflsive than the amount of revenue which will be created by those facilities,
of course, instead of being a benefit to the Post-office in point of revenue, they
will be a loss.
1033. But in all cases where facilities have been given, and where the revenue
consequent upon those facilities has been greater than the cost, the only mode
you have is still further to increase the revenue by increasing the facilities : —
Supposing the postage to remain the same, certainly.
1034. Therefore tlie great object which you, as a department, must now have
in view, must be to increase the public facilities, and thereby to increase the use
of the Post-office ?— Certainly.
103.5. What are the additional facilities that have been introduced since 1841,
by which the public have been induced to use the Post-office more than they
did before that time ?—There have been some ; but if the Honourable Member
asks me, 1 tell him fairly that there have been comparatively few ; I consider
now that we have almost become a department of expenditure, that our revenue
is HOW reduced so low that every measure must be canvassed with a view to
the expense which it will create; the Treasury will look very jealously at
' 0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel any measure which is suggested that carries with it any great expense, inaaMaberly.
much as the produce of that measure must necessarily be uncertain, whereas
the expenditure is certain ; the Treasury naturally cannot afford to sacrifice
24 July 1843. revenue to pay for the Post-office out of other sources of revenue, and it
will be naturally very jealous of laying out very large sums on the uncertain
prospect of a return for that sum ; so long as the Post-office was affording a very
large surplus revenue, the Treasury could afford to make experiments; but
now it is different. I may state to the Committee, that when my honourable
friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, was at the Treasury, a very
large sum was expended in improvements which were going on till, I think,
Mr. Hill's plan came into operation ; but that large sum kept up the net
revenue to nearly what it was, so far as my recollection goes, so that the
public got all the benefit of the facilities, scarcely making any sacrifice in
return ; the net revenue was at nearly the same amount, and the public had the
benefit of all the additional expenditure, the expenditure having paid itself.
1036. Do the Committee understand you to say, that the union of the corps of
letter-carriers and sorters in London would lead to such an increase of expense,
as to render it objectionable on that ground ?—I have so stated.
1037. Can you explain to the Committee how such an union would lead to
expense, inasmuch as at present you have two men going over the same ground,
whereas by the union one man only would travel over that ground ?—I have no
hesitation in stating to the Honourable Member, that I prefer consolidation
wherever it can be accomplished without expense, and that in nine cases out of
ten, consolidation leads to diminution of expense ; but in this case 1 have not
been able to see my way on account of the newspapers in the evening. The
Honourable Member knows that about 118 or 120,000 letters are brought into
London,in the morning to be sorted ; about the same number are to be despatched
in the evening, plus nearly the same number of newspapers, consequently that
the work outwards is much greater than the work inwards. If, therefore, you
employ the present letter-carriers in making the hourly deliveries, how are all
the newspapers to be sorted ? There is no force to sort the newspapers, and that
force must be supplied from some other channel, and would of course be an
expense. But on this question I would rather that the Commiteee should
examine the superintending president of the Twopenny-post, and the super
intending president of the Inland-office, as this part of the subject is more
connected with minute details which I do not feel myself master of in the
way in which the heads of those departments are. All I can state is, that I
have gone into the question of detail over and over again, when it has been
brought before me by propositions that have been made that I cannot carry it
in my mind, but that I have always rejected them on the ground of increased
expense. If it be proved that it would answer, I am wrong ; but that has been
my motive, and I do not think I am wrong.
1038. You think the hourly delivery of letters through the metropolis is
impossible?—I think it is impossible, to take the case I brought forward of a
letter collected at Pimlico, to be delivered at Whitechapel. I think it impossible,
to deliver it in the hour.
1 039. But there is a difference between the hourly delivery of letters, and the
delivery of letters in the hour ?—The question is, what is meant ; what we have
always wished to ascertain from Mr. Hill, has been the exact plan upon which
we should work it out in detail if we were to attempt to carry it out, and to that
we have never been able to fix him yet ; I mean how many men, and what
means he proposes to employ, to convey the letters from one office to another ;
how many offices he proposes to have, how many sorters he proposes to have ;
how many letter-carriers in each walk, and the expense of them. Let him
work it out in detail in the way we work out a Post-office arrangement, and
then we can meet him.
1040. Have you made any communication to Mr. Hill, for the purpose of
ascertaining the practical mode which he proposes for working out that plan ?—
Certainly not ; it was not our business to do so. He was at the Treasury, and
he might have submitted the plan to the Treasury, and if they entertained it
they would have sent it to us to report upon, and they would then have decided
which was right and which was wrong, and how far they could carry it into
effect.
1041. Have
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1041 . Have you read the evidence given by Mr. Hill before this Committee ?— Lieutenant-Colonel
I have hastily gone over it.
Mabtrty.
1042. Will the superintendent of the Twopenny-post be able to answer questions founded upon the scheme submitted to the Committee by Mr. Hill?— 24 July 1843.
Certainly ; at present we know nothing of Mr. Hill's plan. Mr. Hill has made
a proposition for having 10 district-houses in London for Post-office letters; I
should like to know the details of that plan.
1043. Are you not aware that the details of that plan have been pretty accu
rately given to the public?— No, not what I call details are not given in this
evidence.
1044. Are they not given in the Ninth Report of the Commissioners of
Postage?—Not for General-post letters, that was for the Twopenny-post.
. 1045. But you are acquainted with those details?—I am not thoroughly;
I candidly confess to the Committee that I am not thoroughly acquainted with
those minute matters in the Twopenny-post that I should wish to be, in order to
answer practically and thoroughly the suggestions contained in Mr. Hill's plan,
and I do not like to speak on what I do not thoroughly understand.
1 046. But the superintendent will be able to speak fully upon that, and will be
prepared to be examined upon the plan as submitted by Mr. Hill?—Yes, upon
the Twopenny-post ; not upon this plan as laid before this Committee, for
I scarcely know what the plan is.
1047. You object also to the establishment of district offices in London for
general correspondence ; upon that subject do you refer to the superintendent of
the twopenny post?—I would refer the Honourable Member to the Superin
tending President of the Inland-office ; at least I mean upon the minute details;
I could go into the subject generally, but I have not that confidence in my own
opinion upon the Inland-office and the London District Post-office that I should
have in their opinions upon the same matter. The whole subject requires very
great knowledge of minute details, with which I am not so fully acquainted as
*ith the other branches of the subject.
"11)48. You know this I presume, that the London District-post, or the
Twopenny-post as it is still called, has very materially increased upon the
reduction of the rate?—It has ; I believe it has doubled.
1049. And one additional delivery has been given to the public, since the
penny postage has been carried into operation ?—Yes.
10.50. Has that additional delivery been in London, or in the suburbs?—lam
alluding to the delivery which was mentioned in my evidence of Friday last, the
delivery that was given in the suburbs in a circle of six miles round London.
1051. Are you able to inform the Committee of the number of additional postoffices that have been established in the country ?—No, I do not think I am, it
must be picked out from the books in detail ; but I may say, that from the
first moment of my going to the Post-office they had been going on very .
rapidly ; they were going on fast when I came there, but they went on much
more rapidly when I came there, and when my honourable friend, the late Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, determined to spend more money on the Post-office ;
the number of deliveries I have picked out roughly as well as I could obtain
them.
, 1052. But I speak of the period subsequent to the introduction of the penny
postage?— Since the penny postage no additional post-offices have been set
up, except the guarantee posts, which guarantee posts were permitted to be set
up on the suggestion of the Post-office. This stoppage of setting up post-offices
was the consequence of the penny post ; it was pointed out by me, amongst other
things, in a memorandum which 1 sent to my honourable friend the late Chan
cellor of the Exchequer on the subject, early in September 1839, when he re
quested .me to state what suggestions I had to offer for carrying into operation
the penny post, which suggestions I sent him ; among other things it was pointed
out that it would be necessary for the Treasury to adopt some rule as to the
principle upon which those local post-offices should be set up, inasmuch as the
whole expense of them would, after the penny post came into operation, fall upon
the country, and not be borne by the inhabitants of the district, as before,
1053. lhat is the rule you have described to the Committee, of receiving 100
letters from the district ?— No ; the rule, as 1 described it, was this, and which
was rigidly adopted by Sir Francis Freeling previously to my going to the office,
that if the penny on the letter from the post-town to the rural post, and the
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penny on the letter back (for the penny was taken both ways) defrayed the expense
of setting up the post, then the post was established ; otherwise it was refused.
My noble friend, the late Postmaster-general, Lord Lichfield, considered that
tjjat was rather hard upon the small rural districts, and he so far relaxed
the rule, that if the produce of the penny post amounted to two-thirds of the
expense which would be incurred in setting up the post, he permitted the post
to be established, the Post-office sacrificing the other third, upon the expectation
of the additional facility producing ultimately a return for the expense to which
the public was put. The present regulation is, that where there are 100 letters
for a town, there a post-office shall be established at the public expense, with
a free delivery.
1054. You have estimated the cost of that, for each post-office so established, at
about 29 1. a year?—I have formed no estimate of it; all I can say is, that 29 1.
is the average of the 82 post-offices that will come within the rule.
1055. Mr. Cripps.~\ Does that include the expense of the Postmaster-general
and the delivery of the letters ?—Yes, the whole of the expense. We generally
calculate the wages of a messenger at 10s. or 12s. a week, and the receiver's
salary at from 4Z. to 5/. for the trouble of receiving and making up the bags.
10,56. Mr. Hawes.] How is the 29/. upon the 82 cases made up? —It is on the
average ; in some cases it is much higher than that.
1057. Mr. Cripps.] Supposing the number of letters was only 100, you might
get them delivered in a village at less than 10s. a week, might you not ?—Yes;
but the expense is not in delivering, but in conveying to and from the post-town.
I will take the instance of a post-town that is 100 miles from London ; the letters
arrive early in the morning, and they are despatched from the post-town to
London late in the evening ; for all the mails throughout the country are timed
to London, the convenience of which, as being the metropolis, it lias always been
thought ought to be consulted in preference to other towns ; the consequence is,
that if those letters arrive by railroad, they are ready to go out at about six
o'clock in the morning, and they cannot go out much earlier, on the ground
that the people in the villages would not be up ; and if we took an hour when the
great bulk of the people was not up, a great number would be deprived of
their letters ; consequently, he must pass at an hour when the population gene"rally is up. He has to go on an average six or seven miles, delivering on his
Way, zig-zag through the country (for that is the way in which these rural
offices are managed), in order to give the country the greatest facility, taking
the various houses in his way before he comes to the end of his journey ; the
man is perhaps three or four hours on his walk, and in delivering his letters;
he has then to call at the receiving-house in the evening, to get his letters for the
post-towns, the mails from which are despatched at night ; for the Honourable
Member will see that it would be highly inconvenient to make the parties receive
their letters and post their letters at the same time ; they must have some interval.
The man's time is engaged almost entirely, at least the day is so entirely broken up
that lie can get no other work, and the Post-office must provide his whole means
of subsistence; therefore the wages of the messengers are generally 10s. to 12s.
or 13s., or 14s. a week, founded upon a rough estimate of the wages of labour
in the town or district through which he passes ; and to that you must add the
salary of the receiver.
1058. The calculation you have made is, that a hundred letters per day will
come to about 30 1. a year?—Yes; but then the Honourable Member will see
that this 30 /. a year is revenue actually paid, because, if there are a hundred
letters going to those places, in all probability those hundred letters will find
out the parties to whom they are addressed ; and even if they are dead, with the
system of prepayment now, you have got your money ; therefore the revenue is
diminished by the conveyance of those hundred letters; still I am prepared
to admit that the revenue will have some compensation. My own opinion is
that we shall very likely get back half the expense; so that if you spend 80,000 /.,
or whatever it is, you will get back 40,000 /.
.1059. Mr. Hawes.~\ What was the expense of the old penny-post ?—1 think
it was about 35,000 /. a year, and it paid between 40,000/. and 50,000/.; there
was a considerable balance.
1060. Do you know the average expense?—No, I do not.
1061. It is stated in the Treasury Minute, dated the 13th of August 1841, that
the average expense is 20. 1?—1 am not aware of it ; it may have been so.
1062. Are
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1062. Are you not acquainted with that Minute?— I am not acquainted with Lieutenant-Colonel
the facts; I have never worked them out; it may be so. I must tell the
Maberly.
Honourable Member that I believe we have no Return of the Penny-post actually
:
in existence. The most accurate Return in existence is one that was prepared for
24 y 43'
me, with very great difficulty, by one of my clerks ; but still I am constantly
finding blunders in it, though it has been gone over, and carefully revised and
corrected.
1 063. The Minute to which I have referred states that the average expense is
20 1. of each post ?—If that is calculated upon this Return sent in to the Postage
Committee, it is wrong ; for there are several blunders, I am convinced, in the
Return.
1064. Blunders which will increase the expense from 20 /. to 30 1,1—No,
I am not prepared to say that ; I know nothing of the average.
1065. Mr. Cripps.~\ It is impossible to say, till the experiment has been tried
some time, what will be the result of it ?—Impossible ; I expect the expenditure
will be very large.
1066. Mr. Baring .] Can you state what the general effect of your measure will
be. The Minute proposed by me would have produced this effect, that no part
of the country would have been at any great, distance from a post-office ; even a
solitary house, within a certain number of miles, would have got ta post-office.
Have you any notion of what the effect of your measure will be in that way, or is
it merely a revenue measure? — No, I do not think so ; I think it will go beyond
yours. "l think more posts will be established ; but I am afraid it will be a
measure of expense, as compared with your measure.
1067. It will cost more than my measure ultimately?—Yes, ultimately; but
by your measure posts were established at many places which never could have
paid anything.
1068. Do not you believe that your monopoly casts upon you, of necessity,
the duty of putting a post-office in places where it does not pay the expense ?—
That involves a total change of the principles of the department. Am I to
answer that question as a Post-office officer, or am I to answer it as an individual
expressing a private opinion r
1069. Answer it in whichever way you please?—If I answer it as a private
individual unconnected with the Post-office, I very freely confess, that were I
beginning de. novo, I would not make the Post-office a subject of taxation at all ;
but with this country, burdened with an enormous expenditure, not knowing
where to raise a farthing scarcely by new taxes, and with a people very impatient
of taxation at all, I think it becomes a very serious question whether you should
not get your taxation where you can, by looking to those sources which are
palatable, rather than to those which are right in principle.
1070. Mr. Hawes.] By a Return laid before the Postage Committee, it appears
that there is a table showing the expense in detail of these Penny-posts at a
great variety of towns throughout England and Wales ; by that Return it
appears that the average is about 20 /. each ; are the Committee to understand
that this was a conjectural table, and one which now we cannot rely upon?—
Certainly not conjectural : the way in which that Return was prepared was by
circulars to the surveyors, desiring them to send up a Return of all the penny
posts in their districts, with the expense attaching to each. But the honourable
Member must be aware, that pressed as the surveyors are by the most onerous
duties, and scarcely having a moment in the day they can call their own, all
those Returns, unless they are regularly examined, are necessarily inaccurate.
Those have been checked over and over again, by persons in my own office ; but
the only correct way by which to get a Return of all the Penny-posts, is either
by going over the Accountant-general's books, which would scarcely show it,
because many of those posts are paid by the postmasters and included in their
quarterly account ; or else by an examination of the books in my office, day by
day, picking out the Penny-posts at the time of their establishment : it would
be a very long and tedious operation. That is the best information that could
be afforded at the time ; it is correct as far as it goes ; but I have not the least
doubt that the blunders that would be found in it, would be in Penny-posts being
omitted which ought to be included.
1071. How many Penny- posts are there ?—As far as my recollection goes, there
are nearly 3,000.
0.93. "
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1 072. This is a Return which professes to give the number of 1,200 in England
Mabcrly.
and Wales ?—I think there must be more than that in England and Wales.
1073. Would not that form as fair an average as the 82 posts of which you
24 July 1843. have given us the account 1 —I should think not, and for this reason : the
Honourable Member will see that when the Post-office first began to set up these
posts, and the expenses of the Penny-posts were contrasted with the produce of
the number of letters, of course those posts were set up which cost least money.
I consider that now you have what I may call the cream of the measure, and that
you have left the expensive part of the burden on those who follow ; therefore I
think the average expense of posts to be established will be rather greater than
that of those which have been previously established.
1074. To the extent of one-half?•—I cannot tell the extent.
1075. You are aware that this Return gives the expense of the posts in Eng
land and Wales on the 27th of March 1838?— I dare say it does; there are
several Returns of that sort.
1076. Generally speaking, you would say that we can no longer rely upon this
Return as an accurate one, but that we must be guided by our subsequent in
quiries ?—I think that is a very fair Return, intended to be accurate ; but if the
Honourable Member asks me whether it is minutely accurate, I say that it is not,
because I myself have found many blunders : for instance, a Member comes in
and wishes to be informed respecting some particular post-office, and I turn to
my Return, and sometimes do not find it ; and this has led me to distrust it, and
to know that in many cases, where I expected to find information, I could not
find it.
1077. Can you present an amended Return r—I do not think such exists; I
can give the most amended Return, which would be the last Return prepared
from the offices furnished with stamp licences.
1-0/8. That would be this Return, amended by subsequent inquiries ?—Not in
that shape, but given generally for England, Wales, and Scotland.
1079. Could you prepare that Return accurately ?—Certainly, if I had time.
1080. Chairman.'] This Return is correct as far as it goes ; the expense charged
against each post town is correct? — Yes.
1081. But it does not include every town?— No.
1082. Mr. Hawes.] You state that the Post-office have not taken any pains to
promulgate the rule for the establishment of rural posts? — No.
1083. Would there be any objection to the Post-office doing it by means of
notices to their district offices f—Certainly not ; the only difficulty might be
creating expectations which might not be realised.
1084. Mr. Dcnison.] Am I understand that the establishment of rural postoffices creates an expense of about 29 /. a year each to the Post-office?—Certainly,
as far as we can tell, on the' average of the 82 which come under the regulations
laid down by the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1085. And from which the Post-office gets no additional incomer—The Postoffice gets no additional income from those letters, inasmuch as the postage
would be paid upon those letters, whether the rural post was set up or not.
1086. Do the parties pay anything in "addition for the conveyance of their
letters to the rural offices from the post town ?—Certainly not.
1087. Was that the case originally ?—No, it was not.
1088. The parties living in villages did not pay any additional charge ?—Not
to the Post-office.
1089. In what way did they pay?— I believe the rural delivery throughout the
country is carried on by means of carriers ; frequently by our own postman, or
by private arrangements established by the inhabitants. The common price is
Id. or 2d., or 3d. a letter; so that in point of fact the rural districts, though
nominally getting their letters for 1 d. as far as the post town is concerned, yet
really pay 2d. or 3d.; in the rural districts they are subject to a local tax. If
I am asked respecting that, I certainly think it a great grievance ; so much so,
that I pointed it out to my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exche
quer, as one of the inconveniences of establishing the Penny-post, and one which
would require a remedy on some future occasion, which could not be applied
without some loss to the revenue.
1090. Then from all those deductions of id., or 'id., or 3d. the parties are
relieved, where a post-office is now established ?—Certainly.
1091. Mr.
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1091 . Mr. Wallace^ In the ordinary course the letters have not only to be sent Lieutenant-Colonel
through the villages and towns where those new posts are established, but they
ttufaty.
are to be sent through the country parts of the parish or district ?—It entirely
depends upon the number of letters for the particular places.
a* u ^ ^ 43'
1092. I am supposing that you have established a post in the village; are the
Committee to understand that the 100 letters are to be delivered, whether they
are addressed to persons in the village, or to persons in the country round the
village •—To take the case put by the honourable Member, I will suppose, that
of those 100 letters, 25 are in the route of the messenger to the village, that 50
are for the village, and that 25 are beyond the village, the practical operation of
the penny post would«be this; that those 25 letters on the route of the messen
ger, if it did not take the messenger out of his way, would be delivered by the
messenger ; that the 50 letters for the village, if the letters were addressed to
places within what may be considered a fair limit for the free delivery of the
village, would be delivered also ; and that the 25 letters for places beyond would
lie at the post-office of the village to be fetched by the inhabitants from the
village ; that would be the practical working of it.
1093. What is to be understood by the term, "a fair limit " ? —The old law on
the subject of free delivery was, that wherever the Post-office had an office, there
by law they were bound to effect a delivery ; questions have sometimes arisen
as to what the limits of that free delivery should be ; there was no regular law
upon the subject, and the consequence was, that in one or two cases which \vent
to a jury, the jury very naturally determined upon a very wide boundary for the
free delivery of the Post-office, making the borough or parish, whatever it might
be, the boundary. When I went to the Post-office the extent of the free delivery
was an arbitrary one, and in most cases very much confined; one of -the first
things that was done by Lord Lichfield was to augment them very largely in
great towns, generally on the principle of taking in most of the houses ; in iaet,
grauting a delivery of letters in all those places which could be fairly and reason
ably included within the precincts of the city or borough. Upon the Bill being
brought in lately, on the subject of Postage, by my honourable friend the late
Chancellor of the Exchequer, we suggested to him that the point ought to be
decided ; and the law at present on the subject is, that the delivery shall be
such as is approved of by the Postmaster-general.
1094. Then it is still arbitrary?—Yes, but in the breast of the Postmastergeneral, and not of a jury, as it was before.
1095. Mr. DenisonJ] In the establishment of rural post-offices are directions sent
down by the Postmaster-general, that the letter-carrier should deliver the letters
as he passes through the villages, or that he should leave them at the post-office ;
to take for example the village of Wath, near Rotherham : the duty of the surveyor
would be either to go himself or to send one of his clerks to the spot ; he would
then decide on the route to be taken by the messenger, and he would direct him
to deliver the letters all along that route till he got to the village of Wath ; he
would then fix upon what he would consider a fair boundary for the free
delivery of the village of Wath, and he would send up that boundary to be
decided upon by the Postmaster-general ; but the surveyor would mark out the
route, consequently all the letters on his route short of Wath the postman would
deliver ; and all those letters which were directed to the village of Wath would
be sent in a sealed bag, addressed to the receiver at Wath, to lie in his office.
1096. Mr. Wallace^] Then the Committee are to understand, that the free
delivery in the rural districts is still so far arbitrary, that it must be decided on
by the surveyor or the surveyor's clerk, and afterwards affirmed by the Post
master-general ?— Certainly.
1097. So that it is perfectly arbitrary under the new regulation. Some persons
may receive their letters at the distance of six miles from the post town, and
others, perhaps, not further than two miles, should the Postmaster-general and
the surveyor, or the surveyor's clerk, so decide ; is it so ? — I think the honourable
Member has confounded two things ; he has confounded the free delivery, which
is a circle, or other boundary, drawn round the post-office, either in a town or a
village, with the delivery which exists on the line of route adopted by the pennypost messenger from the post town to the village. The boundary of the free
delivery, which I alluded to as having been determined by the law now as being
in the breast of the Postmaster-general, is a line which is drawn round the office
0.93.
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in the village or the town where we have an office, and where, by law, the Postoffice is bound to effect the delivery free of charge. Wherever the Post-office have
an office, there we are bound by law to give a delivery ; so, at least, our solicitor
j-gHg ug fne otiier delivery, which is made on the route of the rural post
messenger, is entirely arbitrary. The Postmaster-general is not compelled by
law to make that delivery ; he may stop it or not; but it has been always
established for the convenience of the inhabitants. Ever since I have been at
the Post-office it has been the rule to give every facility which we co uld, which
threw no additional expense upon the Post-office, and of course, the delivery of
letters on the route of the rural-post messenger would be a very great conve
nience. Take the instance of a country gentleman livingtbetween the town and
the rural post : the rural-post messenger passes his gate ; of course passing his
gate he leaves his letters there ; he does not go up to his house, but leaves them
at his gate. We do not allow any delay between the post town and the receiv
ing houses, but we deliver at the houses which are close on the messenger's way,
and which do not interfere with the general object of the post, or with the arrival
of the letters at their destination.
1 098. But my question relates to distance : is it in the power of the Postmastergeneral and his surveyor, or the surveyor's clerk, to decide that some parties
shall receive their letters at six miles' distance; others, who may not be further
off than two miles, shall not receive their letters ? —Certainly ; he may send a
letter 50 miles if he pleases.
1 099. Mr. Trotter.,] From the post town you send the messenger with letters
to the rural post to the village, he goes along the road and he delivers them at
my gate, if I have a gate, but he would not go up a lane to get to my house two
miles off the regular road?—Certainly not, in the established system.
1 100. But if I lived six miles on that road, provided it is not past the village
where the rural post is established, of course I should have my delivery ?—
Certainly.
1101. Mr. F. Baring.'] You stated that the Postmaster-general, in carrying
into execution the Minute which I had made and left at the Treasury, had some
estimates made of certain districts ; have you put in the estimates that were made?
—The honourable Member can have them ; they are in detail.
11 02. Mr. Cripps.] Might you not deliver cheaper by messengers, by allow
ing the party to take parcels of fish and other things to places where you could
make an advantageous bargain ?—In some places it is so done : we always adopt
it where we can ; for instance, in the case of omnibuses to and from the terminuses
of railroads, they do it for a small sum, much less than a foot messenger would
do it for.
1103. How many surveyors are there in England and Wales?—I think we
have seven surveyors in England, two in Scotland, and three in Ireland ; and in
England and Scotland each of those surveyors has two clerks ; in Ireland they
have one clerk.
1104. Mr. BaringJ\ Has the introduction of the penny post knocked up the
illicit conveyance of letters?— I do not know; but I have always considered that
it would as a matter of course, and that all letters now get into the net of the
revenue.
1 105. You have no reason to suppose that there is now an illicit conveyance of
letters to any considerable extent? — No; I do not think, and I always said so,
that it was carried on to anything like the extent that people said ; but the rural
delivery which goes on at present, and which always has gone on, and which is
not any contravention of the monopoly of the Post-office, was, I have no doubt,
confounded with the smuggling of letters.
1106. Whatever there was formerly, you think is now put an end to?—Yes:
there are some cases where speed is absolutely necessary. I have not the least
doubt that a letter goes by the railroad in the same way as letters by the mailcoach, where the party cannot get his answer by the regular post, owing to the
number of letters to be conveyed to that district not authorising the establishment
of a regular post. I have not the least doubt that many letters do go and always
did in that way ; and if I am asked independently of the Post-office, I think
they ought to go.
1 107. Mr. J)enison.~\ Could not a person wanting to circulate a thousand cir
culars, circulate them more cheaply than by the penny post-officer—I think he
could ; but that is not in contravention of the Post-office monopoly. It was not
long
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long ago that a rival post-office was set up to the London district post-office in Lieutenant-Colonel
London, for circulars. I recollect on two or three occasions going home in the
Maberly.
evening at night, I had been dining out at a club, and seeing the man, about
10 or 11 at night, knocking at all the doors, and delivering the circulars. We 24 y l843'
put an end to it ; but if we had not put an end to it, I have not the least doubt
that the thing would have fallen of itself; that the expense, from the distance
that the man had to go over, would have knocked up the arrangement, and that
it would not have answered the purposes of the projectors, the expense being
greater than the amount of revenue to be derived from it.
1 108. Is it not true that circulars are now delivered by private hands in Lon
don r—It may be ; I am not prepared to say ; but that is not illegal ; my answers
refer to illegal correspondence ; therefore you must prove first the correspond
ence to be illegal, before you assume from that fact the existence of illicit
conveyance.
1109. Chairman] Have you paid attention to the subject of the registration
of letters ?—I have.
1110. Do you consider it practicable to reduce the amount of duty which is
at present paid upon the registration of letters ?—I think it is practicable to re
duce the amount of duty, and we have recommended that to the Treasury.
1111. To what extent have you proposed to reduce the present charge of one
shilling ?—To eightpence.
l n 2. Do you consider that it would be practicable to reduce it to a still lower
amount •— I think not, inasmuch as you would interfere with the money-order
business ; and by making registration cheaper than transmitting money through
the Money-office, you would bring such an enormous quantity of letters upon
us, that I believe it would be absolutely impossible to register letters properly :
by which I mean, that the system which can make them as secure as they
can possibly be made in their transmission through the post, would be utterly
frustrated.
1113. The largest sum which can be transmitted through the Money-office
is5/.?—Yes.
1114. What is the charge upon the transmission of 5/. through the Post-office ?
—Sixpence.
1115. You are therefore of opinion, that for the transmission of any article of
value, or a larger sum of money than 5/., a larger fee than 6d. should be charged,
in order not to interfere with the money-order system ?—My view of registration
is, that you can only register a certain number of letters ; and that if you do not
limit the number of letters, the consequence will be that you will overwhelm
the offices through which those letters pass, by the very complex operations with
which the registration of letters is loaded, to such a degree that you will altogether
interfere with the celerity of the service throughout the country.
1116. Do you in that answer refer to the head office in St. Martin's-le-Grand,
or generally to the forward offices through the country ?—I refer to both ; but
the great difficulty with the registration, if you get any large number of letters,
is in the forward offices.
1117. Can you state what is the number of letters registered in London under
the present system ?— I have a copy of the Return which has been furnished to
the House of Commons (I do not know whether it has been printed), which was
called for, I believe, by the honourable Member for Greenock. I find from that,
the number of letters actually registered in London, in June 1843, was 8,112,
being 2,000 a week. On the London and Inland-office, I should particularly
•wish Mr. Bokenham, superintending president of the Inland-office, to be ques
tioned; his opinion is, that he could with difficulty dispose of 300 letters a night;
that is about the number in this Return for each day ; but then it must be
recollected that there are letters inwards and outwards, and that there are the
mid-day letters: there are two receipts and two despatches included in the
present 300 ; but if you were to make the despatch at night 300, his opinion is
that he could "with difficulty accomplish that. I am not prepared to agree with
him without going into the detail of the question. I should not receive that as
a reason ; but it is a strong opinion, coming from such an able practical officer
as he is.
1118. What length of time would then be occupied in going through the
various processes necessary for the safe registration of letters ?—I really cannot
0.93.
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say ; those calculations as to time, I think, are one of the errors which Mr. Hill
jja8 fa|ien {U^Q jn nig pamphlets. He has talked of so many letters being sorted
in a minute, as if sorting was the only operation to be performed in the Postoffice. Honourable Members will recollect that the bags have to be first of all
received, checked off; they have to be opened; the letters have to be taken
to their various destinations ; they have to be faced and stamped with the dated
stamp, the letters bearing postage-stamps have their stamps to be examined and
obliterated ; they have then to be sorted into divisions, roads, and post towns ;
then to be put back again into their bags ; the bags have to be tied up again,
and given to the mail-guards, and the mail-guards' bill is to be signed by the
division officer, and all that is called by Mr. Hill " sorting." It is very evident,
that in all those operations a great deal of time must be lost in passing from one
to the other, and that you cannot calculate the number of letters over a given
number of minutes, and call it all " sorting." Now, with reference to the regis
tration, a registered letter is received in the Inland-office ; the bag opener opens
the bag, he looks at the bill of the letters, he examines the bill to see if on that
bill there is any registered letter entered, for the address must be there. I will
take the case of its being received at the receiving house ; suppose you say you
post a letter to be registered at the receiving house within a few doors of the
United Service Club ; the receiver's assistant or his clerk would produce his
check-book, which is like a banker's check-book, and write the address in the
book, and give the receipt to the party; the party then is in possession of a receipt
to show that that letter was posted on a certain day ; and in all cases of losses of
registered letters we call upon the party first of all to produce the receipt, to show
that the letter was really registered before we admit that it is lost ; the receiver
is then charged with the letter, and the Committee will see that till he is dis
charged from the receipt of that letter the Post-office hold him responsible for
the safe custody of it ; that letter must, according to his instructions, be put up
in his bill and sent separate from the others. When it comes to the Post-office
the clerk opens the bag, he sees a registered letter and the address of the registered
letter, and he signs the bill, arid his signature of the bill is the discharge of
the receiver, and fixes upon himself the responsibility of this letter, therefore
the opener of the bag is now charged with the responsibility of the registered
letter. He takes it to the registered-letter book immediately, and he puts his
signature in the book as his discharge for the receipt of the letter, and that fixes
the responsibility upon the registered-letter-book clerk, who has the letter in his
custody, and there it remains till towards the close of the evening. When the
sorting of the letters is completed the registered-letter-book clerk takes them
over to the division clerk ; the division clerk puts them up in a green cover and
enters them on his bill, together with what others there may be, and he encloses
them in his bag. The division clerk has signed a discharge for the registeredletter-book clerk, thus relieving him of his responsibility, and the division clerk
therefore becomes saddled with the responsibility, which responsibility he is only
relieved from by the postmaster in the country, upon opening the bag, signing
that the bill is correct, which shows that he has received the registered letter
described in the bill. This is a complicated process, and it requires a great deal
of care in all parties, inasmuch as any of the party omitting to pursue this
system fixes upon himself the responsibility for the security of those letters ; and
that omission we have made instant dismissal from the service, though we have
not enforced it in all cases. This applies to a registered letter sent in a direct
course from London to a post town. When the letter is a forward letter the
operation is much more complex, and becomes much more involved, inasmuch
as the same operation as that which I have before described must be pursued on
the part of each forward office, to the next forward office to which the letter is
sent, so that the operation may be repeated several times with respect to letters
arriving in London. The way iu which they are sorted is, by the registeredletter-book clerk entering on a slip of paper the addresses of the registered
letters ; those addresses are treated as letters, and are sorted by the sub-sorter
into districts and walks, and then from walks, by the letter-carrier, into the divi
sions of walks ; those slips of paper, with the address of the registered letter
written upon them being in the hands of the letter-carrier, he takes the piece of
paper containing this address to the registered-letter-book clerk, who, upon
receiving that of him, gives him the registered letter, and makes him sign
a receipt for it ; so that in point of fact those registered letters, when they
arrive
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arrive in the morning, are not sorted, but pieces of paper representing them, Lieutenant-Colonel
and then the letter-carrier gets the letter itself from the money-book clerk, and
Maberty.
signs a receipt tor it ; the letter-carrier then is responsible for the letter, and can
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only be discharged by the receipt signed by the party for whom that letter is 24 " y i 43intended.
1119. The great bulk of letters for despatch in the evening do not reach the
Post-office till a quarter past five or six o'clock ?—Somewhere about that time.
1 1 20. What length of time is allowed for all the various operations of regis
tering and assorting the letters, reckoning from the time when the great mass of
letters arrives till the mails are despatched?—About two hours and a half
generally ; but Mr. Bokenham will be much better able to speak to those points
than I am.
1121. Which do you reckon the next most important forward office in the
kingdom ?—The most important inward office in the kingdom is the travelling
office ; what is technically called the travelling office is the travelling office on
the London and Birmingham and Grand Junction Railway; and the break
down, or the impossibility of performing this duty, would be there first felt.
1122. Is not Birmingham one of the most important forward offices?—Yes,
but nothing like the travelling office. Birmingham, with its three or four
hundred thousand a week, and Gloucester or Cheltenham, would not be so
much pressed by such a regulation as the travelling post-office.
1123. Mr. Denison.] How many clerks go in that?—Two as far as Birming
ham, and between Birmingham and Liverpool there are four, besides the guards,
who tie the bags.
1 1 24. Chairman.} What is the time which is allowed for the sorting of letters
to Birmingham ?—It entirely depends upon the arrival of the different mails ;
one mail may arrive at one time and may be despatched, and immediately after
wards another mail may arrive; but the great pressure at the Birmingham office
is this, that a great mass of duty has to be performed at one particular time
at night.
1 1 25. My question was directed to the time of the arrival of the London mail ?
—All the letters from the west, and from Gloucester, centre at Birmingham, in
order to go down by the London mail ; all the letters that are addressed to Leeds,
York, and Newcastle and the east coast of Scotland, centre at Birmingham ; the
London mail contains no letters to be sorted at Birmingham, the duty is done
at the travelling office ; in fact there is no sorting at Birmingham for the
London mail.
1 1 26. Mr. Denison.^ Do not you make up a bag in London for every town ?
— Yes.
. *
1 1 27. Therefore there cannot be much sorting in the country ? —Yes ; though
London makes up a bag for every town, yet every town on the line has to make
up a bag for every other town ; for instance, there is London first, then at Wat
ford bags come in from St. Al ban's and Hertford, for the other towns on the line ;
then there is Berkhamstead and Tring. Previously to the establishment of the
travelling office the old mail-coach system was adopted, namely, of sending all
the letters forward to Birmingham, where those letters were assorted which were
to stop at Birmingham ; and those which were not to stop at Birmingham, which
were to go beyond, were sent on till they came to the next forward office : for
instance, Lancaster was the next office ; they would be sent forward to Lancaster,
and then Lancaster would still send forward all the letters for places beyond it; if
they were going to Scotland, it would send them forward to Carlisle ; Carlisle
would again send them forward if they were going to the north of Scotland, Glas
gow, or Perth, or Inverness ; so that there were a succession of forward offices,
at each of which a sorting took place. But by the establishment of the travelling
office, the forward office between London and Preston, where the travelling office
now stops, is done away with ; the travelling office sorts all the bye-letters, with
out sending them into Birmingham, between London and Preston. The honour
able Member will therefore easily see the immense mass of correspondence that
falls upon the travelling office. I think, by the establishment of the travelling
office we save half an hour, and 800 or 900 bags are done away with.
1 128. Does the travelling office exist upon any other line than that between
London and Preston ?—We have no travelling office on any other line.
1 1 29. What would be the objection to having it on the northern line. ?—The
enormous expense of the establishment.
0.93.
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• 1 30. Mr. Cripps.] But was there not a compensation for that by the doing
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Post-office that the expense is no consideration ; that it is the duty of the
Government to provide the best conveyance which they can, and therefore the
expense has not been so nicely balanced ; it is on the bye communications,
which are not of that important character, that economy has been exercised.
1131. Do the same arrangements go on in the travelling office that prevail in
the Post-office generally ?—They are exceedingly simple ; the travelling postoffice is a post-office for every one of those towns ; there are no accounts, and an
infinite number of accounts have therefore been done away witli ; each town
makes up a bag for the forward office, instead of making 14 or 15.
1132. Mr. Cripps.] Does that enable you to reduce the salaries of the post
masters?—I should say that it would if the business was not going on in
creasing ; but ever since I have been at the Post-office, instead of the power of
reducing the salaries being afforded to us, we have had to increase them,
because every year has added a considerable increase to the business of the post
masters and their assistants : for instance, my honourable friend, the late Chan
cellor of the Exchequer's expenditure added a great deal to the number of letters
conveyed by the Post-office. The Post-office has always held the opinion, and
I believe they are right, that facilities judiciously applied will enormously increase
the correspondence ; and I have sometimes myself pushed this doctrine to a
length that may be considered almost absurd, that facilities increase correspond
ence almost more than reduction of the rate ; therefore, of course the Post-office
would be very anxious for the adoption of those facilities ; but all this has led to
a very great increase of letters. Before the penny post, the postmasters' salaries
generally had been very low, and we had to augment them, which augmentation
of course was still further increased by the facilities granted by the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer. Then came the penny post, which doubled or trebled the
number of letters previously carried ; then again the railroad made several of
those offices night offices which were day offices, and increased the labour.
Then, lastly, came the money-order office, which has made each post-office a
banking establishment.
1133. Chairman.] Can you suggest any mode in which any of those various
stages of registration could be dispensed with, and the system of registration of
letters simplified, and the labour abridged, so as to enable the offices, with the
same strength, to register a greater number of letters within the same space of
time, and be equally secure? —Indeed I cannot. It seems to me absolutely
necessary to insure the security of the letter, that every party who has been
in possession of the letter during its progress from the party who has posted it
to the party who receives it, shall discharge himself of the responsibility of the
letter, so as to enable the Post-office, in the event of the letter being lost, in
stantly to detect the culprit, or the party through whose negligence the error
has been committed, which has led to the loss of the letter.
1134. You think it necessary with a view to insure the detection of any
offender by whom the letter shall be abstracted, and of avoiding loss to the
public, that all those precautions should be taken 1—Absolutely necessary.
1 135. If the Post-office do hold out to the public a system of registration, are
they not bound to take care that every possible security shall be given ?—It
seems to me that registration, unless it is to give as perfect security as the Go
vernment can give, is worse than useless ; it is a delusion upon the public in
the first instance, and the fact of parties coming to get receipts for their letters,
for the purpose of registration, at once shows to the Post-office and the parties
employed by them that those letters are valuable, and better worth stealing than
other descriptions of letters.
1136. Those letters would be exposed to the same risk that other letters for
merly were, of being held up to the light, and its being discovered what was in
them ?—They are shown to be valuable by the parties paying more upon them.
1 137. A great number of letters were liable to be abstracted by its being dis
covered, upon their being held up to a strong light, what was in them ?—I know
that that was a favourite opinion of the honourable Member for Greenock, but I
cannot say that I participated in it.
1 138. Mr. Hawes.~] You say that this system of registration would break down
in
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in the travelling office ; is that from the want of a requisite number of clerks ? Lieutenant-Colonel
— You cannot add more space to the travelling office.
Maberly.
1139. Cannot you take an additional carriage?—If the honourable Member
asks me as to the possibility, certainly it is possible to put on two or three car24- Ju'y l843riages to carry additional clerks ; but the expense of that would be enormous.
1140. Do you think that the increased expense in that case, to meet all the
wants of the public, would be such as to preclude the working of the registration,
system by the travelling office ?—I think it would be such an expense as the
public never would incur.
1141. Have you any estimate or have you made any inquiry on the subject,
so as to ascertain how far any increased establishment of the travelling office
would meet all the wants of the registration system, on the supposition, of course,
that the rates were reduced and the number of letters increased? — If the letters
were greatly increased by the reduction of the rate, so as to interfere with the
money-order system, I very much doubt whether, with two or three travelling
offices even, with establishments competent to work them, the business could be
done.
1142. Then do you contemplate so great an increase of the registration of let
ters by the reduction of the fees, as to raise the probability of two or three extra
officers being added to those which now exist ?—Yes.
1 143. Have you also taken into consideration the probable increase of revenue
with regard to that increased expense ?—No, I have not.
1 144. Would it not be a question whether balancing the two, it would be an
advantage to the public in a financial point of view ?—Yes, but I do not think
you would be able to get such an amount from the letters as would ever afford
you anything like a compensation for the travelling offices.
1 145. Can you give the foundation for the opinion : can you state to the
Committee what increase you expect, which would render such an increase of
establishment requisite ?—I cannot possibly tell what the increase would be ; but
when I see the millions of letters that are passing through the money-order office,
and when I see the trouble to which parties are put in getting money orders and
receiving them, and the great number that must be necessarily shut out from the
benefit of the money-order office, 1 think that the increase in the amount of
registered letters, if their fee was reduced so as to bring them into competition
with the money-order system, would be so enormous and so vast that 1 do not
believe three travelling offices could do the duty ; and there is another difficulty,
the time between the different post towns on the Birmingham and Preston line
is so short, and the difficulty of writing so considerable, that I doubt very much
whether any clerk in the travelling office could register any great number
of letters in the travelling office ; the vibration prevents writing to a great
extent.
1146. Would not stamping obviate that? — No; you must have the whole
address ; for you must establish the identity of the letter : unless you establish
the identity of the letter, and fix the party with the particular letter, you do
nothing.
1 147. Is there no registration carried on in the travelling office now?—There
is; but the registered letters are comparatively few, and the duty, therefore,
capable of being done.
1 148. Still, to the extent that registered letters are now carried, writing is
performed ?—Yes.
1149. Then it is only a question of increase of establishment, and not a ques
tion as to the motion of the carriage ?—It is a question of increase of establish
ment, and the power of performing those operations in the time that is afforded.
For instance, at Watford the bags from St. Alban's, and Hertford, and Rickmansworth, pour in at Watford. Suppose there are several letters for Kernel
Hempstead or Tring, those post towns come immediately upon you. I suppose
the time occupied between Watford and Hemel Hempstead and Tring cannot be
more than 1 0 minutes or a quarter of an hour.
1150. Under those circumstances, might not the act of registration be per
formed at the post-offices in those places ? —I think not.
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SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly, called in ; and further Examined.
Lieutenant- Colonel
Muberly.

26 July 1843.

j I51t Chaii-man] HAVE you any Returns to put in?—This is a Return of the
number' of letters received by the day mails, distinguishing the London letters
from the Forward letters. (The same was read, asfollows :)

Inland Office, 24th July 1843.
NUMBER of LETTERS Received by the DAY MAILS in the Week ended 24th July 1843, distinguishing the
"London Letters from the Forward Letters.

NORTHERN
RAILROAD.

GREAT
, WESTERN.

SOUTH
WESTERN.

TOTAL.

CAMBRIDGE.

DOVOR.

BRIGHTON.

DATE.
Town.

July 18
-" 19
20
21
-

22
23
24

5.195
6,513
5,776
5,722
4,388
1,971
7,480
37,045

1
Country. | Town. Country. Town. Country. Town. Country. Town. Country. Town. Country.

2,736
2,991
2,550

774
681
689
919
929

3,1 80
2,665
1,344 nil.
4,578 577

359
250
311
345
326
455

441
445
464
446
1,386
287

20,044 4>569 2,046 3,469

Town.

Country.

343
331

265
234
214
230
277

8,177
9,46°
8,874
9,107
8,726

4,738
4,7^
4,476
4,8.4
-1,615

779

346

295

i,97'
10,367

1,344
6.754

i,573 3,690 2,266 5,933 3,825

1,976

1,515

56,682

337
322
2'5
284
223
192

570
561
631
589
6f)2
677

370
303
367
340
431

903
9«4
988
1,088
1,030

455

1,000

671
628
619
43.3
C93

294
336
326

—

•

"

3i,*69

(signed)

Time of Arrival
at
General Post-office
when originally
Established.

Time of Arrival
at Present.
. . a

Irish Express "
"
~
Brighton ••".'•"""
Dovor
------~
Southampton ------Portsmouth
.
Cheltenham and Gloucester
Bristol, Stroud, and Cirencester Cambridge
------

H.
6

M.
0 V. M.

4 15

,-

4

8

-

2
2

28
28

-

6 15
i 45

-

4^9

~~

H.
2

i
4
i
i
i
i

;**:0 J>. M.

55
40
5
5
45
45

-

41 fV

—

y

•
(signed)

George Stow.
This
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This is a Return which was sent us by the East India Company, as to the Lieutenant-Colonel
number of vessels sailing to Australia, Ceyloi), China, from Calcutta, Madras, and
Maberly.
Bombay. I find I was wrong when I stated that 11 sailed to Bombay. I find
26 July 1843.
that 1 1 sailed from Calcutta, none from Bombay ; so that the letters would lie the
whole year in Bombay. (The same was read, asfollows :)
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of VESSELS that Sailed from Calcutta and Madras in the
Year 1840—41, and from Bombay in the Year 1841-42, for the various Places under
mentioned.—(From a Letter from the Secretary to the East India Company, dated
31 May 1843.)

Ceylon.

Calcutta Madras Bombay -

-

-

-

-

-

-

China.

5
83*
15

39
5
60

Straits
of
Malacca.

Mauritius

78
59

129
15
4

22

and

Australia.

Bourbon.
11
l

none.

* Exclusive of 982 native crafts.
NUMBER of VESSELS which Arrived at Calcutta during the Year 1841, as shown in the
Bengal and Agra Directory.

From Sydney.

From
Port Phillip.

From
Hobart Town.

10

Calcutta -

This is a Return of the number of towns with which the railway night post-office
communicates both up and down. (The same was read, as follows:)
,
—.
Railway Post-office : Night Mail up.
Bags are made up for the following Places :
Preston.
Chorley.
Wigan.
Manchester.
Liverpool.
Warrington.
Preston Brook.
IVamptwich.
Middlewich.
Northwich.
Newcastle.
Kccleshall.
Stone.
Stafford.
Chester.
Macclesfield.
Penkridge.
Wolverhamplon.
Walsall.
Berkhampstead.
Watford.
Barnet.
Birmingham.

Burton-on-Trent.
Gloucester.
Worcester.
Coventry.
Rugby.
Weedon.
Northampton.
Tovvcester.
Oxford.
Newport Pagnel.
Stoney Stratford.
Fenny Stratford.
Iieighton Buzzard.
Aylesbury.
Tring.
Hemelhempstead.
St. Albans.
London.

Derby.
Leicester.
Sheffield.
Night Mail up
Night Mail down

Railway Post-office : Night Mail down.
Bags are made up for the following Places :

Berkhampstead.
Eccleshall.
Hemelhempstead
Newcastle.
Tring.
Market Drayton.
Aylesbury.
Namptwich.
Leighton Buzzard.
Dublin.
Fenny Stratford.
Chester.
Stoney Stratford.
Birkenhead.
Newport Pagnel.
Tarporley.
Towcester.
Sandbach.
Oxford.
Congleton.
Northampton
Macclesfield.
Weedon.
Northwich.
Middlewich.
Rugby.
Derby,
Preston Brook.
Leicester.
Warrington.
Loughborough.
Prescot.
Nottingham.
Wigan.
Newark.
Chorley.
Lincoln.
Preston.
Gartstang.
Coventry.
Birmingham.
Lancaster.
Burton.
Walsall.
Wolverhampton.
Kendal.
Penkridge.
Penrith.
Stafford.
Carlisle.
Stone.
- 44
- 51
TOTAL - - - 95
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Lieutenant-Colonel
1152. Mr. Escott.~\ Is not your objection to reducing the registration fee, say to
Maberly.
g j^ that by such reduction you would increase the amount of registered letters ?—
'~~"~~"~"~
Certainly. The Honourable Member will find stated in the Paper which I see
' 1843- printed to-day, my first confidential memorandum, in answer to Mr. Hill's plan, to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; and afterwards a Report from the Postmastergeneral to the Treasury, on the second proposition of Mr. Hill's plan, in which I
recommended him to make official that communication which was entirely at first
confidential between me and my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the
Exchequer. In answer to Mr. Hill's plan, I thought it was right that the Govern
ment should know what had passed, and that there was no breach of confidence in
making official a communication w hich was strictly on public business ; it is
printed now in the Evidence. The Committee will see that the whole reasoning
and arguments in those papers have been, that the Post-office could never deal,
preserving the same celerity in its communications between the different places in
the country, with any considerable number of registered letters ; and that the fee
has been purposely kept high, in order to keep down the number of letters.
1153. Mr. Hau'es.~\ Have you, or have you not, formerly recommended a lower
fee than Mr. Hill now proposes ?— I recommended a fee of 2 d. for letters in the
general post, and a halfpenny for the twopenny post; but the Honourable Member
will bear in mind that that was under different circumstances. At that time the
lowest general-post rate was 4^. ; and with the twopenny post, it has been con
ceded on all hands, that there was never any difficulty in registration ; but the
lowest general-post letter rate at that time was ^d. Almost every registered
letter would, as a matter of course, contain an enclosure : at least that was our supposition; consequently, there would be two rates, making 8d., and the regis
tration fee, 2d., making the lowest charge on the registered letter, according to
our assumption, lod. ; but when you come to the higher rates, namely, 8d., ind.,
and is., and i*. %d., with the registration fee attached to it, the Honourable
Member will see that the cost of that letter would have been nearly half-a-crown ;
consequently, the same object was answered with the registration fee of 2 d., under
the old system, as is accomplished now by making the registration fee i s., when
the postage is merely I d. The Committee will, perhaps, permit me to say, that
in all arguments upon this question it has been always stated to the Treasury that
there was no difficulty in registration with direct bags; that where one town made
up a direct bag with another, I saw no difficulty in the question, except so far as
the expense of establishment was concerned. Other officers have seen difficulties.
I confess I have not been afraid of those difficulties. And I must also beg the
Committee to recollect, that when proposing the original system of registration,
the opinion of all the surveyors was against it. The superintendent of mailcoaches was sent to Manchester to make an arrangement as to the railways
centering at Park Side; and I took that opportunity of directing him to consult
all the surveyors who were assembled there for the immense arrangement in
progress at that time, as to their opinion about registration. The question was
put to them, and they all objected to it, and said that it would be almost impos
sible to carry it into execution. Notwithstanding that, I was so convinced of its
practicability myself, that I recommended Lord Lichfield to disregard the opinions
of the surveyors, and to propose a registration to the Treasury, in conformity
with the opinion expressed by the Commissioners on the Post-office. The Trea
sury approved of it, all the arrangements were made, arid the orders were about
to be carried into execution, when they were suspended in consequence of the
announcement in the House of Commons of the intention of Government to
carry the penny post into operation. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to put
in a copy of my Minute at the time to the Postmaster-general, in which I recom
mended him to suspend the measures which were then completed for carrying the
registration into execution. This is the Minute, dated 7th June 1 839 : —
" For the Postmaster-general.
" Notwithstanding the surveyors, at their late meeting at Manchester, with
Mr. Stow, when I directed them to take the opportunity of talking over the sub
ject together, expressed their apprehensions that the system proposed for the
registration of letters might fail, I intended to have submitted to your Lordship
that it should have been brought into operation on the 5th of July next, and the
forms and bills and instructions to the Postmasters were all preparing to this
effect. The notification, however, of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the

House
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House of Commons of an uniform penny postage wholly alters the state of things ; Lieutenant-Colonel
and as a large increase in the number of letters will render the adoption of the
Maberly.
registration as proposed impracticable, without such a loss of time as would be an
~~~~~~~~~
evil of infinitely greater magnitude than the registration is intended to remedy,
2
y * *3'
I submit, therefore, that the whole be postponed for the present as utterly imprac
ticable under an uniform penny postage. When we know what the measure is which
is lo be proposed to Parliament, we shall be able to pronounce whether any system
of the kind, whether general or partial, can be suggested." Lord Lichfield's
Minute is : " The proposed system for the registration of letters must, under these
circumstances, be postponed for the present." The Committee therefore will see
that the Post-office have been perfectly consistent all the way through.
1154. Mr. EscottJ] When you made that recommendation for reducing the
registration fee, you had not given up the plan of giving increased facilities for
posting letters, maintaining the revenue at the same time? —No, certainly not.
1155. Mr. HawesJ] Previous to the introduction of the penny postage you
registered twopenny-post letters gratuitously, did you not?—Yes.
1156. All money letters?— All letters known to contain coin or jewellery;
but the Honourable Member will see that registration now opens a very different
facility, inasmuch as any letter may be registered. We had reason to believe that
the lawyers and solicitors would use registration as a means of serving processes
and proving delivery ; we could not tell how far they might adopt it. My own
wonder is that it has not been very largely adopted in Ireland, as a very safe way
of ensuring the serving of processes, where any man at all acquainted with Ireland
knows that it is a very dangerous and difficult operation ; I myself would use it
very largely, were I a solicitor in Ireland.
1 157. The object of the high registration fee is to prevent that?— It is to reduce
the number of letters to such a compass that the Post-office can deal with them ;
and the whole object of my proposal to my honourable friend the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer, was to put on such a fee at first, as to enable us to see the num
ber of letters and the class of letters with which we were dealing ; and afterwards,
when we knew the pressure and extent which we might sustain, and the number of
letters with which we might have to deal, I told him that we could reduce the
fee to such an extent as would keep down the number of letters to such as we
could then deal with.
1158. To what extent did you contemplate a reduction? —That I cannot tell;
it was a fee put on experimentally, to be reduced under the circumstances of the
case.
1 159. But inasmuch as the effect of the fee is to check the registration of letters,
the operation of that check must be unfavourable to the poorer classes? — Cer
tainly.
1 1 60. Mr. Escot(.~\ Was it more unfavourable to the poorer classes than to
others?— Not at all ; it was an equal system to all.
11 bi. Mr. Trotter.'} Your object was, to confine your business to the means you
had of carrying it on, both with facility to the public and the revenue ?—Cer
tainly, our object was, that the public should not be sacrificed in any experiment
which we might undertake.
«
1162. And you did not wish to bring upon yourselves more business than the
establishment of the Post-office would enable you to perform ?—Certainly not.
My feeling is, and I believe that of every officer of the Post-office, that if a
Government department of the magnitude of the Post-office undertake anything,
and hold out an expectation of carrying anything into execution, it is its duty to
adopt those measures that failure should not ensue ; that they should not risk the
commerce and manufactures of the country in any foolish experiment of their
own.
116.3. Mr. Hawes^] When were you first convinced of the practicability of
reducing the registration fee ?— I cannot exactly say ; but one great object in
recommending the reduction of the registration fee has been to prevent the enor
mous evil which has come upon us by the penny post, owing to the demoralization
of the servants of the Post-office, arising from the great increase of letters for
warded through the penny post, and the enormous plunder and robbery that has
taken place. We, therefore, proposed to the Treasury a registration fee of 8 d. ;
and that that 8 d., notwithstanding all the inconveniences to which it might be
subject, should be compulsory.
1 1 64. When was that registration fee of 8d. proposed ?—I think Lord Lowther
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel proposed it shortly after he was at the Post-office ; he was so much struck at the
Maberly.
demoralization, and the enormous evil resulting from it, that he proposed this
" ,
reduced fee to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
uy 1843.
1165. By an official communication ?—By an official communication.
1166. Which can be produced?—Yes; there have been two communications;
they are, I believe, before the Committee.
1167. Mr. F. Baring.] The date is 2ist December '1841?—Yes. It was entirely
Lcrd Lowther's own suggestion.
1168. Has there been any subsequent recommendation?—I think there has.
1 169. Have the Treasury sanctioned it?—No, they have not. The Honourable
Member will see that there are very great difficulties in the way of it.
1 170. It was recommended on the 2 1st of December by the Post-office ?—Yes,
and the Government objected to it.
1171. Mr. Halves.] Has the Chancellor of the Exchequer objected officially,
and stated any reason for the objection?— No, I think not.
1172. Can you inform the Committee of the grounds of objection ?— I cannot;
it has been upon personal communication between Sir Robert Peel and the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer and Lord Lowther. We have had no official communi
cation from the Government, but it will be seen that objections may be stated to
it. If a person encloses half-a-crown to another by a post letter to take its chance,
the receiver of the registered letter would have to pay is. or &d. upon it, in
addition to the postage, which would be high ; then how are the Post-office to tell
what is enclosed in the letter ? consequently we should be subjected to the process
of registering a great many letters that did not contain coin or anything valuable
to the parties, and putting them to the expense of high postage ; instantly would,
of course, come an application from the party pointing out the hardship of being
subjected to the high fee, which it was never intended he should pay ; and then
would come the question of fact with the Post-office, of what had been sent.
1173. Mr. /'*. Baring.] But you recommended the tee of Sd. from the Postoffice ?—Yes.
1 1 74. You knew of those points ?—Yes ; but the Honourable Member will allow
me to say, that Lord Lowther felt that this ought to be done, from the demoraliza
tion of the department, in consequence of the public sending an enormous quan
tity of letters and valuable articles through the post, which they have been in the
habit of doing ever since the penny post ; and I do not at all complain of it,
though the facilities of the penny post have led to it. Still we have not been
able to discourage them from doing so; and the consequence has been that
the plunder has been very great, and that the department has become thoroughly
demoralized.
1175. Mr. Hau;es.~\ Is there any increase of money-letters; that is, letters con
taining coin ?—The practical officers say nearly ten to one ; that is, of letters
to all appearance containing money or jewellery ; we cannot tell what is in them.
1 1 76. Mr. Denison.] How have you ascertained that there has been this amount
of plunder from time to time ?—Lord Lowther has stated to me that the greater
part of his patronage since he first came to the Post-office arose from dismissals.
Almost all the business connected with losses comes before me ; it is rather a police
business, which is managed by one of the clerks in the department of my office
called the " Missing Letter Branch," the solicitor, and myself, inasmuch as it is
necessary to keep all these communications thoroughly confidential and away from
other parties ; and I can state that the plunder is terrinc.
1 1 77. Did you ascertainjt by complaints from parties who ought to have received
monies ?—The first operation is, that the party to whom money has been enclosed
hears of it incidentally, or the merchant or the banker who has sent money
finds that it has not arrived in course of post, and makes an application for the
missing letter. All applications for missing letters are made to a branch of my
office, under the superintendence of Mr. Ramsey ; and what we usually do is, to
send to the party making the complaint a printed form, requiring him to send it
back with his answer. 'The form is, where it was posted, who was the party who
sent it, and where it was addressed, and other questions of this nature ; and all this
is ascertained, in order to enable us to obtain full information relative to the letter.
Of course, then we make inquiries through the postmaster or surveyor, or if the
letter has contained property, we look at it with greater jealousy, and ascertain
how many cases apply to a particular office. I may mention to the Committee
that
is an office at present in our black books. The Honourable Member
wilt
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will see that if we say 60 or 70 cases apply to
, those cases going not from Lieutenant-Colonel
London, but from towns all in the neighbourhood, and some of those letters being
Mcberly.
surh as could only have gone from one town to the town in question, we directly
come to the conclusion, from our knowledge of the business, that there is a thief 2>Juyi843.
at that office, and we follow up the inquiry till we discover the party.
1 178. Mr. Hawes.] Do you consider the risk now greater than it was before ?—
Formerly those letters were registered ; now I consider that a letter posted with
money in it might as well be thrown down in the street as be put into the postoffice.
1 179. Then I understand you to say that the risk is considerably increased?—
—Yes. 1 do not throw any imputation upon Mr. Hill's plan ; but I mean to say
that the risk has increased, because the letters have increased to such a degree
that it is impossible to pursue that system of registration which previously existed,
without interfering with the despatch of the mail and the acceleration of the post,
which is much more important than the inconvenience to which the community is
subject by the plunder of their letters.
1 180. Mr. WallaceJ\ Could a Return now be made by the Post-office, similar to
the Return which was formerly made upon my motion, of the number and the
amount of thefts and other depredations committed in the course of a series of
years .'—It could ; and if you will allow me to state, I can now give it in a better
form than you had it originally, inasmuch as I give the number found as well as
those which were lost.
1181. Then the Return will be in an improved form upon that which you have
previously given ?—We will give it in the best form we can give it, in the form
we prepare it for ourselves. The total number of cases in 1842 of applications
for missing letters was 8,024; tnose missing letters contained 163, 127/. worth of
property, according to the statement of the parties ; of the number of 8,024,
2,261 were found, 5,763 were not found ; the amount of property found was
93,594^., the amount of property not found was 69,533 /. ; being a diminution on
*he former year, owing to the sharpness and severity of the measures we have
adopted.
1 182. Mr. Hawes.] Can you give the numbers for 1839 ?—In 1839 tne number
of cases was 1,728, as compared with 8,024.
1183. Mr. Wallace.'] Does that Return refer to the United Kingdom, or to
England and Wales only ?—This must refer to the United Kingdom. Tin's is
the heading of the Return : " Summary of the Number of Applications for Missing
Letters containing Property, which have been made at the General Post-office,
London, from 5th January 1837 to 5th January 1843. N.B. This Return does
not include applications made at the Twopenny Post-office ;" therefore that would
be excluded, and there are the cases of Ireland and Scotland excluded ; but get
ting no redress there, they generally come to us in London, and many applications
are originally made to us.
r_

_
/- 7;
[The Return
was read, as follows
.-]T

SUMMARY of the NUMBER of Applications for MISSING LETTERS containing PROPERTY,
which have been made at the General Post-office, London, from 5th January 1837 to 5th
January 1843.
A". B.—This Return does not include Applications made at the Twopenny Post-Office.

bav
t

Number of Cases.

Amount of Property.

,.Year.
lOffl

OJ

1837

1838
1840

1841

1842

£.
48,493
40,333
53,021
98,608
100,856
93,594

s.
10
'3
16
6
5
-

434,907 13
0.93.

TOTAL.

Not Found.

Found.
d.
sj
9
9j
11
1
2

£.
42,987
21,956
27,068
74,953
85,532
69,533

a

322,033

*.
19
17
10
8
17
9

d.
2J
10
10
2J
6J
84

334

£.
91,481
62,290
80,090

s. d.
9 7}
11 7
7 7^

186,389
163,127

2 7i
9 10 J

756,940 16

B B 3

5^

Found.

Not
Found.

TOTAL.

347
341
783
1,948
2,321
2,261

479
626
945
8,631
7»924
5,7G3

826
967
1,728
io,579
10,245
8,024

8,001

24,368

32,369

1184. Mr.
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Lieutenant-Colonel
i > 84. Mr. flawes.] If I have caught the figures correctly, that account in your
Maberty.
hand would show a diminution of risk?—As compared with the previous years, of
i 842 or 1841, 1 think there is a diminution ; but still I should mislead the Cotn26 July 1843. mittee if I were to lead them to imagine that there ever would be a great diminu
tion of losses of letters. My own impression is, that nothing but a compulsory
registration would put an end to it.
1185. And that the Post-office, so far as I have been able to inform myself of
the papers before me, recommend ? —They do.
1186. Mr. Escott.] Do you attribute much of that great increase of loss of let
ters containing valuable property to the fact of prepayment?—No, I do not think
it is connected with prepayment ; it arises from the carelessness of the public, and
the indisposition to adopt the secure and cheap mode now open to them of trans
mitting money, which is through the Money-office.
1187. Viscount Ebrington.] Does that Return apply merely to losses in money,
or to losses in jewellery and other articles of value?—The Return applies to all
missing letters ; our impression is, that the great bulk of the loss applies to letters
containing coin.
11 88. Mr. Wallace.] Not bank notes ?—Not so much bank notes ; the Honour
able Member will see at once that with regard to coin, when once the coin has got
into the possession of the party, there is no identification ; with bank notes, the
number may have been taken. For myself, I fairly own that I would never send
a bank note through the Post-office, unless I cut it in half, and received infor
mation of the receipt of the first half before I sent the other.
1189. Mr. Hawes.~\ Have you any opportunity of knowing the class that chiefly
avail themselves of the privilege of sending money orders ?—I cannot myself say ;
perhaps some of the practical officers might say.
1190. Mr. Baring.] lias the state of demoralization of which you speak been
represented to the Treasury ?— I should think so ; it certainly was to my honourable
friend, when he was Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1191. And the fee upon the money orders was reduced, and registration intro
duced ?—Certainly, in consequence of that.
1 192. Has this been represented since the change of Government, and have the
Treasury taken any steps at all to meet this evil ?— I can only tell the Honourable
Member what the state of the case is : I believe that the Postmaster-general has
had frequent communications on the subject with the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer; but the Chancellor of the Exchequer, as I learn from him, entertains a
very strong opinion upon the subject ; he sees great difficulties in the case, and he
has refused hitherto to accept the proposition which has been made by the Postoffice.
1 193. One of the principal difficulties in lowering the fee upon registration of
letters arises from the interference of the registered letters with the operation of
the money orders ?—I should say so ; that has been my chief apprehension.
1194. But supposing you were to reduce the fee upon the money orders, that
objection would no longer exist?—Certainly not.
1 105. Looking to the evil of which you have spoken, do you see any objection
to reducing the fee upon the money orders ?—There is no objection, except that
the Money-order Office has now become such an enormous banking establishment
that it is very difficult to manage it ; and I must fairly own that there are great
difficulties, and great chances of loss attending the Money-order Office, from which
hitherto we have not suffered, but from which I should not be at all surprised if
some of these days we were to suffer severely.
1196. But adverting to the degree of plunder which exists in the Post-office,
and balancing the difficulties of the case, do you not think it would be advisable to
reduce the fee upon the money orders ?—It might be perhaps eventually advisable ;
but really the Money-order Office has increased so enormously upon us, and we
have that difficulty in dealing with it, that I should like to get the measures fully
• into operation which we contemplate, in order to see my way before any further
reforms are executed.
1197. Are the claims for the losses of money small sums generally?—The
Honourable Member will see, from the paper which I have put in, that the number
of applications last year was 8,024, and that the amount of property was 1 63,000/. ;
that gives an average of somewhere about 20 /.
1198. But, speaking generally, is it the case that the greater part of the claims
are small?— We believe the losses to be chiefly small sums of money, as far as we
can
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can tell from the personal applications to the office, which are very numerous ; Lieutenant-Colonel
and those losses chiefly fall upon the poor.
« >ery.
1199. Therefore, reducing the fee upon the money orders would meet the diffi- 2e July 184.3.
culty in a great measure. They are sums which would come under the moneyorder limitation?—They would. Still my honourable friend will see that there are
difficulties with regard to money orders. The money order must necessarily be
issued and paid at the larger stations of the Post-office, where parties have suffi
cient intelligence to enable them to comprehend and conduct banking accounts.
The places, in many instances, which money is to be sent from or received at
are places in the rural districts, which letters can reach, but which money orders
cannot, and the parties have to come to the towns to fetch them ; consequently,
a letter is the more convenient mode, in many instances, of making a remittance
than the trouble and inconvenience which attaches to the money order- The
registration might, therefore, be adopted in a great number of cases in which the
money-order system would not be applicable, owing to the party living at a distance
from the town where the money order is issued.
1200. Are all post towns money-order offices now ?— All post towns have always
granted and paid money orders ; and the reason for that was, that they had an
account with the General Post-office, either in England, Ireland, or Scotland.
We had accounts already opened with them, and therefore it was but another
account with them. We have three descriptions of offices ; the post town, which
has an account with the capital, either London, Dublin, or Edinburgh ; the suboffice, the revenue of which is collected through its post town, and which is another
distinction. In general the sub-office has only a bag with the post town ; it has
no bag with the capital, and no account with the capital in most cases. Then, the
third description of office is the receiving office. The receiving office accounts to
its post town. Frequently a receiving office may have two or three post towns ;
but the revenue of the receiving office is carried through its post town.
1201. Mr. Halves.] Would or would not a cheaper system of registration meet
one of the evils which you say attach to the money-order system ?—Certainly ; but it
would involve us in another class of evils, in the great expense and great detention
of mails throughout the country.
1202. Supposing the existing establishment to remain the same?— Exactly.
1203. You do get at present a considerable revenue from money orders?—I
think the commission, as far as I can recollect, is 35,ooo/. a year; it is 38,ooo/.
in that Return, but those are payments within the year.
1204. Mr. Trotter.] That is the gross produce?—Yes; we get 5,000 /. or
6,ooo/. a year net, or something of that sort.
1 205. Mr. Halves.] How far would the increased revenue or profit upon the
increased business which you anticipate compensate for the probable increase of
establishment?—I doubt whether it would compensate; the expenses would be
very large; the expenses of clerks in the forward offices; frequently the want of
space, and rendering it necessary for the public to provide offices at the towns
where forward duty is done ; and then the travelling office is itself an enormous
expense.
1 206. Mr. F. BaringJ] Was the expense the objection of the Treasury to re
ducing the registration fee to 8</., as proposed by the Post-office ?—I cannot tell
what the objection is ; I should think not. I do not contemplate much increased
expense from reducing the fee to 8d. ; the way I think the expense would originate
would be directly the registration was brought into competition with the moneyorder system, so as to bring a great number of letters into the class of registered
letters, with respect to which parties now have their purpose answered by having
the remittance sent through the Money-order office.
1 207. Mr. Wallace.] You have stated that Lord Lowther recommended that all
letters should be registered under a compulsory system of registration ; how is
that to be effected?—I will tell the Honourable Member: if anybody sent to him
a letter through the Post-office conceived to contain coin or jewellery, in addition
to the usual postage, we should not deliver the letter to him till he had paid us
the registration fee.
i 208. Then the fee would be collected from the party receiving, and not from the
party sending the letter ?—Yes, and that is the difficulty. The principle hitherto of
registration has been that the Post-office have conceived that the sender alone of the
letter ought to be compelled to pay the postage, inasmuch as he was fully aware of
the value of the communication ; the receiver might think the letter not at all
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel valuable and not worth the tax, and therefore that it was unjust to tax him ; but
Maberly.
the sender ought to pay for that communication which he considered valuable.
'
1 209. According to the plan which you now point out, is " registration" a proper
•26 July 1843. term to apply to it ; would that be understood ?— I think so: it is subjected, in
its passage through the office, to certain processes, which we have always charac
terised by the term " registration j" and as the letter would be subject to those
processes, I think the letter is very properly described as a registered letter.
1210. Mr. Hazres.~\ Am I then to infer from what you have stated, that the
Post-office at present does not afford a safe channel for the remittance of small
sums to different places in the kingdom ?—Certainly : before Lord Lowther came
to the Post-office we felt that, but we did not like to put forward any notice to
the public, inasmuch as we were most anxious not to render ourselves liable to the
imputation of having placed any impediment in the way of the success of Mr.
Hill's plan. When Lord Lowther came to the Post-office he thought the evil of
insecurity of such a magnitude, that he directed a circular to be prepared for the
public, in which they were expressly told that there was no security for remitting
money through the Post-office ; and that if they chose to take that risk, they must
take the consequences, as in all probability they would be subject to loss. A
circular is always sent to parties applying for letters stated to be missing; this
notice is a very strong notice ; it was prepared by Lord Lowther, submitted to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and approved by him.
1211. Mr. Bramston.~\ What effect does that notice have upon the public?—
I am sorry to say very little.
1212. Mr. Escott.] Has it not driven them to the Money-order office?—Very
little.
1213. Mr. Wallace.] Does the notice from Lord Lowther point out the insecu
rity of sending bank notes as well as coin?—I really forget the precise terms of
the notice, but I will bring it next time.
1214. Mr. Escott.~\ What is the date of the notice r—I think it was in Decem
ber, before Lord Lowther made the proposal of 8d.
1215. But the business of the Money-order office has very much increased since
that ?—It increases enormously every quarter.
1216. Do not you think that that is very much in consequence of that warning
to the public ?— I am afraid not.
1217. Mr. F. BaringJ\ You were speaking of notices: were there not four
notices during the time that we were in office together, all cautioning the public
against transmitting coin through the Post-office ?—Yes, but not half so strong as
that of Lord Lowther's. With all the care and precaution that can be adopted,
the system of registration is, in my opinion, not perfectly safe.
1218. Mr. Wallace.'} You have stated that Lord Lowther recommended the
general, if not universal registration of letters supposed to contain property, at a
lee of 8 </., and you have now narrated the modes in which letters are dealt with in
the General Post-office of London ; how would it be possible for that department
to perform its duties, if all the letters to which you allude were registered ?—
1 think we could ensure the registration of such a number of letters as in our
opinion would be registered at the fee of 8 d. : though for the first month or two,
as we stated in our Report to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, we might break
down, yet ultimately I think we should go through with it.
1219. Mr. Howes.'] Then are you or are you not of opinion that a good system
of registration would materially remedy the evils of which you have spoken, of the
loss of money at the Post-office r—I think it would.
1220. Mr. Escolt.] Does not that depend upon what is meant by a good system ?
—Yes; I think the present system is as perfect as it can be made.
1221. Mr. HawcsJ] You think no other system of registration could be suggested
to improve the one adopted at the Post-office?—If one could be suggested to me,
I should recommend the Postmaster-general to adopt it ; I have no prejudices
in favour of any particular one.
"i 222. But from your experience of the Post-office, you would say that the present
system is perfect?— I do not mean to say that anything is perfect ; but, under the
circumstances, I think it is the best that could be adopted, and under those circum
stances, I recommended Lord Lichfield to adopt it. Could I find any better
system, I should immediately think it my duty to abandon the present one and to
adopt the new one.
1223. Mr.
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1 223. Mr. Wallace.] The present system of registration is payment in advance ? Lieutenant-Colonel
— Yes.
Maberly.
1224. That which you recommend will be payment by the receiver of the letter?
—
"
—It would be payment by the receiver of the letter; but the Honourable Member Q6
will see, that though we do not like the system, yet we think the evils of the demo
ralization of the department are so great, that we recommend even a system that
we do not like, in order to check that evil.
1225. Then the present system is not so good as the one which has been recom
mended to the Treasury ?—I think the present system is better in point of prin
ciple. I think the right principle is, that the sender of the letter should pay for the
registration of a letter which he conceives to be valuable.
i 226. But you have recommended that the receiver of the letter should pay the
registration ?—We have ; but I do not think the principle is so good.
1227. Chairman.'] You recommend that as the only means of carrying into
effect a compulsory registration ?—Yes.
1228. Mr. HawcsJ] I have understood you to say that a cheap system of regis
tration to remedy these evils would, in your opinion, be attended with more
expense than the amount received?—Yes; but I maybe allowed, perhaps, to
explain what I mean by a cheap system of registration. I mean a registration at
sucii a fee as should bring a great number of letters to the Post-office to be
registered.
1229. Have you or have you not made any calculation of the probable increase
of letters, together with the necessary expense attendant upon an increase of the
establishment, so as to show that that increase of letters would not be followed by
such an increase of revenue as to justify the reduction of the registration fee?—I
have not, and I cannot make one.
1230. Has the Post-office, or has any department of the Post-office, turned their
attention to this subject, and have they made any calculation upon this subject
based on some assumed increase of letters ?—'There is no calculation that I know
of; it is all impression and opinion.
1 231. Then the opinion which you have given, as to the probable increase of the
expense of the establishment, and the non-increase of the revenue in proportion to
it, is purely conjectural ?— It is merely an opinion, and, as other opinions, liable
to error.
1232. Mr. Trotler.~\ If you collected the registration fees from the receivers of
the letters, what effect would that have upon the labour and time employed in the
delivery of letters?—The effect of registration upon the delivery would be exceed
ingly inconvenient ; evidently the delivery would be exceedingly retarded by any
system of registration ; and the expense of the letter-carriers, of course, would be
greater.
1 233. The inconvenience to the public, from retarding the letters, would be great ?
—Yes ; but in my arguments upon registration I have thrown delivery aside
altogether. I have considered that the delay in the delivery would be a very small
part of the evil. I have looked chiefly to the inconvenience attaching to the des
patch ; but the deliveries would be immensely retarded by the registration.
1 234. Mr. Wallace.] Why do you separate the inconvenience to the despatch
from the inconvenience to the delivery ?—Because the inconvenience to the
delivery attaches only to a certain time; for instance, to one or two hours, or three
hours ; whereas the inconvenience to the despatch might attach to 24 hours, or
even two days ; or it might lead to such a confusion in the letters, owing to the
office getting into disorder, that it would, perhaps, take us two or three weeks to
get right again.
1235. Is it not equally a matter of importance to the public that the despatches
shall be perfectly regular as the deliveries, and vice versa r—I look to the despatch
as the more important thing. The delivery, as the letters have reached their des
tination, causes but a certain delay at each particular town ; the despatches may
erlect the empire. The Committee will allow me, perhaps, to advert to the orders
which were given by the Post-office upon the introduction of the penny post. My
chief anxiety, in carrying into execution the penny post, was to secure the des
patches going ou, and the junctions of mails being effected, in the usual manner.
As for the deliveries, I recommended my honourable friend, the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to sacrifice them altogether. 1 told him the question of delivery
was a minor one; it applies only to the loss of an hour or t\vo at the particular
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel town; but the question of despatch applies to the whole empire; you might
Maberly.
sacrifice days and weeks frequently, if anything was allowed to interfere with the
despatch.
36 July 1843.
1236. Mr. Hawes.] Supposing a compulsory fee to be established, that would
involve the fee being levied upon all packets, heavy or light?—All, of course,
which were supposed to contain coin or jewellery, or valuable articles.
1237. Anything, in fact, that was susceptible of being weighed? — No, not
exactly; much would be left to the discretion of the officer. The inconvenience of
registration, and one which I take it weighs with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
is, the impossibility of the Post-office forming any judgment as to the value of
the packet. A letter containing a halfpenny, for instance, would be registered
at a high fee; for the registration would be charged upon this system in the same
way as if that letter contained a sovereign.
1238. But the great object of registration, so far as the public is concerned, is
security 1—Yes.
1239. It would be, therefore, for them to determine whether they would pay the
fee or not ?—That is the present system.
1240. It is immaterial what is contained in a packet; it it is not registered, no
fee is paid ?—No.
1241. Under this system, all packets would pay the fee ?— I think the Honour
able Member scarcely understands the proposition of the Post-office. Where par
ties choose to register their letters, they would not be deprived of the power of
doing so, as at present; but where they did not register them, we should come in
and charge the fee, as we should register them, as we did the money letters that
were formerly sent. Where money letters were formerly supposed to contain coin
or jewellery, those letters were registered, though the public paid nothing for them ;
it was entirely at the discretion of the Post-office authorities : those letters would
be registered now in the same way ; but the public would be compelled to pay the
registration fee, instead of receiving them for nothing, as they did formerly.
j 242. Mr. Wallace.] Would your rule apply to parties sending samples of cloth
or muslin, or those sort of things which shopkeepers frequently send to one
another?—I should say not. We should, without knowing the contents of the
paper, say that such a thing was not valuable. The Post-office servants can tell
in a moment whether a letter contains coin or jewellery, or not. One case would
be common, which of course, under a compulsory registration, would place us in
great difficulty. Boxes of pills frequently go ; how could we tell whether those
boxes, which look like jewellery boxes, contain jewellery or not? that is a diffi
culty which I believe weighs with the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1243. Mr. Haves.] Under the compulsory system all heavy letters would be
registered ?—Not at all ; all letters that were supposed to contain property or
articles of value would be registered.
1244. How can the Post-office know anything of the value without opening the
letter ?—There would be the difficulty, that we should force the parties to pay the
registration fee upon a great number of letters that ought not to pay it.
1245. M1'- f. Baring.] You speak of the system of compulsory registration that
is proposed to the Treasury ; I find no such proposition in these papers at all ? —
It is evident that the communication of Lord Lowther must have been made
previously to his official letter of the 2ist December 1841, for Lord Lowther says :
" It is satisfactory to find that Mr. Hill admits the great evil and the great extent
of robbery that now exists, and does not differ from me as to the nature of the
remedy to he applied ; and that, disagreeing as to the amount of the fee, he
still admits the necessity of a system of compulsory registration." Evidently,
therefore, Lord Lowther's proposition had been made previous to that, and Mr.
Hill must have had some cognizance of it. The papers, as here printed, are
evidently not complete.
1246. But the proposition is referred to in these imperfect papers: "Should no
pressure be experienced, I shall be prepared to reduce it still further ; and I have
already made inquiries and collected information upon this subject. I should
propose, however, that the reduction should stop at such a sum, 8 d. for instance,
that it should be less for the interest of the party wishing to remit small sums,
to register, than to employ the Money-order office." There may be objections, as
you state, to the compulsory registration ; but why was not the fee reduced from
l s. to 8 a., still continuing the present system ?—That, of course, rests with Lord
Lowther to decide ; the papers have not yet been decided upon at the Treasury.
1247.
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124.7. But the papers are dated the 2ist of December 1841 ? —Yes ; that is one Lieutenant-Colonel
of the inconveniences which attaches to the communications between the PostMaberly.
office and the Treasury.
~~~""~~~"
1248. Mr. Escott.~\ You were asked, on the last day of your examination, whether
you thought that we had now arrived at the minimum rate of postage ; have you
any opinion as to the establishment of any other rate, with a view to maintain the
revenue and give facilities for the despatch and receipt of letters ?— I have no
opinion to offer; that is a question entirely for the general Government.
1 249. You were asked your opinion, in one or two questions, relating to the
general management of the Post-ortice ; will you state your opinion with respect
to the twopenny rate, with a view to the revenue ?— I do not like to give opinions
when they are so nicely criticized as they have been and are ; but I will tell the
Honourable Member fairly, that when I considered the subject, my impression was
that a twopenny rate would have given a revenue of about 400,000 /. a year, in ad
dition to the present, and that 30". would have added about 200,000 I. more to that
sum, making 600,000 /. : that was my impression ; but I will not bind myself to it at
all. In these matters, nobody can come to any conclusion, and the wisest thing to do
is to give no opinion at all : still I do not think it fair to the Committee to with
hold the opinion which I formed, and which I certainly gave to Lord Lowiher.
1250. Viscount Ebrington.~] You speak with apprehension of the extension of
the money-order system ? — I do, at present.
1251. You also speak of the great difficulty to the Post-office of extending the
system of registration to such a point as to induce the public to avail itself largely
of it?—Yes.
1252. Have you considered which of these alterations you would think the least
objectionable : leaving matters as they are, extending the money-order system, or
extending the registration system ? — I should say, decidedly, extending the moneyorder system ; I have much less apprehension of that tlian I have of extending the
registration.
1253. Or would you prefer leaving matters as they are?—I do not know ; com
pulsory registration is the only length I am prepared to go, and perhaps an exten
sion of the Money-order Office eventually, by reducing the fee.
1 254. Mr. F. Baring.] What do you say to increasing the sum which might pass
under the money order; do you think that would have any effect?— My honour
able friend is not perhaps aware that there is no difficulty as to the sum now ; we
have never objected to larger sums passing, provided they are taken out in orders
of 5 /. ; an individual may get 500 /. if he pleases at present, in orders of 5 /.
1255. That is not generally known ? — No, we do not wish it to be generally
known ; but, except in Jersey and the Channel Islands, we have not forbidden any
party getting more than 5 /. We have not thought it desirable to prohibit the public
having those facilities where they wanted to possess them, but we keep a very rigid
check on them ; all those cases where parties have had more than 5 /. at a time, are
stated in a return to the Secretary by the Money-order Office. Then the Honour
able Member will further see, that in carrying this system to any extent, you do
what I think no Government ought to do; you interfere with the private trade of
banking, which it is never advisable for a Government to do, without some strong
motive for it.
1256. Mr. Wallace.] Is it the duty of the Postmaster-general to look to the
private interests of bankers ?—Not at all so j but I think it very unwise for the
Government to carry on a description of commerce that the public, if left to
itself, will carry on, and in all probability much better than the Government.
1257. If the Postmaster-general and the Secretary to the Post-office take these
matters into view, do not they encourage that interference between the duties ot
the two offices, the Post-office and the Treasury, which has been already adverted
to and deprecated ?—We certainly point out those matters to the Treasury, and
give our opinion ; whether the Treasury adopted them or not, would rest with
themselves ; but when we are pointing out a course, we should naturally suggest
all the inconveniences or advantages of the course which suggested themselves
to us: if the Treasury thought with us, they would adopt it; if they differed from
us, they would of course at once discountenance the proposition.
12.58. Should you feel it your duty, if you approved of io/. being issued from
the Money-order Office in place of 5/., to draw attention first to what influence
that might have upon private banking?—Certainly j so much so, that I recollect
0.93.
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perfectly well, when the penny post was introduced, that was one of the questions
tnat came before me; namely, as to the weight of packets that should be conveyed
by the post; and I recommended my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the
Exchequer to restrict the weight which might pass by post to 8 ounces instead of
16, with a view of not interfering with the private-parcel trade of the country.
12.50. Mr. Hawes.] I wish to ask you a few questions upon the Return,
No. 201 ; is the Committee to understand that this is a Return or an estimate?
—An estimate.
1260. Is the estimate of the number of letters in the first column, 209,61 1,508,
nearly an accurate one ?—It is the number that were returned to me as the
numbers delivered in a week in December 1842, multiplied by 52.
1261. But on the whole you are disposed to think that is nearly an accurate
estimate of the number of letters ?—I can pledge myself to nothing, and I cannot
pledge myself at all to its accuracy ; it is taken in the same way as the Returns
have been taken ever since the adoption of the penny post, and which were taken
in consequence of the sanction of my honourable friend the late Chancellor of
the Exchequer. I pointed out to him that it would be valuable if we could have
those Returns taken regularly, as a means of comparison ; he assented, and upon
that sanction we have ever since continued them, though they have put us to some
trouble and expense*
1262. The Return made to the House of Lords in March 1843, and signed by
you, may be presumed to be accurate?—It is made in the same way, and on the
same principle.
1263. The Return to the House of Lords gives a statement of the total number
of letters delivered in each week in the year 1842?—As far as I recollect, the
Return printed for the House of Lords is a copy of the Return printed for the
House of Commons : the Return printed for the House of Commons was prepared
upon an order sent to us from the Treasury, which order I believe was prepared
by Mr. Hill himself, ordering us to make the Return in a particular shape, with
which we complied. Lord Monteagle's Return therefore, to the best of my
recollection, is Mr. Hill's own heading, with the materials supplied by the Postoffice.
1264. Those materials may be assumed to be accurate?—So far as we can give
them.
1 265. Have you at all calculated the average number of letters per week as given
.in that Return for the year 1842, and can you state how far it agrees with the
estimate of the number of letters in the Return, No. 201 ? —I think I gave the
Committee, in my former evidence, the average from October 1841 to October
1 842, which average was 205,000,000.
1 266. May that be assumed to be the fair amount?—I can do nothing more than
tell the Honourable Member the materials from which my Returns are derived ; as
to their correctness, I cannot possibly pledge myself to them.
1267. Why do you stop in October? —Because, as I told the Honourable
Member at the time, there are generally two months' arrears in the hands of the
Post-office ; consequently the postage for the months of November and December
•would not be paid into the revenue till about the beginning of January 1 843 at
least, on the average. The revenue is up to January 1 843 ; but the letters from
which that revenue is collected will not, in all probability, if they are returned
correctly, be beyond the end of October 1842.
1268. How do you come to the number of letters given in the first column of
the Return? — lean only tell the Honourable Member what I have told him before,
that it is a Return of a week in December multiplied by 52 ; the number is, I think,
4,160,000, multiplied by 52.
1269. That is the most accurate return you could make to the House of Com
mons ?—That is the only return I could make, whether accurate or not; I have
told the Committee that I do not think it is accurate.
1 270. Will you turn to page 46 of Mr. Hill's evidence, and refer to the statement
which he has made under the head of <; Inland Letters and Revenue;" can you
inform the Committee whether that statement is accurate or not?—I do not think
it is.
1271. Will you point out the inaccuracies?—The Government letters, for
instance, my Return gives 4,500,000 for London alone, without reckoning Ire
land and Scotland, winch I have not with me. This is a " Return showing the
number of letters delivered at, and received from the Government offices in the

year
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year ended 5th January 1843: Delivered at the Government offices, 2,961,355; Lieutenant-Colone
received from the Government offices, 1,623,755 ; the total being 4,585,110.
MaLerly.
1272. Does that include paid letters ?—Letters of every .sort ; that is, all those
————
that have an account. There are about 29 offices having an account ; those are
*6 J»>y >°43the offices having accounts with the Government, and the letters are from those
offices.
1273. Are you speaking of letters which come to the Government, as distinguished
from those which come paid ?—As I understand it, it is only those which are
brought to account.
1 274. Therefore, all those letters which are paid would not enter into that account
at all ?—That I cannot say ; I must ask the Superintending president of the Inland
Office that question, because ; for instance, some letters very foolishly come paid to
me, with the postage on them.
1275. Will you state, as nearly as you can, what you conceive to be the total
.number of letters delivered to the Government, which are chargeable in account
with the Government ?—I understand that those letters which are returned to me
as Government letters bear no postage ; that it is a mere matter of account be
tween the Government and its departments.
1276. Therefore letters which are prepaid necessarily would be excluded from
that account?— I understand that they are. The Honourable Member has raised
doubts in my mind whether the Return is what it purports to be : certainly, my
wish in giving orders for the Return was that all those letters should be excluded,
tut I have doubts whether they are, and those doubts are created by the manner
in which the duty is done. The Post-office correspondence is nearly as two to
one, or certainly as three to five, or something of that sort; it is an immense pro
portion of the whole Government correspondence; and if the Post-office corre
spondence, for instance, is brought to the scale and weighed, and an account taken
of the amount of that correspondence, I fear that a great number of the letters
would be found to bear postage stamps. Whether that is the case or not, I cannot
tejl till I have consulted the Superintending president of the Inland Office.
1 277. Mr.Bram&ton.] I understand your answer to apply only to the Post-office ?
—No, it applies to all Government offices ; all the Government-office letters come
to the Post-office ; they are transferred to the scale, and the postage is calculated
by the weight; 2 d. an ounce upon inland, i6d. an ounce upon ship letters, and
2*. an ounce upon colonial letters. The foreign rates are charged according to
iheir actual weight ; it is for simplicity.
1278. Mr. Cripps.] Do you include the Boards of Customs and Excise in the
extent of correspondence you have mentioned ?—Certainly.
1279. Mr. Halves.'] With reference to the Dead-letter Return, it is stated in
ibis account that the amount to be deducted from the revenue is 17.293/. i s. 2d.;
are the Committee to understand that that is a correct Return ?—Those are the
^Returns given to me by the Accountant-general. This is the Return furnished to
me by the Accountant-general of the manner in which he obtained those results ;
of course I can only give what is furnished to me by him.
[The same was read, asfollows :]
POST-OFFICE.
Year ended 5th January 1843.
DEAD and RETURNED LETTEBS, as they appear in the Accounts.
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Gibraltar Jamaica lisbon
_
3Vlalta
l\io de Janeiro "West Indies

12,28l

£.
0.93.
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s. d.
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£.
Inland
Deputy-postmasters
letter-carriers --

s. d.

9-933 5 6
1,685 10 10
233 7 6

Inland rebates Ireland
Scotland -

3,445 10 9
1,995 6 7
1".

Accountant-general's Office,
17 July 1843.

(signed)

C. T. Court,
Accountant.

1280. As Secretary to the Post-office, do you abide by those figures as correct'?
— I have told the Honourable Member that this is an estimate ; so far as we had
the means of furnishing it, those means have been employed for the Postmastergeneral and the Chancellor of the Exchequer. As the Return was prepared for
their private information, we should prepare that Return in what we considered the
most correct, in the fullest, and in the most perfect manner ; and if afterwards'it is
printed by desire of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in a different form, to suit
purposes of which he is the best judge, and not ourselves, we of course have only
one duty, to furnish the Return. The error of the Post-office is only in having
made that Return as a Return instead of an Estimate.
1281. The form of the Return, it may be presumed, would not alter the figures,
although it might alter the inferences to be drawn from the Return ~—The figures
are correct as far as the Post-office can give them. I have told the Honourable
Member before, and I repeat it again, that the Return was prepared under Lord
Lowther's orders by a clerk, whom he has since appointed surveyor in Canada, and
it was checked by another clerk, who was then in the Accountant-general's Office,
and who has been appointed surveyor at New Brunswick; those clerks therefore
are not here. The former clerk was in my office for four or five years, and f had
every reason to be pleased with his abilities and his intelligence, and entirely from
that cause Lord Lowther appointed him to Canada, inasmuch as it was necessary
to send out an efficient officer there.
1282. Then, as nearly as the Post-office can furnish such a Return to the Com
mittee, 1 7,293 /. is. zd. is the amount of dead and returned letters ?—Yes, as far
as the Accountant-general can give it.
] 283. Will you have the goodness to turn to the Finance Account ending the
5th of January 1843, page 56 ; does it not appear from that account that the sum
of 1 5,000 Z. for returned and mis-sent letter? is the amount of postage lost upon
the foreign and colonial letters abroad ?—No ; there are re-directed letters and missent letters, which we eventually get the postage upon, and of re-directions there
would be a Ogreat number.
1284. Is not 15,041/. for the dead and returned letters in the Parliamentary
Return, No. 201, precisely in figures the same amount as that which is stated in tbe
Finance Account to be the amount of the returned and mis-sent letters ?-— Yes ;
but looking at this heading, without any explanation from the Accountant-general,
I should at once say that the accounts are accounts of different things, and that
consequently they need not agree ; they may agree by chance, but they need not
agree ; but if they agree, in all probability they are precisely the same accounts ;
if so, in the Return of dead and return letters, the words "Mis-sent" and
"Re-directed" ought to have been added, but they have not been put; but the
Accountant-general can explain that, from looking at his accounts.
1285. Will you now state the amount of postage, foreign and colonial, upon
which that loss of !5,oooZ. accrued, speaking from the Finance Accounts in your
hand ?—It the Honourable Member asks me, I really cannot say, because they are
prepared from the accounts of the Accountant-general, and I cannot precisely say
under which heads they come.
1286. Then does it not appear from the Finance Account now in your hand
that the loss of I5,ooo/. arose upon the 101,000 1. of postage collected abroad :—
It appears so from this account.
1287. What is the gross amount of foreign and colonial postage, as returned by
•you in the Return 201 ?—£. 583,000.
1288. Then it would follow that the 101,000 /. of postage collected abroad, on
which there is a loss of 15,000 /., is to be deducted from the total amount of foreign
and colonial postage, or 583,ooo/., in order to get at the sum which remains, or
482,000 /.,
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482,0007., upon which, in the account, no loss appears ?— I suppose that is the Lieutenant-Colonel
case; but really, in this dissection of the account, I cannot take upon myself to
Muberly.
say without some consideration of it.
1289. I previously asked you distinctly, whether you had attended to the tvi- 26 July 1843.
dence of Mr. Hill upon this point?—Indeed I have not read it very attentively.
1 290. Mr. Trotter.'] Does the accuracy of the money calculations in the Return
201, depend in any manner upon the number of letters as stated in that Return ?
— Certainly not; the revenue is the revenue actually paid into the Exchequer, and
verified at the Audit Office. The revenue is fact, and the rest is estimate.
1291. Chairman^] You have stated that the number of applications for moneyorders at the Post-office have greatly increased since the reduction of the fee or
commission charged upon them ; can you state in what proportion they have in
creased ?—I think Lord Monteagle's Return would show it ; I do not know the
date when it was reduced.
1292. Can you state the number at the time of the establishment of the penny
post?—I can pretty nearly. The loth of January 1840 was the commencement
of the penny-post, but 1 may assume that on the 5th of January the number was
the same; the number of money orders issued on the 5th of January 1840 was
4,900, and the amount was 8,400 /. On the 5th of January 1843, the number
issued for the quarter was 73,500, and the amount 146,000 /. Those are the
money orders issued in London only, and London, I should say, issues compara
tively few. We pay a great many more in London than we issue. The account
of England and Wales, including London, for the quarter ending the 5th of Ja
nuary 1840, was 40,000, and 67,000 /. the amount. On the 5th of January 1843
the number issued was 494,000, and the amount 1,031,000 /.
1293. Has any practical inconvenience been found to arise from this very great
increase in the number of money orders in the course of the last three years ?—
Ii has pressed very much on the postmasters ; and in London we are now building
a fresh set of rooms, for which we have found space with the greatest possible
difficulty, to accommodate the officers.
1294. Have any measures been taken for the purpose of simplifying the mode in
which the accounts of those money orders are kept?— I do not see how you can
simplify the mode, with the exception of one thing, which we are going to do, not
so much for simplicity as for security; that is, to make the account of the deputy
postmasters a daily one, instead of a quarterly one.
1295. Will you state to the Committee in how many documents it is necessary
to enter every money order issued by a deputy postmaster?— So far as I recollect,
I think the transaction would be completed in about six entries.
1296. Does that include the letter of advice?—Yes. I will state what the
entries are : First, the money order would be granted ; I ain supposing a money
order issued in London ; the letter of advice would then be sent to the postmaster
upon whom it was drawn, that order would be entered in the London Journal
of the daily transactions, that makes three entries ; it would be passed into the
ledger, that is four entries ; the postmaster in the country, in all probability,
keeps a book, though it is not necessary that he should, and he enters it in his
book, which would make five entries j then he enters it in his quarterly account,
which is the last, and which makes the sixth entry ; that quarterly account is
sent up to London, and it is there audited.
1297. But suppose the case of one deputy postmaster in the country granting a
money order upon a deputy postmaster in another part of the country ?—There is
then a seventh entry.
1298. Where would that seventh entry take place?—The seventh entry would
be the duplicate advice, and if it was in England, sent to London ; for instance,
suppose the order was granted at Hull, and addressed to Nottingham, a duplicate
advice would be forwarded to the Money-order Office in London, in order to tell
us that the postmaster at Hull had received ll. for the Money-order Office, and
that the postmaster at Nottingham had to pay that 2l. It is intended to give us
instant notice of the transaction. The original advice would go, first of all, to
Nottingham, in order to advise the postmaster at Nottingham that the money order
would be presented to him for payment, and that money-order advice, after he had
duly stamped it, would be sent on to London, in order to inform us in London as
soon as possible that the postmaster at Hull had had paid to him the sum of 2 L,
and that he had duly received intimation of it. We direct a duplicate advice to
be sent to London, in order that no time may elapse, when a postmaster receives
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel money, without our being advised of it. The Honourable Chairman will see that
Maberly.
this is very important, inasmuch as, where those transactions are large, postmasters might have 3,000 1. or 4,000 /. balance in their hands on the daily
July i843transactions of money paid in, while they might be, in point of fact, applying to
us to send them remittances, on the ground that they had money orders to pay to
an amount which they could not meet.
1299. Is it not necessary that the deputy postmasters should retain a con
siderable balance in their hands, if the holder of a money order does not apply
within a limited time for payment?—We order the postmasters to remit on the
money-order account the moment their balance amounts to io/. We do not like
them to retain money in their hands for a single minute ; we would rather
subject ourselves to the inconvenience of remitting.
1300. Is that order rigidly enforced and punctually obeyed ?—As far as we can
we enforce it ; whether it is punctually obeyed is another matter, but we enforce it
as far as we can.
1301. Do you believe that, in any case of a money-order, it is necessary that it
should be entered at least ten times in one document or another ?—I do not see how
it can be necessary to enter it so many as ten times. I think between Ireland and
Scotland, and Scotland and England, where we have a separate treasury and
separate post-offices, another entry may be requisite ; but I do not think we can
possibly enter it 10 times. The Honourable Chairman will see, that in a common
bill transaction between parties, a bill given by a house in London to be paid
by a house in the country, the entries in the books of the parties cannot be much
fewer than five or six, looking at the letter of advice, and the journals and ledgers
it would pass through.
j 302. Mr. CrlppsJ] In fact, this is a common banking transaction ?—Yes.
1 303. Chairman^} Have you, in consequence of the great increase in the Money,
order Office, considered how far the mode of keeping the accounts could be sim
plified ?—I have often talked it over with the chief officer of the Money-order
Office ; in point of fact, I may say that those accounts were created by myself, in
conjunction with the Accountant-general ; and the form adopted was the simplest
possible that could be used. In London they are confined to the journal, the
ledger, and the cash-book ; from the receiving house in the country we do not even
have a journal, the letter of advice serves for a journal. I do not see how it is
possible to reduce money transactions into a simpler form. It has been proposed
to me by the second officer in the Money-order Office (who at one time was the
chief, but over whom we established a gentleman of more experience in the esta
blishment, because we conceived him not to be competent to conduct such a large
establishment in the manner it ought to be conducted) to abolish the ledger, in
order to simplify the transaction ; which I always resisted, because I considered
that a public office, at any distance of time, was bound to be able to explain all its
transactions; and that without a ledger was impossible.
1 304. Is there any restriction, in point of time, within which the holder of a
money order must present it for payment?—I think not; I think we should pay
it at any lapse of time, provided we were satisfied of the transaction.
1 305. Do you consider it would be advantageous or convenient to the depart
ment if the party was bound to present the order for payment within a certain
number of days from the time it was issued to him ? —I think it would be, inas
much as it would dispose of many accounts that must otherwise be kept open.
1306. Do you think it would be an advantage, that if they did not present it
within a limited time, it should be necessary to apply for a second order, and pay
a second fee or commission upon it?—I fear that that would not relieve us of the
difficulty of investigation and correspondence ; we should still have to leave the
account open, and to investigate the transaction just as much as we do now ;
the only advantage to the public would be, the payment of the second fee for the
trouble the party had occasioned by his neglect in not presenting the order.
1307. You think that would be considered rather a harsh measurer— I do, con
sidering the classes who avail themselves of those money orders.
1308. Would that enable you to close your accounts with your deputy post
masters more quickly? — I think it would under the present system, but not
under the new system we propose ; we propose, directly we get more space, to
introduce a daily account; we have a daily account now with a great number of
towns, but I have stopped it for fear of confusion till we can get more space and
there is no danger of the advices being mislaid and mixed together, which would
produce
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produce very great confusion. I have a list here of the towns which furnish daily Lieutenant-Colouel
accounts at present, but which we are not able to extend till the building is comMaberly.
pleted, and which will be the case in a month or two.
~
1309. When you have established a daily account with the deputy postmasters, 2
y 43"
will there be the same inconvenience arising from the delay of presentation of the
money order for payment ?—Certainly, there would be almost the same incon
venience, inasmuch as those accounts would remain open, and they would not
come into our daily balance. The object of the daily account is to be able to
balance our transactions daily, in order to check the applications for remittances
of money, and the balances remaining in the postmasters' hands. Our object is,
that the money shall lie as short a time as possible in a postmaster's hands, and
that when he applies to us for money in order to pay money orders, as he alleges
that he has occasion for the money, we should know that there are a certain
number of orders which are likely to be presented upon him, and which he must
have funds to meet. Those two points are essential for us to know, and conse
quently when the postmasters' accounts are daily, it will enable us to check
those transactions daily instead of fortnight by fortnight, as we do now, for we
have a fortnight check upon them, although the accounts are quarterly ; and if we
want to know how a postmaster's account stands, we are forced roughly to run up
the account and come to his balance. When we have the daily accounts, we shall
be able to tell, within a few pounds, how he stands, and therefore shall be much
more secure than we are now.
1310. But if the order were not presented within a certain time, supposing a re
gulation should be made that that order should be considered null, and that a new
order must be taken out by the party paying a second fee, would that enable you
to close the account?—Certainly not.
.1311. Do you see any advantage that would arise, as far as the Post-office is con
cerned, from obliging parties who delayed to present their order for payment to
incur the penalty of taking out a second order, in order to obtain payment?—None
whatever, except the second payment of commission.
1312. Would any convenience or advantage arise to the department, if the money
order was not payable till after the letter of advice should have passed through the
chief office in London ?—We proposed originally to the Treasury that we should
have three days' grace, like any other common bill, which would have enabled us to
ascertain how the postmaster's account stood, or where the pressure might be,
before we made remittances ; my honourable friend, who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer at that time, thought that that would be a great inconvenience to the
poorer classes, who in many cases want their money immediately, and he decided
against the proposition. The money order has been hitherto presented without any
days of grace ; we are bound to pay it instantly ; but I fear that, practically speaking,
in the smaller offices, the parties are frequently obliged to wait, as must evidently
be the case.
1313. Do you consider that it would beany advantage to the department if an
order issued by one deputy postmaster to another deputy postmaster in the country
should not be payable till a letter of advice should have passed through the chief
office ?— I am not prepared to say that ; I think the delay in some cases would be
very great.
1314. Mr. Trotter.1 And it might entail considerable trouble on the chief
office ?—Yes.
*\. '31 5- Mr- Cripps.'] Would it not be the same amount of delay which you recom
mended to Mr. Baring ?—No ; that was three days; you could not present a money
order till three days after the money order had been drawn.
1316. What would be the greatest time which would elapse in the communica
tion between one post-office and another; would it be five or six days?—More
than that, calculating the Sundays.
7317. Chairman^] Do you consider that the inconvenience to parties using
money orders from such an arrangement, that is, making the letter of advice pass
through London, would be greater than any advantage from the classification in
the department?—Certainly.
1318. If a regulation were made that no money order should be made payable
till a letter of advice should have passed through the chief office in London, would
that tend to simplify the accounts, or would it increase the correspondence,
or would it have any effect ?—How is it proposed to pass the letter of advice
through London ? is it proposed that tlrnt letter of advice shall be addressed to the
D D
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head of the Money-order office, and by him forwarded without any letter or order
to the postmaster in the country? or is it proposed that it shall come to the
Secretary's office, in which office almost all the correspondence of the Moneyor(jer office is now conducted, and sent to the postmaster in the country, with a
letter advising him of the fact ? If the latter case, of course it would very much
increase the correspondence.
1319. I presume that the object of sending the letter of advice through the head
office in London was to advise the officers of the Money-order office in London
of the fact that such a money order had been issued ; therefore it would probably
go through the Money-order office in London, and not through the Secretary's
office. The effect upon the correspondence then would be, that, instead of the
postmaster who issued the money order sending a letter of advice to the town to
which the money order is directed, and a duplicate of that to the chief office, there
would be but one letter which would be forwarded to the chief office, and that
would be forwarded to the country office?—Then I am to understand that the only
notice of the transaction to be made to the chief office would be the original letter
of advice being sent up to the London office? Of course, that original letter of
advice, when it came up to the London office, would have to be sent out ; and as
it was the only notice of the transaction, it would have to be entered in the ledger.
It might, perhaps, not be entered in the ledger for a day or two, according to the
pressure of the transactions. It would then be the duty of some clerk to seal up
those letters of advice, to make them up again, and to despatch them into the
country; consequently there would be the labour of the despatch clerk at the
office ; then the despatch clerk must be exceedingly accurate, inasmuch as, if the
advice was not sent down, the money would not be paid. So far as I can see
my way, the mode in which I should have it done would be to fix the stamp of
the day on which the money-order advice was received, and the stamp of the day
on which it was despatched, and then to send it to the country office. I am not
prepared to say what door that would open to forgery to the clerks in the Moneyorder office.
1320. What is done with the duplicate letter of advice, which is now sent to the
head office ; is that copied into the ledger?—The duplicate is instantly entered in
the ledger, either to the debit or credit of the postmaster. I have explained
already, that with country postmasters, the advice supersedes the necessity of a
journal, which I believe is used in most commercial transactions ; it records the
daily transaction as it arises, according to the date ; the ledger is the debtor and
creditor account between the parties.
1321. Do you consider that the adoption of those various suggestions which I
have stated to you would tend to simplify the money-order system ?— I do not see
any simplification in it.
1322. Do you think it would tend to reduce the expense of the money-order
system ?—I do not think so.
1323. Do you think it would reduce the expense of the money-order system to
the extent of 7,ooo/. a year?—Certainly not. I am not prepared to say, till I
examine it thoroughly, that the labour would not be increased.
1324. Have you the forms which are now adopted?—These are the forms
(producing the same).
1325. Have you any explanation to give with reference to those forms?—Only
as to the system upon which they are framed. This is a copy of a sheet of the
journal of the head office ; this is a copy of a sheet of the ledger ; this is
a copy of the Receiver-general's banking book with the Bank of England ; that
is for London ; and this is a form which the Treasury have lately sanctioned,
which we recommended, in order to check the superintendent himself; it is not
necessary for the system, but we thought we ought to have a check in London.
The advice, as I have already stated, is the journal of the postmasters in the
country. Here is the Quarterly Account, which is the last transaction, which
will hereafter be a daily account. When we get daily accounts we shall do away
with the duplicate advice ; at least that is the proposition. So far as I see it
myself (I have not gone thoroughly into it), it seems feasible, and my own impres
sion is that I shall adopt it ; but till I have gone into all the reasons, and
thoroughly sifted the case, of course I am not prepared to recommend the Post
master-general to do away with what I think is a very important check. If we
can adopt it, as I think we can, I shall be very happy to effect that simplification.
1326. Have you considered the expediency of reducing the fee upon small sums
of
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of money under i /. ?—I have not ; I have considered the establishment as being Lieutenant-Colonel
so enormous as a banking establishment, the largest in the world perhaps that
Maberfy.
ever existed, that I have been sometimes really quite alarmed at the extent of tiie
'
transactions, and the magnitude of the concern, and I could not recommend any a6
extension of it till we get more room, and our establishment in perfect order ;
for the Honourable Chairman will be aware that we have at present a great
number of young hands who do not thoroughly understand the business, from the
enormous augmentations we have been forced to make in the last three years.
1327. In consequence of the regulations which have been lately introduced,
obliging the postmaster to remit his balance when it exceeded io/., has any consi
derable reduction of the amount in the hands of the postmasters been effected ?—
I should say that it has. I know that they remit more closely than they used to
do ; our object has been to leave as little money as possible in their hands, and
that is the principle upon which the Post-office has acted, and which I know Lord
Lowther considers highly expedient in all public departments, that the function
aries in the money departments should have as little money as possible in their
hands, thereby avoiding all temptation to dishonesty.
1328. Has it been necessary, in consequence of the extension of the moneyorder system, to allow the Postmasters to retain larger balances in their hands than
they did some years ago 1 —Certainly not.
1329. Mr. TrotterJ] If larger sums of money are paid by them, do not you
allow them to retain a proportionately larger sum in their hands ?—No, we have
always advices to inform us when money will be called for, and besides, the
Honourable Member will see that the penny post has reduced enormously the
amount of revenue collected for postage.
1330. Has any increase of salary been given to those postmasters in consequence
of the larger payments they now make ?—Very little. I see that Mr. Hill in his
evidence makes an imputation against the Post-office in two cases, Swinford and
Ballyhedran. I have brought the Committee those two cases, which I am per
fectly prepared to defend, upon the ground of the increased labour of the money
orders, and in other respects : the fact is, we have increased salaries but very little.
1331. Mr. Gripps.] Have there been many cases of forgery detected in the
money-order department ?—To my surprise, there has been very little forgery.
1332. The obtaining money under a forged money ordel1 involves two forgeries ;
it involves the forgery of the instruction to the postmaster, and the forgery of the
instruction to the party to apply ?—Yes.
1333. Have there been any cases of personation?— There has been one.
1334. Is there not a great facility for issuing those forged money orders on the
part of the postmasters and postmasters' clerks, who know the detail of the office ?
—Very great.
1335. Has the system ever been tried of attempting to get securities from the
postmasters r—We take securities from every one ; and so much risk have I felt
from the money-order system, that in all applications for a reduction of the amount
of security consequent upon the smaller amount of revenue collected by the penny
post, I ha-ve unitormly resisted them, in order to give the public the same amount
of security that they had before, looking to the great facilities held out for fraud
by the Money-order office, in order that the public might be amply covered.
1336. What rule have the Post-office prescribed for themselves with regard to
what places shall be made money-order offices?—All post towns, as a matter of
course, inasmuch as they have accounts with the General Post-office, or with the
capitals, are money-order offices, and also sub-offices which have been reduced
to sub-offices from post towns ; and it has always been Lord Lowther's intention
to increase it still further, by taking in the larger sub-offices, where the amount of
population has been great ; but we have waited till we got the department into
thorough order, and had more space at the head office, before we further increased
the number of money-order offices, looking to the enormous augmentation of
business which has already taken place.
1337. Then, at present, every post town has the advantage of a money-order
office ?—Yes.
1338. And you are proposing to increase them wherever you can ?—Where we
think that the sub-office is of that magnitude that it is entitled to have the pri
vilege ; for instance, those which have been very much pressed upon us, and
which we have hitherto refused, for no reason except that they were sub-offices,
are six or seven in the Potteries ; I consider that they are amply entitled to it.
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Again, Hartlepool, though a sub-office, is entitled toil; and there is a place in
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the north ; and there are some of the colliery towns ; in fact, all the larger places.
1339-- Do you propose to make money-order offices of those places to which you
20 Joy i 43. now prOpOSe jo extend posts, where the letters are 100 in number?—Certainly
not. I should look to it with the greatest apprehension.
1340. Do you consider the class of persons whom you would get for the
small salaries you could pay for the country offices could be safely trusted
with the sums of money they would pay in money orders ?—Certainly not. I have
been forced to represent, in some cases, that the parties appointed could not
read and write ; those are not a class of men who ought to conduct a money
office. Generally speaking, the keepers of receiving houses are labourers and very
small shopkeepers, to whom a salary of 3 /. or 4/. a year is a great object, but they
are not familiar with accounts, and even with our regulations ; we know that ninetenths of our regulations are never read by them.
1341. You do not think it would be expedient to increase the salaries of the
postmasters in those small districts to such an extent as to enable you to get persons
that you could safely trust with money transactions ?—Certainly not ; I look upon
it that no post-office in such situations could be expected to pay, except by having
a class of persons to attend to them, to whom you give a small salary; if the
salary were of an amount to remunerate parties for conducting money orders, no
post-office in those districts could be worked at any profit to the Government.
,
1342. Would the salaries that you can afford to give at all secure what vou may
call a post-office ; that is, a room which shall be open only to the persons who
have the care of the post-office ?—We always insist upon the post-office business
being done in a separate room.
1343. Do. you think that that is really done?—I am afraid not; we are forced
to shut our eyes to a great number of things that are not done according to our
regulations.
1344. Mr. Bramston.~\ In point of fact, is it not frequently very difficult to find
a person to take the office at all? — It is.
1345. Mr. F. Baring.^ Have you ever had under your consideration, as Secre
tary of the Post-office, any suggestions or any report of Mr. Hill, of the date of
the 23d of April 1 842, upon the subject of the new arrangement of the Moneyorder office ?—I do not recollect them ; I have seen some general suggestions
that they should be extended to every office in the country, and to the colonies,
but I do not recollect any detailed suggestions of how he proposed to work it.
1346. If you had made any memorandum upon it, you would be able to turn to
the memorandum ?— 1 should have made no memorandum unless Lord Lowther
had called upon me to give an opinion upon it ; it I gave any written opinion upon
it, that would be in existence now ; but I am certain I gave no written opinion.
1347. There was no report demanded by the Treasury?—No.
1348. Mr. Wallace^ With regard to the security taken by the Post-office of the
postmasters, does it relate only to the revenue passing through their hands ?—There
are different sorts of bonds ; with the exception of those officers who have to ac
count for money, the bond is generally a bond for good conduct, and does not
render them liable to pecuniary responsibility ; but in all those offices which are
offices of accounts, such as the Receiver-general's and Inland office clerks, the
letter-carriers, the Money-order office, and so on, they are liable to the extent of
their losses from fraud upon the revenue.
1349. Do you take any other security besides the party's own bond?—Yes; two
sureties in the same sum with the party himself.
1350. In the event of persons abstracting any sum of money from letters, after
it has been proved on his being prosecuted by the Post-office, would the sureties
be bound to make good to the private parties the amount that had been taken
from the letter ; would the bond cover the amount taken from the letter ?—I can
hardly state that ; if a case was stated it would be easily answered by our
solicitor.
1351. Mr. F. Baring.~\ You stated that there was great objection to leaving
money in the hands of your postmasters to meet the demands of money orders ;
and you stated that there might be difficulty arising from outstanding demands
of money orders ?—Yes.
•
1352. You have been asked a question, whether it might not be advantageous
with that view to make void the money order after a certain time, to which you
stated your objection ; but would there be any objection to making the money
order
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order payable at sight, for a certain time, a week or a fortnight, after it became Lieutenant-Colonel
due, but that after that it should only be payable in three days, or a certain time,
Maberly.
which would give an opportunity to the postmaster to write and obtain the money ?
"
—I do not think there would be any difficulty at all in that; the only question
26 July 1843.
would be how many of those orders would be in existence. In all probability
the benefit of adopting such a proceeding in the case of that class of orders
would not be found to be very great.
1 353- If there is such a difficulty as you state in outstanding money orders,
which renders it necessary for you to leave money in the hands of the postmasters,
would not such an arrangement as that put an end to that difficulty ?—Yes ; but
the difficulty with the postmasters is with regard to orders which may be pre
sented immediately for payment, the postmaster not having any funds in his hands
to answer them ; consequently, the department is in the situation, as a public
department, of dishonouring a bill presented to it.
1354. Suppose a money order, of old standing, for 4O/., due at a particular postoffice, you are of course, under your present system, obliged to keep 4O/. in the
hands of the postmaster to meet the order ?—No, we do not ; there is always a
balance of postage money in his hands.
1355. Then the difficulty does not arise?—No; they do not in fact keep the
money.
1356. Then you have not got the risk? —No, we do not furnish them with the
money ; but all I know is, that in nine cases out of ten the money is found, and it
is paid.
J357- You have stated that there would be great difficulty with the small offices,
from the character of the parties, if you allowed them to be money-order offices ?
—Yes.
1358. Do not you think that it is the increase of the money-order arrangement
that you must look to as a means of putting down that demoralization which you
state exists in the Post-office ? — It certainly is ; but still I do not think the public
revenue would be safe.
1359. Comparing the two difficulties, are you still of opinion that you ought to
check the increase of your money orders in the small post-offices ?—I do think
that you should, as to receivers. I do not think that the amount of evil would
justify its extending to receivers.
1360. Do you contemplate the danger of forgeries in those small money offices?
—Not so much forgeries as the irregularity of accounts ; and with such an immense
machinery as that of the Money-order office, I should fear that if you once got it
into confusion, all sorts of fraud, peculation, and disorders of every kind would take
place, without your being able to check it.
1361. You have a complete ultimate check upon the money-order system, have
you not ?—No ; supposing the postmaster chooses to send us no account for six
months, and to draw bills to a large extent, which bills are answered by other post
masters, he may get into ai rear with the department for 3,000 /. or 4,000 I. ; and
that is not an imaginary case ; it did occur.
1362. But you have advices of all those drafts?—We have.
1363. If a small post-office sent you no accounts for six months, and was draw
ing large bills upon your Post-office, could that go on for six months without being
checked ?— Certainly not; for when it had gone on for a short time, in all pro
bability a surveyor's clerk would be despatched to take charge of the office ; but
still during that time great mischief would be done; and, in fact, that has been
so. The postmaster of Jersey was dismissed for that cause. The greatest loss
the Post-office has suffered in the money-order account has been at Jersey ; we
lost i,2oo/. ; 2,20O/. was the total amount, but we recovered i ,000 /. from the
sureties. Then at Cork, again, the postmaster was dismissed for drawing bills
without having had money paid in at the window to correspond with it ; he had
got into arrear; he wished to get funds to enable him to go on ; he drew money
orders, by connivance with a connexion of his clerk living in Cork, upon other
friends in London; he got those bills cashed in London, and the proceeds remitted
back to Cork: he went on with this, paying seven or eight per cent, for the money,
till at last it was stopped in the Money-order office here ; we observed the
similarity of the name of the clerk in Cork with 4hat of the person upon whom
the orders were drawn, and that led to the investigation and the dismissal of the
postmaster at Cork. In Scotland a surveyor's clerk has been guilty of an offence
of the same nature.
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel
1364. Mr. Wallace.} In what part of Scotland ?—In the north of Scotland.
Maberly.
1365. Does not the statement which you have made go very strongly to show
~~
that some means should be adopted by which the Postmaster-general should know
20 July i 43. exactly the amount which remains in the hand of the postmasters? —So we shall
by the daily accounts with the postmasters.
1366. Will the daily accounts show what money orders have been paid?— Cer
tainly.
1367. How are the postmasters to meet demands upon them from the Moneyorder office, supposing they are limited to the possession of io/., and that two
orders are presented to them for io/., being lol. each ; is it the understanding of
the Post-office that they are then to apply to a banker?—They are to apply to the
Post-office for a remittance.
1368. Would the party go without the money till it came?—I am afraid he
would ; but, practically, I think the evil has not been much felt ; the postmasters
have generally found the money.
1 369. Has it or has it not really been in the power of the Postmaster-general to
enforce his orders as to keeping small balances with the post-offices in the coun
try ? —I think we have accomplished it; the balances are very small in the hands
of the postmasters.
1370. Are the postage balances at this time in the hands of the postmasters, in
your belief, less than they were in 1840?—By "balances" I understand the
public money remaining in the hands of the postmaster, really belonging to the
public, and which money, in the course of time, but at certain dates, is remitted to
the General Post-office. I should think the amount is not less. There are three
accounts now ; one for stamps, which we consider money. We consider that when
we have furnished the postmaster with a certain amount of stamps, we have sent
him so much money, and we order him to remit us the money. Then there is his
postage balance, and the money-order balance ; the money-order balance is con
siderably less, by the enforcement of the order to which I have referred ; the
postage balance remains much as it did in 1840. But there is a month's supply
of stamps, which is about the average supply, which would be an excess of what
they had in 1 840 ; therefore the balances would appear to be greater than they
were in 1840, before the stamps were issued.
1371. You have stated that the money orders, in passing through the offices,
have six entries in one case, and seven in another ; is that really the whole num
ber ?—I cannot recollect more, and I do not think there are more.
1372. It has been stated that at present there are ten entries upon each money
order?— All I can say is, that I cannot see how that can be ; I saw it in the evi
dence, and I went over it with the gentleman at the head of the Money-order
office, and I could not make out more entries than I have mentioned.
1373. But of your own knowledge, you are not prepared to say whether it is so
or not t—I cannot see how there can be any more, and I myself arranged the
system of the Money-order office with the Accountant-general.
1374. Has there been any simplification of it since 1842?— No, because it was
then arranged on such a system, that we thought it could not be well simplified,
with the exception of the daily account; the daily account was thought of
originally, but it always seemed to me very difficult indeed to make the post
masters correspond with us daily. In my returns I know I have had the greatest
possible difficulty in making them observe any exactness, and I was afraid that if
we depended entirely upon the daily accounts to replace the quarterly accounts,
we should be placed in a difficulty ; I, however, yielded, as the head of the
Money-order office thought we could enforce it ; it has been tried gradually, first
with a small number, and next a greater number, and he found so little difficulty
in getting them into order, that we have determined to extend it to all the
kingdom.
1375. Then the Postmaster-general has the power to order and compel daily
correspondence from all the postmasters ?— Certainly. The account of the Postoffice revenue has been always a quarterly account ; the Money-order office in the
same way was taken quarterly originally. I thought we could not get a correct
account, and so thought the Accountant-general as well as myself, for a shorter
period ; we find we can, and therefore we take the shorter period in preference to
the longer, and with the greater number of offices it is now in operation.
1376. Mr. F. Baring.] Would it be possible in the smaller offices, where you
have not set up regular money offices, to have an order, which order was not pay
able
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able till such time as there would be sufficient opportunity to remit the money Lieutenant-Colonel
for that special payment to the postmaster?—With the rural posts I should
Maberly.
object to all accounts whatever ; I fear that you cannot get them iuto any sort of
order or discipline.
26 July 1843.
1377. Would that render any account necessary?—Certainly; there must be an
account rendered.
1378. Mr. Wallace^ Has not a general order been given out that no postmaster
shall have in hand more than io/. at a time?— I think there was such an order,
but I do not think they acted upon it ; the principle has been always to keep the
balance in their hands as short as possible.
1 379. Was the rule enforced in the case of the postmaster at Jersey ?—Yes, it
was enforced ; he paid us, but he paid us in bad bills.
1380. You have mentioned that you recovered 1,000 /. out of 2,200 l.l:—Yes.
1381. Then the Committee is to understand that the bond being for 1,000?.,
and the postmaster having got that advance for 2,200?., the public lost i,20O/. by
the transaction ?—Yes, as far as I recollect.
1382. Can you remember what the largest advance in the course of the year
was; how much had he in hand at any one timer—I think the nominal balance
at the time was small ; he paid us nominally in bills, which bills we had every
reason to believe were good when we received them.

Veneris, 28° die Julii, 1843.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly, called in ; and further Examined.
1383. Mr. Halves.\ AT the last meeting of the Committee, your examination Lieutenant-Colonel
upon the Return, No. 201, was interrupted by your desiring to have Mr. Court,
Maberly.
the
Accountant-general,
to Finance
assist you
?—I was
in consequence
„" . uy
, ~
discrepancies
between the
Account
andnot
thisable,
Return,
to explain of
to the
the
43Honourable Member how those discrepancies arose, and I requested to have
the assistance of Mr. Court, through whose department these accounts had passed.
Mr. Court was written to that evening, and requested, as he had been unwell with
the gout for some days, if he could possibly manage it, to come up to me yester
day : he did so, but I am sorry to say the exertion of coining up has caused a
relapse, and he is now confined to his house, and totally unable to attend here
to-day.
1384. Are you now prepared to continue the examination upon that Return?—
I have informed myself to the best of my power, and I trust I shall be able to
explain to the Committee the various points referred to by the Honourable Member.
Perhaps the best and simplest way will be for the Committee to hear the explana
tion of the detail. I will take Return 201, item by item, if the Committee will
allow me. The " Number of Letters " is the first item. The number of letters is
calculated on Returns made by the postmasters to the General Post-office, and by
the Inland and Twopenny Post-offices, for the week ending the 25th of December
1 842, which Return is framed on the usual principles of each postmaster returning
the number of his letters delivered, and that is multiplied by 52. Perhaps the
Committee will allow me to explain before I go further, that I was in error in the
evidence that I gave on the previous day. I represented the gross amount of
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel revenue as paid into the Exchequer ; it is not so; it is the charge or the produce
MaberJy.
of the number of letters up to the end of the year, and not to October as I previously said it was. As it is the charge upon the postmasters, all money that they
28 July 1843. owe us for ]etters posted and charged against them being included in that Return,
of course it follows that, from the number of letters posted up to the end of
December, the gross revenue of the department would be collected ; that therefore
makes in favour of the Honourable Member. 1 was wrong in that, and I wish to
set myself right with the Committee : the Committee therefore understand that
the number of letters is calculated on the Return for the week in December, mul
tiplied by 52. The next item is, " Gross Amount of Revenue, including Receipts,
from the Money-order Office, and Payments for Official Postage, 1,027,074 /."
This gross amount of revenue is obtained by deducting the foreign and colonial,
aud internal colonial, from the gross revenue. We shall see presently too how
the foreign and internal colonial are obtained.
1385. The gross revenue in all cases is deducted from the gross revenue in those
cases?—The gross revenue of those parts of the revenue is deducted from the
total gross. The third head is, " Expense of Management, including that of the
Money-order Office, Packets to Ireland, Channel Islands, and Isle of Man,
8g5,768/." This is obtained from the colonial and foreign expenditure, which
amounts to 100,410 /. The ship-letter gratuities, I3,i84/. Then there is this
item, which was put in by Lord Lowther's desire, namely, " The proportionate
Charge of the Territorial Expense attaching to Foreign Letters." The Committee
will see that a foreign letter bears a foreign rate, but it is subject also to a certain
amount of expense for inland expenditure from the operations that have been per
formed in this country itself; and according to Lord Lowther's view of the ques
tion, the foreign letter ought to have attached to the expense with which it is
burdened abroad that expense which it causes to the Inland department at home ;
the proportion of that is, by these Returns, 27,000 /. ; it is obtained in the following
way : as the whole number of letters is to the whole inland expenditure, so are
the foreign and colonial letters to the fourth sum, which is 27,000 /. ; the sum
paid by this Government to Sweden for the use of her packets is 2,437 L, the total
deduction, therefore, is i43,290j., leaving the inland expenditure at 8 23,460 /.
To this 823,460 I. is to be added the expense of packets on home stations ; these
sums together make a total of 895,768 I., and produce the expense of management
for inland letters, which is given in the third head of the Return. The next item
is, " Dead and Returned Letters, 17,293 £." Those are the actual amounts, as
stated in the Accountant-general's book. The next item is, " Total Expense and
Dead Letters." As the Committee will see, that is merely the addition of the
two former headings, making the total 913,061 /. The " Net Revenue " is the
remainder, after deducting 913,061 /. from i,027,074 /., which are plainly sums
that are charged on the Post-office revenue, and which makes the net receipt as
stated in the Return. I now come to the second line, " Number of Letters." The
foreign and colonial number of letters is taken from an actual Return that was
kept for the purpose for the two months ending in November and December,
multiplied by six.
1386. Chairman.] And those Returns were kept in pursuance of Lord Lowther's
directions, as stated in his letter of the 2d of November last? —They were; with
respect to the internal colonial postage, that is the produce of all (with the ex
ception of Jamaica ; Jamaica is not included) ; returns of the number of letters
were kept for three weeks in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Canada, by
my directions, in the middle of last summer, in order to ascertain what the
number of letters posted in those colonies was. In framing this Return, we availed
ourselves of that information which we had in the office, and we multiplied the
number for the week by 52 to obtain the result.
1387. Mr. Escotl.~] Which three weeks were taken to strike the average upon ?
—A week in August, a week in September, and a week in October. It was to
give one an idea of the number of letters in the colonies. The Honourable
Member is aware that great reforms are going on there.
1388. Are you aware of any circumstance which renders those months less fair
than others?— I should say that they would make against us, if anything; they
would be the months of business ; that would be my impression, at least, from the
timber trade going on at that time, and from other causes.
1389. What do you mean by making against you?—Mr. Hill wants to swell the
number
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number of letters and to diminish the revenue ; and this makes in favour of that Lieutenant-Colonel
argument, in proportion as you increase that number of letters.
Mabtrty.
1390. Mr. Z)enwo«.] What you meant was, that the average of those three
% lul , lg _
weeks would be above the average of the year?—Yes.
1391. Mr. Cripps.~] What do you think of the number for the week in
December; would that be higher than other weeks?—I know that it is, inasmuch
as we have a Return, of all the other weeks in the 12 months, and the Return
of December is the highest but two of the year. With respect to the next item,
the gross foreign and colonial is obtained by multiplying by six the actual produce
of the postage for the two months, kept in November and December, and returned
from Liverpool, Dovor, Falmouth, and London, which makes the sum of43i,ooo/.
To this is added the official postage, which is the actual produce of London for
iwo months, calculated in the same way, multiplied by six, and which makes the
sum of 506,774 /. If you add to this the internal colonial postage, 76,631 L,
which was the actual colonial postage appearing in the Accountant-general's
books, that gives the total sum that is stated in the Return, 583,406 /. The next
item is, " Expense of Management, including Packets, and payment for Indian
Communication." The expense of management is -stated in the Return from
the Admiralty at 488,1 05 I. To this is to be added what was not paid by the
Admiralty, but paid by the Post-office, the contribution to Sweden for her
packets, 2,400 L, making a total amount of 490,oo<>/. Add to this the i4O,ooo/.
which the Committee will recollect was before that deducted from the gross
expenditure, as properly belonging to foreign expenditure, namely, 1 00,41 of.;
I3,l84/. ship-letter gratuities; and 27,000 /., the proportion of inland charge
attaching to foreign letters, making 140,000 /. ; adding to that the 50,000 /. borne
on the Parliamentary Grant paid to the East India Company every year, the total
sum is 681,4047. With respect to the next item, " Dead and Returned Letters,"
are 15,041 /. by the accounts. The total expense and dead letters being
696,445 /. is, as the Committee will see, the addition of the 681,404 /. and the
15,041 /., leaving a deficiency of n 3,039 /. 1 have been anxious to go through
this Return, inasmuch as a suspicion has been cast upon it by the terms used,
though perhaps not intended by the Honourable Member, that it was a fallacious
Return, which certainly, in my mind, implies that it is not prepared from docu
ments by the Post-office, but got up to serve a particular purpose. That is not the
case. It is prepared from documents which the Post-office considered fair and
good documents, and the best documents that they could furnish under the cir
cumstances. It may be inaccurate, as I have told the Committee ; it is, in all pro
bability, as regards the number of letters; but the charge must be correct. The
accounts for two months are more likely to be correct than the accounts for weeks.
As I have previously told the Committee, I think that the Return of numbers is
not to be depended upon for accuracy, as, I believe, the Committee will find from
most of the practical officers in the department.
1392. Mr. Hawes.~\ Then are we to understand, as the result of this explanation,
that the Estimate, No. 201, \vhich is called a Return, is as nearly correct as the
Post-office can make it from the accounts and documents in their possession ?—
I think it is, with the exception of the number of letters; and the number of let
ters would be more accurate, of course, if calculated on the average for the year
instead of for one week in the month of December. The higher numbers make
against the Post-office, rather than for it.
1393. Then the result of the inland penny postage, as it appears upon the face of
this account, charged, as it is, with the expenses as they appear upon the face of
this account, is a surplus net revenue of only 103, 268 /. ?—Yes.
1394. You still distinctly abide by those figures, 103, 268 I., as being the net
receipt of revenue for inland letters and money orders ?—As far as we can make
it out on the data 1 have given, which, I maintain, were the best data which the
Post-office could furnish at the time, and can furnish now.
1395. Viscount Ebrington.] You stated that throughout these data have been
taken in a manner most unfavourable to the Post-office?—The number of letters
is unfavourable, inasmuch as it is calculated on a Return that was kept for the
week ending the 25th of December; and the Honourable Member will see, by
turning to Lord Monteagle's Return, that that week is the highest week in the
year but two ; whereas evidently the charge on the year, being produced by all the
letters posted in the year, you would arrive at a much better estimate of the num0.93.
EE
ber
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Lieutenant-Colonel her of letters, by taking the average of the 12 months instead of calculating the
Maticrly.
letters upon one week, the last week in the year.
28 July 1843.

13Q6. Mr. Howes.] To resume the examination at the point at which we broke
off on the former day, I will again ask you whether the 15,041 /., under the head
of " Dead and Returned Letters," in the second line of the account, being the
dead and returned letters upon the foreign and colonial letters, and internal
colonial letters, accrues or not solely upon the amount of postage collected abroad,
according to the Finance Accounts ?—It does.
1397- Then it follows, that upon about 480,000?., being the difference between
the gross sum stated here upon foreign and colonial postage and the sum collected
abroad, there is no loss under the head of dead and mis-sent letters ? —Yes, there
is ; but that loss would be mixed up with many of the inland letter-carriers'
accounts: but as it stands in the Accountant-general's books "Inland and Foreign,"
that division has been taken in this account. It is perfectly impossible to
dissect it.
1398. Therefore the 17,293?., in point of fact, contains whatever may be the
amount of dead and mis-sent letters upon the amount of foreign and colonial
postage collected in England ?—Yes.
1399. Is'1 correct, therefore, to charge the whole of that amount of 17,293?., as
appears upon the account, upon the inland letters alone?—It may not be strictly
correct ; but that is the division of the account ; and, as I told the Honourable
Member, the division of the accounts in the Accountant-general's book has been
here followed.
1400. Does not 17,293?. dead and returned letters represent the loss under that
head, rather upon the 1,027,0741. plus the amount of the foreign and colonial
postage collected in England, than upon 1,000,000?., as stated in the account? —
It certainly does.
1401. To that extent, then, the account is incorrect? —Certainly. I mean,
that out of the 17,293/., there are some dead letters which ought to be appor
tioned to foreign and colonial expenditure, but which are apportioned, in tha
Return, to the inland pro tanlo ; to that amount, of course, the Honourable
Member is entitled to that deduction, but the Post-office have followed the account
entered in the Accountant-general's books.
1402. Mr. Escott.] You have put that construction upon the word "Inland "
which has been always put upon it in the Post-office ?—Certainly.
1403. Mr. Howes.} Do I understand you to say that the inland postage has
never included the amount of postage received upon foreign and colonial letters in
England ?— I have stated that it did, so far as regarded the dead letters.
1404. The inland revenue has been made up, not only upon the postage received
in England, which may be strictly called inland letters, but upon the foreign and
colonial postage received in England ?—Yes ; the two are so mixed up and amal
gamated, that it is impossible to distinguish them ; and it was with a view to make
the distinction that the number of letters was called for in November and Decem
ber. For instance, a letter from the East Indies comes here, and is delivered at
the window in the same way as an inland letter ; a letter from India comes to the
Inland office and is delivered with the other letters ; and as we do not keep an
account of those letters, it forms part of the charge of the inland officer; therefore
it is impossible to detect that, except by keeping returns in order to arrive at &
sort of test of what the amount of foreign postage was, according to the view
which I have explained to the Committee was taken by Lord Lowther upon that
subject. In the same way letters outward are all paid at the window and taken
by the receiver in common with inland letters, and they fall into the same
account.
1405. Mr. F. Baring.} Suppose a foreign letter came from France which was
unpaid, and which appeared as a dead and returned letter, and therefore was a
deduction from the revenue, that deduction would not be taken from the foreign
and colonial postage, but from the inland postage ? —Certainly.
1406. Mr. Hatves.] Then if a letter comes from France and that letter is refused,
where do you place the deduction?— In that case we should return the letter to
France, and France would make allowance for the letter.
1407. To what account would it be carried?—We should not lose the postage
at all.
1408. You would lose the English portion of the postage?—Yes; if we raised
the
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the charge for the English portion, the letter-carrier would receive credit, and Lieutenant-Colonel
France would repay us the postage which we hold ourselves liable to her for.
Maberly.
1409. Where would that find its way into this account?—I should say it would
not come into this account at all.
28 July 1843.
1410. Mr. Cripps] To the extent of the English postage, it would find its way
into that account?—That is a dead-letter question ; it may or it may not; if there
is any charge raised against the letter-carrier, which of course there would be, the
letter-carrier would receive credit for that charge ; but as to whether that appears
in the account, so far as the English portion of the charge is concerned, I am not
able to say. So far as the foreign portion of the charge is concerned, the English
Post-office would receive credit in the account between the two countries to the
extent of the letters sent back to France.
1411. Mr. Hawes] Would not that letter so mis-sent (suppose it to represent
the sum of 5</.) be charged in the second column, in the second line, under the
" Gross Amount of Revenue" upon foreign postage?—Certainly it would.
1412. Would not the deduction be placed under the head of " Dead and Returned
Letters," in the first line? — Certainly it would, if any deduction takes place.
1413. And it must be so as regards the French portion of the postage also ?—Of
course it must.
1414. Therefore it does follow that you have made a deduction here of 17,293^.
upon i,ooo,ooo/. gross revenue, which ought to have been made upon that
i,ooo,ooo/., plus the amount of foreign postage collected in England?—If I could
have dissected that portion of it, I should have placed it under the proper head ;
but that portion could not be dissected pro tanto; the 17,293?. ought to be di
minished and carried to the other account.
1415. Mr. F. Earing.] Pro tanto, the gross amount of the foreign and colonial
postage ought to be diminished?— Certainly.
1410. Mr. Trotter.] Has there been any alteration made in the mode of keeping
the Post-office accounts in the last five or six years ?—No.
141 7. Viscount Ebrington] This Account is drawn up in quite a different man
ner from any previous Return, is it not ?— We have never had the same form before.
I have explained before to the Committee how it was framed, and for what reason
this form was adopted ; it was the order of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to
adopt this form.
1418. Mr. Hcnres.] Was not the substance of the Return, No. 201, sent from
the Post-office to the Chancellor of the Exchequer ?—The substance was.
1419. When it reached the Chancellor of the Exchequer, he requested the
substance of that Return to be put into the form in which it now appears ?
—Yes.
1420. Mr. F. Baring] When it was sent to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
it was sent in such a shape, that the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Treasury
must have known that it was an estimate, and not a positive Return ?—Certainly,
because notes were appended to it, item by item, which showed that it was an
estimate.
1421. Mr. Hawes] Does not the larger proportion of the deduction for dead
and returned letters arise upon the foreign postage ?—I really cannot say ; I should
rather think not, from what the Accountant-general was telling me yesterday ; but
it is perfectly vague, and 1 really cannot pledge myself to any opinion upon the
subject.
1422. Not whether a greater or a less proportion falls upon the foreign postage
than upon the inland postage?— I cannot say.
1423. WTith regard to the third column upon the first line in reference to the
charge of packets, was the packet establishment ever charged, by way of deduc
tion, to the revenue of the Post-office previously to the penny postage ?— Certainly
not, except when the Post-office had the management of the packets ; then it
appeared in the expense of management.
1424. 13ut, with a view to any comparison between the results of the penny
postage arid the revenue of the old postage, is it or is it not correct to charge the
packet establishment upon this account r—I do not know what the Honourable
Member means by correct. If he means to ask whether the Post-office would
have } ut in the expense of the packets in the Post-office Returns, unless they had
been directed to do so, I should say certainly not; but if the Chancellor of the
Exchequer wishes a Return to be prepared in a particular manner, or a Member
0.93.
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of the House of Commons wishes a Return to be prepared in a particular manner,
^o sujt some views of their own, we are not the judges of that ; and we prepare
the Return in the manner in which it is ordered, and not in the form which suggests itself to us.
1425. Was the charge for the packets contained in the account which you sent
in to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, from which this average Return was pre
pared ?—Certainly ; it was the object of Lord Lowther to establish what the real
expense of the Post-office was. It was very natural on the part of the Postmastergeneral that he should look to all the charges, the packets included.
1426. Then, as regards any comparison between the present revenue and the
old revenue, the packet establishment ought to be left out ?—Certainly, in fair
comparison. Tf you compare the results of the former Post-office revenue
with the results of the penny-post since the packets have been transferred
to the Admiralty, you ought to deduct the expense of the packets from the
one and the other. As an imperial expenditure, of course, the Post-office
only produces so much after the deduction of the expense of the packets as the
Post-office revenue really amounts to; I should say the penny-post produced from
five to six hundred thousand net revenue.
1427. Therefore the expense of the packets ought, in both cases, to be de
ducted ?—Comparing one Post-office revenue with another Post-office revenue
Return, quoad Post-office alone, I should say, certainly.
1428. The deficiency, then, as exhibited in this account of 10,000 /. per annum,
ought not to be visited upon the penny-post system ?—Certainly not.
1429. You said that the packet establishment involved what you described to be
an imperial question, and that therefore the charge ought not to be against the
Post-office ?—As regards the Post-office revenue, I should not think, looking at
the manner in which the Post-office accounts have been kept since the transfer of
the packets to the Admiralty, that it was fair to include it, looking at the expen
diture as regards the whole country. I think it is very fair to include the expense
of the packets in the Return, so as to show how far the country is paying for its
Post-office or not.
1430. Mr. Escott.] You could not show it without that ?— No, you could not.
1431. Mr. HawesJ] Am I to infer, then, that the packet establishment is to be
considered purely as an establishment for the conveyance of letters, apart from all
political considerations ?—I am not aware of any political considerations j that the
general government would be best able to state : as far as I know the use of the
packet establishment, it is for the conveyance of letters ; there may be other
objects.
1432. But with reference to the extension of the Post-office arrangements, you
always consider merely the revenue to be received, and the expense to be incurred?
—Certainly.
1433. And should the expense exceed the revenue as a Post-office establishment,
you would recommend such an extension not to be carried into effect ?—Certainly;
that is a rule which we have generally adopted if the expense of the measure has
exceeded the revenue to be derived from it; we consider it not in the light of a
Post-office measure, but in the light of a political measure for the consideration of
the general government.
1434. The West India contract costs 240,000?. a year ; what is the gross maxi
mum amount of the postage on letters conveyed to the West Indies ?—I think it is
about 5O,ooo/. or 60,000 /.
143,'). Then clearly that arrangement, regarded simply as a Post-office arrange
ment, is a very unprofitable one?— Certainly.
1436. But it is deemed, for the interest of the country generally, one worthy of
being maintained ?—Of course ; it was done without any consultation with the
Post-office.
1437. And accordingly it is not fair to charge that 240,0007. to the Post-office,
quoad the Post-office, for the conveyance of letters ?— Certainly not ; the Postoffice would not have recommended such an expenditure.
1438. Mr. Trotter:] But you do not know that it could not be done for less, as
the Post-office have no control over it whatever? —None whatever.
1439. Viscount Ebrington^] On the same principle, should you conceive that
the establishment of the packet station at Milford Haven was a desirable esta
blishment, considered merely in the light of a packet station, for the conveyance
of
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of letters to produce a revenue?—No; we have recommended the discontinuance Lieutenant-Colonel
of the Milford packet on that very ground.
Maberly.
1440. Then do you consider that the1 amount of the expense of the Milford
packet, upon your own principle, is fairly chargeable to the Post-office revenue?
28 July 1843.
—There it is, and we are ordered to prepare the Return in a particular form, and
we must include that as one of the items.
1441. But you gave an opinion a short time ago, as to the fairness of including
certain expenses in the Return?—I said that as a Post-office Return I should
not have included it ; I should not have thought it fair ; but that the right way
would be to state the amount of net revenue derived' from the penny postage, /as
compared with the revenue derived from the old system, and the difference, of
course, would be the loss. If I had been called upon to state the loss 1 should
have treated it in that way.
1442. Mr. BaringJ\ If you were to take the packet service with reference
merely to the Post-office, to make arrangements merely for the purpose of carry
ing letters without any consideration whatever of other imperial questions, do not
you believe that the amount of the expense under the packet system might be
very materially diminished ?—Certainly. If the Honourable Member asks me as
to the West India arrangement, I am not very favourable to it.
1443. I take tne whole of the postage. Supposing arrangements were made
merely for the conveyance of letters without reference at all to public despatch,
and to communications of a confidential nature which have to pass through foreign
countries, and where of necessity Government must have some mode of communi
cation for its mails, do not you believe that the service, as regards the conveyance
of letters, might be done at a much smaller expense ?—Certainly it might.
1444. And in the same way, if you were merely to look at what the conveyance
of the West India letters would cost you, that would be a much smaller amount,
and it is not therefore quite fair to take into consideration the packet service with
out making a deduction for those expenses which are due to the Government?—
.Jt certainly is not ; and I have stated that the only fair way would be to deduct
the packet expenditure from the revenue under both systems, both before the
penny post and after the penny post.
1445. We will take the Indian mail. If you come to compare the expense of
the conveyance of the Indian letters now with what it was in former times, ought
you not to take into consideration the expense which the East India Company was
at in sending on great occasions important despatches?— Certainly.
1446. Because those are saved by the present arrangement?—Yes.
1447. ^ &lso as regards your West India arrangements, you wish to compare
the present expenses with the former expenses, you ought to take into consider
ation the expresses which were formerly sent under any extraordinary circum
stances for the Government purposes, which are not sent now ?—Certainly.
1448. Consequently an account professing to give the expenses of the packets
as the expenses of a particular class of letters, is not a fair account, those not
really being the expenses of carrying those letters ?— I should say not,
1449. Mr. Cripps.~\ Have you any means of saying what would be the fair pro
portion to put to the Post-office, and what to any other department ?—It would be
perfectly impossible. I should say that the West India arrangement was a very
expensive one, and with a very small object as regards Post-office purposes; but I
believe when my honourable friend, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, made
the arrangement, he had in contemplation the creation of a fleet of steamers,
which might be available for the naval service of the country in case of war, and
that that fleet would be kept up at a much less cost to the country than under
the Admiralty.
1450. Mr. F. Baring.'] The Post-office were not consulted upon the point whe
ther that was a fair Return or not?—Not at all ; the Post-office were ordered to
put the account in a certain form, and they obeyed that order. Lord Lowther
entertained the opinion that the packet service of the Post-office scarcely paid, and
he wished to see whether that impression was correct or not ; and he therefore had
this account returned. Surely the Postmaster-general has a full right to ascertain
whether his impressions are correct or not; with what object or view he directs a
Return to be made, of course rests with him, or what use he may make of it after
wards.
1451. Mr. Uawes.] In a former Committee you stated that the expense of con
veying the newspapers would more than counterbalance the amount derived from
0-93EE3
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them j are you still of that opinion?—The expense attaching to newspapers must
j>e ]a,-ge ; railroads of course have a good deal altered the question, inasmuch as
weight in most of our arbitrations is not so much taken into account ; if we had
ka(j to £0 ^g business now uhich we actually do do, with the old mail-coaches,
we should in many cases have been forced to double and almost treble those
coaches, owing to the impossibility otherwise of carrying the weight ; therefore the
evidence related more to the old system than to the present system ; there were few
railroads in use at that time comparatively.
1452. Do you not pay by weight on the main lines now ?— I think only on the
Birmingham line.
1453. Not on the Great Western or the Grand Junction lines f—No, I think not.
Mr. W. Patten, the Honourable Member for Lancashire, has been our arbitrator
(and if he will permit me to say, a most excellent arbitrator) in many cases, and
I do not think he has given us a single award upon weight.
1454. Viscount Ebringlon.~\ But that great alteration in the expense relates
solely to the conveyance of newspapers ; it has nothing to do with the sorting and
delivery ot them to individuals, it has merely to do with the conveyance along
lines of railroad ?—I should think from the terms I used originally, I meant the
whole expense.
1455. But with respect to the expense of management, all that includes the ex
pense of sorting the newspapers and delivering them ?—It does.
1456. Mr. HawesJ] At present the Post-office carries newspapers gratis?—Yes,
with the exception of foreign papers and those by private ships.
1457. It incurs a very heavy expense on that account ?—Yes, but that expense
was incurred previously under the old system.
1458. But it has greatly increased of late, has it not?—A little, but my own
impression is, that it has not increased very much within the last year or two.
1459. Does not the weight of newspapers far exceed that of all the letters put
together?—I should say it does.
1460. Mr. Escott.] Do you know what you would get at a penny rate upon
newspapers ?—No, I do not.
1461. Mr. Hawes.~] Have you since your last examination turned your attention
to the account in Mr. Hill's evidence in page 46 ?—I have.
1462. Will you point out any inaccuracies in that account? —I do not see many
inaccuracies. I should say the number of letters is insufficient ; first of all, the
United Kingdom is calculated on the principles that I before explained ; namely,
on a high week in 1842, multiplied by 52 ; that, consequently, is excessive. Then
as to the number of Government letters, the number of letters is 4,500,000 ;
that Return has been delivered in. In addition to that, there are letters for
Ireland and Scotland ; and in addition to that, there are the cross moneyorder advices, which pay no postage at all, but which of course are counted in
the number of letters. Those money-order advices pay no postage in conse
quence of the directions of my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exche
quer. The point was put to him, there would have been a good deal of difficulty
in returning the postage to the deputies, and to their claiming it in the dead-letter
account; and it was decided by him that those money-order advices should circu
late free, as before. They must be numerous ; I suppose a million or two, at
least. Subject to that, I do not see anything to question in the number of
letters.
1463. What do you estimate the Government postage at, either in the amount or
the number of letters, in correction of this account?—I should say 2,000,000 or
3,000,000 will be the outside of the difference. The Honourable Member will see
that the money-order advices must be very numerous with the cross-posts, inas
much as 500,000 money orders were issued in the last quarter in England and
Wales alone ; and in many cases two advices would be issued for each money
order, one of which would be the cross-post money-order advice, in the case of
two post towns drawing one on the other.
1464. You would add, then, in your correction of this account, two or three more
millions to the number of letters that Mr. Hill has stated?— Yes.
1465. Therefore, that would make the total number of letters about 202,000,000
in this account, not 205,000,000 ?— Yes. Then, if the Honourable Member takes
the average of the year, from January 10 December 1842, instead of the month of
Deceuiber, the number will be, instead of 216,000,000, 208,000,000; conse
quently, the number here given, instead of being 209,000,000, will be 8,000,000
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less, or 201,000,000, from which the deduction of 6,000,000, or whatever the Lieutemmt-Colonel
amount is, must be made. But even then I attach no faith to these numbers ; as
Maberly.
I have told the Honourable Member over and over again, I do not think any officer
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in the Post-office will give anything for the accuracy of the number of letters, pro2 u y 1 43'
duced in the way it is from the returns of the postmasters.
1466. Can you give, in detail, an estimate of the number of Government letters ?
—It can be given, of course, from the Inland-office books.
1467. Will you have the goodness to prepare such a Return for the Committee,
so as to form a fair average Return ? — I will. The numbers I have given,
4,500,000, were the Returns, as I understand, of the superintending president of
the Inland office, extracted from the book day by day ; the numbers for the last year.
1468. Does that include the paid as well as the unpaid letters? —Certainly not
paid letters ; they are distinct ; I have satisfied myself of that by inquiry of the
officers.
1469. The only letters counted to make up this amount are the unpaid letters?
—Yes.
1470. Therefore the real amount received is larger? —It is.
1471. Then what do you estimate the whole at in figures?— It is impossible to
say, but 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 will cover it amply.
1472. Mr. Denuon.'] You are more certain about the revenue than the numbers ?
—Yes ; the Committee must never lose sight of that ; the revenue is fact, the
other is uncertain.
1473. Mr. HawesJ] As to the 209,611,508 of letters for the United Kingdom,
you think that ought to be materially reduced ?—1 think it ought. Mr. Hill is
quite right in his evidence, that it is an impossible result that the postage should
only be i d. upon each letter ; and of course, therefore, the return of the number
must be incorrect, or else the amount of the foreign postage ; both are estimates.
1474. Mr. CrippsJ] But the probability is that the error would be upon the
number of letters on account of the estimate having been taken for only one week ?
—I think so ; especially knowing the way in which those returns are made, and
the careless manner in which they are returned to us.
1475. If that number of letters ought to be reduced in any considerable degree,
it would fortify Mr. Hill's argument as to the incorrectness of the Return, because
it would raise the average price of a letter to a higher rate than this sum on
calculation gives ?—As I understand Mr. Hill's argument, it is this : Mr. Hill takes
the number of letters, and he divides them upon the amount of revenue stated in
the Return as inland postage, after he has made certain deductions from it ; and
the result of that division is, that each letter produces about gg-hundredths of i d.
instead of id., consequently, as Mr. Hill very justly says, as the lowest rate of
postage is i d., the Return is incorrect ; if every letter had been charged only id. it
should have produced a larger sum than that; but we know practically that many
letters produce not l d. each, but something more than id. ; therefore the Return
is not only inaccurate, but very inaccurate, inasmuch as it produces scarcely
id., whereas it ought to have produced id. and a fraction. That I take to be
Mr. Hill's point. I confess one of those two elements vnust be incorrect ; which
I am not prepared to say.
1476. Supposing that 209, 000,000 is considerably too high, in consequence of
the average from which it was taken having been a high week ; and supposing
that the revenue should accidentally have been taken in three weeks which were
high as compared with the rest of the year, might the compound of those two
errors have produced a difference in the result?—Certainly it might.
1477. Mr- HawesJ] You state that the week upon which you arrived at this
number of letters was a high week ?—Yes.
1478. Will you turn to the Return to the House of Lords, No. 3 Account,
printed Paper 64 ; in that Account I find, that for the year 1 842, a week in each
month is taken as the basis of the total number of letters delivered ; have you
ascertained the average weekly number of letters for the whole 12 months, and
have you thereby calculated the annual .amount of letters?—The Accountantgeneral did it for me yesterday ; it is -208.434,434, instead of 216,000,000.
1479. Chairman.^ Including official letters?—Including everything, foreign
letters, and all except colonial internal. The amount, according to this Return, is
216,000,000, therefore it is 208,434,000 on the average, as compared with
216,000,000, which should be substituted for 209,000,000; 209,000,000 is alter
the deduction of foreign letters.
093.
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1480. Mr. Hawes.] It is the average of 12 weeks' letters ?—Yes, a week
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1481. Does that represent the whole amount of letters passing through the Postoffice ?_The whole amount of ietters delivered.
1482. But is that the whole amount of letters passing through the Post-office ?
—There would always have to be included the foreign letters; that would be the
error.
1483. To what extent?—To the extent of the foreign ietters going out of the
kingdom.
1484. And those passing in transit through ?—Yes, every letter going out of the
kingdom ; that is the error in the Return.
1485. Keeping in mind this number at which you have arrived, namely,
208,434,434 plus the foreign letters, are you now disposed materially to alter the
figures in page 46 ? —That would amend the Return to the amount of those letters.
1486. Would it, or would it not, raise the amount of the letter nearly to the
extent by which you have attempted to reduce it in your evidence ? —Certainly
not, inasmuch as the whole number of letters in the year, both inwards and out
wards, are only 6,000,000 ; therefore, taking it at 3,000,000, that will make only
3,000,000 more; now the difference between the average of 208,000 and
216,000,000 is 8,000,000; consequently it only affects it, out of 8,000,000, to
the extent of 3,000,000.
1487. You now estimate it at about 3,000,000?—Certainly that is an error, as
put to me by the Honourable Member, which the clerk, in preparing the account,
ought to have seen.
1488. That makes 21 1,000,000?—Yes; and then you deduct the 6,000,000
for Government letters.
1489. What is the deduction you propose to make from the number at which
we have arrived of 211,400,000?—Only the number of letters delivered should
be deducted from the Post-office.
1490. Why should you deduct any foreign letters?—Because 209,000,000 is
the number of letters delivered. There is an error in the Return ; and I wish to
explain to the Committee how it is. It will be evidently seen that the letters, if
you took the number posted and delivered, would be told twice over, as regards
the same kingdom, inasmuch as a letter posted in London one day and delivered
in Reigate the next, of course would appear in London as posted and in Reigate
as delivered ; and, therefore, we only take one side of the account, the delivery,
as regards the same kingdom ; every letter posted in this kingdom must be delivered
in this kingdom ; therefore you get every letter by taking the delivery. That is
not the case if you take the foreign letters, inasmuch as a letter posted in this
country is not delivered here, but is delivered in the foreign country or colony;
consequently, the account of the number of letters, if you take it correctly, consists
of the number of inland letters delivered in the kingdom plus the number of
foreign and colonial letters delivered in the kingdom, and plus the number of colo
nial and foreign and ship letters posted in the kingdom, and sent out of the king
dom : therefore the number of letters posted in the kingdom should be added to
the number delivered, and then you will get the whole. That would appear not
to have been done in this Return ; I suppose it escaped the notice of the clerk
who prepared the Return ; and, as I have told the Committee, I was so occupied at
the time with the French treaty, that I trusted the details of the account to him.
1491. Will you have the goodness to prepare a correct estimate of the number
of letters at your earliest convenience ? —Certainly.
1492. According to the mode which you have now described to the Committee ?
—Certainly. I should say that if you were to deduct the foreign letters, you.
would come nearly to the same result.
1493. Mr. Detdson.~\ Would not an account of all letters that are posted be a
more correct account than of letters delivered? —There was a good deal of diffi
culty with reference to that. When we first took accounts, we called for a return
of the number of letters posted, and the doubt arose as to whether postmasters did
not, in many cases, include forward letters that passed through their offices, but
which were not posted in their offices. There was a good deal of difficulty about
it ; and, in order to prevent confusion at the time of the Postage Committee, I.
think it was agreed on all hands that the more correct way of taking the Return
was by the number of letters delivered. I know that I prefer it very much for
accuracy.
1494. Mr.
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1494. Mr. /Tisaro.] Foreign and colonial letters, being inland letters for one Lieutenant-Colonel
part of their progress, ought necessarily to be included, ought they not, in any
Alaberty.
account you make up, to show the total number of letters ?—They are included.
'
I propose to deduct those received, in order to establish a charge against them.
2
y -31495. Why should you propose to deduct those that are received, inasmuch as
they are inland letters during part of their progress? —The Honourable Member
will see that the number of inland letters is divided upon the inland revenue, and
that the number of foreign letters is apportioned upon the foreign revenue ;
therefore, of course, the charge of foreign letters is deducted from that of the
inland letters.
1496. That is in making up the account to which you are referring ; but with a
view of getting the number of letters, the foreign and colonial letters, being part,
ought to be added ?—They are added. The 209,000,000 includes the whole,
foreign, and colonial, and inland, and all, with the exception of those posted ;
it includes all delivered. The error is in not having distinguished those numbers
which are going out of the kingdom. With regard to colonial and foreign letters,
they should be taken two ways ; with regard to inland letters, only one way.
1497. But as regards the revenue, we are entitled to a portionof the postage as
inland rate upon the foreign letters ?—Admitting the principle as stated by the
Honourable Member, I think, if you take the deductions upon the foreign letters,
you are entitled to a portion of the revenue also, in fairness.
1498. Then the result would be this, that the total number of letters stands as
the result of this examination at about 207,000,000, subject to deduction for
Government letters ?—Yes ; according to the Honourable Member's argument,
you are entitled to the revenue to be carried from the foreign revenue to the
inland revenue, or the proportion of profit attaching to foreign letters. If you
make a charge on the one hand, attaching to them as inland letters, you ought to
give the proportionate profit upon them on the other.
1499. At present the result of your evidence is this, the gross amount of the
revenue in the second column of the Return, No. 201, ought to be amended, by the
addition of a certain proportion of foreign postage, which amounts to 583,000 /. ?—
Yes; having deducted 27,ooo/., of course it would be affected to that extent ; taking
27,000 1. as the sum that would be transferred from one revenue to the other.
1500. Therefore that item in the account requires amendment in order to ascer
tain the real inland rate ?—Yes ; the Honourable Member will do me the justice
to recollect that I have stated that I do not vouch for the entire accuracy of the
account; I think it is correct within 30,000 or 40,000, as I before answered.
1501 . The amendment that I seek to obtain is not an amendment of that Return
of the gross revenue as regards the expenses, but to a certain proportion of the
postage on the foreign letters, which, in point of fact, ought to be paid to the
inland-rate postage, and which is inland rate, is it not ?—Yes.
1502. Mr. Trotter.'} Do the two sums comprehend the whole gross revenue of
the Post-office, that is, t, 027,000 /. and 583,000^. ?—Certainly.
] 503. Then if there is any part that you have not been quite master of at the
moment, can Mr. Court give us the best explanation ?— Certainly, Mr. Court can
explain it, if the Committee wish it; but the subdivision was rather made by the
clerks in my office ; Mr. Court can vouch as to the Finance Accounts, and as to the
casting, and as to the correctness of the details, but not so much as to the prin
ciples upon which the account was framed.
1504. Not as to the appropriation of the sums?—I think not.
1505. Mr. CrippsJ} Supposing this account to be made out erroneously as far
as Mr. Hawes has suggested, did that error arise in the manner of making out
the account in the Post-office, or was it the result of the instructions from the
Government?—It was an error on the part of the clerk in the Post-office.
1 506. Was that done with any view to swell the foreign postage at the expense of
the internal postage ?—Certainly not ; it was intended as a fair and correct Return.
1507. Supposing there were a larger sum under the head of " Dead and Returned
Letters," and under the head of " Gross Amount of Revenue," here carried in the
manner suggested from the foreign and colonial postage to the United Kingdom,
would that help to make up the sum to more than a penny a letter r—It would if
sufficient was carried ; the question is what amount. The more you swell the amount
arising from inland postage, of course the better result will appear when you come to
divide the 209,000,000, or 21 1,000,000 of letters upon it ; therefore whatever sum
is taken from the foreign postage and added to the inland, the nearer you will
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel get at the correct amount of the postage which it is admitted must be returned
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upon inland letters, letter by letter, that is, a penny and a fraction.
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!5oS. Viscount Ebrington.] That is, the revenue is a fixed and known quan
tity r—The revenue is a fixed and known quantity, and the question between us is
as to the apportionment.
1509. Mr. Cripps.~] Supposing there is any error, was that an error by the clerk
who made out the Return, and without any view to mislead ?—Certainly ; the
Return was made for Lord Lowther himself, and any clerk who knowingly had
made a Return falsely for the Postmaster-general would have been instantly dis
missed ; I should have recommended his instant dismissal.
1510. Viscount EbringtonJ] This was the mode in which Lord Lowther set
about forming an opinion, for his own satisfaction, that a great portion of the net
revenue was derived from foreign and colonial postage?—Yes, and I do not see
how he could adopt any other mode.
1511. Mr. jP. Baring.] You state that these Returns of the number of letters are
exceedingly incorrect ; you have had them for several years, have you not ?—For
three years.
1512. Have you had any means of checking those Returns by the amount of
revenue ; that is, do not you find that as these Returns exhibit an increase in the
number of letters, your revenue exhibits an increase :—Certainly not ; there is no
means of check at present. The Honourable Member will see that there is no
criterion of the revenue since stamps have been introduced j I may add, that as far
as this Return is concerned in the general result of it, I have a thorough con
viction of its. general correctness, looking at the result of the penny postage on the
revenue of Ireland, the postage of Ireland having scarcely paid its expenses since
the Penny-post, Ireland being destitute almost entirely of foreign correspondence.
1513. Looking at this Return, have you any means of checking the figures,
with reference to different months ; do not you find that there are certain months
in which the business is always greater than in other months, and do not you find
that those Returns show all those differences that you would expect from your ex
perience ? —Indeed, I cannot attach any faith to the Returns of the number of
letters ; they are valuable, perhaps, as comparisons, giving some idea of how you
stand ; but as to bringing them to anything like accuracy, it is quite out of the
question.
1514. Mr. Cripps.] Why do you say there is no test now of the revenue, since
the introduction of stamps ?—If, for instance, I wish to test the revenue of Liver
pool, it is impossible to say how many letters bearing stamps have been delivered
at Liverpool ; if the whole of the letters delivered at Liverpool had borne stamps,
of course the return of revenue at Liverpool would be nothing.
1515. Have you the means of ascertaining what number of stamps are remain
ing in your own postmaster's hands at the end of every year, or any given time?—
We can tell pretty accurately.
-1516. Do you think it would be possible to make the Post-office only the dis
tributor of the Post-office stamps ?—Perfectly possible.
1517. They might be issued from the Stamp-office through the machinery of the
Post-office ?—There seems to me to be no difficulty upon the subject ; but that is
a question upon which I could not presume to give an opinion ; I should like the
Stamp-office to be consulted.
1518. Would that facilitate your means of keeping an account ?— Not at all ;
the question was whether we could tell from the Revenue Return of Liverpool
whether the number of letters was increasing or decreasing, and I stated that we
could not.
1519. Mr. Haices.] Do not the deputy postmasters make a quarterly return of
stamps sold and stamps in hand ?—There are returns made to our office ; I think
they are quarterly returns.
1520. Therefore you can at any time ascertain accurately the number of stamps
sold and the number in hand ?—The number sold by the Post-office, but not by the
Stamp-office; the number that the stamp distributors dispose of it is very difficult
to get at ; you may get at it by the two departments.
1521. By combining the returns of the two departments, you could get within
any given period the number of stamps issued, the number sold, and the number
on hand ?—I do not think you would get the number sold, because I do not think
regular accounts are kept j for instance, all receivers are forced to sell stamps ; I
doubt
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1522. Mr. F. Bating.] You do not care whether the receiver keeps an accurate '
account or not ?— No, certainly not ; I send him ten pounds' worth of stamps, and a8 July
I say, " You owe me 10 /." If he chooses to throw them into the fire, that does
not cancel his debt.
1523. Mr. Hawes.~\ Am I correct in assuming that the total number of letters
is about 211,000,000, subject to a deduction of 6,000,000 for the Government
postage ?—Yes.
1524. That would leave the net number of letters 205,000,000?—Yes,
assuming the principle of the Honourable Member to be correct.
1525. Upon turning to the account of Mr. Hill, in page 46, does he not there
make the total amount of letters 205,249,508 ?—He does.
1526. Which is as near an estimate as can be formed, is it not?—Assuming
the Honourable Member's principle, it is.
1527. Will you look at Mr. Hill's Return, under the head of " Revenue;" the
Government postage, of course, is accurately given there ?—The foreign portion
of the postage is taken upon the account that was kept for two months, multiplied
by six; that produces 75,000 /. ; that 75,000 /. is deducted from the total charge
of the Government postage of 1 45,000 /., which gives a difference of 66,000 /.;
therefore the estimate of the foreign postage is made, and it is then assumed that
all tbat is not foreign is inland ; that is the way in which it is done.
1528. Those figures stand correct upon that assumption?—Yes.
1529. The figures under the head of " Money. Orders" are correct?—Yes.
1530. And " Miscellaneous Receipts "?—I do not quarrel with that.
1531. " Late-letter Fees" ?—I do not quarrel with that either.
1532. Should you sav that that was more or less than the correct sum ?—I
cannot make an estimate, for it can only be picked out from the bills quarter by
quarter ; but I do not think it is far off.
1533. The " Registration Fees" ?—I do not think that is far off.
1534. Then there is another item to which I wish to call your attention,
" Deduct for the additional rate on unpaid and underpaid letters, at 5 d. per 100
letters, 42,76o/."P—I rather doubt that ; but I have no means of estimating it.
1535. Then you think there is no material error there?— I do not think there
is much material error, but I very much doubt its correctness, to the extent of
10,000 /. or 12,000 /. ; but I have no means of forming an opinion.
1536. You are not enabled to make any material correction of those figures?—
No ; all I can say is, that it is an estimate, and I have no means of coming at the
fact. As to the estimate which is made by Mr. Hill, 1 do not value it for any
thing, from the materials upon which it is framed.
1537. Those materials have been subjected to rather a close scrutiny, even in
the course of this examination ; and those materials, or the greater portion of them,
are referred to accurate official sources ?—Yes ; but upon a small number of letters,
and for short periods.
1538. But I understood you just now to say, that, looking at the account as a
whole, you were not prepared to make any material alterations in it ?—Except as
to this item of 42,760 I.
1539. You are confining yourself to that item ?—Yes.
1540. Upon that you are not able to give figures, but you think it is overstated ?
—I should say it is rather overstated, but how far I cannot say ; it may be under
estimated for what I know, for it is an estimate upon which I can form no con
clusion ; it is taken upon a small number of letters, and for short periods ; I am not,
however, disposed, on the whole, to quarrel much with the result.
1541. Will you turn to page 75 of the evidence ; Mr. Hill has there stated that
one " measure of great importance arose in the following extraordinary manner:
The Post-office had allowed three companies to charge mileage for a length of
time, exceeding not only the true length, but also that stated in the documents laid
by the Post-office before the arbitration on which the award was made, and also on
that stated in the time-bills in use by the Post-office ; those errors I pointed out ;
they were at first denied by the Post-office, but were subsequently, after much
delay, and a sort of cross-examination by correspondence, acknowledged, directly
in one case, and indirectly in the others." Is that a correct or an incorrect state
ment ?— I am not aware that they were denied ; I have not the correspondence
before me, but I think that it was admitted ; so far as I was concerned I should
0.93.
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not deny the thing ; I have no interest in it ; I should at once confess the error,
an^ correct it. The facts of the case were these : three railroads were overpaid,
the amount was 225 /. ; they were fractions of miles in all cases except one ; but
jn tjiat Qne jnstance jt was a very complicated case. I think a mile and a frac
tion was overpaid, and it arose in the case of the Leeds and Selby Railway. The
Leeds and Selby Railway was leased to the York and North Midland Railway
Company. The York and North Midland Railway Company shut up a certain
portion of the direct line between Leeds and Selby for all traffic but coal traffic
and goods traffic, and sent the post-office round by a circuitous route, involving
portions of other railroads. We had the Stamp-office Returns which gave us the
amount in units of miles, not in fractions, for the stamp duty is paid by whole
miles ; those gave the length of the Leeds and Selby, and of the York and North
Midland lines, but they did not give us the respective portions of the lines tra
versed by the Post-office, consequently the superintendent of mail-coaches was
forced to take the statement of Mr. Hudson, the chairman of the York and North
Midland Railway Company, who, I do not believe, had any intention of deceiving
us. He is a gentleman who stands very high ; he is known to most Members in
the north ; we believed his statement to be correct ; it subsequently turns out that
he has overstated it, I believe not intentionally on his part, but believing it to be
so, and the consequence is, that we have made the deduction of the amount over
paid from the bills. The Post-office has no wish, I am sure, to conceal any errors
or inadvertencies into which it has fallen, and certainly I think the error was
a venial one on the part of the mail-coach department ; for if Honourable
Members will look at this map, I think they will see how intricate the junc
tions are, and this I may state, that if we have overpaid some, we have underpaid
others.
1 542. Mr. W. Patten.] Is there not very often a difference between the state
ments given in to the arbitrator by the Post-office and those given in by the rail
way companies ?—Certainly ; we are frequently forced to use the railroad at the
instant, from the coaches ceasing to run, and we are obliged to take the distance
from the company ; we do not, in fact, care about it till it comes to the account ;
all we care about is the time at which we are to arrive at the different stations.
We get that settled ; but the distance only becomes material when the time
arrives for payment. The errors consist of fractions of miles in all the cases but
one, and in that case, which I think a very venial case, the Stamp-office could
give no Return in order to check the payments we were to make to it. We cannot
do it more nearly without measuring.
1543. Mr. Hawes.~] In this case, were not the time-bills right?—I am not
aware whether the time-bills were right or wrong; I cannot tell without referring
to them ; but Mr. Hudson himself stated that the distance was 25 miles. This is
Mr. Hudson's letter, dated December the pth, 1841 : " By the above-named
route, I have forgotten to say, it is 25 miles."
1 544. Mr. W. Patten,] Those errors have been corrected since ?—Yes.
1545. Mr. Cripps.] Have the overcharges been repaid ?—Yes, with the excep
tion of one or two, on which I think there are outstanding accounts for arbitra
tion ; but in the next bill that will be presented the deduction will be made.
1546. Mr. Hawes.] And that error was corrected in consequence of the error
having been pointed out by Mr. Hill? —Yes; the total amount of the error was
225 /.
1547. Mr. Hill states in his evidence, " the total over-payment amounted, I
believe, to 400/. per annum"?—Mr. Hill is wrong; the sum I have of over-pay
ment to the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway is go/. ; to the Leeds and Selby,
for the night mail, 96 /. ; for the York and North Midland, 13/. ; for the Leeds
and Selby Railway, 24/., the day train.
1548. Those were the annual amounts, making a total of 225^. per annum?—
No, that was the total amount of overcharge.
1549. Mr. Bramston.] Over what time did that extend ?—Different times; I
have not got that distinguished.
1550. Mr. HawesJ] Will you turn to page 81 of the evidence: Mr. Hill there
states that he investigated certain Returns, which he has previously described in
his evidence, and that he " found, in a majority of instances, that the space in the
carnages set apart for the mails was unnecessarily great ; in one instance a day
mail
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the space inside the carriages of 16 passengers, at the cost of i*. 46?. per mile,
whereas under proper arrangements the expense would probably have been about a8 July
2 d. a mile ;" how far is that correct or incorrect ?—I am prepared to admit, that in
the case of the York and Normanton the space was too large ; and the explanation
given to me from the mail-coach office by their inspector is this : that the carriage
for the night mail was complained of by the guard and the inspector as being too
small. The directors took off the carriage in which the night mail was carried
and put on a larger one, and they gave the guard for the day mail, which was
light, that carriage which had previously carried the night mail. This, I own,
should have been reported by rights to the superintendent of mail-coaches, when
it would have been corrected, but it was continued without our knowledge; that
space was unnecessarily large, and we might have paid some small sum for it, I
do not believe much. As to its being the general practice of the Post-office,
I utterly deny it.
1551. Mr. Escott.~\ How much more than enough do you think you paid? —I
really cannot say.
1552. Is not this a trivial sort of accident, which must occur under any arrange
ment ?— I think no management can be exempt from it, looking to the enormous
detail of the Post-office.
1553. Mr. Halves.'] Do you mean to say that the statement of Mr. Hill, that
the space occupied was equal to 16 passengers, at the cost of is. 4</. per mile, is
incorrect ?—I cannot think how Mr. Hill can have got that, inasmuch as I am not
aware that the arbitrator arbitrated upon space sufficient for 16 passengers being
occupied by the Post-office.
1554. Then you dispute the accuracy of that statement?—I do not dispute the
accuracy of the Post-office having for a short time, till it came to our knowledge,
used too much space perhaps ; but I dispute the imputation generally ; I deny it,
as incorrect.
1555. But in this case ; one instance is specified, and in that one instance it is
stated that the space occupied was equal to that of 16 passengers, at a cost of
is. 4.d. a mile, which, by good management, ought to have been reduced to 2d. a
mile?—So far as my recollection goes the statement is incorrect. I think that two
compartments had been thrown into one for the night mail, and the night mail was
found to occupy more than that ; it is a heavy mail to Manchester and Leeds and
Liverpool, and it wanted more space to put the bags in. The inspector complained
to the directors, and they took off the carriage which was then in use and put on a
fresh one, and substituted for the day mail that carriage which had been previously
used for the night mail. That went on for some time, without any report of the
inspector to the superintendent of mail-coaches, so that we were ignorant of
what was passing.
1556. Mr. Cripps.] Was that charge arbitrated upon when the coaches were
changed ?— I think at the time we were not paying anything ; the arbitration had not
taken place. We used the mails both night and day without going to arbitration.
We agree with the railway companies to perform the service, and then we ask them
the price, which we are forced to do by law. When they tell us the price, if it is
reasonable, we take it ; but if it is not, we go to arbitration ; but arbitration is a
long process ; and frequently they are negligent, and do not do it for six months.
In the meantime the service is going on, and when the arbitrators meet, they
decide what we shall pay, the Post-office using the same accommodation, and upon
that ground, therefore, the arbitrators, if they found us using so much space, would
have given the award against the Post-office. So far it is an error on the part of
the Post-office ; I am ready to admit it.
I557- Mr. Trotter.'] So soon as this was reported to the Post-office it was
rectified ?—Yes.
J558. Can you state for what length of time it was continued ?—I am not
prepared to say ; perhaps for a year.
J559- Mr. Hazves.] By whom was this error reported to the Post-office?— It
was discovered by Mr. Hill ; I do not wish at all to detract from Mr. Hill's
merits.
1560. Mr. Hill goes on to say, " The Post-office was directed to report upon
the state of all the railway lines in this respect, with a view to preparing some
very stringent regulations for putting a stop to the waste of public money which
0.93.
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was then going on, and which may be proceeding at this moment, for aught I know
to the contrary ; the Report however was not received when my services came to
an enH." Has such a report been framed?—I think Mr. Hill must be in error
as to that ; this is the Report : " A Report of Lieutenant Harness, dated 3ist of
May 1841," under the former Government.
1561. Relating to this point?—Yes, relating to railways in general.
1562. Does it relate to the space occupied by the Post-office being excessive?
—No ; there was a Return ordered ; I do not know whether that Return has gone
in yet ; it is nearly ready,
1563. Will there be any objection on the part of the Post-office to furnish the
Committee with that Return ?—Certainly not ; I have told the Committee that
every paper at the Post-office is on record, and can be printed, if the Government
see fit.
1564. Were there any other instances reported to the Post-office?—I am not
aware of their using more space than is requisite on other lines ; that may be a
matter of opinion as to whether we ought to use so much space, but of course we
should defend what we think is right.
1565. The Post-office was directed to report upon the state of all the railway
lines in this respect; is there any Report of that kind in existence?—I think not;
the Report will be in the shape of a Return, and the Return I have stated is pre
pared, and will go into the Treasury.
i,r,66. That relates to the space occupied on all railway lines ?—Yes; the form
was furnished by the Treasury, I think ; and of course, according to orders, the
Return will be furnished in that form.
1567. Chairman.^ In the same page of Mr. Hill's Evidence, to which you
have been just referred, there is a charge that an unnecessary expense is incurred,
by having two night mails on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway leaving
Birmingham at a very short interval one from the other, those two trains costing about
1 0,500 /. per annum ; can you state any reason why it is necessary' that those two
trains should be continued ?— That is an expenditure which I am perfectly pre
pared to defend. Mr. Hill had proposed to us before, through the Treasury, to
discontinue one of those trains ; and my honourable friend, the Chairman of this
Committee, was strongly of that opinion, and I believe has ordered us to discon
tinue one of those trains at present. I am prepared to contend that he is quite
wrong in his opinion ; the Postmaster-general has also the same feeling upon that
particular, but I differ entirely with him. I have told him that of course he has
only to order it ; but that I fear that the way in which he would interfere with
the interests of the parties concerned would be such, that any arrangement of the
sort he made would not last six months, such would be the agitation created by
the alteration. The object of the first train from Birmingham to Gloucester is to
get to Gloucester in time to meet the London mail, in order to send on the letters to
Wales. That train conveys the correspondence from Liverpool and Scotland, and
the manuturing districts, and Ireland. If that first train was not despatched at that
early hour, the London mail must be detained at Tewkesbury and Gloucester, or else
the London mails would go forward, leaving all the correspondence from Ireland,
Scotland, Liverpool, and Manchester behind. Most of the Welch ironmasters
have houses in Liverpool ; and that part of the iron trade is very much connected
with Liverpool and Manchester ; the injury, therefore, to commerce and to trade,
from the stopping of that train, would be excessive, and would lead to very loud
complaints. When it became necessary, therefore, to replace the old coach by
railway, I recommended Lord Lichfield to look very carefully into this point, and
the details were prepared by myself and the superintendent of mail coaches. The
superintendent of mail coaches was sent down to Birmingham to meet all the
surveyors in Birmingham, for the arrangement extended to all the districts of
England, with the exception of the eastern district ; and he was recommended to
consult with them, in order to ascertain how far they consented to the arrange
ment, or how far they wished it modified ; they unanimously agreed that, with
some slight modification, the plan proposed was the best, and the only one which
would satisfy all the interests of the community. The second communication is
the main communication from Sheffield, and all the eastern coast, with the west
of England, Exeter, Bristol, and Falmouth, the packet station ; so long, therefore,
as Falmouth is a packet station, that second communication cannot be interfered
with, without great injury to the part of the country alluded to. The question is,
whether you would do away with the first train. If you did away with the first
train,
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be such, from doing away that train, that the arrangement, under the present
"
circumstances, would not stand for six months.
28 July l8431568. Mr. Cripps.~] Can you state the total amount which you paid to the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company, for the use of those two trains ?
—About 1 0,000 /. A communication was made to the railway company a short
time ago to know what price they would take if one train was discontinued ; they
said they would reduce their price by 2,000 I. ; that they would take 8,000 /. for
one train.
1 569. What is the total amount paid for those two special trains to the Bir
mingham and Gloucester Company each way? — The total payment to the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company is 10,156 1.
1570. Does that include the expense of guards? — No; we furnish our own
guards.
1571. Would 2,000 /. be all the saving if one of the two trains were dis
continued ?—According to the demand of the Birmingham and Gloucester Rail
way Company, we should have to pay 8,000 /. for one train, and should save
2,OOO/. I should say that in all probability we shall be able to do with one train
very shortly, inasmuch as an arrangement is in progress for accelerating the Irish
mails, if the Treasury will accede to it, which will enable us then to dispense with
having more than one train from Birmingham to Gloucester; but it is entirely
dependant upon that acceleration.
1572. Mr. Halves.'] Have you read Mr. Hill's Report upon the subject of the
Birmingham and Gloucester mails ?—Yes, I have.
1573. After reading that Report, are you still of opinion that this proposition
would be attended with the evils you have described ?—My own opinion is, that
Mr. Hill is entirely ignorant of the circulation.
1574. Then you are of opinion that it would be attended with the evils which
you describe?—Yes, such evils as have been pointed out to the Honourable Chair
man of the Committee and the Postmaster-general.
1575. Mr. Gibson.'] Upon what ground did the Post-office decline to accede to
the offer of the Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company to carry the mails,
which are at this time carried by the Grand Junction Railway, and consequently
obliged to leave Manchester an hour earlier than they would be obliged to leave
if they were carried direct by the Manchester and Birmingham Company?—The
objection on the part of the Post-office to using the Manchester and Birmingham
line was, that they would have to divide the service over three railways instead of
two, thus unnecessarily paying for three lines of railway instead of two, while
they would give very little accommodation to Manchester in proportion to the
expense that the Post-office would have to pay. That was met by the proposition
of the Manchester and Birmingham Company to carry our mails to Manchester
and Stockport; we put in Stockport (Stockport being a great gainer, much more
than Manchester), gratuitously. We insisted also that they should carry them
for three years gratuitously, inasmuch as we always find, when a railway opens,
that it is exceedingly anxious to get the Post-office service upon it, and at no
great cost ; but after it has got the Post-office service there comes a demand for a
very large price, on the ground that they find the cost is infinitely greater than
what they had estimated, and that we must pay them a larger price ; the conse
quence is, that the Post-office finds itself in this dilemma, either it must continue
using the railroad at a great cost to the country, or it must create great dissatis
faction upon the part of those towns and all those individuals who have benefited
by the arrangement. Thus it raises an agitation against the Post-office ; and as
the Post-office comes into contact with everybody, it is not a very convenient
agitation to raise against ourselves; we therefore took this precaution, that the
arrangement should continue for three years without expense. There was some
question made about the three years ; I think at first the arrangement went off,
subsequently it came on again ; and Captain Cleather, the superintendent of the
railway company, furnished us with the time-bills. Although they seemed to us to
be inconvenient to the company, they were convenient to us, and we adopted the
arrangement ; and sent down a legal agreement, framed upon these principles, to
the solicitor of the Birmingham and Manchester Company. This agreement, after
a little delay, was sent back to us, stating that the Manchester ancl Birmingham
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Company was that we had included Sandbach, Macclesfield, and Congleton, and
other towns on the line, in the arrangement, as well as Stockpcrt and Manchester ;
tnat our or'g'nal agreement was to include Stockport and Manchester alone,
though, from the time-bills furnished us by their own superintendent, Captain
Cleather, we had been led to believe that Macclesfield, Congieton, and all those
places on the line were to have the benefit of railroad communication without pay
ment. In this state of things, we decided that we would go back to the original
proposition ; that we would reject Captain Cleather's time-bills ; that we would
employ the Grand Junction line, as we at first intended to do, in the entire
service ; and that we would serve notice on the Manchester and Birmingham
Railway Company of our intention to carry bags to Manchester and to Stockport only. We were proceeding to carry this out, when the Member for
Macclesfield protested, in a letter and personally, very loudly against the injustice
of this arrangement. He said that Macclesfield had been made mainly instru
mental in pressing the question upon the notice of the Post-office, and that he
thought it was very hard indeed that Macclesfield should thus be thrown over at
the last moment, when it was clearly understood, at least so far as he was con
cerned, that Macclesfield was to participate in the benefit; and he requested that
the arrangement might be suspended till we could communicate with the Treasury.
A letter came from my honourable friend, the Chairman of this Committee, from the
Treasury, taking the same view of the question, enclosing a letter from the Member
for Macclesfield j and on that ground we have suspended the negotiation, and are
about to report, or have reported, the case to the Treasury for their decision. In
that way the matter stands.
1576. But the arrangement, with reference to Macclesfield, was a comparatively
new stipulation, introduced by the Post-office into the agreement after it had been
concluded with the Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company ?—Introduced
by Captain Cleaton, their own superintendent ; such at least was the impression
created, as the time-bills gave Macclesfield as one of the places for stopping at.
1577. How could the Post-office have concluded that the correspondence with
Macclesfield and Congleton was part of the offer of the company ? —We are per
fectly willing to go on with the negotiation, if we are permitted by the Treasury
to do so ; but the Treasury having required information upon the subject, and
having taken the matter into their hands, we stop the arrangement till we get their
determination.
1578. The Post-office would think it desirable to complete the arrangement as
agreed upon by the company, if the Treasury do not object?—The Post-office
hardly think it desirable. I have rather an objection, so far as I am concerned,
to conclude the arrangement, because I see it will lead to great expense ; still, as
Stockport would gain if the railway company would perform the service gra
tuitously, as they have offered to do, for three years, I think Lord Lowther
would be desirous to take the offer, and complete it upon the original under
standing.
1579. If the arrangement was in fact come to, the Post-office would be in no
disadvantage, and the public at Manchester and Stockport would gain the advan
tage of an hour ?—Yes, till the end of three years. The question would then be,
whether we should not be obliged to continue, at some expense, the night commu
nication by three lines instead of two.
1580. Chairman.^ It has been suggested to this Committee that a very con
siderable saving, of about 8,000 /. a year, might be made in the establishment of
mail guards, partly by reducing the number of guards employed, tmd partly by
reducing- the amount of their salaries ; can you state to the Committee what the
number of the mail guards at present in the service of the Post-office is?—The
number of mail guards at the present time is 249 in Great Britain, and 78 in
Ireland, making a total of 327.
1581. Is that a smaller number than were employed in the year 1841 ?—The
numbers in the year 1841 were, 286 in Great Britain, and 79 in Ireland (the
Return was taken in February), making a total of 365. The numbers have
therefore diminished, since 1838, by 39.
1582. Have many new appointments of guards been made since 1841 ?—
I think not. Lord Lowther has, I think, told me that he has only made one
since he has been in office.
1583. Are the whole number of guards on the establishment employed, or are
any of them supernumeraries?—I think there may be two or three supernu
meraries
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meraries now. About s\x months ago I think there were eight or ten ; and the Lieutenant-Colonel
question was put to Lord Lowther, whether he would pension them at once, or
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whether he would give them the chance of absorbing into the new establishment ;
•
and he decided that he would absorb them gradually into the establishment,
a8 Jul-v l843'
instead of pensioning them. I think I am right in saying, that there are only
one or two over and above the extra guards that are always kept to supply
the casualties.
1 584. Were there any supernumerary guards at the time that one was appointed
to the Glasgow and Ayr Railway?—There was none appointed. The history of
that is, that a spare guard was kept at Glasgow to provide against casualties, and
that spare guard received a salary of 27 /. a year while he was a spare guard. Bv
the arbitration on the Glasgow and Ayr Railroad, we are told that if we put on a
guard of our own instead of taking the Company's guard, we are to pay 2s. 6d. a
day less, which is 40 /. a year less. As those bags are very important, being the
Scotch mails for Ireland, from Edinburgh and Glasgow to Belfast, there is a great
deal of duty on the line, and the correspondence is considerable, we were anxious
that the guard should go on ; and when we found that a guard could be sent at
the expense of the difference between 67 /. a year and lool., his salary when he
was employed, we determined on sending a guard on the line. Therefore the real
cost to the country was 33/., the difference between the loo/, and the 40 /. and
27 £, the wages at which he was during the time he was a spare guard. I should
say that the man who was made spare guard was brought from another line, and
that spare guard was sent to Carlisle ; but the man who was a spare guard
became entitled to a salary of ioo/. a year. The man that came to the Glasgow
and Ayr Railway was already working on another line on full pay, and he of course
received his old full pay of 130/. a year; but the real expense to the country was,
as 1 have said, the difference between the ioo/. and the 6"jl., inasmuch as the
pay of the spare guard, who was brought into activity by the arrangement, was the
real expense to the country ; this spare guard, being a more active man, was sent
to the mail-coach business, and we brought an old guard over to the Glasgow and
Ayr Railway, because it was a lighter duty.
1585. Do you think it would be practicable to reduce still further the number
of guards on account of the facility with which they travel by the railroad ?—That
point has been a good deal gone into, and I think you cannot reduce more than
one or two ; we are sometimes forced to employ two guards on short journeys,
because two lines cross each other. The Honourable Member will see that if two
lines are crossing each other, it is perfectly impossible to have one guard to do the
duty, though the distances gone over may be short. In many instances we do
not employ guards at all where the mails are light, and where the duty devolving
upon the guard is not great.
1586. Will you state what was the cause of the great increase of the salaries of
Post-office guards, which appears to have taken place within the last four or five
years ?—If the Committee will permit me, I will read the applications to the Trea
sury upon the subject (for the arrangement was with the sanction of the Treasury)
that we made in 1837 and 1838 ; they fully state the reason. The reason was
this : that when the railways first came into operation the railway companies
universally directed their guards to receive no fees, and discharged them if they
did. The public, finding the convenience of the system of paying no fees to guards
and to coachmen, instantly discontinued paying fees to guards on the mails. The
consequence was, that the guards were unable to maintain themselves on the small
wages of 105. 6d. a week. " Indeed in some cases," says the letter to the Trea
sury, " they have been reduced to such a state of distress, that I have been forced,
in order to liberate some of them from arrest, and prevent others from getting into
similar difficulties, to grant them a temporary allowance of i /. i s. per week,
until an application could be made to your Lordships for a permanent rate of
wages."
[The same were delivered in and read, asfollows :]
To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 26 October 1837.
I BEG leave to suggest for your consideration the peculiar case of the mail guards em
ployed upon railroads. These men are placed in a very different position to that of the guards
on the ordinary mail-coaches, who derive the principal means of their support Irom the
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usual fees obtained from passengers ; but the railway guards receive no fees of any description whatever, and consequently they are totally unable to maintain themselves on the
small official wages of los. 6d. a week; indeed in some cases they have been reduced to
such a state of distress, that I have been forced, in order to liberate some of them from
arrest, and prevent others from getting into similar difficulties, to grant them a temporary
allowance of 1 1. i s. per week until an application could be made to your Lordships for a
permanent rate of wages. The duties necessarily imposed upon these guards are of a nature
highly responsible and important; and it is very desirable for the interest of the service,
that men of good character, and perfectly trustworthy, should be employed. They are
exposed to great fatigue and hardships in all the varieties of weather; and considering the
zeal, activity, and intelligence which is demanded of them in the faithful discharge of their
duties, I am of opinion that the remuneration should not be less than 70 J. per annum to
men recently appointed, who are termed spare guards, and that the payment to the others,
who have been some time in the service, and have conducted themselves well, should vary
from -jol. to lool. and 130 /. per annum, according to the length of each man's servitude.
If your Lordships should concur in this view of the matter, 1 have to pray your authority
for placing the railway guards on the establishment of the office in classes at the proposed
rate of wages, and that the following scale may be adopted:—Under three years, 70 1. per
annum; above three and under ten, lool. per annum; above ten years, 13O/. per annum.
I am not at present prepared to state what number of men will be required for this parti
cular branch of the service; but when the whole line of the Grand Junction Railway is
completed, I shall be able to ascertain what number will be requisite, and will report it for
your Lordships' information.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Licfifield.
My Lord,
.
Treasury Chambers, 21 November 1837.
I HAVE laid before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury your Lordship's
letter of the a6th ultimo, submitting for the consideration of this Board the peculiar case of
the mail-guards employed upon railroads, and recommending that they may be placed on
the establishment of your Lordship's department, in classes, with a progressive increase of
pay for length of service, and I have it in command from their Lordships to authorize the
payment of mail-guards employed on the railroads at the following rate:
Under three years' service, 70 1. per annum.
Above three and under 10, lool. per annum.
Above i o and under 15, 1 1 5 /. per annum.
Above 15, 130/. per annum.
To the Right Hon.
(signed)
F. Baring.
the Postmaster-General, &c. &c. 8cc.

To the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, l October 1838.
I BELIEVE your Lordships are aware that the usual wages to mail-guards do not exceed
ios. 6d. per week, because they are permitted to receive fees from coach passengers, but
there are several cases where the men are quite unable to obtain enough for their decent
maintenance by that mode of remuneration, owing to the want of a sufficient number of pas
sengers, and the very small gratuity, if any be given, it being sometimes altogether refused
on account of the shortness of the journey, as in the instance of the local mail-coach be
tween Wells and Devizes. The guard employed upon that mail has recently complained
to me of the distress he suffers from the inadequacy of his receipts, owing to the great scar
city of passengers, and I anticipate many similar cases will arise out of the extensive alter
ation of the mail-coach system occasioned by the use of railway conveyance for the mails ;
I beg, therefore, strongly to recommend your Lordships to sanction the principle generally
of paying mail-guards by fixed allowances, instead of by fees, which, in that case, they
must be strictly forbidden to take, and submit that the scale of allowances according to
years of service, which you were pleased to authorize by Mr. Baring's letter, dated the 2ist
November 1 837, for the mail-guards employed upon the railways, may be adopted for pay
ment of other guards on mail-coaches and stage-coaches, in all those cases where it may
be deemed expedient to depart from the usual mode of remuneration ; viz.
Under three years - £. 70 per annum.
Three years to 10 years
100
—
10 years to 15 years
115
—
Above 15 years
130
—
Should your Lordships be pleased to approve of this proposition, the practice of mailguards taking fees from the public, which is always more or less objectionable, will be
gradually expunged, and I shall be enabled likewise to make contracts upon cheaper terms
with the coach proprietors.
I have, 8tc.
(signed)
Lichfield.

1587, Mr.
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1587. Mr. HawesJ] Are you speaking of railway-guards or coach-guards?— Lieutenant-Colonel
I am speaking of guards that are employed on railways. First they got no fees,
Maberly.
and people did not like paying fees to the guards ; and the same system was forced
to be extended to mail-guards on coaches. An application was made to the Trea- s8 July
sury to extend the system of salary to mail-guards employed on coaches ; and then
we limited ourselves to those cases where we found on examination that the fees
were not sufficient to maintain the men. In those cases we put them on a scale of
salary that was approved of by the Treasury, in order to prevent them from being
reduced to utter destitution. I may say that the scale that I had submitted in the
first instance to Lord Lichfield, who was then Postmaster-general, was thought by
him much too low. He went to the Treasury himself; he took an interest in the
subject, and he discussed the matter with my honourable friend the late Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, and between them was settled that scale, higher than the
one we had recommended to them, which has been in operation ever since. I may
state that I have been informed, and I believe it to be correct, that few mailguards made by the mail coaches less in general than 2OO/. a year. At present,
the outside wages are 130^.
1588. Chairman.^ Are most of the guards paid by salary, or do many of them
still continue to receive gratuities from passengers ?—Several of them still continue
to receive gratuities from passengers ; indeed the men are very reluctant to come
under the scale till the last moment. An application was made the other day, on
tbe Carlisle and Glasgow mail, to permit the guards to return to the old system,
to take fees, which Lord Lowther has permitted, in consideration of the Minute
sent from the Treasury, pointing out the necessity of reducing the mail guards,
and the expediency of resorting to fees. He thought he could not better consent
to it in any case than in a case where the guards solicited it.
1589. Was it left to the option of the guards, either to continue to take fees
from the passengers of the coaches, or to receive a fixed salary from the Postoffice ?—It was so far left to their option, that unless the majority of the guards
working on the line petitioned us to be placed on a scale of salary, we never
placed them on a scale of salary. If, for instance, five guards were working on a
line, and four guards petitioned, and the other guard refused, we should not have
considered that refusal, but have taken the opinion of the Treasury, because all
must have been upon one system, and we should have bound the minority by the
majority.
15QO. What is the rule which regulates the guards who have been appointed
since the establishment of salaries ?—They all come under the system of salary.
1591. There it is compulsory ?—Yes ; I may state at the same time that ever
since I have been at the Post-office, there has been a great outcry against fees,
and that individually I have a dislike to fees, and I would sooner see parties paid
by regular salaries; but in compliance with what was understood to be the wish of
the Treasury, and the wish of the public, the fees have been discontinued as far
as possible, for the Post-office thought they were consulting ihe views of the
Treasury in getting rid of the fees. They have not done this hastily, but they
have been very glad when they found themselves in a position to get rid of what
they wished themselves to get rid of, and when they found themselves able to
consult the wishes and views of the Treasury.
1592. This charge has entailed a very considerable additional expense upon the
Post-office department?—It certainly has; the public, however, have been
gainers.
1593. Do you consider that the system is advantageous in securing the undi
vided attention of the guard, who is the servant of the postmaster, to the discharge
of his own proper duties ? — 1 think it is ; at the same time we do not allow the
guards to be inattentive to the passengers. We make them continue their serf
vices to the passengers on the mail coaches as before, inasmuch as we should injure
the coach traffic if we did not. It is our interest that the coaches should pay,
and we have discouraged, therefore, the guards not taking care of the passengers'
luggage, on the ground that he was no longer paid by them, but was a public ser
vant, inasmuch as we did not wish to subject the public to inconvenience in con
sequence of the change.
1594. You consider that this change is one that has been advantageous to per
sons who travel by mail-coaches, but is not attended with any advantage, direct or
indirect, to the Post-office department?—No particular advantage, so far as
regards the conduct of the service.
0.93.
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1 595. Do you consider that it would be expedient to revert to the former sysMa°erlytern of allowing the guards to be paid by fees, and reducing their salaries from the
28 July 184-?
Present amount to a smaller amount ?—I prefer the present system to payment by
i 43' fees.
1596. Mr. Baring.'] You are aware that a Committee sat with respect to fees
in public offices before this arrangement took place ?—I believe it did.
1097. In all public departments there was a general direction to get rid of fees
as much as possible ?—There was.
1598. From your experience in public offices, are you of opinion that the
system of paying by fees is better than the payment by salaries, or the reverse ?—
I think that fees are always sooner or later accompanied with great abuse. I
object very much to them.
1599. Chairman.] Having stated your opinion that you would, on the whole,
prefer the present system of paying by salaries, do you think the amount of
salary given to the guards could be materially reduced ?—I think not, in any com
mon fairness.
1600. Mr. Cripps.] does the number of 327 include supernumerary guards ?—
Yes.
1601. What is the amount of the salaries?—£. 28,059.
' ': '••• ' •• «: "•'••
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have
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reduced
the number
by 39. of guards had been reduced
1603. When did that reduction take placer—At various times, by death and
dismissal, and one cause and another ; it was gradually going on in the course of
time.
1604. Then it was not effected upon the principle of a reduction, but was
merely the result of vacancies not filled up? — Exactly.
1605. By the Return of 1841, it appears that 19 guards were appointed in
1840, and 11 in 1841; can you explain that?— I can furnish the Honourable
Member with the explanation, but not at present. I should take it that in all pro
bability it arose from the mail-coach service, having dropped off, being gradually
replaced by the railways, and the guards have thereby become supernumeraries.
Our great object has been, in the great revolution that has taken place in the sub
stitution of railways for rnail-coaches, to interfere as little as possible with the
existing facilities and existing communications through the country. In many
instances therefore mail -coaches have continued on the roads perhaps a little
longer than they might have been. The Return shown me is for the most part
for the year 1840 ; it is a Return for a year ending 5 April 1841.
1606. You cannot tell when the system of reduction began?—There has been
no systematic reduction ; the number of guards has been kept up consistent with
the wants of the service; whenever they have become supernumeraries, the Post
master-general has ceased appointing, and by that means the reduction has taken
place.
1607. Was
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1607. Was there any recommendation made to the Post-office to reduce the Lieutenant-Colonel
number of guards ?—None.
*fl9f
r 1608. In that case then the Post-office acted entirely upon its own sense of duty
—
to the public?—Of course. The Post-office has, as far as my knowledge goes, S1 July
been parsimoniously, more than economically conducted ; the Post-office have an
objection to spending money when they can avoid it.
1609. Some guards are still entitled to fees, and some are paid by salaries?
—Yes.
1610. Is there any means of informing the public what guards are paid by
fees, and what by salaries ?—The coach contractors are informed of it, and it will
be seen that they have a very strong interest in informing the public of it, inas
much as the public give the preference to those coaches in which the guards are
not paid by fees, as compared with those that are paid by fees. In four or five
cases, the contractors have insisted upon their furnishing us with mails lately,
that the guards should be paid by the Post-office, and not be allowed to take fees :
the Dovor day-mail was one case. Mr. Chaplin insisted at the time we deter
mined upon setting up the Dovor day-mail that the Post-office should pay the
guard, and not the passengers ; and he furnished that day-mail, so far as I recollect,
for the price of the coach ; he made no charge for horsing it.
1611. I see it reported in the newspapers that the General and the Twopenny
po&t are to be consolidated ; is there any truth in the report?—I know nothing
of it.
1612. There is another report, that the Birmingham day-mail is to be accele
rated ; is that correct ?—The proposal was made to me a short time ago by the
chairman of the Birmingham Railway Company, that the mail should go at
10 o'clock, instead of a quarter before 10, and which we, of course, acceded to ;
that is an acceleration of a quarter of an hour ; it does the distance in a shorter
time.
1613. It does not start earlier?—No. The Honourable Member will see that the
starting of the mail depends entirely upon the time at which we can get the letters
ready ; we cannot get the letters ready before a quarter past nine ; and it would
be of no use having the day-mail without letters to carry.
1614. Some time ago the money-order accounts were greatly in arrear ; are they
so now?—To a certain extent they are. I had hoped that they would be cleared
off; I am afraid there is some little arrear still.
1615. Has the extent diminished?—Very much; it is a slight arrear at this
moment. Practically, it is of very little importance ; it is merely the adjustment
of the accounts. Whatever arrear there is at this moment (I can scarcely pledge
myself to the correctness of what 1 state,) as far as my impression goes, is the
mere adjustment of the accounts of the separate revenues of Scotland, of Ireland,
and England, so that, as far as the public is concerned, there is no injury whatso
ever ; it is a mere apportionment of what has been already settled, and as to
which exchequer the different sums should belong.
1616. Will you turn to page 189, question 1183 ; from the Return in that page
it appears that the total number of missing letters in 1839 was 1,728, whereas in
the year before it was 967 ; can you account for the sudden increase in that year?
—I cannot at present ; but there must be an explanation of it, of course.
' 1617. Perhaps you will turn your attention to it ?—I will endeavour to give the
Honourable Member the explanation. This account was prepared by the clerk of
the Missing letter Branch for Lord Lowther ; and I have not gone into the items
of it.
1618. Are not newspapers more troublesome to sort than letters?—I can
scarcely say ; their bulk is inconvenient ; they take more space, but they do not
go through so many operations ; for instance, they are not stamped : then they do
not bear postage ; consequently, there would be no telling up of unpaid, in most
cases, as with letters, and of course there is no obliteration or the examination of
stamps ; consequently, they are exempt from some of the operations to which
letters are subject.
1619. With reference to the sorting, may it not be imagined that they are more
troublesome ? —As to the mere sorting, I should imagine they were more trouble
some, if the Honourable Member means by sorting what is, I apprehend, properly
understood by sorting, that is, dividing them from the general mass into the desti
nations into which they are eventually to go; but on that I should rather the
0.93.
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Maberly.
acquainted with that, and upon whom the actual manipulation devolves.
—~
1620. Mr. Escott.] You said that the present Postmaster-general had only
31 July 1843, appointed one new guard ?—I have nothing to do with the patronage ; the Post
master-general arranges that with his private secretary ; but I think I have under
stood from him that there has been only one appointment.
1621. Are you aware that the late Postmaster-general appointed many more in
the same time ?— He only appointed to the vacancies that were absolutely neces
sary to be filled up.
1622. Vacancies, then, were filled up? —Yes.
1623. And since that the vacancies have not been generally filled up?—I am
nearly certain that Lord Lichfield had not many guards to appoint ; my own im
pression is that he had very few latterly.
1624. Do you happen to know that he had ten times as many to appoint as
Lord Lowther?—He had many more than Lord Lowther. At one time he had
many to appoint, but latterly he had not.
1625. Mr. Halves.] You stated that the clerks who assisted you in preparing
this Return, No. 201, were not now in the Post-office? —I can hardly say that
they assisted me, for I did really hardly give any attention to this Return, except
that they asked me questions upon it ; the only question that I recollect that they
asked me was as to how they should take the number of letters, and I told them
to take a week in December and multiply it by 52. I recollect perfectly giving
that order, but with the other portion of the Return I had very little concern.
As I told the Honourable Member before, I was quite overwhelmed with the details
of the office, and especially with the details of the French Treaty, which I think I
went over 20 times, canvassing every article with Monsieur Dubost.
1626. You stated that they had had foreign appointments given them?—The
one has been appointed to a surveyorship in Upper Canada ; the other, who was
in the Accountant-general's office, has been appointed to the surveyorship iu New
Brunswick. There was a difficulty in getting an officer to go to New Brunswick ;
none of the surveyor's clerks would take it, and this young man had been appointed
some short time before, and seemed to like an out-door appointment better than
the one in the office; and Lord Lawther therefore offered it to him, and he
accepted it.
1627. Could you put in the date of those appointments? —Certainly.
1628. Will you have the goodness to do so?—Mr. John Dewe was appointed
3 April 1843 ; Mr. J. B. Lang was appointed 11 May 1843.
1629. Will you turn also to Question 1385, p. 208; you there state that the
Foreign and Colonial expenditure amounts to 1 00,41 o/. ; can you give the Com
mittee the details of that?—lean; this is furnished by the Accountant-general :
" A Statement of the Foreign and Colonial Expenditure for the year ending the
5th January 1843; Salaries, 20,399 Z."
1630. Does that include the whole of the salaries of agents abroad at foreign
stations?—I should say so; but the Honourable Member shall have a dissection
of this item of 20,393 /.
1631. Will you have the goodness to give the detail of the 1 00,41 o/., and the
detail of the salaries charged in the first item of the agents, stating the stations
separately r —Certainly.
1632. Chairman.] In answer to Question 1512, you state, that so far as this
Return, No. 201, is concerned, " in the general result of it I have a thorough
conviction of its general correctness, looking at the result of the penny postage on
the revenue of Ireland, the postage of Ireland having scarcely paid its expenses
since the Penny-post, Ireland being destitute almost entirely of foreign correspon
dence ;" do you consider that the state of the Post-office revenue and expenditure
in Ireland, since the introduction of the penny-postage system, affords a just
criterion of its effects upon the inland postage ?—Indeed it seems to me to afford
a very fair criterion. You have the revenue of Ireland clearer of many of the
disturbing causes which apply to England, so as to enable you to come to a juster
estimate of the result of the penny postage than in England. Ireland has compa
ratively little foreign correspondence ; consequently the greater part, one may say
almost, the whole of its correspondence will be inland correspondence.
1633. Are you prepared to state what was the gross and net revenue of the
Irish Post-office for the three years prior to the introduction of the Penny-post
system ?— I have it not before me.

1634. Will
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1634. Will you furnish the Committee with such an account, made up in the Lieutenant-Colonel
same manner as the accounts of the gross and net produce of the Post-office ia
Maberly.
Ireland are stated in the annual Finance Accounts, for the three years prior to the
5th of January 1840, and for the three years subsequent to that period ? — Cer- 31 Ju'y 1*43.
tainly. I have an account for the year ending the 5th of January 1840 and the
three subsequent years ; I hold in my hand that account.
1635. Will you state what has been the gross and net produce of the Irish
Post-office during that period ?—The gross produce, after deducting returns, in
the year ending 5th of January 1840, was 227,848 /. ; the expenditure was
109,000 1. ; and the net produce 1 18,000 I. In the year ending the 5th January
1841, the gross produce, after deducting returns, was 97,000 /.; the expenditure
was 1 16,000 /. ; the net produce was nothing. In justice to Mr. Hill, I should here
state that stamps were at that time introduced into England, but not into Ireland,
consequently we should receive some portion of the Irish revenue in England ; that
will account for the great difference, in my mind. In the year ending January
1842, the gross produce, after deducting returns, was 126,000 /. ; the expenditure
was 1 25,006 /.; the net produce was 1,099^. In the year ending 5th January
1843, tne gross produce, after deducting returns, was 128,000 /. ; the expenditure
was 127,000 /. ; the net produce was 1,027 L
1636. Mr. TennentJ] Does your observation with reference to stamps apply to
the last year ?—No ; the stamps were issued in Ireland in the end of the year
1840, or the very beginning of the year 1841, but the exact date can be given.
I think at Dublin and Edinburgh they were issued previously to being issued in
the country ; but the whole of Ireland was furnished with stamps at about the end
of the year 1840, or certainly the beginning of 1841.
1637. Chairman.] In the account of the expenses of the Irish Post-office, is
any charge for the packet establishment included ?—No charge is included at
present in the Post-office Return ; the expenses of all the packets are borne by
the Admiralty, with the exception of those where the expense is under 500 /. a
year ; there are not above three or four instances of those.
1638. Then the sum of 127,000?., which is the amount of the expenses of the
past year, includes only the expense of the establishment in Dublin, and the
expenses for the distribution of letters in Ireland ?— Certainly.
1639. Can you state whether the number of letters in Ireland has increased in
nearly the same proportion as in the other parts of the United Kingdom ?—I should
say thev have very much followed the same proportion.
1640. Can you state what were the number of letters in the year ending 5th
January 1840, as compared with those of the last year?—In the week ending 24th
of November 1 839, which was taken in order to afford a standard of the number of
letters under the old system, as compared with the number under the system that
is about to be adopted, the number of letters appears to be 179,931 ; in the
week ending 31 st of June 1843, which is the last week I have, the numbers were
437,304, They have doubled, and half as much more ; not quite trebled.
1641. Mr. Hawes.~] You are speaking of purely Irish letters, not of letters that
merely pass through Ireland ?—1 am speaking of the number of letters delivered
in Ireland in a particular week.
1 642. Will you look at that account ; do you conceive that that is an accurate
statement of the estimated number of letters delivered in the different parts of the
United Kingdom, made up upon the principle you have mentioned, viz. taking
one week in November in each year since 1 839 ?—This is made up by taking one
week in each year, multiplied by 52. In the week ending 24th November 1839,
the numbers were in Ireland, for the year, calculated on the principle abovementioned, 9,356,412. In the week ending 22d November 1840, the numbers
were 20,054,944. In the week ending 2ist November 1841, the numbers were
20,977,892. In the week ending 20th November 1842, the numbers were
24,649,612.
1 643. Which is an increase of not quite threefold ?—Not quite.
1644. Will you state what has been the result in the number of letters in the
United Kingdom, during the same period ?—I will deliver in the Account.

[The same was delivered in and read, as follows:]
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ESTIMATED ACCOUNT of the Number of LETTERS for a Year, calculated upon the Weeks ended 24th November
1839, 22d November 1840, 2ist November 1841, and aoth November 184-2.

ENGLAND AND WALES.
YEAR,

GROSS TOTAL,
TOTAL,

TOTAL,

IRELAND.

SCOTLAND.

Calculated upon

UNITED
London, Inland,
Foreign,
and Ship Letter.

London
District Post.

TOTAL,
England and
Wales.

Week ended

Country Offices.

24 Nov. 1839

39»776,776

11,923,184

13,454,844

65,154,804

9,356,412

7,959,38o

82,470,596

22 Nov. 1840

93,876,900

25,613,848

20,138,664

139,629412

20,054,944

20,033,624

179,717,980

21 Nov. 1841
20 Nov. 1842

105,527,240

29,353,012

22,651,304

157,531,556

20,977,892

21,488,896

199,998,344

116,585,768

30,869,592

23,209,732

170,665,092

24,649,613

23,217,688

218,532,392

KINGDOM.

(Right cast.)
Accountant-general's Office,
29 July 1843.
Lieutenant-Colonel
Maberly.
31 July 1843-

(signed)

Charles Compton,
Deputy Accountant-general.

1645. In the first week of that Return franks were included, inasmuch as you
state that it preceded the introduction of the penny postage?—Certainly, all
desciptions of letters ; and they ought to be included.
1 646. Chairman.] It would appear from the Return, that the increase of cor
respondence in Ireland consequent upon the introduction of the penny-postage
system has been equal to that in the other parts of the United Kingdom ?—-Some
where about the same. I have not examined it as to accuracy with regard to a
million or two, but the general proportion is the same.
1647. Do you therefore infer that the results upon the revenue and expenditure
of the Inland Post-office in Ireland is a general criterion of the results of the
penny postage upon the inland postage of the other parts of the United King
dom ?—I think so ; a very fair one, generally speaking.
1648. And therefore you infer that the general result of the Return, No. 201,
showing a very small profit upon the inland postage of the United Kingdom, is
tolerably accurate ?—I do.
1649. Mr. F. Baring.] Have you ever compared the difference of expense of
conveying letters in England and in Ireland 1—I do not see how you are to get
at it.
1650. Do not you think that your proportion of expense is much larger in
Ireland, with reference to your revenue, than it is in England ?—1 have no means
of arriving at that conclusion. I should say, generally speaking, the mails have
paid a higher rate in Ireland than they have in England. My own impression
also is, that the postmasters' salaries in Ireland are higher for the work done
than they are in England ; but I can scarcely say, with those exceptions, that the
expenditure of Ireland is greater in proportion than the expenditure in England.
Other expenses would be lower again ; the conveyance by mail-carts would be
lower in Ireland than it is in England.
1651. Is it not necessary for you to have some estimate of that kind before you
can tell us that we are to take Ireland as a means of getting at the effect of the Pennypost system in England ?—I do not tell the Honourable Member that he is to get
at it in that way ; I tell him upon what my own conclusion is formed. I find Ire
land \vith a separate exchequer and a separate expenditure, the exchequer perfectly
distinct and the expenditure perfectly distinct ; the measure of penny postage is
introduced into Ireland ; the revenue of Ireland is derived, or by far the greater
proportion of it, I should say nearly exclusively, as far as my own opinion is con
cerned, from the inland letters, and the effect of the penny postage upon the
revenue of Ireland is to take away all the profit from the Government that it before
derived from postage ; that is the effect in Ireland. In England you have foreign
postage, which gives you a considerable revenue ; and when the penny postage is
introduced into England you have a certain surplus. The question is, how much
of that surplus is derived from foreign revenue, and how much from inland.
This Return, No. 201, gives certain proportions; those proportions are perhaps
wrong to a certain extent ; we may have wrongly divided them. I have told the
Committee upon what data we have divided them ; that goes to the composition
of
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of the Return ; but my opinion is, that the general result at which we have arrived Lieutenant-Colonel
is the true one; that the penny postage brings very little revenue to the country,
Malxrly.
and that by far the greater portion of the revenue is derived, as Lord Lowther
thought when he came to the Post-office, from foreign postage.
31 July l843'
1652. But returning again to the point: if your profit under the old system
derived in Ireland was, in proportion to that derived in England, very small, it is
quite possible, is it not, that your reduction of postage revenue in Ireland may
entirely have got rid of the surplus without having had that effect in England ?—
I think it may to a certain extent, and that the expenses in England are propor
tionally larger than the expenses in Ireland. There are some charges that would
apply to England which would not apply to Ireland, but of which Ireland might
get the benefit ; for instance, the railroad expenditure, a great portion of that
expenditure would obviously be for Ireland, and yet would be charged on England ;
consequently the English expenditure might be higher proportionally than the
Irish expenditure. There is no doubt again, that the English revenue would be
proportionally greater than the Irish revenue would be; and that appears from the
facts. The gross revenue of Great Britain for the year ending the 5th January
1840 appears to have been 2,162,900 /.; the expenditure seems to have been
631,ooo/. ; consequently the proportion of revenue, as compared with the expen
diture, would be something more than three to one. In Ireland the revenue is
227,000 /., as compared with 1 09,000 /. ; consequently the proportion the revenue
has borne to the expenditure is higher in Great Britain than it is in Ireland, in
the proportions mentioned, namely, three to one, and two and a quarter to one.
The Honourable Member's surmise, therefore, would be perfectly correct to a cer
tain extent; the question is to what extent, and the fact comes out that the penny
postage has been more profitable in Great Britain than it has been in Ireland. But
still I maintain that I have a perfect right to argue from the non-success of the
penny-postage in Ireland, as compared with Great Britain, that the general result
of that Return is borne out, namely, that the penny-postage has produced very
little revenue in Great Britain, having produced none in Ireland, and that the
greater proportion of the revenue in Great Britain is derived from foreign postage.
1653. Do not the Finance Returns give the per-centage at which the revenue
for the Post-office in Ireland and that for England are collected ?—They do.
1654. What were the per-centages in 1839 in England and in Ireland?—
Twenty-seven in England and 42 in Ireland.
16.05- Will you have the goodness to see what the per-centage in the present
year is ?—It appears to be 56 in England and 96 in Ireland.
1656. Are you still of opinion that the expense of carrying the inland letters in
England is the same as it is in Ireland ?—The Honourable Member will recollect
that the per-centage is calculated upon the inland and foreign postage combined ;
if the Honourable Member will take off the 500,000 /. of foreign postage, I have
not the least doubt, if he makes the calculation, that he will find that the rate of
collection upon the English postage very much assimilates to that of the Irish.
1657. Then you are still of that opinion?—1 am.
1658. Mr. E. Tennent.} Are your contracts for mail-coaches and mileage in
Ireland higher or lower than in England?—I think they are higher; there is much
less competition.
1659. Mr- Hawes^} Did I understand you to say that the penny-postage pro
duced no revenue in Ireland, and little in England, and that the little that was pro
duced in England, was chiefly upon the foreign and colonial postage ?—I think
the greater proportion of the net revenue since the penny postage is derived from
the foreign and colonial postage. What proportion, has been the controversy
between us all the way through the evidence. The Return has stated 500,000 /.
as foreign and colonial postage. The data of making that Return I have explained
to the Honourable Member. Mr. Hill, I believe, admits that the foreign postage
amounts to about 300,000 /. Consequently upon Mr. Hill's statement, the penny
postage would have produced in revenue 300,000 /. if our Returns are correct, and
the Committee have the data before them upon which they are founded ; instead
of 103, ooo/., or whatever it ought to be, as stated in No. 201 Return.
i6bo. The 103,ooo/. is the net receipt upon the inland letters and money
orders, according to the lieturn ?—But 500,000 /. is the amount of foreign
postage; that only leaves 100,000 /. for the inland, the whole revenue being
600,000 /. I am speaking now from memory, but the Return 201 shows it.
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Lieutenant-Colonel The expenditure is about a million, and the revenue i,600,000 1. ; therefore there
Maberiy.
i§ a clear revenue of 600,000 /. The question is how that is divided.
1661. Do I understand you to say that the chief revenue derived from the
31 July 1843. penny postage system is derived from the foreign and colonial postage ?—1 think
it is ; but the Honourable Member cannot call that the penny postage system,
inasmuch as the foreign and colonial postage rate is not a penny rate on letters.
The penny postage is that system of postage which is now in operation within the
United Kingdom ; but taking the whole revenue from postage, I am firmly of
opinion that the greater portion of that revenue is derived from foreign and
colonial postage.
1662. Is it or is it not the fact, that according to the Return before us the
higher rate of postage, which is, as you state, the foreign and colonial, shows a
deficiency ; whereas the penny postage shows a net revenue from inland letters
and money orders of 103,000 1. ? — It shows a small surplus.
1663. But does the foreign and colonial postage show any surplus at all?—It shows no surplus when you come to deduct the packets ; but I have been
considering the question without any reference to the packets at all. I am taking
the Post-office revenue as I was before taking it. the packets being supposed to be
a charge upon the Admiralty, as they were before the penny-post system, and
being a charge upon the Admiralty still. This Return is prepared, not for the
Post-office, but for the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to show the subject accord
ing to a particular view of his own.
1664. Have you any objection, then, to frame a new return, in order to show
the subject up in another point of view, namely, to show what will be the
amount of net revenue, deducting the packet establishments :—We have no
objection to do it. As I have stated over and over again, looking at it as regards
the Post-office revenue now as compared with what the Post-office revenue was
before the penny-post, the surplus of income over expenditure is somewhere about
600,000 I.
1665. You state that that is now mainly derived from the postage on foreign
and colonial letters?— I think so.
1666. The account which you have put in shows that the foreign and colonial
postage, after deducting the charges, produces but a deficiency, and no revenue ?—
Yes ; but I must beg that the Honourable Member will confine himself to my
supposition, which is, that the packets are not mixed up at all with the subject.
I maintain that it you strike the packets altogether out of the question, and look
upon the Post-office revenue as Post-office revenue without the packets, the real
statement of the question in round numbers may be about i,6oo,ooo/. gross
revenue, and about 1,000, oooZ. expenditure, and that the surplus is about
600,000 /. ; of which, according to this Return, if this estimate for two months is
correct, 500,000^. is derived from foreign postage, leaving the produce of inland
penny postage at ioo,oooZ. out of 6oo,oool. The original Return, which was sent
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, made no mention of packets at all ; it was
simply a division of what was considered inland revenue, and what was considered
foreign and colonial revenue ; that was subsequently introduced in this form by
desire of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1667. Mr. Denison.] Is that the same as the Return that was made to the
House of Lords?—The Return moved for by Lord Monteagle was a continuation
of the Return that was ordered from the Treasury, which I have always called
Mr. Hill's Return. If 1 am not very much mistaken, I have two or three private
letters from Mr. Hill at this moment in my possession, with reference to this
Return, begging that it may be made up in a particular form. I will see if 1 have
them, and if Mr. Hill gives me permission I will produce them ; but at any rate
the order to prepare this Return came to me from the Treasury, I think when Mr.
Hill was at the Treasury ; and, as I have stated, I had some correspondence with
Mr. Hill on the subject, which established in my mind the fact that it was Mr.
Hill's Return. In addition to that it was a Return prepared, as it seemed to me,
rather with an object, and not such a Return as I should have given myself; but
that was no affair of mine. Mr. Hill was at the Treasury, and if the Treasury
ordered us to make a Return, the Return was of course made without any obser
vations. Early in the present session Lord Monteagle's Return was moved for,
and a note came to us, I think from Mr. Crater, or some officer in the Treasury,
telling us, that as it would take a long time to prepare it, it would be quite suffi
cient it we brought down the printed Returns formerly moved for in the House of
Commons to the present time. The printed Returns were accordingly corrected,
and
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and I think they were sent in precisely in this shape, with a few leaves added to Lieutenant-Colonel
them, brought down to the latest period. We considered it nothing more than a
Maberly.
continuation of the old House of Commons Return which had been previously
ordered by the Treasury.
31 Jul*
1668. Mr. F. Baring^] That Return was originally moved for when I was at
the Treasury, by myself, I think ?—Yes.
1669. There was an anxiety to communicate to the public the result of the
penny-postage system, and the Return was framed with that view ?—Yes.
1670. You state that the Return is in a manner which you would not have pro
posed yourself; will you have the goodness to inform the Committee whether you
stated so to me at the time?—I do not mean to state that the Return is an erro
neous Return, but I think it was calculated to convey an erroneous impression of
the number of letters.
1671. Will you have the goodness to state how it was calculated to convey that
impression ?— I have always considered that it was calculated to lead to an
erroneous opinion as to the increase of the number of letters, and for this reason,
that in this Return were included all letters that passed through London. In con
sequence of railroads all centering in London, the number of forward letters pass
ing through London"now has enormously increased, as compared with what it was
under the old system ; the cross correspondence of the country, in a great number
of cases, now passing through London, owing to the day-mails having accelerated
it, which correspondence formerly never passed through London ; consequently,
this Return at the present time would include a great portion of the cross corre
spondence of the country, as forward letters, passing through London, thereby
swellrng the number as compared with the former period, during which the cross
correspondence would not pass through London ; therefore it was calculated to
convey an erroneous impression of the increased number of letters, whereas the
number of letters would not have really increased. The number of letters which
appeared would have been, in a great many cases, forward letters.
1672. But would not that be corrected by the Return No. 3, which is a Return
of the country offices ?—That we consider the most correct Return we have ; and
that would have afforded the correction ; but I think I have seen this other
Return quoted in statistical documents, as conveying this erroneous impression.
1673. Is not No. 3 as fair a Return as you can possibly give upon that matter?
—No. 3 ia a proper Return.
1674. And that was one of those Returns which together with others were laid
upon the table of the House, and formed a part of what you call Mr. Hill's
Return ?—Certainly.
1675. Mr. Escott.] No letters could have been stated twice over in that
Return ?—No ; but people would not have been aware, unless they had known of
the change in the Post-office, that a very different number of letters passed through
London lour or five years ago to the number that passes through London at the
present time.
1676. But in giving the whole number of letters for the United Kingdom, that
could make no difference, unless letters appeared twice ?—None whatever ; the
Return for the United Kingdom gives correct number.
1677. Mr. F. Baring.'] Does it appear that the letters passing through London,
referring to Return No. 3, have increased in so much larger a proportion than
those which are returned from the country offices. If you compare the number of
letters from the country offices, in Return No. 3, with the London, inland, foreign
and ship letters, is it the case that there is that large increase ? —I am not alluding
to No. 3, but to the other Return ; but the Honourable Member will see that the
number for four weeks, ending the 3ist of December 1842, is 5,438,000; the
number of the London, inland, foreign, and ship letters for the week ending 25th
of December 1842, by the Return, is 576,000: the one is for four weeks, and
the other for one week ; that makes 2,000,000, as compared with 5,000,000.
1678. But No. 3 you consider the fairest Return?— For comparison, it is a
Return to be trusted, but not beyond comparison.
1679. And that formed part of Jhe Return laid upon the table of the House of
Commons ?—Yes.
1680. Mr. Cripps.] You said that that Return was calculated to mislead, in the
same sense in which Return 201 was calculated to mislead j you have said that
neither Return is made up in the form in which you Avould have made it up, unless
you had been ordered to do so by the Treasury; is not that so?—Certainly ; but
0.93.
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Liemenaht-Colonel it is a mere matter of opinion. If I had wished to give a clear statement, I should
Maberly.
not have adopted that form.
—"
1681. Mr. HawesJ] But the Return in question, which was continued after
31 July 1843. ^fr. jjjjj jeft tjie Treasury, I understood you to say was one which might lead to
an erroneous conclusion ?—I think so.
1682. Then, after Mr. Hill had left the Treasury, when, of course, you could
have represented that matter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer or the Treasury,
did you, or did you not, represent that that might lead to an erroneous conclusion,
and offer to make the Return in another form ?—Certainly not. Lord Monteagle
is not in the Government, and he only moved for it as an individual peer.
1683. Mr. F. Baring.] The Return for the London District-post is a fair
Return, even according to your own impression?—I think so ; it has always been
made up in the same way.
1684. It is only No. i to which your remark would apply?—Yes; from
including the forward letters it would swell the number of letters; and any person
not acquainted with the Post-office would be misled by it.
1685. Mr. HawesJ Do I understand you to admit that the Return to the
House of Lords was one liable to lead to an erroneous conclusion, and that you
made that Return without appending any note or explanation to it, so as to prevent
the public being misled by it ? —Certainly.
1686. Mr. Escott.] Is it part of your duty to make suggestions to Peers as to
how they should move for Returns?— Certainly not.
1687. Mr. Hawes.~\ But is it not part of the duty of the Post-office to make
such Returns as shall lead to correct and just conclusions?—The duty of the Postoffice I conceive to be to obey orders, and those orders appear upon the head of the
Return.
1688. Mr. Denison.] I asked you the other day whether you could furnish a
Return of the number of packets which the Post-office is now in the habit of car
rying, and which it was not in the habit of carrying before the penny postage was
established ; is that the Return ?—This is the Return, which 1 believe was made
previously to Lord Lowther, and of which I had a copy made for the Committee ;
this is a Return prepared by the superintending president of the Inland-office,
I believe in consequence of some wish of Lord Lowther's.
[The same was read, as follows ;]
RETURN showing the Number of PACKETS and PARCELS, and the POSTAGE Paid or to be Paid
thereon, which, from the Nature of their Contents, are supposed to have been introduced into
the Post-office by Parties availing themselves of the benefit of the Penny-postage Plan, for
One Week, commencing 27 October 1842.
INWARDS.

OUTWARDS.

TOTAL.

DAT

Number.

Amount.
£.

Oct. - 27
—
28
—
29
—
31
Nov. - i
2

2,432
2,913
3;46i
4,296
2,400
2,781

52
60
66
93
57

18,283

398

Number.

s. d.

3
15
G
10
H

6
10
6
5
5

67 12

-

3,9H
4,344
4,163
5,237
4,038
4,444

8

26,140

2

Amount.
£.
94
87
80
100
84
93

s.
3
16
8
6
17
6

Number.

d.
8
4
9
i
8
-

6,346
7»257
7,624
9,533
6,438
7,225

540 18 C

44,425

Amount.
£. s. d.
146 7 2
148 12

2

146 15 3
193 16 6
142 12
160 18

1
-

939

2

i

X. B—This Return refers to the packets, &c. passing through the London office only.
Inland Office, 3 Nov. 183-2.
(signed)
W. Bohnham.

1689. Then packets of that description may be passing across the kingdom of
which you have no account ?— Certainly, and we can form no opinion upon the
number without keeping Returns at every office of the description oi' packet
passing through.
1690. That is a description of packet that was never conveyed by the Postoffice before the penny-post was established :—I do not say never conveyed, for
the point was left to the discretion of the officers ; according to the opinion of the
officers, it never would have been carried under the old postage system ; I apprehend
that
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that was the line they took ; it was prepared by the superintending president by Lieutenant-Colonel
orders given to him, and I would rather he was examined upon it, inasmuch as they
Maberty.
are not my orders issued to him, but I understood from him that those packets —
would never have passed through the Post-office under the old postage system, ac- 31 July l843'
cording to his opinion, and that of the officers selecting the packages.
1691. Mr. Cripps.] They would all form part of the letters?—Yes.
1692. Mr. Denison.] And form part of the general income?—Yes.
1693. Mr. F. Baring."] Is it not a great convenience to the public in the
manufacturing districts that they have the power of sending patterns by post?—
There is no doubt that it is.
1694. Mr. Denison.] Are you able to form any opinion of the charge for packets
now as compared with the charge formerly made ?—This Return would show a
very small average rate of postage for such packages : it would come to about
4</. or 5 d. ; it would be about 220,000 packets upon 50,ooo/.
1695. Mr. F. Baring.] Is there any great inconvenience created to the Postoffice by the increase of those packages r—The Inland offices complain of it.
1696. Chairman."] Are you aware of the circumstances attending the negotia
tion for the establishment of the New Packet Company at Jersey, who offered to
convey the mails at a very reduced price from Southampton ?—This is my precis
that has been made out for me of the papers in the Post-office.
[The same was read, asfollows:"]
ABSTRACTS of Tenders for Conveyance
of Mails between Southampton
and the Channel
•
r
,,,.ij ,,«, ,, , •
Islands.

nrtr-Trrtrr
DATES.
;

CONDITIONS.

AMOUNTS.

Commercial Steam Packet and South of England Steam
Navigation Company :
Offer to convey the mails three times a week in summer and
twice in the winter, for
--____

f.

4,000

Projected Company:
Offer to convey the mails throughout the year, three times
a week, between Southampton and Channel Islands, and
thence twice a week to St. Maloes and Granville -

3,000

<^Aiin.\ \;':t ,

14 April 1
Mr. Bell

3 June 1842.
Mr. Rolfes.

24 Nov. 1842,
through
the
post-master of
Southampton.
•24, Nov. 1842.
Mr. Le Feuvre.
A> .1? A
t 7 84. i
c ar 8J.i

South Western Railway Company .•
Offer to convey the mails between Southampton and Chan
nel Islands, twice a week, for
And also upon the same terms as Mr. Rolfes, for

2,000
2,800

South of England Steam Navigation Company :
Offer to convey the mails between Southampton and the
Channel Islands, twice a week, for
Three times a week, for -------

4,000
5,500

This is a short abstract which I have had made of the papers in the Post-office,
and of all the correspondence which appears upon the records of the Post-office
upon this subject ; if there has been anything further it cannot be traced. Lord
Lowther has an impression that he has seen something ; I rather think he must
have seen it either at the Treasury or the Admiralty ; no one besides himself has
any recollection upon the subject.
1 697. Are you able to state what is the cost to the public of the present esta
blishment of packets from Weymouth to the Channel Islands? —As far as I can
ascertain from the Admiralty Return, which was furnished to the Post-office from
the Admiralty on the nth of April 1843, I see that the Weymouth expenditure is
returned at 8,024?. The packet receipts are returned at 2,750^., making a dif
ference of 5,274^.
1698. At present, then, the actual cost of the Weymouth packets is 5,274^. ?—
Yes. The Committee will allow me to say that the question of the transfer of
0.93.
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packets from Weymouth to Southampton was not a Post-office question ; we have
always considered that the stations of the packets rested with the Treasury, as representing the general Government, and that with the Post-office the first question,
therefore, to be determined would be, whether the Treasury chose to consent to
transfer the packets. I may state upon this subject, that the Treasury appointed
a Commission, consisting of Admiral Sir James Gordon, Captain Drew, of the
Trinity House, and Mr. Lawrence, the assistant secretary of the Post-office, to
consider which would be the best port to despatch the West India packets from.
After they had terminated their inquiry, a further point was referred to them, as
to what was the best port for communication between the Channel Islands and
the United Kingdom. That Commission decided—Mr. Lawrence, I think, was
unable to attend at that time, therefore the Commission at that time consisted of
Captain Drew and Sir James Gordon —they decided that Weymouth was the best
port ; consequently, the Treasury had to reverse that decision on the part of the
Commissioners first, before the Post-office could take any step to transfer the
packets from Weymouth to Southampton. Wiien the Treasury had made their
decision, then it would have become the duty of the Post-office to assist the
Admiralty ; though it was an Admiralty service, and the Admiralty business to
arrange the contract, as they had been called upon by the Government to do so,
to assist the Admiralty in getting the service performed as economically as pos
sible. The Post-office really and truly had nothing to do with the question,
except so far as they were ordered to make inquiries and to look out for tenders by
the Treasury ; that order they complied with, and I have read to the Committee
the result of those inquiries.
i6qg. Did those tenders contain offers to perform the service at the prices
you have mentioned for any specific length of time ?—I really cannot say. I rather
think not ; but the Papers would show. My own impression is, that with regard
to the projected Company of Mr. Rolfe, Lord Lowther made some minute that he
was not very much disposed to go into the question, inasmuch as all those com
panies are very ready to perform the service on reasonable terms at first, and then
afterwards they raise their conditions ; and that he was not therefore prepared to
go into the subject unless the company would undertake to convey the mails for
some specific period of time. That is my impression ; I do not wish to bind
myself; but I have some vague recollection on the subject of his having made a
minute to that effect.
1700. You will observe that it is stated by Mr. Hill, in his evidence, that a
saving of 6,000 /. might have been made by a change in the packet service ; if you
refer to page 78 of the Evidence, you will see that that saving was to be effected
by accepting the offer of Mr. Rolfe ?—All I can say is, that the Post-office have
never had any such offer as would have enabled them to effect the saving contem
plated ; the tender must have been 400 /. or 500 /. a year.
1701. Mr. ffawes.] How often do the packets go from Weymouth at present?
—Twice a week ; the mails are made up on Tuesday and Friday in London.
1 702. Was it intended or not to have a third departure from Weymouth ?—It was
intended to have a third departure from Weymouth by the Treasury, but that has
not yet been carried into effect. The Admiralty have had difficulties, 1 believe ;
we have applied, and they have told us that there were difficulties.
1703. 1 see by the Evidence that Mr. Hill presented a Report^ dated the 15th
of August 1842; have you read that Report?— I may have seen it ; I do not
recollect it at this moment.
1704. You do not recollect its contents as to its bearing upon this subject?—
Certainly not.
1705. Perhaps you will have the goodness to refer to it, in the event of its being
necessary to examine you upon it ?—Certainly. The Committee are aware that
ship letters go by Southampton to the Channel Islands at the same rate as packet
letters, at i d.
1706. Chairman.] Will you state how many opportunities there are each week
of sending letters from Southampton to the Channel Islands ?—They would go by
every ship.
1707. Mr. HawesJ] Can you state to the Committee when the Post-office first
put itself in the way of obtaining tenders for the conveyance of the letters?—I can
not, except by the correspondence ; the Honourable Member can have all the
correspondence ; it was in consequence of a Treasury Order.
1708. Can
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1 708. Can you give the Committee the date of that order r—It must have been Lieutenant-Colonel
somewhere about the end of 1842, October or November.
Maberly.
1 709. Mr. Escoit.] What is the whole expense of the Channel Island packets ?
—I think I made it out from the Admiralty Return to be about 5,300 /. ; that is 3» July l843the net expense.
1710-12. Then the saving estimated by Mr. Hill as 6,oooZ. is 700/. more than
the whole expense ; is that so ?—Yes, it seems to be so.
1713. Mr. F. Baring^] Is that estimate merely the annual expense, or does it
include other expenses?— I do not know how it is made up.
1714. Mr. Hawes.'] Are you going to carry the transfer from Weymouth to
Southampton into effect or not ? —I do not know that we are ; we have had no orders.
1715. Mr. Trotter.'] The Commission has reported against it ?—Yes; and the
Chamber of Commerce of Jersey petitioned against it two years ago very
strongly; theysaid that they would be prejudiced by the change. Now, I believe,
they would rather like it ; they have changed their opinion.
1716. Mr. CrippsJ] With reference to your answer No. 1071, do you think it
at all likely that any arbitrators would award to the Birmingham and Gloucester
Railway Company 8,000 I. for one special train, when they have awarded them
1 0,000 /. only for two special trains?—I think it very likely that they would,
inasmuch as this is a night service, at a very inconvenient hour ; and the Railway,
I know, insisted that, if it had not been for the Post-office, they would not have
had any night service at all, and that our arbitrator admitted. They made the
whole police establishment for those two trains a night police, a charge upon the
Post-office ; and it has been my duty always to ascertain, and it is a very trouble
some one too, that the night police is actually employed, because, if they were not
employed, 1 should open the reference again, in order to get lower terms. And
then the Honourable Member will allow me to add, that in order to do away with
the train, it was necessary to increase the speed enormously, up to a point which
the company could scarcely attain ; consequently the Company would have been
put to great inconvenience from that increased speed. I certainly thought that it
would not be practicable at all, but the Company were prepared to do it; but, of
course, they would demand more proportionably in regard to price.
1717. Chairman.~\ With reference to the evidence of Mr. Hill, in page 75, do
you consider that by any revision of the salaries of the officers in the Post-office
any material reduction of expense could be effected ?—My own feeling is, that the
salaries are very low. I fear that if you were to revise them you would rather
pay more than less. This I know, that almost every office in London has
petitioned for an increase of salary since Lord Lowther has been there, and they
also did so under Lord Lichfield. Though my honourable friend the late Chancellor
of the Exchequer very kindly took their cases into consideration, and gave them
some relief for the low salaries, the very miserable pittances which they received,
notwithstanding this, there have been constant complaints and constant appli
cations for increase. All I can say is, that the great majority of the cases come
before me of applications for increase of salary from the country, and I am literally
overwhelmed with them. Only the other day, in a case that was tried in Scot
land, of one of our surveyor's clerks, for fraud, the Lord Chief Justice Clerk, in
passing sentence, said, that although there had been serious complaints on former
occasions of the very low salaries paid to officers of the Post-office, which have
tempted them to commit crime, that that case was not a case in point, as the
individual was fairly remunerated. I only mention this as conveying the impres
sion of a judge on the Bench that the officers' salaries are very low.
171 8. 'Does the principle of combining with the low rate of salary an increase
according to length of service, apply to the Post-office servants ?—Certainly ; in
the great majority of cases they commence with a low scale and advance progres
sively with length of service. Provided they are competent to fill the higher
classes, they advance by seniority to the higher situations.
1719. What is the salary that persons appointed as clerks in the Post-office
receive upon their first appointment ? — I think that in my own office it is 90 /. for
the first three years. In the Accountant-general's office it is 90/. In the Inlandoffice about 70 /. In the Inland-office it was, some time ago, 65 /. There was a
very large class of individuals on 65^., who remained at 6$l., whatever might have
been their length of service, till by a death vacancy, or by a vacancy of some kind,
they were removed into a higher situation. I think my honourable friend the late
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Chancellor of the Exchequer raised that; he thought 65 I. too low for a clerk in a
Maberly.
public office to subsist upon in London, and he raised them to 70 /., which is the
present amount, and with a scale for length of service. I can furnish the Committee,
31 July 1843. jf they please, with the scale of salaries in the Post-office.
1720. Mr. Wallace.'} Is the system of a scale of salary for length of service in
practice in the country as well as in London ?—In some few cases it is. The
case of Bristol was submitted to my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the
Exchequer, by Lord Lichfield, the late Postmaster-general, and I think there
was a scale at Bristol introduced, which we attempted to make a model in subse
quent cases; they began at 6o/., and rose, after length of service, to higher sala
ries ; but 1 can furnish the Honourable Member with the scale. I fear that the
Treasury considered it very high when we attempted to apply it to other cases.
1721. The question which I put was, whether the practice of giving an increase
of salary, according to length of service, obtained in the country as it did in
London ?—Each office in the country is an office in itself, and I do not think it
does.
1722. Then the case of Bristol would be an exception to the rule, as regards
country post-offices ?—Liverpool, I think, and Manchester, come under the same
rule. I can furnish the Honourable Member with a good number of cases, but I
should say, as a general rule, there is no fixed scale applicable to country offices ;
they all rest upon their own particular basis. I should be very anxious to have
one general scale applicable to them all introduced, if possible.
1723. Would the scale be according to seniority, or good conduct, or both ? —
Both combined, I should say.
1724. Chairman^] Do you consider that any great saving could be made in the
number of persons employed in the metropolitan offices, by an extension of the
hours of attendance ?—If you extended the hours of attendance, of course you
might reduce your force ; but I do not think it would be fair ; it would press very
hardly upon the officers. All I can say is, that I have a great deal of sickness at
the present moment in most of the offices.
1725. Can you state what is the average attendance of the several clerks and
other officers of the head office ?—In my own office, I should say the attendance
is greater than in most of the offices, seven or eight hours a day. The clerk in
waiting and the two or three clerks who help him, attend more hours than that.
In the Inland Office it is returned at about seven hours. In the Accountantgeneral's Office, I do not think it would be above six, the same number of hours
as are usual in public offices, the Customs and the Ordnance, to which I can
speak, and in most public departments, ten to four.
1726. Mr. Hawes.~\ What are the hours in the Money-order Office?—Six
hours ; some come earlier, but they are allowed to go away earlier ; in the Moneyorder Office they are exceedingly pressed ; I have been obliged to refuse all
leave.
1727. Have the salaries been advanced ?—I do not think there is one instance
where there has been an advance of salary in the metropolitan establishment.
1728. Mr. PattenJ] There has been in the country districts, has there not ?—
Yes, but not materially.
1729. Mr. Hawes.~\ Are not the salaries increased by payments for extra work
in the Post-office ?—Yes ; for instance, I may state that in my own office, orders
are sent down to me to prepare Returns for this Committee ; my own clerks are
overwhelmed with their duties, and this must be done at extra hours, and copies
of papers for the Treasury must be made at extra hours, or the Treasury must wait.
In my own office, I have eight or nine extra clerks constantly employed, besides
the work which is done at extra times ; in the Money-order Office there has been
a great deal of extra assistance.
1730. Chairman^] Are any of the persons employed in the metropolitan
office engaged in any other occupation or business ?—I think there are some few
in the Inland Office ; when I first came to the Inland Office, there were a great
number, but the duly now is of a different description from what it formerly was ;
it has been extended by the day mails over the middle of the day, so as to pre
clude the greater part of those engaged in other occupations, but I believe there
are some still.
1731. What situations do those persons fill in the Post-office?— One was a
vice-president; I think he was vestry clerk of Lambeth; he is now dead ; I believe
one was a stockbroker, and various occupations of that sort.
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1732. Mr. Cripps.~\ Are there any regular clerks in merchants' offices employed Lieutenant-Colonel
in the Post-office ?-I should doubt it.
Maberiy.
1733. You would consider, generally speaking, six hours a full day's work?—
———
I think it is a fair day's work; looking at the payment given to persons in public 31 y 43>
offices, and their prospects, and looking at the practice in other public offices,
I think it would be very hard to make the officers of the Post-office attend a longer
period than the clerks at all the Government offices attend ; if you introduce
a general system, well and good.
1734. You might say that of the clerks, but would you say that of persons who
were employed in the manual labour of the sorting of letters ; would you say that
a man who was engaged in sorting had completed a day's work, being occupied
six hours only }—The Honourable Member will see that an officer has to be up
at five o'clock in the morning, and he has to attend late at night, and the Inlandoffice work is considered sharp work ; it is not certainly much strain on the
intellects ; all I can say is, that it is not quite so easy to get an inland officer with
sufficient head to do his duty; the superintending president has often complained
to me that he has hardly a man that he can really rely upon to take an efficient
part in the duty, whenever it comes to any exercise of discretion.
1735. Mr. Harces.~\ When you say that the officer works six hours, and is
obliged to be at the Post-office early in the morning and late at night, will you
tell us the periods of the day into which those six hours are divided ?—He comes
about a quarter before six in the morning, and he cannot get away till half-past
nine or ten ; he then has to attend again at a quarter before five in the evening,
and he cannot «et away till the mails have been all despatched at about a quarter
past eight ; the average attendance is reported to me to be seven hours.
1736. Then he has the whole interval of time between half-past nine and five
o'clock to himself?—Yes ; and he is able to employ himself in the middle of the
day in extra work ; for instance, we have always a great number of inland officers
employed in the Dead-letter office ; at periods of glut there are generally six or
eight inland clerks employed.
1737. The salary of the officer is given him for those seven hours' employment,
morning and evening?—Yes.
1738. If he works during the intervening period, he is paid extra?—Yes.
1739. Mp- F. Baring.] Do you think that that is a good system, employing
your own clerks on extra work ?— I object to their doing extra work in the parti
cular office in which they are employed, and I do not allow it more than I can
help ; for instance, a dead-letter clerk I would never allow to be employed
in extra work in the Dead-letter office, inasmuch as it gives him an interest to do
his work badly in office hours, and then you pay him extra for that which he ought
to have done in his regular hours; therefore I never allow, if I possibly can help it,
any clerk to benefit by his own negligence in his office; but I do not think that
that applies to the other offices.
1740. Can you give us the sum that is paid for extra hours:—We do not pay
much ; tod. an hour.
1741. Mr. Hawes.] Is it the case that the payment for extra work amounts to
more than the salary ?—I think not, unless the men work very hard ; sometimes I
am obliged to check them.
1742. You have stated that the salaries of the officers are very low, and that,
speaking of the establishment as a whole, there is a great deal or" dishonesty ?—Yes.
1743. Do you require any previous qualification for appointment in the Postoffice ?— I really do not know how that is ; 1 have nothing to do with the patronage ;
the Postmaster-general appoints.
1744. You do not know whether any qualification is required ? — I am not aware
whether there is any previous qualification ; but it is the duly of every officer to
report whether the man appointed is fit and competent, after a certain time; if he
does not report him fit and competent, the Postmaster-general of course will get
rid of him; but that was not the system when I came to the Post-office. I saw
that it was absolutely necessary to protect the department from unfit officers, and
Lord Lichfield, upon my suggestion, adopted tiiat system ; and in many cases
parties have been got rid of, after a certain time has been afforded them to get
the information, when they have not obtained the intelligence requisite for the per
formance of their duty.
1745. But, previously to the appointment, is any inquiry made of the character
and fitness of the individual ?—I do not know ; I have nothing to do with the
0.93.
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patronage ; that is entirely managed by the Postmaster-general and his private
secretary, except the patronage in my own department, which, I must fairly say, I
thought ought to be with the Postmaster-general ; and though I did not wish to
gjve -t up without having the merit of doing so, I begged Lord Lichtield, when he
was Postmaster-general, to exercise the patronage ; and I have also begged Lord
Lowther to exercise it also, and he has done so.
5746. Mr. Bramston.] You said that it was the duty of every officer to report
upon the fitness of persons appointed : do you mean the head of each department?
—Yes. the head of each department ought to report to me after the officer has
been a certain time in the office, generally about two or three months, whether
the party is properly qualified for the situation ; and not only is that report made
upon each first appointment, but upon each rise from one class to another ; and if
the party who is senior is not reported fit and competent, we should pass him over,
and promote the next who was fit.
1747. Mr. Halves.] You stated, that in your office the clerks work about seven
hours a day, which is more than the usual period r —Yes.
1748. Do they receive extra payment?— No, they do not. I hold it to be the
duty of the clerks in my office to stay as long as the service requires them ; and I
should not hesitate to call upon them to stay all day and all night too, if it was
necessary, without any extra payment.
1749. Mr. Wallace.] Then the clerks in the secretary's office do not receive any
extra payment ?—They may, if they take papers home with them.
1750. Are the clerks in the secretary's office paid at all for extra work?—Not
at all for work done at the office, but if they take papers home with them, which
is considered as extra duty, they get extra pay.
1751. Are they paid by the hour, or by piece-work?—They are paid by the
hour for work not done in the office.
i 752. You have already stated that the number of hours for which your clerks
officiate in your office is from seven to eight daily?—Yes, about seven, the juniors,
except those in waiting.
X753- Is there any department in the General Post-office in London in which
extra allowances are not made for what is considered extra work f—I should think
not, at times.
1 754. In every office in the General Post-office, I understand you to say that
extra payment is given for what is called extra work ? —Yes. But if the Honour
able Member will allow me to explain, that is not done except by the Postmastergeneral's own order. On some rare occasions, when the thing lias been pressing,
I have taken upon myself to order the extra work, but I have always made a
minute of it to the Postmaster-general, for his subsequent sanction upon it, so
jealous have I been upon the subject.
1755. You have stated that you consider that the hours of the General Postoffice should be in accordance with the hours which are observed in the other Go
vernment offices ; in what way do you consider the General Post-office to be a
Government office, any more than all the post-offices throughout the kingdom ? —
I have only spoken according to what is the established language which has always
been employed.
1 756. Do you consider the General Post-office in London more a Government
office than the General Post-office in Dublin?—Certainly not. The Honourable
Member will recollect that the post-offices of London, and Dublin, and Edinburgh,
are on what is called an establishment, which has been fixed by the Treasury.
Formerly (but of that the Honourable Chairman and the Honourable Member
the late Chancellor of the Exchequer can speak better than I can, from their own
information), I believe, these establishments were fixed by sign-manual ; now, I
believe, since the late Acts, they are entirely dependant upon the Treasury;
but they are called establishments in contradistinction to the country post-offices.
17.57. Y°u nave now spoken of the General Post-offices in London, in Dublin,
and in Edinburgh ; do you consider those three offices as more Government offices
than the post-offices of Manchester, and Leeds, and Liverpool, and Cork, and
Bristol ?—Certainly they are not more Government offices than those; they are
all tor the service of Government, but they have different rights and different re
gulations ; first of all, the great difference is, that the officers are entitled to super
annuation or pension, which no officer generally in the country is.
1758. And a graduation of salaries?—That mayor may not be; some have
graduated salaries, others have not.
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1 759. You have stated generally that the number of hours for which the officers Lieutenant-Colonel
in the Post-office in London are occupied is from six to seven in the day ; can
Mabcrty.
yoti inform the Committee what the hours are generally throughout the country for
country postmasters and their clerks ?—It varies very much in each particular 31 'uly l843'
office ; I have had many cases come before me where the clerks are stated to
have been worked i o or 12 hours a day. My own impression is, that about
eight or nine hours a day will be found practically to be the duty.
1 760. Is it not really in practice the case that throughout the whole country the
postmaster and his clerks must work at all hours of the day and night, according
to the time of arrival and despatch of mails ?—Of course they must.
1761. Therefore the time they are occupied depends upon the labour that is put
upon them, and not upon any specific hours? —Of course they must do the duty
that devolves upon them ; but the question is how they will divide it. One takes
one portion of the duty and another takes another portion : then there are portions
of the duty which can only be done by the whole establishment; each matter of
detail depends upon each separate office ; the duties ought to be regulated by the
surveyor, and in most cases they are.
1 762. Is it in the power of the postmaster in any town of the kingdom to allow
any extra pay to his clerks for any extra work ?—Certainly not.
i 763. Is there any pay, in fact, given throughout the country for extra work ?
—Certainly not.
1764. That practice, then, is confined to London ?—Certainly; and only, the
Honourable Member must recollect, upon the Postmaster-general's own sanction ;
no extra allowance is sanctioned in Dublin, except the Postmaster-general sanc
tions it.
1765. Does the Postmaster-general allow any extra work to be paid for in Dub
lin and Edinburgh ?— He does, upon the emergency being properly represented and
explained to him.
1766. Are there any of the General Post-office servants at present, who only
attend one day in the week ?—None, except the presidents. I think the presi
dents take alternate days ; but perhaps the Honourable Member will ask the
superintendent of the Inland office about that. The inspectors of the Twopennypost, I think, attend 14 or 15 hours at one time, and then get the greater part
of the next day as a relief.
] 767. Why are they put on a different footing from the others as to attendance ?
—It has been the old system of the office of many years back, and there has been
no reason for changing it.
1768. Mr. Denison.] Is the whole strength of the Post-office mustered every
morning a little before six o'clock ?—Not every morning.
1769. But such number of men are mustered as are necessary to get the letters
out for delivery ?—Yes ; on Mondays and Saturdays the whole force is in opera
tion, but on other days it is not.
1770. If you were to decrease the strength of the Post-office you would not be
able to muster so many officers on occasions when you require them ?—We should
suffer on Mondays and Saturdays, because the mails would not be got out in
time, or delivered in time.
1771. Therefore you are forced to keep up the strength of the office, to meet
the wants of the public ?—Certainly.
1772. At what time do the accelerators leave the Post-office?—I should say
from eight to half-past eight. I recollect talking with my honourable friend, the
late Chancellor of the Exchequer, upon the subject. It had been the old practice
of the Inland office to wait till all the letters were sorted, and to delay the men
till the last moment, if there was only an insignificant mail out. I told the super
intending president I could not submit to such a system any longer ; and I fixed a
particular hour with the Postmaster-general, at which the letter-carriers should go
out, whether the mails had arrived or not ; as I knew practically, in almost all cases,
the great bulk of the letters would have arrived. I think it has worked exceedingly
well. The letter-carriers are not now to be delayed in the office beyond a certain
time.
1773. Then, as soon as the mails are delivered the principal work of the office
is finished ? —Yes; but the staff' of the superintending president's office is in atten
dance, of course, with a certain number of officers. The full attendance for sorting
the day mails is about 15; of that 15 there are a certain number kept in waiting
for the arrival of foreign mails.
0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel 1774. Are those officers paid extra?—No; it is a portion of their duty.
Maberly.
1775- Then the remaining portion are set at liberty, and need not attend before
~~~
five o'clock?—Till half-past four, or a quarter before five.
31 Juy 1843.
1776. You stated, in the previous part of your evidence, that certain depreda
tions are committed in the Post-office ?—Yes.
1777. Should you be able to prevent those depredations, or to raise the
general character of the officers employed, without raising the salaries materially,
and getting a different class of men ?—I own that I should not be favourable to
increasing the salaries of the officers in the Inland office, though of course it is a
very unpopular doctrine for me to hold ; but you do not require an officer of that
capacity or that intelligence, at least so we have always maintained, for the Inland
office as you do for other departments in the Post-office. I fear, therefore, that
the country would be put to a very great expense ; and as to depredations, so long
as they can be committed with such impunity, and there are such opportunities as
exist at present, I fear that even a high salary would not be that sufficient pro
tection which the Honourable Member imagines he would have if he did raise the
salaries of the officers in the Inland office.
1778. Would you not expect, that if you doubled the salaries you would get a
better class of men ; that you would get educated men ?—'You would ; but I am
not prepared to say that the honesty increases with the amount of education.
1779. Mr. Cripps.] When was that regulation suggested by you of the accele
rators going out at a particular hour, without waiting for the arrival of any stray
mail ?—It was about three or four years before the Penny-post.
1780. Mr. Wallace^ Is there any difficulty in finding persons to fill all the
offices in the Post-office at the present salaries ?—I should think not, or any office
in the kingdom.
1781. Is there any material difference between the duties of the London office
and the duties of the post-offices throughout the kingdom ?—No, I do not think
there is ; I should say that a good country clerk was as intelligent an officer for
the inland duty as you could possibly have ; but I do not think a country clerk
would do the duties in my office.
1 782. You have stated that a great number of applications are made for the
situation of mail-guards ; is the same thing to be understood generally, that many
applications are made, so far as you. know, for filling up all the offices as they
become vacant in the Post-office ?—The number of letters I have to write to
people, telling them that I have no patronage, and that they must apply to Lord
Lowtlier himself, are very numerous; what number Lord Lowther has I cannot
say, but I should suppose that they are still more numerous.
1783. Are you aware that some years ago the twopenny letter-carriers and
general letter-carriers applied for an augmentation of their allowances, and that
the then Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Baring, announced to the House of Com
mons, that the best proof their being well paid was that there were innumerable
applications to fill the situations?—I am not aware.
1784. Mr. Hatces.] Will you state the hours at which the clerks in your office
come and at which they leaver—They come at 10 and go away at four, the bulk of
them ; but then there is a clerk in waiting, whose duty it is to enter in the books all
the letters of the day, and he is assisted by three or four of the juniors ; this duty
will last till the time nearly that the mails go, about eight o'clock. In addition
to that, there is an officer always in waiting, day and night, to attend to any order
of the Government; for instance, a writ comes in, or a despatch is to be sent oft'
immediately, and that the clerk in waiting attends to.
1785. Mr. Trotter.] They take that in rotation?—Yes ; but I have never
allowed them to go in waiting till they have had an apprenticeship of a year; and
I know I can trust entirely to their discretion. I consider myself responsible if
any blunder is committed, and, consequently, take great care that the clerk in wait
ing shall be entirely acquainted with his duty.
1 786. Mr. Hawcs.] Then is it the fact that the bulk of the clerks in the Postoffice begin their duties at 10 o'clock, and leave the office at four ? —Certainly ; in
my own office the great part do not leave at four.
1787. Do they stay much later?— Half un hour, if I want them, sometimes an
hour or a couple of hours, entirely according to the business.
1788. Mr. TrotlerJ] Those you understand to be the regular office hours?—
Yes; I have been myself in two departments, the Ordnance and the Customs,
and I can state that they are the office hours there.
1789. Do
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1789. Do not they pay in the Ordnance for extra work?— Certainly, if there Lieutenant-Colonel
was any extra duty to be done.
Maberly.
1790. Mr. Cripps.] Making out returns, for instance 1 —Yes; they cannot be
occupied in two things at a time. I will not allow them to work at extra duty
3I J t3'
while they are at the office ; if they choose to attend at hours which are not office
hours, it is only fair that they should be paid upon their giving up what is their
private time for public duties.
1791. Mr. Wallace.^ Are you aware that in Edinburgh letters which have
been post-paid with stamps or stamped envelopes have been delivered by the
letter-carriers on their way from the district offices to the General Post-office,
without having reached the Post-office?—Sir Edward Lees made me a proposition
of the sort, which I recommended Lord Lowther instantly to refuse ; if Sir Edward
Lees has dared to carry into effect such a preposition, of course he must take the
consequences. The Honourable Member will see at once that it was not a very
wise proposition to make, inasmuch as the stamps upon the letters could not be
obliterated, consequently that stamp might be used over and over again. Next,
I do not see how an account was to be established against the letter-carriers who
delivered the letters ; you must trust to him for making out that account, and there
would be a good deal of practical difficulty in that. Next, when Sir Edward Lees
was called upon to have a record kept of the number of letters that would be thus
accelerated ; I think they turned out, in eight or nine letter-carriers' walks to be
about 20, so that the system was not worth the following ; and it was so arranged,
that while one receiving house was selected for the benefit, another would be
left out, so that to take a receiving house in Oxford-street, in London, that would
enjoy the privilege, and one in Connaught- terrace would be excluded from it ; it
would have opened the door to imputations of all sorts of favouritism and partiality
by the Post-office, which I could not see my way through. If the Honourable
Member wishes for the papers, they can to be produced.
1792. Mr. F. Baring.] What was the proposition?—The proposition was, that
the postman should collect the letters that were in the receiving offices which he
passed by, provided they bore stamps, and deliver them on his way from the
Post-office, and the other letters were to be brought to the General Post-office
to be sorted ; consequently the postman would pass one receiving office on his
line, and not another ; and he would take out of the receiving box all those letters
which bore stamps, and leave in all that did not bear stamps, which of course
•would not have the privilege of being delivered ; but there were very few letters
in that position.
1793. Mr. Wallace.] A gentlemen in Edinburgh informed me that he had
received letters which were posted at a different part of the town, with great con
venience to himself, and very speedily after they had been posted, by the lettercarrier dropping them at his house, without having reached the Post-office ; and
he, being a man of business, considered it a great improvement, if there was no
objection, which he could not discover ; has this gentleman misled me, or not ? —
AH I can say is, that a proposition of the nature of that mentioned by the
Honourable Member wasx proposed to the Postmaster-general, by Sir Edward
Lees, and rejected ; and that it would be a gross act of insubordination if it had
been carried into effect, after having been considered and refused by the Post
master-general. I do not believe that Sir Edward Lees is capable of doing such
a thing.
1794. Mr. Cripps.~\ Are the stamps never obliterated except at a post-office?
—They are obliterated at the post-office where they are posted ; not at the receiv
ing house where they are received.
1795. Mr. Denison.] If a man in this part of the town, belonging to the
Charing-cross division, were allowed to receive letters, and to leave them in any
part of Parliament-street for which they were directed, he might of course get
paid for so doing, and the Post-office be cheated ? —I think, in all probability,
that would be the result. I should hesitate, without going very carefully into the
subject, to entering into such a system.
1796. Mr. Bramston.] Is there now an earlier delivery of General-post letters
in the morning, than of those which are received in the usual way?—There is
what is technically called " the early delivery," which extends to certain districts
round the Post-office. I think Essex-street, on the one hand, is the boundary ;
and I know that it goes to Southwark, or some little distance from the City, on the
other. I object very much to it myself, but we have never been able to do away
. 0.93.
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Lieutenant-Colonel will) it, on the ground of expense. Letter-carriers become entitled to certain
Maberly.
walks by seniority ; as they become older in the office, they receive less salary,
on the ground that those walks are profitable, and a great portion of the profit of
31 July 1843. those walks is derived from the early delivery; consequently, if you abolished the
early delivery, and placed the letter-carriers upon the scale of salary, which would
be paid to them according to their length of service, for what they have to per
form, it would cost about 5,000 1. or 6,000 /. a year. That has been the objec
tion to doing away with the early delivery, which I myself object to very much,
and which I should be glad to see done away, as I think it reflects upon the Postoffice.
1797. Do all the persons who reside within the district receive their letters
earlier :—No, only those who pay a certain fee, for which certain fee they also get
credit. There is a credit on the part of the letter-carrier.
1798. Mr. Wallace.] Do not the letter-carriers give credit for the postage to
those who receive their letters under the earlier delivery ?—Certainly.
1799. Is there an early delivery in any other town in the kingdom, London
excepted?— I am not aware.
1800. Mr. EscottJ] We are told that there has been considerable obstruction
offered to the success of Mr. Hill's plan, through the dislike which the authorities
at the Post-office entertain towards it ; are you aware of any particular instances of
obstruction to it ?—All I can say is, that I heard with very considerable pain, I
must say, the observations which my honourable friend the late Chancellor of
the Exchequer made in the House of Commons ; and all I can say is, that upon
the part of rny noble friend the late Postmaster-general, and myself, I can repel
any accusation that we did not give the utmost assistance possible to Mr. Hill's
plan. I am sure every exertion, every pains, and every possible assistance which
we could give to Mr. Hill was given ; and I do not think that without that his
plan would have worked so successfully or so smoothly as it did. All I can say
is, that any obstruction, if it had been offered, must have rested a good deal with
myself. I must have been cognizant of it ; and I therefore repel it, both on my
own part and on the part of my noble friend.
1801. Is there any officer at the Post-office, except the Postmaster-general,
superior to yourself?—No.
1802. You are second in command there?—Yes.
1803. Have you found any difficulty on account of the want of subordination
of those below you ?—Certainly not. My constant language to the heads of the
department was, " This plan, we know, will fail. It is your duty to take care that no
obstruction is placed in the way of it by the heads ot the department and by the
Post-office. The allegation, I have not the least doubt, will be made at a subse
quent period, that this plan has failed in consequence of the unwillingness of the
Government to carry it into fair execution. It is our duty as servants of the
Government, to take care that no blame eventually shall fall upon the Govern
ment through any unwillingness of ours to carry it into proper effect."
1804. AV hen you said that you knew the plan would fail, did you mean that it
would fail in not realizing Mr. Hill's expectation as to the revenue to be derived
from it?—After the first week it \vas evident, from the number of letters being so
much below Mr. Hill's anticipations, that it must fail, inasmuch as it wholly rested
upon the number of letters ; for without that you could not possibly collect the
revenue anticipated.
1805. Then that opinion of yours that it would fail only led you to redouble
your exertions to give it a fair trial ?—Certainly ; if the Honourable Member will
allow me to state, my honourable friend the late Chancellor of the Exchequer is an
old friend of mine ; I had been appointed by him, and I was a member, so long
as I had anything to do with politics, of that party which was in at the time.
I had every inducement therefore, from private feeling as well as public motive, to
do the best to get the Government out of what I conceived the difficulties in
which they had entangled themselves by the adoption of this plan.
1806. Mr. DeniscnJ] Did you state your opinion as to the improbability of the
success of the plan before it was carried out?—I was examined before the Com
mittee of this House, and forced to state my opinion ; I could not possibly refuse
to give it.
1807. Do you consider that the plan has failed entirely? — I consider that it has
failed when you compare it with the anticipations which were formed by Mr. Hill,
as stated in his evidence before the Postage Committee.
1808. Mr.
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i 808. Mr. Trotter.] You mean as to revenue ?—Yes ; I consider it entirely a Lieutenant-Colonel
plan for revenue. If the Honourable Member will look to Mr. Hill's first
Maberly.
pamphlet, the whole of that statement is a question of revenue.
1809. Mr. Hawes.] Having mentioned Mr. Hill's anticipatious, will you tell the
'
Committee what you conceive them to have been ?— Mr. Hill stated in his
pamphlet, and has since stated in his evidence, that he expected the penny postage
to produce about two millions gross, and 1,300,000 I. net revenue, 300,000^. less
than it was before. The expressions used in the earlier part of his evidence
are, " I think the revenue will be sustained," evidently showing that he contem,
plated only a small reduction from the original revenue. He anticipated a five
fold increase in the number of letters ; and this was to take place, as I understand
the evidence, immediately after the passing of the Penny-post.
1810. Do I understand you correctly to have said that Mr. Hill stated, that
immediately upon the introduction of the Penny-post, the revenue would be sus
tained to the former amount, and that the five-fold increase would also be imme
diate ?—I understood distinctly that that was his statement.
1811. Will you have the goodness, either now or at your leisure, to point out
that portion of Mr. Hill's evidence which contains that statement?—In the first
volume of the Committee on Postage, question 154, this question is put by the
Chairman : " Do you expect that the revenue of the Post-oih'ce can be sustained,
and would be sustained, under the arrangement you have propounded in your book
called ' Post-office Reform * ?—1 have of course given a great deal of thought to
that question ; it is manifest that it is impossible to arrive at any certain conclu
sion as to the increase of letters, but the result of all the thought I have given to
the subject is this, that it is very possible the revenue may be fully sustained, and
even increased ; I have not, however, calculated upon its being sustained. I have
reckoned upon a reduction in the net revenue of about 300,000 /. per annum. I
would add, however, m'y opinion that the effect of the cheap and greatly increased
communication which I propose upon other branches of the revenue would be such
as more than to compensate for this loss ; every branch of commerce, every trade
throughout the country would to some extent be improved by cheapness of com
munication through the Post-office ; and it is obvious that that which tends to the
improvement of trade and commerce, tends also to the improvement of the general
revenue of the country."
1812. The whole of those calculations were, according to the terms which you
have quoted, founded upon the arrangement stated in Mr. Hill's book ?—Cer
tainly.
1813. That arrangement comprehended a certain plan, -involving a variety of
details consequent upon the introduction of the penny postage ?—I have never
been able to ascertain what Mr. Hill meant by his facilities ; the facilities he has
detailed have been facilities in the Twopenny-post, the consolidation of the two
establishments of letter-carriers and day mails. I do not think that I have ever
been able to get much beyond that. The consolidation of the General and Two
penny-post, and early deliveries in London, were stated in 1838. The Report of
the Postage Committee contains the facilities contemplated in Mr. Hill's plan.
Here are the five heads, as stated by the Committee. They had examined Mr.
Hill at great length as to his plan ; he had stated over and over again to them
what his plan was, and this is the result which the Committee came to : " Your
Committee has been instructed especially to examine Mr. Hill's plan, which, as
explained by him to the Committee, after he had made some modifications in it,
embraced the following points : —First, That all letters not exceeding half an
ounce in weight should be conveyed from any one place in the United Kingdom
to any other for the charge of i d. Second, That all letters exceeding half an
ounce in weight should be subject to an additional penny for every additional
half ounce. Third, That such postage should be paid in advance. Fourth,
That the postage should be collected in advance by the sale of stamped
papers or stamped covers, and that in order to facilitate obtaining stamps
in any distant place, every keeper of a post-office shall have them constantly on sale.
Fifth, He recommended the establishment of day mails on all the great lines of
communication, in order to give more frequent deliveries of General-post letters in
all the great towns. In the very first instance," they go on to say, " it might be
necessary to allow an option to the public to pay id. in advance, or 2 d. on
0.93.
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Licutenant-Colonal delivery ; but it was desirable to get rid of the option as soon as the circumstances
Madei-ly.
of tne case would permit." Those are the five points of general facility mentioned
by the Committee on Postage. Mr. Hill had been examined day after day on his
3. July 1843. pfan>
1814. Did Mr. Hill or not contemplate a system of rural distribution ?—I do
not know whether he stated it before the Committee ; I do not think that he spoke
in his Evidence of rural distribution; but this is the Report of the Committee.
1815. But in his book did he not contemplate it?—I do not think he did ; the
system of rural distribution was stopped by the Penny-post.
1816. You stated that he recommended the consolidation of the two corps of
letter-carriers ?—Yes.
1817. And that has not been carried into effect?—No.
1818. Has his recommendation, with regard to day mails, been carried into
effect ?—Upon all the lines but one or two.
1819. Has the system of more frequent delivery been carried into effect ?—Yes.
1820. Has the system of prepayment been carried into effect?—No, we have
had no order of the Treasury to carry it into effect.
1821. Mr. EscottJ] Can those suggestions of Mr. Hill, in your opinion, be car
ried into effect without increasing the Post-office expense more than the increase
of revenue to be derived from it ?—I do not think they can.
1822. Mr. Tennent.} Have you not stated, that in your opinion the hourly deli
very of letters in London with the present machinery is physically impracticable?
—Mr. Hill does not contemplate that precise hourly delivery which I did ; he
does not mean that the letters posted in one part of London should be delivered
in another part of London, the extreme end of London, within the hour.
1823. That you do contemplate as a physical impossibility?—Yes.
1824. Do you think the delivery every hour, of letters posted in the same dis
trict, is a physical possibility compatible with safety to the revenue?—I am not
prepared to give any answer to that ; it would require to be worked out in detail.
1825. Mr. Escott.] We have been told that there are officers in the Post-office,
under the control of the Postmaster-general ; that the Postmaster-general himself
has not personally obstructed Mr. Hill's plan ; has the Postmaster-general ever
complained of your obstructing it at all ?—I cannot understand it.
1826. You are not aware that he has?—I am not aware of it; all I know is>
that Lord Lowther, in one or two communications, has differed from me, and of
course my language to him has been, " It is my duty to point out to you all the
points and all the objections that occur to me to the measure, but still you are
Postmaster-general ; on you rests the responsibility, and you must follow your own
opinion." i may state one particular case in which that was done; that was the
optional payment of postage with Holland. The treaty with Holland stood over ;
it was objected to by us originally on the ground that we would not concede to
Holland the optional payment ; that appeared to be so material a point that she
would not negotiate with us unless it was yielded. I objected to it on account of
the complication which it introduces into the accounts of the Post-office. Lord
Lowther had, however, had a strong feeling upon the subject. I told him the
objections I had ; he, however, acted upon his own opinion, and recommended it
to the Treasury, and the treaty with Holland has been concluded.
1827. What you mean is, that you only suggested, and that Lord Lowther
overruled your objections?—Yes.
1828. 13ut there was no spirit of insubordination manifested on your part, or
refusal to carry into effect the orders of the Postmaster-general ?—Certainly not.
1829. Or on the part of any officer under you ?—I should hold that if I my
self or any officer under me were to refuse or to neglect properly to carry into
execution the Postmaster-general's orders, the Postmaster-general would be very
deficient in spirit and very wanting in what he owed to himself, if he did not
instantly dismiss us the service, and 1 have not the least doubt that he would do
it ; any one who knew the resolute and determined character of my noble friend,
the late Postmaster-general, Lord Lichfield, would know how utterly impossible
was anything of the sort, and I think Lord Lowther as a public man has not
shown any such want of resolution or such deficiency in carrying on the duties of
the offices with which he has been entrusted as to warrant such a conclusion. It
is preposterous.
1830. Mr.
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1830. Mr. Hawes.] With regard to your observation of the anticipations formed
by Mr. Hill as to the introduction of his plan, can you show by any reference
to his evidence or any of his publications that he expected that the results as to
the revenue or to the increase of letters would be immediate upon the introduction
of the penny postage ?—From the whole of the evidence it seems to me that the
inevitable inference is that the result would be immediate.
1831. Is there no express reservation in any part of his publication or his evi
dence ?—I think not.
1832. No period named ?- -I think not.
1833. Chairman.'] It is made contingent upon the increase of the number of
letters, is it not ?—Yes ; but then he anticipates that increase to take place im
mediately.
1834. Mr. Escott.] What would you understand from the expression that the
revenue would be " sustained" under the new system? — Certainly the observa
tions which I originally made before that Postage Committee, were under the
impression and idea that Mr. Hill's plan was to succeed immediately ; that he was
to get the revenue and the number of letters he calculated upon immediately.
1 835. We have been told that the Post-office is the only establishment which
complains of too much business, from which I suppose the inference to be drawn
is, that under proper management it would make its over business pay in propor
tion ; do you know any other business which is limited in its charge, as the Postoffice is, for the work it does ?—I fear I can scarcely answer that question. I
imagine that every business is limited as regards its charge, inasmuch as competi
tion puts a limit to it ; the Post-office is a monopoly, therefore it is necessary to
put a limit to it.
1836. Mr. Hawes.] Can you point out any direct statement of Mr. Hill's,
showing that he expected an immediate increase of revenue, and an immediate
increase of letters ?—This answer of Mr. Hill's would create an evident inference
that the plan was to succeed immediately. Question 11132, page 376: "The
chief features of the plan of Post-office improvement or reform you have proposed
are these, an uniform rate of postage, payment in advance, and the use of stamped
papers or covers in aid of the payment in advance. Do you adhere to all the
different proposals you have laid before the public and before this Committee as
regards those three main features of your plan ?—Entirely so." " You have seen
no reason to distrust the accuracy of the calculations you have made and laid before
this Committee at your previous examination?—It appears to me that the evidence
which has been given, and the Returns which have been obtained from the Postoffice, in almost all cases confirm the statements which I made long ago, and that,
where they in any degree differ from those statements, the amount of difference is,
considering all circumstances, remarkably small." He has stated, before, the
expenditure, and he has stated the revenue in the early part of this examination,
and he states the net revenue which he thinks he will get. 11152, again, is a very
strong question as to this : " What part of the increase do you consider equivalent
to the charge for including that which you call the secondary distribution ?—As
the statement no longer distinguishes between primary and secondary distribution,
I have not thought it necessary to determine that question ; but by an examination
of the account I have referred to, it will be seen that I have added about 100,000?.
for unforeseen expenses ; deducting that, the excess would be about 120,ooo/. ;
but part of that excess is accounted for in this way, that my first estimate was
founded upon the expense of the year 1835, the present estimate is founded upon
the expense of 1837, and there was a considerable increase of expense between
1835 and 1837."
1837. Mr. Escott.] Do you think, from what you know of the Post-office, that
the plan would ever have been adopted but for the expectation that it would have
raised a much larger revenue than it has raised ?—Certainly not ; my impression
is, that people believed they were to get nearly the same revenue, while they got
an enormously reduced taxation, and that that led to the adoption of the plan ;
that was the reasoning all through the pamphlet, as the Honourable Member
recollects. The pamphlet began by stating the mismanagement of the Post-office,
and showing the way in which the revenue ought to have increased if we had taken
the proper rate, and that it had not increased in the way in which the stage
coach duties had done (the services being of a similar description) in consequence
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UeutenaiH-Coionel of the rates having been enormously kept up, and the Post-office not having kept
Mabeny.
pace with the improvements of the country.
. , „
1838. Mr. F. Baring.] What do you mean by stating that the plan would not
*
have been adopted, but for the expectation that it would have raised a large
revenue ; do you mean that the Government were under that expectation ?—I do
not mean the Government, but I think this was the impression in the country
generally.
1 839. Are you not aware that the late Chancellor of the Exchequer expressed
his opinion, not only that there would be a considerable loss, but that he stated
the amount of that loss at a million, according to his own. opinion ?—He did so;
but what able and intelligent men think, is one thing, and what the public think is
a very different matter.
1840. What you mean is, that there was that public impression ?—Yes.
1841. Mr. Hawes.~\ Do you think there was a public impression that the penny
postage would pay as a source of revenue ? —Certainly; looking at all the evidence
as to the number of letters—the evidence of Mr. Cobden and others. I should
wish to refer to this table, as showing the anticipation of the public : a " List of
Witnesses who have appeared before the Postage Committee," page i, Appen
dix. It appears from that that they calculated upon a 20 and 3O-fold increase.

Mercurii, 2° die Augusti, \ 843.
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Sir George Clerk.
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SIR GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Robert Smith, Esq. called in ; and Examined.
Robert Smith, Esq.
2 August 1843.

1 842. Chairman.] WHAT office do you hold in the Post-office ?—Superintendent president of the Twopenny-post.
1843. How long have you been in that situation ?—I have been 38 3rears in the
office; about 10 years at the head of the department.
1844. You were examined before the Post-office Commissioners in the year
1837?—I was1845. Did the consolidation of the Twopenny-post department with the Inland
office form part of your examination upon that occasion ?—In part it did.
1 846. Did you see any great objections to such consolidation taking place at
that time ?—Yes.
1847. Have the alterations which have been subsequently introduced into the
Post-office, in consequence of the Twopenny-post system and the system of pre
payment by means of stamps, removed any of your objections ?—No ; I should
say the increase of correspondence and of letters has added to those objections
which were then made, and made my objections stronger.
1848. What are the number of deliveries of the Twopenny-post?—Seven
deliveries daily within the limit of the General-post letter-carriers ; in the boundary
districts, such as Camden Town and those places, there are six deliveries.
1849. How long have there been seven deliveries within London itself?—I think
it was in 1 837.
1850. How many were there before that ?—Six.
1851. The
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1851. The deliveries now take place every two hours ?—Yes, commencing at Robert Smith, Esq.
eight in the morning and finishing at eight at night.
———1852. The hours of delivery being 8, 10, 12, 2, 4, 6, and 8 ?— Yes.
2 August 18431 853. Do you think it would be practicable to increase the number of deliveries
within the metropolis, with your present strength of letter-carriers and sorters — Decidedly not, most decidedly not.
1 854. What additional strength do you think would be required to your estab
lishment if the deliveries were to take place hourly, instead of once in two hours ?
—I calculate that we should require upwards of 180 additional letter-carriers.
1 855. Was it necessary to increase the strength of the establishment when the
seventh delivery was added, in 1838?—Considerably.
1 856. What was the cost of that additional delivery ?—I do not exactly recollect,
but I think it was about ,"5,000 /. a year.
1857. What was the number of additional hands employed upon that occasion?
—I think, between 60 and 70 letter-carriers; I cannot speak to the exact
number.
1858. The addition of 180 letter-carriers is on the supposition that in other
respects the department remains the same as it is at present ?—Yes.
1859. What is the number of persons employed in the Twopenny Post-office at
St. Martin's-le-Grand, and the different branch offices?—The number of lettercarriers for the district extending a little beyond the General-post delivery, is as
follows : The number attached to the principal office, the chief office, is 134
letter-carriers ; at the Charing-cross Branch, 54 ; the North-row Branch, 50 ;
Portland-street, 22; Stepney, 37; Southward, 24; making 331. Those are
regular letter-carriers attached to the walks.
[The Paper delivered in :]
NUMBER of OFFICES, WALKS, and the Number of LETTER-CARRIERS at each Office,
and the N umber that go out each Delivery throughout the Day, in the London District
Twopenny Post-office.

Number
of
Walks.

Total
Number of
Lettercarriers.

Chief Office
Charing-cross Office North-row Office

30
13

134

Portland-street Office
Stepney Office -

8
8

32

Southwark-bridge Of
fice.

4

24

Total - - -

73

*33i

OFFICES.

10

54
50

37

Number of Letter-carriers that go out
each Delivery.

67 each delivery.
27 each delivery.
23 each delivery ; 4 early General-post
deliverers.
16 each delivery.
18 each delivery; i early General-post
deliverer.
1 2 each delivery.

* 316 of the above are employed within the General-post letter-carriers' delivery;

1 860. Within what distancejis that 1—A little beyond the London General-post
letter-carrier delivery ; we call it the London delivery ; it is co-extensive with that
district, but with a little extension at Limehouse and Bethnal-green, and other
places where the correspondence is not so great.
1861. What is the average attendance of the persons in the Sorting-office?—
The average attendance is taken at eight hours and a half a day, and none less
than seven hours and a quarter.
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq.
1862. Can you state what is the average distance the letter-carriers have to
—
walk in the course of the day, in delivering letters ?—Taking it at a fair estimate,1
a August 1843. I should say from 15 to 17 miles a day ; some of them walk a considerable deal
more than that. I have a Return, and in some instances it is more than I had
stated.
1863. Mr. Hawes.] Do all those letter-carriers walk from 15 to 17 miles
a day?—I think in no case will a man walk less than 12 miles ; and I do not think
there are a dozen who walk so short a distance as 12 miles. I have a statement of
the men attached to the City walk, which I have procured from the inspector
(producing the same). By this it would appear that the letter-carriers attached to
the City district walk from 1 6 to 24 miles a day ; but it is from the Returns made
by the letter-carriers themselves.
[The Paper delivered in, and read as follows:]
The AVERAGE NUMBER of MILES the Letter-Carriers of the undermentioned Walks say
they walk per Day.
Lincoln's Inn

-

16 miles per day. Chiswell-street

Holborn

-

16

Gray's Inn -

-

17

B runs wick-square

-

18

Burton -crescent

- 23

New North-road

Temple

-

20

Aldersgate-street -

-

21

Wilmington-square

-

23

Cheapside

- . *5

-

—

—

Finsbury-square

-

-

22

Shored itch

-

20

—

City-road

-

20

—

-

22

—

Kingsland-road

- 24

—

Hackney-road
Spitalfields -

- 24
- 26

—
—

Goodman's-fields -

-

22

—

-

24

—

-

20

-

24

Doctors Commons

-

15

—

Minories

Lombard-street

-

16

—

Blackfriars-road

Thames-street

-

20

—

Waterloo-road

To R. Smith, Esq.

- 22 miles per day.

-

-

28 July 1843.

—

Wm. Saltwell.

1 864. Chairman.] How many deliveries in the day are executed by the same
letter-carrier?—The regular duty is four one day and three the other; but most
of them make four every day, in consequence of the extra duty.
1865. Will you state to the Committee how the letters are conveyed from the
various receiving houses to the head office ?—By letter-carriers, and also by mailcarts and horse-rides ; each letter-carrier takes his collection to the district to
which he belongs ; the Charing-cross to Charing-cross, and so on. From the
branch office they are either conveyed by mail-carts or horse-rides.
1866. At present all the letters are brought from the receiving houses and
branch offices to the head office, to be sorted and despatched again for de
livery? —Yes, the whole of the sorting duty is done at the principal office.
1867. Do you conceive there would be any saving of labour or expense, if,
instead of bringing in the letters to the head office, they were sorted at the various
branch offices, and delivered within their respective districts from thence ?—;No ; my
opinion is decidedly the contrary, that the expense would be considerably increased
by having district offices. We had formerly two offices, one at Gerrard-street,
called the West, and the other at Lombard-street. After I became the head of the
department, I found a good deal of difficulty in passing letters from one office to
anoteer, and thought it possible that a consolidation might take place with advan
tage to the public as well as to the office. On considering the matter, it appeared
to me it m ight be accomplished with advantage, that we might accelerate our de
liveries
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liveries and simplify the duties. I submitted my plan ; it was approved of by the Robert Smith, Esq.
Postmaster-general, and was directed to be carried out. At first there was a little *
pressure upon the office, but we found that by the consolidation we saved nine 2 August 1843.
persons. The establishment of the Twopenny-post previous to the consolidation
was 52 persons in the sorting offices, and after the consolidation it was 43 ; that
was by bringing the force all together; having the letters all in one spot, as fast as
they came in there were a number of persons engaged upon them, and it was done
in much less time in consequence of the force being brought together. That appears
to me a strong proof that concentration leads to a simplification of the duties, and
consequent despatch ; and that is of more consequence now, as the pressure is much
greater by the arrival of the day mails, and of course by the arrival of the West
India packets, which are brought up by the day mails ; and by the anticipated alte
ration of the Falmouth communication bringing the letters to Southampton, we shall
be liable to have those letters also brought in in the middle of the day. I there
fore consider it absolutely necessary that we should have a strong force at head
quarters to meet those duties.
1868. The two offices, one in Gerrard-street and the other in Lombard-street,
were consolidated in 1 834, were they not?—I think it was in that year.
1869. Prior to that period all the letters which were posted at the receiving
houses in Westminster and the west of London would have been conveyed to
Gerrard-street, and there sorted ?—Yes ; everything west of Temple-bar was
transmitted to the Gerrard-street Office, and everything east of Temple-bar to the
Lombard-street Office.
1870. In that respect, as far as the Twopenny Post-office was concerned, West
minster and the City might be considered as two separate towns r—Decidedly.
1871. With respect to the time required for receiving an answer to a letter sent
by the Twopenny-post, has that been diminished at all by the consolidation of the
offices, or has it increased ?—It has been diminished in this way : the walks, by
various alterations which have taken place, have been materially reduced, which
has accelerated the delivery, and the bags are carried into the districts ; previous
to the consolidation, of course we had no branch offices ; now we have one for the
letter-carriers at Charing-cross, another in North-row, another in Portland-street ;
previous to this, the letter-carriers who had to deliver in Portman-square, Glouces
ter-place, and New-road, had to walk to the Gerrard-street Office ; now they can
go from the Portland-street Office to the North-row Office ; and thus the men are
brought nearer to their walks, which must accelerate the deliveries.
i 872. Do you conceive that the deliveries would be still further expedited if
the letters were assorted at each of those branch offices, instead of being all brought
to the head office ?—I do not think they would, for others must be sent from the
chief office ; the one must wait till the others get from the chief office ; at what
ever office the despatch takes place, the letters must arrive before they can be
despatched.
1873. Are you able to state the average number of letters delivered by the
Twopenny-post in the day ?—I should say the average was 80,000 Twopenny-post
letters, and 20,000 General-post letters delivered by the Twopenny-post carriers ;
some days it exceeds that.
i 874. Do you deliver any newspapers ?—Yes.
1875. What number of newspapers do you deliver?—The number passing
through our office is upwards of 13,000 a day.
1876. Mr. //arm.] Are those average or actual results ?—As far as they can be
estimated, the Returns of newspapers have been made from the number ; the
Returns of letters have been made from the number. On some days we deliver
95,000 and 96,000 ; but taking the average of the last month, it will come to
80,000.
1877. You ascertained this by taking the account on certain days ?—*Yes ; we
count the letters daily. I have a Return for three days of the General and Two
penny-post newspapers. The Return is 40,560 ; 16,396 General-post newspapers
outwards, 11,227 inwards, and 12,939 Twopenny-post newspapers delivered free
for places beyond the three-miles circle ; those posted and delivered within the
three-miles circle, we charge a penny a piece lor ; but the number of those is
not large.—(The Return was delivered in, and is as follows :)

0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq.

a August 1843.

NUMBER of NEWSPAPERS passing through the Twopenny Post-office for three Days,
beginning 27th July 1843.

General Post,
Outwards.

General Post,
Inwards.

Twopenny Post
beyond the
3-Mile Circle.

Total.

July 27th

4,788

3,103

2,696

10,587

- 28th

4,382

4,402

2,506

11,290

- sgth

7,224

3,722

7,737

18,683

16,394

11,227

12,939

40,560

Date.

Total - - -

1878. Chairman.] Can you state what number of letters posted within the
district are delivered within the district ?—I can. I have a Return for three
days of the number posted, and of those for the district. In the Charing-cross
district the total number of letters was 23,533 ; for delivery within the district
out of that number, 3,255. North-row, 19,316; for delivery within the district,
2,312. Portland-street, 15,422; for delivery within the district, 1,281. Step
ney, 6,260; for delivery within the district, 731. Southwark, 7,404; for deli
very within the district, 498. That is from an account taken with as much care
as it could be taken.
[The same was read, as follows :]
RETURN for Three Days of the Total Number of Twopenny-post Letters posted at the
Receiving Houses within the Districts of Charing-cross, North-row, Portland-street,
Stepney, and Southwark ; showing what portion of these Letters were intended for Deli
very at Places within each respective District.

Total Number
of Twopenny-post
Letters posted at the
Receiving Houses
in each District.

DISTRICTS.

fCharing-cross
< North-row January
1 Portland-street

-

1843: JStepney
July ^Southwark -

Total - - -

Number of Letters
posted for
Delivery at Places
within each
District.

23,533
I9»3i6
15^22

3,255
2,312
1,281

6,260
7,4°4

731
498

71,935

8,077

•

1 879. Upon what data is that account taken ?—The officers examined the col
lections as brought in from the receiving offices, and ascertained the total num
ber
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her of letters from each branch district, and selected from them that portion Robert Smith, Esq.
intended for the district to which the office belonged.
1 880. 'Mr. Hawes.] That Return professes to be for three days ; can you give 2 -^"S"8' l843the dates of those days ?—No, they were three days in the week, not any selected
days. Saturday was not selected, nor Monday ; I thought it might be advis
able, and ordered a return to be kept in the office without reference to the
time.
1881. Can you obtain the dates ?—I think I can get the dates.
1 882. Viscount EbringtonJ] In this Return the number of newspapers on July
the 29th, is 18,683, and on the 28th, 11,290?—The heavy day is on Saturday.
1 883. Are you aware of any reason why the number on the 2gth should have
been so much larger ?—Yes, because the number of papers which come out on a
Saturday is greater than on other days, and there is also a larger number on Mon
day.
1884. Saturday is always a heavier day ?—Yes, always.
1885. Chairman^] At present as all the letters are carried to the head office, a
letter delivered within the district in which it is posted, is not received sooner than
if it had been sent from the most distant part of the metropolis ?—No, the delivery
is simultaneous.
1886. Would not the delivery within the district itself be quicker if the letters
were sorted at the district, office, without the necessity of going to the head office ?
—If those letters were all despatched immediately without waiting for the outward
letters, they might be sent out atone o'clock, if collected at 12, or a few minutes
before, but if they had to wait for the letters posted in the city to be brought to
CharingTcross, there would be no saving,
1887. Mr, Hawes.~] Could not it be done if you had hourly deliveries ?—There
is no doubt it might be done.
1888. Chahinfin^] In what manner could it be done ?—All I ask is force ; that
is the only point at issue,
1889. Do you consider that it would be practicable without a considerable
addition to your present force, to have hourly deliveries, and as a consequence of
that, deliveries at an earlier period than in the present mode ? —They would then.
send out a few letters and detain the largest proportion ; there must be a double
delivery ; the men would have to go over their ground again.
1890. You state that you deliver a number of General-post letters; whatGeneraL
post letters are delivered by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers?—Very few in
London, in the morning, unless there is a mair out of course ; those arriving by
the day mails we deliver, except in the dense part of the city, that is, east of the
Post-office ; the General-post letter-carriers, some of them, return in the middle
of the day to take the city letters.
1 891. At which of your deliveries are the letters arriving by the day mails deli
vered ?—At four o'clock, and again at six. The mails by the Birmingham Rail
road arrive in time for the four o'clock, and also those by the Great Western and
the South Western, Those by the Dover, and the Chelmsford, go out by the six
o'clock delivery ; they arrive at a later hour of the day.
1892. Are all the letters arriving by the day mail for all parts of London, deli
vered by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers ?—Yes.
1 893. Do you find any inconvenience from delivering those letters by means of
the Twopenny-post letter-carriers ?—No ; no inconvenience beyond the proportion
of letters.
1 894. Do you think it would be practicable to deliver a portion of the letters .
which arrive by the morning mails by means of the Twopenny-post letter-carriers ?
—A few could be delivered if they could be sent to our office by seven o'clock in
the morning ; or else, if our letter-carriers had to wait till the General-post letters
were ready, our deliveries could not be made at their proper hours in the morning.
1895. Are you able to state at what time the General-post letters are despatched
by the omnibuses from the chief office r—I should say at from half-past eight to a
quarter to ten on heavy days : Monday morning it will be as late as a quarter to
ten.
1 896. Would not the Twopenny-post letters arriving at the branch-office, if
assorted there, be ready for delivery with the General-post letters for the district ?
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq. — I conceive no time would be saved by that ; the accelerators carry them on their
stations so much earlier than they would get there in any other way. If that
a August 1843. were done, they would not get out till half-past 10, and their deliveries would be
much later. The letters for the west end of the town are very numerous ; I have
a Return for three days from the Charing-cross Branch.
[The same was read, as follows ;]
Wednesday, 19 July 1843.

WALKS.

MEN.

St. James's
...
Assistants ...
Golden-square -

8A.M.

10.

12.

2.

4-

93

l8l

526

104

240
1
85

6.

8 P.M.

225
i
104

459

',904

2
198

79«

108

229

1001

TOTAL.

4

42

180
i
77

Piccadilly

4

75

84

90

163

180
252

Hanover-square

6

79

146

155

H9

353

187

384

i>453

Soho

4

67

117

122

103

230

111

208

958

Covent-garden

4

61

94

110

88

283

78

197

9ii

Strand ....
Assistants Whitehall

4

101

155

165

503

192

67 "

129

166

3H

168

400
2
326

1,701

4

185
i
157

1,337

Vincent-square

4

69

83

83

88

156

96

177

752

4

49

72

98

60

150

88

149

666

Lambeth -

4

38

100

Co

44

87

40

9«

459

Charing Cross ...

4

58

95

126

89

388

138

232

1,026

Lower Lambeth

4

30

72

77

58

'31

63

lO?

538

Pimlico

-.

4

-

2

2

13.496
Thursday, 20 July 1843.

St. James's
...
Assistants Golden-square ...
Assistants ...
Piccadilly
...
Assistants Hanover square
Assistants ...
Soho
Assistants Covent-garden
Assistants Strand Assistants .
.
•
Whitehall
Assistants ~
Vincent-square
Assistmits ~
~
~
Pimlico Assistants ...
Lambeth
...
Assistant
...
Charing Cross Assistants ...
Lower Lambeth
Assistants w
.
.

204
i
«4

104

4
.

.
52

4
-

-

.
. 78

4

502

.

150

86
.

134

123

328

178
i
86

2
193
1
209
1
322

80

109

101

68

155
.

.

.
6

168
i
93

•

105
160

2
176
1
l84
1
28l

1,639
764
872
1,238

1

62

4

7i

4
-

90

104

91

.

.
io(>

4

120

102

20 1

117

193

885

92

213
1
481

79

l89

839

181

:
380

1,625

.

160

170

H7

2

4

59

161

138

107

139

335

314

1,253

2

4

73

75

94

82

65"

163
1

4
.

33

9°

_

80

65

4

49

117

64

52

4

96

97

.

1O2

98

43

77

75

74

58
138

277
i
152

»

4

70

142
i
97

_

60
*

•

131
138
i
70
229
i
134

683
618
507
1.037
615

1

12,575

2.r>7^ ,:
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Friday, 21 July 1843.

WALKS.

St. James's

MEN.

...

8 A.M.

10.

12.

2.

4-

C.

8 P.M.

TOTAL.

4

98

156

146

»52

45*

166

355

1,525

Golden -square -

4

54

84

80

76

205

«9

168

756

Piccadilly

4

55

8a

85

74

165

85

172

7l8

Hanover-square

6

99

J34

133

120

359

142

340

1,327

Soho

4

52

85

94

°5

214

91

167

768

4

89

104

89

94

221

110

173

880

4

79

172

165

180

4«9

170

333

1,588

Whitehall
Assistants Vincent-square

4

74

118

142

317

162

302

1,286

4

65

171
i
?i

69"

63

3
136

81

2
124

609

Pimlico -

...

4

40

96

So

81

H5

55

135

632

Lambeth

...

4

33.

U3

48

50

78

40

98

460

Charing Cross ...

4

75

75

94

84

279

102

22O

929

Lower Lambeth

4

49

64

68

66

log

47

138

54'

...

....

Covent-ganien Strand

-

.i

....

I2,oiy
Sixteen assistants are employed every night at this office; one established extra duty upon each walk, and a super
numerary on the Strand, Whitehall, and St. James's. Each of these three walks have also two assistants at the four
o'clock delivery. The other walks have one, except Lambeth, who do not always require it. The usual number of
assistants employed at four o'clock is 14.
The letters during the last three days have not been so numerous as usual, consequently not much casual assistance
has been given.
Charing Cross, 22 July 1843.

(signed)

1897. Would it be practicable to divide the district into two parts, for the
General and the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, so that the one might be deliver
ing indiscriminately, the Twopenny-post and General-post letters in the one part,
and the other in the other part, at the same time ?—That would answer no pur
pose ; it would delay the General-post letters, and they could not get the letters in
sufficient time at Charing-cross to deliver the Twopenny with the General-post
letters ; they would be retarded if the number of General-post letters were increased,
and we should require more force to deliver them.
1898. Would such an arrangement be practicable if your delivery was at nine
o'clock, instead of eight and ten ?—Then we come to deliveries every hour.
1 899. Supposing that course were pursued with the morning delivery, which is
the most important in the day, might not the services of the two corps of lettercarriers in that way be combined ?—We could not get our own letters ready for
delivery at nine o'clock ; then our letter-carriers would have to go with the Generalpost letters instead of ours.
1900. Is there any intermediate time between eight and ten, when you think it
might suit for both sets of letters to be delivered by the same carriers ?—No, I
cannot see my way at all in it.
1901. Do you consider that, supposing it practicable, it would tend to diminish
the work, and in that manner to reduce the number of letter-carriers employed by
the two departments, your department and the Inland-office ? — I have stated, as to
my own department, that it would not; and I think that the superintending pre
sident of the Inland-office will be obliged to give the same answer as to his, that
it could not be done.
1902. Have you considered the practicability of giving increased facilities for
the delivery of letters in the suburbs by the use of omnibuses or short stages ?—
0.9.3.
LL
1 have;

J. Smither.
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Robert Smith, Esq. I have ; and I would beg to state that with a view to adopt every means to carry
that out, I saw Mr. Hill several times upon the subject and consulted him, and
2 August 1843. he had the conditions of the last contract laid before him, and revised those con
ditions, and we had also notices sent round to different stable-keepers, coach
proprietors, and to every one whom it was thought worth while to try ; and Mr.
Hill is quite aware that every means was resorted to that could be, to get tenders,
but the result was, we could get only two ; one was from the London Parcels
Delivery Company to convey the bags to Hounslow, and the other a tender from
a man at Hampstead to take the bags from Hampstead to London ; but those
parties had not had the contracts three months before they got tired of them,. and
begged to be released. The man at Hampstead was most anxious to be relieved
from it, and was relieved before his time expired, and during the time he had it
the loss of time was enormous. These are the conditions Mr. Hill corrected,
(producing theni) ; he made such additions as he thought necessary. I was most
anxious the thing- should be tried ; during the time of the contractor having the
contract, about three months, he lost time. Upon 81 journeys, the total amount
of time lost was 836 minutes. He took the bags twice a day to and from Hamp
stead, and on 81 journeys he lost 836 minutes. He begged to be released, and the
Parcels Delivery Company was released also.
1903. Mr. Cripps.] Was he fined?— No ; I wrote to him repeatedly, and being
a new affair was anxious to give him every indulgence I possibly could.
1904. ChairmanJ\ Was the plan of employing omnibuses and short stages for
the conveyance of letters suggested by Mr. Hill?—Yes; it was suggested before
the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry. One of the charges brought against the
establishment was that of extravagance ; that we did not use the best and
cheapest means of getting tenders in putting up those contracts. 1 said, " By all
means let us do all we can ; if we can save money and get the work well done, let
it be done."
1905. In fact, you feel that you cannot do the work on cheaper terms than you
have before had it clone ?— This is the result.
H,O(J. It is clone by mail-carts now?— Yes, it is done by mail-carts and horse
rides.
1907. Mr. Halves.'] Where do you find that charge of extravagance?— It was
alluded to in Mr. Hill's pamphlet, I think, the best means not being resorted to ;
perhaps I may use a stronger term, that the best means had not been resorted to
to have the duties of the Post-office conducted in an economical and efficient
manner.
1908. Chairman^] You say you communicated with Mr. Hill with regard to
framing the form of tender ?—Yes.
1909. At what time was that done ; was it during the time he was employed in
the Treasury?—Yes; 1 was at Downing-street, and saw Mr. Hill several times
upon it.
1910. Mr. Baring.'] Was it before the change of administration?—Yes, in the
time of the late Postmaster-general ; it was in 1841.
1911. Chairman,] Had you any communication with Mr. Hill in consequence
of the failure of that experiment. ?—Yes, I wrote to him about it ; I think 1 wrote
a private letter to inform him of it.
1912. As far you were concerned, was every facility given for trying this ex
periment fully and fairly ?—I think I may say there was ; I was most anxious it
should be fairly tried, and I am quite satisfied the secretary and the Postmastergeneral were.
1913. Mr. Escott.~\ Have either the secretary or the Postmaster-general inter
fered with or obstructed the plan ?—No.
1914. Chairman^ Would it be practicable to deliver the bags within a short
distance of London by the mails which leave the Post-office at 8 o'clock ? —We do
that as far as we can ; we send out bags as far as we can, and where there are no
mails, we send out by the railroad. The Dover mail takes the bags for Woolwich,
Blackhealh, and those places.
1915. How long has that been done?—Since the Ninth Report of the Commis
sioners ; in consequence of their recommendation, it was then adopted.
iqirj. Have you had frequent personal communications with Mr. Hill as to
the conduct of the details of your department ?—Yes, a great many ; at one time
I. saw him once or twice a week. Whenever he applied fur information, I was
desirous
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desirous to give it him; I was anxious to afford him every information in my Ratert Smith, Esq.
pow er.
—*:
1917. Did Mr. Hill make any suggestions which were adopted by you during that - Aueust l843timer — No particular suggestions. Matters were talked of. I have no recollec
tion of any particular suggestion that he made to me ; in fact, a suggestion to me
would not have much weight ; it must he to the Postmaster-general. We had
suggestions about the postage stamps, and various things that we had before us,
but nothing of any great moment, rendering it necessary to state it.
1918. Uo you consider that the correspondence within the Twopenny-post
district has materially increased in consequence of the additional delivery which
was established in 1858?— It certainly did increase ; there is no doubt of that.
• 1919. To what extent ?— It was shown by the revenue at the period better than
in any other mode. I have a Return of the revenue at that period, in 1837 and
1838. In 1838 we carried out another delivery to most parts of the country
districts, a mid-day despatch to and from. On the 5th of January 1 836 the gross
revenue was 1 1 2,924 1. 175. 8d.; on the 5th of January i 837, 120,801 /. 35. lod.;
on the 5th of January 1838, 125,917 /. 9 s. lorf. ; on the 5th of January 1839,
130,831 /. 45. 3 d. In the year in which the Penny-post came into operation,
1 840, it was 1 37,041 /. 1 8 *. i o d. I have had no return since.
1920. Mr. Baring.] You consider that the seventh delivery more than paid its
expenses ?—I consider that it certainly did increase the correspondence, and
more particularly in the country districts ; but at that time we had zd. for every
London letter, and for every letter in the country 3 d. In the country districts there
was great deficiency of accommodation, for a letter could not be posted at Wool
wich or Brentford after nine in the morning, to be delivered in London, till eight
or nine in the evening ; therefore the mid-day despatch to and from those places did
afford considerable accommodation, and in consequence of that I have no doubt
the correspondence did materially increase.
1921. It paid its expenses?—It more than paid its expenses.
iq-22. Chairman.] Has any further accommodation been given for the delivery
of letters in the suburbs of London since the appointment of the present Post
master-general ?—Yes, the delivery hus been extended to places within the radius
of six miles from the General Post-office. There were four deliveries in those
places before.
1923. What was the radius before ?—Three miles.
19^4. What was the number of deliveries within the three miles' circle previous
to 1838?—There were six deliveries in what we call London, within the three
miles' circle.
1 925. What was the number of deliveries within that portion of the three miles'
circle lying beyond the General-post delivery ?—Four deliveries.
1926. How many are there now in the outer circle? —There are six in the
outer circle and seven in London.
•-• 1927. Have all places within six miles from the General Post-office the benefit
of six deliveries a day?—Within three miles there are six and seven, and between
three and six miles there are five.
,. , 1928. What is the effect of Lord Lowther's change ?—The effect of the change
is to give a delivery to places within six miles of London.
, 1929. How many deliveries a day are there within the six-mile circle round the
Post-office ?—Five. There are seven deliveries in London ; there are six delive
ries to places within the boundaries of London, within the three-mile circle, such
as Camden-town, Holloway, Hackney, and so on ; and from the three-mile circle
to the six-mile circle, there are five ; for instance, in Clapham, Kensington, and
so on.
1930. Mr. Baring.] How many were there before Lord Lowther's alteration?
*—Four deliveries at those places ; he has made it from four to five.
1931. What circle does that affect?— Between the three miles and 'the six
miles ; I have a map here on which it is marked.
1932. Mr. flawes.] Is this universal ?— Yes. 1 do not mean to say there may
not be a single house, but it includes all the populous parts.
1933. Will you look at Mortlake on the map?—Mortlake is beyond the six
miles.
1934. How many deliveries are there at Mortlake ?—Four.
1935. Mr. Baring.] What is the expense of the additional accommodation
given by Lord Lowthcr by this arrangement?—£. 3,487. 185. id., but I think it
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq. quite right to remark that this expense was not solely for the delivery at six o'clock,
•
but it was to enable us to make an earlier delivery of general-post letters within
2 August 1843. this particular district; it was found that the letter-carriers were so oppressed,— I
think my Report upon this subject is printed in the Papers before this Committee,
—it was found that the letter-carriers were so much oppressed, that if this delivery
had not been carried out, it would have been necessary to have applied for an
additional force to enable the department to meet the General-post delivery.
1936. In point of fact, part of that expense is not fairly attachable to that
additional delivery ?—No ; if it had been confined to this delivery, we could have
done it for a less sum.
1937. For how much less ?—For about 2,000 /.
1938. When did this take place ?—It took place about September or October
last year.
1939. Have you any means of ascertaining the additional correspondence in
consequence ?—I have no satisfactory means of ascertaining that ; but I have been
informed by the surveyor, and by the letter-carriers who deliver at this particular
despatch, that the letters have decidedly increased. I have a Return for two
months, that is, for May and June, in the last year, and for May and June in this,
showing the number of letters collected for the six o clock despatch, which is the
despatch in question, in the last year, before this was carried out, and for the six
o'clock despatch since it has been carried out. If I looked upon this as confined
to this particular despatch, it would show a large increase of letters ; but if I looked
at all the despatches the whole of the day, 1 should find there was a proportionate
increase in every despatch of the day ; the increase is not confined to that par
ticular delivery. If it was confined to that particular delivery, it would be a clear
proof that the accommodation had caused that increase ; but as the increase also
affects the other deliveries in the day, that is not so obvious.
[The Paper delivered ia:]
RKTURN of the Number of TWOPERNT-POST LETTERS sent out for Delivery at each Despatch, for Eight Weeks in
May and June 1842, which was previous to the Extension of the Six o'clock Delivery to Places within a Circle of
Six Miles; also, a SIMILAR RETURN for the corresponding Period of 1843.

Hours
Number
uf Delivery. otXettrre.

Date.

1842 :
Mny 2

1843:

8 a.m.
10 12

-

3 p. m.
4 •6 8 —

8 a.m.

3
''•v.

10
12

'•. i

-

3 p. m.

';'.<''''. >
', ('* '• ••
Vf. !•'
_^,4V
, j

. •

•4- .r(, '
8

*'

8 a. m.
10 12

-

6,344

5.655
9,482
10,784
9,524
13,410
8,915
20,352

5

8 a.m.
10 12

-

1 7; v.
y ;•'. i ( .
»'

e p. m.
4 *6
8 -

—

2

8 a. m.
10 12

-

2
4
*6
8

p.m.
-

8 a, m.
10
12

-

2 p. m.
4 •6 8 -

5,363
— 3 8
1O,OO7
10
9,691 t 4 t ' 0,' 1 ,12
2
9.587 ' * .''•
13,274
4
;ij., .'. •6
8,739

6,141
9,263
10,313
8,867
13,570
8,356
20,642

! •'•' ; -''
Vji 1, *"

—

Hours
Number
of Delivery. of Letters.

Date.

1842:

May i

11.351
13,135
10,248
14,678
8,467
22,277

2 p.m.
s . *
4 .' fO v «6 - .
20,007
"' '•'•,: 8 -

t '

Hours
Number
f Delivery. of Letters.

Dale.

4

j
if!,.

a.m.
-

p.m.
8 8 a. m.

10
12

-

2
4
*G
8

p. m.
-

6,713
14,793
12,384
11,275
15,"21
9,248
27,045

May 6

7,349
11,148
10,268
10,398
15,589
9>79i
23,046

—

6,074
11,292
10,323
9.667
15,464
9.938
24,196
6,645
12,846
9,8'5
i '1,967
15,837
n 818
28,440

1843:
8 a.m.
1O 12 1 p. in.

4
•6
8
7

-

8 a. m.
10
12

— 9

-

May 5

23,407
4,277
10,126
9,086

—

8 a.m.
10 -

6,786
13.641
12,6-28
10,034
15.099
9,6i7
22,8-28

—

5,379
10,089
10,517
6,808
13,555
9,257
20,877

—
)

6

9,457
14,723
8,360
22,606

-

2 p. m.
4 •6 8 10

6,718
9,075
9,805
9,290
14,197

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 -

1-2

—

Hours
Number
of Delivery. of Letltrs.

Date.

8 a.m.
10 12

-

2 p. m.
4

-

»6
8

-

8

8 a.m.
10
12

-

2
4
•6
8

p. m.
-

8 a.m.
10 12

-

2
4
*6
8

p. m.
-

8 a.m.
10
12

- . '•
'!'•

.,'
1. '•

9
••••
.' : .-,
'- •'
' f

-

2 p.m.
4
•6 8 8 a. m.
10
12

—

3 p. m.
»4 ~

»-;.'.-" • 8j -*- 1
»*•'--

11,518

10,453
10,121
11,447
14,891
10,178
21,978
5,669
10,313
9,603
10,433
14*73
27,'4'5
7,325
14,182
11,268
12,094
17,950
10,675
28,163
6,364
12,294
11,581
11,831
15,990
9,755
24,172
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Number
F Letters.

Hoars

i8*»ri mn'"> ?

; ;
May »i • 8 n. ni.
4,842
9.96.3
9>897
2 _
2 p. m. 10,286
j.
*
..
12,512
4 0 'Jttil 6 , .
8,598
22,280
8 1
12
8 a. in.
6,252
8,583
o 9,466
2
2 p. m.
9,183
ni TJ
14,881
46 V
r
4 ' 19,134
24,794
if.h-, .$. . —r^ft 8 a.m. 6,654
9,958
,ViH.r 10 0,065
'
8,849
2 p. m.
tV!' : •«. 1

yi*. i

£, -^ .

fjO'if

'

1 '*•-••;

•

8 &. m*

•

ffl.; m

I-8,2 p.nm.'

• "
' •

•J r
8 8a.m.

_ 16

10

-

<!i -', •iff! ft: '

4":°'
8 ft a.m.

— 17
(

IX'UU

10
13

.r.lltk.
-*— . -

*,
-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 8a,m.

.,
9 if T

'•—:-'»9
T+4-

12

-

2 p.m.
• * *•
•6 .

'•-• '

__Efig
f,1'^

8 a. m
10

fcr.-tv

-

in 2 p. m
4 •6 -

RV4-"

CH; '. .

8 -

i?;-.,
8 a.m

'

8<)s,
.

10
12

-

2 p.m
4
•6 i'j !

8

-

9,°74
21,850
4,267
10,359
9,764
8,700
13,558
8,237
21,078
4,547
i > ,035
9.756
9,409
14,012
18,710
5,065
9,005
8,621
8,716
12,829
8,771
5,9°9
9,440
9,028
8,572
12,996
8,133

Hours
Number
>f Delivery^ of Letters.

Date.

1842:

l843:

8 a. m.

lay 10

10
12

-

2
4
•6
8
8
10

p.m.,
a. m.
-

May 23

6,822
11,524
10,651

1 '"!'!

tj,-I

'

1

-'

12

5.228
8,813
8,634
8,670
13,150
8,370
19,387
5,570
9,080
9,008
8,724
1 3,366
8,671
21,703

_

4,687
10,292
9,124

—

18

-

2 p in
4
•6 —8 8 a.m
10
12

-

2 p.m
4 •6 8 -

—

19

8 a.m
10 12

-

2 p.m
4 *6 8 -

8 a. m.
10
12

9,549
14,502
8,«i7'
22,123
8,928
11
1 1 ,086
12 10,043
2 p. m.
9,859
14,650
4 •6 9,484
'
8 25,285
8 a. m.
6,043
— 12
10 io,759
12 10,872
i
9,772
2 p.m.
13,808
4
•
•6 9,324
8 23,697
8 a.m.
4,780
— 13
11,338
10 12 11,127
2 p. m.
9,834
13,782
4 *6 „
9,214
8 22,353
8 a.m.
6,761
— 15
10 14-599
12,923
12 2 p.m. 11,141
16,028
4 *6 27^643
8 6,870
8 a.m.
- 16
10,909
10 10,681
12 2 p.m. 10,491
14,565
4 9,281
*6 26,284
8 6,324
8 a.m.
— 17
10,522
10 t

Number
Hours
Delivery. of Letters.

Dale.

9'.84:?
15,383
9,443
23,120
6,317
11,085
10,381
10,265
14,798
9,406
24,280
6,373
10,582
10,004
9,638
14,728
9,356
22,762

-

2 p.m.
4 6 8 3 a.m.

Date.

JK>(JO)l

1843:

6,068
12,938
10,964
9,486
13.669
8,536
22,250

lay 22

Hours
Delivery.

V umber
' Letters.
;,. _

8 a.m.

6,448
13,982
12,419
10,369
15,^33
10,784
28,552

10
12

-

2 p.m.
4

-

*6 8 8 a.m.

5,970
6,537 — *3
10,55°
10 9,126
11,468
12 9.°47
2 p.m. 10,281
9,101
2 p.m.
.1 V •-• '
14,627
13,800 .' -..I,-! 4 4 -•6
*,6 10,740
9,357
- ' IVT ',
28,399
8 8 30,137
9,386
8 a.m.
8 a. m. 6,283 — 24
10,228
10 10 10,730
9,442
• •• -: 12 9,658
- 12 2 p.m. 10,385
8,886 .
2 p.m.
15,842
12,945 • • .1 - • ! * 4 4 •6 9,630
8,313
*6 28,591
8 8 22,888
5,938
8 a.m.
6,462 — 25
— 36
8 a.m.
10,167
10 10 9,337
9,366
12 8,307
13 9,963
y p. m,
9,223
2 p.m,
14,280
13,210
4 •6 _
•6 ,
9,157
8,420
24,759
8 8 22,221
6,976
H a. ni.
6,026
— 27
8 a. m.
10,243
10 10 9,732
12 '!•'>
9,451
9,224
12 8,839
2 p.m.
.' '„';'"; •i p.m. 9,804
13,352
4 r.. 13,969
•64 -8,009
*6 7,794
35,214
8 8 8 a. m.
3,436
8 a.m.
3,439
— 28
11,880
10
9,024
10 io,356
1% 10,220
12 2 p.m.
9,202
2 p.m.
9,445
14,284
13407
4 4 •6 10,075
*6 8,130
24,358
8 20,604
8 6,809
8
a.m.
6,486
8a.m.
— 29
— 30
14,355
10 12,583
10 11,680
12 10,485
12 2 p.m. io,535
2 p.m. 10,037
17,140
14,193
4 •64 -•6 9,578
8,569
8 21,777
»5,444
8 <£''
6,068
8 a. m
6,782 -~ 30
8a.m.
— 31
",403
10,519
10 —
J s-r 10 10,883
12 12 9.733
12,993
3 p.m
9,326
2 p.m.
• r , ',
4
'•
14,492
14,586
<lc
,
4 •6 8,980
*6 8,717
36,948
8 26,791
8 5,127
8 a. m
8 a.m.
June i
5,779 — ft 31
•:
10,605
10 10,677
10 r<v • n t••• 12,769
9,526
12 8,589
3 p.m
9,no '• 4^7-.
2 p.m,
13,683
13,146
4 •
9>O96
*6 8,086
»6 21,731
8 19,497
8 -

—

24

10
12

-

— 25

* • 1

!t" '.'*.";

— 26

— 27

V If'.

-Ulv

"1
.""'.:'

^Wrr
^Yftl

I*!*;

8 a.m
10
12

-

2 p. m
4 *6 -

8 -

9,2H

*\51'
22,544

20

8 a.m
10
12

-

2 p. m
4
•6 --

4,628
10,229
9,463
9,206
13,640
9.401

-

8 a.m,
10 12 2 p. III.

•64 -8 -

8 L

2

i3

5454 June i
9,491
8,990
i i , .
9,029
•',"•
12,658
7-942
20,181
1

!.»<'

8 a.m
10
12

-

2 p.m
4 -

•6 8 -

5,435
9,37 1
9,835
9,288
14,019
8,451
20,796
(continued}
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Number
Hours
of Delivery of Letters.

Date.

1843:

1842:

June 3

8 a.m.
10

-

11 |

2 p.m.
4
•6 -—

4

8 8a.m.
10-9
12

-

0

2 p.m.
A

—

6

•

_

•6 8 8 a.m.
10
12

-

2 p.m.
4
•6 -

—

7

8 8 a. m.
10
12

-

2 p.m.
4 •6 -

—

8

8 8 a.m.
10 12 -

2 p. m.
4 *6 8 9 8 a.m.

—

10
12

.
10

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 8 a.m.
10
13

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 — 11
8 a.m.
10
12

—

-

2 p. m.
4 •6 8 13 8 a.m.
10
12

—

Number
Hours
of Delivery. of Letters.

Kate.

-

5.394
10,503
10,626
9,030
13,151

7,995
—
10,974
9,633
10,044
14,140
8,419
19,173
5,792 —
11,302
10,684
10,874
15,335
8,534
21,914
5,515 —
11,108
11,388
10,518
13,612
9,073
20,622
6,169 —
9,881
9,630
9>H8
12,824
8,334
I9,9i6
4,806 —
10,134
9,788
9,333
13,863
7,252
20,102
6,569 —
9,873
9,379
8,887
14,629
7,985
21,148
3,36i —
11,211
9'719
8,7H
12,948
8,790
19,406
€.245
Il,l6l
10,519

—

—

3

p.m.
-

8 a.m.
10 12 -

5

6

7

2
4
•6
8
8

p.m.
a. m.

10
12

-

2
4
»6
8
8

p.m.
a. m.

10
12

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 8 a. m.
10
12

8

9

10

12

13

Number
Hours
of Delivery of Letters.

1842:
8 a. m.
10 12 -

2
4
•6
8

21,307
3,143

9,868
'5,3' 5
9,229
23,906
6,323
io,347
12 9,677
2 p.m.
9.353
14,227
4
-e,
•6 - '
8,456
8 20,214

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 H 8 a.m.
10 - '

June 2

Date.

-

2 p. m.
4 *6 8 8 a. m.
10
12

-

2
4*6
8
8
10

p. m.
a. m.
-

12

-

2
4
*6
8
8
10

p. m.
a. m.
-

12

-

2
4
•6
8
8

p. m.
a.m.

10
12

-

2
4
*6
8
8
10

p.m.
a.m.
-

12

-

a p.m.
4
•6 -

8 -

6,775
10,894
9,740
10,082
15,633
9,132
23,568
5,364
n,956
10,187
9,749
14,810
8,758
23,481
6,175
12,589
11,063
10,114
14,202
9,185
22,107
5,830
10,697
8,885
10,025
13,063
9,936
22,864
5,7o8
9,6/6
9,5i8
9,276
13,657
9,323
22,550
5,78i
9,477
9,412
11,047
14,380
8,070
20,142
5,940
9,862
9,303
9,180
14,285
8,983
23,504
4,282
10,952
9,H7
9,695
14,177
io,377
22,224
6,060
13,016
10,861
11,490
15,612
9,082
23,630
6,632
10,983
9,062
8,974
15,156
11,326
25,5H

June 15

-

2 p.m.
4 •6 8 16 8 a. m.
10 12

—

i?

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 .
8 a. m.
10 12

-

2 p. m.
4 *6 8 8a.m.
— 18
10
12

—

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 20
8 a. m.
10
12

—

21

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 8 a, m.
10
12

-

2 p.m.
4 *6 8 — 32
8 a. m.
10 12

—

-

2 p.m.
4 •6 8 23
8 a. m.
JO
12

-

2 p. m.
4 •6 -

a —

24

8 a.m.
10 12

-

2 p. m.
4

—

Number
Hours
of Delivery of Letters.

l843:

8 a.m.
10 12

—

Date.

""

•6 8 25
8 a. m.
10 12

2 p. m.
4 »6 8 -

5,647
10,119
9,809
8,713
14,427

9,057
20,618
5,394
9,9°9
9,386
8,862
14,799
7,487
19,822

June 14

8 a.m.
10 12

6,693
9,841
9>991
9,208
15,580
10,740
22,329

-

2 p.m.
4
•6 -8 — 15 8 a.m.
10 -

5,445
9,082
8,442
8,170
13,378
8,114
22,175

— 16

3,949
9-530
9>653
8,990
H,987
7,9H
18,441
6.331
12,274
11,990
io,3H
15,1%
9,972
19,833
6,259
10,237
9,365
8,942
13,120
8,281
20,561
6,435
11,244
9,377
9,8i8
13,243
8,062
19,261
5,064
9,924
9,535
9, "93
13,407
8,157
18,696
5,402
9,158
8,380
8,859
14,131
8,254
21,632
2,872
9-595
9,101
9,077
12,584
7,6u
18,487

— 17

J2

-

i
4
*6
8

p.m.
-

5,8lO
10,626
9,503
8,958
14,878
8,022
23,058

S a.m.
1O 12 -

2
4
•6
8
8
10

12
2
• uUi 4
•6
iffj'J

5,820

10,379
9,963
10,022
I3»93i
8,510
20,556
3,720
10,569
10,678
8,803
15,457
8,322
18,960
6,370
12,0-27
10,718
10,27.5
15,798
8,747
22,372
5,277

p.m.
-a.m.
-

p.m.
--

8' — 19

8a.m.
10
12

2
4
*6
8
— 20 8
10

— 21

— 22

-

p.m.
a.m.
-

12

-

2
4
•6
8

p. m.
-

8 a.m.
10 12

-

2
4
*6
8
8
10

p. m.
a.m.
—

12

-

.

2 p. m.
4
•6 -— 23

8 8 a. m.
10
13

-

2 p.m.
4
•6 -— 24

10,311
9,620
9,872
13,854
8,212
19,963
5,986
9,340
9,684
9»847
14,961
8,887
21,671
5,222
9,662

8 8 a.m.
10 *13 -

2 p. m.
4 6 8 -

9,aai
9,550
14,328
8,732
19,685
6,271
10,077
9,576
9,429
15,368
8,506
23,119
3,730
10,967
10,128
9,553
13,692
9,32.3
18,526

' The loiters brought in by this collection are those affected by the extension of the six o'clock delivery to a circle of
six miles.
(signed)
R. Smith.

1940. Do
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.
1940. Do you not suppose that the additional delivery, in point of fact, increases K°l>ert Smith, Esq.
the other deliveries also :—To a small extent.
.
-T
1941. Can you form any calculation whether the additional correspondence has 2 Au£U8t l843repaid the expense?—It is my decided opinion that it has not repaid the expense ;
there must be a very large increase of letters to cover that expense.
1942. Do you think it has repaid the 2,000 l.(—No, I do not think it has, at
present.
1 943. Mr. Wilson Patten.'] Is it gradually increasing now ?—The letters have
been increasing all the year ; we have had a larger number of letters, calculating
the first six months of the present year, than last.
1944. Chairman^ What would, in your opinion, be the expense of carrying
out the system of deliveries every hour?— It would be attended with considerable
expense ; the bell-money, and so on, from which the letter-carriers derive a part
of their livelihood, would be abolished, and they would have to be remunerated for
that. I should say, in round numbers, it could not be carried out for less than
I9,ooo/. or 20,ooo/. a year, and it would be more with consolidation.
1945. For that you would get an hourly delivery to what extent?—Within
London, within that part which now receives seven deliveries.
1946. Are you of opinion that that would not very much increase the corre
spondence?— It would increase the correspondence to a certain extent, but I am
very doubtful whether it would increase the correspondence sufficiently to meet the
outlay.
1947. You doubt whether it would pay?— I do.
1948. Mr. F. Baring.] Do you not believe you might increase the accommo
dation to the districts round London without a loss in money ? —We cannot increase
the accommodation to the districts round London without incurring expense at
the offices; whether it will pay after that is a question I am not quite prepared to
answer.
1949. Looking to your experience, what is your opinion ?—I have looked at
this long, with a view to give an increased degree of accommodation. I can re
collect very well when a letter posted at Paddington, to go to the New I^oad, after
nine o'clock in the morning, did not get delivered till nine o'clock the next morn
ing ; but ever since I have been at the head of the department we have been
accelerating and improving.
1950. Has not every accommodation you have given paid you within three years ?
—Yes ; but every accommodation we have afforded I think has met the wants of the
general class of society ; consequently, that we cannot expect so large a return from
all the additional accommodation given now as formerly, because the want is not so
great ; the accommodation is more extended than it was. Take the despatch of letters
from Clapham between one and two in the day ; if there were another despatch
from Clapham at three in the afternoon, I do not think that tlie same corre
spondence would be procured as the making a despatch at one or two o'clock in
the day, when formerly there was only one at nine in the morning.
1951. Mr. Escott.] Were not those accommodations you refer to before the
adoption of the penny postage? —Yes; every letter produced 2d., and those in
the country districts produced 3 d. ; the rates, therefore, being such as to meet the
expense.
1952. Taking the question of increased facilities of accommodation would their
expediency or not depend very much upon the rate of postage that you charge?—
It must depend of course, in a great measure, on that ; for if you are doing busi
ness at a very small profit, it becomes a question, if you put on additional expense,
how far it is desirable to add to the expense ; and though you may increase the
business, it is a question whether you can increase it in proportion to the expense.
1953. Are you aware of any accommodation you could "ive to letters at the
penny rate, which would be likely to increase the revenue ? —No, I am not ;
1 know not anything that would be likely to increase it.
1954. Mr. Hawes.~] Both with reference to the facilities of delivery and the
weight of letters ? —It has been supposed that if the weight were extended to two
ounces, that would increase the number of packets considerably, and the revenue
would benefit from it. I have thought it right to test that, thinking it possible
there might be some such cause. In the former system, before penny postage, we
were allowed to take packages to tiie extent of four ounces, for which a charge of
2 d. or 3 d. was made, according to the district to which they were going. 1 have
a Return, taken in November 1837, of the number of letters for six days, weighing
0.93.
L L4
one
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Rolert Smith, Ki.q. one ounce, two ounces, and three ounces ; also, the total number for the same
period. Above one ounce, 3,230 ; above two ounces, 963 ; above three ounces,
2 August 1843. 532 . total above one ounce, 4,725. Total for the week, 264,424. So that it
will be seen the total number of letters being 264,424, there were only 4,725
above the weight of one ounce, at the period when four ounces passed the post.
[The Paper delivered in :]
NUMBER of LETTERS, for Six Days, weighing; One Ounce, TwoOunces, and Three Ounces;
also, the TOTAL NUMBER for the sutne Time.
Above i ounce
Above 2 ounces
Above 3 —

.--...». 3,230
_-_--.963
__-___.
532
Total above one Ounce - - - - 4,725
TOTAL NUMBER

- - - - 264424

Twopenny-post Office,
8 November 1837.

NUMBER of LETTERS, for Two Days, exceeding the Weight of Half an Ounce, and not
exceeding Two Ounces.

Date.

Total Number of Letters.

28 July 1843 -

74.035

29 July —

72>994

Number exceeding
Half an Ounce, and not
exceed ins Two Ounces.
2,488

4.4°5

1 have also a Return of the number of letters for two days exceeding the weight
of half an ounce, and not exceeding two ounces.
1955. Mr. Wallace^ At what date is that?—July 28th and 2pth. The number
for the first day was 74,035 letters ; and the total number exceeding the weight of
half an ounce for the first day was 2,488. On July 29th, the total number of
letters was 72,994 ; above the weight of half an ounce and under two ounces,
1,917 ; making a total of 4,405. Now those letters are subject to a rate either of
2 d. or 4</., and in two days they amount to 4,405; consequently, if you reduce
the rate of all to i d., you have to look to the chance of making up the deficiency
from the increased number; and if we are to form any estimate from the numbers
as taken in 1837, it would certainly show that you have no right to reckon upon
so large an increase as to make up the deficiency; therefore, I have my doubts,
under the circumstances, whether the extension of weight might not be detrimental
to the revenue instead of a benefit; but there can be no question thai, to a certain
extent, it would he an accommodation to the public.
1956. Mr. Harces.] Were the district deliveries the same in 1837 as in 1839 ?
—The number of deliveries were not the same.
1957- Were the districts the same?—They were nearly the same.
1958. Mr. Wallace.^ Have you kept an account of those which were charged
2 d. and those which were charged ^d.r—No ; I am rather sorry it was not done ;
but all these accounts materially interfere with the despatch of business, and we
are as careful as we can be not to interfere with that.
1959. Chairman.'] The additional delivery within the circle of six miles is
despatched at six o'clock from London, is it not?— At half-past five we de
spatch it.
1960. Aud
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1960. And the cost of that, you stated, was about 3,000 /.?—Yes.
Robert Smith, Esq.
1961. Would it have suited the convenience of the inhabitants of that district,
———
if those letters had been despatched at eight o'clock by the mails ?—I should say 2 August 1843.
not ; and I should say it Was a thing impossible to carry out.
1962. Would it have been practicable to have despatched those letters by the
mails at eight o'clock, and to have delivered them the same evening?— It would
have been practicable to have despatched them, but the difficulty would have been
in the delivery. It will be seen that the six-mile circle includes many large and
populous places, but, at the same time, which are difficult of access after a certain
hour of the night. Suppose I take the Dovor line ; the sorting-office for Green
wich, Blackheath, Lewisham, and Eltham, is the Blackheath post-office ; supposing
this bag had been despatched by the Dovor mail, we will say that it would arrive
at about a quarter before nine o'clock ; the performance of the duty of sorting
would take from 20 minutes to half an hour, so that the letter-carriers would have
to commence their deliveries about a quarter past nine. I calculate that the deli
very would take them an hour and a half or two hours. Letters could not be
delivered at Lewisham, Blackheath, Lee, and the distant places, till half-past 10
or 1 1 o'clock, or perhaps later. I will take another line ; the Brighton line ; there
is a mail-cart which goes at night to Brighton ; the letters for Streatham, Tooting,
and Norwood, must be left at Streatham, as the mail passes through. The sort
ing-office for Norwood is at Norwood, about a mile and a half from Streatham ;
and the sorting-office for Tooting is at Tooting, about two miles from Streatham.
Now the bags would have to be conveyed from Streatham to Tooting and Nor
wood, and might arrive there in half an hour ; that would make it a quarter past
nine before it arrived at those places ; the sorting duty would then have to be
performed, and they would be given out at 20 minutes to ten, and the delivery
would occupy from an hour and a half to two hours ; the men, therefore, could not
get the letters delivered till 11 or half-past 11. I will take the Stratford line; the
bags might be conveyed by the Norwich mail, or by whatever mail goes along
that line, and left at Stratford. Now it will be seen that West Ham and Plaistow
are marked ; West Ham and Plaistow are from a mile and a half to two or three
miles from the post-office at Stratford ; the men would not get their letters to de
liver till 11 o'clock. And then Wjfchamstow, again, comes within six miles of the
Post-office ; the bags would be left at Laytonstone, two miles from Walthamstow,
and it would be half-past nine or a quarter to ten before they got there, and they
would be delivered at Walthamstow at a very late hour. That appears to me to
be the objection to the plan proposed ; and, in addition to that, the delivery would
not be so quick, because the delivery is now completed at seven or half-past seven
o'clock, the letters not being so heavy as they would be if you took in another
despatch, because there are letters received at six o'clock. As far as accelera
tion goes, a letter posted in London at four o'clock may be delivered at Ken
sington at about half-past six, or from that to seven.
1963. Therefore if the letters were sent by the mails at eight o'clock, though
that would diminish the expense, it would be attended with no additional accom
modation to the public ?—1 should say they would get their letters so late that it
would be hardly of any use to them.
1964. Mr. Hazves.^ But those letters are sent now, are they not ?—Yes. but
they are not delivered till the following morning.
1965. Chairman.] Is it your opinion, that although the despatching those
letters at six o'clock costs more to the Post-office revenue than if they were
despatched by the mails at eight, despatching them by the mails at eight would be
productive of any convenience to the inhabitants of those districts ?— No ; I think
the letters would be delivered at so late an hour, that it would be of little or no
use ; and my impression is that it would be almost impossible to do it at that late
hour.
1966. Therefore this despatch not being productive ofany increased convenience,
you could not hope for any increase in the number of letters in consequence of
that additional delivery ?—No ; it appears to me, if a person is in town, and wishes
to let his family know that he is not coming home that night, or to dinner, if he
can get his letter posted at four o'clock, to be delivered at seven o'clock in the
evening, it will be much more convenient than having letters delivered at 10 or
1 1 at night ; it may relieve them from anxiety, and I should say therefore that
was a greater accommodation.
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq.

1967. You were going to remark upon the subject of letter-carriers?—With
reference to letter-carriers, it has been stated in evidence that if they were to
2 August 1843. deliver their letters at night, they would have no delivery to make in the morning.
Now that is not the case. If we take Blackheath, or Greenwich, or Hammer
smith, or Chelsea, or Brompton, letters brought by the railroads are sorted upon
Hounslow, upon Kingston, or upon Shooter's-hill : those letters are forwarded in
time to come in our morning delivery. At Chelsea and Brompton, I think the
number of letters sent up in that way are 200 in a morning ; at Kensington, 250.
Now those letters must in that case be detained till the next delivery. It is very
true that the men will not have so many to deliver, but they will have to go pretty
nearly the whole extent of their walks, and therefore the labour will not be saved.
The same remark applies to the Waltham Cross line, and to Barnet, and other
places, upon whatever line they may be : the letters do not come to London, but
they stop short, and go out by the next morning delivery ; for example, a letter
posted on the Dovor line, at Blackheath, would be delivered between eight and
nine o'clock in the morning ; but if you were to do away with the morning
delivery, they must be detained for some time, and chime in with the next delivery.
Then it does appear to me, admitting that, supposing the letter-carriers have this
labour to do, that you called upon them to make a late delivery at night, you must
provide for this delivery in the morning by extra means, for it is physically impos
sible to suppose that men would bear up when they were working from six o'clock
in the morning till twelve o'clock at night, the time at which they would get
to bed.
1968. You have stated that the Twopenny-post letter-carrier has to go four
times over his walk in the day :—Yes.
1969. If therefore there were twelve deliveries, it would require three sets of
letter-carriers instead of two ?—That is our proposition, to let them make four
deliveries a day each, if this were carried out.
1970. Mr. W. Patten.] Do you find great sickness among the letter-carriers r —
No, we do not ; I rather consider it a healthy service than otherwise.
1971. Mr. HawesJ] Can you state the amount of the gross revenue?— This is
an estimate which is taken upon the total number of Twopenny-post letters, passing
through the Twopenny Post-office in the year 1 842 ; and I make the gross revenue
of the year, so far as we can calculate it, 105,428/. us. lid. It is to be dis
tinctly understood that this is only an estimated account.
[The same was delivered in and read, asfollows :]
RETURN of the Total Number of TWOPENNY-POST LETTERS passing through the
Twopenny Post-office, in the Year 1842, with the Gross Amount of Revenue thereon,
as near as can be estimated.
Number
of Letters.
Paid letters, and letters bearing postage stamps,
estimated at l d. each
Unpaid letters, estimated at 2 d. each -

Amount
of Postage.
£.
s.
90,7' 7 M
10,749 2

d.
9
4

Estimated amount of postage on letters above the weight of half an ounce

4,733 -

~

£.
Deduct for postage on unpaid dead letters sent to the Dead Letter
Office, and not returned to the writers
-

106,199 17

i

771

2

TOTAL Number of Letters - - -

GROSS REVENUE for the Year

2i,772>257
1,289.894
23,062,151

- - - £.

5

105,428 11 11

The above Return gives an increase of 250,740 letters in the year over that of 1841.
(signed)
.R. Smith.
Twopenny Post-office, 24 January 1843.
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1972. Why do you deduct the dead letters? —Because they are dead letters Robert Smith, Esq.
that are supposed to have been sent back to the writers, and not received.
10,73. Mr. F. Baring.] In the former calculations, for instance in the 137,000?. 2 August 1843.
w hich you stated as the gross revenue of 1 840, did you deduct the dead letters ?—
I stated the amount there as it is made up in the accountant-general's office ; that
is the money paid in as revenue ; there we have no difficulty. Before the Pennypost the revenue was paid in, and that appears as the actual amount of the gross
revenue.
1 974. Did you deduct the dead letters in that case ?—Yes ; that is the total
gross revenue ; and from that is deducted the charge for management ; that is
the amount of postage actually received, from which the charges of management
are to be deducted.
1975. Mr. Wallace.] How did you arrive at the estimate of 4,733 1. upon
letters exceeding a penny each?—By taking the account for one week of all
postage above half an ounce, and then multiplying it by 52.
1976. Can you recollect what the proportion of letters above a penny was?—
No, 1 cannot.
1977. Mr. F. Baring.] What week did you take ?—I took a week in January,
which is rather heavier than others ; January is a heavy month.
7978. Mr. Haices^] You say that January is a heavy month ; in what respect
do you mean that it is a heavy month ?—There is a great deal of correspondence
going on at that time ; there are a great many tradesmen's bills.
1 979. Are the letters in that month more heavy than the letters in other months ?
—I do not mean that they are greater in weight, but in number; there are more
bills circulating at that period.
1980. Then, are we to understand that there are a greater number of light
letters in January?— No ; I take it as a fair average between January, February,
March, and April ; I should think there was no difference ; it is as fair an average
as can be taken.
1981. Mr. E. Tennent.] Do you find that there is any difference between the
proportions of light and heavy letters in any month at all ?— No, not at all. When
I took this estimate it was merely for private information. I made a short report
upon it to the Postmaster-general, but no use has been made of it beyond
that.
1982. Mr. Cripps.] You say it would take 188 additional letter-carriers,
according to your present calculation, to carry out the hourly deliveries ; do you
mean that it would take 1 88 letter-carriers for the London deliveries, or for the
deliveries in the three miles' circle ?—For the London deliveries only.
7983. Averaging their salaries at 50?. a year each, that would make an increase
of 9,000 /. a year in letter-carriers' wages alone? —Yes, that is about the sum.
1984. Besides that do you reckon on any increased force in the sorting
department ?— Yes ; a small increased force we should require, because at present
there is a little interval between the deliveries. The delivery is completed at
perhaps half-past eleven, and consequently before the twelve o'clock delivery is
commenced, that enables the persons, who are there occupied for several hours,
to get some little refreshment ; but if you were to have hourly deliveries the
•work would be so incessant that we should have great difficulty in clearing off one
delivery before the other commenced.
1985. You have stated that the whole expense would be 20,000 /. ; what have
you allowed for the additional expense of the sorting force ?—About a thousand
a year.
1986. How do you make up the other 1 0,000 /. for the expense of the hourly
deliveries ?—There is the riding work.
1987. Is there much riding work within what you would call the London
delivery?— The riding work would be very considerable from one branch office to
another.
1988. Will you have the goodness to give the items of the estimate ?—To make
12 deliveries in London about 756 men will be wanted, or about 188 additional
men. The expense of the consolidation for 12 deliveries, letter-carriers 9,700 /. ;
to provide for the newspaper duty 6,000 1. ; for wages, in lieu of compensation for
abolishing early delivery and bell money, 5,400 I. ; for additional accommodation
at the branch offices, 500 /. : additional clerks, i,ooo/. ; riding work, 2,900 /.;
accelerators. 1,000 /. ; total, 26,500 I.
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq.
1989. Chairman.] This is your estimate of what would be the additional cost
——
if Mr. Hill's plan, which appears in page 35 of the Evidence, were carried out ?—
a August 1843. Yes ; this estimate was made upon the assumption of hourly deliveries.
1990. Mr. Hawes.~\ This is made upon the assumption of the consolidation of
the two forces, including the hourly deliveries ?—Yes.
1991. Mr. Baring^] You have estimated 5,000 I. in lieu of compensation ; that
would not be a permanent charge?—The superintendent of the Inland-office
will answer that question ; I made the estimate with him, but he is better
acquainted with the details of the Inland department than I am, and can answer
better than I can.
1992. Mr. CrippsJ] Have you made a calculation of the number of letters per
day, at i d. each, that it would take to pay for that 26,ooo/. ?—About 2 1,000 let
ters a day.
1993. Do you think if there were those increased deliveries, that it is highly
improbable or impossible that the letters should increase 21,000 a day ?—I do not
like to say that it is not possible ; but my own impression is, that it is not pro
bable that we should produce that quantity of letters by the increased accommo
dation, looking to the accommodation already afforded to the public.
1994. Mr. E. Tennent.~] Have you made any calculation from \vhich you could
tell the exact expense of delivering Penny-post letters in London?—No.
1995. Mr. F. Baring.~\ What is the whole charge?—I do not know what it is,
for we pay all the receivers in London, and we pay all the mail-carts in the coun
try for conveying cross letters in the morning ; it is all mixed up with the Two
penny-post letters, and, therefore, it is a difficult thing to get at the actual cost.
We do a good deal of duty for the General-post ; we collect .50,000 letters from
receiving houses daily for the General-post.
1996. You stated that you made your estimate by calculating the letters upon
which you received id. each, and then adding what you thought was fair for let
ters above half an ounce ?—Yes ; the account was taken for one week of all post
age above the weight of half an ounce, and that was multiplied by 52, to take the
average for the year.
1997. In that did you include all the letters delivered by the Twopenny-post ?
—No, I did not include the General-post letters, I merely took the actual number
of Twopenny-post letters delivered.
1 998. In the old estimate of the revenue was there not included a charge for
delivering General-post letters by the Twopenny-post ?—No ; there was no sepa
rate charge for it ; but it was a duty to a much smaller extent ; the number of
letters before the three-miles circle was carried out, delivered and received, was
very small indeed.
1999. Was there any charge originally upon the delivery of General-post letters
by the Twopenny-post ?—Yes. Previous to the three-miles circle, the charge was
very arbitrary, because the boundary of the General-post letter-carriers was not
settled upon any principle ; but after that was carried out, all General-post letters
delivered beyond the circle of three miles were charged 2</., and all General- post
letters posted at places beyond the three miles, were also charged 2 d. in addition
to the inland rate.
2000. That was included in the revenue of the Twopenny-post ? —Not those
outwards, only those inwards. We used, before the Report of the Revenue Com
missioners, to take credit for the letters both ways, but after that it was discon
tinued, and we only took credit for the postage we received upon those letters
which we delivered.
2001. At the time the Penny-post was brought into operation were there any
letters delivered by the Twopenny-post for the General-post, for which you received
the money?— Yes; all letters delivered beyond the three-miles circle were
charged 2 d.
2002. And that was included in your revenue?—Yes; it forms part of that
estimate, the 137,ooo/.
2003. £. 137,000 includes that amount?—Yes; it was about 5,000 /. that we
got in that way.
2004. Mr. Escott.~\ Do you not think that it may be possible to increase the
number of deliveries to such an extent, that instead of being convenient, they may
be inconvenient to the public?—That will depend upon the opinions of persons.
I know
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I know some parties, who have said to me, " Your letter-carriers are a perfect Robert Smith, Esq.
nuisance ; they are knocking at my door all day long."
2005. You think, at present the deliveries are more frequent than the public 2 A"^81 1843wish them to be ?—I do not know that the public regard it in that light.
2006. Mr. F. Baring.'] Have you ever had an application to the Postmastergeneral from any part of the country to stop the delivery 1—No ; it is not likely.
2007. Air. Escott.^ Do you know of persons having complained of deliveries
being so frequent as to be inconvenient to them ?—Yes ; from my friends I have
heard that remark, " Your postmen are a perfect nuisance ; they are coming to
my door all day long."
2008. You said just now, that under the old system of postage you were
granting facilities for more frequent deliveries of letters ; did you ever consider
the question, whether it would not have been possible very much to have lowered
the old rate of postage, and to have kept up the revenue derived from it?—Cer
tainly, I thought that that might have been done, with a judicious alteration of
the rate of postage, but that was a private opinion of my own. As far as regards
my own department, I should have recommended that letters should be delivered
within the three-miles circle for i d., and beyond it I should have recom
mended abolishing the extra charge on General-post letters, which I always con
sidered oppressive.
2009. From the experience which you have had of the Post-office affairs, is it
your opinion, that if this and other suggestions had been carried out, great facili
ties might have been given, and the revenue maintained?—Yes, I decidedly
think so.
2010. You are nt the head of your department of the Post-office?—Yes.
2011. Did you offer any obstruction whatever to the plan of penny postage?—
Most certainly not ; for the instant the Government adopted it, I considered it my
duty, as I did in every case, to use my utmost exertions to carry it out.
2012. Are you aware of any officer under you offering any obstruction to it?—
Certainly not ; they dare not. I put an order into the order-book that every
facility was to be afforded to Mr. Hill, and every information given him, whenever
be liked to come to the department.
2013. Mr. Cripps.'] Did he come frequently? —No, very seldom ; at least to
the Sorting department ; he was not there more than three times, certainly.
2014. Mr. Hawes.~\ When did you make those recommendations for the re
duction of postage to which you have alluded?—I never made them; I did not
consider myself warranted to make them.
2015. Mr. F. Baring^] As an officer of the department, I take for granted that
you would give every assistance to any directions received from the Treasury ?—
Certainly ; the order was received from the Treasury to carry out the plan, and
•whatever my private views might have been, from the time that the Government
had adopted it, 1 considered that it was my duty to use every means in my power
to forward it ; and I can most conscientiously say that everything was done by me
that I could possibly do with that view.
2016. I feel satisfied that that was the case; but at the same time your own
private opinion was unfavourable to the plan, was it not?—I did not expect that
it would produce the sum of money which I understood it was estimated to produce,
and I did not consider that the increase of letters would be to the extent which I
had heard it stated that it would be.
2017. You considered that it was an injudicious step? — As a private opinion,
I certainly did.
2018. Mr. Hawes.~] Were you not examined in 1837 before the Commissioners
on Postage ?—Yes.
2019. Did you then make any recommendation, or suggest any alteration, either
as to the facilities of delivery or the charges of postage?—I mentioned additional
deliveries.
2020. But as to the charges ; did you make any suggestion ?—No ; I con
sidered that it was my place to afford every facility and to recommend every
facility ; but I did not think that I had any business to interfere with the tax.
2021. Were you not examined upon those points of facilities, and the charges
of postage ?—I might have been asked what the rates of postage were, and have
given them.
2022. Mr. Escott.~\ Were you examined as to what you thought the rate of
postage ought to be, with a view to keep up the revenue ?—I might have been
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq. examined upon it, and if so, I should certainly have said that such a reduction as
———
was proposed would not have kept it up.
2 August 1843.
2023. Then, if you were examined to that single point, you would have given
the same answer as you have given to me now?—Certainly, as regards the
revenue.
2024. Mr. Hawes.] Your private opinion was, that the postage was susceptible
of some reduction?—Yes. I was alluding more particularly to letters in the Gene
ral-post district ; there can be no question at all that, from the way in which letters
were carried, it was a very oppressive charge.
2025. To what time do you allude when these oppressive charges existed r—I
think, before Mr. Hill's plan, orders were given from time to time to reduce the
rates of postage. In many cases formerly they used to be charged according to
the distance they travelled, not according to the distance from place to place. I
am now speaking of that which is not connected with my own department, and I
cannot, therefore, speak so positively ; but I think the reduction had commenced
before 1837.
2026. You are now speaking of the charge which you call oppressive, which
existed upon letters out of your district?—Yes; those letters which were carried
50 or 60 miles, and charged with postage upon that distance when the places
might have been within i o miles of each other.
2027. But have you not said that the recommendations of reduction referred to
letters in your own district ?— I have said that 1 considered the rate of 2(1. charged
upon General-post letters to be too high, and I did consider it so.
2028. Did you state that in 18.37 ?—I do not know that I stated it; I do not
know that I suggested that reduction of postage, nor do I know that I had any
right to do so.
2029. You were examined also, in 1838, before the Postage Committee ? —That
examination was very short ; I was before the Committee about half an hour ; I
was examined, certainly.
2030. Did you then point out the expediency of any reduction?—No ; I simply
answered the questions that were put to me, as nearly as I could.
2031. Have you been called upon by the present Postmaster-general, or any
preceding Postmaster-general, to report upon any reduction of postage, or increased
facilities?— Upon increased facilities I have been called upon to report, but not
reduction of postage ; the Postmaster-general would not come to me for sugges
tions upon the reduction of postage ; he would decide upon that himself.
2032. Who was the Postmaster-general who called upon you to report upon
increased facilities ?— I cannot recollect that.
2033. Was it the present Postriiaster-general ?—I have had interviews with him
upon the subject of facilities.
2034. When you say you reported upon increased facilities, do you speak of a
particular plan ? —Yes, I can state when I was called upon to report; I was called
upon to report upon the practicability of carrying out the 12-mile circle.
2035. Is that report in writing?—I do not know whether it is in writing; I was
called upon to give my opinion, but as to recollecting what occurred so many
years back, I cannot do it.
2036. Has, or has not, the introduction of the penny postage occasioned a great
deal of additional trouble in your department?—Yes, it has increased the details.
2037. And also in the other departments ? —Yes.
2038. Has any increase of remuneration been made for that additional trouble ?
—None whatever.
2039. Have you had any complaints made from time to time in your office, or
in other offices, of the increased labour ? —Yes; I have had representations from
my clerks, and I have recommended them, under the circumstances, not to press
their claims, looking to the distressed state of the country, and the state of the
Government, and other circumstances.
2040. Has your salary been advanced ? — It has; it was originally 500 /. a year,
but then I used to take journies in the country, for which I was allowed 155. a
day ; but my time became so much occupied in the performance of my duty at the
head office, that I found it impracticable to discharge the duties of both services,
and I think I stated that before the Commissioners, and ultimately a surveyor was
appointed, and my salary was advanced from 500 /. to 600 I. a year.
2041. When was that? — I think it was in 1837 or 1838.
2042. Before the penny postage was introduced ?—I cannot state, but it was
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after the Commissioners had made their Report; I think it was in 1838 that my Robert Smith, Esq.
salary was increased.
. 2043. Mr. Wallace^ At what hour in the morning do the letter-carriers in your 2 Au§ust l843department commence their work?—They are at the different district offices at
seven o'clock in the morning, and they commence their delivery at half-past seven.
2044. When do their duties cease at night?—About nine o'clock, or from that
to half-past nine.
204.5. The General-post letter-carriers and the Twopenny-post letter-carriers
have the same walks in certain parts of London? —The walk is not the same; it
is divided differently, but they go over the same ground.
2046. Are they proceeding over the same ground at the same time ?—In some
cases they are.
2407. Can you state which of the walks is generally the most extensive in dis
tance, the General-post letter-carriers' walks or the Twopenny-post letter-carriers'
walks?—Mine are the most extensive, decidedly. We have 316 letter-carriers in
the districts where the General-post letter-carriers are employed, and they make
alternate deliveries, consequently only one half of that force goes upon the ground.
There are 252 General-post letter-carriers employed upon the districts in which
the Twopenny letter-carriers deliver; that would be 252 compared to 1.58.
2048. Do the Twopenny-post letter-carriers deliver the foreign and colonial and
General-post letters that arrive after mid-day in London ?—Except in the City.
2049. In the City, so called, they are delivered by the General-post letter-car
riers?—Yes.
2050. Can you state the number of collections made by your department daily ?
—There are 1,539 collections sent in daily from the receiving houses in the
three-mile circle, and there are 190 letter-bags sent to the office daily from the
boundary and the country districts ; those are collections also ; but the collections
in the country districts come in one bag ; we do not separate them ; the charge
takers collect them and send them in one bag.
2051. Do those two sums together make the whole of your daily collection ?—
Yes.
2052. In what way are collections made by your men which are not contained
in bags 1—They call at the receiving house and the receivers gives the letters to
them, and they put them into the letter-bag.
2053. Mr. Cripps.~\ Are they sealed up?—No ; the number of letters, and the
amount of postage, is marked in the letter-bill, and tied up with the letters.
2054. Mr. Wallace^] What may be the greatest distance of any. receiving
houses which your men fetch letters from 1—I should say two miles is the greatest
distance.
2055. Does it not happen that the General-post letter-carriers occasionally leave
letters behind them in the morning, upon which the letter L. is marked 1—There
are a few cases sometimes.
2056. How does that arise ? — It may be in consequence of the late arrival of
the mail, that the letters are not quite prepared by the time that the letter-carriers
have to be despatched, but it is very seldom the case ; and there are letters missorted too, some letters are left behind every morning ; but that is one of those
things which must occur under any regulation.
2057. Then those letters, from \\hateversource they occur, being so left behind,
are distributed by your men, and not by the General postmen ?—Yes, the same
as the day mails.
2058. Can you give any account of the number of public offices and houses,
generally in each district that your letter-carriers call at 1—No, we keep no
account of the public offices ; they pay for their letters, and we know nothing about
them any more than any others.
2059. ^° anv OI your letter-carriers assist in the morning at the General Postoffice ?—No.
2060. Do any of them assist in the evening at the Post-office?—I am not
aware that they do.
2061. Is there not a period of the day between four o'clock and eight o'clock at
night, during which a number of the Twopenny- post letter-carriers are unemployed?
—No, they go out at alternate times to deliver ; one man goes out at four o'clock,
and he returns at six or eight, and another carrier goes out at six, and he delivers
his letters the same night ; that may be completed at half-past seven, and that man
may have nothing more to do unless he returns for extra duty, which he is paid for.
0.93*
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2062. Have they any other duty whatever but delivering the letters?— No
official duty but the delivery of letters.
a August 1843.
2063. Are they employed in any other trade of any sort?— Some of them may
keep small shops, which are attended to by their wives ; or if they have half an
hour's spare time, if a man is a tailor or a shoemaker, he may employ that leisure
time at home in his trade ; but I am not aware that any of them do ; they have
very little time to spare.
2064. Do the Twopenny-post letter-carriers do any such duty as early delivery ?
—No.
2065. Is there no time in the afternoon at which your force could be spared to
assist in the General Post-office ?—Not any ; it is a great pressure to get through
our duvy.
2066. Are you enabled to give the Twopenny-post letter-carriers any leave of
absence at all in the course of the year ?—Yes.
2067. How is that done?—By supernumeraries. I need not remark that in so
large a body of letter-carriers as the letter-carriers for the London district are,
there must be always casualties, and there are 70 supernumeraries to fill up the
casualties, for leave of absence. We give a man leave of absence sometimes
for a fortnight, and a proportion of his income he pays to the man who is doing
his duty. Out of 20s. he pays the man who is doing his duty 95.
2068. Do all the different officers, the inspectors, the sorters, and sub-sorters,
attend at seven o'clock in the morning, as well as the carriers? — Not the whole;
some of the senior clerks take it in turn to attend. Those who do the seven hours
and a half come at about two o'clock one day and remain till about half-past nine
at night, and they come at seven o'clock the next morning and remain till two ;
and they are then off duty till two the next day, unless it is necessary to keep them
on account of leaves of absence, or sickness, or for any other cause, which is com
monly the case. We frequently want officers in the Sorting-office to provide for
casualties, and those who have time to themselves are called upon to do those
duties.
2069. Then the clerks belonging to the Twopenny-post department do duty every
day of the week ?—Yes ; none less than seven hours and a quarter, and many of
them nine and ten.
2070. The distinction is, that they alternate between morning and afternoon
duties ?—Yes, some of the seniors only ; a few of them, not the mass of the
clerks.
2071. Has your department a body of accelerators?—No ; our branch offices
supersede those ; we send the letter-carriers to the branch offices.
2072. Do your letter-carriers deliver any letters upon the Sunday in any part
of London ?—No ; they deliver in the country on the Sunday ; the letters sent by
the mail at night to many places beyond the three-miles circle are delivered on
the Sunday morning, and they must be delivered before 10 o'clock on the Sunday
morning.
2073. Be so good as to state where the Sunday deliveries begin ?—Beyond the
three-miles circle.
2074. That is considered out of London?—Yes; they get their letters too late
to deliver them that night, and as it would not do to detain them till the Monday
morning, they are delivered on the Sunday morning.
2075. Mr. W. Palten.~] Those are delivered by your own men exclusively ?—Yes.
2076. Mr. Wallace^] How many men are employed on ihe Sunday duty ?—
Two hundred and twenty-four is the number who deliver letters on the Sunday
morning.
2077. Mr. Trotter^] Is that number different from the number employed on
the week-days ? —Yes, because we have auxiliary assistants who deliver in the
week-days. If we want to deliver letters in a district that does not require all a
man's time, we get it done at the cheapest rate, by paying a man 7*. or Ss. or
IDS. a week, and we term those auxiliary assistants; they are not generally
employed on the Sunday morning duty.
2078. Mr. WallaceJ] If they were required, they would be employed?—Yes.
2079. Have the persons to whom the letters were sent in any instance objected
to receiving them on the Sunday morning?-—We have had a case ; we have had
representations, but it can hardly be called an exception to the general rule : one
or two persons have made a representation.
2080. Supposing at any of your district offices, or in any large town, the letters
that
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that were stamped were directed by the Postmaster-general to be delivered in the Robert Smith, Esq.
course of the letter-carrier proceeding to the head post-office, would you see any
difficulty or objection to that, provided the stamp was obliterated, and an account * August 1843.
taken at the office ?—Am I to understand that the letter-carrier is to call at the
receiving house, and select letters for his line of delivery ?
2081. You are to understand that he takes the whole of the letters, but leaves,
on his way to the head office, such letters as are for those persons who live on the
line of his walk ; but the letters he does not leave on his journey he takes to the
head office ?—It appears to me hardly practicable to carry out such a plan as that
in London.
2082. In London it might not be practicable, because you have accelerators
and mail-carts ; but in the country districts would it not be (—The receiving
houses are very scanty in the country districts ; a man would walk three or four
miles before he got to a receiving house. The receiving house is in the village,
and there are generally very few letters for that village ; for instance, the number
of letters posted at Brentford, to be delivered at Brentford, would be very small.
2083. Where would those Brentford letters come to ; to the General Postoffice r— No ; they are kept back, and delivered by the letter-carriers under a byepost regulation.
2084. Similar deliveries might be performed in a large tcwn, might they not?—
In the general-post towns they keep back the letters for their own delivery.
If a letter is posted in Colchester, it is kept back to be delivered in Colchester.
2085. Where there are receiving houses in towns, in place of bringing the
whole number of letters to the receiving house, might they not deliver part on
their way?—Then the men must begin to collect a good deal earlier, or there
would not be time. The time is so arranged, that the longest possible time is
allowed at all the receiving houses; but if the man is to have the power of select
ing such letters as may be in his own delivery, and to proceed to deliver those,
he must either collect a great deal sooner, or he could not deliver them in time.
2086. In the case of towns where there are four or six deliveries a day, where
they are not hurried in the way you are in London, would you see any difficulty ?
—The difficulty would arise, in every case, where you allow the public the longest
time to post the letters.
2087. Besides that objection to it, do you see anything unsafe in it?—No de
pendence could be placed upon it, because it is left to the option of the letterearner whether he will deliver the letter in the regular course of duty or not.
We know by the date of the stamp when it should be delivered ; but here it would
be left to the post letter-carrier to do as he thought proper.
2088. Then, in your opinion, it would not be either expeditious or safe ?—
Decidedly not ; I think the public would derive no benefit from it.
2089. Is there not a considerable time lost in the winter, in dark nights, in the
delivery of letters, from the letter-carrier being obliged to resort to the lights ? —
Not in London, for our gas-lights supersede that, and you have those in all parts
of London. The man sorts his letters before he goes out, and he has the letters
regularly arranged, and he is acquainted with the places he is going to, and
then with the assistance he may have from the gas-lights, he has no difficulty
about it.
2090. Would it or would it not accelerate the delivery of letters after dark if
the letter-carriers had lights as the policemen have ?—No. At one time they
had a candle, which they were to use in a lantern, and they did not make use
of it.
2091. It would not, in your opinion, accelerate the delivery of letters if the
letter-carriers were allowed lamps, such as the policemen have ?—I do not think
it would.
2092. Mr. EscottJ] Would it require an additional force to have that Sunday
delivery ?— It would require an additional force, or you must work the men on the
Sunday as well as the week, and they would not have any rest. I should pro
pose to have additional men, in order to give them a rest.
2093. Mr. Wallace.] But you do ycur Sunday work in the country ?—Yes ;
it is expected to be completed by 10 o'clock in the morning; and that is in places
\vhere they have not a night delivery.
2094. AJr. Escott.~\ Do you think a Sunday delivery would be a great conve
nience to the public?—No, I do not think it would ; the public have great objec
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq. tions to it. It was talked of some time ago, and there was a great outcry against
it, even on the part of the merchants.
a August 1843.
2095. Mr. Wallace.] Are the letter-carriers who deliver on the Sunday in the
country the same as those who deliver on the other days of the week ?—Yes.
2096. Mr.Escott.'] Do you think it necessary that the letters which pass through
London should remain the whole Sunday in London ?— I do not know ; I suppose
that the public are satisfied about it ; there seems to be no objection raised to it.
That point was well considered at the time of the agitation respecting the Sunday
delivery ; it was then proposed to stop them short of London, and send them to
places near, but I do not think the public wish anything of the sort.
2097. Mr. Trotter.~\ You stated that some general-post letters were delivered
by the twopenny-post carriers ; those are letters either mis-sorted, or coming in
by the mail subsequent to the delivery by the general-post carriers ?—Yes.
2098. But they are not despatched by your carriers till their regular time of
going?—Certainly not; they would not be despatched till 12 o'clock.
2099. Therefore, if they did not take the advantage of your despatch, there
must be an additional supply of general letter-carriers ?—Yes ; or they must be
detained till the next day.
2100. Mr. F. Baring.'} You have been asked whether you found in your
department that your officers did not give every assistance that was required to
Mr. Rowland Hill's plan ; can you inform the Committee whether you consider
that Mr. Rowland Hill's scheme was favourably looked upon by the officers of
your department generally ? —I do not know that it was favourably looked upon ;
all I mean to say is, that everything was done by them with a view to carry it
out ; but what their private views may have been I cannot say ; I am satisfied of
this, that no impediment whatever was thrown in the way of Mr. Hill's plan
from any private feeling that any individual might have connected with the
department.
2101. But do you consider that they had private feelings against it? —I have
no hesitation in saying that many of them had ; they did not consider it a good
plan.
2102. Generally speaking, the feeling was not in favour of the plan?—No;
because it was not thought that it would realise what was expected.
2103. Did it not give trouble and inconvenience? — I do not think that has
been the feeling ; I have never thought of the trouble, and I do not think that they
did ; it was oppressive at first, but as soon as I could see my way, I applied for
that relief to the sorters and letter-carriers which I thought was fair and reason
able, that they might not be more oppressed from the change which had taken
place than it was right and proper that they should be ; that every man should
have a fair share of work.
2104. Did it not give more work to the receivers?—Yes; I was besieged at
first with representations upon the subject.
210,5. The plan was not popular?—Noj because they were called upon to take
in every letter paid.
2106. It gave them additional trouble? —Yes, and that at a time when they
were badly paid ; the stamps were a relief after a time.
2107. Would it not be a great accommodation if the stamps were made univer
sal?— It would be rather a relief to the deiiartment if you could exclude any
money prepayment at all ; it would be, no doubt, a simplification.
2108. Have you any idea how that could be carried into effect?—Nothing
could carry it into effect but compulsion ; the public have got their choice, and
they have had their choice. My impression is, that the per-centage which is
allowed to the receiver does a good deal to assist in the circulation of the
stamps.
2109. Mr, PattenJ] Do you know the proportionate amount of money that
has been received at the district offices ?—No, I do not.
2110. Mr. F. Baring.'] Would there be any means, by restricting the times
in which letters paying money might be posted, which might increase the number
of stamps as compared with prepayments, without restricting much the public con
venience ? —Yes, but I think it would lead to disappointment; it is a difficult
thing in such a place as London is to make the people understand the distinction,
and many people would be posting their letters under the impression that they
would
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would pass as paid, without being aware of the consequences and the delay which- Robert Smith, Esq.
would arise.
2111. Do you think it possible to have boxes where persons might post 2 August 1843.
letters with stamps upon them, but have no power of posting other letters ? —If
you could do away with prepayment, you might simplify the letter-carrier's duty,
but if you were to have letter-boxes of that description, you must put them into
the care of some person, and you must pay him something for taking care of that
letter-box, because a man would not like to give up a pane of glass, and to have
letter-carriers going in six or seven times a day to receive the letters without
receiving something for it.
2312. Could you not have them at the police-stations?—That would be a very
small number.
2113. And at the houses of stamp distributors ?—It might be Hone, but no
great advantage would be gained by it ; I should say that if it was necessary at
all, you should increase the number of receiving houses.
2114. But would you accomplish the object by that means?—I cannot fancy
that it would be any great advantage j the public have now receiving houses to
put their letters in. If you were to say that a letter bearing a postage stamp shall
be posted up to five o'clock in the general-post, and a letter that is paid for shall
be posted up to four, or half-past four, you would make a distinction as to time.
I can see no advantage ; so far as the public is concerned, it would be a disad
vantage ; it would inconvenience the public in order to give an advantage to the
Post-office.
2115. What additional inconvenience to the public would it be if a box were
placed where none exists now, into which they might drop letters? —It would be
no inconvenience to the public ; but as far as the department goes, we should
increase our labour.
2116. Would it not be an additional convenience to the public?—The greater
number of places you appropriate for the receipt of letters, there is no doubt you
increase the accommodation to the public ; but you increase the details of the
department to a certain extent, even if it is only as regards the collection, if you
have no account of paid letters. If the men call at those different places, those
would in fact be receiving houses on a minor scale, and for which you must give
a small remuneration.
2117. There would be no accounts necessary? — No; but you would have to
give a small remuneration ; you could not get people to take care of those boxes
without having some remuneration,
2118. You think limiting the time would be of more effect ?—Yes.
2119. Are there any large towns where the post is conducted upon the same
system as the London penny-post ?—I believe there are.
2120. The letters there are delivered by the general letter-carriers?—Yes.
2121 . Have you ever considered the practicability of introducing the penny-post
system upon a large scale, such as it is in London, in populous districts ?—I should
apprehend that it is now done in the neighbourhood of large towns.
2122. Are you aware whether it is done in the Potteries ?—No, I am not ; but
I should imagine that in Exeter, Bath, and Manchester, and other large places,
there are three or four deliveries in the day, much upon the same principle as in
London.
2123. Confined to the towns themselves?—Yes.
2124. The question applied to thickly populated districts?— I should almost
doubt, unless it was very thickly populated, whether it would pay the expenses of
delivery to places in the country.
2125. You have never considered it?—No; it does not come within my
department at all.
2126. Mr. Cripps.~\ What is the remuneration paid to a receiver in London ?
—In London the lowest is 8 I., and the highest is loo/, a year.
2127. Mr. Tennent.] How is it regulated ?—According to the quantity of duty ;
the receiver in Cornhill has 100 I. a year ; the receiving house faces the Royal
Exchange.
2128. Mr. Hawes.'] The gross revenue now derived from the letters of the
London District-post, heretofore the Twopenny-post, in i 842 appears to be as great
as it was in the year 1 836, as stated by Mr. Hill in his evidence ; is that so or not ?
0.93.
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Robert Smith, Esq. —It is not so great, because one is 1 1 2,924 /., and by the estimated Return which
•
I have put in, it is 105,428 /. for 1842.
2 August 1843.
2129. Mr. F. Baring.} The i rj,t)L>4 /. includes the general-post letters in
wards ?—Yes.
2130. Mr. Hawes.~\ The present account of the revenue of the London districtpost does not include any portion of the postage of general-post letters ? —No.
There is no postage now to collect upon.
2131. To compare, therefore, the revenue of those two periods, ought you or
ought you not to deduct the revenue upon the general-post letters from the revenue
of the year 1836 ?—If you suppose that the revenue derived from the delivery of
general-post letters at that period amounted to 5,000 /. a year, taking that from
the 112,924^., it will reduce it to 107,924/., and bring it down nearly to what it
was according to that estimate of last year ; but the fact is that the letters have
doubled themselves, or nearly so, since the penny post has come into operation.
2132. You deduct the 5,ooo/.?—Yes; I speak generally.
2133. Do you mean that that represents the amount of general -post letters in
1 836 ?—The extra postage received by us at that period on the general-post letters
delivered at places beyond the three-miles circle amounted to about 5,000 I. If
we included the total amount that was collected on letters of that description it
would be 1 0,000 /., because the letters outwards formed a revenue, though it did
not come into the twopenny-post.
2134. What was the amount which entered into your revenue from that source
in 1 836 ?—The postage upon the letters that we delivered at places beyond the
three-miles circle.
2135. Will you state the amount ?—I take it at the estimate of 5,000 /. a year.
2136. Do you feel confident that that is all?—Yes; I rather think that Mr.
Hill is alluding to the total amount of postage received by the twopenny-post on
general-post letters posted within the limits of the twopenny-post beyond three
miles. Now there were a certain number of letters posted at those places which
went into the general-post revenue ; I think I was called upon to make a return,
as far as my recollection carries me, and I think I returned the amount of postage
derived on general-post letters delivered and collected by the twopenny postmen,
beyond the limits of the twopenny-post, at 1 0,000 /. a year; but that was both
ways.
2137. With regard to letters of extra weight, has not the profit increased with
the increased allowance?—'Yes; the return shows that it has done so.
2138. Might it not, therefore, be extended still further?— I take it on this
principle, that if, when the public could send packets to the weight of four ounces,
only half that number of letters passed through above the weight of one ounce, is
it fair to calculate that you would get much more under the new system ? There are
no other inducements given to the public to send packets above the weight of one
or two ounces now than there was when they could send them then. I only look
at it in that way.
2139. Previously there was a limit of four ounces ?—Yes.
2140. Then, as regards any extension of that limit, would it not be a simple
question of profit or loss?— Yes ; and it was my view of the case that it would be
rather a loss than a gain.
2141. But you have stated that such increase of weight as has been permitted
has led to a profitable result ?—Yes ; but if you admit packets to the extent of the
ounce, all that you have gained there must be struck off, and they will come into
the pennies. You now charge from half an ounce to an ounce at 2 d. ; but it
would allow a packet or a letter to be passing through the local posts, not exceed
ing two ounces, for i d.
2142. But the examination rather refers to the plan of extending the weight
to be carried under a graduated scale of postage ? —I can only answer that as 1 have
done ; out of 244,000 there were 500 weighing four ounces.
2143. But with regard to the advance in weight, and its operation on the re
venue, have not you entertained a decided opinion yourself?—Yes, I have
certainly, and I thought that it might be so till I took this account ; because I have
said all along there is no objection, so far as the Post-office is concerned (for no
weight would affect us in the London post), to extending it to two ounces ; and
perhaps, in fairness, when you look at the distance you carry a letter of half an
ounce
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ounce for id., the local posts might think they were entitled to have a larger Robert Smith, Esq
weight than places lying a greater distance. But still a doubt seemed to me to
arise upon this point, if there was only a certain number of letters at that period " AvKUf-1 l843when the weight could go to four ounces, bearing a very small per-centage upon
the total number, would those letters increase now in the proportion which you
must lose by reducing your rate ? That is the only point that I look to ; it does
not amount to a great deal ; but I think it is clear that you have no right to calculate
upon much additional revenue from it, even admitting that you make it up.
2144. It is this recent Return which has led you to alter your opinion?—Yes,
it is.
2145. You have stated that the Hampstead contractor was late upon a stated
number of journies ?—Yes.
2146. Are other contractors late upon their journies? —No; we should not
allow them to be late ; we should report them to the Postmaster-general.
2147. Then it is only the Hampstead contractor who has failed?—Yes ; they
might have been detained occasionally, but if they are five minutes behind time,
the contractor is called upon to account for it.
2148. It is only in that particular case that the scheme of Mr. Hill failed?—
Yes, and he was written to. The time that he lost upon one occasion was 20
minutes upon the journey.
2149. Mr. Hill recommended a specific plan, the employment of those short
stages and omnibuses ; was it or was it not part of the plan that the speed should
be fixed by the Post-office, and that the speed which he recommended as on the
whole most economical, and equally advantageous to the public, was less than that
which the Post-office determined upon ?—Yes ; that we said we could not give
way to, because we should not get our bags in in time.
2150. Then that altered so far the proposition made by Mr. Hill ?—Yes; he
wanted to reduce the time, and that we did not consent to.
2151. You did not try his plan?—No. We made every possible facility as
regards getting contracts from those particular persons by omnibuses and other
conveyances. It was made as perfect as it could be ; but the other was a ques
tion of time, and we said we could not give way as to time.
2152. Mr. JV. Patten.] What was the difference in time?—Mr. Hill wanted
seven miles an hour and we had eight.
2153. Mr. Hawes.^ Was that including stoppages ? —Yes.
2154. The Post-office speed, in point of fact, was greater than that ordinarily
travelled by the omnibuses, was it not?—I should apprehend that it was.
2155. Would not that account for your not having so many tenders ?—It might
possibly ; it was a question of time with us, and that question of time we were
obliged to maintain.
2156. Was it, or not, a part of the plan that there should be more frequent
deliveries, notwithstanding the reduction of speed ?— Mr. Hill's plan was, that
there should be more frequent deliveries.
2157. His plan, therefore, was a reduction of speed, coupled with an increased
number of deliveries, and also greater economy of time and expedition in sorting ?
—That was his plan ; but I did not know that that was at all connected with the
contracts which we tried to obtain from the coach proprietors and omnibus pro
prietors.
2158. And that plan has not, as a whole, been carried into effect?—Certainly
not.
2159. You have stated that almost all the receiving houses round London have
an additional delivery ?—Yes.
2160. Take the case of Kilburn ?—That has an additional delivery.
2161. How many deliveries has it?—It has five deliveries now.
2162. That is the number common to all ?—Yes ; I not only gave the deli
veries to places beyond the three-miles circle, but I gave the deliveries to places
within the boundary of the three-miles circle at Camberwell, Walworth, Kennington, Newington Butts, Camden Town, Islington, and all places within the boun
dary of the three-miles circle, have the benefit of this additional delivery, as well
as those places beyond it.
2163. Are there five collections as well as five deliveries?—No, we do not col
lect at those places, because xve have already a collection at about eight o'clock in
the evening there, and it « ould be attended with increased expense.
2 1 64. Then there are four collections and five deliveries ?—Yes.
N N 3
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2 165. Which is the most expensive, a collection or a delivery?—A delivery
certainly.
2166. Have they five deliveries and four collections at Norwqod?—Yes.
2167. With reference to the 80,000 letters that you spoke of as twopenny-post
letters, are they 80,000 within the London district?—No, belonging to all parts;
it is the number of letters collected within the limits of the Twopenny Post-office,
and delivered within the limits.
2168. Then those 80,000 letters are not delivered by your present force of
letter-carriers of which you have spoken in the London district ?—Yes, 80,000
twopenny-post letters are delivered by the twopenny-post letter-carriers, both
London and country.
2169. How many letter-carriers are there delivering those 80,000 twopennypost letters?—The total number of letter-carriers, and of auxiliary assistants,
including 70 supernumeraries, is 868, to perform the whole of the duties of town
and country within the limits of the London post; 316 is the number within the
limits of the general-post delivery.
2170. Does that include supernumeraries and assistants ?—There are no assist
ants there ; perhaps it would take a portion of the supernumeraries, say 40.
2171. That makes 356 ?—Yes; but you will bear in mind that of those super
numeraries, on some occasions, we have not two men out of employ.
2172. Has there been any alteration of the number lately ?—Not within the last
12 months.
2173. What is the average length of a letter-carrier's walk? — I have stated that
I think from 15 to 17 miles is the extent of ground of each letter-carrier ; but it
is a very difficult thing to come to a conclusion.
2174. What is the time occupied from the time they begin to deliver to the time
they end ?—We allow an hour and a quarter ; that is the average time.
2175. At what rate do they walk ?— If they walk at the Post-office rate, they
should walk four miles an hour.
2176. What is the whole length of their walk from beginning to end?—It is a
very difficult thing to say ; a man may walk two miles in his round, or he may walk
four miles in his round.
2177. They have extra pay, have they not, for extra duty?—Yes; if they come
to the office, and do extra work, they get i s. for it.
2178. You are acquainted generally, of course, with Mr. Hill's plans for the
improvement of the Post-office 1—Yes.
2179. In your time, have all those plans been carried into operation, or if they
have not, will you have the goodness to specify what has not been carried into
operation, so as to show the difference between the present system of the Post-office
and that recommended by Mr. Hill?—We have not increased the number of deli
veries ; that is one of his plans; and the consolidation, that is another.
2180. With regard to the weight of the packet?—That is a recommendation
now ; I do not know that it was much thought of originally, and that remains the
same.
2181. And the prepayment has not been made compulsory ?—No.
21 8a. Mr. Wallace^ You have stated that you are of opinion that no part of
the day can be spared by your letter-carriers to assist in sorting in the evening ?—
I am certain of that.
2183. They begin at seven in the morning, and their duties go on continuously
from seven in the morning till half-past nine at night, and therefore you consider
that they cannot be spared to do any sorting in the Post-office in the evening ?—
Decidedly not.
2184. With respect to the question of consolidation, some years ago in the city
of Edinburgh, and also in the city of London, there were twopenny-post lettercarriers, and also general-post letter-carriers ; both of them have been consolidated
in those two cities ?—Yes.
2185. Are you quite certain, without a fair trial being made in London, of con
solidation, that it would not work advantageously?—My opinion is, that it would
not ; I cannot say more. You will bear in mind, that the number of letters posted
and delivered within the twopenny-post limits, is greater than the number of letters
posted in all Scotland, according to the weekly Returns, and also more than in
Ireland.
2186. Mr. F. Baring.'] You have been asked upon the subject of increasing the
weight of letters passing for a single rate in the London post district ; do you
believe
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believe that at the present moment the public are aware of the distinction of the Robert Smith, Esq.
London post district from the general post ?—There is no distinction in weight at
•
present between the London and the general post.
2 August 1843.
2187. But if you changed your charge, would you not find considerable difficulty
in the public ascertaining the rate that would be chargeable upon their letters ?
—It is possible, to a certain extent, it might be the case ; but I should think
persons wishing to send letters by the general post would be pretty well aware of
the distinction ; and the distinction is more likely to be made in the local towns than
in London.
2188. If you were to have this privilege in London, would it not be necessary
to extend the same privilege to large towns r—Decidedly ; they must all be treated
alike.
2189. Would not that destroy the uniformity ?—Yes.
2190. And would it not raise all the difficulties which used to arise formerly
with regard to how far the delivery should go r—Certainly. The question has
been put to me simply as a question of revenue, and I have stated that I saw no
difficulty as regards the rate.
2191. Mr. Wallace.] You have given in the number of letters as returned from
Ireland and from Scotland, and you have stated your belief that the consolidation
of the department here could not be carried into effect on account of the great
number of letters ; is it not a question of force and expense as respects the con
solidation of the two departments ?—Decidedly ; if we had sufficient force and
expense we could do anything ; it has been only a question of expense, so far as
the Post-office is concerned. So far as I am concerned I have no objection to 12
daily deliveries in London ; it will give me trouble, but that I do not raise any
difficulty about.
2192. Chairman.] With respect to this map, which you have produced, within
the London district there are seven deliveries ?—Yes.
2193. Then in the circle coloured red, there are six ? —Yes.
2194. Then in the part coloured yellow, there are five ?—Yes.
2195. And in the other beyond that, there are four?—Not universally; there
are some places where there are only three ; but taking all the important places,
there are four.

Veneris, 4" die Augusti, 1843.
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William Bokenham, Esq. called in ; and Examined.
2196. Chairman.] WHAT situation do you hold in the Post-officer—Su
W. Bokenham,
perintending President of the Inland-office.
Esq.
2197. How long have you held that situation ?—I think about seven years.
2198. Were you examined before the Commissioners of Post-office Inquiry 4 August 1843.
in the year 183/ ?— I was.
2199. Were you examined on the subject of the consolidation of the Inland
and Twopenny-post departments ?—No, I was not ; I was examined more par
ticularly on the subject of registration.
2 200. Were you examined at all with regard to increasing the number of
deliveries of letters, and as to arrangements for accelerating the delivery of
general-post letters in the morning ?—I was not.
2201. Do you consider that any time would be saved in the delivery of the
general-post letters in the morning by the consolidation of the two corps of
0.93.
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letter-carriers, and their indiscriminately delivering twopenny-post and genera post letters ?—On the contrary, I think the letters would be detained, there
would be delay occasioned ; that is to say, if it is simply to be an amalgama
tion of the two offices, with the deliveries as they are now, every second hour.
2 202. Would it be possible to despatch from the head office any considerable
number of the general-post letters to form a part of the twopenny-post delivery
at eight o'clock ?—A considerable number of them ; all those prepared up to
half-past seven in the morning might be so despatched.
2203. If those letters were sent to the branch offices, to be distributed by
the twopenny-post letter-carriers, would they not be delivered at an earlier
hour than they would be by the general-post letter-carriers leaving the Postoffice some time after eight o'clock ?—Certainly; that portion of them ready to
send to the branch offices at half-past seven, but those which remained after
wards would be delivered much later ; take, for instance, a morning this week ;
Tuesday or Wednesday the Indian mail arrived, the general-post letter-carriers
were despatched at 20 minutes before nine, the delivery was completed that
morning at half-past 10; the whole of the general-post delivery, every generalpost letter was delivered by half-past 10 ; if the two offices had been consoli
dated, a portion of letters would have gone at half-past eight, and been delivered
before 10, but the remaining portion could not have been delivered before 12 ;
and it would also have this effect, unless we lost time at the sorting tables,
taking two letters from Liverpool going to the same party, one might be deli
vered at eight o'clock, the other at ten o'clock ; then, in winter, we could not
always prepare our letters to send off to the branch office by half-past nine,
so that there would be a third delivery of general-post letters.
2204. Do you conceive that that would be attended with any inconvenience
to the department ?—Not to the department, but to the public.
2205. Do you conceive it would be more inconvenient than by a portion
of the letters being delayed in consequence of the late arrival of some particular
train in winter ?—Decidedly ; on the morning I allude to, when I reached
the office, about half-past eight, there were 200 or 300 people waiting in the
greatest anxiety to get their letters arriving by the India mail.
2206. If nine o'clock was the hour selected for the combined delivery of the
general-post, letters and the twopenny-post letters, would you be able by that
time, speaking generally, to send out the great bulk of the general-post letters?
—Certainly not ; we could do it occasionally ; we might do it frequently, with
perhaps a little more assistance ; but with our present establishment, we could
not do it once a week, on the average, for we must have all our letters pre
pared by half-past eight, to reach the branch offices at nine.
2207. Is it your opinion that if the two corps of letter-carriers were consoli
dated, the result would be that the general-post letters must be detained till
the ten o'clock twopenny-post delivery, which would make the delivery of
general-post letters later than it is at present, or that the public would lose the
advantage of the twopenny-post delivery at eight o'clock, by delaying that
delivery till such time as the general-post letters could be sent with them. ?—
That is my opinion.
2208. Would your objection apply equally, if, instead of having deliveries of
twopenny-post letters once in two hours, there were hourly deliveries of those
letters ?—That is entirely a matter of expense ; we can have no objection
to it ; the expense with which it will be attended is the objection ; if there
was an hourly delivery of letters, with consolidation, a portion of the letters
would then go out at eight in the morning, a portion at nine, and a portion at
ten, and occasionally a portion at eleven ; the question is, whether it would
be acceptable to the public, one man receiving his letters three or four hours
earlier than another, although possibly they all came by the same mail, and from,
the same town.
2209. How would it happen that letters coining from the same town should
not be sent out together ?—The machinery of the Post-office is necessarily very
complicated; the sorting, and so on. Yesterday morning we were desired to
get the number of letters brought in by the different mails ; I obtained it,
but the general-post delivery was detained just half an hour in consequence.
I was obliged to stop the sorting when I received the northern railway mails ;
the other bags, were thrown under the tables ; I was obliged to clear the office
three or four times, and commence afresh. Our general plan is to work as
hard as we can, until we fill the sorting tables ; then our clerks are prepared for
the
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the foreign arrivals, which occupy a considerable time in taxing ; the French
mail takes a great deal of time. Yesterday morning we were obliged to draw a
line ; the bags of the northern railway were received, and taken to the openers ;
the openers opened them ; the letters were told, and until they had been entirely
disposed of, I would not suffer another mail to come into the office. Had I
suffered another mail to have come into the office, the Liverpool letters, although
the first at the sorting tables, might have had others placed upon them, in
which case it would happen, with an hourly delivery, that a portion of the
letters from the same town might be sent out at eight, nine, and ten o'clock for
delivery.
2210. Would not all the Liverpool letters be sorted at the same time ?—They
lie on the sorting table, and are piled up in two or three rows, some, might be
sorted, and others not.
2211. Mr. Trotter.\ The letters by the different bags are, in your usual
course, all mixed together ?—Yes ; the letters that come in first in the morning,
where there have been no stoppages, are sometimes the last sorted, from their
being at the bottom of the piles ; there can be arrangements made to meet that
in some measure ; the whole of the Liverpool mail, for instance, might be subdi
vided, and every person in the office employed upon it until disposed of.
2212. Mr. Wallace^] Is that the case from the first?—Yes; they are distri
buted immediately in the morning to the openers of bags ; the bags are turned
out into bins, each marked according to the different opener ; the A. opener has
a certain portion of bags, the B. another, and so on.
2213. The mails which first arrive in the morning are not the first which are
sorted: — They probably are, unless there are a great many foreign and ship
letters coming in to employ those parties who are waiting to receive them.
2214. Mr. Cripps.] They begin to sort them, but then others may come in
and interfere with the sorting of them ?—Yes.
2215. Chairman.'] Are you to be understood that it is your opinion that the
consolidation of the letter-carriers, without being combined with an hourly de
liver}' of letters, would not be attended with any convenience to the public ?—
Certainly.
2216. If it were to be combined with hourly deliveries, that would add very
materially to the expense ?—Undoubtedly.
2217. Do you conceive that a considerable saving would be effected by a con
solidation of the two corps ?— None whatever ; with hourly deliveries we should
require a considerable force in addition to our present force. To do the work
quickly, we should do it together ; but even then with a delivery every two
hours, we could not save a single individual.
2218. Have you formed any opinion as to the probable increase of expense
that an hourly delivery would occasion ?—Yes, I can state to a certain extent
the expense which it would occasion.
2219. Do you coincide with Mr. Smith?— Precisely; we made our calcula
tions together, and went through them carefully together.
2220. Have you considered how far it would be advantageous to divide
London into separate districts for post-office purposes ?—That has had my very
serious consideration ; I do not like to use the word " impracticable," but it
really amounts to it in my opinion. The" effect of 10 branch offices would be
this, that every post town in the kingdom would necessarily have 10 bags to
make up for London, the consequence of which would be, that the country
postmaster could never sort the London letters ; it would lead to endless con
fusion. All I know is, that if a man in the Manchester office can manage to
divide London into 10 districts correctly, I should be very glad to have him in
my own office.
2221. Mr. Wilson Patten.] Must that be the case ?—Necessarily so.
2222. Chairman.] If the address on a letter were " London" only, that letter
now comes as a matter of course to the head office ; if it were forwarded to
the district post-office, such as Lambeth, Marylebone, Westminster, or whatever
it might be, and it should go in the bag to that branch, would that remove the
difficulty ?—Certainly not, for the deputy postmasters in the country would
never understand whether Marylebone was under the Euston-square district
or the Great Western district.
2223. Suppose Marylebone a post town?—It would then be addressed
" Marylebone ; " in that case it might be done. I took the other day the num0.03.
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her of mis-sorts in the London delivery which had to be corrected, and which
were corrected before the letters went out ; the number of letters mis-sorted,
that is, letters addressed to London, mis-sorted to their wrong divisions (our
4 August 1843. general-post delivery being divided into 15 divisions), 3,0/9 letters; in the
second sorting, 15/9 letters were mis-sorted to wrong letter-carriers, making
a total of 4,658, and those by experienced men.
2224. Out of what number of letters ?—Perhaps about 60,000 or 70,000.
2225. Do not those errors arise from the extent of business to be performed
at the. head office, and the short time that is necessarily allotted to it ?—The
short time that is necessarily allotted to it has a good deal to do with it, but
that is not all ; there are so many streets and courts of the same names, and so
many persons have a fancy for having their letters simply addressed " London."
I have a separate account of those for that morning, addressed " London " only,
sorted by the general-post letter-carriers on Wednesday, July the 12th, 3002 ;
and by the day mail on the same day, 555. My colleague, Mr. Smith, has had
a similar account taken for his own office. On the 13th of July the number of
letters mis-sorted in his office was 67072226. Viscount EbrlnytonJ] Would it be necessary to omit in the direction,
the word " London," any more than it is found necessary to omit the name of
the county in which any post town is ? —Certainly not ; I am merely pointing
out the difficulties in sorting letters for their proper deliveries. I bring forward
this statement to show the difficulty which, with all our experience, we have in
sorting the letters to their proper districts, and in the country it must in
crease 20 fold ; the consequence of which would be, that a letter might be sent
to the Euston-square district and round to four or five districts before it found
its right destination.
2227. Chairman^] Do you find a convenience in having all the lettercarriers for all parts of town congregated, so that if there is any doubt of the
destination of a letter they may be able to determine it ?—Yes ; at a certain
time in the morning we have the letters with illegible addresses ; we have a
bell rung and assemble the letter-carriers ; the addresses of the letters are then
called out, and the letter-carriers acknowledge a great number of them and
take them. In the country and branch offices this is not done ; the letters
mis-sorted are detained, whereas in the General Post-office the letter-carriers
being all assembled together, errors of the kind are rectified, and we have not
half a dozen letters detained in a morning. I am not prepared to say how
many Mr. Smith may have detained in the course of the day in that way, but
I should conceive it is considerably above 1 00.
2228. Mr. Baring.~[ How long does it take you calling out and getting rid of
those illegible letters ?—We allow for the corrections of errors in sorting 20
minutes on an ordinary morning, and 25 minutes on a Monday morning ; that is,
for the correction of errors and finishing. We give 20 minutes after the letters
are sent to the letter-carriers.
2229. If you had an hourly delivery, and kept those illegible letters till the
next hour, you could get the general mass of letters ready 20 minutes before,
could you not ?—No, not exactly that time ; 20 minutes are allowed after the
last letters are sent from the sorting office to the letter-carriers ; they have the
time to set them in for delivery, but perhaps half that time would be saved.
2230. Mr. Wallace.] When you state the time occupied in setting right
letters, which are imperfectly addressed, or illegibly, what is that as compared
with the number of persons who were employed every evening whilst franking
was legal in sorting the letters of the Members of both Houses of Parliament ?
—They were never separately sorted after they left the hands of the inspec
tors ; they were put on the sorting tables with the paid letters all together ; we
have always one man employed in correcting illegible addresses ; we call him
the blind man.
2231. Mr. Denison.] Suppose the plan of dividing London into districts were
attempted, the sorting of letters in the country would have to take place in
reference to the different sub-divisions established in London ?—Undoubtedly.
2232. Would it not take a greater number of men altogether distributed
over the country, to sort those letters in the country before they were sent to
London, than is now requisite to sort all those letters in London ? —Undoubt
edly, and it will take a larger number of bags ; instead of 600 bags they must
have 6,000 bags to make up, and we should have 6,000 bags to open.
2233. At
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2233- At all events, there would be a great increase of strength of men W. Bokenham,
Esq.
necessary in the country to keep the process going on in the country which
now goes on in London ? —Yes.
2234. Would not that involve an increase of expense ?—A considerable in 4 August 1843.
crease of expense in the country, as well as in London. When the penny-post
was first introduced, or rather previous to the introduction of the penny post
age, it was the practice in the country to sort the London letters into four
divisions, franks, paid, unpaid forward, and unpaid London. After the penny
postage, the deputies had not time to do it; they sent the whole of the stamped
letters mixed up together. We have now to divide them in the office in London,
and that occupies a considerable time. I mentioned it to Colonel Maberly, and
he said, " As it is a mere matter of expense, it is as well to have it done here as
in the country. I am anxious the postmasters should be relieved as much as
possible."
2235. Suppose this plan adopted, would not those district post-offices be
obliged to make up as many bags for despatch by each train as you make up ?
—If the district offices despatched as well as received,
2236. If the plan were adopted, would it be desirable it should be attempted
for despatch as well as for deliver)' ?—It would appear so ; I cannot see the
object of receiving bags at particular offices unless you despatch them from the
same offices again ; but immense large places would be required for the duty ;
if you despatch from each district office you must have a room nearly equal
to the Inland-office, for there must be accommodation for 600 bags.
2237. Mr. HaivesJ] You have been examined as to the comparative merit of
sorting in the country and in London ; that is no part of Mr. Hill's plan, is it ?
—Mr. Hill recommends a new system of sorting, I believe.
2238. In the country ?— I am not aware of that being proposed.
2239. Chairman."] (To Mr. Hill.) Will you have the goodness to explain how
you propose the letters from the country to be distributed in London as a part
of your system ?— Under the plan which I originally proposed, the letters would
on arriving in London go to the district offices ; there they would be assorted
for distribution to the other district offices ; they would not be assorted in the
country, but on their arrival at the particular district offices in London ; but
since I have become more familiar with the proceedings of the Post-office
I have expressed doubts, as will be found in my evidence, as to the advisability
of that portion of the plan, and have confined the use of the district offices,
with reference to the general-post letters, to their final assortment for delivery,
and also to their assortment for the several post towns or despatch.
2240. Do you propose that the whole of the letters coming by the Birming
ham Railway, for instance, should be assorted in the various London districts
at the post-office nearest to the Euston station?— Not now; that was my
original intention.
2241. Do you propose that postmasters in the country should make up bags
for the various London districts ?—No, certainly not ; my proposition is, that
the bags on arrival in London should all go to the chief office precisely as they
now go ; at the same time, I must admit I have expressed some doubt as to
which of the two arrangements would be best ; but the one which I believe I
have recommended in my evidence is, that the letters should go all together,
as they now go, to the chief office ; that they should there be assorted into
districts as they now are assorted into districts, with this exception, that the
districts should be made to coincide with the divisions into which I propose
the metropolis should be formed. I think Mr. Bokenham says they are now
divided into 15 districts ; under my arrangement they would be assorted, say,
into 10 districts ; the exact number is not a matter of moment.
2242. You propose that the first division should take place at St. Martin's-leGrand, and that the second process of assortment should take place in the
districts 1—Yes.
2243. Mr. Ori-pps.~\ Do not you think that, having changed your opinion
once, you might arrive at the conclusion that the present plan is better than
either ?— It is certainly possible that I might.
2244. Mr. Baring^] The plan you originally proposed was before you were
connected with the Treasury ?—Yes, it was proposed in February 18372245. Subsequent information which you obtained after being employed,
and having the means of access to the Post-office, induced you to alter your
0.93.
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opinion ?—Yes ; my reason for doubting as to which of the courses would be
best was this, that under the plan originally proposed, it is manifest that,
unless a large number of the mails arrived at once in town, there would for
a short time be no work going on at some of the district offices. If, for
instance, the mails brought by the Birmingham Railway were stopped at the
Euston-square district, the sorters there would have a great deal of work to do,
but the sorters at some other districts might be unemployed, in consequence of
the non-arrival of a particular mail which delivered those bags at that district.
I found there was considerable irregularity in the arrival of the mails, and had
reason to believe that that irregularity was unavoidable. I therefore was
inclined to doubt as to the policy of the arrangement originally suggested ;
and I believe it will be found, by reference to my evidence, that I expressed
that doubt. At the same time, in the examination which took place during the
progress of my evidence, I am not certain whether I did not for a moment
forget that statement, and whether I did not recommend the original pro
position. With reference to the despatch in the evening, my proposition is
that the general-post letters should be taken to the district offices, and there
assorted in this manner at each district office, and be put separate from the
rest ; the letters, for instance, which are sent out by the northern railway ;
those letters would be sent to the Euston-square office for final despatch, and
a similar arrangement would take place with reference to each of the roads
from London.
2246. You do not propose that those letters for the despatch should be sent
at all to the head office ?—Certainly not as a matter of course, according to
the system I have laid down ; then when all the sorters have arrived at Eustonsquare, they would put all for Birmingham into one bag, all for Manchester
into another bag, and so on. I do not anticipate a despatch of ten bags to
Birmingham and ten to Manchester.
2247. Mr. Wilson Patten.] With regard to the Scotch and Irish letters, which
would go by the Birmingham Railway, those would all go to the station at
Euston-square ?—Yes.
2248. Mr. Escott.'] Is the evidence you have now given the same as that
which you before gave on this subject ?—I have already expressed some doubt.
2249. Have you changed your mind since you gave your evidence on the
former day, or had you changed it after you became acquainted with the Postoffice, and after your appointment to the Treasury ?—1 changed my opinion in
consequence of having become more familiar with the arrangements at the
Post-office.
2250. Has that familiarity increased in consequence of your acquaintance
with the arrangements at the Post-office since this Committee commenced, or
was the change of opinion before this Committee commenced ?—Before this
Committee commenced.
2251. How is it that you are desirous to alter the evidence you gave on a
former day ?—I would ask the honourable gentleman to point out any altera
tion in my evidence.
2252. Are you, then, only repeating the same evidence you gave on a former
day ?—
The question was objected to by the Committee.
The Witnesses were directed to withdraw.
The Witnesses were again called in.
2253. Chairman^] (To Mr. Bokenham.) You have heard the explanation
which Mr. Hill has given of his plan, and the mode in which letters should be
received and assorted, upon the supposition that London was divided into 10
districts ; will you state to the Committee your opinion of the plan as now
explained by Mr. Hill ; his first proposal is, that all the bags from the country
shall be brought to the chief office, and the first assortment take place there ?—
That corresponds precisely with our present system.
2254. He proposes then that the further division into the letter-carriers'
walks be carried on, not at St. Martin's-le-Grand, but that the letters for the
several districts shall be sent to the district post-offices, and be there assorted ?
—I object to that plan on this ground, that I am confident it would lead to
innumerable errors. I have pointed out the difficulty of assorting for divisions,
and
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and the necessity there is for the general-post letter-carriers being all assembled W. Bokenkam,
Esq.
in one room to correct those errors.
2255. If &ny letters were mis-sorted in the first instance, and sent to a wrong
4 August 1843
district, they must be returned ? —Yes.
2256. And those letters would be much longer in reaching their proper
destination, than if the whole process of assortment took place at St. Martin'sle-Grand, where the error would be corrected on the spot ?—Yes ; and there
would be no saving of time, for we must convey the letters, as we now convey
the letters and the letter-carriers, to the district ; it would be attended with
no saving of time, but a loss.
2257. Have you formed any estimate of the number of clerks and sorters
that would be required at one of those large district offices, take for instance
the office in Euston-square ?—I have formed an estimate, which I fear will be
useless on the present occasion. I have formed it on the supposition that the
bags would be opened at the district offices, and the letters forwarded to others
for delivery ; the Euston-square office would only dispose of the whole of the
letters from the northern railway.
2258. That estimate is made upon the plan as originally proposed by Mr.
Hill to the Commissioners in 1837 ?—In the way I understood it.
2259. What would be the strength required at the different offices on that
supposition, with any saving from the plan as now modified ?—I have calcu
lated the number of persons required to perform the duties under Mr. Hill's
plan. The Birmingham Railway office, we suppose, would require about 80
clerks, sub-sorters, messengers, and stampers ; the South Western terminus,
71 ; the Eastern Counties, 36; the Great Western, 66; the General Postoffice, 122 ; and five other district offices, 70 ; making 445.
2260. What is the number of persons employed on those duties at present
at the chief office ?—Three hundred and ninety-four.
2261. Being an increase of 51 ?—Yes; but then I have taken the whole of
our force, every one, myself included ; and there is no provision for sickness or
anything else.
2262. Mr. IVilson Patten.] In that arrangement, do you include those at the
head office ?—Yes ; 1 speak of clerks, sub-sorters, messengers, and stampers ;
not letter-carriers.
2263. Chairman.] Have you formed any estimate of what would be the force
required to carry into execution the plan as now proposed to be modified ? —
It is rather difficult to do so at the moment ; there would be a great deal of
extra sorting at the different branches. 1 cannot form an estimate at the
moment.
2264. Are you able to state from what you have heard of these two plans,
which you would consider the least objectionable?—The least objectionable
would be the last proposed, for it would not interfere with the public so much
as the other would.
2265. Do you think, that under the plan as now modified, the public would
gain any advantage as to the time of receiving their letters, or the time allowed
for despatching them ?—In the time allowed for despatching letters, they cer
tainly would gain a little ; they would be able to receive at Euston-square
letters for the northern railroad so much later than at St. Martin's-le-Grand
as would be equal to the time occupied in conveying letters from the chief office
to that place.
2266. Are not there less objections in respect of despatching letters in the
evening than in respect of distributing letters in the morning ?—Certainly, but
the plan would be attended with expense, for the work must be subdivided ; but
what that expense would be I cannot state without considerable calculation.
2267. The details of those alterations proposed by Mr. Hill have never yet
been submitted to the Post-office so as to enable them to form any exact calcu
lation of the increased expense, or the effect in accelerating the delivery and
the despatch of letters ;—They certainly have not ; it would have been neces
sary for us to have known Mr. Hill's districts, and the precise bounds of each
district, to calculate to a nicety ; it is true we have formed imaginary ones, but
they are of little use.
2268. Has the attention of the Post-office department been directed to the
point whether you can introduce changes which would produce facilities to the
public consequent on the great increase in the number of letters ?—It has been
thought
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thought of, but it has always been felt that centralization is the best. I
believe the Honourable Member for Greenock candidly admitted it to be best ;
he had a strong feeling in favour of sorting at the receiving offices and at the
branch^ DUt he candidly admitted when he visited the Post-office that it
would be perfectly useless and a loss of time.
2269. Have you turned your attention to the mode of arranging the letters
for despatch in the evening by the post towns alphabetically, instead of by the
division into particular roads ?—I have.
2270. Mr. Escott.~\ You say that the plans have not been submitted to you
in sufficient detail to enable you to decide on the feasibility of Mr. Hill's plan ;
are not all these matters which depend very much upon minute detail ? —Cer
tainly they are ; the Post-office is a mass of detail. The plan for sorting might
be adopted as regards post towns, but it would be of no use whatever, it would
not save anything in the Post-office ; in fact, I must confess I was surprised
that Mr. HUl had proposed such a plan, after seeing the details of the Postoffice. The difficulty in getting the letters to their final places of disposal
would be very great by alphabetical sorting ; for instance, there are a number
of letters addressed to Strathfieldsaye ; (the Duke himself will never address to
Hartford Bridge, but simply Strathfieldsaye ;) such letters, with an alphabetical
sorting, would be sent to letter S, whereas they ought to go to letter H. There
are thousands of other cases to which the same thing applies. I have marked
in the book produced a number of places which we think it necessary the
sorters should know at once. The objection applies to every place in the
kingdom, with the exception of about 620 post towns. In the first sorting the
letters for despatch are now divided into 18 portions; i. e. 10 divisions, two
roads, four post towns, one district, one blind, making 18. In the second
sorting, 10 of the 18 portions are subdivided into 43, this assorting consequently
leaves the letters in 5 1 portions, of which 44 may be termed roads, the other
seven are letters for the large post towns, Liverpool, Manchester, &c. At each
road as many boxes are placed for post towns as the letters to be despatched will
find employment for one clerk ; and as Mr. Hill admits the propriety of the
letters for the larger towns being thrown out in the first stage of sorting, it fol
lows that even with his alphabetical sorting the letters must be subdivided
into as many portions as they now are, that is 51 ; the question therefore
is, can the letters be divided into 5 1 portions in one operation ? if so, the
second sorting may be dispensed with, and we then save one sorting, and
reduce the sorting to two operations instead of three. To sort the letters into
51 portions in one operation, it would be necessary for us to give a sorter at
the general sorting tables nearly three times the space he now occupies ; the
result of which would be, that the sorter, instead of remaining in one position,
must be constantly walking backwards and forwards, by which one-half, if not
two-thirds of his time would be consumed ; and as I deny the possibility of a
sorter (supposing we could keep him stationary) disposing of more letters than
he can under the present system, it follows, admitting for a moment its prac
ticability, that an alphabetical sorting for the despatch would occupy considerably
more space, and nearly double the number of hands as compared with our
present system. Mr. Hill's proposition would not render the assorting of letters
so simple an operation that strangers might be called in to assist in it ; for in
stance, unless a sorter has obtained a knowledge of the principal places, as well
as post towns, his alphabetical sorting would leave the letters in (as regards
their final disposal) much the same state as they were before he sorted them.
Letters addressed Rotherham, York, by a stranger, would be sorted to the
Y division, whereas they ought to be sent to the R; letters for Snaith
would be sorted to the S division, whereas Snaith being a sub-town
under Doncaster, they ought properly to have been sent to the D division.
Again, letters for Painswick by the morning despatch are sent to Stroud,
by the evening despatch to Gloucester. Ignorance on such points as these,
supposing an alphabetical sorting to be the best, would be fatal to the
employment of strangers. I will now suppose the letters to have passed
through the alphabetical sorting, and to have found their way through their
respective boxes into the bags ; then comes a very seriously complicated and
laborious operation, i. e. the assorting of the bags for despatch, an operation
which, for want of space, 1 should say could scarcely be got through with in
the present office. To show the difference in the last operation, 1 will take the
following
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following as an example :—The Aberystwith and Bishop's Castle bags would W. Bokmham,
have to be conveyed from the A and B divisions to the W for the purpose of
Iis<lbeing enclosed in the Welchpool bag. The Welchpool and Newtown bags
would afterwards have to be transferred from the W and N divisions to the 4 ^-usust l843S division to be enclosed in the Shrewsbury bag, which would then have to
be taken to the Northern Railway division, to be enclosed in the Shrewsbury
and Birmingham sack ; whereas by our present system, the letters for Aberyst
with, Bishop's Castle, Welchpool, Newtown, and Shrewsbury, as well as those
for the other bags forming a portion of the Shrewsbury and Birmingham sack,
viz. Wellington, Iron Bridge, Newport, Shifnal, Bilstone, Wednesbury, and
West Bromwich, are all sorted at once to the Chester Branch of the Northern
Railway, where they are deposited in their respective bags, and the bags them
selves enclosed in the sack, ready to be given into the charge of the guard.
There are other objections which ought to be pointed out to the Com
mittee. By the present system, the boxes are so arranged that if a letter is
thrown into the wrong box, it must be into one for a town in the neighbour
hood of the place for which the letter is intended ; for instance, a letter for
Carlisle, by an accident of the kind alluded to, might be mis-sent to Penrith or
*
Whitehaven, at any rate to a town on that line of road, by which the error
would be quickly corrected ; whereas by Mr. Hill's proposition, a letter for
Carlisle, put out of course under similar circumstances, might be mis-sent to
Carmarthen or Carnarvon, from which places it might take days to correct the
mistake. The same observation applies to bundles of letters, as well as single
letters. As regards an alphabetical sorting for the London delivery, I am of
opinion, if time is to be taken at all into consideration, it is impracticable ;
neither can it ever be introduced into any of the country offices. It is quite
impossible to introduce the same system into a country office ; for instance,
Birmingham will have letters for the whole of the kingdom, but they have not
more than 120, or perhaps not so many, bags to put them into.
2271. Do you conceive it would be possible to save one of the operations
which now takes place, by which the letters are now thrice subdivided ?— It is
impossible ; the letters must be subdivided somehow or other into 5 1 divisions ;
they will be then in a fit state to enable one clerk to dispose of one division ; to
assort the letters into 51 divisions, the sorter would have to walk twice the
length of this table to put the letters in their proper places, whereas he is now
stationary. The sorter has a table before him, a short table ; by doing away
with one operation, this table must be made three times its present length, so
that all his time would be occupied in walking about.
2272. Mr. Baring..] Would there be any difficulty in placing one table under
another ?—Then there would be a difficulty in getting at the tables.
2273. Chairman.] While Mr. Hill was employed at the Treasury, did he then
or previously frequently visit the Inland-office to inspect the actual operation ?
—I think Mr. Hill visited my office three times ; twice I met him there.
2274. Had you frequent communication with him on the subject of the sim
plification of the system ?—I had constant communication with him ; 1 recol
lect telling Mr. Hill, when I introduced the present system of sorting (previous
to the introduction of the penny-post, we had but two operations in sorting),
and I recollect telling him I was going to alter it. It was a matter of very
serious importance to the Post-office, for, with all our care and attention, we
could not get the mails off for an hour after the time.
227.5. Was that in consequence of the great increase of the number of let
ters "•: —Yes, the alteration was.
2276. Mr. Baring.'] When was that alteration in the system of sorting
made ?—I think about six months after the introduction of the penny-post.
2277. Chairman.'] Did that require a considerable increase in the Inlandoffice ?-—None whatever. At each despatching road I was obliged to employ
three or four clerks, and never could tell which of the three or four mis-sent a
letter ; the assorting of the letters was quite at their mercy, as regarded its cor
rectness. I altered the system so as to have a road of sufficient size for each
clerk to despatch all the letters for that road ; if a letter is now mis-sent, I
know the clerk who mis-sends it.
2278. Mr. Cripps.] Did that also give you a check on fraud?— In some
degree.
0.0,3.
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2279. Mr. Baring.] At what time do you get your letters for the evening
delivery, and begin sorting ?—We get a few, but very few, at half-past four.
2280. Chairman] At what time do the sorters get the letters in any number ?
_From about half-past five to half-past six.
2281. Mr. Baring.] There is no attempt at sorting in the other offices?—
None whatever, with the exception of the twopenny-post.
2282. In the separation of the general-post letters and the twopenny-post
letters, of course the receiver must look at the direction of every letter ? — Yes ;
that is not done, however, with the general-post despatch ; we relieve him from
it ; we found he could not do it. Up to two o'clock letters of every description
are sent by the receiver to the penny-post, whether general or twopenny ; from
two to four o'clock the receiver separates them. At four o'clock he separates
the twopenny from the general ; at five o'clock he sends the paid letters sepa
rately again, as far as he can, but all the stamped letters he sends to us.
2283. After two o'clock he attempts to separate? —Yes.
2284. In doing that he of course must look at every letter?—Yes.
2285. When he is looking at the direction of every letter, there is no attempt
at sorting the general-post letters, as regards the places to which they are
going ?—Certainly not.
2286. In the process of separating the general-post letters from the two
penny-post letters, is there no possibility that he might on that occasion make
some sort of distribution of the letters ?—No, I think not ; the want of time
would prevent it. The very operation referred to was in existence at the
branch offices ; they sorted the letters for the divisions, but the number was so
few that it amounted to nothing ; it was only the first despatch in which they
could do it ; and we took more time in cutting the bundles than in sorting the
letters ourselves ; the receiver could not do it at the general-post despatch with
any effect ; it would be useless.
2287. Is the number of letters posted from two to four small? —They are
not worth our while fetching from the receiving houses ; I collect from only
50 receiving houses at four o'clock.
2288. Mr. Wilson Patten.~\ Would there be any advantage in the assortment
of letters prior to their being stamped, the examination of the postage stamp
upon them, and the obliteration of that postage stamp :—None whatever.
2289. The examination and the obliteration of the penny postage stamp
would disturb any arrangement of the letters that had been previously made ?
—Undoubtedly.
2290. Mr. Baring.] On the present system?—Yes.
2291. But there is no necessity for stamping them before they are separated,
is there ?— Our present process is to stamp the letters as soon as we get them
into the office.
2292. Chairman] They are all then taken to the examiner to see that the
proper postage stamp is upon them ; then that stamp has to be obliterated ? —
Precisely so.
2293. The rapidity with which that process of obliteration takes place dis
arranges all the order of the letters ?— Undoubtedly.
2294. Therefore any labour of previous assortment would be thrown away,
would it n<»t?—I cannot imagine that any previous assortment of the letters
could take place, unless it was in the chief office itself.
2295. Unless you could trust the receiver or the officers at the different offices
to examine the postage stamp and obliterate it ? —In that case we should
require a considerable addition of establishment at the branch and receiving
offices, or we should get the letters so much later at the chief office. At
Lombard-street they could not get their letters sorted with the force there for
an hour, and it would not take us 10 minutes.
2296. Mr. Baring.] You refer to the last receipt of letters ? —Yes.
2297. The questions referred to the earlier receipt of letters ? —The numbers
are so small it would not be worth while ; the trouble would be greater than
the benefit ; if we could get them earlier, if any large number were brought in
the middle of the day a great deal might be done to save trouble to the office.
2298. Chairman] Has your attention been called lately by the Postmastergeneral to the consideration of any measures for accelerating the delivery of
letters in the morning, and for giving longer time for posting of letters in the
evening ?— It has.
2299. Will
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2290. Will you state what has been done 1—His Lordship desired me to W.
state in detail the additional force, and the expense attending the same, which
Es(lwould be necessary to effect the three following objects ; that is, to complete ~
the general-post delivery half an hour earlier than at the present time, to 4 ugust l 43"
keep the receiving-houses open half an hour later for the receipt of generalpost letters, and to return to the old hours for posting letters at the branch
offices. My estimate was this : that I should require 20 subsorters and 20
letter-carriers for the morning work ; the expense of which, according to the
present scale of salaries, would be about 3,040 L ; but with regard to the
subsorters, I thought we might get them at something less. I therefore sug
gested 20 subsorters at 67 I- 12 s., 1,352 L ; the letter-carriers wages being the
same as at present, 1,040/. ; two accelerators to convey the new letter-car
riers to their walks, 4001.; making 2,792 1. Then, calculating th&e the force
thus obtained for the carrying out of the first proposition, would of course
be available for the second and third, I stated that, with an additional allow
ance of 300 I. per annum for the employment of three extra collecting carts to
expedite the collections from the receiving-houses, the three objects his Lord
ship had in view might be effected. In this estimate I have calculated upon
the receiving-houses being open for the free reception of letters until 5. 30 P. M. ;
that the penny fee will continue to be paid at the chief office upon letters
posted between six and seven o'clock ; that Lombard-street will be put upon
the same footing; and that at the other branches the penny fee will be
received between 6 and 6. 45 P. M., instead of 6. 30 as at present, giving half
an hour at each of the receiving houses ; and to avoid the necessity of com
pensation to the bellmen, who would otherwise lose a considerable portion of
their fees, I proposed allowing them to collect letters till half-past five ; but
as I found, when looking at the books, that the general-post delivery is com
pleted on the average about 20 minutes later than it was before the introduc
tion of the penny-postage system in 1839, I called his Lordship's attention to
the fact, and submitted another proposition to regain that 20 minutes, by
which the letters would be delivered as early as before. To effect this saving
of time, I should require the services of 1 5 new subsorters to assist in the
town sorting as well as in the delivery (five subsorters less, and 20 letter-car
riers less) ; making the subsorters available for the evening dispatch, 1 have no
doubt I could give all the accommodation really required ; that is to say, com
plete the delivery as early as it was before the Penny-postage ; restore the old
hours for posting letters at the branch offices, and give half an hour at the
receiving offices and to the bellmen. The expense of my proposition was
2300. Mr. Cripps.] When was that proposition made?—In July ; last month.
2301. ChairmanJ] Has any decision been come to upon that ?—I believe it is
now under consideration.
2302. Has the Postmaster-general always shown a great anxiety to give
every additional facility for the delivery of letters in London, and the extension
of the time for posting ;—Very great ; his Lordship is particularly anxious
about it ; he is constantly visiting the practical offices himself.
2303. Has there been any feeling or disposition in the office to thwart his
Lordship's views in that respect ?—None whatever.
2304. You are prepared to state that there has been a desire on the part of
the office to give every additional facility in their power to the public in those
respects ?—Yes ; nothing has stood in the way but the expense ; we are pre
pared to do everything, and anxious to give facitities.
2305. Do you consider that the correspondence is likely to increase in con
sequence of those additional facilities, to such an extent as to compensate for
the expense you now propose, of 1,300 /. ?—Certainly not. I may state this
fact, that our late-letter fees have rather decreased than otherwise, since we
received them at the Charing-cross office and at Lombard-street.
2306. Mr. W. PattenJ] How many times in the evening do you collect the
letters from the districts to the central office ?—It is very uncertain ; from Lom
bard-street we collect in the course of the evening seven or eight times ; from
Charing-cross three or four times.
2307. At what time in the day do you collect the largest number ?—The six
o'clock dispatch from Lombard-street is equal, I should say, to all the other
letters of the day.
0.93.
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2308. And at Charing-cross r—It is much the same there.
2309. Chairman.] With reference to the proposed increase of strength in
the Inland-office, if those additional facilities were given, is it your opinion that
gjj tne persons employed in your department at the present time give a fair
proportion of time to the service ?—I think they do in my office ; it is neces
sary that it should be kept efficient ; and on the whole, we average about seven
hours and a half attendance, excluding the letter-carriers, and taking every
other person in.
2310. The attendance of the clerks, and sorters, and inspectors in your office
may be stated to be about seven hours and a half a day ?—Yes.
231 1. What are the hours of attendance ?—We begin at a quarter before six
in the morning.
2312. What time do they complete the morning work 1—That is very uncer
tain ; the earliest must be half-past nine to a quarter before ] 0 ; on Mondays it
is a quarter after ten.
2313. Then they are engaged for three hours and three quarters, or from
that to four hours, in the morning ?—Yes ; then I have 1 1 clerks in waiting
every day for the arrivals of foreign and day-mails, till four o'clock ; they return,
again at five, and are on duty till eight ; hi the Inland-office, on Monday last,
we had 85 clerks on duty.
2314. Mr. Cripps.] Does that include sorters?—No; the clerks are partly
employed as sorters.
2315. Mr. F. Baring^] Have you more on Monday than on other days ? — On
Monday morning three more ; on Monday evening one.
2316. Mr. Wallace^] How many more are employed on Monday?—On Mon
day morning I have only three clerks extra on duty, unless I expect the arrival
of a foreign mail.
2317. Chairman.] What is the length of time that the clerks employed in
the Inland-office are detained, upon the morning of the arrival of the American
mail?—If we expect the American mail in, we detain 17 clerks throughout the
day ; last week I think it was, for the whole week (when the " Columbia" went
on shore), we had 17 clerks in waiting throughout the entire day.
2318. What are the salaries which are paid to the clerks and persons em
ployed in the Inland-office ; if they are divided into classes, will you state the
amount for each class ?—I have a table, which I will deliver in, of the amount
of salaries in each class.

[The same was delivered in and read, as follows :]
Senior.
1

-

-

- 600 -

-

- 23 years -

3 6 14 3 8 8 8 1810

450 -65
- 400 -43
- 300 -36
250 - 21
- 200 -20
- 160 - 15
- 130 - 12
-110-9
--90 ---5

50'

-

-70-

-

Junior.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

-

-4 —

-

-

- —

-46
-36
-23
-20
-17
- 12
- 11
-5
---4

-

-2 months.

129

2319. Mr. W. Patten.] Do all those clerks begin from the bottom?—Yes.
2320. Chairman.] What are the salaries of the clerks at the branch offices in
London ?—They form a portion of those mentioned in the statement I have
delivered in. ,
2321. Mr. HawesJ] In the statement which you have put in with reference
to salaries, do the salaries comprise the whole payments, or are there fees or
perquisites in addition ?—There are perquisites : Mr. Watts has compensation
for the loss of the newspapers, and also compensation for the money order
office; together they amount to 1,225 /.
2322. Chairman.']
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W. Bokenham,
2322. Chairman.^ Those perquisites do not apply to the recent appoint
Esq.
ments ?—No.
2323. Are the clerks in the branch offices under your superintendence ?— 4 August 1843.
Yes.
2324. Do you consider that they are fully employed ?—I do indeed. I
wanted a man for the branch office in Lombard -street, about three months
since, and I was obliged to give an order that the clerks should take it in turn
from the chief office ; and I am afraid it will be generally the case as our pre
sent men die off.
2325. Are there any fixed hours for attendance at the branch offices ?—Yes ;
one clerk is there from half-past seven in the morning till the close of the
office at night; the second goes on duty at 10, and is there till the close of
duty ; then one of those clerks is not there at all next day ; that is, each clerk
is off duty two days in the week ; one is on from half-past seven in the morn
ing till half-past six at night, and on two nights in the week (foreign post
nights) till past eight.
2326. Is there one clerk in attendance during the whole day, at every branch
office ?—Two from 10 o'clock ; the average daily attendance of the six days in
the week is about six hours and a half.
2327. What is the number of clerks employed at each of the branch offices ?
—At Lombard-street there are three for the inland duty ; I send a clerk from
the chief office for the foreign letters, but three are regularly established there,
and they do no duty at the chief office ; at Charing- cross four, at Cavendishstreet three ; at the Borough branch office three.
2328. Can you state what is the number of letters received at each of those
branch offices ?—I have a table which shows the number.

[The Witness delivered in the same, which is as follows ;]
QUESTIONS ANSWERED FOR THE SECRETARY.
QUESTIONS.

OFFICES.

Names of the clerks em
ployed at each branch
office, and the salaries re
spectively ?

Lombard-street -

NAMES.

SALARIES.

YEARS OF
SERVICE.

£.

Charing Cross -

Cavendish-street*
Borough -

Mathews
Cowan
Hutchins Low
Cookes
M'Mahon
Lovett
Neale
Holworthy
Bird
Moss
Paddon Meheux -

11 years.

138
98
118
315
315
250
70
513
300
300
300
250
200

4
8
34

24

-

2O

2
46
35

•-

34
35
20
18

At the Cavendish-street office an extra clerk is employed daily from 12 to 4 o'clock.

'The duties they perform ?

Granting and paying money orders, receiving letters, &c.

DAILY AVERAGE NUMBER OF LETTERS.

O F F I C E S.

The number of letters re
ceived at each branch
office, as nearly as can be
stated, distinguishing paid
from unpaid?

Lombard-street
Charing Cross Cavendish-street
Borough

PAID.

UNPAID.

3,335
1,043
673
585

7,886
2,451
1,457
768
(continued)
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The duties they perform ?

4 August 1843.

Granting and paying money orders, receiving letters, &c.
DAILY AVERAGE NUMBER OF MONEY ORDERS.

OFFICES.

Number of money orders
paid and granted daily,
on an average ?

Lombard-street
Charing Cross Cavendish-street
Borough

PAID.

.GRANTED.

76

119
37
63

96
65
30

The average daily attendance of the clerks at the four
General observations, as to
whether the full time of branch offices is 6 £ hours.
I consider that the officers at the branch offices do a fair
the clerks is occupied, and
the number of hours daily portion of duty.
these same clerks are ne
cessary ?
Inland Office, 8 July 1843.

—I send an extra officer to Cavendish-street for four hours every day, to assist
in the money-order business.
2329. Have you any account of the number of registered letters ?—This is
a Return which was furnishd by order of The House.
[The same was delivered in, and read, as follows :]
Inland Office, 1 July 1843.
A RETURN, for the month of June 1839, of the Number of General-post Letters registered
gratuitously in London, in consequence of their being supposed to contain Coin or Jewel
lery; also a Return, for the month of June 1843, of the Number of such General-post
Letters as would have been registered in London, had the plan of Gratuitous Registration
been continued. Also a Return for the same month of June 1843, of the Number of
General-post Letters actually registered in London.
1. Number of Letters registered gratuitously in London, in June 1839,—
7,666.

2. Number of Letters which would have been registered in London in June 1843, had
the plan of gratuitous registration been continued,—
30,880*.

3. Number of Letters actually registered in London in June 1843,—
8,112.

Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly,
(signed)
W. Bokenham.
&c. &c.
&c.
* Letters actually registered are not included in this number.

2330. Mr. F. Baring.'] Did you at each office make an estimate of the number
of letters containing cash or jewellery ?—I had every letter which was passing
through my office, supposed to contain cash or jewellery, submitted to a confi
dential clerk, and he selected those he thought ought to be included in the
Return.
2331. Mr. Wallace.'] Under that list what fee was paid for registration?—A
shilling for each letter.
2332. Chairman.] Do you consider that the amount of the fee, one shilling,
tends materially to diminish the number of letters registered?—I think it does
to a very great extent.
2333' Do you think it would be expedient materially to reduce the amount
of that fee ?— 1 think not.
2334. For what reason ? —There is nothing I fear so much as an extended
system of registration in the Post-office ; I am afraid we could scarcely go
through with it. Perhaps it is too much to say it is impracticable, but it amounts
to that as nearly as possible.
2335. It appears from the Return you have just read that the number of
letters actually registered in the month of June last was 8,112, that is 2,000
a week ?—Yes, that is the average.
2336. Is
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2336. Is that the number of registered letters that were despatched from W. Bokenham,
London ?—It includes every registered letter that made its appearance in
Es1London.
"7~T~ ~
2337. It includes those that are received, as well as those that are despatched ? 4 ugust 43>
—Yes ; and the other Return of the number of cash and jewellery letters
includes every letter that could be found.
2338. You said that you dreaded for the sake of the Post-office any great
increase in the number of letters ; will you state the reason ?—From the time
that it would occupy in London it would be very difficult to carry it out, but
ten times more so in the country offices, hi the forward offices, particularly
Birmingham. I was calculating last summer when in Birmingham, that 300
registered letters a day would- require at times the services of five or six clerks.
As regards that office, a certain mail is received within 10 minutes of the
despatch of another; for instance, the mail from Wales may arrive 10 minutes
before the despatch of another mail south or north ; so that the letters brought by
the Welsh mail have to be sorted and got ready, leaving no time for regis
tration or scarcely anything else.
2339. Mr. Wallace.} Then your objection is on the ground of time and
expense ?—Yes, more so as to time ; I have no doubt it would cover its
expenses. My impression is that the money-order office ought to be thrown
open to the greatest extent, for the purpose of avoiding the necessity of a
cheap system of registration.
2340. Chairman.} What additional facilities would you propose should be
given to the money-order office, in order to do away as far as possible with the
necessity for registration ?—I do not conceive that it would be right for
me to suggest ; it is more a matter for the Postmaster-general and yourself ;
but I would rather, and I believe that was Mr. Baring's intention, that the
money-order office should produce nothing, but be an office of convenience
entirely ; and I should certainly be very glad to see it so, in order to give the
public the facility of sending its money otherwise than by the registration
of letters.
234 1 . Mr. W. Patten.'] Did you ever distinguish between the letters which
contained jewellery and those which contained money ?—Yes ; the letters con
taining coin were 18,951, and the letters containing jewellery 11,929 in the
month I have alluded to. I took it in this way as a matter of curiosity for myself;
it was not called for.
2342. Mr. Wallace.} Anything that was not coin, you included as jewellery ;
you did not ascertain what it was ?—No ; many of those might have been boxes
of pills ; but when by shaking we found them to be boxes of pills, we excluded
them.
2343. Mr. F. Baring.} You feel a great apprehension of a system of cheap
registration ; but you proposed to the Treasury a system of compulsory regis
tration, did you not '•—Yes ; but the Postmaster-general proposed to make the
thing well known beforehand ; and though of course we anticipated great diffi
culties, and most likely it would have stopped our proceedings for a time, yet
they would have been soon got over.
2344. The system of compulsory registration was what you proposed to the
Treasury ?—Yes.
2345. From the estimate that you made in June 1843, you found there were
about 30,880 letters which would have been subject to registration, supposing
there had been the old system of registration in operation ?—Yes.
2346. Do you not think that a system of compulsory registration would
occupy the time of your office much more considerably than a cheap system of
registration ?—No, I think not ; for I imagine had our notices, or rather
intended notices, been issued previously to June 1842, we should not have had
a third of that number of letters.
2347. Then, in point of fact, it would have had the effect of preventing the
public from using the Post-office for the purpose of transmitting those letters ?—
Yes, I think so, and would have caused a great addition to the money-order
office business ; that is my impression.
2348. If you yourself were to give an opinion, you would reduce the fee
upon money orders, and facilitate the money-order business ?—I would.
2349. Have you considered what further facilities might be given ?—No, I
have not.
0.93.
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2350. But if those facilities were given, and the fee reduced upon the moneyorders, there would not be the same object for reducing the fee upon regis
tration ?—My impression is, that you should always keep the registration fee
higher than the money-order office charge for money orders.
2351. Mr. HawesJ] How much higher?— I should like to see it double or
treble, myself.
2352. Mr. F. Baring.} But without reducing the charge in the money-order
office, the recommendation of the Post-office to the Treasury was a compulsory
system of registration ; contemplating at first keeping the fee the same as at
present, but contemplating a reduction eventually to 8d. ?—Yes.
2353. You think that might have been done?—Yes.
2354. If you reduce your money-order fee, of course you might go even
lower than Sd. as regards the registration fee ?—I think it would be better not
to go lower than that. If you get a large quantity of registered letters you
must have an office for them, in which case you never can trace them through
each person's hand, as you can do at the present time ; if you have 20 persons in
the office you may have a thief among them, and you could not detect him.
2355. But from that Return it would appear that a large proportion of the
letters which were sent, and which would have been subject to gratuitous
registration, were money letters ?—Yes.
2356. If you reduced the fee upon money orders, and gave facilities, it is
probable that a great number would go through the money-order office ? —Yes ;
had we issued our intended notices, my impression is, that the number of
registration letters would not have amounted to one-third of the money-order
letters.
2357. Chairman.] It would have excluded all letters containing articles of
small value ?—Yes, such as a sovereign and half-sovereigns. The plan for
merly was to transmit those small sums through the different country bankers.
Our number of money letters was not more than our present number of regis
tered letters.
2358. Will not great inconvenience arise if there is a system of compulsory
registration, from the discretion that would be left in the Post-office under that
system ?—I think at first there would be ; but I think that it would lead to
persons availing themselves of the money-order office to that extent that we
should in the course of time have very few letters registered.
2359. Do you believe that anybody would take the trouble of registering a
letter, if the Post-office were bound to register it under a compulsory system ?
— I think not, as regards letters containing sovereigns or half-sovereigns.
2360. Or anything else ; if the Post-office issue notices to the public that they
will do the business for them, will anybody take the trouble of doing it ? —
Careful persons will, for their own security, take the trouble of getting lettersregistered, because they get a receipt for them.
2361. Would you not be open to great complaint, if by accident you did not
register letters of great value ?— I think not.
2362. If you compel me to pay a fee upon any letter, which you say from its
appearance you think right to register, do not you undertake the duty of regis
tering all letters of that description ; and if you do not register those letters,
are you not responsible for your neglect ?—No, I think not.
2363. Do not you think the public will say so ?—We promise to do the best
we can.
2364. Do not you take upon you a duty which you cannot perform ?—We
cannot perform it to the full extent.
2365. Mr. Denison.~\ You do not guarantee the letter with its contents ?—
No ; we take every care that it is delivered, but we are not responsible for its
delivery.
2366. Mr. F. Baring.'] But you guarantee the delivery of the letter, do you
not ?—No ; we undertake to deliver the letter if we can do so, but we do not
state positively that we will ensure the safe delivery of the letter.
2367. Mr. Denison.~\ You put the registered letter into a particular bag, for
the purpose of giving it more security than if it were put into the general bag ?—
Yes ; we check it through each individual's hand ; if a registered letter is lost,
we know where it must have been lost.
2368. Mr. W. Patten.] Have you lost many registered letters ?—Very few ;
there
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there was one the other day, and the clerk who lost it had to make the money II'. Bukcnham,
Esq.
good.
2369. M.r.Denisan.'] With respect to the money-order system ; supposing pre
payment by stamps were made compulsory, how would the postmasters in dif 4 August 1843,
ferent parts of the kingdom he able to work the money-order system ?—They
must have money remitted to them.
2370. Then you would have banking accounts with them all ?—Yes.
2371 . And might not the public be put to inconvenience from time to time r
—Undoubtedly they would, to a certain extent.
2372. Mr. aawes.~\ But you have such accounts now, have you not ?—Yes.
2373. Mr. Denison."] Would there be any considerable difficulty in carrying
the plan into effect ? —It would certainly add to the difficulty, because the post
masters are now in the receipt of postage to a certain extent, and therefore
they have revenue in hand to meet the demands upon them, which they would
not have from that source under other circumstances.
2374. You must then leave balances in the hands of the postmasters?—
Something of that kind must eventually be adopted, if the system of prepay
ment by stamps is carried out.
2375. Mr. Cripps.] Would not that be a difficulty in extending the moneyorder system throughout the country ? —Certainly.
2376. Mr. F. Baring.'] The balance of the postage money is now left in the
hands of the postmasters ?—Yes.
2377. There would be no difference, then, arising from compulsory pre
payment ?—There would be certainly a difference to this extent, that the post
master would not be in the receipt of so much money as he now is.
2378. You would have to send down money, but there would be no fresh
account ?—No, no fresh account.
2379. Under the present system, is not the Post-office employed in convey
ing patterns and small things, which are a great convenience to the public, but
which are of no great value ?—Yes.
2380. Will not your compulsory registration render all those things liable to
payment :—No, I think not. A great number would come in ; we should com
mit many errors in registering letters containing buttons and things of that
sort, but they would be rectified afterwards, and I think it would very soon
work its cure.
2381. We have heard from Colonel Maberly that it is very difficult, having
the immense number of postmasters that you have throughout the country, to
get them to follow any direction which is issued from the General Post-office ?
—It is.
2382. Will they not be exercising a very delicate discretion in determining
what letters contain money and what do not ?—Yes ; I admit that there would
be many mistakes.
2383. Do not you think it is a dangerous duty to entrust the postmaster
with, finding out what is in the letter ?—No, I think not ; if the postmaster
is disposed to be dishonest, he has now all the opportunities.
2384. Mr. Hawes^] You think it practicable to distinguish coin from other
things ?—Yes, in nine cases out of ten.
2385. Could you yourself undertake to do it from your own experience ?—In
nine cases out of ten I could.
2386. Should you object to trying at this moment?—No, not if you will
give me letters from the Post-office ; not letters made up as you may think fit.
2387. The object of your compulsory registration is, if I understand it
rightly, to charge the public for a certain class of letters, that is, letters contaming coin ; do you not think that, in the event of such compulsory registra
tion, the public would so fold up their letters as to conceal the contents r—If
they concealed the contents from the officers appointed for the registration
duties, it would answer all the purpose, for they would conceal the contents
from the thieves.
2388. But the thieves might know from the thickness of the letter that it
contained something valuable, while the Post-office might not know whether it
contained coin or not ?—No ; the person intending to steal would not know
any more than the other. We do not often lose those thick letters.
2389. You think it possible to fold up the letters in such a manner as to
deceive the Post-office r—Undoubtedly, and to deceive the thieves ,• and if they
0.93.
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deceive the thieves, they answer the purpose as well as registering their letters.
It is not our wish to register letters, but only to give security to letters containing money.
4 August 1843.
2390. Mr. Cripps^\ Do not you think you would have a great number of
registered letters refused ?—Very likely, but it is the least of two evils.
2391. Mr. HawesJ] Then I understand you distinctly to say that the Postoffice could not undertake to distinguish letters containing coin, from letters
that did not contain coin ?—Not all letters ; as I said before, I think they would
distinguish in nine cases out of ten.
2392. Provided the public took no precautions ?—Yes, in ordinary cases.
2393. But in order to avoid the registration fee, you give the public a
premium to conceal the contents of the letter ?—Yes.
2394. Would they not do so in nine cases out of ten ?—Yes, perhaps they
would. I know a person who tells me that he himself would not use the
money-order office or the registration ; for if he loses one sovereign in 100, it is
as much as he does, and therefore he is quite content.
2395. What do you mean by a compulsory system of registration, if the Postoffice do not possess the power of saying whether letters contain coin or not ?—
I have already stated, that in nine instances out of ten the Post-office do possess
the power.
2396. Do you think if I were now to put a certain number of prepared
letters in your hand, you could distinguish those containing coin from those
which do not ? —If you will allow me, I must decline trying it.
2397. Is there any officer in the Post-office who possesses that degree of
skilful manipulation that you could produce, who would be able, before this
Committee, to distinguish letters containing coin and those which do not ?—
Certainly not, as regards letters made up in that way.
2398. What do you mean, then, by proposing a system of compulsory regis
tration of letters, founded upon a distinction which you say no officers could
make?— I take it in this way; (that is not the class of letters for questions to
be decided upon:) take 100 letters from the Post-office, the chances are, if
there are 10 money-letters in that 100, the person put to discover the moneyletters will discover nine of those ; your letters may possibly contain watches.
2399. Would not the fee operate as an inducement to parties to conceal the
contents of the letters ?—Undoubtedly ; and that would at the same time
answer the great object we have in registration ; that is the idea I wish to
convey; if you remove temptation there is no necessity for registration.
I believe the Committee will admit that registration must be a difficult and
laborious affair.
2400. Then you think that the mere size and thickness of the letter, indi
cating that it contained something, would not be an inducement to dishonest
parties through whose hands it might pass to stop it ?—Certainly not.
2401. Mr. F. Earing.} Is not your compulsory system of registration a
mode rather of checking the public sending things through the Post-office ?—
I think, to look at it fairly, it was intended to give security to the public by
inducing them to use the money-order office ; the Postmaster-general had the
best intention, and I think it was a very excellent plan that he adopted ; I was
very much taken with it myself, and as a practical officer, I regret it was not
carried out.
2402. But is it not practically, by adding to the postage charge upon
persons sending through the Post-office, a means of checking the sending of
those things through the Post-office, except through the money-order office ?—
Undoubtedly it would have that effect.
2403. The proposition of the Post-office was a compulsory registration, but
not an immediate reduction of the fee upon registration ?—Yes.
2404. But with a prospect for the future of reducing the fee to 8 d. ?—Yes.
2405. Mr. Hawes.] You spoke of the number of letters gratuitously regis
tered in 1839, and also the number registered in the year 1843 ; were forward
letters included in both cases ?—Yes.
2406. So that it is a fair comparison ?—Yes.
2407. Mr. F. Baring.] The number now registered is not much larger than
it was then ?— No, not much ; it is rather increased.
2408. Mr. Hawes.] How many registered letters are there in the Birmingham
office at present ?—I cannot say.
2409. Is
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2409. Is it large ?—No, I should say not. The travelling railway office pre- w. Bokentiam,
sents one of the greatest difficulties in registration ; in fact, I do not see how
Esq.
it could be worked in the travelling railway office at all.
2410. Do you suppose, that in the event of a cheap system of registration, 4Aug"st J843.
there would be a great increase in the number of forward letters registered
in the Birmingham Post-office ?—In every office in the kingdom.
241 1. Can you at all estimate the probable increase ?—I cannot.
2412. Supposing the registration fee were reduced to 6d. i—Then persons
who now pay a 5 /. note into the money-order office would rather register the
letter and not take the trouble of it ; there is a good deal more service to be
performed in the registration ; for instance, we have to deliver the letter,
whereas by the money-order office, persons call themselves, and the trouble of
delivery is saved.
2413. Mr. Cripps.] Does the delivery of the registered letter at the house to
which it is directed take time ?—We have calculated, from a very good source,
that it occupies about three minutes, so that a letter-carrier having ten regis
tered letters would lose half an hour in his delivery.
2414. Mr. Hawes.] We have been told that if the registration fee were re
duced very much, in the travelling post-office there would be great difficulties ?
—Yes.
2415. How many clerks does that hold?— I think there are three in one, and
four in another, but I am not positive.
241 6. Have you seen the Return which was laid before this Committee by
Colonel Maberly of the number of registered letters received in the travelling
post-office ?— I have not.
241 7. How many clerks could be employed in the travelling post-office ?—
I should say you could not employ any more than are at present employed ;
there is no room for any more, unless you could find more space for the bags.
2418. Any great increase in the number of registered letters would involve
the hiring of another carriage, would it 1— Undoubtedly.
2419. Mr. CrippsJ] Suppose 10 registered letters come to the travelling
post-office .at Watford, is the Post-office registration clerk in the travelling
post-office obliged to give a receipt for those before the train proceeds, to
ensure the certainty of the knowledge of the fact where the letter is lost, if it
should be lost r—No ; his signature to the letter-bill on which the letters are
entered would be the discharge for the postmaster sending them.
2420. He would have to look through the bag to see that the registered
letters were right ?—Yes, to see that they corresponded with the entry on the
letter-bill.
2421. Then suppose 20 bags came into the travelling post-office at Watford,
each of those bags having two or three registered letters, would he have to
examine each of those bags, and each of those parcels of registered letters, and
sign the letter-bills, before the travelling post-office could proceed ?—No ; the
bags are delivered to him sealed, and he opens the bags when the train is in
motion.
2422. When does he give the receipt?—He gives no receipt to the party
giving the letters to him, but he signs the bill accompanying the bag, and re
turns it to the London office, and it remains in the London office with his
acknowledgment of the letters.
2423. What security is there that that particular clerk has received that
particular letter?—If 10 letters were put into the Watford bag for the railway
travelling office, those 10 letters would have their addresses on the letter-bill;
the clerk on receiving the bag would compare tf e addresses of the letters with
the letter-bill, and tick them off.
2424. Mr. IlawesJ] If I understand you rightly, the registered letters from
the post towns on the route of the travelling post-office are received in sealed
bags, and the clerk of the travelling post-office gives a receipt for the bags ?—
No ; he gives a receipt for the contents of the bags.
2425. He does not open the bags?—Yes; he must open the bags to assort
the letters.
2426. When he opens the bags and assorts the letters, is there any process of
writing?—Yes.
2427. What dees he do:—He signs his name to the bill, and then he must
enter the address of the letter twice over.
0.93.
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2428. In books in the travelling post-officer—One entry is in the book in
the travelling post-office, and the other on the letter-bill of the post town to
which the letter is addressed.
4 August 1843.
2429. But that is when the train stops }—No, while the train is proceeding.
2430. Taking the work as you have described it in the travelling post-office,
if there were a great increase of registered letters there would not be room, you
say, for the clerks ?— No ; you might, of course, put your bags which are sorted
into another carriage, but with the present carriage, as the travelling post-office
is now constituted, you would not have room for more clerks.
243 1 . What portion of the travelling office is occupied by bags ?—I think
one-third.
2432. Could not those bags be put outside ?—To a certain extent they might ;
but how are the clerks to get at them ? they are constantly at work upon them ;
delivering and receiving them, and making them up as they go on.
2433. Does the travelling post-office contain all the bags which are carried
the whole way through, or only those delivered at certain stations ?—I am now
speaking from observation made two or three years ago, for I have not
been in the travelling office since ; then the plan was to take in the bags
for the line of road, to be left right and left, and those going on to the last
stage were put into the tender ; for instance, they used to drop their tender at
Parkside with the Manchester and Liverpool bags.
2434. Do you think any improved arrangements as to placing the bags which
are not to be delivered during the journey, would give you such additional
space in the existing travelling office, as to enable you to introduce one or more
additional clerks ?—No, I think not, for the purpose of registration.
2435. Neither in the night mail nor the morning mail ? — I was never in the
morning mail, and I cannot say. It is a question, perhaps, that I scarcely ought
to answer, but my impression is, that the morning mail has no tender, and
therefore that the carriage itself is already as full as the one at night.
2436. Mr. F. Baring.'] The practical officers at the Post-office have, we have
been informed by Colonel Maberly, always been very much afraid of a system
of registration ?— Yes.
2437. Colonel Maberly stated also that the present system of registration
was introduced by him rather against the opinions of the surveyors ?—I believe
the surveyors did object to it.
2438. Mr. Hawes.] At what hours are the letters received in St. Martin's-leGrand ?—We have a collection at four o'clock from 50 receiving houses ; we get
them up about half-past four.
2439. How many clerks are employed in the registration of letters at St.
Martin's-le-Grand ?—Three in the morning and two at night.
2440. Have you stated the number received ?—Yes ; that is stated in the
Return which I have put in.
3441. Chairman.'} Have you distinguished the number received and des
patched ? —No, I have not ; but I think I have it. In the week ending the 31st
of July, the number received in the week was ] ,2/0 ; these were delivered in
London ; the number despatched from London 637, forward letters 203.
2442. Mr. Hawes.] That is rather more than 100 per night; what do you
calculate to be the maximum number that could be registered per night with
convenience, with the present establishment ?—I should be sorry to see 300 with
the present establishment. We can now trace letters from hand to hand ; if
you extend the system of registration, it will be morally impossible to do so,
therefore you lose your connecting links.
2443. That is, without a great increase of establishment ?—No ; increase the
establishment as much as you please, that will not enable you to do it. You
will get a number of people together, and the responsibility will become divided ;
that is one of the points of objection to extending the registration.
2444. Is the travelling post-office on the Birmingham line the only one you
have ? —Yes.
2445. Have you at all estimated in your own mind what the increase in the
number of registered letters would be, in the event of the sixpenny fee for regis
tration being adopted ?—Yes; I have thought we might have as many as 2,000
or 3,000 in a night.
2446. If you left the n gistration voluntary ?—Yes. If you will allow me,
I can tell you th^ class of letters that are now registered ; I took the number
merely
W. Bokenham,
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merely out of curiosity. The number of registered letters received in London
on the 29th of July last was 235. The number that contained coin out of
those were 8 only ; the number supposed to contain jewellery were 11 ; 106
were addressed to bankers, the rest were addressed chiefly to solicitors.
4 Ausust l8432447. Of course you have read Mr. Hill's plan of registration ?—Yes, and I
have expressed my opinion in writing upon it, and this is a memorandum in
answer to the Supplement of Mr. Hill's plan : " Mr. Hill states in his Supple
ment to a Report upon the registration of letters, after quoting Returns of the
4th and 2/th ultimo, that there are 60 registered letters, and about 400 letters
not registered, containing coin, sent from London daily ; and from these facts
that gentleman has been led to suppose, that reducing the registration fee to
6 d. would give 480 as the maximum number of letters to be registered from
London per diem. I, however, cannot agree with Mr. Hill on this point, and
I submit that the Returns quoted can be no guide whatever as to the number of
letters which may be expected at a low fee ; for in looking at the registered
letters of the present day, I find there is not a moiety of them that contain
either cash or jewellery ; and as a proof of this, it will be found on reference to
the books of this office, that of 1,1/0 registered letters delivered in London, in
the week ending 4th instant, 502 of them were addressed to bankers and many
of them to lawyers. If the registration fee be reduced, the undermentioned
classes will avail themselves of the system to an immense, and probably an
overwhelming extent : persons who now make use of the money-order office,
bankers, lawyers, jewellers, and watch-makers in every branch of the trade.
Inland Office, 13th December 1841."
2448. In the event of that great increase of registered letters, do you
imagine that the expense incident to that increase would exceed the revenue
derived from it ?—Certainly not ; but it is the want of security that I feel.
2449. But might you not leave the public to judge for themselves as to the
security ?— I think not ; 1 think a Government department should not lead the
public to suppose that they afford a security when really no security exists.
2450. But, in point of fact, do you afford a security now ; you have already
stated in your evidence that you are not responsible for what is sent ?—Not
responsible, certainly ; but we take every means to secure those letters : we
trace them from hand to hand ; whereas, if we had a much larger number of
registered letters they must go into ah office with 20 or 30 clerks, and we
could not tell which of the clerks took any letter that might be lost.
245 1 . Then the public, finding that there was not that security that was ex
pected from the registration fee, would cease to send letters ; and thence it would
follow that the number would not be so large as you expect?— It might be so.
2452. What harm would it be to leave it to the public to decide for them
selves whether or not they would pay the 6 d. with such security as you could
give them 1:—That is as regards the London office ; but I maintain that you
could not do it at all in the forward offices ; the time would not admit of it ; you
may do it in London by limiting the time of posting, but I cannot see how
it is to be done in the forward offices.
2453. Mr. Denison^] Could you not increase the number of clerks 1—I cannot
understand how it is to be done : take the travelling office, which is the largest
forward office we have, I do not see how we could carry it out at all.
24,54. Mr. CrippsJ] You have given it the most careful consideration in your
power ?—I have.
2455. And that is the conclusion to which you have arrived ?—It is.
2456. Chairman.'] The system of registration does not remove from the
officers of the department the temptation to abstract letters containing articles
of value ?—Certainly not.
2457. It merely exposes them to greater risk of detection, and to that ex
tent only can it operate as a check upon .dishonesty ?—Certainly.
2458. Has it been the desire on the part of the Postmaster-general to dis
courage as much as possible transmitting articles of value through the Postoffice t—It has.
2459. Has public notice been given on several occasions that the Post-office
would not be responsible for the safe delivery of cash or articles of value ?—I
should say that notices of that kind must have found their way into nearly
every house in the kingdom, for they have been circulated almost by millions.
2460. Have more stringent notices been recently given by the present Post
master-general thau by his predecessor upon that subject ? —Yes, certainly.
0.93.
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2461. But notwithstanding all such notices, there are still persons who
persevere in sending money and articles of value througl the post?—That
is the case.
4 August 1843.
246-2. Mr, Hawes.'] You have stated that the Post-office can undertake to
distinguish letters containing coin from letters containing jewellery ?—Not in
all cases ; as I said before, in nine cases out of ten, on the average, I think
it might be done.
246 ;-j. You stated that the mere thickness of the packet would not present a
temptation to persons in the Post-office? — Not to the same extent; we have
of course had many cases of letters containing jewellery stolen, but not to the
extent that money- letters have been taken, or anything like it.
2464. Does the Post-office take any pains to inform the public of the neces
sity of so folding up their packets as entirely to exclude any knowledge of the
contents of them ?—Not that I am aware of ; but the Post-office does this :
every officer coming into contact with the public is ordered to caution the
public against posting money letters ; and I have at my own window fre
quently heard the clerks almost refuse to take in money letters. They could
not absolutely refuse, but they have gone as far as they could do, and the
answer has been, " What business is it of yours ? " And sometimes the answer
has been, " If you will let it alone, it will go safely enough."
2465. Are you of opinion that with a sixpenny registration fee there would
be a very great increase of letters containing jewellery registered ? —Yes.
2466. And bankers' parcels ?—Yes ; and law writs, and processes of that kind.
2467. And other letters 1—Yes ; a great many of old ladies' chit-chat letters
would, I think, be registered, if I may judge from their anxiety when posting
their letters.
2468. You cannot form any estimate of the number ?—No.
2469. Chairman} Does it ever happen that sovereigns are found loose in the
bags, which have escaped from the letters ? —A considerable number of them ;
sovereigns and other coins, to the amount of 62 1. Ss. 1 d. have been found in
my own office in the present year.
2470. Was any considerable addition made to the establishment in your
office in 1839 upon the introduction of the penny postage?—The department
consisted of 443 persons in January 1839 ; there are now 564 persons in it.
247 1 . Had you any information given you previously to the introduction of
the penny postage, as to the extent of additional labour that would be thrown
upon your office ?—Mr. Hill told me that I ought to prepare for a fivefold
increase, but Mr. Baring said it must be sixfold or he would not be satisfied.
2472. Were you told to make immediate preparation for a fivefold increase
of business in the inland office?—1 am not aware that it was in that way;
Mr. Baring was with Mr. Hill in the office one night seeing the alterations
which I was about making, and Mr. Baring put the question as to what extent
of additional duty I could undertake in it; my answer was, that I thought two
fold or threefold ; then those observations followed.
2473. Mr. Hawes.] You are perfectly clear in your recollection of that?—Yes.
2474. Should you remain of that opinion if Mr. Hill differed entirely from
you ? —Certainly ; every one in the Post-office was laughing at it at the time.
2475. Mr. Howes.] (To Mr. Hill.'} You have heard what Mr. Bokenham
states ; have you any recollection of having made the statement which he refers
to ?—Certainly not, understanding it with reference to an immediate increase.
2470'. Mr. Escott.~\ How far did you go as to the increase?— I have no
recollection of any conversation at all with Mr. Bokenham upon the subject.
2477. What increase did you anticipate ?—The increase which I anticipated
in the course of the first year was threefold; but I did not anticipate even
that immediately. Perhaps the late Chancellor of the Exchequer may recollect
that I stated that as my opinion.
2478. Mr. F. Baring.} (To Mr. Bokenham.} Did I ever give you any direction
at all personally with reference to the increase of the Post-office ? —Certainly
not ; it was a mere observation made at the moment ; it was not addressed to
me in any particular way, but you said you would not be satisfied with a less
increase than five or six fold. There was some other gentleman there at the
time, Mr. Stewart ; it might have been said as much to him as to me.
2479. Chairman.'] But you understood that the increase of business in your
office would be five-fold as compared with what it was previous to the intro
duction of the Penny-post ?—Yes, that is what I understood.
2480. Mr.
Bokenham,
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2480. Mr. HawesJ] Not immediately ?—No ; I paid very little attention to
the observation.
2481. Chairman.'] Was the additional labour thrown upon the persons
employed in your office very considerable after the introduction of the Pennypost ?—Very heavy indeed; in fact for the first 12 months it was with the
greatest difficulty that I could keep the machinery going.
2482. Did they make any great complaint against the introduction of the
system ?— No ; it was against the hard work. I had very strong memorials
from the clerks.
2483. What was the object of the memorials ; for increased strength in the
office to enable them to meet the duty :—Yes ; in the first year, 27 clerks left
my office.
2484. On account of the severity of the work?— Yes, they got into other
employments ; they got something better. In fact it was a general plan with
them to get out of my office so soon as they could do so, and it is much the
same at the present time.
2485. Was there an increase in the number of hours that they were em
ployed 1—Yes.
2486. What was the extent of the increase ?— After the introduction of the
penny postage we began at half-past five or a quarter to six in the morning,
and commenced at four in the afternoon ; the hours having before been five
in the afternoon and six in the morning.
2487. Mr. Denison.'\ What salaries had those clerks who resigned?—Three
of those 27 were old men who were pensioned, and most of the others were
upon salaries of 65 I. a year.
2488. Mr. F. Barinff.] Have you ever made a calculation of what additional
assistance you would have required if the old rate of postage had continued,
and the present increase of letters had taken place ?—We, should have required
a considerable increase.
2489. If the old system of postage was to come into operation, with the pre
sent number of letters could you do with the present number of clerks ?—I
might, but letter-carriers of course I should require more of.
2490. Have you made any calculation of what number you would require ?—
No, I have not.
2491. Have you many complaints of the time at which letters are allowed to
be posted ?—I think not many, very few ; it is not of that importance, I think,
that many persons suppose it to be.
2492. Have you many complaints with reference to the lateness of delivery ?
—Yes ; frequent complaints.
2493. What would it have cost you to have brought the time of delivery to
the same time as before ?—That is the proposition I now make.
2494. But that combines two objects ; what would be the expense of accom
plishing that object by itself?—The difference is very small, 300 I.
2495. Then 1,300 /. would enable you to accomplish the two objects, and
1,000/. would enable you to get rid of the late deliveries?—Yes, it would do
that now, but it would not have done it six months ago ; we now get our mails
in earlier. The Postmaster-general is endeavouring to make it a rule that the
mails should all arrive by six o'clock, in which case if there is any irregularity
with one we are at work upon the others. When the mails used to come in at
six, half-past six and seven, if there was any delay, we were lying idle.
2496. Mr. Hawes^] You have stated that the letter-stampers or sorters are
employed till half-past nine ? — No ; the Postmaster-general does not allow me
to detain letters on the Monday beyond three-quarters past nine, and a
quarter past nine on other days.
2497. What are they at work upon at that hour ?—They are waiting, if there
is a heavy mail out in the morning ; we perhaps can, by waiting a quarter of an
hour, manage to deliver the whole of them ; and if we send our men off without
it, those letters cannot get delivered till after two in the day.
2498. The sorters leave as soon as the letter carriers are despatched?—Yes,
the major part of them ; 50 odd of them act as letter-carriers to a certain
extent, and then others are employed as substitutes for letter-carriers.
2499. Mr. F. Barinff. 1 If you send the letters out at any fixed hour, are
you not liable to that difficulty which you stated as an objection to Mr. Row
land Hill's plan with regard to deliveries through the Twopenny-post ?—Yes ;
but that is a very late hour.
0.93.
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2500. Mr. Hawes.] You propose to give another half hour for the gratuitous
posting of letters at the receiving houses ?—Yes.
2501. Would not that give more trouble to the chief office than keeping
Open the receiving house for a whole hour, and charging an extra penny?—•
No, I do not think the public will thank you for it; we have given them
accommodation at the branch offices, and the fees, instead of increasing, have
decreased ; which seems to show that it is not required, or the public would
have availed itself of it.
2502. Mr. Escott] Do you think that it would be a great convenience if
persons were obliged to make slits in their doors for the purpose of receiving
letters ?—It would certainly facilitate the delivery of letters to a great extent ;
but some persons object to it as not being a safe plan ; they get their letters
fished out, as they call it.
2503. Is there a great deal of inconvenience from illegible directions ?—Yes ;
a great deal of time is occupied in deciphering them.
2504. Do you think it would be possible to make people direct their letters
in a legible hand ? —No.
2505. You have no plan for sending the writing-master abroad in the country
to do that ?—No, certainly not.
2506. Mr. F. Baring.] Would it be a convenience to the Post-office if the post
town was always given as a direction, without the county ?—I think it would.
2507. Have you not found that the public have adopted the request of the
Post-office to put their stamps in a particular position ?—Yes, but it is the
most convenient place to put them, and if they put them at the back we charge
the letters, so that it is in a great degree compulsory.
2508. Mr. Hawes.] Do you mean that you charge the letters when the stamp
is put where the seal is ordinarily placed ?— We do not see the stamp.
2509. Mr. Escott.] If you use the stamp to seal the letter, and you direct
on the same side, the letter goes free f—Yes.
2510. Mr. Cripps.] With respect to hourly deliveries, you say that some of
the General-post letters would be delivered at eight o'clock, and some at nine,
and some at ten, and so forth ; do not you think it is a great convenience persons
knowing as a matter of fact when their General-post letters will be delivered ?
—Undoubtedly.
2511. Mr. IV. Patten.] Would the abolition of money prepayment be a
great convenience to your department ?—It would.
2512. Would it diminish the number of your clerks?—No ; because I calcu
lated that it occupies very nearly as much time examining the stamp and
destroying it, and so on, as it does in receiving the penny.
2513. Mr. F. Baring.] Suppose you got rid of the present system altogether,
and allowed parties to post their letters as they used to do, charging the penny
upon the receipt of the letter, but still leaving the party the power of prepaying
that penny, what is your impression as to the pecuniary effect of that upon the
Post-office ?—My impression is this, that it would make a great deal of labour,
and produce very little revenue in proportion to the labour, for I am inclined
to think that the Post-office would be inundated with unpaid circulars, which
you would have the trouble of presenting and get nothing for.
2514. Mr. Escott.] How long have you been in the office?—Twenty-three
years ; seven years in my present situation.
a5'5- What were you when you went first to the Post-office r —Junior clerk.
2516. What were you next?—Vice-president.
25 17. And what next ?—Superintending president, the office I now hold.
2.518. It has been stated in evidence, that before the plan of the penny
postage was adopted, there were a great number of facilities in the course of
progress for the posting ot letters ; are you of opinion that those facilities might
have been continued and increased, and that great reduction might have been
made in the general rate of postage of letters, and at the same time the revenue
might have been maintained r—I am decidedly of opinion that that would have
been so ; you might have had an immediate loss, but you would have revived
again after a time.
2519. Are you of opinion, that though there might have been an immediate
loss, the increase of letters at another rate of postage would have made up fof
the immediate decrease of revenue ?—I think so.
2,520. Have you formed any definite opinion as to what would have been the
best rate of postage to have adopted with a view to the convenience of the
public,
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public, and to the maintenance of the revenue ?—I am wedded to a graduated w.
scale myself according to distance. I would have taken postage from a 1 d.
Esq.
to 6d. ; the highest postage should be 6d., and the lowest a Id. ; and my
impression is now, that if you were to carry 20 miles for a 1 d., a longer distance 4 August 1843.
for 2d., and have the highest inland rate Gd., you would get nearly as many
letters as you have at the present day.
25-2 1. And considerably increase the revenue ?—Yes.
•2522. Viscount EbringtonJ] Notwithstanding the increase of labour in the
establishment, that would be caused by the varieties in the rates ":—Yes ; but
that increase of labour would only be in a certain class ; the heaviest portion
of the duty is the sorting, and it matters not to the sorter whether the letters
are charged 6 d. or a penny.
2523. Mr. Escott.^ This being your opinion, of course you think that the
plan of the penny postage was not the best plan that could have been adopted ?
— Certainly not.
2524. Notwithstanding that opinion, have you, in the management of the
office, ever offered any obstruction to the carrying into full operation the plan
of the penny postage ?—Certainly not ; on the contrary, if the plan had been
my own I could not have done more ; and of this I am convinced, that every
officer in my department did the same, and I think Mr. Hill will bear me out
in it. Mr. Hill had every opportunity afforded him of seeing whether we were
carrying on the plan or not ; he corresponded with the persons in my office, a
correspondence which I did not even attempt to interfere with.
2525. Have any persons, to your knowledge, who are subordinate to you in
the office, at all obstructed Mr. Hill 1—Certainly not ; I may mention one fact
to show that there was no opposition on my part, or on the part of my office.
I remember promoting a man who I knew was corresponding with Mr. Hill at
the time.
2526. Mr. TrotterJ] Not corresponding through you ?—No ; I was aware
that he was corresponding, but I was not aware of the nature of the corre
spondence. I should have been very culpable if I had obstructed Mr. Hill. In fact,
as a Government officer, I ought to have been dismissed if I had attempted it.
2527. Mr. Escott.] We have been also told, that though the Postmastergeneral himself has not offered any obstruction to Mr. Hill's plan, others have.
f
Has the Postmaster-general ever complained of you, or any person in your
department, on that ground ?—Certainly not.
2528. Mr. Hawes.] You have alluded to some correspondence 1—I alluded
to an individual who I understood was corresponding with Mr. Hill, to show
that I had no prejudice against persons who were giving Mr. Hill information.
I recommended his promotion to the Postmaster-general.
2529. As head of the office, you were aware of all the correspondence that
was going on by persons in your office ?—Certainly not ; the Government gave
orders that Mr. Hill was to have every facility afforded to him, and I put an
order in my book directing every one in my department to give to Mr. Hill
every information they could, and I believe it was carried out to the full extent.
2530. Therefore Mr. Hill followed up that direction, and the correspondence
that took place was perfectly open to you, as head of the department ?—Cer
tainly not ; it was not official correspondence.
253 1 . You do not mean to imply any concealment of correspondence ?—Not
at all ; I merely wish to show that I had no prejudice against Mr. Hill or any
person who was giving him information.
2532. You have spoken of a graduated system of postage according to dis
tance, and the probability of that affording a better revenue ; have you at any
time made any recommendation of the kind r—Certainly not ; I am not in a
position to do so.
2533. Do you know whether such recommendation proceeded from the Postoffice at any time ?—I am not aware at all that it did.
2534. When the penny postage was introduced, was it made the subject of
any memorial, or was any opinion expressed that a better system, as regarded
the revenue, might be suggested?— I cannot answer that.
253,5. Mr. Denison.'] Have you read Mr. Hill's plan carefully?—Yes.
2536. Is this the first day you were aware of any alteration that has taken
place in his original ideas as to district offices ?—Yes.
0.93.
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William Bokenkam, Esq. further Examined.
W.Bokaiham, Esq.
2537. Mr. Haices.~\ HAS there been any loss of revenue in consequence of the
•
French treat) ?—-That I am not prepared to say ; there has been a supposed loss
7 August 1843. by exchange by weight to the amount of about 600 /. or 700 /. a year, , ,'/•
2538. Can you give the Committee any statement of the correspondence
between England and France subsequently to the treaty ?—I have taken a week in
the same way again as I had done previous to the treaty ; by the Return for the
week ending the 2gth of July, the loss is Q/. 145. 8 d.
2539. The loss is calculated on precisely the same plan as in the former tables ?
—Yes.
2540. Chairman.] Is that the loss both outwards and inwards? —Yes.
»
2541. Mr. Howes.] Making the loss less than Colonel Mabedy stated? —
Yes ; and this was not altogether a favourable week, for we had some heavy arrivals
from America, which would create a greater number of unpaid letters from Eng
land to France.
2542. You are still making your calculations on the basis of these tables ?—
Yes, with another date.
2543. Will you turn to Nos. 7 and 8, page 171 ; these Returns profess to
show the number and net weight in ounces ot paid and unpaid letters to France,
in the week ending the 3d of November 1842, with an estimate of the probable
loss of exchange by weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each
letter being charged separately as at present "'—Just so.
2544. Do those tables contain all the classes of letters which at that time
passed between England and France, and vice versa ? — No, certainly not; these
tables merely contain the letters to France and from France.
2545. Letters from France and to France charged by weight • —Yes.
2546. Was there not another class of letters, part of the postage of which, was
paid in England and part in France, and which are not taken into account in these
tables at all ?—Certainly not, except the transit letters,— letters going through
France. The letters, the postage of which was partly paid in this country, and
partly in France, are included ; every letter was included except the transit
letters.
2547. Under which column or in what class of letters are those letters to which
reference is made placed in these tables?—Under the respective columns ; they
are placed with the unpaid letters, because the French postage was not paid, and
it was on the French postage only we calculated.
2548. Do you leave out the English postage which was paid ? — Undoubtedly,
because it fell to our own revenue at once ; there was neither loss nor gain
upon it.
2549. Are
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2549. Are those unpaid letters included in the first column of the Return, No. 7, ft
or in the first column of Return, No. 8 ?—The one is to France and the other is
from ; they will of course be reversed in the two accounts; the letters from 7 August 1 843.
England, the postage on which was paid only to the frontier, were sent to France
as unpaid letters, and they would be calculated accordingly as unpaid letters, so far
as France was concerned.
2550. The Committee are to understand that that class of letters enters into the
Return ?—Certainly, into both Returns.
2551. Will you refer to Table, No. 8: you there state, under the date of the
agth of October 1842, that there is a gain of §1. 17 s. n</. upon a certain number
of unpaid letters ; will you explain to the Committee whether that consists of
letters the postage on which is paid in France ?—No, they are unpaid letters
coming from France on which we have to collect, the British postage in this
country, and also the French postage ; the frontier letters, which were half paid,
1 know are all included in the Return.
2552. Under what head of column 1—I am not prepared at this moment to
state that ; I thought I had got my rough accounts, but they are those applying
to another Return.
2553. How could there be a gain on that class ofletters, in Table, No. 8 ?—We
should gain upon the postage paid in this country ; whether it is in or out, there our
gain must be.
2554. Where are those letters included in this Return, namely, the class paying
part of the postage in France and part in England?—On the unpaid side there
was no gain on these letters ; it is a calculation to show a result under the new
convention.
2555- Are you to be understood that this is a hypothetical Return ?—It is the
best Return the Postmaster-general could get at the time, to show the result of
a certain measure ; I can now produce an actual Return on the same plan.
2556. You have here a column of gain, which consists of the difference between
the British rate and the French rate; how can there be any gain upon that class
of letters, inasmuch as the French rate was received by the British Government ?—
The British rate is not included in that class of letters at all ; it is merely the
French rate ; here are the details as they came in. A calculation was made on
the number of letters brought each way, and the result is a loss on one class of
letters, but a gain on another.
2557. How could you lose on that class of letters which simply pays the
British rate?—I am not saying we lost upon those letters at all ; it is a mere
supposition to get at a certain result; there is neither loss nor gain as far as those
letters are concerned, for when this Return was made we were exchanging by
letter.
2558. You nevertheless attempt to show an account by which you strike the
balance of gain or loss, and that previous to the French convention ? —Yes.
2559. Will you explain how it is that there is a gain stated upon that class of
letters, part of the postage of which was paid in France, and part of the postage
of which was paid in England ; how you would make a comparative gain between
the two?—As I have before stated, the number of letters brought from France by
a particular mail was taken, and the number of French rates ; the payment to
France at a certain rate was taken ; and the result was, a gain of 5 /. 17*. 1 1 d.,
for the mail of October the 29th.
2560. Have you assumed, that all those letters which previous to the treaty
were paid to the frontier, would in future come as unpaid letters r—Yes, they are
now unpaid letters.
2561. And on that basis you have calculated those tables ?—Yes.
2562. Chairman.] Have you kept an account similar to this since the new
convention?—I have.
2563. That will show the actual result, the first being in a certain degree hypo
thetical ?—Yes.
2564. Can you deliver in that account?—I can ; it shows a loss of gl. 145. 8rf.
upon one week.
[The same were delivered in and read, asfollows.]
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RETURN showing the NUMBER and NET WEIGHT in Ounces of UNPAID and PAID LETTERS from France, in the Week ended 20 July 1843 ;
with an Estimate of the Loss and GAIN occasioned by the Exchange by Weight.
in
of
Fr.-nch
Number Weight
Charge at Charge at
Ounces. Number
of
Rates.
!«.'*,/.
ft*
Unpaid
per Ounce. per Rate.
Letters.

DATE.

Weight
in
Number of
Paid Let ers.

Ounces.

British
Number of
Rates.

GAIN.

£. t. d. £. ». d. £. *. d.

1843 :
23 July -

810

Charge at Cbarge at
If.
52
per Ounce. per Rate.

LOSS.

ACTUAL
GAIN.

£. i. d.

20 16 3

763

220

43J

226

236

£. *. d.
4 14 2

£. t. d.

13 - -

2 10 8

4 15 7

286) 1,626

23 17

6

33 17 6

10 - -

320

65

338

85-

7-10

3 15 10

642

49

259

29-

5 7 11

2 18 11

2 14 -

7

4 10 7

661

2 11

3 14 6

5

3 11

156

975

£. i

d.

24 -

-

1,323

25 -

-

773

183

1,003

15 6 -

20 17 11

5 12 11

249

26

-

-

1,168

247

1,460

20 11

30 8 4

9 16

368

69

383

39-

7 19

27

-

-

1,024

211

8 10 3

330

68 {

343

386

7

28 -

-

996

235

1,268

19 11

8

26 8 4

6 16 8

288

57

293

2 17 -

6 2

1

351

29 -

.

1,166

248

1,4G6

20 13 4

30 10 10

9 17

330

65

338

35-

7-10

3 15 10

6 1 6

ACTUAL GAIH - - - £.

33 14 11

1,267

17 11

8
8

26

7 11

8

6

1 10
7

RETURN showing the NUMBER and NET WEIGHT in Ounces of UNPAID and PAID LETTERS to France, in the Week ended 29 July 1843,
with an Estimate of the Loss occasioned by the Exchange by Weight.
British
Number _g
Charge at Charge at
Number of
xtc 3u
5rf.
of
1*.
Rat -s.
Unpaid
per Ounce. per Rate.
Letters. fS

DATE.

In
Weight
Number of
Paid Let ers.

LOSS.

Ounces.

:s =

1,232

281

1,297

£. *. d. £. t. d. £. $. d.
14 1 - 27-5 12 19 5

24

-

-

1,515

355

1,600

17 15 -

33 6 8

15 11

Co

-

-

1,391

338

1,492

16 18 -

31

1

8

14 3 8

26

-

-

1,218

288

1,304

14 8 -

27

3 4

27

-

-

1,081

221

1,207

11

28

-

-

1,335

337 1,481

-

16 17 -

;;'_)

£. ,. d. £. ,. d.
8

23 3 4

£.«.<<.
6 11 8

£. * d.
679

4 2

30 7 11

939

6 7 11

16 8 4

22 11

3

6 9 11

8-9

935

13 Id 10

19 9 7

6 13 9

717

969

14 10 10

20 3 9

5 19 11

89-

1,182

17 15 -

24 12 6

6 17 6

727

199

1,112

16 11

254}

1,459

21

803

197

1,083

12 15 4

711

165 5

25 2 11

14

700

174 1

30 17

14 -

831

213

1

ACTUAL
LOSS.

GAUf.

-' '

1843 :
22 July -

1

. J .1 V

Number Charge at Charge at
5d.
1 1. 6d.
of
French per Ounce. per Rate.
Rates.

848

8 1,112

1 11
1

Actual LOB8

-

-

43 9 7

Gain

-

•

™t;l"ltJ. 33 14 11

•

Loss - - - £.

9 14 8

RETURN showing the Number of British UNPAID LETTERS and LETTERS PAID to
Frontier, forwarded to France for Delivery in that Kingdom by the Mails of the under
mentioned Dales, together with the Amount of Postage for the same, aiid the Number
of Frencli Rates to which such Letters would be subjected ; and the Average Charge
for each Rale, supposing the decomposed Scale to have been in operation.
Number
of Letters.

Dale of Mail.

11 October
14 —
18 —

-

21
25
28

—
—

i November
4 —

-

1,287
1.365
1,285
9<>3
1,329
1,281
1,247
i .203

Number
of Rates.

i,772
1,954
»,794
1,259
1.849
1,902
L748
1,714

Amount
of Postage.
£.
44
48
43
31
47
46
43
43

s.
3
14
10
13
13
4
3

d.
9
6
7
7
4
i
10
3

Average Charge
per Rate.
d.
5i

6J
5*
6
6
52

5l
G

2565. That
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.2565. That loss is considerably smaller than you had anticipated when you W. Boketiham, Esq.
made your calculations last November?— Somewhat smaller; I think the other
was between six and seven hundred a year, and this about five hundred a year. 7 August 1843.
I do not quite feel certain, but my own idea is, that \\c shall ultimately gain by
the arrangement ; it is cheaper for the public to pay the French postage in this
country, and therefore, of course, that will be done in many instances. The
average French rate by the French decomposed scale is rather more than 5 | d. ;
taking it on eight mails, it is in three cases 6d., and in the other five cases it is
5 1 d. ; whereas, if the postage is paid in this country, it is only 5 d. ; therefore it
is fair to presume that more postage will be paid in this country than in France,
and if so, we must ultimately gain.
2566. Has there not always been that advantage to this country under the old
treaty?—I think not. I wish to state that there is an apparent error, though
not intended, in an answer I gave on Friday. I stated respecting our increase
of establishment a certain number, which would appear to apply to the Pennypost, whereas it is not so. I ought to have deducted the 21 clerks received
from the Foreign Office by the consolidation. The actual charge to the penny
postage should be only eight out of 21.
2567. Do you know the average weight of the letters passing from India to
France ?—No, I do not.
2.568. Do you weigh them by quarter ounces ?—Yes, the charge is by the
quarter ounce weight.
2569. Are all letters to France and from France charged by the same process ?
—Yes.
2570. That has been done since the new treaty ?—Yes, and before ; for instance,
a letter weighing a quarter ounce from England to India, would be one British
rate, and two French rates.
2571. Can you state the increase in the number of day mails at the present
period ?—I am afraid I have not a list with me.
• 2572. Can you state whether there is now a day mail to Exeter ?—I think not
so low1 down as Exeter.
'2.573. Mr. CrippsJ] How far towards Exeter ?— It runs down to Bristol.
,2574. The railroad is not opened to Exeter yet?— No.
2575. Mr. Hawes.~\ Is there one to Nottingham?—No.
. 2576. Is there one to Derby ?—No.
2577. Is there any to Leicester ?—No.
2578. To Leeds ?—No.
2579. To Sheffield ?—No.
2580. Will you state how many mails there are from Lancashire, as the great
manufacturing district, to London?—Two, the morning and the evening.
2581. How many bags do you make up for the day mails?—I have marked
with red in this list (producing it\ all the places which have day bags ; they are
130, without including the bags for Ireland and Scotland.
2582. Can you state, with reference to Edinburgh, whether the mails from the
north arrive in the morning or the evening ?—They arrive morning and evening ;
but I cannot state the time.
2583. Are they from the same places or different places?— From the same
places, I presume ; but I am not able to state precisely as to the arrangements in
Scotland.
2584. Can you state the number of bags made up in London by the night
mails ?—I think 640 j I am speaking of bags for the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.
2585. Have you found a uniform postage a matter of great convenience to the
Post-office arrangements ?—I do not know. It undoubtedly has been a convenience
to the Post-office arrangements ; but if I had my own choice I had rather have
had a scale with different charges. Any person connected with the Post-office
would be anxious to have it so.
2586. Do you mean that you would prefer a scale with different charges with
reference to the Post-office arrangements ?—It might prevent the mis-sorting of
letters to a considerable extent; for instance, you could not send a 6d. letter to a
|>lace where the charge for letters would be yd. or $d.
0.93..
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2587. Have the errors increased in consequence of the alteration ?—The errors
have certainly increased ; but I do not attribute many of them to that cause.
7 August 1843. .
2588. Have they increased in the ratio of the increase of letters?—No, I think
not ; but greater care and system is required by the sorters to prevent it.
2589. The number of letters has been threefold, has it not?—No; not in my
office.
2590. What has it been?—I reckon it about 175 per cent.; not quite three
fold.
'2591. Are you speaking of letters generally; all letters? — Yes; I include all
(the franks that passed in 1839). ^ am taking letters of every description.
2592. Have you found prepayment a great convenience or not?—No, I cannot
say that 1 have. It has facilitated the delivery of letters, but nothing beyond
that.
2593. You have not found any great convenience with regard to the Post-office
arrangements in the prepayment of letters?—No ; I have not.
• _\
2594. Or the use of the stamp ? — There is a use in the stamp itself.
2595. That has contributed to Post-office convenience ?— Yes, to a certain
extent.
2596. Has there been any increase in the establishment of the Post-office in
proportion to the number of letters or the amount of business?—Certainly not;
we have had a considerable addition made to our establishment. I consider that
we were under our work (until Mr. Baring made us equal to it) at the commence
ment of the penny postage.
2597. Your increase of establishment has not been at all in "the ratio of the
increase in the number of letters or the work to be done ?—Taking the work to be
done, it certainly has been in proportion, if you leave out the letter-carriers ; as
regards the sorting, it has been in proportion to the work to be done.
2598. What number of additional sorters have you had?—The number of
persons connected with my department, prior to the introduction of the penny
postage, was 443; we now stand, 564, making an increase of 121. In January
1840, 10 clerks, 20 messengers, 2 inspectors, 20 sub-sorters, and 20 letter-carriers,
additional, (that is, 72,) were appointed in consequence of the increase to the
business by the penny postage: in March 1840, I had three clerks appointed in
addition, for money-order business at the branch offices.
2599. What has been the increased charge of your department for clerks and
sorters ?—That I am not prepared to say.
2600. You state that you were under-handed before the introduction of the
penny postage ; to what extent ?—To the extent of half a dozen clerks.
2601. Was the whole of the addition you have detailed to the Committee on
account of the penny postage ; if not, have the goodness to analyze the account,
and state the amount chargeable to that ?—The whole of the addition has not
been made 'in consequence of that; but the 72 added in January 1840 were
attributable to that, with the exception of six, which I consider the department to
have been previously short of. In March 1840, three clerks were appointed, in
consequence of the money-order business being transacted at the branch offices.
In January 1841, three cierks additional were appointed, in consequence of the
system of registration. In March 1841, 2O sub-sorters additional were appointed
to meet the increase of the newspaper duty, and to expedite the London delivery.
2602. Can you state to the Committee what number was fairly attributable,
allowing for your being under-handed before, to the introduction of the system of
penny postage ?—Two messengers were appointed lor the Money-order Office
duty in April 1841 ; the above form the number of IOO, being 21 less than appear
in the total general increase of 121 : this is accounted for by the consolidation of the
Foreign with the Inland office, in April 1840, the number of foreign officers being
2 1 . Twenty sub-sorters additional were appointed, in consequence of the increase
of the newspaper duty, and to expedite the morning delivery. I think I ought to
give the penny postage one-half of those, for they were appointed for two pur
poses, to meet the newspaper duty and to accelerate the delivery ; that would
make 82. I gained eight clerks by the consolidation of the Foreign-office, making
90 ; deducting six short-handed, would leave 84 persons called for by the penny
postage.
2603. What was the number to which that 84 was an increase?—Four hundred
and eighty.
2604. That is about 20 per cent, on the establishment?—Yes.
*2605. Whereas
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2605. Whereas your increase of letters has been 175 per cent. ?—Yes.
.
2606. How then do you reconcile that account with your former answer, that
the increase in the establishment has been in proportion to the number of letters?
—No ; I said in proportion to the quantity of business to be done.
2607. Must there not be a very near relation between the number of letters and
the business to be done ?—Certainly not ; the making up a bag with 500 letters
takes very little more time than if there were only 50 letters, or the opening a bag
again ; it would not take more time to open one with 500 letters than one with 250.
2608. Will you explain how, with an increase of 175 percent., according to
your own statement, in the number of letters, there is not nearly the same amount
of increase in the work to be done in the Post-office ?—We have no more bags
to open now than we had before ; we have no more accounts than we had before ;
and there are 50 different « ays in which it may be accounted for.
2609. Your establishment remains nearly the same, while the increase in the
number of letters and the convenience to the public has greatly increased ?—
Undoubtedly. :•
»
2610. Is there not a great increase in the number of newspapers?—No; I
think the newspapers have not greatly increased in number.
• 2611. Can you state the number of newspapers sent through the Post-office
now and at any former period ?— I am not prepared to do so at the present
moment.
2612. Do you think there is any increase in the number or weight of news
papers?— I know there is an increase, but I think not a great increase. . . .
2613. Tn the Return put into your hand, No. 201, the number of letters is cal
culated on a weekly return in the month of December, 1842; is it not? —I am
not at all prepared to go into that return ; I never saw it till it was in print.
2014. You have weekly returns ot'letters in the Post-office ?—Yes.
•2615. And you have monthly returns r— We have weekly returns in the Inlandoffice, and we have monthly returns in my office, by the letter-carriers, and there
is a monthly return from evwy post town in the kingdom, showing the number
of letters delivered within those towns during the week for which it is taken.
2616. With a view to frame a return of the number of letters annually, or for
any general period, which do you prefer as the truest account, the weekly or the
monthly return? —To tell you the truth, I would not give much for either; I
should be sorry to put much reliance in either.
2617. Mr. Cripps.] Will you state the reason why ?—Because I believe parties
are apt to overstate their work ; I know it has been done.
2618. Chairman.] In making the monthly return they give only one week r—
Just so.
2619. Mr. CrippsJ] You do not mean to say that the persons who make the
returns to you exaggerate the number of letters which go through the London
Post-office? —They have done it; we are constantly checking them; if there is
any preference to be given, I should say, that in which the letters are counted
would be the best.
2620. Mr. Hawes.~\ Which is that?—The return made every third week in
the month, that called the monthly return.
2621. You would prefer that to that called the weekly return ?—Yes ; because
I think they have the means of taking it more correctly than the stampers
have.
2622. Do you know anything of a Table entitled " A Monthly Return of Let
ters made to the House of Lords," (the same being shown to the Witness) ?— I do
not. I do hot think I ever saw it before.
2623. By whom is the return of letters in the United Kingdom made in the
Post-office when the return is called for by Parliament ?—By the secretary.
2624. You do not prepare it ?—No.
2625. Look at the statement, No. 3, of the Return to the House of Lords—
(Parliamentary Paper, No. 64)—under the head of the London, Inland, Foreign
and Ship, there are certain numbers returned in the year given ; is not that por
tion of letters made up in your office ?—The matter forming that portion of letters
must have been furnished from my office to the secretary.
u626'. Furnished directly by yourself?—Yes.
2627. You think these numbers cannot be relied on ?—I think they are better
than the others, but I place no reliance on either.
-•0>93.
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2628. How do you ascertain these numbers?—They are told by the letter-car•—•"
riers before they are carried out.
7 August 1843.
2629. They are counted ? —They should be.
2630. Do you think they are likely to overcount them always, or only some^times; and if so, do you not think this might be a fair average?—No; I think
they are more apt to overcount them than undercount them. I have detected
them several times in overcounting them, but never in undercounting them.
2631. What is the amount of error you have detected; have you reduced it to
a per-centage on any given amount 1—No, I have not ; I remember writing to
Mr. Hill, who called upon me to account for a discrepancy between the two
returns. I remember informing him that I thought there was little or no reliance
to be placed on our returns ; there was an error, which satisfied me that the dis
crepancy between the two was accounted for in that way, by the letters being
overcounted. My answer was this: "As regards the apparent decrease in the
letters received in London since September, 1 am inclined to think it is actual ;
for there has been no change in the mode of ascertaining the number, neither has
there been any alteration in the route of the forward letters worthy of notice ; if,
therefore, I am right in my supposition, the letters delivered in London must have
been overstated ; a fact which, to a certain extent, was established on Monday, by
detaining 23 letter-carriers at the moment they were leaving the office, and, of
course, after they had made their returns. These men had given an account of
5,632 letters for delivery, whereas it turned out upon retelling them that they had
only 4,991. The overstatement thus discovered may possibly account for the
difference in the two returns. As I have several times intimated, I cannot place
much credit in any return of this kind ; we are, as far as regards the information
they give, completely in the hands of persons over whom there is no check;
and, as was shown in the case of Monday, are more apt to overstate than to
underrate the work they have to perform." That was in January 1842.
2632. Are you speaking with reference to the weekly or the monthly returns ?—
To the monthly returns ; Mr. Hill was comparing the weekly with the monthly
return at the time.
2633. Looking at the Return made to the House of Lords, No. 64, do you
think that, as a whole, a Table which may be relied upon?—No; I do not
indeed. , .
2634. Can you give the Committee any information as to the amount of error?
-—N7o, I cannot ; it is impossible for me to do so, it is made up of so many
different materials ; the numbers are obtained from 700 or 800 different persons ;
my impression is that you can ascertain the fact only by the revenue.
2635. Are there the means now taken of showing correct returns ?—The best
possible means we can take ; I am constantly having the returns of the men
checked as far as I can, without interruption to the duty.
2636. Would the Post-office be able to make a more correct return now than
that before given ?—No, certainly not ; unless an order can be given to detain
the correspondence of the country ; the men are hurried and driven to get out of
the office with their letters, and they have very little time to do anything.
2637. You have actually counted in some cases?—Yes, we have.
2638. No other means than those have been taken to secure correct monthly
returns ?—No ; I very much wish to do it once in a year by way of experiment,
if the Postmaster-general will allow me, but it will create a great delay in the
correspondence.
2639. Can you state at what rate newspapers and letters can be prepared for
delivery ?—No ; I think it is a question that can scarcely be answered.
2640. Take, for instance, the number which a man can prepare in any given
time, going through all the process?—It cannot be taken in that way. If you set
one man to take a letter through all its different processes it would occupy him a
considerable time ; there is opening the bag, and stamping ; the first, second, and
sometimes the third, fourth, fifth, and even sixth sorting to go through.
2641. What number of letters can be sorted in a particular time ?—An ordinary
sorter will sort, probably, about 30 in a minute ; if those letters have to be sorted
six times over, so much in proportion must be allowed for it.
2642. Are you quite clear that only 30 can be sorted in a minute ?—I take that
as the average. I should be very glad to find a man that could keep even that
up ; some would sort only 10, but that is not a fit way to make a calculation.
2643. Mr.
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2643. Mr. Escott.] The quickness of sorting depends on the nimbleness of the W.Bokenham, Esq.
man's fingers ?—Yes, and the clearness of the directions of the letters.
2644. Mr. HawesJ] Suppose you had i oo men, could not you calculate how 7 August 1843.
many they could sort and prepare altogether?—I could calculate for the business
of an office, but I could not calculate for the sorting alone.
2645. The first question referred to the business of the office generally?—The
Committee have the number of letters in my department, with the number of per
sons employed. At a rough calculation there are 330,000 letters and newspapers in
the day passing through the London office; it requires for the present establish
ment 564, and if you take away one man the office is not so efficient. I maintain
that we have not a single person to spare.
2646. Can you state whether the rated newspapers are included in any return
among the foreign and colonial newspapers ?—They are included in certain returns;
for instance, newspapers coming from abroad on which the postage is to be paid,
are reckoned as letters.
647. Would they be included in the number of letters on the footing of foreign
2647.
and colonial postage?—I
postage:'—i presume so ; but, as I stated before, I can say nothing as
regards that return.
2648. The question does not respect that return, but whether newspapers liable
to postage are included in any return among foreign and colonial letters?—Un
doubtedly they are.
2649. Look at the Paper in your hand, being Return No. 20 1 , they would be
included among the 6,700,000 stated as the number of letters paying foreign and
colonial postage ?—I should preume they are ; but I really cannot answer the
question.
2650. Mr. CrippsJ] Do the letter-carriers always sort the newspapers?—
Always.
2651. Are there other hands besides the letter-carriers employed in sorting
newspapers for despatch ?•—Some sorters.
2652. Has there been any increase in the newspaper sorting establishment
since the penny postage was introduced?—Yes ; if I recollect right the increase
has been about 15 sub-sorters for the newspaper sorting.
2653. Then have the newspapers increased ?—Yes, the size of them has con
siderably increased.
2654. A great many packages come through the Post-office which did not
previously to the Penny-post system ; is that attended with much inconvenience?—
They require more space to be sorted in ; and there is this objection, small letters
are very apt to get secreted in those packages.
2655. Does that frequently happen?—Yes, it is termed " pigging."
2656. Is there any inconvenience from the kind of articles that are placed in
those packages?—A great deal. I have seen some of the mail-bags coming up in
so filthy a state that they were scarcely fit to be touched.
2657. Have you sometimes fish come?—Fish, game, oil, and every kind of
article.
2658. Mr. Denison.] Do you mean to say that the Post-office carry fish and
game?—Yes; they have been reduced to it by the penny postage. The stench
is sometimes so bad in the office that you can scarcely breathe in it.
2659. Mr. Crippt.'] Do you ever have samples of seeds (linseed and those sort
of things), the packages of which have burst, and the contents have gone into the
letter-bag?—Yes, and they cannot be collected again. There was an instance of
the kind this morning as regards a package of linseed.
2660. Do you ever have cuttings of plants, covered with wet moss?— Yes, very
frequently.
2661. And the paper they are wrapt in is very apt to burst? — It is.
2662. Mr. Howes.] You have power to refuse anything that you think likely to
injure the letters?—We never take them when we can detect them ; but when they
come to us by the mails we are obliged to receive them.
2663. Is fish or oil so done up that you cannot detect it?—It is, very fre
quently.
2664. Mr. Gripps.] Is it in contemplation to establish day-mails wherever you
can ?—I believe that is the Postmaster-general's intention.
2665. With regard to many of the towns to which Mr. Hawes has alluded in
his examination, to which day-mails have not yet been sent, has it arisen from the
0.93.
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W.Boltenham,EK[. difficulty of making arrangements with the day-mail trains?— I believe that is
the case, but I cannot answer the question from my own knowledge.
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2666. In page 126 Mr. Hill, in one of his answers says, that many of the
sorters employ their time in other occupations, as clerks in merchants' warehouses,
and so forth; has your attention been called to that answer?— It has.
2667. How far is that true ?—In consequence of the answer, I have looked into
it, and I find, out of 129 clerks five are engaged in mercantile houses, or rather
three in mercantile houses and two with lawyers ; but of those five, two of them are
with their uncles ; one of them is a young officer of the name of Wood, who is
engaged with his uncle, Alderman Wood, in the middle of the day.
2668. With the exception of those five, do you command the whole of the time
of the rest of those clerks <—Yes, and of those five clerks also.
2669. But if they have time in the middle of the day, those five occasionally go
away to other occupations ?—Yes ; and of the sub-sorters, of the whole 1 04 I find
there are 14 or 16 whose wives keep little chandlers' shops, &c. ; but taking the
yearly profits of the whole together, as they gave them to me, they average about
5 /. per man.
2670. Mr. Denison.] Is there any clerk in the Post-office to whom you give a
less salary in consequence of his being at liberty to go to other employment in the
middle of the day ?—Not one. Formerly it was the practice of a great many
clerks in the Inland-office to get mid-day employment, but the nature of the duties
is now such, that they are liable to be called upon at any moment in the middle
of the day.
2671. How long has the nature of the duties been such as to preclude their
taking any other employment in the middle of the day ?—I think the last six years.
2672. Mr. Trotter.] The whole of those clerks are subject to the orders of the
Postmaster-general ?—They are.
2673. They only attend on an average about seven hours a day ? —Yes.
2674. Are there not times, especially in winter, when they are called upon for
extra hours attendance ?—Yes, occasionally in winter I have them on duty the
whole of the day. Last winter was a favourable winter ; but the winter before
was a very bad one ; I had the whole force of clerks and sub-sorters on duty one
day from six in the morning till eight at night, and I could only allow them half
an hour for their dinners. The Postmaster-general at that time very kindly paid
for their dinner for them, because we could not allow them to go home.
2675. That was for the sake of convenience to the service?—Yes, we had
their time.
2676. That was not as a reward, but was for the convenience of the service ?
—Yes.
2677. Were they paid any extra pay ?—Not any ; in our office there are 14, 15,
or perhaps more of the clerks employed in the middle of the day.
2678. Then frequently in the winter they are employed 9, 10, or 12 hours in
the day ?— It may so happen.
2679. Mr. Baring.] Do you find any difficulty in preventing fish being put
into the Post-office?— We do not take fish into the office in London if we can
help it, but most of the packages are stamped, and dropped into the Post-office.
2680. Mr. Hawes.] Will you direct your attention to a portion of the evidence
of Mr. Stow, in 1835 ; he was your predecessor?—He was.
2681. He states in answer to the question " Are any of your clerks also Postoffice clerks?—One person we employ after he has done his duty at the Postoffice ; we pay him 30 /. a year, but it does not interfere with his official duties;
many of the young men engage themselves in the merchants' countinghouses in.
the middle of the day, to occupy themselves as well as they can " ?— I have already
stated that that was formerly the case, and their salaries were very low in conse
quence, but such is not the fact now.
2682. The salaries have been raised ?—Yes ; for which we have to thank Mr.
Baring.
2683. Mr. Trotter.] When you say that the salaries have been raised, do you
allude to the salaries of 6,5 /. and 70 /. ?—Yes ; but at that time the junior clerks
in my department received but 50?. a year.
2684. Mr. Howes.] Therefore the salaries have been increased, and greater
control has been exercised over the time of the parties who have received those
salaries ?— Undoubtedly.
2685. That is one explanation of the increased cost of the establishment ? — Yes ;
I am
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I am not taking the increased cost of the establishment as being altogether in w. BoTrcnk
consequence of the penny postage; we were certainly below our work before.
268(1. Chairman.^ Will you state at what time the new regulation was intro- 7 -August 1843.
dueed, which checked the practice of the clerks employing themselves in other ways '?
— At the time of the first establishment of the day mail.
2687. That was in the year 1837, was not it?—That was the first check.
2688. Since that time the practice has been checked ?— Yes ; probably at that
time there might have been 20 persons engaged in mercantile houses.
2689. Is it explained to the young men who come into the office for the first
time, that the whole of their time is to be devoted to their official duties?— Yes;
formerly it was allowed that persons in the office might keep public-houses, and
places of that kind ; but now no person can have anything to do with publichouses.
2690. That change took place before the introduction of the Penny-post system ?
— I believe so.
2691. And before Mr. Hill's appointment at the Treasury?—Yes.
2692. Therefore, during the time that Mr. Hill was at the Treasury, that prac
tice which is referred to in Mr. Stow's evidence in 1835 did not exist in the Postoffice ?—Not to any extent ; there are only five persons, and one of them told
me he must give it up this week ; therefore, I presume, it is now reduced to four out
of 129.
2693. How long have those persons been in the office?—One, I think, about
36 years, another about 15> and the others are juniors of two or three years'
standing. •'•:'•
- i ;
2694. Mr. Cripps.] Do your clerks confine themselves exclusively to the bu
siness of your office ?—No ; many of them are engaged at piece-work in the
Money-order Office and in the Dead-letter Oftice. Sometimes they are at work
early in the morning, sometimes on Sundays, sometimes after 8 o'clock at night.
269.5. When you give the total number of persons employed, it is the actual
number, not the number at any one time in any one office ?—Certainly not.
2696. Mr. Bramsfon.] Those 129 persons are available in your office whenever
you want them; supposing they are employed in the Money-order Office, or anyother office in the Post-office, during extra hours, when the mails come in, when
you want them they are at your service ? —We take them at a moment's notice,
2697. Mr. Denison.] If they did not perform that duty as piece-work, would it
be necessary to employ other persons to do it?—Certainly; it is a considerable
saving to the revenue.
2698. Mr. Cripps.] What do you suppose they earn in that way ?—The
majority of them earn from 165. to a guinea a week besides their salaries ; I am
not aware of more than one or two earning 6o/. a year.
2699. Mr. Denison.] What scale of salaries have the generality of them ? —
£.70 a year some of them, others no?. ; and I think there is one of the senior
clerks who has 300 /. a year.
2700. Then in addition to those salaries, you mean that they are in the habit
of earning from l6s. to a guinea a week in that way?—From 16*. to a guinea
a week in addition.
2701. How many of them may there be?— I think about 15.
2702. Mr. Baring.] How do you pay them ; do you pay them by the hour :—
They are paid by piece-work ; in the Dead-letter Office, they are obliged to
return so many letters in a month, averaging so many a day. They will sometimes
be in advance 200 or 300 letters, and sometimes behind ; but they must make up
at the end of the month.
• 2703. Mr. Hawes.] Then it appears that the extra work may sometimes
amount to nearly as much as the salary ?—I believe that was the .case on one
occasion, when great exertions were made to get up the money-order business.
2704. How many clerks are there on the average receiving a guinea a week
during extra work ?— I cannot say ; I think it is about 15.
2705. What is the salary of those clerks? — It varies from ~ol. to 3<30/. One
of the senior clerks has 300?. a year, and is earning a guinea a week extra.
2706. Mr. Denison.] Does he earn that by working over-hours ?— Yes.
2707. He might earn it anywhere else, if he could get employment?—He could
not very well earn it anywhere else, for he must be ready if called upou at. any
moment.
, . , .-,
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2708. Mr. Howes.] How many are there that earn less than 165. a week? —
I think not any.
7 August 1843.
2709. Chairman.] Are those persons employed in the Money-order Office at
making up the arrears of accounts ?—They are.
2710. And that employment will not last longer than the time at which that
arrear is cleared off?— No.
2711. Mr. Denison.] Can you state how many hours of that description of work
a man would have to do to earn i6s. or one guinea a week ?—It depends entirely
upon the man himself; if he is a quick man he will do it in four hours a day.
2712. Could he earn it without devoting four extra hours ?—I should say not.
2713. His average regular attendance is seven or eight hours a day?—Yes.
2714. And for him to earn this 16*. a week, he must devote four or five hours
a day more to earn that?— He must.
2715. Mr. Hawes.] Your attention is requested to the following passage in
Mr. Hill's evidence, in page 126, in answer to question 736 : " There are cases in
which persons engaged in the middle of the day from their regular Post-office
duties, get as much as 70 /. or 8o/. a year as extra clerks, also in the Post-office, in
the discharge of other duties." Will you state whether you consider that to be
correct ?—I am not aware of any such persons.
2716. Are you speaking of the present moment, or within a year or two ?—I am
speaking of the present moment.
2717. To what period backwards would this account be correct?—I cannot
say ; I know nothing of the matter.
2718. Are you prepared to say that that is an incorrect statement, as applied
to a period of time not a twelvemonth back ?— It is a matter that I know nothing
about. I am not aware of any person at the present moment who is earning more
than 60 1. a year extra in my department.
2719. Your answer is confined to your own department ?— It is.
2720. And you have not, from your general knowledge of the Post-office, any
means of answering with respect to the parties out of your own department ? —I
have not. My belief is, that no person is at the present time earning more than
60 /. a year for extra duty ; but it is a mere belief.
2721. Mr. Cripps.] It is stated in this answer, that all the sorters in the Inlandoffice have, as a general rule, the whole of the middle of the day at their disposal;
is that true 1—Certainly not.
2722. Mr. Hatves.] Do you mean to say, that as a general rule the sorters
have not the middle of the day at their disposal ?—Certainly not j I am speaking
of the clerks, but it is equally so with respect to the sorters.
2723. Has that been from recent alterations ?—No, it depends entirely upon
the quantity of work we have.
2724. You say it is not true as a general rule; what are the exceptions?—The
clerks and sub-sorters are more or less off duty every day; but they may be called
upon, and a portion of them are called on duty every day.
2725. Generally speaking, are they or are they not working in the middle of
the day ?—Many of them are.
2726. How is it as regards the majority?—The majority, of course, are absent.
2727. Then, as a general rule, is it not true to say that the sorters have the
whole of the middle of the day at their disposal 1— No, I think not ; every one of
the clerks attending mid-day duty must be on once a week in regular turn ; then
if a mail is out, he may be on two or three times a week ; in winter time he may
be on every day of the week.
2728. Mr. Denison.] This is the statement of Mr. Hill : " All the sorters in
the Inland-office, whether employed occasionally as letter-carriers or not, have, as
a general rule, the whole of the middle of the day at their disposal, and many of
them employ their time in other occupations, as clerks in merchants' warehouses,
and so forth." Is that statement generally correct ?—It is not.
2729. " Many, again, are employed in the Post-office as extra clerks, and paid
for such extra duty ;" that you have stated is so ?—It is.
2730. Mr. Bramston.] What number of those employed in the morning are
detained regularly for day-mail work ?—Eleven, if there are no mails out ; if there
are mails out, the number may be doubled, or trebled.
2731 . There was a delay, a short time since, in the mail coming from America,
in consequence of the wreck of the Columbia ; were the clerks detained many
days in the office in consequence of that ?—A whole week, 1 7 of them. .
2732. Was
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2732. Was that 17 in addition to those in regular attendance?—No, six in W.Boleenkam,'Ef^.
addition.
*
2733. Mr. Trotter.] The clerks that go away in the middle of the day are there 7 August l843at an hour in the morning quite unusual at the other public offices ?— Yes, they
are there at a quarter before six in the morning ; most of them have to rise before
five.
2734. Mr. Hawes.] Do they come early every morning t—All the juniors;
there are a certain number that are absent from morning duty.
2735. What is the number that come on morning duty at six o'clock ?—Eightyfive on duty in the morning out of the 129 ; but there are also 14 at the branch
offices out of the 1 29.
2736. Are they on duty early in the morning?— At half-past seven. The
branch-office clerks do no duty at the chief office. On Saturday last the whole of
our available force was on duty, with the exception of three persons in the evening.
2737. Mr. Bramston.] On Monday morning what is the number of your avail
able force :— If it is a common Monday morning, there are 85 clerks on duty ;
the whole force on duty on a common Monday morning, at the Inland-office,
would be 505.
2738. Mr. Baring.] Out of 564?—Yes ; then there are two clerks who do no
morning or evening duty.
2739. Mf- Hawes.] How many attend on Tuesday ?—1 think it is two or three
less.
2740. How many attend on Tuesday evening out of the 129?—Eighty-eight.
Tuesday night is a post night ; it is rather more than on Monday.
2741. Is the number the same on Monday?—Yes; about 88 clerks out of the
129, deducting the branch offices, which are not connected with those, and the two
day officers.
2742. Mr. Soring.'] How many are in attendance, now, at the office to-day in
the middle of the day ?—There are 11. In my department, I am always obliged
to have a reserved force; I cannot well do without it: for instance, I may be
called upon to send half a dozen clerks into the country ; had that happened on
Saturday night, I could not have done it. I have had as many as six clerks in
charge of country offices at the same time.
2743. Mr. Cripps.] In consequence of the dismissal of country postmasters ?
—Yes.
2744. Mr. Hawes.] You apprehended, in the event of registered letters increas
ing materially, that great inconvenience would be found from the want, of capacity
in the Travelling-office to afford room for the clerks r—Yes.
2745. That was founded upon the opinion, that the registered letters would
necessarily require writing in the Travelling-office; for instance, copying the super
scriptions ?—Yes.
2746. Do you or do you not think that that inconvenience might be overcome
if the postmasters of the towns delivering registered letters to the Travellingoffice gave copies of the superscriptions of those letters on slips, which slips (I am
speaking of slips, independently of the way-bill on which they were entered)
might be stamped, and then delivered to the postmaster of the town to which the
letters were going ; would not that be, in point of fact, a receipt given by a clerk
in the Travelling-office, without involving the necessity of writing?— I do not see
that it would spare the clerk in the Travelling-office one atom of writing.
2747. At present if a letter be delivered to a clerk in the Travelling-office for
/egistration, the superscription must be copied ?—Yes.
2748. Supposing the superscription were copied by the postmaster delivering
the letter, upon a slip of paper, which slip of paper might be stamped in the Tra
velling-office, and passed on to the postmaster who is to receive it, would not that
be a receipt given in the Travelling-office for such registered letter without the
necessity of any writing?—I cannot see how you are do away with the necessity
of writing ; you must enter your letters on your way-bill for the clerk in the
Travelling-office to give a discharge to the sending postmaster; then the travelling
clerk must get a discharge in some way from the receiving postmaster ; that
would not do away with the writing that the travelling clerk has to do. The
postmaster sending a registered letter to the Travelling-office must send two copies
of the address, one on the way-bill, and one on the slip : then I do not see what
there is to show that the receiving postmaster ever got that letter, if he denies it.
2749. What is there to show it at present ?—His letter-bill.
6.93.
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2750. Supposing the number of the letter was entered upon that ? —The numher would not do : the registered letter might get astray without any means of
7 August 1843. identifying it.
2751. Mr. Cripps.] Have you read that Paper on the registration of letters
which was sent in by Mr. Hill? — I have answered it, and I believe that my answer
has been printed by the Committee.
2752. Then the answers you have given as to that not being a sufficient security,
have distinct reference to those papers which have been put in and which you
have considered with a view to that question ? —Yes.
2753. Mr. Baring.] It appears that the amount of postage charged to the
Government departments in 1841 was 90,761 L, in 1842 it was i)3,ooo/., and in
1843 it was 1 22,000 1. ; can you give any explanation of this increase? —The
increased correspondence of the Government departments.
2754. It is not any return to the old abuses?—Certainly not.
2755. The same checks are still continued ? —Yes.
2756. Do you believe the checks are efficient ? —I think they are. All the
Government departments are very particular. They were when you were in office,
and it has been kept up.
2757. Mr. Havocs.] Then there is that actual increase of Government cor
respondence?—Yes ; I am not prepared to say whether there has been that increase
in the number of letters, but there has been an increase in the weight.
2758. Mr. Denison.] The principle on which the return is made has been the
same in each of the three years ?—Yes.
2759. How would the Government letters be charged in the year 1839?—
They were all delivered free, with the exception of those for the Customs, Excise,
and Stamps.
2760. How are they all charged now?—All the inland letters are charged 2d.
per ounce, the colonial letters 2s. per ounce, and the foreign letters the actual
postage.
2761. Then there is a different mode of charging?—Yes.
2762. What was the principle upon which the Government postage was charged
before the penny postage came into operation ?—A few of the Government offices
paid the postage the same as a private individual would have done ; all the other
departments sent them free.
2763. From what source would the 44,000 /. which appears to have been
received in 1 840, be derived ?—From the Customs, Excise, Stamps, and Taxes.
2764. And now, in 1843, all the public offices pay at the same rate?—All,
without a single exception.
2765. Mr. Cripps.] Did the amount in 1840 include the Poor Law Commis
sioners' correspondence, or did that go free?—That went free.
2766. Mr. Hawes.~\ Was it, or was it not the fact, that previous to the penny
postage Government paid some part of the foreign postage to the office?—There
was a trifle paid, I believe, but I cannot say to what amount ; very small. All
those offices of state that had correspondence abroad, the Admiralty, the Colonial
Office, the War Office, in fact all that had correspondence abroad, sent their letters
free.
2767. The whole of them?—Yes; at least they did not come to us as public
office letters.
2768. Will you look at the Tenth Report, page 30; you will see a return there
of the number of cash letters registered in the Inland-office, London, from 5th
January 1834 to 5th January 1837 ; the number is stated to be 298,725; does
that include letters actually posted in the Inland-office, or does it include also for
warded letters ?— It includes letters posted in London, letters delivered in London,
and also forward letters.
John Ramsey, Esq. called in ; and Examined.
J. Ramsey. Esq.
2769. Chairman.] WHAT situation do you hold in the Post-office ?—I am one
-- of the senior clerks in the secretary's department, and have the superintendence of
the Missing-letter Department.
2770. Has there been any considerable increase in the number of applications
for letters stated to be missing in the last three years ? —Very considerable in
crease. I think it fair to state, that that increase is not, in my opinion, entirely
imputable to the Post-office, the Post-office being only one of three parties con
nected
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aected with missing letters ; there is the party sending the letter, the Post- J. Ramsfii, Ksq.
office, and the party to whom the letter is addressed.
2771. What description of letters are most generally missing?—Letters con- 7 August 1843.
taining coins and bills appear to be the largest proportion of letters lost.
2772. Have you -many applications for letters of ordinary correspondence, in
which the parties applying do not state that the letter contained articles of value?
—We have a number of applications of that description, but not in proportion to
the number of applications for letters containing property.
2773. What course do you pursue when application is made to you for a letter
stated to be missing?—If it is a written application we acknowledge the receipt by
a letter requesting further information, to enable us to make satisfactory inquiries.
After we are supplied with the fullest information we can obtain, we then write to
the various postmasters in the country; we inquire of every individual through
whose hands the letter would pass, and when we are satisfied that every possible
inquiry has been made for the missing letter, we communicate the result to the com
plainant. A personal application goes through the same process, with the omission
of a written acknowledgment.
2774. It appears, from the Return before the Committee, that the total number
of letters passing through the Post-office has increased nearly threefold since the
introduction of the Penny-post system ; have the applications for missing letters
increased in anything like that proportion 1—It appears to me that the applications
for missing letters have increased sixfold ; consequently they would be in the pro
portion of two to one to the increase of letters.
2775. To what cause do you attribute that great increase in the number of
applications for missing letters? —I attribute it to the removal of the protections
that were formerly afforded to letters containing coins. They were registered when
they were discovered to contain coins or jewellery. That registration having been
removed, it has increased the number of applications.
2776. They were registered by the Post-office gratuitously ?—Yes.
2777. Do you consider that the system of compulsory registration would afford
complete security against the abstraction of letters supposed to contain coin or
articles of value?—The system of compulsory registration would, to a considerable
extent, reduce the number of letters lost; but I doubt whether it could be esta
blished so as to render it complete.
2778. In consequence of this great increase in the number of missing letters,
and the removal of that security to which you have referred, have the Post-office
taken any measures to lead to the detection of the abstraction of letters ?—They
have ; it is the practice now, when suspicion rests upon particular parties, to
send an officer from the Missing-letter Department to investigate the case upon
the spot ; he is empowered, if he finds suspicion resting upon any particular
department, to test the honesty of the parties in that department by passing
through the office various letters with marked coins enclosed in them. That is a
system that has been of late much carried out, and has proved effective in leading
to the detection of guilty parties. In certain cases, where suspicious circumstances
attach, the Postmaster-general has despatched an officer from the Post-office to
inquire upon the spot.
2779. -Do y°u know many instances in which the result of the inquiry has
satisfied YOU that the missing letter had never reached the Post-office ?—Un
doubtedly. Within a few months I detected three cashiers, belonging to three
different banks in one county, who had stolen a vast number of letters belonging
to their 'employers, containing considerable sums of money ; to one of the banks
I had the satisfaction of restoring 725/. of stolen property. Many instances have
come to my knowledge of delinquency on the part of the public, which have con
firmed me in the belief, that I am right in only admitting one-third of the losses
to be chargeable to the Post-office.
2780. In the first instance suspicion attaches to the servants of the Post-office ?
—Yes, and we have great difficulty in removing that suspicion unless we can
actually detect the guilty party.
2781. Have you taken any measures lately to put the public on their guard
against sending money and other articles of value by post ?—Within the last two or
three years we have issued cautions to the public, to the extent of between
400,000 and 500,000 ; we have also within that period advertized in the public
papers the insecurity of sending money in that way 30 or 40 different times. The
cautions have been circulated by all the letter-carriers, and have been sent in numbers
0.93.
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J. Ramsey, Esq. to the country postmasters, with directions that they would exhibit them in the
«
most conspicuous part of their offices, and distribute them about the towns. We
; August 1843. send a caution with the acknowledgment to every letter of complaint; and with
the final reply containing the result of our inquiries, we enclose another caution.
2782. Is it the fact, that notwithstanding those repeated cautions, the public are
still in the habit of sending a large number of letters containing articles of value
through the Post-office ?—Undoubtedly they are ; they frequently admit it when
they come to make complaint; they say they have been in the practice from
time immemorial of sending money through the Post-office, and it has always gone
safe, and they do not see why they should discontinue the practice. The distress
occasioned to poor people is incalculable. No one can form an idea, except those
that come into daily communication with them, of the consequences resulting from
the non-receipt of letters containing small sums of money, of which they were in
need.
2783. Do you consider it possible to give effectual security to such correspond
ence by means of a cheap system of registration ?—Not effectual security. It
would be always difficult to give effectual security to correspondence. If it were
practicable at all, my knowledge of the duties performed in the various forward
offices in the country, would lead me to say, that it would be impossible, at a cheap
rate, to carry registration into effect. We have nearly 240 forward offices, and in
some of those offices they have 26 bags to sort, make up, and dispatch in as many
minutes. If there was a cheap registration it would bring such an influx of
registered letters, that without retarding the general delivery of letters, we could
not accomplish it.
2784. Does it frequently happen that coin is so carelessly enclosed in letters as
to escape from those letters and be found loose in the bag ?—It very frequently
happens.
2785. Which throws great temptation in the way of the servants of the Postoffice who may be employed to open those bags?—Certainly; there are other
temptations thrown in the way of the servants of the Post-office, as will be seen
by an account I have made out, showing the number of letters that have been put
into the Post-office without directions, in the six years ending 5th of April 1843 ;
also the number of bankers' letters that have been misdirected to London in the
same period.
[The same was delivered in, and is asfollows :]
ENGLAND.
AN ACCOUNT showing the Number of LETTERS that have been put into the POSTOFFICE without Directions, in the Six Years ending 5th April 1843; also, the Number
of BANKERS' LETTERS that have been Misdirected to London in the same period.

Years
ending
5 April

Number
of Letters
containing
Property.

Number
of Letters
not containing
Property.

AMOUNT.

£.

S.

1838

74

10,015

1839

88

10,723 18

1840

66

7»97 i

1841

57

8,868 17

1842
l843

Total
Number
of
Letters.

Number of
Bankers' Letters Misdirected
to London, with
Amount of Property
contained.

d.

9 10

£.

s.

d.

4,172 18 9

1,322

1,396

23

6

1,320

1,408

2O

10,472 17

7

9 9

1,553

1,619

50

18,313

7

*

i

1,685

1.742

92

19,433 10

-

55

2,269 16 -

2,316

2,37!

8l

i7»753 19 2

57

2,084 14

2,453

2,510

69

7

(signed)

8,972

4

John Ramsey.
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2786. When you say in that return, "mis-directed," what do you mean?— /. Ramsey, Esq.
Directed to London instead of being directed to places for which they were
intended. This account does not include the whole of the mis-directed letters, but 7 August 1843.
merely bankers' letters mis-directed to London.
2787. Chairman.'] To what cause do you attribute the very great increase of
missing letters, compared with the increase of correspondence since the establish
ment of the Penny-post, besides the doing away the system of gratuitous registra
tion ? —The opportunity of transmitting coins in letters at a cheaper rate of
postage.
2788. Have the number of letters containing money increased in a greater
ratio than the general increase of the correspondence?-—The general increase of
correspondence has been nearly threefold, the increase in the loss of money letters
has been nearly sixfold.
2789. Has the number of letters containing coin increased in a greater ratio
than threefold ?—There can be no doubt of it.
2790. The number of applications made to you for missing letters which are
stated by the parties to have contained property, has increased sixfold, whereas
the general correspondence has increased not quite threefold ?—Just so.
2791. Mr. Denison.] Do bankers in the country usually have their letters
registered or not ?—A great number do.
2792. Can you state what proportion ?—I cannot.
2793. Mr. Haves.] Can you state in what proportion money letters have
increased?— I cannot.
2794. Mr. Denison.] Are not you rather surprised that the whole of the bankers
do not register their letters?— I am very much surprised they do not.
2795. Are bankers' letters, many of them, missing?—Very few in comparison to
the number that are sent.
2796. Have you any instances of bankers' letters which had been registered
having been stolen ?—I do not recollect an instance.
2797. Chairman.] As far as your experience enables you to say, has the num
ber of lost letters stated to contain property, increased in the last three years in a
much greater ratio than the increase of the correspondence ?—Certainly they have.
2798. Mr. Escott.] You think one reason for that increase is the postage being
so much lower ?— I should ascribe it to the withdrawal of the securities afforded
to letters containing coin, and the increase of accommodation to the public to send
letters through the Post-office at a cheap rate, which has induced more persons to
send coins now than formerly.
2799. So that the convenience to the public of having a reduced postage would
necessarily entail upon them the disadvantage of having more lost letters?—Yes.
2800. Do you think the fact of prepayment may not have been a great cause
of so many letters having been lost ?—I do not see why that should be the case.
2801. Do not you think there is less inducement for a letter-carrier to deliver
accurately and diligently where he has no money to receive at the time of delivery ?
—No doubt such things have been done; but he must be a very idle man to sup
press a letter for the sake of saving himself the trouble of delivering it, and thereby
subject himself to criminal proceedings.
2802. And so a man must be a very foolish man to send money by an unsafe
mode, when he can do it by a comparatively safe one ? —Yes, certainly.
2803. But many people do it ?—They do.
2804. Mr. Howes.] Is it, or is it not, the fact, that a large number of the
missing letters containing property are letters containing money-orders ?—Yes.
280.5. You call a letter containing a money-order a letter containing property?
—Just so.
2806. Has the loss in that class of letters increased much of late years?—
It has.
2807. Has it greatly increased ?—Not knowing the number of money-orders
issued, I cannot say what proportion the increase bears; but the number of appli
cations for missing letters containing money-orders have considerably increased.
2808. Was there not a great increase of missing letters containing property in
i 839?—There was an apparent increase.
2809. Can you explain that?—The returns made out, including that period,
were made out from the books in the department; but previously to 1839 it was
not the practice in the Missing-letter Department to record in the books appli
cations for missing letters, the full particulars of which could not be given j the
0.93.
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J. Ramsey, Esq. inquiries were, however, carried on with the document itself, and after it had
•
•
gone through the various stages in the office, the parties were replied to from that
7 August 1843. document. Since 1839 I nave established a regulation that all applications should
be recorded in the books of the department. This Return was made out from the
books ; that will account for a large portion of the apparent increase from 967 to
1,728.
2810. Does the number in 1839, being 1,728 cases, represent every application
made to the office for missing letters ?—Every application made to the General
Post-office, to the secretary's department, for missing letters ; it does not include
the Twopenny-post Office. With respect to the previous years, I fear it would be
impossible to ascertain the number now ; on finding a difficulty in giving an accurate
statement in 1839, I then made a regulation that every application for missing
letters, however imperfect, should be recorded in the books.
281 1 . What is the date of the regulation you issued upon that subject ?—I have
no recollection of the date, it was merely a verbal communication to the officers
in the department.
2812. Was it in the spring, the summer, or the autumn?— I do not recollect
the date ; the books of the department will in all probability show when there was
an increase in the number recorded.
2813. You have spoken of coins being enclosed badly in letters and escaping;
there is nothing new in that ? —No, but as there are now more coins enclosed we
have more escape.
2814. You said that the correspondence had increased threefold, and that the
number of missing letters had increased sixfold ; you also stated that a great
number of the missing letters never reached the Post-office ; when you stated^
therefore, that the missing letters have increased sixfold, does that sixfold include
all the applications relating to letters which have not been posted, as well as those
which have been posted ?—It includes every application made to us on the sub
ject. We cannot state whether the letters have been posted or not; we how
ever institute inquiries.
2815. Then when you state that missing letters have increased sixfold, you
mean missing letters and applications relating to missing letters ?—Yes.
2816. What is the proportion between the applications for missing letters and
the actual discovery of the letters? —There appear to have been, in the six years
ending 1 843, about one-fourth of them found.
2817. Mr. DenisonJ] Are there not instances of your having found letters that
were stated to be missing, in the pockets or possession of letter-carriers, who ought
to have delivered them ?—Not within my own knowledge, except in cases where
the parties have been prosecuted.
2818. Was there not an instance of the kind at Yarmouth ?—I think near 500
letters and newspapers were found in the house of a letter-carrier at Yarmouth;
not one-tenth of which had we received applications for as missing letters.
28 1 9. Chairman^] Should you infer from that that many letters are lost respect
ing which no application is made?—Undoubtedly, hundreds.
2820. Do you imagine that there are many of those letters that contain coin?
—I have no doubt of it ; from the distaste that the public have to appear in a court
of justice, or to complain to the Post-office of the loss of letters, they would put
up with it. I have no doubt there are a great many of that description.
2821. Mr. Ha"a:es.~\ You have stated that a great many of the missing letters
have never been posted ; would it not be possible to adopt some means by which
the Post-office could always ascertain whether the missing letter had been posted
or not? — Whether it would be possible or not I cannot say. I wish it could be
done ; it would prove my position, that the Post-office is only one of three parties
with regard to missing letters.
2822. Chairman.] You stated that many of the applications for missing letters
are lor money-order letters ; in those cases, does the party sending the moneyorder, or the party to whom the letter was addressed, sustain pecuniary loss?—
Certainly not. Immediately the inquiries are completed for a letter stated to
contain a money-order, a duplicate order is granted, so that the parties are not
losers of the property.
2823. Therefore a money-order affords the most secure mode of transmitting
money through the Post-office ?— Decidedly.
2824. Mr. Denison.] Is there no means of the Post-office being defrauded by
parties stealing such. a letter?—By committing forgery.
2825. Have
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2825. Have not you had any instances of that ?—There have been instances.
/. Rawsey, Esq.
2826. Mr. Escott.] Have you been rather diligent in detecting thieves of
'
letteis?— I have detected a good many since it was the Postmaster-general's 7 August 1843.
pleasure that I should visit the country for that purpose.
2827. Can you state how many ?—Since 1840 I have detected between 40 and
50, but they have not all been post-officers.
2828. Mr. Hawes.] What number have you discovered within the depart
ment ?—My inquiries are more directed to country post-offices than to the General
Post-office.
2829. Mr. Denison.] Have the stealers of letters which you have detected
usually been clerks in post-offices or letter-carriers ?—There has been about an
equal number of each class.
2830. Mr. Halves.] Has the system of investigating upon the spot commenced
lately ? — It commenced just previous to Lord Lichfield leaving the Post-office, it
has however been more fully carried into effect since Lord Lowther has been at the
head of the Post-office. In fact, I have scarcely known what it is to be at home
a week for many months past.
2831. Mr. Baring.] Before the Penny-post came into operation there was a
gratuitous system of registration ; how long was that in operation?— Long before
I entered the Post-office, and that is upwards of 27 years since. There was
then a registration of letters discovered to contain coin.
. 2832. Were there great losses at the Post-office under that system ?—There
were losses, but not to the extent they are at present.
2833. But still the losses were very considerable, were they not, under that
system ?—They were considerable.
2834. That was a compulsory registration, was it not ?—It was, on the part of
the post-officers ; if they discovered letters containing coins, it was their duty to
register those letters. In fact, I have known many instances where post-officers
have been fined for having passed unregistered letters containing a couple of
sovereigns. It was supposed that a post-officer could not pass a letter containing
two coins without discovering it ; and if such letter \vas lost, the clerk who omitted
to register it was fined to the extent of its contents.
2835. Had they the same directions as they have now under the compulsory
system of registration ?—They had.
2836. And notwithstanding that there was considerable loss?—Yes.
2837. Mr. Halves.'] You have described the measures you have adopted to
discover these robberies; can you state about what time you first employed them?
—There was great prejudice existed previous to the remarks made by one of the
judges in Scotland with regard to the propriety of marking coins to detect dishonest
persons in the Post-office. The judge stated it was a correct course to pursue
under the circumstances ; that it was not offering additional temptation to any
individual. Finding that the losses had become so numerous, and not knowingwhat plan to adopt, a consultation was had with the Government during the late
Administration as to the measures to be taken, and the Government having
acquiesced in the suggestions offered by Lord Lichfield, the course referred to
was pursued ; but the practice of sending an officer from the Missing-letter
Department into the country has been in the last two years much more frequent
than it ever was before.
2838. Can you state the date when you first employed the peculiar means you
have described of discovering robberies ?—The means described were generally
adopted in the autumn of 1 840, but had been occasionally resorted to for many
years previous.
2839. Mr. Denison.] Have you a return of the amount of property contained
in letters missing, and also the property recovered, with a description of the nature
of the property that was recovered? — Here is a Summary, made out for seven
months, of the number of applications for missing letters containing property,
from the 5th of May to the 5th of December 1842, and another for the month
ending the 5th of January 1843.

[The same "were delivered in, and are as follows :]
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SUMMARY of the Number of Applications for MISSING LETTERS containing Property, which
were made at the General Post-office, London, from 5th May 1842 to 5th December 1842,
(Seven Months.)
AMOUNT OF PROPERTY.

NUMBER OF CASES.

Description of Contents.
Found.

TOTAL.

Not Found.

Not

Found.

TOTAL.

Found.

£. *. d.
ist. Letters containing
Coin cil. Letters containing
Bank Notes 3d. Letters containing
Bills, Cheques, &c. 4th. Letters containing
Money-orders
5th. Letters containing
Miscellaneous Property

28,729 14 7

£.

43,452 14 11

99 H 5
13,892 12

1

730 13 10

£. s.

1,704 - 8
6,596 7 10
24,843

7

£.

s.

d.

1,803 15

1

1O2

1,917

2,019

20,488 19 11

289

304

593

53,573

i 10

328

301

629

1,362 13 11

379

357

736

162

270

432

d.

3

632 - i

33.775 15 10

77,228 10 9 1,260 3,H9 4.409

SUMMARY of the Number of Applications for MISSING LETTERS containing Property, which
were made at the General Post-Office, London, during the Month ending 5 January 1 843.
AMOUNT OF PROPFRTY.

NUMBER OF CASES.

Description of Contents.

£. s.
1st. Letters containing
Coin --2d. Letters containing
Bank Notes 3d. Letters containing
Bills, Cheques, &c. 4th. Letters containing
Money-orders.
5th. Letters containing
Miscellaneous Pro-

R. Smith, Esq.

d.

£. S.

d.

£.

Not TOTAL.
Found.

Found.

s. d.

243 14 5

256 7 11

7

276

283

9

625 7 7

1,706 - 4

36

42

>8

8,99° 4 3

5,736 19 -

139 8 5

97 3 -

13 13 6
1,080 12

10,223 18 11

£.

TOTAL.

Not Found.

Found.

6,702

4 -

14,727

3

3

43

45

88

236 11

5

67

58

125

21

46

67

174

467

641

16,926

2 11

Robert Smith, Esq. called in; and further Examined.
[The following Papers were delivered in and read :]
ESTIMATED AMOUNT of TWOPENNY POSTAGE received on GENERAL POST LETTERS at Places
beyond the Three Mile Circle, for Three Years previous to the Reduction of Postage ; calculated
upon a Return of the Number of such Letters delivered in One Week in each Year.

DATE:

Number of Letters
for the Week.

Estimated Amount
per Annum,
at 2r/. each Letter.

May 1837 -

14,466

£. *. d.
6,268 12 -

January 1838

13.946

6,043 5 4

May 1839 -

14,600

6,326 13 4
R. Smith.
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R. Smith, Esq.
A RETURN showing the GROSS and NET
RENENCE of the TWOPENNY POST, for the
Years ended 5th January 1838, 1839, and
1 840, as prepared in the Accountant-general's
Office.

Years ended

5 Jan. 1838

Gross Revenue.

Nett Revenue.

£.
t. d.
* 125,917 9 10

£,
t. d.
73,196 4 9

A RETURN, as near as can be estimated
from the Number of Letters, of the GROSS
and NET REVENUE of the TWOPENNY
POST, for the Years 1840, 1841, and
1842.

Gross Revenue.

Net Revenue.

1840

£. *. d.
100,142 - 5

£. s. d.
32,616 13 9
32,877 15

I

29,007

4

Date.

—

1839

1130,831

4 3

71»734 9 4

1841

105,398 9

—

1840

t 137,041 18 10

74,790 7 4

1842

105,428 11 11

i

1

• This includes 6,268 /. 1-2 s. estimated to have been received on General Post-letters delivered
beyond the three-mile circle, and on which a rate of 2 </. was charged.
f This includes 6,043 /• 5 *• 4 '^ a'so estimated to have been so received.
J This includes 6,326 /. 1 3 s. 4 d. also estimated to have been so received.
R. Smith.

. 2840. Mr. Hawes.~\ YOU have given in a return for three days of the total
number of Twopenny-post letters posted at certain receiving houses which are
enumerated at page 254 ; could you give the Committee a return of the number of
letters posted, for instance, for the North-row, and other districts stated ? — I cannot
at present give the number of letters posted in the North-row district, intended
for the Charing-cross district, or at Charing-cross intended for the North-row.
This Return is confined to the number of letters posted for delivery within the
district where the letters are collected from.
2841. Is the number of district letters compared with the whole number of
letters for the 1 2-mile district ?—No ; it is only compared with the number of
letters for delivery within its own district.
2842. It is stated that at Charing-cross 23,533 letters were posted ?—Yes, in
three days ; out of that number 3,255 were for delivery within the district where
they were posted.
2843. Where were the rest posted for ?—That I cannot say ; they go into all
parts of the 12-mile circle.
2844. Could you prepare such a return as would show the number of letters
posted for each district?—It would be very difficult. It must be done in this way ;
the officer who takes the collection, has to select from it any particular district.
Now instead of confining it to one district, we should have to extend it to six.
2845. Could you do it for one collection f—It might be done for one collection ;
J think at Charing-cross there are upwards of 30 receiving houses attached to that
alone. At each despatch we should select the letters from all those receiving
houses.
2846. With reference to the Paper you have now put in, your attention is
requested to a return for the week commencing November the 25th, 1839, which
is now put into your hands, (the same being shown to the Witness}) in which the
amount of general postage is stated to be 225 /. 13*. 6</., or about n,700/. per
annum ; can you explain the discrepancy between the present return and that?—
The General-post letters outwards, although they appear in this return, do not fall
into the revenue of the Twopenny-post, but merge into the General-post.
2847. Is it, or is it not, a correct return of the Twopenny-post revenue ?—
It is a correct return of the money received from that particular source, that par
ticular class of letters, although that amount did not form part of the Twopennypost revenue, it was entitled to go to their credit, because it was for service per
formed by the Twopenny-post,
2848. Will you look at the Ninth Report and read the passage in your evidence
pointed out to you ?—The question put to me was, " If the General-post letters
lhat are delivered afterwards within the 1 2-mile district were delivered like letters
in the country, where there is a Penny-post, that is, with an additional charge of a
penny, what would be the loss to the revenue from that diminution?"—This is my
0.93.
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answer : « All General-post letters delivered or collected within the Threepenny-post limits are charged %d. in addition. The amount of revenue derived
fTQm tnat source is about 10,000 /. per annum, consequently if you reduce the rate
to half the present charge, it would cause a reduction of about 5,000 /. a year."
2849. With reference to the discrepancy upon this point between Mr. Hill's
evidence and your own, it appears susceptible of some explanation, from the
return which has been put into your hands, and from the evidence which you
gave upon a former occasion, and which is contained in the Ninth Report?—Yes,
it does.
2850. Will you turn to question 1866, in your evidence upon a former day : in
answer to that question you state, that " the whole of the sorting duty, in preparing
for delivery, is done at the principal office ;" is that the fact?—It is the fact.
2851. Is not the sorting for the walks done at the branch offices :—No; they
sort at the chief office for the walks, to save time when they arrive at the branch
offices. By sorting into walks at the principal office, time is saved when the letters
arrive at the District-offices, so that the letter-carriers have nothing to do but to
set the letters in for delivery.
2852. What is the meaning of a " walk," in Post-office language ?—A " walk'*
means a certain quantity of ground tliat is marked out for a man to deliver letters
upon. A walk is divided into two parts at the Twopenny-post ; but there are
four or six men upon a walk, according to the size of the walk, and they go out
upon alternate deliveries : for instance, the St. James's walk has four men upon it ;
two men go out upon one delivery and two upon another delivery, so that each
delivery is divided between two men.
2853. Is not ^art of the preparation for delivery made at those branch offices?
—Setting in for delivery ; ihey divide the ground between them after the letters
get there.
2854. Mr. Denison.~\ The letters are divided at the General Post-office for the
walk generally, and the sorting for that particular walk takes place at the branch
office, between the parties who have to deliver in that particular walk ?—Yes ; the
subdivision.
2855. There may be 600 letters for a particular walk come to the branch office,
and then they have to be divided among the men that have to deliver them in the
several divisions of the walk ?—Yes.
2856. Mr. Hawes.~\ Are they not assorted for delivery at the branch office ?—
Yes ; but they are sorted into walks in the principal office, and after that the lettercarriers divide them between them.
2857. Chairman.} That is what you call " setting" them ?—Setting them in for
delivery ; they lay them into streets and numbers.
2858. They are not arranged in the order of the streets at the head office, but
they are arranged into walks at the head office ?—Yes ; the walk is divided ; it is
to prevent a multiplicity of sorting. If you have 24 letters to go into 12 walks,
and if you have each of those walks divided, you would have 24 sortings instead of
1 2. It simplifies the first sorting.
2859. Mr. Bramstonc.] It appears that there are a certain number of offices ;
there is the Chief Office, the Charing-cross Office, the North-row Office, and
others ; the letters belonging to the North-row Office are sent up from the
General and Twopenny Post-office, to that office ?—Yes ; they are first collected
in the district, and carried to the principal office, where they are sorted into walks,
and then sent back again.
2860. Do you call the North-row Office a walk ? —No, that is a district.
2861. There are 23 letter-carriers in each delivery from that office; then are
there 23 walks?—No, there are 10 walks.
2862. Mr. Hawesj] Then, occasionally, the letters are divided after they have
reached the branch office, into three portions, before delivery? —A few of the
walks have six men upon them.
2863. At what time is the four-o'clock delivery completed, in Westminster, for
instance r—I should say from five to half-past five.
2864. And the six o'clock?—The six-o'clock delivery is completed about a
quarter past seven.
2865. From what parts of the metropolis do you find that the great increase of
letters has taken place?—From the Charing-cross, the North-row, and the City
districts, where the greatest quantity ot business is carried on, and where there
are public offices, and various large establishments.

2866. The
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2866. The question refers to the largest increase since the penny postage?—
I cannot answer that question. With regard to Mr. Bokenham's statement that
has been referred to, my impression is, that Mr. Bokenham stated that in the
poorer neighbourhoods the letter-carriers were going where they had never gone
before, and I think that is very likely, because in the poorer neighbourhoods, to a
certain extent, the rates of postage formerly prevented the poorer classes corre
sponding with their friends.
2867. Is not the greater increase in the poorer districts?— I am not aware that
it is myself to any great extent ; I think it is possible that there may be more
correspondence in proportion in the poorer districts. I made some inquiry about
it ; I desired the inspectors to put the question to the men thut delivered about
Bethnal-green, whether since they delivered there, they thought they had a greater
increase of letters in proportion than there had been in other districts, and they
said that they thought there might be.
2868. Mr. Hawes.] Are any increased duties thrown upon the town letter-car
riers since 1836, besides that which arises out of the delivery of a greater number
of letters ?—None, except that they have additional deliveries.
2869. How many deliveries did each man make upon the average before?—
Tnree a dav.
2870. How many now ?—The regular deliveries are four one day, and three
the next.
2871. Have the walks been shortened?—Yes, considerably, to meet the
increased duties. There is an advantage from reducing the quantity of ground
that the letter-carrier has to go over.
2872. Can you at all inform the Committee of the rate at which letters can be
prepared for delivery ?—If the question is, what time a letter will take in its
different assortings through the office, you may sort 30 or 40 letters in a minute,
but we have to look at the number of assortings, and I should say that a letter
would go through all the processes in from eight to ten in a minute. A good sorter
will sort 40 in a minute ; another will sort 25 or 30. It depends upon the ad
dresses. For example, circular letters, which are plainly addressed, a man will
sort a good many more than private letters.
2873. Taking all the processes into account, may it be said that it is done at
the rate of 8 or 10 a minute?— I should think so.
2874. For the country despatch equally with the London ?—One keeps pace
with the other ; I will put in a return which will show the actual number of letters
going to delivery, and the number of places that the letter-carrier has to call at to
deliver those letters; for example, in one walk he goes out with 125 letters, and
he calls at 113 places. With the permission of the Committee I will deliver in
with this Return a letter sent to me by the inspector.
[The Witness delivered in the tame, which is asfollows :]
Sir,
Branch, North-row, i August 1843.
I JJEG to lay before you the numbers of letters delivered from this office in the week
ending 14th July 1843. I have also taken the numbers of places at which they were to
be delivered at each delivery in the day.
The week in question was the lightest we have had this season ; we had no extra mails
or ships' letters, and I do not know that we had a dozen circulars, excepting on Saturday
evening about 150 on Gonnaught-square. The numbers were taken by the men, and
reported each turn, so thut scarcely any time was lost; and I believe they reported faith
fully, as those 1 checked I found correct. I should have forwarded it earlier, but being
absent from duty, and the papers at the office, I could not.
I am, ike.
(signed)
J. Gapes.
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LETTERS at the NORTH How BRANCB OFFICE,
MONDAY. '

SATURDAY.
8.
Manchester-square
Places Baker-street
Places Dorset-square
Places Bryanstone-square
Places Connanght'square
Places Grosvenor-square
PlliCPS

-

Berkeley-square Places Belgrave-square Places Sloane-street
Places Ebnry-street
Places -

10. 12.

2.

4.

6.

113
112
90
81
62
60
131
116
152
139
142
131
138
127
90
84
96
87
52
52

140
120
92
84

264
212
194
169
160
150
273
223
295
250
370
287
316
253
270
213
143
104
141
120

13C
131
91
85
84
82
164
150
146
141
157
133
132
128
161
101
99
89
79
72

125
113
105
97
118
98
161
139
65 195
61 174
91 143
83- 132
72' 126
68 120
68 115
63- 101
33 95
29 89
40 86
40 82
57
54
53
49
47
42
82
78

61
59
115
98
97
68
125
111
120
112
89
84
76
71
77
72

8. Total.
280
243
216
182
203
169
344
271
546
392
432
344
399
314
342
325
180
156
162
138

10.

8.

1,115 45 143
985 43 113
841 33 145
747 32 135
735 25 120
660 25 110
1,270 47 174
1,076 45 153
1,496 76 209
1,225 75 112
1,458 57 286
1,221 56 246
1,303 56 242
1,122 54 204
1,135 101 219
971 99 185
722 56 117
625 55 106
637 26 108
576 26 82

12.

2.

4.

6.

132 106 224
94 103 188
91 93 164
83 88 141
60 70 124
54 66 122
159 116 238
140 105 203
177 167 285
160 150 249
198 140 274
174 125 229
201 120 267
187 113 224
136 102 253
120 95 204
95 69 166
78 62 142
68 57 146
63 54 130

121
117
88
77

60
68
122
110
134
123
171
147
132
112
113
97

99
87
71
65

TCESDAY.

8. Total.
267
223
193
163
171
142
322
284
326
274
369
300
338
283
306
247
188
161
138
134

12.

2.

4.

6.

1,038 88 147 121
881 81 120 117
807 42 130 85
719 42 118 80
630 39 132 67
575 39 119 65
1,178 82 216 143
1,040 79 192 127
1,374 90 289 186
1,143 89 262 174
1,497 81 237 165
1,277 65 184 144
1,356 114 263 148
1,177 96 202 134
1,230 90 169 123
1,047 74 139 87
780 32 140 65
691 30 126 65
614 51 101 68
554 47 94 62

112
101
84
61
75
70
132
106
128
118
129
115
170
155
110
91
52
48
52
52

235
205
195
123
133
123
293
234
234
209
273
219
278
221
237
186
127
115
157
143

128
121
101
87
83
72
156
147
168
144
126
107
151
135
127
101
78
74
54
49

8.

10.

8. Total.
278
226
207
193
174
162
308
262
322
313
337
316
313
278
273
226
189
158
129
114

EARLY GENERAL-POST LETTERS.

Saturday.

Upper Baker-street Places Hyde Park-square
<• Places Oxford-terrace Places Lisson-grove
Places Sloane-street
Places -

-

157
111
136
106
198
152
189
112
227
210

Monday.

228
142
384
138
287
164
256
152

Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday.

Friday.

125
86
215
98

127
95
184
113
184
132
177
109
192
165

146
110
183
103
142
101
146
110
180
148

302
275

133
98
224
106
161
112
171
122
185
161

U7
121

187
138
204
169

TOTALS.

916
642
1,326
664
1,119
782
1,126
743
1,290
1,128
6,777

3,959

Mercurii, 9° die Augusti, 1843.
MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. Baring.
Mr. Bramston.
Sir George Clerk, Bart.
Mr. Cripps.
Mr. Denison.

Viscount Ebrington,
Mr. Escott.
Mr. Gibson.
Mr. Hawes.
Mr. Trotter.

Siu GEORGE CLERK, BART. IN THE CHAIR.

Right Hon.
Lord Lotother.
9 August 1843.

The Right Honourable The Lord Lowther, Examined.
2875. .Chairman.] YOUR Lordship was one of the Commissioners of Postoffice Inquiry in the year 1 835 ?—Yes, I was, but for a very short period ; we sat
but two or three or four months during the existence of the short administration.
2876. Had your attention been directed to the management of the Post-office
for some time previous to your appointment to the situation of Postmastergeneral ?—Yes, upon the publication of the Eighteenth Report of the Commis
sioners of Revenue Inquiry. On reading that attentively, I was very much struck
with the restrictive nature of the accommodation given to the public, and also, as
I conceived, the erroneous system of management which existed up to that time,
in which the greater part of the officers were paid by fees ; but the Duke of
Richmond

1,109
971
844
724
703
650
1,330
1,147
Ml?
1,309
1,38«
1,150
1,427
1,221
1,129
904

683
616
612
561
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in the Week ending 14 Jaly 1843.
WEDNESDAY.
8. 10. 12.

2.

4.

6.

FRIDAY.

THURSDAY.
8.

Total.

8.

10.

12.

2.

4.

6.

8.

Total.

8.

10.

12.

2^

4.

TOTAL.
the
Week and Places.
6.

8.

Total.
fV—•-—

1

69 119 117 119 225
66 110 103 90 191
50 96 97 74 184
47 93 82 69 157
43 05 08 59 144
0 87 50 58 131
100 155 118 124 298
BE 189 109 113 267
87 230 121 116 279
82 217 115 112 253
88 •204 127 133 280
76 178 115 106 219
103 167 139 114 276
93 141 128 102 228
65 122 101 116 212
58 115 81 91 181
38 104 70 64 131
35 88 66 60 116
40 93 69 59 126
40 81 60 56 119

102
93
76
72
58
57
121
110
152
147
139
124
121
110

110
93

309
242
211
183
162
137
347
310
341
295
422
329
356
301
266
243
235

75
70 174

72 120
68 110

1,060
895
788
703

029
571
1,263
1,233
1,326
1,221
1,393
11,47
1,275
1,103

992
802
717
609
679
534

58 130 103 77
58 117 100 76
54 88 89 72
52 82 87 69
37 89 65 55
86 81 63 52
71 280 97 112
67 246 90 106
78 175 160 120
75 155 147 115
92 170 122 113
86 154 114 100
77 163 104 140
71 152 94 127
54 200 90 111
49 179 83 99
49 107 67 49
46 93 61 43
47 69 70 62
45 67 70 58

233
202
172
154
156
153
•2(>5
212
292
276
281
256
260
210
237
170
125
106
102
98

118
102
95
89

81
71
117
116
146
138
153
136
168

157
117
104
85
81
01
59

323
268
307
272
200
190
311
262
359
320
348
276
347
296
234
204
178
159
183
169

1,042

923

877
805
683
654
1,253
1,099
1,330
1,226
1,279
1,128
1,259
1,107
1,043

888
660
589
594
565

82
81
55
53
36
35
70
67
97
95
103
83
118
112
104
97
72
67
105
93

112
101
118
113
100
96
169
156
187
102
228
178
205
178
159
134
120
105
76
70

109
102
10(i
102
70
69
144
137
137
131
162
146
102
154
126
110
101
85
70
66

131
117
92
84
68
68
155
138
136
127
182
149
177
158
115
101
80
76
68
61

288
238
165
158
138
127
261
242
295
254
357
281
284
247
263
224
143
127
107
102

142
133
121
104
92
89
187
153
209
196
175
154
156
142
155
135
84
79
64
BO

248
196
211
188
150
127
273
256
311
293
342
281

)06
250
284
245
173
146
117
111

1,112
968
868
802
654
611
1,259

6,475
5,025
-

7,653
-

1,372
1,168

8,564
-

1,206
1,046

-

Twopenny-poet Letters, including the Mid-day Mail - - -

TOTAI. - - -

3,721
—
6,743

8,315

1,408
1,241

773
685
607
563

5,023
—
4,500

4,034
-

1,148

1,549
1,272

—^

7,292
—

7,195
8,028

— __

6,971
6,735

6,718
4,335

-

3,815
3,043

-

3,353

62,707

54,931

5,777

3,959

68,484

58,890

Richmond being appointed Postmaster-general, he set to, with considerable
Right Hon.
vigour, both to reform the office and to give accommodation to the public ; and Lord Lmalhcr,
he published a paper, which I have with me, in 1834, in which there are
28 really substantial measures of reform in the office brought forward, and the 9 August 1843,
giving facilities in the post-offices in a variety of ways. He consolidated the Irish
and Scotch post-offices with England, established new mail-coaches, arranged a
daily post to France, gave steam-packets to Hamburgh, and a great variety of
very useful measures.
2877. Have the greatest part of those 28 suggestions or recommendations of the
Duke of Richmond been carried into effect ?—They were not recommendations,
they were alterations he carried into effect ; there were also other recommendations
by the Commissioners of Inquiry. I recollect moving for a paper in 1 836, con
taining those which had been adopted ; and I think the greatest number of those
which I considered practicable were adopted.
2878. Had those recommendations .for their object the giving of additional
accommodation and facilities for the correspondence of the public 1—Yes ; those
of the Duke of Richmond were, to a certain extent ; there was still a great deal
more to be done. When 1 was a Commissioner for a short period there were some
measures I recommended ; and also in the Committees that sat afterwards I joined
in various other recommendations ; but benefits are very easily forgotten ; it is
almost surprising to think what the state was of the Post-office then. I have a
receipt for a newspaper sent to Naples in 1 833, the charge was 7 s. 8 d. I have
one in 1834, in which merely sending a newspaper from London to Boulogne
was 5$. iod.t which can be sent now for nothing, and to Naples for 2</., the
general rate of postage ; but that was at the period when all the clerks in the
Inland-office had the exclusive privilege of sending newspapers abroad ; that has
been abolished, and the charge inwards was nearly in the same proportion. I have
a cover of an old newspaper where there was 5 s. 8 d., and in another instance,
6s. 8d. charged, according to the weight of the newspaper. I give these merely
as illustrations.
2879. At what time was the system of the monopoly of forwarding newspapers
abroad abolished ?—I think in J 836 or 1 837 ; it was on Mr. Spring Rice's second
Trench treaty, a treaty for lowering the postage and the transit of newspapers.
2880. What has been done to give additional facilities to foreign correspon
dence, and secondly, what has been done in respect of the internal distribution of
0.93.
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letters ?—
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letters ?—There has been a treaty with France, and there have been several trea
ties with the new Republican States in South America ; as to tlie colonial, there
have been various measures in Canada for the abolition of franking of letters and
g August 1843.
packets, and putting it on a new system with forward offices. The correspondence
of the West Indies has been undergoing a reform ; we sent a surveyor out ; but I
look upon the treaty with France as being the largest and most useful measure
that ever was adopted as a Post-office measure, and which we are beginning now
to feel the benefit of. When Colonel Maberly was examined here, we were in
the course of negotiation for a treaty with Holland ; but since Colonel Maberly
was examined, we have had letters from Prussia and from Belgium, expressing
their wish to treat, on the same terms as other countries, to afford the accommo
dation of optional payment and transit of letters. I have no doubt it will go on
still further ; but as for the home delivery, certainly we have not been so active as
those who preceded us. There was not so much to do ; but I have had an ab
stract made of all the measures for accommodation we have given, taking the last
four years, for the deliveries established. From September 1839 to 1841, 311;
from September 1841 to August 1843, *88. Free deliveries extended were 65
in the first period, and 23 in the last. Additional deliveries authorised, 23 and
11. Penny posts—they go by that name, which was the old name—penny or
rural posts established in the first period 91, and 89 in the last. Guaranteeposts established, 25 in the former period, and 64 in the latter. Receiving offices,
established, 30 and 22 ; but I expect that the last measure that was sanctioned by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, for tlie delivery of letters to villages where there
are 100 letters, will be very extensive. I sign three or four every day that have
been decided upon.
[The Paper was read, as follows :]
Right Hon.
Lord Lowther.

MEMORANDUM of Alterations in the Post-office Arrangements, giving facilities to
the Public.
From Sept. 1839 From Sept. 1841
to Sept. 1841. to Aug. 1843.
Free deliveries established -----Free deliveries extended -----Additional deliveries authorised Penny or rural posts established
Guarantee posts established
Receiving-offices established
-----

311
05
23
01
25
30

188
23
11
89
64
22

2881. Mr. Denison.'] Will not that alteration be attended with great expense r—
That is the difficulty in the present state of the Post-office revenue ; the question
of the Treasury, when I propose accommodation, has been, " Will it pay its
expenses?" Now, upon an examination, I have felt that I could not pledge
myself, of course, in most cases that it would ; and I think, after we have given a
certain amount of accommodation to the most thickly inhabited parts of the country,
if we give accommodation to other parts where the population is more dispersed,
it will cost money. I have studied and looked at it in all ways, and there are
hardly any places that I know, I do not indeed know one, where it would not
be attended with expense. If I knew one where additional accommodation could
be given without its costing money, or where there was a fair prospect of a return,
I should willingly adopt it ; for I could adopt it almost without the sanction of
the Treasury. I know the Treasury, in the present view of the general finances
of the country, in the state of the finances particularly of the Post-office, have
'been very slow, or at least very considerate, before they sanction any measure
that will cost some 10,000 /.
2882. Is that the question which is usually put to you at the Treasury when
you propose a measure ; viz. whether it will pay or not ?—Yes.
2883. Does that appear to be the rule as to whether they will consent or not?
—Yes, invariably ; if I go to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and say, " We
wish to do this or that," he says, " What will it cost; how many letters will
there be?"
2884. They are not guided solely by the accommodation to the public?—
That is always taken into consideration, but not solely, certainly.

2885. Mr.
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2885. Mr. Escoft.'] Do you not think it is necessary to take into consideration
Right Hon.
the question whether it will pay, in order to arrive at the conviction, whether it Lord Lovither.
will be very beneficial to the public ; are not the two connected together ?—I
9 August 1843.
believe many concessions have been given in which they would not pay.
2886. JVIr. Denison."] The establishment of rural post-offices which, at first,
are all costly without returning any revenue, would be a concession to the con
venience of the public without any return?— There would be some return ; but
there would be a balance lost; where we establish a post, the average cost is about
30 /. ; something more than 30?.; then probably we may lose io£. apost; but
that is an alteration to be made at a certain expense. I have always maintained
that a person should not have the advantage of receiving letters merely because he
lives in a town, and I gave evidence upon that point, which will be found in the
Eighth Report. My attention was particularly called to it, because Serjeant Wilde
quoted a part of the statement in his speech ; it was with reference to France
making a distribution to every house in the country ; but I should be prepared to
show that at a penny, adopting the English system of receiving only a penny a
letter, France would be a considerable loser by it, and I will illustrate that in
a very few words, and give in a paper to the Committee that they may see it,
because on this question of rural posts being started, I wrote to the post-office in
France ; the Committee will see the questions I put to them to know the operation
of their penny rural posts. I have made an abstract of it; the letters are delivered
generally in France in all the rural districts, either once a day or every other day,
and some every day ; there are 20O and odd twice a day. It seems there are in
France 25,480,000 letters distributed among the communes, similar to our villages.
They are divided thus : 1 8, 1 30,000 which come from other post-offices at a distance ;
the local letters, which are similar to our penny post, 7,350,000. The first are
subject to a tax according to the distance, but they also pay i d. in addition for the
delivery. The whole tax amounted to 7,948,000 francs ; but the i d. tax on letters
from a distance is 1,8 13,000 francs. Then, secondly, the local charges 735,000
francs, making 2,548,000 francs. The amount received further is about 102,000
francs, the cost of letter-carriers is 4,000,000 francs. For those 25,480,000 letters,
the actual loss, if they only acted on the English principle in charging i d. a letter,
would be 60,000 /. a year. I will put in the paper to show these facts.
[The same was delivered in and read, as follows :~]
ADMINISTRATION DBS POSTES.
TABLEAU prfsentant, par Annee, le Mouvement des RECETTES et des DEFENSES du Service Rural, depuis 1830 jusqu'en 1842.
DEFENSES.

RECETTES.
Produits des Taxes Rurales.

EXERCICES

1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842

Appliquees aux Lettres
passant d'nn
Bureau a un autre Bureau.
(Decime Supplemental.)

1.

Pave1 par
les
DestinaUires.
2.

.
-

651,000

40,000

976,000
1,000,000
1,047,000
1,120,000
1,207,000
1,344,000
1,433,000
1,501,000
1,557,000
1,611,000
1,640,000
1,708,000

60,000
60,000
65,000
70,000
75,000
85,000
90,000
95,000
95,000
100,000
100,000
105,000

16,795,000

1,040,000

TOTAUX -

1'iivi- par

'les
Envoyeurs.
3.

SiVcum

Applique'es
aux
Lettres de la

Produit de
la Taxe
Progressive
opplique'e

Salaire
TOTAL
des

aux

,

Lettres
passant d'un
Cnr
orBureau
respondancc
a un
,
autre
Bureau
Locale.

C16S

Fucteurs
RFPFTTPs:
lAl.l.JjI 1 JiO.

BENEFICE

et
Indemnities
en cas
de Maladie

TOTAL

NET

Ara
UQB

pour le

OU U6

DPPFNST'S
M I j L J i ii • ' I j~?

Ruraux.

Remplacement.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

285,000
426,000
437,000
458,000
486,000
528,000
588,000
027,000
656,000
681,000
700,000
716,000
735,000

2,073,000

3,949,000
5,470,000
5,577,000
4,900,000
5,245,000
5,656,000
6,304,000
0,719,000
7,040,000
7,289,000
7,544,000
7,676,000
7,987,000

1,800,000
2,400,000
2,480,000
3,100,000
3,400,000
3,400,000
3,400,000
3,450,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
3,630,000
3,689,000
3,680,000

22,000

3,108,000
3,180,000
3,336,000
3,570,000
3,846,000
4,'2b7,000
4,569,000
4,788,000
4,956,000
5,133,000
5,220,000
5,439,000

30,000
31,000
39,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
43,000
43,000
44,000
45,000
46,000
46,000

1,822,000
2,430,000
2,511,000
3,139,000
3,442,000
3,442,000
3,442,000
3,493,000
3,543,000
3,544,000
3,675,000
3,735,000
3,775,000

2,127,000
3,040,000
3,066,000

7,322,000

53,505,000*

81,362,000

41,438,000

516,000

41,993,000

39,409,000

4.

* Produit calculi a raison de 30 centimes par lettre eur les rccettet indique'es aux Colonnei 2 et t.

0.93.

TRESOR.

Uu

1,767,000
1,803,000
2,214,000
2,862,000
3,226,000
3,497,000
3,745,000
3,569,000
3,941,000
4,252,000
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ADMINISTRATION DES POSTES.
9 August 1843.

NOTE sur le Service Rural en France.
i". Quelles sont les regies pour 1'etablissement des postes rurales ?
Toutes les communes du royaume qui ne possedent pas de bureaux de poste, regoivent leurs
lettres par 1'intermecliaire de facteurs ruraux, qui visitent ces communes, soit de deux jours
1'un, soit tous les jours, soit menae, dans certaines localites, deux fois par jour.
Voici, en ce moment, quelle en 1'organisation postale de la France :

Communes pourvues
Communes Rurales
desservics :

de
Bureaux de Poste :

^
Directions.
I.

^/
Deux Fois
Distribu
par Jour.
tions.
3.
2.
212

710

2,044
V.

t
2,754

>
Tous les
Jours.
4.

Tous les
Deui Jours.
6.

18,896

15,088

Total
des
Communes
du
Royaume.

Nombre
de
Facteurs
Ruraux.

6.

7.

J

V

54,196

36,950

9,000

Montant
Annuel
du Salaire
j_a

Salaire

Facteurs
Ruraux.

Facteur.

8.

9.

Fr.

Fr.

4,000,000

11"

2°. Quelles sont les regies pour la distribution dans les districts ruraux ?
Chaque conseil municipal (il y a un conseil municipal dans chaque commune) fait
connaitre, par une deliberation, par quel bureau de poste il desire que la commune qu'il
represente regoive ses lettres. C'est ainsi que se forme 1'arrondissement postal ou rural de
chaque bureau de poste. On attache a ce bureau le nombre de facteurs ruraux qui est
juge necessaire en raison du nombre de communes rurales, formantle ressort ou 1'arrondisseinent de ce bureau. On trace a chaque facteur un itineraire : c'est dans 1'ordre de cet itineraire
que le facteur rural doit distribuer les lettres qui lui sont confiees.
3°. Quel est le nombre de tournees ou de distributions par semaine ?
On a vu, dans la reponse a la premiere question, que quelques communes rurales
regoivent leurs lettres jusqu'a deux fois par jour; d'autres, et c'est le plus grand nombre,
les regoivent tous les jours: il y en a encore 15,000 qui ne les regoivent que tous les deux
jours.
Les communes qui demandent a recevoir leurs lettres tous les jours, doivent en faire la
reclamation par I'or^ane de leurs conseils municipaux. T?II~-Ui:
•• :immediatement
'j:-»
*
Elles obtiennent
cette faveur, si la demande est appuyee par le prefet du departement.
Avant cinq ans, toutes les communes rurales de France recevront chaque jour leurs correspondances.
4°. Quel est le produit, et couvre-t-il les frais qu'il occasionne ?
Les facteurs ruraux recueillent ou distribuent annuellernent 25,000,000 de lettres
adressees ou nees dans les districts ruraux. Ces lettres peuvent se classer de la maniere
suivante :
1°. Lettres transporters d'un bureau £ un autre bureau - 18,130,000
2°. Lettres locales ou circulant dans le district ou elles sont nees 7,350,000
TOTAL - - - 25,480,000
Les premieres sont soumises & deux sortes de taxes. Une taxe proportionnelle a la distance,
et qui produit environ 5,400,000 fr. Une taxe supplemental, qui est fixe; cette taxe est
d'un decime (un penny) par lettre. La taxe supplementaire produit 1,813,000 fr. Ces deux
taxes reunies rapportent done 7,213,000 francs.
Les lettres de la correspondance locale ne supportent qu'une seule taxe, qui est d'un
decime (ou un penny) par lettre. Le produit est de 735,000 francs.
En sorte que 1'ensemble des recettes provenant de la circulation des lettres
fr7,948,000
transporters par les facteurs ruraux s'eleve a la somme annuelle de Si on reduit ce produit aux taxes purement rurales, on trouve les resultats
suivants :
1°. Taxes sunplumentaires
fr. 1,813,0001 2,548,000
2°. Taxes locales
------- 735,000 J
Mais on ne peut disconvenir que la presque totalite des lettres de la premiere classe
n'aurait pas etc mise en circulation sans le secours du service rural ; ainsi on peut done
attribuer au produit rural les 5,400,000 fr. de taxes proportionnelles qu'elles supportent,
independamment de la taxe supplementaire.
Or,
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Or, attend u que la depense de ce service ne s'eleve qu'a la somme de 4,000,000 de francs
par an, il est evident que les recettes du service rural couvrent amplement les depenses du
luriur service.
Au reste, le tableau ci-joint, qui presente 1'ensemble des recettes et des depenses de ce
service depuis son origine jusqu'en 1842, prouve le succes de cette belle institution.
que les districts ruraux se chargent de leur propre depense 1
vice rural, meme 1'entretien des boites, sont a la charge de 1'1'Etat.
Les frais du service
6°. Combien est le port de chaque lettre au-dela du tarif ordinaire?
Voyez la reponse a la 4e question.
7°. Les facteurs livrent-ils chaque lettre a la maison du destinataire ?
Oui.
8°. Ou bien y a-t-il quelque maison centrale oil ils les deposent ?
Non.
9°. Les met-on dans une boite dans chaque village ?
II existe une boite aux lettres dans chaque village. C'est dans cette boite, ordinairement
placee au centre de la commune, que les habitants deposent leurs lettres. Cette boite ferme
a clef; et le facteur rural doit la verifier et en extraire les lettres chaque fois qu'il visite la
commune.
Dans cette boite, il y a un timbre dont le facteur doit prendre 1'empreinte sur un part
(bill), qu'il rapporte au bureau a la fin de sa tournee.
Un exemplaire de ce part, et une instruction pour les facteurs ruraux, sont ci-joints.
Paris, le 11 Juillet 1843.

RETURNS on the Rural Post-office Service in France.
A NOTE on the Country Post-office Service in France.
1. WHAT regulations have been adopted for establishing the country post-offices?
AU the parishes in the kingdom where there are no post-offices established receive their
letters through the country postmen, who visit those parishes either every other day or every
day, or even, as in some places, twice a day.
This is at present the post-office organization in France :—
Parishes
having Post-offices.

1.

2.

Twice
a Day.
3.

2,044

710

212

Directions. Deliveries.

2,754

Total
Number
of the Parishes
of
Country
in the
Every
Every Day. other
Postmen.
Day.
Kingdom.
5.
4.
0.
7.

Parishes receiving Letters :

18,896

34,196

15,088

36,950

9,000

Amount
of Salaries for Average Salary
for
Country
every
Postman.
Postmen.
8.
9.

FT.

Fr.

4,000,000

440

2. What are the regulations for the country districts ?
Every municipal council (there is one in every parish) makes known by application from
what post-office it is their desire that the parish which it represents should receive its letters.
Thus is fixed the post-office district or country circuit of every post-office. A number of
country postmen are accordingly allotted to that post-office, as it is thought proper, or in
proportion to the number of the country parishes in connexion with that post-office or its
circuit. Directions are given to the postman in the shape of a way-bill, in pursuance of
which the postman is to deliver the letters with which he is entrusted.
3. How many deliveries of letters will there be in a week ?
By the answer to the first question, it has been observed, that some parishes receive their
letters as often as twice a day. Others, and they are the greatest number, receive them
every day; there are still 15,000 parishes that receive them only every other day. The
country parishes that wish to receive their letters every day, must make their application
through the channel of their municipal councils ; they will obtain immediately the grant, if
the petition is supported by the prefect of the department. Before the lapse of five years all
the country parishes in France will receive their correspondence every day.
4. What are the returns, and do they cover the expenses that are incurred ?
The country postmen collect or deliver annually 25,000,000 letters, directed to or written
in the country districts. These letters may be classed in the following manner :
1st. Letters carried from one post-office to another post-office - 18,130,000
2d. Local letters, or circulating in the district where they are written 7,350,000
TOTAL - - - 25,480,000
0-93

0 U 2
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The former are charged in two different ways. One charge is made in proportion to the
distance, and which returns about 5,400,000 francs ; and an additional charge, which is fixed
to a decime (one penny) per letter invariably. The additional charge yields 1,813,000 francs.
9 August 1843. Both taxes give a return of 7,213,000 francs. The letters of the local correspondence
r
are only subject to one tax, which is of one decime per letter (one penny). The produce
is 735,000 francs. Accordingly, the whole of the receipts proceeding from the circulation
of letters carried by the country letter-carriers amounts to 7,948,000 francs. If this produce
be reduced to mere country taxes, the returns would be the following :
Additional charges
____---fr. 1,813,000
Local charges
---------735,000
TOTAL - -

fr. 2,548,000

It cannot however be denied, that almost the whole of the letters of the first class could
not have been circulated without the assistance of the rural service ; and it is to the rural
produce of the proportional taxation, independent of the additional charge, that the sum of
5,400,000 francs may be attributed.
Now, the expense of this service amounting only to 4,000,000 francs per annum, it is
evident that the receipts of the rural service amply repay for the same service. Besides, the
adjoined table, showing the total of the receipts and expenses of this service, since its origin
down to 1842, proves the happy results of this beautiful institution.
5. Are the rural districts to defray their own expenses ?
The expense of the rural service, even the repair of the letter-boxes, is defrayed by the
Government.
6. What is the charge on every letter beyond the ordinary tariff?
See the answer to the fourth question.
7. Do the postmen deliver the letters to the place of their destination ?
Yes.
8. Or is there a central house where they are deposited ?
No.
9. Are they put in a box at every village ?
There is a letter box in every village. It is in this box, generally fixed in the centre of
the parish, that the inhabitants deposit their letters. This box is locked, and the rural
postman is obliged to see it is locked, and to take out the letters every time he visits the
parish.
In this box there is a stamp, of which the postman is to take an impression on a bill,
which he is to return to the post-office at the end of his beat.
A copy of this bill, and the instructions for the postmen of the country, are here sub
joined.
Paris, 11 July 1843.

2887. In point of fact, parties in the rural districts in France pay for the
increased accommodation ?—They pay an additional penny a letter, I believe ;
and I put the case thus : if they only paid a penny for their letters, the Govern
ment would lose a million and a half of francs, or about 60,000 /.
2888. If the same principle were applied in England, the English Post-office
would lose a considerable sum of money by establishing these rural post-offices,
and delivering the letters without an extra charge? —Yes, I think there will be a
balance of loss ; and in illustration of that, I state what would be the effect of
a rural post delivery in France, if they only received a penny a letter.
2889. Chairman.] Do you see any prospect of any considerable improvement
in the Post-office revenue ?—No, I cannot anticipate any. 1 think the most popu
lous part of the country is generally well served with letters ; and it is only
from the dense populations that I think any great increase could arise ; and
besides, I must also add, that I think that when the penny post was established there
was a very efficient establishment ; the officers were to a certain extent easy ; now
they are very much pressed ; and if any great additional number of letters were to
be added to it, the expenses of management, I think, would run very much after
the number of letters. It is not only the expense of sorting, but it is in every
department that the expense is increased ; as for clerks, there are more required ;
there are more sortings, the more the convenience, consequently the more clerks.
The number of letters really increase the work of every single department in the
office.
2890. You have stated, that when your attention was first called to the
management
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management of the Post-office you were struck with the restrictive system ; did
you intend to include in that the charge at that time made for the postage of
letters ?—Yes, I thought it much beyond all reason.
2891. Were you of opinion that the charge then made upon letters might have
been reduced without any diminution of the Post-office revenue ?—I certainly
thought so, and was always an advocate for it ; and I believe the Post-office itself
thought so ; and I have reason to believe that Sir Francis Freeling certainly recom
mended reductions of postage, even at that time when the Treasury did not enter
tain that opinion ; I do not know whether they were official; but, however, my
views are recorded. After we had sat in Mr. Hill's Committee tor the greater
part of two Sessions of Parliament, I put my views upon the subject into a certain
number of resolutions; but I believe I was the only one of the Committee who
supported my resolutions. I had quite forgotten them till the other day ; but I
believe they would have been the wiser course, if I may say so of a measure of my
own, to have adopted ; but that proposition was rejected ; and Lord Seymour laid
before the Committee another, which I did not approve ; I thought it too compli
cated. Then the Committee came to the suggestion of a penny a letter, which
•was rejected by two to one ; but subsequently the Committee recommended 2 d.
as a remunerating payment.
2892. Mr. Z)enison.] Did your Lordship on that occasion vote for 2 d. 1—
I did.
•2893. Is it your opinion now that 2 d. would have been a better rate than i d. ?
— Really as to that subject I must own I have never entertained or imagined a
change of the present rates since I have been at the Post-office ; I am merely there
to execute the orders of the Treasury ; and I would not throw the least distrust
among any of the officers in their fancying they had any other way than going
on as well as they could with the penny. I might have been charged with obstruc
tion or impediment to Mr. Hill's plan, if I had commenced making estimates,
either under the different heads to charge i d. a quarter of an ounce, or 2 d. half
an ounce, or a general rate of postage according to distance.
2894. Was your Lordship's original opinion in favour of 2 d. or i d. ?—If the
Member for Greenock was here he would corroborate me in my evidence ; I always
told him that the penny would be an entire loss of revenue ; that it may just
pay its own way, but nothing more. I voted for the 2 d. in the Committee,
and with a certain degree of inconsistency, when it went into The House, voted
for the penny ; it was the popular cry then, and I really voted against my own judg
ment almost, for the penny ; but I wished for a change at that time.
2895. Mr. Escott.~\ Does not your Lordship think that the deliveries of letters
may be so much increased as not only not to be an additional convenience, but to
be a great inconvenience ?—That depends upon the taste of the people ; I believe
the majority of the people have a taste for receiving letters ; there are a certain
number that have not that taste ; that is a matter which depends entirely upon
the taste of the individual.
2896. Chairman.] Has your Lordship considered the various suggestions which
have been recently made by Mr. Hill, for convenience in increasing the number
of deliveries in the metropolis, consolidating the corps of letter-carriers, and other
suggestions which are made in his evidence?—Those papers are not new to me.
I wrote an answer to them to Sir Robert Peel, in the last winter.
2897. Do you consider that the revenue of the Post-office is likely to be increased
by the adoption of any or all of Mr. Hill's propositions?—That divides itself into
the two questions of the gross or the net revenue of the Post-office. There are a
certain number of them which would increase the letters probably; but I doubt
•whether the expenses attendant upon them would permit an addition to the net
revenue.
2898. Mr. Hawes.] Your Lordship has spoken of a letter you have written to
Sir Robert Peel ; would there be any objection to that being laid before the Com
mittee?— It was not exactly a letter, but a certain number of queries the com
mittee of merchants in London addressed to Sir Robert Peel, wishing that a
certain number of measures might be adopted.
2899. The letter which your Lordship refers to was an answer to the queries
raised upon that memorial?— Queries were put opposite to each of those; the
memorial was abridged ; there were the heads of the subject, and short answers
to all the proposals.
0,93.
u u 3
2900. Would
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Would there be any objection to putting in the answers to those queries *
—None at all ; I will put them in if it is the wish of the Committee.
9 August 1843.
[The same were delivered in, and read :]
ABSTRACT of Rowland Hill's Suggestions.
1. Hourly deliveries :
A matter of expense entirely. See Colonel Maberly's letter (with the Appendix), dated
27th December 1842, sent to Mr. Stephenson, Sir Robert Peel's secretary, 2d January 1843.
It is therein stated that the estimated expense of hourly deliveries, with consolidation of
the letter-carriers, would amount to 26,597 /. per annum. As Mr. Hill complains of the
expense incurred by the late improvements, as regards the additional delivery within six
miles of London, the Report from Mr. Smith, chief of the twopenny post-office, dated 1st
September 1842, and forwarded to the Treasury, should also be referred to.
District post ; reduction of rates :
This was the arrangement originally settled when the general penny postage plan was
established.
3. General-post delivery to be accelerated :
Fully answered in the remarks dated 27th December 1842 ; the cost would be 3,040 /.
4. Corps of letter-carriers to be united :
Answered in remarks dated 27th December 1842.
The uniting of the two corps, coupled with hourly deliveries, would cost 26,597 1.
5. District offices too small :
With the exception of the old Cavendish-street office, the district offices, both general and
twopenny post, are sufficiently commodious for the business of the present day.
Larger offices could only be obtained at higher rents. The office in Cavendish-street is
small, but it was the only one which could be got in that street at a reasonable rent.
6. Late letters ; hours to be extended, with a penny fee :
Vide memorandum from the Inland-office, dated 23d February 1843, now at the Treasury.
It would be a cost of 600 1. per annum.
7. Provincial town deliveries to be accelerated :
This is presumed to be a mere matter of expense. It could only be done by the appoint
ment of additional letter-carriers.
The surveyors alone could state what the expense would be in each case.
8. No general rule for closing boxes, or fees on late letters ; country offices :
The common practice is about half an hour before the despatch of the mails, except when
there is a great pressure, and more time required.
9. Provincial district posts to be more frequent, and rates to be reduced :
The same remark as No. 2, as to rates. The other a question of expense.
10. Rural posts; a post in every registrar's district, and a weekly post in every
village :
A report upon this has been already sent to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
11. London day mails to be extended to every principal town within eight hours of
London. To start late, so as to be due in London at five o'clock :
The establishment of day mails from London to every provincial town within an eight
hours' journey, if carried out, must be attended with expense ; they are already established
on those lines where, the amount of correspondence will justify it, looking at the expense of
the conveyance.
With respect to the hour for the arrival of the day mails into London being fixed at 5 p.m.
I am of opinion it would answer no good purpose whatever, beyond giving some of the pro
vincial towns three hours longer for posting forward letters, which would be more than
counterbalanced by the loss they as well as the merchants would sustain by the non-delivery
of letters in London during the hours of business, which it is believed has become a matter
of great convenience to the merchants and others.
12. Consuls to report every change made by foreign powers ; transit postage
accounts to be opened with every foreign government :
There is no objection to the consuls giving the information. A great step has been taken
towards the accomplishment of this latter object, by the stipulation for power to send closed
mails through France, or in French packets, in the new Treaty.
13. Prepayment to be extended to the colonies :
The payment is at present optional. A compulsory prepayment would be a great public
inconvenience.
14. Indian mails to be sent via Trieste :
This proposition has been frequently made, and the Austrian government are willing to
afford every facility for its adoption. A survey has lately been made by Captain Bloomfield,
of the Artillery, of the state of the roads from Ostend to Trieste and Venice. If the line of
the mail is to be changed, Venice is the nearest and the preferable port for embarkation ; but in
the
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the present incomplete state of the railroads in Belgium and Prussia, I am of opinion the
Lord Lowther.
mails are conveyed quicker through France.
15. More frequent mails by mid-day railway trains:
9 August 1843.
This is a matter of expense ; all railroads charge a high price for mails.
16. A separate mode of conveying maps, prints, and articles liable to injury :
This would entail upon the Post-office much additional labour, without an adequate advan
tage. I am informed that parcels of such a description ought to be forwarded by carriers.
The post, in my opinion, was never intended for them ; anal they are the occasion of letters
being hidden and lost, by getting enclosed in others. It would also add much to the burthen
of letter-carriers, and would render it necessary to employ carts or gigs where foot messen
gers are now employed in several districts.
17. Restrictions as to weight to be removed :
My opinion is against employing the Post-office as a parcel-office.
18. Railway stations to be post-offices, receiving letters to the last moment :
Upon the Birmingham and Grand Junction lines, where the letters could be sorted in the
travelling office, this suggestion might be carried out, but on other lines, unless a sorting
office is established at each station, it appears to me impracticable, as most of the stations
are at a considerable distance from the post towns. I apprehend that very few letters would
be posted at them, and consequently the too-late fees would bear no proportion to the
expense which must necessarily be incurred by such an arrangement. I fear that as regards
London and the large towns, such offices would frequently be quite overwhelmed with
icwspapers.
19. West India mails to be sorted on board into Falrnouth and Southampton
districts :
The West India mails are already sorted into Falmouth, and London divisions by the
deputies in the West Indies. It has before been proposed that the heavy colonial mails
should be sorted on board the packets ; but I believe it would not be consistent with the
nee, that especially important despatches should be exposed
interest of the public correspondence,
to be handled for so long a time by the officer in charge, without even one other person as a
check.
20. Cheap registration to be established :
This subject has been repeatedly reported on to the Treasury, and opposed, for two
reasons—
Firstly. A cheap registration is incompatible with the despatch required in Post-office
business.
Secondly. The plan proposed by Mr. Hill afforded no security to the public.
21. Rigid investigation into the characters of candidates for employment in postoffices :
To a rigid investigation into the characters of candidates for employment in post-offices
of course there is no objection to offer ; but as regards making heads of departments respon
sible for the conduct of their officers, it is out of the question ; they can only be responsible
for a due discharge of the duties of their respective departments.
There is as much care taken as is practicable ; no one is admitted, except on the recom
mendation of some respectable person ; and persons employed give security for their good
conduct.
22. Money-order system to be simplified :
This is a barren suggestion ; no better plan is proposed.

23. Conveyance by railway to be reduced in cost ; useless lines to be discontinued ;
mode of arbitration to be improved :
There are two sides to a bargain ; the Post-office makes as low terms as it can, and
almost always by arbitration, in accordance with the course pointed out by Parliament.
24. Mail guards to be reduced :
There are 27 fewer than in 1840, and they will be reduced still more as mail-coaches are
discontinued.
25. Packet service to be reconsidered :
The packets are under the Admiralty.
26. Salaries to be revised :
I doubt if any economy could fairly be practised in this department.
27. Fees regulated :
There are none, except those in the foreign branch of the Inland-office, and those received
by letter-carriers and mail-guards. There have been several reports before the Treasury on
the subject of the Foreign-office, but it has been found difficult to arrange the matter with
out interfering with the convenience of the merchants and great foreign houses.—See
Treasury Letter, 26th January 1842.
The Post-office would be glad to abolish the fees received by letter-carriers, but to place
them on a regular scale of salary would cost 4,000 /. or 5,000 /. a year. In the country there
are private boxes and private pouches, but these fees must be continued whether they are
0.93.
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received by the postmaster or not. In some cases they are already paid in to the credit of
the revenue. It has been strongly advocated to return to the system of fees on lines of
road where they have been abolished.
9 August 1843.
28. Attendance in London to be extended to a full day's work :
I am of opinion that every person connected with this department already gives a fair
portion of his time to the service, and the great majority have very arduous duties.
29. Female sorters to be employed :
It is apprehended that Mr. Hill could never contemplate the employment of females in
the London sorting offices, or indeed in any other large office.
In some of the small provincial towns the wives and daughters of postmasters are em
ployed, but if this were to be applied to London, or to the large offices, I do not think it
would tend to the discipline of the office.
30. Stamps to be improved :
There seems to be no necessity for this.
31. Money payments to be abolished :
The public having enjoyed the option of money prepayment upon local and inland letters,
and looking at the number of letters that continue to be prepaid in money, I fear great
inconvenience would be the consequence of such an arrangement.
Right Hon.
Lord Lowt/ier.

2901. Mr. Baring.] Certain resolutions were proposed by your Lordship in
the former Committee as containing your Lordship's opinions upon the subject of
postage ?—Yes.
2902. You recommend a large reduction of the rates of postage, but you did
not recommend an uniform system and a penny rate ?—Just so.
2903. Those are the opinions your Lordship has continued to entertain ?—I am
rather disposed at present to an uniform rate.
2904. In other respects those opinions your Lordship has entertained up to the
present time t—Yes.
2905. I understand your Lordship to say you always contemplated the penny
rate as likely to be attended with a loss to the revenue ?—Yes, certainly.
2906. And in the Committee you voted for a twopenny rate in preference to a
penny rate ?—Yes.
2907. Are the Committee to understand that your Lordship was favourable to
Mr. Hill's opinions on other points ?—I was for an important change, and after
my own I thought Mr. Rowland Hill's principle was the next best.
2908. Mr. Rowland Hill's plan is entirely inconsistent with the scheme your
Lordship originally proposed r—Yes.
2909. Your Lordship has stated that you have made a considerable advance in
certain measures in the Post-office for the accommodation of the public in the
foreign, colonial and home departments ; you state that there have been several
foreign treaties since your Lordship entered office ?—There were some concluded
with the States in South America, one with Venezuela, and another with Mexico j.I do not remember any other at this moment.
2910. Those negotiations were commenced before you entered office, were
they not ?—Yes.
291 1. What are the advantages gained in the treaties ?—They are very limited.
The object is the lowering the postage, and affording facilities for correspondence,
and that they should have one rate of postage to extend to all the West Indies.
2912. With regard to the French Treaty, your Lordship, in the Papers which
have been presented to the Committee, states generally your concurrence in the
views entertained by the late Postmaster-general, in the Minute of the Treasury
of April 1841 ?—Yes, I believe I did.
2913. Lord Lichfield, in his letter on the propositions of the Treasury, as your
Lordship will recollect, was strongly of opinion that the terms offered by England
were very favourable to France ; that the reductions made in the postage of
England did not receive equivalent advantages from France under that proposal r
—Yes.
2914. The words are these, " In addition to these concessions, you are now
about to reduce the uniform British rate of lod. the half ounce to 6d., thus
making a sacrifice in favour of France, when she returns but little for an equiva
lent ;" your Lordship concurred in those views ? — Yes.
2915. The proposal there was 6 d. the half ounce, the present rate on French
letters ?—Yes.
2916. The terms under your Lordship's Treaty reduces that 6d., on the part
of England, to 5 d. ?—Yes.
2917. Will
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2917. AVill your Lordship point out the grounds on which the Post-office, being
Right Hon.
under the impression that the original proposition was offering France more than Lord Lowther.
we got from France, reduced the terms still further ?—She gained an equivalent
u.
.~
on the transit ; that, in fact, was the principal ground.
^ ugus * 43>
2918. Your Lordship considers that the transit was the ground?—That was
one ground ; there was an opinion in the French post-office against it.
2919. When your Lordship says that, do you mean to say that the original pro
posal, as made by the Treasury in their Minute, and contemplated by this country,
did not include a large reduction of the transit rates of France ; the proposals of
1840 proposed a reduction on the transit rates?—I do not think they extended
to so large a reduction of the transit rate as the one which was recently made.
2920. In what point is the transit rate now engaged for by the Treaty, more
favourable to England than that contemplated by the Minute of 1840?—1 think
that was two francs ; and that the transit rate now is one franc per half ounce
through France, except the India mail, which was four francs per ounce, and is
reduced to two francs.
2921. Was that the main ground on which the penny was abandoned?—Yes.
2922. Your Lordship has stated, with regard to the colonial arrangements, the
abolition of franking in Canada was one ?—It was.
2923. What abolition of franking was that?— Any postmaster had the privilege of
franking; I am afraid we shall have to pay a large compensation for it; the frank
ing of newspapers and packets of all sorts was the privilege of all the postmasters.
2924. That is, for the better regulation of the office?—Yes.
2925. Your Lordship stated some arrangements with regard to the West
Indies?— Yes, we sent a surveyor to the West Indies; the post-offices in the West
Indies were in a very unsatisfactory state, they had not been surveyed for above
20 years. AVe selected a trustworthy surveyor's clerk, and made him a surveyor
there, and sent him to put those post-offices into good order. AVe are also reducing
the internal rate of Jamaica.
2926. Is your Lordship aware that it was the intention of the late Government to
send out an officer with a view to arrange those post-offices ?—I heard when I went
to the Post-office, that it was their intention to send out a Post-office commission.
2927. It was intended to send out a Post-office surveyor, and to make him, with
the governor of the island and the postmaster, commissioners for rectifying abuses?
—I was aware there was a commission intended.
2928. Has your Lordship ever considered the subject of placing the whole of
the West Indies under one head ?—"Yes, that has been suggested, but that would
entirely devolve on the postmaster of Jamaica, but we thought it best to have an
independent public officer.
2929. The question is not as to the immediate expediency of that being put
into execution at present, but as a general system, whether it would not be better
to have the whole of the islands under one office, than to have the different post
masters working in different ways ?—There would be some advantage in this, but
if he does not give satisfaction, removing a postmaster is a much more difficult
thing than to remove a surveyor.
2930. Does your Lordship contemplate that a surveyor should be permanently
resident in the AVest Indies ?—Yes, just like what is termed one of our riding sur
veyors, at a moderate salary, with whom we can correspond.
2931. AVhen was this officer sent out ?— About a year and a half ago.
2932. AVith regard to the home improvements, your Lordship has put in a
paper ; will you have the goodness to state the dates of those different improvements
you referred to, the deliveries and the rural distribution, and so on ?— I will have
a statement of the dates made out ; they have been gradually going on.
2933. With regard to the rural posts, has your Lordship at all estimated the
expense of the arrangements in consequence of Mr. Goulburn's Minute ?— Yes, I
think we made out the estimate for Mr. Goulburn ; we have the expense of the
establishment of each rural post.
2934. Is your Lordship at all aware of the expense which will be occasioned
by that Minute of Mr. Goulburn's? —AVe estimated it, I think, at 7,000 1. or
8,000 I.
2935. How many post-offices do you expect to be established under it? —
I think we calculate the same number as under the registrar's districts, with this
advantage, that it would be more certain than the registrar's districts; many of
them, as far as I know, are in unfrequented parts of the country ; and we thought
0.03.
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the first persons to be served were where there were a certain number of letters
existing now.
2936. The impression at the Post-office, at the time when the Minute was
9 August 1843. passed, was, that it would produce about the same number of post-offices as under
the original Minute, and with about the same expense as had been found to attend
the other? —No, I think the late Government estimated it higher; the late
Chancellor of the Exchequer estimated the expense of each office at 20 /., and we
took it higher.
2937. Your Lordship had reason, on inquiry, to believe it would be higher?—
Yes ; acting on the opinion of our surveyors, they thought it would be higher.
2938. Your Lordship thinks a great accommodation ought to be given to rural
districts, whether they pay or do not pay ?—Yes.
2939. Does your Lordship believe that, by the Minute as it is now parsed, you
will obtain any increase of letters ? —Yes, to a certain amount.
2940. Does your Lordship believe that, where there are letters to the extent of
i oo a week, there are not means of conveying those letters to the post ?—Yes ;
but accommodation and convenience operates in all these measures ; where a per
son has a certainty of despatch, as well as a certainty of receipt, it naturally tends
to increase the number of letters.
2941. Has your Lordship looked into the question in how many of those cases,
in which you are about to give a new conveyance at the expense of the public,
there is already a conveyance which the parties, of course, pay for themselves ?—
Not always, for they are as various as the different places. Some the carrier
brings ; others are brought on a market-day by people coming from the market.
There are a cerlain number of places where they allow the postmaster i d. for the
delivery of letters in the villages. There are about 40 posts already granted ;
probably there will not be two under the same circumstances, as to their mode of
delivery.
2942. Will you find two as to which there was not a regular means of convey
ance before ?—I have no doubt we could find some.
2943. Have you any notion how many ?—No ; I do not expect, nor did we
ever anticipate, a great increase immediately; I should think if there were loo
letters by this irregular conveyance, there might now be 1 20 or 130; I cannot
calculate on more than 10 or 20 or 30 per cent, more at first.
2944. Your Lordship does not look greatly to remuneration by the increase of
letters ?—No.
2945. Will your Lordship explain how it happened that, with those opinions,
so great a delay took place in doing anything with regard to distribution ?—The
matter was under consideration. I have frequently talked with the Chancellor of
the Exchequer upon the subject.
2946. The original Minute was stopped by the representation of your Lordship ?
—Yes, when I came into office. No person knows better than yourself that when it
comes to a question of the spending of money, it is natural to consult the Treasury.
I found that Minute at the Post-office when I went there, and I doubted upon two
grounds ; first, there was a want of information upon the subject of what the
registrar's districts were ; Mr. Arrowsmith was ordered to prepare a map showing
the districts, which map is now at the Post-office : and, secondly, it was on the subject
of a large expenditure of money, upon which I consulted the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and he ordered a map to be made, and said he would then consider
how far he would carry it into effect. I must say, also, that I did not much like the
plan of those registrar's districts ; I thought a more convenient course could ba
marked out in those parts of the country I knew ; I considered them as open to
objection under such uncertain divisions ; in some places they were for an union, in
others an entire parish, and in others parts of a parish ; they were very irregular,
and they seemed almost fanciful in their divisions and subdivisions. I admit il is a
difficult matter to decide on what principle to go. If you do not curtail your rural
delivery, if you deliver, as in France, at every house, it becomes a serious question
of finance.
2947. Your Lordship was of opinion that a further rural distribution was just
and proper ?—Yes, I have always been of that opinion.
2948. How did it happen that your Lordship, objecting to the plan which you
found proposed, it does not appear that any proposal was made to the Post-office
for a better mode of distribution ?—The Papers were at the Treasury.
2949. There were no recommendations by the Post-office for a further rural
distribution
Right Hon.
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distribution from the time your Lordship objected to that plan until of late ?—No ;
it was with the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
2050. Among the post-offices in the rural districts from which there are appli
cations, there is one headed " Gravesend," including Chalk, Shorne, Cobham,
Luddesdown, and Meopham : —Yes; in the Treasury Minute as to those rural
post-office districts, they were limited to an expenditure of 50 I.
2951. Is that now a post office?—No, I think not; there is a memorial now to
the Post-office ; I think the objection is that it would cost above 50 /.
2952. In those five places the number of letters in a week is stated to be 641,
and the expense 63 /., for the five places ? — Yes ; we have come to no decision
upon the subject at present ; there is a Paper at the Post-office on the subject
now under consideration.
2953. Can your Lordship state whether there was not a Minute of Treasury
passed, authorising the Post-office, upon the application of the parties, to give this
small lot of places a gratuitous delivery some time ago, that is, without a guarantee,
and whether your Lordship, on the part of the Post-office, objected to it ?—I can
not bear that in mind, having two or three hundred cases which come before me
every day.
29,54. In the letter of Sir Robert Peel, which is laid upon the table of the
House of Commons, pursuant to Mr. Hutt's motion, in writing to Mr. Row
land Hill, he says, " I cannot doubt that there are still improvements in those
arrangements to be effected ; but I must presume that they can be effected
through the intervention of the regularly constituted and the responsible authority,
namely, the Postmaster-general." I believe there is a misprint here, that the
original letter is " still important improvements ;" will you have the goodness to
state what are the important improvements in those arrangements which you still
think are necessary to be carried into effect ?—There are various improvements ;
one of the most important is that which regards persons in trade in London. I
do not believe that has anything to do with Mr. Hill's suggestions, though he
has named it, for as long as I have known London every one has wished tor an
earlier delivery of letters in London ; but I believe the traders in London are very
anxious for an earlier delivery of the morning letters.
2955. What other important improvements are there ?—I should think when
time and money and circumstances allow, there are some few morning mails could
be established ; the ground is chiefly run over ; but that is more a question of
price than anything else.
2956. Wherever there is a railroad there is a morning mail, is there not ?—No ;
in the midland counties there is not ; one has lately been opened to Colchester.
We are in the course of inquiring whether we can carry a morning mail on to
Ipswich. I am not prepared with a list of the different measures ; but I do not
mean to say we have arrived at a point at which improvement may stop.
2957. Mr. Denison^] You suggest that there may be other improvements to be
adopted, can you state any which can be adopted that would pay their expense?—
No, I am not aware of any accommodation which can be given without an extra
cost of money.
2958. Mr. EscottJ] Have you heard of any improvements lately which, in your
opinion, with your knowledge of the Post-office, would be likely to raise the
revenue derived from it to 1,300,000?. a year?— No; in my view 1,300,000?.
under the present system is perfectly hopeless.
2959. Mr. Hawes.~\ Would i, 300,000 /. a year have been raised at the two
penny rate ?— I never went into a calculation of the twopenny rate.
2960. Your Lordship voted for the twopenny rate ?—At that period I thought
it would produce more than the penny rate ; very little was said about accommo
dation at the passing of the measure, the great principle was the reduction of the
rate, and its tendency to bring a fivefold number of letters very soon, and I
believe there were even higher estimates formed of the eventual number.
2961. If the suggestions which Mr. Hill has lately made to this Committee
were carried into effect, do you think it probable there would be a 'fivefold in
crease in the amount of letters ?—I cannot anticipate a fivefold increase for a verylong time, unless under different circumstances ; a great portion of the mercantile
part of the world are as much accommodated as they could be under any circum
stances. I mean the greater part; not the whole.
2962. .Your Lordship thinks at the same time, that as the population increases,
and the wealth of the country grows, there will be an increase in the number of
0.93.
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letters ?—Yes. I do not think a cheap postage so much produces letters as the
wealth of the country. I look upon that as the cause, and the number ofletters as
the effect.
2963. Mr. Baring.^ Does your Lordship think a cheap postage does not in
crease the number of letters ?— It does to a certain extent, no doubt.
2964. Does not your Lordship imagine that the habit of writing letters among
the poorer classes has increased ?—I apprehend throughout England there is a
fair average of increase.
2965. Mr. Hawes.] Have I or not rightly understood your Lordship to say,
that Mr. Hill expressed an expectation that a fivefold increase of letters would be
very soon ?—Yes, I always understood it so.
2966. From whence did your Lordship understand that to be the case ? — From
his pamphlet. I have certainly always understood that Mr. Hill was of that
opinion ; and I think in a lecture he gave once, after the Bill was passed, he stated
that his plan would work with such rapidity, he expected that by another twelve
month a fivefold number would be realized ; and I see that a person sent from
the Belgian Post-office, a very disinterested witness, to examine into this, uses
the terms which I happened to be reading this morning. Being sent over to
report on the Penny-post, and whether it would be wise to introduce it into
Belgium, he says, " Devait produire une augmentation immediate de 5 fois le
nombre des lettres."
2967. Is your Lordship to be understood to state that Mr. Hill, in any publica
tion, or any oral evidence to which your Lordship can refer, or any other state
ment, or in any way whatever, ever said that a fivefold increase would be imme
diately consequent on the introduction of a penny postage ?—I can only answer
to that question that the penny now has been in operation four years, and it may
be 14, or it may be 24, but as to the immediate specification of the year or the
month, I will relieve Mr. Hill from that; I only speak to my general impression
that it was to come very quick.
2968. When your Lordship says that the plan has been in operation for four
or five years, are you to be understood to confine your observation to the intro
duction of the penny rate ?—I have never understood Mr. Hill's plan on any other
principle than the reduction of the rate ; and I think it is to be inferred from his
pamphlets that all the facilities were to come from the introduction of the penny
rate, and the doing away with accounts, which would so facilitate the business of
the General Post-office that the men would have nothing to do but to run round
and leave their letters in boxes at doors as fast as their legs would carry them ;
that is my view of Mr. Hill's plan, that these great improvements were all to come
afterwards as a consequence of the penny rate ; there was one he always brought
forward in his plan, of a third delivery to Hampstead, which has been adopted.
2969. Your Lordship considered Mr. Hill's plan to consist of the low uniform
rate of a penny, rather than that being one of the main features of a comprehensive
plan for postage and increased facilities of delivery ?—Yes, I thought his plan was
a cheap postage ; the facilities he mentioned would equally apply to a fourpenny or
sixpenny rate as to a penny rate. I understood Mr. Hill's idea was, that with the
introduction of the penny rate and prepayments, there would be such facilities in
delivery, combined with the cheapness in the cost of the letters, that there would
be a great saving of time and trouble ; in which, I think, he is in error ; letters
will cost considerable trouble —misdirected, overweight, and so on; and there are
a great many things to compel the postman to stop at the door for payment.
2970. I presume your Lordship has well acquainted yourself with Mr. Hill's
plan, as originally proposed ?— I have read his pamphlet several times.
2971. Is that plan carried into effect or not; will you state to the Committee
what parts are adopted, and what parts, according to your recollection, are
unadopted?—Mr. Hill's original plan was, that all letters were to be prepaid.
I will not say that is impracticable ; it might be enforced, but there would be a
great outcry, and great discontent; I should be sorry to carry it into execution;
1 should do it if I were ordered by the superior office—the Treasury.
2972. I presume, when your Lordship voted for a greatly reduced rate of
postage, you either had or had not some general idea as to its operation on the
revenue?—Yes ; I certainly said I thought the inland postage should be reduced;
if the Honourable Member for Greenock was here, I would call upon him to be
a witness that the doctrine I maintained was, that it should be adopted if it would
only pay itself; one is rash sometimes in opposition, but \\herc the responsibility
was
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2973. What is your Lordship's opinion as to the operation of the penny rate
on the inland revenue ?—I think there is a slight balance in its favour.
2974. To what amount?—I think, referring to paper No. 201, something more
than a hundred thousand pounds.
2975. Your Lordship acquiesces in that Return No. 201 ?—I think it is pretty
right ; there is some doubt as to dead letters and so on, but I believe it is gene
rally correct.
2976. Your Lordship furnished the substance of that account to the Treasury ?
—Yes.
2977. Mainly in the order in which it stands :—Yes.
2978. Your Lordship was of opinion that the foreign and colonial postage was
that which gave the greatest amount to the net revenue :—Yes, according to the
present system. Formerly the Post-office paid its own packets, up to 1822 or
1823, then a certain branch was taken off, then the packets to Hamburgh and so
on were paid up to 1837 ; since that, there has been no charge on the Postoffice except to the British islands, the Isle of Wight and some of the Western
Islands of Scotland, which are called not packets but rides.
2979. Is the number of letters given in that Return correct?— I should think
the number of foreign letters is as correct as it could be made ; they were very
accurately kept for two months.
2980. They were actually counted ?—Yes, and the charges made upon them
at Liverpool, Falmouth, London, and all the greatest offices.
2981. Is the number of inland letters correct?—The number of inland letters
was subject to more doubt as they came from so great a variety of hands, and there
was also in favour of the inland letters a week in December taken as the average
of the whole year.
2982. Is your Lordship disposed to rely upon that Return as a correct proxi
mate estimate of the annual number of inland letters ?—I should be inclined to
think that they are rather overcharged.
2983. Is your Lordship acquainted with a Return of the number of letters made
to the House of Lords ? — Yes.
2984. Are you able to state how far that agrees with the estimated number of
letters in the Return No. 201 ?—The totals are not given there except as regards
the number in the month : it appears that December is much higher than .May or
June.
2985. Can your Lordship state to the Committee the total number of letters as
computed from that ?— I think it is about 205,000,000, I think it makea a few
millions less taking it on the average of the year than taking it on December.
2986. With regard to the paper (No. 201), was it framed to show what your
Lordship conceived to be the net revenue of the Post-office from the inland letters
and the foreign and colonial letters, including the cost of the packet service, or
was it framed with a view to form a comparison with the net revenue of the Postoffice in past times ?—The view I take of it is, that it is taking the revenue of the
Post-office as a whole.
2987. At the present moment?—Yes.
2988. Had you any object in showing the net revenue of the Post-office, in
connexion with the revenue of the Post-office at any past period, previous to the
introduction of penny postage ?—I got it for information ; I wanted to know the
real state of the Post-office. First, I wanted to ascertain the difference ; for I
recollect, when I was in the House of Commons, wanting to know the amount of
the two items, foreign and inland postage, and I was told the Foreign Office and
the Inland had been united, and it would be very difficult, in the united state of
the office, to divide the account ; and my first object in preparing the Return,
when I first went to the Post-office, was to know what the foreign postage produced.
2989. What I wish to ascertain from your Lordship is, whether that Return
was intended as a comparative Return or an absolute Return of the net revenue
of the Post-office at the present moment ?—It was intended for a Return as nearly
as the circumstances of the office would allow us to get it ; I thought it a correct
Return, and it is a Return in which I still have confidence.
2990. It was not intended as a comparative Return of the net revenue of the
Post-office at the introduction of penny postage ?— Any one had the means of
comparing it with the bygone years.
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299l- Did your Lordship think it just to compare the net revenue of the Postoffice in No. 201 with the net revenue of the Post-office previous to the introduction of penny postage ?— Perfectly.
2992. In the Return No. 201 the packet service is charged?—Yes.
2993. Was it ever charged before?—Yes; up to the year 1822, and partially
up to 1837.
2994. What is the amount of the Post-office packet service ?—£. 612,000.
299.5. Was a sum like that ever deducted from the revenue of the Post-office
before?—No ; the Post-office packet service used to be 120,000^: or I30,ooo/.
2996. Is your Lordship aware whether that was ever deducted from the gross
revenue of the Post-office before ?—Yes, I think it was always deducted to that
amount, of i2O,ooo/. or 1 30,000 /.
2997. Is your Lordship to be understood distinctly to state, that since the year
1825 that charge for the packet service to which your Lordship referred has been
regularly deducted from the gross revenue ? —No, never ; the home stations, and
the Dover, I refer to.
2998. Your Lordship is aware that the cost of the packet service has greatly
increased ? — Yes.
2999. Has that increase been entirely for Post-office purposes?—I think that
the Post-office were never consulted on that to the West Indies.
3000. Does your Lordship know the amount received for letters going to the
West Indies ?—I think it is somewhere between 40,000 /. and 50,000 /.
3001. What is the amount of the contract for the conveyance of those letters to
the West Indies?—£. 240,000.
3002. Then, there is an outlay of 240,000 /. for a revenue of 40,000 /. ? —Yes.
3003. Is that to be considered strictly a Post-office arrangement, or an arrange
ment involving political considerations ?—The Post-office were never consulted
upon it, so that we cannot tell whether it is political or anything else.
3004. Did your Lordship think it fair, seeing the great increase of the expense
of the packet service, and that it has reference to political and not Post-office
arrangements, to deduct the total amount of the packet service from the gross
revenue of the Post-office, in order to make a comparison with the revenue at a
former period ?—I do not say it rests upon that case ; I think there should be a
certain amount deducted from the West Indies. The Hamburgh packet pays
itself; Cunard's do not quite pay ; but all the others. I believe France pays
every shilling out of her gross revenue for her steam-packets.
3005. After the present course of examination, is your Lordship of opinion
that it is fair to compare the net revenue of the Post-office, as given in Return
No. 201, with the net revenue of the Post-office at any time prior to the penny
postage?-—I think so, with the exception of part of the West Indian expense.
3006. What does your Lordship consider the amount of the exception ?—I am
not sure. I must look into what the actual cost of those packets was at Falmouth;
but I think it was about 100,000 /.
3007. Will your Lordship have the goodness to look into it, and furnish the
Committee with it, at your leisure ?—Certainly, if it is wished ; but it will appear
from the accounts.
3008. Can your Lordship name any year, between the year 1823 and the year
1842, when the Post-office was charged with the packet service?—Not with the
whole service, but partially.
3009. Your Lord&hip spoke of Mr. Rowland Hill giving a lecture; have you
any foundation for that statement?—Yes, it was printed.
3010. What your Lordship termed a lecture consisted of a paper read before
the Statistical Society; did it not?— It was a paper read before the Statistical
Society.
3011. Mr. Dcnison.] With regard to Paper No. 201, was it voluntarily pre
pared by you and sent to the Treasury, or did you prepare it in consequence of
some request from the Treasury?— It was my own act, principally to distinguish
the amount of the foreign postage. It was prepared at the Post-office ; it was
the employment of some of the clerks.
3012. Is the Return No. 201, as printed, in exactly the same shape as it was
when it went originally from you ?—No.
3013. Why did any alteration take place?—There was a form sent to me from
the Treasury.
3014. This
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3014. This Return, No. 201, is in conformity to the form sent to you from the
Treasury ?—Yes, a form to be filled up.
3015. In point of fact, the separation of the different services which appear in
2O i was not your own voluntary act, but in conformity with the orders from the
Treasury r— Yes.
3016. Something was said with respect to the simplification of the accounts
in the Post-office ; have any accounts of any description in the Post-office been
closed, in consequence of the introduction of the penny postage ?—No, the
accounts are exactly the same as they were previously ; there is no new account,
and no one closed.
3017. Have you formed any opinion whether a hundred or a thousand letters
put into the Post-office would give more or less trouble to your officers than they
did previously?—That is much more matter of detail for the superintendent of the
Inland office; but as far as I understand it, there is very little difference. In
former times I have been at the Post-office, and the rapidity with which they made
the charges was very surprising. Then there is the defacing of the stamps to set
off' against the former labour.
3018. Mr. Gibson.} There have been many complaints as to the Post-office
arrangements, in the north of England, and in reference also to the subject of a
day mail to Newcastle ; the Treasury were of opinion that it would be desirable
that Mr. Rowland Hill should proceed into the north, for the purpose of making
inquiries as to the day mail to Newcastle, and other Post-office arrangements ia
those districts. After there seemed to have been an understanding between Mr.
Hill and the Treasury, that he should depart, and when the people at Newcastle
were expecting him down there, it was understood that the Post-office made some
objection to such arrangement ; will your Lordship have the goodness to state
what objection there was to Mr. Hill making those inquiries?—The Treasury never
expressed in any Order that Mr. Hill should go ; if they had I should have obeyed
it, just in the same way as by Treasury Minute. He has had access to the office,
and it was mentioned to me, I believe, by the Chairman, that Mr. Hill wished to
go. I do not think that he said that the Treasury wished him to go. I feel I am
liable to correction. I answered that by interrogatory : " What occasion is there
for his going ? " .1 looked upon Mr. Hill as the adviser of the Treasury on diffe
rent matters, and not to act in the character of a surveyor. Mr. Stow and Mr.
Tilley had been in communication with the directors of the different railways, and
on my own judgment and responsibility I thought them fully as competent, or
more competent, to deal with the directors than Mr. Hill. The question of the
Newcastle day mail, as will be seen by these papers, originated with the Post-office
formerly, with Lord Lichfield, and we were very anxious to carry it into effect.
The papers will show what it would have cost the Treasury if they were disposed
to sanction the appropriation of that sum of money for it.
3019. Was it your Lordship's opinion that Mr. Hill's making inquiries would
have embarrassed the Post-office ?—I did not know anything to be gained ; there
was no letter from the Treasury stating what was the immediate object he had in
view, nor what he had to do ; but, as far as I can recollect, he was to negotiate
with the directors. I did not think that that would be of any service whatever.
3020. Is the question then at issue as to the day mail to Newcastle, decided up to
this time ?—I believe it was decided against ; but things never are stationary ; the
great difficulty was in getting the mail from hence to Leicester, in consequence of
the difference of a quarter of an hour upon the trains. Now the Birmingham train
is going to postpone its starting a quarter of an hour, and if the Midland mail starts
a little later, it may be done.
302 1 . Mr. Denison.] Is there any chance of a day mail getting further than
Leicester ?—There is no day mail to Leicester now.
3022. Supposing you should get to Leicester ?—I have a notion that as soon as
the directors have accommodated their time to that of the Post-office, the Treasury
will be willing to give a certain sum.
3023. To go how far?—To goto Newcastle.
3024. Mr. Trotter.] With respect to the Newcastle mail ; after the communi-.
cation you had from the Treasury, you judged it better for the service to employ
the servants of the Post-office in making the necessary inquiries?—Yes.
3025. Those inquiries being made by persons in whom you confided, judging
from their Report, was it not found prudent to decline that mail at that period ?
—The inquiries had been made previously to that time ; shortly after, Mr. Hodgson
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Hinde, who I thought might have a good deal of influence with the directors,
volunteered to negotiate with them, and he travelled all down the line, to see the
persons engaged in the railways, but thev could not accommodate their time
foours.

3026. Mr. Gibson.'] Was it suggested that Mr. Hill might make his inquiries,
provided he made those inquiries through the Post-office ?—No, I think not j he
had liberty to make the inquiries at the Post-office ; if he was at the Treasury at
the time, any inquiries which were sanctioned he might have made.
3027. The Treasury, without ordering Mr. Hill to go, were still favourable to
his making the inquiries ; and those inquiries would have been made, but for the
interference of the Post-office ?—I do not know that they were favourable ; it is
very possible.
3028. Mr. HawesJ] Was the plan for the Newcastle day-mail, which your
Lordship has referred to, a plan submitted by Mr. Hill, and on which the Report
of the Post-office was required ?—I understand the first plan was this in No. 3, and
that it originated with the Post-office ; I refer to Lord Lichfield's letter of the
23d of July 1840.
3029. Was that the plan which the Post-office authorities reported on?—There
have been different Reports : the last Minute, I think, was on Mr. Hodgson
Hinde's Report ; there have been a variety of Reports.
3030. Your Lordship has spoken of a plan, as shown in paper No. 3, before the
Committee ; was that Mr. Hill's plan ?—Here is Lord Lichfield's letter, proposing
that plan to the Treasury.
3031. Then there comes a Treasury Minute, proposing another plan?—Yes;
then, I think, there is Mr. Stow's estimate on that plan.
3032. Upon the plan contained in the Treasury Minute ?—Yes.
3033. The plan in the Treasury Minute of the 1st of October 1841 was adopted
by the Post-office, was it not 1—I think it was.
3034. In substitution of the previous plan of Lord Lichfield's ? —Yes ; there
was only the question of the difference of the hour of arrival.
3035. Will your Lordship just again return to Paper No. 201 ; I understand
your Lordship to have said, that one large source of revenue is from the foreign
and colonial postage ; that that is the principal source of net revenue at present ?
—Yes.
3036. If you look at the account in No. 201, of which I understand your
Lordship to have furnished the substance to the Treasury, it states a deficiency of
H3,ooo/. on foreign and colonial postage?—Yes.
3037. Will your Lordship reconcile that with the opinion you have just
expressed to the Committee ?—It is paid into us, and is not paid out ; it ought to
be paid out.
3038. Does that account give a correct description of the transactions of the
Post-office ?—We are not called upon to pay, I think, for the packets. I think
that gives so far a just description of the state of the Post-office.
3039. The Post-office really pays nothing for the packet service ?—No.
3040. But the Post-office is charged with this amount, 61 2,000 /. for the packets ;
is that a just representation of the Post-office transactions?—It is a correct return
to the Order of The House.
3041. Your Lordship furnished the substance of this Return to the Treasury
before any Order of The House ? —Yes.
3042. The question refers to the statement made by your Lordship ?—I think
it is a fair Return ; that it is a part of the outlay to be charged against the Postoffice ; that the charge of the packets comes against the Post-office.
3043. The inquiry is not as to what is a fair view of the Post-office revenue,
but whether this is a correct account from the Post-office, showing a sum of
612,000 1. as paid by the Post-office, while the Post-office does not pay any such
amount f—It includes the maintenance of the packets and our officers upon the
foreign stations.
3044. Mr. DenisonJ] From what books or what accounts did you get those
figures, 681,404 /., being the expense of management, including packets and
payment for Indian communication ?—They were Returns from the Admiralty.
3045. Did you extract those from the books or papers in the Post-office ?
—No.
3046. You had no means of making that Return without resorting to other
offices ?—No.
3047. Mr.
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3047. Mr. Haves.] Simply because the Post-office does not pay that money ?—
It does not.
3048. Mr. Denison.~\ It is not an account of payments by the Postmaster under
those heads ?—No.
3049. Mr. Trotter] But it is an account of the payments by the Admiralty,
supplied by the Admiralty on account of the Post-office ?—Yes.
3050. Mr. Baring.'} Is your Lordship of opinion that the expenses of the
packets are fairly chargeable to the Post-office, with the exception of the West
India packets ?—They all used to be, with the exception of two, which are of
recent creation; Cunard's and the East India packets. The Hamburgh, the
Channel Islands, and the Irish packets were always charged to the Post-office.
3051. Your Lordship was understood to state that, with the exception of the
West India packets, you thought the others were fairly charged on the Post-office?
—Yes, so I conceive ; they do the packet service.
3052. Is your Lordship so far aware what the opinions of Government were when
the arrangement with the East India Company was effected, as to believe that political
grounds had not great weight in those arrangements?—I am not at all aware what
the political grounds were at that time.
30.53. Does your Lordship believe that any Government would ever have esta
blished the East India communication overland for Post-office purposes?— I think
it is very fairly made for Post-office purposes ; I get applications to make it once a
fortnight, instead of once a month.
3054. It has turned out well ; but do you think any Government would have
done it at first for Post-office purposes?—I never knew it to* be for any other; I
always calculated upon it for Post-office purposes.
3055. Does not your Lordship conceive there are very important political objects
to be attained by a quick communication with that portion of our empire?—
Certainly.
3056. Does not your Lordship think that the Government, in making a great
arrangement of that kind, had those objects in view ?—I have no doubt they were
combined.
3057. Is not your Lordship aware that there was a considerable expense incurred
before in the communication with India?—I think not very great; it was princi
pally by ship ; now they have the overland despatch.
3058. Is your Lordship aware that there was frequently a special messenger sent
across France with the despatches to India?—Yes, I know there was a messenger
despatched occasionally.
3059. Does not your Lordship think that, when you come to set off expense
against expense, those ought to be fairly taken into consideration, as savings on the
other side ?— I have never turned my attention to balancing the account.
3060. Is your Lordship aware of the mode in which Government despatches,
and all communications from the time of the disturbances in Canada, were carried r
—I believe they went through Boston or New York; and I think it very probable
that the Post-office will adopt that course again. There is a plan under considera
tion at present.
3061. Does your Lordship think it advisable that the confidential communica
tions of one Government should go through the territory of another ?—We have
adopted the principle in other countries of sending them by closed mails, and by
our own messengers; to be sure, the Americans are slow in deciding; they have
not answered our communications as to the closed mails. I can see no danger in
sending the closed mails through with messengers of our own.
3062. Your Lordship does not conceive it advisable to send those despatches
through, except in closed mails, with messengers of our own ?—No.
3063. Your Lordship would concur in the opinion, that it is most advisable to
obtain a line of communication through our own territory ?—Yes.
3064. Were you quite certain that you were correct when you stated that there
was no political object in view when the Canada packets were started ?—I was not
aware that I stated that j I mentioned that I supposed Cunard's packets to be for
the general trade of the country ; and notwithstanding a little balance against us,
it is a very proper establishment with reference to the communications of this
country, and its general arrangements.
3065. Mr. Hawes^] Are the Committee to infer from your Lordship's state
ment, that the West India packet line is the only one which does not pay ?—No,
Cunard's do not pay.
0.93,
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3066. Does the East India mail, taking into consideration all the payments
raade, yield a clear net revenue ?—The India mail via Falmouth, I think pretty
Pays3067. Viscount Ebrington.~] Your Lordship thought it your duty to apply to
other departments besides that over which your Lordship had immediate control,
in order to ascertain the expenses incurred by them for the conveyance of letters
and despatches?—Yes.
3068. Did it ever occur to your Lordship to inquire of the Foreign-office what
expenses they had been put to in order to obtain the means of making a fair cal
culation of the expenses of the packets in late and in previous years ? —No, I never
inquired at the Foreign-office.
3069. Does not your Lordship think it would have been necessary to do so, in
order to give a perfectly fair comparison ?—The Foreign-office is not an office of
account.
3070. Is your Lordship aware what is the usual course pursued in the establish
ment of subsidiary mails by private coach or other licensed conveyance, to carry
mail-bags ?—There are a certain number of coaches that run particular lines,
which offer to carry bags. We pay a certain amount, and they get a relief, which
is their best payment, from the payment of tolls. There were formerly very few
coaches so employed, but now there are a great number all over the country.
3071. Is there any public notice given at the Post-office to those who may be
willing to carry letters ?—Unquestionably. The Post-office calculate the expense
between sending them in that way or by riding-posts.
3072. Is the arrangement made in consequence of an application by the coach
proprietor to the Post-office, or by the Post-office to the coach proprietor ?—it has
been done both ways ; it is generally by sealed tenders. The largest number of
the offers has come from the proprietors of the coaches.
3073. Can the correspondence regarding the establishment of any one subsidiary
mail be produced as a specimen of the mode in which it is done?—Yes, if any one
is pointed out.
3074. Take the case of the Emerald coach from Tiverton to Barnstaple : there
is no regular rate of mileage for subsidiary mails, but a separate bargain is made
in each case ?—Yes.
3075. Where the turnpikes are very heavy, do you use the exemption from them
as an argument for getting the work done more cheaply ?—Yes, I am afraid so.
3076. Have any instances occurred of the offers of coaches to carry mails gra
tuitously ?— I think there is one in Devonshire.
3077. In consideration of the privilege of passing the tolls free? —Yes.
3078. Does your Lordship remember whether it was stipulated that a guard
should accompany the letters?—No, certainly not.
3079. Since when has the practice of entrusting the letters to the coachman
instead of a separate guard been adopted ?— It is only where there are one or two
bags ; where there is a multiplicity, sometimes there is a great difficulty in keeping
the accounts correct ; the principal use of the guard is in the distribution of the
bags, in being punctual in taking and receiving ; those coaches without guards
carry perhaps only one or two bags.
3080. You are aware that there is an Act which forbids the guard to have any
one travelling in any unlicensed carriage with him, and enjoins him never to allow
any one to sit in the same seat with him ?—Yes.
3081. Do you consider those precautions of the Act necessary or superfluous ?—
In important mails I think they are very necessary ; and my predecessor I know
discharged one or two guards for taking people upon the seat with them.
3082. Do you think a two-horse mail or a cart drawn by one horse the safer
conveyance for the letters ?—I should prefer a two-horse coach myself.
3083. In what way does your Lordship mean safer; as against robbers, or a safer
mode of travelling ?—A safer mode of travelling.
3084. Is the system of subsidiary mails more economical than the use of mailcarts and riding-posts would be?—That depends on circumstances very frequently ;
for rides we pay 6d. or 7 d. a mile ; coaches are frequently cheaper. 1 recollect
at Brighton we could not get a two-horse mail under i*. a mile.
3085. You have never accepted any of those tenders of gratuitous service, have
you ?—I think we have. There is a coach in Devonshire now, from Bodmin to
Plymouth, which carries the bags gratis.
3086. Do you ever take into consideration the hardship inflicted on the trustees
and
»
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and creditors of turnpike trusts by the present system ?—Yes, I am almost afraid
sometimes of pushing it too far. "
3087. Do you ever communicate with the trusts before you establish subsidiary
mails?—No ; we have afterwards done it.
3088. Mr. Denison^] Do you know whether the Post-office pays a large mailcoach mileage for carrying the bags from Stamford to Leeds, in addition to the
exemption from toll ?—Yes, we pay rather high.
3089. Would not the exemption be a sufficient temptation to the proprietor of
that coach to carry the guard and the bags without payment ?—No, I believe they
are going to strike work ; I had a memorial the other day on the subject ; I was
told we should obtain a mail from London to Doncaster at the same price, but he
asked an increased price from Stamford, and threatened to decline it. The fact
is, wherever people can go by railroad, they do it ; they go down by railroad and
cross to Doncasler and Grantham, and so on, and there are very few coaches which
pay for going.
3090. Viscount Ebrington.'] The railroads almost always charge the Post-office
heavily for the conveyance of the mails ; do they not ?—It depends upon the time ;
if we go at their fixed times, they are moderate ; on many of the railroads they try
to make difficulties, and say the time we want does not suit them.
3091. They always drive a bargain?—They are always trying to drive a bargain
with us.
3092. Mr. Gibson.^ Your Lordship's remarks would not apply to the case of
the Manchester and Birmingham Railroad ; they offered to take the mails free of
charge ?—They offered to take one mail ; but when we proposed to them to take
two or three other bags on their road, they asked a high price ; they offered to
take the Stockport bag, and we assumed they were to take the Macclesfield and
Congleton bags also ; and they said, Oh no, we must pay them for that.
3093. Viscount Ebrington.] Are you aware of any case in which the coachroasters have offered to reverse the course of the railways, and to pay for the pri
vilege of carrying the mails ?—No.
3094. Have you ever happened to see two petitions presented from the South
Moulton and Barnslaple Turnpike Trust ?—No.
3095. Will your Lordship have the goodness to read that petition (it being
handed to his Lordship), and state whether any means of remedying those grievances
occur to your Lordship?—The Parliament of which you form a part can afford the
only remedy ; it would add .50,000 I. a year to the Post-office expenses. I think
we pay 20,000 I. a year, in Scotland ; and what we should have to pay in England
would be more than double that amount.
3096. Do you think that in many instances the loss inflicted on the trust exceeds
the saving to the Post-office, and the consequent gain to the public ?—I really
cannot say.
3097. Would your Lordship approve of the introduction of the Scotch system,
that only one-horse carts should be exempted from tolls?— There was a curricle in
Scotland a long time which never paid toll ; but the Lord Advocate is of opinion
it is subject to toll.
3098. Would some such arrangement as that meet your approbation, to deduct
from the total toll chargeable on any coach or other carriage conveying letters,
the toll payable upon a two-wheeled cart with one horse, in consideration of its
carrying the mails, or if not, such additional number of horses as it might be fairly
considered would be necessary for the conveyance of the mails ?—That has never
been entered into. I have felt a considerable degree of embarrassment in many
cases, and have refused some coaches, on the score of saving tolls; it is generally
connected with the question as to some particular town, or some number of letters
to be carried ; and unless they carry a large correspondence, I am not inclined to
sanction it.
'
3099. You are aware that, besides the wear and tear of roads, the privilege of
exemption from toll has the effect sometimes of enabling one coach so far to out
strip all its rivals as to run them off the road and gain a double advantage from
the saving of the tolls ?—No, I do not see that ; as long as there are passengers, I
suppose, a coach will remain upon the road.
3100. Mr. Gibson.] Your Lordship has stated that the railroads have frequently
been rather exorbitant in their charges for the conveyance of mails. I remarked,
that that could 'not apply to the case of the Manchester and Birmingham Railroad,
for that they had offered to carry the mails and give increased accommodation
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without putting the Post-office to any additional expense for that increased accommodation. Your Lordship said that was true ; but that, on its being proposed that
they should carry the Macclesfield and Congleton bags, they required payment ?
_YCS.
3101. The expense to the Post-office, even if they had paid the Manchester
and Birmingham for the conveyance of those bags, would not have been more than
they are now paying for the carriage of the bags, and the public would have had
the advantage of a later departure : — I think they asked a higher price.
3102. The arrangement proposed was, that they should be paid what the Postoffice had agreed to pay the Grand Junction Railroad ?—Yes, but that carries them
only as far as Crewe.
3103. Is not the Post-office put to an additional expense, beyond what they pay
the Grand Junction, for carrying the mails to Congleton and Macclesfield ?—Yes,
for cross-posts.
3104. Does it not appear, therefore, that it would have been better to have paid
the Birmingham and Manchester Railroad Company the amount paid for carrying
the mails to Macclesfield and Congleton, and that if you had done so, the Postoffice would not have been in a worse situation?—Certainly, in that way of putting
the case ; but my impression is, that they asked a much higher price. I cannot
furnish that from recollection ; but my impression is, that there was a very high
price asked for it.
3105. Your Lordship's impression is, that the Manchester and Birmingham
Railroad required a larger payment than is now made, including the addition to the
regular payment to the Grand Junction ?—I think bags are taken as far as Crewe ;
and then there is a ride from thence to Macclesfield and Congleton : we could
have no objection, as it goes through Macclesfield, to deduct a portion of that ride
to accommodate Macclesfield.
3 1 06. Mr. Hawes.] Your Lordship stated that you were of opinion the India
mail furnished a clear net revenue ?—That it goes a good way towards it ; I do
not know that it furnishes a clear net revenue.
3107. Will your Lordship turn to an Account which you furnished to Parlia
ment, No. 284; will you turn to page 2 of that Account, and give the Committee
the stated amount of postage on letters under the head of Alexandria and Beyrout, and India, by Falmouth ?—£. 19,400.
3108. Your Lordship finds that there is about '.20,000 I. received, as the amount
of postage on letters by those mails ?—Yes.
3109. Will your Lordship inform the Committee what is the amount paid to
the Oriental Company ?—I should think it is about 27,ooo/.
3110. Is this a statement of the facts of the case, that whereas you receive a
fross amount of postage of about 20,000 /. on the letters by the mails to which
have referred, Alexandria, and Beyrout, and India, you pay 27,000 I. to the
Oriental Company for carrying them ? — There is another calculation to be made ;
it carries the Marseilles letters and the mails on from Malta ; and letters to
Malta, the Ionian Islands, Gibraltar.
311 1. Mr. Baring.'] The India via Marseilles, is 33,1 19 /. ?—Yes ; according
to the calculation made in November or December, it is rather more.
3112. There is 623^ to Alexandria and Beyrout, and 19,420^. to India, mak
ing 53,ooo/. or 54,ooo/., is it not?—This is the 5th of January 1842; I have one
for the 5th of January 1843, which makes it a good deal more ; that is, India via
Falmouth, 26,611 I. ; India and Malta vid Marseilles, 37,666/. The India mail
via Malta has increased in a wonderful degree.
3113. That makes between 63,ooo/. and 64,ooo/. ?—Yes.
3114. What is the payment now for the Oriental line?—About 31,000^.
31 15. What do you pay the East India Company ?— We do not pay them any
thing ; the Treasury pay 50,000 /.
3116. On that calculation, the revenue being 63,000 /., and the expense being
eiglity thousand odd hundred pounds, how can the postage pretty nearly pay?—
I made my answer as applicable to the Oriental.
3117. Mr. Hawes.~\ Where is the gross amount of postage on the Oriental to
be found r—There is a Return of 1 842 before the Committee.
3118. Mr. Baring.] Your Lordship was understood to say that the Oriental
mail paid ?—No; I applied nearly the same term as I did to Cunard's ; that it
went a good way to pay.
3119. Jn the 8l,ooo/. your Lordship has already stated, a part of the expenses
is
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is not included, the charge of the mail from Marseilles to Malta; can your Lord
Lord Loivther.
ship state the amount ?—That is not charged as a mail ; it is a ship of war.
3120. It is a part of the expense, is it not ?—It has never been estimated ; it
9 August 1843
may be.
3121. In reference to your Lordship's Account, in No. 201, do you mean to
state that, where Government employs its own steamers, it has not made any
charge ?— I believe not ; I have always understood not.
3122. How much out of that is paid to the French Government for the transit
postage, and for the expense of the communication across France ?—There has
been about 11,000 /. a year paid to France ; prospectively that will be but half.
3123. Can your Lordship state what is the expense of the communication
across France ?—We pay nothing but our own messengers ; there is only the
wages of our own messengers ; the messengers have been both clerks in the office.
3124. That makes it 90,000 /., independently of any charge for the conveyance
between Marseilles and Malta?—Yes ; I know nothing of that charge.
3125. It is your Lordship's impression that that is not charged in the Account,
No. 201 ?—Yes.
3126. This is of course the charge to the English Government?—The charge
to the East India Company is that; they carry the mails gratis over Eygpt.
3127. There is no further postage between the Isthmus of Suez and Bombay?
—No.
3128. But there is a vessel to carry the mails?—Yes, towards which we pay
50,000 /.
3129. The excess of the charge over 50,ooo/. rests with the East India Com
pany ?•—Yes.
3130. There was a Return, No. 399, moved for by Dr. Bowring, of " The
amount of Postage received by Her Majesty's Government for Letters to and
from India, for the Year 1842, distinguishing the Amount from Outward and
Homeward Correspondence." The answer is, " The Post-office possesses no
means of furnishing this information, no separate account being kept of the post
age upon such letters"?—We can form a rough estimate, certainly, if it is
desired.
3131. In the Parliamentary Paper on the registration of letters, your Lordship
states in page 7, " Much of Mr. Hill's Report is but a reproduction of his argu
ments on a former occasion, when they were submitted to the late Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and by him rejected as objectionable ; and though the papers were
not made official at the time, I think it better to forward copies of them for your
information, as there can be at present no objection to their production ;" that
passage in your Lordship's letter does not quite concur with my recollection, which
is, that I postponed the consideration whether the plan or not should be ulti
mately adopted ; your Lordship's words may be construed to lead to the supposi
tion, that having considered it, I thought it a bad scheme ?—That letter was
written from the information brought before me. I am sorry if I misinterpreted
the meaning of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer; but from the best informa
tion I got at the office at the time, that appeared to be the impression there. If
it is made to appear that I have drawn an erroneous conclusion, I shall be very
ready to correct it.
3132. Mr. Gibson.] Have the Post-office considered the expediency of esta
blishing a more direct communication between some of the principal manufactur
ing towns in Yorkshire and Lancashire than exists at present between, for in
stance, Leeds and Hull ?—No ; there was a direct communication between Man
chester and Hull ; there has lately been received an offer of the Manchester and
Leeds Railroad Company, which I think we shall accept; we have come pretty
nearly to an agreement as to price.
3133- Is your Lordship aware how a letter is sent from Manchester to Leeds,
a distance of 40 miles? — It goes down the Grand Junction, and up again from
Derby.
3134. Going to a distance of only 40 miles, it is necessary to send it something
less than 200 miles ?—Yes. By the railroads it travels very quick ; but we carry
it that distance for nothing, and when carrying other mails at the same time.
3135. Have the Post-office considered the expediency of having more than one
mail between such important towns as Manchester and Leeds, or Manchester and
Hull?— Yes, certainly ; and that which is now under consideration, if it is carried
-out, will
:" give
' another communication.
' •'
3136. Mr.
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3^36. Mr. Escott.J The Committee have been told that there has been considerable obstruction to Mr. Hill's plan in the Post-office, owing to the dislike
entertained to it ; and that has not been on the part of your Lordship, but of others
not quite under your control at the Post-office. The officers whom the Committee
have had have distinctly denied ever obstructing the plan at all. Has your Lord
ship any complaint to make against any persons employed in the Post-office for
having obstructed Mr. Hill's plan ?—No, I do not think there is any fair ground
of complaint ; I have always seen every readiness to carry his plan into execution.
I do not think the Post-office was ever under better discipline than it is at present,
or orders executed with more willingness or rapidity. I think it arises from the
supposition that they are influenced by that which I believe the persons engaged in
the office predicted, namely, that Mr. Hill's plan would not produce revenue.
3137. In which prediction the Post-office authorities have been right, and Mr.
Hill wrong?—Certainly, up to this time ; there is no knowing prospectively how
it may be.
3138. Mr. Trotter.] Has any complaint been made to your Lordship by Mr.
Hill, or any other party, against any individual in your office, on account of any
obstruction offered to the proposed plan ?—None at all. I have always under
stood that our officers have been very ready to give Mr. Hill every information
and facility. I know that they were, when first I took the office, in the habit of
going down to wait upon him in Downing-street, whenever he desired.
3139. Mr. Escott.~\ With respect to the new French Treaty, is your Lordship
of opinion that it is likely to prove very advantageous both to France and to
England ?—Advantageous, as far as greater facility for correspondence, and less
charge ; but I think it is not only to France and England, but to the rest of
the world, for other countries are now finding out the advantage, and asking for
treaties on the same principle of transit and optional payment.
3140. If any persons have stated that this is a bad treaty, must not that opi
nion have been formed on insufficient information ?—I think so ; it affords the
essentials of a treaty ; the facilities of correspondence, and at a cheap rate.
3141. Mr. Baring.'] Was your Lordship consulted by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer as to the discontinuance of Mr. Rowland Hill's services ?—No, never.
3142. The discontinuance took place entirely without communication with your
Lordship r—Without any consultation upon the subject.
3143. Mr. Escott.] Does your Lordship think the Post-office, as at present
constituted, has a sufficient power by responsible officers to discharge the duties of
the office ?—I think the whole Post-office work hard, and have as much to do as
they can accomplish, and we have no spare officers. When we have to make a
treaty with a foreign government, we have to invite the country with which we
treat to send some person over to treat with us.
3144. Mr. DenisonJ] Suppose the inland correspondence were to increase
five or ten millions of letters, would it be necessary to increase the strength of the
office here as well as in the country ?—To a certain degree ; that is a thing which
varies ; it depends upon where the correspondence may increase. Where there
are very few letters, there you may be able to manage an additional number ; but
if you throw any additional number of letters on Liverpool or Birmingham, an
increase must be made to the number of clerks. Their work at those places is very
hard ; nine or ten millions of letters upon a number of two hundred millions of
letters is not a very great deal as a per-centage ; and that is about the rate at
which letters have been increasing for the last year and a half, about five or six per
cent,
3145. They have increased at that rate in the course of the year?—Yes; and it
goes on gradually increasing ; it is now at the rate of five or six per cent.
3146. Did it not appear in the last printed Quarterly Returns of the revenue,
that there had been a falling off in the Post-office ?—That is the net revenue; that
is rather uncertain ; perhaps bills may not be paid one quarter, but may be paid
another.
3147. You do not draw any conclusion from that fact that the correspondence is
decreasing?—No, certainly not; but as to the exact amount of income for the next
year, I think there is one other item ; there is a large bill we have not paid, which
is chargeable upon us, which is that of the Great Western Railroad, and which, if it
had been charged in that account, No. 201, would have made a greater deduction
from the inland postage. For the last year and a half, or year, we have paid
nothing to that railroad company; that is an agreement not completed. We
agreed
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agreed on an arbitrator some time ago ; the matter was postponed ; but at last the
arbitrator was settled, a Member of this House, Mr. Pusey; we went to arbitra
tion; and Mr. Pusey gave in his first decision 22,000?.
3148. Upon how long?—I think a year and a half; it is about i6,oooZ. or
18,000 /. a year ; it is put at so much a day, and so on. In the course of a week
after he begged to withdraw his award, and send in another at 34,000 /., which
our solicitor advised us to object to, saying he had sent in his award, and that the
arbitration was then dissolved, and that if either of them was good it was the first.
It is now before the law officers of the Crown, and I believe it will be held a void
arbitration. The South Western was not paid till after the 1st of January. Those
are two items that may be set off in the Account No. 201, in which the Inlandoffice have not appeared to great advantage, and which will be charged against
the next year's account.
3149. Viscount Ebrington.] Has the Post-office any regularly established rule
or practice, with regard to acceding or not to propositions for establishing sub
sidiary mails ?—No, no general rule ; each case depends upon itself as to the
quantum of accommodation, and the agitation in its favour.
3150. And the agitation in favour of the turnpike trusts ?— I think that comes
second.
3151. Mr. Detiison.] Are you to be un derstood that you are likely to com
plete the Post-office communication between Manchester and Hull ?— Yes, it is
represented that it is important to the mercantile interest.

Right Hon.
Lord Loiather.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. called in ; and further Examined.
3152. Mr. Hawes.] IN answer to question 1667, Colonel Maberly appears to Rolaland Hill, Esq.
state that you framed a Return, similar to No. i in the Return to the Lords, with
a view to purposes of your own. Colonel Maberly says: " It was a Return pre- 11 August 1843.
pared, as it seemed to me, rather with an object, and not such a Return as I
should have offered myself; but that was no affair of mine." Have you any
remark to make upon that ?—I have no reason to doubt that the form was framed
by myself ; and one reason for so thinking is this, that, in point of fact, I found it
necessary to frame pretty nearly all the Returns that were obtained from the Postoffice while I was at the Treasury, with a view to obtaining the statements in an
intelligible form. There is one part of this Return to the Lords, however, which
I did not frame, and that is the Return No. 7, in which the Post-office has added
together the amount of money orders issued, and the amount of money orders
paid, and has called the total the amount passing through the Post-office. I call
attention to this circumstance, with a view of showing the necessity there was for
my preparing the forms of Returns which were adopted.
31 52*. Was it or not your practice to send all the forms of Returns to the Postoffice before calling for them, that they might suggest alterations in them ?—Cer
tainly ; it was my invariable practice ; and I find, by referring to my letter-book,
that I had sent a form to the Post-office about the time this form was issued, and
which I have reason to believe was the identical form adopted.
3153. Did the Post-office frequently suggest alterations?—Yes, frequently. In
that particular instance they suggested an alteration with reference to Return
No. 3, which forms a part of the Return to the Lords. My wish was to exclude
the franks from that Return, stating, however, the fact that franks were excluded,
0.93.
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Hill, Esq. and I was authorised by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer to apply to the
Post-office to make the best estimate they could of the number of franks,, with a
11 August 1843. vjevv to thejr deduction, the fact, however, being stated in the Return itself;
but
the Post-office, at that time at least, was averse to estimates, and they objected to
making any estimate of the franks, and in consequence of that objection the
Return took its present form.
3154. How was the Return in question made out?—Understanding the ques
tion to apply to No. i, which is the Return which Colonel Maberly thinks was
framed with a view to a particular purpose, it was made out thus : the Post-office
was in the habit of sending to the Treasury a Return every week of the number of
letters which passed through the general post, distinguishing them into unpaid,
paid, and stamped, as in the printed Return. The printed Return is a mere com
pendium of the weekly Returns.
3155. Then the Return is precisely what it professes to be, founded on the ma
terials furnished by the Post-office ?—Precisely ; all that I am answerable for in
the Return is the form under which it is arranged.
3156. Does the Return include forward letters as well as those posted and
delivered in London ?—Yes ; it is headed " A Return of the Number of Letters
which have passed through the London Post-office, inwards and outwards." Of
course that must include the forward letters.
3157. Colonel Maberly appears to infer, in answer to question 1677, that this
Return has the effect of advancing the number of letters, at a certain period, from
2,000,000 to 5,000,000; what is your opinion upon that?—It is altogether
a mistake. In estimating the 2,000,000, Colonel Maberly includes the letters only
which were delivered in London ; whereas the 5,000,000 and odd includes not
only those which were delivered in London, but all that were posted in London,
and all that passed through London. That accounts for the difference between
the two.
3158. He states, in answer to question 1672, that he had seen this Return
quoted in statistical documents, as conveying this erroneous impression ; did
you ever quote it in any statistical document ?—I presume that the remark
had reference to a Paper which was read before the Statistical Society in the
year 1841, which I prepared, and which appears in the Transactions of that So
ciety. This, I imagine also, is the "lecture" to which Lord Lowther referred.
In the course of that Paper, I inferred, from the unusual increase of letters pass
ing through London, that the greater facility given by the day mails to what
are called " forward " letters through London, had produced a very large increase
in those letters. This Paper was printed by the Society some time before it was
inserted in their Journal, and they were so good as to allow me to take a number
of copies. Some copies of that Paper were sent by me to the gentlemen of the
Post-office, thinking they would like to see the account I had given ; and the
consequence was, a communication from Mr. Bokenham, pointing out to me that
the whole of this increase could not be accurately attributed to the greater
facilities afforded by the day mails ; for that, in his opinion, some part of the
additional letters consisted of letters which had been diverted from the ordinary
channels in consequence of the opening of the railways—that they were previously
cross-post letters. That appeared to me to be a very probable solution of the fact
which I had noticed, and I immediately appended a Note to the Paper, when it
was inserted in the Journal of the Society, which Note I will read ; the first part of
the note appears in the original paper, the latter part is the portion I appended ;
it stands thus : " Before the establishment of day mails this class of letters," that
is, the forward letters, " amounted to about 36,000 per week ; it is now about
170,000 per week, showing that increased facilities and reduced postage com
bined have already increased the number in the ratio nearly of five to one." It so
stood in the original paper when Mr. Bokenham was so good as to point out to me
a probable explanation of part of the increase. I added, " It must be noticed,
however, that under the old system some of these letters were probably conveyed
by cross posts." It is clear, therefore, that I did all I could to prevent any erro
neous impression being drawn from the very slight error into which I had
inadvertently fallen.
3159. If forward letters had been excluded from the Return in the Paper read
before the Statistical Society, what effect would that have had upon the amount
of increase ?— In consequence of Colonel Maberly's statement, I have been careful
to ascertain the effect, and I find that, including forward letters, the increase at
that
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that time was something less than three-and-a-quarter fold, and, excluding them, Rowland mil, Esq.
that it was something more than threefold, so that the difference is an exceedingly
11 August 1843.
small fraction.
3160. Were not the facts correctly stated in the subsequent Parliamentary
Return?—There is nothing erroneous in the Return itself; the same form has
still been maintained. When the next year came round, and a Return similar to
the preceding one was called for, I proposed to the Post-office that we should
distinguish the forward letters, in order to prevent any erroneous inference being
drawn from the Returns by persons who did not understand their construction ;
but the answer I obtained was, that ic was impossible to distinguish forward
letters, consequently that the Return must be continued in it present form.
3161. Mr. Baring.~\ The history of that Return being originally laid upon the
table of the Hcuse of Commons was this, was it not, that Sir Robert Peel asked
nie for any information which the Treasury might have upon the subject of the
increase of letters ; that I told him that, whatever Returns we had at the
Treasury we would lay upon the table of the House of Commons, and that Return
was framed, and laid upon the table of the House of Commons, from Returns we
had at the Treasury ? — I was not aware of the immediate cause which led to the
Return being laid before The House. I think I have already stated, that the
Return consists of much of the matter of the Returns which were made from
week to week to the Treasury. The only difference is this, that the Returns to
the Treasury gave the number of letters week by week, and the Returns which
were laid before The House gave the number of letters for four weeks together.
I conceive it was thought that the public would desire to obtain as much informa
tion as they could upon the progress of an interesting experiment, and therefore
all the facts which the Treasury was in possession of were laid before The House.
3162. Mr. DenlsonJ] Then those Returns are made up in conformity with the
Returns or heading drawn out by yourself while you were at the Treasury ?—
Yes; the early ones, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, I believe, were all prepared by myself.
3163. And returned to the Treasury in this form while you were there ?—
Returned by the Post-office to the Treasury, not for the identical year 1 842, but
for previous years, as long as I was there.
3164. You said you wished them to give an estimate of the number of franks?
—Yes.
3165. Was that for the purpose of seeing what would probably have been the
number of franks taken out of the whole number of letters passing through the
Post-office, or for what time did you ask for that estimate?—The inquiry has
reference to Return No. 3 ; the two first weeks in that Return are taken in the
year 1839, during which time the franking privilege existed. My wish was, that
the number of franks should be estimated, with a view to their being deducted
from the r.umber of letters for that week, so that the Return should be confined
to chargeable letters. The Post-office said they were unable to estimate the
number of franks ; that the franks had been included in the letters of those
weeks when they were counted, and that, consequently, they must be included
in the Return as made ; they are so included in that Return, according to the
heading.
3166. Have you any reason to doubt the accuracy of Return No. i, in which
the total number of letters on the 4th of January 1840, is stated at 2,202,000,
and on the aCth of January 1843, it is stated at 5,716,898 ?—No, I have no rea
son to doubt its accuracy.
3167. Mr. Bariflg.~\ When you stated that you made a calculation and found
that if you included the forward letters, the increase was three-and-a-quarter, and
that if you excluded the forward letters, the increase was but three ; that alluded
to the time when you made the calculation ?—Yes.
3168. At what time was that?—It was in May 1841.
3169. Mr. Hawes.~] In answer to question 848, in page 135, Colonel Maberly,
speaking of hourly deliveries, says that that idea of an hourly delivery was a bait
held out to the public that they should get tlieir letters within the hour, when in
fact they would only get their letters within the hour within the district for which
the letters were posted. Have you any remark to make upon that?—I have
merely to say that Colonel Maberly entirely misunderstood my plan, as he after
wards acknowledged in answer to question 1822, in page 248; but though the
ground of the accusation has been abandoned, the accusation itself still remains.
0.93.
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317<>. Mr. Dcnison.] What accusation do you allude to?— That I held out this
plan of hourly deliveries as a bait.
i August 1843.
3171. Mr. Escotl.] Does not it often happen that when persons propound public
schemes that do not answer the objects which they themselves may have had in
view, and which were generally expected would be attained from them, that it is
common to call such, holding out a bait to the public ; that that is a common mode
of expression ?— It is very likely it is, as the making groundless accusations is
unfortunately too common.
3172. Does not the groundlessness of the accusation depend upon the opinion,
you may form of the success of the plan, or not ?—I am not aware how the ground
lessness of the accusation can depend upon an opinion ; it must depend upon the
fact, I imagine.
3173. Mr. Denison.] You are merely of opinion that no man ought to throw
out an imputation on another unless he is prepared to substantiate it as a fact?—
Certainly.
3174. And that observation applies to one party as well as to another?—
Unquestionably ; and if any man, having thrown out such an imputation, finds
his conception of the facts was erroneous, I think he becomes bound to withdraw
it ; I should certainly pursue that course myself.
3175. That applies as much to persons who charge the Post-office with offeringobstructions as to those who may not correctly represent the plan ?—Certainly, if
one' accusation is equally groundless with another.
3176. Mr. Baring^} Did you ever hold out to the public any expectations that
the deliveries should be hourly, in the understanding of Colonel Maberly ? —Cer
tainly not; on the contrary, the evidence which I gave before the Commissioners
upon this subject expressly states that many of the deliveries could not be within
the hour.
3177. Mr. Hawes.] In answer to questions 1809 and 1810 in page 247,
Colonel Maberly states, that you were understood to hold out the expecta
tion that a fivefold increase of letters would take place, and the revenue would
be sustained to the former amount, on the adoption of penny postage, and that
immediately ; did you ever see any calculation made, or write anything from
which such an inference could be fairly derived ?—Certainly not ; and the Com
mittee will recollect that Colonel Maberly, when called upon to refer to a part of
my evidence in support of that statement, utterly failed in so doing ; indeed the
first extract which he read, so far from bearing out his assertion, clearly proved that
I did not calculate on sustaining the net revenue, even remotely.
3178. Were you ever asked the question as to your immediate anticipations of
revenue, or did you ever write or state anything specific and definite upon it?—
No, I never made any attempt to determine the precise time when a certain
amount of revenue would be obtained ; the question I believe never was put to me
by the Committee ; 1 have in vain searched the evidence to find any such question,
and I conceive the reason why it was not put was this, that no Member of the
Committee for a moment believed that I entertained such an expectation.
3179. Have you ever said anything incidentally upon that, or has anything been
said incidentally within your knowledge to give a colour to this impression of
Colonel Maberly's?— Certainly not. I do find in my evidence an expression of
opinion incidentally which gives no colour to the statement, but is directly opposed
to it ; it will be found in the Second Report of the Committee of 1838. In answer
to questions 11135 and 11136, the first question is, " Are you aware of Sir Ed
ward Lees having stated before this Committee that the revenue had increased in
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh in consequence of a reduction of postage from
2d. to i d. within a certain distance of that city?" My answer was, " lam."
" Does that confirm you in the expectation of your plan working, if it should be
brought into operation ?—It appears to me to be a most important and highly sa
tisfactory fact. I must own that the results exceed my expectation, because,
though I felt confident that in process of time the reduction would be compensated
by an increase of letters, I never certainly expected that that time would be so
short as 1 2 months ; and Sir Edward Lees states that the reduction was much
more than compensated by an increase of letters in the short space of 12 months;
but even if it were proved that Sir Edward Lees was mistaken, it would not shake
my confidence in the accuracy of my calculations, because his evidence goes to the
extent of an earlier increase than I had before anticipated. If that were shown to
be
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be incorrect, I should then fall back upon my previous anticipations." I believe Rowland Hill, Esq.
that is the only instance in which any mention of time occurs in the evidence.
3180. Whatever the anticipations you have formed, were they not formed on n August 1843.
the supposition that your whole plan would be adopted?—Certainly; 1 have
already stated in my evidence that such was the case ; I never expected it could
be introduced all at once, and I am decidedly of opinion that it is not introduced
even yet.
3181. In 1841 you prepared a Paper for the Statistical Society on the subject
of postage, which Paper has been frequently referred to?— I did.
3182. That Paper was deliberately and carefully written, after some practical
acquaintance with the subject ?— It was.
3183. Did that Paper hold out any expectations of an increase within a year, to
the extent of fivefold, or any definite increase ?— I certainly held out no anticipa
tion of an increase within a year; I can read what I did say upon the subject.
After having shown what the increase had been up to that lime, I proceeded as
follows : " Now I have already pointed out that the present rate of increase, as
si (i -.'.i by a comparison between March 1840 and March 1841, is more than 21
per cent, per annum. Supposing, therefore, this rate of increase to be maintained ;
that is, supposing each succeeding year to bring an augmentation of -21 per cent, as
compared with the year 1840, it is obvious that the. end in question, viz. the com
plete restoration of the gross revenue to its former footing, will be attained in about
three years and a half from the present time, or in something less than five years
from the reduction in the rates. I must request the Society carefully to remark,
that I do not here hold out any expectation that such will be the case, but merely
show that it must follow as a necessary consequence on the verification of a certain
supposition, viz. that the present rate of increase continue. How far this suppo
sition will be verified it is difficult to conjecture; impossible to predict. That the
causes on which we have hitherto depended will alone produce so great a result is,
I confess, more than I anticipate ; but that they will be efficient when combined
with the additional facilities which, as I have said above, I have always spoken of
as essential to the full success of the plan—that they will be efficient thus com
bined, is a probability on which I think I may count with confidence."
3184. Your first pamphlet on penny postage was published in 1838, was it not?
—At the beginning of 1837.
318.5. Is that passage you have stated in perfect consistency with what you
stated in your first publications?— I have from the very first invariably insisted
upon the additional facilities as an essential part of my plan.
3186. Mr. Escott.] Is that consistent with your statement that the revenue
would be sustained under your plan ? — Quite so; meaning by the revenue (as I
always meant when I spoke of its being sustained), the gross revenue.
3187. Mr. Cripps.} Have you not held out that the penny postage would
sustain the revenue of ],30O,oooZ. ?—That is not sustaining the revenue, it is
depressing it.
3188. If you have said that the revenue would be sustained to the amount of
i,300,ooo/., do you think you can safely say that you never said anything which
could by the most remote possibility induce the public to think it would be imme
diately kept up to that amount?—I never used the expression that the revenue
would be sustained to the extent of i, 300,000^
31 89. Do you mean that the word " sustained " would not be a correct expres
sion. Have you used the word " maintained " to the extent of i, 300,000 /. ?—
I have certainly spoken of the probability of getting i, 300,000 /. net revenue on
the year.
3190. Have you not in evidence, or otherwise, stated that the revenue would
be maintained, by the adoption of your plan, to the amount of i, 300,000 1. ?—Yes,
I have, looking forward to a remote time. It appears to me that it would be better
if honourable gentlemen find anything in my evidence which is inconsistent with
my statement, to read it, and I will at once admit it.
3191. In your petition to The House, you state, " That the opinion which your
petitioner expressed, both in his pamphlet and in his evidence before the Com
mittee of your Honourable House, was to the effect that the maintenance of the
Post-office revenue, even to the extent on which he calculated, (about i, 300,000 1.
a year,) depended on carrying into effect the plan as a whole " ?—Certainly.
3192. Do you not think that that allegation is calculated to make the public
think that the revenue to that amount would be always maintained?—I cannot see
0.93.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. how the public could form such an opinion, because it distinctly states that it is to
be by the introduction of the plan as a whole ; and no one could have supposed
11 August 1843. that the plan could have been introduced as a whole in the very first week.
3193. Mr. Denison.] You have always meant that the gross revenue could be
sustained to that extent ?—Yes.
3194. When you say the gross revenue, you do not make any allowance for
the extra expenditure which would be rendered necessary in consequence of your
plan being adopted ?—Yes, I reckon for that 300,000 /., which accounts for the
distinction I made that the gross revenue would be sustained, but not the net
revenue.
3195. Until the whole of your plan was introduced, and a much greater time
had elapsed than has elapsed up to this date from the adoption of the Penny-post,
you would not under any circumstances admit that your plan has failed ? —Cer
tainly not ; nor will I admit it in any amount of time, so long as those who have
to carry it out are hostile to it. With reference to the questions which have
been put to me, I beg to state that some of the friends of the measure were ready
to quarrel with me, because I would not go the length of their ideas upon the
subject.
3196. Mr. Escott.] In answer to question 154 on the first Committee on
Postage, it appears that you used these words, " I have reckoned upon a reduction
in the net revenue of about 300,000 I. per annum." From what item was that
reduction of 300,000 /. per annum taken ? —The revenue at the time was about
i, 600,000 /.
3197. Was that taken to be the whole net revenue ?—Yes.
3198. Did you give 1,300,000 /. as the anticipated net revenue ?—Yes.
3199. Mr. Hawes.~\ Anticipated revenue, when?—After the whole plan had
been introduced, and a reasonable time allowed for the change of habit on the
part of the people to take place.
3200. An extiact from your evidence has been read; will you refer to the pas
sages immediately preceding the passage quoted. The answer to the question is
this, " I have of course given a great deal of thought to that question. It is mani
fest that it is impossible to arrive at any certain conclusion as to the increase of
letters, but the result of all the thought I have given to the subject is this, that it
is very possible the revenue may be fully sustained, and even increased. I have
not, however, calculated on its being sustained." Is that correctly quoted from
your evidence ?—I have no doubt it is ; I think Colonel Maberly read that answer.
Before passing to another subject, as Colonel Maberly appealed to the Third Report
of the Committee, in order to show what was the understanding of the Committee
with regard to rny plan, perhaps I may be allowed, myself, to read an extract from
the same document, with the same intention, if Honourable Members will turn to
page 6
3201. Mr. Escotl.l What is this to prove ?—It is to prove that the Committee
did not understand my plan in the restricted sense in which it would be understood
from what was read by Colonel Maberly.
3202. Mr. Gibson.'] Was it ever stated that the net revenue was to be
i, 300,000 /. immediately after the introduction of your plan, or was it stated that
the net revenue would be i, 300,000 /. at some future period, not defined, after the
full introduction of your plan ?—My statement was, that I anticipated a revenue
to that amount; but I never attempted to define the period at which it would be
obtained.
3203. Mr. Hawes.~\ Did the Committee on Postage express any opinion in
regard to an immediate revenue?— I am not aware that they did in any part of
their Report ; but I find that one of the resolutions in the Third Report is as
follows : " That it is the opinion of this Committee that so soon as the state of the
public revenue will admit of the risking a large temporary reduction, it will be
expedient to subject all inland letters to a uniform rate of i d. per half-ounce, in
creasing at the rate of i d. for each additional half-ounce."
3204. Mr. Cripps.] Will you turn to page 30 of the Third Report ; do you
find there under the eighth head for consideration of the Committee " Plan of Mr.
Rowland Hill " ?—Yes.
320.5. There is one headed " Uniform Rate of Postage"' ;—Yes.
3206. In page 35, head 3, " Payment in Advance" f—-Yes.
3207. In page 38, section 4, " Collection of Postage by means of Stamps "?—
Yes.
3208. Page
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3208. Page 43, section 5, " Postage regulated according to Weight" ?—Yes.
3209. That concludes, with the exception of paragraph 6, which does not apply
11 August 1843.
to it, that eighth division called Mr. Hill's plan?—Yes.
3210. Those heads generally so stated have been carried out, have they not?—
No, not entirely.
3211. I find at the end of the Report, page 69, " That in the opinion of all the
witnesses, excepting most of the officers of the Post-office, the adoption of Mr.
Hill's plan would occasion a very great increase in the number of letters posted,
and in the opinion of most of them, a far greater increase than would be required
to maintain the revenue at its present amount." Do you think that statement is
calculated to lead to the impression that the revenue would be sustained or not
to the amount of i,ooo,ooo/, at least?—I think it is a statement calculated to
lead to that impression ; but honourable gentlemen will be aware that the state
ment is that such was the opinion of most of the witnesses. I cannot suppose that
I was included under that term, because I held out no expectation of the kind.
The passage states that in the opinion of all the witnesses, except most of the
officers of the Post-office, the adoption of my plan would occasion a very great
increase in the number of letters posted. I must be included under the term " all,"
of course, and I did entertain, and did express that opinion. Then it goes on to
say, " And in the opinion of most of them a far greater increase than would be
required to maintain the revenue at its present amount." That term does not
necessarily include me, and I cannot conceive that it was intended to include me,
because my evidence was not of that tenor. There are one or two parts to which
I would beg to call the attention of the Committee connected with facilities.
I would request the Committee to read the 13th Resolution, which is found also
in the Third Report in page VIII. The resolution is to the following effect :
" That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the cheap, speedy, and more fre
quent communication by means of post, which it is the object of Mr. Hill's plan
to establish, would greatly facilitate all commercial transactions, and lead to a great
extension of trade, both foreign and domestic. That this extension of trade would,
in no inconsiderable degree, improve the general revenue of the country, and thus
probably compensate for any small diminution which might take place in the revenue
of the Post-office." This resolution shows that the Committee understood my
plan to include something more than a mere reduction of the rate; but that is not
left in a state of doubt, —if the Committee will have the kindness to refer to page 64
in the same Report, they will find there a statement spread over two pages, the whole
tenor of which i.s to press the necessity of additional means of communication.
I rather hesitate in reading so long an extract, but I think it is necessary, to put
the Commitle in possession of my view of the case. The first part appears in
my evidence ; I confined myself to that, as I did not anticipate any objection
to the statement I made. It begins thus: " Mr. Hill considers it very essential to
the proper working of his plan, that greater facilities should be given to the trans
mission of letters. That such facilities would produce a great effect on the
number of letters, is shown, he argues, by the fact, that the improvements intro
duced by Mr. Palmer, though accompanied by several augmentations made at
different times in the rates of postage, produced a very considerable increase in
the number of letters. Improved facilities in distribution, he considers an essential
part of his plan, and until such improvement were adopted his plan could not
be said to be introduced or tried." Then the Report goes on, " The impression
at the Post-office, says Colonel Maberly, is as a general principle, and it is, in
point of fact, almost always found as a general rule, that increased accommodation
produces an increased quantity of letters. The assistant-secretary, Mr. Lawrence,
is of opinion, that an increased number of deliveries would increase the corres
pondence of the country generally. Mr. Banning, postmaster of Liverpool,
states, that the more frequent opportunities there are of writing the more letters
will be sent ; that many deliveries give facilities for sending, and that the best
way of raising the revenue is by quickness of despatch. Mr. Brown, of Liverpool,
in the view he takes of the improvements essential to the proper working of the
Post-office, would think it necessary to associate with a low rate of postage quick
transmission, rapid sorting, quick and frequent delivery ; deliveries, he thinks,
cannot be too frequent ; the more frequent the better, consistently with the means
the Post-office possess of making them. It appears from a Return laid before
your Committee (No. 16, page 469, Report i), that in the three years preceding
the conveying of the Manchester and Liverpool mail by railways, the postage on
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Rotvland Hill, Esq. letters passing between those towiis averaged 12,964^., and that the receipts were
then on the decline; but that since the conveyance of the mail by railway has
11 August 1843. been established the receipts have risen, on the average of the three years ending
with 1837 inclusive, to the annual amount of 16,977 /., or about 31 percent.;
and this increase has taken place on the very line of communication which is one
of the chief lines for practising evasion ; want of facilities it appears, as well as
high postage, has occasioned evasion. Mr. Willock, postmaster of Manchester,
writes word that letters have in numerous instances been sent in coach parcels,
not so much with a view to save postage, as to facilitate transmission and to insure
early delivery. This happens, he states, very much in those neighbourhoods in
which there is not direct communication through the medium of the Post-office,
especially in a populous and manufacturing district between 10 and 30 miles from
Manchester. In confirmation of the latter remark, Mr. Cobden states, that in
the village of Sabden, 28 miles from Manchester, where his print works are,
although there is a population of 1,200 souls, there is no post-office, nor anything
that serves for one. Mr. Cobden also states, that the Chamber of Commerce of
Manchester consider that this is the epoch for a total change in the management
of the Post-office as regards the frequency of transmission, and the punctuality of
its arrangements. The objection is, in the first instance, to the rates of postage;
and next, they are of opinion, that on the opening of new lines of railroad the
Post-office must adapt itself to that great revolution in internal communication."
I do not like to trouble the Committee with further detail, but the whole tendency
of this is to urge the more frequent despatch of letters. In support of that, I would
beg to refer the Committee to pages 64 to 66 of the Third Report.
3212. Mr. Gibson.'] Do you think, with regard to the early delivery of letters,
that at the present time letters are sent in parcels for the sake of securing an'
earlier delivery, though not for the sake of saving expense ?—I know that that is
the case to a certain extent ; not to any great extent, I think.
3213. Mr. Dtnison.~\ You know that they are sent, but do you know the object
with which they are sent?—I know they are sent with that object, not for the
saving of expense, but at an additional expense, to save time; the railways deliver
more rapidly than the Post-office.
3214. Mr. Hawes.~] Have you anything to add to your former evidence upon
the subject of the Indian correspondence ?—This part of the case is worse than,
from the facts as I knew them when I gave my evidence in chief, I could have
supposed possible. Upon the evidence of Colonel Maberly it stands thus :—On
the 24th of November 1842, the East India Company informs the Post-office
that letters are detained at Bombay for default of prepayment of former postage :
(I refer to question 978, in page 166.) In April 1843 notice of this detention is
first given to the public. No information of this detention is given to the Trea
sury until the same month of April. The Post-office chooses, in breach of rules,
to correspond with the East India Company direct. Lord Lowther's letter,
written in April, calls the information given to the Post-office in November a
"recent communication." This irregularity is justified by Colonel Maberly, on
the ground that the Post-office could settle the matter in two months, whereas the
Treasury would take two years ; the fact being, as stated in Parliament by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, that as soon as he heard of the detention which
had then been known to the Post-office nearly rive months, he communicated with
the East India Company, who, within a few days, signified their consent to forego
their forward postage, in consideration of the inconvenience sustained by the public ;
so that, supposing the course adopted by the Post-office in the kind of notice they
issued to be as clearly right, as I submit it was clearly wrong, the conduct of the
Post-office, as proved by their own witness, remains utterly without excuse.
3215. Chairman^] Are you aware how the communication arose between the
Post-office and the East India Company ?—A part of the correspondence is given
in the Appendix, but not the whole of the letters referred to—that in November
is not given.
3216. Do you know what first gave rise to any communication between the
Post-office and the East India Company upon this subject ?— I think, if I recollect
rightly, it was in consequence of the information communicated by the Post-office,
that some part of the postage was not paid. Colonel Maberly stated the circum
stances in evidence.
3217. Did it not arise out of the question respecting the settlement of the
account between the Post-office and the East India Company ?—I think it did.
3218. Mr.
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321 8. Mr. E. Tennent.] You have stated that the Post-office were in possession Rowland Hill, Esq.
of the information in November 1842, but failed to act upon it till April i 843; but,
if you turn to page 166 of the Evidence, you will find it stated that the Post-office ll August 1843.
were not in possession of the information connected with Bombay till March 1843.
The information they possessed, previously to that, referred merely to the Red
Sea postage ; but they then ascertained, upon putting a direct inquiry upon the
subject for the first time, that a similar detention occurred with regard to the letters
from Bombay ?—The Evidence which I find at page if>5 is to this effect : " When
did the Post-office first learn that the letters were detained at Bombay ' " The
answer is, " The 24th of November 1842."
3219. It appears from the answer, part of which you have quoted, that on the
28th of February 1843 tne Post-office addressed a letter to the East India Com
pany, desiring explicit information upon this point, to which they received an
answer in 1843 ; is it your impression that, if they were already in possession of
that information in the November previous, they would have asked a second time
to be supplied with it?— I think it would be rather unwise in me to answer
a question as to what the Post-office would be likely to do.
3220. The fact is there stated, that in February 1 843 they applied for the
information ; is the inference which you would draw from that fact that they
were in possession of that information, or that they were not in possession of that
information ?—It does not rest upon inference, because the fact is clearly stated that
they were in possession of the information on the 24th of November 1842 ; unless
I can doubt the accuracy of that statement, it appears to me that I cannot
doubt but that they were in possession of the information on the 28th of February
1842.
3221. The fact is equally in evidence that they applied for the information on
the 28th of February 1843?—Then I infer that the impression upon the mind of
the Honourable Member is, that the evidence is contradictory.
3222. Mr. Baring.] You have been asked as to your opinion; are you of
opinion that if this correspondence had gone through the Treasury, this blunder
would have taken place ?—I think I have already answered that question, that
finding the measure defended by the Treasury, I presume that the course would
have been much the same had the letter gone through the Treasury. I think I
may safely say that it would not have been so at the time I was in the Treasury
myself.
3223. Mr. Hawes.] Have you any remarks to offer with reference to what you
have called the fallacious Return, No. 201 ?— I beg to call the attention of the
Committee to the fact, that the Post-office has not brought, a single witness who
will pledge himself to any one disputed item of the Return. Two witnesses only
speak to it at all. The first is Lord Lowther, who having formed the opinion that
all revenue was derived from foreign and colonial postage, ordered an estimate to
be made. This estimate, when made, proved to be too short, he therefore or
dered that the present Return or estimate should be prepared, The other witness
is Colonel Maberly.
3224. Mr. Escolt.] What do you mean by " too short "?— 1 am using the term
of Colonel Maberly,—that it produced less revenue than was anticipated ; that I
understand to be the meaning of the term. The other witness was Colonel
Maberly, who was very much occupied at the time with the French treaty; and
he states that he had little or nothing to do with any part of the Return except
the number of inland letters, which he states he directed to be computed by a
process which he has himself attacked as erroneous. Colonel Maberly also states
the Return to have been framed by tuo clerks now in Canada. Colonel Maberly's
evidence upon this subject will be found at pages 148, 196, 207, and 229. It is
admitted that the Return cannot be sustained by its internal evidence ; for, as
previously shown upon the number of inland letters given in the Return, the
revenue, after certain necessary deductions, would not be more than a penny each
letter, which is admitted to be an absurd result. Then as either the data must be
changed, or the results abandoned, Colonel Maberly attacks the only item pro
duced precisely according to his own directions, namely, the number of inland
letters. Since this Return is unsupported, and even impeached in a material part
by Colonel Maberly, further examination may be necessary : but the importance
of the subject will, I hope, excuse me in proceeding. And first, as to the admitted
errors
The Witness was directed to withdraw.
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The Witness was again called in, aud was informed by the Chairman that
he could not be allowed to comment on the evidence, but must confine hini11 August 1843.
se]f t0 answering the questions of the Committee.
3225. With reference to the Third Report of the Postage Committee, did you
see that Report before it was printed ?—I think I saw some of the calculations
before it was printed; I did not see the whole, nor any great portion of it.
3226. Did you see the abstract of your own evidence?—No, I did not.
3227. Mr. Haices.] In answer to question 165-2, Colonel Maberly says, " I
maintain that I have a perfect right to argue, from the non-success of the penny
postage in Ireland as compared with great Britain, that the general result of that
is borne out ; namely, that the penny postage has produced very little revenue in
Great Britain, having produced none in Ireland, and that the greater proportion
of that revenue is derived from foreign postage." Do you concur in that view?
—I must own that I cannot see the force of the argument. It appears to me to
be of this kind—The penny postage is less successful in Ireland than in Great
Britain—the penny postage produces nothing in Ireland,—therefore it will pro
duce very little in Great Britain. It appears to me to be illogical ; —I must
add that unless the Return 201 can be supported by more powerful reasoning,
it must be given up. The Committee will be aware that the whole argument
rests upon the equality of expense of distributing letters in Ireland and in Eng
land. Now there is nothing like equality ; I have prepared an estimate of the
expense per letter in Great Britain and in Ireland, for the purpose of comparison.
It is for the year 1842 ; with the permission of the Committee, I will put it in.
The result is this : that the cost per letter in Great Britain is nine-tenths of a penny,
and in Ireland a penny and T§? ths of a penny. The expense in Ireland being
*J0 ths of a penny, or more than 50 per cent, above the cost in England; such
being the result, of course I cannot concur in the opinion entertained by
Colonel Maberly, that the state of things in Ireland is a fair criterion.
3228. Will you deliver in that estimate ?—
[The same ivas delivered in and read, as follows ;]
ROUGH ESTIMATE of the EXPENSE PER LETTER in Great Britain and Ireland,
compared for the Year 1842 [disregarding in each case the Cost of Newspapers and
Money Orders, and throwing the whole Cost of General Management (so far as this is
done in the Finance Accounts) on Great Britain].
£.
s. d.
839,000 - -

Great Britain :
Expenses in Great Britain (Financial Accounts, p. 57) - j
Deduct for expenses connected with foreign and colonial letters,
as estimated in Return 201/43 ; say £•

139,000 -

-

700,000

-

-

Letters in 1842, say, as per Return No. 201 - 209,000,000—22,000,000= 187,000,000.
Average cost per letter - ^£. 700.000^ __ ,
187,000,000

9 •

£.
s. d.
127,856 - 194 - ~

Ireland :
Expenses in Ireland (Finance Accounts, p. 59)
Deduct ship-letter payments
£.

Letters in 1842, say

-

-

-

Average cost per letter

127,662

-

- 22,328,000 (Return to Lords, No. 64.)
-

- £.127,662 _
22,32 8,000' -1>3/«.90
1-37

Great Britain (as above)
Ireland (as above)
Excess in Ireland -

- - -

Or more than 50 per cent.

•47

-
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3229. There being but few foreign and colonial letters in Ireland, are you Rowland Hill, Esq.
enabled to calculate more accurately the cost of the postage per letter ?—Yes.
—
•
This is a calculation which I have prepared : —
n August 1843.
IRISH LETTERS.—Estimate of AVERAGE POSTAGE in 1842.
Assuming all the letters to be Inland, as Colonel Maberly does (Evidence 1832, 8tc.),
the average Inland Prepaid Rate will be got thus: —
Gross revenue, less Returns, Sic. in 1 842 (Finance Accounts,
Deductions (as in my Evidence, p. 46):
(Government postage included in the average.)
Money orders (Finance Accounts)
- £. 2,536
Miscellaneous receipts
616
Late-letter fees (Evidence, p. 47) say 1,500
Registration fees (Evidence, p. 47)
400
Additional rate on unpaid and under-paid letters,
f,d. per 100 letters on, say 22,328,000 (Lords'
Return, No. 64/42)
_____ 4,652
Total Deductions - - -

p. 59)

—
—

£.
s. d.
128,984 - -

—
-

- -

Postage, if all had been Prepaid - - - £.

9.704 - ii9,.8o

- -

Which divided by the number of letters (22,328,000) gives 1.28^. per letter.

3230. How will that estimate agree with your previous average postage per
letter in the United Kingdom ?—My previous estimate was a penny and a fifth of
a penny, consequently this average is something more ; eight-hundredths of a penny
more. It will be necessary of course to bear in mind that there are some few
foreign letters in Ireland, which would have the effect of enhancing the average,
and that the Government letters are also somewhat above the average weight, pro
bably ; but at the same time to set against those letters we have to consider that in
Ireland there are in all probability fewer heavy packets, in proportion to the whole
number of letters, than in this country ; consequently I am of opinion that the
average postage in Ireland, as obtained from that estimate, does not differ very
widely from the true average of inland postage in this country.
3231. What is your present opinion of the average postage on inland letters in
this country ?— My opinion has been rather confirmed by the evidence which has
been given ; I estimated it at first at a penny and a fifth as the minimum—being
the safe side ; and my opinion is that that is the safe side ; and in confirmation
of that opinion, I would call the attention of the Committee to a statement at
page 236 in Colonel Maberly's evidence, of the number of heavy packets which
pass through the London office in a given time, which are described as of a kind
which under the old system would not have passed, and which would tend very
greatly to enhance the average rate. It will be seen by reference to the table that
the postage on those heavy packets alone would amount to nearly 50,000 /. a year.
3232. If the Committee consider the average a penny and one-fifth to be
established as the postage of a letter, and adopt for the moment what the Postoffice authorities have stated with reference to the Return 201, namely, that the
error in the Return consists in the number of letters, will you state how much that
number would be reduced in order to make the Return consistent with itself?—It
would be necessary to reduce the whole number of letters by about 40,000,000 ;
so that unless the Committee think it possible that an error to the extent of
40,000,000 can have been made in counting the letters, there is no adjustment of
the account which will place it in a consistent state.
3233. Mr. B. Denison.] When you made your calculation, taking the letters at
a penny and a fifth, did you make a calculation of what the difference would be,
taking the letters at a penny?—The difference would be about i7O,ooo/. a year.
3234. Will you state where you think the error lies, or how to correct it ?—
My opinion decidedly is, that the error is in the amount of foreign and colonial
postage, and consequently also in the amount of inland postage.
3235. Do you mean that they have put too much to foreign postage, and too
little to inland postage? —Certainly, that was my original statement.
0.93.
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3236. Mr. Trotter.'] You object to the foundation of the Return ; that is, to
the division of the gross amount of revenue, as here exhibited, credited to the
1 1 August 1 843. jnland and the foreign postage ?—Yes.
3237. Then your chief objection is to the sums as they are here divided between,
the inland and the foreign postage; that is, the 1,027,000?. and 583,000?. ; those
sums you suppose to be improperly divided?—Yes ; that is the main objection. I
have stated these matters very fully in my former evidence.
3238. Mr. B. Denison.~\ Will you refer to No. 4 (in the Lords' Return,
No. 64) ; have you any objection to make to the accuracy of that Return, as
regards the gross revenue, cost of management, &c.&c. ?—No, I have no reason to
doubt the accuracy of the Return, so far as the three first columns are concerned ;
namely, the gross revenue, the cost of management, and net revenue.
3239. Can you say anything about the postage charged in the Government de
partments ?—Yes ; my opinion is, that the amount of postage for the two first years
is understated.
3240. What do you say about the three last years ?—I have no reason to sup
pose that there is any error there ; but I have no means of judging.
3241. Then you do not impugn the accuracy of the statement as regards the
three last years ?—No.
3242. Mr. Hawes.'] Have you any remarks that you wish to make, in addition
to the evidence you have given, upon Return 201 ?—1 shall be happy to complete
the remarks which I was in the course of making. First as to admitted errors :
first, the estimate is not a return of ascertained facts, as it purports to be ; second,
the deductions for dead letters are unjustly divided between inland postage on the
one hand and foreign and colonial postage on the other, to the prejudice of inland
postage ; third, the share of expenses to be charged against the Money-order
Office is greatly understated, to the prejudice of the inland postage, being put
down at i5,ooo/., whereas they are admitted by Colonel Maberly in the evidence
(i 203-4) to be about 30,000 J. ; fourth, the charge of the packet service is admitted
by Colonel Maberly to be unjust in principle, and by Lord Lowther to be greatly
exaggerated in amount ; lastly, that either the number of inland letters, or the
amount of revenue derived from them, must be wrong ; Colonel Maberly cannot
say which (1475), though elsewhere he attacks the letters. But in the midst of
these errors the Post-office says in effect, We can so amend the data that the results
shall remain the same, so far as regards the division between inland postage and
foreign and colonial postage. To some extent, possibly, this may have been done
already. The first Estimate prepared for Lord Lowther (No. 284 of this Session),
though it differs widely in its data, yet it agrees pretty nearly in its results, so far
as they go, with the second Estimate, just as the second Estimate is to agree with
the third. I cannot consent to reduce the number of letters, because I believe it to
be nearly correct, though a little too small ; indeed Colonel Maberly admits (1488),
that calculating the number from the 1 2 weeks in the Return to the Lords, and
including foreign and colonial letters, which are inland letters in part of their pro
gress, the number is 21 1,000,000 instead of 209,000,000, as stated in the Return.
But the basis on which the calculation of letters rests is impugned. My opinion
is, that the basis is much better than that on which the calculation of foreign and
colonial postage rests; and my reasons for thinking so are these: in the first
place it is a wider basis, inasmuch as the calculation of foreign and colonial post
age rests on a basis of eight weeks only, whereas the calculation of letters rests
on a basis of 1 2 weeks ; and secondly, because the 1 2 weeks from which the letters
are reckoned are distributed fairly over the whole year, whereas the eight weeks
from which the foreign and colonial postage is reckoned are taken all together at
the end of the year. But it is stated in evidence by gentlemen of the Post-office,
that the numbers are wilfully falsified by the servants of the Post-office, in
proof of which reference is given to a letter from Mr. Bokenham to myself. The
letter was written in January 1842, since which, as stated in evidence (2635),
checks have been applied with a view to greater accuracy in future; and seeing
that the error occurred in the beginning of 1842, and that the account of letters
is for the year 1842, after the discovery of the error, and the application of checks,
it does not appear to me that the error in question can be considered as touching
the estimate of letters to any material extent. With reference to these returns of
letters, I wish distinctly to state to the Committee that, with the single exception
contained in the letter of Mr. Bokenham, they have invariably been represented to
me as trustworthy. Other returns which were made weekly to the Treasury,
have
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have repeatedly been represented as in some degree inaccurate ; but the monthly Rowland Hill,
returns, those on which the estimate of 21 1,000,000 rests, have, as I said before,
August 1843.
with a single exception, been stated to be trustworthy ; and if the Committee will
afford me an opportunity, I shall have no difficulty in supporting my statement by
the testimony of others. In further proof of the accuracy of the monthly returns,
I beg to call the attention of the Committee to the fact that they invariably mani
fest those fluctuations in amount which would be expected : if a holiday occurs in
the course of the week, as on Good Friday, we invariably find the inland letters
reduced in consequence ; or if anything arises which leads to the writing of a
greater number of letters, we find the returns evincing the operation of that
cause. Looking, therefore, to the returns as a whole, though I cannot doubt that
occasionally errors may arise, I see no reason to suppose that those errors
are at all material, or that they are more likely to arise in one direction than
another. But I beg to subject the question to a test which cannot be affected
by such false excess, assuming it to exist. The number of inland letters the Com
mittee will see is only material as a step towards arriving at the amount of revenue
produced by such letters ; that is the main point in dispute. Colonel Maberly
says (1632), that Ireland may be considered as without foreign or colonial postage,
the quantity being very small ; that being so, the revenue from Ireland is from
inland letters. Now, it appears from the Finance Accounts (see page 59), that the
revenue for Ireland, in the year 1842, was 1 28,984^ From Return 64 to the
Lords, it also appears that the number of Irish letters delivered in the year 1 842,
was 22,328,000; the number for the United Kingdom is given in Return 201,
at 209,611,000. Then, as the letters for Ireland are to the letters for the United
Kingdom, so is the inland revenue of Ireland to the inland revenue of England,
whicb will be found to be i,2io,877/., or I2,ooo/. more than I claim. This cal
culation the Committee will see is independent of the actual number of letters of
the two countries; it rests on the proportionate numbers only, and would not be dis
turbed by any allowance for error, however great. For example, suppose you allowed
5 per cent, tor false excess ; as such allowance would act equally on the number
of letters of both countries, it would not change the result. Or suppose, instead
of a false excess, the error lay in a false diminution, and you add a per-centage,
the result will remain unaffected. The agreement in results, when the processes
of calculation are so independent of each other, is a very cogent proof of their
correctness. In the former evidence, I have pointed out, that though Ireland
contained some few foreign and colonial letters, yet that circumstance is counter
acted by others ; so that the average postage of Ireland may, I think, be taken
as a tolerably fair index of the average inland postage of England. I have
also checked the number of inland letters by another process of calculation ;
from data furnished by the London district post, which I am ready to go
through if desired by the Committee. The reasoning is somewhat refined,
and not easy to follow at the moment, but it is of a very satisfactory nature
to my mind. On the whole matter, after a very careful examination of the
whole evidence, I distinctly state my opinion, that the number of 209,611,508
letters, as it stands in the Return 201, is not erroneous on the side of excess ;
but the Post-ofHce support their impeachment of the Return of the number
of letters on the ground that it gives more revenue to the inland postage
than remains for inland postage after a due share is allotted to foreign and colonial
postage. If this share were ascertained truly, the consequence would be irresistible ;
but how is it ascertained ? The calculators are in Canada ; the calculations are
based on an account kept for two months ; the account, though it has been pro
duced to the Committee, is not printed in the evidence, and is therefore not open
to my inspection ; the framer of the account is not examined ; the materials for
keeping or framing the account are not explained. Colonel Maberley says, that the
account is liable to errors, as not furnishing true averages for the year. I cannot
consider the account as affording a true average for the year, for this reason among
others : the foreign and colonial revenue, exclusively of the internal revenue of the
colonies, in 1837, was, according to a Return in the First Report of the previous
Committee (page 471), 340,000 /., since which very large reductions have been
made in the rates, which, increase of letters apart, would in my opinion reduce the
amount of postage to less than 200,000 I. In 1840, according to an estimate made
for the Treasury, the amount of foreign and colonial postage, with some slight
exceptions, was estimated at 388,000 /.
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Rowland Hill, Esq. 3243. Chairman.] By whom wa's that estimate made?—By the Post-office. —
—
Subsequent reductions in the rates, increase of letters apart, would have reduced this
1 1 August 1 843. to about 360,000 I. In 1 841 , according to another estimate made by the Post-office
(namely, No. 284 of the present Session), the amount, including the Government
postage, but excluding the internal revenue of the colonies, was 4O7,ooo/. In 1 842,
according to Return No. 201, it is 506,000 /. It will, therefore, be seen on a
comparison of the accounts for the several years, that assuming them to be correct,
the rate of increase is enormous. If so, it is manifest that two months at
the end of the year will give a false excess if taken as the average of the year,
which we are informed by the Post-office Committee has been done. The temp
tation to the servants of the Post-office to exaggerate the number of letters must,
I conceive, be equally great as to foreign and colonial postage ; but there is no
hint that it ever was corrected, or indeed suspected by the clerks to whom the
matter was left. Then the improbabilty that the correct amount of foreign and
colonial postage has been obtained, is shown by the enormous average postage
of letters which it gives, although, as it appears by the evidence of Mr. Bokenham, the course is to count a newspaper as a letter when it pays postage—that
postage is so small, usually, I think, a penny, that it must greatly reduce the
average—notwithstanding this, a comparison of the number of letters, as stated
in the Return No. 201, with the amount of postage, gives an average of 18 d.
per letter. That this average cannot be correct will, 1 think, at once be seen,
when I state to the Committee what are the rates charged on the prevailing classes
of foreign and colonial letters. The newspapers form a very large class, and the
rates upon them are, as I have already stated, I believe, for the most part i d., but
some, 1 think are o.d. Another very large class of letters consist of those to
and from Hamburgh. The rate charged on such letters, after deducting id.,
which I claim as a part of the inland postage, is $d. Another very large class is
that of ship-letters, which, making the same deduction, are charged 7 of. Then
come the letters to France, which, even before the reduction, were very numerous,
and the single rate there, still deducting the i d. for inland postage, was 9 d.
A still larger class, in all probability, consists of the colonial packet letters;
the single rate on which, with the same deduction, is i\d. Of the highpriced letters I am not aware of any class which is very numerous, except the
Indian letters vid Marseilles; and those, though very numerous, are small in num
ber compared with the other classes which I have enumerated. The single rate
charged upon such letters is, I think, 2s. 8 d. Now, of course, the average rate on
foreign and colonial letters, like the average rate on inland letters, would be
higher than the average single rate, in consequence of many of them being multiple
letters. Still I think it will be seen that it is scarcely possible, the prevailing rates
being such as I have stated, that the average rate of postage, can be so high as it
must be if the Return 201 is correct, namely, i s. 6d. per letter. To conclude—
Taking into account, first, the great fluctuations in the arrival of foreign and shipletters ; secondly, the narrow basis upon which their postage is calculated, as com
pared with the number of inland letters ; thirdly, that the period taken is at
the end of the year, and consequently when the rapidly increasing amount of revenue
could not be fairly assumed as indicating the average; fourthly, the temptation to
exaggerate, which appears to me to be quite as great as regards the amount of
postage as regarding the number of letters (and I am not aware of any check
which has been applied to the statement of the postage); fifthly, the sudden augmen
tation in amount of foreign and colonial postage, as compared with the previous
amounts, which, I have reason to believe, were themselves highly estimated ; and,
sixthly, the improbability of the average rate being so high as iSd. : taking all
these matters into account, it appears to me to be much more probable that the
error, which it is acknowledged on all hands exists in the Return somewhere or
other, is in the amount of foreign and colonial postage, rather than in the number
of inland letters ; and, in confirmation of this opinion, I would call the attention
of the Committee to my estimates of inland revenue, and to the fact that, it" those
are at all correct, then the Return of foreign and colonial postage must be exceed
ingly incorrect.
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Appendix, No. 1.
REPORT ON THE SECURITY IN THE DELIVERY OF LETTERS, AS
AFFECTED BY PREPAYMENT.
Treasury Chambers, 19 November 1839.
Appendix, No. l.
IT is alleged that the proposed prepayment of letters will render their delivery insecure :—
__
1. Because the letter-carriers, not having, as now, to account for the receipt of postage, Security in Delimay be tempted to destroy any letters the delivery of which would be attended with much very of Letters, as
trouble. And,
affected by Prepay2. Because letters improperly or imperfectly addressed will occasionally be delivered to rnent.
the wrong parties, who having paid no postage on them, have none to receive back ; and
' • •
who will therefore, it is presumed, not take the trouble to give them up to the postman, or
to forward them to their proper destination.
I at once admit that each of these causes, if unchecked, might lead to insecurity ; but
checks have been provided in order to counteract that tendency. These checks are, I
believe, amply sufficient ; but if they should prove much less effectual than may reasonably
be expected, I am of opinion that even then the security will be greater than it now is ; for
though new sources of insecurity will be partly opened, old ones, which are much more
copious, will be effectually closed.
In comparing the security under the proposed arrangements with that which now exists,
it will be necessary in each case to take into account every kind of insecurity to which the
letter is exposed during its progress from the hands of the writer to those of the reader.
The present post-letters amount to almost 87,000,000 per annum, of which about
13,000,000 are now prepaid, and 7,000,000 are franks. It appears, therefore, that 20,000,000
of letters are already exposed to the insecurity, whatever it may be, which results from
their being delivered free ; and as this class of letters is amply large enough to indicate the
danger, if it exist to any appreciable extent, it becomes important to ascertain whether, in
the opinion of the Post-office and the public, any peculiar insecurity is attached to them.
The Postmaster-general (2821) says, " there is no doubt an idea in the mind of the public,
that post-paid letters are not quite so secure as those that are not paid ;" but he does not
state that there is in reality any difference. He, however, appears to be of opinion that
universal prepayment would produce insecurity.
Mr. Louis (1966) " doubts whether there is equal safety" in the delivery of post-paid
letters;" and being asked (1969), " Do you think that the public feel that there is an inse
curity with regard to the post-paid letters?" he replies, " I think the public, in some
instances, have thought so, particularly in small places. I have known persons have a dis
inclination to pay the postage, fearing that the parties through whose hands it passed might
suppress the letter for the sake of the postage."
Mr. Lawrence, on the other hand, replies as follows: " If the system were introduced of
payment beforehand, would that interfere, in your opinion, with the safe delivery of the
letters ?" " I think not." They would, in your opinion, be delivered with as much safety
and security under that system as the present?" " I think so." (1067-8.)
These are the only opinions bearing on the question which I find expressed by gentlemen
from the Post-office.
On the part of the public, Messrs. Brankston (4176), Moffatt (4319), and Desborough
(5113), each concerned in a very extensive correspondence, state that post-paid letters are
as safe in their delivery as those not paid.
On this point the Postage Committee reported as follows : " Prepayment has been objected
to on the ground that it would diminish the security for the delivery of letters. Mr. Hill
appears to admit that such might be the case, unless precautionary measures, such as giving
to the sender of a letter the option, on payment of a small extra rate, of taking a receipt for
the letter (a plan for effecting which he describes in detail), were adopted. With these pre
cautions, which appear desirable on other grounds, he shows that the security for the
delivery of letters would be augmented ; but no evidence has been afforded that post-paid
letters, after having once reached a post-office, are less secure of being delivered than other
letters." p. 37.
The admission alluded to arose out of my not carefully distinguishing at the time between
the danger to which letters are exposed before reaching the office, and that to which they
are liable afterwards. It was clearly shown by several witnesses that there is insecurity to
post-paid letters on the way to the office, arising out of the present necessity for entrusting
messengers with money to pay the postage. With stamps, this necessity would, of course,
be obviated, and the insecurity removed.
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^n indirect proof of the equal security of prepaid letters, after they have once reached
the office, may be drawn from the state of the law, which assumes that a letter has been
delivered if it can be shown that it has been posted ; and in this assumption makes no distinction between paid letters and franks on the one hand, and unpaid letters on the other,
Prepaid letters are indeed exempt from one risk which the others are exposed to ; namely,
that of refusal (in ignorance of the contents) by the parties to whom they are addressed ;
and it is well known that many letters are now prepaid in order to guard against this
insecurity.
On a careful consideration of the whole case, I am inclined to think that, under the
present arrangements, there is no appreciable difference as regards the security of delivery
between prepaid letters (either by payment or franks) and unpaid letters, after they have
once reached the post-office ; and I have shown that with stamps the present insecurity
before reaching the office would be removed. It follows, therefore, as respects a large
class of letters, the securities under the proposed arrangements, even without the specific
check I have recommended in Post-office reform, would be greater than they now are.
I am aware it is said that the letter-earner is now obliged to make his round for the
delivery of unpaid letters, and that this is the cause of the regular delivery of paid letters ;
but it appears to me so obvious that under neither arrangement could the letter-earner
possibly omit to make his round without certain detection, that this argument is scarcely
deserving of notice.
If the equality in the security of the present paid and unpaid letters were established,
further consideration of the general subject would be unnecessary ; but as such equality is
certainly not placed beyond all doubt, it will be right to proceed with the investigation.
One circumstance in particular is calculated to create doubts as to this equality, viz. the
'Vide my Report on acknowledged insecurity at one time of prepaid letters in the French Post-office*,
the French PostI have already stated that the new plan provides securities for the regular delivery of
0 celetters, which, in my opinion, more than counteract the tendency of prepayment to introduce
irregularity.
It has been clearly established, before the Postage Committee, that the high rates of
postage have led to the practice, among commercial men, of leaving the receipt of all but
the most important letters—of many containing money even—unacknowledged : that this
practice is unbusiness-like, and frequently leads to inconvenience, and that it would there
fore certainly be discontinued under a penny rate. It is needless to point out how much
this change will tend to secure the punctual delivery of all letters.
Again, the present practice of examining letters to ascertain the number of enclosures,
undoubtedly leads to the occasional abstraction of letters in their passage through the Postoffice. This source of insecurity will not continue under the new arrangements.
And lastly, it would perhaps not be unfair, in this comparison, to charge the present system
with the insecurity to which many letters are now exposed from the irregular modes of con
veyance resorted to, as carriers' parcels, occasional and irresponsible messengers, &c. It is
true that these are not post letters, but there appears to be no good reason why they should
be excluded from the account.
It may be well doubted whether the removal of the causes of insecurity here pointed out
(or of even the two first, if it should be thought that the third ought not to be included)
would not fully counteract a tendency to insecurity, which might otherwise result from
prepayment.
But further security would result from the increased number of letters to be delivered,
thus : It is contended that, under the new arrangements, the letter-carrier would omit to
deliver part of his letters in order to save himself trouble. Except in country places where
the houses lie far asunder, it is manifest that the letter-carrier would save himself but little
trouble, unless he omitted to deliver all the letters of some considerable portion of his
district. Now, in such a case, the risk of detection, cateris paribus, would be in proportion
to the number of letters not delivered ; and consequently anything which tends to increase
that number, must also tend to increase the risk of detection.
In connexion with this part of the subject I would remark, that if it were made the duty
of the letter-carrier, as I have elsewhere proposed, to receive letters on his round, as well as
to deliver them, the risk of detection if he omitted to make any part of his round would be
still further increased.
The several additional securities which I have enumerated are incidental to the intended
reduction in postage ; but another, and perhaps more important check has been suggested,
which is applicable either to the present or to the proposed arrangements. This check is
provided by the system of Post-office receipts, which is described both in my pamphlet and
in my evidence. It is as follows :
" The evidence given before the Commissioners of Revenue Inquiry shows the great
desirability of some plan which would render it practicable and easy for the Post-office to
give, when required, receipts for letters sent to the post.
" In many instances such a plan would be the means of tracing lost letters ; oftentimes
it would protect the Post-office from needless applications and unfounded complaints ; and
it would oppose an effectual bar to the fraudulent conduct of servants, who, under the
present arrangements, are known, in many instances, to have destroyed letters in order to
pocket the postage.
" I propose that every person desiring a receipt should, on taking the letter to the receiv
ing-house, present a copy of the superscription, on which the receiver should stamp a receipt,
with the date and his own address ; precisely such a stamp as is placed on the letter would
suffice.
" I propose
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" I propose that the charge for such receipt should be a halfpenny, and that as a means
of collecting the same, it should be required that the copy of the superscription should be
made on a printed form, to be provided by the Post-office, and to be sold to the public at
the rate of a halfpenny each, by the receiver, either singly or in books, as might be required;
a certain profit on their sale being allowed by the Post-office, as a remuneration to the
receiver.
" These receipts would, I imagine, constitute good legal evidence of delivery ; and as
they might be made to form a cheap register of all letters despatched by post, many persons
would probably adept the practice of taking them for that reason alone.
" As a large number of persons would probably avail themselves of this arrangement, no
small benefit might thus accrue to the revenue.
" I am informed, that precisely such receipts as are here described, except that a printed
form is not employed, are given gratuitously in the presidency of Madras.
" A recent Parliamentary Return (1837, No. 497) of alleged Losses in the Post-office for
tlie Eight Years ending with 1836, as respects England and Wales, shows in a strong point
of view the necessity for some such arrangement as the above. The Return consists of 81
folio pages, closely printed in double columns, and contains upwards of 10,000 entries. The
total amount of property is not stated in the Return, but it has been estimated by Mr.
Wallace at 618,951 /. The variety of the claims is no less remarkable than their extent;
one missing letter is said to contain a bill of exchange to the amount of 28,750 /.; while in
another, the enclosure is ' three dozen birds' eyes.'"
I am assured by solicitors and others that under this arrangement they should, for the
sake of registering their letters and obtaining legal evidence of their having been posted,
(which is presumptive evidence of their having been delivered), take receipts as a matter of
course ; every letter-carrier would therefore know that, in all probability, receipts had been
taken for many of his letters, and that if any of these letters were not properly delivered,
inquiry and detection would almost certainly follow. But as he would have no means of
distinguishing the receipted from the unreceipted letters, he would be careful to deliver all.
It may, perhaps, be said, that although the plan of receipts may enable us to determine
the fact that a letter has been lost in the Post-office, it does not enable us to decide who is
to blame for such loss. Practically, as I shall proceed to show, the plan of receipts, with
certain other checks, will enable the Post-office to decide that question.
Let a ledger account be opened with every sorter, letter-carrier, &c. in the service of the
Post-office, and when the fact that a letter has been lost has been well established, let an
entry be made against the name of every person through whose hands this letter should
have passed. With good arrangements it will always be possible to ascertain these parties,
provided the address of the letter, and time and place of posting it are known ; and this
information the receipts will supply. A single entry against any name would of course not
justify even a suspicion of neglect ; but if at anytime two entries should appear against
the same name and against no other, (the most probable result), thus showing that two lost
letters, though passing through different channels, had come into the hands of the same
man, suspicion would fairly attach to that man ; and if similar appearances should arise
with regard to those letters, the probability of his guilt would amount to practical certainty.
As soon, however, as two entries appeared against the same name, measures might be
adopted for placing the guilt or innocence of the suspected party beyond a doubt, and this
without his knowing that he had been suspected. The names would vary slightly, accord
ing as the suspected party was a sorter or a letter-carrier, and the suspected cause of irregu
larity, the value of the contents of the letters, or the trouble attending their delivery. In
the present instance, I have to deal with letter-carriers, and with the latter cause of irre
gularity only.
Let letters, each containing a request that it may at once be acknowledged by writing to
the London office, be addressed precisely in the same manner as the two lost letters, but
posted so as to reach the suspected letter-carrier through channels different from each and
from those through which the former letters passed. If these letters were not duly acknow
ledged, the presumptive evidence would be very strong against the letter-carrier ; but as
there might possibly be neglect on the part of those to whom the letters were addressed,
personal inquiry should be made either through the deputy-postmaster or the surveyor of
the district before the letter-carrier's dismissal. If these inquiries were made speedily there
would be no difficulty in ascertaining whether letters containing so remarkable a request
had or had not been received.
Other means, varied according to circumstances, might be adopted ; for instance, a num
ber of letters with fictitious addresses might be sent into the district, and notice taken as
to whether or not they were all returned, as they ought to be, to the dead letter-office ; or
when the deputy-postmaster was himself above suspicion, he might be directed occasion
ally to make an exact list of the letter-carrier's letters, and to send a trustworthy person
round to ascertain whether all had been properly delivered ; or the letter-carrier might be
required to keep such an account as is suggested by Mr. Arbuthnot in the accompanying
letter.
In rural districts, where the temptation to neglect the delivery of letters would be
strongest, such an account would be kept with comparatively little trouble.
The means which, as I have shown, the new arrangements afford for securing the punctual
delivery of letters will not only check irregularity on the part of the letter-carrier, but will
fuard against the other danger which has been apprehended, namely, of the letters being
ept by parties for whom they are not intended, but to whom they have, by mistake, been
delivered. The inquiries which will result from the non-acknowledgment of the letters,
0.93.
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especially where receipts have been taken, will lead to the detection of such offenders, and
even if there were no punishment for the offence (as there might be), the letter-carriers would
soon learn to avoid them ; indeed, if held to a strict responsibility themselves, the lettercarriers would at all times be careful not to leave incompletely addressed letters in the hands
of any but respectable persons. They would wait to see them opened, or call again after
completing their rounds ; and after all, it must be remembered that this species of insecurity
attaches itself to imperfectly addressed letters only. If such letters prove to be really in
secure, greater care will be taken in the address, and a foolish affectation, which is now the
source of serious trouble to the Post-office, will be discouraged.
As respects security in general, it appears then that the great object to be aimed at is to
improve the responsibility of the Post-office functionaries by making the detection of any
irregularity as certain as possible, and in every instance of gross negligence by dismissing
the offender from the service.
Let the appointments to the Post-office in all cases be confined to those who have estab
lished a character for probity and conscientiousness (a precaution necessary, not only on
account of the duties now under consideration, but because under any arrangements the
letter-carriers and others must be entrusted with letters containing occasionally considerable
sums of money) ; and let them be sufficiently paid, and dismissal from the service, accom
panied as it would be with loss of character, would be an infinitely heavier punishment than
the loss of a few fourpenny or fivepenny postages—the penalty on which so much reliance
is now placed. In other walks of life, it is not considered necessary to have recourse to
trifling penalties in order to secure a conscientious performance of duty. Merchants' and
and bankers' clerks are exposed to much greater temptations than those under consideration ;
they are not held responsible by a system of petty fines, and yet how rarely does it happen
that they abuse the confidence placed in them. It may, perhaps, be said that they are a
superior class of men to the letter-carriers ; but the same cannot be said of the ticket
porters of London and the caddies of Edinburgh, in whom it is notorious that great con
fidence may be placed with perfect safety.
Indeed, I think there can scarcely be a doubt that the check, on which, when strengthened
by the means which have been indicated, I am disposed to rely, is that which under present
arrangements is the one which operates with the greatest effect ; that the punctual delivery
of letters is even now secured, not by the postage penalty, which does not extend at all to a
large class of letters, and which, as respects a still larger class (the id. and Zd. letters), is
so small as to be scarcely operative, but by the incomparably greater penalty, loss of
employment and character. If any doubt exist as to which is most effectual, it clearly
arises out of the uncertainty which now attends the latter. The object to be aimed at then,
is as much as possible to reduce that uncertainty ; this I have endeavoured to accomplish,
and I hope have succeeded to an extent which will make the delivery of letters more secure
than it now is.
But I am not bound to show that the new arrangements will afford greater security in the
delivery of letters than the present. If the advantages of increased economy in Post-office
management, greater certainty in the collection of the revenue, and a more speedy delivery
of letters be obtained without diminishing the security of delivery, prepayment will have
fulfilled all the hopes that have been held out.
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
To the Right Hon. the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, &c. &c.
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Sir,
17 February 1840.
IN the present state of the Post-office, I do not propose the immediate adoption of any
system of registration, but I wish to show that if the plan of receipts, which I have recom
mended in my " Report on the security in the delivery of letters, as affected by prepay
ment," dated 19th November 1839, should be objected to on the ground of its incomplete
ness, a system of registration might be adopted, which, though perfectly effectual, would
not be attended with much trouble.
The Post-office Commissioners, in their Tenth Report, strongly recommend that any one
should be allowed, on paying a fee of 2 d., to have a letter registered ; and they further
advise that the Post-ofhce should insure the delivery of such letter, under a fine of 5 /., an
arrangement similar in principle to the one which is established in France.
In the course of their inquiry, the Commissioners examined many gentlemen from the
Post-office, among others Col. Maberly, Mr. Bokenham, and Mr. Smith, all of whom were
favourable to the adoption of such a system, except perhaps that they do not approve of the
liability of the Post-office.
By the Act 1 Viet. c. 34, s. 25, the Postmaster-general, with the consent of the Treasury,
is authorised to establish a plan of registration, to determine the fee, &c., but it is expressly
enacted that the Post-office shall not be liable.
The plan of registration which I would recommend differs but slightly from that described
by Col. Maberly in his evidence before the Commissioners of Inquiry (p. 1 8). It is as
follows :—
A room
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entirely to the management of registered letters.
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Any one desiring a letter to be registered must present it stamped at the proper office, 28th August 1838,
pay the fee (say 2c/.), which may be done by using an additional stamp, and take a receipt a.°^^e Minutes °f
for the letter, such as I have already recommended, that is to say, he must present a copy withtnTpaoen'60"'
of the address, on a receipt form, which will be stamped with the day-stamp of the registra- relatingtothe Moneytion office, and returned to him. The letter will be struck with the same stamp.
order Office.)
The registration officer must be provided with proper boxes, one for each town, into
which the letters will be assorted.
When the office closes for the receipt of letters, a list of the addresses must be made in a
book. As the letters will be assorted for towns, all that will be necessary will be to write
the name of the town, and below that the names of the parties to whom the letters for the
particular town are addressed. The names of the streets, &c. may be omitted.
When the list is complete, a transfer of the whole must be made with a copying machine.
The transfer must then be cut into separate lists, one for each town, and each list stamped
with the day-stamp of the office.
All the letters for each town must then be put with the list into one cover, having the
words " Registered Letters" printed outside. This cover must be addressed to the post
master of the town, and stamped with the day-stamp of the office.
The registration clerk will then distribute the several packets of letters to the " clerks of
divisions" (I believe they are called), taking a receipt from each in his book. This receipt
will of course be for the packet only.
The clerks of divisions will enter the packets on the letter-bills and enclose them in the
mail-bags.
The deputy postmaster, on receiving the packet, will compare the registered letters with
the list, take a receipt on the same, or if the number be large an acknowledgment for so
many registered letters, from the several letter-carriers, who will discharge themselves of
responsibility by obtaining the receipts of the parties to whom the letters are addressed,
printed forms being used for this purpose. The deputy postmaster will acknowledge the
receipt of the registered letters by returning the letter-biU.
Letters inwards to London must be treated much in the same manner. The registration
clerk will give his receipt for the several packets, open them, assort the letters for delivery,
and take the receipts of the letter-carriers, &c. in the same manner as a deputy postmaster.
Under this arrangement the trouble in the forward offices will not, I think, be serious,
and the fees will justify some addition to their force if found necessary.
The branch offices and receiving houses in London might take in registered letters
(enclosing all from the same office in one packet), which would be received and acknow
ledged by the registration clerk in St. Martin's-le-Grand. At first, however, it might be
judicious to confine the receipt of registered letters to the principal and branch offices.
The plan of registration herein indicated is not intended to supersede the system of
receipts, but to be in addition thereto.
Another plan might with advantage be adopted, either as a substitute for the registration
of letters, or in further addition thereto.
A. S. writes to C. D. and wishes to know whether or not his letter will have been
delivered (one can easily conceive of many circumstances under which this information
would be important). He copies the address inside of two stamped covers, the first, after
stating the object he has in view, he addresses to the postmaster of the town where C. D.
lives ; the second, which he encloses in the first, he addresses to himself. There can be
no objection to his enclosing the letter to C- D. also in the cover addressed to the deputy
postmaster if he thinks proper, but the stamp outside must be sufficient for the whole
packet, otherwise trouble will arise in the Post-office, and it must not frank either of the
enclosures. In any case all these letters must be dispatched by the same post.
Under these, circumstances, let it be the duty of the deputy postmaster if possible to
obtain a receipt for the letter from C. D. ; or if this cannot be done, a mem. on his copy
of the address from the letter-carrier as to the delivery of the letter, and to underwrite the
letter addressed to A . B. with words to this effect, " The letter addressed as above has
been delivered," or " The letter addressed as above cannot be delivered, because," &c.,
signing his name and dispatching the letter to A. B., if possible, by return of post.
As this arrangement would cause little trouble to the Post-office, the postage of the two
additional letters would probably be a sufficient fee, if not, an extra fee (in stamps) might
be required.
Whether the system of registration be adopted or not, I am inclined to think that it
would be well immediately to give the public the advantages of this arrangement.
I have, &c.
To the Right Honourable
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
&c. &c. &c.
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Appendix, No. 3.
LETTER from the Postmaster-General to the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury.
YOUR Lordships are aware that it was considered necessary by my predecessor and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, upon the commencement of the " General Penny Postage,"
to discontinue the system of entering letters containing coin and jewellery ; which, from
the great increase in the numbers of such letters that had taken place under the " Two
penny-rate of Postage," it was evident could not be persevered in without throwing the
whole service into confusion. This step having been decided upon, every exertion was
made, both by advertisement and _ the circulation of handbills, to warn parties of the inse
curity of transmitting money through the post; but, notwithstanding these measures
were employed to a degree unprecedented in the department, the public could not be pre
vailed upon to give up the hazardous practice ; it became consequently the painful duty
of my predecessor to bring from time to time under your Lordships' notice the numerous
applications for missing letters, together with his conviction that, in many cases, they were
caused by the dishonesty of those employed in the office ; and it was suggested to the
Treasury that the introduction of a system of registration, and a still further reduction
in the commission taken upon money orders, were the measures which occurred to him
as best fitted to remedy the evil. In spite, however, of the adoption to a considerable ex
tent of the system of registration, and of the enormous increase of money orders, the
practice of sending coin, &c. through the post still prevails, and depredations continue
to a great extent. These letters are still so numerous that it would be impossible to enter
them according to the plan formerly pursued, without largely increasing the time consumed
by the mails in their several journies ; it therefore appears to me the time has arrived when
stronger measures must be resorted to, and, as all attempts to put down the practice of
sending coin in letters, by granting increased facilities for transmission in a different
manner, have failed, that restrictive measures should now be tried, as the only method of
protecting the public against the consequences of their own imprudence. With this view,
therefore, I would suggest to your Lordships the propriety of establishing a compulsory
registration of those letters which are supposed to contain coin and jewellery, and that
the same fee shall be taken on the delivery of the letter by the letter-carrier as is now
received from the sender of a letter that is brought to the office for registration : a measure
which will not only have the effect of diminisning the number of money letters, but of
affording security to parties who may still forward them through the post in defiance of
the warnings of the department. It is with great reluctance that I make this proposal to
your Lordships, as I fear the measure may at first be considered a severe one ; still,
looking at the vast increase of losses now taking place, as compared with those sus
tained before the introduction of the " General Penny Postage," I feel it my duty to
take any measures that may enable me to arrest the evil. From the enclosed list
of applications for missing letters containing property, for the last five years, your Lord
ships will perceive the fearful augmentation of such cases; while so great is the carelessuesss and ignorance of the public, that I have no hope of much diminution after
the measures that have already been adopted, without the application of some strong
remedy such as I have suggested. Your Lordships will also see, from the return of prose
cutions which I forward with other papers, the great increase of crime in this department
for the last two years ; and even on this ground I would not hesitate to submit a measure
which must have the effect of repressing such offences, by confining the letters while
passing through the post to fewer hands, and those capable of being ascertained, and thus
increasing the probability of detection. No fresh laws will be necessary for the registration,
the solicitor being of opinion that I possess, with the consent of your Lordships, under the
3d & 4th of Viet. c. 96, s. 39, ample powers to cause these letters to be registered, and
to demand a fee for their registration. Some difficulty may arise in the first instance
owing to the number of letters it will be necessary to register, and some delay will probably
take place at the various large forward post-offices in the kingdom, to the inconvenience
and obstruction of the correspondence, before the public shall be well acquainted with the
practice. Should all letters containing coin and jewellery at present passing through the
post be entered, it would be impossible to carry on the service without so large a sacrifice
of time at the forward offices that it would never be consented to by the public ; but as the
fee of 1 s. for registration has fully answered the object of limiting the number of letters
presented to the office for that purpose, I trust that the same effect will be produced when
it is demanded on the delivery of these letters. I have less difficulty in dealing with the
subject now than would have been the case on the introduction of the Penny-postage, as,
owing to the increased use of the Money-order Office, and owing to the losses the public
have sustained, the letters containing coin are reported to be much less numerous at present,
by the practical officers of the department. But even now I should hesitate to recommend
the entry of such letters, if I were not of opinion they would be much diminished in
number by the demand of the fee of Is. ; as, except for a short period during which the
obstruction may be borne with, I would not suggest the measure if it was to be effected
at so serious a sacrifice as the general delay of the correspondence of the country. I trust,
however, that this evil will be but temporary, and that any increased pressure may be met
by additional force at a small expense, during the short time it may happen to be felt; and
I entertain little apprehension for the result. I therefore submit the matter for your
Lordships'
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Lordships' favourable consideration. Little injury can be sustained by the service from the Appendix, No. 3.
experiment for a short time ; while, if upon trial it shall be found that the cases of coin
being forwarded are too numerous, and that the system cannot be carried on without the Registration of
sacrifice of greater advantages, it will be easy to raise the amount of the fee, and by thus Letters.
further restricting the number of letters, to confine the plan within such limits as shall be
consistent with the nature of the service.
I beg to recommend, therefore, that after full warning shall have been given by adver
tisement and the circulation of handbills of the regulation intended to be introduced, that
I may be authorised to subject all letters which may be supposed to contain coin or
jewellery to the same checks as if they had been duly registered, arid to demand a fee of
1 s. on their delivery to the party entitled to receive 'them. I annex a Schedule of the
accounts which I have now enclosed for your Lordships' information, in illustration of the
subject.
I have, &c.
General Post-office,
(signed)
Lowther.
29 October 1841.
No. 1.—Account of the Number of Money Letters sent through the Inland Office in
London, during the five years ended 1st January 1840.
No. 2.—A Return of the Number and Amount of Money Orders issued, and also the
Number and Amount of Money Orders paid, within the Three-mile Circle in London, for
the Quarter ended 5th October 1839 and 5th October 1841.
No. 3.—A Return of the Number of Criminal Prosecutions instituted by the Post-office in
the Years 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, and between the Months of January and October
1841, inclusive.
No. 4.—A comparative Statement of the Number of Money Letters sent through the
Inland Office in the Weeks respectively ending the 14th, 21st, and 28th December, in
the Years 1837, 1838, and 1839.
No. 5.— A Summary of the Number of Cases of Missing Letters, which have occurred from
the 5th of January 1837 to the 5th January 1841, and which have been applied for
through the General Post-office in London, containing Money, &c.

Appendix, No. 4.
FURTHER REPORT ON THE REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.
Sir,
11, Downing-street, 24 November 1841.
IN conformity with your instructions, I have the honour to submit for your consideration
my views with reference to the proposals contained in the Postmaster-general's letter of the
29th October, for " establishing a compulsory registration of those letters which are sup
posed to contain coin and jewellery."
At present any letter is registered on payment of 1 s. by the sender, but not otherwise.
The number of registered letters is very small, being only about 60 per day of the generalpost letters posted in London, or less than one in 1,500.
It is proposed to register all letters supposed to contain coin or jewellery which may
have been posted without registration, and to charge the fee of 1 s. on their delivery.
The object in view is to prevent depredation on the Post-office (now carried to an
alarming extent) : first, by inflicting a penalty on the sending of money-letters, and thus
reducing their number; and secondly, by making those which may still be sent more
secure.
A large reduction in the number of money-letters is expected ; without this, it is thought
that registration would be impracticable; and it is intimated that, if the reduction in
number should be insufficient, it may be necessary to raise the fee.
The circumstances which led to so alarming an amount of depredation in the Post-office
are stated ; they are briefly as follows :—Previously to the commencement of the General
Penny Postage, all letters supposed to contain coin or jewellery were registered gratuitously,
as a security against their loss. Under the fourpenny rate the number of these letters
increased greatly ; and apprehensions being entertained in the Post-office that the further
increase under the penny rate would be such as to make their registration impracticable,
it was decided by the Postmaster-general, with the concurrence of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, to discontinue the practice. At the same time, much was done by the Postoffice to warn parties of the insecurity of the post for the transmission of money, and to
recommend the use of money-orders ; but, owing partly to the trouble and expense then
attending such orders, partly to the comparative limitation of the system (there being even
now a large majority of post-offices, though chiefly in small places, at which money-orders
are neither issued nor paid), and partly to the habitual carelessness of a portion of the
public, the number of money-letters greatly increased ; and the previous checks having
been removed, the amount of depredation increased, no doubt, in even a greater ratio.
After a while, the money-order system was improved, the commission greatly reduced,
and the present plan of registration adopted. These changes appear to have reduced the
number of unregistered money-letters ; still the amount of depredation is such as, in the
opinion of the Postmaster-general, to call for further and more stringent measures.
0.93.
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In this opinion, as well as in the fairness of the principle laid down by his Lordship, of
making the registration of money-letters compulsory, I entirely concur. If the only evil
in the present state of things were an occasional loss to parties who, having the alternative
of a safe and economical mode of remitting money, prefer running a risk which they are
cautioned against, there would perhaps be no great objection to waiting the operation of
the penalty thus resulting, in the hope that in time the evil would cure itself; but the chief
evil is that which results from the temptation to which the servants of the department are
inconsiderately exposed ; a temptation which it is to be feared is gradually undermining
the discipline of the Office, whatever, therefore, is to be the specific mode of correcting
the evil, the necessity of resorting to some decisive measure appears evident.
Before considering the best mode of meeting the present exigency, I beg permission to
refer for a moment to the suggestions which I made in an earlier stage of the business.
When I learnt that the registration of money letters had been discontinued (which I did
with extreme regret, being fully alive to the probable consequences), and when I had satis
fied myself that it would be useless to urge on the Post-office (then undoubtedly suffering
great pressure in consequence of the recent changes) the establishment of a registration,
even though accompanied by a moderate charge, I did my best to obtain the adoption of my
plan of "receipts for letters," (described in my Report of 1 9th November 1839,) as the best
substitute for registration which appeared to me at that time to have any chance of being
reduced to practice. As, however, this plan was wholly discouraged by the Post-office, its
adoption was indefinitely postponed.
Afterwards, when it was proposed by the Post-office to establish registration with a fee of
1 s., I strongly recommended a lower fee, in the expectation, which has since been realised,
that so high a fee would greatly restrict the benefit of the measure ; but the Post-office
entertaining strong objections to any diminution in the fee, and the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer having approved of a suggestion of mine to make a large reduction in the com
mission on money orders part of the measure, and obtained thereto the ready acquiescence
of the Postmaster-general, accompanied by a recommendation as to the specific reduction
subsequently adopted, I advised that the proposed registration fee of 1 s. should be acceded
to by the Treasury as a first step, on the understanding that a more comprehensive svstem
would be brought under consideration as early as practicable.—(Vide Lord Lichfield's Letter
of 22d October 1840, and the Treasury Minute thereon).
From the above statement it follows as an almost necessary consequence, that I consider
the plan now proposed for the compulsory registration of letters supposed to contain money,
as open to some modifications; and I think such modifications may be made as will not
only tend greatly to increase the efficiency of the plan, but do much to save it from the
unpopularity which the Postmaster-general appears, reasonably I think, to apprehend.
The modifications which I am about to recommend, are proposed with the view of obvi
ating the following objections :—
1st. The difficulty, and in many cases impossibility, of ascertaining whether a packet
contains coin or not ; a difficulty much enhanced by the low rates at which heavy packets
are now conveyed, and which would be still further increased by the temptation to conceal
the contents, which the proposed plan would create. This difficulty would, I apprehend, in
practice either render the plan almost inoperative, or lead to a registration fee being charged
on nearly all heavy packets, whatever may be their contents. This, it is scarcely necessary
to say, would restrict an important source of Post-office revenue, and lead to endless com
plaints and applications for remission of the charge.
2d. The operation of the check does not commence sufficiently early. It obviously affords
no security to the letter on its way to the office, nor will it prevent fraud on the part of those
through whose hands it first passes after it has reached the office. The importance of obvi
ating these objections, if practicable, is shown by the great number of alleged- losses which
occurred under the old system of registration, from which the proposed arrangement ap
pears to differ only in charging for that which was before done gratuitously, ^he extent of
the evil under the old system will be seen by referring to Enclosure No. 5 of the papers
now under consideration, or more fully by an examination of Return 497 of Session 1837.
There can be no doubt that, as stated in a note to the enclosure, many of the missing letters
never reached the Post-office ; and it is exceedingly desirable that the department should, if
possible, be protected against the trouble and annoyance of unfounded complaints.
3d. The plan does not extend to letters containing bank notes or bills of exchange, which
formed an important part of the alleged losses under the old system.
The modifications in the plan which I am desirous of recommending with the view of
obviating these objections, aim at making the sender of the letter, who alone can be fully
informed of its contents, do that which shall be equivalent to a declaration on his part as to
whether the letter contains money or not.
To effect this, let it be notified in the most ample manner to the public, that the Postoffice does not undertake the conveyance of letters containing money or jewellery unless
previously registered ; and let a notice be placed over every letter-box to the following
effect:—" Letters containing money or jewellery must be given in at the window."
Let the registration fee for all letters, whatever may be their contents, be fixed as low as
practicable ; say 6 d. in the first instance, to be reduced still further as soon as possible.
If, notwithstanding the notification to the contrary, any letters which unquestionably
contain money or jewellery should be dropt into the box, let them be registered as proposed
by the Post-office ; a double fee being charged on their delivery.
: ••'•' • ". '• . "
Considering the extent to which the present double charge on delivery operates to pro
mote the prepayment of postage, it appears reasonable t& expect that under the arrangement
• . - now
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given in at the window ; and if so, it is manifest that, as regards this large proportion, the
.
objections above enumerated would not apply, and the security afforded would be almost Registration of
perfect ; while, as regards the small remainder, viz. the letters dropped into the box, the Letters,
security would be nearly the same as under the arrangement proposed by the Post-office.
But, besides increasing the security of the larger proportion of money-letters, the
arrangements now proposed would afford the Post-office a complete answer to all com
plaints of the loss of money-letters, except as regards such very few as might be lost even
though registered by the sender; thus, the complainant would be asked to show his
registration receipt, and if unable to produce it, it would be obvious that the letter, if
posted at all, must have been dropped into the box in direct opposition to the known
regulations of the Post-office ; and, under such circumstances, the Office would be fully
justified in acting as though no such letter had been committed to its care.
The modifications now recommended in the plan proposed by the Post-office will, I think,
greatly enhance the security afforded. It is not to be expected that the security will be
made perfect ; such a result is, I fear, unattainable.
But a most important consideration is the amount of fee to be charged. If the amount
be fixed so high as 1 s., a great temptation will be created, whichever plan of registration
may be adopted, to disguise the contents of the packet, with the view of escaping the
registration fee ; the practicability of such disguise, without much increasing the weight of
the packet, I have ascertained by actual experiment. It is true that this disguise would, to
some extent, be a security against depredation ; but a dishonest letter-carrier would resort
to means of ascertaining the real contents of a packet, which could not be practised in the
ordinary dispatch of business, But not only with reference to the particular object now
under consideration, but as regards the general correspondence of the country, the impor
tance of a cheap system of registration is undoubted, and was fully acknowledged both by
the Treasury and the Post-office, when on a former occasion (in 1838) it was determined to
establish a general system of registration at fees of 2 d. in the General-post, and one halfpenny
in the Twopenny-post. ( Vide Postmaster-general's letters, 12th July and 28th August 1838,
and the Treasury Minutes thereon ; see also his Lordship's letter of March 10th, 1840, for a
statement of the reasons why the system was not carried into effect.)
The reason assigned for a high registration fee is not the cost of registration to the
office (for the low fees just named were held to be sufficiently remunerative, and if so with
the comparatively restricted correspondence at that time, d, fortiori would they be remune
rative now), but simply the supposed necessity of keeping down the number of registered
letters, lest they should retard the dispatch of the mails, and especially their progress through
the " forward offices."
Fully admitting the great importance of avoiding such delay, I beg to remark, first, that
the present number of registered letters is considerably less than it was under the old
system ; and, secondly, that although the arrangement now proposed would undoubtedly
add greatly to that number, it may reasonably be doubted whether a registration fee of C d.
would give a larger number of letters under the present rates of postage than a fee of 2 d.
would have given under the old rates. Besides, as the strength of the several offices can
be increased, if necessary, I submit that the only practical question is, whether the fee will
be remunerative ; and that even the low fee of 2 d. would be sufficiently remunerative, has
already been fully conceded.
But considering the great importance of extensive registration, as tending to the security
of the general correspondence, and looking at the same time to the necessity, in some
offices, of disposing of the registered letters, however numerous, in a short space of time,
it is manifest that simplicity in the mode of dealing with them is an object of the highest
importance. I am not very familiar with the details of the method now practised, but there
is reason to think that it is unnecessarily complex. A report from Mr. Churchill, one of
the surveyors, enclosed in the Postmaster-general's letter of the 13th January 1841, con
tains the following statement: "The operations of registering are numerous; for instance,
copying the address fully and distinctly five times; 1st. in the check-book; 2d. receipt;
3d. on the envelope; 4th. in dispatch-book, with statement in what bag forwarded, when,
and by whom ; 5th. on the letter bill, besides the receipt and amount of postage to be
kept, the taxing and stamping of the letter, and the marking of it ' registered letter.'"
Assuming that this statement applies to the plan of registration as generally practised,
I cannot but think that some of the modes of simplification, which have been suggested by
the practical officers of the Post-office (vide Tenth Report of the Commissioners of Postoffice Inquiry), of some of which I have availed myself, in my former Report ,on Registra
tion (17th February 1840), to which I beg to refer, may be adopted with great advantage.
It has been said that a low registration fee is objectionable, inasmuch as it would tend
to diminish the use of money-orders ; but this objection does not appear to have been felt
in 1838, although the commission on money-orders was then much higher than it now is ;
and besides, it should be remembered, that registration does not, like a money-order, make
the Post-office responsible for the money entrusted to its care ; and that as the moneyorder system is by no means co-extensive with Post-office distribution, there are many cases
in which the alternative of a money-order does not exist.
The consideration of this circumstance induces me to request your attention to the great
importance, as connected with the security of the correspondence, of making the moneyorder system as extensive and perfect as possible. The enormous increase of money-orders
within the last two years (which, as shown by Enclosure No. 2, has been in London nearly
thirteen-fold in number, and fifteen-fold in amount), shows the avidity with which the
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 4. public avails itself of the system ; and while this increase affords satisfactory proof of the
great value of the changes already made, it offers encouragement to still further improveRegistration of
ment.
Letters.
In connexion also with the subject of this Report, I am desirous of again requesting attention to the plan of " receipts for letters " already referred to, and of earnestly recommending
its adoption, as affording an important aid to registration, and as tending in itself to give
security to the correspondence, to repress unfounded complaints, and to assist materially
in tracing lost letters. While it possesses these advantages, it would undoubtedly more
than remunerate the Post-office for the small trouble attending its adoption ; and inasmuch
as it could not possibly interfere with the progress of the mails, it is free from the objection
so strongly felt by the Post-office against any extensive system of registration.
The form which I have recommended for receipts, with the addition of the notification
requiring that letters containing money or jewellery should be registered, (which should be
printed in a conspicuous manner), would serve also for the receipt given on the registration
of a letter ; an arrangement which would in effect add a halfpenny (the proposed price of
the receipt form) to the registration fee. In either case the letter would be brought to the
window with a copy of the address written on the receipt form ; the window-man would
require two hand-stamps, one containing the words " Registered letter," in addition to the
address of his office and the date, the other containing the words " Neither money nor
jewellery," in 'addition to the address and date ; and he would strike the receipt with
the first of these stamps if the letter was registered, and with the second if simply
acknowledged.
The use of receipts would, I am of opinion, bring a large proportion of the more important
letters to the window, which would give the window-man an opportunity of inquiry, when
ever they appeared to contain money or jewellery, and of insisting on their registration, if
necessary.
It is obvious that the presentation of one of these receipts on the loss even of an
unregistered letter, would afford important aid in tracing it, inasmuch as it would show,
beyond all question, the manner in which the letter was addressed, when and where it was
posted, and by varying the stamps when two or more window-men are employed in the
same office, by whom it was received. Without such evidence in an indisputable form,
a lost letter cannot be traced with effect ; and such being the case, it appears to me that
it would be much better to advise the public of the fact, and when a receipt is not presented
(except, perhaps, under very peculiar circumstances, as for instance, the establishment of
the facts of the case by affidavit of the person who actually posted the letter,) to decline
inquiry as unavailing. Another reason for this course is, that inquiry made on uncertain
information not unfrequently tends to cast suspicion on servants of the Post-office who are
altogether blameless.
It may, perhaps, be thought that the economy and partial security of the proposed
receipts would induce the public to prefer them to registration in case of money-letters ; to
some small extent such an effect might be produced ; but a moment's consideration will,
I think, show that such a practice must be accompanied by a concealment of the contents
of the letter, equally practicable in the absence of receipts ; besides which, any allegation
of the loss of money or jewels would be contradicted by the receipt itself.
For a more detailed statement of the advantages which I anticipate would result from
the plan of receipts, I beg again to refer to my Report of the 19th November 1839.
With regard to the mode of introducing the plans now proposed (should they fortunately
meet with approval), I beg to suggest that the better course will be, in the first instance, to
confine their operation to the London office, and then to extend them to Dublin and
Edinburgh, and gradually to other parts of the kingdom, leaving it to be determined by
experience, whether eventually to include the cross-posts or not. As suggested by Sir
Edward Lees, (Tenth Report of the Commissioners, page 27), by submitting in some cases to
delay, registered letters may be conveyed between all parts of the United Kingdom, even
though the cross-posts be avoided ; and I would add, that should the difficulties of registration
appear on trial to be greater than I anticipate, it would be quite practicable to confine
registered letters to bags dispatched from or to the metropolis (of each kingdom), and yet
to preserve the communication by registered letters unrestricted as to extent. Under such
an arrangement as this, the pressure in the forward offices would, I imagine, be trifling.
It is true that there would, in many cases, be great delay in the progress of a registered
letter, though less, on the average, I imagine, than that to which the ordinary corre
spondence was subjected before the establishment of railways and day mails, even if no
exceptions were made, as they might be with regard to the more remote parts. Still any
possible delay would, I submit, be a much less evil than either the present insecurity or an
excessive registration fee. If such a restriction as that now suggested should be adopted,
it would of course be important, in order to avoid complaint, to inform the public of the
chance of delay, which information might be conveniently given through the medium of
the receipts.
It is, perhaps, unnecessary to observe, that although I consider it highly important that
the adoption of " receipts for letters" and the extension and perfection of the money-order
system should be concurrent with the establishment of an improved system of registration,
yet, that if any urgent reason exist for introducing the three measures separately, such an
arrangement is of course practicable.
The introduction of the preceding measures will, no doubt, be attended with many serious
difficulties; but unless it can be shown that these difficulties are insuperable, I submit
that they form no just ground of objection. After a very careful consideration of the whole
subject,
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subject, I am of opinion that nothing short of what has been here proposed will give secu- Appendix, No. 4.
rity to the correspondence ; and, holding that opinion, I feel it to be my duty respectfully
——.
but earnestly to urge my views on your attention, and with permission, on that of the Post- Registration of
master-general, in the hope that the necessary effort may at length be made for giving to Letters,
the correspondence of the country that security which the reputation of the Post-office and
'
the reasonable expectations of the public alike demand.
To the Right Hon.
I have, Sec.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
&c. &c. &c.

Sir,
Downing-street, 24 November 1841.
As the improvements recommended in the accompanying Report may possibly encounter
serious objection on account of the difficulties attending their introduction, and as I am
nevertheless most anxious to establish such plans as will relieve the present arrangements
from the charge of insecurity, I beg leave, subject to your approval and that of the Post
master-general, to offer my services, on being furnished with the requisite aid and authority,
for the organization and (till fully established) the execution of the measures now proposed.
Under such an arrangement the difficulties of the undertaking will of course devolve on
myself, and I shall fairly be considered responsible for the accomplishment of what I hold
to be perfectly practicable, viz. to give reasonable security to the correspondence of the
country, without interfering with the progress of the mails, and without subjecting the Postoffice to any expenses which will not be fully met by the collection of the moderate fees
which I have recommended.
Earnestly hoping that the offer which I have taken the liberty to make may meet with
approval,
I have, &c.
To the Right Hon.
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
&c. &c. &c.
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SUPPLEMENT to the " FURTHER REPORT on the REGISTRATION OF LETTERS,"
dated 24 November 1841.
Sir,
Downingr-street, 4 December 1841.
As the chief objection to a reduction of the registration fee appears to be the anticipated
difficulty of managing the registered letters in the London evening dispatch and in the
large forward offices, I have endeavoured to ascertain what is the greatest number of regis
tered letters which is at all likely to arise, should the arrangements which I have recom
mended be adopted. The probable number of registered letters it is perhaps impossible
to determine with any approach to accuracy, but there does not appear to be any great
difficulty in fixing on a maximum. The results of my investigations, together with some
other facts and estimates bearing on the question of registration, I have now the honour to
submit for your consideration.
LONDON EVENING DISPATCH.
60 per day.
Return, 24 Nov. 1841.
The letters registered in the Inland-office average about The number of unregistered letters containing coin or jewellery,
Return, 27 Nov, 1841.
400
is about
_--,----_Total - - - -

460 per day.

Part of these of course belong to the morning dispatch ; but in order to be on the safe
side, let it be assumed that all go by the evening dispatch, and that under the arrangements
which I have proposed, all would be registered. The increase would then be about eight
fold on the present number. It is obvious that the number of letters containing coin and
jewellery, very few of which are now registered, would "be greatly reduced by" charging all
with the registration fee ; but on the other hand, the number of registered letters not con
taining coin or jewellery would be increased by the reduction of the present fee ; how far
each of these numbers would be affected, it is of course impossible to say with precision,
but the total increase now assumed may, I think, be safely taken as the maximum.
Assuming, then, the future number of letters registered for the evening dispatch to be
60 x 8=480, I next proceed to consider what force they will require.
Under the arrangements which I have proposed, 1 think it quite safe to assume that each
clerk would dispose of 40 letters per hour.
At this rate, continued for two hours, (which is less than the actual time,) each clerk
could dispose of 80 letters ; six clerks, therefore, or double the number first considered
necessary, would suffice for the whole.
If the maximum increase of registered letters be estimated from all the letters which pass
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 5. through the London Inland-office in the same manner as it has been estimated above from
the outward letters only, the results will be as follows : —
Registration of
The average number of registered letters which pass through
Letters.
the Inland-office is about
-----263 per day.
The
average
number
of
unregistered
letters
containing
coin
Return, 4 Nov. 1841.
or jewellery is about - 1,130 „
Return, 27 Nov.1841.

TOTAL - - -

1,393

„

Assuming, as before, that this total indicates the maximum increase, it would be little
more than five-fold the present number ; but taking the larger increase of eight-fold, in
order to be on the safe side, and applying it to the registered letters generally, I proceed to
consider the state of things in the large forward offices.

1037/41.
7474/41.
7474/41.

Par. Paper, 441,
Sess. 1841.

FORWARD OFFICES.
The greatest forward office in the kingdom is at Birmingham.
The number of forward registered letters which pass through this office averages only niue
per day. Assuming the eight-fold maximum increase, this number, under the arrangements
which I have proposed, would not exceed 72. Now, the dispatches from this office are made
at!5 different periods in each day, and they include 144 bags; consequently, the number of
forward registered letters in this, the largest forward office in the kingdom, would not exceed
on the average five for each dispatch, or one for every two bags. It may not be irrelevant
to remark that this office contains 24 clerks exclusive of stampers.
OTHER POST TOWNS.
The average number of letters registered in England and Wales (exclusive of London), is
now about 240 per day.
Assuming the eight-fold increase maximum increase, the future number will be 1,920 per
day, which, taking the number of post-towns at 650, and the number of dispatches from
each at only three per day, gives a future average of less than one registered letter per
dispatch.
REVENUE FROM REGISTERED LETTERS.
On the preceding hypothesis the number of registered letters in England and Wales will
be 480 + 1,920 = 2,400 per day, which, at 6d. each, gives a gross revenue of 60 /. per day,
or about 22,000 1. per annum.
The cost of registration under the proposed arrangements may be estimated with sufficient
accuracy thus :—
Time occupied by a registered letter, over and above that occupied by one which is not
registered, say (making an ample allowance), as follows :—
At the office where the letter is registered
- 2 minutes.
At the forward offices on the average - 2 ditto.
At the delivering office
..-----2 ditto.
In delivery
---------3 ditto.

TOTAL - - - - 9 ditto.
Which, at the rate of 5 s. per day of 6 hours, amounts to
Add for stationery, &c.
-

- 1 J d.
- -i

TOTAL - - - - 2rf.
In confirmation of this estimate, 1 beg to call attention to the fact, that the fee of 2d.,
which was about to be established in 1838, appears to have been considered by all parties
as sufficiently remunerative.
The cost of registration would therefore amount to one-third of the gross receipts;
say
£.7,000
Leaving a net revenue for England and Wales of ... 15,000
Add for Scotland and Ireland, say 2,000
Total Net Registration Revenue for the United Kingdom

£. 17,000 per annum.

or an increase, probably, of nearly 12,000 /. on that now obtained.
To prevent being misunderstood, it may be necessary to add, that I do not expect so
large a revenue as the above to be derived from registration fees, inasmuch as I cannot
anticipate so large a number of registered letters. My object is to show that there is no
reasonable ground for apprehending difficulty in dealing with the largest number of regis
tered letters which is at all likely to arise ; and I trust it will also appear that even this
large,
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large, and, as I think, improbable number, might be still further greatly augmented, without Appendix, No. 5.
creating any difficulties which may not be readily met by a moderate increase of force in
a very few offices ; and that such augmentation, if realised, would prove an important source Registration of
of Post-office revenue.
Letters.
I have, &c.
To the Right Honourable
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
&c. &c. &c.

Appendix, No. 6.
LETTER from the Postmaster-General to the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 21 December 1841.
IN obedience to your Lordships' orders, I have given my best attention to the modifica
tions suggested by Mr.. Hill in the plan that was submitted for your approval in my Report
of the 29th ultimo. It is satisfactory to find that Mr. Hill admits the great evil, and the
great extent of robbery that now exists, and does not differ from me as to the nature of
the remedy to be applied ; and that disagreeing as to the amount of the fee, he still admits
the necessity of a system of compulsory registration. He is of opinion, however, that the
fee of &d. in the first instance, will be sufficient, but that it may be eventually reduced to
2 '/. ; but as I cannot agree with him in his views, I shall endeavour, as shortly as possible,
to state the objections I entertain to his suggestion.
I object to his modification on two grounds, first, because the reduced fee would inter
fere so greatly with the money-order office as very much to lessen its utility ; and secondly,
because it would increase the number of registered letters to such a degree, that it would
be impossible to perform the duty in the limited time alloted to it in the forward offices,
and that even at those offices where more time could be given, the letters could only be
sorted and delivered by a considerable increase offeree, and a consequent augmentation of
expenditure. And first, with regard to interference with the money-order office : in order to
estimate the value of the suggestion, it is necessary to contrast the security with which
small sums can be transmitted through this channel, as compared with the safety they
derive from registration, before any conclusion can be formed as to the expediency of
diminishing the utility of such an establishment. Through the money-order-office, small
sums can be remitted with the greatest security, indeed for this purpose it may be con
sidered nearly perfect as relates to the interests of the remitter; if the order is lost or
destroyed, or stolen, there is no difficulty on the part of the Post-office in issuing dupli
cates, on the necessary inquiries being satisfactorily answered, while in case of death, or
removal, there is no objection, with the consent of the proper parties, to repaying the
amount of the order.
With registration this is not the case: the property entrusted to the post, though
registered, may be lost or plundered in its progress, by the carelessness or dishonesty of
those employed, and though the parties would be detected and punished, it would be but
poor reparation to the owner for the loss of his letter. Supposing, however, that all the
necessary precautions are observed, that every check has been carefully maintained, as the
registration only secures the cover of the letter, the contents are liable to abstraction ;
against this crime no checks will avail, the only security against its commission being the
passage of the letter through fewer hands, than would have been the case in ordinary
course, and that the abstraction must have been so well managed, as not to excite ob
servation in the offices through which the letters would pass. It is true that not many
registered letters are lost, but still there are some few cases in the limited quantity of
correspondence which is at present subjected to the system, and these would have been
much more common, if negligence had not been repressed by the strongest and severest
measures.
. Having thus contrasted the relative security afforded by the money-order office and regis
tration, which, not taking into consideration the risk that is incurred previous to posting,
and subsequent to delivery by the post, is so much in favour of the former, I proceed to
point out the effect that must be produced by the alteration in the amount of the registra
tion fee, as suggested by Mr. Hill. The present fee for the transmission of sums through
the money-order office, not exceeding 2/., is 3d. ; and for sums above 2 /.'and not exceeding
6 1., 6d. ; a registration fee of Qd. therefore would give an inducement to parties to register,
increasing the number of registered letters, and diminishing that of money-orders. Even at
the amount of 6d., this must be largely the case, as in most instances the facilities and con
venience of registration are superior to those afforded by the money-order office. In the latter
office, orders are only granted and paid at particular places ; a resident in the country dis
tricts, therefore, has to proceed to a post town iu order to remit or receive the amount of
his order. With registration, wherever a party can prepay aletter,,he can register it, and in
like manner can receive his letter, if registered, at any place where a post is established,
whether it be a post town, sub-office, or receiving house, at a fee of Gd., therefore it may be
reasonably expected that in country districts parties will register in almost all cases where
the sums to be sent exceed 2 /. ; and in many cases where they are below this amount, the
additional cost of registration will be compensated by the saving of the journey either to or
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 6. from tne post town. At 2 d., to which sum Mr. Hill proposes to reduce the fee eventually, it
is obvious registration would be preferred, but even at 6 d. it would be much more resorted
to, from the facilities and convenience it presents.
Registration of
By the reduction of the fee, therefore, a competition is immediately established between
Letters.
money orders and registration, between the most secure system, which it is the policy of the
Government to promote, and the less secure, which it is expedient to discourage, as affording
temptation to the servants of the Post-office, and other parties through whose hands the
actual property passes, instead of being transferred by a simple credit; and not only is the
number of registered letters increased by this diminished inducement to employ the moneyorder office, but the effect is produced at the very time when the lowering of the fee for
registration would augment the number to such a degree as would render them difficult to
be dealt with by the Post-office ; and while the department has always viewed with appre
hension a great number of registered letters, not only is that number augmented by the
reduction of the present fee, and the proposed plan of compulsory registration, but it is still
farther increased by fixing the fee at such an amount that registration is brought into com
petition with the money-order office, and is greatly increased in its extent by the additional
number of cases which are diverted from their ordinary course, through the money-order
office, into the new channel of registration. And this brings me to the great obstacle to
the reduction of the fee as proposed, which is not so much the encouragement of registra
tion to the prejudice of the money-order office, as the probable number of letters that would
be registered, and the impossibility of overcoming this difficulty without serious injury to the
service. The great pressure would be upon the forward offices, where only a limited time
can be afforded for sorting, and where large numbers of registered letters would impede the
service to such a degree, that the duty could only be performed by delaying the mails in
their passage to their various destinations. Take the case of Derby, for instance, the great
forward office on the line of railroad which will probably be the quickest line of communi
cation between the capitals of England and Scotland before many years have passed over.
Derby.—Number of At Derby the time allowed is half an hour, and three clerks are employed in sorting, a force
letters delivered in a that is hardly sufficient to perform the duty allotted to them ; should a large number of
week, 11,909.
Number of forward registered letters be thrown upon Derby, the force of clerks must be largely increased, while
a considerably longer time must be allowed, owing to the pressure that must necessarily be
letters passing
through Derby in a produced by any number of registered letters. The same thing would occur at York, as
week, 58,374.
well as at Berwick, both great forward offices on this line, while the correspondence would
be considerably delayed, owing to the number of registered letters. Supposing an hour and
a half to be consumed at Derby in the operation of registering letters, instead of 30 minutes,
as at present, and a similar delay to be occasioned at York, the mail would reach Darling
ton one hour and 50 minutes later than its actual time of arrival. At present such a delay
would not be of importance to Edinburgh, as the correspondence for Scotland is conveyed
by the western coast of the kingdom ; but supposing a railroad completed to Edinburgh,
an additional hour consumed for registration at Derby, York, and Berwick, would give an
arrival at Edinburgh at seven or eight o'clock in the evening, instead of four or five in the
day ; the former, for all practical purposes, being of very little more utility than an arrival
the next morning in time for the first delivery. To Ireland the consequence would be much
more serious, as a detention for sorting at Birmingham would retard the departure of the
packet from Liverpool, and counteract all those arrangements, by which the arrival of the
London mail at Dublin is secured at such an hour as will permit it to be dispatched the same
evening to the interior of the country, occasioning a delay of 24 hours to the English cor
respondence for the whole of Ireland, with the exception of that for Dublin, and depriving
the greater portion of Ireland of a return post with England. How the duty is to be per
formed in the travelling post-office, where already the space is insufficient for the three
clerks and guard employed in it, I am altogether at a loss to imagine ; if the registered
Tiiu mail now stops letters, however, should increase largely, this office must be abolished, and more time
at Birmingham only consumed at Birmingham for sorting, which will again further delay the mail in its
for 20 minutes.
progress to Scotland and Ireland. These instances could be multiplied to a great
Number of letters
delivered at Birming extent ; it is, however, sufficient for me in these few details to point out some of the
ham in a week,53,056. general effects of a number of registered letters, in order to enable your Lordships to
Number of forward estimate properly the force of my objection against the measure. The inconvenience,
letters passing
however, of the delay is not confined to letters, it extends also to passengers; and the
through Birmingham most ruinous consequences, as to expense, would follow from the detention of the mails
in a week, 172,315.
more than 30 or 40 minutes at the forward offices on the chief lines of railroad. A delay
of the mails at Derby for an hour and a half in the dead of the night, would cause the mailtrain to be deserted by passengers, who would refuse to submit to such a discomfort, and
the inevitable consequence would be, that on all the chief lines of railroad the mail would
be dispatched empty, the Post-office having to bear the cost of special trains without any
deduction for passenger traffic. As it is, the cost of railroads is very great; but if, in con
sequence of the delays for sorting, rendered necessary by large numbers of registered letters,
the Post-office should be compelled to pay for special trains on most of the lines of rail
road, the expense would become so serious as to throw a heavy burthen on the country for
the maintenance of the Post-office service, which at present, if it bore the cost of the
packets, would not defray the expense of the establishment. I object, therefore, to the
reduction of the registration fee to 6d., and still more to that of 2d., the sum eventually
froposed, on the ground of its diminishing the utility of the money-order office , and
object also to the proposition, inasmuch as it would involve the service in difficulties,
a part only of which would be surmounted by a large increase of force, which would be
attended with considerable expenditure.
With
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With respect to the delays that would be occasioned, I fear no remedy could be applied ;
and yet the delay in the communications through the country is the most serious evil of the
plan, and that which would be most severely felt by the commercial and manufacturing
community.
For the reasons I have adduced, I consider it most important to proceed cautiously with
the plan of compulsory registration ; keeping the fee at the present amount, which has
undoubtedly had the effect of reducing the number of registered letters. Should no pressure
be experienced, I shall be prepared to reduce it still further, and I have already made
inquiries and collected information upon this subject ; I should propose, however, that the
reduction should stop at such a sum, 8d. for instance, that it should be less for the interest
of the party wishing to remit small sums, to register, than to employ the money order
office.
Mr. Hill seems to accuse the Post-office of inconsistency, in having at one time recom
mended a fee of Zd., while it now insists on an amount of 1 s. ; but the course adopted by
the department admits of satisfactory explanation : with a rate, when the lowest General
Post-office charge was 4d., and with a scale that advanced according to enclosures, the
postage and the fee together were generally higher than the money-order commission ;
a registered letter containing a single coin became a double letter, liable for the shortest
distance to a charge of 8d., the whole postage amounting to Wd. when the registering fee
was added. As the money-order commission for the remittance of sums under 2Z. was 6d.,
the Post-office was perfectly consistent in advocating a low fee for registration formerly,
and a high one at the present time. The principle was the same in both cases ; the depart
ment looked only to the total charge upon a registered letter, not to the elements of which
that charge was composed, and were contented with the general result, that in the vast
majority of cases it was more expensive for the public to register than to employ the
money-order office.
As to the proposition to extend the money-order system, such a step has been long in
contemplation, but the transactions of the department have extended so far, involving now
no less a sum than 5,000,000 1. per annum remitted through it for England and Wales
alone, and the accounts have pressed so much on the office, that I have waited till the
arrears were brought up before I submitted a further extension. The arrears, I trust, will
be cleared off about the end of the present year, when I hope to be able to propose a modi
fication of the present system, which will add largely to the accommodation at present
enjoyed by the public.
Mr. Hill submits various plans for the additional safety of correspondence. I think it
only expedient to notice two, before I close a Report that has already extended to too great
a length. One plan, the proposal for sending all registered letters through the capitals of
the three kingdoms, need only be suggested to any one acquainted with the Post-office
service to insure its instant condemnation ; not to mention that by the establishment of
day-mails, and other changes, London, Dublin, and Edinburgh have all become great
forward offices, and that large masses of registered letters could not be thrown into the
offices of these capitals without retarding the general correspondence* ; registered letters
are that class of letters that will least admit of delay. As a general rule, no letters are
registered except those which are important; thus letters containing remittances, whether
of large or small sums, or information connected with sales or purchases, intelligence as to
markets, or the service of legal process, or the still more important news of the illness or death
of relations and friends ; all these interesting communications are to be delayed for two or
three more posts than would be the case with an ordinary letter. A solicitor, for instance,
residing at Liverpool, wishing to serve legal process on a party at Leeds, could not serve it
till the third day on Mr. Hill's plan, though an unregistered letter posted at Liverpool in
the morning would reach Leeds in the middle of the same day. A banker at Dumfries
wishes to purchase stock, and remits bills to London, and registers his letter to insure the
delivery ; stocks have risen, the house by which the bills are drawn has failed, in the three or
four days which the letter takes in its passage to London, and the banker sustains this injury
from having foolishly registered his letter. A sister living with her mother at Milford
Haven, writes to her brother living at Clonmel, that her mother is dying, and wishes to see
him ; four or five days are consumed in transmitting the letter through London and Dublin,
which would have reached its destination in less than a day by the ordinary course of post.
The anomalies of such a regulation would be further augmented by the blank day, no mails
being dispatched from London on Sunday, and the injurious effect would be so glaring,
and the consequences, owing to the ignorance of the public as to all Post-office details, so
mischievous, that the system would be denounced and altered, even before it had come fully
into operation.
The second plan is that of taking receipts, which, except as to the proof of the posting,
adds nothing to the security of correspondence. In small offices, even where the letter is
sent direct from one upon the other, it must always pass through three or four hands, of
which one only would be made responsible, the party who gave the receipt, and even he
may not be identified by the person who posted the letter. But in other offices where
greater force is employed, or in London, where subdivision of labour is carried to its full
extent, I cannot understand how it can be imagined that a receipt could give any security.
And when I inform your Lordships, that every stamped letter from London must pass
through the hands of 16 officers, out of a number amounting in the whole to 129, none of
whom could be identified as having dealt with the letter, and that a large number would be
also employed in the case of a letter addressed to London, you will understand the little
security that is obtained by procuring a receipt. If a letter is lost, all these officers divide
0.93.
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the responsibility between them ; any one of them might have abstracted it in its progress
without the slightest danger of detection from the receipt; nor would the officer who gave
Registration of
the receipt be necessarily more an object of suspicion than others. In point of fact the
Letters.
receipt is no more than an acknowledgment of the posting, and can be considered in no
other light than as affording satisfactory evidence that a letter was put into the office,
though it has been subsequently lost or abstracted. It would, however, not only be merely
useless, it would be worse than useless, inasmuch as it would be a delusion on the public,
and would induce them to transmit valuable articles through the post, under the impression
their correspondence was secure, and this at the very time when the department was making
every effort to discourage the practice by enforcing a compulsory registration.
Confidential memo
In conclusion, I cannot help remarking that much of Mr. Hill s Report is but a reproduc
randum of Colonel
tion of his arguments on a former occasion, when they were submitted to the late Chancellor
Maberly, dated IT
October 1840, on the of the Exchequer, and by him rejected as objectionable, and though the papers were not
Registration of Let made official at the time, I think it better to forward copies of them for your information, as
ters, (No. 3.)
there can be at present no objection to their production.
I cannot forbear adding one further remark in connexion with the offer made by Mr.
Mr. Bokenham's ob
servations on Mr.
Hill to organize and carry into execution the measures proposed in his Report ; such an offer
Hill's plan for Regis in effect, though I have no doubt it is not so meant, is an entire supercession of my autho
tration of Letters,
rity, and a transfer of the powers of the office into the hands of Mr, Hill.
25 August 1840,
In the carrying out of the plan in question are involved the details and discipline ofthe whole
(No. 4.)
office, with a full knowledge of the service, in order to undertake only what can be attempted
with success, and to assign to each officer engaged that share of blame he ought fairly to bear
where he has failed in carrying into execution measures which are known to be practicable. Are
the characters and fortunes of the thousands who are employed in the Post-office service to
be placed at the mercy of an individual who confesses he is " not very familiar with the
Page 19, Report,
details of the method now practised," but there is reason to think that " it is unnecessarily
24 Nov. 1841.
complex?" And yet if he is permitted to organize the planand to superintend the execution of
this measure, I must of course yield to his suggestions, even when contrary to my own
opinion, as otherwise, in case of failure, he would adduce my opposition to his views as the
reason of his want of success ; and, after all, Mr. Hill cannot be really responsible : it is my
character and that of your Lordships that will be implicated in case of failure, and while the
public voice will loudly blame us, Mr. Hill, in reality the author of the plan, would, from
his position, escape responsibility, which from my official situation would fall exclusively on
me. It is easy to imagine what damage the community might sustain from his tampering
with a vast machine interwoven with all the details of Government and necessary to the
daily habits and wants of the population of this great empire.
The point in question I am happy to say is not one of detail, it is one of principle,
which, should your Lordships come to such a decision, I shall be ready to carry into
execution without any assistance from Mr. Hill, though it would be in opposition to my
own opinion.
The plan is by no means impracticable, but it will be for your Lordships to decide
whether it will not be secured at too great a sacrifice ; and whether the expenditure, and
delay in our communications, the rapidity of which is daily connecting more together the
distant portions of the empire, are not in reality much greater evils than the existence of a
higher fee for registration than that recommended by Mr. Hill.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
Appendix, No. 6.

(No. i.)
A RETURN of the NUMBER of MONEY ORDERS issued, and of MONEY ORDERS paid,
in England and Wales, for the Quarter ended 5 October 1841.
MONEY ORDERS
ISSUED.

MONEY ORDERS
PAID.

TOTAL.

London - - , -

47,483

89,451

136,934

Country - - - -

280,588

236,742

523,330

334,071

326,193

600,264

Money-order Office,"!
10 December 1841. J

(signed)

Wm. Barth.

N.B. The average amount of each Money Order issued and paid during the quarter
ended 5th October 1841, as founded upon a Keturn for London and the three-mile district,
may be taken at -il. 4s. :>//.
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(No. 2.)
PROGRESS of a STAMPED LETTER posted at a RECEIVING HOUSE in London between Keg18tracion °
2 and 5 P.M., addressed to Manchester, showing the Number of Persons' hands it would e ers'
pass through whilst in the custody of the General Post-office in London ; .also the Number
—
of Persons into either of whose hands it might fall in the regular course of duty; likewise
showing the additional Number of Hands, provided it had been posted between 8 A.M.
and 2 P.M.
MIGHT PASS THROUGH.

MUST PASS THROUGH.

Receiver
Collector

-

Stamper (date stamper) Clearing Messenger
Examiner of Postage Stamps Stamper of do.
Clearing Messenger
Division Collector
Second Sorter Clerk of Division
Tyer of Letters
Tyer of Bag -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 or 2

2 or 3

- 1

2

-

4
4
6
7
7

1
1
1
1
1

- l
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1

-

,

3
9
1
3
1
129

16

If posted between 8 A.M. and 2 P.M. the letter would come through the Twopenny Postoffice; it would consequently pass through the following hands in addition to the above:
1
22
8
1

Collecting Letter-carrier
Examining Clerk
Porters
Tunnel-room Messenger
(Inland-office)

-

- 21

(signed)

13 December 1841.

161

W. Bokenham.

PROGRESS of a STAMPED LETTER posted in Manchester, addressed to Cavendish-square,
London, showing the Number of Persons' hands it would pass through whilst in the cus
tody of the General Post-office in London ; also the Number of Persons into either of
whose hands it might fall in the regular course of duty.
MIGHT PASS THROUGH.

MUST PASS THROUGH.

Opener of bag
Collector
-----Messenger in attendance upon Examiners
Examiner
-----Collector
-__.-Stamper
......
Clearing Messenger
Sorters Collector
-----Sorter ------Collector for Letter-carrier's office
District Letter-carrier, including the deli
verer -------

Inland-office, 13 December 1841.
0-93-

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

2
1
14
1
5
5
42
1
2
2

1

2

12

78

(signed)

W. Bohenham.
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MEMORANDUM of Lieut.-Colonel Maberly on Registration of Letters.
17 October 1840.
THKHE is no difficulty in carrying into effect a registration of letters in those cases where
towns make up direct bags with each other, if sufficient time and force be given for the
purpose. Mr. Hill's scheme, therefore, is perfectly practicable, as far as it applies to such
cases, though I think it would be found less effective and more expensive than the system
which was selected by the Post-office, and which would have been carried into operation
last year, had it not been suspended by the adoption of the penny post. For instance,
a room which should contain separate boxes for 646 post towns, would be difficult to find
in the present building, and expensive in the fitting-up ; added to which, there are not ten
clerks at present in the Inland-office, who could sort the letters to all these post towns
without mistake ; I prefer, therefore, in this point, the system which was adopted last year,
of sorting to the 34 divisions, by which plan greater expedition would be secured, as well
as increased accuracy, especially as in many instances the sorting for the day mails is
different from that of the night mails. With the London letters inwards, the greatest delay
would arise were Mr. Hill's proposition adopted.
The plan proposed was simple and expeditious, while, from having the principle of sub
division of labour bi ought to bear upon it as far it was applicable, the sorting operation
was conducted with the utmost expedition of which it was capable.
On Mr. Hill's system the registration clerks, having to sort out the letters to 240 lettercarriers (if indeed they could do it at all), must consume hours in such a process, delaying,
of course, all other letters till this cumbrous operation was completed. I say " if he could
do it at all," as at present it is found that the clerks are not capable of performing this
second sorting; it is carried on by officers termed subsort«rs, who having been promoted for
their efficiency from the class of letter-carriers, are practically conversant with the streets
and places embraced in the arbitrary division of London, called " walks."
On the whole, therefore, I prefer the Post-office plan to that of Mr. Hill, on account of
its greater economy both of money and time, while the different operations being more sub
divided by the Post-office plan than in that of Mr. Hill, each individual would perform his
duty more perfectly, and with less liability to error.
The difficulty in carrying into effect any system of registration lies really in the forward
offices, and though here too, it is only a question of time and money, the expenditure of
both must be infinitely larger in the forward offices than where direct bags are made up.
f n order to show how the proposed measure would operate in the forward offices, 1 shall
endeavour to explain, at length, what the forward system is, as Mr. Hill seems not to be
aware of its nature, or the objects it is intended to answer.
The forward system may be defined to be a system which, while it keeps in full operation
the check upon the revenue, reduces to the smallest possible limit the number of accounts
to be kept by postmasters, and the number of bags they are required to make up.
It is obvious that without some such system, that as the only check for the security of
the revenue is the acknowledgment of the receipt of letters of a certain value on the part
of the receiving postmaster, to the dispatching postmaster, who states that he has forwarded
them, every office in the kingdom must keep an account, and make up a bag with every
other, and the accounts and bags become so numerous as to be beyond all power of control.
For as any post-office at any moment may have a letter addressed to any other, without
some such invention as the forward system, each of the 1,200 post towns in the three king
doms would have to make up bags and keep accounts with all the others, which would
render necessary the making up daily between 1,400,000 and 1,500,000 bags, and the
examination in the accountant-general's office of as many daily accounts.
As the London Inland Office (with the division of its bags, rendered necessary by the
newspapers and parcels) does not make up the number of bags required for one town under
such u system, it would be obviously impracticable to have conducted the business of all
•without the adoption of some process to render such complication unnecessary.
To obviate the necessity of such a multiplicity of bags and accounts, towns at certain
intervals from the dispatching towns were selected, upon which the letters intended to go
beyond them should be sent forward, while these latter towns, acting in the same manner,
and sending forward on other towns the letters addressed to places beyond, the system was
continued to any assignable distance on the longer lines. Thus, for instance, letters posted
at Plymouth, addressed to Stirling, would be respectively scut forward, first in the Exeter
bag, next in the Exeter bag on Bristol, next in the Bristol bag on Birmingham, on the
railway office on Lancaster, on Carlisle, and on Glasgow, which would be the last forward
office ; thus a bag from Plymouth to Stirling is despensed with, which otherwise would
have been necessary.
• By the extension of this system generally, the letters of nearly every town west of Exeter
are made to centre at Exeter, and by this arrangement these towns make up baas with
Exeter alone, instead of with every post town to the north and east of it, thus doing away
with the necessity for thousands of bags daily between the, various post towns.
It was, however, not only the number of bags that it was necessary to reduce, but tliat of
the accounts also, and this was not accomplished, always keeping up the proper check,
without further arrangements.
It was found that if the postage of a paid letter at Plymouth, addressed to Stirling, were
included in the account of paid letters sent to Exeter, and the postage of an unpaid letter
similarly
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similarly circumstanced was entered in the Glasgow bill for Stirling, that the end of all Append!*, No. G.
purposes of check would be as effectually answered as if Plymouth kept a direct account or
....
vouched, to use the technical language of the Post-office, with Stirling. All that was Registration of
wanted was a check by a disinterested party at Exeter, in the first instance, to bring to Letters,
account the postage received by the postmaster at Plymouth ; while, on the other hand, no
—————
one having any interest in the amount of postage of the unpaid letter, except the postmaster
of Stirling, who would receive the money on delivery, the postmaster at Glasgow might
be safely entrusted with the duty of charging the postage on such au unpaid letter upon
the postmaster of Stirling.
Nor did the forward system apply to the direct lines alone, it was used to effect the same
objects, viz. the saving the necessity of accounts and bags with post towns at short dis
tances from each other, whenever it was thought desirable to effect it, or wherever the
letters were intended to pass over fresh lines of communication branching out of the parti
cular forward oilice ; and to such an extent is the system now carried, that there is scarcely
a town of any importance which is not a forward office to some other post town *.
* ^ B. In the Home
It followed as a matter of course that these masses of letters being sent forward on towns District, which has
at certain intervals from each other, the mails, when they arrived at such towns,, hud to be one^°°if are'fb'n' ""
delayed i'or the sorting of the letters, and 20 minutes or half an hour was generally allowed, offices,
for that purpose, about every 100 miles; and as this time was convenient to passengers,
with whom the Post-office service must, as at present conducted, be much mixed up, in
order to carry it on with any economy, it was usually supposed by the public that the
mails stopped for the accommodation of the passengers instead of for the performance of
indispensable duties of its own service.
In reality, however, the necessity of the stop was occasioned by the forward duty, which
in many offices was so severe that, notwithstanding their whole force was given to it, it
could hardly be accomplished in the time allowed, even before the additional number of
letters occasioned by the penny post had so materially increased its pressure. Such being the
nature of the forward system, the next point is to explain how it would be affected by a
plan of registration such as that proposed by Mr. Hill, and which, from the low fee
demanded, and with the low rate of postage now taken, will cause the letters registered to
be numerous.
Take the case of a forward office upon which 10 towns send their letters forward, where
the mail arrives in the day, and that this forward office has to make up bags with 10 towns
beyond it on the line upon which the mail continues its route ; suppose also, which would
be the case, that all its own letters which were posted for the 10 towns beyond were ready,
with the exception of the amounts being entered on the bills, and the bags being closed, as
that could not be done till the mail had arrived with the forward letters.
The mail arrives and has perhaps to stay 20 minutes.
The first process in the case of registration would be to open the 10 bags, and take out
the registered letters, and to compare them carefully with the addresses on the letter bills.
The next would be to enter the addresses at length, on the bills of the 10 towns with which
the forward office vouched, and all these entries would be independent of the sorting and
making up the accounts of postage of these 10 towns which has been already alluded to.
When to this is added, that rides have in all probability to be dispatched as soon as
possible after the mail is in, that the public are anxiously waiting for their letters at the
window, that the letter-carriers have to be dispatched on their deliveries, it will be easily
seen what a serious addition of labour the entry of the addresses of 40 or 50 registered
letters will be.
Taking it at two or three a minute, half the time allowed for sortiug will be consumed in
this process ; and in all probability the mail will either be delayed beyond its time or the
letters left behind. In the latter instance, the letters are delayed 24 hours in most cases.
In the former, the arrival, by being late, may fall in with that of other mails at the next
forward office, for which contingency the office not being prepared, the letters of both mails
may be delayed 24 hours.
In short, a pressure of duty on the forward offices, which could not be got through,
would throw the whole service into a confusion from which it might not be easy to extricate
it ; and when tliis went on from day to day still augmenting, for it would take some time
before we were acquainted with the evil at head-quarters, and some time then to correct it,
I fear it would be attended with the most disastrous consequences to the mercantile interests
of the kingdom.
Mr. Hill will perhaps say, that he reduces the number of letters by the proposal to make
up all letters addressed to one place into packets, instead of sending them separately ; but
to this (although it might reduce the labour to some extent at the forward office, though
I do not think it would accomplish much, as the bye-correspondence is addressed to a vast
number of places, while the letters contained in the London bags, except in the case of the
Scotch and Irish correspondence, are mostly directed to one particular town and its depen
dencies,) there exists this fatal objection, that there are no means of checking the postage
and bringing it to account.
To take the case again I have before assumed, of Plymouth having registered letters for
Stirling; three, for instance, on which the postage has been paid, as well as the fee for
registration. How is the Accountant-general's office to know, if these three letters are
made up in a packet, that the postmaster at Plymouth has dispatched " three letters for
Stirling, on which he has received the postage ?
The packet would not be opened till it arrived at Stirling, consequently the postmaster at
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 6. Exeter could not check the postmaster of Plymouth as he should do, as to the amount of
his paid forward letters.
Registration of
This objection is fatal, unless, indeed, it should be determined to have all letters stamped,
Letters.
in which case all foreign, colonial, redirected and insufficiently stamped letters must be de
prived of the privilege of registration. Should it be determined, however, to subject the
public to this inconvenience for the sake of employing packets, the adoption of packets
would so little reduce the amount of duty to be performed, that there would be no prospect
of getting through it in the forward offices, while the adoption hereafter of stamped packets
would very much reduce the value of the boon to the public, by depriving certain classes of
letters of the advantage ; it offers very little more prospect of success in carrying the mea
sure into execution, as it diminishes but in a small degree the amount of labour to be per
formed.
The important point of all is the number of letters likely to be registered, a consideration
which Mr. Hill entirely overlooks in his observations, and it is but poor reasoning to say,
that because the officers of the Post-office thought it could be accomplished two years ago,
it can be easily carried into effect now. The high rates, and the system of charging by en
closures at that time in operation, kept down the number of letters that were likely to be
registered to such an extent, that it was deemed practicable to deal with them.
Still, though registration was on the point of being adopted, it should never be lost sight
of that it was in opposition to the opinion of the surveyors, and taking all the responsibility
of the step upon myself, that I recommended the Postmaster-general to adopt it.
I think there is little doubt but the letters to be registered would have been more nume
rous than those which were entered under the Post-office Regulations as " letters containing
coin," inasmuch as the public being permitted to register their letters indiscriminately, and
not merely those of a particular class, all letters of importance which required proof of
delivery would have been subjected to this process by every prudent person. Thus all com
munications of sudden illness, or loss of relations or friends, letters containing bank notes,
or bills payable at sight, deeds, and especially writs, would have been registered, forming a
large and extensive addition to the class of correspondence which had formerly been entered
as money letters.
With the old rates of postage, I am of opinion the letters to be registered would have been
considerably augmented ; with the penny post, however, there is reason to believe that such
letters would be exceedingly numerous.
An account was kept in the Inland-office when the fourpenny rate was established, by
which it appeared that the money letters dispatched from, and received in London, in the
week ending 14th December 1838, amounted to 2,218 ; in the week ending 14th Decem
ber 1839, the number amounted to 3,129, and was rapidly increasing. At present it is Mr.
Bokenham's opinion that the number of such letters is ten times as great as it was under
the high rates of postage.
It is almost impossible to get at what the real number is ; but when six letter-carriers
a short time ago were stopped before they proceeded on their deliveries, to see if their letters
were properly sorted, 50 letters apparently containing coin were found in their respective
bundles.
As the walks these men delivered were average walks, it is but fair to assume that each
of the 261 letter-carriers would have his proportion, which would give 2,150 for the whole,
making for one morning's delivery a number almost as large as that which had been
dispatched from, and received at, the office for a week during the existence of the former
rates.
Under these circumstances I must decidedly object to any attempt at registration at so
low a fee as 2d.t as I think it could not fail to be accompanied with the most serious injury
to the service and the commercial interests of the country.
There would be no security if packets were adopted, as the packets might be tampered
with, and some of their contents withdrawn, while it would be impossible to fix the
violation on any one forward office, as would be the case if every letter were registered
separately.
A very large additional force would be required in the Inland-office and Twopenny-post,
and generally in the country offices ; and even with this addition, the public accommodation
would have to be much restricted, both in the time of posting and the time of receiving
letters ; while the progress of the mails would, I have no doubt, be universally retarded
throughout the country, after subjecting it to great injury from the confusion that would
have been produced by the adoption of a plan with the details of which the author was
unacquainted.

(signed)

W. L. Mdberly.

(No. 4.)
Mr. Bokenham's Observations on Mr. Hill's Registration Plan.
25 August 1840.
Mr. HILL proposes that a room, accessible to the public, should be provided for the regis-.
tration of letters, which, should there be many letters of that description, would certainly be
necessary, and also that a clerk of tried integrity be nominated and considered responsible
for the whole duty, whatever number of persons he may have about him. The responsibility
of such an officer, if he had only two assistants, would be very serious ; if he had twenty,
which
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which I really think would be requisite at the low fee proposed, and the present rates of Appendix, No. G
postage, I do not see how it could possibly be fixed upon him. Mr. Hill, I am confident,
cannot be aware of the details attending a system of registration of letters passing through Registration of
the Post-office, or he would not have proposed that one person alone in each office should Letters.
be held responsible for the whole of the business.
.
If receipts are given to persons posting registered letters, I think the book already
printed in the form of check-books had better be brought into use, one part of each leaf to
be torn off and given out, the other to bear an address corresponding with the regis
tered letter, and to which the window-man should obtain the signature of the clerk engaged
in the interior of the office upon delivering the corresponding letter into his hands, it being
impossible to expect that the officer who receives letters from the public, and with which
he has so clearly identified himself, can give them up without a discharge of some kind or
other. Hence commences the detail.
The window-man being discharged of his responsibility, it will necessarily fall upon the
officer to whom he gives up the letters ; this officer will then have to distribute them to the
different clerks to be entered, sorted, made up in parcels, and handed to the division clerks,
the consequence of which will be, that he must be placed at the mercy of every one em
ployed in his office, as he can have no check whatever over them. The sorting of registered
letters and making them up in parcels in the registration office would be attended with
considerable difficulty : in the first place, 646 boxes would be necessary for the sorting of
them ; in the second, some person or persons connected with the registration office would
be constantly employed in going to the different divisions to ascertain to which town letters
not fully addressed should be forwarded, before they could be placed in the proper parcels,
it being morally impossible for any one person to have a thorough knowledge of the whole
circulation ; in the former system, when each letter was forwarded separately, it was not
required. Taking Stratton, Cornwall, as an example; the registration clerk knew that a
letter so addressed was sent from the Exeter division, although he could not tell whether it
was forwarded in the Oakhampton or any other bag ; that matter rested entirely with the
division clerk.
Mr. Hill proposes that the entering of the letters should not take place until the office
has closed for the receipt, in which case a copying machine might certainly be made
available, as suggested ; but, on the other hand, I am inclined to think that the better plan
will be to enter them in a book as they are received, and if boxes are in use, place a blank
list in each,, so that when the letters have been sorted into the boxes, the clerk can take
them out and enter them on the list which he will find with them, and place them with the
latter at once in a cover having the words " Registered Letters " printed upon it ; if this
plan is adopted, I think so much time would not be lost as must be the case if the entering
and sorting did not commence until the close of the office. I submit it would not be safe
for the postmaster, on receiving a registered parcel, to take a letter-carrier's acknowledgT
ment for the whole ; in my opinion he must, as upon the old system, fill up a printed form
of receipt for each letter, to be handed to the letter-carrier, which the latter must return to
the postmaster, after having had it signed by the proper party. Formerly it was the prac
tice here to allow the letter-carrier to retain in his own possession the receipt for registered
letters, but the plan worked so badly, and gave such scope for dishonesty, that it could not
be carried on ; the consequence was, a clerk was appointed to check and file the receipts
brought back by the letter-carriers.
The return of the letter-bills, signed by the deputy, will be sufficient discharge for the
registered parcels.
The detail and difficulties attending registered letters sent to London will be very great.
There will be comparing the letters with the deputy's list, and the address of each letter to
be copied twice over, i. e. in the book in which the letter-carriers will sign for the letters,
and on the receipts which they will have to take out with them ; in addition to this, consi
derable delay must arise in the delivery, for every registered letter, on an average, will detain
the letter-carrier three minutes; therefore, supposing a man to have but 10 to deliver, he
will be half an hour longer on his walk.
I have no observations to make respecting the branch offices, beyond that one or more
clerks will be required at each ; in other respects they are, so far as the transmission of
registered letters are concerned to this office, on a similar footing with the deputies.
I, with every person connected with the Post-office, admit the necessity of some system
of registration ; but at the same time, looking at the nature of our business, the rapidity
with which it is performed, and the consequences which may arise from delay, I am firmly
of opinion it would not be safe in the present day to adopt any plan, unless accompanied
with the restriction of a high fee. It may be said, that an increase of hands would enable
us to check and dispose of a very large number of letters, and that the difficulties in London
would be thereby overcome. To a certain extent they would, but not so much so as might
be supposed, for the arrivals are irregular and uncertain; 10 clerks might perform the duty
easily atone time, which, to prevent a delay in the general delivery would, at another period,
require 20 to accomplish it in time. The foregoing observations apply to the General Post
department, and are not in any way applicable to the forward offices, which will certainly
be affected by a system of registration to a much greater extent.
(signed)
W. Bokenham.
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REPORT ON LATE-LETTER FEES.
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 16 January 1841.
THE
fees
taken
upon
late
letters
having
been
carried
to the account of the revenue since
Appendix, No. 7.
the 10th January 1840, in conformity with the directions of your Lordships, and the postLate-Letter Fees. masters having been informed that they will receive compensation for the loss they have
sustained, I have now the honour to bring the subject under your consideration.
I should not have allowed so long a time to elapse, but that I might form a correct
estimate of the amount of revenue which will be derived from the fees in question; as, with
out waiting for such information, a material check upon the claims of the several parties
would have been wanting, and I could not have shown the same satisfactory result that 1 am
now enabled to do.
I enclose a list of postmasters in England and Wales to whom I propose to grant com
pensation, showing the estimated annual produce calculated upon the amount carried to the
public account in the six months ended 6th October last.
£. «. d.
4,247 17 Proposed compensations
Estimated produce
7,481 17 10
From which your Lordships will perceive that the present gain to the revenue is
3,234/. 10s.
In adjusting their claims I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to fix the compensation
at a sum which I hope will be satisfactory to the parties, being a permanent allowance in
lieu of a fluctuating and uncertain perquisite; it will give a fair reserve in favour of the
revenue, while the w.hole of the compensations falling in at the death of the present post
masters, will leave the revenue in full possession of the amount of the fees.
The amount of compensation necessarily varies according to the circumstances of the
case, as it would not be possible to adopt any given rule which would be applicable to all.
The produce, although affording a fair general criterion, is subject from numerous loca
causes, either by alteration in the time of arrival and departure of the posts, or by contract
ing or extending the period allowed for posting letters without a fee, to much variation ;
and I can only assure your Lordships that each case has been fully and carefully considered,
with all the points bearing upon it, which have been sifted by the district surveyors, who,
from their personal knowledge of the postmasters and the duties of their offices, have much
assisted me in forming a judgment; and has been determined upon the only possible basis,
its own individual merits.
The great object which I have kept in view has been to grant the postmaster a fair com
pensation for his loss, and at the same time to protect the public from any increase of
expense, where any doubt or obscurity, which has not been satisfactorily explained, has
arisen.
I have only, in conclusion, to press the subject upon your Lordships' early attention, as the
present delay has been productive of inconvenience to the parties whose incomes have been
temporarily reduced ; and as it is but just that these allowances should commence from the
time at which the fees were carried to the revenue, I submit that I may receive your
Lordships' sanction for the payment of the respective amounts on and from the 10th January
1840.
I beg to add that the Irish and Scotch lists are still under revision, and will be laid before
your Lordships at as early a period as possible.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lichfield.
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ENGLAND AND WALES.

POST TOWN.

Annual
Amount
returned by
Postmaster
in 1840,
on an Average
of
Three Years.

Abergavenny
Aberystwith
Abingdon ...

£. t. rf.
18 - 384
10 - -

Alfreton ...
Alnwk-k ...
Alresford ...
Alton
...
Altrmcham
Amblesidt!

3 17 7

12-

1 11 3-11

Estimated
Annual
Produce,
calculated
upon Amount Proposed
carried to
Revenue Compensation.
in the
^
Six Months
ended
6 Oct. 1840.
£. ». d.
12 19 4
- 18 4
5 12 8
1 9 4
386
3 15 8
4 12 6
9 18 4
- 3 14 3 13 1 4 8

£. ••
nil.
3 7 10
- nil.
1 1 2 10
- nil.
1 3 . nil.
- nil.
3 10
10 . nil.
- nil.
- nil.
5 2 -

-

POST TOWN.

d.
- a' Brecknock
Brentwood
Bridgend «
- i Bndgenorth
Bridgewater
Bridlington
Brighton Bristol Brixharn ...
Broadway ...
Bromley ...
Bromyard ...
a
Broomsgrove .
Brongh ...

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
returned by calculated
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried to
in 1840,
\
REMARKS.
Revenue Compensation. 1
on on Average
iu the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
6 Oct. 1840.
£. ». d.
1 10 1 14 3
2 12 10 - 15 6 8
168

£. *. d.
5 19 2
656
- 7 6
8 13 10
7 10 4
1 11 4
3 15 6

216 2 1
96 10 11
6 - - 7 6
- 3 6
2 10 634
- 2 2

251 8 10

£. *.
nil.
1 10
- nil.
5 7 1 niL
1 200 -

d.
- 0
-

3
niL
niL
nil.
- 14 4
4 15 10
2 - 954
12 16 4
5 - - niL
188
- 4 3
2 - - nil.
723
Arandel ...
6 - 4 - Bungay ...
54Asliboume
4 7 10
- nil.
1
_
_
Ashburton
- 14 10
1 13 4
1 15 8
1 - 1 - 1 - Burford ...
Ashby-de-la-Zouch
538
- 12 5 19 6
3 - Ashford ...
11 3 8
3 10 8
- nil.
- 7 8
Burton-in-Kendal
Atherstone
3 12 3 - 5 - 4 - 702
1 10 2 - nil.
Burton-on-Trent
19 - 43 17 10
2 - Bury St. Edmund's 19 7 8
Axminster
2 - 398
Aylesbury
•«
3 10 3 18 10
2 10 3 16 8
Bury (Lancashire)
2 10 826
1 - 5 15 2
2 - 5 - 1 10 10
Buxton .
Aylsham 242
1 10 - 19 10
3 14 4
2 13 6 - nil. Callington
- 10 1 5 4
- 15 68- . nil.
Culne
...
45 - 158 17 10
51 13 4
vl
1 11 6
Cambridge
. nil.
nil.
3 - 8 16 4
15 - 5 19 2
Banbury ...
18 15 6
20 - Campden ...
35 - 86 8 4
5 - 3d 2 4
4 12 8
Bangor ...
648
Canterbury
10 - 15-8
1 - 1 10 4
10 - Barnard's Castle
1 - Cardiff ...
4 - 742 - li.iriu.-t ...
15- 3 3
6 10 16 2 5 - - " Carlisle Barnsley 354
6 13 4
9215 - 7 17 6
5 - 17 13 4
Barnstaple
7 10 6
6 - Carmarthen
5 - 4 12 1 - 976
Barton-on-Humbcr .
- 13 1 - Carnarvon
- nil.
- 15 8
6 - 10 7 8
Baeingstoke
7 10 e
- nil.
- 12 8
Ha'.h
...
nil.
27 10 4
42 11 4
- nil.
- 3 10
4 - 1 7 10
Battle
...
5 - 2 - 386
3 - 538
Bawtry ...
3 16 - nil.
3 - 30Beaumaris
5 10 2
30 - 69 17 6
3 - 34 6 8
2 10 4
Becclea ...
3 13 4
Chatham I - 228
1 - 191 3 10
Beaconsfield
14Chatteris 1 - - 14 1 - 1 - 1 2 6
Bedale Chcadle ...
1 19 4
13 - 25 15 8
9 - 15 - 458
Chelmsford
Bedford 10 - 60
- 76 - 10 6 - - nil.
- nil. 12 11 4
6 11 8
- nil.
- 8 10
Chepatow Belper niL
3 14 8
- 13 4
Berkhampstead 6 - 5 - 10 - 0 13 8
10 - - nil.
Chester ...
4 - 1 11 8
4 10 8
662
11 10 Beverkry ...
12 2 8
Chesterfield
- nil.
3 7 10
- 10 3-6
- 15 3
Chester-le-Street
Bewdley ...
30 - 48 17 6
61 19 5
5 - 18926
Chichester
Bicester ...
2 10 546
3 1 4
3 10 788
Chippcnham
Bideford 4 19 1 10 4 19 2
1 17 2
- nil.
1 10 Chipping Norton
Biggleswnde
- 5 - nil.
612
1 - Billericay ...
4 15 3 - 3 19 1 9 8
1 - Biistone ...
1 6 7
3 10 496
26 3 8
4 11 3
- nil. - 't ChristchurcU
19 13 Birmingham
1 - 1-4
1 - - nil.
Chudleigh- nil.
3 15 10
- nil.
Bishop's Stortford
10 - 23-0
12 7 7
- 18 8
Cirencestcr
- nil.
Bishop's Waltham
1 - 172
13 9 4
Blackburn
6 - 7 - - nil.
- 14 4
5 19 6
Blandford 4 - 4 - . niL
1 10 0
11 13 6
3 19 3
Coiiham ...
- 6 Bognor . , 3 - - nil.
- 18 8
4 10 10
2 10 3 13 4
Bodmin ...
- nil. 37 3 8
9 10 2
10 - Colchester
3 - 3 10 6
- 18 2
454
1 10 Coleford Boroughbridge 145 • nil.
- 3 6
19 9 2
19 - Coleshill Boston - 5 3
3 - 2 16 2
2 3 10
3 - Colnbrook 3 - 1 11 5 - - nil.
- 17 2
- 6 0
Congleton .
.
6 10 Brackley 2 — —
1 6 10
1 - - 17 Brackncll 1 - Conwtiy ...
554
- nil.
Curwen ...
Bradford (Yorkshire) 1 8 8
51 2 40 - 46 13 7
Bradford (Wiltshire) 7 - 4 10 2
4 - 16 - 54Coventry ...
746
0 - 564
Broinlree 1 10 3 10 6
Covvbridge
7 11 8
4 - Brampton - 12 6
10 13 0
- 5 4
- 10 Cowes, Isle of Wight 1 10 Cranbrook
•
494
3-4
374
Brandon 4 - 1 10 (continut d)
(•) New deputies.
(b) For one year, calculated on nine months.
(c) Carried to revenue.
(d) Considered when deputy's salary was determined.
(") Previously carried to account of revenue.
(') New post town.
AmcsburyAmpthill «
Andover ...
Andovereford
Ajipleby ...

3 17 2
- 10 2
1 17 3 13 10
2 3 10
94442
- 13 4
6 11 4

-

w
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Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
in 1840,
REMARKS.
to Revenue Compensation. |
on an Average
in the
Six Mouths
of
ended
Three Years.
6 Oct. 1840.

POST TOWN.
_'i

£. i. d.
- 13 -

ENGLAND, &C.—COnti.

Crewkerne

1 14 6

Croydon Cuckfield -

865
6 13 4

Darlington
Dartford Dartmouth
Dawlish
Derby

-

12 - 11 - 7 12 C

-

5

-

-

-

-

45 - -

-

632 IS 8
29 19 6
- 17 4
30 8 4
88274

Dewsbury
Devizes Devonport
Diss
DoncnsterDorchester
Dorking Downham

2 12

4

Duncburch
Duninow -

- 2
12 13

6
4

Durham Dursley Eastbonrne
East Grinstead -

12 3 7 12 1 - 2 10 2 - -

Ellesmere
Jsly Emsworth
Enstonc Epping Epsom
Esher
Evesham Exeter
Exmouth Eye ...

4
5
5
-

-

11
2
-

9
-

1 19 4
140
107 9 2
5 10 7
1 5 -

Fakcnham
Falmouth

4 - 11 6 7

Fnrnlirim -

9 - -

Felten
Fenny Stratfoid

-69

-

16 0 11
- 3 -

Feversliain
Folkingham
Footscray
Fowey
Froomc Gainsborough Garstang Gerrard's Cross

1 3 7 13 4
'' - 19 - 9 10

Gloucester
Godalmhig
Godstone -

23 3 0
3 - 2 7 10

Gosport Grantham
Gravcsend
Grctabridgc

12 13 7
4 - 28 8 11

Guildford
Guisborough

5 10 - 6 2

£. *. il.
2-4
4 14 1 17 2
161 12 8
8 15 2
1 - 4
17 16 8
10 11 10 5 10
288
3 17 39 16 4
144
28 7 4
7 19 522
8 12 10
30 8 10
8241 5 2
1186
1 18 8
46 14 6
552
684
1 10 13 5 10
- 3 10
4 11 10
2 19 3
39 12 10
412
3 11 10
3-10
4
- 1 10
1 3 9 14 4
434
176
6 17 7 14 10
242 11 2
125 13 7 11 1 14 10
1 7 8
!) 3 10
11 10 2
0 1 10
17 15 10
- 13 4
- 15 12
3
-

7 6
15 6
8 8
17 2
9 -

654
786
2-6
753
1 6 4
1 16 25 13 6
3 19 4
2 1 4
1 7 23 7 10 13 6
40 17 8
- 4 4
- 6 6
8214 8 10
- 9 2

£. t. d.

POST TOWN.

EXGLAN D, &C.

C0ntd.

Hndleigh ...
- 10 Halesworth
4 - 1 10 Halifax • nil.
Halstead - nil.
Harleston
p»^
Harlow - nil.
Harrowgate
5 - Hartford Bridge
1 - Harwich 9 - 10 - Haslemere
Hastings 7 10 HatHeld
1 - Hawes
4 - Havaut 25 - HRverfordwest 1 - Hay
...
45 - Haydon Bridge - 10 4 - Helstone 2 10 Hemel Hempstead
28 - Henley-on-ThaineB
- 10 Hereford 15 - Hertford 7 - Hcxham .
2 - Heytesbury
35 - Higham Ferrers
2 - 2 10 High Wycombe
1 - 9 - ... , '
- nil.
Hitchia 5 - Hithe
...
- nil.
12 - Hoddesdon
6 - 1 - Holbeach Holt
2 - Holyhead 1 - Holywell - nil.
Honiton 1 10 - nil.
Horncastle
3 10 Hoisham - nil.
Hounslow •
4 - Howdcn 4 - Hull
nil.
llnngcrford
1 10 Huntingdon
1 - HuiMersfield
100 - Ilcliester 5 - llfnicombe
1 - Ilininster 1 - a
Ingiitestone
- nil.
Iroubridge
11 - Ipswich 10 - Isle of Man
7 10 - nil.
Jersey
...
- nil.
Kincton ...
- nil.
Kelvedon - nil.
Kdidal --.
12 - Kcswick
- nil.
Kettering
2 10 Kidderminster - nil.
Kimbolton
- 10 Kingsbridge
1 - Kingston-on-Thamcs 5 - Kington 5 - Kirby Lonsdalc
- 10 Kuarcsborough 4 10 Knutsford
- 10 Lamberhurst
1 10 Lampeter 22 - Lancaster 2 10 Llanelly 1 10 Lannceston
- nil.
10 - Leamington
8 10 Leatherhead
25 - Lechlade •
- nil.
Ledbury 1 - Leeds
...
3 - Leek
5 - Leicester - nil.
(») New deputies.

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
returned by
calculated
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
in 1840,
-/
to Revenue Compensation. ji
on an Average
SG
in the
•<
of
Six Months
ended
Three Years.
a
6 Oct. 1840.
= .

£. ,. d.
536
8 - 29 6 1
868
2 13 10
- 18 13 - 10
3 - 36 16 11
5 - 3 18 15 16 8
3 6 10
1 - 2512 2 8

- 6 10
11

- -

10 - - 18 10
3 13 4

£. t. d.

£. i£'

»j:i,.
5 — -.*»_-! «nc-. '
474
5
4 19 .^.i !
•28
14 19 4
t» • i
13 18 8
8 -.-in
2 10 - „
4 10 - 10 3110 15 2
9 -.-*
3 12 1 10 *J
8 11 2
2 10,-,,,
nil. ...,.]
- 7 - .
76 16 4
30 - ^,J
- nil .,*'
- 15 8
- nil.
2 4" 3 -i^v,
15 -..4%«, ^ .
28 16 8
3 -J-fS k«*\
428
- 13 8
1 — w^fc *fri 1 10. -, ib - C 8 4
273
12 3 4
16 12 7 19 8
- nil.
1 9 - nil. !..«, , v- 12 4
- iQ*nu »ii- v
3 18 10
txr"'
1» 11 10
,(,,^
•«
~.!(!V,
3 16 4
- nil,;*
- 6 4
5 19 6
10 - -^
7 18 4 10 w.,, •51 '•
212
- nil.
1 17 6
- 10 2 18 8
3 -. *rf,
178
• nil.
- 6 8
2 17 6
8 10 "£•
12 - 10
2 - 44- nfl, «.,
18 11 10
» - -,-,.
- mL v, „
1 13 3 10 <.
364
274 19 1 18 6
12 11 27 9 2
- 8 10
- niL-^i 1fi &'
\
- n!j-3-.iw{ n*>
- 3 4
352
- nil.
WT
3 11 10
HrV
11 -U5SJ
- 6 2
—
-^
rav
65 10 4
MtV
18 16 10
SpV
41 6 2
fe"
- - 10
1 6 4
UP/
11 11 10
fev
496
- nil.
226
17 2 8
16 - '- , SfeT
- nil.
2 14 1 10 2 -*JE
4 10 2
2 1 0
1 11 2
1 14 2
6 l»£i|
- 7 2
U.v
8 -!3SS
17 8 6

x:
«.-.•z,

1.

I :'f
VS3

-

-.10 --.„

2 10 8 17 1
2 13 4
12 13

4

44113 11 25 - - 5 - 8 -

33 5 7
3 - 16

1 11

1 9 4
944
- 9 19 6 8
2 10 4-9
14778
- 19 2
10 - -

-,f

.:

-V ,q
••vri

1 ,5« Kfev
•i5na:d^

Er
"s"*a<
- »; 3$

iK

'f-iras
'.i >li 1

1

- nil.
10 10

4

6 10 42 16 9
2 16 8
89 12 3
36

1

4

13 6 8
2 9 C
6 15 10
57 16 2
496
- - 4
3 18 197 12 6
548
73 1 8

1
"«
.6n$ll
40

- -

2
85

nil.
T-.rJ
-'•*-

3 .- .£".
34 -"PI

K:

F
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I
REMARKS.
)
4
POST TOWN.
tt- }

-*'-"— •' -

'

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
returned by
calculated
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation. |
HKMAHK8. .
on an Average
in the
of
Six Months
ended
Three Years.
6 Oct. 1840

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation.
on an Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
6 Oct. 1840.

POST TOWN.

'
.-'
K V i . I.A M >, &C.

COB*1*.

Leighton Buzzard
Leomimter
Liakeard Lewes
-

£. *. d.
1 14 6 15 11

-

3 - -

Liphook Liverpool Llandilo Llandovery

- 17 6
300 8 2

Lincoln

Llangollen
Long Stratum Lostwitbicl
Loughborough Louth
Lowestoft Lndlow Luttenrorth
Lyme • Lyroington
Lyndburst
Lynn
Maeclesfield
- ' Maidenhead
Maidetone
Maldon •
Marlborough
Halton, New Malvern
Manchester
Manningtree
March
Mansfield
Margate Market Deeping
Market Drayton
Marazion Market Harborough Market Raisin Market Street Market Weighton
Marlow ...
Matlock Maryport Melkshain
Melton Mowbray
Merthvr Tydvil
Middlewich
Midhnrst MiUenhall
Milnthorpe
Mold
Monmouth
Morpcth Moreton-in-Marsh
Namptwich
Narbetb. Nettlebed Newark Newbury Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Newcastle-under-Lyne
Newmarket
Newnham
Newport (Monmouth)
Newport, I. of Wight
Newport Pagnel
Newport (Salop)
Newton Abbott Newton (Montgomerys.)
Northallerton
Northampton
Northleach
Northwich
Norwich Nottingham
Oakham Oakhumptoa

2 - -

1

1

8

562222-

86-7
5 _ 24 0 8
47 1 10
3 16 2
IS 7 6
64T2 - 270 - - 5 6 13 4
15
2
18
1

19
10
5
6

1
2
8

1

—

—

- 5

-

374
- 11 8
- 9 4
6 13 4
4 13 1
3

8 7
- -•

14 - 54- 5 9
1 16 8
1 19 - 13 956
27 12 9
52 7 7
7 10 16 17 6
39 10 10
19 19

3

- 5 -

55
30
4

7 6
12 1
- 5 1
16 8

£. t. d.
3 17 4
8 9 10
428
32 14 10
8 19 10
35 19 2
- 1 4
1 14 8
494 1 10
1 14 10
1 15 6
- 8 2
- 15 1 14 8
464
698 14 8
66424 13 2
16 7 6
138
42-6
878
13 7 95 11 6
734
14 1 10
9-10
6 2 10
331 11 6
1 15 2
5 - 5 18 53 19 8
241 9 6
- 10 4
2 13 8
- 4 6
- 7 2
1 16 4
7 4 10
1 11 4
576
5 2 10
4 1 2 16 4
2 1 4
2 13 2
254
1 11 8
- 12 2
- 9 8
11 16 8
2 13 8
344
171 11 8
- 7 2
32 16 10
66 1 8
112 18 10
20 5 4
18 6 - 17 4
37 8 4
8 10 8
9 16 4
4 19 10
436
- 10 6
3938 19 2
2 17 6
1 8 10
180 14 10
53 19 8
- 9 6
49-

£.
1
7
5
8
5
3

*.
10
10
- nil.
- 10
300 - nil
1 10
- nil.
- nil.
- nil.

ENGLAND, &c.—contd.

rf.
-

-

£. s. d.
268

Oswestry Otley

6 10 4
1 - 10

OdiLam

Oxford

-

(m;

•D

K

99 12
5

-

1

1

£. s. d.
1 15 6
2 13 8
- 7 4
2 6 10
1 - 478
112 17 6
1 4 2
1 12 -

-

'a'

Pcnrith Penryn Penzauee .

-

-

4 17 8
1 12 3
9 10 -

1

nil.
- /»* Peterborough Petersfield
4 - 2 - 5 - Pickering - nil.
Plymouth ...
2 - 1 10 6 - Pontefract
. nil.
Poole
36 - Portsmouth
5 - Prescot 16 - 40 - Preston
3 - 12 - Pwlheli 5 10 Quecnborough 10 - Ramsgate 270 - Ravenglass
- nil.
- nil. - 'fc1 Reading 3 - 14 - Retlb'rd 2 - 2 - Richmond (Yorkshire)
1 - Rickmansworth
2 — —
Ringwood
- nil.
Ripley
nil.
Rippon 1 - 3 - Rochdale - 10 Rochester - nil.
Rochford 5 - Rockingham
4 10 Roruney, New - nil.
- nil
- r&\ Ross (Herefordshire) Rotherham
1 - 3 - Royston - nil.
Rugeley nil.
Rugby
5 - Rumford nil. - nil.
Ramsey 2 - Huthin 1 10 Ryde, Isle of Wight 1 10 Rye ...
- nil.
Saffron AValden
- 10 St. Albans
9 - St. Asaph
24 - St. Austle
50 - 7 - 15 - St. Helens
- 10 St. Ives 30 - St. Leonards
5 - St. Ncots 5 - Salisbury 4 - 3 - Sandwich - nil.
Sawbridgeworth
- nil.
Saxmundham - nil.
Scarborough
nil.
nil.
Selby
54 - Settle
...
i!0 - Sevcnoaks
- nil.
Sbaftesbury
4 _ —
-

(»)

r*'

(•) New deputies.

D

11 10 1 19 6
1 1 6
44 4 5
388
17 8 11
27 10 11 13 21 14 4
1
22
36

1
12
10
)
12

4
9
11
9

4 15 185
4 16 2
1 - 234
- 5 4
38 12 2
- 6 - 13 6
7 1 4
4 - 2 - - 3 268
13 5 7 16 -

18 5 4
10
17
1
21

13
9

4
1

1

5

-

4 - 14 - 3
10
*>

15
10
—

—

6 15 4 7 10
12 12 4
2212 - 4
1 12 2
948
1 7 8
1 - 97 4 6
1 12 2
1-10
3 1 8
15 13 10
109 2 4
2 10 2
'i 2
8 Hi 2
4
1
22

8 10
3 8 2

50 12 4
444
4 3 10
8 6 10
631 7 6
428
1 13 8
1 17 10
1 16 10
562
63 5 8
4 13 4
- 1 - 14 10
9 10 10
1 12 2
17 4
338
152
1 11 8
- 14 6
2 19 6
523127 4 6
7 11 6
3 10 4
622
- 9 4
10 10 6
1 13 6
15 8
5 15 6 15 4
19-2
10 15 4
40 13 4
452
- 2 2
4 15 Irf 9 372
1 - 2
9-2
4 5 -2

£. t.
1 10
. nil.
2 1 5 1 3 95 - nil.
- nil.
- nil.
4 10
1 10
8 1 10
10 1 10
6 - 10
1 40 1 - nil.
3 16 26 4 - nil.
18 nil.
1 - 10
20 - nil.
32 - nil.
- nil.
4 10
:-, nil.
1 nil.
3 10
1 2 —
- nil.
- nil.
35 2 10
- nil.
- 10
6 1 - nil.
4 2 1 10
- nil.
- nil.
8 2 13 5 10
2 - nil.
- nil.
10 - 10
- nil.
3 2 15 1 18 nil.
1 3 3 10
13 -

d.
-

—
-

3 - - 10 8 - «

—

—

(continued)
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Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
ua
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation. X
on an Average
in tin<
Six Months
of
S
ended
Three Years.
:£
6 Oct. 1840.
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ENGLAND, &c.—contd.
Sheerness Sheffield Shepton Mallet Sherborne Shields, North Shields, South Shiffhal ...
Shipstone Shooter's-hill Shoreham Shrewsbury
Sidmouth Sittingbourne Skipton Sleaford Solihull Somerton Southall Sontham Southampton
South Molton South Petherton
Spalding Spilsby Stafford ...
Staines Stamford Stanmore Stevenage Stevning Stilton
Stockbridge
Stockport Stockton-on-Tees
Stokenchurch Stokesley done
~
Stoney Cross
Stoneham
Stoney Stratford
Stourbridge
Stourport
Stowmarket
SiratiorQ-on-AVOQ Stroud
Sudbury Sunderland
Swaffham
Swansea •
Swindon Tadcaster Tairback Tamworth
Tarporley ...
Taunton Tavistock Teignmouth
Tenbury Tenby
Tenterden Tetbury Tetsworth
Tewkesbury
Thame
Thetford Thirsk
.
Thome Thrapstone
Tipton
...
Tiv«rton Topeham Torquay Torrington
Totness Tnwcester Tring
Trowbridge
Truro
-

£. >. d.
14 11 35 15 3
926
484
16 3 3
10 4 2
284
...
- 1C ...
1 1 ...
- 15 4
8 10 7
- 8 8
.
.
...
.
23 11 3
4 11 ...
13 10 5 10 ...
1 - 8
21 8 2
1 10 - 3 5

a - - 10 10
.
.
20 6 2
-44

- 7 8
110
1U
—
...
15598
41lu
*1

A
4

5 15 3
10
1 •'

a
D

a
O

4 11 3
...
18 19 5
5-4
15 9 6
- 13 0
- 5 ...
...
- 5 4
38 12 3 17 4
4 - .
...
...
.
.
...
...
544
...
I 13 4
3 10 3
...
...
- 2 7
18 - 10 - - 17 4
- 9 4
20 - -

(m) New deputies.
(b) New post town.

£. *. (I.
19 6 2
48 - C
- 18 10
9 14 10
24 18 C
20 6 10
366
1 1 2
...
1 18 8
422
704
7 15 4
298
5 18 2
- 10 2
- 7 10
122
- 6 30 17 (5
•2 15 10
- 6 6
10 - 10
4 18 8
- 10 8
- 9 2
21 14 10
- 1 1 7 1 9 4
- 11 2 17 944
14 16 4
- 5 2
5 6 o
- - 6
- 17 6
1 15 4
8 14 4
2t*O in
1U
8 15 6

-

-

-

-

-

4:1

OO
,*O

A
*

£. i. d.

ENGLAND, &c.—cant*.

£. «. d.

12 32 nil.
3 10
15 5 1 10
nil.
nil.
- 10
nil.
1 9 - 10
8 1 1 nil.
nil.
20 3 nil.
12 4 10
nil.
1 1 20 1 nil.
1 10
- 10
2 4 5 nil.
nil.

rp

1

-

—

-

-

-

-

Estimated
Annual
Produce,
calculated
upon Amount
Proposed
carried
to Revenue Compensation /
in the
- uiiifA •<
Six Months
ended
§
~
6 Oct. 1840.
£. i. 0.
11 8 10
50 15 2
- 8 10
1 9 6 19 4
1 2 2 1 9 6 114 15 1 29 15 6
636 - 12 - - 15 10
3 12 - 11 2 9 10 10 7 14 4
6 16 11 18 2
4 8 10
731 13 10 - 11 4
7 9 10
- 1 10
216
1 12 - 13 8 286
11 18 2
216
1 11 2
192
382
1 6 4
874
- 7 2 — 3 6 m
834
1 11 6
7 2 10
11 18 4
611
IX
'*;'
446 - 14 8 •
346
1 16 15 13 34 14 2
2 19 6
- 4 6 - 15 10 22 7 2
3 10 10
1 8 6 -

.

30 - .
2 1 4
13 12 4
- 8 8
...
.
10 14 5
32 6 4
...
- 5 4-11
...
- 5 3 10 ...
5 10 10 - ...
3 - - 18 4
9 15 3
.
1 8 4
...
- 16 11 - 5-8
- 12 1 12 6
- 15 4
1 11 11
15 - ...

—

Whitby Whitchurch (Hants) Whitchurch (Salop) Whitehaven

.

Wigton

...

742 - 555

—

1 10 -

:

Tunbridge WeJls
- [»] Tuxford Uckfield Ulverstone
Uppiugham
Usk ...
Uttoxeter ...
Uxbridge Wakefield Wallingford
Walsall Waltham Cross Waneford ...
Wonsford Wantage Ware
Wareham Wanriinster
Warriugton
Warwick Watford Wedncsbury
Welchpool
Welford Wellingborough
Wellington (Salop)
Wellington (Somerset)
Wells (Norfolk)
Wells (Somerset)
Welwyn Wendover
West Bromwich
Westbury Wctherby ...
Weymouth
Wheatley -

nil.
- 10 1 - 4 10 —

A
4

4 10 2
1 6 8
69 9 6
686
12 8 10
278
234
2 I 4
4 16 - 1 43 7 6 14 9
7 12 4
1 7 286
332
8 7 10
1 2 4
632
342
11 - 2
858
2 12 6 10 6
- 3 8
18 1 10
- 7 4
22 12 4
428
836
1 8 - 16 6
3 fi 4
20 2 2

POST TOWN.

Annual
Amount
returned by
Postmaster
in 1840,
HI an Average
of
Three Years.

_

_

4 10
nil.
18 4 10
15 - 10
nil.
nil.
nil.
nil.
38 3 4 1 1 nil.
nil.
nil.
4 nil.
5 5 1 10
3 nil.
10 nil.
18 3 10
G 1 - 10
nil.
•JO -

-

-

Wiruborne
Wincanton
Winchester
Windsor Wingham Winston Wirksworth
•b' Wisbeach Witham Witney Wivcliscombe Wokingham
Wolverhampton
Woburn Woodbridge
Woodstock
Woodyates
Wootton-under-Edge
Worcester
-

•a'

-

Worksop Worthing Wrexham Wymondham
Yann
Yarmouth Yealhampton
Yeovil
York

-

-

...
5 - 21 10 17 15 4
8 12 4
...
16 13 4
.
- 6 10
- 13 .
12 - 2 10 18 5 ...
...
822
38 13 4
568
15 16 6
344
...
.
30-6
.
11 3 4
5 18 3

£.

.
1 15 10
21 3 8
2 4 10
5 13 4
12_
3 16 4
62 17 6
654
692
16 4 6
1 10 10
- 14 2
1 3 10
76 14 8
.

£. t. d.
*
256 HI;
-'•*,
'
'
niL
2 !&,<«.
3 10 nil.
nil.
nfl.
8 10 82 - nil.
nil.

8 - - 10
nil.
nil.
o —
4 10
10 1 10
5 nil.
1 5 nil.
1 1 nil.
- 10
10 4 _
- 10
1 10
- 10
1 10
15 nil.

- j —

£.

Annual Produce
Pro)wsed Compensation
Gain to Revenue -

-

£.7,481 17 10
4,247 17 -

-

£.3,234 - 10

_
-

nil
Till.

6 - 4 in
JIU

nil.

nil*
5 2 10
18 15 2 10
nil.
niL
16 1 nil.
- 10
- nil.

-

. --

11 Js|
,'
'

2 -<<AM
18

-fl-Mft

-

nil,
- ')
nU.vhl.JI , • _*
6 10 M •f.
32 - •* :
- nfl.
410-

14 «!vr
. nil.
1 - - nil.
30 *.-*»
-«*>•'
10 - ^
5 - - flf

Proposed for Sub-Towns, as on p. 27

- P)
—
-

7 - 1 10 4 - -

12 - 2
67-6
7,481 17 10 4,205 17

-

-

>*H

• 494-MUMM
4,247 17 -

C)

•

-

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.

SUB-POST TOWN.

Average Amount
Proposed
per Annum
for
Compensation.
Three Years.

£. s. d.
Burnham ...
Burslem Clay
Eton
...
Easingwold
Haltwhistle
Hanley ...
lane Eud Love
Milverton Neston

1
1
3

11
G
11
10

Remarks.

SUB-POST TOWN.

Average Amount
Proposed
per Annum
for
Compensation.
Three Years.

£. t. d.

£. ». d.

8
4
-

1
1
2
2
1
G
1
1
1

8 14 - 10 1 10 899
1 10 1 10 2-10

10
10
-

-

Scilly
Somersham
St. Ives, Truro Stoke
...
Staindrop Swanage Wickwar Stow
Yarmouth, Lymington

13
2
3
2
1
1
5

10
17
13
19
11
10
19
-

£.
10
2
3
2
1
1
4

2
G
4
8
5
10
-

10 -

£.

«.
10
10
10
-

Remarks.

d.
-

42 - -

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 4 May 1841.
REFERRING to my Report of the 16th January last, I have now the honour to transmit
Lists of the Postmasters in Ireland and Scotland, to whom I propose to grant compensa
tion for loss of fees upon late letters ; showing the estimated annual produce, calculated
upon the amount carried to the public account in the six months ended 10th July 1840.
Ireland :
Proposed compensations
£. '274 - Estimated produce
665 10 6
Scotland:
Proposed compensations -£.178-Estimated produce 313 13 1
From which your Lordships will perceive that the present gain to the revenue, in the case
of Ireland, is 391 1. 10s. 6d., and Scotland 135 /. 13s. Id. per annum.
I have only to repeat my earnest hope, that your Lordships' early attention may be
directed to this subject.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lichfield.

SCOTLAND.
Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
REMARKS.
iu 1840,
to Revenue Compensation. |
on an Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

- '-'I:
POST TOWN.
fk* n
*~'r

.. -" 1 f
oath Abe deen Ate
Abet
Abo
Aird rie
Allo i f Ai
Am
Ans truther
Appb_
Aril

£. ». d.

£. i. d.

- 2 6
26 18 4

-

-ft-

4 12 27 11 8

- 15 5
1 17 -

- - 6
- 2 -

Ball antrae
Ball ator Ball
Ban :hory
Ban
Bat) igate - Beat
Beit JT
Ben ie
Big?•ar
Blac kshiels

r

-

0.93.

- 1 6
_

•

- 19 4
- 1 0

- 3 6
- 10 -

-

-

• -

-

-

£• «. d.

£. *. d.

£. ». d.
6 a

£. -i. d,

26 - Blairgowrie
Bonar Bridge

-

- 5 1

Boncss

.

- 4 6

-

..)

.

Am
Anc
Auc itenmichty
Ayr
Ayt<m
...

POST TOWN.

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
REMARKS.
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation. |
on an Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

1 10

.
.

G

Brechin Bridge of Earn
Broadford
Buckie
Burntisland
Callander Campheltown
Canonbie Carr Bridge
Castle Douglas
Chance Mt.
Cockburnspath
Coldstream
Colinsburgh
Craig Ellacliie
Crail
Creetown Crieff

D 2

-

- 12 7
- 1 6

-

1 19 5

- - 8

-

-

1

-

- 3 11
- 6 10
- 1 -

-

4

-

(continued)

APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM THE

28-

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
RE"?
|
1
MARKS.
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation.
on au Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

POST TOWN.

>

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
in 1840,
REMARKS.
to Revenue Compensation. |
on an Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.

POST TOWN.

10 July 1840.

V

f. s. d.

SCOTLAND—cant*.
Cromarty Crook
- ' Cullen
Culrosg Cumnock Cupar Angus
Cupar Fife
Denny
Dingwall Dornoch Douglas Doune
Dumbarton
Dumfries Dunbar Dunbeath Dunblane
Dundee Dunfermline
Dalkeith Dunsow Dunsc
Dunvegan -

£. *. d.

- - 6

- 2 10

6 - - - C

293
- 4 9
- 17 7

1 10 -

Langholme
Largs
Lauder
-

- - 6
- 5 -

Leith
Lerwick Lesmahagon

20 - - 6 6

Lockerby -

- - 8

Marknich Mauchline
Maybole -

- - 6

Falkirk

-

Fochnbers Forfar
Forres
Fort Augustus Fortrose -

17

- -

90 - -

7

- 10 -

- 1
- 11
- 7

- 1 4
- 7 3
- 4 -

- 10 -

8

Golspie Grangemouth
Grantown Oreenock Haddington
Hamilton Hamick Hehnsburgh
Holytown -

-

-

42 16 5

-

-

-

10 1

- 4
8 8
- G
9 7

81 14

8

24

2 - - 14 8

-

- - 0

1

•

5

10 - -

- 4 1 9 1
.

^ 1

Inverkeithing
Inverness Irvine
Jcdburgh Keith
Keith Hall

-

Kettle
Kilmarnock
Kincardine
Kinghorn
Kinross Kintore
Kirkcaldy Kirkcudbright Kirkwall Kirrlemuir

-

- 2 6
5 - -

- 11
- 7

- 5 4

1

-

G

5 - -

2 1 7
- 1 2
- 10 5

- 15 -

- 10 -

- - 9
- 1 -

.

- 1 11
7 13 11
1 12 11

428

4 - -

- - 9
1 - -

1 15 -

- 14 0

5

5 17 11
- 10 0

Port William Prestonkirk
Rachan Mill
Rothsay St. Andrew's
St. Boswcll's Green -

- 15 - 10 -

Sanquhar Selkirk South Queensferry
Stewarton Stirling Stonebaven
Stornoway
Stow
...
Stranraor -

Ullapool
Whithurn
Whithorn
Wick
Wigtnn

-

- -

Newburgh, Fife Newport Newton Stewart
Noble House
North Queensferry
Oban
...
Old Meldrum -

...
-

1 12 9

- 6 - 1 - 2 3
298
- 15 G

882

2 10 -

- 3 2

Tain Tarbert ...
Thoruhill Tliurso
Tobermory

4 9

- 3 0

-

- 1 -

1

T

.

-

Perth
Peterhead Pitlonhry Pittenweera
Portaskaig
Port Glasgow Port Patrick Portree -

- 2 2
-65
-

- 7 4
- 7 2

-

Parkhill -

rusme Bna0e
Gallasbiels
Garlieston
Gatehouse
Girvan
Glasgow -

15 - -

- 6 8

Melrose Midcalder Miutlair Moffat
.--

1

-

13 4 11
1 10 -

7 11

4 - 8
-

£. *. d.

121
- 3 4

,
Lochalsh -

- - 1
75 6 8
- 4 -

90 12 8
- 10 G

£. ,. d.
- 1 5

-

Muirdrum
Eddlestone
Edinburgh
Elgin
-

£. t. d.

- 6 -

- 2 6
22 8 2
314
- 1 6
- 5 - - 10
- 12 -

.

2 - -

SCOTLAND—cont<f.

- 5 11

-

17 14 6

£. *. d.

- 11 6

1 15 -

- - 6
- - 5
-

-

- 2 4

1 15 9
- 12 8

255 13 3

313 13 1

5 - -

.£.

178 - -

*
(n) This was the perquisite of the stampers in Edinburgh, which has been separated and fully considered.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.

/

••"•
j,.,.|., ... •: ..,
*- '

IRELAND.
RliMAHKS.
I
Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
returned by
calculated
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amount
carried
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation.
on an Average
in the
of
Six Months
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

(

•- i

Hi
5k)ST TOWN, i

'

i t -'I.

i

£. s. d.
124

Al.b.-vl.-ix
Artair
Ahescraig Ardara
Aroee

£. *. d.

Annual
Amount
returned by
Postmaster
in 1840,
on an Average
of
Three Years.

POST TOWN.

Estimated
Annual
Produce,
calculated
upon Amount Proposed
carried
to Revenue Compensation. CQ
in the
a
Six Months
ended
10 July 1840.

£. *. d.

£. i. d.

£. «. d.

£. *• d.

lh'
'.ii''
••|ir:

•)><

•)

...

Arklow Armagh Arthurstown
Arva
...
Ashbourne
Ashford -

2 16 8

24 16 10

Cappoquin
Carlingford
Carlow .

1 11

7 10

1

- -

10 - -

576

- 3 4

- 6 2

9 - 13 10 -

3 16 6
864
- 8 6

7 - -

-

Carrickfeigns - 7

1

2 - -

1 "

Athy
_
Angbnaclay
Aagftrim Bagtwlstowi}
Bailjbo rough Halbrigean
Ballaghaderin -

2 18 4

Cahir
Cahirconlish

Carrick on Shannon Carrick on Suir -

4

- 2 8

-

. i
- 7 4
- - 8
376
1 10 10
2 19 -

• 568

1

Oashel
Castlehar Castlebellingham
Castleblakeney -

- -

3 - -

')
•)

—
Castlecomer
- 4

1 12 6

4
—

1

3 6
;•

- - 2

Ballincollig

1

i

- 5 8

• • !

7

")
•i -i
»\

7 10
—
Castk'town Delvin
Castletown Koche

8

1

\-u *
'"-/'I

1

:!. •

- 6 6
- - 4

Ballymenagh

4

122

6

rinpp
Ballymore

-

- 1

j -

-

Clifden

-

- 3 4

- - 7

!:TP

•jr.."\f
• :•

- 9 2

- 1 6
Ballyshannon

10 6 8

-

596
232
- 1 -

. r. C)

nr.ll
• • •<

S - Clonmell -

-

- 5 4
JO - 2

38-

-

'•:

2 - -..

.

Banbridge >

' ' ff

1 12 'av

Belfast

64 6 4

29 9 4

-

26 - r- i

1

- 19

-

8

-

! •

.

-

Bunretty Burrfe
-,
Burrosakane
Burrd»-in-OgsoTy

; •

-

-

-

-

272

-

1 10 -

29 10 10
1 11 8

23 - -

-

40 13 4

Crossakcale
Crossmolina

1 10

-

-

D 3

1

- - 9

Creeslaugh

New deputies.

0.93-

1 15

Comber Cong
Cooksto^n
Cork
Cove

Bruff

6 14 6

6

.

Black watertown
uray

7

'1

K.it
!•«,!
•-,)

,

-

(continued)

APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM THE
Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
in 1840,
HKMAHKS.
to Revenue Compensation. 1
on an Average
in the
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

POST TOWN.

IRELAND—contd.

Cuehendall
Dangan Dclgany Derry
Dingle

£.

..

d.

£. i. d.

£. s. d.

Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
calculated
returned by
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation. cc
on an Average
in the
a
<
Six Months
of
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

POST TOWN.

s

IRELAND—contd.
Hollymount
Hollywood

£. *. d.

£. i. d.
- 1 4
- 7 4

£. t. d.

- 6 10
-

1 14 4
29 16 G

17 12 8

G - -

.

Johnstown

284

2 - 10 - -

Down
Draperstown
Drogheda
Dromod ...
Dromora Drumcrec Drurasna Dunaraanagh
Dundalk Dunfanaghy
Dungannon
Dungarvon
Dunpiven Dungloc -

2 — —

20 - -

-

17

9 10

17

-

-

Kilcullen -

.

Kildorrery

-

Kilkeel Kilkenny -

-

-

1

4

- 18

8

1 - -

421

- 19 10

- 10 -

5 - -

422
27-

2 10 -

10 - -

13 6 8

5 - -

-

-

2 9 10
Killivurdisk
Killough Killuean -

! ": ':

-

.

.
-

Killyleigh Killysandra
Kilmacrennan

Dunmorc Dunmore, East Dnnsbaughlin Durrow •

6

-

-

Killaloe
-

3 15 -

- -

372
Dunlavin -

Kendy
K^lls
Kenmare Kilbeggan
Kilcork -

.

-

1

6

1

6

2

-

-

- 5 8

- - 9

Kilmallock
- 10 10
-

Edgeworthstown

Ennis

25 - -

...

Ennistimon
Eyrecourt -

.

- 15
8

Fennoy Ferns
Fethard (Tip]>orary) Fethard (Wexford) -

1

- -

-

-

-

Goresbridge
Gorey
Gort
...
Gowran ...
Graig
Grey Abbey
Headford llilUborough

.

2

.

.

2
1
1
1
78
-

15 - - 4 8
77 10 -

11
3
5
11
9
-

8
8
10
2
10

.

-

- 6 8
- 2 9

-

.

-

-

-

Macroom -

.

Lurgan

Magherafelt
Malahide - 19 8
1 - -

- 3 4
- 8 -

- 2 10
-

2
2
1
17

4
4
10

10 - Lowtherstone

.

...

Lisnaskea Listowel Littleton Longford Loughbrickland
Loughgall

2

38-8
- 5

- 1 6

-

Lame
...
Leighlinbridge Leixlip Letterkenny
Limerick Lisburn -

-

36 10 -

-

6

.

- 7

- 8 - - 6

lush
Knock
Knocktopher

- 10 10

Frenchpark
Freshford
Galway Garvagh -

Glin -

7

4

-

Fivemiletown
Forkhill

7-4
- 4 2
1 9 6
15 11 2

Kilworth Kingscourt
Kinnegad Kinnety Kinsale .
Kinvara -

- 4 4
- 1 8
1 9 G
-

- - 6
-

Manorhamilton Maryborough
Maynooth
Middleton
Millstreet
Miltown Miltown Malbay

1 2 8

-

-

44- - 8

.

1 7 10
- 3 6
2-8
- 6 8

2 10 -

45 - -

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
Estimated
Annual
Annual
Amount
Produce,
returned by cnlculuteil
Proposed
Postmaster upon Amoun
carried
in 1840,
to Revenue Compensation
on an Average
in the
1
of
Six Months
i
Three Years.
ended
i
10 July 1840
(

POST TOWN.

£. i. d.

IRELAND—cant*.

Mohill

£.
3
-

.

-

1

Monaghan
Monastereven

_ -

d.
8
8
8

- 5 -

- 1 8
- 10 1 - 4

...

- - 3

- - 8

MulluigarN;ias
...

38-

376

Necagh New Birmingham

- 2 6

pw_i
Movffle
Moy-

£. s. d.

Estimated
Annual
AnnuSl
Amount
Produce,
returned by calculated
Postmaster upon Amount Proposed
carried
in 1840,
REMARKS.
to Revenue Compensation 1
on an Average
in the
of
Six Months
ended
Three Years.
10 July 1840.

£. *. d.

IRELAND—cant*.

1 5 10
- 4 0

-

Monntmellick Mountnugent

s.
1(5
2
2

POST TOWN.

Rochfort Bridge

.

Roscrea

.

-

Rostrevor
Ruskey .
Saintfield Scariff ...

31

£. s. d.

6
1
1 - -

-

3
3
11
G

£. *. d.

G
4
4

- - 4
-

-

- 5 2

3 - Six-mile Bridge
Slane
Sligo
...
Stewartstown Strabane -

7 14 0
1 12 8

-

- 1 6

Jfewbridge

- - 9
10 7 G 4 8

32 18 8
- - 4
1 11 -

8 - 4 - -

-

- 7 4
Stranjjford

.

lfewmarket-on-Fergus
1 9 4
Newport, Tipperary Newry ...
Newtownards Newtown Barry
Newtown Forbes
Newtown Hamilton Newtown Limavady Newtown Ml Kennedy
Newton Stewart

46 8 0
5 - -

Omagh ...
Oranmore ...

4 15 -

Parsonstown
Philipstown
Piltown Portadown
Portaferry
Portarlington

3-10
.

25
-

1
14
2
12

2
2
8
4

1 6 G
- 14 4

344
- 3 6
1 10 10
- 12 4

-

- - 2

Portumna -

- 5 -

- 19 8

Raridalstown
Rapuoe ... .
Ratbangan

- 4 8
- 4 2
- 14 6

.

- 15 -

Rathconnaek" Rathdrum
Rathfriland
Rathkeale ...

45 - .

-

.

2 - 2 - -

f\

Summer Hill Swinford Swords ...
Taghmon Tallaght Tallow -

4 11 3

1 11 8

Tarbert Teraplemore
Thomastown

- 1 4
4 13 4

- 15 -

Tipperary -

18 - -

G 14 10

Tralee
Trim
...
Tuam
...
Tubbermore

1 10 -

6 10 -

554
78-

13-4
- - 2

3 - -

Tullamore ...
Tullow Tynam Tyrrellspass
Valentia Virginia -

7 16 G

5 11 4
- 11 4
- - G

- 10 -

Waterford Westport Wexford Wieklow Youghall ...

22 2 8
- 2 6 15 -

42 15 6
14 10 10
15 1 2

1 5 8

1 13 8

5 - •1 10 -

TOTAL - - £.

530 3 -

665 10 6

274 - -

154

20 - -

1 14 4
- 1 -

(•) New deputies.

0.93.

- 2 -
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Late-Letter Fees.
REPORT ON LATE-LETTER FEES.
Sir,
Downing-street, 8 March 1841.
IN a letter of the 16th January, the Postmaster-general enclosed a statement of proposed
compensation to the deputy postmasters in England and Wales for the loss of the lateletter fees, which, since the 10th January 1840, have, by direction of the Treasury, been
carried to the account of the revenue.
In addition to the proposed compensation, the statement exhibits the " annual amount
of late-letter fees returned by each postmaster in 1840, on an average of three years," and
the " estimated annual produce calculated upon amount carried to revenue in the six
months ending 6th October 1840."
His Lordship states " that each case has been fully and carefully considered, with all the
points bearing upon it, which have been sifted by the district surveyors, who, from their
personal knowledge of the postmasters and the duties of their offices, have much assisted
me in forming a judgment, and has been determined upon the only possible basis, its own
individual merits."
The necessity for this scrutiny, and the advantages which have resulted from it, are shown
in the reductions which, in several instances, have been made from the claims of the post
masters ; still many cases remain, which, though capable probably of explanation, do not
appear satisfactory in the state in which they now stand.
As a means of checking the returns made by the postmasters for this occasion, I have
made use of a Return to Parliament dated 10th February 1837, of the gross and net income
of the several postmasters, in which the amount of late-letter fees is stated.
A comparison of the totals of the several returns, &c. gives the following results :
Annual amount of late-letter fees for England and Wales (exclusive of Londqp)
£.
as per Return of 1837
-..._
3,313
Ditto as per return of 1840
--.--_-.4,629
Present produce
----------7,481
Proposed compensation ---------4,247
In any comparison between the present produce and the proposed compensation, it will be
necessary to notice, that in many cases, owing to the appointment of new deputies and
other causes, no compensation at all is given; on this account about 420 /. should be
deducted from the total of present produce, in order to bring the two totals into fair
comparison.
It will be seen that the Returns of 1840 give a total of late-letter fees exceeding those of
1837 by nearly 40 per cent., and it is a matter for serious consideration, as affecting the
general accuracy of these Returns, whether such an increase has really taken place.
Without intending to throw any discredit on the Returns in question, I think it right to
point out, that the Returns of 1837 were made under the impression, probably, that it was
to the interest of the postmaster to understate the amount of the late-letter fees ; while the
Returns of 1840, having been made with a view to compensation, were supplied, probably,
under the impression that it was to his interest to overstate the amount.
The gross revenue for 1836 (the year for which the first Return was probably made), was
2,461,806 1., while the average gross revenue ofthe years 1837, 1838, and 1839 was 2,483,993/.;
and as there was no extensive reduction of postage during these years, it is manifest that
a small part only (less than one per cent.) of the apparent increase of late-letter fees is owing
to an increase of letters.
There has been certainly a very great increase of newspapers, but except in London, I
do not think that any considerable amount of fees has been derived from this source.
The new day-mails to London, most of which were, established in the period under con
sideration, would, by creating dispatches m many towns during the business hours of the
day, no doubt tend to the increase of the late-letter fees in such towns ; but this tendency
would, to a certain extent, be counteracted by the diminished inconvenience of waiting till
the next mail. It is therefore doubtful whether the day-mails have on the whole had any
very material effect of the kind now under consideration.
They have certainly increased the whole number of letters posted, and to a proportionate
extent, probably, the late-letter fees ; but this effect has already been taken into account.
Another change, which would very materially affect the amount of late-letter fees in many
towns, is the alteration in the hours of dispatching the mails, in consequence of the employ
ment of railways.
Speaking roughly, it may be said that before the use of railways the mail-coaches to and
from London passed through those towns which are riot more than 100 miles distant from
the metropolis, in the night; and through those which are between 100 and 200 miles
distant, in the day-time.
Also, that the effect of railway conveyance has been to extend the first circle, in those
directions in which railways are employed, to a distance of 200 miles, and the second circle
or belt to a distance varying from 200 to 400 miles.
In those towns through which the mails pass in the night, after business hours, the fees
paid for late-letters are of small amount ; in those through which they pass in the day-time,
the lees me comparatively lurire.
An
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An examination of the map will at once show that in England and Wales (to which the Appendix, No. 8.
present inquiry is confined), the belt extending from 100 to 200 miles from London, con
tains many more towns than that extending from 200 to 400 miles from London ; and from Late-Letter Fees.
this it appears to follow, that the use of railway conveyance must, on the whole, have dimi•
.
nished the amount of late-letter fees.
For the purpose of showing the extent to which this cause has operated in certain towns,
it may be stated that as regards Birmingham, through which town before the opening of
the railway the London night-mails passed about seven in the morning downwards, and seven
in the evening upwards, whereas they now pass both ways in the middle of the night, the
amount of late-letter fees was returned in 1837 at 120/., and in 1840 at I9l. 13s. only,
notwithstanding that day-mails were established in the interval. This view of the subject
is confined to the direct night-mails to and from London ; as regards all other mails, the
effect of the changes within the period has been comparatively trifling.
Taking all these circumstances into account, it appears to me that there is no sufficient
reason for thinking that the late-letter fees were really greater in 1837, 1838, and 1839,
than in 1836. It is, however, still a question as to which of the two Returns is most to be
relied on. Some light may, perhaps, be thrown on this question by a comparison of each
Return with the amount of fees received since 10th January 1840, when they were first paid
into the revenue.
It is, however, important to notice, that since that time two important changes have
taken place in the state of the Post-office, each tending to increase the amount of lateletter fees : first, a great increase of letters ; and secondly, the earlier closing of the letter
boxes.
First, as to the increase of letters. The late-letter fees are chiefly, if not entirely, paid on
general-post letters ; and these have increased, on the average of last year, more than tvvoand-a-half fold. I do not, however, think that we should be justified in expecting a pro
portionate increase of late-letter fees ; first, because the fee, though absolutely the same as
heretofore in most towns, is, when compared with the postage, much greater ; and second,
because a Jarge portion of the additional letters is undoubtedly supplied by the poorer
classes, who would be more careful to avoid the penalty. It must also be borne in mind,
that part of the fees are paid for late newspapers.
As to the second alteration, viz. the earlier closing of the letter-boxes, there can be little
doubt that this would tend materially to increase the late-letter fees.
The combined effect of these two alterations can be ascertained, as regards London, with
tolerable precision ; the account stands thus :
In 1839.
-Fees on late letters, at 6 d. each Ditto - ditto - 1 d. each Fees on late newspapers -----Total - - - £.

In 1840.

£. s. d.
1,345 14 6
nil.

1,109 17

6

3,251

1,252

£.

s. d.
-

8

4

-

1,617 10

3

2,597 18

6

5,978

5

8

Showing an increase of 130 per cent.
The present amount of fees for England and Wales (with the exception of London),
shows an increase, as compared with the Return of 1837, of 125 per cent. ; and as compared
•with that of 1840, of only 61 per cent. The first rate of increase, it will be observed, agrees
nearly with that which has actually taken place in London. Considering, however, that the
individual fees charged in London in 1840 differed from those charged in 1839, and that in
both instances they varied from those charged elsewhere, perhaps no safe conclusion can
be drawn from such agreement.
Another mode by which I have attempted to establish a ratio between the past fees and
the present, has been to select all those cases in which the Returns in 1837 and 1840 agree
nearly one with another (from which it may be assumed that both were accurately made,
and that no great change of circumstances had taken place), and to compare the total of
fees in each Return with the total now collected ; I have also added the proposed com
pensation.
List (B.), at p. 38, gives the selected cases ; the totals are as follow :
Return of 1837
- £. 759
Ditto -of 1840

-

798

Present produce
------- 1,547
Proposed compensation -----753
From this it would appear as though the present fees were about double the past, a ratio
which, all things considered, cannot, I think, be considered as improbably large ; the amount
of proposed compensation also appears to be quite satisfactory.
0.93.
E
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List (A.), at p. 37, is " a selection of those cases which exhibit a decided discrepancy between the Returns of late-letter fees made in 1840, and those made in 1837, or
Late-Letter Fees, between one or other of those Returns and the fees actually received since they have been
<
•
paid into the revenue ; " the totals are as follows :
Appendix, No. 1.
Return in 1837
J. 1,594
Ditto in 1840
2,769
Present produce ---------- 3,266
Proposed compensation
-------- 2,591
Looking at these results, it is scarcely possible to avoid the conclusion that the Return
for 1840, and the proposed compensation, are both excessive ; the Return for 1837, on the
other hand, corresponds satisfactorily with the total of present fees. I beg to call especial
attention to the entries in this list, a few of which I have selected and classified as
follows:
1st. Cases showing a remarkable discrepancy between the Returns of 1837 and 1840 :

RETURN IN
NAMES OF FLACKS.

Banbury Battle
Bicester
Bradford (York) Bridgewater
Carmarthen
Carnarvon Chichester Dunmow Hitchin
Kidderminster Manchester
Market Drayton Newport (Monmouth)
Newport Pagnell
Prescott
Winchester -

-

1837.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£.
5
23
4
4
2
18
1
1
6
96
2
10
2
1
4

s.
10
10
1
11
11
5
6
7
10
10

d.
—
8
3

3
—
—
—
6
—
—
••"

RETURN IN
1840.

£. s. d.
20 - 5 - 926
46 13 7
15 6 8
17 13 4
976
61 19 5
12 13 4
10 - 19 6 8
270 - 18 5 39 10 10
19 19 3
11 13 21 10 -

PRESENT
PRODUCE.

£.

S.

d.

18 15 6
1 7 10
1851 2 7 16 4
7 17 6
4 12 48 17 6
4 11 10
5 19 6
17 2 8
331 11 6
19 6
37 8 4
9 16 4
2 10 2
15 13 -

PROPOSED
COM
PENSATION.

£.
15
4
5
40
7
15
5
30
5
10
15
270
2
30
5
4
18

s.
-

d.
-

2d. Cases showing (apparently) distrust of the Return of 1840, on the part of the
Post-office Authorities.

RETURN IN
NAMES OF PLACES.

Doncaster Market Drayton St. Ives
Stockton-on-Tees

-

1837.

-

£.
15
2
2
1

s.
10
10

d.
-

RETURN IN
1840.

£.
30
18
10
20

s.
8
5
6

d.
4
2

PRESENT
PRODUCE.

£. s. d.
41 5 2
196

6 15 4
14 16 4

PROPOSED
COM
PENSATION.

£.

S.

d.

15
2

-

-

2

-

-

O

*™

••

3d. Cases showing a remarkable falling off in the present Receipts :

NAMES OF PLACES.

Barnsley Beverley Halifax
Mold
Preston
Woodbridge

RETURN IN

RETURN IN

1837.

1840.

£. s. d.

£. s. d.

55-

-

-

-

10
25
No
15
18

15 14 4
return.
- 5 -

92-

12
29
14
21
18

2
6
14
5

8
1
4
-

PRESENT
PRODUCE.

£.

S.

d.

354
662
14 19 4
- 9 8
8 16 2
5 13 4

PROPOSED
COM
PENSATION.

£. s. d.
5 11 10

28
5
18
18

-

- - - - 4th.
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4th. Cases in which the Compensation appears to be excessive :
Late-Letter Fees.
RETURN IV
NAMES OF PLACES.

1837.
£. s. d.

Cheltenham
Dover Fareham Hereford Manchester
StAustle -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3ft
7
2
5
96
4

10
7
—

6
—

RETURN IN
1840.

£.
No
No
No
No
270
18

s. d.
return
return
return
return
- 5 -

PRESENT
PRODUCE.

£.
76

46
6
16
331
10

S.

d.

-

-

14 6
I 10
12 11 6
10 (j

PROPOSED
COM
PENSATION.

£.
60
35
10
15
270
10

s.
-

d.
-

The above cases are by no means all that belong to the several classes into which they
are divided, but they will serve as specimens.
Another test of the accuracy of the statements is, to compare two offices, which being
situated near to one another, and on the same great lines of road, must be liable to similar
influences. Such a comparison, in certain cases, leads to results by no means satisfactory :
for instance, Wolverhampton produces an amount of late-letter fees (21 1. 3s. 8d.) nearly
equal to that of Birmingham (26 1. 3s. 8d.), while the letters of the former place are pro
bably not more than one-eighth of the latter. In the case of Hull, the present fees are more
than double the amount returned in 1840. In that of Beverley, on the contrary, the
present fees are little more than half those returned in 1840. In the case of Liverpool, the
return of 1840 shows an increase on that of 1837 of only 18 per cent., and the present fees
exceed those returned in 1840 by as much as 65 percent.; while in the case of Manchester,
the first increase is nearly 200 per cent., and the latter only 23 per cent.
I am anxious to be understood as not expressing any opinion unfavourable to the parties
concerned in the cases stated in this Report, but as merely indicating them for explanation;
they should, I submit, be specially reported on by the Post-office authorities, whose greater
familiarity with the subject will, I have no doubt, enable them to explain much which to
me appears strange and anomalous, and to put the whole matter in a more satisfactory
light ; but if they should see reason to suspect that part of the present fees has in any
instance been withheld, I would recommend that all doubts should at once be removed, by
placing some confidential person in the particular office for a few days, to take an account
of the amount of the fees collected. At all events, the further report of the Post-office will
enable you to decide whether or not it may be necessary to extend the inquiry to other
cases, and to determine the course which in other respects it may be best to adopt.
If, on a reconsideration of the whole subject, it should still be thought expedient to carry
the late-letter fees to the revenue, I would suggest that the amount of compensation should
be determined with reference to the fees actually received in the course of last year ; for
instance, it might be fixed at a third, a half, or two-thirds of such fees. This principle of
compensation would, I think, be perfectly fair; the object being, I imagine, to give to each
postmaster an equivalent for the fees which he would have received had the reduction of
postage, and the consequent increase of letters and earlier closing of letter-boxes, not taken
effect. It is not intended, I presume, to compensate for any loss which may have arisen
from alterations in the hours of dispatch, or from other changes which are independent of
the introduction of penny postage.
But the investigation of this case has led me to doubt the expediency of the course which,
in compliance with my own recommendation, was followed during the past year, of requiring
that the late-letter fees shall be paid into the revenue. The impossibility of effectually
checking the amount of such fees, and the consequent temptation to fraud, make such a
course very unsatisfactory.
At the same time, I must admit that I am not fully prepared to recommend any other
arrangement : much will depend on the explanations which I trust will be afforded of the
statements now under consideration ; if such explanations prove satisfactory, there will,
perhaps, be no reason for abandoning the course intended to be pursued; still it may be
useful to consider, in the meantime, what other arrangements are open to adoption. First,
there is the obvious one of giving up the whole amount of fees as a perquisite to the post
masters (except, perhaps, as regards a few of the larger offices) ; but considering that such
an arrangement would be attended with an immediate and increasing loss to the revenue,
amounting at present to at least 3,000 Z. or 4,000 1. a year, and that even if the fees were
given up, it would be important (for various reasons) to ascertain their amount, perhaps this
plan may at once be dismissed as ineligible.
There are, however, one or two other arrangements which have occurred to me, which
are, I think, deserving of consideration. Objections and difficulties, no doubt, attach to
these, as I fear they must, more or less, to every possible arrangement ; still the practical
question is, which among the several arrangements that may be proposed, is, all things con
sidered, best.
The first arrangement which I would submit for consideration is as follows :—Having fixed
0.93.
E2
the
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paidamount
last year
of (or
compensation,
determined as
it already
by any more
suggested,
equitable
at a arrangement),
certain fractionrequire
of the that
fees the
actually
lateLate-Letter Fees. fetter fee shall in all cases be paid by a postage stamp. If the public, as well as the post1
masters, were informed that the late-letter fee was never to be paid in money, no fraud
could be committed, without the public being in some degree a party to it ; which would
greatly increase the risk of detection.
Another arrangement is the following :—Let the fees be paid in money ; let the amount be
estimated as regards each office by the best practicable means ; let a certain fixed sum,
say one half of the estimated amount, be paid over to the revenue, and the remainder, what
ever it may prove to be, left in the hands of the postmaster for compensation. When no
compensation is due, the payment to the revenue might be fixed at nearly the whole (ninetenths, for instance) of the estimated amount. The amount of fees should be estimated, and
the sum to be paid to the revenue regulated periodically ; say once a year.
The difficulty would be to obtain any data, except through the postmaster himself, by
which to estimate the amount of fees.
The most certain mode, if practicable, would be for the surveyor or some other disin
terested and confidential person, to attend at each office for two or three days once a year,
and take an account of the late-letter fees (or indeed any others, as for instance those
charged on letters sent by unofficial posts) ; and if this were done as a matter of course in all
offices without exception, it might, I think, be managed without creating on the part of
the postmasters a feeling that they were not treated with proper confidence.
Another mode of estimating the amount of fees collected, which, though less accurate
than the last, might on the whole be open to less objection, is as follows :—Let a selection be
made of a considerable number of the larger offices, in the accurate management of which
the greatest confidence was felt, and let the postmasters be required to keep an account, say
for a week, of the amount of late-letter fees collected at each closing of the letter box
throughout the day. Let them, at the same time, state the mail or mails for which the box is
closed, the hour of closing, and length of time ; also the number of letters, early as well as
late, dispatched at such time. Let the statements contained in the several Returns be then
arranged under the heads, " London mails," and " Bye and Cross post mails ; " each of
those two classes being again subdivided according to the hours at which the boxes are
closed, so as to bring into the same classes all the London mails dispatched at about the
same hour, and likewise into the same classes all the bye and cross mails dispatched about
the same hour ; then, by ascertaining, as regards each class, the total number of letters,
early and late, and the total amount of fees, a ratio would be established between letters
and fees (varying probably in the different classes as the hour of closing the box might
vary), by means of which I think it highly probable that the amount of late-letter fees
might be estimated with sufficient accuracy, as regards each office, throughout the
kingdom; the number of letters by each mail, and the hour of closing the box being
known.
It will of course be necessary, both in determining and applying the ratios thus established,
to get rid of disturbing causes as much as possible ; with this view, it would be important
to require the same fee, and to close the boxes the same time, in all cases. To this rule
the offices in London, Dublin, and Edinburgh, might, however, be exceptions.
Still, whatever might be done to get rid of disturbing causes, they would to a certain
extent, remain. For instance, the greater proportion of wealthy people in certain towns
would tend, as regards such towns, to increase the ratio of late-letter fees. I would
recommend, therefore, that the amount of fees should be assumed to be something less than
that given by the formula. I have already suggested a deduction of one-tenth ; and as
a further security to the Postmaster, he might be entitled to claim a trial, in his own case,
of the mode first suggested for ascertaining the amount of fees ; viz. by appointing a confi
dential and disinterested person to collect the fees for a short time.
Whatever arrangement may be adopted, it appears to be very desirable that each post
master should make an annual return of his emoluments derived from this source, — a rule
which I beg to recommend should be extended to emoluments of every description.
The case now under consideration appears clearly to indicate the danger of leaving such
facts to be ascertained till the time has arrived for giving compensation.
In apologising for the unavoidable length of this Report, I beg to state that I have
purposely postponed the consideration of many points of detail, in the hope that further
explanation from the Post-office may make it unnecessary.
I have, &c.
To the Right Honourable
(signed)
Rowland Hill,
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
&c. &c. &c.
P. S.—Since the date of the above Report, the Postmaster-general has submitted a sche
dule of compensations to the postmasters in Scotland and Ireland. From this schedule
I have selected certain cases, to which the preceding remarks are for the most part appli
cable : see Lists (A.) and (B.), p, 39.
26 August 1841.
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LIST (A).
A SELECTION of those CASES which exhibit a decided Discrepancy between the Returns of LATE-LETTER FEES made in 1840, and those
made in 1837 ; or between those Returns and the FEES actually received since they have been paid into Revenue.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

•s§e
|ig
Return
made in
1837.
(Postage
Report,
Appendix 2,
p. 180).

POST TOWN.
•. - <

Abingdon
Ampthill
Andover
Arnndel
Atherstone Aylsham
•
Banbnry
Bangor Barasley
Barnstaplc
Battle •
Bawtry Beaumaris
Bedford
Berkhampstead
Beverley
Bicester

-

i|5|
^ S .S o

"^ •? IH
"g ^ Q)

|j|

?! §co
g e d «a

Proposed

I Mls

Compensa

"3| S

a "d -s o
S3A%d

4j?s

w S S co 5

5 — —

8 16 5 10 2
10 - 6 - 12 2 8
9-26
!•»

4«

1 10 1 15 1 10 27 - - 19 - 8 19 23 1 8 46 13 7
2 10 - 5444- 494
10 - nil.
4 11 3 15 6 8
216 2 1
155 19
- 15 - 634
16- 543 - - 3 16 8
nil.
3 14 4
- 17 11
5 19 2
5 - - 10 - 4 11 3 17 13 4
2 - - 976
35 - -

£. i. rf.
5 12 8
- 14 4
954
722
3 12 1 16 10
18 15 6
4 12 8
354
7 10 6
III.

7
/

4 16 8
61 19 5

1 11 8
48 17 6
A*7 " •
310

Christchurch Coleford
Colnbrook
Congleton
Conway
Cowbridge
Crediton
Croydon
Darlington
Dartford
Dartmouth
Dawlish
Deal Derby Dewsbnry
Devonport
Doncaster
Dorchester
Dorking
Dover Dunmow
Dursley
Ecdeshall Elleamere
Emgworth

2 - - 15 3 - 3 - .
9 1 8
1 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 342 12 11 - 45 13 -

4 11 3
454
3 - 6 10 554
7 11 8
.
865
12 - 11 - 7 12 6
5 - -

496
3 16 6
2 3 10
1 11 -

0.93-

—

—

7 - -

1 6 221 6 - 15 8 - -

45 - 6329 19 6
30 8 4
88274
.
12 13 4
7 12 2 - 4 11

-

^ o "^ Q
? S ^ ej
" ^"O

3
3
9
5
11
5
o"
10

- 17 -

3 16 C
4 14 1 12 8
17 16 8
10 11 10 5 10
8 17 39 16 4
23 7 4
522
30 8 10
41 5 2
11 8 0
1 18 8
40 14 f!
4 11 10
4 1 2
- - 4
1 I! 434

4
80
3
3
3
3
5
2
6
4

p. 180).

•"32 a a

™

3 — —

10
in
JU
-

—
-

Halifax 25 14 4
Harrowgate - 16 Hatfield
1 6 Havant - 25Haverfordwest
nil.
Henley-on-Tlianies - 6 10 -

—
10
—

—
-

9 - 10
7
4
26
45
4
28

10
-

-

15
7
2
36
5
0
1
1

—
10

—
-

a 10 -

-

•*!s| cigli
a,> -a
"go"

—

Exeter Exmouth
Farcham
Feversham
Froorne Godalming
Godstone
Gravesend
5 - - Hadleigh

? S q)

1837.
(Postage
Report,
Appendix 2,

d.
-

Q
i>

3 - 18 5 -

24
15
o
2

POST TOWN.

i.
10
10
-

1 8 411Uf\ in
11)
9 10 2
- 18 2
1 10 19 9 2 19 - 2 16 2
3 - 51 2 - 40 - 4 10 2
4 - 374
4 - 8 13 10
5 - 7 16 4
7 - 254 8 10 200 - 2 3 10
5 - 6 11 4
4 - 3 18 10
3 10 - 19 10
1 10 3 16 4
3 - 15 - 8 10 - 7 17 6 15 - 4 12 5 - 76 - - 00 - -

Chesterfield Chichester -

i a -

£.
7
3
10
5
3
2
15
5
5

1MA'

538
30452
- 13 4
062

911O
O

rf"SjS|

a ^ os
3 ® ^rf

tion.

£. t. d. £. >. d.
5 - - 10 - 2 12 - 4 15 10
8 - - 12 16 4
6 - 2 12 5 - 1 - 1 12 - 242
5 - - 20 - 1 - - C 4 8
55- 926 - 2 - 15- 10 7 10 6 1 10 15 - 10 -

Return
made in

^ o _£j

3-|0

Bolton Boronghbridge
Boston
•
Bourne Bradford (Yorkshire)
Bradford (Wilto) Brandon
Bridgenorth Bridgewater Brighton
Broomsgrove Bungay
Bury (Lancashire) Callington
Campden
Cardiff Carmarthen Carnarvon
Cheltenham -

89-1

£. s. d.
98 15 352 10 92151 15 - 19 4 - 1 - -

rlj

jb^s

^if

tion.

3 3 * ,2

Hill

£. t. d. £. s. d,
107 9 2 125 13 7 11 5 16 7
6 1 10
16 6 11 12 15 6
7 13 4 654
3 19 4
3 - 2 7 10 214
40
17 8
28 8 11
474
536
o
410
.
l€7 —
29 6 1 14 19 4
13 - 10 10 15 2
5 - - - 15 8
3 18 - 2415 16 8 28 16 8
12 2 8 12 3 4
SI'. 11«
0
1O

HighWycombe
Hitc-hin
Hithe Holbeach
Honiton
Horsham
Howden
Kidderminster
Knaresborough
Launceston Leominster
Liskeard
Lichfleld
Liverpool
Llandovery Louth Ludlow Lynn Maidenhead Maidstone
Marlborougn —
•
Malvern
Manchester Market Drayton Market Harborough
Melksham
Melton Mowbray Mold Moreton-in-Marsh Newport (Monm.) Newport Pagnel
Oakhampton Odibam
Oswcstry
Oxford ...
Penrith Penzance
Peterborough
Poole Prescot Preston Rarnsgate
Reading
Ringwood
Ross (Hereford) -

2 10 1 - 3 - / not in ~\
X Return J
2 12 2 12 2 10 6 - 55- 5 164 - nil.
255 10 - 10 1 5 6
2 10 14 - 10 - 25 - 10
i £ 11
11 —
8 - 96 7 6
2 - - 15 - 10 5 - nil.
- 15 10 - 2 10 - 3 - 10 nil.
71 16 - 5 655 - 15 - 1 - 15 - 17 - 20 - iJ 12 -

a - -

Proposed

Compensa

11 - 10 - .
3 13 4
8 17 1
12 13 4
4419 6 8
778
6 10 6 15 11
300 8 2
2 - 5636-7
24 6 8
47 1 10
i .»

1,6

7/

i;

U

12 - 270 - 18 5 .
5 13 4
4 13 U - -

39 10 10
19 19 3
4 16 8
268
6 10 4
99 12 1
4 17 8
9 10 11 10 17 8 11
11 13 21 14 4
22 10 9
«6 12 9
4 16 2
7 1 4

—

12 11 10
6 19 6
7 13 2 18 8
12 - 10
18 11 10
364
17 2 8
1 14 2
6 15 10
8 9 10
428
8 19 10
494 1 10
1 15 6
464
8 14 8
42-6
13 7 96 11 6
14 1 10
6 2 10
331 11 6
1 9 6
2 13 8
5 2 10
41- 9 8
2 13 8
37 8 4
9 16 4
491 15 6
2 6 10
112 17 6
6 15 12 12 4
12-4
15 13 10
2 10 2
8 16 2
22 8 2
50 12 4
42-8
9 10 10

£. *. d.
100
5
10
18
5
2
1
25
5
5
28

10
10
—
-

—
-

9
nil.

3 - 16 - 9 - 1J.O
^

~

"

9 - 10 - 4 10 3 - 8 10 9 - 3 10 15 - 6 10 6 10 7 - 6 10 6 - 300
1 10 4 - 6 - 36 - 16 - 40 - 12 — —
10 - 270 - 2 - 2 - 5 - 4 10 5 - 2 - 30 - 6 - 4 - 1 10 5 - 95 - 4 10 8 - 10 - 16 - 4 - 18 - 20 - 32 - 3 10 6 - (continued)
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Rovston
Rugby Rye
-

••

Return
in
1837.

Return
in
1840.

Estimated
Present
Produce.

Proposed
Com
pensation.

£. ,. d.

£. >. d.
4 - 2 - -

£. *. d
338
1 11 8
7 11 6

£. t. d.

10 10 6
5 15 6 15 4
19 - 2
372
9-2
19 6 2
- 18 10
24 18 6
7 15 4
5 18 2
30 17 6
15 10 3
10 - 10
4 18 8
21 14 10
1 9 14 16 4
2 6 10
12 8 10

10
3
2
15
3
8
12
15
9
8
20

43 7 7 12 4
858
18 1 10

5 7 - 13 3 12 4
1
2
12
2
2
8
4
12
10
8
15
1
9

10
10
12
10
10
10
19
6

-

ffe

M

«

Stourport
Swansea

2
1
3
15

12
10
10
-

•-

Taunt mi
Teignmouth Thirsk Tiverton

25
1
2

10
10
10

-

St. Austle
St. Helens
St. Ives
St. Leonards
Selby --Sevenoaks
Sheerness
Shepton Mallet
Shields, North
Sittingbourne
Sleaford
Southampton South Molton
Spalding
Spilsby Stamford
Steyniug
Stockton-on-Tees •

7 16 18 15 4 - 10 - 17 13 4
3 15 10 - 14 11 926
16 3 3
8
23
4
13
5
21
2
20
4
15

10
11
11
10
10
8
6
13
9

7
3
2
2
2
4
6

38 12 4 - .

4 - 1 10 5 10 —
—
-

12
4
20
1
5
4
15

—
—
nil.
—
10
10
-

38
4
5
10

-

-

-

Torquay
Torrington
Totness Truro Tunbridge

-

-

Proposed
Com
pensation.

Return
in
1840.

Estimated
Present
Produce.

£. t. d.

£. i. d.

3
2
20
2

18 - -

£. *. d. £. i. d.
22 12 4 18 - 428
3 10 836' 6 - 20 - - 20 - 11 8 10
6 10 -

Return
in
1837.

POST TOWN.

9
10
12

C
-

10 - 20 - -

Waltham Cross
- 4 Warminster 2 - Welchpool
uil.
Wells (Somerset) 4 - Welwyn
2 12 Wcymouth
15 - Whitby
6 - Whitchuroh (Salop)
- 10 Wimbourne 3 10 Wincanton •
- 8 Winchester
4 10 Wingham
1 - Wisbeach
8 - Woburn
- 5 Woodbridge 18 5 Wootton-under-Edge 3 13 Worthing
8 10 -

4-11
10 - 9 15 3
11 - 5 - 8
15 - 7 4 -

Yarmouth
Yeovil ...

11 6 5 - -

5 - 21 10 3 12 4
16 13 4
2 10 18 5 822
15 16 6

- 15 10
11 18 2
7 9 10
11 18 2
216
874
834
7 2 10
346
1 16 15 13 2 19 6
22 7 2
2 4 10
5 13 4
3 16 4
16 4 0

3
10
5
10
4
15
7
4
6
2
18
2
16
2
18
6
14

30-6
11 3 4

76 14 8
12-2

30 - 10 - -

m

m

TOTAL - - £ 1,594 15 7 •2,769

10
10
10
-

-

3,266 5 - 2,591 10 -

LIST (B.)
A SELECTION of those CASES in which the Returns in 1837 and 1840 agree nearly one with another.
ENGLAND AND WALES.
Return
in
1837.

Return
in
1840.

Estimated
Present
Produce.

Proposed
Com
pensation.

£.
3
3
1
2

rf.
-

£. ,. d.
384
3 16 8
2 - 2 10 -

£. ,. d.

Aberystwith Ashford
Axminster
Aylesbury

£.
3
3
2
2

*.
10

d.
-

Berkliampstead
Bland ford
Brandon
Bury St. Edmunds Bury (Lane.) -

6 1 4 _ __
4420 18 3 - -

6 - 4 - 494
19 7 8
3 16 8

- 13 4
6 5 19 6 ' 4 374
4 43 17 10 19 3 18 10
3 10

—
-

7 - 3 - 7 - -

6 13 4
3 - 746

16 2 2 3 10
15 - -

6 10 3 - 7 - -

45 12 2 12 12 15 -

45 - 2 18 8
12 3 -

23 7 4
8 12 10
39 12 10

45 - 2 10 12 - -

POST TOWN.

Carlisle Colnbrook
Coventry
Derby ...
Devizes Durham
Eastbourne
Eve-sham

-

-

».
16
12

- 17 4
1 - -

- 18 4
11 3 8
298
826

- 4 9

3 11 10
2 11 2

23 3 6
5 10 -

25 13 C
14 8 10

1
1

1
1

- - -

2-2 - 5 - -

Gloucester
Guildford

22 - 5 10 -

Hay
Hull Huddersfield

428
3 - 3 - 3 6 10
92 9 - 113 11 - 274 19 - 100 - 25 - - 25 - - 27 9 2 25 .- -

Ipswich

36 6 -

Kingsbridge Leeds Lowestoft

2 10 03 9 2 10 -

7

65 10 4

2 10 -

1 10 -

2 - -

89 12 2 197 12 6
6922-

85 - 2 - -

33 5

33

- -

POST TOWN.

Macclesfield Marlhorough Market Deeping
Namptwich Newark
Newbury
Newmarket Norwich
Nottingham Pontefract

Return
in
1837.

Return
in
1840.

Estimated Proposed
Com
Present
Produce. pensation.

£. s. d.

£. t. d.
5 - -

£. *. d.

£. I. d.

5 - 12 11 24-

12 7 6
2 10 2

878
14 1 10
24-

5 - 12 - 2 - -

1 10 8 18 •21 - -

1 10 8
344
956 32 16 10
27 12 9 66 1 8
15 17 6 18 6 55 12 1 186 14 10
30 - - 53 19 8

15 - 53 11 30 - -

1
9
24
15
54
30

10
-

- '
-

388

3

1

8

3 - -

Rctford Ripoii Rochester
Ruthin Hyde (I. of Wight)

5
2
32
2
13

14
10
-

-

4 15 234
38 12 2
268
13 5 -

8
I
63
3
27

6
17
5
1
4

10
10
8
6

4 10 -

Sandwich
Shields (North)
Sleaford
Sunderland
Swansea

1
12
8
17
15

16
-

-

1516 3 3
18 19 6
15 9 6

452
24 18 6
5 18 2
69 96
12 8 10

36-

3 10 3

6 10 6

Thrapstone
Wakefield
Weymouth
Wolverhampton
Woodbridge York

-

3 - -

34
15
10
18

18
5

-

5 -

-

8 10 7

•2 - -

35 - i - 13 - 1
15
8
18
15

-

»

4
-

29 15 C
874
21 3 8
5 13 4

32 - 15 - 11 - -

5 18 3

67-6

5 - '

32
15
12
18

6
5

18 - -

TOTAL - - £. 759 4 4 798 14 7 1,547 11 2 53 - -
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LIST (A.)
A SELECTION of those CASES which exhibit a decided Discrepancy between the Returns of LATE-LETTER FBES made in 1840, and those
made in 1837, or between one or other of those Returns, and the FEES actually received since th«y have been paid into the Revenue.
IRELAND.
SCOT LAND.
Return
of
1837.

Ballyshannon
Cahir ...
Carlow ...
Cashel ...
Castlebar
Cloumell
Cork Deny ...
Down ...
Drogheda
Dnndnlk
Dungmmon Fennoy
Galway

£. t. d- £• •-'• <i- 2 6 10 6 8
7
2
1
20
4
2

6
10
10
11
-

3
-

2
5

10
10
5
12

-

a - -

Kilkenny
Lame Limerick
Oranmore
Sligo ...
Strabane
Tallow Tipperary
Tuarn ...
Tnllamore
Waterfonl
Wexford
Yoaghall

Return
of
1840.

40 - •

-

5 - 4 - 1
15
3

10
8
18
—

8
—

2 18 4
10 - 9 - 13 10 3840 13 4
17 12 8
10 - 20 - 4 2 1
5 - 814
36 10 3 15 —
10 - 15 - 77 10 4 15 10 7 648
4 11 3
18 - 787 16 6
22 2 8
6 15 —
158

Present
Produce.

Proposed
Com
pensation.

£. i. d. £. t.
596
6 1 7 10
1 576
7 3 16 6
3 _
864
10 - 2 29 10 10 25 29 16 6
6 8 17 9 10 17 - 19 10
- 10
422
2 10

d.
-

38-8
6 — 4
13 6 8
2 11 8
78 9 2
- 14 4
32 18 8
1 11 1 11 8
6 14 10
12-4
5 11 4
42 15 6
15 1 2
1 13 8

—
-

10
iA
5
2
45
2
8
4
1
6
3
20
5
1

-•
10
•10
10
10
—
10

-

Return
of
1840.

Present
Produce.

Proposed
Com
pensation.

£. t. d.

£. t. d.

£. i. d.

£. ». d.

Cupar (Fife) -

1 - -

6 - -

293

2 - -

Falkirk -

-76

4 - -

1

Greenock

•

Inverness

- 5 -

5 - -

76-

6 -

Klrkaldy

1 10 -

6 - -

5 17 11

6 - -

Leith

10 1

...

Perth Stirling -

TOTAl

TOTAL - £. 118 17 5

Return
of
1837.

-

-

OA
*U

"•

8

~

8

7

- 10 -

24 1

5

10 - -

jii
lt>

,111

4 11

15 - -

26-

428

7 13 11

4 - -

-

1 10 -

882

298

210-

£.

6 17 6

62 12 6

64 11

8

44

- -

386 13 2 375 7 10 186 10 -

LIST (B.)
A SELECTION of those CASES in which the Returns in 1837 and 1840 agree nearly.

IRELAND.
Return
of
1837.

Armagh
Belfast Mollingar
Ncwry .

TOTAL

-

-

-

•

£. ». d.
2 12 26 - 2545 15 -

-

£.

76 12 -

Return
of
1840.

SCOTLAND.

Present
Produce.

Proposed
Com
pensation.

£. ,. d. £. t. d.
2 16 8 24 16 10
29 9 4 64 6 4
38376
46 8 9 25 14 2

£.
2
26
3
45

i.
-

d.
-

82 2 9 118 4 10

76 - -

Return
of
1837.

Aberdeen t Dundee Forfar .
Newburgh

£.
22
- *21
1

TOTAI. - £.

t.
16
16
10
-

i.
6
-

46 1 6

Return
of
1840.
£.
26
17
-

t.
18
14
11
15

Present Proposed
Com
Produce. pensation.

d. £. i. d. £. i. d.
4 27 11 8 26 - 6 22 6 2 17 - 8 - 7 3 - 10 - - 10 5 - 10 -

45 19 6

50 15 6

TREASURY MiKUTEof 31st August 1841, on the foregoing Papers.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general that my Lords have found great difficulty in coming to
a decision on his Lordship's Report, recommending compensation to the postmasters for loss
of late-letter fees, owing to the frequent and important discrepancies between the amount
of such fees, collected by the several postmasters in the year 1836 (as shown by a Return to
Parliament in February 1837), and the average of the three years ending with 1839, as
stated in the Reports now before the Board ; as well as between these amounts and the
fees actually carried to revenue in the year 1840.
My Lords have no doubt that many, if not all of these discrepancies are capable of
satisfactory explanation, but they are desirous of drawing the Postmaster-general's attention
to the subject, and with that view direct that the Report of Mr. R. Hill be transmitted for
his Lordship's perusal.
0.93.
E4
If

44 - -
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If after reading this Report, the Postmaster-general should be of opinion that the claims
for compensation are just, my Lords authorise his Lordship to carry the proposed arrange
Late-Letter Fees. ment into effect ; but should he be of opinion that any cases require further investigation,
it is the wish of the Board that his Lordship should pursue the investigation by such means
as he may consider most effectual, and report thereon to the Board, without however, in
the meantime, postponing compensation in those cases regarding which his Lordship may
be of opinion that further investigation is unnecessary.
Considering the difficulties of the case now before the Board, and the obvious danger of
depending, when questions of compensation arise, on information drawn in many instances,
probably, from very incomplete and inaccurate accounts, and supplied, apparently without
any satisfactory check, by the parties claiming compensation ; looking also to the changes
now going on in the system of the Post-office, which may produce, as regards other fees,
fluctuations similar to those which appear to have taken place in the late-letter fees, and to
the great importance of possessing at all times the best possible information as to the
emoluments of the postmasters and others, my Lords conceive it would be of advantage
that measures should be adopted for obtaining from each postmaster and receiver, at the
beginning of every year, a return of all fees and other perquisites which he, or those under
him, may have received in the course of the preceding year ; and that the information thus
obtained should be embodied in a general return to this Board, exhibiting as regards each
postmaster and receiver, the different sources and amount of his gross income, his expenses,
and net income ; also the amount of fees and perquisites which may be divided among his
subordinates, and the share of each.
My Lords give no final directions on this subject before they have received the opinion
of the Postmaster-general, and should his Lordship see no objection to this proposal, my
Lords desire that he will cause to be prepared and submitted to this Board the necessary
forms of returns.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 18 February 1842.
REFERRING to Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 2d September last, enclosing copy of a
Report from Mr. Rowland Hill to the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, on the subject of
my predecessor's Reports, recommending compensation to various postmasters in the United
Kingdom for loss of the fees upon late letters, which had been carried to the account of
the revenue since 10th January 1840, 1 have the honour to state to your Lordships, that
after a careful perusal of Mr. Hill's Report, and a full consideration of the whole question,
I am of opinion that the claims for compensation are just, and that the allowances proposed
by my predecessor are, in all cases, proper and equitable; and, therefore, regarding further
investigation as unnecessary, I have, under the authority of your Lordships, conveyed, in
Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 2d September, allowed the several compensations as submitted
to your Lordships.
With regard to your Lordships' suggestion, that it would be of advantage that measures
should be adopted for obtaining from each postmaster or receiver, at the beginning of every
year, a return of all fees or, other perquisites which he, or those under him, may have
received in the course'of the preceding year ; and that the information thus obtained should
be embodied in a general return to your Lordships, exhibiting as regards each postmaster
and receiver the different sources and amount of his gross income, and expenses, and net
income ; also the amount of fees and perquisites which may be divided amongst his sub
ordinate clerks, and the share of each ; I beg to state, that I fully concur witli your Lord
ships, that it is highly desirable to possess such information, which will be of the greatest
value to this department. I have therefore the honour to enclose for your Lordships'
inspection, two forms of the general return to be made, one applicable to post towns, and
the other to sub-offices and receiving houses, and should they meet with your Lordships'
approval, I will immediately take steps to procure the required information from all my
deputies. I have thought it expedient to confine the return to postmasters and their clerks,
as were they extended to letter-carriers and messengers, I am fearful that the task, which
will even now be very laborious, extending in England and Wales to nearly 2,500 postoffices, and which will occupy the time of two or three clerks for some months annually,
would be too difficult.
I beg to return Mr. R. Hill's Report.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
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TREASURY MINUTE of 13 May 1842, on the foregoing Letter.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that my Lords are happy to find that his Lordship
concurs in the view taken by this Board of the expediency of obtaining from each post
master and receiver an annual return of all fees and other perquisites.
With regard to the proposed forms for the general returns which are to be laid before
this Board, observe that it appears to my Lords, that some important sources of emolument,
the poundage and profit on the sale of postage stamps and envelopes for instance, are
omitted ; while other matters which are included, may be considered as redundant. My
Lords have therefore caused to be prepared a form of return to be filled up by the post
masters (whose returns must of course be the ground-work of the general return to this
Board), and their Lordships desire that a copy of this form may be sent to the Postmastergeneral, with a recommendation that it be adopted, if his Lordship see no reason to the
contrary.
State, that in framing this return, the object has been to secure, as far as possible, the
insertion by the postmaster of every perquisite, without exception, by whomsoever it may
be received ; and to show the manner of its appropriation. Also, that in order to effect this
object, my Lords have found it necessary to include the letter-carriers, as a class in the
return, but that, on the other hand, neither the letter-carriers nor the clerks have been
distinguished individually.
Remark that the latter modification has been adopted in deference to the Postmastergeneral's opinion, that, if the return were framed in accordance with the first suggestion of
this Board, the task of making it would be too difficult. This objection my Lords hope to
find will not apply to the form now recommended, especially when it is considered that any
difficulty which may remain, can scarcely be experienced after the first year.
And that my Lords have not considered it necessary to prepare a separate form for subdeputies and letter-receivers ; as it appears to their Lordships that the same form, with
slight and obvious alterations in a few of the heads, will serve all purposes.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 2 July 1842.
WITH reference to Sir George Clerk's letter of the 16th ultimo, I beg to state that
I have adopted the form recommended by your Lordships, for obtaining a statement of the
incomes of all postmasters ; and although I fear that it will be too complicated even when
alterations have been made in it, for the sub-deputies and letter-receivers, many of whom
are of necessity very illiterate persons, still I will endeavour to carry out the views of your
Lordships as far as may be in my power.
I have, &c.
(signed)

Appendix, No. 9.

Lowtker.

Appendix, No. 9.

Money- order
Office.

REPORT ON MONEY-ORDER OFFICE.

The Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 29 March 1842.
THE rapid increase of the money-order business compels me reluctantly to apply for
a further addition to that office. I trust it is not requisite for me to assure your Lordships
that I am most anxious to keep clown the expenditure of the service under my control, and
ihat in making this application, I only do so under the conviction that the additional force
1 am about to solicit is absolutely necessary, both as regards the efficiency ot the system
now
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now yielding so large a measure of accommodation to every class of the community, and Appendix, No. 9.
the security of the public revenue so deeply involved in it.
•
Money-order

In order to place before your Lordships as succinctly as possible the extraordinary Office.
growth of the money-order business, together with the progressive additions made to the
•
establishment in London to carry it on, 1 beg in the first place to submit the two Returns,
Nos. i and 2.
No. i. Showing the number and amount of money orders issued and paid in England
(No_i.)
and Wales each quarter consecutively, from the 5th January 1839 to that ended the
•
5th January 1842.
No. a. Being a similar Return, applicable to the orders issued and paid in London
(No. 2.)
only.
These Returns require but little comment; it will be sufficient .that I direct your
Lordships' attention to the following comparison between the first and last quarters con
tained in them, as forcibly exhibiting the extraordinary increase to which I have adverted,
and which, taking the last quarter, gives as the present annual amount of money remitted
through the Money-order Office, a total exceeding 3,000,000 /., which being received atone
office and paid at another, must be doubled or taken as 6,000,000 £. per annum received
and paid by the Post-office.

No. 1.
ENGLAND AND WALES.

No. 2.
LONDON.

QUARTER ENDED.
Total Number
of Orders
Issued and Paid.
^

5 April 1839
5 January 1842

Total Number
of Orders
Issued and Paid.

Amount.

Amount.

1

54,623
766,672

£.
s. d.
92,734 ~ 1,629,276

2

2

9423
161,582

£.
s.
17,401 14
37°,395

»

rf.
-

3

I have here to observe that the commission on money orders not exceeding 2/. and 5/.
respectively, was reduced on the 2oth November 1840 from 6d. and i s. 6d., to 3</. and 6<f.,
mainly, as your Lordships will recollect, with the object of diminishing, if not wholly
superseding the objectionable practice of remitting coin by post. The effect of this reduc
tion will be seen by comparing the quarter previous to its taking place, viz. the 5th October
1840, with that just expired, which shows within the short period of one year and a quarter,
a quintuple increase in the amount paid and issued, while the number of money orders
has been nearly quadrupled. The increase shown between the first and last quarters
contained in the enclosed Return, as regards the number of orders, is about fourteenfold, and in amount seventeenfold, and this increase is daily augmenting.
In illustration of the effect of this increase upon the duty, I beg to state the following
facts :—
The number of ledgers at first required in the London office was only four, consisting
of 330 folios of 61 lines each, which lasted above four months; while 24 ledgers, con
taining each 470 folios, 68 lines to the folio, have proved to be scarcely sufficient lor the
last quarter. The amount paid at the money-order windows of this office alone, on the 26th
January last, was 3,81 2 1. 54. lid.; the payments at these windows, taken upon the average
of the last month, having exceeded 2,800 1. a. day; while the number of advices arriving
from all parts of the kingdom, a large portion of which, after the whole have been sorted
and arranged, require to be twice entered in the ledgers of this department, may be esti
mated at 12,000 every day.
The progressive additions to the force of the London Money-order Office will be seen (>y
the enclosed Return, No. 3, showing the increase to the establishment, sanctioned by your
Lordships' predecessors from time to time, since its commencement in September 1838,
under tne authority conveyed in Mr. Baring's letter of 13th August preceding, together
with the additional and extra force employed, chiefly upon the arrears, at the same periods,
accompanied also by a statement of the total expense of the office, both as regards the
established and extra force, at each period, which Return has been prepared in this form
in order that the whole subject may be placed fully and unreservedly before your Lord
ships ; and while I beg to refer you to the several representations from the late Post
master-general, enumerated in this Return, for the fuller details and particulars of these
augmentations from time to time, I shall endeavour briefly to recapitulate some of the
statements and grounds upon which those applications were founded, and which continue
to increase in force every day.
0.93.
F2
The

(No. 3.)
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The money-order business must now be viewed as a vast hanking system, established by
the Government for the accommodation of the public in the secure transmission of small
sums of money between the remotest parts of ihe United Kingdom, at the lowest possible
charge, and which, from the use now made of it, has become unprecedented in its extent
and ramifications. The number of postmasters and letter-receivers in the United Kingdom
(exclusive of the three metropolitan offices), empowered to issue and pay money-orders, is
1,250, all corresponding with each other; the system thus, in fact, embracing 1,250
branches, each of which may draw and be drawn upon by 1,249 other branches. Of tliis
number of agents, no less than 691 postmasters and receivers are included in England
and Wales, with all of whom debtor and creditor accounts are kept in London, where a,
check by means of the advices is maintained upon the daily receipts and payments of each.
The necessity and importance of keeping up this check, and the new and heavy respon
sibility it has entailed upon the Post-office, are obvious; the security of the public revenue,
interwoven as it is with the system, essentially depending upon it.
The operation of the money-order business upon the receipts of the postmasters, and
the alteration it has in numerous instances effected in the responsibility of several offices
where the net postage revenue is very small, and at which the duty in general has been
previously very light, may be exemplified by ihe cases in the enclosed iisr, No. 4, which
shows a great disparity betwe'en the postage and stamp revenue to be remitted by the
postmaster, and the amount he receives on account of money-orders ; and as a strong proof
of the necessity for a close and constant inspection of the money order accounts, as well
as of the peculiar features and difficulties of the system, I may advert to the circuin>tance,
as a matter of repeated occurrence at some of the larger towns, that while the postmaster
has been nominally in debt to this department to the extent of many thousand pounds for
postage revenue and stamps, he has had a large balance in his favour on account of money
orders, leaving him a creditor of the public on the combined account to a considerable
amount, which it is necessary to remit to him from this department.*
Nor are the duties of the Money-order Office confined to keeping and checking the
numerous accounts of the several branches in England and Wales. It is here that the
money-order accounts of Ireland and Scotland, so far as the intermediate transactions be
tween the three kingdoms are concerned, are finally examined, and the balances due from
one department to the other, on this head, adjusted. It is to this office also that almost
every application from the public relating to repayment or transfer of money orders from
one place to another, and almost every complaint of irregularity, is referred. Here also
the daily numerous requisitions as to the state of postmasters' accounts (for not a
postage stamp is supplied without such inquiry) must be answered ; omissions and irre
gularities in the transmission of advices of accounts and of returns, are likewise investi
gated here; and upon this point the president of the Money-order Office reports, that the
letters from the public of the preceding description referred to him from the secretary's
department for inquiry and explanation before they can be answered, have trebled, the
number during the last nine months occupying the time of five clerks in his office, besides
a large portion of his own ; in addition to which he states that the papers relating to the
postmasters' accounts and remittances, as well as applications for postage stamps, are so
numerous, as entirely to employ throughout the day eleven clerks more. I will only add,
that the experience of the secretary's department tends to confirm this statement ; as it is
found that the correspondence with the public on the subject of money orders engrosses
the time and attention of at least three or four clerks, who are scarcely able to keep down
the arrears in this respect.

(No. 5.)

Having given this outline of the increased duty, it is with regret I proceed to state, that
notwithstanding the considerable additions made to the establishment, the employment also
of a large supernumerary force, and the performance of extra work to the great extent
shown in the Return No. 3, such is the increasing pressure, but slight impression has been
made upon the formidable arrears, so stnmgly dwelt upon in the several representations of
my predecessor, as will be seen by the Statement No. 5.
I need scarcely remark, that I feel much anxiety on this point ; I have had several
communications with the president of the Money-order Office, and I have personally
inspected the office and the accounts. I now enclose the copy of two reports from the
former

* The following are given as recent examples :
Upon a requisition from the postmistress of Birmihgham on the 2d instant, for a remittance on
account of money orders, it appears that about 5,500^. is due from her on account or' postage and
stamp revenue, but that she is iu advance on account of money orders 7)50O/., leaving a balance due
to her on the combined account of 2,500 1.
Again, on the 7th instant, the postmaster of Manchester applied for a remittance, and, on exami
nation of his accounts, it appeared that there was about ^ijooo/. due from him on revenue account,
whilst '23,jOO/. was due to him on the money-order account; and s,ooo/. was accordingly remitted
to him.
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former (No. 6.), ant), after ihe best consideration I have been able to afford, I concur in
recommending that officer's proposition for a further addition to the regular day force of
the Money-order Office of 18 clerks, trimmer, with this aid, to reduce, us immed.ately as
possible, the number of 38 clerks employed on the evening and morning extra duty.
These 18 additional clerks to be considered as a provisional class, until the question of
registration is decided, and until some further experience shall have shown whether any
diminution of the money-order business tnkes place, from that or any other cause.
Your Lordships will see by the president's reports that one great object of this arrange
ment is to place the whole of the duty, at least as far as may be found practicable, more
uuder his own immediate control than the present system admits of.
The present Force of the Money-order Office consists of.

Present

Annual Rale
of Chjir»«-.

£.
500

1 President 1 Principal clerk

*. tl.

300

-

-

-

-

-

• 15 Senior clerks

Establishment

2,000

25 Junior ditto
15 Probationary ditto

Total

975
£. 5,105

57
2 Messengers

130
Establishment

Messengers (extra duty)

5,235

-

9 Temporary clerks
___--66 Employed from 10 till 4 at 305. per week each
9 Officers from the Inland-office employed from 11
to 3
Extra Force -

-

And in addition to the above, 38 clerks of the Moneyorder Omce and other departments are at present
employed between the hours of 8 and 10 a.m. and
between 4 and 8 p.m. on extra duty, part of them
receiving a fixed salary of 21 s. per week, and the
rest being paid at so much per folio for the work
actually done, the whole being estimated to cost the
public at the rate per annum
-

TOTAL Present Annual Expenditure

-

-

- £.

2,660 - -

7,945 ~ ~

With respect to the salary to be granted to the additional and provisional class now
recommended, I beg to refer to the communication from the Treasury made by Mr. Gordon
on the igih May last, fixing the salary of the probationary class of 15 clerks then sanctioned
at 65 Z. each, instead of 8o/. as proposed by the late Postmaster-general, upon the ground,
as it would appear, of the great cost of the establishment compared with the commission ;
and, with all c'eference, I feel bound to state that 1 do not consider such an allowance
adequate to the duly and responsibility ; it barely provides for the maintenance of persons
in that class of society from which il is desirable, bolh as regards the requisite qualifica
tions and respectability, that such officers should be selected; and I would therefore
respectfully suggest the fairness and propriety of advancing the existing probationary
class to the amount of 75?. per annum each, and of fixing the allowance to the provisional
o 93.
F3
clerks

(No.
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Appendix, No. g. clerks now recommended, at 70 /. per annum each. I do not at this moment press upon
your Lordships any amelioration of the junior and senior classes, as was urged by my
Money -order
predecessor, by increasing or improving each, because this I consider a matter 10 l>e
Office.
decided by longer experience, and to be a question dependent upon the permanency of
the money-order business ; but with regard to the two classes, viz. the probationary and
the proposed provisional clerks, it is to be looked at simply as a question of justice to the
individuals whose tenure of office is so uncertain, and of the security to the public revenue,
which must in some degree depend upon the fidelity and attention of those engaged in
the service.
Should your Lordships concur in these views, the proposed establishment will stand as
follows :—

Proposed - -

i
i
15
25
15

.
President ----Principal clerk Senior clerks
Junior ditto
Probationary, or second class of juniors, at 75 /."I
per annum each

iR T^rnvi^itnr.il
r;ii'li
1 I \J V IO1ULJC1J, af
<IL *7O/
/ ' ' t. *-CH-'Il

2,000
»>125

" »~
- -

1A f+i\J\J
260

_ L\J

75
2 Messengers

£. s. d.
500
300 - 1.330 - -

£.

6,515

£.

6,645

- -

50

- -

-»

77
Messengers (extra duty;
9 Temporary clerks, at 30*. per week each.

- 130 - -

Number of persons exclusively")
employed in the Money- ^84
order Office
-J
Retaining for the present the services of the nine clerks"
from the Inland-office, between \ i a. m. and 3 p. m.,
and continuing the system of extra duty, already de
scribed, until the arrears are reduced ; the whole of
this extra and temporary service being estimated at
the amount paid in the quarter ended 5th January
1842; viz. -----.._

(No. 7.)

2,660 - -

Proposed Expense ---.__
Present Expense -•--.__

9,355
7-945

TOTAL Estimated Increase - - - £.

1,410

- -

The present increase of expenditure appears to be 1,410 /. per annum ; but this I am
Willing to hope, will be reduced, as I trust that if the additional day force for which I now
apply, be granted, I may be enabled to dispense with a considerable portion of the night
and morning extra duty, as soon as the arrears are disposed of 5 and no exertion shall be
•pared to accomplish this as early as possible.
In conclusion, while I repeat my regret for the necessity I have found myself under of
applying for this increase to the expenditure, I am happy in being enabled to state that,
independently of the extensive and valuable accommodation afforded to the public, the
produce of the money-order commission is much more than equal to the additional charge,
yielding a handsome surplus to the public revenue ; as will be seen by the accompany-in*
estimate, No. 7, in which full allowance has been made, to the best of my judgment", for
every expense that can by possibility fall upon the office.
I hare, &c.
(signed)

Lowther.
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(No. 1.)
A RETURN of the Number and Amount of MONEY ORDERS Issued and Paid in England and Wales during the
undermentioned Quarters, the Quarter ending 5th January 1842 being estimated.

Money Orders Issued.

Money Orders Paid.

TOTAL Issued and Paid.

For the Quarters
ended
Number.

5 April
1839
5 July »
—
5 October —
5 January 1840
5 April
—
5 July
—
5 October —
5 January 1841
5 April
—
5 July
-*
5 October —
5 January 1842

28,838
34.6' 2
38,510
40.763
76.H5
94,215
1 22,420
189,984
275,870
289,884
334,071
390,290

Amount.

£.
49,496
59.099
64,056
67,411
119,933
i5>,734
1 96,507
334,652
567,518
608,774
661,099
820,576

*.
5
9
7
2
12
15
14
14
12
11
9
11

Number.

d.
8
5
8
7
i
8
3
8
3
2
10

Amount.

£.
25,785
28,645
31,909
37.665
70.875
82,558
110,227
165,940
274,201
291,884
326,193
376,382

Number.

*.

d.

H
18
3
6
-

9
6
3
i
4
3
6

316,628 17

2

56i,574
615,850
651,935
808,699

6
7
6
4

43,237
50,154
54,768
60,425
117,858
135,393
170,084

H
7
18
10

Money-order Office,!
13 January 1842. /

54.623
63,257
70,419
78,428
H7.020
176,773
232,647
355,924
550,071
581,768
660,264
766,672
(signed)

Amount.

£.
93»734
109.254
118,824
147,836

t.
7
10
8

d.
5
"
11
8

237,790 12

5

287,127
366,591
651,281
1,129.093
1,224,624
1,313,035
1,629,276

15
14
11
6
18
7
2

10
9
10
9
9
6
2

Wm. Earth.

(No. 2.)
A RETURN of the Number and Amount of MONET ORDERS Issued and Paid in London during the undermentioned
Quarters, the Quarter ended 5th January 184^ being estimated.

Money Orders Issued.

Money Orders Paid.

TOTAL Issued and Paid.

For the Quarters
ended
Number.

5 April
1839
5 July
—
5 October —•

3,891
4,436
4,585

5 January 1840
5 April
—
5 July
—,
5 October -*.
5 January 1841
5 April
—
5 July
—
5 October —.
5 January 1842.

4,977
n,309
13.582
19.965
16,185
36,460

Money-order Office,"!
13 January 1842. J
0-93-

42,559
47,4S3
57,424

Amount.

£.
7,160
8,019
8,718
8,472
18,518
25,566
28,981
48,122
73,832
96,194
96,850
114,221

*.
19
U
18
3
6
n
15
18
11
14
18
2

Number.

d.
4
H
4
7
3
3
i
2
6

5-53.2
5,741
6,259
6,958
15.272
16,515
24.584
38,669
79.315
88,085
89^51
104,158

Number.

Amount.
£.. i, d.
10,240 14 8
10.775 9 9
11,603
13,210
36,088
3i,392
41,219
86,679
172,749
196,364
209,646
256,173

9
i
9
8
10
19
»5
11
12
18

U_
8
5
8
2
6
6
3
9

9.423
10,177
10,844
11,9.35
26,581
30,097 '
44,549
54,854
115,775
130,644
136,934
161,582

(signed)

Amount.

£.
17,401
1 8,795
20,323
21,682
54,606
56,958

*.
14
4
8
3
15
19

d.
8
3
7
8
5

70,201
134,802
246,582
292,559
306,497
370,395

5
17
6
5
10
i

u
5
7
8
3
3

Wm. Earth.

-r1 /
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A RETURN sh .win;; the v.,i i<ms A,.plic.iti us ..rtaii to the Treasury by the Postmaster-general for Additious to the MoNBTf-OKBER ESTABLISH
MENT, with the Dateof Authority for the same, since its commencement on the 20th September 18:18; the Number of Officers added to the
Establishment in consequence of each Application ; also the Number of Persons employed ut the several Periods in question on Extra Duty, with
the Tutu! Expense of the Office at each Period, distinguishing the established and authorized Officers from those employed on Extra Duty.

\lon y-trder Office was establish d under the authority conveyed in Mr. Baring's letter of 13tu August 1838, and consisted of three
clerks, at 2oO /., 150 /., and 100 1. respectively.

Date of

Date of

Postmaster-general's

Treasury

Application.

Authority.

8 May 1830 2,0 February 1840 20 July 1840 24 November 1840 23 January 1841
5 March 1841
15 February 1841 Colonel Malwrly's Minute
of 7 April 1841, person
ally delivered to the
Chancellor of Exchequer
by Lord Lichficld -

Making
Number
Total
of
of
additions! Number
Persons ou
1 ersony
Establish
authorized.
ment.

30 May 1839 4
26 February 1840
5
31 July 1840 10 December 1840
12
10 Feb. 1841 1
C
5 April 1841* (
10 February 1841 1 president

e

Extra
Day
Clerks.

Persons
employed
on Extra
Morning
Evening
Duty.

1
li
(j

7
12
18
30

36
37

12
12
25
36
30

19

lu

JILT AulilUU

on
Establish
ment..

£.
820
1,890
1,700
2,000
3,140
3,640

G

18

Rate of
Expenditure

Total Bale
per Annum of
Expense of
the London
Money-order
Office at the
several Periods
referred to.

Rate of
Expenditure
per Auuum
for
Extra Duty.

S. I. A.
1,225 IS 2,117 - 2,620 8 4,984 8 6,186 ^i
6,5*1 18 .

£. I. d.
405 12 897 - •J-M

8

-

2,324 8 2,995 4 2,901 12 -

rt ff_tj,.f\
gfeU /;

. ' . ' f/ Fj
"

19 May 1841

-

20

57

18

36

4,015

.

2,917

4

f, *u«W(O

. ' vyfl

-.-«!»-(• ;.

-

6,93* 4 -

* Two messengers were authorized by the Treasury on the 5th April for the special service of the Money-order Office at salaries of 652. per
annum each. They are also employed three hours each daily ou extra duty, at 7 i d. per hour. This creates an additional expense of 188 (. 10 s. per

(No. 4.)

STATEMENT showing the Amount received by the Postmasters at the following Towns \i\ l-',>i"Lind
and It'ales for MONEY ORDERS issued by them, contrasted with the Amount of Revenue arising
from Postage, and Sale of Postage Stamps remaining to be remitted, after deducting Official Dis
bursements for Salary, Riding Work, &c., made by them in One Quarter.
Revenue
to be Remitted,
arising from
1'ostnge
»nd Sale of
Postage Slaipps,
in One Quarter.

£.

-

8 - -

-

Nil. 15 - Nil. Nil. iR - 40 - Nil. 12

POST TOWN.

S. d.

G -

10

NAME OF

-

-

9° - 70 - 35 - -

Bakewell Bawtry
Billericay Brandon Cheadle Deal
DissEastbourne
Ely Evesham Fowey
Kington Lincoln
Macclesfield

Amount received
for
Money Orders
issued
in One Quarter.

£. s. d.
700 - 599
463
5.91
613
1,418
570
420
976
740
468
691
2,231
1,818

-

-

Revenue
to be Remitted,
.',; i-ii . t'rinn
Ponage
and Sale of
Postage Stamps,
in One Quarter.

£. *.
19 8 Nil.
Nil.
40 Nil.
Nil.
40 -

d.
-

20

-

-

Nil. 25 - 30 - no - -

150 - -

NAME OF
POST TOWN.

March
Oundle
Penrith
Rugeley St. Ives
St. Neot's Stafford Swindon Tailbach Ulverstone
Wareham Wednesbury
Wisbeach York

Amount received
for
Money Orders
issued
in One Quarter.

£.
462
567
i,5H
674
785
712
1,364

*.
'-

d.
-

1,311

-

-

408

-

-

1,347 - 545 - 693 - 1,650 - 5,^54

- -

N. D. — It must be recollected that the sums received by postmasters on account of money orders
issued by them can only be ascertained, and placed to their debit from day to day, by the daily
and careful examination of the advices.
February 1842.

(signed)

Wm. Bartk.
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(No. 5.)

Money-order

Office.
STATEMENT of MONEY- ORDER ACCOUNTS remaining Unadjusted on the igth March
1842.
THE Irish accounts, from 5th July 1839.
The Scotch accounts, from 5th July 1840.
The Manchester accounts, from 5th July 1841.
The Birmingham accounts, from 5th July 1841.
The Liverpool accounts, from 5th July 1841.
And about loo of the accounts of postmasters in England and Wales to 5th January
1842.
(signed)
Wm. Earth.
Money-order Office, 19 March 1842.

(No. 6.)
Sir,
Money-order Office, 27 November 1841.
WITH reference to your Minute of the 2d instant, directing me to report how long I
consider it will probably be necessary to continue the present system of extra duty in this
department, and whether it may not be right to remodel and place the whole upon a
better footing than now exists, 1 beg to state that I never contemplated a continuance of
the present system of extra work beyond the emergency of the occasion. I was induced
to recommend it in consequence of the vast pressure of business, there being at the time
upwards of 1,500 accounts not adjusted; and it must be admitted that more has been
done in the past quarter by the new mode of piecework towards getting up this arrear
than could have been expected ; but as there is now another quarter's accounts in addi
tion, I fear that the employment of the extra force to the 5th January will hardly accom
plish the adjustment of all the accounts in England and Wales up to the quarter ended
51!) October 1841. This, however, I propose to arrange without the necessity of incurring
any further expense for superintendence; and therefore I hope for your sanction in the
discontinuance of a supervision by one of the extra evening force, which I regret was not
so effective as the service required, and the continuance of which I could not, satisfactorily
to myself, propose.
I would earnestly recommend, with the exception of the temporary employment of the
present extra force to get up the arrears, that it should, as regards the accounts, be abo
lished, and a permanent provision made for the duty.
When it is remembered how large an addition has been made to the establishment of
this office since my connexion with it, it may at first appear that my request is not altoge
ther a reasonable one ; but I beg respectfully to call your attention to that part of my
Report of the 3d April last wherein I slated that the increase 1 then solicited was solely in
reference to the amount of business at that time, and that if it should continue to increase,
I should have no alternative but to ask for a further addition to the number of clerks.
The increase of the business of this office since the date of that Report is upwards of 40
per cent.; and as it is quite impossible for it to be done with the present number of clerks,
the only suggestion I can make is, that additional ones should be appointed, to be in
attendance from 10 to 4, to keep up the current business. These officers would be under
my own personal superintendence and control, and I cannot but think that the duty would
be better performed in all respects.
I do not consider that less than 18 new clerks, in lieu of the evening and early morning
extra force employed at the accounts, would be able to accomplish this ; indeed, I ain of
opinion that this is the very lowest number with which it could be undertaken.
Should the Postmaster-general be pleased to entertain this proposition, it will be a matter
for the consideration of his Lordship and yourself whether the additional clerks should be
placed upon the establishment or engaged temporarily, as I am, of course, not aware of
what measures may perhaps be adopted, which may in some degree tend to diminish the
money-order business.
1 have, &c.
Lieutenant-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
Wm. Barth.
&c. &.c. &c.

P-93-
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Money-order
Office.

Sir,
Money-order Office, 13 January 184-2.
IN obedience to tlie directions of the Postmaster-general, I have now the honour to
forward returns showing the amount of the business of the Money-order O (Bee, arranged
in consecutive quarters, from its commencement iis an official establishment to the 5th of
the present month ; and in transmitting these returns, which show mosi forcibly the
immense increase of duty which has been thrown upon the office during the past year, as
I have reason to believe that it is his Lordship's intention to recommend to the Treasury
the additional force proposed in my Report of the 271(1 November last, I beg respectfully
to state that when the increase is granted it will be absolutely necessary to continue the
employment of some extra clerks to get up the arrear to the time of the addition being
made; and even with this I cannot but express my fear, which is only strengthened by
every day's experience, that the duty will not be properly performed with the proposed
increase, nor shall I be able to prevent the work continuing to be in arrear, which is the
case at present, and which, although I have used every exertion in my power, I find it
impossible to avert.
I have, &c.
Lieutenant-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
W. Barth.
&c. &f. &c.

(No. 7.)
STATEMENT showing the Amount at which the COMMISSION upon MONEY OKUEKS
issued within the United Kingdom may be calculated for the Year 1842, founded
upon the Estimated Produce of the Quarter ended the 5th January 1^42 ; also the
Total Estimated present Expenditure fairly chargeable upon the Money-order System,
so far as the same can be ascertained, with the Estimated Net Profit remaining to the
Public Revenue.
£.
s. d.
The present rate per annum of poundage paid upon money orders
issued in the United Kingdom, taken upon an estimate for the
31,000 - quarter ended the 5th January 1842, may be calculated at about The present annual expenditure fairly chargeable upon the moneyorder system, may be estimated in round numbers as follows:
£.

s.

Compensations, say ------ 1,800 London establishment
*8,ooo Edinburgh ditto
-----850 Dublin - ditto
1,800 Allowance to Twopenny-post receivers
1,200 Books, stationery, and other office expenses
1,500 Say allowance for 40 clerks in country post-offices,
granted on ground of money-order duty, at 60 /.
per annum ------ 2,400 Allow for increased salaries to postmasters and for
other contingent expenses, at the outside
- 2,450 -

-

20,000
Estimated present Annual Profit

- - £.

- -

11,000 - -

* Present expense ; as the arrears described in the Statement No. 5 are reduced, this
amount will be proportionately diminished.
N. B.—The preceding estimate of expenditure may be considered as not merely covering
the several charges, but, in fact, as excessive.

TREASURY MINUTE of 17th May 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that my Lords, having carefully considered the full
and interesting Report on the Money-order Department, which his Lordship has laid before
the Board, entirely concur in the importance he attaches to this department of the Postoffice, and are much gratified to observe the great and increasing extent to which the
public avails itself of the advantages which the system affords.
My Lords also agree with the Postmaster-general in the opinion, that the efficiency of
the system, and the security of a large portion of the public revenue, alike require that the
Money-order establishment in London should he sufficiently strong to discharge its numerous
and important duties promptly and efficiently.
My
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My Lords regret to observe, from the present Report, that litile or no progress has yet Appendix, No. 9.
been made towards clearing off the arrears of accounts in the Money-order Department, and
———
concur with the Postmaster-general in opinion that measures of a decided character should Money-order _
be adopted for that purpose.
Office.
They agree with the president of the Money-order Office, that it would be expedient to
^~~ """
make such addition to the force of that office as shall render it sufficient for the punctual
discharge of the current duties, and thus secure the department against the accumulation
of any fresh arrears. They further approve of the direction of all the extra force which it
may be necessary to employ exclusively to the duly of getting up the arrears, under
efficient superintendence ; and in order to accelerate the completion of this task, my Lords
would suggest to the Postmaster-general that the remuneration should be so given as to
make a portion of it at least dependent on the progress made in getting rid of the arrears.
In order to enable the Postmaster-general to carry these views into effect, my Lords
authorise him to appoint the number of additional clerks which his Lordship has suggested;
and should this number be insufficient to keep down new arrears, my Lords will be pre
pared to consider any application fora still further increase, it being clearly understood,
however, that, as proposed by the Postmaster-general, the additional clerks are to be
appointed provisionally.
With reference to the question of salaries, my Lords concur with the Postmaster-general
in opinion, that it is advisable to allow to persons in the Post-office such an amount of
salary as may, on the one hand, be consistent with economy, and may also, by affording a
sufficient remuneration, ensure a faithful discharge of their duties. Acting upon this prin
ciple, my Lords do not object to allowing to those clerks who may be placed upon the
establishment of the Post-office under the authority of this Minute a salary of /o/.
a year.
In addition to the increased force already provided, my Lords authorise the Postmastergeneral to appoint provisionally a third messenger to the Money-order Office, at a salary of
60 /. a year, with a view of obviating the necessity of employing the present messengers at
extra hours.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 7 May 1842.
I HAVE the honour to transmit to your Lordships copy of a memorial which I have
received from the window clerks employed in the Money-order Office at the chief office in
London, praying that some allowance may be granted to them, in consideration of the
losses to which they are subjected under the peculiar nature of the duties they have to
perform; and I beg to state that, having called upon those officers to furnish me with an
account, showing the extent of the losses sustained by them during the last three years,
I herewith enclose, for your Lordships' information, copy of a statement of those losses,
from the 6th January 1841 to the 5th April last, (with an explanation how they have
arisen,) no correct account having been kept previous to that period ; and, under all the
circumstances, I think it only fair that some equivalent should be made to them; and I
would submit, for your Lordships' favourable consideration, that if an allowance of 8 /.
a year is granted to each of the clerks who shall be employed at the window, it will be
sufficient to meet the hardship of the case. I think it right, however, at the same time to
add, that it is not improbable similar applications will be received from the officers in
Edinburgh and Dublin.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Sir,
Money-order Office, 10 February 1842.
I BEG to forward a memorial to the Postmaster-general from the window clerks of
this office, praying for some allowance to be granted for the losses which they state they
have sustained in the performance of their duty.
Lieutenant-colonel Maberly,
8cc.

O.93.

&c.

&c.

1 have,&c.
(signed)
Wm. Barth.
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To the Right honourable Lord Lowther, Postmaster-general.

Money-order
Office.

Money-order Office,
May it please your Lordship,
27 Nov. 1841.
YOUR memorialists, the window clerks of the Money-order Department, beg most
respectfully to bring before your Lordship's notice the arduous duties they have to perform,
the very great responsibility they incur, and the unavoidable losses to which, notwith
standing the greatest caution, they are subject, and which press so heavily on their limited
salaries, unsupported as they are by the customary allowance granted to the cashiers
and collecting clerks of banking establishments.
Your memorialists venture to indulge a hope that your Lordship will take into your
kind consideration the losses which they have already sustained, and grant them an allow
ance commensurate with the risk of loss to which they are constantly exposed, and your
memorialists beg to subscribe themselves, &.c.
(signed)

William Farmer.
John Coleman Hobbs.
William Price Inglis.
Richard Julian Ca/e.
Henri/ Bulpit.
F. Court.

Sir,
16 April 1842.
IN compliance with your request to be made acquainted with the manner in which the
losses at ihe window have occurred, we beg to stale they have arisen from the distractions
which are continually occurring, and which are inevitable in places where much business
is transacted ; questions to be asked or answered, money to be counted, an impatient
public to be attended to, and continual motion from one place to another lor the purpose
of muking the necessary references ; these things, which are inseparable from an establish
ment like ours, must prove, occasionally, the sources of loss, and to these causes many, if
not most of the losses are attributable ; but in addition to these, bad figures, wrong advices,
dark days, having more to attend to than we could properly get through, and we must add
likewise, the dishonesty of some with whom we have had to transact business, have
proved fertile sources of loss from time to time.
We beg to take this opportunity of thanking you for having done so much to improve
our position at the window, and to render our labours less arduous and irksome; and all
that we wish for now, is a remuneration adequate to the risk and responsibility which
must always be attendant upon the discharge of duties like ours, however good the system
upon which the business may be conducted.
Losses
sustained by us at
the window.
We are, &c.
(signed)

William farmer
J. C. Hobbs Francis Court Richard Cafes -

15
15
12 ,J
12

mouths
months
months
months

William Inglis
Henry Bulpit James Douglas

12 months
5 £ months
7 weeks

£. s. d.
13 13 *
»3 9 4
12 5 7 <> .4
A considerable
portion of this has
been recovered.
9 16 7
5 16 4
1-10
(See Statement enclosed.)

William Batth, Esq.

STATEMENT
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STATEMENT of LOSSES sustained by the WINDOW CLERKS, from the 6th January 1841 to 5th April 1842.
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Money-order Office, 20 April 1842.
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W. Earth.

TREASURY MINDTE on the foregoing Letter, dated 17th May 1842.
WRITE to Postmaster-general that my Lords consider that the making an allowance
to persons officially employed in the receipt or payment of money on account of the
public, on ihe specific ground of their liability to make errors in such payments or receipts
to their own prejudice, involves a principle which might be equally applicable to other
offices than that Of the Money-order Office, and which my Lords therefore are not prepared
to sanction.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, i June 1842.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of Sir George Clerk's latter of the 2ist instant, from
which I am happy to learn that your Lordships concur generally in the views I have
expressed on the subject of the Money-order Department ; and I beg to assure you that
no time shall be lost in making additional efforts immediately to bring up the arrears by
adopting your Lordships' suggestion, as far as may be found practicable, so as to make
the remuneration for the extra service dependent, in some degree, upon the expedition
with which the work is performed, and ihe progress, consequently, made by the parties
engaged
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engaged in it ; and on this subject I am at present in communication with the President Appendix, No. 9.
of the Money-order Office.
There is one point, however, upon which I still have to request your Lordships' decision, Money-order
as it appears to have been overlooked in ihe reply with which you have favoured me. In Office,
my Report of the 2gth March last I submitted, on the general ground, in which your Lordships have acquiesced, viz. thai the salaries of the persons employed in this, as in other
departments of trust and confidence, while regulated by strict economy, should be such
as to ensure a faithful discharge of the duties, and also, looking at the great number of
clerks unavoidably engaged, by which the chance of succeeding hereafter to better classes
is so seriously deferred, that the 15 juniors included in the second or probationary class
should receive salaries of 75 Z. a year each. By Sir George Clerk's letter of the 21 st instant,
I am authorised to allow to those clerks now placed provisionally on the establishment,
under the authority of vour Lordships' Minute therein referred to, a salary ofjol. a year,
as I had recommended : this, however, would appear only to sanction such allowance to
the 18 juniors now added; but as no allusion is made to the second class of juniors referred
to, who at present are receiving only the very inadequate allowance of 65 /. a year, and
who will be senior to the 18 now to be appointed, I am inclined to hope, as I have already
stated, that my recommendation on this point has been accidentally overlooked in the
letter, and that, according tu the spirit of your Lordships' Minute, J may be authorised
to pay the officers in question the additional io/. a year each which I suggested, and which
I included in the estimate of the increased expenditure arising from this just and neces
sary measure.
1 request your Lords-hips' early decision on this subject.
I have, 8tc.
(signed)
Lowther.
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 10th June 1842, on the foregoing Letter.
WRITE Postmaster-general that it was the intention of my Lords that all the clerks
referred to in his former letter, second class juniors as well as probationary, should receive
the salary of 70 /. a year.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 8 June 1843.
OWING to the great increase which has taken place in the money-order transactions of
this office, I felt it to be highly desirable that the Accountant-general's cherk on the daily
receipts and payments of tne Money-order Office should be as perfect as possible; I there
fore directed that officer to report fully upon the subject, submitting any alteration which
he might deem an improvement upon the present practice, and 1 now have the honour to
transmit for your information copy of the report made 10 me, in which he suggests, with
a view to render the check more complete, that two of his clerks should be employed at
extra hours to examine and cast up the journals, so as to certify and report the accuracy of
i he balance as relates to the daily money-order transactions of tht head and branch offices
every night. As this additional check appealed to me very proper, I diiected that it should
be tried experimentally for one wetk, and as the result was v»ry satisfactory, I did not
hesitate to direct the arrangement to be continued until your Lordships should be con
sulted upon the subject.
I now beg to submit for your Lordships' consideration the amount of remuneration to be
allowed to the two officers employed on the new check, which extra duty occupies them
fully four hours a day each ; and looking at the amount of the money-order transactions
which theyhave to examine, averaging 20,000 /. per week, and the importance of maintaining
that close check which can only be accomplished by employing experienced and careful
officers, I think that an allowance of 50 /.a year to each (which is somewhat below the
rate of extra duty in this office, toil, per hour,) will not be more than a fair remuneration
for the additional duty; at which rate I have token upon myself to authorise their being
paid, upon Incidents, until I receive your Lordships' instructions upon the subject.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
TREASURY MINUTE, of 13th June, on the foregoing Letter.
GITE authority accordingly.

Sir,
Accountant-general's Office, 20 February 1843.
WITH reference to the Accountant-general's check on the daily receipts and payments
at the Money-order Office, I beg leave, in pursuance of your orders, to leport the present
practice, and to submit an alteration, as an experiment, which I trust may meet your
view of the subject.
Mr. Barth, the president, has a cash-book, a form of which I beg to enclose, in which
he enters the balance of cash remaining after the operations of the previous day. This
0.93.
G 4
balance
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Appendix, No. g. balance must not exceed 300 /., by a regulation of the Lords Commissioners of Her Ma
jesty's Treasury. If, from any unforeseen cause, it should exceed that amount, it becomes
Money-order
my duty to report the circumstance for the information of my Lord the PostmasterOffice.
general.
This balance is distributed at the commencement of business amongst the paying clerks,
and they are further supplied with cash, from time to time, during the day, by means of
orders on ihe Receiver-general, limited, by Treasury authority, to 200 /. each. The order
is certified by the Accountant-general as being required for the immediate use of the
Money-order Office, previously to the signature of the secretary; after which Mr. Barth,
having signed a receipt at the foot of the order, procures the money from the Receivergeneral, leaving the order, as a voucher, in the hands of that officer.
The amount of these orders ranges from 2,ooo/. to 3,000 /. in one day ; in addition
to which, the average money taken for orders issued and received from the branch offices
is from 500 /. to 600 1.
These sums are entered by Mr. Barth in his cash-book, specifying how much is for
orders paid, and how much for orders received, and the balance is struck and certified by
that gentleman, who brings the book to me early on the day after the transactions. I
check the advances by the previous entries in my own books, and the whole amount of
receipts and payments by comparing the totals, which are extracted from the money-order
journals, by one of my own clerks, with Mr. Earth's book. The entries in these journals,
of which there are ten volumes, are made by the respective drawing and paying clerks,
and the whole are cast up and balanced by them; after which the casting-up is checked,
and the paid entries compared with the orders themselves, by a money-order officer of the
evening force, who forms a general balance of the whole, which Mr. Barth tests die
following morning, by counting the gold, silver, and bank notes in his cash-box, with
which it ought to agree.
With regard to the orders drawn, the advices are written out from the journals after
four o'clock, by an officer who had no part in drawing them, and are compared with the
journals before they are sent to the postmasters ; on these the Accountant-general can,
however, have no check ; but in the case of fraud on the part of the window-man, it ought
to be eventually detected by examining the postmasters' accounts, which are compared
with the ledgers, in which the orders drawn are entered from the journals.
With reference to the evening operations, it is evident that to call out each paid order,
and to check the whole of the castings, after the close of business at the windows at four
o'clock, must take tip much time, and in this kind of duty considerable delay is frequently
caused from misreading or miscalling a figure, or mistaking a badly formed one for some
other, and as accuracy is essential in the settlement of these money transactions, it becomes
impossible to close the cash accounts at an early hour, consequently I do not receive the
cash-book from Mr. Barth until the morning.
With a view to make the check more complete, and to submit a statement of the balance
to the clerk in waiting on the evening of the same day as the orders are paid and received,
I propose that two of the clerks from this office shall attend alter four o'clock, and take
part with the money-order clerks in calling out the paid orders, and examining the castingup of all the journals, so that no false totals can he fraudulently made.
After a week's practice I shall be better able to report how soon the account can generally
be closed, and you will then be pleased to decide whether you can recommend this altera
tion to the Postmaster-general, and whether a statement shall be made to you on the
following morning or on the same evening.
I do not think it at all probable that as 11 or 12 persons are engaged on the journals,
any false totals could easily be made so as to deceive my clerk, who at present extracts
them ; but the above examination would be more complete.
I have, 8cc.
Lieutenant-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
C. T. Court, Acc'-Gen'.
&c. &c. 8tc.

Appendix, No. 10.
Appendix, No. 10.
Mr. Rowland Hill's
MONEY-ORDER OFFICE.
Minute on Post
master-general's
DRAFT of proposed TREASURY MINUTE, MINUTE as corrected and approved of by
Report.

prepared by Mr. Rowland Hill, on the
Postmaster-General's Report, dated 29
March 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that
my Lords having carefully considered the
full and interesting Report on the Moneyorder Department which his Lordship has
laid before the Board, entirely concur in the
importance he attaches to this department
of the Post-office, and are much gratified to
observe the great and increasing extent to
which

the Board of Treasury ; see page 50.

WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that
mv Lords, having carefully considered the
full and interesting Report on the Moneyorder Department which his Lordship has
laid before the Board, entirely concur in the
importance he attaches to this department
of the Post-office, and are much gratified to
observe the great and increasing extent to
which
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which the public avails itself of the advan
tages which the system affords.
My
Lords also agree with the Postmastergeneral in the opinion, that the efficiency of
the system, and the security of a large
portion of the public revenue, alike require
that the Money-order establishment in
London should be sufficiently strong to
discharge its numerous and important duties
promptly and efficiently; and their Lord
ships will not object to make whatever
addition to the force the present necessities
of ihe case, or the future increase of business
may demand.
Looking, however, to the expectations
hitherto entertained that the additions
which have been made from time to time
to the Money-order establishment would
enable the department to clear off its
arrears, and reduce the number of extra
clerks, and to the f.u-t, as shown by the
present Report, thai little or no progress
has yet been made towards either of these
desirable results, my Lords are of opinion
that measures of a more decided character
should now be adopted, and they recom
mend the following :
1st. That the whole time of the regular
clerks be henceforward given exclusively to
the current business of the office; such
addition to the force being made as shall
render it fully sufficient for the punctual dis
charge of these duties, and such regulations
laid down and enforced as shall secure the
department against the accumulation of any
fresh arrears.
2d. That whatever extra force may be
required for a speedy completion of the old
arrears, be immediately directed, under effi
cient superintendence, exclusively to that
duty; and wiih a view to the accomplish
ment of this object promptly and economi
cally, my Lords suggest, for the considera
tion of the Postmaster-general, the expe
diency, if safe and practicable, of contracting
with one or more trustworthy persons for
the completion of the whole arrears (or as
much as can be brought under such an
arrangement) within a given time for a
given sum of money.
3d. That any part of the extra force
which may not be required for the latter
duty, be discharged immediately, and the
remainder on the completion of the arrears.
My Lords observe, that of the present
extra force, 47 clerks belong to the Inland
and Money-order offices, who, in addition to
their regular duties, give four hours per day
to the money-order business. Such an
arrangement my Lords consider highly ob
jectionable, inasmuch as, when continued
for any length of time, it must necessarily
impair the efficiency of the clerks in the
discharge of their regular duties; and for
this reason, in addition to those assigned in
the present Report, my Lords are desirous
that the extra force should be immediately
reduced, and as early as practicable discon
tinued altogether.
In order to enable the Postmaster-gene
ral to carry these views into effect, my
Lords authorise him to appoint any number
of additional clerks, not exceeding 25,
which
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which the public avails itself of the advantages which the system affords.
M V Lords also agree with the Postmastergeneral in the opinion, that the efficiency of
the system, and the security of a large porlion of the public revenue, alike require that
the Money-order establishment in London
should be sufficiently strong to discharge
its numerous and important duties promptly
and efficiently.

My Lords regret to observe, from the pre
sent Report, that little or no progress has
yet been made towards clearing off the
arrears of accounts in the Money-order De
partment, and concur with the Postmastergeneral in opinion that measures of a de
cided character should be adopted for that
purpose.

They agree with the president of the
Money-order Office, that it would be ex
pedient to make such addition to the force
of that office as shall render it sufficient for
the punctual discharge of the current duties,
and thus secure the department against the
accumulation of any fresh arrears. They
further approve of the direction of all the
extra force which it may be necessary to
employ exclusively to the duty of getting
up the arrears, under efficient superintend
ence ; and in order to accelerate the com
pletion of this task, my Lords would sug
gest to the Postmaster-general that the
remuneration should be so given as to
make a portion of it at least dependent on
the progress made in getting rid of the
arrears.

In order to enable the Postmaster-general
to carry these views into effect, my Lords
authorise him to appoint the number of
additional clerks which his Lordship hu>
suggested ;
H
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should this number lie insufficient, my
Lords will lie prepared to consider any application for a still further increase; it beine;
clearly understood, however, that, as proposed by the Postmaster-general, the addi
tional clerks are to be appointed provision
ally, subject to reconsideration hereafter.
With reference to the question of salaries,
my Lords are of opinion that 60 /. a year
will suffice for ihe provisional clerks, and
they are not inclined, at present, to make
iiny advance in the salaries of the probation
ary class ; when ihe Postmaster-general is
enabled to repori that ihe arrears of the de
partment are cleared off, my Lords will not
object to reconsider the question of salaries
(although they can hold out no expectation
of increase), and such arrangements as his
Lordship may recommend, with a view of
affording to the inferior clerks of the Moneyorder Office a fair prospect of promotion,
according to conduct and length of service.
In addition to the increased force already
provided, my Lords authorise the Post
master-general to appoint, also provision
ally, a third messenger to the Money-order
Office, at a salary of 6o/. per annum, with
a view of obviating the necessity of employ
ing the present messengers extra hours. In
authorising ibis measure, my Lords desire
to call the attention of the Postmaster-ge
neral to the letter of the 8th of March 1841,
from his predecessor, and to the Minute of
the Board thereon ; from which it would ap
pear that the salaries of the present mes
sengers were fixed at b'o/. per annum, not
65/., as stated in the present Report.

suggested ; and should this number be in
sufficient to keep down new arrears, my
Lirds will be prepared to consider any
application for a siill further increase, it
being clearly understood, however, that, as
proposed by the Postmaster-general, [lie
additional clerks are to be appointed pro
visionally.
With reference to the question of salaries,
my Lords concur with the Postmaster-gene
ral in opinion, that it is advisable to allow to
persons in the Post-office such an amount of
salary as may, on the one hand, be consist
ent with economy, and may also, by afford
ing a sufficient remuneration, ensure a faith
ful discharge of their duties. Acting upon
this principle, my Lords do not object to
allowing to those clerks who may be placed
upon, the estaolishment of the Post-office
under this Minute a salary of 70 1. a year.

In addition to the increased force already
provided, my Lords authorise the Post
master-general to appoint, provisionally, a
third messenger to the Money-order Office,
at a salary of 60 1. per annum, with a view of
obviating the necessity of employing the
present messengers extra hours.

N. B.—The remainder of this proposed Minute was sent by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to the Postmaster-generalfor consideration.
Having, as my Lords hope to find, enabled the Postmaster-general, by the preceding
arrangements, to provide for a prompt and regular discharge of the duties of the Moneyorder Office, their Lordships are desirous of drawing his Lordship's attention to the ques
tion, as to whether ihe mode of transacting the money-order business in London and else
where does not admit of much simplification. In the great importance of simplicity, where
the number of transactions is so enormous, my Lords feel assured that the Postmastergeneral will at once concur, and that they may rely on his making every effort to introduce
it into the mechanism of the office.
My Lords find, on inquiry, that at present every money-order drawn by one provincial
office on another has to be entered, in one document or other, teo times over; my Lords
are not prepared to express any decided opinion as to the practicability of reducing the
number of entries, but they consider so striking a fact as showing the importance of
investigation, and the probability of its leading to great economy.
It appears to my Lords, that the accounts might be greatly simplified if the time allowed
for payment of a money-order were restricted within reasonable limits ; the penalty for
exceeding such limits being not, of course, the loss of the claim, but merely the obligation
to take out a second money -order, and to pay the commission over again.
It appears to my Lords that under this arrangement, to which they see no objection,
nearly all the money-orders would be paid within the prescribed time; and that even as
respects the few left unpaid, the liability of the provincial office might cease, its account
with the chief office be absolutely closed to the period in question, and the balance between
the two definnely established.
As regards each unpaid order, the claim would revert to the chief office, to be met by the
exchange of ihe old order for a new one, for the same amount less the commission ; such
new order to be drawn on the same town as before, or any other, as the party may choose.
This arrangement, slightly modified, would, my Lords are of opinion, meet another
class of cases, viz. those in which, owing to change of residence, error on the part of the
applicant, or other cause, the money-order has been drawn on the wrong office, and a
transfer to some other office is required : in this, and indeed in every case in which the
issue of a new order becomes necessary, my Lords are of opinion that the commission
should be paid a second time; such an arrangement, which may be considered analogous
to the charge of a second postage when a letter is re-directed, would tend to prevent error,
and
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and would remunerate the office for the additional trouble. At present, my Lords understand that these transfers are the source of much inconvenience to the Money-order
Department, and lead to expenses which cannot possibly be compensated by the low rate
of commission now charged.
The advantage of an early, frequent, and definite settlement of the account with the
provincial office, instead of allowing it to remain open till the end of the quarter, as at
present, appears to my Lords, when considered in connexion with the large sums of money
which now pass through the hands of the postmasters, to be very important. Under the
existing arrangement, although it is the duty of each posimnster to remit the balance in
his hands whenever it exceeds a certain moderate amount, my Lords are apprehensive that
the temptati/m to disregard the rule, facilitated as such disregard must be bv the frequent
delays in the payment of money-orders (owing to the neglect of the holders), from which
cause the actual balances in hand are largely increased without there being any certain
indication of such increase at the chief office, except on the examination of the quarterly
accounts, must occasionally lead to the retention of large balances by the deputy po*tmasters, and thus expose ihe revenue to serious il-k.
That this danger is not altogether imaginary, appears to my Lords to be shown by the
actual state of the money-order accounts on the 5th January last. An examination of
Return No i, in the Papers now before the Board, shows that the amount received for
money-orders in England and Wales, during the previous three years, exceeded the amount
paid by about 1 14,000'. To the floating balance thus created, there is to be added the
advance of 28,000 /. from the postage account, and, as would appear from the explanations
given in former reports of the increase in the outstanding revenue balances, a further large
sum of postage revenue, making in all not less, probably, than iSo.ooo/. or 200,000 /.,
which, divided among the money-order offices of England and Wales, would appear to give
an average balance in hand of from 250 /. to 28o/. per office ; and even if all consideration
of the increased revenue balances be omitted, the average money-order balance would
appear to be at least 20O/. per office. The magnitude of this sum leads my Lords to hope
that there may be some i nor in the calculation. Perhaps in Scotland and Ireland tile
money-order payments by the Post-office may exceed the receipts, or perhaps there may
be a large balance to the credit of the department in the Brink of England ; but if the
latter be the ca»e, then the non-payment of the debt due to the revenue account appears
to require explanation.
If, however, the average money-order balance in the hands of the postmasters is really
so large, or anything like so large as it appears to be, my Lords cannot but think that the
state of things is exceedingly objectionable, and such as to require the immediate attention
of the Postmaster-general.
Before my Lords possessed information as to the actual excess of money-order receipts
above payments, the probability of Mich excess led their Lordships in their letter of
to direct the Postmaster-general's attention to the subject; mid they have
since been favoured with his Lordship's reply, to the effect that each postmaster has been
instructed to remit to the chief office wheuever his balance in hand exceeds to/. Sucn an
order, if punctually observe:!, would of course afford ample protection against the danger
anticipated ; but my Lords cannot but entertain serious apprehensions, that with the pre
sent system of accounts, its enforcement must in many instances prove impracticable.
With a view still further to the simplification of the accounts, and the more effectual
control of the balances in hand, it has occurred to my Lords to consider whether any
serious inconvenience would result to the public, if a, money-order were not payable
till a sufficient time after its date to admit of the letter of advice from the drawing to the
paying office to pass through the chief office. The time allowed in each case might be
that actually required, (to be ascertained by obvious menus, and entered in the moneyorder) or it might be uf invariable amount, say three days; the first- arrangement would,
of course, be most convenient to the public, the second to the Post-office. Whenever' the
metropolis was either the drawing or the paying office, such limitation would obviously
be unnecessary, and some modification of the arrangement would be required when the
drawing and paying offices were in different divisions of the kingdom.
This latter limitation, combined with the one previously suggested, would, as appears
to my Lords, lead to great simplicity in the money-older accounts; reducing the number
of entries probably from ten to five, and superseding the necessity for the quarterly
accounts altogether. Their Lordships are also of opinion that it would materially assist
in effecting the still more important object of regulating the balances. My Lords are
however less confident of the expediency of the latter than of the former limitation,
though they imagine that the instances in which it would cause inconvenience to the
public would not be very numerous; and that these might perhaps be provided for by
authorising the issue of a money-order payable on sight, provided a double commission was
paid for the privilege.
In conclusion, tny Lords desire that the Postmaster-general will take, the several
suggestions contained in this Minute into careful consideration, and report on each at
his earliest convenience. It the Postmaster-general should concur in the principles
herein developed, my Lords will be happy to consider with him the details of the measures
necessary for giving them effect; and they hope to find that the money-order system may
be so modified, as that without impairing its general utility, the cost of management may be
considerably reduced. My Lords do not consider it necessary on the present occasion to
enter on the questiot; of whether or not the money-order system defrays its own expenses ;
because, in either case, they consider it necessary, that while the force employed should
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Appendix, No. 10. be sufficient for the proper discharge of its duties, every possible care should be taken to
economize the expenditure. Their Lordships, however, are led to remark, that in the
Mr. Rowland Hill's estimate now before the Board, there is no charge, either for rent, or for a share of the
Minute on Postgeneral management, though, owing to the magnitude and importance of the business it
master-general's
must necessarily require much attention; or, in fine, for interest of the large capital
ReP°rtwhich is advanced, directly or indirectly, from the postage revenue. My Lords also thiuk
———
that, looking to the frequency of applications for advance in the salaries of the post
masters on account of the money-order business; also to the great additional respon
sibility which, as shown by the present Report, it has thrown on these officers, and more
over to the large allowances which it has been considered necessarv to make to certain
of the London receivers, for the discharge of similar duties; looking to these circum
stances, my Lords cannot but think that the Postmaster-general will, on reconsideration
be of opinion that the estimated share of the salaries of the postmasters is very much too
little.

Appendix, No. 11.
EXCESSIVE PAYMENTS FOR RAILWAY MAILS.

YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND AND BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTEH RAILWAYS.
Appendix, No. 11.
Excessive Pay
ments for Railway
Mails.

tne

honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.

My Lords,
WITH reference to Sir George Clerk's letter dated 22d January last, on the subject of
the payment to be made for the conveyance of the mails on the York and North Midland
and Birmingham and Gloucester Railways, I beg to enclose for your information copy of
a report from Mr. Stow, the superintendent of mails, and also copies of the letters enclosed
therein from Mr. King, the secretary to the Gloucester and Birmingham Railway, explain
ing the apparent discrepancy in regard to the distance the mails are carried over these
railways.
With respect to the further information required in your letter as to the utility of the
mail trains which are employed between Gloucester and Birmingham, I beg to state, that
the earliest train from Birmingham and the latest train from Gloucester (viz. those at
lab. 44m. a.m. from Birmingham, and at 9 p.m. from Gloucester), provide for tlie com
munication of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester, and Liverpool, &c., with South Wales
both ways ; and that the letters to and from the places which circulate by the London
mails to South Wales, must either be delayed 24 hours at Gloucester, or the London cor
respondence to and from Wales must be detained there a considerable time, if these trains
were not dispatched at the times fixed for them under the present arrangement, which was
most carefully considered in all its details before it received the sanction of the late Post
master-general ; and that with regard to the two intermediate trains, viz. those at
3h. lorn. a.m. from Birmingham, and 7!). 15m. p.m. from Gloucester, they form the con
necting link in the post communication between the packet port of Falmouth and all that
portion of Great Britain which lies north of Birmingham, as well as with the greater part
of Ireland.
I am not therefore prepared to recommend any alteration of the present arrangement
affecting the interests of so large a portion of the general correspondence of the country,
and which was not adopted, as I have befure stated, until it had been most maturely con
sidered by the secretary and superintendent of mail-coaches in London, and unanimously
approved by the district surveyors, to whom it was submitted previously to its adoption,
and who from their local knowledge and experience were well able to form a correct
opinion on the subject.
I enclose, in compliance wiih your Lordships' wishes, a statement of the weight of the
mail-bags conveyed by these trains between Birmingham and Gloucester.
General Post-office, 28 February 1842.

I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Sir,
General Post-office, 4 February 1842.
I BEG to return the enclosed copy of a letter from the Treasury, which has been referred
to me for my report, as to the discrepancies which appear in the statements that have been
furnished to the Treasury, with regard to the distance the mails have been conveyed over
the Birmingham and Gloucester and Leeds and Selby Railways.
With respect to the distance travelled by ihe mail trains on the Birmingham and
Gloucester line, I cannot 1 think do better than refer to two letters from Mr. King, the
secretary to that company, dated the 2gth ultimo and 2d instant, herewith forwarded,
the
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the former stating the actual distance from the station at Gloucester to that a: Camp Hill, Appendix, No. 11
which was used previous to 17th August 1841, and from Gloucester to the London and
—L
Birmingham station, which has been travelled subsequent to that date. These distances, it Excessive Paywill be seen, vary in a trifling degree from those charged in the account rendered by the ments for Railway
company; ii will be seen, however, by Mr. King's letter, that until I wrote to him in Mails.
December for precise information upon the subject, no accurate admeasurement of the line
—————
had been made. It will not therefore I trust be a matter of surprise, that in the absence
of precise information upon this point, the time-bills should be inaccurate, as the only
mode I had of obtaining the necessary information to enable me to frame them was by
referring to the officers of the company for it. The bills were framed by me upon the best
information I was enabled to procure, and I had no reason to believe them otherwise than
correct, until the enclosed report rendered further inquiry necessary.
Mr. King's second letter expresses the regret of the directors that any error should have
arisen, and states that he has received instructions to give the Post-office credit for the
overcharge in the next account.
With regard to the discrepancy referred to between the notice served upon the Leeds
and Selby Company and the Report made to the Treasury, the case is simply this : the
distance direct from Leeds to Selby is 20 miles ; when this service commenced, it was
imagined thai the Leeds and Selby Railway formed a junction at Sherborne with the York
and North Midland, where a transfer of the bags from one line to the other could be made ;
it turned out however that such was not the case ; the Leeds and Selby line, passing over
the York and North Midland, rendered the transfer impracticable, the bags were therefore
dropped at Sherborne, and conveyed by a special engine to Selby, from 24th August to
9th November 1840, for which a special allowance was awarded. On the gth November the
York and North Midland directors became the lessees of the Leeds and Selby direct line,
which they immediately closed for passenger traffic, and from that day goods and coal only
have been conveyed by it ; they then ran the Selby trains over their own line, a distance,
as Mr. Hudson states in the enclosed letter, of 25 miles, at which rate they have been
paid.
With regard to the two trains running between Birmingham and Gloucester, and to the
suggestion to discontinue the first of the two dispatches each way, I would observe that
such a course would in my opinion be attended with very serious injury and inconvenience,
inasmuch as the effect of discontinuing the first train from Birmingham would be, either
to delay the whole of the London, &c. correspondence for the Aberystwith, Carmarthen,
and Pembroke lines two hours and 26 minutes, or to deprive those lines altogether of
a post from the north, and also to deprive Bristol of a simultaneous delivery of its London
and north letters. On the return the effect of the discontinuance of this train would be
to preclude all sorting at Birmingham, as the second train would only arrive in time to
transfer the London bags from Worcester, Bromsgrove, 8tc. to the up London train ; the
great bulk of letters for the north, for Yorkshire, &c., and for towns intermediate of
Birmingham and London, would reach Birmingham at the time all the force at that office
would be employed in sorting the Uolyhead and other mails, and 1 apprehend it would he
found impracticable to forward the correspondence brought by it to Birmingham.
Lieutenant-colonel Maberly,
&c. &c. 8tc.

I am, &c.
(signed)
George Stow.

Birmingham and Gloucester Railway,
Sir,
Birmingham, 28 January 1842.
IN reply to your letter of the 271(1 instant, I have to inform you, that the exact length
of this company's line from Camp Hill station to Gloucester (the distance the trains
travelled previously to the 171(1 August last) is 51 miles, 4 chains, 81 links, or 51-^
miles; that the distance from the London and Birmingham station to Gloucester (which
is that they have travelled since that date) is 52 miles, 71 chains, 92 links, or 52;.- miles.
It was in consequence of the request from you, on the 1st December last, that the table
transmitted with my letter of the loth December was made out. Previously to that, no
accurate measurement of the whole line had been made.
Geo. Stow, Esq.

I am, &c.
(signed)
George King.

Birmingham and Gloucester Railway,
Sir,
Birmingham, 2 February 1842.
I YESTERDAY laid your letter of the 27th January before the committee of the direc
tors, and also explained to them the actual length of the line of railway, and the length
upon which the charge made to the Post-office had been calculated ; and I am directed
by them to revise the same by calculating the charge on 514 miles during the time the
0.93.
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tra'ns were running to and from Camp Hill, and on 53 miles since the company have
used the London and Birmintjham station, and to give the Post-office credit for the difference of charge in the settlement of the next account, This I shall have great pleasure in
doing, and much regret the mistake made.
I am, &c.
George King.
(signed)
Geo. Stow, Esq.

Sir,
York, 29 January 1842.
IN answer to your letter of the 27th instant, the distance from Leeds to Selby by the
old route is 20 miles, by the new route 25 miles. Upon reference to your resolution, you
must be fully aware of the reason why we abandoned Hie Leeds and Selby line. Were we
to take the letters by the old route no exchange could take place from the south mails
to the east mails. I suppose this answer will be sufficient for your purpose ; the other
reasons are expediency and convenience.
I wish you would apply for the authority of the Postmaster-general to alter the time of
the train, leaving Leeds at ih. 4m. p.m. to 1 h. 1501., as it is perfectly useless leaving
sooner, and by that means keeping the passengers waiting at Castleford.
I am, 8cc.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.
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242 per day.
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337 T
460 1
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Gloucester
- ditto
- diito
- ditto
ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
Birmingham - ditto
- dilto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto

Birmingham - ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- dilto
- ditto
- diito
Gloucester
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto
- ditto

Average Weight
of Bags
Convened by each
Train
for Four Days
following.

222
270
241
*35

-,
1
I
J

230

1

275

1

210
290

i
J

3 loa.m.

(26662/41.)
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-Office, 28 Dec. 1841.
HAVING proceeded to arbitration to determine the price to be paid by the Post-office
for the conveyance of the mails on the York and North Midland Railway, in accordance
with the regulations of the Act of Parliament, I have now the honour to submit copy of
the award given by Lieutenant Harness and Mr. Robert Stephenson, the former having
been appointed the arbitrator on the part of the Post-office, and the latter the arbitrator
on the part of the company; by which it is decided that the Post-office is to pay 2s. 6d.
per double mile per day, or 45 I. 12 s. 6 d. per double mile per annum, for the night train
between Leeds and Selby; and i s. per double mile per day, or 18 I. 55. per double mile
per annum, for the day train between Leeds and Selby ; and i s. 4 d. per double mile per
day, or 24 /. 6s. S d. per double mile per annum, for the train between York and Normanton. This award is consequently at the rate of i s. 7 § d. per double mile per day, or
29 /. 8 s. o § d. per double mile per annum, for the entire service of 75 double miles per
dny; and in obedience to your Lordships' directions, 1 beg to enclose, for your informa
tion, copies of the notices which have been served upon the company.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lmvther.
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York, 23 November 1841.
HAVING been appointed arbitrators by Her Majesty's Postmaster-general and the York
and North Midland Railway Company, to determine the prices to be paid 10 the said
company for the conveyance of ihe mails, in compliance with the several under-mentioned
notices from the Postmaster-general, we have given our best attention to the subject, and
decide that payment shall be made as follows :
*
Under Notice dated 3 1st December 1840.
For the train leaving Leeds at 7h. a.m.Ditto - ditto - Selby, at 6 h. 14m. p.m.

- 21. per tnile.

Under Notice dated i2th February 1841.
For the train leaving Leeds at 6h. 11 m. a.m.
Ditto - ditto
Selby at 6 h. 29 m. p.m.
Under Notice dated 2yth April 1841.
For the train leaving Normanton at 2h. 501. p.m.
Ditto - ditto
York, at gh. 30m. a.m.
Ditto - ditto - Leeds, at i h. 3501. p.m.
Ditto - ditto - Selby, at 9 h. 38m. a.m.
(signed)

- 2s. per mile.
- 6d.
—

-

6d. per mile.
lorf.
—
6rf.
—
6d.
—

Robt. Stephetison.
H. D. Harness, Lieut. Royal Engineers.

To THE YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY, LESSEES on TENANTS
OF THE LEEDS AND SELBY RAILWAY.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament
passed in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, "An
Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned Thomas
William, Earl of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under my
hand require and direct that the mails and post-letter bags shall, from and after the 6th
day of April next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on the railway between Leeds and
Selby, either by the ordinary trains of carriages, or by special trains, as need may be,
from Leeds to Selby and from Selby to Leeds respeciively, once each way in each day of
every week, at such times and hours in the day and night, and subject to such regula
tions and restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times and duration of stoppages,
:i".i! times of arrival as are mentioned and set forth in time-bill hereunto annexed, together
with the guards appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof,
and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned. And I also require you,
from and after the said 6th day of April next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so
much as the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class car
riage in the train which will leave the Leeds station at 6 h. 11 m. a. m. for Selby, and
also in the train which will leave the Selby station at 6 h. 29 in. p. m. for Leeds, for
depositing therein the mails and post-letter bags, and for conveying the guards in charge
thereof, and other officers of the Post-office as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you
are to provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmastergeneral shall require). And I require and direct you to receive, take up, carry, and con
vey in such carnages respectively, ail such mails and post-letter bags as shall for that
purpose be tendered to you, or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of
the Post-office, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Postoffice the Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and to deliver and leave such mails
or post-letter bags, guards and officers, at such places on the line of the said railway as
the Postmaster-general shall in that behalf from time to time reasonably order and direct.
And I further require you, from and after the said 6th day of April next, at your own.
costs to provide and furnish sufficient carriages and engines for the conveyance of the
mails and post-letter bags in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Post
master-general. And I further give you nonce, that the services required of you by a
certain notice under my hand bearing date the 3131 day of December lust, shall cease and
determine on and from the said 6th day of April next, and that from thenceforth the ser
vices required by this notice shall be substituted for them.
General Post-office,
12 Feb. 1841.
0-93-

(signed)
H4

Licftfield*
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LEEDS AND SELBY RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.

Time
Allowed.

f*r"i»>

H. M.

H.

F.

H.

M.

13

O

0

36

-r-*,'

o

6

4

0

4
16

>9

4

o 56

6 n a.m.
6 47

To be despatched from the railway station, Leeds, at
To arrive at Mil ford
- , h
- at
Four minutes allowed.
To arrive at the railway station, Selby - at

7 7 *<*•

' _L.'_JL
_..,-,
K

0

16

RETURN.
To be despatched from the railway station, Selby, at
To arrive at Milford
----- at

o

4
36

Four minutes allowed.
To arrive at the railway station, Leeds

6 4
_
13 o

0

19

o 56

4

>•

- at
'

(signed)

6 29 p.m.
6 45 —
7 25

-TL_

Licfifield.

To THE YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, "An Act to
provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned Thomas
William, Earl of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under
my hand require and direct that the mails and post-letter bags shall, from and after the
6th day of Apiil next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on your railway either by the
ordinary trains of cnrriages or by special trains, as need may be, from Altofts to York
and from York to Aliofts respectively, once each way in each day of every week, at such
times and hours in the day and night, and subject to such regulations and restrictions
as to speed of travelling, places, times and duration of stoppages, and times of arrival as
are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed, together witli the guards
appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof, and other officers
of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned. And I also require you, from and after the
said Gilt day of April next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as the Post
master-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class railway carriage in the
train which will leave the Altofts station at 5 h. 40 m. a. m. for York, and also in the train
which will leave the York station at 6 h. igm. p. in. for Altofts, for depositing therein
the mails and post-letter bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other
officers of the Post-office as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you are to provide
wiih proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall
require). And I require and direct you to receive, t;>ke up, carry, and convey in such
carriages respectively, all such mails and post-letter bags as shall for that purpose be
tendered to you, or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of the Postoffice, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the
Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and to deliver and leave such mails or postletter bags, guards, and officers, at such places on the line of your railway as the Postmastergeneral shall in that behalf from time to lime reasonably order and direct. And I further
require you, from and after the said 6th day of April next, at your own costs to provide and
furnish sufficient carriages and engines on your railway for the conveyance of the mails
and post-letter bags, in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Post
master-general. And I give you further notice, that the services required of you by a
certain notice under my hand bearing dale the 23d day of July 1840, shall cease and
determine on and from the said 6th clay of April next, and that from thenceforth the
services required by this notice shall be substitujed for iliem.
(signed)
Lic/tfield.
General Post-office, 12 February 1841.
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ALTOFTS AND YORK RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.

Time
Allowed.
H. M.

M.

F.

10

O

H.

M.

13 4

o 30
o 30

23 4

1

To be despatched from the railway station,
Altofts
----__
- at
To arrive at Sherburn - at
To arrive at the railway station, York
- at

5 40 a. m.
6 10 —
6 40 —

0

RETURN.

10 o

o 30
o 30

23 4

I

'3 4

To be despatched from the railway station, York, at
To arrive at Sherburn - at
To arrive at the railway station, Altofts - at

6 ig p. m.
6 49 —
7 19 —

0

(signed)

Lichfield.

To THE YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in rne by an Act of Parliament
passed in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An
Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned Thomas
William, Earl of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under
my hand require and direct that the mails and post-letter bags shall, from and after the
3ist day of May next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on your railway, either by the
ordinary trains of cnrriages or by special trains, as need may be, from Normanton to York
and from York to Normanton respectively, once each way in each day of every week, at
such times and hours in the day and night, and subject to such regulations and restrictions
as to speed of travelling, places, times and duration of stoppages, and times of arrival as
are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed, together with the guards
appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof, and other officers
of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned. And I also require you, from and after the
said 3ist day of May next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as the Post
master-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class carriage in the train
which will leave the Normanton station at ah. 5m. p. m. for York, and also in the train
« hich will leave the York station at 9 h. 30 m. a. m. for Normanton, for depositing therein
the mails and post-letter bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other
officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you are to provide
with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall
require). And I require and direct you to receive, take up, carry, and convey in such
carriages respectively, all such mails and post-letter bags as shall for that purpose be
tendered to you, or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of the Post
office, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the
Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and to deliver and leave such mails or postletter bags, guards, and officers, at such places on the line of your railway as the Post
master-general shall in that behalf from tiine to time reasonably order and direct. And
1 further require you, from and after the said 3istday of May next, at your own costs to
provide and furnish sufficient carriages and engines on your railway for the conveyance
of the mails and post-letter bags, in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the
..Postmaster-general.

General Post-office, 27 April 1841.

0-93-

(signed)

Lichfield.
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NORMANTON AND YORK RAILWAY TlME-BlLL.

Distance.

Time
Allowed.
H.

M.

10

To be despatched from the railway station, Normanton -------at
To arrive at Castleford •.
at

2 15 ~

50

To arrive at the railway station, York -

at

35 —

To be despatched from the railway station, York, at
To arrive at Castleford at
To arrive at the railway station, Normantbn
at

10 20 —
10 30 —

H.

F.

H.

M.

4
19

0

0

4

o

23

4

1
RETURN.

'9

4

o 50

4

0

O

10

23

4

1

O

(signed)

Lichfield.

To THE YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY, LESSEES OR TENANTS or
THE LEEDS AND SELBY RAILWAY.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An Act to
provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," 1, the undersigned Thomas Wil
liam, Earl of Lichfield, her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under my hand
require and direct that the mails and post-letter bags shall, from and afier the thirty-first
day of May next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on the railway between Leeds and
Selby, either by the ordinary trains of carriages or by special trains, as need maybe,
from Leeds to Selby and from Selby to Leeds respectively, once each way in each day of
every week, at such times and hours in the clay and night, and subject to such regulations
and restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times, and duration, of stoppages, and
times of arrival, as are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed, toge
ther with the guards appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof,
and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned. And I also require you,
from and after the said thirty-first day of May next, to appropriate exclusively the whole,
or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a secondclass carriage in the train which will leave the Leeds station at 1 h. 35 m. p. m. for Selby,
and also in the train which will leave the Selby station at 9 h. 38 m. a. m. for Leeds, for depo.
siting therein the mails and post-letter bags, and for conveying the guards in charge
thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you
are to provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmastergeneral shall require). And 1 require and direct you to receive, take up, carry, and convey
in such carriages respectively, all such mails and post-letter bags as shall for that purpose
be tendered to you, or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of the Postoffice, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the
Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and 10 deliver and leave such mails or postletter bags, guards, and officers, at such places on the line of the said railway as the Post
master-general shall in that behalf from time to time reasonably order and direct. And I
further require you, from and after the said thirty-first day of May next, at your own
costs to provide and furnish sufficient carriages and engines for the conveyance of the
mails and post-letter bags in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Post
master-general.
(signed)
General Post-office, 27 April 1841.

Lichfield.
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LEEDS AND SELBY RAILWAY TIME-BILL.
Distance.

Time
Allowed.
H. M.

M.

F.

H.

M.

0

o 25
0

20

13

6

o

27

23

6

1

12

10
—

To be despatched from the railway station, Leeds, at
To arrive at Castleford - at
Twenty minutes allowed (off at 2 h. 20 m.)
To arrive at the railway station, Selby - at

i 35 p.m.
20 —

2 47P-m-

RETCEN.

13

6
—

o 27
0

2O

10

o

o 25

23

6

1

To be despatched from the railway station, Selby, at
To arrive at Castleford - at
Twenty minutes allowed.
To arrive at the railway station, Leeds - at

9 38 a. m.
10 5 —
10 50 a.m.

12

(signed)

Lichfield.

(26663/41.)
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 28 December 1841.
HAVING proceeded to arbitration to determine the price to be paid by the Post-office
for the conveyance of the mails on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, in accordance
with the regulations of the Act of Parliament, I have now the honour to submit copy of
the award given by SirE. Eardley Wilmot, who was chosen umpire by Lieutenant Harness
and Mr. Ellis, the former having been appointed the arbitrator on the part of the Postoffice, and the latter the arbitrator on the part of the company; by which it is decided that
55. 3d. per double mile per day is the sum to be paid by the Post-office, and consequently,
as the distance travelled over by the mails in one day is 107 double miles, this charge is
at the rate of Q&1. i6s. $d. per double mile per annum : your Lordships will perceive,
however, that should the company open their line at night for other trains besides the mail
trains, the price for the conveyance of the mails will be reduced from 55. %d. to 3$. yd.
the double mile per day, or 6frl. "js. 11 d. per double mile per annum ; and, in compliance
with your Lordships' directions, I enclose for your information copy of the notices which
have been served upon the company.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

The Postmaster-general and Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company.
HAVING carefully examined the various letters, papers, calculations, and estimates laid
before me on the part of the Post-office and of the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway
Company respectively, I make the following award :
That for every mile which the said Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company do
convey the mails, either now and when the mails are conveyed to the London and Bir
mingham station, the Post-office do pay to the Gloucester and Birmingham Railway Com
pany the sum of 25. 7 >,d.; and that when the line opens at night lor other trains besides
the mail trains, the Post-office do pay the sum of is. 9 J d. per mile, instead ot'2s. "J^d.
London, 5 November 1841.

0-93.

(signed)

I 2

E. Eardley Wilmot.
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To THE BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTER RAILWAY COMPANY.
TAKE notice, that io pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament
passed in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An
Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned Thomas
William, Earl of Licbfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing; under
my hand require and direct that the mails and post-letter bags shall, from and after the
fifth day of February next, be conveyed and forwarded by you orr vour railway, either by
the ordinary trains of carriages or by special trains, as need may be> from Birmingham to
Gloucester and from Gloucester to Birmingham respective!}', by two several dispatches
each way in each day of every week, at such times and hours in the day and night, and
subject to such regulations and restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times and
duration of stoppages, and times of arrival, as are mentioned and set forth in the time-bills
hereunto annexed, together with the guards appointed and employed by the Postmastergeneral in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned.
And I also require you, from and alter the said fifth day of February next, to appropriate
exclusively the whole, or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the
inside of a second-class railway carriage, in the trains which will leave the Birmingham
station at 12 h. 44m. a. m., and 3(1. lorn. a.m. respectively for Gloucester, and also in
the trains which will leave the Gloucester station at 7 h. 1501. p.m., and gh. o m. p.m.
respectively for Birmingham, for depositing therein the mails and post-letter bags, and for
conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter
mentioned (which carriages you are to provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in
such manner as the Postmaster-general shall require). And I require and direct you to
receive, take up, carry, and convey in such carriages respectively, all such mails and postletter bags as shall for that purpose be tendered to you, or any of your officers, servants,,
or agents, by any officer of the Post-office, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any
other officers of the Post-office the Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and to
deliver and leave such mails or post-letter bags, guards, and officers, at such places on the
line of your railway as the Postmaster-general shall in that behalf from time to time
reasonably order and direct. And I further require you, from and after the said fifth day
of February next, at your own costs to provide and furnish sufficient carriages and
engines on your railway for the conveyance of the mails and post-letter bags in manner
hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general. Aud 1 give you further
notice, that in respect of the services aforesaid, I shall require you to give security by bond
to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, conditioned to be void as in the said Act men
tioned and provided.
General Post-office, 31 December 1840.
(signed)
Lichfield.

Bristol Mail.
BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTER RAILWAY TIME-BILL.
Time
Allowed.

Distance.

•

•MMH

M.

F.

H.

M.

0
2

15
20
14
18
37
18
18
20

''••*!'-

7
7

2
2
O

o
o
o
o
°
o
o

50

4

2

7
5
4
6
13

6
0

To be despatched from the railway station, Birming
ham ---____
- at
To arrive at Cofton.
- at
To arrive at Bromsgrove
- at
To arrive at Droitwich - at
To arrive at Spetchley - at
To arrive at Ashchurch - at
To arrive at Cheltenham
- at
To arrive at the railway station, Gloucester
-iK

H. K.

12
»*
i
i
i

44 a. in
59 —
19 —
33 —
51 —

2 28 —
2 46 —

3

4 —

;••; Ui'jfl

RETURN.

'
,,
1
:'$',' Vp.l.i
<)Ya'-l'
"jfcfi' |ja(;

j

6

;b"'
o
o
o
o

20
16
40
17
16

0

21

7

2
O

o 15

50

4

2

6
>.:!*,
Y

0

To be despatched from the railway station,
cester
______
To arrive at Cheltenham
To arrive at Ashchurch - '
To arrive at Spetchley To arrive at Droitwich To arrive at Bromsgrove
To arrive at Cofton
lo arrive at the railway station, Birmingham

Glou- at
- at

- at
- al
—

11 f
***

- at
- at
- at

7 15p.m.

7 35 —
83! 8 48
94
9 26
9 40

—
—
—
—

95

(signed)

Lichftzld.
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BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTER RAILWAY TIME-BILL.
Distance.

Tim*. 1 11* V,

Allowed.

M.

F.

H.

7

o

6
13
7
7

0
2
6
0
2
2
0

50

4

2

5
4

0

o
0
0

M.
15
20
14
18

37
o 18
o 18
20

• I

7
7
13
6

o
2
2
0

V,',4\', 6
Ct "5
,y:T
•jff* t!'

2
0

,..*,

4

o
o
0

20
16
40

o

]7
o 16
o 21
15
2

To be despatched from the railway station, Birming
- at
ham ------To arrive at Cofton
- at
To arrive at Bromsgrove
- at
To arrive at Droitwich - at
To arrive at Spetchley - at
To arrive at Ashchurch - at
To arrive at Cheltenham
- at
To arrive at the railway station, Gloucester
- at
RETURN.
To be despatched from the railway station,
cester
______
To arrive at Cheltenham
To arrive at Ashchurch To arrive at Spetchley To arrive at Droitwich To arrive at Bromsgrove To arrive at Cofton
_
To arrive at the railway station, Birmingham

Glou- at
- at
- at
- at
- at
- at
- at
- at

H. M.
3 10 a.m.
3 25 —
3 45 —
34159i-. —
/

4 54 —
5 12 —
5 3° —

9 op.m.
9 20 —
936 -

10 16 —
10 33 —
10 49 —
11 10 —

11 25 —

25

(signed)

Lichfield.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 8 April 1842, on Report of the Postmaster-general of the
28th February (see p. 60).
(4444-)
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, and, referring to the Report now before the Board,
request he will lay before my Lords, with as little delay as possible, the following
documents:
1. An official statement, by the York and North Midland Railway Company, of the
exact length of their two lines of railway ; viz. that between York and Normanton, and
that now used for carrying the mails between Selby and Leeds.
2. A copy of any correspondence, with which my Lords have not yet been supplied,
which may have taken place between the Post-office and the company, with reference to
the length of either of the above lines.
3. Copies of the time-bills, as they stood on the _8th December last, of all mails then,
running on such lines.
.4. A statement of the distance run, according to which any payments of mileage may
have been made to the above company, and of the annual rate of such payments.
5. A copy of the correspondence referred to by Mr. Stow as having taken place in
December last between the Post-office and the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway
Company, with reference to the length of their line; together with a copy of any other
correspondence on the same subject, with which my Lords have not yet been supplied.
6. Copies of the time-bills, as they stood on the 28th December last, of all mails then
running on such line.
7. A statement of the distance run, according to which any payments of mileage may
have been made to the Birmingham and Gloucester Company for the conveyance ot mails
prior to the lyth of August 1841, and the annual rate of such payments.
8. A statement of the average daily number of those letters which, having been brought
to Gloucester by the first of the two mail-trains from Birmingham, are despatched by the
South Wales mails before the arrival of the second mail-train : such average daily number
of letters to be stated as regards each of the South Wales mails separately ; and the hour
at which each of such mails leaves Gloucester to be added.
9. A statement of the average daily number of those letters which, having been brought
to Birmingham by the first of the above trains, are assorted there, and are then des
patched, tlie same night, by other mails; such average daily number of letters to be stated
as regards each mail separately ; and the hour of its despatch to be added.

7o
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My Lords,
General Post-office, 17 June 1842.
IN obedience to the directions contained in your Lordships' letter of the 13th April, I
beg to enclose for your information copy of correspondence relating to the length of the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, and to state, that I have not yet been able to
obtain the required information from Mr. Hudson, the chairman of the York and North
Midland Railway ; but as soon as I receive his answer I will send it to your Lordships.
I enclose also copies of the time-bills which regulated the mail trains of the Birmingham
and Gloucester and York and North Midland Railways on the 28ih December 1841,
together with statements containing the information required in the other parts of your
Lordships' letter, and also two returns, in columns, in answer to the various questions to
which your letter of the gth April last adverts.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowthtr.

SCHEDULE of Documents accompanying this Letter, in return to the Order of the
Treasury, bearing date 13 April 1842.
No. i. "An official statement by the York and North Midland Railway Company of
the exact length of their two lines of railway, viz. that between York and Normanton,
and that now used for carrying the mails between Selby and Leeds."
No. 2. " A copy of any correspondence (with which the Treasury have not yet been
supplied) which has taken place between the Post-office and the York and North Midland
Railway Company, with reference to the length of either of the above lines."
No. 3. " Copies of the time-bills, as they stood on the 28th December last, of all the
mails then running on such lines."
No. 4. " A statement of the distance run, according to which any payments of mileage
may have been made to the above company, and of the annual rate of such payments."
No. 5. " A copy of the correspondence referred to by Mr. Stow as having taken place
in December last between the Post-office and the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway
Company, with reference to the length of their line ; together with a copy of any other
correspondence on the same subject, with which the Treasury have not yet been supplied."
No. 6. " Copies of the time-bills, as they stood on the 28th December last, of all mails
then running on such line."
No. 7. "A statement of the distance run, according to which any payments of mileage
may have been made to the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company for the con
veyance of mails prior to 1710 August 1841, and the annual rate of such payments."
No. 8. " A statement of the average daily number of those letters, which, having been
brought to Gloucester by the first of the two mail trains from Birmingham, are despatched
by the South Wales mails before the arrival of the second mail train; such average daily
number of letters to be stated as regards each of the South Wales mails separately, and
the hour at which each of such mails leaves Gloucester added."
No. 9. "A statement of the average daily number of those letters which, having been
brought to Birmingham by the first of the above trains, are assorted there, and are then
despatched the same night by other mails ; such average daily number of letters stated as
regards each mail separately, and the hour of its despatch from Birmingham added."
No. 10. "Tabular statement, giving the information required by the Treasury letter,
bearing date gth April 1842, in regard to the conveyance of the mails ou the Birmingham
and Gloucester Railway."
No. 11." Tabular statement, giving the information required by the Treasury letter, bear
ing date gth April 1842, in regard to the conveyance of the mails on the York and North
Midland Railway."

(No. i.)
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 18 August 1842.
WITH reference to your Lordships' letter of the 13th April last, I beg now to enclose for
the information of your Lordships, copy of an official staiement of the exact length of the
two lines of railway belonging to the York and North Midland Railway Company.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lmolher.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
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YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY.
——
£ I HEREBY certify that I have measured the distance per railway from the Leeds and ments for Railway
Selby station at Selby to the North Midland station at Leeds, and find the distance as Mails.
under:
__ ......,.,_ .
Miles. Chains. Links.
From Selby to the junction with the York and North Midland
From the junction at Milford to the junction of the North
Midland at Methley From Methley to Leeds
Total length

- - -

6

38

40

9
7

41
41

60
67

23

41

67

Or 23 miles and a half, one chain, and 67 links.
York, 8 July 1842.
William Outhett,
(signed)
Assistant Engineer.

YOKK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY.
1 HEREBY certify that I have measured the distance per railway from the York and
North Midland Railway station at York to the North Midland station at Normanton, and
find the distance as under:
From York to Normanton, 24 J miles and one chain.
(signed)
William Outhett,
9 August 1842.
Assistant Engineer.

(No. 2.)
CORRESPONDENCE beiween Mr. Stow and Mr. Hudson, the Chairman of the York and
North Midland Railway Company, relative to the length of the Lines belonging to that
Company, used for the conveyance of the Mails.
Sir,
General Post-office, i December 1841.
I SHALL be obliged by your informing me the exact length of both the York and Nor
manton and the Leeds and Selby lines, with the distance between each station.
I am, &c.
George Hudson, Esq.
(signed)
Ceo. Stow.

Sir,
York, 4 December 1841.
I FORWARD, agreeably to your request, the subjoined information.
I am,&c.
Geo. Stow, Esq.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.
P.S.—You are aware that the Normanton Station is above a mile on the North Mid
land line.

YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY.
Miles. Chains.
Distance from York to Co
Station
to Bolton Percy ditto
Ditto
to Ulleskelfe
ditto
Ditto
to Church Fenton ditio
Ditto
to Sherbum - ditto
Ditto
to Burton Salmon ditto
Ditto
to Castleford
ditto
Ditto
to Junction with North Midland at Methley
Ditto
to Altofts -----Ditto
Ditto from Milford Junction to Selby 0-93-

3

7
8
10
12
16
20
23
23

7

75
70
72
74
60

57
15
52
52
LEEDS
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LEEDS AND SELBY RAILWAY.

Miles. Chains,

Distance from Leeds to Garforth Station
to Micklefield ditto
Ditto
to Milford
ditto
Ditto
to Junction with North Midland Railway
Ditto
to Hambleton Station - . Ditto
to Selby
-_-.-_
Ditto

6
9

40
' —
40
60

12
13
15
2O

''.-*•;

Sir,
General Post-office, 8 December 1841.
I BEG to acknowledge the receipt of your letter communicating the distances on your
two lines of railway; but with regard to the distance from Leeds to Selby, I apprehend
there must be some mistake, as it is therein stated at only 20 miles, whereas 25 miles are
charged for in the account lately rendered ; 1 shall therefore be glad to hear further from
you on the subject.
I am, &c.
(signed)
Geo. Stoic.
George Hudson, Esq.

•'v. ' s<\.Kv
Sir,
York, 9 December 1841.
THE route by which the Leeds and Hull mail travels is, leaving Leeds first by the North
Midland line, secondly by the York and North Midland, and then by the Leeds and Selby
line. Were we not to pursue that route, we could not take up the mail-bags from London
at Milford, or rather what we call the South Junction. By our becoming the lessees of
the Leeds and Selby line, we were enabled to discontinue the engine from Sherburn.

Geo. Stow, Esq.

I am, Sec.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.

' y '• ; Ai '
P. S.—By the above-named route, I have forgotten to say, it is 25 miles.
t ^

Sir,
General Post-office, 27 January 1842.
A QUESTION having arisen as to the number of miles travelled over by the mails on the
Leeds and Selby Railway, I shall be obliged by your stating (by return of post if possible)
the exact length of the line from Leeds to Selby, according to the route originally adopted,
as well as that over which the mails are now conveyed, with the precise reasons for the
abandonment of the former route.
I am, &c.
Geo. Hudson, Esq.
(signed)
Geo. Stow.

Sir,
York, 29 January 1842.
IN answer to your letter of the 27th instant, I beg to state that the distance from Leeds
to Selby by the old route is 20 miles ; by the new route 25 miles.
The reason why we abandoned the Leeds and Selby line is, that were we to take the
letters by the old route, no exchange could take place from the south mails to the east
mails.
I am, Sic.
George Stow, Esq.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.

ON POSTAGE.
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(No. 3.)

TIME-BILLS of MAIL TRAINS belonging to the York and North Midland Railway
Company, as they were running on ihe 28th December 1841.

York and North Midland Company.— Day Mail.
YORK AND NORMANTON RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.
M.

F.

Time
allowed.
II.

M.

0

10

19

4

° 5
o 50

4

o

o

23

4

i

10

Despatched from the Post-office, York, the 28th of
Decem ber 1 84 1
....... at
Arrived at the railway station
at
Five minutes allowed.
at
Train from Hull ------ at
Arrived at the railway station, Normanton - at
Train from Leeds arrived - at
Train for Manchester despatched
- ai

H. M.

9 15 a.m.
9 25 10 20 -

10 30 -

10 41 10 41 -

'5
RETURN.

4
19

o
4

0

o 50
o
o

23

4

10

5
10

Despatched from the railway station, Normanton
at
Train .from Manchester arrived - at.
Arrived at Castleford - at
Train from Leeds arrived - at
at
Arrived at the railway station, York
Five minutes allowed.
Arrived at the Post-office, York, the 28th of De
cember 1841 ------ at

2 5 p.m.
i 55 2 If,

-

20-

35-

3 20 -

I 15

RUGBY, WAKEFIELD, YORK, AND DARLINGTON TIME-BILL.

Distance.
M.
2

23

F.
0

4

Time
allowed.
H.

M

o

5

1

O

H. M.

Off Arrived at Normanton
Five minutes allowed.
Off Leeds mail despatched
Arrived at Castleford Off Arrived at York -

K

- '

-

- at
- at

5 35 <»• n

-

5 45

-

548

-

5 55
5 58
6 40

-

at
at
at
at
at

54°~
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Distance.
M.

F.

Time
allowed.
H.

M.

o 42

H. M.

Forty-two minutes allowed, off
Arrived at Castleford -

-

-

Hull mail arrived
Off -

23

2

4

O

o 55
o 15
0

5

Arrived at Normanton Station
Fifteen minutes allowed.
Off Leeds mail arrived
Arrived at VVakefield -

at
at
at
at
at

- at
- at
- at

6
6
6
6
7

19
59
56
59
14

p. m.
-

7 29 7 34 -

'
Leeds and Selby Company.—Day Mail.

LEEDS AND HULL RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.
M.

F.

Time
allowed.
H.

H. M.

M.

10

2

o 5
o 25

13

6

o 20
o 27

Five minutes allowed, off Arrived at Castleford
Train from Normanton arrived
Twenty minutes allowed.
Arrived at Selby
-

- at
- at
- at

20• 'If -

- at

2 47 -

- at
- at
- at

9 38 a. m.
10 5 10 20

- at

10 50 -

RETURN.
13

6

o 3
o 27
0

1O

2

2O

o 25

Three minutes allowed, off Arrived at Castleford Train from York arrived
Twenty minutes allowed.
Arrived at the railway station, Leeds

-

-

-

Leeds and Selby Company.—Night Mail.

LEEDS AND HULL RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.

Time
allowed.

F.

H.

10

2

o 5
o 25

13

6

o 27

M.

O

M.

20

H. M.

Five minutes allowed, off Arrived at Castleford
Train from Normanton arrived
Twenty minutes allowed.
Arrived at Selby
-

- at
- at
- at

6 17 a. m.
6 42 -

- at

7 29

- at
- at
- at

6 13 p. m.
6 40 -

- at

7 25 -

-

RETURN.

13

6

10

2

o 3
o 27
0

20

o

25

Three minutes allowed, off Arrived at Castleford Train from York arrived Twenty minutes allowed.
Arrived at the railway station, Leeds -
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-

Excessive PaySTATEMENT of the Distance run, according to which any Payment of Mileage has been jj}e"its °r ai
made to the York and North Midland Railway Company.
York to Normanton
-25 miles.
Leeds to Selby
-25 miles.

^'

ANNUAL Rate of PAYMENTS made by the Post-office to the York and Nortli Midland
Railway Company.
For York and Normanton Line
For Leeds and Selby Line
-

-

-

-

-

£. 3,236 6
i>59b' 17

8
6

(No. 5.)
COPIES of CORRESPONDENCE between Mr. Stow and Mr. King, the Secretary of the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company, relative to the length of that Line.
Sir,
General Post-office, i December 1841.
I SHALL be obliged by your informing me the exact length of the Birmingham and
Gloucester Railway, with the distance between each station.
I am, &c.
Geo. King, Esq.
(signed)
Geo. Stow.

Sir,
Birmingham, 10 December 1841.
IN compliance with your request I have now the honour to forward you a table
showing the length of this railway and the distances between each station.
Distance
from
Gloucester.

STATIONS.

Distance
between Stations.

Miles. Chains. Links.

Gloucester to
—
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
—
—
—
—

Cheltenham Asbchurch
Pn-don ----Eckington
Defford
Spetchley
Droitwich
Stoke Works Bromsgrove Black well
Liffbrd
Camp Hill
London and Birmingham Sta
tion -

6
13
15
18
19
26
32
35
37
40
47
51

48
67
73
52
67
77
73
29
6o
38
i
4

15
65
65
15
15
90
65
95
65
15
25
81

52

71

9'

Miles. Chains. Links.

6
7

48

15

2
2
2

9
16
58
5
ao
75
36
30
57

50
o
50
o
75
75
30
70
50

6
3

43
65

10
41

2

5

25

2
2
1

7
5

I am, &c.
(signed)
Geo. King.

Geo. Stow, Esq.

Sir,
General Post-office, 29 January 1842.
A QUESTION having arisen as to the number of miles travelled over by the mails on the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, I shall be obliged by your informing me (by return
of post, if possible) the exact length of the line both prior and subsequently to the exten
sion from Camp Hill to the London station at Birmingham.
I am &c.
Geo. King, Esq.
(signed)
Geo. Stow.
A copy of Mr. King's letter in reply, was forwarded, with other documents, to the
Treasury by the secretary on the a8th February 1842. See page 6l.
0-93-
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(No. 6.)
L

•

•

• ''

TIME-BILLS of MAIL TRAINS on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, as they were
running on the 28th December 1841.
n
1

i

I

Piirmingham and Gloucester Company.

BRISTOL, GLOUCESTER, AND BIRMINGHAM TIME-BILL.

Distance.

Time
allowed.

M. F.

H.

M.

7

O

20

o

7 2
13

o 16
o

2

6 o
4 6
12

40

o 17
o 16
o 41

2

Off from Railway Station
Arrived at Cheltenham
Arrived at Ashchurch Arrived at Spetcliley Arrived at Droitwich Arrived at Bromsgrove
Arrived at the Railway Station

-

-

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

H.

M.

7

15 P-».

7 35 7 5i 8 3" 8 48 949 45 -

BRISTOL, GLOUCESTER, AND BIRMINGHAM TIME-BILL.

Time
allowed.

Distance.

H.
M. T.

H. M.

7
7

o
2

0

13

2

o 16
o 40
o 17
o 16

6 o
4 6
12

20

o 41

2

Off from Railway Station Arrived at Cheltenham
Arrived at Ashchurch -

-

- at
- at
- at

Arrived at Droitwich Arrived at Bromsgrove
Arrived at the Railway Station -

- at
- at
- at

9
9
9
10
10
10
11

M.

o
20
36
16
33
49
30

p.m.
-

BIRMINGHAM, GLOUCESTER, AND BRISTOL TIME-BILL.

Time
allowed.

Distance.
M. F.

12

o
2
2
o

M.
10

o 45

«

4 ^

6
13
7
7

H.
O

*

o
o
o
o
o

14
18
37
18
18

H. 11.

Arrived at the Railway Station
Off Arrived at Bromsgrove
Arrived at Droitwich Arrived at Spetchley Arrived ot Ashchurch Arrived at Cheltenham
Arrived at Gloucester Station

-

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

12 44 a. m
i 29 i 43 2

1

-

2

38

-

2

56

-

3

14 '

.

•-"•*•
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BIRMINGHAM, GLOUCESTER, AND BRISTOL TIME-BILL.
Distance.
M. r.

12

7

2

M.
1O

H.

Arrived at the Railway Station Off
Arrived at Bromsgrove
Arrived at Droitwich Arrived at Spetchley Arrived at Ashchurch Arrived at Cheltenham
Arrived at Gloucester Station

o 45
o 14

4 6
6 o
2

IPl1 fYlf*
[lit?

allowed.
H.
0

2

13

Excessive Pay
ments for Railway
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o 18
o 37
o 18
o 18

7 o

-

-

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

M.

3 10 a.m.
3 55 4 9 4 27 5 'I 5 22 5 40 -

(No. 7.)

STATEMENT of the Distance run, according to which any Payment has been made to
ihe Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company, for the Conveyance of Mails,
prior to lyth of August 1841.
Fifty-two Miles.
It has since been discovered by the company that this distance is incorrect, the exact
length of the line to the Camp Hill station, Birmingham, being but 51 £ miles, and accord
ingly credit has been given for the overcharge in a subsequent account.

ANNUAL Rate of PAYMENTS made to the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway
Company, for the Conveyance of Mails, prior to 17th August 1841.
Corrected to £. 9,820. 15. 7.

£.9,964. 10.

(No. 8.)
STATEMENT of the Average Daily Number of Letters which have been brought to
Gloucester in One Week, by the First Mail Train from Birmingham, and which were
despatched by the Chepstow Mail into South Wales before the arrival of the Second
Mail Train.
DATE.

NUMBER OF LETTERS.

i8th April 19th — -

378
386

20th
21St
22d

—
—
—

420

23d

—

-

24th

—

-

-

520

380
404
-

374
2,862 Total Number in the Week.
408 Average Daily Number,

First mail train from Birmingham arrives at Gloucester
Mail to Chepstow despatched from Gloucester The above letters were sorted at Chepstow. That office makes
and the towns between it and Gloucester.
Mail from Gloucester arrives at Chepstow at Mail from Bristol, through Swansea to Pembroke, de
from Chepstow at
-

- 3 14 a.m.
- 3 30 a.m.
up bags for Birmingham
- 7 o a. m.
--811 a. m.

(signed)
Charles Rideoiit,
Surveyor General Post-office.
«-93-
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NUMBER OF LETTERS.

DATE.

17th April i8th — igth — 2Oth
2 ISt
22d

1,839
1,346

-

23d

—

•

i ,q-j3
1,638
2,019
1,579
1,640

-

".994 Total Number for the Week.
1,713

Average Daily Number.

First mail train from Birmingham arrives at Gloucester at
Mail to Carmarthen despatched from Gloucester at -

(signed)

-

-

3 14 a.m.
4 14 a, m.

Charles Rideout,

Surveyor General Post-office.

(No. 9. )
A STATEMENT, showing the Total Number of LETTERS, for One Week, Day by Day, arriving in Birmingham by the First Gloucester
Train at U li. 40m. p.m. ; with the Numbers of those Letters despatched by the different Mails out of Birmingham.
1

Total

•
Monday.

TOTAL NUMBER RECEIVED

Number
Received in
the Week.

Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday.

Friday.

Saturday.

Sunday.

2,305

2,891

2,198

2,000

16,586

Total
Number
Despatched
in
the Week.

2,047

2,289

2,256

NUMBERS of the above despatched, Day by Day, by the different Mails out of Birmingham.

Hour of
MAILS.

Monday.

Derby Railway
London Night Mail up Night Mail down Holyhead
Stourport
...
Tamworth Hide
Leamington Dudley Ride Yarmouth
King's Norton Messenger
Great Barr - ditto
Castle Bromwfah ditto
Hales Oweu - ditto -

381
103
713
122
211
20
7
4
68
5
5
3
15

Total Number despatched out ofl
Birmingham
-_/
Number delivered in Birmingham -

Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday.

Friday.

Saturday.

Sunday.

478
199
705
166
220
13
2
7
86
3
2
6
27

674
236
784
137
232
20

Despatch.

It.

M.

12 20 a.m.
11 30p.in.
2 0 a.rn.
2 30 2 45 4040607 45 60606000-

TOTALS - - -

General Post-Office, 29 April 1342.

:

396
199
767
168
276
12
5
12
67
5

443
168
791
142
225

1
13

426
170
712
243
220
19
8
18
69
5
1
3
25

8
16
48
2
1
5
13

697
212
952
309
226
23
4
14
75
3
1
4
24

1,717
330

1,921
368

1,009
390

1,880
376

2,544
347

2,047

2,289

2,305

2,256

2,891

-

18

7
82
4
1
4
18

3,495
1,347
5,424
1,287
1,610
125
34
78
485
37
11
26
135

1,914
264

2,199
401

14,084
2,502

2,1»8

2/300

16,586

.
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(No. 10.)
TABULAR STATEMENT, giving the Information required by the Letter from the Treasury, hearing date 9th April 1842, in regard to
the Conveyance of the MAILS on the BIRMINGHAM AXD GLOUCESTER RAILWAY.

Number of
Dispatches per
Day in each
direction,
stating whether
Sunday be
an exception
or not.

Two dispatches
in each direc
tion every day,
Sundays
in
cluded.

Length
of
the Line.

53 miles.

Number
of Double
Miles
per Day, to
which
the Award
has
reference.

106 double
miles.

Total Annual
Payment
dne nnder the
Award to
the
Company.

£.
»• d.
10,156 2 6

Ordinary and Maximum
Amount of
Space set
Weight of Mail (including Bags), apart
in the
Railway
as nearly as it can be given,
Carriage for
the use of
stated separately as regards each
the
Post-«ffice.
TVm

i rip.

Jiir/iiiiiiiiiiini to Gloucester.
Ordinary Weight.

cwt. qri. Ibi.
First dispatch Second ditto -

4
1

1 13
18

One com
partment of
a secondclass car
riage.

Number of
Guards,
or other
Post-office
Servants,
for whom
Accommo
dation is
required at
each Trip.

Whether
the Guards
travel
Inside or
Outside the
Carriage.

One guard
at each trip,
and an in
spector when
required.

Inside.

Maximum Weight.
act. qri. Ibs.

First dispatch Second ditto -

6
2

0 12
06

Gloucester to Birmingham.
Ordinary Weight.

cwt. grt. Ibt.
First dispatch Second ditto -

1
1

2 28
1 20

Maximum Weight.
ctct. qrs. ll>i.
First dispatch - 1
3 24
Second ditto - 2
00
The weight, as above stated, is
liable occasionally to be nearly
doubled, on the arrival at, or de
parture from, Bristol, of the Great
Western steamer.

No. 11.)
TABULAR STATEMENT, giving the Information required by the Letter from the Treasury, bearing date 9th April 1842, in regard to
the Conveyance of the MAILS on the YOKK AXD NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAT.

Number of
Dispatches per
Day in eacli
direction,
stating -whether
Sunday be
an exception
or not.

Length
of
the Line.

Number
of Double
Miles
per Day, to
which
the Award
has
reference.

Total Annual
Payment
due under the
Award to
the
Company.

50 double
miles.

3,236 6 8

£.
Two dispatches
in each direc
tion every day,
Sundays inclu
ded.

25 miles

Ordinary and Maximum
Amount of
Weight of Mail (including Bags), Space set
apart in the
Railway
as nearly as it can be given,
Carriage for
the use of
stated separately as regards each
the
Post-office.
Trip.
* **i».

Whether
the Guards
travel
Inside or
Outside the
Carriage.

One guard
at eacli trip,
and an in
spector when
required.

Inside.

*. d.
A secondclass carriage
for the night
Ordinary Weight.
mail, and two
cwt. qrs. Ibs. compartment?
NightmaU - 8
1 20 of a secondDay mail
- 0
1 22 class carriage
for the day
Maximum Weight.
mail.
cwt. qrt. Ibt.
Night mail
- 14 3 8
Day mail
- 0 2 24
Normanton to York.

York to Normanton.
Ordinary Weight.
c»»t. qri. Ibi.
Night mail - 7
0 12
Day mail
- 0
1 22
Maximum Weight.
not. qrs. Ibs.
Night mail -710
Day mail
- 0 2 24

0.93.

Number of
Guards,
or other
Post-office
Servants,
for whom
Accommo
dation is
required at
each Trip.

K 4
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TREASURY MINUTE, dated 21 January 1842, on the Two preceding Reports
of the Postmaster-general.
(26662/41.)
(26663/41.)
REQUEST the Postmaster-general's attention to the discrepancies in the Reports now
before the Board, with regard to the distance the mails are conveyed; that shown by the
Report itself being in each case a few miles greater than that stated in the copies of
notices to the company, enclosed therein.
Siate that, considering that the award of the arbitrators is founded on the notice to the
company, it appears to my Loids that no claim on the part of the company for a distance
travelled exceeding that stated in the notice should be admitted, without first referring the
question to the Post-office arbitrator. Whether or not such a claim has been made and
admitted in either of ihe present cases, and if so, what steps have been taken to ascertain
its fairness, does not appear in the Reports now before the Board; but if a payment to
either company, calculated according to the greater distance, should have been made, my
Lords desire to have the facts of the case submitted for their consideration.
Adverting to the great cost of conveying the two mails on the Birmingham and Glou
cester Railway (about 5,000 /. per annum for each), and to the fact that both run in the night,
one following the other, after an interval of only -2 hours and 26 minutes in one direction,
and only one hour and three quarters in the other ; suggest, for the consideration of the Post
master-general, whether any serious inconvenience would result from the discontinuance of
the first of the two dispatches in each direction. My Lords presume that the object of the
first dispatch from Birmingham is to expedite the arrival, in certain parts of the West of
England and of South Wales, of the correspondence from the North ; but as it would
appear that this advantage must be small in point of time, their Lordships desire to be
favoured with the opinion of the Postmaster-general as to whether it is sufficiently im
portant to justify the large expense incurred.
As regurds ihe first dispatch fiom Gloucester, my Lords have not been able to discover
the object; it would appear that the Irtteis for Birmingham would be delivered, and those
for other towns lorw aided, equally early if brought by the second dispatch as by the first;
still their Lordships cannot doubt that there :ire reasons for this arrangement of which
they are not aware, and they request the Postmaster-general will favour them with an
explanation.
Request the Postmaster-general also to report, for the information of the Board, what
is about the average number of letters and the average weight of mail (including news
papers and bags), conveyed by each of the four dispatches between Birmingham and
Gloucester.

MEMORANDUM on the practicability of Discontinuing one of the two Railway Mails
between Birmingham and Gloucester.
BETWEEN Birmingham and Gloucester there are two mails in each direction every
night, conveyed by special trains, at a cost, including guards, of about io,5OO/. per
annum.
Adverting to these facts, the Treasury, in a letter to the Postmaster-general of the
January last, suggested for the consideration of his Lordship, for reasons therein assigned,
the expediency ol discontinuing the first of the two mails in each direction.
On the 28th February, the Postmaster-general, in reply, explained the purpose of the
double conveyance, and objected to any alteration, adding as follows:—"The present
arrangement was not adopted, as I have before stated, until it had been maturely con
sidered by the secretary and superintendent of mail-coaches in London, and unanimously
approved by the district surveyors, to whom it was submitted previously to its adoption,
and who from their local knowledge and experience were well able to form a correct
opinion on the subject."
The explanation not appearing satisfactory, the Treasury, on the 13th April, wrote to the
Postmaster-general for further information, which was supplied on the 171(1 June.
With this information before me, I have again very carefully considered the whole case ;
and the result is a conviction on my mind, that the retention of one mail only in each
direction, as suggested by the Treasury, would fully meet not only all the exigencies
pointed out by the Post-office, but some others which appear to have been omitted, be
cause, probably, ot their inferior importance.
First, as regards the transit from Gloucester to Birmingham. The suggestion of the
Tieasury was simi.lv to discontinue the first of the two dispatches, viz. the one at 7 h.
15 m.f p. m.; and the purpose for which the Post-office desires to continue it, is to forward
the correspondence on its way from the West of England, to pluces north of Birmingham ;
but (he Treasury had previously pointed out that any correspondence whatever would be
foi warded from Birmingham just as early if brought by the second mail as by the first,
inasmuch as in the interval between the arrival of the one and the other, no letters at all
are stnt on from Birmingham, To this, however, it is replied by Mr. Stow, the head of
the mail-coach department, that "the effect of the discontinuance of this train would be
10 preclude all sorting at Birmingham, as the second train would only arrive in time to
transfer
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transfer the London bags from Worcester, Bromsgrove, &c. to the up London train; the
great bulk of letters for the north, for Yorkshire, &c., and for towns intermediate of Bir
mingham and London, would reach Birmingham at the time all the force at that office
would be employed in sorting the Holyhead and other mails ; and I apprehend it
would be found impracticable to forward the correspondence brought by it to Bir
mingham."
In answer to these objections, I beg to remark that the sorting would undoubtedly
be done with difficulty, if wholly carried on at the Birmingham Post-office ; but there is
no necessity for continuing an arrangement attended wiih so much loss of time in con
veying the bags to and fro. Let a sorting office be established at one of the railway
stations (as is done at Derby), and all difficulty will at once be obviated. Provision is, of
course, already made for sorting at the town-office the letters which are now brought by
the last mail from Gloucester; and as the proposed change does not necessitate a departure
. liom this arrangement, all that we have to consider is the practicability of sorting at the
station the additional letters, viz. those which are now brought by the first Gloucester
mail. Now the maximum number of such letters to be forwarded each night, and the
time that would be allowed for their sorting, are as follows:—
Time for their
Maximum
Sorting, reckoned
Number
in each case
the Arrival
of Letters to be from
of the Second
forwarded.
Gloucester Mail.

By the London up mail ---__By the Derby mail, which takes the letters for York
shire, &c.
-------By the Lancaster mail, which takes the letters for the
North

About 250

H. M.
0 30

„

700

1

10

„

1,000

2

20

It is true that these letters would have to be selected from a somewhat larger number,
and that there would also be some newspapers ; but there cannot possibly be any difficulty,
except perhaps as regards the letters to be forwarded by the London up mail, which
might I presume, if necessary, be separated from the others at Gloucester (where the time
would of course be increased by the new arrangement), and sorted for their respective
towns in the travelling post-office of the London train, while in progress. At all events
the difficulty, such as it is, would easily be overcome by a very moderate force.
I now proceed to consider the practicability of discontinuing one of the two mails from
Birmingham to Gloucester.
I gather from the Post-office Report of the a8th of February, and from other sources,
that the use of the two mails is this:—Part of the correspondence to be conveyed reaches
Birmingham in the night, by the Grand Junction, the Derby, and the London railways; and
it is desirable that it should be forwarded to Cheltenham and Gloucester sufficiently early to
fall in with the mails which pass through those towns on their way from London to South
Wales, and also to admit of the Bristol share of the correspondence being sent on, so as to
reach that city before the morning delivery ; but under existing arrangements the interval
between the latest of the arrivals in Birmingham, and the earliest of the dispatches from
. Cheltenham and Gloucester, is insufficient to admit of all the correspondence being so
forwarded ; as much therefore as is ready, including the correspondence which reaches
Birmingham by the Grand Junction Railway, is sent on ; and this forms the first dispatch
from Birmingham to Gloucester. The remainder, which consists of the correspondence
arriving by the Derby and the London railways, though too late to be so forwarded, is early
enough to fall in with a line of mail from Gloucester to Falmouth, and is dispatched accord
ingly ; thus making the second mail from Birmingham to Gloucester.
But it is evident that if this interval, viz. the one between the latest of the arrivals in
Birmingham, and the earliest of the dispatches from Cheltenham and Gloucester, could be
so extended as to admit of all the correspondence being so forwarded, not only would the
cost of one of the two dispatches along that line be saved, but the work would be done
better than it now is, inasmuch as the whole of the correspondence would enjoy the advan
tages now confined to the first portion only ; and the letters for South Wales contained in
the second portion would reach their destination without delay, instead of being detained
on the road, as they now are, nearly a day. I trust that I shall be able to show that, with
Borne exertion, this important object may be accomplished.
The following are the mails, to connect which the double dispatch from Birmingham to
Gloucester is made:
Mails arriving in Birmingham :
H. H.
By the Grand Junction Railway
11 42 p. MI.
at
By the Derby Railway
i
o a. in.
at
By the London Railway
i 30 a. m.
at
Mails
o-93-
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Mails leaving Cheltenham and Gloucester :
H.
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From Cheltenham

For Aberystwilh

{For Bristol
For Chepstow For Carmarthen

-

at
at
at
at

M.

3 o a.m.
3 24 a.m.
4 o a. m.
4 15 a. m.

There is also at present a second Bristol mail from Gloucester at 5 h. 55 m. a. in., which
would, of course, be superseded altogether by the new arrangement.
Assuming that (he arrivals in Birmingham cannot be anticipated, the question is, can
the departures from Cheltenham and Gloucester be sufficiently delayed?
The few letters to be sent via Gloucester which reach Birmingham by the London
Railway, may, I presume, be sorted on the way in the travelling post-office, so as to pre
vent delay in dispatching the mail to Gloucester, allowing a five-minutes interval. This
mail would leave Birmingham at i h. 35 m. a. m., and proceeding at its present rate, would
pass through Cheltenham at 3 h. 47 m. a. m., and reach Gloucester at 4 h. 5 m. a. m.
This would necessarily delay the dispatch of the Aberystwith, the Bristol, and the Chep
stow mails, but would not interfere, except perhaps, to a trifling extent, with that of the
Carmarthen mail.
The Bristol mail, allowing the present time for preparation, would be delayed 51 minutes;
but by accelerating its speed to an equality with that of the swift mails (the one to Car
marthen, for instance), it would still reach Bristol by 7 h. 4501. a.m., or 22 minutes later
than at present. This would, undoubtedly, be making a near approach to the hour at
which the first delivery commences, and would perhaps cause a necessity for a small
increase of sorters and letter-carriers.
The Chepstow mail now reaches its. destination at 7 h. 30 m. a. m.*, travelling at the
rate of only eight miles an hour. If it be at all important to maintain the present early
hour of arrival, the time lost in starting might, I presume, be easily made up by a slight
increase of speed. At Chepstow this mail falls in with the one from Bristol to Pembroke,
but the latter does not leave Chepstow till 8 h. 13 m. a. m., and therefore would certainly
not be delayed.
The Aberystwith mail would be delayed 51 minutes at Cheltenham; but as, without any
acceleration, it would still reach Hereford before eight in the morning, and as it passes
through no important place afterwards, the delay cannot be of much importance.
The delay as regards each of the above mails, though of no great extent, may be some
what reduced by accelerating the mail from Birmingham to Gloucester. Two hours and a
half is an unusual allowance for a distance of 53 miles by railway. Indeed the time was
originally limited to 2 h. 20 m. ; since which, however, the line has been lengthened by a
mile and a half.
I would also observe, that although I have included in the scheme the letters for South
Wales and the West of England, which reach Birmingham by the London Railway, they
are not named in the Post-office Report as among those for which provision is required.
If these letters are really so few that they may safely be disregarded (and the only incon
venience would be to subject those for the West of England to the same delay as those
for South Wales are now exposed to), then the dispatch of the Gloucester mail might take
place considerably earlier than has been suggested, and the delay, as regards the other
mails, would be still further reduced. Or, some portion of this advantage might be
secured by accelerating the mail from London to Birmingham, to an equality with that
which follows it as far as Rugby. Or again, if necessary, time might be saved by em
ploying a travelling post-office between Birmingham and Gloucester, and sorting the letters
on the journey. As the train is already special, the additional expense of a travelling postoffice would be small.
It appears then that the discontinuance of one of two dispatches from Birmingham to
Gloucester, although it involves some slight change as regards other lines of communica
tion, is perfectly practicable; and as it was previously shown that the discontinuance of
one of the two dispatches from Gloucester to Birmingham might be effected even more
easily, it appears unquestionable that an important saving, amounting probably to at least
5,ooo/. per annum, may be accomplished ; and this in a manner nearly identical with
that originally suggested by the Treasury.
It may perhaps be thought that an increase in the expense of the subsidiary arrange
ments would form an important set-off against this saving ; but although some increase of
force would probably be required at Birmingham, Gloucester, and Bristol, and some
expenses incurred in accelerating certain mails, and in other ways, yet considering that one
of the two coach mails now running between Gloucester and Bristol would be disco nlinued, it appears very doubtful whether the subsidiary arrangements would on the whole
cause any increase of expense.

Again,
* Tt is stated in Enclosure No. 8 of the Post-office Report of the 17th June, that this mail leaves
Gloucester at 3 h. 3001. a.m., and reaches Chepstoxv at 70. a.m.; but the time-bills give the hours
Ob I have stated them. The difference, however, is unimportant.
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, Again, although under the proposed plan some letters would undoubtedly reach their
destination a fraction of an hour later than heretofore, on the other hand, as already shown,
the correspondence for South Wales coming to Birmingham by the Derby and the London railways, would be expedited by nearly a day.
It appears to me, therefore, alter a very careful consideration of the whole case, that the
measure is perfectly practicable, and that its adoption would not only effect a very
important saving to the revenue, but would on the whole be conducive to public conve
nience. Under this conviction, I beg earnestly to recommend that the plan be again
submitted for the consideration of the Postmasier-general, with instructions to report fully
the inconveniences, if any, -vhich would result from its adoption.
29 August 1842.

(signed)
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Birmingham and Gloucester, York and North Midland, and Leeds and Selby Railways—
Excessive Payments by the Post-office—Memorandum thereon.

26662 Wi.
26663]

A REFERENCE to the papers named in the margin shows that undue charges for distance
44441
have been made upon the following lines of railway ; viz. the Birmingham and Gloucester,
12229^.43.
the York and North Midland, and the Leeds and Selby railways ; and that these undue
charges have been submitted to by i he Post-office, and to all appearance are now being
submitted to, excepting that, on the attention of the Postmaster-general being called to
the subject by the Treasury Minute of 2ist January last, a portion of the money unduly
26663/41.
charged by the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company was placed to the credit
of the Post-office by the said company. And I have further to state, that an examination
of the papers beforementioned, shows that no efficient mode of checking such charges has
been established in the Post-office; for that there are so many discrepancies between the
particulars of distance set forth in the Post-office reports, and those contained in the
appended documents, that had such check been in operation the errors could not have
escaped detection.
Respecting the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, the distance charged by the com
pany, and paid for by the Post-office, was 52 miles up to i8th August 1841, when the
line was extended (by about i A miles) into the town of Birmingham, after which the
distance charged and paid for was 53 \ miles ; and this is set fortli as the correct length in
the Post-office Report of a8th December 1841, although in a letter dated loth December
26663/41.
1841, Mr. King, the company's secretary, stated the length, after the extension, to be
12229/42.
52 in. 71 ch. 92 links, which is equal to 52 /5 miles.
Enclosure, No. 5.
In the other documents supplied by the Post-office, the distance is set down as follows ;
viz.
In the two notices given by the Post-office to the railway company to esta- Miles.
•6663/41 .
blish the mails (before the extension) 50 J
In the printed time-bill of the mails
------50 J
12329/42.
In a letter, dated 28th January 1842 (written in answer to inquiries made by directions Enclosure, No. 6.
4444/43.
of the Treasury), the secretary to the company slates the length,
Miles.
Before the extension, at
51 ^
And after the extension, at -

HI. ch. I.
- 52 71 92

The Treasury having, by a Minute of 2ist January last, desired that the facts of this
96663/41.
and some similar cases might be submitted for their consideration, the railway company
made the last-quoted statement of the distances, and admitted the incorrectness of its
charges.
It also undertook (by crediting the Post-office account) to refund all which it had
unduly received ; such undue payment being, according to the company's mode of reckoning,
at the rate of 143 /. 14$. 5<f. per annum before the extension of the line, and at the rate of
13929/42.
Enclosure, No. 7.
9,3 /. iG*. 3«f. per annum subsequently.
4444/48.
But this is still obviously incorrect ; the company, even while professing to correct the
account, has charged 51 \ miles in place of 51 T^ miles, and 53 miles in place of 52 •$, miles ;
and thereby unduly enhanced its claim by 35 /. 18 s. yd. per annum m the first instance,
and by 19 /. 3$. ;]fl. per annum in the second instance: and these remaining undue
charges the Post-office Report leaves wholly unnoticed.
Respecting the other two lines of railway, viz. that from Leeds to Selby, and that from
York to Normanton, which both belong to the York and North Midland Company, it
must first be observed, that there are two distinct mails running between Leeds and Selby,
the distance charged and paid for being in each instance 25 miles; and this is in effect set
forth as the correct distance in the Post-office Report of 28th December 1841, which
16661/41:
enclosed copies of the notices served upon the railway company. On examining these
notices, however, and the other documents appended to the several Post-office Reports, we
find the distance stated as follows ; viz.
0.93.
L 2
In
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26662/41.
26662/41.
4444/42.
12229/42.
Enclosure, No. 2.
12229/42.
Enclosure, No. 3.
16916/42.

4444/42.
16916/42.

In the notices given by the Post-office to the railway company to establish
the first mail (by the direct route)
..----_
In the notice to establish the second mail (vi& Castleford)
a
By the chairman of the company, twice stated at 8
In the printed time-bills of the mails
-

mil. fur.
19 4
23
25

6
O

24 o

t5
at. ch. I.
23 4» 67

0!

•B
c

By the assistant engineer, as now measured Which is = 23 j miles, +

of a mile.

As the award was founded upon the notices given by the Post-office, which state the
distance for the more direct mail at igm. $f., and for the one via Castleford at 23 m. 6f-,
it is clear that a claim for 25 miles for each mail ought not to have been admitted until it
had been referred to the arbitrator for examination, as pointed out in the Treasury Minute
of aist January last. The Post-office Reports do not state that any such step has been
taken, or that any error has been noticed. On the contrary, that of 28th February
1842, in effect affirms the correctness of the charges; and that of August iSth, which
encloses the report of the distance as measured by the assistant engineer, does not even
recognise the fact that the distance paid for exceeds, as respects one mail, this measured
length by nearly a mile and a half, and as respects the other, the recorded estimate of the
Post-office by 5 J miles.
It may prove upon examination that in respect of each mail, the smaller amount, viz.
if| miles is the extent of the overcharge. Even then the money unduly received by the
company for these two mails amounts to 94 L gs. 6d. per annum.
But if the mileage of the first mail ought to be charged according to the distance spe
cified in the notice, viz. 19 J miles, which is probably the true length of the line along
which the mail was ordered to be carried, and upon this at all events the award was given,
then the overcharge upon that mail alone is 249 /. IQS. 8d. per annum; making a total of
overcharge upon the two mails of 276 /. 195. 6d. per annum.
The distance charged by the same company upon the line from York to Normanton,
and paid for by the Post-office, is 25 miles also.
In the documents appended to the Post-office Reports it is stated as follows ; viz.

26662/41.
12229/42.
Enclosure, No. 3.

In the notice from the Post-office to the railway company to establish the
mail
______-----_
By the chairman of the company (from York to the end of the company's
'line at Methley)
.-_....

Miles.
23 ^
23 £

Note. —The chairman adds a P. S., from which I infer that the mail is carried
above a mile upon another company's line ; but he does not state whether or not
the company which he represents is entitled to be paid for this additional dis
tance.
12229/42.
Enclosure, No. 3.

In the printed time bills
...
By the assistant engineer, as now measured -

23 J m.
- 24 m. 4f. l c. = 24 |J miles.

Note.—This last statement includes the additional l J mile upon another company's
line.

26662/41.

In the case of this line, as in that of the last, though the attention of the Post-office was
called by the Treasury Minute of 21 January 1842, to the discrepancy as it then appeared,
the subsequent Post-office Reports in no way notice the fact that the distance paid for
exceeds the measured length of the line ; exceeding indeed every one, even the longest, of
the various distances given in the documents appended to the Reports.
It gives no information as to who is entitled to charge for the carriage of the mail by
this company, apparently along i J mile of another company's line.
Should it prove that the company is entitled to charge the whole distance from York to
Normanton, then the rate of overcharge for this mail will be n /. 17 s. 3<f. per annum ; bat
if it prove that the company is not entitled to charge more than the length of its own
line, then the rate of overcharge will be 44 /. 2 s. l d. per annum ; which of course is in
addition to the overcharges made by the same company for the two mails carried between
Leeds and Selby, as already pointed out.
It will of course be necessary to direct the Post-office to adjust the accounts accuratefy
with both companies, since it appears that this has not yet been done with either ; and I
would suggest the importance of immediately investigating all similar accounts from
the commencement of railway conveyance, and of adopting in future some efficient check
upon their accuracy : also it appears to be necessary to point out the importance of even
minute correctness ; as errors, insignificant in appearance, have, when multiplied by the
number of transits in the year, no insignificant influence upon the annual charge.
As a means to the establishment of a check, I would recommend attention to the
suggestion contained in the Treasury Minute of 2 1st January 1842, to the effect that no
claim for a distance travelled, exceeding that stated in the notice, should be admitted
without first referring the question to the Post-office arbitrator.

It
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It may also be useful on this occasion to advert to the Treasury Minute of 24th May Excessive
1842; from which it will be seen that the length of a line of railway may at any time be r36"18 for
ascertained through the Ordnance surveyors, at a trifling expense.
Mans.
12 September 1842.
(signed)
Rowland Hill.
8981/42.
19126/42.
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 23 September 1842.
WRITE to the Post-office transmitting this memorandum; and state that, while my
Lords require explanations on the several points adverted to, and as to the measures taken
to recover any overpayments made by the public, my Lords deem it necessary that some
general rule should be adopted to ensure the correct measurement i0/ & lj,nf .of railroad,
before a contract be made for the conveyance of a mail upon it.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 22 October 1842.
IN conformity with Sir George Clerk's letter of the 23d ultimo, stating that your Lord
ships deem it necessary some general rule should be adopted to ensure the correct mea
surement of a line of railroad, before a contract is made for the conveyance of a mail upon
it; and as none of the railroads employed by the Post-office have been measured by this
department, I have the honour to request your authority for ascertaining the exact distance
of all the lines of railroad at present used by the Post-office.
I beg, however, to point out that the expense, according to Colonel Colby's estimate
of 4». per mile, will amount to 253/. 45., inasmuch as the computed length of all the lines
over which mails are carried is in the aggregate 1,266 miles ; and if your Lordships should
still be of opinion that the object is of sufficient importance to render it advisable to
incur the expense named, I request to be allowed to communicate with the Board of
Ordnance upon the subject, in order that the services of that department may be secured
for the attainment of the desired object, as recommended by your Lordships in the letter
which I received from the Board on the 2;th May last.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lawther.

21173/42.
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 4 November 1842.
WRITE the Postmaster-general that my Lords do not consider that it will be advisable
to incur the expense named in his Lordship's Report for this purpose. State at the same
time that my Lords are of opinion, that whenever it may be necessary to ensure a correct
measurement of a line of railroad before a contract is made for the conveyance of the mails,
the object may be attained at a much less expense than the estimate of Colonel Colby,
although perhaps not with the same minute accuracy.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 10 Dec. 1842.
IN reply to Sir Thomas Fremantle's letter of the 23d September last, enclosing a memo
randum from Mr. Rowland Hill, respecting the payments made by the Post-office for the
conveyance of the mails on the Birmingham and Gloucester, York and North Midland,
and Leeds and Selby railways ; I beg to state, thai in consequence of this communication,
I have caused particular inquiry to be made, with the view of ascertaining, as far as was
in my power, the actual distance of each of these lines of railway. I have been informed
by the secretaries to the respective companies, that the actual length of the Birmingham
and Gloucester Railway is 52 miles, 71 chains, 92 links, equal to 52 I miles, instead of 53
miles ; that the actual distance of the Leeds and Selby line is 23 miles, 41 chains, and 67
Jinks, instead of 24 miles; and the distance of the York and North Midland line 24 miles,
4 furlongs, i chain, instead of 25 miles.
Under these circumstances, I have given directions that the sums with which the Postoffice has been overcharged in each of these cases shall be recovered from the companies,
by deducting the same from the next accounts sent in.
1 beg to add, that every possible care will be taken for (he future to guard against the
recurrence of any similar inaccuracies ; but they were in the present instance unavoidable,
inasmuch as, with the exception of the distances furnished in a statement from the Stampoffice, and upon which the railways paid mileage duty, the Post-office was entirely de
pendent upon the officers of the different companies for the information required as to the
length of the lines, not having any legal power to take upon itself the actual measurement
of any line of railway ; but in future, when any doubt or dispute arises as to the exact
distance, I will endeavour to arrive at a correct conclusion, by having the line measured
0.93.
L 3
in
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'n tne or^'nary way tnat tne length of a mail-coach road is ascertained, viz. by means of
a Perambulator, provided no objection is offered by the railway company to such a proceeding on the part of the Post-office. This appears to me to be the only way in which,
the object can be accomplished, as your Lordships have not deemed it expedient to incur
the expense of obtaining the assistance of the Ordnance department.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowtker.
24866/42.

MINUTE dated 16 December 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, approving of the course pursued by his Lordship.

Appendix, No. 12.
Appendix, No. 12.

GREAT NORTH OF ENGLAND RAILWAY.

14207.

7<J. per mile.

(1775/42.)
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 22 January 1842.
HATING proceeded to arbitration to determine the price to be paid by the Post-office
for the conveyance of the mails on the Great North of England Railway, in accordance
with the regulations of the Act of Parliament, I have now the honour to submit copy of
the award given by Lieutenant Harness and Mr. Robert Stephenson, the former having
been appointed the arbitrator on the part of the Post-office, and the latter the arbitrator
on the part of the company, by which it is decided that the Post-office is to pay 7 d.
per single mile per day, and consequently, as the distance travelled over in one day
is 44 miles, six furlongs, this charge is at the rate of 2iZ. 55. lorf. per double mile per
annum, or 952 /. 16*. o J d. per annum for the entire distance; and in obedience to your
Lordships' directions, I enclose for your information copies of the notices which have been
served upon the company.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther,
London, n December 1841.
HATING been appointed arbitrators by Her Majesty's Postmaster-general and the Great
North of England Railway Company, to consider the price to be paid for the conveyance
of the mails between York and Darlington, we have given our best attention to the subject,
and decide that the Postmaster-general shall pay for the mails at present conveyed by the
above company the sum of 7 d. per mile.
(signed)
H. D. Harness,
Lieutenant, Royal Engineers.
Robert Stephenson.
TO the CHEAT NORTH OF ENGLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled " An Act
to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned, Thomas VViJliam Earl of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do, by this writing under my hand,
require and direct that the mails and post letter-bags shall, from and after the 6ih day of
April next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on your railway, either by the ordinary
(rains of carriages or by special trains, as need may be, from York to Darlington, and from
Darlington to York respectively, once each way in each day of every week, at such times
and hours in the day and night, and subject to such regulations and restrictions as to
speed of travelling, places, times, and duration of stoppages and times of arrival, as are
mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed ; together with the guards
appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof, and other officers
of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned ; and I also require you, from and after the said
6th day of April next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as the Postmastergeneral shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class carriage in the train which
will leave the York station at 7(1. 20111. a.m. for Darlington, and also in the train which
will leave ihe Darlington station at 3h. 34m. p.m. for York, for depositing therein the
mails and post letter-bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof and other offi
cers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned; which carriages you are to provide with
proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall require.
And I require and direct you to receive, take up, carry, and convey in such carriages
respectively all such mails and post leiter-bags as shall for that purpose be tendered to you,
or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of the Post-office, and the guards

in
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in charge
thereof,require,
and also
other officers
of such
the Post-office
the letter-bags,
Postmaster-general
shall
reasonably
andany
to deliver
and leave
mails or post
guards,
and officers at such places on the line of your railway as the Postmaster-general shall in
that behalf from time to time reasonably order and direct ; and I further require you, from
and after the said 6th day of April next, at your own costs, to provide and furnish sufficient
carriages and engines on your railway for the conveyance of the mails and post letter bags,
in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general. And I give
you further notice, that in respect of the services aforesaid, I shall require you to give
security, by bond, to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, conditioned to be void as in
the said Act mentioned and provided.

(signed)

Liclifield.

General Post-office, 18 February 1841.

YORK AND DARLINGTON RAILWAY TIME-BILL.

Distance.

Time
Allowed.
H. M.

H.

F.

13 6

« 6
7 6
14 4
44 6

14
7
8
13

4
6
6
6

44 6

H.

M.

o 38
o 24
O

22

o 40
2

To be despatched from the Railway Station, York, at
To arrive at Raskelf at
.....
To arrive at Thirsk at ----To arrive at Northallerton at
-

To arrive at the Railway Station, Darlington, at

-

7 20 a.m.

7 58 8 22

-

844

-

9 *4 -

4

RETURN.

o 41
0

21

o 23
o 38
2

To be despatched from the Railway Station, Dar
lington, at
.-._-..
To arrive at Northallerton at
....
To arrive at Thirsk at To arrive at Raskelf at
.....
To arrive at the Railway Station, York, at -

3
4
4
4
6

34
15
36
59
37

P-m~

3

(signed)

Lichfield.

(No. 1775.)
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 11 February 1842, on Report of Postmaster-general of
22d January 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, and with reference to the present Report, request
he will cause my Lords to be supplied with information on the following points, viz. :
1st. The average weight of mail, including bags, conveyed in each direction by the
Great North of England Railway.
2d. The amount of space in the railway carriage given up to the exclusive use of the
Post-office.
3d. Whether any of the bags are placed on the top of the carriage.
4th. The number of guards or other officers of the Post-office who accompany the mail,
and their duties ; also whether they ride inside or outside the carriage.

(4717/42.)

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 5 March 1 842.
WITH reference to Sir Geo. Clerk's letter of the igth ultimo, I have now the honour
to transmit copy of a report from the Superintendent of Mail-coaches which will afford
your Lordships the information required in regard to the conveyance of the mails on the
Great North of England Railway.
I have, See.
(signed)
Lowther.
0.93.
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Sir,

General Post-office, 22 February 1842.

Excessive PayIN accordance with the directions contained in the enclosed letter from the Treasury,
men.ts lor Kailway I beg leave to state, that on the i8th and igth instant I had the bags conveyed by the
s'
Great North of England Railway weighed, both at York and Darlington, and I now beg

to forward the result :
Cwts. qrs. Ibs.

On the
—
—
—

1 8th,
igth
i8th,
igth

from York
- ditto from Darlington
- ditto -

6

«4
2

2
9
4 O
2O
3
Two compartments of a second-class carriage are appropriated for the conveyance of
the mail-bags and guard, one being insufficient: the length of the space occupied is
.10 feet, the width 6 feet i inch, and the height 5 feet 8 inches. No mail-bags are placed
on the roof of the carriage.
One guard accompanies each train ; his duty is to take charge of the bags, and to receive
and deliver them at the stations on the line.
I am, &,c.
. Lieutenant-Colonel Maberly,
(signed)
Geo. Stow.
8tc. 8cc. &c.

MEMORANDUM on 4717/42.

10337/48.

12163/49.

THE charge for railway conveyance necessarily depends very much on the space given
up to the exclusive use of the Post-office. In some instances, the award shows that the
charge is in direct proportion to such space, (vide No. 5647/42.) It is therefore obviously
of great importance to reduce the space as much as possible.
In the present instance, two compartments of a second-class carriage, equal to the space
required for 16 passengers, are appropriated for the reception of the mails. These com
partments open at the side, as in an ordinary carriage, and the guard rides inside. This
appears from other reports to be the ordinary arrangement.
It is stated that one compartment is insufficient, which, under the existing arrangement,
I presume is correct; but I find that if the space were filled, which I imagine it might be
if the guard rode outside, and the access were from the top, as in an ordinary mail-cart,
one compartment would, at the low estimate of 7J Ibs. per cubic foot, (the data for which
were supplied from the Post-office,) receive upwards of n cwt. of mail ; whereas the
maximum weight carried appears, from the Postmaster-general's report, to be only g £ cwt.,
the'average being about 6 cwt.
I have reason to believe that there is great room for economy in a general application
of these views. Since the Post-office has been required, when reporting any award, to
return the weight carried and the space occupied, I have observed that the latter is fre
quently excessive. As examples, I would mention the mails on the Crewe and Chester,
and the York and North Midland lines. As regards the latter, it will be found that for
the day-mails two compartments of a second-class carriage are set apart, although the
maximum weight conveyed is only 2 qrs. and 24 Ibs. Thus, for the conveyance of a
weight not exceeding that of a passenger's luggage) and only one-ihird of that of the mail
on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, which is carried in an imperial, no less than 16 passen
gers are displaced, at a cost to the revenue of is. $d. per double mile, instead, probably,
of about 2 d.
I recommend, therefore, that the attention of the Post-office be called to these facts, and
that they be directed to report as to the practicability of the economical improvements
now suggested ; and, looking to the importance of the subject, I beg to suggest the expe
diency of requiring the Post-office at the same tiwe to make a return of the maximum
and ordinary weight, and the space set apart for the exclusive use of the Post-office, as
regards every railway mail in the United Kingdom, together with an exact statement of
the weight of mail which a compartment of an ordinary second-class railway carriage and
an imperial will respectively carry when filled.
I beg to add, that the preceding Report has been delayed in the expectation that my
intended journey to Newcastle would have enabled me to inspect the arrangements for thJe
conveyance of the mails on the Great North of England Railway.
2 August 1842.

(signed)

Rowland Hill.
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(3497/42.)
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 16 February 1842.
HAVING proceeded to an arbitration to determine the prices to be paid by the Postoffice to the Grand Junction Railway Company for the conveyance of the mails over the
Crewe and Chester line, I have now the honour to enclose for your information, copy of
the award given by Mr. Wilson Patten, the umpire chosen by Lieutenant Harness and Mr.
Locke, the arbitrators appointed respectively by the Post-office and the Railway Company.
Under this award, the Post-office is required to pay the sum of 7 1. 45. for the daily
services performed on this line, according to a notice and time-bill served upon the com
pany, dated the 14th July 1841, copy of which is enclosed; and at the same time, I beg
to transmit copies of the correspondence which has passed on the subject between the
arbitrators and the umpire, that your Lordships may know the peculiar circumstances of
the case under which the decision has been given.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

TO the Grand Junction Railway Company.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the 1st and sd years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An Act to provide
for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned Thomas William Earl
of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under my hand require
and direct that the mails and post letter bags shall from and after the 13th day of August
next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on your railway between Crewe and Chester,
either by the ordinary trains of carriages or by special trains, as need may be, from Crewe
to Chester, and from Chester to Crewe respectively, once each way in each day of every
week, at such times and hours in the day and night, and subject to such regulations and
restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times and duration of stoppages and times of
arrival as are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed, together with the
guards appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof, and other
officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned; and I also require yo^i, from and after
the said 13th day of August next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as
the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class carriage in the
train which will daily leave the Crewe station, at 4 h. i6m. a.m., for Chester, and also in
the train which will daily leave the Chester station at 8h. i m. p.m., for Crewe, for
depositing therein the mails and post letter bags, and for conveying the guards in charge
thereof and other officers of the Post-office as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you
are to provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmastergeneral shall require); and I require and direct you to receive, take up, carry and convey in
such carriages respectively all such mails and post letter bags as shall for that purpose be
tendered to you or any of your officers, servants or agents, by any officer of the Post-office,
and the guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the Post
master-general shall reasonably require, and to deliver and leave such mails or post letter
bags, guards and officers at such places on the line of your railway, as the Postmastergeneral shall in that behalf, from time to time, reasonably order and direct; and I further
require you, from and after the said i^th day of August next, at your own costs, to provide
and furnish sufficient carriages and engines on your railway for the conveyance of the
mails and post letter bags in manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Post
master-general ; and I give you further notice, that in respect of the services aforesaid, I
shall require you to give security by bond to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, condi
tioned to be void as in the said Act mentioned and provided. And I give you notice,
that so much of the services required of you by a certain notice under my hand bearing
date the gth day of June last, as relates to the daily conveyance of the mails and post
letter bags, guards and officers, from Crewe to Chester, by the train which will leave the
Crewe station at 4]!. i6m. a.m., for Chester, and from Chester to Crewe by the train
which will leave the Chester station at 8h. im. p.m., for Crewe, shall cease and determine
on and from the said igth day of August next, and that from thenceforth the services
required by this notice shall be substituted for such as are so to cease and determine.
General Post-office, 14 July 1841.
Csigned)
Licltfield,
o-83.
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NIGHT MAIL.
Crewe and Chester Railway Time Bill.

M.

F.

H.

M.

To be despatched from the Railway Station,
Crewe, at -

21

O

0

48

To arrive at the Railway Station, Ches
ter, at
.
_

5 4 A.M.

Return.—To be despatched from the Rail
way Station, Chester, at

8

i p.Jfc,

9

i P.M.

» •

21

0

1

0

. H. M.
4 l6 A.M.

To arrive at the Railway Station, Crewe, at
(signed)

Lichfield.

LETTER from Commander Bevis to Lieutenant Harness.
Sir,
Redwing, Liverpool, 29 October 1841.
HAVING been directed by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to furnish you with
certain returns relative to the passengers, &c. by the mail packets from hence to Kings
town, I beg herewith to enclose the same, and to observe, that although the 250 estimated
to be left behind the first month after the new arrangements of sending the mails down to
the Cheshire shore may appear large, yet I have reason to believe it is not far from the
truth, as on one occasion there were 25 of that number. With regard to the comparative
statements showing the loss in the amount of receipts, there can be no doubt, as it is taken
from daily returns by the packets.
I am, Sac.
(signed)

Thomas Bevis, Commander.

A RETURN of the NUMBER of Cabin Passengers, Children, Servants, Soldiers, Carriages,
Horses, and Dogs, conveyed from Liverpool to Kingstown by Her Majesty's Mail Steam
Packets, between the 15th June and i8th September 1840, both days inclusive ; and of
the Receipts therefrom.
Cabin
Passengers.

Children.

Servants.

Soldiers.

1,726

69

182

18

Carriages. Horses. Dogs. Receipts
therefrom.

39

12

20

£. s. d.
1,954 10 -

A RETURN of the NUMBER of Cabin Passengers, Children, Servants, Soldiers, Carriages,
Horses, and Dogs, conveyed from Liverpool to Kingstown by Her Majesty's Mail Steam
Packets, between the 15th June and i8th September 1841, both days inclusive ; and of
the Receipts therefrom.
Cabin
Passengers.

1,155 .

Children.

Servants-

Soldiers.

48

165

12

Receipts
Carriages. Horses. Dogs. therefrom.

21

10

9

£. s, d.
1,321 12 6

A RETURN
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A RETURN of the NUMBER of PERSONS who have complained of being left behind since Excessive Paythe 15th June 1841, distinguishing the Number on each Day, so far as it can be obtained ™e°te for Railway
Mans.
or estimated.

Number
of
•

15
16
17
18
19
20

to~l 250
-J
2
2
1
-

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

.

August i

-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
_

Persons.

Persons.

DATE.

DATE.

From June
July
—
—
—
—

of
Number

Number
of
Persons.

—

2

-

—•
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

~
-

—

10

-

-

4
—
—
i
5 .
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
6
5
i
3

—

11

-

—
—
—
—
—

12
13
14
15
ID

-

2
1

—

J7 -

2
1
"

— 18 — 19 -

6
—
i

DATE.

August 20 —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

-

September i

-

—

2

-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

-

—

10

-

—

11

-

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

TOTAL

September
—
—
—
—
—
—
October

2
~
—
—
—
—
_
—
-

4

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
i

-

2

-

—^—

O

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

4
5
6
7
8
9

"
-

2

—

10

-

3
—
3
—
—
-

—

11

-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

12
13
14
15
16
17
l8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

*
-

2
—
—

-7
7
4
i
2

-

2
1
2
—

3
2
—
_
—
—
—

9
2
1
1
_
—

7
9
11
i
—
-

389-

The numbers left behind the first month is estimated at 250 ; but from the unceasing
complaints that took place, a daily account has been kept since ; the number being ascer
tained by those who came down on the pier, or called at the office after the packet had sailed.

A STATEMENT of the Number received on board from Open Boats during the same period,
as far as it can be obtained or estimated.
GOING off in open boats has been almost a daily occurrence, but the number cannot be
ascertained ; in some cases, where the departure of the packet had been a few minutes before
her time, the wheels have been stopped and the passengers taken on board. In other cases
where she has been late in starting, the mails could not be detained, and the passengers
have been compelled to return on shore at a most extravagant expense for boat-hire, and
obliged to remain at Liverpool all the day, thereby transferring the revenue from the Govern
ment to private individuals.
(signed)
Thomas Bevis.
0-93.
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LETTER from Lieutenant Harness to Mr. W. Patten.
Excessive Pay
ments for Railway
Mails.

Sir,
Chatham, 6 November 1841.
THE subject referred to arbitration by Her Majesty's Postmaster-general and the Grand
Junction Railway Company, in which, at the request of Mr. Locke and myself, you con
sented to act as umpire, relates to the price to be paid for the trains conveying the mails
between Crewe and Chester. I have been unable to agree with Mr. Locke respecting the
award that should be made for this service, supposing it to be properly performed ; and
there are also circumstances connected with the performance which have induced me to de
cline making more than a merely nominal award, and it is necessarily therefore submitted
to your judgment.
I will first call your attention to an estimate of the price which should be paid for this
service, if the performance were unexceptionable, and afterwards to the circumstances which
influence me in requesting you to award a very trifling payment.
By the Postmaster-general's notice, dated 5th May 1841, mails are required to be con
veyed at the following times :— .
H. M.

II. M.

4 l6 A.M.
To arrive at Chester - To leave Crewe
5 l6 P.M.
Ditto - - - Ditto - To arrive at Crewe
8
1 P.M.
To leave Chester
3
O A.M.
Ditto - - Ditto - By notice dated 2oth May 1841, the time for the last of these trains is
as follows :—

5 16 A.M.
6 16 P.M.

9
4

1 P.M.
O A.M.

altered, and made

H. M.

H. M.

To leave Chester - - 415 A.M. | To arrive at Crewe - - 515 P.M.
A third notice, dated gth June 1841, combines the two, and is directed to the Grand
Junction Railway Company instead of the Crewe and Chester; and a fourth, dated 14th
July 1841, reduces the time allowed to the first of the above trains to 48 minutes, making
it due at Chester at §\\. 4m., a.m.
The accommodation provided has been two compartments of a second-class carriage.
The distance is 21 miles, and the gradients are very easy.
Between the iGth June and the iSth September, the receipts from general traffic between
Crewe and Chester, as certified by the audit clerk of the Grand Junction Railway Com
pany, amounted to 3,280 L; of this sum 900 1. (taking the mean of two returns similarly
certified) was obtained from the mail trains, leaving the receipts by the ordinary trains of
the company about 2,3807.; and as there are the same number of mails as of ordinary
trains, the average receipt of each mail train is about three-eighths the average receipt of
each ordinary train.
Three-eighths then of the expense of locomotive power may fairly be considered to be
defrayed from the receipts.
The total cost of locomotive power to the Grand Junction Company for the half year
ending June 1841, was 28,9427. ; and the miles run by their engines, exclusive of those run
in obtaining coke, 386,895. The expense then of working an engine is is. 6d. per mile;
and as the mail trains on the Crewe and Chester line could never require more than one
engine, i s. 6 d. may be considered the expense of locomotive power.
The Grand Junction stock comprises 70 engines; the work therefore has averaged 5,527
miles per engine for the half year ; and assuming the value of an engine and tender at
i,6oo/., of which the interest at five per cent, per annum would be, for six months, 40^., the
addition to the expense of locomotive power, to return five per cent, on engine stock, must
be i|d., or say id. per mile.
A payment of 20 d. per mile, for power, may therefore be considered remuneration to the
Orand Junction Company; and in evidence of the fairness of this price, I may remark that
the North Union Railway Company have offered to provide locomotive power on the Lan
caster and Preston line, at the rate of zid. per mile, and the latter company have refused
this price as too high.
I estimate it then at 2od. per mile, and consider three-eighths
tns
to be defrayed from the receipts, leaving five-eighths to be
paid by the Post-office, or is. -^rf. per mile, amounting on 84
miles, the distance run per day, to
ifii
Providing a second-class carriage for the mails, at the rate agreed
/Cvl1
to by the different Companies, or 84 miles at J d. per mile
Toll, at $d. per ton per mile, or for two compartments of a
second-class carriage, weighing, probably, with the mail bags,
?%
about two and a half tons gross, 2 d. per mile
£.

£.
4

i. A

7 6

- 3 6
- •4 5 5 - per day.

The two first items are supposed to pay the company as carriers, and to allow five per
cent, on their carrying stock ; the third, or toll, is a contribution towards interest on capital
in
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in the road, maintenance, 8tc. ; in short, towards all the expenses which would be defrayed
from the tolls, if the carriers were unconnected with the proprietors of the road; and the
above toll is sufficient to return, with a full traffic at the same rate, 10 per cent, on the
capital in shares.
It will most probably however be said that I have adopted a rate of toll far too low ; the
following are the arguments employed in support of it in former arbitrations :—
"The Report of the Committee in 1839 recommended that the Post-office should be al
lowed to run its own trains free from toll, even when carrying a limited number of passen
gers. In the first arbitration, all return on the capital invested in the road was conceded,
and when in discussing the Bill providing for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways, an
amendment was proposed by Sir James Graham, rendering it imperative on the arbitrators
to consider the capital in the road in computing the price, he was met by a statement on
the part of the Government, that in the event of his persisting in this amendment, they
would move one embodying the contrary principle. It is thus left to the arbitrators to de
termine whether the Post-office shall pay any toll.
"After considering the subject carefully, it is my opinion that the Post-office should pay
such a toll as would, with a full traffic at the same rate, pay 10 per cent, on the capital in
shares. To award a higher toll than this would be unjust to the public, who ought not to
lose the privileges granted to the mails on common roads, so far as they can be continued
without real loss to the railway companies ; and these companies, on the other hand, ought
not to consider a price too low for the mail service, which, with full work at the same rates,
would return a very high profit. The ordinary mode of judging whether a price is remune
rative is to ascertain the return it would make with a full business ; and it is the effect of
competition to reduce prices to such rates as require a full business to make them remune
rative."
In estimating the amount of the toll, I have assumed as a full traffic one passenger train
every half hour from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., and five luggage trains daily from each end.
Mr. Glynn, in his evidence before the Select Committee on Railroads, page 17 of their First
Report, takes a similar view of the capability of a line ; the daily transit therefore of 3,600
tons, gross, including the weight of the carnages, or allowing for diminished traffic on Sun
days, and during the winter months, 1,000,000 tons per annum, may be considered a full
traffic for two lines of rails.
This traffic, at | d. per ton per mile, the rate adopted in the preceding statement, would
yield a revenue'of 65,625 /. per annum, which, after deducting i,6oo/. (an extravagant allow
ance) for maintenance, rates, taxes, superintendence, police, management, &c., leaves loper
cent, on the whole cost of the Crewe and Chester line.
In addition to the ,•",/. 5$. per day, Mr. Locke has urged on my consideration several other
expenses :—
1. He considers an average deduced from the whole working of the engines on the Grand
Junction line unfair as regards the short line between Crewe and Chester, and has pointed
out, that in enginemen's wages there must be an extra engineman and fireman to work the
mail train, owing to the inconvenience of the hours. I admit it, and add 12s. per day on
that account, as solely chargeable to the Post-office.
2. He urges the following items in an account of the Crewe and Chester current expenses,
Irepared and certified by the treasurer of the Grand Junction line ; and one-half of these
am also willing to admit:—

F

-

Two Guards per annum
------One Night-pointman, and one lighter of engine fires
One Night porter
-------Additional Porters, Watchman at tunnel, Guards' clothing, See.

-

£.

£.
s.
iog 4
54 12
36 18
275 —

if.
—
—

475 J4 -

per annum, or l Z. 6s. l d. per day.
3. He desires to introduce into the estimate an allowance for depreciation of stock ; but
when a company has not allowed for depreciation in their half-yearly statements, there can
be no claim for such allowance in estimates like the present. Moreover, the last report of
the Grand Junction Company, on which the estimate is founded, states their locomotive
stock to have increased in value since the preceding half year to the amount of nearly 4,000 /.,
from general improvement in its condition. A rigid calculation, therefore, would diminish
the expense of locomotive power, by deducting 4,000 1. from the charge under that head for
the half year, and the result would be lower than the price adopted by me by nearly 2 Jtf.
per mile.
I have now alluded to every item of expens brought to my notice on behalf of the com
pany, and the estimate stands thus :—

£. s. d.
55- per day.

Locomotive Power, Carriage and Toll
Extra Engine and Fire-man' Extra Attendance, 8cc. on the line at half the amount stated
£.

0.93.

- 12

-

- »3

-

6 10 -

per day.

If
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If there were no objection to the mode of performing the service, I consider that 6/. los.
per day would be a proper remuneration for it.
I will now direct your attention to the circumstances which induce me to decline making
Excessive Pay
ments for Railway any remunerative award.
Mails.
In 1837 a company procured an Act empowering them to raise a sum of 333,333 /.
(250,000 /. by shares of 50 /. each, the remainder by loans), for the purpose of constructing
a railway between Chester and Crewe ; the Parliamentary Committee, after due inquiry,
considered the traffic sufficient to justify this expenditure, and that the country required it.
In 1839, the line being nearly completed, the Grand Junction Company thought it neces
sary to prevent the competition likely to arise on the completion of a railway through
Chester to Birkenhead, which, being about eight miles shorter in distance to the banks of
the Mersey than their own, would afford to all persons connected with the shipping at
Liverpool as good, if not a better, communication with Birmingham and London, than the
northern part of the Grand Junction line. They therefore offered to purchase the line from
Chester to Crewe, and, finally, the two companies were incorporated on the following
terras :• -The Grand Junction Company was empowered to raise 5,000 new shares of 25 /.
each, one of such shares to be appropriated to each holder of Crewe and Chester shares,
for each share held, on which the full sum of 50^. had been paid up; and each proprietor
of these new shares to receive in equal and proportionate parts with the proprietors of the
shares of lool. and of so/, each already created in the Grand Junction Company (accord
ing to the number held, and sums from time to time paid up). The Grand Junction Com
pany became responsible for all just debts of the Chester and Crewe Company, and bound
themselves to complete the work.
The Grand Junction Company's shares being worth in the market 100 per cent, premium
at the time of this transaction, they virtually bought up the shares of the Crewe and
Chester line at par ; and this is a tolerable proof that public confidence in the latter line
had not abated.
In the hands of the Grand Junction Company, however, it is a railway without traffic.
It is not the interest of this company that the traffic should be developed, and the Post
master-general's order to transmit the Irish mails by Birkenhead having interfered with
this policy, they have, as far as possible, without infringing the letter of the law, retarded
the progress of the mails; put the passengers to inconvenience; charged them unjust
fares ; and, certainly from defective notice, but partly also probably by the effect of the
above causes, occasioned a diminution in the receipts of the Government mail boat, and
consequently in the national revenue.
On first receiving the order to carry the mails, they refused to let either engine or car
riages go to Birkenhead. I do not attach much importance to stopping the former, and
think them justified in their refusal ; but rendering a change of carriages for the mails,
passengers, and luggage, necessary at Chester, was most objectionable and unreasonable.
By the delay which this occasioned, and perhaps by increasing a little the speed of the
Liverpool train, they were enabled to get the passengers for Ireland to the Liverpool wharf
in time for many to pass by open boats to the steam-boat, while getting under weigh ; but
the detention occasioned by picking up passengers caused an order to be given that the
mail boats should not cross over to Liverpool to take in passengers after leaving their
moorings.
The Grand Junction Company next ordered that their engines and carriages should not
run into the station of the Birkenhead Company at Chester, but stop in their own yard.
There is some little distance between their stations, and the removal of the passengers and
mail bags is rendered a more serious impediment than before.
Lastly, with respect to fares : although the first-class fare from Birmingham to Chester
is printed in their bills at i8s., they charge 22s. to each passenger to Chester by these
trains, being only i s. less than the fare from Birmingham to Liverpool by the same trains ;
and as i s. of the latter is toll to the Liverpool and Manchester Company, the receipt of the
Grand Junction is the same in both cases, while the passenger to whom this fare is charged,
for a distance of" 23 miles less, is put to much inconvenience; they have made no arrange
ment for booking him in London for Chester ; he must change his carriage at Birmingham
and book again ; at Crewe he may possibly have to change his carriage, this having
occurred several times, to the inconvenience of the passengers and detention of the mails;
at Chester he has to secure a ticket, and to remove with his baggage from the station of
one company to that of another.
It appears to me that some quibbling is necessary to make the fare demanded legal.
The Chester and Crewe Act restricts the maximum fare of a first-class passenger to 3 1 d.
per mile, about 6s. 5^. for that part of the journey ; and as I read the Act for the Grand
Junction line, the fare is restricted to a charge of 3 d. per mile for passengers by the six
inside first-class carriages, and 3 J rf. per mile for the four inside, or mail carriages; the
return given at page 354 of the Appendix to the Fifth Report of the Select Committee on
Railways, also states these fares to be the maximum " chargeable under the company's
Act, 3 Gul. 4, c. 36 (including the use of carriages and locomotive power);" but it is now
asserted that the company's fares are not limited, and also that although they only charge
144. to a passenger leaving Birmingham for Crewe, they can charge 155. 6 of. to another,
leaving at the same time for the same part of the line, but who is going on to Chester.
There is an extraordinary contrast between the arrogant feeling which leads this wealthy
company to oppose itself to the views and wishes of the Government, and the meaner one
that prompts it to quibble on the words of an Act of Parliament, and exact an unjust fare
for an ill-executed service from the passenger placed at its mercy.
Mr.
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Mr. Locke denies my right to consider these circumstances ; he wishes to confine the
arbitration to the question of price for the services ordered ; he considers the town of
Liverpool hardly used by the removal of the packets to the opposite short-, and that the
Grand Junction Company is perfectly justified in endeavouring, as the champion of the
town, to thwart the views of Government, and in employing every means to preserve the
traffic drawn off by the present arrangement at Crewe.
The Act of Parliament does not define what circumstances are, or what are not, to be
considered by the arbitrators ; and even if it did, I would contend that the principal advan
tage of arbitration is, that they are not fettered by the wording of an Act of Parliament, but
that their decisions are to be equitable. I cannot acknowledge the right of the Grand
Junction Company to monopolize the communication between Birmingham and the Mersey,
but consider that after the Legislature has granted an Act, empowering a company to take
property from individuals for the purpose of making a railway, with a view to public benefit,
they are bound, if they purchase it, to work it fairly; that whatever facilities are afforded to
the mail passengers for Liverpool and Manchester should be secured to those for Ireland ;
they should be booked in London, duly warned by proper notices in the booking offices of
the necessity of going by Chester, and provided with a carriage to go without change to
Birkenhead; if the line were independently worked this would be the case, and if under the
present management the intentions of the Government are frustrated, or the revenue
injured by the conduct of those who are working it, it is my duty to expose such conduct
to the umpire, when the question of remuneration for the mail service is considered.
With respect to the town of Liverpool, it is a place of far too much importance for its
just petitions to be read unheeded in the House of Commons; and if the Postmaster-general
has without sufficient motive made the change in question, he is responsible for it to Par
liament. A railway company ought not to be permitted to render his arrangements abortive,
and at the same time be paid for complying with his instructions.
The complaints brought forward in the latter part of this statement have been made the
subjects of correspondence by the Admiralty and the Post-office with the Lords of the
Treasury, and by their direction they were referred to me, as proper subjects to be con
sidered when the amount of remuneration had to be determined.
I enclose for your information a return of the receipts by the mail boat since the change
in the route of the Irish mails, and also of the receipts during the corresponding period of
last year, together with a statement of the number of persons left behind in consequence of
the conduct of the railway company. From these documents I am led to believe that the
loss to the revenue exceeds 2,000 /. per annum ; and considering this loss, and also the
receipts by the mail trains, on which the price to be paid for them depends, is also affected,
think it would be just to reduce the award to about i /. per diein.
But besides the question of revenue, there is another of far more importance ; the
arrangements of the company prevent the people of Ireland from receiving those advan
tages which the Postmaster-general intended ; this injury cannot be valued ; and I trust,
therefore, if you approve of the views taken by me of this question, you will make a merely
nominal award of two or three shillings per diem.
I have, 8tc.
(signed)
H. D. Harness,
Lieutenant Royal Engineers.

CORRESPONDENCE between Mr. Locke and Lieutenant Harness, and between them
and Mr. Patten.
My dear Sir,
Manchester, 12 November 1841.
IN your statement to Mr. Patten, you say, "That I consider the Grand Junction Com
pany is perfectly justified in endeavouring, as the champion of the town (Liverpool), to
thwart the views of the Government, and in employing every means to preserve the traffic
drawn off by the present arrangement at Crewe."
Permit me to say, that you do not correctly represent my opinion on this subject. I have
never considered the company to be justified in thwarting the Government, or in perform
ing imperfectly those services which the Post-office Act authorises the Postmaster-general
to require; and since I know that those services have been well performed (and you have
offered no proof to the contrary), I feel that my individual opinion (whatever it may be)
of the other differences between the company and the Postmaster-general may in the pre
sent discussion he very properly excluded.
* You know that I consider some of the orders from the Post-office to be illegal, and if the
company, acting under that belief, felt that by the operations of those orders their interests
were likely to be prejudicially affected, they were not only justified, but, in my opinion,
they were bound, as trustees of the property they manage, to protect themselves by every
legitimate means.
It is only when the Government seeks its own interest at the expense of the company
in an illegal manner, that I consider resistance justifiable ; and not when it is merely exer
cising the powers of an Act of Parliament, which alone gives it any right to interfere.
The strong terms in which you have spoken of the conduct, of the Grand Junction Com
pany, render it imperative on me to request that the umpire (if he desires it) may be
furnished with copies of the correspondence which has already taken place between the
0.93.
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Lieutenant Harness,
Royal Engineers, Chatham.

I am, &c.
(signed)
Joseph Locke.

My dear Sir,
Chatham, 15 November 1841.
IF any part of my statement to Mr. Patten misrepresents your sentiments, I regret it
exceedingly ; but I should certainly draw the same inference from your letter, with respect
to your opinion of what is and what is not justifiable on the part of the Grand Junction
Company, that I have done from our discussions.
The opinions you expressed to me respecting the course pursued by the company, might
be considered the same you were likely to hold before the umpire, and I had clearly, there
fore, a fair right to allude to them in addressing him.
Believe me, &c.
J. Locke, Esq. &c. &c.
(signed)
H. D. Harness.
In consequence of your letter, I have thought it necessary to write to Mr. Patten, and
enclose herewith a copy of my letter.

Dear Sir,
Chatham, 15 November 1841.
IN a letter which Mr. Locke has addressed to me, dated 12th instant, and of which you
have received a copy, there is a remark that the mail service on the Crewe and Chester line
has been well performed, and that I have offered no proof to the contrary.
I do not fully understand the import of this remark, whether intended to apply to what
the Grand Junction Company appear to consider all that is necessary to do on receiving an
order to convey the mails, or generally as to the assertions I have made respecting their
conduct ; and I think it right, therefore, to say, that I am ready to prove any assertion made
in my statement, and shall be happy to do so, either in Mr. Locke's presence, or in any
way you think proper. I hope to be at Preston on Wednesday morning, and shall be glad
to receive there your further instructions on this point. A letter addressed to me at the
Post-office, Preston, will reach me.
Believe me, &c.
J. Wilson Patten, Esq. M.P.
(signed)
H. D. Harness.
&c. &c. &c.

Dear Sir,
London, 19 November 1841.
THE enclosed letter I have felt it necessary to send to Mr. Patten, together with the
correspondence between the company and the Post-office on the subject referred to in your
statement. There is not time to-day to send you copies of this correspondence, but to
morrow it shall be done.
I am, &c.
Lieutenant Harness,
(signed)
Joseph Locke.
Royal Engineers, Chatham.

Dear Sir,
London, 19 November 1841.
FROM the remarks contained in Lieutenant Harness's letter to you of the 15th instaut,
that as regards the conduct of " the directors of the Grand Junction Railway Company,
he is ready to prove every assertion made in his statement," it becomes my duty to request
that the opportunity to make the proof he solicits may be afforded to that gentleman.
1 have in my former communications endeavoured to exclude from our consideration all
matters that did not strictly come within the limits of our inquiry ; and it was with great
regret that I saw in the statement of Lieutenant Harness much personal remark, many
strong and uncourteous expressions, and several statements made, which I believe to be
entirely without foundation.
I did not wish, however, to find any provocation in those remarks, and even in my letter
to Lieutenant Harness of the loth (a copy of which I forwarded to you), I was unwilling
to force upon your consideration a disagreeable inquiry, which was foreign to the object for
which you kindly consented to act as umpire, and I therefore, in offering to furnish you
with the correspondence between the Post-office and the company, wished you to exercise
a discretion whether such an inquiry was or was not at all necessary. The reply of Lieu
tenant Harness to that letter leaves me now no alternative but that of calling your attention
to the charges made by that gentleman against the directors, and requesting you to be
good enough to state, in your award, whether the services demanded by the Postmastergeneral,
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the company ; and whether the charges of which the directors complain, have either any
foundation in fact, or have any connexion whatever with the subject of this inquiry.
Excessive PayAlthough I continue to entertain the same strong opinion against the impropriety, and ments for Railway
the right to bring before you, as umpire, such statements as those which are now complained Mails.
of, I feel, nevertheless, that since it is not improbable some use may hereafter be made of
—
the document which contains them, the company's interests might be seriously injured if
those statements were suffered to remain uncontradicted.
I have not allowed my office as arbitrator to prevent me from communicating with the
directors on a point which affects themselves as managers of a great public work ; and
I have received from them express instructions to deny most unequivocally the charges
which have been brought against them.
They protest, too, in the strongest manner against the right of Lieutenant Harness to
inquire into or animadvert on the internal conduct of this or any other company, in their
capacity as carriers, unconnected with the transmission of the mails.
They have forwarded to me the enclosed correspondence between themselves and the
Postmaster-general, and they confidently appeal to it to prove, that so far from having felt
or shown any desire to thwart the Government in forwarding the mails, they have offered
accommodation and facilities which have never been accepted by the Post-office au
thorities.
To this correspondence I will not at present add one word, for I am satisfied that you will
agree with me in thinking the conduct of the directors needs no defence.
I cannot, however, omit to express my strong disapprobation of the course pursued by
Lieutenant Harness on this occasion. There is no clause in the Post-office Act which gives
him the right to arraign the conduct of a company on matters which have no connexion
with the simple object of the inquiry. We were appointed arbitrators solely under the
powers of that Act, to ascertain what is the proper price to pay the company for carrying
the mails to and from Chester and Crewe ; and I contend, that the extraneous matter
regarding the company as carriers, their fares, accommodations to passengers, the running
of engines and carriages on other lines than their own, have been most improperly introduced
into this discussion. The attempt to fix on the company the losses which the Government
has sustained, by changing the point of departure of the steam-boats from Liverpool to
Birkenhead, is too ridiculous to be seriously treated ; and I am surprised that Lieutenant
Harness should not have discovered a much more legitimate cause for those losses in the
order which he says was given by the Government, that the boats should not take up pas
sengers from Liverpool after they had left their moorings at Birkenhead.
The real question for our consideration is, have the mails been carried at the times stated
in the notice before alluded to ? I have already offered distinct proof that they have been
uniformly and regularly so carried, and it is on this fact (which is uncontradicted) I rest my
claim.
Should you be of opinion, that in addition to the correspondence, it is desirable to proceed
further with the investigation of the extraneous matter brought before you by Lieutenant
Harness, then I will beg the favour of your so informing me, and of your affording to the
directors the opportunity (which they are most anxious to have) of disproving the state
ments of Lieutenant Harness altogether.
J. Wilson Patten, Esq. M. p.
I am, &c.
Bank-hall,
(signed)
Joseph Locke.
Near Warrington.

CORRESPONDENCE alluded to in, and accompanying Mr. Locke's Letter of
19 November 1841.
(1.)
Sir,
General Post-office, 7 June 1841.
As the Postmaster-general has been given to understand, from a report that has been
made to him by the superintendent of mail coaches, that owing to feelings of hostility
prevailing between the Grand Junction and the Chester and Birkenhead Railroad Com
panies, great obstruction is likely to arise to the public service, and that the dispatch of the
packet to Ireland will be delayed to the extent of 15 or 20 minutes, unless the carriages
and engines of the Grand Junction Company shall be permitted by the directors to run over
the Chester and Birkenhead line, he has directed me to communicate with you on the
subject, and to express his hopes that the Grand Junction Company (whatever course they
niay adopt with other trains) will not permit any such feeling to interfere with that train
which conveys the mails, and that they will not deprive the people of Ireland of the great
advantage which they would otherwise derive from the use of the Crewe and Chester, and
the Chester and Birkenhead Railways, by insisting on a change of carriages and engines
at Chester.
The Secretary of the
I am, &c.
Grand Junction Railway Company,
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Liverpool.
0.93.
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Sir,
Grand Junction Railway, Liverpool, 8 June 1841.
Excessive Pay
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I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 7th instant, stating that the Post
Mails.
master-general has been given to understand, that owing to feelings of hostility prevailing
between the Grand Junction and the Chester and Birkenhead Railway Companies, great
obstruction is likely to arise to the public service, and that the dispatch of the packet to
Ireland will be delayed to the extent of 15 or 20 minutes, unless the carriage and engine
of the Grand Junction Company be permitted by the directors to run over the Chester and
Birkenhead Railway, and therefore communicating from the Postmaster-general his Lord
ship's hope, that the Grand Junction Company will not permit any such feeling to interfere
with that train which conveys the mails, and that they will not deprive the people of Ireland
of the advantage that they would otherwise derive from the use of the Crewe and Chester,
and Chester and Birkenhead Railways, by insisting upon a change of carriage and engine
at Chester.
I am directed by the directors, in the first place to express their extreme astonishment
at this communication, and to request that the Postmaster-general will allow them to refer,
not only to their reception of his Lordship's commands regarding the service now under
immediate consideration, but also to all their previous dealings with his Lordship, in refutar
tion of the idea that they had ever allowed or would allow feelings of hostility to any party
to interfere for a moment with their proper discharge of any public service required of
them.
I am in the next place to slate, for the information of his Lordship, that no feelings of
hostility exist on the part of this company towards the Chester and Birkenhead company;
and then to request his Lordship's consideration of the facts as they have actually occurred
with respect to the pending arrangements, viz. the conveyance of the mails from Crewe.
His Lordship's formal notice (pursuant to Mails on Railway Act) was given to this
company on the loth ultimo, requiring them to convey the mails from Crewe to Chester,
and from Chester to Crewe, on and after the 14th instant, at stated times.
Upon receipt of this notice, the directors communicated their readiness to arrange for
performing the service as required.
His Lordship subsequently decided upon an alteration of the time of one of the trains,
and asked the directors to waive, as regarded it, the usual notice to which the Act of
Parliament entitled them, which was at once most cheerfully done.
His Lordship having also (pursuant to this company's application) specified the kind of
carriage to be provided for the mails, immediate arrangements were made by this company
for its preparation; and in the meantime his Lordship had given the Birkenhead and
Chester Railway Company the usual notice, requiring them to carry the mails on the 14th
of June along their railway between Birkenhead and Chester.
The directors of this company having heard nothing more upon this subject, do not
feel that it can with justice be imputed to them that they have, in this any more than in
any other, caused or intended any obstruction to the public service, having done not only
all that the Postrnaster-general has, in fact, ordered, but more ; for in the interview which
I recently had (only on Thursday last) with the superintendent of mail-coaches, Mr. Stow,
on this subject, after some unofficial conversation with him, which led to my consulting the
chairman of the directors on this subject, Mr. Stow's suggestion (of which no person con
nected with the company had ever before then heard), that this company were expected
to carry the mails not only over their own line between Chester and Crewe, but also over
the Chester and Birkenhead, I officially informed Mr. Stow, by the chairman's orders, that
if the Poetrn aster-general required still further services from the company beyond those
hitherto communicated to them, Mr. Stow had only to state them in writing, and a special
meeting of the Board should be immediately convened on the subject.
Having now recapitulated at length (for which I must offer many apologies) all the facts
of the case, which is the subject of your letter of the 7th, I am only further instructed by
the directors to inform his Lordship the Postmaster-general, that, as they have done in
all other cases where it has been required of them, they are ready on the present occasion
not only to attend to his Lordship's wishes as regards their own line, but also to allow
their carriage containing the mails to run over the Chester and Birkenhead Railway, upon
fair terms, to be settled between this company and the Post-office by arbitration, in the
usual way, as I gave Mr. Stow to understand they probably would, at our interview on
Thursday.
As regards engine power, however, upon the Chester and Birkenhead line, over which
the company have no trains running, and over which, or the station, or arrangements
connected with it, they have no control, the directors do not see any real necessity for
this company's being dealt with differently from all otlier railway companies, by being
required to provide engines beyond their own line ; since a change of engine at Chester
would be moreover the work of a few minutes only, or at all events not Cor a longer
time than must necessarily be occupied by supplying their engine with water and coke,
if it had to proceed beyond Chester ; besides that, a prudent regard to the interests com
mitted to their charge would influence the directors, even in a case of greater necessity
than the present, to confine their engines and servants, if possible, to the working of the
line over whose arrangements the directors have the necessary control.
I have, &c.
Lieut.-c.olonel Maberly,
(signed)
E. J, Cleather,
&c. Sec. &c.

Manager.
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Sir,
General Post-office, 19 June 1841.
I HAVE laid before the Postmaster-general your letter of the 8th instant, and I am
commanded to acquaint you that his Lordship is glad to find that he has been misinformed on the subject; but as it is generally reported that there are feelings of hostility
between the Grand Junction and the Chester and Birkenhead Railway Companies, his
Lordship has thought it right to send copies of the correspondence that has passed on this
subject to the postmasters of Liverpool and Chester, in order that the prevailing misre
presentations may be corrected.
I am, &c.
Capt. Cleather, Acting Manager
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Grand Junction Company, Liverpool.

(4.)

Sir,
Grand Junction Railway, Liverpool, 23 June 1841.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the igth instant, conveying the
satisfaction of his Lordship the Postmaster-general at the communication which I had
the honour of addressing to you on the 8th instant.
I beg leave to state that your letter has this day been submitted to the directors at
their usual meeting of the Board.
I am, &c.
Colonel Maberly,
(signed)
E. J* Cleather,
&c. &c. &c.
Manager.

(5.)

Sir,
General Post-office, 14 July 1841.
I REGRET to find that the Grand Junction Company do not convey the mail and passen
gers in their own carriages over the Chester and Birkenhead line, as they led the Post
master-general to expect by their letter, and I trust they will give me an assurance that
this shall be immediately done, and the delay arising from change of carriages thus
avoided.
I am, &c.
The Secretary, Grand Junction Railway
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Company, Liverpool.

(6.)
Sir,
Liverpool, 23 July 1841.
I HAVE laid your letter of the 14th instant before the directors, at their meeting on
Wednesday, (the first meeting since its receipt,) and I am instructed to state that they are
quite at a loss to account for your statement, that they have neglected to do what they led
the Postmaster-general to expect they would do.
So far as they know or can ascertain, they have not, nor have any of their officers, done
any thing to lead his Lordship to expect that they would provide carriages for. the con
veyance of passengers over the Chester and Birkenhead Railway ; and I am ordered with
reference to this point to remind you, in the statement made in my letter to you of the 8th
June last, that with that line the company never had, and have not now, any thing what
ever to do. With regard, however, to the box, or carriage, constructed by his Lordship's
orders for conveying the mail bags, (and to which, and the supply of locomotive power, his
Lordship's former communication to the directors was confined,) I am instructed to repeat
the offer contained in my letter to you of the 8th June last, viz. that such mail carriages
may be passed over the Birkenhead and Chester line on his Lordship's signifying a wish
to that effect, upon fair terms, to be settled between this company and the Post-office ;
indeed, as I have personally explained to Mr. Banning, the postmaster here, last week, the
company have, as regards the latter point, been waiting only his Lordship's answer to their
offer abovementioned. The directors further direct me to take this opportunity of acknow
ledging the Postmaster-general's notice of the 14th instant, diminishing very considerably
the time allowed for conveying one of the mails over the Crewe and Chester branch, with
reference to which I am to submit to his Lordship the directors' objection to the urging of
this, a night mail train, beyond the speed already assented to by his Lordship for the day
mails, over this newly formed line, and also beyond " the speed prescribed by the directors
for the conveyance of passengers by their first-class trains," and I am to add that the com
pany's principal engineer has reported to the directors against the propriety of the speed
being so increased.
I have, 8cc.
(signed)
E. J. Cleather,
Manager.
Colonel Maberly, &c. &c. &c.
0.93.
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Dear Sir,
Chatham, 29 November 1841.
THE charges brought by me against the Grand Junction Railway Company, as affecting
Excessive Pay
the case submitted to your judgment, are,—
ments for Railway
z. That they obliged the mails and passengers for Birkenhead to change carriages at
Mails.
Chester.
2. That they have prevented their carriages from entering the station of the Birkenhead
Company at Chester.
3. That by not supplying a sufficient number of carriages for the Birkenhead, or rather
Chester, passengers at Birmingham, a change of carriages has occasionally been rendered
necessary at Crewe.
4. That they have charged the passengers from Birmingham to Chester, by the night
mail, a fare of 22*., the published fare being i8s.
The first of these is proved by the correspondence of which Mr. Locke has supplied you
with a copy. It is also proved by the same evidence as the second.
Documents, from which the following extracts were taken when they were submitted to
me, convinced me of the truth of the first, second, and third of the above.
Extract from Crewe to Birkenhead Railway Time Bills of the 20th September 1841 :
" Detained at Crewe for an extra carriage, which had to be drawn from the sheds a long
distance after the down train had started.
" Detained at Chester through an alteration being made by the Grand Junction Company,
in stopping the train from Birmingham from runnins into the Birkenhead Company's yard.
The bags and luggage have to be carried a considerable distance, and not sufficient help,
(signed)
Johnson, Guard, General Post-office. 27 September 1841."
Mr. Dickens, of the General Post-office, being sent to inquire into these circumstances,
the following is an extract from his report :—
" There is but one carriage attached to the train at Birmingham for Chester, and when
there are more passengers than that carriage will contain, they are conveyed to Crewe in a
Liverpool and Manchester carriage ; and on those occasions, a second cariage would be
required between Crewe and Chester, in addition to the one mail bags and guard are con
veyed in. I should inform you that the second carriage in question cannot be moved from
the shed, (which is, I think, nearly a quarter of a mile from the station,) until the Man
chester and Liverpool have passed the points beyond the shed ; but it might be moved
previous to the London mail's arrival, and left upon the side-rails at the south end of the
station ; but as a second carriage is but seldom required, it appears they leave it in the shed
until they know whether it is wanted or not; and this caused the detention at Crewe.
"The detention at Chester, on the same morning, was in consequence of the Grand
Junction Company having for the last month past discontinued running their train into the
Birkenhead station at Chester, the inconvenience of which is great. On a Sunday or
Tuesday morning, when the sacks for Dublin are generally very heavy, and several pas
sengers with their luggage are to be transferred, as on the morning in question, causeth a
detention."
Considering that the detention at Crewe might have been a single instance of detention
from this cause, I wrote to Colonel Maberly to ask how often it had occurred within the last
six weeks, and was informed in reply that it had happened three times, viz. loth August,
gth and 2 1st September. These dates were given by me to Mr. Locke, at Liverpool.
With respect to the last charge, I offer my own evidence ; it also corroborates all the
preceding, with the exception of the change at Crewe.
On the evening of the 20th October, I left London for Liverpool, and to assist my judg
ment in the case referred to arbitration, went by Birkenhead. In the booking-office at the
London station, I asked for a ticket to Chester, but was informed I could only have one to
Birmingham. At Birmingham I obtained a ticket for Chester, and was charged 22 s. for
it. At Chester the train stopped at the offices of the Grand Junction Company, and I had
to walk to those of the Birkenhead Company.
On arriving at Liverpool I requested Captain Bevis, the commander of the mail packets,
to ascertain what fare the passengers on board the mail boats had paid for the journey from
Birmingham to Chester (thinking it possible that the charge might have been an imposition
of the booking clerk on me individually); Captain Bevis caused the inquiry to be made,
and informed ine that it was 225. I brought the circumstance before Mr. Locke at Liver
pool, and he admitted it to be the act of the company.
When forming my own opinion on this case the time given for the Liverpool and Birk
enhead mail trains in Bradshaw's Time Tables for the three months, September, October and
November, perplexed me ; I accordingly applied to the Post-office for the correct times of
these trains throughout. They areas follows:
H.

Leave London
- Birmingham
Arrive at Crewe
Liverpool
- Birkenhead

M.

8 30 p.m.
i 50 a.m.
4 11
6
6
Although
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Although you have not desired me to enter upon the proofs of the assertions I have made,
it has become necessary for me to show on what grounds I made them. I regret exceedinfflv that my duty should have compelled me to make them, and to render so painful the
8 J.
,J •
\ to
. your judgment.
• j
/
question
submitted
Believe me, &c.
J. Wilson Patten, Esq. M.P.
(signed)
H. D. Harness.
&c. &c. &c.

Dear Sir,
Chatham, 29 November 1841.
I ENCLOSE in great haste a copy of a letter sent by me this morning to Mr. Patten.
Yours, &c.
J. Locke, Esq. &c. &c.
(signed)
H. D. Harness.

Dear Sir,
London, i December 1841.
LIEUT. HARNESS has sent to me a copy of his letter to you of the 20th instant, and
although I feel no disposition to prolong a discussion on the matters of difference between
us, I cannot forbear 1o state, that so far from the correspondence which I have furnished to
you supporting the charge " that the company obliged the mails and passengers to change
carriages at Birkenheadj" it proves, as far as regards the mails, the very contrary ; for one
of the letters contains a distinct offer from the directors to permit their mail carriage to run
to Birkenhead, if the Postmaster-general required it.
This fact distinctly negatives the position taken by Lieut. Harness, for it shows on the
contrary a desire on the part of the directors to give even more accommodation to the Postoffice than the authorities thought proper to accept.
The evidence now tendered in the shape of an extract from the journal of Johnston the
guard, was certainly mentioned to me in Liverpool ; and on reference to the company's
time and way-bills, I found that, on those very occasions, the trains still arrived at Chester
within the proper time. Indeed, as I have stated before, neither on these occasions nor
on any other, has any complaint been received from the Post-office of a single late arrival at
Chester. This fact was stated to Lieut. Harness, at Liverpool, by the secretary.
As regards the conveyance of the mails, there is no further evidence in support of the very
grave charges made by Lieut. Harness against the directors ; and with respect to the other
questions of changing and attaching carriages, making use of the station of another com
pany, charging too high fares, &c. the directors, as you already know, are most anxious
not only to justify their own conduct, but to show how unfairly and unjustly that conduct
has on this occasion been impugned.
It rests with you to accept or refuse these proofs, but as I believe they have nothing to
do whatever with the real question submitted to you, it is not my intention, in my capacity
of arbitrator, to force their consideration upon you. My former letter will have told you,
however, that the directors have given me express instructions to state their desire to have
a hearing.
I am, &.c.
J. Wilson Patten, Esq. M.P.
(signed)
Joseph Locke.
Warrington.

LETTER from Mr. Locke to Mr. J. W. Patten.
Sir,
London, 6 November 1841.
THE question which I have now the honour to submit to you as umpire arises out of an
inquiry referred to Lieut. Harness and myself, as to the price to be paid by Her Majesty's
Postmaster-general to the Grand Junction Railway Company for conveying the mails on the
Chester and Crewe Branch Railway. I need not observe that Lieut. Harness and I, acting
as arbitrators in this case, have entertained somewhat different views, and hence the neces
sity of referring it ultimately for your decision.
Before proceeding to show on what ground it is, that I as arbitrator vindicate and support
the claim made by the Grand Junction Company, it may be necessary to consider the
peculiar position of that company in reference to the traffic on the Crewe and Chester
line. Before the establishment of that line, and up to the time when the Post-office notice
came into operation, the Grand Junction Company was in possession of all the Irish pas
senger traffic, along the entire distance of their line, to Liverpool ; the natural or legitimate
traffic of the branch being carried on by day trains, as it is still obliged to be done, not
withstanding the extra trains, required only for the Post-office service. The object, how
ever, of the Postmaster-general in giving that notice was not only to require the company
to put on trains for carrying the mail bags, but (as he at the same time determined to start
the mail steam-packet from the Cheshire shore of the Mersey at Birkenhead) to compel the
company to transfer some of the Irish passengers from the parent line on the branch,
although unfortunately he left with the company the necessity or' continuing as before, the
mail train to and from Liverpool, as well as the day trains to and from Chester, thus in
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 13. effect compelling them to run two trains by different routes for one and the same traffic, one
only being necessary, as far at least as the company were concerned ; and as regards the
Excessive PayChester traffic, compelling them to run trains which were uncalled for.
ments for Railway
Jn bringing this matter before you, I have two objects in view. Firstly, to submit to
Mails.
your consideration, whether I might not be considered right in. considering the company
•'
fairly entitled, by reason of this division and diversion of traffic, to have these Chester and
Crewe trains considered as special Post-office trains, the total cost of which, together with a
reasonable amount of profit, should be paid by the Postmaster-general ; and, secondly,
and more especially, because I understand it is the intention of Lieut. Harness to charge
the company with throwing obstructions in the way of passengers using or wishing to use
the branch line, which he assumes to be the fact, for the purpose of basing upon that
assumption an opinion that therefore the company ought to be paid little or nothing for
carrying the mails now in question.
In the first place, if the company be not entitled to ask for compensation for the loss of
trade, consequent on their being compelled to run the mail trains via Chester, without any
necessity whatever unless for the Post-office, it must be on the assumption that the Chester
line being opened, it should, notwithstanding its ownership, be looked upon as an inde
pendent and competing line to the Grand Junction. If then this view were to be admitted,
it would inevitably and clearly follow, that all the expenses of working the Chester and
Crewe, must for the present purpose be calculated on the assumption that it should derive
no advantage in that respect from its connexion with the Grand Junction line, its compe
titor. My case, therefore, would be confirmed rather than damaged, if this view were to
be taken. It is difficult, however, to separate the expenses of the two lines, particularly in
the item of locomotive power, and it will be for you to say, on a careful consideration of the
wbole circumstances, what allowance shall be made on either view of the case ; that is to
say, either considering the Chester and Crewe as an independent and competing line, not
withstanding its ownership, or as part of the main line, such part being made by the Post
master-general almost destructively expensive, as regards working, to such main line.
I should not have alluded to the charge made against the company, as to obstructing the
trade over the Chester and Crewe (conceiving the utter improbability, on grounds of selfinterest, of such a scheme, as a sufficient answer to any such allegation), had I not been
assured of the intention of Lieut. Harness to bring it before you as his ground of objection
to the company's claim on the present occasion. In doing this, however, it becomes my
primary duty to protest most emphatically against any statement being given to you calcu
lated to prejudice the Grand Junction Company, unless it bears upon their performance of
the service required of them in the Post-office notice before referred to, and with which
alone you and we have to deal.
I believe the late Postmaster-general even called upon the company to run their engines
and carriages from Chester along the Birkenhead Railway to Birkenhead, which, for certain
reasons (I suppose valid), they have not done, although they have fully complied with all
the demands which he was authorised by the Act of Parliament to make. Whether, however,
the Postmaster-general was entitled to make such a demand, or whether the company was
right in refusing it, is not, I must again say, within the limits of our present inquiry; for
it is not mentioned in the notice submitted to us, and we might with equal reason take up
any other disputed question as to the company's mode of conducting their business ; I will
only say that I think it would be difficult to find in the Act of Parliament any clause on
which such a demand could be sustained, even supposing that it was in itself as reasonable
as it in fact appears to be the contrary. I can well understand that it would be very desi
rable to the Post-office that their new steam-packet from Birkenhead should have a large
number of passengers by these trains, in order to make up for the loss it sustains by not start
ing as heretofore from Liverpool, and to lessen in that way the heavy extra expense which I
understand has been the consequence of the new system ; but in this light, if put forward
by the Post-office, they must, as I said before, be ruined as competing carriers with the
Grand Junction Company, and they therefore cannot be considered fairly to exercise any
control over the passenger arrangements of the latter. The only object of such control, if
obtained by the once competitor, being to injure the other, and to prevent the competition,
though the public gain by it. Viewing the matter in this limited, and, as I contend, objec
tionable way, each party as carriers are entitled to use all legitimate means for their own
due protection, and the Mails on Railways Act, never could have been intended to give the
Postmaster-general a power by which he could so materially prejudice the rights of any
company to whom he might choose to oppose any Post-office interests.
The real questions, then, before us are, as I submit, have the Grand Junction Company
complied with the terms of the notice, and to what compensation are they entitled in respect
of it?
Lieut. Harness and I have had the undisputed testimony of the company's secretary, that
from the time the notice was received to the present moment there has not been a single
complaint of a train being late, and therefore we are entitled to consider that the service has
been well and faithfully performed.
On reference to the notice (which is dated gth June 1841, and signed " Lichfield," and
of which a copy is herewith sent), you will find that two departures from Crewe and two
from Chester are required every day ; and in pursuance of that notice two second-class
carriages have been fitted up, as ordered by the Post-office, as vans, for their special use,
conveying not only the bags, but also such servants of the Post-office as the Postmastergeneral may choose to send in charge of them. I may as well just observe, that if it is urged
that
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that two-thirds only of each of these vans are used, it is replied, that as the company does not Appendix, No. 13.
carry second-class passengers by those any more than by their other mail trains, the remaininf part of the carriage is of no use to them whatever.
Excessive Pay
ments for Railway
The times of departure are—
Mails.
H. M.

H.

M.

From Crewe at 4 16 A. M. to arrive at Chester at 5 16
ditto - ditto
6 16
Ditto
5 16 P.M.
ditto - Crewe 5 15
From Chester 4 15 A.M.
i P.M.
ditto - ditto
9 i
Ditto
8
The length of line is 21 J miles.
It appears from the above that a train is required to start for each end of the line at the
early hour of a quarter past four in the morning. This requires the service of two engines
with tenders, and two sets of attendants (engineers and firemen), and thus the night expenses
are very unusually large in proportion to the work done. The passenger receipts by the four
mail trains have averaged only 2 I. 6s. t\d. per train, showing that they are not of the slightest
value to the company, but much the contrary ; and even this trifling amount of traffic, it is
most important to remember, is traffic which the Postmaster-general, by his new arrange
ments, has diverted from the main line, the company still being obliged to run all the trains
they formerly did on the branch, notwithstanding these Post-office arrangements. It was
then shown to Lieut. Harness and me as arbitrators, that the expenses of the Chester and
Crewe branch are greater than the entire receipts, even when all the passengers by mail
trains are calculated at 6 s. 6 d. each.
These expenses, nevertheless, have by much arrangement been kept down to 4 s. per mile
run (exclusively of night expensea, which are incurred specially and exclusively for Postoffice service), which is considerably lower than the expenses on the main line. This, how
ever, evidently arises from the connexion of the two lines, the use of the great establishments
of the trunk being extended to the branch ; without this advantage the expenses in all pro
bability would amount to 5 s. per mile. In other words, it would cost the Post-office, if
they did the work themselves, at least 5 s. per mile ; and the company may therefore fairly
contend for the latter amount on the present occasion.
Since there is only one carriage attached to the Post-office van of each of these mail
trains, it is fair to charge one-half at least of this expense to the Post-office, and the amount
will stand thus :—

£. s. d.
10 15 -

Eighty-six miles at 2s. 6 d. prv
Special expenses admitted by Lieut. Harness, and applicable to every
ery
view of the case
-..-_-.

I 12

Making, without profit - - - £.

12

7

-

per day.

A profit, however, the company are certainly entitled to, as was admitted practically in
the debates on the Mail on Railroads Bill, and the amount to be allowed for this profit
in addition to the 12/. 75. per day, will remain for your consideration.
There is another way of making an estimate of the service for which you are now to
award compensation, which (although the most unfavourable to the company) I wish to
bring before you, viz. to allow 45. per mile, and the extra expenses (\l. 12s. per day), and
to charge the whole of this to the Post-office, giving them credit for the passenger traffic,
and allowing the company such fair amount of remuneration or profit as you may think
right. In this view, the account would stand thus :—
£. s. d.
Eighty-six miles at 4 s. 174Extra, night expenses
112

£.
Less passenger receipts on four trains, at zl. 6s. qd. Toll, | d. per ton per mile on four tons, at 6d.

18 16 954
9 10 8
23-

-

£.

u 13 8

Amount of profit, to be fixed by you
Total per day - - - £.
£5 Whichever of these modes be adopted, it cannot, I think, be said that either of them is
unfair, unless indeed it be that sufficient allowance is not made to the company in the
item of 2/. 35. per day, or 784 1. per annum, which is all they would get in respect of these
four daily and nightly trains, to enable them to support a railway which has cost
400,000 /.
If it be necessary to look for a precedent by which to guide us in the inquiry, there is
the case of the Lancaster and Preston Railway, which so nearly resembles this, that I
cannot omit to mention it.
0.93.
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The number of trains on that line is four ; the precisely corresponding number to those
now under consideration. The down-mails leave Preston at 8 a.m. and 8 J p.m., and the
Excessive Pay
up-mails leave Lancaster at 2 a.m. and 5 J p.m. These hours are far more favourable for
ments for Railway passengers travelling than those on the Chester and Crewe line, and the receipts of the
Mails.
former company are more than double those of the mail trains on the latter. The price
fixed by Lieut. Harness and myself for that service, on a line which is a mile shorter than
the Chester and Crewe, exceeds the sum now demanded by the Grand Junction Company,
and therefore, if precedent is to go for anything, I may most fully assure myself of your
acquiescence in my opinion on this present occasion.
Whether, therefore, we appeal to cases already decided (and that too by the very same
parties) or to the actual expenses necessarily incurred in working the trains now under con
sideration, there appears a most unusually strong justification for the claim made by the
company, and which 1 confess I cannot but vindicate and support, as I stated in the first
instance. That claim, made, I know, after much consideration, is founded, I must presume,
on a liberal interpretation of the Post-office Act, and certainly with no view to extrava
gant profit. It is supported by the facts which I have endeavoured to bring fairly before
you, and if you think that, in my giving to the Post-office the benefit of all the passenger
receipts, or in not having put down a sufficient sum for toll, in other words, profit or
remuneration to the company, I have neglected claims which the company might in fair
ness have made, then you will, I trust, make such additions as appear to you reasonable
and just, for I do not think a company ought to suffer for having tried to avoid a dispute
by naming a sum less than upon deliberate inquiry would clearly appear to be fully
justified.
The claim made by the company is 12 /. per day, and I have gone far enough I think
to prove that they are more than justified in that claim to its full extent. It would be by
no means difficult to show that they are entitled to more, and having generally intimated
in what way I think them so entitled, I leave the matter in your hands.
Permit me, in conclusion, to state, that notwithstanding your recent decision in another
case, the charges made by the Grand Junction Company for special trains, as quoted by
Lieut. Harness, have not been sufficiently explained, and that should those quotations at
all bear upon the question now brought before you, I must beg that you will afford me the
opportunity of giving the further explanations which are needful.
I am, &.c.
(signed)
Joseph Locke.

LETTER from Mr. Patten to Lieutenant Harness and Mr. Locke.
Gentlemen,
Bank Hall, 30 November 1841.
I HAVE given my best attention to your two letters of the 6th, together with some expla
natory ones subsequently received, referring to me as umpire the subject of difference
between the Postmaster-general and the Grand Junction Railway Company, namely, the
amount of be paid to the latter for the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails between Chester,
and Crewe.
I observe that Lieutenant Harness, on behalf of the Postmaster-general, remarks, that
owing to the unsatisfactory arrangements made by the Grand Junction Company on the
Chester and Crewe line, not only is the number of passengers by the mail trains much less,
and the expense of conveying the mails consequently much greater than they need be, but
that impediments have been offered by the company to the most expeditious conveyance
of the mails to Birkenhead, and thereby to the Post-otfice communication with Ireland.
He suggests that, until greater facilities are afforded by the company, I should, in the
discharge of my duty as umpire between the parties, award merely nominal, if any, com
pensation to them.
Mr. Locke, on the part of the company, suggests in the first instance that I ought not
to take these charges into consideration at all ; but in case I should be of a different opinion
from himself on this point, he offers, secondly, a regulation of the charges, and calls upon
me to state in my award whether the company have or have not satisfactorily complied
with the notices given to them by the Postmaster-general.
It appears to me that it is not within my province in this case to follow the course
suggested by Lieutenant Harness.
The Grand Junction and Chester and Crewe Railway Companies are now united by an
Act of Parliament, in which Act and the previous ones relating to the two separate com
panies, are comprised all the powers and restrictions which affect them. They form one
mercantile investment under the same body of directors, who work them as a whole to
obtain from them, as from any other commercial speculation, the largest interest they can
for the capital invested in them.
Whether the Act authorising the union of these two previously rival companies, was a
politic measure as regards the public, does not now form a part of the question under
consideration ; and as long as the now united companies confine themselves within the
limits and restrictions of their Acts of Parliament, any service imposed upon them which
can be shown to affect their interests by a diminution of their general revenue, must also
affect the scale of remuneration for those services. Now it appeals to me that the present
arrangements of the directors are, speaking legally, and with one exception, within the
provisions and limitations of their Acts, and that I can claim from them, without compensa
tion,
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tion, such alterations only in the conduct of their business, and such public accommodation Appendix, No. 13.
as can be made without detriment to the interests of the proprietors. However much,
.
therefore, it is to be regretted that their arrangements do not meet the exigencies of the Excess|ve Pavpublic service, the strict duty of an umpire under the i & 2 Viet. c. 98, obliges me to con- ™e^ for llailw<»y
sider the case under the above limitations.
The peculiar circumstances, however, of this railway, and the nature of the arrangements
~^
which the directors have felt it their duty to make for the interests of their constituents,
undoubtedly oblige me to take every advantage for the public which the case admits of,
and to ensure the conveyance of the mails at the lowest charge which can be considered a
remunerating one. In endeavouring to attain this object, and to ascertain the exact pro
portion of expense which the Post-office ought to bear, I have met with some difficulty
owing to a slight error which appears to have been made in the fares from one terminus of
the line to the other.
Lieut. Harness states the length of the line to be 21 miles ; Mr. Locke calls it 21 J, and
the Act allows 3 £ d. per mile, per passenger, as the maximum fare. In the former case,
therefore, the maximum charge would be 6s. i j d., in the latter, 6 s. 3 J d., whereas the fare
charged, as shown by the Grand Junction Company, has been, up to the present period,
6s. 6 d. It is difficult to say whether this overcharge by the mail trains, small as it is, lias
given any, or what advantage to the other trains of the Company (in which the first class
fare is only 5 s.), and how much more income might have been derived from the passengers
by the mail trains, had they not laboured under this more than due or legal disadvantage.
1 have no means of forming a correct opinion on this point.
Giving, however, my best consideration to the very peculiar nature of the case, and cal
culating as accurately as I can from such documents as have been laid before me, I am led
to believe and to award, that 7 I. 4 s. is a proper sum to be paid by the Postmaster-general
to the Grand Junction Railway Company for the daily services required from them under
his Lordship's notice.

I am, Sac.
(signed)

J. Wilson Patten.

(5647/420
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 16 March 1842.
HAVING proceeded to arbitration to determine the price to be paid by the Post-office for
the conveyance of the mails on the North Midland Railway, in accordance with the regu
lations of the Act of Parliament, I have now the honour to submit copy of the award
given by Lieutenant-colonel Sir Frederic Smith, who was chosen umpire by Lieutenant
Harness and Mr. Robert Stephenson, the former having been appointed the arbitrator on
the part of the Post-office, and the latter the arbitrator on the p'art of the company, by
which it is decided that the amount to be paid by the Post-office for the service required
of the Company, shall be at the rate of 1 1 .85 d. per single mile.
In obedience to your Lordships' wish, I beg to enclose a copy of the notice which I have
caused to be served upon this company, and also copies of the statements furnished by the
arbitrators to the umpire.
I have, 8cc.
(signed)
Lowther.

Sir,
Chatham, 3 January 1842.
HAVING been unable to agree with Mr. Robert Stephenson respecting the price to be paid
to the North Midland Railway Company for the conveyance of the mails, in which inquiry
you have consented to act as umpire, I have the honour to submit for your consideration,
a statement of the circumstances under which the services have been performed, and of
the principles on which it appears to me the award should be founded.
The trains conveying these mails are run in compliance with notices from his Lordship
the Postmaster-General, of which copies are enclosed, dated 2,3d July 1840, and 12th
February 1841 ; they obtain the traffic passing with the mails between either the west or
the south of England, and the east or the north. One of them receives at Derby the pas
sengers, &c. which have been passed by the mail-trains over the Birmingham and Derby,
from Gloucester and the west, and from places on the Grand Junction Railway, together
with those arriving from the south by the Midland Counties Railway. The other train
receives at Normanton, in addition to that brought from Leeds, the traffic from Hull and
York, and from places on the Leeds and Manchester line, both for the south and west. It
might be expected that the receipts of these trains would not be insignificant, and it appears
that they have averaged 43 1. per day, or 21 1. los. each, the average receipt per train on
the whole of the passenger traffic of the company for the half-year ending goth June
1 84 1 being 28 /.
There can be no doubt that the company would run the trains to secure this traffic, if
there were any chance of losing it by not doing so, even if no additional receipt were to be
derived from the mails. I cannot, therefore, consider these trains as specially run for the
Post-office.
0.93.
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The Accommodation sufficient for the mails has been a whole carriage with each train ;
but as this may be varied, I propose to determine the price that should be charged to the
Excessive Pay
Post-office fora compartment, or one-ihird of a second-class carriage, by an ordinary train.
ments for Railway
In the last half-yearly report of the directors of the North Midland Railway, the cost of
Mails.
locomotive power on the line is stated to be is, i\d. per mile, and no allowance for depre
ciation has been considered necessary by them in framing the accounts. I am j ustified,
then, and especially when a separate allowance is made for pilot engines, in assuming
is. i\d. per mile as the working cost of their engines, to the North Midland Company.
Mr. Stephenson estimates the expense of the pilot engines at2/. i8s. 6d. per night, and
I will not dispute his estimate, but must divide the amount between the mail trains and
the nightly goods trains ; this makes an addition to the charge against each night train for
locomotive power of 2 J d. per mile.
The half yearly statement before referred to, shows the capital invested in locomotive
stock to be 144,479 /., atld tne current expenditure connected with it, tor the half-year,
17,559 /. Hence 21 per cent, on the current expenditure will return 5 per cent, per annum
on engine stock.
The amount therefore stands thus :
s. d.
Working expenses of train engine
-12$ per mile.
Share of pilots - - 2
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Interest on stock, at 21 percent. -----Remunerative price for locomotive power supplied to the night trains

i

8 \ per mile.

I believe this to be a fair price ; the interest on stock exceeds that estimated by me, for
other lines, but the working expenses are to a similar extent lower.
Assuming the train to consist of six carriages, as estimated by Mr.
d.
Stephenson, the price per compartment for power, will be - 1-13 per mile.
For the carriage, at the price charged by the companies to each other,
or | d. per mile per carriage
_--__._ 0*17
Toll, at the rate which with a full traffic would return 10 per cent.
on the capital in shares .-----.
- 1-90
Price per compartment -

- 3-20 per mile.

In the first arbitration for the mails on the London and Birmingham line, Mr. Stephenson considered 2 J d. per mile to be a fair charge for a compartment of a carriage. In a
recent arbitration with the Hull and Selby line, the price estimated by me per compart
ment was 3 d., the award made by M r. Barlow, 4 d. per mile. I believe 3 J d. to be a remu
nerative price, according to the spirit of the Act under which this arbitration is conducted,
and the sentiments expressed in the House of Commons at its passing ; when the principal
question debated was, whether the Post-office carriages should not pass toll-free, and it was
left to be determined by the arbitrators, the Government resisting a motion to insert a clause
compelling the arbitrators to consider the capital expended in constructing the road, by
stating that if persisted in, they would move one embodying a contrary principle.
I propose, therefore, 3 J d. per mile, as a sufficient price for a compartment, or g| d. per
mile for a whole carriage by the two night trains.
To the principle of computation adopted by Mr. Stephenson, I object altogether; I shall
be happy to state my objections in detail if required, but at present it only appears to me
to be necessary to bring to your notice, as a sufficient reason for setting it aside, that it
would make the price for a special train equal to the gross receipts of an average train,
while on the other hand, if properly followed out, where the mail trains produce more than
an average receipt, it would not award any charge against the Post-office.
I have, &c.
Lieut.-Colonel Sir Frederic Smith, K.H.
(signed)
H. D. Harness,
&c. &c. &c. Royal Engineers.
Lieut. Royal Engineers.

To Lieut. Colonel Sir Frederic Smith, K.H.
Sir,
Westminster, 15 January 1842.
NOT having been able to agree with Lieut. Harness respecting the award of amount due
to the North Midland Railway Company, in consideration of services performed by them
for Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, I have now to lay before you a detailed statement of
the claim which 1 have felt it my duty to make on the part of the Railway Company, and
to give such explanation as appears to me to justify it.
' I may premise, that having frequently been called upon to decide between the Railway
Companies, as also between them and individuals for services performed, I have invariably
found the utmost difficulty in laying down abstract principles for rny guidance, in conse
quence of local or special circumstances arising, which interfere with their application, or
' materially affect them by considerations not obviously presenting themselves to the parties,
to whom the decision of the matter may happen to be referred.
From
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From this consideration, I have in the present instance been induced to determine as
correctly as possible the actual expenses incurred by the Railway Company in the performance of the Post-office services and to charge upon them what I consider a moderate
addition in the shape of a reasonable compensation for risk, as well as for depreciation
upon such parts of the establishment as do not admit of precise definition, although its
existence is beyond question ; I shall, however, have occasion to allude to this more particularly in the sequel of these remarks.
The annexed account of actual expenses incurred daily by the Company for the convey
ance of two mail trains is so explicit, that I trust few explanatory remarks will be necessary
from me ; but should any question occur to you, sir, during your examination of them, I
should be glad to afford you any information in my power.
It will, I hope, be sufficient for me now to state, that not one item is assumed ; the actual
expenses incurred by the Company amount to 37 /. 16 s. 10 £ d. as shown by the accounts.
The item of " general management," amounting to i I. 17 s. 4 d., is the only one upon
which the least question can, I think, be reasonably raised. This sum has been arrived at
by dividing the aggregate charges for general management by the number of trains run by
the Company.
An objection is here made, by Lieut. Harness, on the plea that this expense would, under
any circumstances, be constant, or nearly so.
Now this, though apparently is not actually the case, for all the departments of a Rail
way establishment are more or less affected by the number of trains; indeed, the indoor
work is almost directly as their number, since it chiefly consists of abstracting the expenses
and income incurred by or derived from each train.
I am free to admit that the division of the expense of general management by the num
ber of trains is not strictly correct, but in concerns like railways, after much careful con
sideration, I am persuaded that no other division equally approximate to correct results can
be pointed out.
Up to this item in the account I laid before Lieut. Harness, no very material difference
existed between us; but the succeeding one involved a complete variance of opinion, and
to this I am desirous of directing your particular attention.
In fixing upon 50 percent, as the addition to the expenses actually incurred by the Com
pany, as profit, and remuneration for other contingencies which do not admit of exact defi
nition, I was guided by the published report of this and other companies, which justify us
in taking this ratio between profit and expense.
This addition is objected to by Lieut. Harness, and he urges that the mail train ought
not, in point of profit, to be put upon the same footing as the other trains. Now, in reply,
I have to state, that I have not put them on the same footing, for a great number of ex
penses, amounting to no inconsiderable sum, but which cannot be brought to account, have
been thrown entirely on one side by me in making the estimate of expense ; for example,
it cannot fail to be observed, that the wear and tear of rail, sleepers, station, buildings,
damages arising from the risk of running trains by night, especially to cattle, repairs of
bridges, fuel for stations, compensation to passengers for loss of luggage and for detention
in their departure, from either terminus, occasioned by the late delivery of the mail bags,
exist as contingent expenses : none of these appear in the claim made, yet there is not one
I have mentioned, which has not formed an item in the account of this as well as every
other Hallway Company with which I am acquainted ; but I determined not to include
them, because they were not susceptible of accurate calculation ; my experience, however,
justifies me in stating that if they could fairly be collected, they would not only form a
considerable item per train, but that they would appear as a prominent feature in the
expenditure on night trains more especially.
From the consideration then, that these contingencies must always cause some material
deduction, I am led to the conviction that the allowance of 13 /. 135. 5 d. per day, for the
two mail trains, or 4,989 Z. per annum, is a very moderate remuneration for the service per
formed by this Company for the Post-office, in conveyance of the mail over a distance of
73 miles in each direction.
In conclusion, I feel called upon to add a few brief remarks on the reference to which
Lieut. Harness has thought proper to make, to a former arbitration, in which I was associ
ated with him, viz. the London and Birmingham.
He alludes pointedly to the concession I then made of the tolls, in order to assimilate
that case to turnpike roads, but he has carefully avoided drawing attention to the marked
distinction which exists between the case which we were then considering, and that which
is now before us.
The former is one, which, if submitted to me now, I should decide as I then did ; for of
the numerous trains travelling the London and Birmingham Railway daily, that by which
the mails are conveyed is unusually productive; consequently, if the charge to be made to
the Post-office were calculated as on the principle I have adopted in the case of the North
Midland, the result would be lower than Lieut. Harness agreed with me it should be.
Instead therefore of this being adduced against my present mode of calculation, I can
confidently cite it as a proof of the accuracy and the reasonableness of the principle I now
adopt, and which I submit to you, firmly believing that you will feel yourself justified in.
concurring with it.

I remain, £c.
(signed)
Robert Stephenson.
0.93.
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(*)

(«/)

(f)
(A)

(0

£. s. d.
Cost of locomotive power per day
13 7 Maintenance of permanent way -----11 8 9
Depreciation and wear and tear of tbree first-class coaches, 145
miles, at ) d.
-J
Do. three second do. do. 145 j miles, at §rf.
- 18 24
Four guards, half day each, at QS. i d. per day for two
- 18 2
Expenses at Derby station
------i 5 -i
Do. at Chesterfield station, one ticket-taker, 35. Qd. ; one porter, 35.
- 6 6
Do. Masbro' station, one ticket-taker and two porters - 9 6
Do. Barnsley station, one ticket-taker and one porter - 6 6
Do. Oakenshaw station, i /. 155. id. per day -r 8
-44*
Do. Normanton station, 1 1. 15 s. l d. per day -f 8
- 4 4i
Do. Leeds station, 6/. 12s. id. per day -7-15
- 8 9J
Gatekeeper, four at 3$. = 12 -r 8
- i 6
Switchmen, 16 at 3 s. =2 /. 8s., -r 8 ------ 6 Gas at Chesterfield, is. Qd. at night, -r 4 Do. at Helper, one light only ------Oil at Wingfield, do., say -------3
Gas at Masbro', is. gd. per night, -f- 4
5i
Oil at Barnsley, 55. per night, -f 4 - i 3
Do. at Oakenshaw, 55. per night, -1-4
i 3
Do. at Normanton, los. per night, -r 8
i 3
Gas at Leeds, los. per night, -f 8
1 3
Oil for 13 carriage lamps, half pint each, 6 4 d. 6 94
Do. two tail end do. one do. 12 J d. 2
1
Grease, six carriages, say -------- i
Oil and lamps tor switchmen, say 16 x 6d. = 8s. + 4
Stationery, say
__-__---_
- i 3
Mileage duty on passengers
------i 13 5«
Direction and secretary's department, accountant and cashiers
i 17 4
Rates and taxes
--------i 5 2
Contingencies, interest, profit, and 50 per cent. -

37 16 10
>8 18 54

Less average nightly receipt of the mail for passengers and parcels

56 15 4
43 i 10 i
13 13 5

(a) See Statement annexed.
(b) The cost at which the road is let is 45?. IDS. per day; to this add cost of superin
tendence, of depreciation, and of contingencies, say 46^., = 91 Z. los. per day, -:- 8, average
number of trains while mails have run, ill. 8s. yd.
(f) The price paid by one company to another.
(d) 3,380 /. 15*. 8<f. is ihe sum paid by us for working passenger station at Derby to
June 30th, 1841, which -7-415 days = 8/. 2s. nrf. per day. Six and a half passenger
trains per day ran during that time.
(e) The daily expense divided by the number of trains.
(f) The cost per night -7- the number of trains which are at the station in the dark at
Michaelmas.
(g) The number of miles travelled by mail passengers is 999,942, which -~ by 311 days,
gives nightly duty, say i /. 135. 5 $d.
(A) The sum paid for this amounts to 6,236/. 135. Qd., which ~- 415, is = ; 1. 17*. qd.
•T- 8, number of trains.
(i) The rates and taxes are estimated at about 4,100^. per annum, of which about threefourths are chargeable to coaching, say 3,ooo/. -f 365 = 8/. 45. -f6 $ = i Z. 5*. 2 d.
(k) The total receipts for passengers are 10,771 1. 145. 2 |d., and for parcels 2,630 /. i8s.
8d., = 13,402 /. 12s. 10 ^d., -r 311 =43/. is. io%d.
Locomotive Department, Derby, 18 August 1841.
Estimate of Cost of Locomotive Power for Two Mail Trains Daily :
One engine and man required "down" and "up," making one day's work.
One pilot required at Derby through the night for mail; last arrival IOP. M., and first
departure 3A.M., being nearly a day's work; and Leeds pilot required earlier in the
morning, making together one day's work.

CHARGE
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BIRMINGHAM AND DERBY JUNCTION

NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY.
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Daily Cost of Locomotive power for Mail
Trains :—
£. s. d.
i 13 — 4 —
_
_
— 2 —
— 6 —
- 2 —
2 - 6
3 1 6
- 8 ----- 4 -k
- 3
—
^
—
—
i 6 3

Daily Cost of Locomotive Power for Mail
Trains :—
£. 5. d.
Engineermen, &c.
Pumpers Cokemen Cleaners Labourers Repairs -

-

-

Oil
Waste
Superintendence
Depreciation
-

-

-

TOTAL - - - £.

i 8 - 10 - 5 - 12

6

- 9 4737~

i

4
6
18
-

6
-

-

'3 7 -

146 Miles, or 15. lod. per Mile.

£.

9 4 2

98 Miles, or l s. loj d. per Mile.

COST of ENGINE per Day for Contractor providing Coke, Engineermen, &c.
£. s. d.
6 13 6

Total Cost, including depreciation
Deduct,
Engineermen
Coke
Waste, 8cc. -

£. s.
- 14
i 13
- 6

d.
6
2 13 6

TOTAL

--..£.

4 - ~

Charge per Day exactly the same as adopted.

15 November 1841.
DAILY COST OF MAIL ENGINES.

n, 8cc.
Pumpers, &cc.
-----Cokemen ------Cleaners .---___
Labourers ------------Repairs
------Coke ------Oil ------Waste
Superintei ence -----Depreciationn
----J-IL.I" Ill^V

£.

Train.
£. s. d.
- 11 6
- 8 - 4 - 10 6
- 7 6
4 - 2 14 - 3 ~
- 5 - 15 - 10

10

8 6

2 18

£.

0-93.

03

-

6

13 7 ~

Pilot.
_
_
.
_
.
.
-

-

-

£. t. d.
- 11 6
-

2
1

-

- a - i 6
-

-

-

-

£.

- 12
- 13
- 1

-

- i 6
- 3 - 10

-

2 18

6

•
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Mails.
THE amount of remuneration due to the North Midland Company for the service performed
•
for the Postmaster-general, is estimated on totally different principles by the arbitrators.
Mr. Robert Stephenson contends that the mail trains are unproductive, owing to the incon•venient hours at which they run, and that unless compelled by the Pogtmaster-general to
carry the mails at those hours, no passenger carriages would then be run. Mr. Stephenson
thereon founds his argument that the Postmaster-general should pay the difference between
the actual average receipts of the mail train and the amount which he states that an ave
rage train ought to produce, in order to yield a fair profit to the company.
In support of this view of the case, Mr. Stephenson has submitted a detailed account of
expenses. Some of the items he states to be the actual average cost, and others he admits
to be an assumed cost :—
£. s. d.
The sum of these is
.
- 37 16 10
And he adds for profit, &c. (being 50 per cent.)
- - - .. ' - 18 18 5
Making a Total of

-

£.56 15 3

He then observes that the actual average receipts of the mail
trains in question are only
43110
And he concludes that the difference

-

-

-

-

£13135

should be made up by the Government, as a remuneration for carrying the mails. This
would be at the rate of i s. 10-4 d. per mile.
Now it does appear to me that if the Postmaster-general were to insist on a mail being
carried at such an hour as to be no inducement to a company to run passenger carriages
with it, he should not only pay the whole expense incurred for this service, but give to the
company some addition for profit and risk ; and under this view of the case, if the company
should afterwards find it to be their interest to attach passenger carriages to the mail, the
cost of locomotive power and other items, which I assume to have been wholly chargeable
to the Postmaster-general, in the former instance, would have to be divided between the
parties, in a ratio depending upon the proportion of carriages appropriated to each.
On the other hand, I confess I do not see that it would be any hardship fora company
to be called upon to attach a post-office carriage to a regular train, receiving as remunera
tion from the Postmaster-general a reasonable proportion of the cost of the locomotive
power, and the same amount of toll as would be chargeable to another company, with the
addition of a halfpenny per mile if they furnished the carriage, and the full amount disbursed
for any special extra item, exclusively for the Postmaster-general's service, with a per centage upon such outlay, and this appears to me to be nearly the state of the case on which I
am called upon to make an award.
I subjoin a copy of a return made to me by the superintendent of the North Midland
Railway :—
AVERAGE DAILY RECEIPTS of TRAINS for 311 Days, from the 24th August 1840, to the
30th June 1841,
XJP.
DOWN.
£. s. d.
6 o A.M. and
7 o A.M. 26 8 7 309 30 42 4 9 30 3 30 *•"• '
93 6 12 o noon -1O----5582 30 P.M. 3 45'
30 5 ~
4 156038 1079--3 19 A.M. (Mail)
43 1 io|
By this it appears that there have been seven double trains per day, and that in the order
of productiveness, the mail trains stand the third in the list; and that throwing out the
9. 30 A.M. and 3. 30 P.M. trains (of which the receipts are about double the average of the
whole of the trains), the receipts of the mail trains are greater than the average of all the
other trains.
I cannot therefore concur in Mr. Stephenson's opinion that the mail trains would not be
run but for the compulsory powers of the Postmaster-general ; nor does it appear to me
that the Postmaster-general is bound, as contended for by Mr. Stephenson, to render these
trains more profitable by making up the receipts to an amount which is only exceeded by
one double train on this line.
Lieutenant
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Lieutenant Harness's statement expresses a readiness to pay what he calls a fair allow- Appendix, No. 13.
ance for locomotive uower, and for pilot engines, &c., according to the following details:—
s-
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per mile.

Working expenses of train engine Share of pilot engine
-

- 2*

.
Interest on stock at 21 per cent.

i 4l
- 3d

Remunerative price for locomotive power supplied to the"\
night trains
______
J
He assumes the trains to consist of six carriages each, and he")
puts the price of locomotive power for one-third of a carriage at/
For the use of one-third of a carriage (being the rate paid by j
one company to another) -----J
Toll at the rate which with what Lieutenant Harness calls a full
traffic, the company would have 1O per cent, returned onjtheir capital
____----J
Making the price per compartment, or one-third of a carriage

8 J per mile.
-

1M3 per mile.

— 3'20 per mile.

I think the proposed allowance for locomotive power too small, and the per-centage on
stock too low, and that there are several items in the account submitted by Mr. Stephenson
which should be allowed. Taking all these circumstances into consideration, I am of opinion
that the amount which should be paid for carrying the mails in question from Derby to
Leeds, and from Leeds to Derby, respectively, is 11-85^. per mile travelled, supposing a
second class carriage to be wholly appropriated and required for that purpose, and that the
said amount should be reduced to one-third of that sum in the event of only one-third of
such carriage being used for the above-stated service of the Postmaster-general, and I award
accordingly.
Lieutenant Harness, R. E.
(signed)
Frederic Smith,
- and Robert Stephenson, Esq.
Lieut.-Colonel R. Engineers.

TO the North Midland Railway Company.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the ist and 2d years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An Act to provide
for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned, Thomas William, Earl
of Lichfield, Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under my hand require
and direct that the mails and post letter bags shall from and after the 6th day of April
next, be conveyed and forwarded by you on your railway either by the ordinary trains of
carriages or by special trains, as need may be, from Derby to Leeds, and from Leeds to
Derby, respectively, once each way in each day of every week, at such times and hours
in the day and night, and subject to such regulations and restrictions as to speed of
travelling, places, times and duration of stoppages, and times of arrival, as are mentioned
and set forth in the time bills hereunto annexed, together with the guards appointed and
employed by the Postmaster-general in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office
as hereinafter mentioned. Anil I also require you from and after the said 6th day of April
next, to appropriate exclusively the whole or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem
necessary of the inside of a second class railway carriage in the train which will leave the
Derby Station at 30. igrn. a.m., for Leeds, and also in the train which will leave the
Leeds Station at 7)1. gm. p.m., for Derby, for depositing therein the mails and post letter
bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office,
as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you are to provide with proper locks and keys,
and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall require), and I require and direct
you to receive, take up, carry and convey in such carriages respectively all such mails and
post letter bags as shall for that purpose be tendered to you or any of your officers, servants
or agents, by any officer of the Post-office, and the guards in charge thereof, and also any
other officers of the Post-office the Postmaster-general shall reasonably require, and to
deliver and leave such mails or post letter bags, guards and officers at such places on the
line of your railway as the Postmaster-general shall in that behalf from time to time
reasonably order and direct ; and I further require you, from and after the said 6th clay of
April next, at your own costs, to provide and furnish sufficient carriages and engines on
your railway for the conveyance of the mails and post letter bags in manner hereinbefore
directed to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general ; and I give you further notice, that
the services required of you by a certain notice under my hand bearing date the 23d day
of July 1840, shall cease and determine on and from the said 6th day of April next,
and that from thenceforth the services required by this notice shall be substituted for them.
General Post-office,
(signed)
Liclifield.
12 February 1841.
0.93.
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DERBY AND LEEDS RAILWAY TIME BILL.

Distance.

H.
7
3
3
10

F.

6
6
4

2
0
6

6

0
2

a

H.

M.

2
2
4
0

M
•wv

Tim*»
I lllic

Allowed.

0
0

53
3

0
0

28
5

0
0
0
0

28
3
16
5

7

0

2
10

0
4

0

39

72

6

3

0

•

To be dispatched from the
Derby, at To arrive at Belper, at To arrive at Ambergate, at
To arrive at Wingfield, at
To arrive at Chesterfield, at
Three minutes allowed.
To arrive at Eckington, at
To arrive at Beighton, at
To arrive at Masborough, at
Five minutes allowed.
To arrive at Swinton, at

Railway Station,

H.

3

M.

19

1
* 9'*
P*l.fr

-

4

12 <fidF
•Jp^/i

-

4

43

5

16 'u*1l
>*«§
35

itr'al

-

Three minutes allowed.
To arrive at Wakefield, at
Five minutes allowed.
To arrive at Altofts, at To arrive at the Railway Station, Leeds, at

5

LL'Ui

6

19

fSl»»
A.M.
NUUJ

(signed)

Lichfield.

NIGHT MAIL.
LEEDS AND DERBY RAILWAY TIME BILL.

Distance.

M.

F.

10
2

4
0

7

0

Timo
i inn
Allowed.

H.

M.

0
0
0

27
5
16

0

3

0
0

26
5

0
0

36
3

8
ft

2
0

4
6
6

6
0
2

10
3
3

7

0
4
2
2

0

59

72

6

3

0

To be dispatched from the Railway Station,
Leeds, at-To arrive at Altofts, at To arrive at Wakefield, at
Five minutes allowed.
To anive at Barnesley, at
Three minutes allowed.
To arrive at Swinton, at To arrive at Masborough at
Five minutes allowed.
To arrive at Beighton, at
••
To arrive at Eckington, at
To arrive at Chesterfield, at Three minutes allowed.
To arrive at Wingfield, at
To arrive at Ambergate, at
To arrive at Belper, at To arrive at the Railway Station, Derby, at

(signed)

H.

7

M.

9 P.M.

7 36
7

57

8 28

9

7

10

9 P.M.

Lichfield.

(10337/42-)

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 5 April 1842, on two Reports of the Postmaster-general,
numbered 3497/42, and 5647/42.
REFERRING to the report now before the Board on the award for the conveyance of
mails on the Crewe and Chester Railway, request the Postmaster-general will state, for the
information of my Lords, whether the daily services included in the award of 'jl. 45. consist
of one despatch in each direction, as would appear from his Lordship's report, or of two
despatches in each direction, as would appear from the copy of correspondence inclosed
therein.
Add, that it would be satisfactory to my Lords, on occasions like the present, if after
stating the award, his Lordship would cause to be added the following information : —
1st. The number of despatches per day in each direction, stating whether Sunday be an
exception or not.
td. The
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2d. The length of the line and the number of double miles per day to which the award
has reference.
3d. The total annual payment due, under the award, to the company.
4th. As nearly as they can be given, the ordinary and maximum weight of mails (including bags), to be stated separately as regards each trip.
gth. The amount of space set apart in the railway carriage for the use of the Post-office.
6th. The number of guards and other Post-office servants for whom accommodation is
required at each trip, and whether they travel inside or outside the carriage.
Desire that this information may be supplied now, as regards the two awards before the
Board, and in future on every similar occasion.
At the same time direct the Postmaster-general to state, for the information of my Lords,
the extent to which the despatch of the Irish packet from the Mersey is accelerated by
embarking the mail at Birkenhead rather than at Liverpool, and to explain the manner in
which this acceleration is effected.
My Lords observe that not only is Birkenhead somewhat higher up the river than Liver
pool, but that the mail train at present reaches Birkenhead four minutes later than the cor
responding train reaches Liverpool. The great loss in passage-money since the change
(estimated by Lieutenant Harness at more than 2,000 1., and by Commander Bevis at
4,ooo/. or 5,oooZ. per annum, to which must be added the cost of railway conveyance be
tween Chester and Birkenhead), makes it very desirable, in the opinion of my Lords, that
the Irish mail should again be embarked at Liverpool, if the object of accelerating its des
patch can be effected under such an arrangement.
With a view to the accomplishment of this object, call the attention of the Postmastergeneral to the fact, that if the train which carries the mail in question from London to
Birmingham, were required to travel at the speed of the mail trains on the same line of
road, which leave London respectively at 9. 45 a.m. and 9 p.m., the arrival of the mail at
Birmingham, and consequently at Liverpool, might be anticipated by about a quarter of an
hour.
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 24 May 1842.
I HAVE the honour to inform your Lordships, in reply to Sir George Clerk's letter of the
gth ultimo, that there are two despatches daily (including Sundays) in each direction
between Crewe and Chester, and with respect to the other information required by your
Lordships in regard to the Crewe and Chester and North Midland Railways, I enclose
two tabular statements, which I have caused to be carefully filled up, giving in detail the
required information upon the other points mentioned in your Lordship's letter.
With respect to the latter paragraphs of Sir George Clerk's letter, on the subject of the
recent acceleration of the mails to Ireland by tlie route of Chester and Birkenhead, I beg to
observe that when it was first decided to send the Irish mails by that route, it wns antici
pated that there would have been a saving of 25 minutes, owing to its despatch from
Birkenhead.
This advantage in point of fact, however, has not been altogether realized, owing to the
Grand Junction Company not having conveyed the mail over the Crewe and Chester line
at so quick a rate of speed as it was expected they would have done.
It is perfectly true, as stated by your Lordships, that the mail-train conveying the Irish
correspondence reaches Birkenhead four minutes later than the time at which the cor
responding train reaches Liverpool ; but it must be taken into consideration, that at Birken
head there is little or no delay in putting the bags on board the packet after the arrival of
the train, whereas when the mails were embarked from Liverpool, more than half an hour
was unavoidably occupied in conveying the bags from the terminus of the railway, and
embarking them at St. George's Pier.
As, however, sufficient time has now elapsed since the opening of the line, for the con
solidation of the works on the Crewe and Chester railway, 1 have called upon the directors
to make a further acceleration of the mail train to the extent of 12 minutes, which the com
pany have now agreed to perform, and for which I have accordingly served them with a legal
notice. The distance between Crewe and Chester will accordingly be performed in 48
minutes instead of an hour, from and after the 12th of next month.
With respect to the proposed acceleration of the night mail train from London to Birming
ham, I fear that the company would, if applied to on the subject, make the same objection
as was urged on a former occasion, viz. that they could not, consistently with a due regard
to the safety of the public, maintain the same speed with the night mail as with the day
mail train. The train, moreover, to which your Lordships allude, despatched from London
at 9 p. m., is one over which the London and Birmingham Company have no control ; it
belongs to the Midland Counties Railway Company, and branches off at Rugby to Derby,
York, &c.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM THE
TABULAR STATEMENT, giving the Information required by the Letter from the Treasury, bearing date 9th April 1842, in regard to the
Conveyance of the MAILS on the Crewe and Chester andNorth Midland Railways.

CREWE AND CHESTER RAILWAY.

Number of
Dispatches per Day
in each direction,
stating whether
Sunday
be an exception
or not.

Two every day, Sun
days included.

Length
of
the Line.

Mite.
21

Number of Total Annual
Double Miles
Payment
per Day
to which the due under the
Award
Award to
has reference.
the Company.
Miles.
42

£.

Ordinary and Maximum
Weight of Mail (including Bags),
as nearly as it can be given .
stated separately
as regards each Trip.

Amount of
Space set apart
in the
ilailwayCarriage
for
the use of the
Post Office.

Number of
Whether
Guards, or other
the
Post-office Ser Guards travel
vants, for whom
Inside
Accommodation or Outside
is required
the
at each Trip.
Carriage.

s. d.

2,628 - -

Two compart
CREWE TO CHESTER.
ments of a seconc
Night Mail.
class carriage
Ordinary Weight. MaximumWrght. with each trip.
Cats. qrs. Ibi.
Cwts. qrs. Ibs.
622
819

One Guard
with each mail
train, and occa
sionally an In
spector.

Inude.

One Guard
with each mail
train, and occa
sionally an In
spector.

Inside.

Day Mail.
Ordinary-Weight. Maximum Wght.
Cults, qrs. Ibs.
Cwts. qrs. Ibs.
0
1 12
019

CHESTER TO CREWE.
Night Mail.
OrdinaryWeight. Maximum Wght.
.Cults, qrs. Ibs.
Cwts. qn. Ibs.
100
1
0 12
Day Mail.
OrdinaryWeight. Maximum Wght.
Cvits. qrs. Ibs.
Cwts. qrs. Ibt.
2
0 16
2 0
1

•
NO] ITH MIDLAND RAILW AY.

One every day, Sun
days included.

72 f

72 |

2,622

3

7

A tender, pro
LEEDS TO DERBY.
perly fitted up,
OrdinaryWeight. Maximum Wght. is used fur the
Cwtl. qrt. Ibt. purpose.
Cu-ts. qrs. Ibs.
18 0 2
824

DERBY TO LEEDS.
OrdinaryWeight. Maximum Wght.
Cwts. qrs. Ibs.
Cwts. qn. Ibs.
,24
1 16
17
3 22

TREASURY MINUTE of gth August 1842.
4717 ; 10337 ; 12229 of l842Write to the Postmaster-general, and referring to the reports now before the Board,
suggest for his Lordship's consideration whether a considerable saving may not be effected
in the cost of railway conveyance by reducing, as much as possible, the space in the car
riages given up for the exclusive use of the Post-office; and by using an imperial, and thus
altogether avoiding the displacement of passengers, whenever practicable.
As showing the importance of a careful attention to this subject, my Lords would draw
the attention of the Postmaster-general to the awards relative to the North Midland and
Glasgow and Ayr Railways ; the first showing that the charge is in direct proportion to
the number of compartments occupied ; the second establishing a ratio of more than four
to one between the cost of a compartment in a second-class carriage, and that of an
imperial.
As regards each of the mails enumerated in the reports now before the Board, my Lords
have reason to think that some reduction of the kind may be effected. In one instance,
namely, that of the day-mail between York and Normanton, my Lords observe that although
the maximum weight of the mail is only 80 Ibs. (not more than that of a passenger's
luggage, and far less than that of the mail frequently caried in an imperial), two compart
ments in a second class carriage, a space sufficient for 16 passengers, are exclusively given
up to the Post-office.
Judging
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Judging from the reports before the Board, it would appear that the compartments in
which the mails are placed open at the side like an ordinary carriage, the guard riding
within. Under this arrangement it is of course impossible that the whole space should be
filled ; my Lords are therefore desirous of being informed whether the Postmaster-general
sees any objection to the access being obtained trom the top, as in an ordinary mail cart,
the guard travelling outside.
With a view of bringing the whole subject before the Board, my Lords desire to be sup
plied with a general return of all railway mails, to be made according to the form prescribed
in the letter from this Board of Qth April last, together with an exact statement of the
weight of mail which a compartment of an ordinary second-class railway carriage, and the
largest sized imperial, will respectively carry when completely tilled.

Appendix, No.'is.
Excessive Pay»»ents for Railway
Mails.
"

Appendix, No. 14.
REPORT, &c. ON LONDON DISTRICT POST.
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.

Appendix, No. 14.

London District
My Lords,
General Post-Office, 30 March 1842.
HAVING consulted the officers of this department with respect to the improvement to be Post.
made in the London District Post, I found that it would be perfectly practicable to make
another delivery in London, as well as in those country districts which are more immediately
contiguous to the metropolis ; and I directed, therefore, a detailed report on the subject to
be made to me by the Superintending President of the London District Post. I now
enclose copy of this document for your Lordships' consideration, and beg to point out, that,
looking at the expense of the measure, the difficulty of making the public understand the
new times of collection, occurring, as they would do, between the hours, instead of at the
even hours as at present, and the small benefit in my opinion that would be derived from
it, I am not prepared to recommend an eighth delivery in London, especially as I cannot
believe the Revenue would repay the outlay that would be occasioned by it.
With respect to the additional delivery in the country districts, the advantage would
doubtless be great ; and although I doubt whether the expenditure, even in this case, would
be covered by the increase of Revenue, I am inclined, nevertheless, to submit it for your
Lordships' favourable consideration.
Should your Lordships concur in this view, and determine to grant the increased accom
modation proposed to the places arid villages round the metropolis, it will be most desirable
to adopt the course recommended by the Superintending President, that of appointing eight
regular charge-takers, at an allowance of 30 s. each per week, not merely for the purpose
of collecting the postage from the letter-carriers, but also to act as inspectors over that
numerous class, a measure which I consider to be absolutely required to maintain the requi
site discipline, and to insure the regular performance of the duty.
If your Lordships sanction these propositions, the total increased expense will be as
follows :

39 additional letter-carriers, at 20 s. per week
29 ditto auxiliary assistants, at 7 s. ditto
2 ditto - - - - ditto at 8 s. ditto
Additional allowances to auxiliary assistants now in the service
Riding work
--------Railroad ---------8 additional charge-takers, at 30 s. per week £. s. d.
each -------- 624 - From which deduct allowance of 3 s. per week at
present paid to 12 letter-carriers, now acting as
charge-takers
- 93 12 TOTAL Increase per Annum - - - £.

£.
2,028
527
41
262
607
20

s.
16
12
12
12
-

d.
- per annum
„
„
„
„
„

530

8

-

4,018

6

1

„

I request to receive your Lordships' instructions on the subject.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
Sir,
Twopenny Post-Office, 2 March 1842.
IN obedience to the orders of his Lordship the Postmaster-general, I have had under
consideration the best means to be adopted for making another delivery in all parts of the
metropolis, and for affording similar accommodation to places in the country within certain
limits of the General Post-office, and I now beg to forward my report.
An extensive alteration like this, involving so much detail, making it necessary to revise
the whole of the walks, and which will, if adopted, cause a veiy large additional expendi
ture, could not be entered upon without the most mature consideration, and I beg to assure
0.93.
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Appen dix, No. 14. you, Sir, that the subject had received my most serious attention ; I have also availed myself
of the assistance of those practical officers who, from their general knowledge of the duty,
London District
I knew I could place full confidence in ; I am therefore prepared to submit this report for
Post.
his Lordship's consideration, with a perfect reliance on its general accuracy.
In proposing the means for carrying out an extensive alteration such as this, one impor
tant point should never be lost sight of; it is, that in making your calculation, to take care
that the arrangements and the means you propose to carry out your measures are such,
that the public may have all the advantages you hold out to them ; without this, it is only
delusion. Another point for serious consideration is, that in apportioning the duty that
will have to be performed, no person should be oppressed, or have more duty allotted (for
the sake of showing a smaller estimate) than he may be fairly and reasonably expected to
discharge. Men, when they get overworked and oppressed, have no zeal for the service: it
is true that they may get through their day's labour, but they do it with reluctance, and
are dissatisfied, and when required to use extra exertions, they either will not, or exhibit a
bad feeling. I think it right to state thus much, because I am satisfied that the lettercarriers, and I may add every person connected with this department, are now doing their
full portion of duty, and cannot, without great injustice, be called upon to do more.
Admitting this, it follows that should additional deliveries be made, it can only be met by
additional means ; consequently, if the letter-carriers are called upon to make more delive
ries in the day, they must be relieved in the duties they now perform, to an equal extent,
which will be shown more fully as 1 proceed with my details.
It is my intention first to state in detail my plan for carrying out another delivery iii
London, with a separate estimate of the expense ; I shall then proceed to make a similar
statement for the Country, with also a separate estimate of the expense, so that the Post
master-general and the Lords of the Treasury may see the effect under their different heads,
and may adopt either or both of the plans, should they deem it right to do so.
With respect to another delivery in London, I trust I may not be considered to exceed
my duty by humbly remarking that I do feel some reluctance in proposing any measure that
will alter the present well-defined hours of despatch, which are so well understood by the
public, and which I really do believe with the majority affords ample accommodation, and is
Fully commensurate to their wants and expectations.
By the present regulations we make seven deliveries in the metropolis daily, and they take
place every two hours, the first delivery commencing at 8 o'clock A. M., and the last at
8 o'clock P. M. In introducing another delivery the main point to be considered is, at what
period of the day will it afford the most general accommodation. My own view is, that it
will be better to take what may be considered the most business hours, which are between
10 and 4 o'clock.
A collection is now made at 10 o'clock in the morning, and another at 12. I propose to
take half-past 11 o'clock for the latter. This, of course, will accelerate the delivery of all
letters posted up to half-past 1 1 o'clock a full half hour. The next collection I propose to make
at 1 o'clock, instead of 2, as at present. This, of course, will accelerate all letters put in
up to 1 o'clock a full hour. The next collection I propose to make at half-past 2 o'clock
instead of 2 ; and as I shall be very anxious to press this turn forward as much as possible,
because of the General-post letters arriving by the day mails, and shall have a force on duty
accordingly, I therefore hope to get the letter-carriers and the country rides despatched
nearly as early as we do at present, viz. 4 o'clock. Collecting half an hour earlier for this
despatch will certainly be an advantage to the country districts, as it will allow half an hour
later for posting letters. I propose, that instead of the next collection being made at 4
o'clock, as at present, it shall be half-past 4. I am aware that I shall have some difficulty
in carrying this latter change out, because the half hour will make a material difference, as
so many letters will be posted between 4 and half-past 4 o'clock ; but if it can be done
(and I think it can) it will be worth some additional expense to accomplish.
By making the 4 o'clock collection as at present, we are enabled to clear off the whole
of the letters for the 6 o'clock delivery before the country bags come in, which begin to
arrive at half-past & o'clock, and they must be immediately examined because of forwarding
the General-post letters to the Inland Office. Now collecting half an hour later would
interfere with this unless we can accelerate the collections being brought in, which I propose
to do by adopting the same means as we do for collecting at 8 o'clock in the morning to
enable us to get the letters into the Inland Office for the morning mails. The advantage of
this half hour would be considerable ; it would tend to relieve the 8 o'clock night delivery,
and it would allow half an hour later for posting letters to the country places that I propose
to give another delivery to. I anticipate that by allowing this half hour, full 3,000 letters
would be accelerated in their delivery. Should this plan be adopted, the number of de
liveries and the hours of collecting from the Receiving-houses will be as follows :—
MORNING.
Hours. Min.
8
10
11

0
0
30

AFTERNOON.

Hours.
1
2
4
6
8

Min.
0
30
30
0
0

By the present regulations the letter-carriers make four deliveries one day and three the
next, so that each letter-carrier in London makes seven deliveries everv two days. Now if
this
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this plan should be carried out they must make four deliveries daily, making three additional Appendix, No. 14.
deliveries to them in the week. To meet this, I propose to make a new arrangement of the
walks, which must either be reduced, by having new walks made, or by additional men London District
attached to the present walks ; for example, where there are now four men attached to a Post.
walk, to make it six, so that three men will go out upon the same walk alternate deliveries ;
the ground being divided as nearly equal as possible. I have adopted this plan upon former
occasions, and find that it works well, and I think that it will be advisable to adopt it
generally in the arrangements, as it will not increase the divisional sorting that additional
walks would do. To meet all this I calculate we shall require the following additional lettercarriers, and they will be disposed of at the various offices as follows :
MEN.

For the principal office (General Post-office)
Charing Cross branch North Row
_-.-_.
Portland Street ----Stepney ------.
Southwark
______

36

12
14
10

8
6
86

This number upon the face of it may appear large, but when the extent of the ground that
is to receive an additional delivery is considered, viz. from Sloane-street to Blackwall, and
from the Regent's Park to the Kent Road, and that the whole of this densely populated
metropolis, with its numerous streets, lanes, and courts, is to be gone over, and that by
additional means, it will at once show that 86 men maybe soon disposed of.
In the event of another delivery being made, we shall also require some relief to the
sorters and sub-sorters, who are in attendance the whole of the day. At present between
the intervals of the duty, they get a little time for refreshment, but another delivery will
prevent this, as the despatches will be so quick upon each other, that it will require consi
derable exertion to clear off one despatch before the next commences.
I consider that two sorters and two sub-sorters will be required to give the necessary
relief, in addition to which will be the charge for riding work. The total charge for making
another delivery in London will be as follows :
PRESENT
CHARGE.

MAXIMUM.

£.

s.

d.

4,472
140

-

-

-

140 62 345 11

TOTAL Charge per Annum - - £.

5,149 11

86 letter-carriers, 1 1. per week each
2 sorters or clerks
2 sub -sorters
1 porter
______
Riding work ------

-

3

£.
4,472
200
180
62
345

s.
11

d.
3

3

5,249 11

3

Having disposed of a further delivery in London, I shall now proceed to consider the
accommodation to be extended to parts of the country districts. 1 propose in this case to
give another delivery to the towns and villages within a radius of six miles from the General
Post-office. I at first had it in contemplation to recommend five mile?, but as this would
have excluded so many important and populous places, I have deemed it right to recom
mend six, although it will be attended with an additional charge.
You are aware, Sir, from what I have stated in former reports, and from various conversa
tions I have had with you on the subject, that I have for some time been an advocate for this
measure. By the present regulations, letters posted at the receiving houses after two
o'clock or at this office after three, for the country districts or places generally beyond the
three-mile circle, are not delivered till the following morning. Now as far as the distant
villages are concerned, there is not much to complain of, but when we look to Paddington,
Chelsea, Brompton, Deptford, Greenwich, and many other places similarly situated, I do
think that there is j ust grounds for dissatisfaction, and I know that it has often been the cause
of considerable disappointment. I also submit that as far as relates to places on the im
mediate boundary of the three-mile circle, the present regulations are inconsistent, because
persons residing within the circle can receive a letter the same night posted up to six
o'clock, while those beyond it cannot get one till the next morning, put in immediately after
two o'clock. I therefore propose that we should extend the time for posting letters at the
receiving houses for places within six miles of the General Post-office, till four o'clock, and
at the principal office till five. Should another delivery be made in London, and the hour of
collecting changed from four to half-past four o'clock, it will allow half an hour later for post
ing letters. 1 am satisfied such accommodation would give general satisfaction, and increase
the correspondence. To show more clearly the importance of the measure, I shall add a list
of the places that will be benefited by it.
0.93.
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London District
Post.

Kingsland.
Dalston.
Shacklewell.
Hackney.
Homerton.
Clapton.
Stoke Newington.
Tottenham.
Bow.
Old Ford.
Bromley.
Shalford.
West Ham.
Plaistow.
Upton.
Low Leyton.
Leytonstone.
Walthamstow.
Islington.
Holloway.
Hornsey.
Somers Town.
Camden Town.
Kentish Town.
Highgate.
Hampstead.
Paddington.
Kilburn.
Kensall Green.

Bayswater.
Shepherd's Bush.
Brompton.
Chelsea.
Kensington.
Hammersmith.
Fulham.
Battersea.
Wandsworth.
Tooting.
Streatham.
Norwood.
Clapham.
Brixton.
Stockwell.
South Lambeth.
Vauxhall.
Newington Butts.
Walworth.
Camberwell.
Dulwich.
Old Kent Road.
Peckham.
New Cross.
Deptford.
Greenwich.
Blackheath.
Lewisham.
Lee.

London will have either seven or eight deliveries a day. The places on the boundary of
the three-mile, circle, such as Camberwell, Newington Butts, Islington, Hackney, &c., will
have six deliveries. Those places beyond the three-mile circle will have five deliveries, and
the greater portion of the places beyond the six miles will have four. I humbly submit, that
with such accommodation as this the public will have every reason to be satisfied, and that
there can be no real grounds of complaint.
Although the additional delivery is proposed only to include a radius of six miles from
the General Post-office, it will in almost every case be beyond it, because if the line of the
circle only crosses a small portion of the town or village, the whole of the district will be
included in the delivery, as it would be impossible, or if possible, it would not be proper to
exclude any part, except in the case of detached or isolated places, where it may not be
desirable or safe to send a letter-carrier to at night. The exceptions will, however, be so few
to the general rule, that it will scarcely need a consideration. I only name it, to protect
myself in the event of a complaint from any party that may be excluded.
"With regard to the expense that must be incurred to carry out this accommodation, I find
that it cannot be worked with less than 39 regular letter-carriers, 31 additional auxiliary
assistants, and some additional allowances to the auxiliary assistants now in the service,
who will be called upon to make another delivery, and to this must be added the riding
work. The Deptford, Greenwich, and Blackheath bags I propose to send by the Green
wich Railroad as at present at the mid-day despatch. The increased charge will therefore
be as follows :
£. s. d.
- 2,028 - 39 Letter-carriers, at 1 1. per week 527 16 —
29 Auxiliary assistants, at 7s. per week Two ditto, ditto, at 8s. 41 12 —
Additional allowances to auxiliary assistants now in the service 262 12 _
Riding work --------607 18 1
20 — —
Railroad
.........
TOTAL Charge per Annum - - - £.

3,487 18

1

Should this measure receive the sanction of the Lords of the Treasury, the additional
delivery will not be the only advantage following from it, as I intend to divide the walks
so as to have the whole of the additional regular letter-carriers to go out with the present
force, at the turn we deliver the General-post letters arriving by the morning mails, which
has become very oppressive. The addition of 39 letter-carriers to this delivery will be an
important relief, and a great advantage to the public, by causing an earlier delivery of their
General-post letters.
I have for some time had it in contemplation to bring under the notice ot tire Postmastei
general the inadequate superintendence of some of the larger sorting-offices in the country,
and I cannot do better than avail myself of the present opportunity.
A charge-taker is attached to every country sorting-office. Besides doing his duty as a
letter-carrier
; he is
•
•
' he makes up and receives the bags of letters to and from Londoncharged
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charged with the postage, which he collects from the other letter-carriers, and vomits it to Appendix, No. 14
the Receiver-general three times a week ; he also pays the wages, answers the inquiries or
complaints ; and he is also expected to see that the letter-carriers are regular in their London District
attendance, and discharge the duty properly, and to report them for neglect. For all P°stthis he receives 3 s. per week, in addition to his pay as a letter-carrier. It must be ad—
mitted that this has been a cheap way of getting the duty performed, and I have no reason
to believe, as a general rule, in the small offices, but what it has been effective, but
in the large offices since the great, increase in the duty it is quite out of the ques
tion. I will take Brorapton, Kensington, Paddington, Islington, Hackney, Newington
Butts, Clapham and Blackheath. All these districts, should another delivery be made, will
have from 12 to 16 letter-carriers attached to them ; the charge-taker will either despatch or
receive 10 or 12 bags of letters daily, and the number of letters to and from those districts
will average from 20,000 to 30,000 weekly at each place, and as there will be five or six
deliveries daily, the letter-carriers will be constantly bringing in their collections or going out
to deliver. Now I would ask, is it possible for a man having his own heavy duty to per
form as a letter-carrier to attend to all the other details with justice to himself or benefit to
the service. I submit that it is not ; I therefore recommend that superior charge-takers
should be appointed to each of these places. I am sure there will be full employment for
them, as they will have to make up and receive the London bags, to assist in the general
sorting, to see that the letter-carriers are punctual in their attendance, and in fact they
would be held responsible for the due performance of the duty, and report to me any
irregularity. All complaints and inquiries will be referred to them for investigation, and
they will be required to report the result to me. I am satisfied that such an arrangement
will be a great improvement and benefit the service, as the letter-carriers will be under
much better control by having a superior officer placed over them ; indeed he will be looked
upon as an inspector, and be attended to accordingly.
I propose that these superior charge-takers should receive the same wages as those now
appointed to superintend the Southwark and Stepney Branch Offices, viz. 30s. per week ;
they will have no other advantages, as their time will be wholly occupied in the office ; men
must be selected for the duty, who from their good conduct, general knowledge of the duty,
and standing in the service are well qualified, and unless we pay them sufficiently to place
them above the level of the common letter-carriers, we shall not get good men to accept
the appointment.
Should eight charge-takers be appointed at 30s. a week each, it will amount to 624 1.
per annum, but as 12 of the present charge-takers will be abolished, viz. Chelsea, Brompton,
Kensington, Paddington, Islington, Hackney, Newington Butts, Kennington, Clapham,
Stockwell, Blackheath and Greenwich, who receive 3s. per week each, amounting to
93 /. 12s. per annum, it will reduce the expense for the superior charge-takers to 531 /. per
annum. I feel satisfied the advantages that will follow from it will fully justify the addi
tional outlay ; indeed it is absolutely necessary that something should be done, or the service
cannot proceed with any satisfaction.
Should the measure detailed in this report be adopted, I think it right to add, that in
making the necessary arrangements for carrying them out, I cannot pledge myself that
what 1 have asked will be sufficient, yej. I have no reason to doubt but it will ; I shall
therefore proceed with them w:ith the greatest care, and if I find I can make due provision
for the duty, at a less outlay than 1 have calculated, it will be very satisfactory to me.
Lieut.-Colonel Maberly.

I am, &c.
(signed)
R. Smith.

MEMORANDUM.
Additional Delivery at Country Places within Six Miles of St. M artin's-leOn the proposed
4
rand.— (Vide Postmaster-general's Report of the 31st March 1842, No. 6521.)
Gran
AT present letters are not delivered the same night in the suburbs of London if posted at
a receiving house in town after two o'clock in the afternoon ; this is the case even at places
no more remote than Islington and Bayswater.
Letters posted at the receiving houses between two o'clock and six are carried out by the
night mails, and though by far the most numerous despatch of the day (in the District
Post) the letters are suffered to lie at the country offices all night, and are not delivered till
the next morning. It is now proposed by the Post-office to have an intermediate despatch
to places within six miles of the chief office of letters posted between two and four o'clock,
and to deliver such letters the same evening. The cost of this improvement is estimated at
4,018 1. 6s. id. per annum, of which 2,860 /. is for additional letter-carriers.
A slight consideration will show that the convenience of the public will be consulted by
making the last despatch of letters to be delivered the same day, as late as practicable.
And, as the evening mails reach the most distant of the places in question by about a quarter
before nine, it appears to me that the letters ought to be delivered, except at isolated places
(which are also excepted in the plan proposed by the Post-office) the same evening ; and as
this arrangement would merely substitute one delivery for another, and would require no
additional riding-work, the greater accommodation to the public would be afforded without
0-93f4
any
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Appendix, No. 14. any additional cost to the Post-office, except, perhaps, a trifling increase of pay to the lettercarriers for making a night instead of an early morning delivery.
London District
The inconvenience to the letter-carriers is, as far as I am aware, the only objection to the
Post,
plan ; but though quite ready to admit that some inconvenience will be felt, especially in
—————
the winter, I cannot but think that, like policemen, and many other public servants, the
letter-carriers should make whatever sacrifice public convenience may require.
As regards the few letters addressed to isolated places, I propose to include them in the
General-post delivery of the next morning, which, on the plan described in the " Agenda,"
would be made much earlier than at present. If, however, a delivery after the arrival of
the mails should, after full consideration, be thought too late, I would then recommend that
the despatch should follow the five o'clock collection, which is now made for the purposes of
the General Post. The expenses under this arrangement would, perhaps, be much the same
as if the despatch followed the four o'clock collection, as proposed by the Post-office ; but
the additional hour would be a great convenience to the public, more especially as the time
for sending the letters in question to the receiving houses would then coincide with that for
sending General-post letters.
The despatch from the chief office should be so timed as to include all letters addressed
to the places in question, which may be received at the chief office from country places, by
the afternoon despatch from such places. As these letters reach the chief office between
5 hours 30 minutes and 6 hours 5 minutes P.M., it is presumed that the despatch from the
chief office, now under consideration, might be made about half-past six.
Under this arrangement a letter posted at any country office within the 12-mile circle
by about four o'clock, would be delivered at any place within six miles of the chief office
the same night, instead of the next morning as it now is, and as it would continue to be,
under the arrangement proposed by the Post-office ; unless, indeed, the despatch from the
chief office were purposely delayed.
Although District-post letters are in time for the eight o'clock despatch when posted at
the receiving houses by six, it is found that about two-thirds of the whole number are
posted with the General-post letters by five o'clock ; and of the remaining one-third many,
no doubt, would be so posted, if thereby the advantage were secured of delivery the same
evening.
It appears, therefore, that a despatch at about half-past six o'clock would include nearly
all the letters which now go on by the eight o'clock despatch ; of those which had previously
come in from the country, it would take all without exception ; and of those posted in
London, nearly all. Such being the case, it may perhaps be doubtful whether the early
morning delivery would any longer be necessary, especially if the next delivery were made
as early as practicable.
If the early morning delivery could be superseded, the additional cost of the plan would be
trifling ; but this could not be done without a sacrifice which does not attach to the plan of
a delivery after the arrival of the evening mails.
The additional despatch, if made at all, should, I submit, be effected by means of the
omnibuses ; without requiring a higher speed, however, than that at which they now run,
say six miles an hour. The difference of time caused by this arrangement would be trifling
even as regards the most distant places, and as the measure would be altogether new, no
reasonable complaints could arise ; while the saving of expense would, I have reason to
think, be considerable.
Still the arrangement, as a whole, appears to me to be less economical and less service
able to the public than the plan of a delivery after the arrival of the evening mails, though
as compared with that proposed by the Post-office it would afford an important increase of
accommodation to the public, and probably at a less cost.
27 May 1842.
(signed)
Rowland Hill.

Sir,
Twopenny Post-Office, 19 July 1842.
I TRUST I shall not be considered exceeding my duty in drawing your attention to a
Report that I forwarded on the 1st March last, which had been prepared in obedience to the
orders of the Postmaster-general, and in which I venture to recommend that another de
livery should be made at a later hour in the day at places within six miles of the General
Post-office.
My reasons for bringing this subject again under your notice are, first, should it be likely
that the proposition will receive the sanction of the Lords of the Treasury, it will be much
to the benefit of the service if it can be carried out in the summer months, because the addi
tional delivery will have to be made at a late hour in the evening, and it will be a great ad
vantage to the new letter-carriers to begin it when they have daylight, as they can make
themselves acquainted with the ground and the inhabitants before the dark evenings com
mence, which will materially assist them in the quick as well as correct delivery of the letters.
Secondly, The additional force that will be required to carry the measure out will be a
great assistance to the general duty, as it will enable me to relieve several districts that are
now considerably oppressed and overworked, as I shall make a new division of the walks,
and so class the men that the whole force will go out at the heavy deliveries ; and as some of
the districts will have two and three additional men, it will be a material reliefto the present
men and a considerable advantage to the public, because the letter-carriers will have less
ground to cover, and which of course must accelerate the delivery of the letters.
Should
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Should his Lordship not obtain the sanction of the Treasury for the additional delivery, Appendix, No. 14.
I regret to say that it will then be my duty to submit the case of several of the districts,
and to ask for more assistance ; as I am assured by the surveyor, and I have every reason to London District
place the fullest confidence in his statements, that in many of the districts the duty has be- Postcome so oppressive, that the men have scarcely time to get the necessary refreshments, and
•
that the deliveries are completed much too late ; and he is confident that as the winter ap
proaches, and the dispatches are made later, it will be almost impossible at some of the
places for the men to complete their deliveries in sufficient time to enable them to collect for
the next delivery. The pressure at many of the places round London is as much caused by
the increase of buildings as letters ; and it must be remembered that at all the places beyond
the limits of the General-post letter-carriers' delivery, the letter-carriers of this department
have to contend against the increase in the General as well as the London letters.
I can assure you, Sir, that I at all times feel most reluctant in making any application
that involves additional expense, and at a time like this, when the Government have so
much to contend against from the distress of the country, and the difficulty in meeting the
expenditure, it is doubly necessary that I should be so : at the same time, placed at the head
of a department such as this, in which public interest is so much concerned, I am satisfied
that I should not be considered discharging my duty if I were to allow any branch of the
service to fail by neglecting to bring the subject under the notice of his Lordship, and ap
plying for such assistance as will enable us to carry out to the fullest extent the accommoda
tion that we profess to give the public.
I am, &c.
Lieut.-colonel Maberly.
(signed)
R. Smith.
Sac. &c. &c.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 12 August 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general that, although the giving another delivery as proposed
in the country districts will occasion a considerable expense, my Lords think that it will
afford so great an additional convenience to the persons residing near London, that they
deem it proper to authorize its adoption as recommended by the Postmaster-general.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 22 November 1842.
WITH reference to the correspondence I have had with your Lordships on the subject of
affording additional accommodation by the London District Post to places within six milesof this office, I have the honour to forward for your information copy of a Report from the
Superintending President, stating that the arrangements are now complete and in full opera
tion.
This measure appears to afford much satisfaction to the public, and I am happy to be
enabled to state that it has been carried into effect at an expense less by 54 1. 4s. per annum
than the amount estimated.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
Sir,
Twopenny Post-office, 5 November 1842.
I HAVE to report that the arrangements for extending a later delivery of letters to places
within six miles of London are now completed and in full operation ; and, as far as I can
judge from its present working, there is every reason to believe that all the advantages cal
culated from the measure will be fully realized.
The surveyor assures me that the residents in the parts benefited by the change are much
pleased, and consider it a great accommodation, and there can be little doubt that it will
ultimately increase correspondence.
In addition to the advantages of the additional delivery, the force put on to carry it out
has enabled me to give much important relief to the populous districts round London, and
to materially accelerate the delivery of the General-post letters, which was much wanted;
and when I state that the acceleration has been (at several of the places) to the extent of
from half an hour to an hour, it will at once show the benefit resulting from the change.
It is further satisfactory for me to be enabled to report that the whole of the arrangements
have been carried out and well provided for within the sum estimated, and sanctioned by the
Treasury, as the Directors of the Greenwich Kailroad do the additional service for 10/. per
annum less than the sum estimated, and there is a further saving of 17s. per week in making
the necessary provision for the duty.
I am, &c.
Lieut.-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
R. Smith.
&c. &c. &c.
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CORRESPONDENCE, and STATEMENTS relative to the Establishment of a DAY MAIL
to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, &c.

LETTER from the Postmaster-general to the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
I THINK it necessary to bring under your notice, before it is strongly pressed upon you,
the expediency of granting a day mail to Leeds, now that the railway is open to that place,
in the same manner you have already given it to many other large and commercial towns
which could be benefited by such an arrangement. The chief places that would receive
advantage from such a mail would be Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, Sheffield, Wakefield,
Leeds, and Halifax. I do not purpose at present to extend it to York and Hull, as the
arrival would be so late that they could derive little benefit from it ; but as this is not the
case with the other towns, I do not see how we can refuse the boon to them with any fair
ness, or with any regard to the great interests involved. As, however, a train returning in
the middle of the night from Leeds would be very expensive, and comparatively of little
benefit, I should not be disposed to bring one back, adapted to an arrival for the mid-day
delivery in London at 2 p. m., but would adopt one of the day trains from Leeds to London,
which might be obtained at a low cost, and which, if it arrived by five o'clock, would
accomplish the most material object of a day mail, the acceleration of the correspondence
passing through London, at a reasonable rate. I should, however, point out, that this will
not be the case when the line is open to Newcastle, when in all probability the arrange
ment suggested must be modified, and a mail brought in at half-past one, p. m., as by such
an arrival Newcastle and the important towns near it would obtain an excellent communi
cation with London, an accommodation which, I think, it would be difficult to resist.
Another reason for this course is, that as the day mail on its return, leaving Leeds in the
middle of the night, would pass the towns on the line at a very early hour in the morning,
the correspondence for London from these towns would be very small, and very little benefit
derived from the day mail, i submit, therefore, that I may receive your Lordships' autho
rity to establish a day mail on the plan proposed. With respect to the night mail, I have
not thought it necessary to consult you, as such a measure was obviously unavoidable the
moment the whole line of railway was open to Leeds, York, and Hull, though I shall report
the amount of the sums awarded to the different branch railroads, when it shall have been
fixed by the arbitration which, in this case, it will be necessary to resort to.
General Post-office,
I have, &c.
23 July 1840.
(signed)
Lichfield,

LETTER from the Postmaster-general to the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
IN reminding your Lordships that I obtained your authority for the establishment of a
day mail between London and Leeds, on a communication which I had the honour to
address to you, dated the 23d July 1840, copy of which I enclose, I beg at the same time
to state, that I was deterred from carrying the measure into effect, as I found that I could
not accomplish the object except at an expense which the advantage to the towns on the
line was hardly sufficient to justify.
My first impression on this question was, that a day mail from Leeds, by some one of
the ordinary trains from that town in the morning, might be brought into London about
five in the afternoon, which would have been important for the acceleration of letters passing
through London, although the time of arrival would have been too late to admit of a delivery
of the London letters the same evening. In this anticipation I was disappointed, as I could
not effect an arrival in London, by any ordinary passenger-train of the North Midland
Company from Leeds, at the required time ; while the companies on the line, if served with
a regular notice under the Act of Parliament, would have been compelled to put on a special
train for the conveyance of this mail, and would have demanded of course a much higher
payment than they would have obtained if they had merely employed their own trains for
the service.
I was further induced to postpone acting upon your authority, by the consideration that
Leeds, the most important town on the line, for which the benefit of the measure was
intended,
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intended, would not obtain its letters by the proposed day mail in time for an evening delivery; while, admitting the advantage which would have accrued to the other places on the
line, including Sheffield, Derby, and Leicester, I could not view it as sufficient, under the
circumstances, to justify the expense of a special train on the return, by which alone the
object, as regards the acceleration of the correspondence passing through London, could
have been accomplished.
The acceleration of the night mail to Darlington, Newcastle, &c. by the Great North of
England Railway, which is now in full operation, has, however, very materially altered this
important question ; as, in addition to the great advantages which a day mail would confer
upon Newcastle, by expediting its communications with the metropolis, by affording that
town the benefit of a return mail, and the accommodation which would be given to all the
other towns upon the line, it would in a great measure supply the place of the old York and
Edinburgh mail, and enable me to remedy a defect in the circulation of letters between the
northern parts of England and the eastern counties, as well as a similar defect in the circu
lation of letters between Leeds, York, Hull, and Newcastle, as the day mail would restore
to these towns a direct post for their local communications with each other by night
which they lost when the old Edinburgh mail was unavoidably discontinued ; and it is
right I should mention, that the tardy communication by post, in both these cases, has been
the subject of frequent complaints from the public.
I do not, however, conceal from your Lordships, that the measure will be attended with
very considerable expense, as a mid-day delivery in London, which will be of the greatest
importance to Newcastle, which of course all the towns on the line will have, as this train
must fall in at Rugby with the return Irish and Scotch day mail to London, cannot be
secured except by such an arrangement of the time of the up train to London over a great
portion of the line as would not suit the convenience of the passengers; and, consequently,
as the companies would be compelled to run a special train for the conveyance of the mail,
they would inevitably demand a very high payment for the service.
At Leicester, Derby, and as far as Sheffield, and the rest of the line, the great advantage
derived will be from the day mail down, which will no doubt be highly appreciated by the
inhabitants of those towns. Newcastle, however, will be chiefly benefited by the up day
mail, as the merchants and traders of that important town will be enabled to answer their
letters from London nearly a day sooner than they can at present, as there will be a con
venient interval for this purpose between the arrival of the night mail from London and the
dispatch of the day mail to London.
As, however, this desirable arrangement, as I have before stated, cannot be effected
except at a very considerable expense, I leave it entirely for your Lordships to decide,
whether the advantages of the measure, which will extend more or less to all the towns
upon the road, and the acceleration of the correspondence passing through London, are
sufficient reasons to justify your Lordships in giving me directions to carry the measure
into effect, and I beg therefore your early decision on the subject, especially as I am much
pressed by memorials from Leicester, Sheffield, Leeds, and Newcastle, all which towns are
anxious to reap the benefit of such an arrangement.
I have, &c.
General Post-office, 6 August 1841.
(signed)
Lichfield.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 1 October 1841.
(16,734.)
WRITE to the Postmaster-general tiat my Lords entirely concur with his Lordship in
the importance of establishing a day mail between London and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, as a
means of affording to the important towns on that line of road the convenience of two
dispatches per day, and of restoring to certain of these towns the advantages of communi
cation with each other by night, of which they were deprived when the old Edinburgh mail
was discontinued.
At the same time, looking to the great expense which the Postmaster-general anticipates
would attend the execution of the plan which has been proposed for effecting these objects,
my Lords cannot but agree with his Lordship in considering it very questionable whether the
advantages to be derived from it would justify the expense which would be incurred.
Being very desirous, however, that the proposed plan should not be altogether abandoned,
mv Lords have carefully considered whether some modification of it might not be made
winch, without materially reducing its advantages, would bring the cost within moderate
limits. And to this question my Lords desire to draw the attention of the Postmastergeneral.
My Lords understand the plan proposed by the Postmaster-general to be as follows :—
That the mail shall be conveyed by railway between Darlington and Rugby, at such hours
as to fall in at the latter place with the existing Irish and Scotch day mail to and from
London ; the conveyance between Darlington and Newcastle being effected by coach or
other ordinary means.
Under this arrangement the up mail would leave Newcastle probably about 8 p. m., and
Darlington about midnight ; arriving in London about 1 h. 30 m. p. m. The down mail
0.93.
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annum.
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The modification which my Lords desire to suggest for the consideration of the Postmastergeneral is as follows :—Directing attention, in the first instance, to the conveyance between
Leeds and London, my Lords propose that the mail shall arrive in London, as originally
intended by the Postmaster-general, at a much later hour in the afternoon than that now
proposed by his Lordship, in order that a larger portion of the line may be travelled over
jn the day time, and the hours thus made more suitable for general traffic.
My Lords find that a train now leaves Leeds at 6 o'clock a. m., and reaches London at
6 o'clock p. m. The latter hour would perhaps be too late to admit of the letters which
pass through London being forwarded conveniently by the evening mails at 8h. p. m. ; but
without altering the hour of departure from Leeds, the train might reach London at 5 h. p. m.
(the hour originally intended by the Postmaster-general), or even as early as 4h. p. m., with
out exceeding the speed at which the night mail from Leeds now travels.
My Lords also find, that a train which now leaves London at 9h. 15m. a.m., reaches Leeds
at 6 h. 45m. p. m. ; and as this train arrives at Rugby only a few minutes before that which
takes the Irish and Scotch day mails, my Lords conclude that there could be no difficulty
in arranging for the Leeds day-mail bags to accompany the Irish and Scotch day-mail
bags as far as Rugby, and to be forwarded from thence to Leeds by the abovenamed
tram.
As, under the arrangement here suggested, the trains now actually running would serve,
with slight modifications, my Lords presume that the expense so far would be very
moderate.
As respects the conveyance to the north of Leeds, my Lords find that the train already
mentioned as reaching Leeds at 6 h. 45 m. p. m. proceeds to York, where it arrives at
7h. 30m. p.m., and thence on to Darlington, which latter place it reaches at 11 h. p. m.
As regards the return trains, however, it does not appear that any train leaves Darlington
• or even York at such an hour as to fall in with that which starts from Leeds at 6 h. a. m. ;
looking however to the rivalry which now exists between the companies interested in the
two great lines of railway conveyance to the north, namely, those at present terminating,
respectively, at Lancaster and Darlington, and to the fact that since the opening of the
Great North of England Railway the route to Edinburgh via Darlington is the most expedi
tious, my Lords think it not improbable that if moderate payment were offered to the Great
North of England Railway Company to run a passenger train from Darlington, at a suit
able hour for the conveyance of the mail, it would be accepted, especially if it could be
shown that the Post-office had other means at its command of effecting its objects.
If the company should refuse a reasonable offer to this effect, my Lords are of opinion
that the proper course would be to arrange for a train from York, to. fall in with the train
from Leeds ; for which purpose it would have to leave York about 5 h. 15 m. a. m. ; and
then to convey the mail between Newcastle and York by mail-cart, provided, as appears
most probable, that it could not be economically conveyed by coach. For reasons which
it is unnecessary to state, both the up and the down mail should be conveyed by the same
means, although, as before shown, the down mail might be carried as far as Darlington by
a train now running.
The distance from York to Newcastle by turnpike road is 82 miles, and the time required
by the old mail-coach was about nine hours ; if, therefore, the mail-cart started from York
at 8 h. p. m., it would reach Newcastle about 5 h. a. m. ; and in order that the return mail
may reach York at 5 h. a. m., it must start from Newcastle about 8 h. p. m.
A comparison of these hours, with those under the arrangement proposed by the Post
master-general will show that practically they are the same. In either case the mail
•would be conveyed between York and Newcastle, both ways, in the night; and whether at
the extreme or intermediate places, letters might be posted as late, and delivered as early,
under one plan as under the other.
But the expense of the plan now suggested would apparently be comparatively small, inas
much as the necessity for special trains, the chief cause of the excessive charges for railway
conveyance, would be nearly, if not altogether, avoided.
If the company should not be willing, for a reasonable payment, to dispatch a train even
from York at a proper hour to fall in with the up train from Leeds, it would remain for
consideration, whether to bear the expense of a special train for a short distance, or to start
the mail-cart from Leeds instead of York. If the latter alternative were adopted, the hours
of arrival and departure at Newcastle would be somewhat less convenient.
Assuming that the conveyance of the mail by railway is made to extend at least as far
as York, it appears to my Lords, on a careful comparison of the advantages and disadvan
tages of the plan first proposed and that now suggested, that while the latter is far the
more economical of the two, it is in other respects, all things considered, equally advan
tageous to the public.
First, as regards the down mail from London to York, the arrangements under both plans
are strictly identical, and beyond York, as already stated, they are practically the same.
Second, as regards the up mails. Here too, as previously stated, the arrangements are
practically the same from Newcastle to York ; but from York to London the hours would
be
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be much more convenient for posting letters under the arrangement now suggested,
because considerably later. To Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester, it would afford the
convenience of a forenoon dispatch; whereas, under the arrangement first proposed, the
hours of departure, as regards these towns, and, indeed, as regards all important towns on
the line, except the more remote, would be so early in the morning as to give little or no
facility, for dispatching letters, beyond that already furnished by the night mail.
As regards the delivery in London of the letters in question, the arrangement proposed
by the Postmaster-general is probably the most advantageous, because, although the mails
under that arrangement would undoubtedly bring a smaller number of letters, those letters
would be delivered sufficiently early to admit of reply by the evening's post ; whereas,
under the arrangement suggested by my Lords, although there would, it is presumed, be no
difficulty. in effecting a delivery the same evening (at least within the three mile circle),
there would of course be no chance of replying by the evening post, except, perhaps, when
parties, by previous arrangement, applied for their letters at the Post-office.
As regards those letters from the north which pass through London, the arrangement
now suggested appears to possess a decided superionty, inasmuch as the opportunity of dis
patching such letters is extended thereby to a greater number of towns.
And finally, as regards the important object which the Postmaster-general has in view,
of remedying the defect in the circulation of letters between certain large towns in the
north of England, my Lords are of opinion that the two plans may be considered as equally
efficient.
On a careful review of the whole subject, my Lords are inclined to give a decided pre
ference to the plan now suggested : it will require comparatively little change in the existing
arrangements of the Railway Companies; it will not, apparently, be very expensive, and it
can, therefore, be tried without much difficulty. One advantage which my Lords anticipate
from the experiment is this, that it will assist the Postmaster-general in ascertaining how
far the London merchants and others value the opportunity of replying the same evening to
letters brought by the day mails. Judging from the complaints which have been made of
the inconvenience of a second delivery in business hours, my Lords think it not impossible
that that which appears to be a defect in the arrangement now suggested, may be viewed
very differently by the London public.
If experience should show that the inhabitants of London do not desire an early delivery
of the letters in question, it may then, perhaps, be considered expedient to bring the other
day mails into London at a later hour than at present ; and thus extend to a greater distance
from the metropolis the conveniences of a forenoon dispatch, and accelerate the correspond
ence passing through London. It must not be forgotten, however, that if the day mails
reached London so late as five o'clock, one effect would be, to add to the labours of the
Inland-office at the time there is already a great pressure upon it. This consideration fur
nishes an objection, to a certain extent, to the arrangements herein suggested with regard
to the Newcastle day mails ; but it is presumed that the number of letters would not be
very large.
My Lords desire that the Postmaster-general will report fully on the plan now suggested.
Should his Lordship concur in the views taken by this Board, my Lords would wish to see
the plan carried into effect as early as convenient. Should experience confirm their Lord
ships' anticipations, it will then be important to consider whether the mails to and from
Scotland (at least the day mails) should not be conveyed along the same line, as a means
of avoiding the heavy charges for these mails on the lines north of Liverpool and Man
chester. Until the experiment is fully tried, however, my Lords are of opinion that it would
be inexpedient to make any change as regards other lines of communication, although so
long as the Irish and Scotch day mails continue to arrive in London at a different hour from
the Newcastle mail, it will of course be necessary to pay an additional mileage between
London and Rugby.
Considering the question, as to the expediency of establishing a day mail between London
and Newcastle, to depend mainly on the expense which would be incurred, my Lords
suggest for the consideration of the Postmaster-general, whether, instead of resorting to the
usual mode of running the mail, and leaving the compensation to the companies for after
determination, it would not be advisable in the present instance, whichever plan may be
preferred, first to ascertain what the charges of the several companies would be (at least as
regards the line between London and "York) letting the companies clearly understand that
the measure will be adopted or not, according as their demands are reasonable or other
wise.
14 September 1841.

TREASURY MNUTE, dated 28 January 1842.
(16734/41.)
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, and referring to the letter from this Board of the 6th
October last, on the subject of a proposed day mail to Leeds, Newcastle, and other places,
request his Lordship will favour my Lords with his report thereon at his earliest con
venience.
January 1842.
°-93-
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Proposed Arrange- LETTER from the Postmaster-general to the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners
ment for Day Mail
of Her Majesty's Treasury.
to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
^ ^^
General Post-office, 7 February 1842.
-

WITH reference to the question of establishing a day mail to Newcastle, I have the
honour to submit for the information of your Lordships, copies of three reports from
Mr. Stow, the superintendent of mail-coaches, who has been in communication with the
secretaries of the several railways, with the view of ascertaining the practicability and
expense of the modified plan for that mail, as recommended in Sir Thomas Fremantle's
letter of the 6th October last.
Your Lordships will see the companies have proposed an arrangement into which they
are willing to enter ; but that it is impossible to adopt it, as the train which they intend to
use for the purpose leaves London at too early an hour for the object in view, more
especially as regards the letters from London, which cannot be collected at the various
receiving houses in the three-mile circle before eight o'clock in the morning ; thus
narrowing so much the time for sorting, as to render it impracticable for the Inland-office
to get the bags ready for dispatch from hence sooner than 9 h. 15m. a.m.
A further application has been made to the various railways, in hope of getting them to
make such an arrangement of their trains with each other as would obviate the difficulty
affecting the Inland-office ; but your Lordships will see by the inclosed copies of letters
from the secretaries to the various railways, that the companies decline to make any
alteration in the times of dispatch from London or Rugby for the required purpose.
In any point of view, the expense of the measure will be unavoidably heavy, even if the
modified plan proposed by your Lordships could be carried into effect ; but if, notwith
standing the great cost attending it, you should deem it advisable to adopt the measure,
I submit, for the consideration of your Lordships, whether the best course will not be to
advertise for tenders for the required mail coach between York and Newcastle, and to
serve notices upon the Midland, North Midland, and York and North Midland Railways,
to convey the mail bags and the guards at the requisite time in continuation of the present
day mail from London, and to leave the question as to the expense of the service on the
railways to the result of an arbitration, as it seems hopeless to expect that the railway
companies can, in any other way, be brought to an agreement to do what is required of
them, in order to accomplish the important object of a day mail to Newcastle.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

LETTER from George Stow, Esq. to Lieut.-colonel Maberly.
Sir,
General Post-office, 13 October 1841.
I BEG to return the various papers relative to the establishment of a day mail to New
castle upon Tyne, together with the letter from the Treasury addressed to the Postmastergeneral.
I submit a time bill, framed in accordance with the Treasury letter, worked by railway
(with a dispatch from London at the present day-mail hour of dispatch) to York, and thence
by mail-cart to Newcastle, and on the return from Newcastle by mail-cart to York, and
from York to London by railway, adopting the train alluded to in the Treasury letter,
leaving Leeds at 6 a, m. ; with which train I have framed the bill to form a junction at Normanton, reaching London at 5 p. m., worked at the present rate of mail-train speed. It is
proposed in the Treasury letter, in order to avoid the expense that would arise from the use
of the railway between York and Darlington, especially on the up journey, that the bags
should be conveyed by mail-cart between York and Newcastle, and it is assumed that the
journey could be performed (the distance being 82 miles) in nine hours. It must be recol
lected that the journey both ways would be during the night, the carts would pass each
other on the road, and consequently it would be a double ride ; and recollecting the high
rate of speed at which it is proposed to work, viz. upwards of nine miles an hour, I ques
tion very much whether a contract could be made even at the high rate of 10 1. per mile.
Assuming, however, that a contract could be made at the rate I have stated, I am
satisfied a mail-cart could not perform the service ; if a London bag, for Newcastle
only, were to be conveyed by the proposed cart, there would be no difficulty about it ; but
it must be borne in mind, that in addition to London, bags for all towns on the line, byebags, must also be conveyed ; and as there will be no stop for official duty between New
castle and Derby, the number of bags will necessarily be very great, so much so, that in
my opinion a mail-cart could not carry them, and even if it could, the driver could not work
them. If the plan is tried, it will, I am satisfied, be necessary to find parties to work a
coach between York and Newcastle ; for which, I apprehend, a high rate of mileage would
be demanded.
I am, &c.
(signed)
George Stow.
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Appendix,
DRAFT of TIME BILL by Railway from London to Rugby and York, and from thence
to Newcastle.

M.

F.

H.

M.

33
20
31
20
20
24
16
20
25
—
13
10
9
16
18
14

6

1
0
1
0

301

0
6
0
0
5
4

1

2
1

44
50
21
57
32
23
31
52
5
30
26
12
0
46
6
37

7

19

52

•2
0
0
2
0
0
2
4

1

1
0
0

1
0

1
1

1

Dispatched from the General Post-office :
Arrived at Tring, at
-----—
Wolverton, at
—
Rugby, at
—
Leicester, at
_____
—
Derby, at
—
Chesterfield, at ----—
Masborough, at —
Wakefield, at
—
York, at
Thirty minutes allowed -----Arrived at Easingwold, at
----—
Thirsk, at
—
Northallerton, at —
Darlington, at
----—
Durham, at —
Newcastle, at

Proposed Arrange
ment for Day Mail
to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
9 15 A.M. &c.

10 59 —
11 49 —
1 10P.M.

27
3 39
5 2
5 33
6 25
7 30
80
9 26
10 38

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

11 38 —
1 24A.M.

3 30 —
57 —

DRAFT of TIME BILL by Cart from Newcastle to York, and from thence by Railway
to Rugby and London.

H.

F.

14
18
16
9
10
13
—
25
20
16
24
29
20
31
20
33

4
5
0
0
6
0

301

4
2
0
0
2
0
0
2
6
7

H.

M.

1

1

37
C
46
0
12
26
30
0
7
41
2
55
4
30
5
53

20

54

2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0

1
1
1
1

1

Dispatched from Newcastle, at
Arrived at Durham, at —
Darlington, at
—
Northallerton, at —
Thirsk, at
—
Easingwold, at
—
York, at
Thirty minutes allowed
_____
Arrived at Wakefield, at
—
Masborough, at —
Chesterfield, at
—
Derby, at ----—
Leicester, at
—
Rugby, at ----—
Wolverton, at
—
Tring, at
----—
General Post-office, at -

8
9
11
1
2
3
5
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
2
3
5

6P.M.
43 —
49 —
35A.M.
35 —
47 —
13 —
43 —
43 —
50 —
31 —
33 —
28 —
32 —
2 P. M.

7 —
0 —

LETTER from George Stow, Esq. to Lieut-colonel Maberfy.
Sir,
General Post-office, 30 November 1841.
I BEG to state, that in accordance with your instructions, I placed myself in commu
nication with the different railway directors whose lines it would be necessary to adopt for
the proposed day mail between London and Newcastle, with a view of ascertaining, as
nearly as possible, what would be the expense of such an undertaking ; and I also, with
the same object, wrote to Mr. Maddocks, of York, to inquire the terms on which he would
contract for a mail-coach from York to Newcastle.
I now enclose a statement of the charges that would be made by all the parties con
cerned. It will be seen that the expenses incurred by the establishment of the proposed
mail will necessarily be very great ; but, notwithstanding, I do not anticipate much difficulty
in making the requisite arrangements, provided that the Postmaster-general consents to
use, with but slight alterations, trains which are now running ; for instance, the London
and Birmingham Company agree to postpone for three-quarters of an hour one of their
trains, which at present leaves Rugby at llh. 17m. a.m.; thus securing an arrival at the
Euston-square station at about 4 p.m.; and for this service they require 2 1. 10 s, per day.
0.93.
Q4
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The Midland Counties Company readily fall into the plan, and propose to perform the
service at the same rate of charge as the London and Birmingham Company, on condition
Proposed Arrange- that the mail is dispatched from London by their 9h. 15m. a. m. train, and that no delay
ment for Day Mail occurs at Rugby. To this arrangement, as no charge would be made for the conveyance of
to Leeds, Newtne majj from Lon(jon to Rugby, I do not imagine there could be any objection if the bags
castle-upon- lyne, can be made up an(j sent from t}ljs office at 8ll- 45m a m . but tnis js a question on which
you will no doubt think it right to consult Mr. Bokenham.
The North Midland Company undertake to perform the service at the rate of 10 d. per
single mile, and the York and North Midland for the sum of 4Z. 4*. per day.
As to the mail-coach between York and Newcastle, I submit that in the event of the
measure being decided on, it would be advisable to advertise the contract, as the terms
asked by Mr. Maddocks, viz. 1 s. 6 d. per double mile, are certainly very high ; and I have
reason to believe that there is another party who would be willing to undertake the service
at a lower rate.
I should state, that in calculating the expense of this measure, I have assumed that the
proposed mail would not be required to run on Sundays ; should it however be in contem
plation to work it every day, the cost would be increased to a very considerable extent, as
the London and Birmingham Company have no train on Sundays which could be rendered
available for the purpose, and it would therefore be necessary to have recourse to a special
train, at an expense of 10 s. per double mile.
I am, ifcc.
(signed)
George Stow.

LETTER from George Hudson, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
Sir,
York, 28 October 1841.
IN answer to your letter of the 23d instant, I beg to inform you, for the information of
the Postmaster-general, that the York and North Midland Railway would perform the
service referred to in your letter for the sum of 4/. 4s. per day.
I am, &c.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.
•:..|") i'J.'W

, , ;' , (.1

LETTER from JR. Creed, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
London and Birmingham Railway-office, Euston Station,
Sir,
10 November 1841.
HAVING laid before the directors your letter to me of the 5th instant, I am instructed to
state, for the information of the Postmaster-general, that the company, with a view to the
public accommodation, although at some inconvenience to themselves, are willing to defer
the departure of the train which now leaves Birmingham at 10 a.m. to half-past 10, and
from Rugby to 12 o'clock at noon, and that the charge to the Post-office for the service
will be at the rate of 2 /. 10s. per diem, which is the estimated expense of conveying a mailguard daily up and down, and the bags up, estimated to weigh, say 3 cwt, of which 1 ewt.
is free of charge. The company would allot the imperial of one of their mail-carriages for
the bags.
I am further desired to add, that the cost of a special train for the same purpose would
be at the rate of 5 s. per mile.
I am, &c.
(signed)
It. Creed.
It may be necessary to add, that the train by which it is proposed to convey the bags
does not run on Sundays.
R. C.
Mem. of Mr. Stow's.
£. s. d.
Annual charge for 313 days, at the rate of 2 /. 10s. per day
782 10 —
Annual charge for special train for 313 days, at the rate of 10s. per mile, 12,950 7 -

LETTER from H. Patteson, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
North Midland Railway, Secretary's Office,
Sir,
Derby, 15 November 1841.
IN reply to your communication respecting the establishment of a day mail, I beg to
state that if the times over other lines of railway are such as not to interfere with the
present working of our down traffic, the directors of this company will be willing to convey,
the day mail, finding one compartment of a large second-class carriage, for the sum of 10 d.
per single mile.
Before
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Before therefore any definite arrangements are made, they will request to see the time
table proposed from London to York, to enable them to judge of the effect which will be
produced upon their traffic by placing the proposed trains under the management of the
Post-office authorities.
I am, &c.
(signed)
H. Patteson.
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LETTER from J. F. Sell, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
Midland Counties Railway, Leicester,
Sir,
26 November 1841.
I AM instructed to reply to your request, that provided the guard and bags are forwarded
from London by our 9h. 15m. a.m. train, and no delay is occasioned either way at Rugby,
that this company will be willing to convey a guard and the bags each way daily between
Rugby and Derby, at about the hours named, at the same price as that fixed, be it what
it may, by the London and Birmingham Company.
I am, &c.
(signed)
J. F. Bell.

STATEMENT of EXPENSES of the Establishment of a DAY MAIL to Newcastle.
RAILWAYS :
£. s.
London and Birmingham :—Between Rugby and London; one way, at
2/. 10s. per day, or about T\d. per single mile for 82 m. 6 fur.
782 10
Midland Counties:— 98 m. 4 fur. at 7 \ d. per single mile
931 6
North Midland :—145 m. 4 fur. at 10 d. per single mile - 1,897 11
York and North Midland :—51 m. at 4 1. 4s. per day
1,314 12

d.
10
9

3
-

Mail Coach from York to Newcastle, 82 m. 1 fur. at 1 s. 6 d. per double mile 1,927 17 8
Ditto - - - - at 2 d. ditto for coach
-___-_
214 4 2
Six mail guards, at 130 Z. per annum each
-___-_
780 - £.

7,874

1 10

LETTER from George Stow, Esq. to Lieutenant-colonel Maberly.
Sir,
General Post-office, 18 January 1842.
I BEG to state that 1 have had some further correspondence on the subject of a day mail
to Newcastle with the railway companies concerned in the measure ; the result, however, as
will be seen by the enclosed documents, is by no means so satisfactory as could be wished,
the question being involved in no little difficulty, and the plan will, I fear, if carried out,
entail very considerable expense on this office.
As it appears from Mr. Bokenham's report that it would be impracticable to make up
the bags, and dispatch them hence in time for the 9 h. 1 5 m. a. m. train, I made inquiry of the
railway directors whether they would consent to a dispatch at 10, or 10 h. 15m., but they
entirely object to alter any of their present trains for the purpose. The only course, there
fore, that I imagine can be adopted, is to send the Newcastle bags by the Lancaster day
mail as far as Rugby, from whence they must be forwarded by a special train to York, as on
neither of the three lines to be traversed between these places is there any train now run
ning which could be rendered available, and there is, as I have stated, a decided objection
on the part of the Midland Counties and North Midland Companies to detain at Rugby
the train which leaves London at 9 h. 15m. a. m.
I am, &c.
(signed)
George Stow.

LETTER from George Hudson, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
Sir,
York, 14 December 1841.
THE York and North Midland Railway do not object to the alteration proposed in your
letter of the llth instant, and would not, in consequence of such alteration, demand different
terms for the service.
I am, &c.
(signed)
Geo. Hudson.
0.93.
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LETTER from J. F. Bell, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.

Proposed Arrange
Midland Counties Railway, Leicester,
ment for Day Mail
14 December 1841.
to Leeds, NewSir,
castle-upon-Tyne,
I REGRET to find, from your letter of the llth, that it will be impracticable to dispatch
&c.
the ba"-s from the London station at an earlier hour than 9 h. 45 m. a. m., as it will render it

* Printed List of
Hours of Depar
ture of Trains
enclosed.

impossible for us to convey the bags by any of our trains now running, but make it requisite
to put on a special engine.
I will lay your letter before our directors on Tuesday, their next meeting.
We now leave, as you will see*, at 12 h. 50m. and 2h. 55m., both times which suit the
public very well. A q'uarter of an hour later we could manage with the first, but not more.
1 am, &c.
(signed)
J. F. Bell.

LETTER from J. F. Bell, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
Midland Counties Railway, Leicester,
27 December 1 841 .
Sir,
IN reply to your letter of the llth instant, I beg to inform you that this company cannot
consent to the present 9. 15. train from London being detained 20 minutes at Rugby,
awaiting the arrival of the 1. 40. train, it being their principal train to the north of England.
Neither can they on any account delay its leaving London till 10, or a quarter past.
The only means, therefore, of avoiding a special train for the conveyance of the bags
from Ruo-by at 1. 10. p. m., would be, if the London and Birmingham Company would
allowthe present 9. 15. train to leave Euston Station at 9. 30.
Could this be accomplished, the company would charge the same rate as the London and
Birmingham propose to do, namely, 7 £ d. per mile ; if this cannot be done, they could not
charge for the down train less than the whole expense, namely, 4 d. a mile, and 7 J d. per
mile for the up train.
I expect to be in town on Wednesday, and will call upon you.
I have, &c.
(signed)
J. F. Bell.

LETTER from Robert Frost, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
North Midland Railway, Secretary's Office,
Sir,
Derby, 4 January 1841.
I BEG leave to forward to you a copy of minute of proceedings of the directors of this
company, in reference to your communication of the 10th December, respecting the
proposed day mail from London to Newcastle.
I have, &c.
(signed)

Robert Frost.

EXTRACT from MINUTES of North Midland Railway.
Secretary's Office, Derby, 4 January 1842.
Extract from the Minutes of the Passenger, Traffic, and Locomotive Committee, held at
Leeds, on 31st December 1841.
Read letter from Mr. Stow, of the Post-office, llth December, in reference to the Jay
mail, and accompanied by time bill ; stating, however, that it is not unlikely the dispatch
from London may be fixed at 10. or 10. 15. instead of 9. 45. a.m., and wishing to know if
such hours would suit ; and if it would make any difference in the terms named by this
company; when it was
Resolved, That this company demur entirely to such arrangement, as it would cause the
train to be dependent at Rugby upon bags brought down by the Lancashire mail, which
would cause a detention of half an hour upon all the passengers, and greatly prejudice the
traffic;
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traffic; 'they therefore suggest, that the bags for the day mail should go throughout under
the care of one guard, hi the same way as with the night mail ; and no objection would be
made to the train now leaving at 9.15. leaving not later than 9. 30. a.m., under which
arrangement it is thought the rate should be 10 d., as the time for the up mail would interfere greatly with the local traffic.
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Proposed A rrangement for Day .Mail
to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
&c.

LETTER from R. Creed, Esq. to George Stow, Esq.
London and Birmingham Railway Office, Euston Station,
Sir,
10 January 1842.
REFERRING to your letter of the 6th instant, I am instructed to send the accompanying
copies of communications which have passed between the directors of this Company and
the Midland Counties Railway Company on the subject of your letter of the llth ult., and
I am desired to state, for the information of the Postmaster-general, that the Board having
taken into consideration the proposition submitted to them by the Midland Counties Com
pany, are under the necessity of rejecting it on the ground that the interval of only a quarter
of an hour between the departures of two trains is not considered sufficient for their
security.
I am, &c.

(signed)

It. Creed.

COMMUNICATIONS between the Directors of the London and Birmingham Railway
Company and the Midland Counties Railway Company.
London and Birmingham Railway, Euston Station,
15 December 1841.

Dear Sir,

REFERRING to the enclosed copy of a communication received from Mr. Stow, I am
desired to inquire whether the Midland Counties Railway Company, and the other com
panies interested in the special 9 \ a. m. down train, are prepared to agree to the postpone
ment of its departure to 10 £ a. m.
I am, &c.
J. F. Bell, Esq.
Midland Counties Railway.

(signed)

My dear Sir,

R. Creed.

Leicester, 27 December 1841.

I SEND you a copy of my letter to Mr. Stow on the subject of the day mail.
I am, &c.
R. Creed, Esq.

(signed)

J. F. Bell.

A COPY of Mr. Sell's Letter to Mr. Stow, dated 27 December, follows.
(This letter will be found on the preceding page.)

Appendix, No. 16.
CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE POST-OFFICE AT HULL.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 10 January 1842.
I HAVE the honour to lay before your Lordships copy of a report from the Surveyor of
the Northern District, relative to the establishment of the Post-office at Hull, by which
your Lordships will perceive, that upon the retirement of the late postmaster a large portion
of the income of that office, viz. compensation allowances to the amount of 349 /. a year,
0.93.
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feu to *ne revenue, and the present deputy is left with a salary insufficient for the payment
of the clerks and other expenses of the office. I accordingly directed the surveyor to
report upon the establishment with a view to its revision, taking as a basis the principle
sanctioned by your Lordships in the cases of Glasgow, Birmingham, Bath, and Newcastle,
viz. payment to the postmaster and his clerks by fixed salary, with specific allowances for
the disbursements of the office ; the whole of the fees being carried to the account of the
revenue.
The present force of the Hull office consists of a postmaster, five clerks, a stamper, and
six letter-carriers ; and the surveyor proposes that two additional clerks, and one addi
tional letter-carrier, should be placed upon the establishment. I am, however, not prepared
to recommend your Lordships to grant more than one clerk ; and I cannot now propose
any augmentation of the force of letter-carriers.
With regard to the amount at which the salary of the postmaster should be fixed, I agree
with the surveyor that 400 1. a year will be a fair remuneration, the department providing
him with an office. With respect to the salary of the first clerk, I have already taken upon
myself to fix it, subject to your Lordships' decision, at 150 1. per annum; and I submit
that the second clerk should have 110 1. a year, the third 90 /. a year, and the three juniors
60 1. a year each, to rise to 70 1. after three years' service, if in every way competent and
approved ; the above being the scale authorized by your Lordships in the cases of Bristol
and Newcastle.
The sums recommended by the surveyor for official disbursements do not seem in any
way improper or unreasonable, and I submit therefore that they be granted ; viz.
Office servant Stationery
-.-__--Wax and twine Coals and candles -

£.
20
20
10
10

a year.
—
—
—

£. 60
And to this must be added the expense of gas, which in the present office will be 7 /. 10s.
a year; in all, 67 I. 10s. per annum.
The surveyor states, it will be quite impossible to carry on the duties permanently in the
present office at Hull, and that some time must necessarily elapse before suitable premises
can be obtained ; he is however in communication with several parties upon this point, and
I hope shortly to be enabled to bring the matter before your Lordships.
The office is now held in the house of the late postmaster, Mr. Rodwell, who has a lease
of it, and who has offered to let it to the department, with the use of the fixtures and fittings,
for the sum of 60 1. a year, with the understanding that the premises can at any time be
relinquished upon three months notice being given.
As the house will afford a temporary residence for the postmaster, it will be but fair that
lie should bear a proportion of the rent, and I submit that he should be required to pay 15 1.
a year, and the whole of the rates and taxes, which amount to about 9/. per annum. Upon
the present emergency I am of opinion that the arrangement is altogether a most desirable
one, as were Mr. Rodwell to refuse to allow the duty to be any longer performed in his
house, the Post-office would be put to the greatest inconvenience ; for if a temporary building
were obtained, it could only be fitted up at a large outlay, which will be rendered unne
cessary until premises suitable for a permanent office can be procured. I beg therefore to
recommend this proposition for your Lordships' approval. The charge upon the revenue for
rent will be at the rate of 45 I. a year.
The fees which the late paymaster of Hull was in possession of were as follows, and
amounted to 200 /. 15s. 6 d. per annum, viz. : —
£. s. d.
197 Boxes, at 10s. 6d. - 103 8 6
61
—
21s.
-64120s.

-

-

-

-

-

7 Bags
42s.
4 Village do. 63s.

6

-

-

-

-

-14412 12 -

6

-

-

TOTAL - - £. 200 15 G
Your Lordships will perceive, from this statement, that the late postmaster charged dif
ferent amounts for the accommodation of a private box, varying from 10s. 6d. to I/. Is. per
annum.
There appears no reason whatever for making this distinction, and I beg therefore to
recommend that the sum should be made uniform for a private box, and fixed at 1 1. Is.
a year, and that everybody should be allowed a private box upon payment of this amount,
but
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bnt without credit. In order, however, to give those parties who have had this accommo Appendix, No. 16.
dation the same facilities, I propose that the window clerks, who have charge of the private
boxes, may be authorized to take 5s. a year when they give credit, paying in, however, Post-office at Hull.
day by day, to the postmaster, the postage due on the letters as they deliver them out to the
public ; but I think that the duration of the credit so given should be confined to one
week in all cases, as were it given for a longer period, the window clerks might become
involved in difficulties. The amount which I recommend that the clerks should be allowed
to take is very small, and not more than sufficient to cover the risk they run.
The effect of raising the fee for a private box will be to augment the amount derived from
that source to about 277 1. 4s., and the total amount of the fees to be carried to revenue,
from 200 1. 15s. 6 d. to 304 1. 10s. per annum.
The result of the measure will be as follows :

Salaries of postmasters and clerks Allowance for rent (temporary) Official disbursements -----Gas (temporary) ------£.

Immediate
Outlay.

Maximum.

£.
930
' 45
60
7

£.
960
45
60
7

s.
10

d.
-

1,042 10 -

s.
10

d.
-

1,072 10 -

From which must be deducted the present salary of the postmaster and clerks, and the
compensation allowances which have fallen in, in all
£.679 - And the amount of fees which will be carried to revenue, say
304 10 £.983 10

-

Being a present increased charge upon the revenue of 69 1. and a maximum increase of
89 /. a year. It must be borne in mind, however, that there will in all probability be some
increase in the future amount for office rent and gas, and that the present and maximum
cost of the establishment can only therefore be calculated with reference to the known
present expenses.
Should your Lordships acquiesce in these views, I beg your early authority for the
measure, which I submit should commence from the date of the appointment of the present
postmaster, and which, when carried into effect, will be one calculated to place the Hull
office upon a good and intelligible footing, and by which the service will be benefited at
but a small additional charge upon the revenue.
1 have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Hull, 1 December 1841.
Sir,
IN obedience to the directions contained in your letter of the 13th October last, I now
beg to submit a revision of the Hull office.
The present establishment consists of a postmaster, five clerks, a stamper, and six lettercarriers ; but this force is not sufficient for a proper performance of the duties. The moneyorder business alone is full employment for one clerk, and it is most desirable that it should
not be mixed up with the general duties. At present there is a great part of the day during
which orders can neither be paid or granted, and it is impossible for four clerks either to
dispatch the mails at the proper time, or to prepare for delivery those which arrive, without
serious delay.
The amount of money orders issued and paid is about 65,000 1. a year. The postmaster
is compelled to sort the letters and make up the bags himself, when his time could be much
more advantageously occupied in a general superintendence of the duties ; and it will be seen
from the accompanying Return that the clerks are in attendance, with little intermission,
from seven o'clock in the morning till half-past nine at night.
I enclose a full statement of the duties, and I beg to propose the appointment of two
additional clerks as being absolutely necessary to ensure a satisfactory performance of the
service.
I enclose also a return showing the time occupied by each letter-carrier in completing
his delivery in the morning ; from which it will be seen that five hours have sometimes
elapsed from the arrival of the London mail before all the letters are distributed.
0.93R3
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The second delivery, which commences about 5. 30. p.m., occupies about two hours.
Many complaints have been made of the delay in the morning, and I submit that another
Post-oflice at Hull, letter-carrier be appointed at wages of 16s. a week, or 41 Z. 14s. 4d. per annum.
The salary and allowances of the late deputy were as follows :

£.
Salary Compensation and allowances
Allowance for one clerk

270
349
60

£.

679

And the fees and emoluments amount to 200 Z. 15s. 6 d.; viz.
197 boxes, at 10s. 6d. —
61
21s. —
20s. -----6
.os - 42s. -----7 nno'Q
4 village ditto, at 63 s.
£.

£. *. d.
103 8 6
64 I —
6 — —
14 14
12 12 200 15

6

There appears to be no reason whatever for the distinction which has been made in the
charges for the boxes; and the postmaster agrees with me that little or no dissatisfaction
would be expressed, if 1 Z. 1 s. a year each were demanded for the whole. Should the Post
master-general approve of this alteration being made, the fees derived from private boxes
would at once be increased to 277 Z. 4s.; making the total sum in aid of the new establish
ment 98 3 Z. 10s.
When a larger office can be obtained, the number of private boxes will considerably
increase, as several applications have been necessarily refused from the want of space.
The salary of the postmaster I propose to fix at 400 Z. a year, and to allow 20 Z. a year
for a servant, to commence when the office is removed; 20 Z. a year for stationery, 10 Z. for
wax and twine, 10Z. for coals and candles, and 7Z. 10s. for the gas in the present office, to
be allowed on Incidents.
His Lordship has already approved of the chief clerk receiving 150 Z. a year, and I beg to
propose that the remainder be paid as follows :
£.
Second clerk
-110
Third ditto
90
Fourth and fifth, at 60 Z. each 120
Sixth and seventh, at 60 Z. each 120

See Plan.

The last four, after three years' service, if competent and approved, to rise to 70 Z. a year ;
and the fourth and fifth to rise to 75 Z. a year after five years' service, and to 80 Z. after
10 years' service.
This will make the total cost for postmaster, clerks, and office expenses, 1,030 Z. a year;
being an additional expense to the revenue, independent of the rent, of 46 Z. 10s., whilst the
office will be placed upon a most efficient footing.
The present postmaster is receiving an income at the rate of 270 Z. only, which is consi
derably less than the expenses of his office ; so that it will be necessary that the new
establishment should commence from the 25th of October, the date of the postmaster's
appointment.
It is quite impossible to carry on the duties permanently in the present office, a sketch
of which I send ; but some time must necessarily elapse before suitable premises can
be obtained. I am in communication with several parties, and 1 will report fully upon
the subject as soon as I am enabled to do so. The rent of the house in which the
office is now held is 40 Z. a year, and Mr. Rodwell, the late postmaster, who has a lease
of it, has proposed to let it to the department, with the use of the fixtures and fittings,
for the sum of 60 Z. a year, with the understanding that the premises can at any time
be relinquished upon three months notice being given. These terms appear to be fair and
moderate, as he will be prevented letting the house to a permanent tenant; and as the
tipper part can be used as a temporary residence by the deputy until a new office can be
found, I propose that he should be required to pay 15Z. a year, and the rates and taxes,
which amount to about 9 Z.
I am, &c.
Lieut.-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
John Tilley.
&c.

&c.

&c.
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RECAPITULATION of the Proposed Establishment,
Postmaster's salary ------1st - - Clerk
2d - 3d - 4th and 5th ------(to rise, after three years, to 70 1, after five years to
75Z., and after ten years to 80 1.)
6th and 7th Clerks (to rise after three years to 70 J.)
Seven letter-earners, at 16s. a week each
One porter, at 18s. a week -----Office servant
-------Stationery ------Wax and twine ------Coals and candles
-------

Post-office at Hull.

s. d.

£.
400
150
110
90
60

- - per annum.

60
292
46 18
20
20
10
10

4
8

TIME of each LETTER CARRIER performing his WALK ; also the Number of LETTERS in each Delivery,
and the Time of Arrival of the LONDON MAIL.

1841.

Nov. 24

Nov. 25

Nov. 26

Nov. 27

Nov. 28

Nov. 29

Depart.

Return.

A. M.

P. M.
12 50

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
fi.

Holdsworth Heckler
Watson
Bell Lindley
Hunton •

10
10
10
10
10
10

45
45
45
45
45
45

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hohlsworlh Heckler
Watson
Bell Lindley
Hunton

10
10
10
10
10
10

45
45
45
45
45
45

12
3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Holdsworth Heckler
Watson
Bell Lindley
Hunton

10
10
10
10
10
10

50
50
50
50
50
50

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Holdsworth Heckler
\Vatson
Bell Lindley
Hunton

10
10
10
jo
10
10

45
45
45
45
45
45

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Holdsworth Heckler
Watson
Bell Lindley
Hunton

10 55
10 55
10 55
10 55
10 55
10 55

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Holdsworth Heckler
Watson
Bell Lindley
Hunton

10
10
10
10
10
10

o
o
o
o
o
o

4 o
12 45
2

O

2

5

1 30
35
50

1

0

a

o

2

5

i

45

1

10

4 45
1
2
2
2

O
0
40
4O

1

2O

4 10
12 55
2
2

5
30

1

40

1 30

Number
of
Letters.

.
..
„
.
.
-

Time
Occupied.

H.

M.

2

5

5

15

2

O

3
3
2

15
20
45

i
5

50
5

2

15

3
3
3

15
20
o

189
l65
262
193
198
198

2
5
2

2O
20
]O

l89
152
256
iq6
183
198

2
5

3 10
3 30
3 50
35
25

2

10

3
3
2

20
45
55

2
3

35
35

2

5

80

i
3
i
3
3

40
30
20
o
o

2

O

2
1

30
0

i

55

2
1

40
50

198
159
182
2OO
igo
172

11
1
11
1
1
12

40
30
20
0
0
O

68
13B
99
135
133

3 o
3 45
2 55

Depart.

P.M.
5 45
5 45

5 45
5 45
5 45
5 45

Iletutn.

P. M.
7 15

« 45
7 o
7 55
7 55
7 55

™

~

50
50
5°
5°
50
5°

7
9
7
8

20
10
10
10

8

20

-

7

40

»

5
6
5
5
5
5

55
o
55
55
55
55

7
9
7
8
8
7

25
5°
15
25
o
10

97
60
94
102
76
62

5
5
5
5
5
5

40
40
4°
4»
40
40

7
o
8 30
7
o
8
o
7 45
7 50

63
4i
82

5
5
5
5
5
5

30
3"
20
20
20
20

7
7
7
7
6
6

55
30
35
45
50
40

40
30
87
56
47
42

5
5
5
5
5
5

40
40
40
40
40
40

6 45

49
97
70
97
96
57

8
<>
7
7
7

20
45
55
40
20

The number of letters was omitted to be counted for the two first days.

R4

•
-

5
5
5
5
5
5

Heckler is a new letter-carrier, quite unacquainted with Hull.

°-93-

Number
of
Letters.

«

I4
Go
55

Time
Occupied.

H.
1

M.
30

3
i

o
15

2

1O

2
2

1O
1O

1
3
]

3°
20
20

2
2
I

20
30
50

1

30

Arrival
of
Mail.

H. M.

8

5.5

8 47

8

55

8

52

8

45

•)

°

3 50
1

-20

2

30

2

r,

1

15

1
•2

20
50

1

-20

2
1
2

2O
3.1
10

2
2
2
2

Cy
0
15
25

O

?,«

1

-J()

i

:,

2
1
2
2
1

40
o
1.J
o
40
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GENERAL STATEMENT of the DUTIES performed at the POST-OFFICE, Hull; showing also the Periods of
Attendance of the Clerks.

NAME OF BAGS.

Period
Period
of
of
Despatch. Arrival.

London
Howden
Leeds ...
Rotherham Selby Liverpool
Halifax
Rochdale
Huddersfield
Derby Barnslev
Wakefie'ld Manchester Birmingham
Chesterfield Alfreton
Belper ...
York -

p. m.
4-45

Beverley

p.m.
5

Lincoln
Brigg Barton
Sleaford
Gainsborough
- ;
Spittal
Folkingham Kirton (sub-office)
Barrow (penny-post)

Number
and Amount of
Money Orders
Issued in One
Week.
£.
251—534

Number
and Amount of
Money Orders
Paid in One
Week.

s. d.
£.
5 3 331—7H

0

0 .

- a
Periods of Attendance of the Clerks. : v
V ~

So

*. d.
9

5

First
From 8. 45, a.m.
— 2. 30, p.m.
— 6. o, p.m.

Clerk :
to i, p.m.] h. m.
to 5, p.m. ^ 8 45
to 8, p.m.J
o

anclac«
boolcn

a. m.
8-45

From 7,
— 9,
— i,
— 8,

Second Clerk :
a.m. to 8.30, a.m. ]
a.m. to 12. o, noon 1
p.m. to 6. o, p.m. j
p.m. to 9.30, p.m. J

Third Clerk :
From 7, a.m. to 8. o,
— 9, a.m. to 12. o,
— i, p.m. to 5. 15,
— 7, p.m. to 9. 30,
a. m.
10. 15

V

i
(
f10 45
J

Fourth Clerk :
From 8. 30, a.m. to 1. Ojp.m.'j
— 2. o, p.m. to 5. 15, p.m. 1 10 15
— 7. o,p.m.t09.3o,p.m.J

•3

S

0
0

*

3

a. m.
«1 i
7

p.m.
2-45

a
«
*
f

o
c

e
o

Scarborough
- 1
Hunmanby(sub-off.) 1
Bridlington - >
Driffield
Beverley
-J

a. in.
9«3^

p.m.
4

Skirlaugh(penny p.) "1
Hornsea (penny p.) J

a.m.
9-45

p. n>.
4

Heden (sub-office) "1
Patrington(pennyp.)j
Wakefield Manchester Leeds Liverpool
Halifax
- >
Dewsbury
Rochdale
Huddersfield
Bradford
Boston - ~|
Market Raisen
- 1
Caistor (sub-office) 1
Limber (sub- office) J

a. m.
9-45

p. m.
4

a. m.

15 m
4-25

a.m.

p. m.
6

Grimsby

according to tide.

Q.

3
C
£
w-

1

17

Private Village Bags:
Hessle Ferriby
Melton
Welton
--T

In addition to the duties above described, there are, upon an average, 12 ship-letter mails received and dispatched ii>
«ach week during the summer season; the number of letters conveyed by which is about 9,000 weekly.
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TREASURY MINUTE on the foregoing Letter, dated 14th January 1842.
Post-ufficeU at Hull.
WHITE to Postmaster-general, and, referring to the Letters from this Board of the 19th
January and the 7th of April 1841, directing that every application like the present may
be accompanied by a return according to a prescribed form (since adopted in numerous
cases), request that such a return may now be supplied, showing the state of the Hull
office at the time of the resignation of the late postmaster.
Add, that on receipt of this return my Lords will take the present application into consi
deration, excepting that part which relates to the increase of the salaries of the clerks,
which, unless the circumstances are for any reason very urgent, my Lords would prefer to
postpone till they shall have been able, in conjunction with the Postmaster-general, to
adopt a general scale of salaries, as intimated in the letter from this Board of the 3d
August last.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 28 Feb. 1842.
IN obedience to the directions contained in Sir G. Clerk's letter of the 18th ult., and with
reference to my Report of the 10th ult., I have the honour to submit a form containing the
information required by your Lordships respecting the Hull office, showing the state of it at
the time of the resignation of the late postmaster.
With regard to the wish of your Lordships to defer the consideration of the increase of
salary to the clerks at Hull, till a general scale of salaries is adopted, unless the circum
stances are for any reason very urgent, I beg to express my hope that the salaries of the
first and second clerks may be fixed at the amounts which I have recommended, viz. 150/.
and 110Z. per annum, more especially as the first clerk has been selected from another office,
with the understanding that he shall receive 1 50 /. a year. As respects the remaining clerks,
I would, however, submit, that the third should have 70 /. instead of 90 Z., and the three
juniors a guinea a week each, in lieu of 60 /. per annum, as proposed in my former Report;
and in malting this modification, I do so upon the understanding that if, when any general
measure is adopted, it shall be deemed right to adhere to the original scale proposed by me,
the clerks at Hull shall have a retrospective interest, and be allowed the increase from the
time when your Lordships shall decide upon the present question.
In my Report of the 18th ult. I have recommended that one additional clerk shall be
placed upon the establishment of the Hull office, and I beg to state to your Lordships, that
in consequence of the representations of the postmaster of Hull and the surveyor of the
district, I have been compelled to make a temporary appointment at the rate of 1 /. 1 s. a
week, until 1 am favoured with your Lordships' decision upon the subject.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowlhcr.

0-93.
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at Hull.

'ostnutn.

NAM

Londoi
Howde
Leeds
Rother;
Selby
Liverpc
Halifax
Rochdi
Hudcle
Derby
Barnsk
Wakefi
Manch
Birminj
Chestei
Alfreto
Helper
York

ti
• 6H
- 315
*U 3
4 1
9 5

i
J
t
6
6
3

btllcliti
mmMd'
ittnal iat.
tilMoft'j

but tin
Han fc

:libuka

Bevcrle
Lincolt
Barton
Sleafor
Gainsb
Spittal
Folkinj
Kirton
Barrow
Scarbo
Hunm:
Bridlin
Driffiel
Beverli
Skirlau
Hornsc
Heden
Patrinj
Wakef
Manch
Leeds
Liverp
Halifa
Dewsh
Rochd
Huddt
Bradfc
Bostor
Mark£
Caisto
Limbc
Grims
Prival
HessL
Ferril
Meltc

Ir

each
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APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM THE
TREASURY MINUTE of 29th March 1843, on the foregoing Papers.
(4305.)
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that considering that on the resignation of the late
postmaster of Hull, compensation allowances, amounting to the large sum of 349 /. per
annum lapsed to the revenue, my Lords are of opinion that in remodelling the establish
ment some portion of this sum should be permanently saved.
It appears, however, that the arrangements now proposed, so far from effecting any saving
to the revenue, will be attended with a loss, as shown by the Postmaster-general's Reports,
of about 23 1. per annum immediately, and of a larger sum prospectively. In this estimate,
however, it is assumed that the fee for a private box may be greatly advanced without any
diminution in the number of such fees, and that by this means they will be made to yield
about 104/. more than heretofore, exclusive of that part which it is proposed to give to the
clerks when credit is taken.
Without entering on the question of the probability of such a result, it appears to my
Lords that inasmuch as the proposed advance of fee is entirely independent of the other
arrangements, whatever advantage may be expected from such advance must be omitted in
comparing the proposed establishment with that which has hitherto existed. The proposed
establishment therefore must, in the opinion of my Lords, be considered as causing an
immediate loss to the revenue of about 127 1. per annum, and this under circumstances
which appear fully to justify the expectation of a considerable saving.
As regards the proposed salary of 400 /. per annum to the postmaster, in lieu of all com
pensation allowances and fees, my Lords see no objection. This part of the proposed
arrangement, standing alone, would effect a saving to the revenue of about 80 /. per annum ;
but, as the whole arrangement would cause a loss of about 127 /., it follows that the other
expenses of the office would be increased by more than 200 /. per annum.
This large increase of expenditure consists chiefly in the salaries of the clerks ; but con
sidering that there is no night work at the Hull office, and, it is presumed, no large propor
tion of" forward " letters, it appears to my Lords that the present number and cost of clerks
are fully as great, in proportion to the duties to be performed, as at other large towns, some
of which, Plymouth for instance, may be considered as in most respects similarly circum
stanced with Hull.
To this point my Lords desire to draw the attention of the Postmaster-general ; and they
also suggest for his Lordship's consideration, whether, as there is already a porter at the
Hull oltice, the addition of a servant may not be avoided ; and further, whether there is any
reason why the future allowance for stationery, &c. should exceed the amount actually
expended by the late postmaster.
Aly Lords desire that the Postmaster-general will take these several points into careful
consideration, in the hope that he will be able to reduce the proposed establishment for the
Hull office to something less than its present cost.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
REFERRING to Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 31st March last, relative to the proposed
new establishment at the post-office at Hull, I have the honour to transmit to your Lord
ships copies of two reports from the surveyor of the district upon the subject. Upon
receiving the first report I called upon Mr. Tilley to state what would be the effect of
discontinuing the temporary clerk at present employed, which he has done in his second
letter ; and looking at the serious inconvenience which such a step would occasion to the
inhabitants of Hull, I cannot withdraw my proposition for an additional clerk ; and I beg
to refer your Lordships to my original recommendation, which did not go to the extent of
the surveyor's report, in which two clerks and one letter-carrier were asked for, as with a due
regard to economy I wished to try what could be accomplished with one more clerk. I can
only add, that the loud and continued complaints made by the inhabitants of Hull, both as
to the delay in sorting, and as to the lateness of the delivery of ihe letters, will, I fear,
compel me, before long, to propose the appointment of at least one additional letter-carrier,
in order to remedy this latter evil, besides the clerk I have already recommended.
Having stated these circumstances, I beg to leave the matter in your Lordships' hands
for decision.
1 have, &c.
General Post-office,
.
(signed)
Lowther.
31 May 1842.

Sir,
Penrith, 24 April 1842.
I BEG to return the enclosed further letter from the Treasury relative to the new estab
lishment for the Hull office, together with the former papers upon the subject. .
The principal ground upon which the Treasury appear to consider the proposed arrange
ment objectionable is, that there will be no permanent saving to the revenue, although com
pensation
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pensation allowances to the amount of 349 I. a year ceased when the late deputy quitted Appendix, No. 16.
office. If the late deputy's income had been 749 1. a year, exclusive of fees, a large portion
of this sum would have been saved, but it must be recollected that it formed his principal Post-office at Hull,
source of emolument, his fixed salary being 270 /. a year only, and that after paying his
..,
clerks, &c., his net income, according to the return furnished on the 5th June last, was
376 /. 15s. 4rf. ; I do not therefore see the ground upon which any saving could be
calculated upon.
The late deputy, who had attained a great age, had long contemplated resigning. This
was well known in the town, and no dissatisfaction was expressed at any want of accommo
dation, under the expectation that the duties would be shortly revised. The new deputy
had only been a few weeks in office when loud complaints were made from all quarters of
the town of the late receipt of the letters, and when I visited Hull, a deputation from the
Chamber of Commerce waited upon me to urge the appointment of a sufficient number of
clerks to effect a delivery from the window within a reasonable time of the arrival of the
mails, as it was quite evident that this could not be done without further assistance. With
respect to the former salaries of the clerks, two of them received 39 /. and 25 I. a year respec
tively, having been taken as apprentices for a term of years, at the expiration of which, their
pay would have been advanced. In proposing an entire new establishment, I submitted a
scale of salaries similar to those granted at Newcastle and other large offices, as this
appeared to me to be a fairer principle than that of fixing the salaries at a very low
rate, because a certain amount of compensation had ceased.
The allowance which has been proposed for stationery, will, I am satisfied, be barely
sufficient to cover the outlay. The postmaster has not yet been six months in office. He
has already paid 15 1. 17s. lOd. for stationery, and the stock in hand cannot be valued at
more then 35s. The late deputy kept no particular account of these expenses, and he
returned them very much under the actual amount.
With respect to the necessity for a servant, I beg to state that the porter is fully occu
pied in stamping the letters, sealing bags, occasionally conveying them to and from the
private ships, &c., and that it will be very inconvenient if his time is to be taken up in
scouring the floors, washing, &c., which will be much better performed by a female servant.
Not being acquainted with the duties at Plymouth, I am not able to judge of the correct
ness of the comparison which has been drawn between the two offices ; but I find that in
the last quarter 5,270 /. more was paid and received on account of money-orders at Hull
than at Plymouth, and I believe the ship-letter business is much heavier, and that a con
siderably larger number of letters generally pass through the former office. The forward duty
at Hull is certainly not heavy, but this can scarcely be considered to affect the question of
the clerks' salaries, as it would be provided for by an increased force.
I am &c.
Lieut.-Colonel Maberly, &c. &c. &c.
(signed)
John Tilley,

Sir,
York, 12 May 1842.
I BEG to return the enclosed papers relative to the proposed new establishment of the
Post-office at Huli, and to state, in reply to your letter of the 3d instant, that the discon
tinuing of the temporary clerk would render it necessary to close the office for the dispatcli
of the London mail, at least a quarter of an hour earlier; viz. at 3.30 instead of at 3.45
P.M., the departure of the mail being at 4.55. Some dissatisfaction has been expressed
at the present time of closing. The dispatch of the Scarborough and other mails in the
morning would be delayed half an hour.
The greatest inconvenience would result from the late delivery in the morning. The
London mail arrives at 8.45 A.M., and the delivery from the window and by letter-carrier
commences a few minutes before 10. If the additional clerk were discontinued, it would
not, I am satisfied, be practicable to open the window earlier than half-past 10, and some
of the letter-carriers would not then complete their rounds before three in the afternoon.
There would be another evil, which is not alluded to in your letter of the 3d instant ; viz.
that the money-order advices could not possibly be sent off on the same day on which the
orders are granted, and I much doubt whether the money-order quarterly accounts could
be completed before the middle of the following quarter : all the other accounts would
be delayed.
I beg to add, that previous to the appointment of the last clerk, the complaints of the
late delivery in the morning were general from the merchants, and a deputation from the
Chamber of Commerce called upon me on the subject. They offered to memorialise the
Treasury for an increased force ; but I stated that I did not think it necessary that they
should do so.
Many letters were written to the newspapers complaining in violent terms of the delay,
and one of the editors informed the postmaster that he had received 1 0 ; but he refused to
insert them, on the ground that further assistance had been recommended.
The railway company also complained of the London train being delayed.
I am, &c.
(signed)
John Tilley.

Lieut.-Colonel Maberly,
&c. &c. &c.
- 0.93.
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Appendix, No. 16.
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 21 June 1842, on the foregoing Letter.
Post-office at Hull
WRITE to the Postmaster-general that my Lords approve the appointment of the addi' tional clerk, and the establishment of the Hull office, as recommended by Postmaster-general
in his Report of 28th February last.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 1 December 1842.
REFERRING to my Report of the 31st May last, in which I stated to your Lordships that
the loud and continued complaints which the inhabitants of Hull had made would, I feared,
compel me before long to propose the appointment of an additional letter-carrier at that
place, I have now the honour to transmit copy of a report from the surveyor of the district,
accompanied by the usual form, again recommending the addition of a letter-carrier to the
Hull establishment, which I am assured is indispensably requisite to afford the town of Hull
the same accommodation that is enjoyed by other places, and to prevent the continuance of
the numerous complaints which have for so long a time, and with so much justice, been made.
I beg therefore to request the authority of your Lordships for placing an additional lettercarrier upon the establishment of the Hull office, at wages of 16s. a week.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Sir,
Penrith, 26 October 1842.
I BEG to return the enclosed further complaint from Mr. Wayre respecting the late deli
very of the letters at Hull, together with the papers connected with the new establishment
of that office.
In December last I strongly recommended the appointment of an additional letter-car
rier, and it is now even more necessary, as the number of letters has considerably increased,
there being 4,260 more letters for delivery in the week ended the 23d instant than in the
corresponding week of the previous year.
Mr. Wayre is not in the receipt of many letters, but the postmaster informs me that the
complaints of the late delivery are numerous from persons of great respectability, as the
letter-earners cannot complete their rounds in less than five hours from the arrival of the
London mail.
I enclose a map of the town, which will give some idea of its extent, and, under the cir
cumstances above stated, I again beg leave to recommend the appointment of another
letter-carrier, at wages of 16s. a week.
I am, &c.
Lieut-Colonel Maberly.
(signed)
John Tilley.

NUMBER of LETTERS received at Hull, for Delivery, in the Week ended 23 October 1842.
October 17 —
—
—
—
—
_

18
19
20
21
22
23

2,210
4,082
3,855
3,676
3,942
4,216
3,281

-

25,262
21,002

Week in October 1841 Increase - - -

4,260

(signed)

Richard Mosey.

Post-office, Hull, 24 October 1842.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 16 December 1842, on the foregoing Letter.
WRITE to Postmaster-general that my Lords do not object to the appointment of a lettercarrier as proposed.

>- .'
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Appendix, No. 17-

POST OFFICES IN RURAL DISTRICTS.
RETURN to an ORDER of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 21st March Appendix, No. 17.
1843;—for, A COPY of the MINUTES of the LORDS OF THE TREASURY, dated the
.
Post-offices in
13th and 27th days of August 1841, relating to the POST-OFFICE DISTRIBUTION in Rural Districts.
the RURAL DISTRICTS of the United Kingdom, and the LETTER of the POSTMASTER••
GENERAL, dated the 18th day of August 1841, on the same Subject:—And, a RETURN
of any ARRANGEMENTS which have been made by the POST-OFFICE in conformity with
such MINUTES^
TREASURY MINUTE, dated 13 August 1841.
MY Lords read their Minutes of the 10th of November and the 8th December last,
with regard to an extension of the Post-office distribution in the rural districts of the
kingdom.
My Lords have long had this important but difficult subject under consideration, and
with a view to their guidance much information has been collected, under direction of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, as to the extent and population of those districts which con
tain no post-offices, and as to the means adopted by the inhabitants for obtaining and dis
patching their letters.
These inquiries have hitherto been confined to England and Wales, but even in these
parts of the kingdom, in which post-offices are more numerous in proportion to the extent
of surface than in Scotland or Ireland, my Lords find that there are districts of great extent,
some measuring even from 100 to 200 square miles, and containing several thousand inha
bitants, which possess no post-office whatever.
The means resorted to by the inhabitants for obtaining and despatching their letters are
in many places economical and well arranged, in others expensive, cumbrous, and inefficient.
In some places a messenger is employed to carry the letters to and from the nearest postoffice (a distance occasionally of 10 or 15 miles), who is remunerated either by a subscrip
tion raised among the inhabitants, or more frequently by a fee charged on each letter ; in
other places a pauper performs the service, and thus the extra expense is reduced, if not
altogether avoided. Frequently the messenger is employed by the postmaster of the neigh
bouring post-town, a circumstance which has in many instances led to the fee being erro
neously considered by the inhabitants as established by authority, and consequently to its
being submitted to even when obviously excessive ; and in some cases it is stated that the
mail guard, or other person employed in conveying the mail through or near the village,
leaves the letters at an appointed place and obtains a fee, generally a penny, for each.
But in numerous instances nothing like a systematic arrangement exists. One or two
families, perhaps, have their own bags conveyed backwards and forwards at considerable
expense, and the others depend on chance opportunities of calling at the post-office (gene
rally on market days), or send whenever they hear by accident that a letter to their address
is exposed in the office window.
The extra charge is as variable in amount as the means of collecting it. It is perhaps
most frequently a penny, but it is in some instances only a halfpenny, in others as much as
sixpence per letter. In many districts the rate of a penny per mile (from the post town to
the village) appears to be the established charge, and occasionally the rate advances with
the weight of the letter, in some cases these extra charges have been reduced since the
reduction of postage ; but in many others, notwithstanding the great increase of letters,
they are as high as heretofore.
The unauthorized, and frequently excessive charges, to which a large portion of the cor
respondence of the country is thus subjected, the irregularity and delay in its delivery, and
the risk to which it must be exposed from the employment of irresponsible messengers, are
circumstances which appear to my Lords to require serious attention ; and the Board has
anxiously considered what means are best calculated for placing the correspondence of
rnral districts on a satisfactory footing.
Some mitigation of the evil has been effected by the establishment of guarantee posts,
which has recently taken place in several parts of the kingdom, under the following arrange
ment :—
Responsible parties enter into a written agreement with the Postmaster-general to reim
burse the Post-office for the full expense of establishing and maintaining the post, and on
0.93,
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Post-offices in
mutually agree upon. Hitherto these guarantees have been given for daily posts only ; but
Rural Districts.
my Lords see no objection to their being taken for posts on the alternate days, or even less
————
frequently, should the parties, with a view to economy, desire it.
Still, though several guarantee posts have recently been established, the difficulties
attending this arrangement are such that my Lords cannot regard it as affording a practi
cable means of completing the system of Post-office distribution ; and even if it were prac
ticable, inasmuch as many places which now enjoy the advantage of a post-office, without
any extra expense to the inhabitants, are of inferior importance to others which have no
such privilege, to rely entirely on the guarantee posts as a mode of completing the system
of post-office distribution would manifestly be unfair.
It appears, then, to my Lords to be important in the first instance to lay down, if pos
sible, some intelligible, well-defined principle, by which to regulate the extent to which the
official conveyance of letters, without extra charge, shall be carried.
That such conveyance cannot be extended to every place in the kingdom, however remote
and however small its correspondence, appears to my Lords to be obvious ; any attempt of
the kind would certainly entail an enormous expense on the Post-office, which could only
be met by the Legislature increasing the general rate of postage, and thus pressing unneces
sarily and unfairly on the larger towns, and restoring, as between them, the contraband
conveyance of letters, which my Lords have reason to hope is now effectually suppressed.
Considering, however, that the law has, for public purposes, given to the Post-office
alone, under ordinary circumstances, the right of conveying letters, and bearing in mind
the great importance of promoting communication, as far as practicable, between all parts
of the kingdom, my Lords are not prepared to lay it down as a principle that the general
system of mail conveyance, meaning thereby the official conveyance, without extra charge,
shall include those places only whose correspondence is sufficient to defray the expense.
Such a principle would not only exclude many places now comprehended in the general
system, but would, in the opinion of my Lords, operate unfairly towards the thinly-peopled
districts generally.
As the cost of admitting any place to the general system must depend in some degree on
its distance from any existing post-office, it is clear that the operation of the principle in
question might exclude a village of considerable correspondence, in which, from its being
situated in a thinly-peopled district, and consequently remote from any post-town, a postoffice was much wanted ; while it admitted another village of inferior correspondence, in
which, from its being situated in a densely-peopled district, and therefore in the immediate
neighbourhood of one or more post-towns, a post-office was but little wanted.
If, however, instead of the actual, the average expense of connecting a place with the
general system were compared with the amount of correspondence, perhaps this principle
would be fair ; but there is a manifest difficulty in ascertaining the amount of correspon
dence of any place which has no post-office, and in the present state of their information
on the subject, my Lords find it quite impossible to form any estimate of the additional
expense to which the adoption of such a principle would lead.
Under existing circumstances, therefore, my Lords are pleased to lay down, for their
present guidance, a rule which, while it is perfectly fair in itself, and while it will greatly
extend the general system of mail conveyance, will increase the expenses of the department
to an extent which, when compared with the additional convenience to the public, is not
very large. The rule which my Lords propose to establish is founded on the principle that
the number of post-offices in every district should be somewhat in proportion to the amount
of population and extent of surface combined ; that is to say, that they should be nearer to
one another where the population is dense, but more numerous, as compared with the inha
bitants, where the population is scattered.
The adoption of this rule has been much facilitated by the recent division of England and
Wales into registrars' districts. The principle on which these districts have been formed will
be best shown by the following extract from the registrar-general's instructions : —
" In determining the proper extent of a registrar's district, it is desirable that area and
population should be considered conjointly, and each with reference to the other ; that
when the population is dense, the area should be proportionally contracted ; that when
it is thinly scattered over the country, the territorial extent should be proportionally
increased.
" With respect to the amount of population which a registrar's district may comprise, I
am not disposed to require a very strict attention to number. But I may state, that when
the population is of average density, that district may be regarded as well adapted to the
purposes of registration which contains about 5,000 persons."
It appears, from communication with the registrar-general, and from answers to queries
addressed, by direction of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to certain of the registrars of
births and deaths, that out of about 2,100 registrars' districts in England and Wales,
about 400, containing a million and a half of inhabitants, possess no official post-office of
any description.
Returns to Parliament show that the average cost of the old penny posts was about 20 1.
per annum each. If this average could be relied on for indicating the cost of the posts
now under consideration, it would appear that the establishment of a post-office in each of
the 400 registrars' districts, and its connexion with the general system of mail conveyance,
would cost, probably, about 8,000 1. per annum; a sum which, in the opinion of my Lords,
would
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would be well expended in effecting so important an extension of the benefits of cheap, Appendix, No. 17.
rapid, and secure communication by post.
In each of the 400 registrars' districts which have no post-offices, ray Lords are of Post-offices in
opinou that a post-office of some description or another, to form part of the general system Rural Districts.
of mail conveyance, should be forthwith established; except, perhaps, as regards some few
districts, which although not containing post-offices within their own limits, form parts of
large towns already included within the general system : and even as regards such
districts, my Lords are of opinion that it may be expedient to conform to the general rule,
by the establishment of receiving-houses.
The division into registrars' districts extends only to England and Wales ; the proposed
plan of post-office extension is therefore unavoidably confined to those parts of the
kingdom ; but it is the intention of my Lords, at an early period, to take into consideration,
means for extending the post-office distribution of Ireland and Scotland.
As nearly every registrar's district in which it is proposed now, for the first time, to esta
blish a post-office includes several villages, it of course becomes important to consider in
what part of the district the post-office shall be placed. As a general rule, my Lords are
of opinion that it should be placed in that village of the district which, from population
and other circumstances, may be assumed to have the largest correspondence ; but this rule
my Lords are aware is open to many exceptions. For instance, if the village with the
largest correspondence be very near to an existing post-office, or inconveniently situated for
communication with other parts of the district, or for connexion with the general system
of mail conveyance, it may become necessary to place the post-office in some place of
inferior correspondence.
With regard to the selection of postmasters for the new offices, my Lords refer to a
former Minute, in which, with a view to public convenience and economy, the Board has
been pleased to direct, with the concurrence of the Postmaster-general and the Commis
sioners of Stamps and Taxes, that every opportunity be taken for uniting, in small towns,
the offices of postmaster and sub-distributor of stamps.
Having laid down the principles which my Lords are of opinion should regulate the pro
posed extension in the general system of mail conveyance, their Lordships are pleased to
direct the Postmaster-general to carry their views into effect as completely, as early, and
as economically as practicable.
My Lords do not attempt to form any exact esti
mate of the additional expenditure which it may be necessary to incur, but they will rely
on the Postmaster-general carefully to avoid every unnecessary expense ; and it is their
Lordships' desire, that should the cost of any single post exceed 50 1. per annum, a special
report as regards such post may be made to the Board before the expense is incurred.
Although my Lords have laid it down as a rule that, except perhaps under very peculiar
circumstances, some place or other in every registrar's district shall henceforward contain
a post-office, to and from which the mail shall be carried without extra charge to the inha
bitants, their Lordships wish it to be distinctly understood that they do not direct that in
every such case, and under all circumstances, there shall be a delivery of letters at the
houses of the inhabitants. Whether there shall or shall not be any delivery of letters, as
well as the extent of such delivery in those places in which it may be established, my Lords
are of opinion must depend on the number of letters, the density of the population in the
neighbourhood of each post-office, and other matters, which can only be ascertained by
experience, and by a careful examination of the circumstances of each particular place.
My Lords will therefore leave these questions to be decided by the Postmaster-general,
merely expressing their opinion that a delivery of letters should take place wherever it can
be established with due regard to the interests of the revenue.
With a view of facilitating the proposed extension of mail conveyance, my Lords have
had prepared, from the information supplied by the registrars, a table showing the districts
which are reported to have no official post-offices, their population and extent ; together
with the name of the chief place in each district, its population, and distance from the
nearest post-office, as well as some other particulars.
From this table it would appear that the average extent of the registrars' districts in
question is nearly 20 square miles, and the population about 4,000. Also, that the average
population of the chief place of the district (that of the whole parish appears in most cases
to be given) is about 1,400 ; and the average distance of such place from the nearest postoffice between four and five miles. Judging from the pains which the registrars appear to
have taken, my Lords are of opinion that this table will be found to be tolerably accurate ;
still my Lords would suggest to the Postmaster-general the expediency of checking it, as
regards the more important points, by reference to the Post-office surveyors.
The table is incomplete as regards a few places, where the registrars have as yet supplied
part of the information only.
Transmit a copy of this Minute and of the table to the Postmaster-general for his infor
mation and o-uidance, and direct his Lordship to report from time to time, for the informa
tion of my Lords, the progress made in carrying their instructions into effect. Add, that
my Lords will supply the information required to complete the table as early as possible.
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To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
Post-offices in
Rural Districts.

My Lords,
REFERRING to your Lordships' Minute of the 13th instant, relative to the extension of
the Post-office distribution of the rural districts of England and Wales, transmitted in
Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 14th instant, I beg to state that it appears to me essentially
necessary that the Post-office should be furnished with a map showing the limits of the
registrars' districts alluded to in the table which accompanied your Minute, or if a map
cannot be given, that I should be furnished with such detailed information respecting the
boundaries of districts as will enable me to supply the surveyors with the requisite explana
tion relative to the extent of the district in which each place is situated, without which it
appears to me they cannot report, in conformity with your Lordships' directions, as to the
proper sites for the new Post-office establishments.
I beg also to submit for your Lordships' decision, whether in setting up new post-offices
and receiving-houses, the messengers appointed to serve them from the nearest post-offices
already established are to take the nearest routes to such new offices, or whether they are
to diverge considerably, as is the present practice, from the straight road, in order to afford
the accommodation of a post not only to the extreme points in which the offices have
been set up, but also to all those villages lying within a moderate distance of the line
of communication, and which from their correspondence are thought entitled to it, as in
the event of the present regulation being followed out, the expenditure will be much
increased, as very frequently two, instead of one foot messenger, will be requisite to perform
the duty.
I request to be favoured with your Lordships' early decision on these points, in order that
no time may be lost in calling upon the surveyors for their reports.
I have, &c.
General Post-office, 18 August 1841.
(signed )
Lichfield.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 27 August 1841.
THE Chancellor of the Exchequer informs the Board that he has given directions to
Mr. Arrowsmith to prepare such maps as the Postmaster-general requires. Also, that he
has requested the Poor Law Commissioners to obtain from the clerks of the several unions
the information which Mr. Arrowsmith will require as to the division of the unions into
registrars' districts.
Transmit copy of this Minute to the Postmaster-general, in reply to the first part of his
Lordship's letter.
Add, in reply to the inquiry contained in the latter part of his Lordship's letter, that as a
general rule, my Lords are of opinion it will be best, in the first instance at least, not to
attempt more than the establishment of a post-office at some one village in each registrar's
district which now possesses no post-office whatever ; but that, nevertheless, when a second
village whose correspondence is nearly equal to the first, can be included in the general
system at a trifling additional expenditure, my Lords are desirous that the Postmastergeneml should include such village, if his Lordship see no reason to the contrary.

MEMORANDUM in reply to last Paragraph of Order of The House of Commons,
dated 21 March 1843.
No definitive arrangements have yet been made by the Post-office in conformity with the
Minutes of the Lords of the Treasury, dated the 13th and 27th days of August 1841, relat
ing to the Post-office distribution in the rural districts of the United Kingdom.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
General Post-office, 8 April 1843.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 31 May 1843.
IN conformity with your Lordships' instructions, with reference to the Treasury Minute
of the 13th August 1841, I have given my attention to the best mode of extending the
accommodation of the Post-office in the rural districts. The result of my inquiry leads me
to believe that the arrangement proposed in that Minute, of establishing official posts in
the country with reference to the population in each registrar's district, would be attended
with many practical difficulties, and with an expense far exceeding the assumed estimate.
I consider this arrangement also, being confined to England and Wales only, as partial in
its operation, and open to strong objection on that account.
After
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After full consideration of the subject, I would submit that, as a general principle, all Appendix, No. 17.
places, the letters for which exceed 100 a week, should be deemed entitled to the privilege
of a receiving-office, and a free delivery of their letters ; and in this view I propose forthwith Post-offices in
that official posts shall be established at all places which have already applied for the Rural Districts,
accommodation, the letters for which amount to -100 and upwards weekly, and that the
^———
same principle shall govern all similar applications that may hereafter be received.
I propose further, that when two or more small places can be combined within one mes
senger's walk, that the whole district thus included shall be considered but as one post, and
that the calculation shall be made on the aggregate number of letters for all those places,
and not on those for each place individually.
I enclose a list of places and districts selected from the applications which have been
received for post accommodation, from July 1840 up to the present time. In each of these
cases, the number of letters for the place or places to be included in one post exceeds 100
letters a week. The expense of establishing official posts at all the places within this list
is estimated by the surveyors at about 3,251 1. 15 s. Gd. per annum. It is probable, when it
is generally understood throughout the country that a measure of this nature is in opera
tion, a very considerable number of additional applications for the same privilege of a free
delivery of letters will be made immediately, all which, I submit, must be treated on the
principle above laid down ; I am therefore not prepared to say what may be the total cost
of carrying out the measure throughout the United Kingdom.
In some few cases, where the letters received amount to the stipulated number, posts
have already been established, under a guarantee from the parties interested to defray the
full expense of maintaining the post ; I propose, in such cases, that the guarantees shall be
cancelled from the date of the new measure coming into operation, but where guarantees
have been given in the case of places, the letters for which are under 100 a week, I submit
that the guarantee should still be continued, and that it shall still be required in all
instances where applications shall be made for official posts by places, the letters for which
are below the rule now laid down.
If your Lordships approve of the principle 1 now submit, I presume you will at the same
time direct, in accordance with the Treasury Minute of the 13th August 1841, that the
expense of setting up any one post shall be limited to 50 L, the sum specified in the Minute,
with the understanding that every case where the expense will exceed that sum shall be
reported to you for special consideration.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Loicther.

A LIST of TOWNS and PLACES from which Applications have been received for OFFICIAL
POSTS (the Number of Letters for which average above 100 Weekly), from July 1840
to the present Time (including Guaranteed Posts).

EXPENSE
PER
ANNUM.

NAME OF PLACE
AND
POST TOWN.

Stroud :
Woodchester
Nottingham :
Ilkeston Trowell
Wollaton -

Number
of Letters
in a
Week.

£. s. d.

-1
-\
-J

Stokesley :
Hutton Rudley Halifax :
Sowerby Bridge -

25

-

-

161

42

8

-

142

8

-

-

173

29

8

-

191

34

-

-

632

8

-

-

140

Hull:

Bridlington Quay
Penrith :
Shap' Croydon :
Coulsdon Rotherham :
Wath

0.9.3-

35

6

-

167

51 12

-

263

NAME OF PLACE
AND
POST TOWN.

Number
EXPENSE ofLetters
PER
| in a
ANNUM.
Week.

£. *. d.
Ripon :
Dishforth -"\ 6 16 6
Topcliffe -/
Wolverhampton :
Claverley Dallnott Barnsley Bundlefbrd
Achleton 10 - Milton
Worfield Wyher
Koughton Stapleford Chesterton
Maryport :
20 - Aspatria
5 - Ballinafad
10 - M oyallon
Vernus Bridge
17 - Tallibody
5 - 25 - Edgehill

235

160

178
126

120
184
200 •
180

/
(continued)
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EXPENSE

AND

PEK

POST TOWN.

ANNUM.

Sunderland :
Whitburn Whitby :
Robin Hood's Bay
Burton :
Burton Bradstock
Salisbury :
Honington
-1
Coombes Bishopstone
Broadchalk
Bower Chalk
Bishops Foxey Stratford Foxey Fifipld
1 I J 1* M (

•

Number
of Letters
in a
Week.

£. s. d.
26

5

-

174

44

-

-

129

23

5

-

148

NAME OF PLACE

Number
of Letters
in a
Week.

EXPENSE

AND

PER

POST TOWN.

ANNUM.

£. s. d.
Dudley:
" ; -i> I
Hales Owen
--i
t -a •ir'H
Oldhill
-1
Rowley Regis - i 56 16 Cradley Heath -J
Crawley :
Walford -->
Drybrook - [ 47 14 3
Ruardean -1
Hope Mansel -J
Charlwood
-\ 45 - .*»o
Horley
-/
Helstone :
ylKJl
Mangan
'
, .K
-Jl
Mannacar 145
46 14 4
Holford St. Kirwan
' 'r
St. Martin's
,(
Bilston :
ili'wi"
43 - - -t->!^*°'
Coselev
Jorrrd ti.il.-.
Leeds :
I-«|.O
Rothwell -,
•-•.j.H
Lofthouse - 1 15 - 192.
Carlton
-/
•ii "i>
Middleton -J
i'
Haverfordwest :
• V ;)..,,,!/•.
Walton
-^
',,','.)!
'
Walwin's Castle :
f
Tabbanny 861""-' -' - //oh
St. Bride's Malves
-/
Broadhaven
Hasguard : m»U ;,llllillll
Dale VT«J ' . •!/-.
Wansford :
j^
114Kingclifte Collumpton :
: ' • •' '' "I 1 .' "vV '
Plympton -"]
,•,!•• >.| 7
Clyst Hoydon - °7 7 8
ClystSt.Lawrence.
''',,
10 - - ™9fr
Two Waters Bentham :
H
Ingleton -•)
Burton -in- Lons-k 28 5 145
ti 'iilyi/S'^'
dale
-J
1 :'J|3
Dewsbury :
129
31 -^ -J .'lf)O9*'
Batley
Bridgend :
39 5 8
Maersteg -.W
1
Holywell :
30 - Bagilt
l&
WtH&t
Alfreton :
Shirland -1
v>wt i(ti1l<M
Higham
,.,'i ,TB<t
Shelton - ) 42 8 - •rtbriT
I"?1
Claycross WtfrMJ
Ashover -J
4:fjlfta^i
Lich field :
Yanhall - _ If 38 *-*%TiJf*

"i$,
3t

41 10

-

148

14

3

254

-

-

169

8

-

109

— I

Swansea :
49
Mumbles Tonbridge Wells :
Frant
31
Huddersfield :
Rastrick
42
Claverley
-^
Forfield
Dalnott
Wyken
Barnsley
Roughton - > 100
Bundleford Stapleford
Achleton
Chesterton
Milton -J
Loughborough :
Kegworth 49
Shrewsbury :
Hanwood -~j
Pontesford
Pontesbury
- ) 47
Osterley
Minsterley
-J
Oldham :
Royton
-T 70
Shaw
-]
Ely:
Littleport 35
Gravesend :
Chalk
--I
Shorne
Cobham - > G:i
Luddesdown
Meopham -J
Haverhill :
Great Thurlow -T
Little Thurlow -]|
Staple Bumpstead-j
Helions Bump- \ 42
stead
-J
Staveley :
Eckington
-";
Remsham -j 39

•

2

-

160

t t

';'i;ff

-

-

180

. !',»
-, '>
i-»

-

-

120

— i

-

-

322

4

-

129

a

M? i

.

12

-

641

182

2

-

113

4

-

195
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Grey Abbey :
Ballywater Clonmell :
Marlfield Old Rain :
Insch
Auchterarder:
Blackford Dudley :
Rowley
Durham :
Hilton
-1
Easington Lane -J
Whitehaven :
St. Bees Bedford :
Milton
-]
Bletsoe
Shambrook
-}
Odell
-1
Harrold -J*
Saxmundham :
Leiston
Alresford :
Ripley
Ravleigh :
Sowers Gifford Dereham :
Matteshall Huntingdon :
Alconbury -"]
Stukeley -]
Gorey :
Courtown Harbour
Chorley :
Leyland -"]
Farrington ->
Clayton -J
Wimborne :
Canford
Wareham :
East Stoke
-•>
Wool
1
Coombe Keynes - [
Lulworth -J
Maryborough :
Tirnahoe
Halifax :
Stainland Newton Forbes :
Dunnlish Tralee :
Camp
Saffron Walden :
Chesterford
-T
Ichleton -1
Hinton
-J
o-93

EXPENSE
PER
ANNUM.

Number
of Letters
in a
Week.

£. s. d.
15 - -

150

15

-

-

188

17

-

-

209

15

-

-

124

39

2

8

100

48 10

-

34

-

-

186

395

07

-

-

320

36

4

-

251

35

8

-

143

34

4

-

120

60

-

-

233

48

8

--

130

15

-

-

153

42

8

-

187

39

6

-

114

47

-

-

20
46

8

-

30

-

-

5

*-

—

45

4

-

154

100
111
126
103

NAME OF PLACE
AND
POST TOWN.

Bridgwater :
Combwich -••
Otterhampton
Stockland Stogursey -J
Dingwall :
Ferintosh Nantwich :
Crewe
Cowes :
East Cowes
St. Neot's :
Roxton
Stroud :
Eastington Abergavenny :
Dowlais
Stamford :
Barrowden Errolt :
Glencarre Shrewsbury :
Builton -\
Cockshutt -j
Newmarket :
Little Thurlow Dingwall :
Farintosh -")
Cubbothen
-J
Sleaford :
Heckington
Appin :
Ballacheleish
Parndon :
Nazing
Hythe :
Saltwood -I
Portling -1
Stowing -J
Cambridge :
Milton
-"]
Waterbeach
-1
Sandbeach -J
Colchester :
Brightlingsea
Royston :
Bailey
-~\
Barkway -j
York:
Falford
Towcester :
Towcester Booth
Birkenhead :
Okton
-~\
Clangton -J
Sherborne :
Chetvvole -T
Leigh, &c. -J

EXPENSE
PER
ANNUM.

£. s. d.
41 10

-

129

23

5

-

180

36

4

-

180

25

5 10

307

14 12

-

178

36 10

8

146

41

5

8

263

8 18

-

195

5

-

-

170

41

8

-

160

69

4

-

173

26

-

-

144

39

4

-

134

13

-

-

120

47 12

-

172

36

6

-

135

50 12

-

173

81

4

-

236

44

2

-

465

6

-

-

100

36

6

-

175

10

-

-

120'

41 10

-

246

159

TOTAL - - £. 3,251 15 6

U
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THEASUBY MINUTE, of 6th June 1843, on the foregoing Papers.
Post-offices in
Rural Districts.

MY Lords refer to their Minute of 27th August 1841.
My Lords approve of the principle on which the Postmaster-general proposes to regulate
the privilege of granting a receiving-office, and a free delivery of letters, to places not
already enjoying those advantages.
My Lords further consider, that by giving the accommodation in the first instance to
those places (the letters of which amount to 100 a week) from which application for such
accommodation may be received, my Lords will have the means of judging, at a moderate
cost, how far the accommodation if more generally extended would contribute to the con
venience of the public, or would affect the interests of the revenue. My Lords also concur
in the propriety of relieving those places where guarantees have been given from the obli
gation of such guarantee, in cases in which the places would, under the general rule now
laid down, be entitled to such a privilege. My Lords think it necessary to adhere to the
limitation imposed by the Treasury Minute of August 1841, as to the expense to be incurred
in establishing each such post.
Write to the Postmaster-general in terms of the above Minute.

Appendix, No. 18.

LETTER-CARRIERS IN EDINBURGH.

TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 14 June 1841.
I HAVE the honour to bring under the consideration of your Lordships the case of the
Appendix, No. 18.
letter-carriers in Edinburgh, with a view to the revision of their present wages.
Letter-carriers in
These letter-carriers are precisely in the same position as those in Dublin, to whom I have
Edinburgh.
recommended an increase of wages in my Report to your Lordships of the 3d ultimo; and
I beg to refer your Lordships to that Report, from which you will perceive that the loss of
perquisites caused by the alteration in the rates of postage is the ground upon which
I propose an increase.
The letter-carriers at Edinburgh have been before petitioners for an augmentation of their
pay ; and it was only on the 19th June 1840 that I stated my opinion to your Lordships in
my Report of that date, that they were adequately remunerated.
I enclose a statement, showing the total income of each of the letter-carriers in the years
ended 5th January 1840 and 1841. This statement will show to your Lordships the
decrease in each man's income in the year ending 5th January 1841, as compared with that
ending 5th January 1840 ; and as I consider that their pay was a fair remuneration in the
former year, I am about to propose to your Lordships to raise their incomes to that
amount.
There are 66 letter-carriers in Edinburgh, whose wages are as follows :—
7-at 19s. 6 d. a week each.
7-at 18s. 6 d. a week each.
52 - at 17 s. 6 d. a week each.
These men, in respect to their fees, are divided into two classes, A. and B., each containing
25, while the remaining 16 do not receive any fees.
The loss which the first class (A.) have sustained in the last year, as compared
with the former, is-£.11692
The second class, (B.)
-108 18 »>
I beg to recommend that the wages of the Edinburgh letter-carriers may be increased to
the following scale :
f 1 at 21s. 6 d. a week each.
Class A. 25 <^
7 at 20s. 6d.
—
[ 11 at 19s. Kd.
—
Class B.
25 at 19s.
—
being an addition of 2s. a week each to the first 25, and of Is. 6d. a week each to the
second 25. The remaining 16 having no perquisites can have suffered no loss, and I do not
propose any alteration in their pay.
The
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The total amount of their present wages is 3,057?. 12*., and of the scale I have recom- Appendix, No. 18.
mended 3,285 1. 2s., being an increased expense of 227 /. 10s. a year; and as the amount of
fees they have been deprived of by the late changes is 225 /. 7s. 8d., this proposition will Letter-carriers in
give an excess over the loss they have sustained of only 2Z. 2s. 4d. per annum.
Edinburgh.
I have, &c.
•
(signed)
Lichfield.
EDINBURGH LETTER-CARRIERS.—TOTAL INCOMES.
A.

YEAR ENDING
5 JANUARY 1840.

DIVISION.

£. s.
No. 1
•2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-

-

-

-

-

-

76
81
76
73
77
77
81
72
72
67
67
73
66
. 64
68
62
65
63
60
62

10
8
10
10
10
8
8
16
18
8
11
8
6
13
13
16
6

YEAR ENDING
5 JANUARY 1841.

d.

£. s. d.

2J
2J
2|
2J
2j
2j
2J
2|
2|
2j
2£
2£
2J
2J
2j
2A
2£
2J
2J
2J

68
66
70
70
71
71
72
65
65
62
60
60
64
80
62
57

Decrease
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

63 111 9J
!• :

-

-

f. s. d.

I) !
'.>]
9j
9g
9J
9£
9 J_
!>A
>>J,
9J
9|
9J
9J
8j
!i A
9J

68

_
_
-

13
11
3
18
3
18
18
11
11
1
9
3
1
9
18
9

DECREASE OR
INCREASE.

-

_

58
68

2
9

9J
9J

56
59
57
59

12
14
19
19

9g
9J
9J
9£

59

9

9|

50
50
53
51
52
55
54
49
48
50
48
50
50
49
48
47
49
48
48
47
47
49
47
49
48

10
5
13
10
3
10
10
8
. 10
10
13
5
14
15
10

6
-

765
14 8 5
665
295
665
5 11 5
8 11 5
6 16 5
6 16 5
5 14 5
785
12 16 5
265
415
595
4 16 5
2 11 5
- 1 5
2 13 5
3 16 5

B.
DIVISION.

No. 1

-

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-

-

-

-

-

-

59
63
61
61
60
62
60
60
53
50
51
56
54
49
49
48
55
53
49
51

12
5
4
5
10
10
13
5
5
10
15
7
10
10
5

-

_
_
_
_
_

Decrease 92-

A

U 2

13 5
7 15
10 4
7 7
6 10

—
—
—

6211 - 5 - -

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Total Demsase on Incomes of the first 25 on the two years
Ditto - ditto on second 25
-

o-93-

—
—
—
—
—

3
5
4
1
1
6
4
1
4

-

4 6
5 15 10 15 7 - - 17 - _ _

116 9
108 18

2
6
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TREASURY MINUTE, of 9 July 1841, on the foregoing Papers.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general that, on comparing the present and the proposed
remuneration of the Edinburgh letter-earners with the remuneration of the Dublin lettercarriers, as now settled, my Lords obtain the following results :—
AVERAGE
MAXIMUM.

MINIMUM.

(NEARLY)
PER ANNUM.

Dublin Letter-carriers, with the late increase
_
of wages
Edinburgh Letter-carriers, exclusive of the
16 to whom the proposed advance does
not apply :
_
Present remuneration
Proposed
—

£.

70

s. d.
- —

72 18
78 2

9
9

£. s.

d.

46 16

-

£. s. d.
56 3 -

47 50 18

-

56 12
61 5

-

From this comparison it appears that the letter-carriers in Edinburgh, without any
advance, are fully as well paid as those in -Dublin with the advance recently made ; my
Lords, therefore, cannot consider that the claims of the two classes are at all similar.
Jn consenting to advance the wages of the Dublin letter-carriers, my Lords were in
fluenced by the consideration that their • emoluments were not only inferior to what they
had been, but that they were absolutely inadequate, whereas the emoluments of the Edin
burgh letter-carriers, though inferior to what they have been, appear to be fully sufficient,
whether compared with those of the Dublin or the London letter-carriers.
My Lords are of opinion, therefore, that the proposed addition to the wages of the
Edinburgh letter-carriers, considered as a permanent arrangement, is unnecessary ; whether
compensation should be given to the present letter-carriers for loss of fees, will depend
very much. upon the nature of those fees, and the circumstances and authority under
which they were received.
Upon these points my Lords desire to be informed.
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 21 August 1841.
IN obedience to the directions contained in Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 14th ultimo,
I have the honour to acquaint your Lordships, that the fees of the letter-carriers in Edin
burgh are derived from the publication of the " Post-office Edinburgh Directory," and from
gratuities received from the public at Christmas.
With regard to the circumstances and authority under which those fees are taken, I beg
to state, that the Directory was established in 1805, under the sanction of the Deputy Post
master-general for Scotland, and has since that period been carried on with the permission
of the several postmasters-general. The gratuities from the public at Christmas rest upon
very ancient usage, and are received with the consent of the Postmaster-general.
It is right I should add, that, had not the letter-carriers enjoyed those perquisites, they
would have been before recommended to your Lordships for increase of pay.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lichfield.
(17596.)
TREASURY MINUTE, of 31 August 1841, on the foregoing Papers.
WHITE to the Postmaster-general that on further investigation of the circumstances con
nected with the present application, my Lords observe an important discrepancy between a
Return of the emoluments of the Edinburgh letter-carriers for the year 1839, enclosed in his
Lordship's Report of the 19th June 1840, and a Return for the same year, enclosed in his
Lordship's Report of the 14th June 1841.
The decrease of the emoluments of the letter-carriers for the year 1840, when compared
with the first of these Returns, appears to be about o3 1. only, whereas that decrease is deter
mined by a comparison with the last of these Returns, and is stated in his Lordship's Report
at about 225 /.
As this discrepancy materially affects the question under consideration, and as the incom
pleteness of the latter Return makes a satisfactory comparison impossible, my Lords consider
it necessary to call for another statement, comparing the emoluments ofthe Edinburgh lettercarriers.for the years 1839 and 1840, and showing the names of the letter-carriers and their
emoluments in detail for each year, in the same manner as these facts are exhibited in the
Return which accompanied his Lordship's letter of the 19th June 1840.
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 2 March 1842.
REFERRING to Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 4th September 1841, on the subject of the
increase proposed to be granted to the wages of the letter-carriers in Edinburgh, I have the
honour to state to your Lordships, that upon full investigation of the matter, I can come to
no

~'
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no other conclusion than that the letter-carriers have improperly made erroneous returns, Appendix, No. 18.
and on that around I think it my duty to request your Lordships' permission to withdraw
;
Letter-carriers in
the recommendation for increasing their wages, made to you by my predecessor.
Edinburgh.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
O

.

•

*

•

• *

-I

1_

(
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TREASURY MINUTE, dated 4 March 1842, on the foregoing Letter.
WRITE Postmaster-general that my Lords fully concur in the withdrawal of his recom
mendation.

Appendix, No. 19.

Appendix, No. iy.
Glasgow and Ayr
Railway Mail.

GLASGOW AND AYR RAILWAY MAIL.
TO the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 16 June 1842.
THE question as regards the price to be paid for the Post-office service on the Glasgow
and Ayr Railway having been referred to arbitration, in accordance with the regulations of
the Act of Parliament, I have now the honour to submit, for the information of your Lord
ships, a copy of Mr. Wilson Patten's award, the umpire selected by the arbitrators, Lieut.
Harness, and Mr. Miller ; the former acting on the part of the Post-office, and the latter on
the part of the Company.
By this award it is decided that the Post-office is to pay 1 1. 12s. a day for the use of a
portion of a second-class carriage, and Ts. 6d. a day if the mail-bags are carried in a box
or imperial on the top of a railway carriage, each way between Glasgow and Ayr, with an
additional charge of 2s. 6rf. a day so long as the mail-bags are not accompanied by a postoffice guard, which I have ascertained is intended as a remuneration for the duty of deli
vering the bags, if entrusted to the servants of the railway company ; and that it is not to
be continued whenever a mail guard is appointed to take charge of the bags, and likewise
that no additional charge is to be made for the guard's fare. Under these circumstances
I have appointed a mail guard to perform the duty on this line, which will enable me to
effect a saving to the revenue of about 40 /. per annum.
I enclose a copy of the notice and time-bill which has been served upon the company,
together with a tabular statement giving the information on the various points adverted to
generally in your Lordship's letter, dated the 9th April last.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
TABULAR STATEMENT, giving the Information required by the Treasury Letter, bearing date the 9th April 1842,
in regard to the Conveyance of the MAILS on the GLASGOW AND AYR RAILWAY.

Number of
Dispatches per Length
Day in each
direction,
of
stating whether
Sunday be
an exception the Line.
> 1 1 1or'inot.i

One each way
every day, ex
cept Sunday.

40 miles.

Total
Annual
Payment
due
under the
Award
to the
Company.

Ordinary and
Amount of
Maximum
Space set
Weight of Mail apart
in the
(including Bags),
Railway
as nearly as
Carriage for
can be given,
the use of
stated separately
the
as regards each
Post-office.
Trip.

Number of
Guards,
or other
Post-office
Servants,
for whom
Accommo
dation is
required at
each Trip.

"
-lil'j .-,.'

£. *. d.
One guard
40 double
136 17 6 Glasgma to Ayr. A third part
Inside.
of a second- at each trip,
miles per at the rate
class carriage. and an in
day.
of 7*. Crf. Ordinary Weight.
spector when
cwt. qri. Ibt.
per day.
required.
1 0 13
Maximum Weight.
i. .• -MUM* 1 '.•
t
,...!•
not. qrt. Ibs.
2 0 26
i .1 ;-(•!, --i,

L * •.*
'

i ' M^l :
1 .' .

•
' - » L

'.ill

:,.'•'

... ,.. ,
I

'ill)

')

1 )

f

1 • 1

Ayr to Glatgow.

• ,

1•11 I ' ' •

Whether
the Guards
travel
Inside or
Outside the
Carriage.

,•;!,;„>:.

•dill--.:.
-T,' i -1
•if l!l '

Number
of Double
Miles
per Day, to
which
the Award
has
reference.

;

Ordinary Weight.
cwt. qrs. Ibt.
0 0 16
Maximum Weight
net. qrs. lb.i.
030

f II IC.1'1 i'l

, ,' ::;..'' •

.-I

:• /r/
•i

! i
(signed)

•Vi 0!
. .>,-n.-. .
George Stow.
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Glasgow and Ayr
Hallway Mail.

Gentlemen,
London, 29 March 184-1
I HAVE carefully looked over the two statements which you forwarded to me, relating to
the expense of carrying Her Majesty's mails on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway. It is not
made quite clear in the notice of the Postmaster-general, what is the exact nature of the
daily service required from the company, but I collect from your statements, that in the first
instance, so much only of the service referred to will be called for as regards the carriage
of the mail-bags between Glasgow and Ayr, and the delivery of them by the company at
the various stations on the line to the servants of the Postmaster-general. It appears, how
ever, that at some future period it may be necessary to claim a third part or more of
a second-class carriage. In making my award, I have thought it advisable to consider these
two services separately, changing the amount of remuneration to be paid according to the
extent of the claim made on the company.
I have given due weight to the reasons urged by the company to have the mail trains
considered as specially devoted to the service of the Post-office, on the grounds of their
being appointed to run at hours which are not the most convenient for the general passenger
traffic. The information, however, which I have received, leads me to the belief that the
hours of departure for the various trains were originally fixed by the company without
regard to the service of the Post-office, and a return recently furnished to me of the
passenger traffic by each train, in the weeks ending the 1st and 29th of January, and the
26th of February last past, does not exhibit a case which would authorise me to make an
allowance on this head. I find it, moreover, quite impossible to provide against contingencies
of an altered state of things when other lines of railway may be opened in the neigh
bourhood.
Looking to the services required in the first instance, namely that of carrying the mailbags in a box or imperial on the top of a railway carriage, each way between Glasgow and
Ayr daily (Sundays excepted), and delivering them to the servants of the Post-office at the
various stations on the line, I am inclined to think that 7s. 6d. per day is a reasonable
charge, with 2s. 6d. additional charge so long as the mail-bags are not accompanied by
a Post-office guard.
In the event of a portion of a second-class carriage being required at any future time,
I think that 1 1. 12s. per day should be paid for each third part of the carriage.
H. D. Harness, Esq. Royal Engineers,
and J. Miller, Esq.

I am, &c.
(signed)
J. Wilson Patten.

STATEMENT on behalf of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr Railway Company,
in reference to the Remuneration to be allowed them by the Post-office for conveying the
Mails upon their Railway.
BY the Postmaster-general's notice to the railway company, dated 26th October 1841,
which is given under Act 1 & 2 Viet. c. 98, he requires and directs,
"1st. That the mails and post letter-bags shall, from and after the 28th day of November
next (1841), be conveyed and forwarded by your railway, either by the ordinary trains ot
carriages, or by special trains, as may be, from Ayr to Glasgow and Glasgow to Ayr
respectively, once each day in each week (Sundays excepted), at such times and hours, and
subject to such regulations and restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times, and
duration of stoppages, and times of arrival, as are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill
herewith annexed (the hour from Ayr being at 11 o'clock a. m., the hour from Glasgow
being half-past four o'clock, p. m., and the speed required being, for the whole distance,
two hours, including stoppages), together with the guards appointed and employed by the
Postmaster-general in. charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as hereafter men
tioned.
" 2d. That from and after the said 28th day of November next, the railway company shall
appropriate, exclusively, the whole, or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem
necessary, of the inside of a second-class carriage in the train which will daily (Sundays
excepted) leave the Ayr station at 11 a.m. for Glasgow, and also in the train which will
daily (Sundays excepted) leave the Glasgow station at 4h. 30 m. p. m. for Ayr, for depo
siting therein the mails and post letter-bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof,
and other officers of the Post-office, as hereafter mentioned, which carriages you are to
provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general
shall require.
" 3d. That the railway company shall receive, take up, carry, and convey in such carnages
respectively, all such mails and post letter-bags as shall for that purpose be tendered to you,
or any of your officers, servants, or agents, by any of the officers of the Post-office, and the
guards in charge thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the Postmastergeneral shall reasonably require, and to deliver and leave such mails or post letter-bags,
guards, and officers, at such places on the line of your railway as the Postmaster-general
shall on that behalf from time to time reasonably order and direct ; and,
"4th. That
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"4th. That the railway company shall, from and after the said 28th day of November next, Appendix, N'o. 19,
at your own costs, provide and furnish sufficient carnages and engines on your railway for
the conveyance of the mails and post letter-bags in manner hereafter directed, to the Glasgow and Ayr
satisfaction of the Postmaster-general."
Railway Mail.
The notice and requisition of the Postmaster-general being in many respects very vague
and indefinite, the railway company, on the 26th of November 1841, caused the following
queries to be addressed to the solicitor for the Post-office : —
1st. Is the company, during the three years mentioned in the Act, to be bound to run at
the hours stated in the bond, unless liberated by the Postmaster-general ? In other words,
"Are they to be debarred from shifting the hours of departure of their ordinary trains,
according to their experience from time to time of the exigencies of the traffic ? "
" 2d. What number of the Post-office guards or officers in charge of the mails are they
to provide accommodation for, and how much of a second-class carriage will be needed,
and how is it to be fitted up ?"
"3d. Are the guards of the railway company to be freed from the charge which they have
hitherto taken of the bags ? "
After a delay of three months, the following answer was, on the 23d of February 1842,
received from the Post-office solicitor to their queries :—
"1st. The railway company is bound to run the mail trains at the hour fixed by the
notice which the Postmaster-general has given, and such hours cannot be altered or varied
•without the express authority and sanction of his Lordship."
" 2d. A guard will be sent with the bags in the second-class carriage."
It is thus fixed by the notice and explanatory letter, that at whatever cost or incon
venience, and without regard to their other arrangements, or to the exigencies of their
traffic, this railway company must run a train from Ayr to Glasgow at 11 o'clock, a. m.,
and a train from Glasgow to Ayr at half past four p.m., both to arrive at their destination
within two hours, and that there must be altached to their respective trains a second-class
carnage, the whole of which, or such part as the Postmaster-general shall direct, must be
appropriated for the mails, post letter-bags and Post-office guards.
It is for the service thus required by the Post-office that the umpire is now called upon
to determine the remuneration or compensation payable to the railway company, and he
is respectfully requested to keep in mind, that while, by the statute, the Post-office may
free themselves from his award at any time by a notice of six months, the railway company
are bound by it for a period of three years.
In forming a judgment of the amount of remuneration to which the railway company is
entitled, the umpire's attention is respectfully requested to the following circumstances : —
This railway, m so far as completed, is 40 miles in length, connecting the city of Glas
gow, in Lanarkshire, with the town of Ayr, in Ayrshire, and passing through the inter
mediate county of Renfrew;
,
But, unlike most other railways, the principal source of revenue hitherto has been derived,
not from a thorough traffic betwixt Glasgow and Ayr, but from the intermediate traffic at
the different stations along the line (10 in number).
All the arrangements of the railway company as to the number of the trains, the hours of
departure from each terminus, and the stoppages at the intermediate stations, have accord
ingly been hitherto made with reference to these leading sources of traffic ; the arrange
ments have been several times changed, and the present hours are found not to be the best.
Among other reasons, the half hours from Glasgow are not found to be so good as the
hours, and the reason may be explained thus : a considerable source of traffic are the pas
sengers between Glasgow and Paisley; that portion of the line is common to the Glasgow
and Ayrshire Railway and Glasgow and Greenock Railway Companies, and both companies
work that traffic ; it has been found that the company which runs a train at the hour
obtains more passengers than the company having a train at the half hour. The Post-office
will bind the Glasgow and Ayr Railway Company to run at the half hour, and in that way
force upon the company a very considerable loss. The present arrangements may be said
to be merely temporary, and were certairrly intended to be altered so soon as a thorough
traffic could be obtained.
The opportunity for making the alteration contemplated has now occurred, by the open
ing of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, and the necessity for changing the present
arrangement will become still greater when the Kilmarnock branch of the Ayrshire Railway,
in course of being formed, is completed next spring. This branch is 11 miles in length,
and is expected to produce a large revenue, the town of Kilmarnock being much more
populous than Ayr. But if the company is to derive any material benefit from the opening
of" the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, the hours of departure from Glasgow to Ayr and
from Ayr to Glasgow must be so regulated as to suit the passengers arriving by that rail
way from Edinburgh and the east of Scotland ; and if the Kilmarnock branch, when
opened, is to be productive of profit, it can only be by studying the exigencies of traffic, and
fixing the hours accordingly. Neither object can be obtained by the company's present
arrangement, and, in particular, both objects will be frustrated by continuing to run a train
from Glasgow at the hour of half-past four p. m., and a train from Ayr at 1 1 p. m., as required
by the Post-office.
But further, the fixing the company to these specific hours not only deranges and fetters
all their plans for the general management of their line, but will operate most prejudicially
0.93.
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i'1 another point of view. The Ardrossan Railway, belonging to another company, joins the
Ayrshire Railway at a point 26 miles from Glasgow, and 14 miles from Ayr, and to enable
passengers going from either terminus to Ardrossan to meet at the point of junction at the
same time, it is necessary that the trains from Glasgow should start half an hour earlier
than the trains from Ayr. The time of starting of the trains at each end of the main line
are thus dependant on each other, and by fixing, as the Post-office has done, 11 o'clock a.m.
as the hour of starting from Ayr, they force the company to keep up a train at half-past 10
from Glasgow, and by fixing half-past four p. m. as the hour from Glasgow, a train from
Ayr is rendered necessary at five p. in. The Post-office thus practically ties the company
down to specific and unalterable hours, not merely with two trains, but with four trains
per day. If it be asked why the passengers for Ardrossan require to meet at the point of
junction at the same time, the answer is, that the number of passengers to Ardrossan is not
sufficiently numerous to pay the expense of an engine and train with each set of passen
gers, coming east or west ; they must therefore meet at the point of junction to be carried
by the same engine and train.
These remarks with regard to the Ardrossan passengers will apply with great force to
the passengers to Kilmarnock when the Kilmarnock Branch is opened. That branch joins
the main line at nearly the same distance from Glasgow to Ayr respectively as the Ardrossan
Railway joins it, and unless the Kilmarnock passengers coming from Glasgow and Ayr
meet at the same point, and are carried by the same engine and train to Kilmarnock, the
expense of working the Kilmarnock Branch will be doubled.
Taking all these circumstances into account, the result is, that the company must either
forego a large amount of revenue, by running ordinary trains at the Post-office hours, or if
they abandon ordinary trains they must provide special trains for the convenience of the
Post-office alone.
In either view it appears fair and reasonable that the remuneration to be allowed the
company for carrying the mails should be at the cost of sending special trains.
The cost is easily ascertained. It is admitted by Mr. Harness, that the cost
of locomotive power alone is Is. 6^d. per mile or 3 I. 3s. 4d. each
,.
,
journey for the 40 miles ; the daily cost is therefore 6 I. 6 s. 8 d., and
' *'
for the 313 days during which the mails are carried, the sum will be for
locomotive power alone --------- i}982 6 8
Add to this, the maintenance of the way, the tear and wear of carriage,
and the wages of servants, which cannot be stated at less than 11 kd.
per mile for each journey, in the 313 days ------ 1,147 13 4
And the cost of special trains each day is ascertained to "I ,.
amount to the yearly sum of ----- J ' ' '
~
The sum of 3,130Z. per annum the railway company accordingly claim from the Postoffice, as the compensation to which they are entitled for carrying the mails at the hours
specified in the requisition. Supposing, however, that the umpire should unexpectedly be
of opinion that the railway company can claim no more remuneration from the Post-office
than they would have been entitled to had it been expedient to run ordinary trains at the
Post-office hours, the company should next submit the claim which would thence arise.
In that view the Post-office would have to pay the ordinary passengers' fare for the
second-class carriage which they require to be appropriated for their use. It will be
observed, that in reply to the queries formerly quoted, no answer is returned to the question
asked of the Post-office solicitor, " How much of a second-class carriage will be needed ;"
and the extent of the accommodation wanted, therefore, rests upon the vague terms of the
requisition, that the company " shall appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as
the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class carriage."
Assuming, however, that the umpire shall by liis award limit the Post-office to a single
compartment of the carriage, the sum to be paid for this accommodation will be 32s. each
journey, the number of seats in a compartment being eight, and the fare of each seat being
4s., this makes 64s. per day, or 1,001?. 12s. for the 313 days.
It is scarcely anticipated that the Post-office would start the objection that the whole
compartment might not uniformly have been filled up with passengers, and that they should
only pay, therefore, for a proportion corresponding to the gain which the company might,
have made by the absence of the mails. Such an objection humbly appears to be untenable,
where the Post-office not only deprive the company of the opportunity of giving the seats
to other passengers, but actually take the use of them. It would be unjust, therefore, on
such a ground to limit the company to two-thirds of the passenger fares, amounting to
66? 1. Us. 8d., in place of giving the full sum of 1,001 1. 12s. This would be assuming
that the average number of passengers on the railway, in proportion to the accommodation,
is not greater than the average usually taken for stage-coaches.
But in addition to the mere passenger fares for the extent of accommodation given, the
company would require to be remunerated for the additional cost and inconvenience to
which the Post-office regulation subjects them.
These regulations not only require them to run trains at specific hours, but to run them
at a fixed and unvarying speed of two hours, including stoppages.
The additional cost which a strict attention to the regulation occasions, will be consider
able, and the stoppage and inconvenience will best be seen by presenting the umpire with
the following statement of the bags received and delivered along the line of railway.
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DOWN TRAIN.
Glasgow and Ayr
Railway Mail.
AT

Glasgow
Paisley Johnston
Lochwinnoch
Beith Dairy

-

Kilvvianing
Irvine Troon Ayr

BAGS RECEIVED FOR

BAGS DELIVERED FOR

- - Johnston, Lochwinnoch, Beith, - - Ayr, Troon, Irvine, Kilwin
Dairy, Kilwinning, Irvine, Troon, ning, Beith, Lochwinnoch, and
and Ayr.
Johnston.
- - Johnston, Lochwinnoch, Beith, - - Ayr, Irvine, Kilwinning,
Dairy, Kilwinning, Irvine, Troon, Dairy, Beith, Lochwinnoch, and
and Ayr.
Johnston.
- - Beith, Irvine, Ayr, Paisley, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Ayr, Irvine,
and Glasgow.
and Beith.
Beith, Paisley, and Glasgow
Glasgow, Paisley, and Berth.
- - Dairy, Kilwinning, Irvine, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Johnston,
Ayr, Lochwinnoch, Johnston, Lochwinnoch, Ayr, Irvine, Kil
Paisley and Glasgow.
winning, and Dairy.
- - Irvine, Ayr, Beith, Paisley, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Beith, Ayr,
and Glasgow.
and Irvine.
- - Irvine, Ayr, Beith, Paisley, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Beith, Ayr,
and Glasgow.
and Irvine.
- - Troon, Ayr, Kilwinning, Dairy, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Johnston,
Beith, Johnston, Paisley, and Beith, Dairy, Kilwinning, Ayr,
Glasgow.
and Troon.
- - Ayr, Paisley, Irvine, and Glas- - - Glasgow, Paisley, Irvine, and
gow.
Ayr.
- - Troon, Irvine, Kilwinning, - - Glasgow, Paisley, Johnston,
Dairy, Beith, Johnston, Paisley, Beith, Dairy, Kilwinning, Irvine,
and Glasgow.
and Troon.

From the above statement it will be observed that no fewer than 123 bags are either
received or delivered in the course of a single journey ; time is thus consumed which must
be made up by increased speed, and that again occasions increased expense. Besides this,
the railway is thrown open to the different Post-office servants along the line, who come to
receive and take delivery of the bags.
The railway company are aware that it is difficult to name a specific sum as compensa
tion for all the loss and inconvenience, but they submit that 500 /. is not an unreasonable
charge on this account, in addition to the 1,001 1. 12s. falling to be allowed for the mere
accommodation.
With these observations the railway company leave their case with confidence in the
hands of the umpire.
Edinburgh, 16, Castle-street,
(signed)
S. Miller.
15 March 1842.

Sir,
Chatham, 14 March 1842.
THE case submitted to arbitration by his Lordship the Postmaster-general and the
Glasgow and Ayr Railway Company, and which, being unable to agree with Mr. Miller,
the arbitrator appointed by that company, I have now the honour to detail to you, relates
to the price to be paid for the conveyance of the mails between Glasgow and Ayr, in com
pliance with a notice from the Postmaster-general, dated 26th October 1841, and served
upon the railway company under the Act providing for the conveyance of mails by
railways.
A copy of this notice and a copy of the Act of Parliament are enclosed ; the times of
dispatch and arrival ordered by the former are as follows :
h. m.
h. m.
Dispatch from Ayr - 11 0 a. m. Arrival at Glasgow - 1 0 p. m.
—
Glasgow - 4 30 p. m.
—
Ayr - 6 30 p. m.
The distance is 40 miles ; but as there are several intermediate stoppages, the speed
exceeds 20 miles per hour, it is probably about 27.
The accommodation provided is a box or imperial of moderate size, lashed or strapped to
the roof of the carnage, having the break ; the ordinary guard or breaksman of the train
takes charge of the bags, receiving them from and delivering them to a Post-office mes
senger at each mail station, without any necessity for descending from his seat.
The expense to the company of performing this service must be quite inappreciable ; the
only addition to the train is the weight of the bags, the guard-seat and box being attached
to the break-carriage of every train, and a very trifling remuneration would repay the extra
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 19. duty thrown upon the guard. The company rest their claim for a large remuneration on
the fact that the hours of the mail-trains are beyond the control of their directors.
Glasgow and Ayr
If this argument be admitted as a just reason for a high remuneration, the PostmasterRailway Mail.
general could never exercise his privilege of fixing the time of a train without serious
expense to the country. It is no hardship to the railway companies to be compelled to
consider the convenience of the public, when they can do so without loss to themselves.
Every person in every town dependant on a railway for its letters, is interested in the times
of the trains being so regulated that the least possible time^shall be lost in their dispatch
and delivery; and if the hour which suits the Post-office arrangements is also convenient
for general traffic, the company cannot be entitled to higher remuneration, because the hour
has not been fixed, and cannot be changed by them.
When the service required by the Post-office is, however, so trifling that the remunera
tion proportioned to it must be very small, it becomes more than usually necessary to con
sider whether the times named by the Post-office are convenient for general traffic.
With this object, I requested Mr. Johnston, the manager of the line, to extract the
receipt of each train for every day in one week, leaving the choice of the week to himself.
The following is a copy of this extract : —
RETURN showing the GROSS RECEIPTS from each PASSENGER TRAIN for the Week
preceding 29 January 1842.

1842:

Hour.
7 i a.m. down
10
1 a.m. —
Monday, January 24th - -j
1 J p.m. —
I 4 1 p.m. —
f

,

7
10
Tuesday, January 25th - <
1
*• 4

r

7
10
Wednesday, January 26th < 1
I 4

J
£
J
i

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

J
|
J
J

a.m. —
a.m. —
p.m. —
p.m. —

,

7J
10 J
Thursday, January 27th - < 1 \
I 4!

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

—
—
—
—

7
10
- < 1
I 4

i
|
A
\

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

—
—
—
—

7
10
1
4

|
\
J
£

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

—
—
—
—

f

Friday, January 28th

—
—
—
—

£. s. d. Hour.
8 a.m.
G 15 11
8 11 - 11 a.m.
2 p.m.
- 10 - 5
5 p.m.

£.

- 13 6 7
- 8 7 11
- 7 9 7J
- 10 6 - 906
- 9 15 2

799
852
7 14 8

8
11
2
5

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

433
5 17 10
8 7 10

8
11
2
5

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

— - 12 19 5
- — 524
—
645}

688
7 18 5
798

8
11
2
5

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

-

-

-

- 9 16 4
- 10 10 7
- 882

668
8 a.m. — 764 11 a.m. - 9 2 8| 2 p.m. - -

5 p.m. - -

~

-

a. d.

up
-

3 11 10
784
10 18 8

8
11
2
5

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

-

9 11

4

5 11
10 16

4
1

987
711
967

Mr. Miller admits that no inconvenience has yet attended the times fixed for the mail
trains ; but he considers that now the Glasgow and Edinburgh Railway is opened, the
hours of the Glasgow and Ayr should be rearranged, in order to suit the times fixed by
the Edinburgh Company.
These lines are not connected ; there is a considerable interval between their respective
stations in Glasgow ; and if it be admitted that a line on which mails are running at hours
appointed to suit the dispatches through the kingdom is to have the times of its trains
regulated by those of other railways entirely independent of it, every railway company
would be able to say that they wish to run trains in connexion with some neighbouring
railway, which the times selected by the Post-office prevent them from doing.
In the present instance, the Glasgow and Edinburgh Company find a system of railway
communication, containing many more miles of railway than their own line, rather com
plicated from having several branches, and a part (that from Glasgow to Paisley) the joint
property of two companies, in operation at the time of their opening ; and if any advantage
is to be derived from corresponding arrangements in the time tables, those advantages must
be fully as important to the proprietors of the Glasgow and Edinburgh, as to those of the
other lines, and should be secured to the whole by the arrangements of the younger com
pany in fixing the times of departure for their trains.
My attention has been called to the probability of some future inconvenience attending
the
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the hours chosen by the Post-office, but no estimate of probable loss or definite cause for Appendix, No. 19.
anticipating any has been suggested to me.
'
It is impossible to consider, in an award of price, a vague fear of future possible incon- Glasgow and Ayr
venience. If any grounds for expecting such a contingency were brought forward, with Railway Mail.
the means of estimating the probable loss to the company resulting from it, some idea
might be formed of the chance of its occurrence, and of an allowance in the form of an
insurance against the chance of loss. But as the matter is laid before me, 1 cannot but
reject it. That the mail trains suit a large proportion of the travellers by the line, is shown
by the receipts, and it is not impossible that any alteration made to suit the hours fixed by
the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway Company, or with some future object, at present
unforeseen, might so far interfere with the local circumstances which augment the traffic by
these trains, as to diminish instead of increase the company's receipts.
I have considered the question as if the times of the mail trains were fixed by the Postoffice, without any reference to the company, because I wish to assert as a general principle,
that if the hours appointed by the Post-office are suitable to general traffic, as evidenced by
the receipts of the mail trains, they should be considered as ordinary trains. But it is right
to urge also the circumstances attending this particular case : in the present instance, the
times are those originally fixed by the company for ordinary trains ; and the mails were
placed upon the line in consequence of an offer from the company, which led to a formal
agreement to convey four mails per day, two in each direction, for 400 I. per annum. This
agreement has been terminated by desire of the company ; and the Post-office, in issuing a
notice ordering the conveyance of the mails, has reduced the number of the trains to two,
observing the former hours of departure of two of the trains.
Setting aside then all consideration of inconvenience attending the hours named in the
Post-office notice, the price does not require any calculation. The line has been con
structed for about 20,000 I. per mile, and there are no extraordinary expenses attending its
working. I had the honour, on a former occasion, to propose for your approval j d. per
mile as a fair price for conveying the guards and mail-bags, and providing a guard-seat and
imperial by the day mail-trains, on the South-Western Railway. I will now propose a
similar award, with the addition that the Post-office shall pay 2 s. 6 d. per day towards the
wages of the guard or breaksman, making a total payment of 7 s. 6 d. per day.
Considering that the guard, guard-seat, and imperial are conveyed by every train, and
are not additions made solely for the Post-office, it may seem wrong to propose as high a
payment in the present as in the former case ; but if the remuneration were to be increased
on the Post-office sending their own servant, the company would have an interest in doing
the work badly. As now proposed, also, the Post-office save by employing a servant of
the company the difference between 2 s. 6 d. per day and the wages of a guard ; and this
appears to be a fair result of the arrangement.
1 have, however, to suggest that your award should state the alteration to be made in the
price, if the Post-office decide on employing a guard of their own ; and also the price per
mile per compartment of a second-class carriage, in the event of additional accommodation
being required ; and I beg to submit for your approval, that, in the first case, the price
should be diminished by 2 s. 6 d. per day ; in the second, that it shall be 3 d. per mile for
each one-third part of a second-class carriage required by the Post-office.
And if on consideration it appear to you that any weight should be allowed to the state
ments of the company with respect to the times of the trains, I must further suggest that a
price, uninfluenced by those considerations, should be awarded as the payment from the
date of the notice to the present time ; it having been admitted that as yet no inconve
nience has attended the times appointed. This will give the Postmaster-general the power
to avoid the increased expense by changing the times, if the alteration can be made without
an inconvenience to the public service of more importance than the awarded difference in
expense.
I have, <fcc.
J. Wilson Patten, Esq. M. P.
(signed)
H. D. Harness,
&.c.

&c.

&c.

Lieut. Royal Engineers.

To the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnoch, and Ayr Railway Company.
TAKE notice, that in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed
in the first and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, "An Act to provide
for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways," I, the undersigned, William Baron Lowther,
Her Majesty's Postmaster-general, do by this writing under my hand, require and direct that
the mails and post letter-bags shall, from and after the 28th day of November next, be con
veyed and forwarded by you on your railway, either by the ordinary trains of carnages or by
special trains, as need may be, from Ayr to Glasgow and from Glasgow to Ayr respectively,
once each way in each day of every week (Sundays excepted), at such times and hours, and
subject to such regulations and restrictions as to speed of travelling, places, times, and duration
of stoppages, and times of arrival, as are mentioned and set forth in the time-bill hereunto
annexed, together with the guards appointed and employed by the Postmaster-general in
charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as hereinafter mentioned ; and I also
require you, from and after the said 28th day of November next, to appropriate exclusively
the whole or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary of the inside of a
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 19. second-class railway carnage in the train, which will daily (Sundays excepted) leave the
Ayr station at 11 h. a.m. for Glasgow; and also in the train which will daily (Sundays
Glasgow and Ayr excepted) leave the Glasgow station at 4h. 30m. p.m. for Ayr, for depositing therein the
Railway Mail.
mails and post letter-bags, and for conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other officers
of the Post-office as hereinafter mentioned (which carriages you are to provide with proper
locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall require). And I
require and direct you to receive, take up, carry, and convey in such carriages respectively
all such mails and post letter-bags as shall for that purpose be tendered to you, or any of
your officers, servants, or agents, by any officer of the Post-office, and the guards in charge
thereof, and also any other officers of the Post-office the Postmaster-general shall reason
ably require, and to deliver and leave such mails or post letter-bags, guards, and officers at
such places on the line of your railway as the Postmaster-general shall in that behalf from
time to time reasonably order and direct. And I further require you, from and after the
said 28th day of November next, at your own costs to provide and furnish sufficient car
riages and engines on your railway for the conveyance of the mails and post letter-bags in
manner hereinbefore directed, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general. And I give
you further notice, that in respect of the services aforesaid I shall require you to give security
by bond to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, conditioned to be void as in the said
Act mentioned and provided.
(signed)
Lowther.
General Post-office, 26 October 1841.

AYR AND GLASGOW RAILWAY TIME-BILL.
M.
40

40

F.
0

0

H. M.

2

2

H.

0

To be dispatched from the railway station, Ayr, at
To arrive at the railway station, Glasgow, at -

0

RETURN.
To be dispatched from the railway station, Glasgow, at
To arrive at the railway station, Ayr, at
(signed)

11
1

M.

0 a. m.
0 p. m.

4 30 p. m.
6 30 p. m.
Lowther.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 19 August 1842.
WITH reference to my letter of the 16th June last, I beg to state that the words, " saving
to the revenue," were used erroneously, instead of " saving as respects the railway," as,
although 40 1. less per annum is paid to the railway company, and although no fresh
appointment was required, the services of a spare guard being made use of, the higher rate
of salary given to the spare guard, who is now constantly on duty, will be about equal to
the diminution of expense which will take place on the railway itself.
This arrangement however will be but temporary, the directors of the railway company,
in consequence of a fresh notice which it was found necessary to serve upon them, having
demanded that the question as to the price to be paid by the Post-office for the carriage of
the mails should be again referred to arbitration.
I will not fail to bring the subject again under your Lordship's notice as soon as the
arbitrators have made their award.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 20 June 1843.
THE question as regards the price to be paid by the Post-office for the conveyance of the
mails on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, in consequence of an alteration in the service
required from the company, an imperial having been found sufficient for the conveyance of
the mail-bags in lieu of the compartment of a carriage formerly used, I have now the
honour to submit copy of the award given by Mr. Gibson Craig, M. p., who was chosen
umpire by the arbitrators, Lieut. Harness and Mr. Miller, the former acting on the part of
the Post-office, and the latter on the part of the company.
By this award it is decided that the Post-office shall pay the sum of 9s. per trip, or 18*.
per day, for the conveyance of the mails once daily in each direction between Glasgow and
Ayr.
I enclose
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I enclose, in obedience to your Lordships' wishes, copy of the legal notice and time-bills Appendix, No. 19.
by which the present service on this railway is regulated, together with a tabular statement,
giving the information on the various points adverted to generally in your Lordship's Glasgow and Ayr
letter of the 9th April 1842, and also copies of the statements addressed by the arbitrators Railway Mail.
to the umpire, in support of their respective views of the case.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

TABULAR STATEMENT, giving the Information required by the Letter from the Treasury, bearing date 9th April
1842, in regard to the Conveyance of the MAIL8 on the GLASGOW AND AYR RAILWAY.

Number of
Dispatches per
Day in each
direction,
stating whether
Snnday be
an exception
or not.

One dispatch
in each direction
every day, ex
cept Sunday.

Length
of
the Line.

40 miles.

Number
of Double
Miles
per Day to
which
the Award
has
reference.

40 miles.

Total
Annual
Payments
due
under the
Award
to the ,
Company.

£. *. d.
281 14 -

Ordinary and
Amount of
Maximum
Space set
Weight of Mail
(including Bags), apart in the
Railway
as nearly as
it can be given, Carriages for
the use of
stated separately
the
as regards each
Post-office.
Trip.

Number of
Guards,
or other
Post-office
Servants,
for whom
Accommo
dation is
provided at
each Trip.

Whether
the Guards
travel
inside or
outside the
Carriage.

An imperial
on the roof
of one of the
carriages, and
a seat for the
guard.

One guard.

Outside.

From Glatgotc.
met. t/r. //i.i.
11
Q
•'

From Ayr.
net. qrt. Ibit.
0 0 22

STATEMENT in behalf of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr Railway Company,
in reference to the Remuneration to be paid to them by the Post-office for carrying
certain Mail Bags upon their Railway, as submitted to Lord James Stuart by John
Miller, as Arbiter for the Railway Company.
UNDER the authority of " An Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mail by Railway,"
the Postmaster-general caused a notice, of date the 31st May 1842, to be served on this
railway company, and it is to fix the remuneration to be paid for the service performed
under that notice that the noble umpire is now respectfully called upon.
Before entering on the statement falling more particularly under that notice, the arbiter
of the railway company finds it necessary, in consequence of intimation from the arbiter of
the Post-office, to state shortly the proceedings which took place relative to the conveyance
of the mail bags prior to the date thereof.
After the opening of the railway, the railway company entered into a private arrange
ment with the Post-office for carrying the mail bags ; and for a certain period they did, under
that arrangement, carry them on the line. In their experience, however, they found the
trouble and inconvenience connected with the mail bags to be so great, that they refused
to continue the arrangement unless under an advance on the sum then paid. The service
performed under that arrangement was the conveying of the mail bags on an imperial on
the roof of a railway carriage, and under charge of a railway guard. On this refusal of the
railway company to perform the service under the then existing arrangement, the Post
master-general caused a notice, of date the 26th October 1841, to be served.onthe Railway
company, under the authority of the Act already quoted ; by which notice the railway
company were called on, not to perform the service previously required, but to " appropriate
exclusively the whole, or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem necessary, of the
inside of a second-class carriage ;" and that "for depositing therein the mails and letter-bags,
and for conveying the guards in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office," the
remuneration to be paid for the service required by this notice fell to be adjusted by
arbitration, as directed by the Act; and the arbiters who are now before the noble
umpire in the present question, were appointed for this purpose. They however could
not agree as to the remuneration, and it was left to the decision of Mr. Wilson Patten
as umpire. In the statements laid before that gentleman, the arbiter for the Post-office
argued at great length the remuneration for the service which had been performed by
the railway company ; and he also argued the remuneration for the service to be per
formed under the notice. On the other hand, the arbiter for the railway company, from
the terms of the notice, was entirely precluded from arguing any point, except what
came regularly before the umpire, under the notice which had been served on the company,
the service required by it being so much of a second-class carriage. Mr. Wilson Patten
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 19. irregularly decided on both points, as brought out by the Post-office arbiter; the one viz.
the remuneration for the service which had been performed, on which the argument had
Glasgow and Ayr been entirely confined to the Post-office side ; and the other point, viz. the remuneration
Railway Mail.
for ^he service which had to be performed under the notice on which both parties had
been fully heard. Following this decision, the railway company, at considerable expense,
fitted up a compartment of a second-class carriage for the exclusive use of the Post-office,
for the conveyance of the mail bags and guards, and accordingly it was for some time so
used.
The Postmaster-general, however, for some cause known to those of the Post-office
department, had a new notice served on the railway company, of date the 31st May 1842
(the notice now before the noble umpire), by which the arrangement under the previous
notice is upset, as to which there had been great trouble and considerable expense on the
part of the railway company, and an entirely new service is again required, thereby render
ing that trouble and expense of no avail.
In the notice now before the noble umpire, the Postmaster-general requires and directs :
" 1st. That so much of the services required of the railway company by a certain notice
under my hand, bearing date the 2Gth day of October 1841 (the notice formerly alluded
to), as requires the railway company, from and after the 28th day of November 1841, to
appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as the Postmaster-general shall deem neces
sary, of the inside of a second-class railway carriage in the train which daily (Sundays
excepted) leaves the Ayr station at 11 h. a. m. for Glasgow, and also in the train which
daily (Sundays excepted) leaves the Glasgow station at 4h. 30 m. p. m. for Ayr, for depo
siting therein the mails and Post-office letter-bags, and for conveying the guards in charge
thereof, and other officers of the Post-office, as the Postmaster-general shall require, shall
from and after the 5th day of September next cease and determine.
" 2d. That in lieu of such inside of a second-class carriage, I hereby require you (the
railway company), from and after the said 5th day of September next, at your own costs,
to provide and furnish, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general, a box or imperial, to
be fitted on one of the first-class railway carriages in each of the respective trains which
daily (Sundays excepted) leaves the Ayr station at 11 h. a. m. for Glasgow, and the Glasfow station at 4 h. 30 m. p. m. for Ayr, for depositing therein the mails and Post letterags, and a seat near such box or imperial, upon the outside of each such railway carriage,
for the guard in charge of the mails ; which box or imperial you (the railway company)
are to provide with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmastergeneral shall require. And I give you (the railway company) further notice, that all the
other services mentioned in this said notice of the 26th day of October last will so continue
to be required."
The other services required under that notice are :
" 1st. That the railway company should forward the Post-office bags at the hours already
mentioned, either by the ordinary trains of carriages, or by special trains, as need may be.
" 2d. That; the trains shall be subject to such regulations and restrictions, as to speed of
" travelling, places, times, duration of stoppages, and times of arrival, as are mentioned and
set forth in the time-bill hereunto annexed.
" 3d. That the railway company shall, at their own cost, provide and furnish sufficient
carriages and engines for the conveyance of the mails and post letter-bags ; and
" 4th. That the railway company shall give security by bond to Her Majesty, Her heirs,
and successors, conditioned to be void, as m the said Act mentioned and provided."
To comply with this notice the railway company, as already mentioned, have been
obliged to abandon the second-class carriage (fitted up at their own expense) required
under the previous notice, and to provide imperials for containing the mail bags. These
imperials are large, lock-fast boxes, weighing rather more than one cwt. each ; they have
also provided a seat near to each such box, on a first-class carriage, for the mail guard.
The railway company are conveying the whole of the West Coast mails, including the
Irish mail, down from Glasgow and intermediate stations to Ayr ; and the whole of the
West Coast mails, up from Ayr and intermediate stations to Glasgow, every day (Sundays
excepted). The bags down, on an average taken from a return made under the orders from
the Post-office, weigh 1 $ cwt. ; and the bags up, from the same return, weigh rather
more than ^ cwt. ; the average weight of the up and down being, therefore, one cwt. each
way, this, with the weight of the imperial, makes the total weight carried for the service
of the Post-office rather more than two cwt. each way, and that exclusive of the mail
guards.
The railway company have been obliged to grant a bond for 2,000 1., to be forfeited on
any of the requirements under the notice not being acted up to.
The length of the railway on which the mail bags are conveyed is 40 miles, and of expen
sive formation, being about 20,000 1. per mile. The return for the outlay to the shareholders
has not exceeded 3 £ per cent.
It is admitted that the hours pointed out by the notice are the same as the hours of two
of the present ordinary trains of the railway company, and that they are probably equal
in value to any of the other trains of the company. On the other hand, it must be stated
that the line has not yet been completed, inasmuch as the line to Kilmarnock has not been
opened, and any alteration in the hours of the trains which may be necessary to meet the
traffic from this important part of the undertaking, or any other alteration of circumstances,
is
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is prevented from being made by the Postmaster-general's notice, and which notice conti- Appendix, No. 19.
nues, unless altered by the Postmaster-general only, for the long period of three years.
The railway company may certainly change their present hours ; but their doing so would Glasgow and Ayr
render the very heavy expense of special trains necessary for the accommodation of the *" """" M"*
Post-office, and for which they would receive no further remuneration than what may be
named by the noble umpire.
The noble umpire will observe, that for the period of three years, the railway company are
thus in a manner prohibited altering the hours of the trains or speed of travelling, and in
fact the railway company, in consequence of this notice, cease to have any control of the
trains required under it, as to alteration of hours or speed, and they are obliged to run
their trains, although it should be found that the trains are very unsuitable for the general
traffic.
It is admitted, that the Post-office, being a great public benefit, is entitled to full and
certain accommodation ; and the Legislature has provided that railway companies should
be obliged to afford such accommodation. On the other hand, the Legislature has also
provided that the railway companies called on to perform the service of the Post-office,
should have full and ample remuneration. The railway itself is a great public undertaking,
operating to the benefit of the country to a very great degree. It has been carried through
by private individuals at great risk, and it may be here stated that railway companies are
not exempted from their proper share of the public burdens of the country. The Post-office
therefore can have no claim on them on that ground.
Parliament, in giving the railway company powers to make the railway, provided fully for
the benefit to be derived by the public, in as far as certain maximum rates to be charged
for both goods and passengers were fixed, but it left the management of the line in the
hands of the company, in as far as hours of trains, speed, places of stoppages, &c., are con
cerned.
In working the line of railway, the railway company have in the meantime made the
charge for a first- class passenger 6s. for the whole distance, being a much lower rate than
is charged on mostly all other lines ; they are in hopes, however, that this rate may be
increased, and that before the expiry of three years, the term of the Postmaster-general's
notice.
Keeping in view what has now been stated, the arbiter submits that the remuneration
to be paid by the Post-office for the service performed, should be as follows : 1st. That for
the guard, who is conveyed in a first-class carriage, there should be at least allowed the
present charge for a first-class passenger, via. 6s. each journey, and that for furnishing the
imperial and conveying it with the bags, weighing in all about two cwt., and which are
not allowed to be placed the same as ordinary luggage, but must have a particular place
appropriated for them, and special provision made for their protection, a similar sum, say for
the guard, imperial, and bags, a sum not less than 12s. each run from Glasgow to Ayr, or
from Ayr to Glasgow.
2d. The sum now named would be paid by private individuals, leaving all power of the
trains in the hands of the company, and without having from the company a bond of secu
rity for 2,000 1.; but the arbiter for the railway company submits that more than that sum
is necessary to compensate for the great inconvenience arising from the restrictions and
heavy penalty on the railway company, and which they cannot get quit of for a period of
three years. The remuneration for this the arbiter of the railway company leaves in the
hands of the noble umpire, feeling that it only requires to be mentioned to be seen and fully
appreciated. The arbiter for the railway company remarking, that should the decision of
the noble umpire be unfavourable for the railway company, they can have no redress for
three years, while on the other hand, should it be considered by the Postmaster-general as
unfavourable to the Post-office, it can be got rid of by him in a very short period, by giving
a fresh notice.
The arbiter for the railway company concludes this statement, and with perfect confi
dence leaves the entire question in the hands of the noble umpire, fully believing that he
will grant ample compensation for the service performed, giving full weight to the inconve
nience arising from the restrictions and the very heavy outlay in forming a line of railway,
by which the Post-office is able to give to the country such great and important benefits.
Edinburgh, 21 January 1843.

(signed)

J. Miller.

My Lord,
Chatham, 21 January 1843.
HAVING been unable to agree with Mr. Miller respecting the subject referred to arbitra
tion by Her Majesty's Postmaster-general and the Glasgow and Ayr Railway Company,
I have the honour to address to your Lordship, as umpire, the following statement :
Previous to the 28th November 1841, the mails were conveyed by railway between
Glasgow and Ayr, under an agreement with the railway company, for 100 1. per annum per
mail, or, as there were at that time four mail-trains, two in each direction, for 400 I. per
annum. The accommodation provided may be described as a guard-seat and an imperial
on a first-class carriage; and the person who occupied the seat, and took charge of the bags,
receiving and delivering them at the several places on the line, was a servant of the com
pany. The railway company declining to continue this agreement, the Postmaster-general
issued a notice, dated 20th October 1841, of which a copy is enclosed, and the price for the
mail service on this line became the subject of an arbitration.
0.93.
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service consequently remained the same, as to the extent of accommodation provided for
the mails by each mail-train, as before the notice was issued, the only change being that
two trains were employed for the mails instead of four.
The price was referred to Mr. Miller and myself; and in February last I had the
pleasure to meet Mr. Miller upon that subject in Glasgow. He then brought to my notice
the following queries, which had been addressed by the agent of the company to the agent
of the Post-office at Glasgow, but to which no answer had been received :
" 1st. Is the company, during the three years mentioned in the Act, to be bound to run
at the hours stated in the bond, unless liberated by the Postmaster-general ? In other
words, are they to be debarred from shifting the hours of departure of their ordinary trains,
according to their experience from time to time of the exigencies of the traffic?
" 2d. What number of Post-office guards or officers in charge of the mails are they to
provide accommodation for, and how much of a second-class carriage will be needed, and
how is it to be fitted up ?
" 3d. Are the guards of the railway company to be freed from the charge which they
have hitherto taken of the bags ? "
I then suggested, " With respect to the second query, the award should determine the
price for different extent of accommodation ; with respect to the 3d, that it show the price,
supposing the bags to be in charge of the railway guards, and supposing them to be in
charge of a Post-office servant. And with respect to the first query, stated that the times
were to be considered unalterable, without a fresh notice, when the price would be re-con
sidered."
Mr. Miller made no objection to these suggestions ; and in my subsequent inquiries as to
the extent of accommodation, it was described to me as " a guard-seat and an imperial ;
the guard is a servant of the company, he receives the bags at the stations where they are
delivered by the Post-office, and he takes charge of the delivery and receipt of the mailbags at seven intermediate stations ;" no further allusion being made to the wording of the
notice.
It became necessary to refer the case to an umpire, and Mr. Wilson Patten having kindly
acceded to our request to act in that capacity, statements were sent to him, and he made
an award, fixing a price for the service as performed, assigning a difference if a Post-office
guard were employed instead of a servant of the company ; and awarding also a price per
compartment of a carriage, to meet the possibility of increased accommodation being
required.
Copies of these statements, and of Mr. Wilson Patten's award, are enclosed.
The price awarded for a compartment of a carriage was of course higher than for a guardseat and an imperial ; and the company, by a letter from their secretary, dated 10th May
1842, demanded to be paid for a compartment of a carriage, grounding their claim on the
words of the notice ; and on the 30th May they caused the mails to be transferred to a
second-class carriage, although they had never received instructions as to the proportion of
such carriage required, or how it was to be fitted. These proceedings rendered it necessary
for the Postmaster-general to issue a new notice, and that now referred to your Lordship,
dated 20th June 1842, is the notice so issued; it describes more precisely the service
required, which the Post-office has not wished to vary, as to extent of accommodation, since
the first arrangement with the company.
The payment demanded by the company under this notice is 300 1. per annum. Con
sidering Mr. Wilson Patten's award to have been improperly evaded, 1 think it my duty,
as an arbitrator in this case, to lay before you the foregoing statement, together with the
documents of the last arbitration, and to request you to confirm the former award, which,
as the result of a fair arbitration, ought, in equity, to be still in force, the real circumstances
remaining unchanged.
I have, &c.
Lord P. J. H. C. Stuart, M. P.
(signed)
H. D. Harness,
Sec. Sec. &cLieut. Royal Engineers.

To the Lord James Stuart.
My Lord,
Edinburgh, 24 January 1843.
I AM of this date favoured with a copy of Mr. Harness's statement to your Lordship, in.
the question between the railway company and the Post-office, and it is with regret that
I find it necessary to make a reply to it. In this statement there is an expression made
use of, which I think had better not have been made ; but since it has been given to your
Lordship, I cannot allow it to pass unnoticed. The expression I refer to is towards the end
of the statement, and is in these words : " Considering Mr. Wilson Patten's award to have
been improperly evaded, I think," &c.
A copy of my statement to Mr. Wilson Patten was sent to Mr. Harness, the arbiter for
the Post-office, and that being the case, I am not a little surprised at some of the statements
made by him to your Lordship. It is admitted that the queries quoted by Mr. Harness
were,
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were, on the 20th November 1841, transmitted by the railway company's agent to the A
A- \
'
agent for the Post-office, and repeated applications were made for an answer ; but, so far ' " 8n _'x> °' 1^'
from an answer being received, answers after a considerable delay were received, and a copy Glasgow and Ayr
of these answers was given in my statement to Mr. Wilson Patten, a copy of which was Railway Mail.
sent to Mr. Harness. The date of the answers is 23d February 1842 (about three months
_
after the queries). The answers to the queries (of which your Lordship has a copy in Mr.
Harness's statement) are as follows :
" 1st. The railway company is bound to run the mail-trains at the hours fixed by the
notice which the Postmaster-general has given, and such hours cannot be altered without
the express authority and sanction of his Lordship.
" 2d. A guard will be sent with the bags in a second-class carriage."
On quoting these answers in my statement to Mr. Wilson Patten, I proceed thus : "It
is thus fixed by the notice and explanatory letter, that at whatever cost or inconvenience,
and without regard to their after arrangements or to the exigencies of their traffic, this rail
way company must run a train from Ayr to Glasgow at 11 o'clock a.m., and a train from
Glasgow to Ayr at half-past 4 p. m., both to arrive at their destination within two hours,
and that there must be attached to their respective trains a second-class carriage, the whole
of which, or such part as the Postmaster-general shall direct, must be appropriated for the
mails, post letter-bags, and post-office bags.
" It is for the service thus required by the Post-office that the umpire is now called on
to determine the remuneration or compensation payable to the railway company, and he
is respectfully requested to keep in mind, that while, by the statute, the Post-office may free
themselves from his award at any time by a notice of six months, the railway company are
bound for a period of three years."
Then, in my statement, follows my argument for the remuneration for the service, and it
is confined entirely to what is pointed out ; and your Lordship will readily perceive that
I had no alternative.
Air. Wilson Patten's award proceeded on all the services mentioned by Mr. Harness
other than that above quoted, entirely on the showing of the Post-office, the railway com
pany having had no hearing. Mr. Wilson Patten's award was communicated to the
railway company on the 1st of April 1842, and I at that time intimated to the railway
company that the award, on all other points than for the services in a second-class carriage,
was irregular.
On the 4th May the Post-office solicitor sent a bond to be signed by the railway com
pany, in which the precise service required in the notice is again repeated, and the perform
ance of that service is secured under a penalty of 2,000 1.
On and after the 19th or 20th of May the Post-office guard accompanied the bags;
previous to that date the railway company s guards had attended to them ; and on the 29th
of May the compartment of a second-class carriage having been properly fitted up in terms
of the notice (being as soon after the guard was sent by the Post-office with the bags, as it
could be fitted up), the guard and bags were after that date conveyed in it. The inspector
of the mails expressed his entire satisfaction with the accommodation, and on several occa
sions took advantage of it by accompanying the guard on the journey.
On the 31st of May, a day or two after the commencement of the service under the
notice, a new notice was served, requiring an entire change, the Post-office thereby taking
advantage of the statute (in a manner, 1 submit, unbecoming a large public establishment
such as the Post-office), and relieved themselves from the award of M r. Wilson Patten, and
caused the railway company, after incurring considerable expense and great trouble under
the former notice, to plead their cause anew before your Lordship. That notice required
the new service to commence on the 5th September then next ; but as if even this would
confer too great a benefit on the railway company, it was superseded by another of the
20th of June, the one now before your Lordship, and which requires that the new service
shall commence on the 21st July then next, not two months after the then existing service
had commenced.
Your Lordship will observe, from what I have stated, and the whole statement can be
proved in the most satisfactory manner, that the railway company have done nothing but
what they were forced to do under the notice and bond, and yet it is said that they have
" improperly evaded " Mr. Wilson Patten's award. It will be observed that the bond was
not sent until after the award had been given, and that being the case, why was the special
service required in the notice again repeated and enforced, if the Post-office did not
require such service? I leave your Lordship to draw your own conclusion from the
premises.
Mr. Wilson Patten's award for all the services was most inadequate; but still as the
award for the service under the notice had been given in a regular manner, the railway
company had no alternative but to acquiesce, and were obliged to do so for anything in
their power for three years.
I have only one other remark to make to your Lordship, and that is regarding the price
which Mr. Harness states as having been demanded by the company. This sum was men
tioned with the view of saving further trouble in the business, as to which there had been
already much trouble and expense ; but it not having been accepted, I humbly submit that
it is most irregular to mention it at all, and I can only add that the railway company would
not consider themselves remunerated under double that sum. Indeed, the business of the
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 19. Post-office is such an inconvenience and annoyance, that there is no railway with which I
am connected that would not rather want it than have itGlasgow and Ayr
I iiave jo apologize for being again reluctantly obliged to trouble your Lordship in this
Kaiiway Mail.
business, and to express a hope that we will soon be favoured with your Lordship's award.
I have sent a copy of this letter to Mr. Harness.
I have, &c.
(signed)
J. Miller.

Gentlemen,
London, 5 May 1843.
You have done me the honour to desire I would act as umpire, you having failed as
arbiters to come to an agreement in the matter between the Post-office and the Glasgow
and Ayr Railway Company.
I have now to state that I have come to the decision, that for the service required as set
forth in the notice from the Post-office to the railway company, bearing date the 20th June
1842, a sum of 9s. per run or journey, whether from Glasgow to Ayr, or from Ayr to
Glasgow, will be a fair and just remuneration to the railway company.
I determine, therefore, that the above sum of 9s. for each of the journeys of 40 miles, or
18s. per day, shall be paid by the Post-office to the railway company, payment to com
mence from the day the new service was entered upon under the Post-office notice of
20th June 1842 above referred to.
I have, &c.
To Lieutenant Harness, n. E.
(signed)
W. Gibson Craig.
3. Miller, Esq. c. E.

To the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr Railway Company.
TAKE notice, that I, the undersigned William Baron Lowther, Her Majesty's Postmastergeneral, in pursuance of the power vested in me by an Act of Parliament passed in the first
and second years of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, " An Act to provide for the
conveyance of the Mails by Railways," do by this writing under my hand give you notice,
that so much of the services required of you by a certain notice under my hand, bearing
date the 20th day of October 1841, as requires you, from and after the 28th day of
November then next, to appropriate exclusively the whole, or so much as the Postmastergeneral should deem necessary, of the inside of a second-class railway carriage in the
train which daily (Sundays excepted) leaves the Ayr station at 11 h. a. m. for Glasgow,
and also in the train which daily (Sundays excepted) leaves the Glasgow station at
4 h. 30 m. p. m. for Ayr, for depositing therein the mails and post letter-bags, and for con
veying the guards in charge thereof, and other officers of the Post-office as the Postmastergeneral should require, shall, from and after the 2 1st day of July next, cease and determine.
And I give you further notice, that, in lieu of such inside of a second-class carriage, I
hereby require you, from and after the said 21st day of July next, at your own costs to
provide and furnish, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-general, a box or imperial, to be
fitted upon one of the first-class railway carriages in each of the respective trains which
daily (Sundays excepted) leaves the Ayr station at llh. a.m. for Glasgow, and the
Glasgow station at 4h. 30m. p. m. for Ayr, for depositing therein the mails and post letterbags, and a seat near each such box or imperial, upon the outside of each sucli railway
carriage, for the guard in charge of the mails (which boxes and imperials you are to provide
with proper locks and keys, and fit up in such manner as the Postmaster-general shall
require). And I give you further notice, that all the other services mentioned in the said
notice of the 26th day of October last will continue to be required. And I give you further
notice, that a certain notice to you, under my hand, bearing date the 31st day of May last,
and purporting to come into operation from and after the 5th day of September next, is
hereby repealed and annulled.

<*->

*-•*•

TREASURY MINUTE of 12 July 1842 on Lord Lowther'B Letter, dated 16th June 1842.
Write to Postmaster-general, that my Lords desire to be informed in what manner
the appointment which he has made of a mail-coach guard will effect the saving to the
revenue of 40 1. a year, as it appears from his letter that it is merely a transfer of charge
from the railway to the department.
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PROPOSED ADDITIONAL ESTABLISHMENT IN THE POST-OFFICE AT
PAISLEY.

TO the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.

Appendix, Nc

My Lords,
General Post-office, 6 July 184 1.
I HAVE the honour to submit copies of reports from the Secretary of the Post-office in ment inthe F
Scotland, and the surveyor of the southern district of that country, pressing upon my atten- office at Paisle
lion the necessity of an additional clerk at the Post-office at Paisley.
_____
The salary of the present clerk at Paisley is 30^. a year, a sum quite inadequate to the
services of the individual employed, even where one could be procured to take the situation,
and I have no hesitation in recommending that the salary may be increased from 30 1. to
50 /. a year, and that an additional clerk may be placed upon the establishment at the
same rate of pay, viz. 50 /. per annum.
It is right that I should state to your Lordships, that I have felt it my duty to employ a
temporary clerk at the salary I have proposed, and have granted an additional allowance
of 20 /. a year to the present clerk, as a temporary measure, until I receive your decision.
I enclose a form, containing the information which your Lordships require in these
cases.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Liciifield.

General Post-office, Edinburgh,
Sir,
18 February 1841.
HAVING directed the attention of the surveyors to your circular of the 41(1 instant, on
the subject of stamping all letters arriving at post-towns for delivery with the date of
their arrival, as sanctioned by the Lords of the Treasury, and requesting to know at what
offices in Scotland additional assistance will be required for carrying the measure into
effect, I beg to forward a report from Mr. Reeves, as regards his district, and I am happy
to observe that this very desirable system can be effected at every office throughout Fiis
district without extra assistance, with the exception of Paisley, and I trust that the addi
tional clerk the surveyor has recommended for that office, at a salary of 50 /. a year, may
be sanctioned by the Postmaster-general.
I shall not fail to transmit Mr. Hall's report the moment it reaches me.
Lieut.-colonel Maberly,
&c. &c. &c.

I am, &c.
(signed)
Edward S. Lees,
Secretary.

Sir,
Glasgow, 12 February 1841.
WITH reference to the intended arrangement for stamping all letters arriving at posttowns for delivery with the date of their arrival, I beg to report, that I think the measure
can be accomplished by the present strength at every office in my district with the excep
tion of Paisley, where the duty has become so heavy in consequence of the great increase
in the number of letters beyond the ratio at which they have increased at any other town,
that I beg to submit an additional clerk for that office.
The revenue of Paisley was formerly about 3,000 /. per annum, whilst that of Greenock
was 5,600 /., and at Leith 7,300 Z.; and at Greenock there are two clerks, and at Leith
three, besides the postmasters, whilst at Paisley there is only one. The present number
of letters at Paisley averages 8,000 per week, now equalling those of either of the other
offices ; the increase therefore has been greatly beyond that at either, and the duty is now
not less.
The duty at Paisley, commencing at 5 a. in., is incessant and very laborious ; there is
already much complaint of the time occupied for preparing letters for delivery, and the
additional duty now proposed of stamping each letter would of course considerably increase
this delay. The money-order business has become very heavy, and is increasing daily.
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TREASURY MINUTE of 230! July 1841, on the foregoing Paper.
Proposed adtlilonal Establishuent in the Post)ffice at Paisley.

WRITE to the Postmaster-general, that my Lords observe a discrepancy between the
surveyor's report of the 12th February and the return which accompanies it, as to the
number of letters at Paisley, the former staling the weekly average at 8,000, and the latter
showing it to be rather less than 7,000.
With a view to the explanation of this discrepancy, request his Lordship to furnish the
Board with the lour monthly returns of letters delivered from the Paisley office, imme
diately preceding the 3Oth May, the date of the present return under consideration, or, if
more convenient to the department, with an abstract of the four returns required, stating
the number of letters for each of the four weeks separately.

TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 10 September 1841.
IN obedience to the directions contained in Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the ayth July, I
have the honour to transmit to your Lordships a statement, showing the number of letters
delivered at Paisley in one week, in each of the four months immediately preceding the
3oth May last, accompanied by a report from the surveyor of the district upon the subject,
stating that the information before your Lordships was obtained from accounts furnished
by the postmaster of Paisley.
I beg to add, that 1, should immediately have called upon the postmaster to explain
having sent erroneous returns to his surveyor, if I had not felt it my duty, on account of
other misconduct, and his general irregularity, to dismiss him from the service.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lichfield.
RETURN, showing the Number of LETTERS delivered from the Post-office at Paisley,
in the Weeks ended
21
21
25
23

-

February 1841
March
April
May

6,464
5.557
6,035
5.861

TOTAL - - - 23,917

Sir,
Helensburgh, 17 August 1841.
WITH reference to your letter, pointing out a discrepancy in my report on the subject
of an application from the postmaster of Paisley for increase of salary, in which report
I stated the number of letters delivered weekly at 8,000, whilst on the tabular return after
wards furnished to the Treasury the number of letters appeared to be less than 7,000,
I can only state, that both statements were made from the returns furnished me by the
deputy, but at different periods.
By an average of the number of letters delivered in Paisley during the last four months,
which you have transmitted to me, they appear now to amount to about 6,000 only per
week.
I am, ike.
Lieutenant colonel Maberly,
(signed)
Chas. F. Reeves.
&c. &c. &c.

TREASURY MINUTE of 12th November 1841.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general, and adverting to the inaccuracies in the return
relative to the Paisley Post-office, and to the dismissal of the postmaster, stale that my
Lords are desirous of obtaining a further report as regards the proposed increase of force,
as well as the advance in the postmaster's salary (recommended in his Lordship's com
munication of the i8th September,) to be accompanied by a return of the ordinary
description, so soon as the new postmaster shall have had sufficient experience of the
duties of his office.
In the meantime, my Lords authorise the temporary employment of two clerks, at
salaries of 50 /. and 30 /. per annum respectively.
With reference to the inaccuracies already adverted to, ray Lords desire to draw the
attention of the Postmaster-general to the fact, that in the papers now before the Board
the average weekly number of letters delivered from the Paisley office, by which the
amount of duty and requisite force are chiefly indicated, has been severally reported at
about 8,000, 7,000, and 6,000 for the same period of time.
Considering
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Considering the great importance of obtaining accurate information in cases of this
description, my Lords desire to suggest, for the consideration of the Postmaster-general,
whether, with the view of preventing future errors, it would not be better to check the
statements of the postmaster by reference to the official returns and other documentary
evidence in the Post-office, instead of relying entirely on his correctness, as appears from
ihe report of the surveyor to have been the case in the present instHnce.
[ No subsequent correspondence appears to have taken place.]
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POST-OFFICE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LONDON AND DUBLIN.
Appendix, No. 21.
Sir,
Admiralty, 9 March 1842.
I AM commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to transmit to you, to
be laid before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, the accompanying
copy of a letter from the Secretary of the General Post-office, dated the 4111 instant,
suggesting an acceleration to ihe packets between Liverpool and Kingstown, by the
adoption of improvements in their machinery.
My Lords are of opinion that by employing direct-engines, instead of the beam-engines
now on board these packets, the power could be increased from 300 horses to probably
380 horses or more; and this without increasing the weight materially. The cost of the
engines would be about 43 /. per horse-power, or 67,000 1. in all ; and the present engines,
which are excellent, might perhaps sell for 40,000 /. ; and my Lords are desirous of being
informed whether the Lords of Her Majesty's Treasury consider that the circumstances
of the case would warrant so large an expenditure, no money having been taken for this
purpose in the Estimates for 1842-3.
I am, &.<•.
Sir George Clerk, Bart.
(signed)
John Barrow.
Treasury.

Post-office Communication be
tween London
and Dublin.

Sir,
General Post-office, 4 March 1842.
THE Postmaster-general having been informed that such improvements have been
effected within the last year or two, in the engines of steam-vessels, that, by the adoption
of fresh machinery, the time occupied in the passage of the Government steamers between
Liverpool and Kingstown might be reduced by nearly two hours; I am commanded to
bring under the consideration of the Lords of the Admiralty the immense advantage to
Ireland of an earlier arrival of the packets by two hours at Kingstown from Liverpool, as in
this case the dispatch of the London correspondence to the interior of Ireland would be
always secured, except in those few instances of bad weather when much more than the
ordinary time has been consumed in the passage.
The Postmasier-general has further directed me to add that which he thinks it his duty
to point out to their Lordships, the very great benefit the whole of Ireland would derive
from the additional speed of the packets. He must leave the subject entirely in their
hands, as he is of course unable to form an opinion whether the present packets on the
station are susceptible of these improvements; or, if capable of receiving them, whether it
may be advisable to decide upon their adoption.
I have, 8cc.
The Hon. Sidney Herbert, M.P.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
&c. &c. &c.
TBEASUKY MINUTE, dated 15 March 1842.
WRITE to the Secretary to the Admiralty, that no money having been taken on this
account in the Estimates for the current year, my Lords must reserve the consideration of
it to another period.

POST COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LONDON AND DUBLIN.
THE Postmaster-general relative to conveyance of mails on the Crewe and Chester
10,337/4*Railway:
Report of the Select Committee to inquire into the Post-office communication between Par. Pro. S73/42
Great Britain and Ireland :
Memorandum thereon.
Although there can be no doubt that, of the two mail routes from London to Dublin,
that through North Wales will become decidedly the best, if the projected railway from
Chester to Holyhead, or any considerable portion of it, should be constructed ; yet, con0.93.
Y4
sictering
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Appendix, No. 21, sidering that the route by Liverpool will maintain its superiority for some years at least,
I am desirous of drawing attention to the importance, practicability, and even economy,
of an acceleration on that line.
Post-office Com
The extent of the acceleration I have in view is one hour only in the time required for the
munication be
whole distance; but this saving of time, small as it is, would, from peculiar circumstances,
tween London
and Dublin.
lead to results of exceeding importance.
First, as regards the mails from London. There are two despatches per day, viz.: the
morning mail at a quarter past nine, due in Dublin the next morning at eight; and the
night mail at eight, due in Dublin the next night at seven ; the time allowed from London
to Dublin being in each case about 23 hours. Letters for the interior of Ireland go on by
the mails which leave Dublin at nine p.m. The proposed acceleration would of course
enable the Post-office to anticipate each of the arrivals in Dublin, and the despatch to the
interior, by one hour.
But it is in regard to the mails to London that the chief advantage of the acceleration
will be found. In this direction there are three despatches per day, viz. : one at eight in
the morning, via Holyhead, reaching London at two p. m. the next day, that is, in 30
hours ; and one at about five, and another about ten o'clock in the evening, both via
Liverpool, and both mails reaching London by the same conveyance at six in the morning
of the day next but one ; that is to say, in 37 and 32 hours respectively.
This great delay (on the Liverpool line) arises from the times at which the packets
arrive mn coinciding with those at which the mail trains depart ; an evil which cannot be
effectually avoided except by such an acceleration as now recommended.
I propose to have only two despatches from Dublin per day, both via Liverpool; one at
seven in the morning, the other at about six in the evening, reaching London, the one at six
in the morning, the other about five in the evening, of the following day. The first despatch,
on its reaching Liverpool, to be forwarded by the ordinary night mail train ; the other by
means to be described hereafter. I also propose that the mails from the interior of Ireland
should be made to each Dublin at six in the morning, instead of seven as at present, so
as to allow time for the preparation of that part of the correspondence which has to be
forwarded to England.
From a comparison of times here named, it would appear as though an additional hour
is allowed for the return mails; such, however, is not really the case; owing to the differ
ence of clocks, ihe actual allowance is about 22 J hours in each direction.
The proposed changes, if effected, would produce the following advantages : — 1st. In
Dublin the morning delivery of all letters, and the evening delivery of those from England,
would be anticipated by an hour; 2nd. Haifa day would be saved as regards all letters to
England sent from or through Dublin.
If such important results, instead of being attended by a large saving of money, even
involved a considerable additional expense, such expense would be justifiable; and the
Treasury minute of 5ih April last, and the Postmaster-general's letter of the 241(1 May in
3,497/42.
10,337/42.
reply, show that a sacrifice amounting probably to 3,000 /. or 4,000 /. a year has been made
by the Post-office, in the expectation, not yet realized, of saving 25 minutes only, by send
ing the night mails via Birkenhead instead of Liverpool. The acceleration now proposed,
however, so far from involving any sacrifice of revenue, affords, as I proceed to show, the
means of effecting a very large saving.
The cost of the packets employed in this service in the year ending 3ist March 1841,
the last for which I have any account, was as follows :—
x.
Holyhead—Admiralty Packets, after deducting passsage money
9.912
Liverpool—Ditto - ditto, ditto, but including i8,g65/. for prime cost
43.389
and outfit -----------Liverpool—Contract packets ---_..-_
9.708
TOTAL -

Ev. 3156-3168.

£.

63,009

Looking at the large expenditure in prime cost and outfit, I am inclined to think that,
notwithstanding a recent falling off in passage money, the average net expenditure is some
what less than this amount; say 60,000 /. per annum.
The great expense of ihe Admiralty packets as compared with the contract packets, is
explained bv Colonel Maberly, in his evidence before the Parliamentary Committee, to
result from their leaving Kingstown inconveniently late for passengers to embark, viz. at
half-past 10 at night, and from their consequently reaching Liverpool, though in the
morning, yet generally after all the day trains for London have left. The hour at Kings
town being fixed so late for the convenience of theCasile, to allow of reply, on an emergency,
to despatches received the same evening. This arrangement is said, in the evidence, to
have the effect of reducing the number of passengers to about one-filth of that carried by
the contract packets.
The plan now suggested, which, without retarding the arrival of the mail in London,
would change the u;icket time at Kingstown from half-past 1O at night to about half-past
7 the next morning, while it would greatly promote the convenience of the Castle, would
also be exceedingly convenient for passengers. It would afford the Admiralty packets a
day-passage
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day-passage in each direction, fulling in well with the night mail trains; and by the increased number of passengers thus obtained, the expense would be greatly relieved.
But the expense of the Holy head packets might, I submit, be saved altogether. It
has already been shown that they would no longer be required for the London correspondence; in short they would be useless, except as regards the Irish correspondence of
the western part of North Wales ; the eastern part would even get its Irish letters more
quickly via Liverpool, under the proposed arrangement, than it now does via Holy head ;
and the western portion would suffer so little by the change that the Holyhead packets
might certainly be discontinued without inconvenience to the public. Indeed, paradoxical
as it may appear, it will be found, on a detailed examination of the subject, that North
Wales, taken as a whole, would be benefited by the change, especially if the acceleration
of its corespondence with London be taken into account.
The discontinuance of' the Holyhead packets would not only be an important saving in
itself, but, by directing all the traffic into the other line, would still further reduce the
expense of the Liverpool packets. Taking into consideration both the causes of economy
now pointed out, there appears no reason to doubt that the expense of the Admiralty
packets from Liverpool may be brought down to equality, or nearly so, with that of the
contract packets, or say to about I5,ooo/. per annum ; and if so, the plan would effect a
saving in the packet service, of the two lines together, amounting to 35,ooo/. per annum.
Having shown the great importance of the proposed acceleration, I next proceed to
consider its practicability; confining attention, in the first instance, to the line served by
the Government packets, viz. that which, strickly speaking, is not through Liverpool but
Birkenhead.
The distance by railway from Euston-square to Birkenhead is 201 miles.
By sea from Hirkenhead to Kingstown, about
12O —

TOTAL - - -
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321 miles.

Taking the time as proposed at 22 J hours, it will be found that, after allowing an hour
for the additional distance from the Post-office to Euston-square, and from Kingstown
to Dublin, and a margin of an hour and a half for embarking and landing the bags and
for irregularity, we have 20 hours left for the actual travelling, under ordinary circum
stances, along the above line of 321 miles.
Now, according to the eminent engineers who were examined by the Parliamentary
Committee, the distance by railway may be accomplished with perfect safety at the rate
of 25 or 26 miles per hour, including stoppages; that is to say, the whole in eight hours; Ev. 3314- 368v.
«>nd the s;mie authorities, confirmed by nautical men, speaking, however, of the parallel Ev. 3317. 3650..
passage from Holyhead, state that the distance by sea may be accomplished at an average Ev. 1808. 2901-3.
rate equal to about 12 statute miles per hour ; thus makinj the time from Liverpool to
King-town 10 hours, and requiring for the whole distance only 18 hours instead of 20. It
seems to follow, then, that the lower degree of acceleration which 1 propose must not only
be practicable, but easy.
Without offering an opinion as to which are the best means of effecting the required
acceleration, 1 proceed to submit for consideration such means as have occurred to me.
First, as regards the railway : The journey from Euston-square to Birkenhead is now
accomplished by the night-mail in 9 hours and 22 minutes.
In a former Minute it was shown, that if this mail were accelerated to an equality with
3,497/42.
that which follows it as far as Rugby, a quarter of an hour would be saved betweenj^ondon
and Birmingham; and observing that 43 minutes are now allowed for a distance of
14^ miles (without stop) between Chester and Birkenhead, I presume that 10 minutes may
be saved there; thus reducing the whole time to 8 hours and 57 minutes. With rei'erence
JO<337/42.
to the fiist saving, the Postmaster-general is apprehensive that the company, if called
upon to realize it, would object on the ground of danger ; but in reply to this objection,
I beg to call attention to the evidence of the engineers already noticed, to the effect th.it
u much greater speed is perfectly consistent with safety.
If, however, these savings of time should prove either impracticable or insufficient, then
1 would suggest the employment of a special train between London and Birmingham ; for
by this means, as Mr. Stow has shown, 26 minutes may be saved in the stoppages alone,
to vihich u consideiable addition may certainly be made for increased speed. The present
night mail between London and Birmingham costs about 10,000 /. per annum; u special
train would probably not exceed 15,000 /. The additional 5,000 /., though considerable
in itsilf, is inconsiderable when compared with the saving attainable by the whole plan;
besides, this mail if thus accelerated, might, I think, be made to fall in with the Birming
ham and Derby mail, thus superseding the direct London and Derby mail, and saving
thereby about 2,600 /. ptr nunum ; and, as shown by my Report of August 2gth, it would
1,123/41.
facilitate the communication between Birmingham and Gloucester.
Next, as regards the acceleration of the packets, omitting the very long passages
(caused frequently by insufficient water for crossing the bar of tha Mersey, and which,
being exceptional cases, are not provided for by the existing arrangements), the average
passage between Birkenhead and Kingstown is about 1 1 i hours.
As respects the means of reducing this average, I can only suggest the adoption of the Par. Pro. 150/42
most rtcent improvements in marine engines, which I urn assured are so important as
fully to account for the difference between the actual working of the packets and the
0.93.
Z
estimates
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Appendix, No. 21. estimates of the authorities already adverted to. And he it observed, that improvements
which increase the speed of the packets, increase even in a greater ratio the certainty of
Post-office Com
their operations, and thus reduce the required margin for irregularity, and render the
munication be
whole scheme more manageable. No pains, therefore, should be spared in effecting this
tween London
object.
and Dublin.
The packets should be rendered as swift as the introduction of the highest improve
ments will make them, for it is probable that almost any expense incurred for this purpose
will prove to be good economy. It is not unlikely, I think, that the acceleration may be
carried so far as to make it practicable again to dispatch the packets from Liverpool
instead of Birkenhead ; and if so, this alone would effect a saving probably of 3,000 /. or
4,000 /. a year.
But although the greatest possible acceleration of the packets is desirable, a trifling;
acceleration is all that is necesary to secure the main object in view ; half an hour even
will suffice, though the time on the railway should not be reduced below nine hours.
I would also suggest for consideration whether the interval required in Dublin for the
preparation of the mails, before the dispatch of the packet and after its arrival, may not
be abridged by doing part of the sorting on board the packet ; if so, this would of course
facilitate the other arrangements.
Convinced of the great importance of the whole plan herein suggested, whether con
sidered with reference to public convenience or to economy, I beg earnestly to recommend
that the means of acceleration as regards the railway, as well as the packets, may be
carefully investigated ; and I cannot doubt that it will be found practicable to effect that
in 20 hours, which the authorities on the subject assure us may be done in 18 hours.
It may perhaps be thought that the proposed margin of an hour and a half is insufficient
for the return packets, the gentlemen of the Post-office having stated in their evidence
that three hours are now considered necessary ; but I beg to say, that owing, I presume,
to the prevailing winds being from the west, the return passage is on the average quicker
than the other ; consequently, that the margin would really be somewhat more ilian an
hour and a half; also, to repeat that the proposed acceleration of the packets will, in a
still greater proportion, diminish their irregularity; and to add, that in those cases in
which the packets may arrive in the Mersey too late for the mails to be forwarded in the
usual manner, such mails will still reach London as early, or nearly as early, as they now
do, though by the next despatch.
I have hitherto confined my attention to the night mails and the Admiralty packets.
The day mails still pass through Liverpool,' and are carried by the contract packets ; there
would, therefore, be greater difficulty in accelerating them ; but, on the other hand, their
acceleration is comparatively unimportant. The contract packets might still make Liver
pool their station, and keep their present hours without any serious inconvenience.
The up-day mail, so far at least as the Irish correspondence is concerned, would leave
Liverpool at a later hour than it now does, say eight, or a quarter past eight, in the
morning; at which latter hour there is already a mail train as far as Birmingham. This
train falls in at Birmingham with an ordinary train, which reaches London at 6 h. 30 m. P.M.
The former train might, I presume, be dispatched a little earlier, and the latter somewhat
accelerated, so as to be made to serve the present purpose. The additional expense,
therefore, would be inconsiderable ; and if the projected Newcastle day mail should be
established in the manner suggested in the Treasury Minute of October 1841, such
additional expense would be confined to carrying the bags by an ordinary train from
Birmingham to Rugby. But if, as suggested in the same Treasury Minute, the day mail
via Birmingham should be altogether delayed so as to reach London in the evening (an
arrangement which would not only fall in witli the plan now proposed, but would be
exceedingly convenient to Edinburgh, Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, and other
important towns on the line), not only would no additional expense be incurred on account
of the Irish letters, but a saving of several thousands a year would be effected (by
avoiding the necessity for special trains), in addition to the other savings already
enumerated.
In fine, looking at the plan as a whole, it appears to afford the means, if ably and
zealously carried out, of effecting a most important improvement in the communication
with Ireland ; and at the same time of realizing a saving to the revenue, which cannot, I
think, be estimated at less than ;;o,ooo/. per annum.
I have not touched on the question of the Milford packets, understanding that it has
already been thoroughly investigated in the Treasury ; but I would remark that the plan
now proposed would make the Dublin and Liverpool line the most speedy channel of com
munication with the south of Ireland, not only for London, but for the west of England, and
even for a considerable part of South Wales, if the time be reckoned, as it of course must
be, from the hours at which letters are usually posted.
(signed)
Rowland HilL
13 September 1842.
Copy of this Memorandum was transmitted to the Postmaster-general on the l8th
October 1842, for his careful consideration and report; the subject is still under the con
sideration of the Postmaster-general.
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Admiralty, 5 May 1843.
Sir,
IT having been found that the hour at which Her Majesty's steam packets are at present dispatched from Kingstown to Liverpool is very inconvenient to the public, the packets
seldom reaching Liverpool until too late for the lasi train to London, and the number of
passengers who avail themselves of that mode of communication is consequently extremely
limited, and the receipts proportionately small; I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury, that the attention of my Lords having been directed to this
subject, they have ascertained from the Postmaster-general that no inconvenience would
result to that department if the hour of departure from Kingstown were changed from halfpast 10 to half-past nine; and my Lords therefore recommend that, after sufficient notice,
the Liverpool packets should be dispatched from Kingstown at the latter hour ; and I am to
request you will move their Lordships to favour this Board with their authority to take
the necessary steps.
I am, &c.
Sir George Clerk, Bart. &c. &c. &c.
(signed)
John Barruw.
Treasury.
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TREASURY MINUTE, dated 9 May 1843.
WRITE lo the Secretary to the Admiralty, that as my Lords understand that the Poslmaster-general does not object to the proposed change, they are pleased to approve of the
alteration.
Acquaint Postmaster-general.

Appendix, No. 22.

MR. ROLFES' OFFER TO CONVEY THE CHANNEL ISLAND MAILS.
TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, "21 June 1842.
I HAVE the honour to forward copies of two communications received from Mr. W. G.
Rolfeg, of Jersey, offering, on the part of certain individuals resident in Jersey and Guernsey,
to convey the mails between Southampton, the Channel Islands, and the coast of France,
and to state that, although I have considered it my dutv to transmit this offer for your
Lordships' consideration, I beg to refer to the former correspondence which has taken place
respecting the communication between this country and the Channel Islands, and par-'
ticularly to the Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire as to the best Port for
the service; and 1 beg to remind your Lordships of what my predecessor has already
stated in regard to the importance to Jersey and Guernsey of a prompt communication
with the west of England for their foreign correspondence, which would not be afforded
by the proposed route of Southampton.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

(12526/42.)
Sir,
Jersey, 3 June 1842.
.As I am not aware of the precise form with which I ought to address his Lordship
the Postmaster-general, I hope you will excuse any error 1 may have committed, and beg to
hand you the enclosed, requesting your personal consideration of the subject. I might
add, that the company intend to engage two proper vessels until those to build are finished,
and consequently will be shortly ready to undertake the contract, should it appear advisable
to the Postmaster-general to enter into it with them.
I am, Sec.
To Lieut.-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
W. G. Rolfes, Jun.
Secretary, &c. &c. Post-office, London.

0-93-
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TO the Right Honourable the Lord Lowther, Her Majesty's Postmaster-General.

My Lord,
Jersey, 3 June 1842.
SOME of the most influential of the gentlemen resident in this Island and Guernsey,
having determined upon establishing a steam-packet company, with vessels capable of
making the passage from Southampton lo this port in an average of 12 hours, are desirous
of learning the views of your Lordship and Her Majesty's Government upon the subject of
conveying the regular mails from that port to the Channel Islands, and thence to St. Malo
or Granville three clays in each week, thereby doing away with the Weymouth station, and
an enormous expense to the revenue.
The mails now made up in London on Tuesdays and Fridays are (if favoured with a good
passage) delivered he-re about 1-2 or 1 p.m. on Thursdays and Sundays, and, consequently,
are never less than 40 hours in the transit, and at an annual cost of nearly 40,000 /. The
same remark applies to only one of the mails made up here for London, that of Monday,
which is generally delivered on Wednesday; the mail made up on the Friday is never
delivered in London until the Monday following, from 8 to 10 a.m., an average of 60
hours; whereas letters forwarded via Southampton, can be delivered in London under an
average of 16 hours.
1 1 is now proposed by the parties for whom I address your Lordship, and by myself, as
one of them, to provide two or more new vessels of from 550 to 600 tons burthen, and of
160 horses power, for the conveyance of the mail, passengers, and cargo, between
Southampton and the Channel Islands, thrice thence, twice per week to Si. Malo and
Granville, and providing a separate cabin or office on board for the officer in charge of
the mail.
That the mail be made up in London three days in each week ; say Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, at 5 p.m., and forwarded per six o'clock railway train to Southampton ; imme
diately upon arrival, say 9 p. m., the vessel to sail. The mail would consequently be
delivered in Jersey or Guernsey 24 to 30 hours earlier than at present, and the necessity
of opening the Post-office, either litre or at Guernsey, during Divine service on Sunday
be obviated. The mails from the Islands to be made up on the alternate days, so that
an answer in a letter may be obtained in London in the same time which is now consumed
by tlie carriage here.
The engines and machinery of the vessel to be under the immediate inspection of
Mr. William Aldain, the resident engineer of Her Majesty's packets here, and who is
appointed by Captain Stevens, of Weymouth. That tlie effect of such an arrangement
being entered into must be beneficial to the welfare of these Islands, and the United
Kingdom generally, I have no need to point out to your Lordship; but I have to call
your Loidship's attention to the effects it would have upon the expenditure of the depart
ment under your Lordship's care.
The company propose to contract with your Lordship for the carriage of the mails, as
I have- above siated, for a term of years, for the sum of 3,oooZ. per annum, thus effecting
a saving of about 35,000 /. yearly, and leaving the present three vessels at Her Majesty's
disposal. The company's \essels to be properly armed, and in case of war to be placed
under command of Her Majesty's officers; the arrangements to be extended to a daily
carriage, if found necessary.
It is not at the present moment necessary for me to forward your Lordship a memorial
'signed almost universally by the mercantile interest, nor will I trouble your Lordship with
any further rtmaiks upon the subject, further than requesting for it your Lordship's serious
consideration, and to impress upon your Lordship the benefit which, as I have before
siaied,such an arrangement will confer upon, not only the icvenue of the Post-office, but
upon every class of Her Majesty's subjects interested in the affairs ol the Channel Islands.
I have, &e.
(signed)
W. G. Rolfes,Jua.

MEMORANDUM on No. 12,526/42, being a Report from the Postmaster-general to the
Treasury, enclosing an Offer from Mr. Rol/es, for conveyance of Mails between South
ampton and the Channel Islands, and the Coast of France.
THE Postmaster-general transmits a proposal from Mr. W. G. Rolfes, offering, on behalf
of certain parties in Jersey and Guernsey, to convey the mails between this country, the
Channel Islands and the coast of France ; making Southampton, however, instead of Wey
mouth, the port of departure.
For this service, the parties offer to provide vessels of from 550 to 600 tons burthen and
of 160 horses power, to run thrice a week, in each direction, between Southampton and
the Channel Islands (leaving the former place at 9 p.m.), and twice a week between the
Channel Islands and St. Malo and Granville, and to contract for a term of years, at the
rate of 3,ooo/. per annum. This arrangement, they say, would enable the Government to
effect a saving of 35,000 /. per annum, and to anticipate tlie delivery of the London mail
in the Channel Islands by from 24 to 30 hours.
The Postmaster-general states, that although he has considered it his duty to transmit
this offer for the consideration of the Treasury, he refers to the former correspondence
lespecting communication between this country and the Channel Islands, and particularly
to
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ships of what my predecessor has already stated in regard to the importance to Jersey and
Guernsey of a prompt communication with the west of England for their foreign corres Mr. Rolfes' Offer
to convey the
pondence, which would not be afforded by the proposed route of communication."
Island
These papers having been referred to me, I beg to submit the following observations :— Channel
Mails.
With respect to the offer itself, as well as the considerations urged against its accep
tance,—
First, with regard to the advantages to be expected from the acceptance of the offer: the
net cost of the Weymouth packets (running twice a week) was in the year 1840-41
7,oo8/., which, with the estimated expense of the third packet, about to be started, would
be about g.ooo/. per annum. And though some allowance must be made for special
expenses in the above-named year, yet as it is intended hereafter to employ larger vessels,
that sum is probably not far from the future annual amount. The plan, therefore, may
be expected to produce a money saving of about 6,000 /. per annum.
The saving in time, as regards the mails from London, would also be very considerable;
although the mail from London reaches Weymouth about eight in the morning, the packet
does not start till nine in the evening (the hour at which it is proposed to leave South
ampton). The delay results, I believe, from the danger of approaching the Channel
Islands except by day. It follows, then, that at present between the departure of the mail
from London and the sailing of the packet, there is an interval of 25 hours; whereas if
Souihampion were the port, and the packet could be dispatched, as proposed, immediately
on the arrival of the mail, the interval would be only four hours, which, after allowing for
the greater length of the passage from Southampton, (viz. by 32 miles) gives an advantage
of 17 or 18 hours in favour of the route by that port.
But in order that the packet may leave Southampton at 9 p.m. it would be necessary to
dispatch the mail from London (as proposed by Mr. Rolfes) at six. There are great,
though perhaps not insuperable, objections to the exceptional character of this arrange
ment. I would therefore suggest that the dispatch of the packet should, if practicable,
take place at midnight, which the Commissioners recommend as regards Weymouth; the
bags might then reach Southampton by the ordinary night mail. They might, of course, be
sent by the day mail, which reaches Southampton by 2 p. in., but as this hour would be
much too early for the dispatch of the packet, the arrangement would not realise the
whole saving of time, though even then the saving would be very great.
Seeing then, that the adoption of Southampton as the packet station would effect a
large saving of expense, and as far as the mail from London is concerned, a large saving
of time, it becomes important carefully to examine the weight of the objections to the
change.
The Report of the Commissioners to which the Postmaster-general has referred, states
" that the port of Southampton is eligible for the reception of the packets, and will be more
so at a future period." The Report also recognises the superior capability of Southampton
over Weymouth, in respect of rapid communication between London and the Channel
Islands; but having regard apparently to the wishes of the islanders, to the absence of all
impediments in the direct passage from Weymouth (whereas the course from Southampton
in doubtful or unfavourable weather would be somewhat circuitous), and to the imporiance,
as regards the foreign correspondence, of quick communication with Falmouth, the Com
missioners on the whole give the preference to Weymouth. It is necessary to add, however,
that in coining to this decision they estimate the advantage of Southampton, in respect of
time, at only two and a half hours, having calculated on saving 15 hours by the establish
ment of a day mail, a plan subsequently rejected on account of the expense. Whether
the Commissioners would have preferred Weymouth if they could have foreseen that the
delay in the progress of the London mails, instead of being reduced to two and a half
hours, as they anticipated, would continue to be 17 or 18 hours, may certainly be doubted.
I submit, therefore, that the preference of the Commissioners, given on the assumption of
such reduction, cannot, of itself, influence the present question.
Still it will be necessary to examine the other considerations weighing in favour of
Weymouth. The preference of the islanders probably arose out of the same considerations
as influenced the Commissioners themselves, and, if so, stands or falls with theirs. The
absence of impediments to a direct passage merely affects the question of time, and indeed
it appears to have been so considered by the Commissioners. The remaining considera
tion, viz. the communication with Falmouth, and its effect in expediting the foreign cor
respondence of the Channel Islands, is therefore the only material point, and is indeed
that to which the attention of the Treasury is more particularly called by the Postmastergeneral.
The extent of this advantage I therefore proceed to examine:
It is obvious, in the first place, that so much of the foreign correspondence of the
Channel Islands as passes through London cannot participate in this advantage, but that
it would participate in the advantage which would result from the transfer of the packets
to Southampton, and, as will hereafter appear, this portion of the correspondence is far the
more important.
To revert to that portion of the foreign correspendence which passes through Falmouth :
even here the advantage of having Weymouth as the packet station is limited to one-half
of the letters, viz. those coming from Falmouth ; for, owing to the peculiar arrangement of
mail-coaches, letters going to Falmouth from the Channel Islands would reach their desti0.53.
AA
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Appendix, No. 29. nation by the same coach, and at the same time, whether landed at Southampton or at
Weymouth, the only difference being, that the bags would be taken up at midnight at
Mr. Rolfea' Offer Southampton, instead of lying all night at Dorchester.
to convey the
It appears, then, that the superiority of Weymouth over Southampton is confined to the
Channel Island
inward portion of the foreign correspondence, via Falmouth. But even as regards this
Mails.
portion, the superiority of Weymouth is altogether contingent on the day and hour at
which the foreign packets reach Falmouth. The mails from Falmouth to Exeter start
twice per day, viz. about five in the morning and seven in the evening, and letters will
reach Weymouth by packet time the following day if dispatched by either of these mails;
but in order that they may reach Southampton equally eariy, they must he dispatched by
the first of the two, and go via 'London. It consequently follows that as regards each
packet to the Channel Islands there is an interval of 14 hours, during which letters landed
at Falmouth would be in time for a packet from Weymouth, though too late for a packet
from Southampton; and this occurring thrice a week, calculation will show that the
chances are, that three packets will land letters at Falmouth, at times when the rival ports
offer equal advantages, to one that will land letters at times when Weymouth has the supe
riority ; and when it is considered that the number of packets coming into Falmouth is
only nine per month, it appears evident that it will only happen about twice a montli that
any foreign correspondence is accelerated by retaining Weymouth as the port of communi
cation with the Channel Islands.
And for the sake of so trifling an advantage, not only is the foreign correspondence
through London, Dovor, and Liverpool, in short through all the packet stations except
Falmouth, exposed to the chances of delay, but the evil extends to the much more im
portant correspondence from the whole United Kingdom (except three or four counties);
.the delay occurring, not twice, but twelve times per month, in addition to which, if Mr.
Holies' offer be rejected, there will be a sacrifice of 6,000 1. per annum.
To recur to the foreign correspondence, upon the importance of facilitating which so
much stress has been laid, I beg to request attention to the superior number and import
ance (as shown by the following Table) of the mails which will be accelerated, as compared
with those which will be retarded by the tranfer of the packets to Southampton.
MAILS RETARDED.

MAILS ACCELERATED.

MAILS FEOM

Port
of
Arrival.

Nos.
of Arrivals
per Month.

Holland Hamburgh and the
North of Europe.
Belgium East India and the
Mediterranean, by
closed mail.

London London -

8

Dovor Dovor -

16
i

United States and Bri
tish North America.

Liverpool

8

2

35

Port
of
Arrival.

MAILS FROM

Spain and Portugal Brazils and other parts
of South America.

Falmouth
ditto -

4
1

ditto -

i

ditto ditto -

i

East India and Medi
terranean.
Mediterranean alone
West Indies
_

Xos.
of Arrivals
per Mouth.

_

2

9

The mails are arranged with a view of facilitating a comparison : against the East India
mails on one side, stand the East India mails on the other, but with this importat differ
ence, viz. that the mails which will be accelerated are those which reach England by the
shorter though more expensive route, nearly triple postage being paid for the very purpose
of hastening their progress. Against the mails from the West Indies stand the still more
important mails from the United Suites and British North America. In short, an examina
tion of the Table must, I think, remove all doubts as to the great preponderance of advan
tage in favour of transferring the packets to Southampton, even with reference to the
foreign mnils alone, and the necessity for submitting to any delay, however small the
inconvenience, in the foreign correspondence, via Falmouth, will cease on the completion
of the railway from Bristol to Exeter, or may be avoided at once by an occasional express
from Exeter to Southampton, at an expense certainly of not more than 3<x>/. a year.
Before closing this Report, I beg to suggest, that should any doubts arise as to the
soundness of the views herein developed, it would not be difficult to subject them to a
satisfactory test bv keeping accounts for a time of the number of letters belonging to each
class. But if the' views are sound, and I have most carefully examined every part of the
subject, the following conclusions must be considered as established :
1st That the transfer of the packets to Southampton will not delay the correspondence
from the Channel Islands either to this country or to foreign parts.
2d. That
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2d. That such transfer will greatly facilitate the correspondence to the Islands from
nearly the whole of the United Kingdom.
3d. That it will on the whole facilitate the correspondence to the Islands, even from foreign
parts ; and, lastly, that it will effect a saving of about 6,000 /. per annum.
I therefore cannot hesitate in recommending that the attention of the Posmaster-general
be again called to the subject, and that his Lordship be requested to reconsider his report;
I would at the same time suggest, with reference to the offer of Mr. Rolfes, that it requires
to be made more definite on certain points ; also, that as there are steam-packets three
times a week already established between Southampton and the Channel Islands, it would
be expedient to communicate with the owners, if not to advertise generally for tenders,
before making a final decision.
15 August 1842.

(signed)

Rowland Hill.

TREASURY MINUTE of 4 November 1842, on the foregoing Paper.
Read letter from the Postmaster-general, dated 21 June 1842, &c.
MY Lords also advert to the former correspondence which has taken place upon this
subject, and to the Report of the Commissioners, to which the Postmaster-general refers.
Supposing that the arrangement suggested by Mr. Rolfes were to be adopted, two advan
tages would clearly result from it. First, a saving to the amount of not less than 6,000 /.
per annum in the expense of the Channel Island packets ; and, secondly, the employment
of a larger class of steamers in the service, an object to which the Commission of
Inquiry in 184! attached very considerable importance. There would also be a consi
derable saving of time in the conveyance -of the mail from London by Guernsey and Jersey,
by adopting Southampton as the point of departure instead of Weymouih.
My Lords arc aware that the Commission in 1841 reported in favour of Weymouth as
the port of departure for these packets, but my Lords find that some of the objections
stated by the Commission of 1841, as attaching to the port of Southampton, have been
removed by subsequent events, and the most valid of the reasons then urged for retaining
Weymouih as the packet station, is the consideration of its superior facility of communi
cation \viih Falmouth, and, consequently, the greater expedition of the foreign correspon
dence of the Channel Islands carried on through that port. This advantage, however, when
accurately examined, appears to my Lords to be of a limited description, and applying
mainly to the inward foreign correspondence, and only to that incases in which the foreign
packets reach Falmouth at particular hours.
Under these circumstances, therefore, my Lords deem it advisable that further consi
deration should be given to the subject involved in the offer of Mr. Rolfes, and would there
fore recommend TO the consideration of the Postmaster-general the obtaining more definite,
information from that gentleman as to the details of his plan, and that inquiry should also
be made as to the fitness of the steam-packets which now ply between Southampton and
the Channel Islands for this purpose, and as to the terms on which they would undertake
to convey the mails, if it should ultimately be determined to resort to that line of commu
nication.
Write to the Postmaster-general in terms of this minute.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post Office, 31 December 1842.
WITH reference to Sir George Clerk's letter of the 8th ultimo, relative to the offer of
Mr. Rolfes to contract for the conveyance of the mails for the Channel Islands by steamvessels to and from Southampton, and the abandonment of Weymouih as the packet
station and the port of communication with those islands, 1 have the honour to inform
your Lordships that, in compliance with your directions, I addressed communications to the
Lords of the Admiralty and to the postmaster of Southampton, wiih the view of ascertain
ing how far the steam-packets now plying between Southampton and the Channel Islands
wtre suitable for the performance of the service, and the terms upon which their pro
prietors would undertake to convey the mails, either according to the present practice, or
according to the plan proposed by Mr. Rolfes. 1 also wrote to the latter gentleman, re
questing to be furnished with explanations as to the details of his plan ; and I now beg to
enclose, for your Lordships' infommtion, copies of the replies which I have received to my
several communications, together with copy of a letter addressed to me (in consequence of
inquiries instituted by the postmaster of Southampton) by Mr. W. J. Le Feuvre, secretary
to the South of England Steam Navigation Company, stating the terms upon which that
company is willing to contract for the service in the event of the proposed alteration in
the packet station taking place.
In laying before your Lordships these documents, which will perhaps enable yon to
decide upon the course to be pursued in this matter, 1 have only to observe, that so far as
0.93.
AA2
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Appendix, No. aa. this department is concerned, with regard to the circulation of the general correspondence
with the Channel Islands, I still feel inclined to give the preference to Weymouth; but
Mr. Rolfes' Offer should your Lordships deem it expedient, on the ground of a reduction of expense, to
to convey the
adopt Southampton as the port of communication with those islands, it is right that
Channel Island
I should point out, that as any private company undertaking the service for a moderate
Mails.
sum would, in all probability, after performing it for a short time, demand higher terms, or
give notice to abandon the contract, I would suggest, as a means of obviating this, that
in the event of a contract being entered into, it ought not to be for a less term than three
years.
It should not, perhaps, be forgotten, in considering this subject, that the inhabitants of
the Channel Islands already enjoy the benefit of sending and receiving letters at the same
rate of postage in ship-letter mails by the Southampton steamers, in addition to the
regular packet communication via Weymouth.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Southampton Post-office,
Sir,
24 November 184-2.
I BEG to inform you that there arc two steam-packet companies connected witli this
town whose vessels run between this port and the Channel Islands, viz.: "The South
Western Steam Packet Company," and "The South of England Steam Navigation Com
pany." The former company, viz. The South Western Company, are formed principally
by the shareholders of the South Western Railway Company, and Mr. Chaplin the wellknown coach proprietor and mail-coach contractor is the principal director. This com
pany runs two vessels between this port and the Channel Islands : the Transit of 267 tons
burthen and 8o-horse power, and the Lady de Saumarez of 264 tons burthen and So-horse
power. These vessels run three times a week in the summer, or about eight months in
the year, and once a week during the winter, or about four months in the year. I have
privately communicated with Mr. Drew, a resident director, and he states they (the South
Western Company) would undertake 10 convey the mails twice a week on the present
principle for the sum of 2,000 /. per annum, and they would engage to perform the Postoffice duties as enumerated by Mr. Rolfes for 2,800 /. per annum, viz. thrice in the week to
and from the Islands, and twice a week to St. Malo or Granville, or once a week to each.
The South of England Steam Navigation Company has one vessel which runs between
this port and the Channel Islands, twice a week during the summer, and once a week
during the winter, viz. the Atalanta, of about 400 tons burthen, and i2o-horse power. On
receipt of your communication I made immediate application to Mr. Le Feuvre, the agent
for the company, who informed me that his directors met on Tuesday, and that he would
send me a statement of terms on what the South of England Steam Packet Company
would undertake to convey the mails, &c. 8tc., on Wednesday. Up to this period,
10 p.m., however, I have received no answer. I presume from this that the company
does not consider itself competent to undertake those extensive duties which Mr. Rolfes
proposes to perform, having only one vessel on the station. I have therefore considered it
my duty not to delay sending this communication to you, and will in the event of ray
receiving the terms of the South of England Steam Navigation Company, forward them to
you immediately.
I beg to inform you that the average time in performing the voyage between South
ampton and Guernsey, by the vessels of both companies, is not more than 12 hours. I
have instituted inquiries relative to the fitness of any of the vessels mentioned for the
conveyance of the mails, and I am perfectly satisfied that they are fully equal to the
service.
I beg further to state, that these vessels regularly convey ship-letters, which are made up
at the General-post office, and also at this office, and that the number brought by them to
tms office sometimes exceeds 1,000.
I have, &,c.
(signed)
R. Lankester, Postmaster.

My Lord,
Southampton, 24 November 1842.
HAVING received from the postmaster at this place aa intimation that your Lordship is
ready to receive tenders for the conveyance of the mails from this port to the islands of
Guernsey and Jersey, as well as to St. Malo, I am instructed by the directors of the
South of England Steam Navigation Company to state that they are willina to convey the
mails from this port on the following terms, by steamers of 370 tons burthen and I2o-borse
power; viz. twice a week throughout the year, for the sum of 4,000 /. per annum, to
Guernsey and Jersey, or three times a week for the sum of 5,500 /. per annum; also, to
convey a mail twice a week between Jersey and St. Malo, by steamer, for the sum of
1,000 /. per annum. The hours of departure from Southampton to be in conformity with
your Lordship's wishes on the subject.
I have, &c.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Lowther,
(signed)
W. L. Le Feuvre,
Postmaster-general.
Secretary.
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Sir,
Southampton Post-office, 26 November 1842.
I BEG to enclose you a note which I have received from Mr. Le Feuvre, the agent for
the South of England Steam Navigation Company, which will explain the cause of my
not beins: able to send you an estimate of the sum for which that company would convey
mails to "and from this port and the Channel Islands.
I am exceedingly sorry that Mr. Le Feuvre should have troubled you with any personal
communication, as I can assure you I distinctly informed that gentleman that I made my
inquiries of him in the utmost belief that he would consider them confidential between
him and myself; and I am surprised that he should have behaved so uncourteously as to
refuse me an answer, and to make a communication from me a ground for presuming
to trouble you.
I have, &c.
T. Laurence, Esq. &c. 8cc. &c.
(signed)
R. Ldnhester.
Post-office.

MR. LE FEUVRE begs to inform Mr. Lankester that he has been requested by the
directors of the South of England Steam Company to communicate with the Postmastergeneral on the subject of the mails, and which he has done.
Southampton, 26 November 1842.

Sir,
Guernsey, 16 December 1842.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your respective favours of the igth ultimo and
17th instant, which latter only reached me upon the 141!), and to assure the Postmastergeneral that illness and absence from the Islands prevented me from receiving and answer
ing the first at an earlier date. I now take the first opportunity of affording as much
additional information as possible.
There is no joint-stock company formed at present, but I represent a body of 10 gentle
men \vho are willing to undertake the conveyance of the mail, 'as proposed, by good and
efficient boats, approved by Her Majesty's surveyors, and to build new ones as soon as
possible for the service. I now refer to my first letter as to the service, &c.
The mails to be carried from Southampton to the Islands three times per week, t. e.
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, the same in both Islands ; mails to be made up in
London at
p.m., the vessel starting upon the arrival of the same at Southampton,
say eight or nine p.m. The vessels from 140 to i6o-horse power, to ensure as far as
possible, the arrival within 10 hours at Guernsey.
The vessels will be under the command of James Goodridge, jun. and Mr. Wm. Roberts
(of Her Majesty's ship Wildfire), both men of acknowledged capabilities, and who know
the stations. The mail to be forwarded to St. Malo or to Granville twice per week by
steam.
Should the proposition I have the honour to make meet with the views of Her
Majesty's Government, it will be regarded as a great boon to the Islands, as regards the
abolishing the monopoly now existing between the railway company and the boats, keep
ing up high fares without accommodations, which are much disliked.
I have now only to add, that I am ready to enter into contract with Her Majesty's
Government upon the terms proposed for a term of years, finding proper security for the
due performance of such contract.
I have, 8cc.
(signed)
W. G. Rolfes, Jun.
It may be interesting to you to know, that the Chamber of Commerce here met, by the
invitation of the Mayor of Weymouth to oppose any change, but agreed to support the

Sir,
Admiralty, 3 December 184.
HAVING laid before my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty your letter of the igth
ult. relative to an offer made by Mr. Rolfes on the part of certain inhabitants resident in
Guernsey and Jersey, to establish a line of steamers for the conveyance of the mails between
Southampton, the Channel Islands, and the Coast of France, in lieu of the present Wey
mouth packets ; and conveying the request of the Postmaster-general that some inquiiy
should be made by my Lords as to the fitness of the steamers which now ply between
Southampton and the Channel Islands for this purpose, I am commanded to transmit to
you for his Lordship's information, the copy of a report respecting these vessels, made by
Mr. Watts, one of the assistant shipwrights of Portsmouth Dockyard.
I am, &c.
Lieut.-Col. Maberly, General Post-office.
(signed)
John Sorrow.
0.93,
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Portsmouth Dockyard, 30 November 1842.
Sir,
AMS e d'ilx'_''"'
N 22 ' belonging
IN obedience
your directions,
the steam-vessels
named
in the margin,
to thetoSouth
of EnglandI have
and examined
South Western
Steam Packet
Companies,
which
Lady de Saumarez. P'V' some constantly and others occasionally, between Southampton and the Channel
Transit. '
Islands, and I beg to report that from the survey I have been able to make of these vessels
as
they lay afloat in the Southampton waters, I consider them to be sound and perfectly
Calpe.
seaworthy, and adapted as to power of engine and general equipment for carrying the mails.
Grand Turk.
Atalanta.
I have been furnished with an account or the times of sailing and arrival of the different
Monarch.
places of the Lady de Saumarez only. The average length of passages as obtained from
this account, wliicn embraces all the trips made by this vessel between the 13th of August
last and the 12th instant, is as follows:
From Southampton to Guernsey - 13 j hours.
From Guernsey to Jersey
- 44 ~
From Jersey to Guernsey
- 4k —
From Guernsey to Southampton - 133 —
The time occupied in embarking and disembarking passengers at Guernsey, going to,
and returning from Jersey, is included in this average.
The other vessels belonging to the South Western Steam Packet Company, being of
nearly the same relative tonnage and power, would perform their passages in about the
same time.
The Atalanta and Monarch, belonging to the South of England Steam Packet Company,
being larger vessels, with more powerful engines, are stated by the company's agent to
perform the passage, to or from Guernsey, in about 11 % hours, and between Guernsey and
Jersey in about 2 j hours, on an average, making the passage between Southampton and
Jersey in 14 hours, on an average; but as the masters of the vessels keep no log-book nor
any records of their times of starting from and arrival at the different places, I have no
means of verifying this statement. The accompanying account gives the tonnage, power
of engine, &c. of these vessels.
I have, &c.
Admiral Superintendent.
(signed)
J. Watts.

DIMENSIONS of STEAM VESSELS belonging to the South of England, and South Western Steam Packet Companies
referred to in accompanying Letter.

Length from the under part
of the main stem to the
fore part of the stern-post
aloft.
Breadth in midships
Depth in hold
Length of engine-room Tonnage, per Act 3 & 4 Will. 4
Ditto, new measurement re
gister.
Ditto, of engine-room -

MONARCH.

Feet.
138.1

Feet.

Feet.

137-7

127.3

21.0

20.O
12.8

Horse power

...

Diameter of cylinders Length of stroke Age of boilers ...
Vessels built
...
In the year ...

CALPE.

GRAND TCUK.

Feet.
126

Feet.
125.4

Feet.
135-3

19.6
13-0
38.9
160
188

*9-5

TRANSIT.

21.9
13.0
40.4
940|f

47.0

42.5

225 4-j

172 tr

»7MS33

»74A

»4*to

warn

HO i*<>-

"GffSg

107

ft. in.

ft. in.

21
21

31 0
3O 10

ft. in.
Breadth, extreme, on wales „ for tonnage
Makers of engines

LADY DE
SAUMAREZ.

ATALANTA.

23 8
33 6
Maudslay,
Field & Co.
two of
60

13-15

ft. in.
23 4
23 2
Astler & Co.
two of
60

in.

in.

43
48
l£ year.
Cowes.
1836

43 1
48
new.
Southampton.
1836

2
0

Seaward,
two of
40
in.
37i
38
7 years.
London.
1835

Miller &
Ravenhill,
two of
40

in.

41.8
*73&

90.2
13.0
25-3
191 fj

»57

243-/0

12.8

102
ft. in.
20 5i
20 34
Seaward,
two of
40

36

in.
374
38

7 years.
Thames.
1835

2 years.
Thames.
1835

37 J

(signed)

125-/o

ft. i*.
31
21

7
5

Maudslay.
&Pn
^,u.
7°

in.
45 i
54
—
Thames.
1835

J. Walli.
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A RETURN of the RECEIPTS and EXPENSES of the Weymouth Packets for the Years Appendix, No. 22
1841 and 1849 (making; the proper Deductions for Half-pay saved, &c.), prepared
Mr. Rolfes' Offer
pursuant to their Lordships' Minute of the i8th instant.
to convey the
Channel Island
Year 1842.
RECEIPTS.
Year 1841.
Mails.

Amount received on account of passage-money

- £.

£.
s. d.
2,608 6 4

£.
s. d.
2,750 8 10

1,660 - -

1,075 - -

EXPENSES.
Expense on account of the hulls, engines, boilers,
rigeing, and stores for the packets.
—
of coals issued to the packets
—
of the pay, allowances, and wages of the parties
belonging to the Shore Establishment.
—
ditto - - ditto the Packets —
rents, taxes, miscellaneous payments Medical attendance ...

2,166 - 806 10 11

1,932 - 707 - 4

3,452 4 8
196 - 3
23 6 6

4,060 3

i

222 l6

-

£.

8,304 10 4

8,024 6 11

Deduct the amount of half-pay to which the officers"!
employed in the Weymouth packet-service would I
have been entitled if employed
-J
Deduct receipts for passage-money, 8tc.

269 10 -

27

395

7

6

7 6

£.

8,035 - 4
2,608 6 4

7,628 19 5
2,750 8 10

f.

5,4-26 14 -

4,878 10 7

-

(signed)

Admiralty, 23 January 1843.

J. T. Briggs.

Appendix, No. 23.
POSTAGE TREATY WITH FRANCE.
TREASURY MINUTE of 15 November 1839.
WRITE to Mr. Fox Strangways, that my Lords have had under their consideration the Appendix, No. 23.
rate of postage charged on packet letters to and from foreign countries ; that their Lord
ships, in pursuance of the authority vested in them by the 2 &, 3 Viet. c. 52, have taken Postage Treaty
steps for the reduction of the postage on inland and ship letters, as well as packet letters with France.
to and from the colonies ; and they propose to carry into effect the whole of the plan of the
uniform penny rate with as little delay as may be compatible with the public convenience.
Their Lordships have reserved the whole question of the inland and packet postage on
foreign letters, as their Lordships are of opinion that they may fairly call upon foreign
powers in return to make a reduction of the charge leviable in their respective post-offices.
Their Lordships are desirous to extend the benefit of the proposed measure to the foreign
correspondence ; and they trust that they shall meet, on the part of foreign governments,
with a corresponding feeling.
The objects my Lords have in view are a reduction of the charge now payable on letters
between England and foreign countries, and that such reduced rate should be uniform. In
return, my Lords would be prepared to make a large reduction, not only as regards the
inland postage, but also on the packet rates ; and to make the charge on a foreign letter an
uniform charge by weight, such charge to include the inland and packet postage.
Wy Lords would desire Mr. Strangways to move Lord Palmerston to take measures for
the purpose of bringing the subject to the early and most favourable consideration of foreign
governments.
Sir,
Foreign Office, 18 December 1839.
WITH reference to your letter of the 14th ultimo, containing a proposal for the reduction
of the postage on letters between Great Britain and foreign countries, 1 am directed by
Viscount Palmerston to transmit to you a copy of a note from Marshal Soult, in reply to
one which Earl Granville addressed to his Excellency upon this subject; and I am to
request that you will lay the same before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's
Treasury, for their Lordships' information.

I am, 8cc.
Robert Gordon, Esq.
&c. &c. &c.
o-93-

(signed)
A A4
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Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur,
Paris, le 8 Decembre 1839.
LOUSQUE j'ai re§u la communication que V. E. m'a faitl'honneur de m'adresser le 26 du
mois dernier, au sujet de la reduction de la taxe des lettres 6changees entre la France et
la Grande Bretagne, je m'occupois de concert avec M. le Ministre des Finances des
moyens d'aller au devant desvoeux, que le Gouvernement de S. M. B. a charge V. E. deme
transmettre.
C'est a cette circonstance que je dois 1'avantage de pouvoir repondre aussi promptement
a vos ouvertures, d'une maniere qui je 1'espere paraitra satisfaisante et propre a autoriset
immediatement une negociation formelle.
Le Gouvernement Britannique ddsire une reduction de la taxe, et la substitution d'une
taxe fixe a une taxe variable suivant les distances.
Le Gouvemement du Roi consent, pour sa part, a reduire la taxe des lettres echangees
entre les deux pays de plus de 40% sur le tariff actuel resultant de la Convention du 30 Mai
1836, en stipulant pour la livraison des lettres non affranchies ainsi que des lettres
affranchies, une taxe Franchise moyenne de 2 fr. par trente grammes : mais en offrant ainsi
a 1'office des Postes Britanmques les moyens d'etablir une taxe fixe et uniforme pour les
lettres Frangaises, il entend se reserver la faculte de decomposer la taxe moyenne a 1'egard
du public en France, et de continuer en France la perception de taxes progressives : ainsi,
par exemple ; 4 lettres pesant ensemble 30 grammes (c'est la proportion usite sur tout le
Continent pour les lettres simples) devront etre affranchies en Angleterre pour divers
endroits en France ; les bureaux Anglais percevront, outre la taxe fixe Anglaise, une taxe
fixe pour port Francais, soit 5decimes par lettre, et 1'office Anglais tiendra compte a 1'office
Frangais de 20 decimes ou 2 fr. pour les 30 grammes ou 4 lettres ; mais si, au contraire, ces
lettres n'ont pas etc affranchies les divers bureaux Frangais percevront, en outre du port
fixe Anglais, un port Frangais proportionnel a la distance entre la frontiere et le bureau de
destination. D'apres la decomposition de ce port moyen, suivant la progression des dis
tances, le port de la lettre simple de Calais a Paris sera de 6 a 6 decimes ; par reciprocite
et en egard aux distances parcourues, nous comptons sur un port moyeu Anglais de 16
pence par trente grammes, au plus, a moins que 1'office Anglais, persistant dans son systtime de taxe a 1 penny, ne soit conduit, par la force mfime des choses, a assimiler completement son port interieur sur les lettres dites etrangeres a son port interieur sur les lettres
dites indigenes.
Une reduction beaucoup plus importante que pour les lettres, pourra fitre stipulee par les
circulates et prospectus imprimis ou lithographies; la taxe fixe qui p£se sur ces objets en
France varie d'un centime et demi a 1 decime ; il sera facile decombiner cette taxe avec la
nouvelle taxe fixe Anglaise d'un penny.
Le Gouvernement du Roi est pr6t a traiter sur ces bases, en conservant d'ailleurs FafFranchissement facultatif dont le public a retire des avantages trop evidens pour pouvoir en etre
prive ; il y aura a remplir en m6me temps quelques lacunes de nos Conventions ppstales,
par exemple relativement a la transmission de nos journaux par les paquebots Anglais.
Je verrais avec plaisir, Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur, que vous fussiez charge de la negocia
tion de ce nouvel arrangement, je me trouverais appele" a la suivre avec V. E. ; mais dans
ce cas elle jugera si la presence immediate d'un employe du Post-office Anglais ne serait
pas necessaire pour regler promptement avec 1'administration des postes Franchises les ques
tions de detail.
«
Agreez, &c.
S. E. M. le Comte Granville,
(signe)
Ml Due de Dalmatie.
&c. &c. &c.

Sir,
Foreign Office, 6 February 1840.
WITH reference to my letter of the 18th of December last, enclosing a copy of a note
from Marshal Soult to Earl Granville, relative to the proposed reduction in the rate of
postage on letters between England and France, I am directed by Viscount Palmerston to
transmit to you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Trea
sury, a copy of a despatch upon the same subject from Marshal Soult to Count Sebastiani,
which his Excellency has communicated to Lord Palmerston.
I am, &c.
Robert Gordon, Esq.
(signed)
J. Backhouse.
&c. &c. &c.

Paris, le 24 Janvier 184O,
Monsieur le Comte,
Minister des Affaires Etrangeres.
LE Gouvernement du Roi, prevoyant que 1'adoption de la taxe a un penny conduirait le
Gouvemement de S. M. B. a desirer 1'abaissement des taxes des lettres echangees entre les
deux pays, avait pris la resolution de consentir a une diminution de moitie; j'allais vous
informer de cette determination pour que vous voulussiez bien la faire connaitre au Ministere Anglais, lorsque j'ai regu de M. 1'Ambassadeur de S. M. B. la proposition d'entrer en
negociation au sujet de cette question.
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Je me suis empress^ d'accueillir cette ouverture ; j 'ai annonce a Lord Granvilleles dispo Appendix, No. s
sitions dans lesquelles nous nous trouvions relativement aux taxes des lettres echangees entre
les deux pays, et je 1'ai mfime engage a reclamer 1'envoi d'un employe" de 1'office des Postes Postage Treaty
Anglaises, pour regler, avec 1'administration des postes de France, les questions de detail, with France.
JusquT* present cette communication est demeuree sans resultat, mais les postes Anglaises
ont apporte a la taxation lettres Echangees avec la France ou les pays auxquels elle sert d'intermediaire, des changemens mal-combines, contraires aux Conventions existantes, et qui provoquent les r6clamations les mienx fondees de la part du public et des offices etrangers.
Je voiis prie, M. le Comte, de vouloir bien engager le Ministres de S. M. B. a ne point
differer davantage la negociation qui doit ouvrir entre les deux gouvernemens sur une question
aussi iinportante pour les interfits commerciaux des deux pays; je ne doute pas du reste
qu'ils n'aient apprecie 1'empressement avec lequel nous avons repondus aux ouvertures de
Lord Granville, et j'attribue le retard que je vous signale, aux difficultes nombreuses qui ont
du absorber 1'attention du Post-office lors de la mise a execution du nouveau systeme.
M. Le General Comte Sebastiani,
&c. &c. &c.

Agreez M. Le Comte, &c.
(signe)
Math Due de Dalmatic.

TREASURY MINUTE of 14 February 1840.
WRITE to Mr. Fox Strangways, for Lord Palmerston's information, that in the pressure
upon the Post-office Department, occasioned by the late alterations, their Lordships have
been obliged for a time to postpone any communication to the French government, in
answer to their proposals respecting the reduction of postage, but that my Lords trust that
they shall shortly be enabled to communicate with Lord Palmerston on the subject.
That with respect to the allegation that the arrangements made by the Post-office, in pur
suance of the Act of Parliament for the reduction of postage, are in contravention to the
existing treaties and ill-combined, my Lords would observe that they most anxiously endea
voured, in the reduction which they authorized on letters between France and England,
pending the negotiation on the subject, not in anyway to interfere with the existing engage
ments between the two countries.
Their Lordships regret to observe that the French government consider that the Conven
tions have been broken, but as the particular points with respect to which this alleged
infraction has taken place are not stated, my Lords have no means of giving any explana
tion on the subject.
My Lords desire, however, to be understood to be anxious to carry into full effect, both
the letter and the spirit of the existing Conventions, and if the government of France will
furnish my Lords with a statement of the stipulations in respect of which they consider that
the Treaties have been contravened, my Lords will give immediate consideration to the
subject, with the view of remedying any just cause of complaint which may exis,t.
My Lords also will be ready to receive any observations which the French Post-office may
wish to make as to the particular arrangements which they consider inconvenient, as it is
their desire to meet the convenience of the French Post-office as far as may be possible, aswell as to give every facility to the correspondence between the two countries.
Refer the Papers to the Postmaster-general for his early consideration and report.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 28 February 1840.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 17th instant, enclosing for my
opinion a despatch from Marshal Soult to the French ambassador in London, in which he
expresses his desire for the reduction of postage between the two countries, and requests
that an officer of this department may be dispatched to France to regulate the details of
the negotiation.
On the first point adverted to in the despatch, the reduction of postage, I need only
remark to your Lordships, that the question of the rates to be taken on letters has been
entirely decided by yourselves since the commencement of the late alterations, and that it
is impossible for me to come to any conclusion without a knowledge of the principles upon
which your modifications have proceeded, and of the views you may entertain of the amounts
which should be fixed upon as the rates of postage upon letters between the two countries
respectively. 1 would beg to suggest, however, that whatever these amounts may be, the
British rate may remain uniform as at present, and that, if possible, the same course may
be adopted with respect to the French rate, as preventing a great portion of the errors
which must frequently occur under the present system, and as simplifying the accounts
between the two countries, which are now unnecessarily complicated.
0,93.
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It would have given me much pleasure to have be enable to dispatch an officer to Paris
to arrange any details of the Treaty, when you have decided the principles on which it is to
be framed ; but looking at the present state of the service, and the immense additional
labour that has been thrown on every department in consequence of the recent changes, I
have not any one disposable for the duty ; and should a personal communication, therefore
between the officers of the two departments become necessary, I would submit that M.
Conte should be requested to send one of the functionaries of the French office to England,
as it is impossible I could spare one from hence during the period the arrangements would
be under discussion.
Having thus noticed the two main points in Marshal Soult's despatch, I should have had
nothing further to remark upon it if it had not been for the comments upon the English
Post-office ; but when such charges are made against it, viz. that the measures taken to
carry into operation the late changes have been ill-digested, and that the Conventions sub
sisting between the two countries have been infringed, I feel that such allegations require a
full and satisfactory explanation.
With respect to the first of these charges, therefore, the bad arrangements for carrying
the late warrants into execution, I enclose for your Lordships' information, copies of the
correspondence that has passed between the two offices, from which you will at once per
ceive that more clear or simple instructions could not have been given to the French Postoffice, and that no more difficulty could have existed in carrying them into execution in
France than has been experienced with our postmasters iivthis country, where, in additiou
to the alteration on foreign letters, the duty has enormously increased by the great aug
mentation of the correspondence, as well as by a total change of all former regulations.
Upon the last point I cannot help thinking that Marshal Soult must be under a miscon
ception, for the only infraction of the existing Convention (if indeed that can be called an
infraction which imposes a less charge upon France than she has herself stipulated to pay)
is the alteration of the system of weight, and the reduction of the British rates of postage
on French letters, which were ordered to be carried into execution by your Lordships' War
rants of the 22d November and the 27th December respectively. It is true that there have
been many complaints on this subject, but they have been made by residents in France,
who have represented the injustice of being still subject to the former high British rates of
postage on letters paid in France to their destination in England, all which complaints, on
inquiry, have been found to originate with the French postmasters not having received orders
to take the lesser rates of postage, in conformity with the instructions furnished from
England before the commencement of the alteration.
I feel it right also to state, that with respect to infraction of the Convention which is so
strongly complained of in Marshal Soult's letter, that the provisions of the Convention have
been infringed in two ways, the one by the adoption of the principle of weight, the other
by the actual reduction of British rates ; and that while the latter is complained of as an
infraction of the Treaty, the former has been carried into effect in France, I presume, by the
orders of the authorities, without the least remonstrance on their part since the commence
ment of the late alterations.
I enclose, copies of the 5th Article of the Convention, and an extract from the Memo
randum attached to it, which are the only parts of the Treaty referred to which are in the
least infringed by your warrants, that your Lordships may see with what justice the com
plaint is brought against the department. I annex to them the copy of a letter addressed
to me by an English resident in France, with the answer that was returned to his remon
strance ; and when I add that copies of the instructions to English postmasters, issued upon
the receipt of your Lordships' warrants, were privately forwarded to M. Conte for his
information, I trust you will not fail to perceive that Marshal Soult's observation must have
been made in error, and under misapprehension of the circumstances of the case.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lichfield.

Sir,
General Post-office, 19 November 1839.
HER Majesty's Government having decided, in pursuance of powers granted them by aii
Act of Parliament last session, to alter the present mode of taking the rates of postage by
enclosures, I am commanded by the Postmaster-general to inform you, that on and after
the 5th December next, all letters will be charged by weight, so far as relates to British
rates, according to the following scale ; viz.
For a letter not exceeding half an ounce, one rate of postage.
For a letter above half an ounce, and not exceeding one ounce, two rates ot postage.
For a letter above one ounce, and not exceeding two ounces, four rates of postage.
For a letter above two ounces, and not exceeding three ounces, six rates of postage ;
and so on in proportion.
As this alteration is to take effect at so early a period, I am directed by his Lordship to
request you will have the goodness to issue the necessary instructions to your subordinate
officers
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officers as soon as possible, in order that they may be made acquainted with the change Appendix, No. 23.
in question, which, approaching as it does to your practice, cannot fail in facilitating their
duty. I trust, therefore, that after the 5th December, there will be no difficulty in account- Postage Treaty
ing to this department for the postage of paid letters, in conformity with the new principle with France.
of weight instead of enclosure.
As regards French rates, the present mode will continue undisturbed, as provided for in
the existing Treaty.
M. Conte, &c. &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Paris.

Sir,
General Post-office, 30 December 1839.
I AM directed by the Postmaster-general to inform you that the Lords of the Treasury,
by warrant dated 27th instant, have decided that the single British rate upon letters not
exceeding half an ounce in weight, a'ddressed from places in France to places in the United
Kingdom and vice versa, shall on and from the 10th January next be fixed at the uniform
charge of 10 d., at whatever part of the United Kingdom such letters maybe posted, or
received, except in those few instances in which the present British rate upon the said letters
is less than 10 d., viz. those towns in Kent and Sussex, the correspondence of which with
France is conveyed in the Dovor bag, which will of course remain chargeable with the
British rates to which they are now subject. I have therefore to request you will be good
enough to issue the necessary instructions to your officers, that they may be enabled hence
forward to take the proper rates.
I beg to call your attention to the circumstance, that by Article 6, the rates paid by the
Treaty of 1836, upon letters in transit through the United Kingdom, remain unchanged by
these regulations.
M. Conte, &c. &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Paris.

Sir,
General Post-office, 21 January 1840.
IT has been reported to me by the proper officers that letters from Paris as well as from
the departments of France continue to be charged with the old rates of postage, notwith
standing the alteration in the British rates communicated to you in my letter of 30th De
cember last, and many complaints on this subject have been received here from persons
resident in France.
Permit me, therefore, again to draw your attention to the regulations stated in my letter
of the 30th ultimo, and to request you will be good enough to renew the instructions which
I have no doubt were issued from your office on the receipt of that letter, so that the con
tinuance of the present irregular charges on letters (postage paid) for this country may be
prevented.
M. Conte, &c. &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
Paris.

Monsieur,
Paris, le 24 Janvier 1840.
Vous m'avez fait 1'honnour de m'annoncer, le 30 Decembre dernier, qu'en vertu d'une
decision des Lords de la Tresorerie, et a dater du 10 Janvier cl, la taxe Anglaise des lettres
expedites de quelque lieu que ce soit du Royaume-Uni pour la France, et vice versa, dont
lepoids n'excederapas une demi-once, est reduite a dix pences ; et au dessous, dans le petit
nombre de cas ou la taxe Anglaise actuelle est inferieure a 10 pences.
Cette reduction de taxe, important modification complete du paragraphe 7 de 1'Article 5
de la Convention du 30 Mars 1836, je me suis empresse d'en referer, par 1'intermediaire de
M. le Ministre des Finances, a M. le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres, depositaire des Con
ventions conclues avec les offices etrangers, et garant de leur execution.
J'attendaisqu'il me transmit des instructions, dans 1'objet, lorsque j'ai re§u votre lettre du
21 c', qui reclame 1'execution des dispositions annoncees par la premiere.
J'en prends occasion de rappeler a M. le Ministre la communication que je lui ai faite le
4 Janvier, et de presser une decision.
Ses mesures d'execution suivraient immediatement.
J'ai 1'honneur, &c.
Monsieur le Colonel Maberly,
(signe)
Conte.
Secretaire de 1'Office-general des Postes,
a Londres.
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Sir,
5, Rond Point de PEtoile, Paris, 16 Jan. 1840.
IN the Treasury Minute, now before me, it is ordered, as regards France, " that the charge
for packet and inland postage should not exceed the rate which is now chargeable on a
letter to and from London ; " and yet Sir, strange to say, I was yesterday obliged to pay
the old rate in full from Paris to Sligo, Ireland ; and my two letters, being a little over the
French weight, they cost me no less than eight francs, four francs each, to Sligo. Either
we must pay the whole way (instead of to London, as ordered by my Lords) or not at all.
Pray, Sir, take measures to remedy this grievance as regards the British portion of the
charge, for the French portion must, of course, be paid until some new arrangement can be
made. But the extortion (for such it is after the Treasury Order) touching the British
charge is altogether without excuse or palliation. Then let the matter be put right without
more loss of time.
I have, &.c.
Lieut.-colonel Maberly,
(signed)
IV. Harlot.
8cc. &c. &c.

Sir,
General Post-office, 25 January 1840.
I BEG to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th instant, and to acquaint you
that the British rate on a letter from France to Sligo, or any part of the United Kingdom,
is 10 d. only, if under half an ounce, and the French post-office has been furnished with
regulations to that effect.
I have no doubt the error will be rectified on application to the Director-general of Posts
in France.
I am, &c.
To Mr. Harloe,
(signed)
Thomas Lawrence.
5, Rond Point de 1'Etoile, Paris.

MR. HAHLOE presents his compliments to Colonel Maberly, and begs leave to inform him
that he has just had an interview with the Secretary of the French Post-office, to whom he
showed not only the Treasury Minute, but also the letter of the assistant-secretary, Mr. L.,
in reply to Mr. H.'s communication of the 16th instant.
To Mr. H.'s great surprise, they positively refuse to post-pay letters in accordance with
the Treasury Order and the letter of Col. M.'s assistant-secretary. The French secretary
has just declared that no change will be made even in the British rate until the Convention
shall have been modified diplomatically. And again, for the 10th time, has he been
unjustly compelled to post-pay his Irish letters according to the old rate ; to Sligo, for
example, 3 J francs, and up to seven francs (when over the French weight), instead of the
10 d. British rate, and the same for the French.
Now as the modification of the Treaty will require time, and as 100,000 English are cir
cumstanced like Mr. H., plundered daily of money in the name of the English Government,
which money the said Government is neither entitled to nor thinks of demanding—10 3 frs.
the other day for two of his own letters to Sligo, under half an ounce ! —there is but one
earthly way of getting rid of the difficulty, which amounts to a flagrant injustice. At least
one-half of the thousands of English in France are obliged to post-pay their letters, else
their letters would not be received. Well then, under such circumstances there is for the
moment only one course open to you, and that course is to let the English post-pay their
letters by the French post only to the frontier, and then on getting them into your posses
sion to treat them as English written ones ; i. e. to charge them but Zd. in common with
other letters. For nobody would refuse paying 2 d. for a letter, though everybody would
refuse to pay 10 d. for a letter which should be post-paid to its destination.
The right of paying only to the frontier exists under the Treaty ; so that all that is neces
sary is for you to treat them as English unpaid letters on their arrival in England, by mark
ing them 2fA, since not prepaid; and the difficulty is solved at once. Otherwise all must
continue to be confusion and extortion for God knows how long ! !
.Rond Point de 1'Etoile, 5, Paris, Jan. 20.
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General Post-Office, 15 February 1840.
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I jtu directed by my Lord the Postmaster-general to acknowledge the receipt of your p?staSe Trea'y
further letter of the 29th ultimo, and to inform you, that from the communication his Lord- wlth Franceship has had with the Director-general of the Posts at Paris on the subject, he hopes the
cause of complaint, in regard to the reduction of British rates on post-paid letters from France
will shortly be removed ; but that, in the meantime, his Lordship can only recommend yon
to pay the postage upon the letters referred to, to the French frontier only, when they will
he forwarded to their destination in Ireland at the reduced uniform British rate of 10 d.,
provided the weight does not exceed half an ounce.
1 am, &c.
W. Harloe, Esq.
(signed)
T. Lawrence.
5, Rond Point de 1'Etoile, Paris.

EXTRACT from the CONVENTION between England and France for extending the Facilities
of Communication by Post between these Countries; dated Paris, 30 March 1836.
"ARTICLE 5th.—The postage of a single letter (for which the post-offices of the two
countries shall account to each other) for ordinary letters, paid or unpaid, is fixed as
follows, that is to say :
" For the French Post-office :—
" 1. Between Paris and the frontier of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
one franc.
" 2. And with respect to any other part of the French territory situated on either side of
Paris, relatively to the frontier of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, a
charge in proportion to the rate of postage above fixed for the conveyance between Paris
and the said frontier.
" For the Post-office of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland :
" 1. Between London and the frontier of France, 10 d.
"2. And with respect to any other part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, situated on either side of London relatively to the frontier of France, *a charge in
proportion to the rate of postage above fixed, for the conveyance between London and the
said frontier."

EXTRACT from the MEMORANDUM of AGREEMENT between the POST-OFFICES of Great
Britain and France, in pursuance of the 15th Article of the Convention of 30 March
1836.
"ARTICLE 7th.—The progressive rate of postage upon unpaid letters from England to
France is to be charged as follows :
" If the letter consists of one * undivided piece of paper, within the weight of one ounce,
single postage. With one enclosure only, under the weight of one ounce, double postage.
With one or more enclosures, under a quarter of an ounce., single postage. With any
number of enclosures, exceeding one quarter of an ounce, and under half an ounce, double
postage. With any number of enclosures from half an ounce, and under one ounce,
treble postage. If the letter weighs one ounce, four rates of postage, and one rate more for
every quarter of an ounc'e in addition.
" The above progression will apply to the letters forwarded from France to England
post-paid to their destination."

My Lord,
Treasury Chambers, 4 April 1840.
I AM commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury to transmit
to your Lordship herewith a letter from Mr. Backhouse, dated 18th December last, enclosing,
by direction of Viscount Palmerston, copy of a note from Marshal Soult, in reply to one
addressed to his Excellency by Earl Granville, upon the subject of the reduction of
postage on letters between Great Britain and foreign countries, together with a copy of their
Lordships'
* Altered by the new regulations.
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 23. Lordships' Minute of the 4th instant thereon, and I am to request that your Lordship will
favour this Board with such suggestions and observations as yon may think necessaiy
Postage Treaty
on the communication my Lords propose in their said Minute to make in answer to Mr.
with France.
Backhouse's letter.
—————
I am, &c.
The Right Hon.
(signed)
R. Gordon.
The Postmaster-General.

TREASURY MINUTE of 4 April 1840.
Craft Letter referred to in following Minute.
" WRITE to Mr. Backhouse, for the information of Lord Palmerston, that my Lords hare
given their best consideration to the proposals contained in M arshal Soult's letter of 8th
of December last, with reference to the charges on letters passing between this country and
France.
" That my Lords are happy to acknowledge that the proposals of the French Government
evince a disposition to meet the views of this Board in a satisfactory spirit.
" These proposals are, that, provided the British Government reduce their charges to a
uniform rate of 16 d. per oz. or 30 grammes, the French Government will reduce theirs to
a rate of 20 decimes per oz., making such latter rate of charge fixed and uniform, so far as
it is either levied by or raised against the British Post-office, but reserving the power
to vary the rate according to distance when collected by their own office ; such varying
charges, however, to be regulated according to a scale calculated to produce, on an average,
the same amount of postage as though the letters had been subjected to the uniform rate.
" Deterring for a moment the question as to the amount of postage to be charged by
either Government, my Lords can feel no objection to the other parts of the proposed
arrangement, and at once consent to the principle, with the understanding that the details
shall be settled between the proper authorities who may negotiate the Treaty.
" With respect to the amount of postage to be charged by the respective Governments,
my Lords propose that the British rate shall be fixed at 1 s. per oz., except as regards
letters posted or delivered in Dovor, for which they propose to charge 8d. per oz. only.
This, even excepting the bmaller charge to and from Dovor, will reduce the British rate 25
per cent, lower than was proposed by the French Government, and my Lords trust, that in
consideration of this reduction, and of the great importance of promoting by every possible
means the friendly intercourse now existing between the two nations, the French Govern
ment will not object to an equivalent reduction on the French rates proposed in Marshal
Soult's letter. If, however, the French Government should decline making any further
reduction, my Lords will still consent to fix the British rate at 12 d., and the French rate,
as proposed by the French Government, at 20 decimes per ounce, with the understanding
that such rates are to apply to all letters passing between the two countries, including those
which may previously or afterwards pass through either, so far as the conveyance within
their respective limits is concerned.
" My Lords further propose, that these rates of postage shall be collected respectively by
the two Governments, and accounted for between one Government and the other, in the
same manner as at present.
" Adverting to the proposed low rates of postage, and to the laws and regulations of the
British Post-office, my Lords do not consider that it will be feasible to make any special
regulations for printed circulars.
" My Lords will be ready to enter into a consideration of other points of the Convention
of 30 March 1830 in a friendly spirit, and with a view of rendering it more perfect, as
proposed by the French Government. Considering, however, the pressure of the business
of the English Post-office at the present moment, and the time which will be required for
the settlement of those points, niy Lords cannot but think that the postponement of
reduction, until they are satisfactorily adjusted, would in all probability be attended with
much delay.
" My Lords would, therefore, be desirous that the arrangements for carrying the reduction
of postage into operation should not await the consideration of other points of the Conven
tion ; and if the French Government concur in this view of the subject, my Lords would
propose that the reduction should be settled and carried into effect with as little delay as
possible.
" My Lords had hoped to have been enabled to despatch an officer of the English Postoffice to Paris, in conformity with the wishes of the French Government ; but the alterations
in the system of the English Post-office have rendered it impossible for any of the principal
officers of that department to leave England ; and their Lordships are of opinion that it
would materially facilitate the settlement of the question if the French Government
could, in consideration of these circumstances accede to the negotiation being carried on in
Loudori.'

My
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Mv Lords read a draft of letter proposed to be sent to the Foreign Office in answer to Appendix, No. 23.
the propositions of the French Government respecting postage.
Transmit copy to Postmaster-general ; state to him that my Lords have had draft under Postage Treaty
consideration ; but before their Lordships shall finally direct it to be sent, they are desirous w'lh France.
to give his Lordship the opportunity of laying before this Board such suggestions and obser"
vations as he may wish.

To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 18 April 1840.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Gordon's letter of the 4th instant, transmitting
the enclosed from Mr. Backhouse, with a note from Marshal Soult on the subject of the
reduction of postage on letters passing between France and England, upon which I beg to
offer the following observations.
Your Lordships have, in effect, decided upon a reduction of the British rate upon letters
to and from France to 6 d., except in the case of Dovor, which you propose to make 4 d.
I submit, however, that it will be far preferable to abandon that exception, and to make
the British rate of &d. strictly uniform throughout the United Kingdom, without reference
to the port of arrival and departure, according to the principle already suggested in the
proposed reduction of the postage between this country and Hamburgh. It appears to me
that this will be the more simple, course, and that if it is not adopted, and the distinction
with regard to the port is retained in this instance, a similar indulgence will be claimed in
favour of the Hamburgh letters posted and delivered in London as the port of arrival and
departure, and a corresponding reduction from 6d. to 4d. demanded upon this class of cor
respondence.
With respect to the reduction offered by France, it must not be forgotten that the ave
rage inland postage of that kingdom, taking the letters sent from and received at Paris,
has been already stated by the French authorities to be about five decimes; and although
it is probable that average would be considerably increased if founded upon letters sent
from and received at Calais, the frontier town to this kingdom, the reduction proposed
by France is altogether insignificant when compared with that which you are prepared to
adopt.
Your Lordships have already abandoned the whole of the inland rates (beyond London)
charged on French letters, as well as the system of charging by enclosures ; and you have
adopted the half instead of the quarter ounce, as the unit of weight. In addition to these
concessions, you are now about to reduce the uniform British rate of 10 d. the half ounce to
6 d., thus making sacrifices in favour of France, for which she returns but little equivalent.
I have thought it right to place this point strongly before you, that the reductions
already made may not be undervalued ; for, while your Lordships, even if France should
refuse to meet you in a proper spirit., would probably not be deterred from conferring the
benefit of a low rate of French postage on the commercial interests of this country, you are
entitled, on the ground of the sacrifices I have enumerated, to demand that the French rate
should be still lower than that proposed by Marshal Soult, though it will be a question for
your Lordships, in the exercise of your discretion, looking at all the circumstances of the
case, to determine to what extent you may deem it expedient to urge the French govern
ment further on this subject.
With regard to the proposition, on the part of the French government, to levy the postage
collected in France according to a scale of distance, adapted to, but not to exceed, on an
average, the uniform rate of 5 d., there can be no objection to its adoption, though I fear
we must be wholly at the mercy of the French office, from the circumstance that this
department will find it difficult to ascertain whether the scale proposed to be taken does or
does not exceed the average rate alluded to.
I infer, from your Lordships' Minute, that the reduction of the French charge is not to
be confined to the letters posted in one country for delivery in the other, but that you intend
it to apply to the transit rates upon all British letters passing through France each way.
Assuming the French rate to be reduced to two francs per ounce, as proposed by Marshal
Soult, the effect upon the transit rates at present paid by this office outwards and inwards
will be seen by the enclosed tabular statement (No. 1), from which your Lordships will
perceive, although generally the reduction in these transit rates will be considerable, that,
as regards the letters to and from Germany and the North of Europe, the present rate on
which is only one franc 50 cents per ounce, a small increase will take place. With respect
to the letters for this country from Turkey and the Levant, conveyed through France, as
the latter is understood to pay 3 francs 20 cents per ounce to Austria on account of these
letters, and also 1 franc 80 cents per ounce to the same government for the letter originating
in Austria and Venetian Lombardy, it is presumed France would still fairly claim to be
reimbursed those payments, in addition to her own transit charge, to whatever amount it
may be reduced.
The transit rate upon letters to and from this country, the Mediterranean, Egypt, India,
&c., passing through France via Marseilles, and made up in the ordinary Paris mails, was
fixed in 1837, under your Lordships' sanction, at 9 francs per ounce, including their con
veyance to and from Marseilles by the French packets. I believe, although I am not at
present able to make a positive statement, that this rate was composed of 6 francs as the
territorial charge for conveyance from Calais to Marseilles, and 3 francs as an average
charge for the French packet-rate in the Mediterranean.
0.93.
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The territorial or actual transit rate for conveyance between Calais and Marseilles should
of course, in this instance, be subject to the reduction, to the uniform rate of 2 francs per
ounce, leaving the French packet-rate, as at present, 3 francs.
Your Lordships will also, I presume, demand a similar reduction, viz. from 4 francs to
2 francs the ounce, upon the letters to and from India, the Mediterranean, &c., passing
through France in the closed mails under the additional convention of last July, as indi
cated in the enclosed Table.
On the other hand, if, as I should recommend, the correspondence between France, the
West Indies, South America, Portugal, Gibraltar, or any other foreign parts, passing
through the United Kingdom, whether conveyed by packet or private ship, is placed on
the same footing as that between this country and places beyond the sea, France would
enjoy the benefit of a further and considerable reduction on that class of her correspond
ence, which will be best explained by the enclosed Table (No. 2).
While on this subject, it may be worth consideration how far it may be expedient to
maintain the high rates on letters between this country and the French West Indian colo
nies ; and should your Lordships deem it right to make any reduction, France would, as a
matter of course, reap the benefit of such concession.
I cannot anticipate any objection on the part of France to the reduction of the whole of
her transit rates on British correspondence, at least to the uniform charge of 2 francs
per ounce, should your Lordships not be able to obtain a lower rate ; but I beg to point
out the necessity of this condition being insisted on, it being an object of considerable
importance, especially as the Prince of Touraud Taxis has made a proposition for an uniform
single rate of 5 d. for the whole of Central Germany, on the condition of this country
granting in return the benefit of optional payment.
In conclusion, I presume that the postage for which each office would have to account
to the other being reduced to uniform rates, there could be no objection to keep the
accounts between the two departments in bulk, taking the total number of ounces by each
mail sent and received. I beg particularly to press this point, as materially tending to
simplify the daily accounts, and to save much time in making up and dispatching1 the
mails; and as the system is already pursued with regard to the transit correspondence
through France, and is found greatly to facilitate the duty, I can see no good reason why
it should not be adopted generally.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lidifield.

TREASURY MINUTE of 28th April 1840, on the Letter from the Postmaster-General
of 18th April 1840.
WRITE to Mr. Backhouse, for the information of Lord Palmerston, with reference tp Mr;
Backhouse's letter of 18th December 1839, that my Lords have given their best consider
ation to the proposals contained in Marshal Soult's letter of 8th of December last, with
reference to the charges on letters passing between this country and France, and have con
ferred with the Postmaster-general thereon.
That my Lords are happy to acknowledge that the proposals of the French Government
evince a disposition to meet the views of this Board in a satisfactory spirit.
These proposals are, that provided the British Government reduce their charges to a uni
form rate of IQd. per ounce, or 30 grammes, the French Government will reduce theirs to a
rate of 20 decimes per ounce, making such latter rate of charge fixed and uniform, so far as
it is either levied by or raised against the British Post-office, but reserving the power to
vary the rate according to distance when collected by their own office, such varying charges,
however, to be regulated according to a scale calculated to produce on an average the same
amount of postage, as though the letters had been subjected to the uniform rate.
Deferring for a moment the question as to the amount of postage to be charged by either
Government, my Lords can feel no objection to the other parts of the proposed arrangement,
and at once consent to the principle, with the understanding that the details shall be settled
between the proper authorities who may negotiate the treaty.
With respect to the amount of postage to be charged by the respective Governments,
mv Lords propose that the British rate shall be fixed at Is. per ounce. This will reduce
the British rate 25 per cent, lower than was proposed by the French government, and my
Lords trust, that in consideration of this reduction, and of the great importance of promot
ing, by every possible means, the friendly intercourse now existing between the two nations,
the French government will not object to an equivalent reduction on the French rates pro
posed in Marshal Soult's letter. If, however, the French Government should decline making
any further reduction, my Lords will still consent to fix the British rate at 12d., and the
French rate, as proposed by the French Government, at 20 decimes per ounce, with the
understanding that such rates are to apply to all letters passing between the two countries,
whether conveyed from one to the other by packet or private ship, and whether originating
in one country and delivered in the other, or passing through one country on the way to or
from the other; provided, however, that French letters passing through this country on
their way to or from parts beyond the limits of the United Kingdom, shall, in addition, be
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liable to the same rates as are charged on British letters for conveyance beyond the said Appendix, "tfo. 23.
limits ; and that in like manner British letters passing through France on their way to or
from parts beyond the limits of that kingdom, shall, in addition, he liable to the same rates Postage Treaty
as are charged on French letters for conveyance beyond the said limits.
w't'1 France.
My Lords further proposed that these rates of postage shall be collected respectively by
—•
the two Governments, and accounted for between one Government and the other, in the
same manner as at present.
Adverting to the proposed low rates of postage, and to the laws and regulations of the
British Post-office, my Lords do not consider that it will be feasible to make any special
regulations for printed circulars.
My Lords will be ready to enter into a consideration of other points of the Convention of
30th March 1836, in a friendly spirit, and with a view of rendering it more perfect, as pro
posed by the French Government. Considering, however, the pressure of the business of
the English Post-office at the present moment, and the time which will be required For the
settlement of these points, my Lords cannot but think that the postponement of reduc
tion until they are satisfactorily adjusted, would in all probability be attended with much
delay.
My Lords would, therefore, be desirous that the arrangements for carrying the reduction
of postage into operation should not await the consideration of other points of the Conven
tion ; and if the French Government concur in this view of the subject, my Lords would
propose that the reduction should be settled and carried into effect with as little delay as
possible.
My Lords had hoped to have been enabled to despatch an officer of the English Postoffice to Paris, in conformity with the wishes of the French Government ; but the alterations
in the system of the English Post-office have rendered it impossible for any of the principal
officers of that department to leave England ; and their Lordships are of opinion, that it
would materially facilitate the settlement of the question if the French Government could,
in consideration of these circumstances, accede to the negotiation being carried on in
London.
Sir,
Foreign-Office, 28 March 1840.
WITH reference to your letter of the 15th ultimo, I am directed by Viscount Palmerston
to transmit to you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, a copy
of a despatch from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris, enclosing a copy of the reply of
M. Thiers to the note which Lord Granville had been instructed to address to the French
Government, relative to the reduction in the rates of postage on letters passing between
England and France.
I am, &c.
R. Gordon, Esq.
(signed)
J. Backhouse.
&c. &c. &c.
(No. 107.)
My Lord,
Paris, 23 March 1840. .
WITH reference to my despatch, No. 79, I have the honour to enclose the copy of a note
which I have received in reply to that which I addressed to the French Government, rela
tive to the reduction in the rates of postage on letters passing between England and
France.
I have, &c.
Viscount Palmerston,
(signed)
Granville.
&c. &c. &c.
M. 1'Ambassadeur,
Paris?, le 21 Mars 1840.
V. E. a fait connaitre a mon predecesseur le 25 du mois dernier que le Gouvernement
de Sa Majeste Britannique ne se trouvait pas encore en mesure de donner suite aux propo
sitions que le Gouvernement du Roi lui a adressees au sujet de la reduction cle la taxe des
lettres ; elle lui a en menie terns exprime le desir d'etre informed des dispositions conventionnelles qui lui paraissaient avoir etc vio!6es par la modification rccemment apportce en
Angleterre a la taxe des lettres echangees entre les deux pays, ainsi que des iuconveniens
qui pouvaient 6tre reproches a cette modification.
Je regretterais qu'une entente definitive sur les facilit6s nouvelles qui peuvent etre
accordees ii 1'echange des correspondences respectives eprouvat de trop longs retards, et
je ne doute pas que les Lords de la Tresorerie Britannique n'accelerent, autant qu'il
pent dependre d'enx, 1'examen des propositions qui leur sont soumises a ce sujet. Le pre
mier inconvenient de la reduction que 1'Office Anglais a cru devoir introduire dans le tarif
des lettres Franchises, est son caractere provisoire ; le second, plus reel, est de laisser subsister a la f'ois en Angleterre une taxe progressive et deux taxes fixes*, 1'une interieure,
1'alitre dite etrangOre, de telle sorte qu'un entrepositaire de lettres rjourrait rec,evoir a
Douvres, par exemple, toutes les lettres de France moyennant 3 pence, puis les expedier
dans toute I'Angleterre pour un penny, tandis que si le transport de Douvres a Lonckes et
au-dela est laissc sans intermediate a Douvres, aux soins de la poste, il en coutera au
destinataires 7 pence. Ce n'est point pour faire revoquer la mesure, tnais pour justifier
M. le Directeur-general des Postes, simple agent d'execution, de ne pas 1'avoir aclimse sans
0.93.
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une authorisation superieure, que M. le General Sebastian! a etc charge, de la signaler
comme contraire aux Conventions existantes. Les dispositions meconnues sont d'une part,
celles du dernier alinea de 1'Article 5 de la Convention du 30 Mars 1836, qui fixe le prir
de la lettre simple de Douvres a Londres, et declare que les taxes en-de§a et au-delil seront
fixees d'une maniere relative ; d'autre part celle du septi^me des Articles d'execution signes
le 27 Juin de la meme annee, qui fixe la progression des poids.
En transmettant ces explications a V. E. je lui renouvelle, &c.
(signe)
A. Thiert.
M. 1'Ambassadeur d'Angleterre,
&c. &c. &c.
TREASURY MINUTE of 28 April 1840, on the foregoing Paper.
WRITE to Mr. Backhouse, for the information of Lord Palmerston, that my Lords again
express their regret that any inconvenience should have been felt in the post-office depart
ment of France, in consequence of the recent arrangements in that of England.
My Lords at once admit, that in fixing the maximum charge for British postage ar lOd.
the rate established by Treaty for letters passing to and from London, and in adopting a
new scale of weight, the strict letter of the Treaty has not been rigidly observed ; but as
each of these changes tended to reduce the British rate, while it left the French postage
untouched, and to simplify the operations of both offices, and was consequently, though
attended with some sacrifice on the part of England, productive only of advantage towards
France, mv Lords considered that they were still acting in the spirit of the existing Treaty;
and their Lordships had hoped that all inconvenience to the French post-office would have
been prevented by the timely notification of the intended change which was given to that
department by the Post-office of England.
Understanding from M. Thiers's letter that it is not the desire of the French Government
that the old arrangements should be re-established, my Lords will not pursue the subject
any further, but conclude with expressing a hope that the proposals contained in their letter
of the 30th instant, for reducing the rates of postage between the two countries may meet
with the favourable consideration of the French Government, and that the measure may be
speedily and satisfactorily settled.
Sir,
Foreign Office, 19 June 1840.
WITH reference to your letters of the 30th of April last and 4th ult., I am directed by
Viscount Palmerston to transmit to you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of
Her Majesty's Treasury, copy of a despatch from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris,
enclosing a copy of a letter which he had received from M. Thiers in reply to the note which
his Excellency had addressed to the French minister, relative to the proposed reduction in
the Post-office charges on the correspondence between England and France.
I am, &c.
Robert Gordon, Esq. &c. 8cc. 8tc.
(signed)
Leveson.
(No. 201.)
My Lord,
Paris, 8 June 1840.
I HAVE the honour to transmit to your Lordship the answer which I yesterday received
from M. Thiers, to the note which, in conformity to your instructions, I addressed him on
the loth of last month, relative to a reduction in the Post-office charges on the correspon
dence between England and France.
The proposition of the President of the Council, that he and I should negotiate the pro
posed post-office arrangement, will I hope be deemed by your Lordship as objectionable
as I think it. It apears to me, indeed, that it is only some person thoroughly conversant
with all the details of the business of the Post-office, who could be safely entrusted with a
negotiation on this matter, or bring it to a satisfactory and prompt conclusion.
The stipulations of the Convention which I signed in 183G, and to which M. Thiers refers
in his note, were all settled between Mr. Freeling and the French Directeur des Postes.
I have, Sec.
Viscount Palmerston, 8tc. &c. &c.
(signed)
Granville.
M. 1'Ambassadeur,
Paris, ce 6 Juin 1840.
J'AI fait examiner les observations que V. E. m'a fait 1'honneur de me communiquer le
15 du mois dernier, au sujet de la negociation projetee entre les deux pays pour la reduc
tion du port des correspondences.
J'ai la confiance qu'une entente sera facile, mais je desire qu'elle s'etende a toutes les
questions que soulevent les relations postales des deux pays. Je propose a V. E. de suivre
la negociation directement avec elle, et j'espere que nous parviendrons a un r6sultat aussi
satisfaisant que celui qui a' etc consacre par la Convention que nous avons signue en 1836.
Si V. E. se trouve autorisi'e a accepter cctte proposition, je la prierai de designsr Pun des
secretaires de son Ambassade pour proparcr les elemens de la negociation de concert avec
les agens que je designerai de mon cote.
As;reez, &c.
S. E. Lord Granville, &c. &c. &c.
(signe)
A. T/iiers.
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WRITE to Lord Leveson, for the information of Viscount Palmerston, that my Lords Postage Treaty
would have been glad to have effected a reduction in the rates of postage on the correspon- w'lh France,
dence between England and France in the manner proposed in their previous letter, and
*
distinct from the consideration of other points. That for the reasons stated in former com
munications, it is impossible at present to send to Paris any competent person connected
with the Post-office to assist in arranging the details of the treaty ; and, without such assist
ance, my Lords, however confident they must feel in the ability of Lord Granville, cannot
hope to see the negotiation brought to a satisfactory issue, on a matter so involved in postoffice detail.
Entertaining this view of the subject, my Lords proposed that some one connected with
the French post-office should come to London, in order that the negotiation might be
carried on in this country ; but as the French Government does not appear to adopt this
proposal, and as, under present circumstances, no other practicable arrangement presents
itself, my Lords regret that the negotiation must be delayed, and the reduction of postage,
with the advantages it is calculated to afford to both countries, postponed.

Sir,
Foreign Office, 18 December 1841.
1 AM directed by the Earl of Aberdeen to transmit to you, for the information and con
sideration of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, a copy of a note
addressed by Monsieur Guizot, the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, to Her Majesty's
Ambassador at Paris, in which his Excellency proposes to resume the negotiations for the
improvement of the Post-office arrangements between Great Britain and France, and a
diminution of the charges on the correspondence between the two countries.
Monsieur Guizot further suggests, that the negotiations should include the Post-office
regulations between France and the islands of Guernsey and Jersey, which formed the
subject of your letter of the 15th October last.

I am, &c.
Sir George Clerk, Bart.
&c. &c. &c.

.

(signed)

Canning.

Monsieur PAmbassadeur,
Paris, 30 Novembre 1841.
J'AI Vhonneur de proposer a V. E. de reprendre la ne"gociation relative aux ouvertures
que M. le Marechal Due de Dalmatic adressees a Lord Granville, le 8 Novembre 1839,
dans le but d'ameliorer les relations postales entre les deux pays notamment par 1'abaissement des taxes respectives. Nous arreterions de concert, votre Excellence et moi, les bases
principales, et nous laisserions a des agens secondaires le soin de preparer, sous notre direc
tion, les dispositions propres a en assurer le developpement. Cette negociation pourrait comprendre la question des communications postales entre la France et les Jles de Jersey et de
Guernsey, sur laquelle M. Bulwer a appele mon attention par sa note du 29 Octobre dernier.
Je prie V. E. de vouloir bien transmettre ma proposition au Gouvernement de Sa Majeste
Britannique, qui partagera, je 1'espere, le vif desir du Gouvernement du Roi d'ajouter de
nouvelles facihtes aux relations subsistantes entre les sujets des deux pays.
Agreez, &c.
S. E. Lord Covvley, G. c. B.
(signe)
Guizot.

These Letters were transmitted to the Postmaster-General on the 24th December.
To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Sir George Clerk's communication of
the 24th ultimo, transmitting a letter from Viscount Canning, accompanied by a proposal
from the French Minister for Foreign Affairs to resume the negotiations for the improvement
of the Post-office arrangements with Great Britain ; and I beg to state that the subject
shall receive my best attentive consideration as early as possible.
General Post-Office,
I have, &c.
7 January 1842.
(signed)
Lowther.

TREASURY MINUTE of 7th January 1842, on the foregoing Paper.
WRITE to Viscount Canning with reference to his letter of the 18th December last,
transmitting a proposition from the French Government to resume the negotiation for the
improvement of the Post-office arrangements with this country, and request that he will
inform the Earl of Aberdeen that the subject will receive the attentive consideration of
the Postmaster -general as early as possible.
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To the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
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My Lords,
General Post-office, 26 March 1842.
REFERRING to Sir George Clerk's letter of the 24th December last, I beg to state for your
Lordships' information, that I am now ready to resume the consideration of a further con
vention with France, for the improvement of the Post-office arrangements between the two
countries ; and I request to be informed if it is your Lordships' intention to adhere, as regards
the reduction of the rates of postage upon the correspondence passing between the United
Kingdom and France, to the general principles laid down in the Minute of the late Lords of
the Treasury, dated 4th April 1840.
By that Minute it was proposed to fix the British rate on letters to or from France at
6 d. per half ounce, with the exception of letters posted or delivered in Dovor, on which 4 d.
per half ounce only was to be charged ; and, on the other hand, the French government
offered to reduce their charge on letters to and from this country to the uniform rate of
five decimes per quarter ounce, or 20 decimes the ounce, when this rate was collected on
account of the French office in the United Kingdom, with some slight alteration in the
mode of raising the charge when it was paid by the senders, or by the parties to whom the
letters were addressed in France ; in short, in all cases where the postage should be collected
in France.
The view taken by my predecessor on these propositions which were submitted for his
opinion, was fully explained in his letter to the Treasury of the 18th April 1840, of which I
Vide Letter, p. 191. have the honour to inclose a copy; and as I see no reason to differ from those con
clusions, I beg your Lordships will favour me with your decision on the several points then
raised.
With respect to the proposal of the French government to include in the present nego
tiation the regulation recently agreed to for the establishment of an official post between
France and the Channel Islands, 1 do not see any objection to it ; and to put your Lord
ships in possession of all that has been done in this matter since the letter which I addressed
to you on the 7th September last, I beg to transmit copy of a letter received on the 24th
September, from the Director-general of the French Post-office, together with copy of the
reply given to him, in which some explanation was requested on one or two points. Up to
this time, however, I have received no answer from the French Post-office with respect to
the further information that was required.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther,

PROJET de CONVENTION entre la France et le Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagnc, |>our
1'echange des Correspondances entre la France et les lies de Jersey et Guernsey.
Monsieur,
Paris, le 24 Septembre 1841.
PAK la lettre que vous m'avez fait 1'honneur de m'ecrire, le ler courant, vous m'informez
de 1'adhesion de Milord Maitre-general des Postes aux arrangernens proposes pour 1'echange
des correspondances entre la France et les lies du Canal.
Jc me suis, en consequence, immediatement occupe de la redaction des Articles qui devront
servir de base a la negotiation a ouvrir entre M. rAmbassadeur dc S. M. la Reine du
Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne a Paris, et M. le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres.
J'ai I'liouneur de vous en adresser ci-joint une copie.
Vous y vcrrez d'abord rcctificc 1'errcur qui avait porte a 4 pence le port revenant a votre
office sur les lettres cchangees entre la France et les lies du Canal. Ce prix est reduit,
aux termes du 2en!C § de 1'Art. 8, a 3 pence, dont un pour le prix de voie de mer ; lequel
devra etre acquitte par votre office aux capitaines de navires ou patrons d'embarcations qui
se chargeront du transport des lettres entre les lies et la France.
Par votre lettre du 29 Juillet, relative au mfime objet, vous restreignez, quant aux lies
de Jersey et de Guernsey, 1'echange des lettres u. celles de et pour ces infimes lies ; excluant celles qui auraient une destination ou une origine plus eloignee. Mon office n'a
rien a objecter contre 1'interdiction des lettres a destination plus eloignee. A 1'egard de
celles qui seraient d'une autre origine que les lies memes, j'aurai 1'honneur de vous faire
observer que, dans 1'etat actueldes choses, parmi les lettres transmises par la Poste Francaise
de Jersey et de Guernsey, il s'en trouve assez souvent a destination dc la France, qui ont
£t£ confiees a des navires venant de pays d'outre-mer. Ceux-ci ne devant pas aborder, au
moins de sitot, dans un port Francais, et rencontant en haute mer des navires destines pour
les lies du Canal, leur remettent les lettres dont ils sont porteurs, moyennant la retribution
d'un decime par lettre. Ces derniers remettent les lettres aux bureaux de la Poste Franc,aise des lies en se faisant rembourser du decime qu'ils ont paye et de celui qui leur revient
ces lettres sont ainsi transmises aux bureaux Franchises de Cherbourg, Granville, et Saint
Malo, charges de trois decimes de voie de raer par lettre.
Un long usage a cons-acre, a 1'egard de ces lettres, ce mode exceptionnel de transmission,
auquel je ne pense pas que votre office veuille mettre obstacle, et qu'il s'agit seulement de
regulariser
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r^gulariser. Tel est 1'objet du 3eme § de 1'Art. 8 du Projet de Convention precite, qui Appendix, No. 23.
stipule, comme revenant a votre office, im prix de port de cinq pence par lettre de 1'origine
—-—
susdite, et du poids d'une demi-once ; dix pence par lettre du poids d'une once, et ainsi Postage Treaty
de suite.
with France.
Le grand nombre de voyageurs que des relations de commerce ou d'amitie amenent, soit
dos lies du Canal sur les cotes de France, soit de France dans les Isles, rendait necessaire
une disposition relative aux lettres adressees a des destinataires partis d'un pays pour 1'autre.
Le § 2 de 1'Art. 9, y a pourvu en stipulant que les lettres seront directement envoyees
par I'intermediaire des bureaux d'echange designes dans 1'Art. 1", et chargees du port qui
aurait du etrc paye par les destiuataires, a 1'office reexpediteur.
Tels sont, Monsieur, les Articles de la nouvelle Convention qui m'ont paru devoir attirer
plus particulierement votre attention. Je vous serai oblige de me faire connaitre votre
opinion sur eux, ainsi que sur 1'ensemble du projet.
J'ai 1'honneur, &c.
Le Couseiller d'Etat,
Directeur de l'Admun des Postes,
Monsieur le Colonel Maberly,
(sign6>
Conte.
Secretaire de 1'Office Gen6ral des Postes, a Londres.

CONVENTION additionelle a la Convention Postale du SO Mars 1836, entre la France et la
Grande Bretagne, pour 1'echange des Correspondances entre la France et les lies de
Jersey et de Guernsey.
ART. 1.—Independamment de 1'echange des correspond ances qui a lieu entre la France et
le Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne par les bureaux designes dans la Convention du
30 Mars 1830, il sera ctabli au moyen des batimens appartenant, soit a la Marine Royale
Britannique soit a la Marine Royale Franchise, soit a. des entreprises particulieres navigant
sur le Canal, des relations directes et journalieres entre les bureaux de Poste Franchise de
Saint Malo, Grauville, et Cherbourg d'une part, et les bureaux de Poste Britanniques
etablis dans les lies de Jersey et Guernsey de 1'autre.
ART. 2.—L'echange des correspondances entre les bureaux de Poste Franceses de Saint
Malo, Granville, et Cherbourg, et les bureaux de Poste Britanniques des lies de Jersey et
Guernsey, comprendra les lettres ordinaires ou chargees, les e"chantillons de marchandises, journaux et imprimes de toute espece de la France, ou des pays ou la France
entretient des etablissements de poste pour les lies de Jersey et de Guernsey, et les lettres
ordinaires ou charge6s, les echantillons de marchandises, journaux et imprimes de toute
espece, a destination de la France, ou des pays oil la France entretient des etablissements
de poste, qui seront originaires non seulement de ces deux lies ou de 1'Ile de Alderney,
mais encore des pays d'outre-mer qui auront ete accidentellement apportees dans les lies
susdites par des batiments de commerce et des embarcalions quelconques.
ART. 3.—Le port de voie de mer des correspondances designees dans 1'Article precedent a
payer aux capitaines des navires ou aux patrons des embarcations qui en feront le transport
entre les lies du Canal et les bureaux Francois de Saint Malo, Granville, et Cherbourg,
sera a la charge de 1'office des postes de S. M. Britannique. Ce port est fixe a raison d'un
penny par lettre et d'un demi-penny par journal et imprime.
ART. 4.—Les sacs ou valises reni'erniant les correspondances echangees entre les bureaux,
designes dans 1'Art. I" de la prescnte Convention, seront scellcs du cachet de ces
bureaux, et ported directement du port de debarquemeut au bureau de destination par les
soins des capitaines des navires ou patrons d 'embarcations auxquels le transport sera confie.
Les sues ou valises de lettres pourront, s'il y a lieu, etre accompagntJs depuis le lieu de
debarquement jusqu'au bureau de poste par les preposes des douanes, mais ils ne pourront
£tre visites et verifies par ces preposes qu'au bureau de poste.
ART. 5.— Les personnes qui voudront adresser des lettres, soit de France ou des pays
ou la France entretient des etablissements de poste pour les lies de Jersey et de Guernsey,
soit de ces lies pour la France et les pays oti la France entretient des establisscmeuts de
poste auront le choix, 1°, de laisser le port entier de ces lettres a. la charge des destiuataires;
2°, de payer le port d'avance jusqu'au lieu de destination.
ART. (J.—Les facultes et les garanties respectivement accordees par lu Convention du
30 Mars 1836, au public de France et du Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne, pour la
transmission des echantillons de marchandisea-et des lettres chargees ou reconimaudees
seront appliquees aux objets de me1me nature qui seront echanges entre les bureaux Frangais
de Saint Malo, Granville, et Cherbourg, et les bureaux Britanuiques des lies de Jersey et
de Guernsey.
Quant aux journaux et imprimes envoyes de France pour les lies du Canal ou de ces lies
pour la France, ils devront toujours 6tre affranchis d'avance jusqu'a la litnite de 1'exploitation des offices des deux pays.
ART. 7.—Les restrictions apportees par la Convention du 30 Mars 1836, a 1'admission et
la circulation par 1'intermediaire des Postes de France et de la Grande Bretagne, des jour
naux, ouvrages periodiques et autres imprimes publics dans les deux pays, seront applicables
de tout point aux memes objets qui seront envoyes des lies du Canal en France, et reciproquement de la France dans ces lies.
ART. 8.—Les offices des Postes de France et du Royaume-Unide la Grande Bretagne se
tiendront reciproquement compte, dans les formes et aux epoques fixees par la Conventiou
0.93.
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Appendix, No. 23. du 30 Mars 1836, du port des lettres ordinaires ou chargees et des echantillons de marchandises affranchis et non aftranchis ^changes entre les bureaux de Saint Malo, Granville,
Postage Treaty
et Cherbourg d'une part, et les bureaux des lies de Jersey et de Guernsey de 1'autre,
with France.
d'apres les principes ci-apres etablis:
1°. Pour les lettres et echantillons de marchandises transmis par les bureaux Frangais,
conformement au tarif fixe par la loi du 15 Mars 1827 :
2°. Pour les lettres et echantillons de marchandises transmis par les bureaux Britanuiques de Jersey et de Guernsey et originates de ces lies, a raison de trois pence par
lettre du poids d'une demi-once, six pence par lettre du poids d'une once, et ainsi de suite
en ajoutant trois pence par chaque demi-once en sus :
3°. Pour les lettres et echantillons de marchandises venant de la haute mer et transmis
par les monies bureaux Britanniques, a raison de cinq pence par lettre du poids d'une
demi-once, dix pence par lettre du poids d'une once, et ainsi de suite en ajoutant cinq
pence par chaque demi-once en sus.
AHT. 9.—Les lettres mal-adressees et mal-dirigees seront, sans aucun delais, renvoyees
a 1'un des bureaux d'echange de 1'office expediteur, pour les poids et prix auxquels ces
lettres auront etc portees en compte.
Quant aux lettres adressees a des destinataires partis de France pour les lies de Jersey
et de Guernsey, ou de ces lies pour la France, et quelle que soit 1'origine de ces lettres, elles
seront respectivement et directement envoyees par 1'intermediaire des bureaux designes
dans 1'Article ler de la presente Convention additionnelle, chargees du port qui aurait du etre
paye par les destinataires a 1'office reexpediteur.
ART. 10.— Les deux hautes parties contractantes s'engagent a empe'cher, par tons les
moyens qui sont en leur pouvoir, que les correspondances dont 1'echange est regie par la
pr6sente Convention, passent par d'autres voies que celles de leurs offices respectifs.
AHT. 11.—Les mesures de detail et d'ordre qui devront etre arretees de concert pour
assurer 1'execution des stipulations contenues dans la presente Convention seront reglees
entre les offices des Postes de France et du Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne aussitot
apres 1'echano-e des ratifications de la dite Convention.
AHT. 12.—La presente Convention, qui sera consideree comme additionnelle a la Conven
tion du 30 Mars 1836, sera ratifiee et les ratifications en seront echang6es & Paris dans le
delai de deux mois ou plus tot si faire se peut, et elle sera raise a execution au plus tard
dans le delai d'un mois apres 1'echange des dites ratifications.
En foi de quoi, &c.
Fait double a Paris.

Sir,
General Post-office, 8 October 1841.
HAVING submitted to the Postmaster-general your letter of the 24th ultimo, I am directed
to acquaint you that his Lordship is not aware of any objection to the proposed additional
articles to the Treaty of 1836, which you have submitted to him, with the exception of the
rate of postage set down in the 3d Section of Article 8, as to be accounted for to this
country on ship letters landed at Guernsey or Jersey, addressed to France.
It is not his Lordship's wish to prevent such letters being sent to France direct in the
ship-letter mails, instead of being forwarded to London for transmission in the ordinary
French mail, by which a delay of several days would be occasioned; but, at the same time,
he cannot consent that the charge to the French office for a ship letter so sent should be
fixed at 5 d., which would, in fact, be little more than one half of the amount charge
able on the same letter if addressed and delivered to a party residing in Guernsey or
Jersey.
His Lordship desires me therefore to state that he considers the sum which the French
post-office should account for to this department on ship letters from parts abroad, sent
through the Channel Islands, under the new arrangement, should be 11 d. for a letter not
exceeding half an ounce, 1 s. 10 d. when not exceeding an ounce, and so on in proportion
for heavier letters, being the present British ship-letter rate of 8 d., chargeable on letters
when landed from a private ship in the Channel Islands, and 3 d., the rate proposed by the
present Treaty for the conveyance between the Channel Islands and France.
There is one other point on which his Lordship has commanded me to request a further
explanation. In Article 7 it is proposed that the restrictions laid down in the Treaty of
1836, as to the transmission of newspapers between the two countries, shall, in every
respect, apply to newspapers passing direct between the Channel Islands and France; but
as the effect of such a stipulation would be to exclude all newspapers printed in the French
language from the benefit of the reduced rate of postage when circulating in France, his
Lordship begs to be informed if such is your intention ; and, if so, very few newspapers
will be sent by post, the greater part of the journals published in the Channel Islands being
either wholly or partially in the French language.
When his Lordship has been placed in possession of your views upon these two points,
he will be enabled to express his opinion of them to the Lords of the Treasury, whose
sanction will be required to the arrangements, whenever they shall submit them to him for
his report.
I am, &c.
M. Conte, Paris.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly,
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STATEMENT of various RATES paid by the POST-OFFICE of Great Britain to France for Transit Postage.

On LETTERS despatched from Great Britain.

Authority
for the

Service for which Payment is made.

DESTINATION.

Charge.

Sardinia and Italy, in
cluding
Venetian
Lombardyand Ionian
Islands.
Spain and Portugal
Switzerland
Turkey and the Levant
Austria, Prussia, and
North of Europe.
Mediterranean & East
Indies, by French
packets.

Transit
Proposed
Rate
at present
Transit Reduction. Increase.
Paid
per Ounce Rates.
British.

J.

f.

C.

/.

C.

/.

C.

- - conveyance from Calais to Tu
rin*.

- - Conven
tion of 1802,
Art. 9.

3

20

1

OO

1

2O

- - conveyance to Bayonne or Perpignan.
- - conveyance to Geneva *, Pontarlier, or Huningue.
conveyance to Marseilles*
- - conveyance to nearest frontier
town.
- - conveyance to Marseilles; be-~i
lieved to be calculated at
-[
packet rate in the Mediterranean ; I
believed to be calculated at
-J

ditto

3 Co

2

OO

1

60

ditto

3 20

2

OO

1

20

ditto
ditto

3 oo
i 50

2
2

00
OO

1

OO

- - Treasury,
and mutual
agreement,
1837

6 oo

2

OO 1

3 oo

3

00

-

C.

o 50

> 4

oo

* Towns named in the Convention.

On LETTERS to Great Britain despatched from the undermentioned Countries.
Authority
Service for which Payment is made.

ORIGIN.

for the
Charge.

Transit
Rate
at present
Paid
per Ounce
British.

S- c.
Sardinia and Southern
Italy.

conveyance from Turin to Dover -

- - conveyance from Bayonne or
Perpignan to Dovor.
- - conveyance from Geneva, PontSwitzerland
arlier, or Huningue, to Dovor.
Turkey and the Levant conveyance from Marseilles to Dovor
Reimbursement to France sum paid
to Austria for conveyance through
Austrian dominions and through
Switzerland.
Austria and Venetian - - conveyance from frontier town
to Dovor.
Lombardy.

Spain and Portugal

-

Through Switzerland; paid by
France to Austria.
Ionian Islands -

- - conveyance from frontier town
to Dovor.
Through Austria and" Switzerland ;
paid by France to Austria.

Prussia and North of
Europe.

- - conveyance from frontier town
to Dovor.

Mediterranean & East
Indies, by French
packets.

- - packet rate in the Mediterra-T
nean ; believed to be calculated at - 1
Conveyance from Marseilles to Do- 1
vor; believed to be calculated at -J

0.93-

co4

Proposed
Transit

deduction. Increase.

Rate.

- - Conven
tion of 1802,
Art. Q.
ditto

3

20

/•
2

C.
OO

3

60

2

ditto

3

20

ditto
- - Conven
tion of 1836,
Art. 13.
- - Conven
tion of 1802,
Art. 9.
- - Conven
tion of 1836,
Art. 13.
- - Conven
tion of 1802,
Art. 9.
- - Conven
tion of 1836,
Art. 13.
- - Conven
tion of 1802,
Art. 9.
- - Treasury,
and mutual
agreement,
1837

f. c.

/ c.

1

20

OO

1

60

2

00

1

20

3 oo
3 20

2
3

OO
20

> 1

00

i

2

OO 1

50

i

80

1

80

3 oo

2

OO 1

J1

40

- 2

40

1

5«

3

OO

3

°o

3

oo

C

oo

2

00

o 50

1

N

2

-

1

*

1W

CO

"

o 50

00

(continued':
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On LETTERS despatched from or destined for Great Britain, to or from Malta, Alexandria, and the East Inditt
in the Monthly closed Mail.
Transit
li ill- at
present
Paid,
per Ounce
British.

Authority

ORIGIN.

Service for which Payment is made.

for
the Charge.

*-.{'.' !

A1-:,

•JUl

Proposed
Transit

Reduction.

Increase.

Rate.

f*

/.

'

Between Great Bri
tain and Mediter
ranean, or East In-'
dies ...

- - Conveyance from Calais to Mar
seilles, and thence by British packets
to Alexandria, and vice versa.
- - Conveyance from Calais to Mar
seilles, and thence by French packets
to Alexandria, and vice versd.
- - Conveyance from Calais to Mar
seilles, and by French packet from
Marseilles to Malta, or from Malta
to Alexandria, and vice versd.

*\ -

.

C.

4 oo

.

/.
C.
2 OO

- op*'

a- "i,
d
••'

£ ,. , 4 *2
< j hf
*'•*>**
1 "; i.ii

••.•:: .ll

Additional
Convention
of 1839.

6' oo

4

oo

2

00
•1 -It;!
SPHt

5 oo

3

oo

2

00

•"•-"1

.'.•'

.i-tfrS
.-1 -,•:

v» J
'v *'!• ,,

(signed)

W. Boknham.
•' .ff^i

STATEMENT of various RATES charged upon the POST-OFFICE of France for Conveyance of Letters addrt
or despatched from that Country, from or to British Colonies, or parts Abroad.
Kate
at pn-M'iit
Paid
per Single
Letter
under Half
an Ounce.

Authority
Origin or Destination.

Service for which Payment is made.
fur the Charge.

Proposed
Reduction.

AlK-'ltS

By Packets :
British West Indies

2 3
2

7

1 9

2

8

1 10

.3

7

a

9

i

-

1

-

3

2

2

3

- 11

3

6

2

7

- 11

d.

Wli"*

-—-—rrn 'tovtot,
T
*. d.

s. d.
\ -

5.

-

Intreue.

Rate.

wrtfc
l

3

1 "

Portugal -

-

Madeira

...

Brazils

-

) Convention of
1836.

...

i -f
- 10

uii 10

£T^
in^'wiw
jt$Y

J.

.

-

- 10
•• uAt

L'nited States and Bri
tish North America.
Mexico, Columbia, and
Honduras.

•

•

M

-

, - - Conveyance from Calais
to Falmouth, and thence by , advanced from
Her Majesty's Packets.

Buenos Ayres, Chili,
and Peru.

.

Cadiz

....

Hayti

...
...

Gibraltar -

-

-

reduced from-i
2/3.
J£

_
i.

.

-.

.

.a" "

s|

«o .2
v> ~
S 3

reduced from
3/7JA

'^
• • • *>»4 i(i»i

| Not mentioned
1 in Convention,
>but charged on J" 22
the same princiJple.
[ 2

2

2

—

24

i

G

1 -

f' "

- 8

5

- l»,l
,^.j ^_,.,;,
**»

By private Ships :
From France to all
parts abroad.

-- Conveyance from Calais to 1port of departure, and thence Convention
by ship.
> 183(1.
To France from all parts - - Conveyance from port of abroad.
arrival to Calais.
J

of

iJtHtttfWjjt

,«:,:;jjj '||flffi

J

f^w
^a

' ~' 4"'!

v.^H
s1

-

- 8

•" !

^ftu^M

- 10r !
-•p^'|»

For CONVEYANCE OF LETTERS despatched from or destined for France to or from Malta, Alexandria, \
East Indies.
*

r

- - Conveyance by Her Majes
ty's packets from Marseilles to 1"
"[
Between France and I Alexandria.
- - Additional j
- - Conveyance by Her Majes I Convention oH
Malta, or Alexan
ty's packets from Marseilles to l'i83y.
dria Malta, or from Malta to Alex
L andria.

j;

1

3/r. per
ounce,
British.
lJr. per

2

I

ounce,
British.

(signed)

W. Bckcnhnm.
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Appendix, No. 2

POSTAGE NEGOTIATION WITH FRANCE.
(6110/42.)

Postage Treaty
(Memorandum.)
27 April 1842.
with France.
THE main question that requires decision appears to be, whether the Treasury Minute of
••
the 28th April 1840, shall be adopted as the basis of the negotiation.
8756/40.
(The Postmaster-general refers to the preceding Minute of the 4th of April 1840, but
28940/30.
this was abandoned, and the Minute of the 28th April adopted in its stead, with the view of
meeting some of the objections raised in Lord Lichfield's letter of left April 1840, the one
875^0.
in which the present Postmaster-general expresses his concurrence. The negotiation having
• been managed in the Treasury, no copy of this latter Minute was sent to the Post-office.)
It may assist in the decision of the above question, to remark that the proposed rates, viz.
12 d. per ounce British and 20 d. per ounce French, are, in reality, by no means unfavourable
to this country, provided no alteration be made in the existing scales of weight. Most
letters, whether written in England or in France, will be kept below the J ounce, in order
to avoid a double rate of French postage. The charge on such letters will therefore be 6 d.
British and 5rf. French, while it will be only on the heavy and less numerous letters that
the French office will have the advantage.
I submit, however, that it will be necessary in the future negotiations carefully to bear in
mind the importance of this consideration, which does not appear as yet to have been made
the object of direct stipulation.
With reference to the recommendation contained in Lord Lichfield's letter of 18th April
8756/40,
1840, viz. that the postage for which each office would have to account to the other should
invariably be determined by taking the weight of each mail in bulk, it may be necessaiy
to state that this recommendation was not adopted in the Treasury Minute, for the following
reason : viz. that owing to the difference in the two scales of weight already noticed, the
English Government would, under such an arrangement, pay to the French Government
(for the single postage letters) nearly the full amount of French postage collected in England,
while the French Government would pay to the English Government less than half the
amount of English postage collected in France on the same class of letters,—a loss to this
country of several thousands a year probably, and one which would by no means be coun
terbalanced by the advantage of simplicity in the accounts; the object to secure which the
arrangement is proposed. The objection now stated does not apply to the India mails,
which are now charged against this country according to their weight in bulk ; and the
Treasury Minute is so worded as to leave this arrangement untouched.
Another point for decision is whether the negotiation shall be conducted in London, as
proposed in the Treasury Minute, or in Paris, as proposed by the French Government, and
by whom it shall be carried on. (The arrangement proposed by the Treasury, viz. that the
negotiation should be conducted in London, was objected to by the French Government,
and the negotiation was broken off in consequence.)
14°52/4O>
The only remaining point for decision appears to be, whether the present negotiation shall
include the regulation recently agreed to for the establishment of an official post between
France and the Channel Islands.

(signed)

Rowland Hill.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated G May 1842.
(6110.)
My Lords read the former correspondence which has taken place on this subject.
My Lords are pleased to direct that a copy of their Minute of the 28th of April 1840, be
forwarded to the Postmaster-general, and acquaint his Lordship that my Lords do not
think it advisable to depart from the principle laid down in that Minute, and in that of their
former Minute of the 4th of the same month.
My Lords consider that the rates of 12 d. per ounce British and 20 d. per ounce French
are not unfavourable to this country, provided no alteration be made in the existing scales
of weight, since most letters will, whether written in England or in France, be kept below
the one-quarter ounce weight, and on such letters the British charge will be 6 d. and the
French 5 d. ; the maintenance of the existing scales of weight therefore is an essential point
in future negotiation.
My Lords agree with the late Postmaster-general that it would not be expedient to make
any difference in the rate of charge for letters delivered in Dovor or in other parts of the
United Kingdom, but that all should pay the uniform rate of 6d. the half ounce.
My Lords would further observe, that the proposal made by the Postmaster-general that
the postage for which each office should have to account to the other should be determined
bv taking the weight of each mail in bulk, would, owing to the difference in the charge of
weight in the two countries, be most disadvantageous to England, and that the loss would
not be compensated by any increased official convenience which has yet been stated.
My Lords see no objection to including in this negotiation the regulation of the post
between France and the Channel Islands ; and as to the question of carrying on the nego
tiation in Paris or in London, my Lords willingly leave that point to the direction of the
Postmaster-general, as one which must be decided with reference to the convenience of his
Lordship's department.

H. G.
o-93-
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Postage Treaty
•with France.

53116/40.

23116/42.

APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM THE
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.

My Lords,
General Post-office, 18 Nov. 1842.
REFERRING to the communication from your Lordships, conveyed hi Sir George Clerk's
letter of the 10th May last, I beg to state that M. Dubost, of the French Post-office, having
arrived in London for the purpose of negotiating the new convention with this department,
I have been in personal communication with him, and I now beg to lay before your Lord
ships the following documents :
No. 1. Copy of the letter from M. Conte of the 9th September last, announcing the
mission of M. Dubost to negotiate the treaty with the Postmaster-general.
No. 2. Projet of the proposed Convention as first submitted to the Postmaster- general
by M. Duboat.
No. 8. Second and amended copy of the Projet, altered by M . Dubost after discussion of
the various articles, but under his protest as regards certain points.
No. 4. Copy of M. Dubost's letter, dated the 3d instant, protesting against Article 33
of the amended Treaty, and arguing in support of the construction put by the French
Government on the Treasury Minute of 30th April 1840, as communicated through Lord
Palmerston, with reference to Article 29.
No. 5. Copy of a further letter from M. Dubost of 9th instant, enclosing his estimate of
the loss which will be sustained by France from the reduction or abolition of the French
transit rates on the British correspondence passing through her territory.
No. 6. Copy of letter from Colonel Maberly to M. Conte, dated 26 May 1842.
Your Lordships will see that the principles laid down for the guidance of the Postmastergeneral in the Treasury Minute of the 28th April 1840, and the communication of Sir George
Clerk of the 10th May last, have been departed from by the French Government, which has
taken the present opportunity of consolidating in the proposed new Treaty all the provisions
of the various existing conventions, as well as of inserting additional articles, widely, and in
my opinion beneficially, extending the postage relations now subsisting between the two
countries.
From M. Dubost's letter of the 3d instant, it will be seen that the French Government
contends for the system of exchanging the letters between the two countries by weight, in
bulk, and also for a division of the proposed British rate of Is. into four parts, instead of
two, as would be the case under the present scale in operation in this country since the
introduction of the penny postage, that is to say, a substitution of a single British rate on.
a French letter not exceeding a quarter of an ounce of 3 d., instead of 6 d., insisting that it
is justified in this interpretation by the expressions contained in the Treasury Minute of 30th
April 1840, though such a construction is opposed to the stipulation contained in ytrar
Lordship's letter to me of 10th May last, enclosing copy of the Treasury Minute of 28th
April 1840, already alluded to, the substance of which was communicated at the time to
the French Government in the letter to M. Conte of 26th May last, a copy of which (No. 6)
is enclosed.
In the Convention also, now submitted, the transit rates are arranged on a different
principle to that laid down by your Lordships ; still I have not thought it right upon these
grounds to decline entertaining the Treaty, in the form in which it has been presented to
me by M. Dubost; and after having carefully gone through its provisions, and in conjunc
tion with M. Dubost (under his protest, however, as to the points above alluded to, and
some others of minor importance,) made various modifications which appeared to me de
sirable, I forward it for your Lordships' consideration and decision.
1 beg to state, however, that in the modified convention I have altered Article 33,
according to what I conceived to be your Lordships' directions on the subject, as conveyed
to me in your letter of the 10th May last.
Should your Lordships assent to the construction contended for by the French Govern
ment, (involving as it does large sacrifices in addition to those originally contemplated,) and
to the alteration of the principle as first laid down by your Lordships as to the method of
charging the transit rates to and from our colonies and foreign countries, I shall be pre
pared to go through the convention at any time that may best suit your convenience, as
in my opinion, from various minor details requiring your attentive consideration, the
subject is one which can only be properly arranged by personal discussion.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
(No.^1.)
Milord,
"
Paris, le 9 Septembre 1842.
JE regois 1'avis de M. le Ministre des Affaires fetrangeres que le Gouvernement du Roi
a jnge convenable d'acceder an desir exprime par le Gouvernement de sa Majeste la Reine
du Koyaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne, pour que la negotiation d'une nouvelle Con
vention destinee a regler les relations postales entre les deux pays sur des bases plus
liberales, et plus avantageuses, soit suivie a Londres. M. le Ministre m'annonce que
M. le Comte de Ste. Aulaire, Ambassadeur de sa Majeste en Angleterre, qui cst sur le point
de retourner a son poste, sera muni des pouvoirs necessaires pour signer 1'arrangement
projete".
Je
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Je suis charge, Milord, d 'avoir 1'honneur de vous faire connaitre que M. Dubost, 1'un Appendix^ No. 33.
des chefs de mon administration se rendra immediatement a Loudres, pour arrfiter, de
concert avec les officiers qui seront designes par votre signeurie, tous les points qui devront Postage Treaty
entrer dans la nouvelle Convention, suivant les bases deja a peu pres convenues entre les with France,
deux Gouvernements, et pour seconder au besoin le Plenipotentiare du Roi dans la dis—-———
cussipn des questions de detail.
JVI. Dubost n'est sans doute pas inconnu a votre seigneurie. Get agent a pris une part
personelle a la hegociation des dernieres Conventions postales conclues entre la France et
1'Angleterre, notamment de celle qui est relative au transit des correspondances de
ITnde ; c'est meme sur la demande expresse de votre Gouvernement qu il fut envoye
a Londres en 1836, pour regler les mesures de detail et d'ordre relative a 1'execution de
la Convention du 30 Mars.
En recommandant M. Dubost au bon accueil et a la bienveillance de votre seigneurie,
pennettez moi de exprimer ici, Milord, 1'espoir que la negociation projetee, pour le succ£s
de laquelle je fais des vceux sinceres, aura un resultat prompt et satisfaisant pour les
interfits des deux pays.
J'ai 1'honneur, &c.
Le Conseiller d'Etat,
Milord Lowther,
Directeur de 1'Administration des Postes,
MaStre General des Postes Britanniques,
(signe)
Conte.
a. Londres. •

(No. 4.)
Monsieur et cher Colonel,
Londres, 3 Nov. 1842.
JE viens aujourd'hui satisfaire a 1'engagement que j'ai pris envers vous de donner, dans
une forme confidentielle, les motifs qui m'obligent a refuser d'admettre les restrictions que
vous avez era devoir apporter aux termes et au sens de 1'Art. 35 du Projet primitif, devenu
1'Art. 29 de notre Convention, ainsi que les modifications qu'aurait a subir, par suite de ces
restrictions, 1'Art. 39 du meme Projet, qui est maintenant 1'Art. 33. Ces deux articles sont
relatifs au mode et aux prix de livraison reciproque des lettres Internationales, et au syste'me de taxation de ces lettres, dans le Royaume-Uni de la Grande Bretagne.
La difficulte qui s'eleve porte sur deux points bien distincts, que je vais exposer sommairement.
1°. L'Article 35 du Projet primitif stipulait que les lettres internationales seraient respectivement livrees aux poids ; savoir, celles de la France, a raison de deux francs par trente
grammes ; celles du Royaume-Uni a raison de douze pence par once Britannique. Vous
avez declare dans le cours de nos conferences, Monsieur et cher Colonel, que cet article ne
pourrait £tre admis que sous reserve de 1'approbation des Lords de la Tresorerie, attendu
que L.L. S.S. regardent comme indispensable que ces lettres soient remises a la taxe,
comme elles sont compt£es dans les rapports actuels des deux offices.
2°. L'Article 39 du meme Projet disposait que la taxe uniforme dont les lettres d'un des
deux pays pour 1'autre devaient 6tre passibles serait de trois pence par lettre simple, quand
cette taxe serait acquittee dans le Royaume-Uni. Vous avez demaude, Monsieur et cher
Colonel, en vous appuyant encore sur les ordres des Lords de la Tresorerie, que cette taxe
fut fixee a six pence par lettre simple, ou pesant une demi-once, en suivant 1'echelle de pro
gression admise actuellement pour la taxation des lettres de 1'interieur.
Pour la justification des restrictions et des modifications que je viens d'indiquer, vous
avez bien voulu me communiquer, en copie, une lettre adressee, sous la date du 10 Mai
de cette annee, au nom des Lords de la Tresorerie, a Milord Maitre-gen6ral des Postes,
dans laquelle lettre je lis, en effet, ce qui suit :
'' Milords considerent que les prix respectifs de douze pence par once Britannique et
de vingt decimes par once Franchise n'oflrent pas de conditions defavorables pour 1'Angle
terre, pourvu qu'il ne soit pas deroge au mode de progression de 1'echelle des poids a.
appliquer aux lettres d'un pays pour 1'autre, lesquelles lettres se renferment generalement
dans la limite d'un quart d'once ; et a condition aussi que la taxe de ces lettres sera, dans
le Royaume-Uni, de six pence, et en France de cinq decimes. Le maintien de 1'echelle des
poids esistante est un point essentiel de la future negociation."
J'ai relu souvent ce passage de la lettre des Lords de la Tresorerie depuis que vous me
1'avez remise, mais j'avoue que, malgre mes efforts pour trouver, dans le rapprochement
de ces termes avec ceux de la depeche adressee au nom de L.L. S.S. a Lord Palmerston, le.
30 Avril 1840, la concordance que le debut de la lettre du 10 Mai semble pourtant promettre, je n'ai pas pu parvenir a mettre d'accord les deux texte, et j'ai du rester convaincu
qu'ilri expriment deux systemes entitlement dift'eients, et tout a fait exclusif 1'un de 1'autre.
11 me suffira je crois pour le tlemontrer, de^citer la partie de la depeche du 30 Avril 1840,
oil les propositions de M. le Marechal Soult se trouvent traduites exaetement.
" Ces propositions," font remarquer L.L. S.S. " portent que si le Gouvernemeut Britan
nique veut rcduire ses taxes a un taxe uniforme de 16 pence par once ou 30 grammes, le
Gouvernement Franc/.iis reduira les siennes a. un taxe de 20 decimes par once, etablissant ce
dernier taxe fixe et uniforme entant qu'il sera pergu par ou sur I'ofrice des Postes Britan
niques, mais en se reservant la facult£ de varier le taxe suivant la distance, lorsqu'il sera
perc,u par 1'oflice Frangais; cette taxe variable devant, toutefois, £tre reglee d'apres un
tarif calcule de maniere a donner, 1'un dans 1'autre, le meme montant de droits que si les
lettres etaient soumises a la taxe uniforme."
0.93.
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La pensee du Gouvernement Frangais ne saurait etre, selon moi, plus clairement
-exprimee. Les deux offices se livreront reciproquement les lettres internationales au poids,
Postage Treaty
comme ils se remittent depuis long temps, et en vertu des Conventions existantes, les lettres
with France.
de et pour les etats du Continent passant par la France. Les prix sont proposes, savoir :
pour les lettres de la France a raison de deux francs par trente grammes ; pour celles du
Royaume-Uni a raison de seize pence par once Britannique. Enfin M. le Marechal Spult
explique que, ne pouvant prendre 1' engagement de soumettre, en France, les lettres de et
pour le Royaume-Uni a un mode de taxe uniforme, analogue au systeme qui a prevalu
depuis 1839, en Angleterre, la taxe variable suivant la distance, a percevoir en France sur
chacune de ces lettres ne depassera pas le taxe moyen de cinq decimes.
Les Lords de la Tresorerie font connaitre dans le meme dep£che qu'ils admettent sans
hesiter le principe de la livraison des lettres internationales au poids ; et quant au prix de
seize pence par once Britannique, propose par M. le Marechal Soult pour le port des lettres
du Royaume-Uni, L.L. S.S. offrent de le faire descendre jusqu'a douze pence, sous la con
dition que le Gouvernement Fran§ais reduira dans la m£me proportion la taxe a appliquer en France sur les lettres de ou pour 1'Augleterre, ou que, s'il ne pent consentir a abaiser
le prix de ces lettres au dessous de deux francs par once, les dites taxes seront appliquees
indistinctement pour le parcours sur le territoire des deux pays, a toutes les lettres soit
internationales, soit e'trangeres, echangees entre les deux offices.
D'apres cela, s'il est un point qui soit, selon moi, a 1'abri de toute contestation, c'est
assurement celui qui est relatif a la livraison reciproque, au poids, de 1'universalite des
lettres internationales ou en transit echangees entre les deux offices. Suivant la propo
sition de M. le Marechal Soult et 1'adhesion formelle des Lords de la Tresorerie, donn6 a
cette proposition dans la lettre de L.L. S.S. du 30 Mars 1840, la commune intention des
parties me semble avoir toujours etc jusqu'ici que les lettres internationales, comme les
lettres en transit, fussent reciproquement livree.s au poids, et non a la taxe.
Maintenant que je crois avoir demontre, en m'appuyant sur les termes memes de la
lettre du Lords de la Tresorerie du 30 Mars 1840, que 1'Article 35 du Projetde Convention
exprime fidelement la pensee dominante de cette lettre, et que cette pensee est en opposition
manifesto avec celles que nous trouvons produite dans les instructions adressees a Milord
Maitre-ge"neral des Postes le 10 Mai de cette annee, me sera-t-il permis, Monsieur et cher
Colonel, d'examiner un moment avec vous comment et jusqu'a quel point il serait possible
de concilier entr'eux et de mettre en pratique les termes mCmes de la lettre du 10 Mai
concernant le mode de livraison d'un pays pour 1'autre ?
L.L. S.S. reconnaissent dans cette lettre que " les prix respectifs de douze pence par
once Britannique et de vingt decimes par once Francois n'oflrent pas de conditions defavorables pour 1'Angleterre." Mais Milords ajoutent que c'est a condition qu'il ne sera pas
deroge au mode de progression de 1'echelle des poids a appliquer aux lettres d'un pays
pour 1'autre. N'est-il pas evident que voila encore deux propositions qui s'excluent 1'un
I'autre ? En effet, pour que les lettres livrees a la piece, comme le ferait supposer la seconde
de ces propositions restassent dans les termes de la premiere, c'est a dire, pour que leurs
ports respectifs reunis ne produisissent pas plus de douze pence par once, la taxe de chaque
lettre etant fixee ainsi que le demandent L.L. S.S., ii six pence par lettre simple, il faudrait
que, par un accord que 1'experience declare impossible, toutes les lettres atteignissent
unifonuement le poids que la loi Anglaise assigne, comme maximum, a la lettre simple.
Mais ce cas ne se presente dans aucune combinaison de lettres, et L.L. S.S. font ellesmemes la remarque que le poids moyen des lettres echangees entre les deux pays n'excede
presque jamais un quart d'once.
II vous paraitra sans doute demontre, comme a moi, Monsieur et cher Colonel, que dans
le systeme de livraison des lettres a la piece et malgre la latitude d'une demi-once, accordee
par la loi Anglaise pour le poids de la lettre simple, 1'office Britannique trouverait constamment dans la correspondance qu'il livrerait a 1'office Fran^ais quatre lettres a I'once ; or,
chaque lettre etant taxee six pence, comme le demandent L.L. S.S. dans leur lettre du
10 Mai a Milord Maitre-general des Postes, ce ne serait pas douze pence par once que
couteraient a la France les lettres d'Angleterre, mais bien vingt-quatre, c'est a dire le
double du prix auquel L.L. S.S. offraient de faire descendre, en 1840, la taxe des lettres du
Royaume-Uni pour prix du sacrifice sur les ports de transit, qui etaient demandes, et qui
ont e'te consentis.
•
Pour qu'un contrat de la nature de celui que nous nous occupons d'etablir ait force
et duree, pour qu'il soit possible, il faut que ses bases reposent sur une parfaite reciprocite
de sacrifices et d'avantages. Ce principe ne se retrouve plus dans la proposition nouvelle des
Lords de la Tresorerie. La France ne peut pas payer deux francs quarante centimes les
lettres de 1'Angleterre quand votre office ne paierait les siennes que deux francs : cela ne
serait pas iuste.
La Convention projetee constitue un veritable contrat d'cchange. Les lettres que nous
nous
us remettons n'ont, pour nous, de valeur relative que par 1'etendu du parcours qu'elles
auront fait sur nos verritoires respectifs. La superficie de ces territoires devra done etre la
regie la plus sure, je dirai meme la seule regie qui puisse Ctre admise pour fixer equitableinent les prix d'echange des correspondences Internationales.
Or, si nous appliquons ce principe general que je crois incontestable a nos propres corres
pondences et aux territoires qu'elles sillonnent, nous sommes obliges de reconnaitre que
nous nous en eloignerions plus que jamais, si la derniere proposition des Lords de la
Tresorerie pouvait un instant prevaloir dans le reglement de nos relations postales.
La
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La superficie officielle du territoire de la France est de 527,686 kilometres
carr£s, reduits aux mesures ordinaires de 1'Angleterre equivalent a milles
carres -------___.
La superficie du Royaume-Uni, est pour 1'Angleterre
- 50,325
„
„
1' Ecosse 29,600
„
1'Irlande 29,600

Postage Treaty
with France.

203,748
109,735

La superficie du territoire de la France excede done celle du Royaume-Uni
d'environ
.-____-___

94,013

Et se trouve exactement dans le rapport de 3 a 1.
On peut d'apres ces faits soutenir que les lettres livrees par la France a 1'Angleterre
parcourent une distance moyenne qui est trois fois plus etendue que celle que doivent
parcourir, dans les mCmes conditions, les lettres que 1'Angleterre livre a la France. Le prix
des premieres, d'apres le principe que je rappelais tout a 1'heure, devrait done triple de celui
de,s secondes ; et si la France consent a vous donner ses correspondances pour deux francs
par trente grammes ou 50 centimes par lettre, elle serait peut-£tre fondee a demander que
votre office lui livrat celles du Royaume-Uni au prix d'un peu moins de sept pence par once,
ou deux pence par lettre, car tel est le rapport de la superficie des deux territoires, et par
consequent de la distance moyenne parcourue respectivement par les correspondances qui
prennent naissance sur ces territoires.
Vouz voyez, Monsieur et cher Colonel, jusqu'a quel point ces regies et ces rapports
sont meconnus dans la proposition des Lords de la Tresorerie; puisqu'elle aurait pour
resultat, ainsi que je 1'ai prouve tout a 1'heure, d'assigner aux lettres de 1'Angleterre ou a
celles dont le port serait acquitt6 en Angleterre, un prix superieur d'un cinqui^me a celui
auquel la France consentait a reduire ses taxes.
Le taxe de cinq decimes par lettre ou deux francs par 30 grammes pour la France, et
•cehii de trois pence par lettre ou un shilling par once, ne pla§aient pas, sous ce rapport, les
deux offices dans des conditions tout a fait normales ; mais en les rapprochant de ces con
ditions, ils permettaient enfin d'abaisser sensiblement les barrieres que la cherte des ports
de lettres oppose encore, malgre le traite de 1836, a la circulation et a I'accroissement des
correspondances entre les deux pays.
' II me reste, Monsieur et cher Colonel, a vous demontrer que les sacrifices que ces reduc
tions reciproque imposerait aux deux etats ne pesent pas moins sur la France que sur
I'Angleterre.
Depuis mon arrivee a Londres, j'ai pri£ M. Conte de faire tenir note, pendant dix jours,
dans les bureaux d'echange de Paris, Calais, et Boulogne, des lettres Internationales
echangees avec les bureaux de Londres et Douvres, ainsi que de leur poids, et des taxes
qu'elles ont du subir, tant de la part de 1'ofHce Fra^ais que de la part de 1'office Britannique. Les bulletins journaliers dresses par ces bureaux m'ont etc envoyes, et j'en ai fait
ressortir les donnees que vous trouverez re-unie dans un etat que je joins a la presentelettre avec les bulletins des bureaux d'echange, afin que vous puissiez en verifier 1' exac
titude.
Les resultats de 1'echange de ces lettres pendant dix jours sont, a leur tour, resumes
dans le tableau ci-apres, qui vous montrera, d'un coup d'ceil, la perte, calculee pour une
annee, qu'auraient si supporter nos deux offices en portant des bases que je me croyais
autorise a regarder comme convenues avant d'avoir connaissance de la lettre des Lords de
la Tresorerie du 10 Mai.
TAXES PERCHES ACT0ELLEMENT.

Poids
ORIGINS

Nombre

Poids

des

de

en

* M. Dubost ad
mits this to be an
error. He has
been misled in his
calculations, and
he has requested
they may be cor
rected. His argu
ment therefore is
much weakened,
the correct mea
surement of the
area of France, ac
cording to the data
M. Dubost has
himself furnished,
being only 203,748
square miles.

moyen

EN ANGLETE"HHE.

ETf FRANCE.

par
LETTRES.

Lettres.

Lettre.

gr.
Lettres de France -

481,040

2,913,503

Sornmeg.

fr. c.

fr.

fr. c.

Par
30
Lettre. Gram.
Par

Par
30
Lettre. Grammes
Par

Grammes.

c. pence. pence.

Sommes.

pence.
5,461,203
j-,«rfi
~, ,
4)830, !i!14

6

1

16

5 78

501,512 35

10

50

4 69

657,730

-

10*

«A

5 38 1,219,242 35

Wft

i Oi^r*?iim J
46ft iu5U.ji.jjui ^

Lettres d'Angleterre

547,573

3,950,677

7A

1 20

Totaux - - -

1,029,519

0,864,180

e&

1

, 6,766,087i

ll,227,290i

0.93.
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RESULTATS DE LA REDUCTION DES TAXES.
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Postage Treaty
with France.
ORIGINE

Nombrc

Poids

ties

dc

en

-

Poids

TAXES PERCUES ACTUELLEMENT.

moyen

EN FBANCE.

-'

1:1

Stfi-

EN ANGLETEHBJE.

par

'.•;• ..

Par
30
Lettre. Grammes
Par

Grammes.

Lettres.

LETTRES.

Lettre.

gr.

fr. c.

Par

Par

Sommes.

Sommes.
Lettre. Grams.

fr.

c. pence. pence.

Lettres de France -

481,946

2,913,503

6

- 50

fr.
2

<=.
-

205,609 24

3

12

pe**.
1,395,541

Lettres d'Angleterre

547,573

3,950,677

7*

- 50

2

-

264,151

59

3

12

1,584,866

1,029,519

6,864,180

6A

- 50

2

-

469,760 88

3

12

2,980,407

- 68

3

38

749,481

7A

34*

Totaux - -

-

8,84«,«» I
Perte poar les deux Offices -

53

Ainsi, Monsieur et cher Colonel, le precedent tableau nous prouve que si
votre office doit perdre sur le port des lettres internationales L'office de France perdra de son cote, sur les memes lettres
-- En sorte que 1'office Britannique ne perdrait reellement au-dela de ce que
doit perdre 1'office de France, que
_----._
Mais comme il est juste de faire entrer en ligne de compte le sacrifice que
fait la France, par les reduction des prix de transit de lettres etrang^res
de et pour le Royaume-Uni, sacrifice qui s'eleve en comprenant le transit
des lettres de 1'Inde a
___.---__

7***%4i
c.

fr-

764,389 45
749,481 52

14907 83

._

,..-

331,642

-

>fo

11 s'ensuit que la balance des pertes reciproque se trouverait 6tre, au pre-"l
judice de la France d'une somme annuelle de
-J

"r.ttj,
316,

La m6me situation se prese.nte, d'une maniere non moins reelle, sous un autre aspect
qui est plus desavantageux encore pour la France.
Nous venons de voir que la France perdrait, sur ses correspondances interfr749,481 nationales une somme annuelle de
------Elle perdrait, en outre, sur les correspondances transitant par son territoire
331,642 une autre somme de Total des Pertes de la France -

Tandis que 1'Angleterre, qui perdrait, a la verite, sur ces correspondances
internationales une somme de -------Se trouverait degrevce, sur les prix de transit qu'elle paie en ce moment
a la France, d'une somme de
-------D'oft il resulte que la perte annuelle de votre office se reduira a la
somme de -----------

1,081,123 -

fr764,389

-

331,642

-

432,747

-

Voila, si je ne me trompe, et il vous sera faite, Monsieur et cher Colonel, de verifier mes
calculs, quel serait le resultat definitif, au point de vue des finances des deux pays, de
1'abaissement reciproque de la taxe des lettres internationales, en partant des bases adruises
par les Lords de la Tresorerie eux-m6mes, dans leur lettre a Lord Palmerston du 30 Avril
184.0. Vous voyez que le sacrifice de la France depasse de beaucoup, sur ce point celui
qui incombe a 1'Angleterre. Nous 1'acceptons sans regret, parceque nous sommes convaincus qu'il est necessaire et m£me indispensable au bien-6tre des deux peuples comme
au progres de leurs relations commerciales. Mais pour que ce sacrifice porte ses fruits, il
faut qu'il soit entier et complet, et par consequent partage. Que si, contre notre espoir,
L.L. S.S. qui avaient accepte et meme depasse en 1840, les propositions liberales du
Gouvernement Frangais, touchant rabaissement des ports de lettres, reculaient aujourd'hui
devant une perte de quelque centimes de mille francs, quand la France consent a perdre
presque
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presque deux fois autant que 1'Angleterre, alors, et en supposant, ce qui est peu probable, Appendix, No. 23.
que la Convention qui est en discussion fut encore possible, on pourrait bien predire que les
1_
deux pays, comme les deux offices, ne recueilleraient aucun fruit de cet arrangement ; car Postage Treaty
le public et le commerce, trompes dans 1'attente oil ils sont d'une notable reduction sur le th France,
port des lettres Internationales, continueraient a user des voies interlopes qui abondent sur
.
nos cotes, pour soustraire leurs correspondances a un impot que toutes les classes de la
societe s'accordent a trouver excessif.
Au risque de vous accabler de mes chifFres et de mes statistiques, Monsieur et cher Colonel,
je terminerai cette lettre par une preuve, convaincante pour moi, du detournement qui se
fait des correspondances par la fraude, au prejudice de nos offices respectifs. Je tire cette
preuve de la situation comparee des relations postales de la France avec 1'Angleterre et la
Belgique, que vous trouverez exposee dans le tableau ci-apr^s :

LBTTBES INTERNATIONALES 6changees annuellement entre la France et
LA BELGIQUE.

LA GRANDE BRETAGNE.

Population du
Royaume-Uni.

Hab.
28,000,000

Norn, de Lettres
Population de la
Nombre de Lettres
1000
Belgique.
par +96 Habitans.
Echang6es.

1,029,519

Hab.
4,000,000

35

> mil. de Lettres
Nombre de Lettres
1000
Echangees.
par *e© Habitans.

1,000,000

250

Je ne sais, Monsieur et cher Colonel, si vous porterez sur les faits que presente ce tableau,
le m&ne jugement que moi. Je trouve qu'ils parlent bien haut «ontre 1'exageration de nos
taxes ; car la difference enorme qui apparait dans la proportion du nombre des lettres
echangees entre la France et la Belgique, comparee a celles des lettres dont se compris le
mouvement des correspondances constate par les comptes de nos deux offices, ne peut 6tre
attribute qu'a cette seule cause : autrement, comprendrait-on qu'eutre la France et I'Angleterre il s'echange proportionnellement sept fois moins de lettres qu'entre la France et la
Belgique ?
J'espere done, Monsieur et cher Colonel, que, partageant mes vues sur ce point, vous
urez, avec 1'appui de Milord Maitre-general des Postes, faire revenir les Lords de la
saurez
Tresorerie sur la resolution annoncee dans leur lettre du 10 Mai de cette annee, et que
L.L. S.S. vous autoriseront a admettre les propositions que j'ai eu ordre de presenter dans
les*Art. 35 et 39 du premier Projet de la Convention postale.
J'ai 1'honneur, Monsieur et cher Colonel, de vous reiterer 1'assurance de ma plus parfaite
consideration et de mon affectueux devouement.
(signe")
Monsieur le Colonel Maberly,
&c. &c. &c.

0-33-
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Appendix, No. 23.

Monsieur et cher Colonel,
Londres, 9 Novembre 1842.
J'AI I'honneur de vous envoyer ci-joint le tableau qui j'ai fait dresser d'apr^s les documents
officiels, constatant la perte devant resulter pour la France de la reduction ou de 1'abolition
des prix de transit appliques en ce moment sur les lettres continentales et autres de et pour
I'Angleterre, passant par la France, conformement au Projet de Convention.
En definitive, ce tableau presente pour resultatJr.
1* Perte pour le tresor Franc,ais
2° Benefice

-

D'ou il resulte une perte definitive annuelle de -

c.

213,856 20
12,702

-

201,154 20

En vous priant, Monsieur et cher Colonel, de vouloir bien joindre ce tableau a ma lettre
confidentielle du4 decemois, je vous pried'agr6er la nouvelle assurance de mon aflectueux
d^vouement.
(signe)
Dubost.
Monsieur le Colonel Maberly,
Secretaire du Post-ofiice.
P.S. Je vons aurais une bien sincere obligation si vous vouliez bien me faire etablir le
tableau des evaluations qui vous avez faites des pertes que 1'office Britannique eprouverait
par Tapplication entiere des stipulations du Projet de Convention, telque je lavais presente,
en y comprenant les effets de 1'Article 72.
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(No. 6.)
Sir,
General Post-office, 26 May 1842. Appendix, No. 23.
REFERRING to my letter of the 21st December last, I am directed by the Postmastergeneral to acquaint you that having communicated to the Lords of Her Majesty's Treasury
that he was prepared to resume the consideration of a further Convention with France for
the mutual reduction of postage between the two countries, he has received their Lord
ships' instructions as to the arrangements to which they are disposed to accede.
The propositions made by Marshal Soult in his letter of the 8th December 1839, were to
the effect that the British Government should reduce their rate of postage on letters to and
from France to an uniform charge of 16 d. per ounce, and that the French rate on letters
to and from the United Kingdom should be, in like manner, reduced to 20 decimes per
ounce, when such rate is levied in this country ; the French Post-office reserving to itself,
however, the power of varying the rate, according to distance, when collected in France,
on the understanding that such varying charges should be regulated according to a scale
calculated to produce on an average the same amount of postage as though the letters had
been subjected to the uniform rate.
To this arrangement Her Majesty's Government have no objection, but as they are
desirous of fixing the British rate at a still lower amount than that proposed by Marshal
Soult, viz. at 1 s. per ounce, they trust that in consideration of this reduction, and of the
great importance of promoting, by every possible means, the friendly intercourse now
existing between the two countries, the French Government will not object to an equiva
lent reduction in the French rates proposed in Marshal Soult's letter.
Should it not be considered expedient, however, by the French Government to comply
with this suggestion, the Lords of the Treasury still propose to fix the British rate at the
sum stated, 1 s. per ounce, leaving the French rate at 20 decimes per ounce, with the under
standing that such rates are to apply to all letters passing between the two countries,
whether conveyed from one to the other by packet or private ship, and whether originating
in one country and delivered in the other, or passing through one country on the way to
or from tlie other ; provided, however, that French letters passing through this country on
their way to or from parts beyond the limits of the United Kingdom, shall, in addition, be
liable to the same rates as are charged on British letters for conveyance beyond the said
limits, and that, in like manner, British letters passing through France, on their way to or
from parts beyond the limits of that kingdom, shall, in addition to the uniform rate of
20 decimes per ounce, be liable to any French packet rate, or to any foreign rate charged
to France by other countries, for conveyance beyond the said limits.
It is further proposed that these rates of postage shall be collected respectively by the
two Governments, and shall be accounted for between one Government and the other, in
the same manner as at present.
The Lords of the Treasury have also informed the Postmaster-general that they have no
objection to include in the present negotiation the regulation of the post between France
and the Channel Islands, and that they are ready to enter into a consideration of other
points of the Convention of the 30th March 1836 in a friendly spirit, and with a view of
rendering it more perfect, as proposed by the French Government ; but adverting to the
proposed low rates of postage, and to the laws and regulations of this department, their
Lordships do not consider that it will be feasible to make any special regulations for the
conveyance by the post of printed circulars.
The Postmaster-general directs me to add, that he fears the great pressure of business
which continues to be experienced in this department will render it impossible for his
Lordship to dispatch an offacer conversant with the subject to Paris, as you request; but if
it could be made convenient to the French post-office to send one of its officers to this
country, his Lordship is of opinion that the negotiation could be advantageously carried on
between Lord Aberdeen and M. de St. Aulaire in London. On this point, however, as well
as- with regard to the general subjects to be discussed, I am directed to request you will
favour me, for the Postmaster-general's information, with your views, on learning which his
Eordship will communicate further with the Lords of the Treasury.
I have, &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.

M. Conte, &c. &c. &c. Paris.
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Appendix, No. 23.
Postage Treaty
with France.

TREASURY MINUTE on the foregoing Papers, dated 20 December 1842.
ACQUAINT the Postmaster-general that my Lords do not consider the proposals of the
French Government as liable to objection on the ground of their giving a more extended
operation to the principles laid down in the Minutes of the Board of the 28th April 1840,
and the 10th May 1842. On the contrary, the consolidation in one treaty of all the pro
visions of the existing Post-office Conventions appears to my Lords calculated to produce
great convenience, while the extension of the Post-office relations between the two countries
beyond what was originally contemplated, so long as it is based on principles of just reci
procity, and not carried beyond what is safe with reference to revenue, can only have a
beneficial effect on the intercourse and friendly relations of the two countries.
In addressing themselves to the objections which Mr. Dubost has raised to the two
Articles 29 and 33 of the amended Projet, my Lords think it unnecessary to discuss how
far the Minute of the 10th May last coincides with or differs from that which had been
communicated to the French Government in 1840 ; because as the negotiations, which had
been suspended in 1840, were renewed in 1842, after a communication to the French Go
vernment, and consequently with a full knowledge on their part of the Minute of May
1842, my Lords cannot suppose that the French Government could have been unprepared
to adopt the latter Minute (even if different in principle from that of April 1840) as the
basis of future negotiations.
One point for which Mr. Dubost contends, is the exchange in bulk of the letters which
pass between the two countries at the respective rates of 1 s. per ounce for the British, and
two francs per ounce for the French Post-office. It is obvious, from the different weights
at which a single rate of postage is charged in England and in France, that an exchange
in bulk must necessarily be disadvantageous to this country in a pecuniary point of view.
But, at the same time, as the loss does not appear to be considerable, and as the exchange
in bulk has some advantages as regards simplification of accounts and general official con
venience, my Lords do not feel disposed to insist upon their objection to the exchange in
bulk at the rates respectively specified, provided that their objections to other parts of the
Projet are removed.
The next point against which Mr. Dubost protests, is that alteration of his original
• Projet which will authorise the British Post-office to charge on French letters delivered in the
United Kingdom a rate of 6 d. upon each single letter not exceeding half an ounce, and so on
in proportion, according to the scale now in operation in the United Kingdom. He con
tends that the charge should be reduced to a rate of 3d. for each single letter not exceeding
a quarter of an ounce, the charge upon heavier letters being increased in the ratio of an
additional rate of 3d. upon each additional quarter of an ounce.
My Lords have no hesitation in pronouncing this proposal of Mr. Dubost to be alto
gether inadmissible. The adoption of it would cause a loss to the revenue which my
Lords do not feel themselves justified in sanctioning; and it appears to my Lords yet more
wanting in that reciprocity which can be the only satisfactory basis of any international
arrangement. By the articles of the Projet, France is authorised to charge on British
letters delivered in France, a rate of postage varying according to distance, but which is
supposed by Mr. Dubost to average a mean rate of bd. per letter.
To require, therefore, from this country, in addition to the reductions which have already
taken place, and without equivalents on French letters, a further reduction of 70 per cent.,
or to charge only 3d. instead of lOrf. on French letters delivered in England, while a rate
of not less than 5d. is charged on English letters delivered in France, appears to my Lords
to be altogether unjust.
The Postmaster-general, therefore, will decline altogether to accede to this proposition.
He will not fail to express his belief, founded on Returns in his possession, that the real
average rate of charge under the French system or British system will exceed ad. a letter,
and approach nearly, if not quite, to 6 d. when collected in France, and upon that he will
ground his claim to maintain for the British Post-office the charge of 6 d. also. Should,
however, any proposal be made by Mr. Dubost to reduce the average rate of charge on
British letters, either by lowering the rate to Paris, and to places beyond it, or by other
means, my Lords will not then be unwilling, under all the circumstances of the case, to
accede to the levy in the United Kingdom of a uniform single rate of 5 d. only, instead of
the 6d., as now proposed in the Projet.
With respect to the charge to be made on letters in transit through either country
respectively, my Lords had proposed to extend to transit letters the same rates of charge
which they had agreed to adopt as to international letters, leaving the charge of conveyance
beyond the limits of either country as an additional charge upon the letters conveyed.
Nor could anything be more just in principle than that letters conveyed to Liverpool or
Falmouth, whether afterwards forwarded or not to foreign countries, should pay to these
points the same rate of postage. The French Government, however, have proposed to adopt
that principle only as applicable to British letters in transit to or from any part of the con
tinent of Europe, with some slight exceptions, and to charge four francs per ounce on letters
in
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in transit through France to or from India or the Mediterranean in closed mail»; the Appendix, rfo.
expense of conveyance beyond the limits of France being, in all cases where the service is
performed by her packets, an additional charge. France, on the other hand, proposes to Postage Treaty
France.
pay to Great Britian four francs per ounce, in satisfaction, not of the mere transit postage,
but of that which may be required for the conveyance of the letter to the ports of the
country which may be its ultimate destination beyond the limits of the United ICingdom.
Hence it is clear that as regards the respective colonies of England and of France, there
is no approach to reciprocity ; .the charge of four francs in the one case covering the whole
charge of a French letter to its ultimate destination, and in the case of an English letter
only a proportion, viz. the conveyance through France alone. My Lords are aware, how
ever, that the reduction in the transit rates through France to European countries, &c. &c.
at the rate proposed, coupled with the advantage of sending such letters in closed mails,
does afford considerable facility to the communications of this country with other foreign
states of Europe, and is not afforded without a considerable sacrifice of revenue, on the part
of France as well as of Great Britain.
Although, therefore, my Lords consider themselves entitled to press for that perfect
equality of transit charges in the two countries which was originally put forward in the
Minute of April 1840, and think that the Postmaster-general should make every effort to
obtain it, my Lords nevertheless are willing, in the event of his failure on this point, to
accept the arrangement as proposed. One point, however, for which the Projet makes no
provision requires to be attended to. It must be clearly laid down that the payment of
four francs per ounce to Great Britain is only to guarantee the postage to the port at which
the letters are delivered by a British packet. For instance, the postage from Halifax to
Quebec, or to other parts of Canada, is, and must continue to be, quite independent of, and
in addition to the charge of four francs per ounce, or otherwise this country would have to
defray colonial postages, for which no compensation would be received from France.
My Lords find it difficult, notwithstanding the information furnished by the General Postoffice, and by Mr. Dubost, to form a very accurate calculation of the effect of the proposed
alterations on the Post-office revenue in either of the two countries. My Lords believe that
the loss to each will in amount be nearly the same. To accuracy on this point, however,
my Lords attach the less importance, because they cannot admit that the mere amount of
pecuniary loss is a just measure of the value of the sacrifice made by each country respec
tively. A far more just criterion is the proportion which the sum surrendered bears to the
whole amount of the revenue of the department in each country ; and my Lords trust that
the Postmaster-general will so present the matter to Mr. Dubost as to satisfy him that the
proposals made by 'Great Britain are, when viewed in this light, most liberal, and only to be
justified by the expectation of those increased mutual advantages which greater facility of
intercourse between nations never fails to cany with it.
My Lords forbear to enter into the many minor points of detail which the Projet of the
Treaty presents, and which will all require the Postmaster-general's consideration. They
are convinced that if the points to which they have adverted in this Minute be satisfactorily
settled, there can be but little if any difficulty in arranging the remainder ; and they willingly
trust the discussion and settlement of them to the Postmaster-general, whose experience
and general knowledge of the subject ensure the completion of these arrangements in a
manner the most advantageous to the service over which his Lordship presides.
N.B.—The articles agreed upon between the Post-offices of England and France were
presented to The House on the 13th July.

Appendix, No. 24.

POSTAGE ON LETTERS THROUGH INDIA TO AUSTRALIA, &c.

TO the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 10 February 1843.
I BEG to bring before your Lordships a subject which has lately been under my consideration, viz. a fixed and periodical communication by packet mails between this country
and Sydney, New South Wales ; and I am disposed to think that such an arrangement,
could it be effected, would prove a great boon to the public, and by the additional security
and regularity it would afford, materially tend to diminish the complaints of the failure of
letters, &c., which, I am given to understand, are repeatedly made to the Secretary of
State for the Colonies.
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I am aware that some difficulty might be experienced in carrying out such a measure,
from the detention of vessels for freight, &c. ; still I submit that the question should be
Postage on Letters brought before the Admiralty, requesting that Board to make inquiry upon what terms the
through India to
principal owners of vessels engaged in the trade with Sydney would enter into a contract
Australia, &c.
for the conveyance of packet-mails once in every month, to sail on a fixed day from this
country and Sydney respectively ; but accompanied by no other condition than that of a
periodical departure of the vessels, as any other stipulations, it is conceived, would so inter' fere with their trade that the sum which would be demanded for it would be out of all pro
portion to the amount of correspondence to be conveyed.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.
Appendix, No. 24.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 14th February 1843, on the foregoing Letter.
•

Transmit a copy of this Report to the Secretary to the Admiralty, and request that he
will lay it before the Lords of the Admiralty, and move their Lordships to favour my Lords
with their opinion on the subject.

Sir,
Admiralty, 2 March 1843.
I HAVE received and laid before my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty your letter of
the 17th ultimo, transmitting the copy of one from the Postmaster-general respecting a
proposed arrangement for a fixed and periodical communication with Sydney, and request
ing the opinion of my Lords upon this subject.
Their Lordships desire me to acquaint you, in reply, for the information of the Lords
Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, that upon inquiry of the principal brokers and
shipowners engaged in the trade with Australia, they find a disposition exists to enter into
an arrangement i'or the purpose, provided it was for term of years, and' that a certain sum
was paid for each ship employed as well on the outward as on the homeward voyage.
It was represented that, to execute the service properly, it would in all probability require
15 ships ; and that as return freights could not be calculated upon for six or seven months
in the year, it could not be undertaken at a less rate than 1,000 /. for each vessel employed
on the outward voyage, and a like sum for the homeward voyage ; making in the whole
30,000 I. a year if 15 ships were required to be employed, or 24,000 1. per annum if the
service could be executed with only 12 ships.
I am, Sec.
C. E. Trevelyau, Esq.

(signed)

John Barrow.

TREASURY MINUTE, dated 14th March 1843, on the foregoing Letter.
Transmit for the consideration of the Postmaster-general, and suggest for consideration,
whether a more rapid, and not more expensive, communication with Sydney might not be
kept up through the medium of the East India mail.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 7 April 1843.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Sir George Clerk's letter of the 17th
ultimo, with its enclosure from the Board of Admiralty, on the subject of a fixed post com
munication with Sydney, New South Wales ; and to acquaint your Lordships that the total
produce of postage derived from the correspondence between this country and Sydney, toge
ther with every part of Australia, New Zealand, &c., is, as will be seen by the enclosed
Return, within 10,000 1. a year.
3
Under
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Under these circumstances, I presume that the terms stated in the letter from the Admi Appendix, No. 24.
ralty for a monthly sailing packet communication with those colonies, viz. 24,000 /. to 30,000 /.
per annum, are entirely out of the question, as I could not consistently recommend an Postage on Letters
through India to
expenditure for that purpose of more than from 3,000 1. to 4,000 /. a year.
Australia, &c.

With respect to your Lordships' suggestion of a communication with the colonies alluded
to, by way of India, through the medium of the overland East India mail, I beg to state
that my attention had been already directed to this point ; and I propose, when I have
obtained certain preliminary particulars, to communicate with the East India Company on
the subject of a transit conveyance through its territory of the correspondence, not only
between this country, Australia, and New Zealand, &c., but also with China, upon payment
of a moderate and uniform rate to the Indian Post-office for the transit conveyance and sea
postage between India and the places alluded to ; and upon receiving the necessary informa
tion, I will bring the subject under your Lordships' consideration.
The present rate to which letters to and from Australia are liable, is the ship-letter rate
of 8 d. the half ounce, and so on, according to the scale now in operation ; but it is to be appre
hended that the charge for this correspondence passing through India, under the most
favourable arrangement with the East India Company, must greatly exceed that amount.
I beg also to apprise your Lordships, that from a recent communication with the East
India Company, there is reason to believe that letters to and from places beyond India,
which have not been addressed to the care of correspondents in that country, have latterly
been detained there for payment of the transit postage.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowtlier.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post-office, 17 July 1843.
WITH reference to that part of my Report of the 7th April last respecting the trans
mission througb India of letters between the United Kingdom and China, Australia, &c.,
I have now the honour to transmit to your Lordships copies of the correspondence which
has taken place on this subject since that Report, with a letter from the Secretary to the
Court of Directors of the East India Company, declining to adopt the measure on the
proposed terms, which are considered by tne Court as wholly inadmissible ; and, under
these circumstances, I request your Lordships' instructions as to my further proceedings in
the matter.
Your Lordships will perceive from Mr. Melvill's letter of the 5th May, that instructions
have been given by the Court of Directors to the Bombay Government, to continue, as
formerly, to forward letters for China, Australia, &c., sent by the overland India mail, to
their destination by sea from Bombay, as opportunities offer, although the ship-letter
postage due to the Company upon those letters may not have been prepaid.
I have, &c.
(signed)
Lowther.

Sir,
East India House, 5 May 1843.
WITH reference to the despatch from the government of Bombay, dated 14th September
last, copy of which and of its enclosures accompanied my letter of the 24th November
1842, and to the notice which has been issued by Her Majesty's Postmaster-general
regarding the transmission of letters for China and other countries, intended to be sent by
the overland mail through India ; I am commanded to inform you, that it appearing to the
Court of Directors to be impossible for many persons in this country to adopt the plan
suggested in the notice above mentioned, they have issued directions to the Bombay
government that letters of the above description continue, as formerly, to be forwarded to
their destination by sea as opportunities occur, even though the ship postage due upon
them may not have been prepaid.
You will observe that these instructions only contemplate the transmission of letters by
sea from Bombay, to which place the mail-bags from this country are conveyed in the
first instance.
0-93The
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The Court will be prepared to consider any arrangements which may be suggested by
the Postmaster-general for the collection in the several countries beyond India, on account
Postage on Letters of the East India Company, of the India postage due on letters received from Bombay, in
through India to tne same manner as is proposed in the letters already before his Lordship for the realisationAustralia, Ac.
of tne postage due on letters sent from those countries to Bombay for transmission to
-Europe.

Lieut-Colonel Maberly,
&c. &c. &c.

1 have, &c.
(signed)
J. C. Mehrill.

Sir,
Post-office, 10 May 1843.
THE Postmaster-general having been in communication with Her Majesty's Government,,
respecting the transmission through India of the correspondence between this country,
China, Australia, and other places beyond the territories of the East India Company; I am
directed by his Lordship to bring the subject under the consideration of the Court of
Directors, with a view to affect an arrangement with the Company to provide for the
proposed measure, and to fix such rates of transit postage for the correspondence passing
through India, as well as the postage for the sea conveyance between India and China, and
the places alluded to, as may be considered a fair and proper remuneration for the service to
be performed.
In determining the amount of transit postage, which the Postmaster-general considers
should be an uniform rate, his Lordship desires me to inform you, that it appears to him
desirable the sea postage, or rather the ship-letter gratuity on letters passing between India
and the countries referred to, both as regards the correspondence sent and received, should
not be paid to the commanders until the letters are delivered by them at the respective
ports ; thus securing in a great measure the proper performance of the service entrusted
to them.
If this course be adopted, his Lordship directs me to state, that the gratuity on the cor
respondence sent from the United Kingdom, and passing through India, would be paid by
his deputy or agent on the delivery of the letters at the places to which they may be
addressed ; but that upon the correspondence from the countries beyond the territories of
the East India Company, such gratuity shall be defrayed by the Indian Post-office on the
delivery of the letters in India, and accounted for to the Company by this department.
Should this proposition meet the views of the Directors, his Lordship desires me to
submit the following rates of postage as a fair remuneration to the Company for the service
required ; viz. : — Upon letters from the United Kingdom sent through India, being for the
inland conveyance alone, and exclusive of sea postage beyond India, an uniform transit rate
of Is. 6d. per ounce. Upon letters to the United Kingdom, sent through India, including
the sea postage to India, and conveyance through India, an uniform transit rate of 2s.
per ounce.
These sums, however, are purely arbitrary ; though it must be borne in mind, that if the
rates are much above these, the arrangement will be nugatory, as a high amount of transit
postage will operate as a prohibition. It will be, no doubt, a point which will not escape
the Court, that as they possess the posts at present, and are compelled to defray their
expense, it will be more advantageous to obtain a large quantity of letters at a moderate
rate of postage, producing some additional revenue, than merely that small number which
would be transmitted if the scale of existing inland postage, through India, should be
adopted as the basis of the measure.
A further question arises with respect to newspapers and prices current, passing through
India to and from the places already mentioned. His Lordship assumes that, in common
with letters, those publications are detained in India for payment of transit postage ; as,
however, it will be for the Company to decide whether the proposed arrangement with this
department, for defraying the transit charge, shall extend to the newspapers and prices
current alluded to, he requests the Court of Directors will favour him also with their views
on this point, though he fears the bulk and weight of such publications will interpose a
serious obstacle, and prevent them from receiving the benefit of the contemplated,
arrangement.

J. C. Melvill, Esq. East India House.

I have, &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.
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PRIVATE MEMORANDUM sent from the India House, referred to in Colonel Maberly's
——
Letter dated 22d May 1843.
Postage' on Letters
through India to
WITH a view to the consideration of the Postmaster-general's proposition respecting the Australia, fee.
transmission of Letters to and from countries beyond India, explanation is requisite on the
following points :
It is proposed that an uniform transit rate of 1 s. 6 d. per oz. should be charged on letters
from the United Kingdom sent through India ; being for the inland conveyance alone, and
exclusive of sea postage beyond India.
Is it intended that sea postage in addition should be charged on such letters, on account
of the East India Company ; and if so, at what rate ? It is understood that a letter for
Australia or the Mauritius, received at Bombay from England, and forwarded to Calcutta
or Madras, would be subject to transit postage of Is. 6d.; but it is not clear whether, on
being again sent on by sea to its final destination, it would be subject to a further charge
for sea postage.
Again, if a letter received at Bombay from England were forwarded at once to its destina
tion by sea, without, strictly speaking, passing through any part of India, would it be sub
jected to the transit postage of Is. 6 d. per oz., or merely to the much lower sea postage to
which such a letter is now liable ?
Similar questions may be put with regard to letters addressed to the United Kingdom.
A letter received by ship at Bombay from the Mauritius, or elsewhere beyond sea, for the
purpose of being forwarded to England by steam packet, is now liable at Bombay to no
other charge than about 3 d. for ship postage from the place of address to Bombay. Is it
proposed that, in addition to this small charge, a transit postage of Is. 6d. should be
demanded ?
If it be decided that, under certain circumstances, ship postage shall be charged in
addition to transit postage, or that, under other circumstances, ship postage only shall be
paid, then it will be proper to state, with respect to letters proceeding from the United King
dom, by whom the said postage is to be paid, whether by the sender or the receiver of the
letter. If by the former, it is obvious that he cannot know beforehand whether, when his
letter reaches Bombay, it will be made to traverse part of India, or whether it will be sent
on the whole way by sea to its destination; nor, consequently, what postage will be due to
the East India Company.

Sir,
General Post office, 22 May 1843.
"WiTH reference to my letter of the 10th instant, and to the memorandum received from
the East India House on the 14th, on the subject of the transmission through India of
letters addressed to places beyond the territories of the East India Company, I am directed
by the Postmaster-general to transmit, for the information of the Court of Directors, the
enclosed statement, in reply to the observations contained in the memorandum alluded to.

J. C. Melvill, Esq.

I have, &c.
(signed)
W. L. Maberly.

MEMORANDUM in reply to the annexed Queries and Observations received from Mr. Thorn
ton of the East India House on the 13th instant, in reference to the Letter to Mr.
Melvill of the 10th instant, proposing the establishment of a reduced Transit Postage
on Letters passing through India, to and from Parts beyond.
General Post-office, 17 May 1843.
THE proposition made by the Postmaster-general to the East India Company contem
plates that the suggested transit rates of 1 s. 6 d. and of 2s. per oz., for which the British
Post-office is to account to that of India, shall apply only to letters actually passing
through and being conveyed by land from one part of India to another, say between Bom
bay and Calcutta, or Bombay and Madras, and not to letters arriving in India at Bombay
or any other port, to be transhipped direct from such port, and forwarded by sea to their
destination : upon this last-mentioned class of letters, it was meant that the British Postoffice should only account to the Indian office for the ordinary ship postage, to which
letters posted at Bombay or any other port in India, for conveyance by ship direct from
such port, would be liable. It is to be here recollected, with reference to the orders
dispatched by the Court to Bombay by the last mail, that even this ship postage is for
the present abandoned, upon the letters sent from this country to Bombay for places beyond
India.
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Company's charges and demands upon such letters, to the point of putting them on board
tne vessel at Calcutta or any other port on the other side of India: viz. any claim for
steam postage to which letters arriving by the Government steamers in India may be
liable ; the inland postage from Bombay to Calcutta, or the port of dispatch whatever it may
be ; and also any sea postage due to the Company at the port of dispatch where the
latter is put on board the vessel proceeding to the destination beyond India. But it is
understood that the Company is to be relieved from the payment of any gratuity to the
commander of the vessel conveying the letter ; the Postmaster-general's proposition being
that this gratuity shall be paid on delivery of the letter at the port of destination, whether
it be Hong Kong, Sydney, New Zealand, or elsewhere ; and it would of course be incum
bent on the Postmaster-general to provide for this part of the arrangement, and see the
gratuity is paid.
The 2 s. per oz. on letters from parts beyond India, addressed to the United Kingdom, is
to cover the gratuity payable to the commander at the port of arrival in India, with any
sea postage otherwise chargeable ; the inland conveyance to Bombay (it being understood
that this rate of 'is., like that of Is. 6d., only applies to letters passing by land through
India) ; and any further rate or charge for steam postage which may be due to the Company
for the dispatch by the Red Sea steamers from Bombay.
It is further intended that the proposed transit rates of postage upon the letters both sent
and received through India, shall be collected in the United Kingdom at present ; the senders
and receivers paying the same here. The British Post-office will account to the Indian office
upon the total net weight of the letters conveyed to and from India in each mail, at so much
per oz. ; or, as it is here termed, in bulk, and not in detail on each separate letter.
The observation made in the Memorandum now received from the East India House, as to
the uncertainty which may attach to a letter sent from the United Kingdom, with regard to
the route and mode of its dispatch when it reaches India, and the consequent difficulty of
fixing beforehand the rate to be taken in this country, deserves attention. The difficulty
had not been overlooked ; it is presumed, however, it may be easily met by some arrange
ment here. As the British Post-office will be bound to account to that of India according
to the actual route of the letters, it will be for the former to protect itself from loss by
taking the proper and covering rate.
It is supposed here that the most rapid and constant communication with China and
Singapore would be by the eastern coast of India, particularly Calcutta ; while the oppor
tunities of forwarding letters from India to the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Mauritius,
&c. would be most frequent from Bombay direct. It may therefore be found expedient to
make the conveyance to the Eastern Coast, with the higher or 1 s. 6 d. rate of postage, the
rule for all letters for China and Singapore ; and the dispatch by sea direct from Bombay,
with the lesser Indian rate of two annas, or whatever it may be, the rule for the other letters,
say for the Australian Colonies, Mauritius, New Zealand, &c. ; leaving to the public here the
option (if they prefer the exception to these rules) of especially addressing their letters for
China and Singapore to be forwarded by sea direct from Bombay, and those for the
Australian Colonies, New Zealand, &c., via Calcutta, Madras, or any other port they may
prefer to Bombay ; paying the lower or higher charge according to the route they select.
But little responsibility or trouble would be thrown on the Bombay office in this respect,
beyond perhaps, in certain cases, that of deciding whether the port of Madras or Calcutta
would be preferable for the dispatch of the letters sent by land through India ; as the
distinction between the letters intended to be dispatched direct by sea from Bombay, and
those intended to go by land to some other port; would be established in this country by
the rate taken, and by the bag or parcel in which the two different classes of letters would
be separately made up.
It has already been explained in Colonel Maberly's letter of the 10th instant, that the
rates now suggested are arbitrary. It is considered, however, that any material addition to
them must prove in a great degree fatal to these arrangements, from which so large a
measure of accommodation to the mother country and its more remote colonies is anticipated.
I have, &c.
(signed)

W. L. Maberly.

g-r
25 May 1843.
WITH reference to the correspondence that has taken place relative to the transmission
through India of letters addressed to places beyond the territories of the East India ComSmy I am directed by the Postmaster-general to request you will move the Court of
irectors to furnish him with the fullest information in their power as to the facilities and
frequency of communication between the respective ports in India, and the countnes and
places for which letters may be pent in transit through India.
'
•
His
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His Lordship assumes that Calcutta will be the most direct and rapid route for the transmission of the correspondence with China, and Bombay the most eligible port from which
to dispatch letters, &c. for Australia and New Zealand, as it is imagined that the communication between those colonies and Bombay is more frequent with the latter place than
with other ports in India.
His Lordship also presumes that there is a direct and frequent, if not regular intercourse
between Bombay and Ceylon, and the Mauritius ; but upon these and other points con
nected with the present inquiry, he requests the Directors will furnish him with the fullest
information in their power.
I am, &c.
J. C. Melrill, Esq. East India House.
(signed)
T. Lawrence.
*

*

Sir,
East India House, 31 May 1843.
IN reply to Mr. Lawrence's letter of the 25th instant (May), requesting information respect
ing the facilities and frequency of communication between the principal ports in India and
certain countries beyond India, I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying state
ment of the number of vessels that sailed from Calcutta and Madras in the year 1840-41,
and from Bombay in the year 1841-42, for the various places mentioned.
The Court of Directors believe that there is a pretty regular communication kept up be
tween Ceylon and Bombay, by means of a steam-vessel belonging to the Ceylon govern
ment ; but they are not aware that there are any further means of intercourse with Mauritius,
beyond what are exhibited in the statement. It is understood that there is a daily post, for
the most part by land, between Madras and Ceylon.
I have, &c.
Lieut-Col. Maberly, &c. &c.
(signed)
J. C. Melvill.

STATEMENT of the Number of VESSELS that sailed from Calcutta and Madras in the Year
1840-41, and from Bombay in the year 1841-42, for the various Places undermentioned.

Calcutta Madras

-

Bombay -

-

STRAITS OF MAURITIUS
AND
AUSTRALIA.
MALACCA. BOURBON.

CEYLON.

ClIlNA.

5

39

78

129

11

-

-

*83

5

59

15

1

-

-

15

60

22

4

none.

* Exclusive of 982 native craft.

Sir,
General Post-office, 25 May 1843.
I AM directed by the Postmaster-general to request you will be good enough to furnish
his Lordship with full information as to the communication understood already to have
been opened between Suez, Ceylon, Madras, and Calcutta, by the steam-vessels of the
Oriental Steam Navigation Company ; stating the periods of the arrival and departure, and
the places at which they touch ; also the contemplated arrangements of the Company in
this respect, when the communications alluded to shall have been thoroughly established.
I am, &c.
J. Allan, Esq. 51, St. Mary Axe.
(signed)
T. Lawrence.

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company,
Sir,
29 May 1843.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 25th instant, requesting me to
furnish the Postmaster-general with full information as to the communications in the Indian
seas by this company's steam-vessels.
In compliance with such request, I have received the instructions of the managing direc
tors to report that the company have now running the new ship Hindostan, of 1,800 tons
and 520 horse-power, between Calcutta and Suez, making a voyage every three weeks ; the
first one, just completed, was performed as under:—
0-93-
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Left Calcutta (Sandheads) 17 January - Arrived at Madras 20
„ Madras - - - - 21 January „
Ceylon 24
Postage on Letters
„ Ceylon - - - - 26 January „
Aden - 4
through India to
„ Aden ----- 6 February
„
Suez - 12
Australia, &c.
Average spead 9.3 knots per hour.
Appendix, No. 24.

January.
January.
February.
February.

RETURN VOYAGE.
Left Suez - 26 February - - - - Arrived at Aden - 3 March.
„ Aden - 5 March - - - - „
Ceylon 14 March.
Ceylon - 15 March
„
Madras 18 March.
Madras- 19 March
Calcutta 23 March.
Average speed 9.5 knots per hour; and she would commence her second voyage on the
15th ultimo.
On the 24th of August next the company will despatch their second new ship Bentinck,
of precisely the same tonnage and power, from Southampton, to commence running in con
junction with the Hindostan, enabling the company to perform eight voyages per annum, if
the traffic be prospectively encouraging.
The company have made all the necessary and preparatory arrangements for increasing
their force, so as to carry out in a short time, and in an efficient manner, a monthly com
munication.
The directors, however, are strongly of opinion, from the experience already acquired by
them, that they would not be warranted in going to this extent without the aid of a mail
contract ; but they are convinced that they would carry on the mail service to and from
India in the Indian seas satisfactorily to all parties, for a less sum than the same service
now costs the Government and the Honourable East India Company, and with considerably
improved speed.
After the liberal support which that Company has already given to this enterprise, the
directors, should the question of a contract be entertained, would be happy to lay before
the Honourable Company such proofs and information as to the expenditure and receipts
of this line as would enable them, from their long past experience in steam navigation in
India, to report to the Government what would be a fair and reasonable compensation for
the performance of such mail duties.
I have, &c.
Thos. Lawrence, Esq.
(signed)
Jos. Allan, Secretary.
Assistant Secretary, General Post-office.

General Post-office, 25 May 1843.
Sir,
I AH directed by the Postmaster-general to state, with reference to your question of the
transmission through India of letters addressed to places beyond the territories of the East
India Company, that as it is desirable he should be informed of the facilities and frequency
of the communications between the respective ports of India and the countries and places,
as China, Australia, New Zealand, &c., for which letters may be sent in transit through
India, he will feel obliged if you will request Lord Stanley to furnish him with such
information on these points as may be in his Lordship's power.
am &c.
T. Lawrence.
(signed)
J. Stephen, Esq. Colonial-office.

Sir,
Downing-street, 15 June 1843.
I AM directed by Lord Stanley to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Lawrence's letter of
the 25th ultimo, on the subject of the means of communicating between the respective
ports in India and the countries and places for which letters may be sent in transit through
India.
In reply, I am to inform you that as far as Lord Stanley is informed, the means of com
munication between the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, China, &c. and the ports in
India, are altogether uncertain and dependent on the sailing of merchant vessels. With
Ceylon alone a regular communication is at present kept up, by a small Government vessel
which runs between Colombo and Bombay.
am kc.
(signed)
Jot. Stephen.
Lieut-Colonel Maberly, &c. &c.
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Sir,
East India House, 20 June 1843.
I HAVE laid before the Court of Directors of the East India Company your letters of the
10th and 22d ultimo, as well as the explanatory memorandum which accompanied the
latter, on the subject of an arrangement which his Lordship the Postmaster-general is
desirous of making with the Company, for the transmission through India of correspondence
between this country and China, Australia, or other countries beyond the Company's
territories, and for the settlement of the rates of transit and sea postage chargeable upon
such correspondence, on account of the East India Company.
His Lordship proposes, that upon letters from the United Kingdom received at Bombay
or any other Indian port, and forwarded by land to another Indian port, in order to be
dispatched from thence to the place of final destination, there shall be charged an uniform
rate of Is. 6d. per ounce; and upon letters received at an Indian port from countries beyond
India, and forwarded by land to another Indian port, for transmission from thence to the
United Kingdom, an uniform rate of 2 s. per ounce : these rates to cover all the Company's
demands upon such letters, from the moment they arrive in India till they are finally placed
on board ship for conveyance to their ultimate destination. On letters received at an
Indian port, and forwarded by sea from that port to the place of destination, it is intended
that the rates of sea postage at present charged in India shall be continued ; all the
postage, however, due to the East India Company upon the letters here referred to
(whether inland, transit, or sea postage) being paid in the United Kingdom by the
senders or receivers of the letters, and accounted for by the British to the Indian Postoffice, at so much per ounce on the total weight of letters conveyed to and from India by
each mail.
In reply to these propositions, I am commanded to observe, that so far as regards letters
forwarded by sea from the first Indian port at which they are received, the Court readily
acquiesce in the suggested arrangement, which merely provides for the more certain and
regular collection of sea postage already chargeable on account of the East India Company.
With respect, however, to letters which it might be convenient to send by land from one
Indian port to another, the Court regret, that with every desire to accommodate the public
of this country, they find it impossible to meet the views of the Postmaster-general, without
altogether deranging the Post-office system of India, and subjecting the Indian finances to
a burden which they would not feel warranted in imposing. The proposed uniform rate of
transit postage, viz. Is. 6 d. per ounce, is little more than one-third of the postage now
charged for the conveyance of a letter from Bombay to Madras, and less than a third of the
charge from Bombay to Calcutta ; the actual Indian rates, it must be observed, high as
they may seem, are barely sufficient to pay the expenses of the Post-office, and yield no
surplus revenue. To reduce them would therefore occasion a diminution of revenue ; and
while they are retained on the letters of residents in India, it can scarcely be expected that
letters from other countries, passing through India, should be exempted from them.
I have, &c.
(signed)
J. C. Mehill

Lieut-Colonel Maberly, &c. &c.

EXTRACT.
General Post-office, 18 June 1842.
IN connexion with this subject, his Lordship has directed me to inquire whether any
Red Sea postage is levied in India upon letters originating in a foreign country or pos
session, passing in transit through India to or from other countries or possessions, but not
passing through the United Kingdom ; for instance, on a letter from Manilla to Spain, or
on one from Java to Holland.
I have, &c.
J. C. Melvill, Esq.
(signed)
W. Z. Maberly.

EXTRACT (last paragraph) Letter from J. C. Melvill, Esq. to Colonel Maberly, dated
East India House, 5th July 1842 ; in reply to Colonel Maberly of 18th June.
THE information requested by you, respecting the postage on letters passing through
India, to and from other foreign countries, without passing through the United Kingdom,
will also be called for.
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Appendix, No. 94.
Sir,
East India House, 24 November 1842.
Postaee~o7~I etters
WlTH reference to the concluding paragraph of my letter of the 5th July last, stating
Ihroucb India to that the information desired by you respecting the postage on letters passing through
Australia &c
India to and from other foreign countries without passing through the United Kingdom,
' ]_
would be called for, I am now commanded by the Court of Directors of the East India
Company to transmit to you, for the information of his Lordship the Postmaster-general,
copy «if a letter from the government of Bombay, together with copies of its enclosures;
No. 79, 14 Sept. from which it will be perceived that no postage was till lately levied on letters of the kind
1°+2in question, but that measures have now been adopted for the realisation, in future, of the
postage due.
I have, &c.
Lieut.-Col. Maberly, &c. &c.
(signed)
J. C. Melvill.

LETTER from the Bombay Government to the Court of Directors of the East India
Company, dated 14 September, No. 79 of 1842.
WITH reference to paragraphs 2 and 3 of your Honourable Court's letter in the Public
Department (No. 25), dated the 29th June last, we would beg in the first instance to draw
yonr Honourable Court's attention to our letter in this department (No. 27), dated the
30th March 1842, and to the letter from our acting Postmaster-general, dated 5th of the
same month, which accompanied it. From these letters your Honourable Court will have
observed that no postage had hitherto been levied on foreign letters passing through India,
whether to or from other foreign countries, but that measures were then taken to introduce
a different course of proceeding, by the adoption of the plan followed in the London Postoffice ; whereby letters will be detained until the postage due on them shall have been
recovered, notice of the letters so detained being published monthly in the Government
Gazette of this presidency.
2. We now beg to lay before your Honourable Court the copy of a letter which we
addressed, under date the 14th May last, to our acting postmaster-general, suggesting an
arrangement for levying the ship and foreign postage ; together with transcript of one from
Mr. Escombe (No. 1,431), dated 31st ultimo ; which will make your Honourable Court
acquainted with the progress which has been made in these arrangements for the collection
of postage on foreign letters passing to and from India.

ENCLOSURE to Despatch from Bombay of 14 September 1842 (No. 79).
To W. Escombe, Esq. Acting Postmaster-general.
Sir,
WITH reference to the instructions contained in my letter (No. 834) of the 12th March,
and to the list of letters published in the Government Gazette under date the 4th instant,
I am directed by the Honourable the Governor in Council to apprise you that, until
timely notice has been given, it would be preferable to send on the letters which have been
merely detained for Indian postage.
2. I am further desired to point out to you that an arrangement might be effected for
levying the ship and foreign postages at the places from which the letters are forwarded,
credit being afforded to the Bombay Post-office for these receipts.
I have, &c.
Bombay Castle,
(signed)
W. R. Morris,
14 May 1842.
Secretary to Government

ENCLOSURE to Despatch from Bombay of 14 September 1842 (No. 79).
From the Acting Postmaster-general.
Sir,
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter (No. 3,015) of the 30th inst.;
and with reference to the second paragraph, to acquaint you, for the information of the
Honourable the Governor in Council, that under the instructions conveyed in your letter
(No. 1,659) of the 14th May last, all letters for the United Kingdom, arriving from settle
ments to the eastward, at which the regulations of the India Post-offices would probably
not be known, such as Melbourne, Port Phillip, Auckland, and such like, have not been
detained for ship postage ; communications have, however, been made to those settlements,
on the subject of the India postage chargeable at Bombay ; and as soon as I can be sure
that they have been received, the orders conveyed in your letter (No. 834) of the 12th
March last, will be carried into effect.
2. All
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2. All letters arriving from China and Singapore have, in like manner, been forwarded.
Lists of them have, however, been sent to the dispatching offices, in order that the postage
may be realised ; and arrangements have been made for having both the foreign and ship
postage of letters coming from those quarters prepaid, and carried to the credit of the
Bombay Post-office.
3. Letters for Foreign Europe, not from China and Singapore, have been detained ; but
information has been sent to the addresses in the manner adopted at the London Post-office,
and lists of such letters will also be published, from time to time, in the Government Gazette.
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I have, &c.
Bombay General Post-office,
31 August 1842.

(signed)
W. Escombe,
Acting P. M. General.

Sir,
General Post-office, 28 February 1843.
WITH reference to your letter of the 24th November last, I am directed by the Post
master-general to request you will move the Court of Directors of the East India Company
to inform his Lordship whether the letters dispatched from this country by the overland
mail to India, addressed to China, Singapore, Australia, and New Zealand, or any other
places beyond the East Indies, are detained in the latter country under the recent arrange
ments of the Indian Post-office, as reported in the despatch from the government of Bombay
of the 14th September last, in consequence of the transit postage through India, and of the
ship-letter rate understood to be required in the dispatch of the letters from that country
to their destination, not being paid. His Lordship is anxious to receive information on this
point ; as, if there is any ground to believe that these transit letters, which are very numerous,
are at present detained in India for the reasons alluded to, an immediate notice must be
issued to the public and the officers of this department, directing the latter not to receive
any letters for transmission by the Indian mail that may be addressed to places beyond
India, unless such letters are enclosed to correspondents in that country.
I have, &c.
J. C. Melvill, Esq.

(signed)

W. L. Maberly.

Sir,
East India House, 2 March 1843.
IN reply to your letter of the 28th ult., inquiring whether letters dispatched from this
country by the overland mail to India, addressed to places beyond the East Indies, are
detained in the latter country, in consequence of the transit postage through India, and of
the ship-letter rate not having been paid, I am commanded by the Court of Directors of the
East India Company to state that the Court have no further information on the subject
beyond that contained in the papers which accompanied my letter to you of the 24th
November last.
It would seem, however, from those papers, that letters of the kind in question, addressed
to China, Australia, or other countries beyond the control of the East India Company, are
detained at Bombay for payment of postage, though letters to Singapore, being a p'lace
within the Company s jurisdiction, are most probably forwarded at once to their destination.
The Court are therefore of opinion that it would be desirable that a public notice to the
effect proposed in your letter should be immediately issued.
I have, &c.
Lieut-Col. Maberly.
(signed)
J. C. Melvill.

Sir>
General Post-office, 4 March 1843.
I BEG to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2d instant; and as it appears to be
the impression on the part of the Court of Directors that letters for China and other
places, sent in the overland mails to be forwarded through India to their destination when
not addressed to the care of correspondents in India, are detained under the recent' re<rulation at Bombay, for the payment of the postage due to the Indian Post-office- I enclose
the draft ot a notice proposed to be issued to the public and postmasters on this subjectwhich I request you will have the goodness to peruse, and inform me, before it is submitted
to the Postmaster-general, whether the exception in favour of letters for Ceylon as well as
Singapore is correct; and whether you see any other objection to the notice as now
prepared .
I have, &c.
J. C. Melvill, Esq.
(signed)
W. L Maberly.
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NOTICE to the Public, and Instructions to all Postmasters, Sub-Postmasters, and
Letter Receivers.
General Post Office, 4 March 1843.
LETTERS for China, the Australian settlements, New Zealand, the Mauritius, or other
places (Ceylon and Singapore excepted), intended to be sent by the overland mails through
India, must be addressed to the care of correspondents in that country, as it is understood
that, under recent regulations, they will be otherwise detained at Bombay, for payment of
the transit and ship-letter postage due to the Indian Post-office for their conveyance to
their destination.
It is not necessary that letters for Ceylon and Singapore, forwarded by the Indian mails,
should be addressed to correspondents in India, provision being made for payment of the
Indian postage above alluded to in those settlements.
By command.

(signed)

W. L. Maberly.

Sir,
East India House, 29 March 1843.
IN reply to your letter of the 4th instant, transmitting, for the inspection of the Court of
Directors of the East India Company, copy of a proposed, notice, cautioning the public
against sending letters to India, to be forwarded to places beyond India, without addressing
them to the care of correspondents in the latter country ; and inquiring whether the excep
tion made in the notice with respect to Ceylon is correct, and whether there appears to be
any other objection to the notice ; I am directed to inform you that the Court cannot under
take to say that letters addressed to Ceylon would not be detained at Bombay for payment
of the ship-letter postage due to the Indian Post-office. On the other hand, letters ad
dressed not merely to Singapore, but to any place within the jurisdiction of the East India
Company, would, in the Court's opinion, be secure from detention.
I am therefore to suggest that the word " Ceylon " should be inserted in the notice after
the word " Mauritius; ' that for the words " Ceylon and Singapore excepted," should be
substituted the words " beyond the territories of the East India Company ;" and that the
second paragraph should be either omitted or altered, so as to correspond with the pre
ceding one in its modified shape.
I have, &c.
Lieut-Colonel Maberly.

(signed)

J. C- Melvill.

LETTER from the Court of Directors to their Governor in Council at Bombay, dated
3 May 1843, No. 10.
Para. 1. YOUR public letter, No. 79, of the 14th September last, and its enclosures, rela
tive to the realisation of the ship postage due on letters received at Bombay for transmis
sion to other countries, having been communicated by us to Her Majesty s Postmastergeneral, his Lordship thought it advisable that a public notice should be issued to the
following effect :
" Letters for China, the Australian settlements, New Zealand, the Mauritius, or other
places beyond the territories of the East India Company, intended to be sent by the over
land mails through India, must be addressed to the care of correspondents in that country,
as it is understood that, under recent regulations, they will otherwise be detained at Bom
bay, for payment of the transit and ship-letter postage due to the Indian Post-office for
their conveyance to their destination.
" It is not necessary that letters from places within the territories of the East India Com
pany, forwarded by the Indian mails, should be addressed to correspondents in India, pro
vision being made for payment of the Indian postage above alluded to, in those settlements."
2. As, however, it may be impossible for many persons in this country to adopt the plan
suggested in this notification, and as the ship postage chargeable at Bombay on letters sent
by the overland mail from the United Kingdbm to Bombay, for transmission to countries
beyond, is not very considerable, we think it better that this postage should, if necessary,
be sacrificed, rather than that letters should be detained; and we accordingly direct that
letters of the above description continue as formerly to be forwarded to their destination
by sea, as opportunities occur, even though the ship postage due upon them may not have
been prepaid.
3. Arrangements
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3. Arrangements may, perhaps, be made with the post-offices in the several countries
beyond India, for the collection there, and the remittance to India, of the Indian postage
due on letters received from Bombay ; in the same manner as is proposed for the realization
of the postage due on letters sent from those countries to Bombay, for transmission to
Europe.
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TREASURY MINUTE of 10 January 1837.

Treasury Minute
as to Arrange
READ letter from the Secretary to the Admiralty, dated the 6th instant, in which the ments for the

delay and inconvenience to the public service which may arise from the practice of refer- Packet Service,
ring applications from various parties, on. the subject of the arrangements for conducting
~"
the packet service, and the correspondence thereby induced with all the public Depart
ments upon the subject, are strongly pointed out, and a remedy suggested on the part of
the Admiralty.
Write to Mr. Wood that my Lords concur in the opinion expressed by the Lords of the
Admiralty, that the practice which at present appears to prevail is inconvenient to the
public service ; and my Lords agree with them in the expediency of confining, as much
as possible, the applications upon the subject of the Post-office communication to one
Department. In order to obtain this object, my Lords apprehend the proper course to
pursue for the future will be as follows :
Tliat the Admiralty should confine itself to the execution of such directions as may be
given to them through the Post-office and this Board ; the mode of execution, and all the
details of the service, when once directed, being under the authority and upon the respon
sibility of that Board. In stating this branch as the peculiar duty confided to the Admi
ralty, my Loids by no means wish to be understood as being desirous of throwing any im
pediments in the way of the frank communication of suggestions and advice, which my
Lords consider of great use in the public service, and are always ready to entertain thank
fully and with attention. Every application, whether from a public Department or private
parties, not appertaining to the mere execution of the directions confided to the Admiralty,
my Lords consider should be addressed to the Post-office. The Postmaster-general will
communicate with the Admiralty and the respective Departments upon the several points
upon which he may require information. If it be a question of detail, and such as may
not appear, in the exercise of a sound discretion, to require the sanction of my Lords, the
Postmaster-general will (having considered the points and the information before him)
communicate to the Admiralty his decision direct. But in cases of the establishment of
a new line of communication, as in such other cases as may require the sanction of this
Board, the Postmaster-general will report to my Lords on the subject, and the decision of
this Board will be forwarded to the Lords of the Admiralty, either through the Post
master-general, or direct from this Office, as may appear in each particular case most
convenient.
My Lords, in the latter alternative, will of course communicate to the Postmaster-general
the decision of this Board.
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Appendix, No. 26.
RETURNS RELATING TO THE POST-OFFICE.

(1.)—LONDON GENERAL POST.
RETURN of the Number of CHARGEABLE LETTERS which have passed through the LONDON GENERAL POST (Inwards
practicable, into Periods (if Four complete Weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each Period, the Unpaid,
of the Year immediately preceding the Reduction, distinguished in like Manner.
1841.

1840.
Four Weeks,
ending

4 Jan.
1 Feb.
29 Feb.
28 Mar.
25 April
23 May
20 June
18 July
15 Aug.
12 Sept.
10 Oct.
7 Nov.
5 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

1>596»434

505,847
2,217,127
2,875,427
2,986,517
2,980,970
2,630,895
2,354,932
2,288,040
2,181,296
2,229,952
2,201,756
2,119,278
2,096,097

787>>39
462,647
386,150
423.930
410,399
367,831
337.176
351,234
291,9/3
308,686
267,743
296,285

Stamped.

m
-

m

419,984
942,430
1,188,2-29

1,439,334
1,535,137
1,671,736
1,910,581
1,992,219

1839.

TOTAL.

Four Weeks,
ending

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

2,lO2,28l
3,004,266
3,338,074
3,372,667
3,404,900
3,461,278
3,665,193
3,813,445
3,971,864
4,057,063
4,182,178
4,297,602
4,384,60!

2 Jan. 30 Jan. 27 Feb. 27 Mar. 24 April
23 May 19 June 17 July 14 Aug. 1 1 Sept. 9 Oct. 6 Nov. 4 Dec. -

333,433
370,080
406,173
435,388
449»338
464,697
485,986
484,987
466,264
479,709
468,896
411,269
405,840

1 ,974,684
2,204,919
2,349-958
2,249,080
2»191,941
2,284,045
2,340,379
2,461,049
2,448,165
2,450,026
2,449,606
2,266,492
2,290,108

2,047,120
2,108,074
2,275,321
2,375,659
2,335,650
2,487,459
2,516,304
2,565,987
2,562,905
2,644,269
2,722,109
2,762,572
2,802,938

4,355,237
4,683,073
5,031,452
5,060,127
4,966,929
5,236,201
5,342,669
5,512,023

Unpaid.

Paid.

Estimated Average for Four Weeks

- -

-

1,358,651

263,496

5,477,334

5.574,004
5,640,611
5,440,333

5,498,886
TOTAL.

1,622,147

Inland Office, "\
March 1843. J

(2.)—LONDON DISTRICT POST.
RETURN of the Number of LETTERS which have passed through the LONDON DISTRICT POST (exclusive of all
far as practicable, into Periods of Four complete Weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each Period, the
Weeks of the Year immediately preceding the Reduction, distinguished in like Manner.
1841.

1840.
Four Weeks,
ending

4 Jan.
i Feb.
29 Feb.
28 Mar.
25 April
23 May
20 June
18 July
15 Aug.
12 Sept.
10 Oct.
7 Nov.
5 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

477,273
331,589
312,757
214,863
202,390
197,922
182,914
175,927
159,153
152,441
151,106
150,429
148,362

825,282
1,207,985
1,312,379
1,308,100
1,368,]OO
1,198,613
1,001,088
920,157
814,873
752,423
790,919
830,235
812,559

1839.
Twopenny Post Office, I
March 1843.
J

Stamped.

.
-

285,079
518,342
565,145
536,197458,658
501,069
577,598
596,997

Four Weeks,
ending

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

1,302,555

2 Jan. -

1,539,574
1,625,136
1,522,963
i,570>490
1,681,614
1,702,344
1,661,229
1,510,223
1,363,522
1,443,094
1,558,262
i,557>9'8

30 Jan. 27 Feb. 27 Mar. 24 April 22 May 19 June 17 July 14 Aug. 1 1 Sept. 9 Oct. 6 Nov. 4 Dec. -

140,328
157,242
207,265
142,766
138,618
144,176
140,299

810,052
926,264
884,822
833,849
821,807
851,413
906,252
884,136
790,755
734,082

619,166
752,134
771,041
789,543

736,542
683,104

763,377
755,947
799,786

793,686
840,477

1,569,546
1,835,640
1,863,128
1,766,158
1,737,635
1,851,076
1,884,275
1,899,331
1,648,629
1,535,043
1,602,874
1,670,516
1,759,518

Unpaid.

Paid.

TOTAL.

800,573

220,813

1,021,386

TOTAL.

Estimated Average for Four Weeks

1 37>2°9
121,332
"7,857
119.507
120,883
H9,255

-

-

-

777,210

855,487
837.724
877,986
719,990
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Appendix, No. 26.
RETURNS RELATING TO THE POST-OFFICE.

(1.)—LONDON GENERAL POST.
and Outwards) since the First General Reduction of Postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the Time, as far as
Paid, and Stamped, and Total Number of Letters ; also, A RETURN of the Estimated Average Number for Four Weeks

1842.
Four Weeks,
ending

1 Jan.
29 Jan.
26 Feb.
26 Mar.
23 April
21 May
18 June
16 July
13 Aug.
10 Sept.
8 Oct.
5 Nov.
3 Dec.
31 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

411,335
351,134
405.213
38',458

447,620
428,056
432,592
329,842
309,876
288,825
294,939
373.H9
4.52,285
263,130

1843.
Four Weeks,
ending

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

2,188,697
2,166,960
2,185,945
2,ll8,8og
2,153,979
2,142,229
2,169,878
2,315,575
2,295,754
2,428,014
2,431,887
2,307,H4
2,357,561
2,385,232

2,607,265
2,760,757
2,933>870
2,810,911
2,867,074
2,888,187
2,731,486
2,691,570
2,723,598
2,713,321
2,753,338
2,850,304
2,890,513
2,790,262

5,207,297
5,2/8,851
5,525,028
5,3H,178
5,4C8,G73
5,458,472
5,33:5,956
5,336,987
5,329,228
5,430,160
5,480,164
5.530,567
5,700,359
5,438,624

28
25
25
22
20
17
15

Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June July —
—
—
—
—
—
~

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

312,839
297,574
325,434
301,666
331,215
295,753
260,869
—
—
—
—
—
—
~

2,431,231
2,434,412
2,369,206
2,360,146
2,464,802
2,488,421
2,552,894
—
—
—
—
__
—
^*~

2,972,828
3,000,786
3,051,760
3,050,184
3,135,019
3,123,377
3,042,079
—
—

5,716,898
5>732,772
5,725,400
5,711,996
5,931,036
5,907,551
5,855,842

—
—
—
"™'

_
__
_
_
—
•"-"

("The Fourpenny Rate came into operation on 5th December 1839; the Penny Rate, loth January 1840 ;
\ Stamps, 6th May 1840."
IV. Bokenham,

Superintending President

(2.)—LONDON DISTRICT POST.
GENERAL POST LETTERS) since the first General Reduction of Postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the Time, as
Unpaid, Paid, and Stamped, and Total Number of Letters ; also, A RETURN of the Estimated Average Number for Four

1842.
Four Weeks,
ending

i Jan.
29 Jan.
26 Feb.
26 Mar.
23 April
21 May
18 June
16 July
13 Aug.
10 Sept.
8 Oct.
5 Nov.
3 Dec.
31 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

110,452
ll8,lOl
178,969
109,447
107,819
109,883
112,576
112,674
114,520
98,9H
107,141
99,227
100,902
105,628

786,545
820,835
801,863
75L598
763,339
808,507
821,.524
800,887
737.131
707,417
705,715

735,347
802,030
8-27,791

IB 43.

Stamped.

868,739
980,694
982,782
9!5,988
948,116
986,020
965,946
891,698
804,557
712,4:4
728,323
8-21,826
868,022
888,055

Four Weeks,
ending

TOTAL.

1,765,736

,9 "9,630
,963,614
,777,033
,819,274
,904,410
,900,046
,805,259
,656,208
,5i&,745,54i,»79
,656,400
,77o,9.r>4
,821,474

28
25
25
22
20
17
15

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
—
—
—
—
—
—
~

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

113,293
155,642
107,976
107,318
106,038
98,451
101,127
—
—
—
—
—
—
~~

837,624
837,867
790,111
798,170
859,692
859,883
817,677

1,020,091
1,061,214
1,026,637
1,054,347
1,149,159
1,088,233
1,049,538

1,971,008
2,054,72.3
1,924,724
1,959,835
2,114,889
2,046,567
1,968,342

—
—
—
—
__
~^

_
—
—
—
—
—

—
__
__
_
__
—

{The Penny Rate came into operation, as respects this Post, on 5th December 1839;
Stamps, 6th May 1840.
R. Smith,
Superintending President.
0-93-
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(3.)—U N I T E D KINGDOM.

A COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the Number of LETTERS (including Franks, during the Existence of the Franking
Privilege) delivered in the UNITED KINGDOM in One Week of each Calendar Month, beginning with November 1839,
and ending with the present Time.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

TOTAL
.

WEEKS

TOTAL

TOTAL
SCOTLAND.

UNITED

l-iiiidiiii. Inland,
Foreign,
and Ship.

London
District Post.

TOTAL
ENGLAND and
WALES.

IRELAND.

229,292
279,457

258,747
340,693

1,252,977
1,583,766

179,931
225,889

153,065
199,032

not ascertained.
1,658,002
1,607,431
1,505,609
1,588,809
1,629,123
1,674,410
1,746,257
1,811,213
1,821,711
1,805,325
1,782,579

_
431,298
416,887
410,270

—
406,476
386,689
390,989
418,926
441,848
400,753

—

__

349,928
321,163
328,074
338,407
343,761
338,495
345,831
350,318
369,297
385,672
381,306

353,933
337,326
319,924
342,56o
352,og8
356,817
369,436
366,419
366,121
385,262
375,024

3,199,637
3,069,496

343,347
340,232
387,848
387,282
405,153

2,495,776
2,411,007
2,306,868
2,457,068
2,525,347
2,527,61 1
2,551,293
2,602,316
2,682,361
2,685,181
2,678,996

2,954,866
3,138,035
3,221,206
3,222,923
3,266,560
3,319,053
3,417,779
3,456,115
3,435,326

1841 :
January
February t •
March
April May
June July August
September October
November December -

1,929,661
2,133,197
1,950,501
1,899,485
1,908,188
1,911,452
2,001,546
1,994,305
1,999,372
2,041,335
2,029,370
2,062,129

519,625
547,621
53i,96o
511,064
546,170
540,099
522,290
531,773
532,075
55i,7n
564,481
554,990

467,940
504,H7
447,766
454,601
452,864
506,911
437,471
384,506
378,244
404,271
435,602
458,459

2,917,226
3,184,965
0,930,227
2,865,150
2,907,222
2,958,462
2,961,307
2,910,584
2,909,691
2,997,317
3,029,453
3,075,578

386,555
460,380
389,877
389,989
391,332
396,374
383,549
377,141
389,696
404,689
403,421
425,681

380,242
444,819
401,351
389,568
400,581
418,300
401,152
410,224
396,233
407,118
413,^48
437,496

3,684,023
4,090,164
3,721,455
3,644,707
3,699,135
3,773,136
3,746,008
3,697,949
3,695,620
3,809,124
3,846,122
3,938,755

1842 :
23 January
20 February -)•20 March
24 April 22 May 19 June 24 July 21 August
25 September 23 October
20 November 25 December -

2,165,323
2,385,607
2,100,176
2,061,679
1,962,940
2,015,659
2,093,027
2,083,969
2,159,975
2,166,126
2,242,034
2,205,521

567,636
58i,57l
560,433
579,332
644,120
549,953
566,462
544,113
556,099
561,487
593,646
576,367

481,206
522,634
448,195
455,279
485,330
467,371
431,377
380,682
382,191
400,713
446,341
496,36o

3,214,165
3,489,812
3,108,804
3,096,290
2,992,390
3,032,983
3,090,866
3,008,764
3,098,265
3,128,326
3,282,021
3,278,248

421,273
486,909
403,7H
428,782
409,848
412,689
414,202
405,097
420,078
429,494
474,031
446,534

423,245
471,763
451,768
404,441
406,736
412,688
404,464
420,019
425,700
423,948
446,494
435,407

4,058,685
4,448,484
3,964,286
3,929.513
3,808,974
3,858,360
3,909,532
3,833,88o
3,944,043
3,981,768
4,202,546
4,160,189

1843:
January
February«/
March
April
r
Mny June July -

2,274,24!
2,460,241
2,251,543
2,113,8,j8
2,194,226
2,161,723
2,222,041

583-293
583,230
599,972
567,529
612,605
573,628
596,766

485,376
536,060
489,100
482,699
525,006
48-2,967
473,697

3,342,910
3,579,531
3,340,615
3,164,066
3,331,837
3,218,318
3,29-2,504

462,148
498,084
451,102
425,856
441,866
437,304
419,403

445,132
464,717
473,721
430,324
438,955
436,246
446,634

4,250,190
4,542,332
4,265,438
4,020,246
4,212,658
4,091,868
4,158,541

ending

Country Offices.

1839:
24 November 22 December 1840:
January
23 February
22 March
2G April*
24 May 21 June 19 July 23 August
20 September
25 October
22 November
20 December
24
21
21
25
23
20
25
22
19
24
21
19

22
iq*7
lo
* iy
2T
*O
21
21
21

-

-

-

764,938
963,616

Easter Week.
General Post-office,"!
March 1843. J

449,333
454,376
452,448
461,689
450,871
472,802
492,574
491,264

KINGDOM.

—

1,585,973
2,008,687

f Week of the Valentines.

W. L. Malerly, Secretary.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
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(4.)—AN ACCOUNT showing the GHOSS and NET POST-OFFICE REVENUE, and the COST OF MANAGEMENT, for the
United Kingdom, for each of the Years ending 5th January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843 ; excluding from
the Account, whether of Gross Revenue or Cost of Management, any Advances that may have been made by the
English to the 7mA Post-office, and Advances to the Money-Order Office.

Year ending

Gross Revenue.*

£.

5 Jan. 1839
1840!
— 1841
— 1842
— 1843

-

s.

Cost of Managements

d.

£.

*.

686,768 3 6 1
756,999 7 4
858,677 - 51

1,495,540

938,168 19 7 i
977,504 10 3

9

~J

i.578,H5 16

7J

Net Revenue.

d.

2,346,278 - 9 £
2,390,763 10 i J
1,342,604 5 2

Postage charged
on
the Government
Departments.

£.

*.

1,659,509 I?

d.
2|

1,633,764
483,927

* 9J
48|

557,371
600,641

9 51
64)

£.
45,156
44,277
90,761
H3,255
122,161

*.
13
3
15
8

d.
11
4
2
10
9

Net Revenue,
exclusive of Charges
on the
Government Departments.

£.
*. d.
1,614,353 16 33
1,589,486 9 5i
393,166 i 6f

444,"5 13 7 i
478,47917 7i

* Namely, the gross receipts, after deducting the returns for " Refused Letters," &c.
•f- Including all payments out of the revenue, in its progress to the Exchequer, except advances to the MoneyOrder Office.
t This year includes one month of the fourpenny rate.
C. T. Court,
Accountant-General.

General Post-office,"!
17 March 1843. J

(5.)— AN ACCOUNT showing, as nearly as it can be given, the GROSS AMOUNT of POSTAGE
REVENUE for England and Wales (exclusive of Returns for " Refused Letters," &c.) for the
Month ending 5th January 1 840 (during which the Fourpenny Rate was established) ; and also
for the Months ending 5th January 1842 and 5th January 1843.

GROSS REVENUE, ENGLAND AND WALES.

«.
£.
103,623 -

Month ending 5th January 1840
(Fourpenny rate.)
Month ending 5th January 1 842
(Penny rate.)
Month ending 5th January 1 843

d.

100,383 3 4
102,751 - 7

General Post-office,"!
March 1843.
]

C. T. Court,
Accountant-General.

.)—AN ACCOUNT of the PAYMENTS by the Post-office made during each of the Years ending
5th January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843, for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railway in
Great Britain ; distinguishing in each Instance the Payments for Work done within the Year
from Payments for Work done in previous Years.
PAYMENTS
made in course of the Year ending

5 January 1839
—•
1840
—
1841
— 1842
—
1843

...
...
...
...

Mail Coach Office, March 1843.
0.93-

For Work done
within the Year.

For Work done
in previous Years.

£.
,. d.
12,248 i 10
47,875 6 5

£. s.
132 3
4,354 14
358 7

d.
9
9
6

9,174 12

3

50,942 19

2

85,643 15 7
75,i83 6 8

2,386 18 11

TOTAL PAYMENTS.

£.

*. d.

12,380 5 7
52,230 1 2
51,301 6 8
94,818 7 10
77,570 5 7

W. Wedderlurn.
003
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Appendix, No. cC.
Returns relating

(7.)_A RETURN of the Number and Amount of MOKEY-ORDEBS Issued and Paid in England and Walet .during the
undermentioned Quarters, the Quarters to the 5th October 1842 and 5th January 1843 being partly estimated.

to the Post-office.
Total A mount
passing through the Office.

Money-Orders Paid.

Money-Orders Issued.
For the Quarters
ended
Number.
1839:
6 April
6 July
6 October
1840:
6 January
5 April
6 July
6 October
1841 ;
5 January
5 April
5 July
6 October
1842:
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1843:
6 January

Number.

Amount.

85,785
28,645
31,909

£.
43,237
50,154
54,768

t.
14
18
3

d.
9
6
3

54,623
63,257
70,419

2
12
15
14

7
1
8
3

37,665
70,875
82,558
110,227

60,425
117,858
135,393
170,084

6
-

1
4
2
6

78,428
147,020
176,773
232,647

189,984
275,870
289,884
834,071

334,652 14
567,518 12
608,774 11
661,099 9

8
3
S
-

165,940
274,201
291,884
326,193

310,628 17 2
561,574 14 6
615,850 7 7
051,935 18 6

-

390.290
419,530
422,452
432,205

820,576 11 10
890,575 17 1
885,803 4 5
901,540 1 5

376,382
415,904
408,564
423,390

-

494,757

486,437

-

£.
49,490
59,099
64,056

40,703
76,145
94,215
122,420

67,411
119,932
151,734
196,607

1,031,992

,.
6
9
7.

7

2

Amount.

£.

d.
8
5
8

-

88,838
34,612
38,510

Number.

Amount.

s. d.

92,734 - 5
109,254 7 11
118,824 10 11
127,a36
237,790
287,127
366,591

8
12
15
14

8
5
10
9

355,924
550,071
581,768
600,264

651,281 11
1,129,093 6
1,224,624 18
1,313,035 7

10
9
9
6

808,699 10 4
887,927 15 7
880,160 10 5
892,491 7 5

766,672
835,434
831,016
855,595

1,629,276
1,778,503
1,771,963
1,794,031

2
8
10
10

1,023,200 9 2

981,194

2,055,192 16 4

2
12
14
8

The Commission on Money-Orders was, on and from 20th of November 1840, reduced as follows:
For any sum not exceeding 2 1.
------- from 6 d. to 3d.
For any sum above 2 I. and not exceeding 5 /. - from 1 *. 6d. to 6d.

Wm. Barth,

Money-Order Office,"!
16 March 1843. /

)

President.

A RETURN of the Number and Amount of MONET ORDERS Issued and Paid in London during the undermentioned Quarters.

Money Orders Paid.

Money Orders Issued.

Total Issued and Paid.

For the Quarters
ended
Number.

1839:
5 April
5 July
5 October
1840:
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1841 :
6 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1842;
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1843:
5 January

Number.

Amount.

Amount.

£.

Number.

Amount.

£. *. d.

,. d.

3,891
4,436
4,585

£.
7,160
8,019
8,718

».
19
14
18

d.
4
11
4

5,532
5,741
6,259

10,240 14 8
10,775 9 9
11,603 9 11

9,423
10,177
10,844

17,401 14 18,795 4 8
80,322 8 3

4,977
11,309
13,582
19,965

8,472
18,518
25,566
28,981

2
6
11
15

7
3

6,958
15,272
16,515
84,584

13,210 1 36,088 9 8
31,392 8 5
41,219 10 8

11,935
26,581
30,097
44,549

21,682
54,606
66,958
70,201

16,185
36,460
42,559
47,483

48,122
73,832
96,194
96,850

18 3
11 1
14 2
18 -

38,669
79,315
88,085
89,451

2
6
6
3

54,854
115,775
130,644
136,934

134,802
246,582
292,559
306,497

-

67,424
67,968
63,347
65,283

114,931 2 6
117,733 1 6
128,836 10 1
133,028 11 -

104,168
125,386
122,858
125,933

256,173 18 9
285,097 11 7
282,901) 4 3
280,721 0 4

161,582
188,364
186,205
191,216

370,395 1 3
403,430 13 1
411,835 14 4
413,749 17 4

-

73,520

146,000

143,065

320,797 17

216,585

466,798

•

-

7

-

86,679
172,749
196,364
209,640

19
15
11
12

-

The Commission on Money Orders was, on and from 20th November 1840, reduced as follows:
For any sum not exceeding 2 1.
----- from 6 d. to 3 d.
For any sum above 2 1. and not exceeding 5 I. - from 1 *. 6d. to 6<i.
Money-Order Office,"!
16 March 1843. J

General Post-office,1
23 March 1843. /

Wm. Barth,
President

W. L. Maberly,
Secretary.

3
IS
19
5

7
8
5
11

17 5
6 7
5 8
10 3

4 -
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Appencfix, No. 27.

PARLIAMENTARY RETURNS referred to in the Evidence of Lieut.-col. Mdberly; viz.
No. 201, of Sess. 1843, ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 25 April 1843.
A RETURN showing the Number of Inland Letters; the Gross Amount of Revenue derived
therefrom, including Payments for Official Postage and Receipts from the Money-order
Office; the Expense of Management, including that of the Money-order Office, and
Maintenance of Packets on Home Stations; the Amount of Postage on Dead and lieturned Letters; and the Net Revenue for the Year ended 5 January 1843:—Also, a
similar Return of the Number of Foreign and Colonial Letters; the Gross Amount of
Revenue derived therefrom, including Payments for Official Postage ; the Expense of
Management, including Maintenance of Packets on Foreign Stations; the Amount of
Postage on Dead and Returned Letters ; and the Deficiency to the Revenue for the
Year ended 5 January 1843--.-__-_- p. 232
No. 284, of Sess. 1843, ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 24 May 1843.
COPY of the Treasury Minutes of April and August last, directing the Post-office to pre
pare an Estimate of Foreign and Colonial Postage ; together with a Copy of such Esti
mate, and a Statement of the Dale of its Receipt at the Treasury - p. 233
No. 64. LORD MONTEAGLE'S RETURN,
Ordered, by The House of Lords, to be printed, 27 March 1843.
(No. i.)— A RETURN of the Number of Chargeable Letters which have passed through
the London General Post (Inwards and Outwards) since the First General Reduction
of Postage on the 5th Day of December 1839, dividing the Time (as far as practicable)
into Periods of Four complete Weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each Period,
the Unpaid, Paid, and Stamped, and Total Number of Letters; also, of the Estimated
Average Number for Four Weeks of the Year immediately preceding the Reduction,
distinguished in like manner
-.---.---p. 236
(No. 2.)—A RETURN of the Number of Letters which have passed through the London
District Post (exclusive of all General Post Letters) for the same Periods, and distin
guishing in the same manner as the last Return ------ p. 236
(No. 3.)— A Comparative Statement of the Number of Letters (including Franks, during
the Existence of the Franking Privilege, delivered in the United Kingdom in One
Week of each Calendar Month, beginning with November 1839, and ending with the
present Time
------------p. 338
(No. 4.)—An Account showing the Gross and Net Post-office Revenue, and the Cost of
Management, for the United Kingdom, for each of the Years ending the 5th Day of
January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843; excluding from the Account, whether of
Gross Revenue or Cost of Management, any Advances that may have been made by
the English to the Irish Post-office, and Advances to the Money-order Office - p. 239
(No. 5.)—An Account showing, as nearly as it can be given, the Gross Amount of Postage
Revenue for England and Wales (exclusive of Returns for Refused Letters, &c.) for the
Month ending the 5th Day of January 1840 (during which the Fourpenny Rate was
established); and also for the Months ending the 5th Day of January 1842 and the 5th.
Day of January 1843 -.---------p. 239
(No. 6.)—An Account of the Payments by the Post-office 'made during each of the Years
ending the 5th Day of January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843, for the Conveyance
of the Mails by Railway in Great Britain ; distinguishing in each instance the Pay
ments for Work done within the Year from Payments for Work done in previous
Years
.__---.-.---- p. 239
(No. 7.)—A Rtturn of the Number and Amount of Money Orders issued and paid in
England and Wales during each Quarter, from the Quarter ending the 5th day of April
1839 to that ending the 5th Day of January 1843, inclusive - p. 240
(No. 8.)—A similar Return as regards Money Orders issued and paid in London p. 240

0.93.
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(No. 284.)
RETURN to an ORDER of the Honourable The House of Commons,
dated 12 May 1843;-;-for,

COPY of the TREASURY MINUTES of April and August last, directing the POST OFFICE Appendix, No. 27.
to prepare an ESTIMATE of FOREIGN and COLONIAL POSTAGE; together with a Copy p ,. '
of such Estimate, and a Statement of the Date of its Receipt at the Treasury.
Returns referred
to in Lieut.-Coi.
Maberly's

Whitehall, Treasury Chambers,"!
23 May 1843.
j

r n.iw.pir

G. CLERK.

COPY of TREASURY MINUTE, dated 5 April 1842.
WHITE to the Postmaster-general and request he will cause My Lords to be supplied as
early as possible with an estimate, for the year ending 5 January 1842, of the gross and
net revenue derived from Foreign and Colonial Postage ; the estimate of Receipts to he
made out with as much detail as is convenient, and to state the deductions for " Returned
Letters," &c. ; the estimate of Expenses to be given under the same heads, so far as they
are applicable, as those under which the general expenses of the Post Office are exhibited
in the annual Finance Accounts, with the addition of such fractional part of the home
expenditure of the department as the Postmaster-general may consider it fair to charge
on Foreign and Colonial Letters and Newspapers for expenses incurred in their behaTf,
whether in their receipt, conveyance or delivery in this country, in general management,
or in any other manner.
In addition to the preceding estimate, request his Lordship will cause My Lords to be
supplied with an estimate, also, for the year ending 5 January 1842, of the amount of
Foreign and Colonial Postage charged on the public departments.

COPY of TREASURY MINUTE, dated 9 August 1842.
WRITE to the Postmaster-general and request his Lordship's immediate attention to the
Letter from this Board of the 7th of April last, desiring that he will cause My Lords to
be supplied as early as possible with an estimate, for the year ending 5 January 1842,
of the gross and net revenue derived from Foreign and Colonial Postage.

TO the Right honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.
My Lords,
IN compliance with Mr. Trevelyan's Letter of the 7th April last, directing me to furnish
your Lordships with a detailed estimate, for the year ended the 5th January 1842, of the
gross and net revenue derived from Foreign and Colonial Postage, I have now the honour
to transmit for your information an estimate, which, after some considerable difficulty, has
been prepared with as much detail as possible, and which I believe will show a fair average
of the revenue derived from Foreign and Colonial Correspondence. To ensure, however,
still further correctness on this important subject, I have given directions for the preparation
of another Return, founded on actual accounts of numbers and amounts of Foreign Letters
for two months, though some time I anticipate will elapse before this fresh estimate will
be completed.
It will, however, I have ascertained, be necessary to incur a slight expense for the extra
duty which the preparation of the estimate, upon the principles I have laid down,, will
occasion ; but which, considering the value of a Return of this nature upon which reliance
may be placed, I have not hesitated to sanction.
1 beg, also, to transmit an estimate of the amount of Foreign and Colonial Postage charged
to the various public departments, during the year ended 5th January 1842, which was
likewise required in the Letter above referred to.
I have, &c.
(signed1)
Lowther.

General Post Office,-)
2 November 1842. J
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Parliamentary
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AN ESTIMATED ACCOUNT, in Detail, of GROSS and NET REVENUE derived from FOREIGBT
and COLONIAL POSTAGE, for the Year ended the 5th January 1842.
AN ESTIMATED ACCOUNT, in Detail, of the GROSS AMOUNT of POSTAGE upon FOREIGN and COLOJJIAL
LETTERS, including the GROSS PRODUCE of the INTERNAL POSTS in British North America and
Jamaica, for the Year ended 5th January 1842.
Bermuda -----Halifax
BRITISH NORTH AMEEICA, hy 1 Quebec -----Liverpool Steam Packets - j New Brunswick
Newfoundland . Prinee Edward Island
UNITED STATES, by Liverpool "J
-----Packets - J Boston
Antigua -----Bahamas -----Barbadoes
Bcrbicc -----Carriacou
----Dcmerara
Dominica
BBITISH COLONIES (North Grenada -----Jamaica -----America excepted), con
Montserrat
veyed by Falmouth Packets Nevis
-----St. Kitts -----St. Lucia -----St. Vincent . Tobago -----Tortola -----Trinidad -----Malta
- Gibraltar ------

£.
885
5,736
14,021
1,938
962
301

*.
16
15
1
19

d.
11
10
11
S^
11
10

£.

s.

d.

23,845 16 l£
24,457 11 11
843
174
1,707
606
53
2,407
291
562
7,756
85
217
506
360
764
354
64
1,573
1,794
2,005

17
17
7
9
15
3
1
C
2
8
5
13
16
18
13
15
13
13
13

11
6
8
6
10
10
6
-£
6
6
6
2
7
5
9
10
4
5
3
22,191 14 -J

NORTH AMERICA and JAMAICA, New Brunswick
Internal Postage
- "j Nova Scotia
- Jamaica ------

6,045 18 1(W
6,551 3 10J
14,386 5 9
72,222 15 2J

FRANCE

BELGIUM

-

-

HOLLAND -

-

-

-

-

-

-

HAMBURGH and the NORTH of
EUROPE INDIA and MALTA, via MABSEILLES -

-

-

-

' France -----Turkey, Italy, Spain, &c. via France Switzerland
ditto Germany - ditto Mediterranean, by French Packets
America, West Indies, &c. for or from")
France, in transit through England, I
by Packets or Private Ship -J
Belgium -----Germany, via Belgium
< America, West Indies, &c. for Belgium,")
in transit through England, by >
Packet or Private Ship -J
Holland
Germany, via Holland
( America, West Indies, &c. for Holland,"]
in transit tlirough England, by >
Packet or Private Ship -J
- Hamburgh, Bremen, &c. North of\
Europe-/
J America,
West Indies, &c. for or from"!
1
Hamburgh, in transit through Eng- !>
land, by Packet or Private Ship -J
-----I India
| Malta and the Mediterranean

45,843
28,795
4,647
6,414
4,097

6
11
8
18
7

(5
4
10
4
4

6,722 9 10
9G,521

2 2

11,712 10 8
7,481 4 8
506 7 19,700 2 4
10,972 5 8
5,626 4 8
764 2 17,362 12 4
26,827 10 3,473 15 8
30,301 11

8

30,561 8 3
2,558 5 5
33,119 13 8

' Rio Bahia and Pernambuco
Monte Video and Buenos Ayres
La Guayra, Carthagcna and Santa"!
Martha
-/
Cape Hayticn Chogrcs and Panama FOREIGN COUNTRIES, by Fal
mouth Packets, including Honduras -----Vera Cruz and Tampico INDIA
Cuba
Vigo and Cadiz Oporto and Lisbon Alexandria and Bey rout India
--____
Madeira and Canaries
-

3,089
1,037
1,136
497
257
296
2,081
2,026
3,131
5,552
623
19,420
822

10
1
10
10
13
19
5
16
3
13
5
9

8
10
4
2
4
4
4
8
4
4
10
39,972 19 2

Conveyed by Ship

-

for all parts - - [Letters
Newspapers ditto
-

-

-

-

45,233 7 6
3,787 7 3
49,020 14 9

GROSS POST AC;B - - - £. 428,716 13 4$
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AN ESTIMATE of FOREIGN and COLONIAL EXPENDITURE, for the Year ended
5th January 1842.

£.
Salaries ----------

18,806 10 11J

Travelling Charges -------Riding Work, Conveyance of Mails, Transit, Postage, &c.

s. d.

853

-

1

7J

60,122 3

4$

Tradesmen's Bills

........

393

4- 9$

Rents and Taxes

........

606

1 11

Law Charges

91 17

..........

Stationery and Advertising

1,465 - 3£

......

Miscellaneous

-

5

566 19

£.

C,\

82,804 19 11

ABSTRACT.
ESTIMATE of GROSS AMOUNT of POSTAGE derived from FOREIGN and COLO
NIAL CORRESPONDENCE
--------DEDUCTIONS for DEAD LETTERS

........

£.
s.
428,716 13

d.
4}

16,602 2 6J
412,114 10 11

DEDUCTIONS for FOREIGN and COLONIAL EXPENDITURE

82,804 19 11

-

•ESTIMATED NET REVENUE from FOREIGN and COLONIAL POSTAGE, for the
Year ended the 5th January 1842 --------

329,309 11

-

*N.B.—This does not include the Official Postage of the various
Public Departments, amounting1 to
------

51,579 17

8

Which being added makes

£.

380,889

The above Estimates were received at the Treasury on the 2d November 1842.
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(No. 64, of Sess. 1843:)—LORD MONTEAGLE'S RETURN,

(No. l.)
LONDON GENERAL POST.
RETURN of the Number of CHARGEABLE LETTERS which have passed through the LONDON GENERAL POST (Inwards
practicable, into Periods of Four complete Weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each Period, the Unpaid,
of the Year immediately preceding the Reduction, distinguished in like Manner.
1841.

1840.
Four Weeks,
ending

4 Jan.
1 Feb.
29 Feb.
28 Mar.
25 April
23 May
20 June
18 July
15 Aug.
1-2 Sept.
10 Oct.
- Nov.
5 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

Four Weeks,
ending

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

1,596,434
787,139
462,647
386,150
423,930
410,399
367,831
337,176
351,234
291,973
308,686
267,743
296,285

505,647
2,217,127
2,875,427
2,986,517
2,980,970
2,630,895
2,354,932
2,288,040
2,181,296
2,229,952
2,201,756
2,119,278
2,096,097

_
_
.
419,984
942,430
1,188,229

2,102,281
3,004,266
3,338,074
3,372,667
3,404,900
3,461,278
3,665,193
3,813-445
3,971,864
4,0.57,062
4,182,178
4,297>602
4,384,601

2 Jan. 30 Jan. 27 Feb. 27 Mar. 24 April
23 May 19 June 17 July 14 Aug. 1 1 Sept. 9 Oct» 6 Nov. 4 Dec. -

333,433
370,080
406,173
435,388
449»338
464,697
485,986
484,987
466,264
479»709
468,896
411,269
405,840

1,974,684
2,204,919
2,349,958
2,249,080
2,191,941
2,284,045
2,340,379
2,461,049
2,448,165
2,450,026
2,449,606
2,266,492
2,290,108

2,047,120
2,108,074
2,275,321
2,375,659
2,325,650
2,487,459
2,516,304
2,565,987
2,562,905
2,644,269^
2,722,109
2,762,572
2,802,938

4,355,237
4,683,073
5,031,453
5,060,127
4,966,929
5,236,201
5,342,669
5,512,023

5,477.334
5,574,004
5,640,611
5,440,333
5,498,886

Unpaid.

Paid.

TOTAL.

1839.

1,439,334
1,535,137
1,671,736
1,910,581
i,992,2i9

Estimated Average for Four Weeks

- - -

1,358,651

263,496

1,622,147

Inland Office,!
March 1843. J

(No. 2.)
LONDON DISTRICT POST.
RETURN of the Number of LETTERS which have passed through the LONDOM DISTRICT POST (exclusive of all
far as practicable, into Periods of Four complete Weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each Period, the
Weeks of the Year immediately preceding the Reduction, distinguished in like Manner.
1841.

1840.
Four Weeks,
ending

4 .Ian.
1 Feb.
•-'0 Feb.
28 Mar.
25 April
•23 May
•Jo June
1 8 July
15 Aug.
12 Sept.
10 Oct.
7 Nov.
5 Dec.

-

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

Four Weeks,
en ing

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stumped.

825,282
1,207,985
1,312,379
1,308,100
1,368,100
1,198,613
l,OOl,o88
9-20.157

_
285,079
518,342
565,145
536,197
458,658
501,069
577,598
596,997

1,302,555
1,539,574
1,625,136
1,522,963
,570>490
,681,614
,702,344
,661,229
,510,223
,363,522
,443,094
,558,262

2 Jan. 30 Jan. 27 Feb. 27 Mar. 24 April 22 May 19 June 17 July 14 Aug. 11 Sept. 9 Oct. 6 Nov. 4 Dec. -

140,328
157,242
207,265
142,766
138,618
144,176
140,299
137,209
121,332
117,857
119,507
120,883
119,255

8lO,O52
926,264
884,822
833,849
821,807
851,413
906,252
884,136
790,755
734,082
763,377

619,166
752,134
771,041
789,543

Unpaid.

477,273
331,589
312,757
214,863
202,390
197,922
182,914
175,9'-159,153
152,441
151,106
150,429
148,302

8i4,«73
752,423
790,919
830,235

s,,,559

1839.
Twopenny Post Office,"!
March 1843.
j

1,557,9-8

Estimated Average for Four Weeks

-

- -

TOTAL.

1,569,546
1,835,640
1,863,128
1,766,158
1,737,635
1,851,076
1,884,275
1,899,331
1,648,629

755,947
799,786

777,210
855,48837-724
877,986
736,542
683,104
719,990
793,686
840,477

1 035,043
1,60-2,874
1,670,516
I,759,5i8

Unpaid.

Paid.

TOTAL,

800,573

220,813

1,021,386

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
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Ordered, by The House of Lords, to be Printed, 27 March 1843.

(No. 1.)
LONDON GENERAL POST.
and Outwards) since the First General Reduction of Postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the Time, as far as
Paid, and Stamped, and Total Number of Letters ; also, A RETURN of the Estimated Average Number for Four Weeks

1843.

1842.
Four Weeks,
ending

i Jan.
29 Jan.
26 Feb.
26 Mar.
23 April
21 May
18 June
iG July
1.3 Aug.
10 Sept.
8 Oct.
5 Nov.
3 Dec.
31 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

Four Weeks,
ending

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

411,335
351,134
405.213
381,458
447,620
428,056
4321592
329.842
309,876
288,825
294,939
373.H9
4.52,285
263,130

2,188,697
2,166,960
2,185,945
2,118,809
2,153,979
2,142,229
2,169,878

2,607,265
2,760,757
2,933>870
2,810,911
2,867,074
2,888,187
2,731,486
2,691,570
2,723,598
2,713,321
2,753,338
2,850,304
2,890,513
2,790,262

5,207,297
5,278,851
5,525,028
5,3H,178
5,468,673
5,458,472
5,333,950
5,336,987
5,329,228
5,430,160
5,480,164
5,530,567
5,700,359
5,438,624

28 Jan. -

312,839

2,431,231

2,972,828

5,716,898

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
^^

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
~

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
—
—
—
•™~

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
*~~

—
—
—
—
_
—
—
—
_
_
_
—

2, 315,575
2,295,754
2,428,014
3,431,887
2,307,114
2,357,561
2,385,232

"*••

/The Fourpenny Rate came into operation on 5th December 1839; the Penny Rate, loth January 1840;
\ Stamps, 6th May 1840.
If/''. Bokenham,

Superintending President.

(No. 2.)
LONDON DISTRICT POST.
GENERAL POST LETTERS) since the first General Reduction of Postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the Time, as
Unpaid, Paid, and Stamped, and Total Number of Letters ; also, A RETURN of the Estimated Average Number for Four

1842.
Four Weeks,
ending

1 Jan.

29 Jan.
26 Feb.
26 Mar.
23 April
21 May
18 June
16 July
13 Aug.
loSept.
8 Oct.
5 Nov.
3 Dec.
31 Dec.

-

Unpaid.

Paid.

110452
ll8,lOI
178,969
109,447
107,819
109,883
112,576
112,674
114,520
98,914
107,141
99,227
1 00,502
105,628

786,545
820,8;J5
801,863
75L598
763,339
808,507
821,524
800,887
737.131
707,417
705,715

735,347
802,030
827,791

1843.
Stamped.

868,739
980,694
982,782
915,988
948,116
986,020
965,946
891,698
804,557
712,414
728,323
821,826
868,022
888,055

TOTAL.

Four Weeks,
ending

Unpaid.

Paid.

Stamped.

TOTAL.

1,765,736
1,9J9>630
1,963,614
1,777,033
1,819,274
1,904,410
1,900,046
1,805,259
1,656,208
1,518,745
1,541,179
1,656,400
1,770,954
1,821,474

28 Jan. —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

113,293

837,624

1,020,091

1,971,008

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
~

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
"^

""••

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
~~~

("The Penny Rate came into operation, as respects this Post, on 5th December 1839;
\ Stamps, 6th May 1840.
R. Smith,
Superintending President.
0-93-
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(No. 3.)
UNITED KINGDOM.
A COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the Number of LETTERS (including Franks, during the Existence of the Franking
Privilege) delivered in the UNITED KINGDOM in One Week of each Calendar Month, beginning with November 1839,
and ending with the present Time.

ENGLAND AND WALES.
TOTAL
WEEKS

TOTAL

TOTAL ^
UNITED

London, Inland,
Foreign,
and Ship.

London
District Post

TOTAL
ENGLAND and
WALES.

IRELAND.

229,292
279,457

258,747
340,693

1,252,977
1,583,766

179,931
225,889

not ascertained.
1 ,658,002
1,607,431
1,50.5,609
1,588,809
1,629,123
1,674,410
1,746,257
1,811,213
1,821,711
1,805,325
1,782,579

_
431,298
416,887
410,270

—
406,476
386,689
390,989
418,926
441,848
400,753

1841:
24 January
21 February f21 March
25 April 23 May
20 June 25 July 22 August
19 September •
24 October
21 November 19 December -

1,929,661
2,133,197
1,950,501
1,899,485
1,908,188
1,911,452
2,001,546
1,994,305
1,999,372
2,041,335
2,029,370
2,062,129

1842:
23 January
20 February f20 March
24 April 22 May 19 June 24 July 21 August
25 September 23 October
20 November 25 December 1843:
22 January
19 February

ending

Country Offices.

1839:
24 November 22 December 1840:
January
23 February
22 March
26 April*
24 May 21 June 19 July 23 August
20 September
25 October
22 November
20 December

-

-

-

764,938
963,616

SCOTLAND.
KINGDOM.

_

153,065
199,032

1,585,973
2,008,687

349,928
321,163
328,074
338,407
343,761
338,495
345,831
350,318
369,297
385,672
381,306

353,933
337,326
319,924
342,56o
352,098
356,817
369,436
366,419
366,121
385,262
375,024

3,199,637

386,555
460,380
389,877
389,989
391,332
396,374
383,549
377,H1
389,696
404,689
403,421
425,681

380,242
444,819
401,351
389,568
400,581
418,300
401,152
410,224
396,233
407,118
413,248
437,496

3,684,023
4,090,164
3,721,455
3,644,707
3,699,135
3,773,136
3,746,008
3,697,949
3,695,620
3,809,124
3,846,122
3,938,755

423,245
471,763
451,768
404,441
406,736
412,688
404,464
420,019
425,700
423,948
446,494
435,407

4,058,683
4,448,484
3,964,286
3,929,513
3,808,974
3,858,360
3,909,532
3,833,88o
3,944,043
3,981,768
4,202,546
4,160,189

,

,

MM

343,347
340,232
387,848
387,282
405,153

2,495,776
2,411,007
2,306,868
2,457>°68
2,525,347
2,527,611
2,551,293
2,602,316
2,682,361
2,685,181
2,678,996

519,625
547,621
53i,96o
511,064
546,170
540,099
522,290
531,773
532,075
55i,7n
564,481
554,990

467,940
504,147
447,766
454,6oi
452,864
506,91 1
437,471
384,506
378,244
404,271
435,6o2
458,459

2,917,226
3,184,965
2,930,227
2,865,150
2,907,222
2,958,462
2,961,307
2,910,584
2,909,691
2,997>317
3,029,453
3,075,578

2,165,323
2,385,607
2,100,176
2,061,679
1,962,940
2,015,659
2,093,027
2,083,969
2,159,975
2,l66,126
2,242,034
2,205,521

567,636
581,571
560,433
579,332
544,120
549,953
566,462
544,113
556,099
561,487
593,646
576,367

481,206
522,634
448,i95
455,279
485,330
467,371
431,377
380,682
382,191
400,713
446,341
496,36o

3,214,165
3,489,812
3,108,804
3,096,290
2,992,390
3,032,983
3,090,866
3,008,764
3,098,265
3,128,326
3,282,021
3,278,248

421,273
486,909
403,714
428,782
409,848
412,689

i

414,202

\

2,274,241
2,460,24!

583,293
583,230

485,376
536,o6o

3,342,910
3,579,531

462,148

* Easter Week.
General Post-office,
March 1843.
/

449,333
454,376
452,448
461,689
450,871
472,802
492,574
491,264

i

i

405,097
420,078
429,494
474,031
446,534

498,084

445,132
464,717

3,069,496

2,954,866
3,138,035
3,221,206
3,222,923
3,266,560
3,319,053
3,417,779
3,456,115
3,435,326

|

i

4,250,190
4,542,332

•J- Week of the Valentines.
W. L. Maberly, Secretary.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.

(No. 4.)
AN ACCOUNT showing the Gaoss and NET POST-OFFICE REVENUE, and the Cost of MANAGEMENT, for the
United Kingdom, for each of the Years ending 5th January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843 ; excluding from
the Account, whether of Gross Revenue or Cost of Management, any Advances that may have been made by the
English to the Irish Post-office, and Advances to the Money-Order Office.

Year ending

5 Jan.
—
—
—
—

1839
18401
1841
1842
1843

Gross Revenue.*

£.
•2,346,278
-

-

Cost of Managements

S. d.
- 9J

2,390,763 10 i J
1,342,604 5 2
1,495,54° 9
»,578,145 16

-J
7!

Net Revenue.

£.
s. d.
686,768 3 6}
756,999 7 4

£.
s.
1,659,509 17
i>633>764 2

858,677 - 5i
938,168 19 7 £
977,504 10 3

Net Revenue,
exclusive of Charges
on the
Government Departments.

Postage charged
OD
the Government
Departments.

d.
22
oI

483,927
557,371

4 8j
9 51

600,641

6 4j

£.

£.
1,614,353
1,589,486
393,166
444,115
478,479

*. d.

45.156 - 11
44,277 13 4
90,761 3 2
113,255 15 1°
122,161 8 9

*. d.
16 3 1
9 5$
i 6f
13 7*
i? 7 J

* Namely, the gross receipts, after deducting the returns for " Refused Letters," &c.
f Including all payments out of the revenue, in its progress to the Exchequer, except advances to the MoneyOrder Office.
7
; This year includes one month of the fourpenny rate.
General Post-office,"!
17 March 1843. J

C. T. Court,
Accountant-General.

(No. 5.)
AN ACCOUNT showing, as nearly as it can be given, the GROSS AMOUNT of POSTAGE REVENUE
for England and Wales (exclusive of Returns for " Refused Letters," &c.) for the Month ending
5th January 1840 (during which the Fourpenny Rate was established) ; and also for the Months
ending 5th January 1842 and 5th January 1843.

GROSS REVENUE, ENGLAND AND WALES.

£.
s. d.
103,623 - -

Month ending 5th January 1840
(Fourpenny rate.)
Month ending 5th January 1 842
(Penny rate.)
Month ending 5th January 1 843

100,383 3 4
102,751 - 7

General Post-office,"!
March 1843.
J

C. T. Court,
Accountant-G eneral.

(No. 6.)
AN ACCOUNT of the PAYMENTS by the Post-office made during each of the Years ending
5th January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843, for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railway in .
Great Britain; distinguishing in each Instance the Payments for Work done within the Year
from Payments for Work done in previous Years.
PAYMENTS
made in course of the Year ending

5 January
—
—
—
—

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843

....
....
....
....

For Work done
•A>I In i! the Year.

£.
12,248
47,875
50,942
80,643
75,i83

*.
i
6
19
15
«

Mail Coach Office, March 1843.
0-93-

d.
10
5
2
7
8

For Work done
in previous Years

£.
132
4,354
358
9,174
2,386

*.
3
U
7
12
18

d.
9
9
6
3
n

TOTAL PAYMENTS.

£.

12,380
52,230
51,3°1
94,8l8
77,570

s. d.
5

7

1

2

6 8
7 10
5 7

W. Wedderbum.
H H 4
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(No. 7.)
Parliamentary
Returns, referred
to in Lieut.-Col.
Maberly's
.Evidence.

RETURN of the Number and Amount of MONEY-ORDERS Issued and Paid in England and Walei daring the under
mentioned Quarters, the Quarters to the 5th October 1842 and 5th January 1843 being partly estimated.

Money-Orders Issued.

Number.
\_

Total Amount
passing through the Office.

Money-Orders Paid.

For the Quarters
ended

Number.

Amount.

Number.

Amount.

Amount.

,

1889:
6 April
5 July
5 October
1840:
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1841:
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1842:
5 January
6 April
5 July
5 October
1843:
5 January

28,838
34,612
38,510

£.
49,496
59,099
64,056

«.
5
9
7

i.
8
5
8

26,785
28,645
31,909

£.
43,237
50,154
54,768

i.
14
18
3

d.
9
6
3

64,623
68,257
70,419

£.
92,734
109,264
118,824

*.
7
10

d.
5
11
11

40,763
70,145
94,215
122,420

67,411
119,932
151,734
196,507

2
12
15
14

7
1
8
3

37,665
70,875
82,558
110,227

60,425
117,858
135,398
170,084

6
-

1
4
2
6

78,428
147,020
176,773
232,647

137,836
-237,790
287,127
366,591

8
12
15
14

8
5
10
9

189,984
275,870
289,884
334,071

334,652
567,518
608,774
661,099

14
13
11
9

8
3
2
-

105,940
274,201
291,884
326,193

316,628
561,574
615,850
651,935

17
14
7
18

2
6
7
6

355,924
550,071
581,768
660,264

651,281
1,129,093
1,224,624
1,313,035

11
6
18
7

10
9
9
6

-

390,290
419,530

-

422,452
432,205

820,570
890,575
885,803
901,540

11
17
4
1

10
1
5
5

376,382
415,904
408-164
423^90

808,699
887,927
886,160
892,491

10
15
10
7

4
7
5
5

766,672
835,434
831,010
855,595

1,629,270
1,778,503
1,771,963
-1,794,031

2
12
14
8

2
8
10
10

-

494,757

1,031,992 7 2

486,437

1,023,200 9 2

981,194

2,055,192 16 4

-

The Commission on Money-Orders was, on aud from 20th of November 1840, reduced as follows:
For any sum not exceed ing 2 1.
------ from 6rf.
- from 1 s. Gd. to 6d.
For any sum above 2 1. and not exceeding 5 1. -

Wm. Earth,

Money-Order Office,")
16 March 1843. /

President.

(No. 8.)
A RETURN of the Number and Amount of MONET ORDERS Issued and Paid in London during the under-mentioned
Quarters.
Total Issued and Paid.

Money Orders Paid.

Money Orders Issued.
For the Quarters
ended

1839:
5 April
6 July
5 October
1840:
5 January
5 April
5 July
5 October
1841:
5 January
5 April
5 July
o October

•

1842;
5 January 5 April
5 July
5 October 1843:
5 January -

Number.

Amount.

3,891
4,436
4,585

£. t.
7,160 19
8,019 14
8,718 18

Number.

Amount.

d.
4
11
4

5,532
5,741
6,259

£. >.
10,240 14
10,775 9
11,603 9

Number.

Amount.

d.
8
9
11

9,423
10,177
10,844

£.
17,401
18,795
20,322

i.
14
4
8

d.
-'
8
3

4,977
11,309
13,582
19,965

8,472
18,518
25,566
28,981

2
6
11
15

7
3

6,958
15,272
16,515
24,584

13,210
30,088
31,392
41,219

1
9
8
10

8
5
8

11,935
26,581
30,097
44,549

21,682
54,506
56,058
70,201

3
15
19
6

7
8
5
il

16,185
36,4fiO
42,559
47,483

48,122
73,832
96,194
96,850

18
11
14
18

3
1
2
-

38,669
79,315
88,085
89,451

86,679
• 172,749
196,364
209,646

19
15
11
12

2
6
6
3

54,854
115,775
130,644
136,934

134,802
246,582
203,550
306,497

17
C
6
10

5
7
8
3

57,424
67,968
63,347
65,283

114,221
117,733
128,836
133,028

2
1
10
11

6
6
1
-

104,158
125,386
122,858
125,933

256,173
285,697
282,999
280,721

18
11
4
6

9
7
3
4

161,582
183,354
186,205
491,216

370,395
403,4:30
411,835
413,749

1
13
14
17

3
1
4
4

73,520

146,000 7 -

143,065

320,797 17 -

216,586

466,798 4 -

The Commission on Money Orders was, on and from 20th November 1840, reduced as follows:
For any sum not exceeding 2 /.
...
- from 6 d. to 3d.
For any sum above 2 /. and not exceeding 5 1. - from 1 ». 6 d. to t> ft.
Wm. BartJi,
Money-Order Office,"!
President.
16 March 1843. J

General Post-office^
23 March 1843. /

IT. Z. Afabcrly,
Secretary.
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Appendix, No. 28.
A RETURN, showing the DISTRICTS Into which the METROPOLIS is divided for the Delivery of the GENERAL-POST LETTERS, the
Hour at which such Delivery Commence, and the Time usually Occupied by it, on each Day of the Week.

DISTRICTS.

' Bedford-square
Berners-street
Cavendish-square
Crawfonl-street
Fitzroy-square
Gloucester-place
DIVISION
Manchester-square Marylebone
1. Montagu-square
Nottingham-place Portland-place
Portman-square
Ratlibonc-place
Titebfleld-street
Torrington-square Wigmore-street
Berkeley-square
Great Marlborough-st.
Grosvenor-square
fc
Hanover-square
O
i—i
Hill-street
Lower Brook-street North Andley-street
^H
Oxford-street St. Giles's
Soho-square
Wardour-street
Gernird-street
Golden-square
fc
Hayinarket
O
Leicester-square
h-1
»»
17 >
CO -: ' May Fair
>H
Old Bond-street
>
Pall Mall
1—I
Sackville-street
A

2 ** *
>

•
'

Jz;
O
»—i
co • (
i—i ^"
>
i—i
Q
.

fc
O
»-*
co • J
i-i «: >
J>
HH

Q

Ct James
T
» s-square at,
St. James's-street Adelphi Bow-street
Chandos-strcet
Charing-crosg Covcnt-garden
Essex-street Great George-street Palace-yard
Queen's House
Seven Dials Somerset-place
Treasury
Vincent-square
Bltomsbury-sqnare Brunswick-square Burton-crescent
Carey-street Chancery-lane
Gray's Inn
Gnat Queen-street King's Road Lincoln's Inn Lincoln's Inn-fields Mecklenburg-square
Quccn's-square
Red Lion-sqnarc
Tavistock-square
Wych-strcet -

f Bridge-street >

f-4

hH

2
HH a
O '

t^^
i—i
P
£».

Fetter-lane
Fleet-street
Hatton-garden
Leather*!ane Lu<!gate-hiH Northampton-square
St. John's-strect
Shoe-lane
Temple West Smithficld
Wilmington-square -

The Delivery Com
menccs on cuch Da r
of the Week, cxcep ing Monday, or whe i
(here may be heav Y
Arrivals of ShiporFc >•
reign 1 •« I tr i s at abot 1
>v
•—^^,

Time Occupied in
Delivery on each Day
of the Week, ezceptm- Monday, or when
there may be heavy
Arrivals ofShip or Foreign Letters, at about

H. 9 Oil.
9 0
9 5
9 10
9 0
9 10
9 5
9 5
9 10
9 10
9 5
9 10
9 0
9 5
9 0
9 10
9 10
9 5
9 5
9 5
9 10
9 5
9 10
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
» 0
9 5
9 6
9 0
9 0
9 5
9 5
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 10
9 10
9 15
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 15
9 0
9 0
9 5
9 0
0 0
0 0
9 0
9 0
11 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
0 0
9 0

H. 1 15 it.
1 15
1 15
1 20
1
0
1 10
0 55
1 15
1 25
0 55
1
0
1 40
1 15
1 30
1 30
1
0
1
5
1 45
1 40
1 25
1
0
1
5
1 10
1
0
1 55
1 25
1 20
1 35
1
0
1
0
1 15
1
0
1 10
1
0
1
5
1 15
0 55
1 15
0 55
1
0
1 25
1 15
1 20
1 10
0 55
1 10
1 65
1
0
1 15
1
5
1 30
1 10
1 35
1 25
1 30
1 15
1
0
1 30
1 35
1 50
1 25
1
5
1 30
1 30
1 30

9
9
9
9
0
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15
25
15
40
15
25
5
20
30
10
30
40

DISTRICTS.

/ Bread-street Doctors' Commons
Friday-street Newgate-street
Paternoster-row
Poultry ...
. Queenbithe
r Aldersgate-street
Cateaton-street
Charter House-square
City-road
Coleman-street
Finsbury-sqnare
_Jl
1- Golden-lane
King-square King-street
O
Little Britain London-wall Lothbury
Milk -street
. Wood-street Austin Friars Bisliopgate-street Cornhill ...
Gracechurch-gtreet \-y
^
Houndsditch Leadenhall-street r—H
gcS; Lime-street
New Broad-street Old Broad-street
hH
St. Mary Axe Q
Shoreditch
Spitalfidds
i Spital-square Threadneedle-street Cannon-street Eastcheap
fc
Fenchurch-street
O
King William-street
rf\ £$
Lombard-street
HH
Lower Thames-street
>
p—i
Mark-lane
Minories Tower-street ( Commercial-road
Goodman's-fields
1 Limehousc
K
Mile-end
O
Ratcliffc-highway River Cfi - :
I—1 1-1
St. Catherine's
t>
r*
Shadn'cll
1—1
Stepney O ; Wapping
Whitechapel Bankskle
Bermondsey Blackman-strect
Borough Dover-road
fe
O
Great Surrey-street t—t
Horsleydown »«< Lambeth
>'"
Long-lane
HH
Obelisk
Paragon Rotherluthe Toolcy-street Waterloo-road . Albany-street Belgrave-place
Bclgrave-square
£
Clarendon-square
Sonnaaght-square >—<
%2\ Dorset-square
> I Euston-square
M
Grosvenor-place
Knlghtsbridge Pentonvillc
York-terrace -

DIDVIVSISOIN

i—!

.

The Delivery Com
inences on each Da
of the Week, cxcepi
ing Monday, or whei
there may be heavi
ArrivaliofShiporFc
reign Letters, at abon

R. 9 0 if.
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
8 45
8 45
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0.
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 15
9 15
9 15
9 15
9 15

'

o

n

iI
i
This Return has been prepared from an average of the month of May, excluding Monday.

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

0
0
15
0
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
15
30
0
0
15
15
15
0
15
15
0
15
16
0
lo

Time Occupied in
Delivery on each Day
of the Week, e»eeptint; Monday, or when
there may be heavy
Arrivals of Shipor Fo
reign Letters, at abunt

H.

2031.
20
50
45
0
35
20
20
15
2O
40
0
1 30
1 45
1 35
1 10
1 20
1 30
1 1»
1 0
1 0
1 15
1 20
1 0
1 5
1 15
1 20
1 15
1 10
1 . 15
1 10
1 3O
2 0
1 25
1 15
1 2»
1 10
1 :m
1 20
1 10
1 20
1 15
1 15
1 30
1 15
1 5
1 30
1 4j
1 30
uncertain.
1 25
1 15
1 l.>
1 15
0 55
1 5O
1 20
1 0
1 26
1 2O
1 15
1 O
1 15
1 40
1 15
1 15
1 30
1 50
20
15
30
15
15
5
30

1
1
1
1
1

30
15
40
3O
25

The average dispatch on each Monday in May was one hour later than on the other days of the week, and the time occupied by the General*
post letter-carriers in delivering on the Monday (on account of the greater number of letters) was from 30 to 45 minutes longer
th on the
iger than
other days in the week.
Frederick Kelly, Inspector of Letter-Carriers.
20 June 1843.
(signed)
W. llii';i'ii/i«in, Superintending President.
General Post-office, 28 June 1843.
°-93-

(signed)
I I

TF. Z. Mdberly, Secretary.
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TWOPENNY POST-OFFICE.

Appendix, No. 30.
Letters Posted at
Branch Offices for
tbe 10, 12, and 2
o'Clock Deliveries.

A RETURN' showing the Total Number of LETTERS Posted at the RECEIVING-HOUSES attached to the following
BRANCH OFFICES for the 10, 12, and 2 o'Clock Deliveries; distinguishing what Portion of the Letters were
intended for Delivery within the Districts in which they were Posted, and what Portion of them were intended for
the other Districts.

CHARING-CBOSS BRANCH OFFICE ; 8 o'Clock A. x. Collection.

Total Number
of
London District
Letters
collected from
the
Receiving-houses.

For
Delivery
in the
District
in which
they were
Posted.

1,177

187

District.

For the
Portlandstreet
District.

150

110

For the
North-row

For the

For the

For the

Stepney

Southwark

Country

District.

District.

District

Districts.

304

37

34

405

For the
Chief-office .

NORTH-ROW BRANCH OFFICE ; 10 o'Clock A. x. Collection.

Total Number
of
London District
Letters
collected from
the
Rccciving-hou»es.

For
Delivery
in tlie
District
in which
they were
Posted.

Charing-cross
District.

For the
Portlandstreet
District.

094

03

87

53

For the

For the

For the

For the

For the

Chief-office

Stepney

Southwark

Country

District.

District.

District.

Districts.

138

12

18

223

For the

For the

For the

Stepney

Southwark

Country

PORTLAND-STREET BRANCH OFFICE ; 12 o'Clock Collection.

Total Number
of
London District
Letters
collected from
the
Receiving-houses.

For
Delivery
in the
District
in whicli
they were
PoBted.

For the

For the

Charing-cross

North-row

District.

District.

District.

District.

District.

Districts.

718

45

88

77

165

81

22

290

Twopenny Post-office,^
b August 1843. /

For the
Chief-office ]

(signed)

It. Smith.
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Appendix, No. 30.

REVENUE DERIVED FROM FOREIGN AND COLONIAL POSTAGE.

ACCOUNT showing the Estimated AMOUNT of GROSS and NET POSTAGE on FOREIGN and COLONIAL LETTERS and
NEWSPAPERS for one Year, calculated on Accounts kept in the Months of November and December 1842; showing
also the Actual Amount of Postage received on Internal Colonial Letters in one Year.

NORTH AMERICA, by Liverpool steam-JBritish North America packets
....
-(^United States

£.
s. d.
30,757 9 3
34>i3i 9 6

BRITISH COLONIES (North America^ .^ Wegt Indies
.
exceped), conveyed by Falmouth . , L Malt &c. .
packets
-J

25,383 18 7>534 17 -

£.

s.

d.

64,888 18 9

Foreign West Indies Mexico, New Granada, Venezuela, Panama Brazil
.......
FOREIGN COUNTRIES, by Falmouth Buenos Ayres and Monte Video •
Madeira and Azores packets
Spain -------Portugal ------Greece, Egypt, and Syria -

32,918 15 4,298
7,380
5,034
2,261
2,069
3,245
6,534
941

8
13
13
7
3
15
2
9

6
6
6
6
6
6
31,765 13 -

INDIA, by Falmouth packets

- India, iid Falmouth

26,611

8 6
26,611

INDIA and MALTA, rid Marseilles

8 6

35,160 19 6
2,505 10 6

("India •\Malta

37,666 10 -

FRANCE -

BELGIUM

HOLLAND

France
------Turkey, Italy, Spain, via France Switzerland - - - ditto
Germany - - - - ditto
Mediterranean, by French packet America, West Indies, £c. in transit through
England, by packet or private ship

71,004 11 33,363 2 -

("Belgium
------J Germany, rid Belgium "l America, West Indies, &c. in transit through
I England, by packet or private ship

10,67-2 3 6,262 14 6.

("Holland
------J Germany, -sid Holland '"I America, West Indies, cS;c. in transit through
L England, by packet or private ship

3,936 18

-

7,126 19 5;703 3 9
8,001

9 9
129,136 3

6

17,685 12

6

750 15 9,644 12
4,7H 13

6
6

1,500 - 15,859 6 -

("Hamburgh and Bremen
, —,
\ North of Europe -----HAMBURGH and NOKTH of LUROPE -< America> West Indies, &c. in transit through
[ England, by packet or private ship

8,705 18 16,687 16 _
3,928 15

6
29,322

("Liverpool
NEWSPAPERS to and from all parts -|Fai,noUti,

------.......

1,304
Conveyed by Ship -

Letters and Newspapers

NORTH AMERICA and JAMAICA in-fBritish North America
ternal Postage
-^Jamaica

9 6

615 14 688 7 6
i

6

44>5'5 13

G

44,515 13 6
62,020 4

1

14,6lO

6;

11)

76,631 - 74
GROSS POSTAGE on Foreign and Colonial and Internal"!
Colonial Letters and Newspapers -J

093-

1 I 2

508,305 12
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Appendix, No. 30.
Revenue derived
Crone Foreign and
Colonial Postage.

A STATEMENT of FOREIGN and COLONIAL EXPENDITURE, for the Year ended
5th January 1843.

Travelling Charges

----..-..-

£.
*.
20,399 10
1,297 16
36,076 4
39,002 3
677 8

d.
5
9i
6
4i

57i 19 -i
7 16 Stationery and Advertising

Ship-letter Gratuities

----...--

---...----

£.

1,745

2 11

(JJ2

7 10

100,410 8 10 J
13,184 » 5i
H3>594

3?

ABSTRACT.
£.

*. d.

Estimate of Gross Amount of Postage derived from Foreign and Colonial
Correspondence ----------Deductions for Dead-letters ---------

508,305 12 44
15,041 12 7i

Deductions for Foreign and Colonial Expenditure* -

493,263 19 9
140,939 i? 10

Estimated Net Revenue from Foreign and Colonial Postage, for\l
the year ended 5th January 1843
Jj
This Amount does not include the Official Postage of the various Public")
Departments, amounting to-J'
Which being added, makes

35-i3H

1 1'

75,100

8

-

427,424 9 11

* This includes 27,345 £. os. 6£d., the proportion of inland expenditure with which Foreign and
Colonial letters are fairly chargeable.

Appendix, No. 31.
Appendix, No. 30.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL EXPENDITURE FOR SALARIES.

Foreign and Colo-

nial^Expenditure
fur Salaries.

A STATEMENT in Detail of the FOREIGN and COLONIAL EXPENDITURE for SALARIES,
in the Year ended 5th January 1843.
AMOUNT.

NAME.

Alexandria ----------Falniouth
__-_-_--_-Gibraltar
----------Lisbon -----------Madeira
______----Malta
Osiend -----------Rio cle Janeiro
-__-_----_
Britisli North America --------Jamaica
----------West Indies ----------Marine Mail Guards and Oflicers in charge of Foreign Mails £.
Accountant-general's Office,!
i August 1843.
"43J

£.
235
1,042
300
300
50
250
3?6

s.
16
—
—
—

9

45 —

c/.
—
—
—
—
—
—

10,837 12
3,128 7
=>479 2
i,355 o

4

20,399

5

10

7i
9

8}

Charles Compton, D. A. G.
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Appendix, No. 32.
A COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the COST to GOVERNMENT of PENNY- POSTAGE LABELS and
EMBOSSED POSTAGE ENVELOPES, for the Year 1842.

Appendix, No. 32.
Postage Stamps.

The Number of Postage Label Stamps issued in the Year 1842, was 112,337,280; the Total Cost
of preparing and issuing them, was 8,953 /. 5*. The Number of Postage Envelopes issued in
the Year 1842, was 14,773,200; the Cost of preparing and issuing them was more than covered
by the additional Charges made for them over and above the Postage Rate ; the Cost was
5,373Z. 15s. 5d., and the Proceeds were 5,520 1. 14s. Zd. to the Office, besides yielding a
Profit to the Stamp Distributors and Postmasters.

DETAILS OF COST.

LABELS

ENVELOPES

= 112,337,280 Stamps.

= 14,773,200 Stamps.

Salaries and Wages :
£. s. d.
Inspector, 500 /., T"5 estimated to-|
belong to Envelopes, and J?r to 150 - Labels
J
2 Chief Assistants 140 - -

£.

s.

d.

£. s.

d.

£. *. d.

350 - -

Til

290 - Clerk
Supervisor of Machines Warehousemen, Tellers, and Stampers
Less, saving in the salary ofan officer")
rendered unnecessary in the gene- > .
ral Stamp Department
-J
Printing, Gumming, &c Stationery, Packing, &c., estimated at
Poundage to Distributors, Sub-Distri-i
butors, and Postmasters, estimated |
for Labels to equal one per cent, upon j the amount of Duty, 468,072 1.
-J
Poundage upon Envelopes. The pro
fit for distribution is obtained by the
Distributors and Postmasters charg
ing the public somewhat more than
the office charges them. A small
poundage is allowed to Stamp Dis
tributors for sales made by their j
Sub-distributors, amounting to
Sundries :
Folding, and cost of Ornamental!
Paper Bands
-/
Dies, estimated at Machine, annual share of first cost"!
estimated at 64/., repairs at 30l. - j
Steam Engine and Coals, estimated at
Carriage of Parcels
Packing-boxes, Carpenters' Repairs,"!
&c. -j
Bricklayers' Repairs
...
Ironmonger ....
Tools
Leather, Oil, Colour, &c., estimated at
Advertising, 4 I. 4s., Rollers, 1 1. 14s.
Small Repairs
....
Fittings, annual share of first cost Housekeeper, for Soap, Candles, &c.,~)
estimated at
-J

52
120
130
390

10
12

8

£. 1,043 2 8
82 - 961 2 8
2,380 - -

620 15 3,342 10 20 - 4,680 - -

40 - —

52 16 4

-

1,488 18
25 94 35 55 4
103 11
42 16
9 11
9 9
20 5 18
- 6
SOSO -

11
2
7
8
3
1
9

•

..../-I
., .;,..!(<.'! J

... ..-..I
•'<,!„?/:
, <vl/
r.a-.i*u

f. .'. • i ,:i
-

•'if. iirlJnO

1,039 10
Total Cost -....Repaid by the Public - - Cost of Labels - - Profit upon Envelopes

0-93-

- - -

8,963

5 -

8,953

5 -

-

£.

-

£.

i

5

5,373 15 5
5,520 14 2
146 18

9
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Appendix, No. 33.

POSTAGE STAMPS.
(No. 1.)—AN ACCOUNT showing the Total Expeuse incurred, whether for Machinery or in any other way, connected
with the MANUFACTURE and PRINTING of the PENNY POSTAGE STAMPS and ENVELOPES; distinguishing the Cost of
Machinery, Paper, and other Materials, from the Salaries and Wages of the Persons pennnnently Employed on this
account; the Number of Persons so Employed, and the Salary of each:—Also the Amount paid as Commission on
the SALE of POSTAGE STAMPS to the Distributors and Sub-distributors, and specifying whether any Deduction is
made for Commission from the Sum paid to the POST-OFFICE by the DEPARTMENT of STAMPS and TAXES, on
account of Postage Stamps sold by the Distributors.

1841.

1840.

£.
Payments by Order of the Treasury to Officers in
the Department, for Extra Services E. Hill and Others, for Salaries Clowes & Son, for Printing Covers and Envelopes Ditto - - for Carpenters' Work done in Stam
ford-street
------Ditto - - for Expenses incurred in Printing
Covers and Envelopes, and Warehouse Rent
Chaplin & Co., for Carriage
Receiver-general of Excise, for Payments made by
him for Paper
......
Bacon & Fetch, for Printing Postage Labels •
W. Gaskill and Others, for Advertising
Armstrong & Smith, for Joiners' Work J. Brown, for Cartage -

-

-

s. d.

£.

s. d.

427 18 9
1,655 3 -

TOTAL.

1842.

£.

s. d.

664
1,346 2 4

563 - 7
•229 i

8
762 6 -

211
9,339
1,719
9
27

32 4 6

8 S
5
9
2
5

i
9
2

10 13

2

3,072 9 i
5 18 6
46 7 5

3,576 5 2
44243 11 7
22 19

8

15 6 6
9 »5 6
Ditto

- -

-

for repairing ditto

- 6 9

•

De la Rue ft Co., for folding and cutting new
Envelopes, and preparing Bands for the same
Donkin & Co., for Machinery
W. Wyon, for Engraving -

1,095 13 6
214 8 i
234 1° 278
30 4 —
142 4 10
6 14 7

-

T. Edge, for fitting and rectifying Gas Lights
W. Dryden, for Stamping Machine

.

-

J. Todd, for Bricklayers Work ...
A. F. Fearon, tor Payments for Carriage
B. Smith, for Rollers -----Poundage to Distributors and Sub-distributors
Incidental Disbursements by Distributors

4,259 11 11 1

-

-

120 14 6j
£.

12,245 7 i J

248 10 i J
12,214

2 11 J

1,488 18 11
32 19 8
12

- 10

15 15

-

9
42
70
i

3
8
3
-

11
16
7
14

2,266 7 3J
323 19 6

«*.» si

£.

s. d.

434 5 i
3,ooi 5 4
563 - 7
229

i

762

G -

243 13

8

2

9,339
8,368
19
317
33
15
9
-

5
4
4
4
12
G
15
6

i
6
2
10
6
G
9

2,584
247
234
14
45
142
16
42

12
7
10
8
19
4
5
16

5
9
6
10
10
8

7« 7 3
i 14 6,525 19 2i
693

4 li

33,95(' - 9i

The whole of the above Charges and Expenses are deducted from the Produce of the Duties, before any Payment is
made to the General Post-Office.
(signed)

Thos. Liglitfool, A. & C. G.
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Appendix, No. 33.

SALARIES and WAGES of Persons Employed in the POSTAGE STAMP DEPARTMENT.

Weekly
Amounts.
£. *. d.

Annual
Amounts.
£.
/rnn
JJW

11-

O. Hill

s. d.
—

—

52 10 12O

J. Ledingham (Label division)
-----D. May
C. Pearse
G. Howell, sen. -.-.----.
G. Howell, jun. --------C. Essex
E. Arless ---------H. S. Turton
R. Hatfield
G. Galloway
--.---.-G. Wilson ------...
J. Shoemack
.........
F. Baldwin -------.-J. Tribe
J. Walkley
F. Angel ----------

Postage Stamps.

—

—

a 14 -

140 8 -

2 1O

-

130 - -

1 1O

-

i 7 - 10 -

- 15 - 9 - 8 -

5
7
7
5
6

-

- 7 - 5 - 5 -

Accountant and Comptroller-general's Office, 1
Stamps and Taxes, 8 July 1843.
J

AN ACCOUNT showing the Total Number of STAMPS issued by the Stamp-office from the
Commencement to the 5th January 1843 (including those supplied to the Post-office).

YEARS.

Penny Stamps.

Twopenny Stamps.

74,856,960

7,587,960

1841

110,878,344

3,391,800

1842

121,648,080

2,866,080

307,383,384

13,845,840

1840

-

-

-

TOTALS

-

-

- - -

Accountant and Comptroller-general's Office,!
Stamps and Taxes, 15 July 1843.
/
Note.—The Account of Expenses called for by the Treasury is made up to the 5th January 1 843.
(A true copy.)
(signed)

114

C. T. Court, Acc:-Gen'.
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Appendix. No. 33.
Postage Stamps.

(No. 2.)—POUNDAGE on POSTAGE STAMPS allowed to Postmasters and Receivers, during
Three Years, ended the 5th January 1843.
ENGLAND AND WALES:
Postmasters and Receivers, one year to 5th July 1841 Postmasters, half a year to jth January 1842
Postmasters, year ended 5th January 1 843
....
Receivers five quarters to 5th October 1842 (latest period allowed)

£. s. d.
3,019 i 10
1,32 3 i
1,411 14 8
1.449 15 7
6,862 15

SCOTLAND:
Year ended 5th January 1841
—
5th January 1842
—
5th January 1843

£.

*. d.

485

7

533 H 11 i
1,019

- 10i

IRELAND:
Year ended 51)1 January 1841
—
—

569 6 u
355 19 3

5th January 1842
5th January 1843

(Examined.)

925

6

8,807

4

C. T. Court, Acc'-Gen1.

(No. 3.)—MEMORANDUM of the Nominal Value and Actual Value to the Revenue of the POSTAGE
STAMPS issued from the Stamp-office, up to the 5th January 1843.
Nominal Value of Stamps issued from the Stamp-office, up to the 5th January
1 843, both Penny and Twopenny
........

£.

s.

d.

1,396,146

2

-

42,763

5

-

Expense of Manufacture, Cost of Distribution, Management, Poundage,
and Commission :
£.
s. d.
Stamp-office
.--33,956 - 9i
Post-office
8,807 4 *i

ACTUAL VALUE after Deductions -

- - £.

1,353,382 17 -

The loss to the Revenue on Postage Stamps being at the rate of 3/. i s. 3-fad. per ioo/.
(Examined.)

C. T. Court, Acc'-Gen1.

Value of Covers (Mr. Mulready's Stamps) returned to the Stamp-office, 5th January 1842.
7,497*. 13*. lojrf.
C. T. C.
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Appendix, No. 34.
Appendix, No. 34.
Forms of Post-office
Accounts.

FORMS OF POST-OFFICE ACCOUNTS.

CASH

BOOK.—CHIEF OFFICE.

AN ABSTRACT of the MONET-ORDER TRANSACTIONS at the Chief and Branch Offices,
for Saturday, 15 July 1843.

MONEY-ORDER CASH BOOK,
for Saturday, 15 July 1843.
Dr.

Cr.

1843:
15 July

To Balance - Money Orders issued at
Chief Office
Charge -

£.
161

s. d. 1843:
7 6 15 July

417

8

£.

Chief Office -

3,090 - 7

Charing-cross -

270 19 10

i

343

Charing-cross
Charge -

283 2 8
243

Cavendish-street

Cavendish-street Charge -

1/4 7
i 8

Borough

Lombard-street
Charge -

243 5 3
i 16 9

Borough
Charge -

75 3
- 13

9
9

17 July

To Balance -

£. 3,609
Balance

8
-

5 2

4

7 9

194 14

3,

/
/

i n

£. 3,804

194 14 2

(signed)

Wm. Earth.

(A true copy.)
C. T. Court,
Acc'-Gen'.

0-93-

92
156

£. 1,364 i 11
Drawn from Money- 1
Order Account, per 1
Draft of Receiver- | 2,440 - general
-J
£. 3,804

». d.

By Money Orders paid at

KK

i 11
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MONEY-ORDER JOURNAL. A COPY of the JOURNAL of ORDERS ISSUED and PAID at the Commencement of
ORDERB ISSUED at General Post-Office, Saturday, 15th July 1843.

Dr.
Date.

Copy of •
Money
Order &
Advice
enclosed. J

Name of Party
to
whom payable.

No.
of
Mone\
Order

Name
of Post Town
where payable.

1801
180:!
1803
1804
1 80.r<
1800
1807
1808
180!)
1810

Staines
Manchester
Taunton Sawhridgeworth
Windsor Oldcastle Bideford ,,
Newtown Barry
Wiveliscombe -

Lydia Tickner
Mrs. C. Davies
J. W. Marriott

1811
1812

Birmingham
Brighton -

Wm. Stone G. T. Fisher

1813
1814

»
Charing Cross -

Sarah Iligham

Thos. Worsham

1815
1816
1817

Cloghnakilty
Loath
Plymouth

Mrs. Lanes Geo. Silvester
Wm. Sloughton

Ellen M'Carty Josh. Darn Richard Charnock

1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823

ElyDover
Paddington
Tooting Brighton -

1824
1825
1820
1827
1828

-

Name of Party
from
whom Received.

M. Treager Abm. Isaacs
Mr. Souter Thomas Nott
Chas. Clarke

-

Sims ft Unwin

My. Clarke Ha. Pope
Mo. Farnell
Mrs. A. R. Feearell
Cath. Cullcu
Mrs. Ellen Farmer

Bernd. Pope
Rd. Farrell J) "*

™

~

Thos. Cullen
Mr. Furge
Mr. Jones Thos. Gregory
>i

H

-

"

-

Anne Janes
Chas. Dresser
Mr. Ward My. Goodman
Jn. Smyth -

™
»
m
m
Jas. Partridge
F. W. Garnwell Mr. Powell Wm. Barker
Smith & Titford -

Leicester -

Mr. Thompson

Jno. Freeman

Brecon
Birmingham
jt
jt

Wm. Gances
Chas. Gwynn
Jos. Alect Lee C'larkson

J. G. Dobinson
J. Proweld 11
"
Geo. Turner -

*

M

-

n

1829

»

Mrs. Waller

Wm. Waller

1830

»

J. Bemhridge

Geo. Davidson

Amount
of
Money
Orders.

_
_
-

£. s. d.
18- 10 4 13 6
2 1C G
- 10 - 10 3 - 2 - 1 - 4 1 -

281
15
252
133
24G
391
33
_
382
323

-

1 3 4 - -

29
10

- - 3
- -6

_
-

3 16 - G -

_
17

- -6
- -3

_
_
-

- 15 1 - 4 - -

300
9
264

- - 3
- -3
- -6

_
_
_
_
_

3 16 5
478
5 - 1 - - 10 2 - -

_
124
169
4
23
10

-

_

126

21

- - 3

_
_
_
_

1 10 326

- 18 3
1 9 6

123
29
_
_

™

_

2 - -

-

- -3

-

39-

-

- -6

Eight Jou •nals coi istantly used for issuing and paying orders at the
[onev-Order Office. General Post-office.

Carried forward - £- G5 14 10

-

- 10 0

9G, Cheapside Manchester
Tlmrlow Park
3C,Mecklenburgh-st.
12, Gray's Inn Square
30, Bow-lane Seamen Broxlmm
- - 92, Dorset-street,
Salisbury-square.
C3, Paternoster-row - London Institution,
Finsbury Circus.
""

Charge
for
Money
Order.

S>.2
11

k
V

ADDRESS.

tt

~

- - 6, Bridge-street,
Blackfriars.
Rosemary-lane
Guildhall
— 5, King's Bench
Walk, Temple.
Bank Chambers
GO, Coleman -street Stock Exchange
.09, Watling-street - - 10, King-street,
Snow-hill.
- - 13 Blackfriarsroiid.
10, Gray's Inn Square
288, High Holboru - - 30, Charles-street
City-road.
- - 20, Penton-street,
Pentonville.
- - 4C, Ki7ig William-

•

Ledge
Folio.

£•
-

-

•. 4
-3
-3
-6
-6
-3
-3
-8
-3
-3
-6

-

-

6
6
0
3
3
3

3
6
3
3

MONEY ORDER.

Ix cases where "personal attendance i»' inconvenient, if the Receipt below is properly signed by the person to whom the order is made
payable, and the party presenting the order for payment can afford full information as to the Christian Nnme, Surname, Address, and
Occupation of the Person who originally obtained the order, payment will be made to the party presenting the order, but unless these con
ditions are Btrictly complied with, it will be refused.

ffo. 1,S01.

£.1. 8.

Post-office, London, July 15, 1843.

CREDIT the Ptrson named in my Letter of Advice the Sum of One Pound Eight Shill'myt, and debit the same to this Office.
(signed)

Wm. Earth, President.

To the Post-office, Staines,

Received, the above
Signature
The Christian an'l Surname of the party to whom the order"!
is made payable, must be written here at full length.
/

A'. B.—Orders are issued and paid in London and icithin the Three Mile nircle, between the hours of 10 a. m. and 4 p. m., and in other
places between the hours of 9 a. m. and G p. m., except during the short intervals of time when the letter-boxes are closed for the receipt
of paid letters.
The commis«ion on orders issued is, for any Sum not exceeding 2 7. Three-pence, above 2i. and not exceeding 5 1. Sixpence.
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MONEY-ORDER JOURNAL.
Business at the Money-Order Office, General Post-office, on Saturday 15th July 1843.

ORDERS PAID at General Post-office, Saturday, 15th July 1843.

Cr.
Number
of
Money
Order.

Date.

July 13 -

12 13 -

- 10 8 - 13 - 10 - 16 - 13 -

11

-

June
July
-

7
12
19
13
12
13

-

-

-

6 13 -

12 -

- 11 - 13 - 8 -

-

172
173
61
235
236
7
464
223
87
20
34
124
118
110
22
12
3,565
53
16
61
237
236
12
58
43
83
27
79
63
391
15

Name of Post Town where granted.

Ledger
Folio.

Name of Party to whom payable.

G F. Minsell & Co

-

Swindon Reading ......

T. Doveson ------

Ditto -----Dingwall
.....
Dublin --.--.

Ditto
-----Price & Co.
R. Hindon ------

Coventry
Bewdley -----Gloucester
Northampton -

Prater & Co.
Jno. Milond
Devas & Co.
Geo. KingsDitto

Odiam

------

High Wycombe
FarnhamChatham

-

-

-

-

246
»
200
35
38G

96
163
274
1

-

»
21
12

-

------

G. Minking

JJ

118
149
196

-----

224
220
85
140

-

----.....

Altrincham Andover -----Penzance
----Stratford Avon
....
Fareham -----Rochester
Dorchester
Cheltenham High Wycombe
....

Oliver & Co.

P. Hooper

*

Willoughby & Co
R. Harvey & Co.

....
....

jj
118

-

j,
83
69
70
204
137
57
223

Geo Gibson
----Williamson 4c Co.
Prentice & Co. Carried forward

- - - £.

Amount of
Money Orders
Paid.

£. s. d.
5 - - 17 6
1 10 5 - - 17 - 12 6
4 1 6
34226
5 - - 10 126
5 - - 2 246
- 12 -

- a i
2 6
3 10 -

4 16 5 - 5 - - .
4 11 6
3 - 1 - _
1 12 6
1 - 25- 10 2 15 G
1 1 76 13

1

MONEY ORDER ADVICE.
ADVICE of Money Order drawn by the Post-office of London upon the PostH>ffice at Staines, on the 15th day of July 1843.

Number
of
Order.

1,801

Name of Person to whom Payable.

Christian Name.

Lydia

Surname.

Tickner

-

In these Columns must be stated the Name, Address, and Occupation or
Amount
Calling of the Party paying in the Money and obtaining the Order.
of
Occupation or
Surname.
Money Order. Christian Name.
Address.
Calling.
£. I. d.
18-

Mr. Treager

-

96, Cheapside.

—

L. CoUmgwood,
Postmaster,
Who draws the Order.
Upon whom the Order is drawn.
This Advice must be signed both by the postmaster who draws the order and by the postmaster upon whom it is drawn, and the latter must
not fail, after having entered the particulars in his Money-order book, to forward it, by the very first post after its receipt, to the chief
Money-order Office of the kingdom in which is situated the town where such order was granted ; viz. to London, if the order is granted in
England ; to Dublin, if granted in Ireland ; and to Edinburgh, if granted in Scotland, in obedience to the printed instructions on this subject.
If any correspon deuce arises from neglect in forwarding this Letter of Advice according to these regulations, the postmaster guilty of such
omission will be charged with the postage, and in the event of further irregularity, he will be reported to the Postmaster-general.
*„* A duplicate Advice for each order must invariably be forwarded to the capital of the country, on the poet town of which the order
is issued.

(Indorsement.)

MONEY ORDER ADVICE.
On Her Majesty't Service.
The Postmaster

of Staines,
W. L. MABERLY.
0-93-
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Appendix, No. 34.

A COPY of the LEDGER, folio 241, for the Current
Forms of Post-office
Accounts.

SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH WREAKS.

Dr.
Money
Number of
Order.

DATE.

1843:
July 15 397
^
j,
j.
??
9,
y«
,1
i
(

j
n
„

ff
jj

n
jj

„
,9
9]

)}

398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
4\7
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430

|f
n
„
j,
„
^
I,
3)

J)

„
w
j;
„
tl

)f
H

„
5

,
5

»

432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
44.5
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
45^
457

Name of Post Town
where Payable.

Journal Amount
Folio. of Money
Orders.

Charge
for Money
Orders.

£. s. d.

£. s. <L

-

- 16 -

- - 3

Robinson & Son
T. Hawksworth
Alex. Merryweather
M. Field T. Cox Savory
Mr. Pearson R. Sykes
W. Shatwell J. Weston
E. Adamson
T. Allport

—
—

- 9 -

- 10

-

-

M. Pine -

-

1 10

-

- - 3

S. Tepson
T. Jevvdale
W. Hart G. Bowden
T. Dixon
M. Gardner
H. Haden
Liddal & Co. R. Pashley
J. Gadsley
Miss Rodgers H. & G. Barker
Elias Ponitzer Hopkins & Son

2 12 1 17 436
1 13 2 - -

_ - 6

Serjt. Tuikley »

—
—
—
_
—
-

T. llendy
Henley & Co. W. Joysten
~
»
J. Potts ...
B. Innistone
Lees Brothers Carlton & Co. J. Needham
T. Hodgson J. Armstrong -

—
_
_
-

Mr. Lumley
J. Binks B. Basher
T. Corstairs
Messrs. Poole T. Lawton
J. Ettenfield S. Mendia
„
M. Bullivant Wormbow & Co.
John Pashley Mr. Fell J. Bury Ingram & Co. -

—
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
-

Name of Party to
whom Payable.

Brought forward - - - £.
T. Welsh

Birmingham
*
London Leeds •
London Chorley London Nottingham
Dewsbury
Macclesfield
Belper Stockport
Birmingham
*
Stockport
*
Stockport
Birmingham
Scarborough Manchester
Preston Manchester
Birmingham
Hull * York
Ashby-de-la-Zouch Chatham
Manchester
London Birmingham
London Doncaster
V

*
Newark Birmingham
Manchester
!>

Derby Bilstone Manchester
•
York" -

-

•

!>

Doncaster
*
London Rochdale
Nottingham
Buxton London Hull
Alanchester
Spilsby -

-

-

n

Birmingham
„

London Lichfield 1'onteiract
Liverpool

mm

Williams, Cooper & Co. -

i i G
i 15 - 12

-

- 7 6
3 2 1

12

6

i 19 223
- 19 6

44- 12

-

i 16 9

246
1

10

-

1 - -

261 10

-

4
5
3

-

18
10

5 - 254
5 - —

2

9

a - 296
3

i -

2 - 216

5 - 2 12

-

- 8 6
2 19
1
2 -

-

- 5 11-

1 16 5
5
i
3
—

18
19
14

9
6

1 10

-

4 13 -

-

3
3
3
3
3
G
3
3
6
3
3

—
-

—
_
_
-

3
6
3
3
6
3
3
6
3
3
6
3
G
3
6
G

_
_

_
_
_

6
6
6
3
3
6
G
3
6
6
6

- - 3
- - G
- - 3
e\

- - 3
- - 3
- - 3
_ _ 6
- - G

-

-

3
3
6
3
3
G

Carried forward - - - £.

* These orders most probably drawn on Ireland and Scotland, as no advices have been received
at present.
Fifty Ledgers in use at the Money-Order Office
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Quarter, in Account with the SHEFFIELD POST-OFFICE.
Forms of Post-office
Accounts.
SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH WREAKS.

Cr.

u &•
.> C

DATE.

.

B$'£"2*

Name of Post Town
where Issued.

Name of Party to
whom payable.

Z<30

1843 =
[uly 11
}
|
j

858
846
836
788
880

)

t
j
Jl
giy
3j
jj
)|
J
I
J
>
j
J
>
If
57
99
J»j
||
J)
J»
||
||
I|
9)

7
J»
|y

11
jj
|)

12
»j
II
10
n

11
JJ
9)
»

)J
>»
J)
1)
9)

>»
II
9)
12
pi
?x
jj
>l
j»
jj
»

35
38
45
52
53
116
57
i?
31
32
74
75
76
196
38
39
250
46
223
224
183
103
212
221
16!
lG2
188

469
77
1,085
1,086
*»045
1,134
1,225
1,226
4
145
20
552

5ti8
123
89
9«
9i
3'9
92
271
40
52
i!l
114
52

54
54
300
22
*3

Brought forward - - - £.
L. Barnescone
Manchester
W. Marples ,,
G. Finniss
5>
"
M. Ratcliff
>»
E. Froggatt
J,
~
Sharp & Co. Mansfield .
j>
* Mr. Henabine \V. Taylor
Margate D. Lidgett
Newark 11
"
,i
J. Purbins
Northampton G. Cresland Northwich
T. W. Givins Oakham L. Barnescone Royston »
•
"
"
»?
T. Wasteney Ryde
"
t9
»
>,
fj
J. Hamilton
Oxford-street M- Lacey
Sleaford do.
5,
"
*
Manheshe & Co.
Southampton J. Brown
Stourbridge
A. Mann Strand do.
j>
*
Tottenham-court-road Mr. Bradshaw C, Barber
Wakefield
J. & J. Elliott York
Wilson & Co. do.
Mr. Pocking Lambeth
i>
•
j,
A. Platts
Dublin A. Green
1*
Mr. Stevenson Edinburgh
Samuel Harwood
London do.
j>
T. Galley
»
Chr. Williamson
ji
"
John Tyler
»
jj
Ardee
Jersey Alfreton Charing Cross »
Halifax Hereford >>
j»
"
~
Hull
Macclesfield
Newcastle-on-Tyne Rochfbrd
Whitby Alfreton Ashton-under-Lyne Bakevvcll ~
,,
Barnsley Bath
Bedale »

Amount
ournal of Money
Orders
Folio. Payable.

Amount
of Money
Orders
Paid.

f. s. d.

£. s. d.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
8,442
do.
5,637
1,625
2,745
do.
,?
11. Paisley
J. Stevens
Sheffield Banking
S. Pionslow
S. Mordaunt
G. Lindley
S. White
—
)»
J. Tyler William Cell F. Fenis Whiteley & Co.
H. Hinde
J. Harmer
C. Bellamy
J. Shaw G. Eaden
_
M. Berwick
Overseers of Sheffield
Eyne & Co.
J. Browne
do.

Carried forward - - - £.
for the Quarter commencing 6th July 1843.
K K 3

2 15 3 - 2

—

—

;
5
i
5

11
8
-

6
-

a - 326
- 18 5
5
5
5
5
1
5

4
-

£J

~
~
_

- 5 5
1

5
3
-

<- 10

16
5
5
19

6
3

1 10

-

5 -14
I —
3 13

6
9

- 12

-

5
5
5
5
5
4

6
~
~
-

18
~
~
7
i

in 6
2 15 1

10

-

1 17 5 - 5 - 5 - 2

-

-

a — —
- 6 445 - 476
1 12

G

- 15 1°
i 8 - 7 335 - i - -

•
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I-'ormsof Post-office
Accounts.

CURRENT CASH ACCOUNT.

ABSTRACT of the ACCOUNT of the POSTMASTER of GUILDPOUD with the MONBY-ORDBB OPPICB, General Post-office,
for the Quarter ended 5 April 1843

To be discontinued when the System of Daily Accounts shall have become general.

GUILDFORD, W. Conor, from 0 January 1843 to 5 April 1843.

Dr.
Quarter
ended

1843:
5 April

Cr.
Amount of
Charge
Money Orders for Orders
granted.
granted.
£. i. d.
2,207 10 9

£. s. d.
18 3 -

Bate of Amount of
iemittonce. Remittance.

Nil.

Nil.

Quarter
ended

Amount of
Date of
Amount of
Money Orders Remittance.
Remittance.
Paid.

1843:
£. ,. d.
1843 :
5 April - 1,270 18 8 January 6
— 9
— 10
— 12
— 14
— 16
— 17
— 18
— 20
— 21
— 27
— 28
Feb.
1
— 2
— 3
—

4

—

6

— 9
— 10
— 15
— 17
— 21
— 25
— 28
March 21

2,297 10 9

18 3 -

£. 1,270 18 8

—
—
—
—
—
—

4
9
11
16
17
18

—
—
—
—
—
—
April

20
21
23
25
28
29
1

—

5

£. t. d.
12 9
14 12
34 12
20 27 15
13 2
18 9
42 6
60 18
37 I
88 7
34 9
38 19
13 12
14 6
29 3
20 4
16 4
31 64 18
19 17
14 3
15 5
13 4
36 15
14 11
52 18
22 6
20 16
13 15
19 5
16 10
37 13
13 2
42 18
14 14
16 5
21 12
33 16
11 17
22 13

9
4
7
1
2
7
7
1
5
1
6
2
9
6
1
4
10
-

6
3
6
10
6
8
1
8
9
2
10
6
7
7
2
II
4
7
8
8
9

£• 1,035 19 4

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.

MONEY-ORDER DEPARTMENT OF THE POST-OFFICE.

EXTRACT from the RECEIVER-GENERAL'S PASS-BOOK with the Bank of England, of the 15th July 1843.

The BANK OF ENGLAND with the MONET-ORDER OFFICE DEPARTMENT of the Post-Office.— Thomas Young, Esq.
Receiver-General .

Dr.

1843:
15 July.

0.93-

Or.
To sundries
To - ditto
Barnett Barclay Hanbury
Robarts ...
Masterman
Willis
- . Williams London and West
minster.
Glyn
Hankey
•
Barnard
Price
Smith ...
Currie ...
Jones
...
Drewett ...
Prescott •
*
Cocks Barclay .
Lubbock
Navy
... due 17 July
Ditto
... *"?»*"
Ditto
... "*?>""
London and West
minster
=3 Glyn
24 27 Hill
Fewkes ...
28 Robinson
2.9 30 Field
London and West
3 Aug.
minster
Currie 4 Davies ...
4 Moun ...
4 Praed
...
4 Williams
4 Hankey 4 Barrett ...
4 Ditto
...
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
5 Spooner
5 Ditto
...
5 Hanbury
5 Jones
5 Smith
...
5 Williams 5 Lubbock
5 Williams
4 Lubbock
5 London and West
minster
7 - Ditto
7 Leaf
8 De Lisle ...
15 Sep.

£.

*. d.

£.
170
1,024
170

«.
19
-

d.
5
-

120

_

-

1843:

55
35
35
3°
25

-

-

20
20

-

-

15 July .
.
.
.

Barth
Newell
Barth
Parsons
Barth
Ditto
Ditto

£.
50
70
800
200
100
70
1,000

s.
-

15 - -

2O

-

-

10
10

_

-

5
5
5
5
5

**
"™
-

"~
—
-

20

-

-

18 9 10

18 9 10

30 - -

30 - -

34 2 6
28 13 8
38 14 i
IO 12

•

-

12 18 4
12O 2O 26 14

-

16 15 8
20 30 31 17

-

27 15 6
53 8 4
30 - 20
40
40
30
25

-

-

35 17 7
50 - 100

-

-

150 - -

-

72 11
4* 85 20 -

20

4
-

30
15
128
250

17
-

-

K K 4
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Appendix, No. 35.

ROUGH STATEMENT of FACILITIES and IMPROVEMENTS since May 1843.

1843:
May

June

- - Beam Bridge anc Mail-coach established.
Exeter.
Romford - Free delivery extended.
- - Three receiving offices
Canterbury
opened.
Free delivery established.
Horndean
Walton-on-Thames - Free delivery extended.
- - Post established under
Tregaron
guarantee.
- - Ditto.
Greatham
Free delivery extended.
St. Asaph
Free
delivery established.
Lyndhurst
- - Ditto.
Horwick . - Later dispatch of
Bedford mail for London.
- - Bromley, Croydon, - - Mail-carts substituted
forvkles.
and Hampton.
- - Receiving office esta
Richmond Road
blished.
Belper and Wooler - - - Ride fitted to London
mail.
- - Second daily bag made
Broyntless
up for.
Walton ... Free delivery established.
Day mail established.
Rickmansworth
Mineliead and Lynton Horse-post established.
Navenby - - - Guarantee-post esta
blished.
— Receiving office esta
Hever blished.
Lynton - Free delivery established.
Pontefract and Cas- - - Messenger appointed
to accelerate correspond
tleford.
ence.
Oakham and Upping- - - - Ditto.

1843:
July

Whitchurch
Gilling, &c.

-

vrrGSIOrQ -

-

»

Worfield Menai Bridge T

•" .1
IjOWICK

—

•

—

iver
*.".*•
St. Bees .. Handford
Whitburn
Thorpe Arch Mid Lavant, &c. '
Hersham
Shotley Bridge
i Official posts established
Pontesbury
Yoxhall, &c. South Luffenham
Harrold Milton, Sandbeach, &c.
Stukeley King's Cliffe Brightlingsea Littleport
Chesterford, Ickletou,
&c.
August

-

Hagley, &c.
Heybridge
1 3 other posts in which
the guarantees have
been cancelled.
- Great Western Rail
way extended to Beam
Bridge.
Winchester and Salis
bury;

July

Acceleration of mails.
Mail-coach established.

hana.
August
Crewe Ackworth
Oxton Burton and Ingleton
Great Waltliam
Aldridge Robin Hood's Bay July

^

- - Official posts estai) hlUhed
UllolICVJ.
June

Coseley Oakengates, &c.
Coulsden Preston Candover

July

1843:
May

Indian Navy
Alexandria

- - Privileges as regards
seamen's letters.
- - Optional payment of
postage rid Falmouth.

1843:
May
June

-

Ifield, Chorlwood, and
Horley.
Nazing and Parndon
Porchester & Shedfield
Eastington
Dowlais Bowers Gifford
Tutbury Ibstock •

-

Official posts established.

-

Surbiton Bristol and Bath

- - Greece, Egypt, &
Syria.
India
-

- - Ride to be established
between.

- - Reduction of postage
vid Falmouth
- - Optional payment of
postage (under consider
ation).

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
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IRELAND.

1843 =
July

1843 :

Tubbercurry
St rang ford
Derrylin -

May

-

Free delivery established.
- - Ditto.
Official post established.

Verner's Bridge
Lahinch Ballywalter

|i- Official posts established.

SCOTLAND.

1843:
Clonmoull

May

Free delivery established.
- - Ditto.
- - Direct bag from Edin
burgh established.
- - Receiving office esta-

Rosemachie
Musselburgh

Maxwelltown -

June

. 1843:
July
August

- - Pollockshaws and
Glasgow.
-

- - Afternoon post est
blished.

Dundonald

1

Gatehead

V Official post establishc

Lymington

j

hi P <] i ( M S

UIIolJCU*

July

Kirknewton
Denny ...

Free delivery established.
- - Double daily post with
Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Lanark and Carluke -

- - Mail-coach substitute
for messenger.

ABSTRACT of FACILITIES, &c. since May 1843.

New Posts
Established.

Ilcceiving
Offices
Established.

Free Deliveries
Established.

Extended.

Mail Coaches
Established.

Mail Carts
and Rides
Established.

Messengers
Established.

Posts
Accelerated.

Additional
Deliveries
Effected.

various

2

General
Accommoda
tions.

England :
63

5

2

3

5

2

4

various.

Ireland :
4

-

2

•

*

-

-

-

-

-

v

Scotland:
i

3

Foreign and"!
Colonial -J

0.93-

-

3

-

-

-

1

-

variou s accornmod itions.

L L

-

3

ft
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Appendix, No. 36.

A STATEMENT, showing when the MAIL TRAINS on the BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTER, YORK AKD NORTH
MIDLAND, and LEEDS AND SELBY Railways, for which excessive Payments have been made by the Post-Office,
commenced Running; the Date when the Error was first known to the Post-Office ; and the Annual and Total
Amount of excessive Charge up to such Time.

RAILWAYS.

Date of Discovery
of
Error in Distance.

Date of Commencement.

Birmingham
and
Gloucester.
Ditto ...

Annual Rate
Tola! Amount of
of
Excessive Charge tc
Excessive Charge.
loDec. 1841.

£.
154

6 February 1841, to Camp Hill

£. *. d.
81 - 91

s. d.
1 2|

lio Dec. 1841^
17 August 1841, to Birmingham station

82 14 10

-

26 5 11}
107 6 9

York and
Midland.

North

Leeds and Selby

i June 1841 ......

5 Dec. 1841 -

10

1 10 J

5

9 November 1840 -

5 Dec. 1841 -

88 14 7J

81

-

-

-

-

3 uj
2

7

Appendix, No. 37-

LIST of PLACES in England and Wales having more than One Free Delivery Daily; with the Number of Deliveries
now, as compared with the 1st July 1838.

Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

NORTHERN DISTRICT:
Alnwick Appleby ...
Barnard's Castle
Belford
-

Berwick Beverley Blackburn
Brampton Bishop's Auckland
Burnley Burton
Carlisle Clitheroe Cockcrmouth
Darlington
Durham Felton
Gateshcad
East Ayton
Guisborough
Green Hamerton
Haydcn Bridge Hexham u • ' < t*
nowucn
Hull
Kendal

-

.
•
...
-

2
2
1
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3
2

2
o

2
2

1

2

2
2

3
3
3

2
- 1

2

1

2

2
2
1

a

2

2

2
2

2
2

2
1
1

2
2
2

2

2

2

3

2
9

"

Number Numbe
in
in
1843.
1838.

NORTHERN DISTRIC r—cont nued.
Keswick 2
2
Lancaster ...
2
2
Malton ...
2
2
Maryport ...
2
3
Milnthorpe
2
1
Morpeth
«
2
2
Newcastle-on-Tyne 2
2
North Shields 2
2
Northallerton
2
1
Penrith ...
1
2
Oswaldkirk
2
2
Pocklington
2
2
Ravenglass
2
2
Richmond 1
2
Hipon
...
2
2
Scarborough
2
2
Selbv
2
2
South Shields 2
2
Skipton ...
2
2
Stellington
2
2
Stockton 2
2
Snainton 2
3
Stokesley 2
2
c? j i i
ounclenunu
2
o• m ton
2
2
Tadcaster 2
2

Number N'nmbe
in
in
18431838.

NORTHERN DISTRICTr—conti ';<'«/Thirsk
... ' <Jt
9
Tynemouth
- ,<<fs t.a
8
Ulverstone
"i"'
*""'
•-*j '.';ik
YVhitby a i. **•%
\Vhiteliaven
•,j.i- •tfi
Wigton Workington
Wykeham . - 3" Sj"
!{!,&:•
Yarm
- .Ci)
York
- •• - .i i»H; S«4-i
_". _. ,,
•ndrf

MIDLAND DISTRICT:
!i

Mi. III
»»j

^
** .-

iivl;;
Alfreton n^f;'.
Ashbourne
Ashton-under-Lyne t'jl1 ^fcf:
Bakewell Barnsley Bawtry « ^ —J
•r^sl
Belper
- •-:*£
Bolton
•*.-, ndaoukfalflf
Boston
... ^"T r>-%i
bourne - , - "^jSa •"W»^
• ill.-'' ^ Trl
-"1
Bradtord, i orkshire • •**»«*: *J

l«ii

ig

^BT*^7 A'; ~ C V-T

^^te^b^ u «jr

n

Bury

* '(™

- ••^3
1 • " "^"^wK

2 1

j
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Number Nutnbei
in
iu
1843.
1838.

MIDLAND DISTRICT — contii tied.
2
Buxton 1
i
2
Chesterfield
2
2
Chorley 2
2
Derby
2
2
Dewsbury Doncaster ...
3
3
Folkingham
2
2
2
1
Ferrybridge
Gainsborough
2
2
2
Grantham 3
1
Grimsby 3
Halifax ...
3
3
Horncastle
i
2
Huddersfield
2
3
T
f,f
2
Leeds
...
3
2
Leek
i
2
Leicester 2
2
Lincoln 2
Loughborough 2
1
2
Louth
...
2
Manchester
3
3
Macciesfield
2
2
Mansfield 2
3
Matlock (Bath) 2
2
Melton Mowbray
4
3
Newark 2
3
2
Nottingham
2
2
Oakham 2
2
Oldham 2
Otley
1
2
o
Pontefract
2
2
2
Preston n
2
Iletford 2
Rochdale 3
2
Rotherham
i
2
Sheffield 2
2
Sleaford ...
2
2
2
Spilsby 2
2
Stockport 2
2
Tuxford Uppingham
2
3
Wakefield 3
3
2
Wirksworth
i
2
2
Worksop Sub-offices and Receiving-houses :
Addingham
2
1
2
Alford
2
nil.
2
Besthorpe nil.
2
Bingley Bingham 3
3
Bollingbroke (Old) nil.
2
Brigghouse
2
3
2
2
Caistor ...
Caythorpe
1
2
Chapel-in-le-Frith
nil.
2
nil.
Coltersworth
2
2
Crowland 2
2
Elland
2
nil.
2
Gringley Haslingden
nil.
2
2
1
Hathersage
2
1
Heywood nil.
2
Hebden Bridge nil.
2
Hoyland nil.
2
Keighley 2
Kenyon ...
1
Kirham ...
2
1
2
nil.
Laceby -

0.93-

Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

MIDLAND DISTRICT—continued.
Sub-offices, &c.—continued.
Leadenham
1
Lees
2
Limber ...
nil.
Littleborough nil.
Maltby * nil.
Melbourne
nil.
Millbridge
2
Poulton 2
Rawtenstall
nil.
Sowerby Bridge
nil.
Stapleford
nil.
2
Stickney Sutton-in-Ashfield
nil.
Ticknell i
Todmorden
2
Uppermill ...
2
Walthatn 2
Whitvvell --nil.
Wintliorpe
nil.
EASTERN DISTRICT :
Attleborough
2
Bishops Stortford
2
Biggleswade
2
Bury
2
Cambridge
1
Colchester
2
2
Diss 2
Halstead Hertford 1
Hitchiu 2
Hoddesdon
1
Ipswich 2
Lnwestoff 2
Norwich 3
Saffron Walden 2
Ware
1
\Velwyn 1
Woodbridge
2
Yarmouth 3
NORTH WALES DISTRICT :
Atherstone
2
2
A shby-de-la-Zouch
2
Bangor
Bilstoue 3
2
Birmingham
Burton-on-Trent
3
i
Birkenhead
2
Carnarvon
2
Chester 2
Chirk
Coventry ...
3
i
Conway ...
2
Corwen ...
1
Daventry 2
Denbigh ...
I
Eccleshall 2
Holyhead ...
1
Holy well 2
Leamington
2
Lichfield Liverpool 3
2
Llangollen
1
Market Drayton

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

3
2
2
2
3

2
2

3
3
2
2
2

3
3
2

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
2
2
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Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

NORTH WALES DISTRI CT—C01 tinned.
Middlewich
2
2
Mold
2
2
Newcastle (Staffords.)
2
2
Northwich
2
1
Ormskirk 2
3
Oswestry 2
2
Penkridge 2
3
Prescot ...
2
2
Rugby
...
2
2
Rugeley 2
2
Kuthin
2
2
2
St. Asaph ...
1
St. Helens
2
2
2
Shiffnal 2
Shrewsbury
2
3
Solihull 2
2
Stafford - •
2
2
2
1
Stone
...
2
Uttoxeter 2
Walsall 1
3
Warrington
<2
3
2
Warwick 2
1
Weedon 3
2
2
Wcdnesbury
2
2
Welshpool o
o
West Bromwich Whit church V(Salop)
2
3
T'
"
2
Wigan
...
2
Wolverhampton 2
2
2
Wrexham ...
Sub-offices :
Abergeley Bala
Barmouth ...
Church Stretton
Dolgelly ...
Hawarden ...
Llanrwst Machynlleth
Montgomery
New Ferry
Ruabon Sudbury ...
Wem
Woleslcy •v
Penny Post-offices :
Berriew ...
Brierly Hill
Eastham ...
Erdington ...
Flint
Haudsworth
Kenilworth
Llangefui Lantierchynch Maghull Malpas Newton ...
Nuneaton
Rhyl
-..
Runcorn ...
Sutton Coldfield
Up Gornal
Willenhall-

Z

<j
2
g

1
1
2
1
1
2

^
2

3
•

2
2
2
1

2
9
<2
.•>

2

2
2
2

2

1
1
2
1
Q

2

1
2
1
1
1
I

2
2
2
2
3
2

I
1
1
2
2
2
1

3

^/"/Illl

L 2

2

2
2
•2

•2

*'

'

a
o

) 11 *lffl\
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SOUTH WALES Di STIUCT
Abergavenny
4
Aberystwith
3
Abingdon 1
Banbury 1
Bewdley 1
Brecon
3
Broadway 2
Bromyard 2
Builth
2
Burford 1
Bridgend 2
Campden 1
Cardigan 2
Carmarthen
1
Cheltenham
2
Chepstow 3
Cireiicester
3
Coleford 2
Cowbridge
- .
2
Crickhowell
1
Chalford 2
Dursley 3
Evesham 2
Fairfbrd 1
Farringdon
1
Gloucester
HayHereford 3
Highworth
2
Hobb's Point
2
Kidderminster 2
Kington 2
Lampcter 1
Lechlade 1
Lcdbury 2
Leominster
3
Llandovery
i
Llangaddock
2
Llanelly 1
Ludlow Q
O
Monmouth
3
Moreton-in-Marsh
3
Merthyr Tydvil 2
Neath
2
Newport(Monmouthsh.)
1
Newnham 2
Nortbleach
1
/~\
r i
Oxford
...
2
Pershore 2
Presteign 9
Rhayadcr 3
•1
lloss
...
2
Shipstone 2
•2
Stratford-on-Avon
otroutl
.
.
.
1
Swansea 2
Swindon 1
'
Ten bury 2
Tetbury 3
Taibach 2
UiSK 2
Witney 1
Woolton-under-Edge 1
Worcester 3
ft

Q

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
Q
(_>

2
2
2
2
2
•2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

3
3

3
3
3
2

3
3

3
2

3
3
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

3
2
2

fTT' .

Sub-offices :
Alcester ...
Bryrnnaeed
Berkeley Carleon Deddington
Eardesley ...
Glu.>bury • —«__ Henley-in-Arden

Number Numbei
in
in
1838.
1843.

Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

2
i
2
2
2

1
—

2
2

2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

SOUTH WALES DISTUI CT—con tinned.
Sub-offices—continued.
Kidwelly 2
2
Knighton 2
2
The Lea 2
2
Malmsbury
3
3
Newcastle Emlyn
2
i
2
Ponterdulais
r yie
2
2
Pontyforidd
2
Radnor 2
2
itngJanu .
•
«•
1
2
Sodbury 2
3
Stow
2
3
Studley 2
2
Thornbury
3
3
Tredegar 2
ITIoir
u icy
2
Wickwar 1
2
P,7lu

"""

Receiving-houses :
Adderbury
Blakeney Blockley Cleobury Ensham Letton
...
Llandyssell
Llanfichangel
Loughcr Mitcheldean
Newland Pontypool
St. Briavell's
Wellesbourne
\Vestbury-on-Severn -

2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

HOME DISTRICT :
Arundel Andover Road Basingstoke
Berkhampstead Bognor ...
Brackley Brighton Broadstairs
Brompton Buckingham
Canterbury
Catsfield Chatham Cowes
...
Cranbrook
Cuckfiekl Dartford Dover
Fareham Feversham
Fenny Stratford Godalmin Gosport ...
Gravesend
Guildford Hemelhempstead
Leighton Buzzard
Lewes
Littlehampton Maidenhead
Margate Maidstone
Newport, I. W. New Homney
Newport Pagnell
|X

2

1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
i
i
2
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

HOME DISTRICT —< •ontinvc j.
Northampton
i
•2
Poole
Portsmouth
2
Ramsgate 3
Reading i
Reigate ...
i
Rickmansworth i
Rochester i
Romsey i
Ryde
i
St. Peter's
i
St. Alban's
i
Shoreham i
Slough
i
Sittingbourne
i
Southampton
3
Stoney Stratford
i
Tichfield i
Towcester ...
i
Tring
i
Uxbridge i
Wallingford
i
Wareham ...
2
Watford i
Wimborne
2
Winchester
2
Windsor 1
Worthing 1
Wokingham
1

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
o

2

3•2
2
2
2
2
2

•2
-2
3
2
.>
2

PLACES in the Twopenny Post which
receive One of their Deliveries by
the General Post :
Barnet
3
3
Bromley ...
3
4
Croydon 3
4
Edgeware 3
3•2
Footscray 2
Heston
3
3
Hounslow 3
4
Kingston ...
3
4
Norwood-green 3
3
Shooter's-hill
3
3
Southall ...
3
3
Stanmore 3
3
WESTERN DIST RICT:
Ashburton
Axminster
Barnstaple
Hath
Bideford Blandford Bridgewater
Bridport Bristol
Brixham ...
Camelford
Chard
Charmouth
Chippenham
Chudleigh
Crediton Crewkerne
Cullompton
Dartmouth
Uawlish ...
Devizes Devonport
Dorchester
Exeter
Exmouth -

i

2

2

3
3
3

3
3
;}
3

2

2

(-N

o

2

a
3

3
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
•2

o

2

3
2
2

•2

a
3

2

3

o

o

o
•~>

2

o

2

3

o

•2

3
o

4
~f

SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.
Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

—

Number Number
in
in
1838.
1843.

—

WESTERN DISTRICT—contin ved.
Falmouth 1
2
Frotne
...
3
2
o
Glastonbury
2
Helstone 1
2
Honiton 3
4Ilminster 2
2
Ivybridgc 2
2
Kingsbridgc
1
2
2
Launccston
2
2
Liskeard 2
2
Lostwithiel
2
2
Lyme
...
3
nil.
2
Marazion Melksham
2
1
•2
Newton Abbott 3
2
Oakhampton
1
Penryn
...
1
2
2
Penzance 3

261

WESTERN DISTIUCI —conli nti'il.
Plymouth 2
3
Redruth 2
2
St. Austell
2
2
St. Colunib
1
2
Salisbury 2
2
Shaftesbury
1
2
Sherborne
2
2
Sidmouth 2
2
Soraerton 2
2
South Molton 2
2
Taunton 2
2
Tavistock 2
2
Teignmouth
2
2
Tiverton 2
2
o
Topsham 2
Torquay 2
2
Torrington
2
3
Totness 3
3

Number \umber
in
in
1838.
1843.

WESTERN DISTRICT—conti,wed.
Truro
...
2
2
Warminster
2
2
Wellington
2
2
Wells
2
2
Westbury 2
2
Weymouth
2
2
Yealmpton
2
2
Yeovil
2
2
Sub-offices :
Camborne
Holsworthy
Langport Modbury St. Ives Wadebridge
Wilton
-

a

2
1
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

n
]

j2
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Appendix, No. 38.
STATEMENT showing the NAMES of MAIL GUARDS appointed during the Years ended 5th January 1841, 1842, and
1843 ; with the Dates of their respective Appointments, and the Establishment upon which they were placed.
Date of
Appointment.
1840 :
16 March 13 June
6 Oct.
5
10
18
30
6
13
1
14
30

1841 :
Feb.
March
—
—
April
—
May
—
—

Date of
ESTABLISHMENT. Appointment.

NAME.

Nutly
Carton
Carroll

.
-

_

1841:
4 March -

]
- I Irish.
j
•\

Allen
Banks ...
Hunter Bishop ' English.
Moore Crofts Garee Johnson Faulkner
-

ESTABLISHMENT!

NAME.

Bradley -

1 4 May

Kearney -

28 August -

Cogley

20 Dec.

M'Pherson

English.

Doyle

Irish.

Irish.

-

1842:
10 Jan.

-

Appendix, No. 39.
A STATEMENT of the NUMBER of MAIL GUARDS appointed in the Years ended 5th January 1837, 1838, 1839,
1840, 1841, 1842, 1843.
For the Year
For the Year
For the Year
For the Year
For the Year
For the Year
For the Year
1841,
1837,
1838,
. 1839,
18.10,
18:36,
1842,
ending ^th Jan. ending 5th Jan. ending 5th Jan. ending 5th Jan. ending 5th Jan. ending 5th Jan. ending 5th Jan.
1842.
1838.
18391840.
1841.
i837.
1843.

52

4-2

25

>9

4 August 1843.

12

4

1

Geo. Sto-a.
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ANALYSIS OF INDEX.

ALPHABETICAL and CLASSIFIED LIST of the Principal Headings contained in this
INDEX, with the Pages at which they will be respectively found.

Page of Index.

Page of Index.

ACCELERATION OF DELIVERIES, 265
Deliveries
Hourly Deliveries Accelerators Accounts

-

-

-

-

-273
283
- 265

......

265

Addresses of Letters
...
- 265
Illegible Addresses - 284
Packet Service
- 297
Allegations of the Petition of Mr. Rowland
Hill

265

288

-

271
306

-

271

-

271
297

272

272
267
269
269
269
270
270

DAY MAILS :

268

2(56

Clerks

------

269

Colchester
Deliveries, 6

.

-

-273
- 266
266
268
269
266

Birmingham -----Birmingham and Gloucester Railway
-

267
267

Bombay

......

Australia

-

Branch Offices
Brighton
Bristol
Calcutta

271

-

-

-

---------------------

Ceylon

-

1. Generally 2. Actual and intended Establish
ment of Day Mails 3. Opinions in favour of and
against a later Delivery in
London of the Day Mails Birmingham ----Brighton Day Mail
.
Bristol Day Mail Cambridge Day Mail
...
Cheltenfiam and Gloucester Day Mails

Deliveries, I Attendance of Clerks
Australia
Bombay
Calcutta
Bankers

Consolidation of Letter-carriers
Letter-carriers, 2, 3
Country Offices
Rural Posts Creiue and Chester Railway
Canard's Packets Packet Service

•

-

-

-

-269

------

Australia
Cambridge Day Mail

-

269
269
269

...
•
-

266
269

Day Mails, 2 Canada -------

272
269

Canard's Packets - 271
Channel Islands
----- 269
Circulars
-270
Clerks .... 270
Attendance of Clerks
266
Ki-anch Offices
269
E.itra Work
276
Inland Office
285
Money-order Office -

-

-

-

294

Po^t-office, 1

300

Salaries ------

308

Closing of Letter-boxes Hours of Despatch Collect ion and Delivery of Letters
Deliveries, 1 London District Post
Colonial Letters
Foreign and Colonial Letters
Commissioners ofthe Post-office Inquiry

- 271
- 283
- 271
-27:5
- 288
• 271
- 277
- 271

-

-

-

271
- 274

-

Derby

274

Dover Day Mail Edinburgh and Glasgow Day Mail
Exeter

272

-

275
275

------

276

Irish Erpress ----Leeds Day Mail
Leicester
•
London Day Mails Munitfacturing Towns
Newcastle Day Mail
-

286
287
287
288
293
296

Norwich

297

Nottingham
Portsmouth Day Mail
Railways
1
Sheffield
Southampton Day Mail Up Day Mails
Dead and Returned Letters
-

-

297
- 3°°
- 302
3°9
- 313
- 3*5
- 272

DELIVERIES :
1. Generally 2. Additional Deliveries recom
mended

.--

273
-

273

3. Additional Deliveries esta
blished
4. Deliveries in the Metropolis 5. In the Suburbs C. In Provincial Towns -

273
273
273
174
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/

LIST of the PRINCIPAL HEADINGS—confirmed.
Page of Indejt.

DELIVERIES— continued.
Acceleration of Deliveries - 265
Birmingham 267
Branch Offices
2t>'9
Collection and Delivery of Letters
271
Distribution of Letters 274
Early Deliveries 275
FacilitiesJbr Correspondence
276
Free Deliveries
279
General-post Deliveries 279
Hourly Deliveries 283
Late Letters 286
London District-post
288
Manchester Morning Deliveries
293
Provincial District-posts
• 302
Suburbs of London 312
Sunday Delivery
312
Deputy Postmasters
274
Accounts
265
Despatch of Letters
Distribution of Letters 274
Charing Cross
.... 270
Deliveries
273
District Posts
274
Messengers ... 293
Dover Day Mail ----- 275
Dublin ------- 275
Early Deliveries - 275
Edinburgh ------ 275
Letter-carriers, 4
288
Envelopes
----.. 275
Establishment of the Post-office
275
Expenditure of the Post-office - 276
Ireland ------ 286
Packet Service
297
Expenses of Management
276
Deliveries, 3 .
273
Registration, 1
... 303
Rural Posts, 2
306
Extra Work .
.
. 276
FacilitiesJbr Correspondence 276
Centralization 269
Day Mails
. 272
District Posts 274
' Foreign and Colonial Letters '277
Palmer, Mr.
298
Wesl India Mails - 316
Females
--.... 277
Trench Stamp-office 279
Sorting ofLetters, 2
311
7'aunton
313
Foreign and Colonial Letters - 277
Dead and Returned Letters
272
Prepayment, 3
301
Forward Offices FRAKCE :
1 . Loss to the Revenue ofthe Postoffice by the Treaty taith
Prance
- 278
2. Advantages of the Treaty
- 278
3. Papers laid before the Committee 278
Channel Islands
.... 269
Richmond, Duke of - 306
Rural Posts, 4
- 306
Treaties -317
Franking
-279
Canada -269
Revenue, i
----- 305

°-93-

Page of IndexFree Deliveries
- 279
Deliveries
-273
Rural Posts ----- 306
General-post Delivery - 279
General Post-office ----- 279
Glasgow and Ayr Railway
- 279
Goulburn, Mr.
----- 280
Government Postage
280
Grand Junction Railway Company - 280
Guarantee Posts ----- 281
Guards
...... 281
Mail Guards ----- 292
Hill, Mr. Rowland
283
Goulburn, Mr.
.... 280
Penny Postage
... 299
Post-office, II.
.... 301
Treasury, The
- 313
Hourly Deliveries -283
Consolidation of Letter-carriers 271
District Posts - 274
Hours of Despatch (London) - 283
284
Hull Post-office
293
Manufacturing Towns
Illegible Addresses - 284
Addresses of Letters - 265
Illicit Conveyance of Letters - 284
Improvements in the Post-office
284
Allegations of the Petition of Mr. Row
265
land Hill
London District-post
.
- 288
Scotland ------ 308
INCREASE OF LETTERS :
1. Generally 2. In the London District-post
Day Mails
Establishment of the Post-office Expenditure ofthe Post-office
Facilitiesfor Correspondence
Missing Letters
Number vf Letters ...
Poor
- . India Mail - ' Inland Letters
Inland-office -----Accelerators Penny Postage
Inland Postage
Ireland ------Birmingham ----Dublin
Mail-coaches LATE LETTERS:
1. Posting
2. Delivery

-

-

-

-

LATE-LETTER FEES:
\. Generally •
2. Papers laid before the Committee,
Leeds Day Mail ----Day Mails, 2
....
Manufacturing Towns ...
Leeds and Sclly Railway
...
York and North Midland Railway
L L4

284
285
272
275
276
276
293
297
300
285
285
285
265
299
285
286
267

2/5
292
286
286
286
286
287
272
293
287
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LIST of the PRINCIPAL HEADINGS—continued.
Page of Index.

idex.

LETTER-CARRIERS :
1. Generally; their Duties, Walks,
287

&•
2. Union of the two Corps of Let
ter-carriers for the General
and London District Pasts,
recommended
3. Objections to such Union
4. Papers laid before the Com
mittee, concerning the Edin
burgh Letter-carriers Consolidation of Letter-carriers Day Mails
Deliveries, 1 Establishment of Post-offices
Newspapers Sorting Letters
-

Walks
Lichfield, Lord
LO.VDO.V DISTRICT POST :
1. Improvements effected therein 2. Improvements in the Collection
and Deli-eery of Letters, pro
posed
3. Papers laid before the Committee,
Consolidation of Letter-carriers Increase of Letters, 2
Letter-carriers, 3
London General-post
Losses of Letters Missing Letters
....
Parcels ------

Maberly, Lieutenant-colonel .
Mail-coaches -----Mail-guards -----Manufacturing Towns -

District Posts

-

Missing Letters
Losses of Letters
Parcels Registration of Letters
Money-Letters
.Money-order Office

-

-

-

•

-

288
288

288
271
272
273
275
296
3H
315
288

288

Money Prepayment
Prepayment Simplification of Accounts
Newcastle Day Mail

•

Day Mails, 2 Govlburn, Mr.

-

Generally Fees on Money-orders Expenses iif Money-orders
Propriety of a further Exten
sion of the Money-order Sys
tem considered 5. Simplification of the System 0. Papers laid before the Com
mittee
Accounts
Balances

•

Bankers -----Forgery -----Personation Postmasters' Balances
-

-

North Midland Railway Yuri- and North Midland Railway
Number of Letters Branch Offices
Day Mails
-

-

-

-

296
316
- 297
- 269
272

-

297
280
293
T. r
296
296
North American Packets West India Mails - 316
Paisley ------- •297
_. ,
-,,
298

Packet Service
Govlburn, Mr.
Milford Haven

-

-

-

-

.
289
289
271
285
288
289
290
293
298
292
292
292
2Q3
274
293
290
298
303
294
294

295
265
266
266
277
300
301

298

Parliamentary Return, No. 201 <yi843
Expenditure of the Post-office
Foreign and Colonial Letters
Increase of Letters, 1
Indian Mail Inland Letters
Number of Letters Packet Service
Penny Postage
Post-office, II. 2

-

298
276
277
284
285
28.5
297
297
299
301

PEXSY POSTAGE:
I, Existence of Penny Posts
throughout England and Wales
prior to the General Reduc
tion ; their successful Operation •299
II. Mr. Rowland Hilt's Plan;

]. Results ofMr. Hill's Penny
Postage System, so far as
yet introduced
2. Circumstances which have
tended to its want of suc
cess ; whether assistance
has been afforded by the
Post-office in forwarding
Mr. Hill's views
3. Probability of its ultima tc
success -

294
294
294

294
295

295
301
309
296
•272
280
296

,.

MOXEY- ORDERS :
1.
2.
3.
4.

-

Goulburn, Mr.
Ireland -----Lichfield, Lord
Revenue ------

Poor

-------

Increase of Letters
Prepayment Portsmouth Day Mail

-

-

-

-

Postmaster-general -

-

-

-

-

-'99

299
299
280
286
288
305
300
284
301
300
300
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LIST of the PRINCIPAL HEADINGS—continued.
Page of Index.
- 300

Postmasters' Balances
Balances
•
Postmasters' Salaries

-

266

-

301

POST-OFFICE, THE:
I. Salaries, Duties, fyc. of Postoffice Clerks ; Qualifications re
quired
....
II. Opposition said to have been
encountered by Mr. Rowland
Hillfrom the Post-office Au
thorities in the developement of
his Plan :
1. Generally 2. By fallacious Statistics Clerks -

300

301
301
270

Hill, Mr. Rowland -

-

283

Penny Postage

-

299

PREPAYMENT:
1. Importance of a compulsory
Prepayment of Letters
- 301
2. Willingness of the Public to
pay in Advance
- 302
3. Extension of the Plan to Colo
nial Letters
302
Money Prepayments-

...

Security of Correspondence

-

- 302

RAILWAYS:
1. Generally 2. Reduction in the Cost ofRail
way Conveyance
3. Unnecessary Space set apartfor
the Conveyance ofMails 4. Evidence on the subject of' Ex
cessive Charges for Railway
Mails
...
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway -

Day Mails

-

-

295

302

-

Goulburn, Mr.
302

302
267

Receiving Houses -

-

316

-

303

REGISTRATION OF LETTERS :
1. Generally
2. Plan ofRegistration at present
employed ; its Merits and Defects
3. Proposal for the establishment
of a Cheap System of Regis
tration
4. Objections to Cheap Registration,
5. Compulsory Registration
6. Papers laid before the Committee
Gratuitous Registration Money Letters
-

Money Orderi
0.93.

-

-

.

- 280

Guarantee Posts
.
- 281
Salaries
----._
Branch Offices
Deputy Postmasters .
- 274
Mail Guards .... 2g2
Postmasters' Salaries
Securities
--..

3OO

- 279

Mileage -----. 293
York and North Midland -

I. Effect of the Penny Postage
on the Revenue :
1 . On the Post-office Revenue, 305
2. On the General Revenue
of the Country - 305
II. Deficiency in the Revenue
calculated upon by Mr. Hill 305
III. Papers Laid before the Com
mittee ... 305
Deliveries
.
-273
District Posts
274
Facilitiesfor Correspondence - 276
Foreign and Colonial Letters - 277
France ------ 278
Government Postage
... 28o
Increase of Letters - 284
Inland Letters ... sgg
Number of Letters ... 397
Penny Postage
.... 2gg
Registration, 6
.... 303
Rural Posts, 3
... 307
Stamps ----.. oj3
Twopenny Rate
.
- 315
RURAL POSTS:
1. Generally 306
2. Expense of their Establish
ment
.
.
- 307
3. Extension of the System pro
posed
.
. 307
4. Post Rurale in France - 307
6. Papers laid before the Com
mittee
... 307

302

... 372

Glasgow and Ayr Railway

Page of Index.

REVENUE :

303
304

304
304
304
304
281
294

.... 2g^

SECURITY OF CORRESPONDENCE:
1. Generally 2. Papers laid before the Com
mittee
....
Losses of Letters
.
..
Missing Letters
..
Money Letters
..
Registration of Letters
..
Simplification ofAccounts
..
Accounts
-...
SORTING OF LETTERS :
1 . Manner in which the Duly is
at present performed 2. Saving that might be effected by
Simplification of the Mode of
Sorting .
.
3. Sorting of Letters in their Pro
gress to andfrom the Country
4. Howfar the Letter-carriers are
and might be employed as
Sorters LL5

gO8
308
290
293
294
303
300
265

311

311
311

311
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LIST of the PRINCIPAL HEADINGS—continued.
Page of Index.
Page of Index.

SORTING OF LETTERS—continued.
Branch Offices
- 269
273
Deliveries, i Females ------ 277

-

2GG

-

277
278

-

302
315

-

315

Uniformity of Rate

-

315

Rural Posts Walks - ••
Letter-carriers

-

306

-

315

-

287

Belgium Foreign and Colonial Letters
France ----H Jf

STAMPS:
1. Their Convenience to the Public 3"
2. Houijar they are convenient to
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INDEX.
£JV. B.—In this Index, the .Figure* following the Names of Witnesses refer to the Number of the
Question in the Evidence; Ev.p. to the Page of the Evidence; and App. to the Page of
the Appendix. A reference is, in some cases, given to the Page as well as to the Number of the
Question, in consequence of the great length of the Answers.]

A.
ACCELERATION of Deliveries. Defects in the present arrangement with regard to
the delivery of letters; remedy proposed, Hill's Ev. p. 35
The Twopenny-post
deliveries have been accelerated, by reducing the walks, and carrying the letters in bags
• to district offices, Smith 1871
It would not accelerate the delivery of letters after
dark, if the letter-carriers had lights ; the gas-lights supersede the necessity for that, Ib.
2089-2091
Measures proposed by the Postmaster-general for accelerating the delivery
of letters in the morning, Bokenham 2298-2308
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's sug
gestion with regard to the acceleration of the General-post delivery, Lord Lowther's
Ev.p. 334.
Accelerators. Former practice in the Inland-office with regard to the time of the accele
rators leaving the Post-office ; system now pursued, Maoerly 1772. 1779
The acce
lerators leave the Post-office at from half-past eight to a quarter before 10 in the morn
ing, Smith 1895
The Twopenny-post department has no accelerators, Ib. 2071.
Accounts. Statement in Witness's evidence before the Postage Committee of 1838, that the
adoption of stamps for letters would relieve the Post-office from all financial accounts,.
which would effect an enormous saving of expense, Hill 4, p. 5
So long as there is a
money-order system, a complicated account with every postmaster in the country, but
quite distinct from postage accounts, must necessarily be kept up, Ib. 500
Forms of
Post-office accounts, App. 249
Abstract of the money-order transactions of the chief
and branch offices, for Saturday, 15th July 1843, Ib.
Copy of the journal of orders
issued and paid at the commencement of business at the Money-order Office, General
Post-office, on Saturday, 15th July 1843, Ib. 250
Advice of money-order drawn by the
Post-office of London upon the Post-office at Staines, 15th July 1843, Ib. 251
Copy of
the ledger with respect to money-orders for the current quarter, from 5th July 1843, in
account with the Sheffield Post-office, Ib. 252
Abstract of the account of the post
master of Guildford with the Money-order Office, General Post-office, for the quarter
ended 5th April 1843, Ib. 254
Extract from the Receiver-general's pass-book with
the Bank of England, in respect to the Money-order Department of the Post-office,
Ib. 255.
Addresses of Letters. The adoption of measures to induce the public to facilitate the ope
rations of the Post-office, by giving complete and legible addresses to letters, by making
slits in doors, and by other means, recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Giving legible
addresses to letters would facilitate the operations of the Post-office; how this might be
in some measure accomplished, Ib. 741-744
Many men have a fancy for having their
letters addressed simply " London," Bokenham 2225
Number of letters sorted by the
General-post letter-carriers on the 12th July, addressed "London" only, Ib.
Account showing the number of letters that have been put into the Post office without
directions, in the six years ending 5th April 1843; also, the number of bankers' letters
that have been misdirected to London in the same period, Ramsey's Ev.p. 318.
See also I/legible Addresses.
Packet Service.

Agents. See Bombay.
Allegations of the Petition of Mr. Rowland Hill. Observations in support of the allega
tion that further progress in Post-office improvement must not be left to the Post-office
itself, Hill 318, p. 84-87
Further observations in support of the allegation that even
if experience justified the expectation of improvement, the measures recently adopted
by the Post-office would countervail such expectation, 111. p. '87-91
Observations
in support of the allegation that upon the present extent of Post-office business, savings
may be effected to an enormous amount, without either the slightest diminution of pub
lic convenience or any injustice to individuals, Ib. p. 89-95
Explanation of the
statements contained in paragraphs 13 and 15 of the petition, that since August 1841,
scarcely any progress has been made towards the completion of Witness's plan, Ib. 396406
Examination with regard to the measures recently adopted by the Post-office, to
which reference is made in paragraph 22 of Witness's petition, Ib. 422.

See also Deliveries, 1.
tration of Letters.
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Allen, Mr. Establishment of the cross posts by Mr. Allen, Hill 318, p. 84.
Alphabetical Sorting. See Sorting of Letters.
Altofts and York Railway. Altofts and York Railway time-bill, App. 65.
See also York and North Midland Railway.
Ashbitrton, Lord. Extract from the evidence of Lord Ashburton on the subject of economy
in the management of the Post-office, Hill 318, p. 83.
Attendance of Clerks, fyc. The extension of the hours of attendance in the metropolitan
offices recommended, Hill 8-2, p. 34
Unfairness of extending the hours of attendance
of the persons employed in the metropolitan offices, Maberly 1 7-24
Evidence relative
to the hours of attendance given at the metropolitan offices, Ib. 1725,1726. 1733-17371766-1775
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for the extension of the
hours of attendance of clerks in the London department, Lord Lowther, p. 336.
Australia. Difficulty of transmitting letters to Australia ; evidence concerning their deten
tion at Bombay, Maberly 951-991 ; Hill 3214
Statement of the number of vessels
that sailed from Calcutta and Madras in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in the
year 1841-42, for Australia, Maberly's Ev. p. 185
Letter from the Postmastergeneral to the LonU of the Treasury, dated loth February 1843, on the subject of
the postage on letters through India to Australia, App. 213
Treasury Minute,
dated 14th February 1843, on the foregoing letter, Ib. 214
Letter from the Postmaster-geneml to the Treasury, dated 7th April 1843, on the subject of a fixed postoffice communication with Sydney, New South Wales, and stating the total produce
of postage
Letterderived
from Sir
fromJohn
the Barrow
correspondence
to Mr. C.
between
E. Trevelyan
this country
on theand
subject
Sydney,
of the
Ib.com
214
munication with Australia, with estimates of the expense, Ib.
Treasury Minute, dated
14th March 1843, on the foregoing letter; transmitting for the consideration of the
Postmaster-general, and suggesting for consideration whether a more rapid and not more
expensive communication with Sydney might not be kept up through the medium of the
East India mail, Ib.
Letter from Lord Lowther to the Lords of the Treasury, dated
17th July 1843, transmitting copies of the correspondence which has taken place on the
subject of the transmission through India of letters between the United Kingdom and
China, Australia, &c. since his Lordship's Report of the 7th April 1843; also enclosing
letter from the Secretary to the Court of Directors of the East India Company, declining
to adopt the measures on the proposed terms, Ib. 215
Statement of the number of
vessels that sailed from Calcutta and Madras in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in
the year 1841-42, for Australia, Ib. 219.
See also Bombay.
Calcutta.
Ayr and Glasgow Railway. See Glasgow and Ayr Railway.
15.
Bagster, Mr. Mr. Bagster, the publisher of a polyglot Bible, shows that the revision of
his work, as it goes through the press, would under the old system have cost 1,500 /. in
postage alone, Hill 25, p. 14.
Balances. Principle upon which the Post-office has acted with regard to leaving as small
balances as possible in the hands of the postmasters, Maberly 1327
It has not been
necessary to allow postmasters to retain larger balances in their hands, in consequence
of the extension of the money-order system, than they did some years ago, Ib. 1328.
See also Postmasters' Balances.
Bangliy Post (East Indies). The Banghy post of the East Indies is a parcel post; maxi
mum of weight and size, Hill's Ev. p. 41.
Bankers. Extending the money-order system or the system of registration would interfere
with the private trade of banking, Maberly 1250-1258
It would be very unwise for
the Government to carry on a description of commerce that the public, if left to itself,
•will carry on much better than the Government, Ib. 1256-1259—•—It is not at all the
duty of the Postmaster-general to look to the private interests of bankers, Ib. 1256.
See also Envelopes.
Bankers' Parcels. See Weight of Letters, Sec.
Banning, Mr. Opinion of Mr. Banning, postmaster of Liverpool, as to the best way of
raising the revenue, Hill 82, p. 42.
Bath Mail. See Bristol and Gloucester Railway.
Belgium. Letters have been received from Belgium, expressing their wish to treat, on
the same terms as other countries, with respect to the optional payment and transit of
letters. Lord Lowther 2880.
Birmingham.
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JBirminoham. There has recently been a great improvement in the delivery of letters in
Birmingham, Hilt 349
Time allowed for the sorting of letters to Birmingham, Maberly 1124, 1125
How the Birmingham day mail is of little practical use, Ib.
890
Great advantage of bringing in the Birmingham day mail at half-past one,
7^.889-893
Any alteration in the time of the day mail leaving Birmingham would
sacrifice Ireland and Scotland, //;. 890-892
The Birmingham day mail was not estab
lished expressly for Birmingham, but for the purpose of Ireland and Scotland, Ib. 891
It is more expedient that the day mail should arrive at between one and two
o'clock, than be postponed to five in the afternoon, Ib. 898
Acceleration in the Bir
mingham day mail lately effected, Ib. 1612, 1613.
Return showing the total number of letters brought by the Birmingham day mail to Lon
don, distinguishing the number delivered by General-post and by Twopenny-post from the
forward letters, for one week ended 313! October 1842, Maberly's Ev. />. 143
Return
showing the number of Irish letters brought by the day mail, distinguishing those for
delivery by General and Twopenny-post letter-carriers from the forward letters, for one
week ended 3lst October 1842, Ib.
Bringing in the day mail at half-past one does not
rest with the Post-office ; they had the sanction of the Treasury to the arrangement ;
letter read containing this sanction, Ib. 892, p. 144.
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway. Arrangement by which there are two night mails
in each direction on the Gloucester and Birmingham Railway, conveyed by special trains
at a cost of about io',5oo /. per annum ; practicability of saving the expense of one train,
7/J//313
Answer to the charge made by Mr. Rowland Hill as to an unnecessary
expense being incurred in regard to these two mails, Maberly 1567-1579
Likelihood
of any arbitrators awarding to the Company 8,000 /. for one special train, and 10,000 /.
only for two special trains, Ib. 1716.
Correspondence between Lord Lowther, the Treasury, and the Company, respecting the
excessive payments for mails on the railway, App. 60
Letter from the Postmastergeneral, dated 28th December 1841, to the Treasury, respecting the price fixed by arbi
tration to be paid for the conveyance of mails on this line, enclosing copies of notices
served upon the Company, Ib. 67
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway time-bill for
the Bristol mail, Ib. 68
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway time-bill for the Bath
mail, Ib. 69
Copies of correspondence between Mr. Stow and Mr. King, the secretary
of the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company, relative to the length of that line,
M>- 75
Time-bills of mail-trains on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, as they
were running on the 28th December 1841, Ib. 76
Bristol, Gloucester, and Birming
ham time-bill, Ib.
Birmingham, Gloucester, and Bristol time-bill, Ib.
Statement of the distance run, according to which any payment has been made to the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway Company for the conveyance of mails prior to
17th August 1841, App. 77
Annual rate of payments made to the Birmingham and
Gloucester Railway Company, for the conveyance of mails prior to 17th August 1841,
Ib.
Statement of the average daily number of letters which have been brought to
Gloucester in one week by the first mail-train from Birmingham, and which were des
patched by the Chepsiow mail into South Wales before the arrival of the second mailtrain, Ib.
Statement of the average daily number of letters which have been brought
to Gloucester in one week by the first mail-train from Birmingham, and which were des
patched by the Carmarthen mail into South Wales before the arrival of the second mailtrain, Ib. 78
Statement showing the total number of letters for one week, day by day,
arriving in Birmingham by the first Gloucester train at gh. 40 m. P.M., with the number
of those letters despatched by the different mails out of Birmingham, Ib.
Tabular
statement giving the information required by the letter from the Treasury, bearing date
gth April 1842, in regard to the conveyance of the mails on the Birmingham and Glou
cester Railway, Ib. 79
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated 2ist January 1842, on the
two preceding Reports of the Postmaster-general, with respect to the distances the mails
travel, Ib. 80
Memorandum on the practicability of discontinuing one of the two
railway mails between Birmingham and Gloucester, Ib.
Statement showing when the
mail-trains on the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, for which excessive payment
has been made by the Post-office, commenced running ; the date when the error was first
known to the Post-office, and the annual and total amount of excessive charge up to such
time, Ib. 258.
Bokenham, William. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Superintendent President of the Inlandoffice; has held that situation about seven years; was examined before the Commis
sioners of Post-office Inquiry, in the year 1837, on *-ne consolidation of the Inland and
Twopenny-post departments, 2196-2200
Delay which would be occasioned in the
delivery of General-post letters by the consolidation of the two corps of letter-carriers,
and their indiscriminately delivering Twopenny and General-post letters, 2201-2217
Probable increase of expense that an hourly delivery would occasion, 2218, 2219Im
practicability of dividing London into separate districts for post-office purposes, 2220-2237.
2253-2267
Centralization would be the best plan for producing facilities, 2268
Observations on Mr. Hill's plan of arranging the letters for despatch in the evening, by
the post-towns alphabetically, instead of by the division into particular roads, 2269-2272.
0.93.
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Bokenham, William. (Analysis of his Evidence) —continued.
Communication between Witness and Mr. Hill as to the simplification of the system of
sorting, 2273-2297-Measures proposed by the Postmaster-general for accelerating
the delivery of letters in the morning, and for giving longer time for the posting of letters
in the evening, 2298-2308-Necessity for keeping the Inland-office efficient, 23092317. 2496-2498-Salaries paid to the clerks in this office, 2318-2322- Duties of
the clerks in the Inland-office ; their time is fully employed, 2323-2327 -Table show
ing the number of letters received at each of the branch offices,/). 291 -Return for the
month of June 1839, of the number of General-post letters registered gratuitously in Lon
don, in consequence of their being supposed to contain coin or jewellery, p. 314-Also
return for the month of June 1843 of the number of such General-post letters as would
have been registered in London had the plan of gratuitous registration been continued,
Ib.--Also return for the same month of the number of General-post letters actually
registered in London, Ib.
Inexpediency of reducing, to any great extent, the fee for registration; the Moneyorder Office ought to be thrown open to the greatest extent, for the purpose of avoiding
the necessity of a cheap system of registration, 2331-2368 -Opinions in favour of a
compulsory system of registration, 2343-2347. 2379-2408-Difficulties likely to arise
in the working of the money-order system, supposing pre-payment to be made compul
sory, 2369-2378-The travelling railway office presents one of the greatest difficulties
in registration, 2409-2435-Fear of the practical officers at the Post-office of a system
of registration, 2436-2438-- Further evidence as to the probable increase in the number
of registered letters, in the event of the fee being much reduced, 2439-2446.
Memorandum upon Mr. Hill's plan of registration, 2447 - It is the want of security
that Witness feels from a great increase of registered letters, 2448-2457 -Wish of the
Postmaster-general to discourage, as much as possible, the transmission of articles of
value through the Post-office, 2458-2469-Addition made to the establishment in
Witness's office in 1839, upon the introduction of the penny postage, 2470-2474. 24782490. 2496-2498-There are very few complaints as to the time at which letters are
to be posted, 2491 -Frequency of complaints as to the lateness of delivery, 2492 Proposal by Witness to give another half hour for the gratuitous posting of letters at the
receiving houses, 2499-2501-- It would facilitate deliveries if parties would have slits
cut in their doors, for the purpose of receiving letters, 2502 - Inconvenience arising
from illegible directions, 2503-2506.
Adoption by the public, at the request of the Post-office, of the plan of putting their
stamps in a particular position, 2507-2509-Evidence as to hourly deliveries, 2510
-The abolition of money pre-payments would be a great convenience, 251 1-2517Facilities in the course of progress for the posting of letters before the plan of the penny
postage was adopted, 2518-2522-The plan of the Penny-post was not the best that
could have been adopted, 2523-Witness, in the management of his office, has never
offered any obstruction to the carrying into full operation the plan of the penny postage,
[Second Examination.]—Evidence as to the French treaty, 2537-2570-Places from
which there are no day mails; number of day mails from Lancashire, 2571-2584Witness would rather have had a scale with different charges than an uniform rate
of postage, 2585-2595-Further evidence as to the increase of the establishment of
the Post-office, 2596-2609 -Lengthened examination with respect to Parliamentary
Return, No. 201 of 1843; 2613-2638-Rate at which letters, &c. can be sorted,
2639-2651 ---Inconvenience arising from a great many packages coming through the
Post-office, which did not come previously to the establishment of the penny postage,
2654-2665. 2679- Further evidence as to the sorting of letters, 2666-2678. 26So,
2681. 2721-2728--- How far the clerks in the Post-office are engaged in mercantile or
other houses, 2666-2678. 2680, 2681. 2686-2698. 2730-2743- Salaries of the clerks,
2682. 2699-2720-Inconvenience to be anticipated from a great increase in the number
of registered letters, 2744-2752--Amount of postage charged to the Government
departments, 2753-2767.
Hoketiham, Mr. Doubts expressed by him in his evidence in 1838, as to whether examin
ing the sufficiency of the stamps would not be more than equivalent to the duty of taxing,
Hill 72, p. 20--Statement made by Mr. Bokenham, that charging by weight would
occupy double time, Ib.--Mr. Bokenham's observations on Mr. Hill's registration plan,
App. 20.
Bombay. Circumstances under which the notice was lately issued by the Post-office, stating
that letters for Australia and New Zealand could not be forwarded from Bombay, Maberly
952; ^7/3214- Statementin Mr. Escombe's Report of the reasonsforthe Government
in India adopting the arrangement by which no letters should be sent on from Bombay
without the postage being paid, Ib. 952 -The regulation for stopping the progress
of the letters at Bombay was adopted by the East India Company ; all the Post-office
did in this country was to notify the existence of such a regulation to the public here,
Ib. 9.54-969. 1015-1020-Period at which the Post-office first learned that letters
were detained at Bombay, Ib. 978-984.
The
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Report, 1843—continued.
Bombay—continued.
The want of payment of the transit postage at Bombay was the difficulty which occa
sioned the notices which ultimately were issued, Maberly 979 -Directions have been
sent out by the East India Company to the authorities at Bombay to forward the letters,
Ib. 985-It would not be worth while, having reference to the number of letters, to esta
blish an agent there, Ib. 996-998-The public is rather under a delusion as to Bombay
being so quick a route to Australia, Ib. 999-1008- Statement of the number of vessels
that sailed from Bombay in the year 1841-42 for Australia, Ceylon, and China, Ib.p. 185.
See also Australia.
Ceylon.
Booksellers. Advantage of penny postage to country booksellers, Hill 25, p. 13.
Branch Offices. Reasons for considering that the clerks at the branch offices are not fully
employed, Hill 174-180- Salaries of the clerks at the branch offices; they ought
perhaps not to be compelled to sort the letters, Ib. 181, 182-Reason why deliveries
would not be expedited by sorting the letters at branch offices, Smith 1872 -Table
showing the daily average number of letters received at each branch office, distinguishing
the paid from the unpaid, Bokenham's Ev., p. 291.
Brighton Day Mail. Date of the establishment of the Brighton day mail, Maberly 941
•-Time of arrival of the Brighton day mail at the General Post-office when first
established; time of arrival at present, Ib. p. 185-Little convenience that would be
afforded to places within the six-mile-circle on the Brighton line by the substitution of
a despatch by the mails at half-past eight instead of the six o'clock despatch, Smith 1962.
Bristol Day Mail. Date at which the London and Bristol day mail was established,
Maberly 941 -Time of arrival of the Bristol, Stroud, and Cirencester day mail at the
General Post-office when originally established ; time of its arrival at present, Ib. p. 184.
See also Birmingham and Gloucester Railway.
Bye and Dead Letter Offices. Opinion of the Committee of 1838, that by Mr. Rowland
Hill's plan the complex accounts of the Bye and Dead Letter Offices would be much
simplified, Hill 4, p. 6.
C.
•Calcutta. Table showing the number of vessels which arrived at Calcutta from Sydney,
Port Phillip, and Hobart Town during the year 1841, Maberly's Ev. p. 185-State
ment of the number of vessels that sailed from Calcutta in the year 1840-41 for Ceylon,
China, the Straits of Malacca, Mauritius and Bourbon, and Australia, Ib.
See also Australia.
Cambridge Day Mail. The Cambridge day mail is the only one that has been established
within the last two years, Maberly 884. 941 - Reason which induced the Post-office to
fix the day mail from Cambridge at so late an hour, Ib. 888. 899-Time of arrival of
the Cambridge day mail at the General Post-office when originally established ; time of
arrival at present, Ib. p. 184..-See also Day Mails, 2.
Canada. There have been various measures in Canada for the abolition of franking of
letters and packets, and putting it on a new system, with forward offices, Lord Lowther
2880. 2922-2924.-See also Cunard's Packets.
Ceylon. Letters from this country to Ceylon went forward without being detained at Bom
bay, Maberly 953-Statement of the number of vessels that sailed from Calcutta and
Madras in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in the year 1841-42 for Ceylon, App.
219.- See also Bombay.
Centralization. It has always been felt that centralization was the best plan for producing
facilities, Bokenham 2268.
Channel Islands. The transfer of the packet station to Southampton would greatly facili
tate the correspondence to the Islands, Hill 274,^. 76--Evidence as to the Post-office
communication with the Channel Islands, Ib. 607-625-Abstract of tenders for con
veyance of mails between Southampton and the Channel Islands, Maberly's Ev. p. 237
-Report presented by Mr. Hill, dated 15th August 1842, Ib. 1703-1705-Oppor
tunities of sending letters from Southampton to the Channel Islands, Ib. 1706-1708
-Expense of the Channel Island packets; saving estimated by Mr. Hill, Ib. 1709Cost to the public of the present establishment of packets from Weymouth to the
Channel Islands, Maberly 1697, 1698-Decision come to by the Commission ap
pointed to inquire into the besi port for communication between the Channel Islands
and the United Kingdom, Ib, 1698-Periods at which the packets at present go from
Weymouth; additional departure contemplated by the Treasury, Ib. 1701, 1702Opposition to the transfer of the packet station from Weymouth to Southampton,
Ib. 1714, 1715.
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Channel Islands—continued.
Offer of Mr. Rolfes to convey the Channel Island mails, App. 1 75
Letter from the
Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 2ist June 1842, transmitting for
their Lordships' consideration copies of two communications received from Mr. W. G.
Rolfes, of Jersey, offering, on the part of certain individuals resident in Jersey and Guern
sey, to convey the mails between Southampton, the Channel Islands, and the coast of
France, Ib.
Memorandum on No. 12,526, 1842, being a report from the Postmastergeneral to the Treasury, enclosing an offer from Mr. Rolfes, for conveyance of mails
between Southampton and the Channel Islands, and the coast of France, Jb. 176
Treasury Minute of 4th November 1842 on this paper, Ib. 179
Letter from Lord
Lowther to the Treasury, dated 3131 December 1842, relative to the offer of Mr. Rolfes
to contract for the conveyance of the mails for the Channel Islands by steam-vessels to
and from Southampton, and the abandonment of Weymouth as the packet station and
the port of communication with those islands; together with replies to communications
addressed to the Lords of the Admiralty and to the postmaster of Southampton on the
subject, Ib.
Letter from Sir John Barrow, bart., to Lieutenant-colonel Maberly, trans
mitting copy of report from Mr. Watts, dated 3d December 1834, as to the fitness of the
steam-vessels which now ply between Southampton and the Channel Islands for the
conveyance of the mails according to Mr. Rolfes's plan, Ib. 181
Dimension of steamvessels belonging to the South of England and South Western Steam Packet Companies
referred to in the foregoing letter, Ib. 182.
Suggestions by M. Guizot that the Post-office negotiations between this country and
France should include the islands of Guernsey and Jersey, App. 195
Proposed con
vention between France and the United Kingdom for the exchange of correspondence
between France and the islands of Guernsey and Jersey, Ib. 196
Additional conven
tion to the Treaty of the 3Oth March 1836 between France and Great Britain, for the
exchange of correspondence between France and the islands of Guernsey and Jersey,
Ib. 197
Letter from Lieutenant-colonel Maberly, dated 8th October 1841, to M.
Conte, stating that he is directed by the Posimaster-general, in reply to M. Conte's letter
of the 24th September 1841, to acquaint him that his Lordship is not aware of any objec
tion to the proposed additional articles to the Treaty of 1836, Ib. 198
Also copy of
letter received by Lord Lowther from Mr. VV. J. Lefevre, secretary to South of England
Steam Navigation Company, stating the terms upon which that company is willing to
contract for the service in the event of the proposed alteration in the packet station
taking place, Ib. 180
Return of the receipts and expenses of the Weymouth packets
- for the years 1841 and 1842 (making the proper deductions for half-pay saved, 8cc.) Ib. 183.

See also Commercial Steam Packet Company.
Chaplin, Mr.

Rolfes, Mr.

See Dover Day Mail.

Charing Cross. Return of the number of letters distributed on each of three days, com
mencing igth July 1843, from the Charing Cross branch, Smith 1896.
See also Deliveries, 4.

Chester and Crewe Railway.

See Crewe and Chester Railway.

Cheltenham and Gloucester Day Mail. Date of the establishment of the London and Chel
tenham day mail, Maberly 941
Time of arrival of the Cheltenham and Gloucester
day mail at the General Post-office when first established ; time of arrival at present,
Ib.p. 184.
China. Statement of the number of vessels that sailed for China from Calcutta and Madras
in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in the year 1841-42, App. 219.

See also Australia.

Bombay.

*

Circulars. Importance of the new plan in the distribution of circulars, Hill 24, p. \i
A person wanting to circulate a thousand circulars could circulate them more cheaply
than by the Penny Post-office ; this would not be in contravention of the Post-office
monopoly, Maberly 1107, 1108
Case of a rival post-office being set up to the Lon
don District Posl-office in London, for circulars; it was put an end to by the Post-office;
if it had not, it would have fallen of itself, Ib. 1107.
Civil Engineers. Statement by Mr. Manby, secretary to the Society of Civil Engineers,
that the collection and diffusion of scientific information has been vastly extended by the
penny postage, hill 25, p. 14.
ClerJis. A more rigid and systematic investigation as to the character of applicants for
admission into the Post-office service recommended, Hilljs, p. 26 ; Ib.Si,p. 34
Evidence as to how far the clerks in the Post-office are engaged in mercantile or other
houses, Bokenham 2666-2678. 2680, 2681. 2686-2698
Number of those employed in
the morning, who are detained regularly for day mail work, Ib. 2730-2732
Many of the
clerks are at the office before six o'clock in the morning; they go away in the middle of
the day, Ib. -733-2756
Further evidence respecting the duties and attendance of the
clerks in the different departments of the Post-office, Ib. 2733-2743
Remarks on
Mr
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Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion as to a rigid investigation into the character of candidates
for employment in post-offices, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 335.
•See also Attendance of Clerks.
Branch Offices.
Extra Work.
Inland Office.
Money-order Office.
Post Office, I.
Salaries.
Closing of Letter-Boies. Defects of the present arrangements with regard to closing the
boxes, &c. ; proposed remedy, Hill's Ev. p. 38
Reason Cor closing the letter-boxes
earlier than before the introduction of penny postage, Maberly 858-860.
See also Hours of Despatch.
Colchester Day Mail. A day mail has lately been opened to Colchester, Lord Lowther
2956Collection and Delivery of Letters. Strong objections existing to the proposition that the
postman should collect the letters that were in the receiving offices, provided they bore
stamps, and deliver them on his way to the Post-office ; proposition made by Sir Edward
Lees of this nature as regards Edinburgh, Maberly 1791-1795
Number of collec
tions made by the Twopenny-post department daily, Smith 2050, 2051
Way in which
the collections are made which are not contained in bags, Ib. 2052, 2053
Number
of times in the course of the evening that letters are collected from the districts to the
central office ; magnitude of the six o'clock despatch from Lombard-street, Bokenham
2306-2308.
See also Deliveries, 1.
London District Post.
Colonial Letters. Defects of the present arrangements with regard to colonial letters;
remedy proposed, Hill's Ev. p. 40
There is an optional payment of the rate between
the mother country and every colony, when the Post-office is under the Postmastergeneral, Maberly 950.
See also Foreign and Colonial Letters.
Commercial Steam-Packet Company. Amount of their tender for the conveyance of mails
between Southampton and tne Channel Islands, Maberly's Ev. p. 237.
Commercial Travellers. By Witness's plan the commercial traveller has no difficulty in writ
ing to his principal, Hill 24, p. 12.
Commissioners of the Post-office Inquiry. The Commissioners of the Post-office Inquiry
recommended every part of Witness's plan for the improvement of the delivery of letters
in the metropolis, IIill 194-196
Lord Lowther himself has stated that the Post-office
is too strong for a commission of inquiry, Ib. 404.
Comparison of Results with Anticipations. Comparison between Witness's expectations and
the actual results, Hill 72, p. 20.
Compensation. The payment for compensation for loss of fees has been one cause of the
increase of expenditure in 1842 as compared with 1839, Hill 24, p. 10.
Compulsory Prepayment. See Money Prepayment.
Prepayment.
Registration, 5.
Consolidation of Letter-carriers. Recommendation by Witness of the consolidation of the two
corps of letter-carriers, Hill's Ev. p. 35 ; Ib. 156. 160
The recommendation of Mr. Hill
with regard to the consolidation of the two corps of letter carriers has not been carried
into effect, Maberly 1816, 1817
The consolidation of the Twopenny and General-post
letter-carriers would not work advantageously, Smith 1844-1847. 2184, 2185. 2191
Probable delay in the delivery of the General-post letters if the two corps of letter-carriers
were consolidated, Bokenham 2201
The consolidation of the letter-carriers without
being combined with an hourly delivery of letters, would not be attended with any con
venience to the public, 76.2207-2217
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with
regard to the consolidation of the two corps of letter-carriers, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334.
See also Letter-carriers, 2. 3.
Contractors. If a contractor is five minutes beyond time, he is called upon to account for
it, Smith 2147.
Country Post-offices. Very few additional country offices have been established since the
adoption of Witness's plan, Hill 22.
Country Offices. Evidence respecting Return No. 3, Maberly 1672-1688
Defects in the
present arrangements with regard to closing boxes and the fees on late letters in country
offices ; proposed remedy, Hill's Ev. p. 38
Remarks on this suggestion, Lord Lowther's
Ev. p. 334.
See also Rural Posts.
Crewe and Chester Railway. Letter from Lord Lowther to the Lords of the Treasury, dated
241)1 May 1842, respecting the despatches of letters by the Crewe and Chester Railway,
App. 113
Tabular statement, giving the information required by the letter from the
Treasury, beaiing date gth April 1842, in regard to the conveyance of the mails on the
Crewe and Chester and North Midland Railways, Ib. 114.
Cross Posts. See Allen, Mr. Rural Posts.
Cunard"s Packets. Evidence as to the establishment of Cunard's packets to Canada, Lord
Lowlher 3060. 3065
They do not pay, Ib. 3065.
See also Packet Service.
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DAY MAILS:
1. Generally.
2. Actual and intended Establishment of Day Mails.
3. Opinions in favour of and against a later Delivery in London of the Day
Mails.
1. Generally:
Suggestions by witness in his pamphlet •" Post office Reform," that there should be
two departures and two arrivals of the London mails per day, Hill 4, p. -2
Contem
plated improvement of the arrangements as to the starting of the day mails to London,
Ib. 274, p. 75
The convenience of a mail from any town to London is not confined
to the correspondence between that town and London ; it extends to the correspondence
between all the towns on the line, Ib. 334
Account of the number of bags due in
London by the morning mails which have been received by the day mails, from 17th
July 1842 to 17th July 1843, Maberly'sJZv.p. 145
The great advantage of the day mails
is acceleration of the letters passing through London, Ib. 896
Letter from the Trea
sury, sanctioning the award made by the arbitrators, fixing the amount to be paid for the
conveyance of the day mails, Ib. 941
Number of letters received by the day mails
in the week ended 24th July 1843, distinguishing the London letters from the forward
letters, Ib. p. 184All the General-post letters arriving by the day mails are delivered
by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, Smith 1890-1893.
2. Actual and intended Establishment of Day Mails :
They are now established on nearly all the principal roads leading out of London,
Hill 14 ; Maberly 887
In most instances day mails were established previous to the
adoption of Witness's plan, Hill 14
The earliest of them was established subsequently
to Witness's recommendation of such additional mails, Ib.
The establishment of day
mails has greatly increased the number of letters, Ib. 82, p. 42
The Cambridge is
the only day mail which has been established to and from London within the last two
years, Maberly 884
Number of day mails which have been established since the 1st
July 1830, Ib. 884-886
Return showing the day mails that have been established,
with the date of the commencement of each, Ib. 941.
Mr. Hill's recommendations with regard to day mails has been carried into effect upon
all lines but one or two, Maberly 1818
It is the Postmaster-general's intention to
establish day mails wherever they can be established, Bokenham 2664, 2665
When
time and money and circumstances allow, some few morning mails could be established,
Lord Lowther 2954
There is not a morning mail in every place where there is a
railroad; in the midland counties there is not, Ib. 2956
Remarks on Mr. Rowland
Hill's suggestion for the extension of day mails to every principal town within eight
hours of London, .Ib. p. 334
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for more
frequent mid-day railway trains, Ib. p. 335
Correspondence and statements relative
to the establishment of a day mail to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, &c., 4pp. 122.
3. Opinions infavour of and against a later Delivery in London of the Day Mails:
Advantage to the public of having the delivery of the day mails so late as five o'clock
in London ; the convenience to the public illustrated in the case of the Birmingham day
mail, Hill 340-364
Saving that would arise if the day mails were to arrive at a late'r
hour in London than they do at present, Ib. 637, 638
If the day mails did not arrive
in London till five o'clo'ck, London letters, with the exception of some few by the Two
penny-post, which would be practically useless, would not be delivered till the next
morning, Maberly 895.
See also Birmingham. Brighton Day Mail.
Bristol Day Mail.
Cambridge Day
Mail. Cheltenham and Gloucester Day Mails.
Clerks.
Colchester Day Mail.
Deliveries, 6. Derby. Dover Day Mail.
Edinburgh and Glasgow Day Mail.
Exeter.
Irish Express.
Leeds Day Mail.
Leicester.
London Day Mails.
Manufacturing Towns.
Newcastle Day Mail.
Norwich.
Nottingham.
Portsmouth Day Mail.
Railways.
Sheffield.
Southampton Day Mail.
Up Day Mails.
Dead and Returned Letters. Decrease in the amount of property found in dead letters
since the reduction of postage, Hill 75, p. 26
The total amount of deductions on
account thereof is charged against the inland postage in Return No. 201, of 1843; but
nearly the whole amount is lost on letters arriving from abroad, Ib. 85
Dead and
returned letters, as they appear in the accounts for the year ended 5th January 1843,
Maberly 1279-1286
Loss appearing in Return No. 201, under the head of Dead and
Returned Letters, Ib. 1396, 1397
The itera in Return No. 201 contains whatever may
be the amount of dead and mis-sent letters upon the amount of foreign and colonial
postage collected in England, Ib. 1398-1401
Lengthened examination as to the mode
in which the calculations as to the loss under the head of Dead and Returned Letters in
Return 201 have been made, Ib. 1396-1415-!
Whether a large proportion of the deduc
tion for dead and returned letters falls upon the foreign postage, Ib. 1421, 1422.
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DELIVERIES :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generally.
Additional Deliveries recommended.
Additional Deliveries established.
Deliveries in the Metropolis.

5. In the Suburbs.

6. /n Provincial Towns.
1. Generally:

Defects in the present arrangements of the Post-office ; remedy proposed, Hill's Ev.
p. 36
Examination with reference to the allegation in Witness's petition, " that for
increased speed in the delivery or greater facility for the despatch of letters, little or
nothing has been done," Ib. 407. 420, 421
The number of deliveries could not be
increased with the present strength of letter-carriers and sorters, Smith 1853
A delivery is more expensive than a collection, Ib. 2165
Difficulties experienced in
sorting the letters for their proper deliveries, Sohenham 2223-2230
Rate at which
letters can be prepared for delivery, Smith 2872-2874
Whether the deliveries of let
ters may be so much increased as not only not to be an additional convenience, but to be
a great inconvenience, Lord Lowther 2895.
2. Additional Deliveries recommended :
Extract from Third Report of the Postage Committee, slating that Witness considered
improved facilities in distribution as an essential part of his plan, and until such
improvement were adopted his plan could not be said to be introduced or tried, Hilt 4,
p. 5, 6
Opinion of the Committee of 1838, that the establishment of additional
deliveries would be beneficial, Ib. p. 6.
The number of deliveries might be increased
with advantage to the revenue, Ib. 60-63.
3. Additional Deliveries established:
Recommendation of hourly deliveries, Hill 156-182
Mr. Hill's recommendations
with regard to more frequent deliveries have been carried into effect, Maberly 1819
Additional expense caused by increasing the number of deliveries; increase in the num
ber of letters sent, Smith 1935-1939
The additional delivery increases the other
deliveries also to a small [extent, Ib. 1940
The correspondence is still increasing,
but has not yet covered the expense of the additional delivery, Ib. 1941-1943
Detail
of the measures proposed by the Postmaster-general for accelerating the delivery of
letters in the morning, and for giving longer time for posting of letters in the evening,
JSokenham 2298-2308
Additional deliveries authorized from September 1839 t° Sep
tember 1840, and from September 1841 to August 1843, Lord Lowther 2880
List of
places in England and Wales having more than one free delivery daily, with the number
of deliveries now as compared with 1st July 1838, App. 258.
4. Deliveries in the Metropolis :

Impracticability of increasing the number of deliveries in London with the present
force of letter-carriers and sorters, even if the two corps of General-post and District-post
letter-earners were united, Maberly 846
Return for three days of the toial number of
Twopenny-post letters posted at the receiving-houses within the districts of Charingcross, North-row, and Portland-street, showing what portion of these letters were
intended for delivery at places within each respective district, Ib. p. 136
One addi
tional metropolis delivery has been given to the public since the penny postage has
been carried into operation, Ib. 1048-1052
If there were twelve deliveries a^lay in
London, there must be three sets of letter-carriers, Smith 1968, 1969
Facts to show
that a late night delivery would not dispense with an early morning delivery, Ib. 1967
Frequent complaints made with reference to the lateness of delivery; cost at which
the time of delivery might be brought to the same time as before the introduction of the
penny postage, Bokenharn 2492-2495
Return for the North-row Branch-office, show
ing the actual number of letters delivered from this office in the week ending 14th July
1843, and the number of places the letter-carrier has to call at to deliver those letters,
Smith 2874.
5. In the Suburbs :
The additional deliveries in London and the suburbs were established previously to the
adoption of Witness's plan, but subsequently to its announcement, Hill 14
One of the
two additional deliveries in the suburbs has been carried into effect recently by the present
Government, Ib. 19
Examination with reference to the saving that might be made
with regard to the additional delivery in the suburbs of London, Ib. 538-542
Places
beyond the three-mile circle which have the benefit of the additional delivery; present
number ofcollections and deliveries, Smith 2159-2166.
0-93-
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DELIVERIES—continued.

6. In Provincial Towns :
In some of the provincial towns, an additional delivery has followed the establishment
of day mails, Hill 14
Remedies suggested to cure the evils arising from the deliveries
being unnecessarily and inconveniently late in some of the most important towns, Ib. 235.
23^-242
Statement as to the increase of deliveries in Bath, Bristol, and Exeter,
Ib. 563-570. 581-598-

See also Acceleration of Deliveries. Birmingham. Branch Offices. Collection and
Delivery of Letters.
Distribution of Letters.
Early Deliveries.
Facilities
for Correspondence. Free Deliveries.
General-Post Deliveries.
Hourly De
liveries. Late Letters. London. District Post, 2. Manchester Morning Deliveries.
Provincial Deliveries, Suburbs of London. Sunday Delivery.
Dent, Mr. Communication from Mr. Dent, the chronometer maker, as to the facility in
the transmission of watches through the post, Hill 24, p. 13.
Depression of Trade.
plan, Hill 24, p. 9.

The depression of trade has been very much against Witness's

Deputy Postmasters. Opinion of the Committee of 1838, that by Witness's plan the system
of accounts between the deputy-postmasters, which presents so many opportunities and
facilities for fraud, would disappear, Hill<±,p. 6
Periodical revisions of the emoluments
of the deputy-postmasters proposed; objects which Witness has in view, Ib. 274; 275,
p. 76
The net income of the deputy-postmasters in 1841, as compared with 1836, has
advanced about 12 per cent. Ib. 754-765.
See also Accounts.
Derby. There is no day mail to Derby, Bokenham 2576.
Derby and Leeds Railway. Derby and Leeds Railway night mail time-bill, App. 1 12.
Despatch of Letters. More frequent opportunities for the despatch of letters would be
justified and required by the increase in the number of letters consequent upon the
adoption of Witness's suggestions, Hill 4, p. 5
Opinion of the Committee of 1838, on
the more frequent despatches of letters, Ib. p. 6
Reasons for considering the despatch
of letters as of more importance than the delivery; the delivery applies to particular
towns, but the despatch may apply to letters intended for the whole of the empire,
Maberly 1235-1237.
See also Hours of Despatch.
Detection of Offenders. The adoption of systematic means for the detection of offenders
recommended, Hill 75, p. 26.
Dismissal of Postmasters. Dismissal of the postmaster at Cork for drawing bills on account
of the Money-order Office, without having had money paid in at the window to corres
pond with it, Maberly 1363.
Distribution of Letters. The cost attendant upon the distribution of letters consists chiefly
in the expenses which are incurred with reference to their receipt at the post-office and
to their delivery from the Post-office, Hill 4, p. 5
Measures intended to afford increased
facilities for Posl-office distribution, Ib. 82, pp. 33, 34.
See also Charing Cross.
District Posts. An increase in the allowance of weight in all district posts recommended,
Hill 82, p. 34
Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the district posts ;
remedy proposed, Hill's Ev. p. 35. 37, 38
Mode in which Witness contemplated
carrying out his plan with respect to district posts, especially as connected with large
towns, Ib. 229-232
There are very large districts in the country, in which the system
of district posts might be introduced without any loss to the revenue, Ib. -537
Ob
jection to the establishment of district offices in London, for general correspondence,
Maberly 1 047
The labour and expense would be considerably increased by having
district offices ; experience in the case of the Gerrard-street and Lombard-street offices,
Smith 1867-1870
Failure of Mr. Hill's plan for carrying the letters in the neigh
bourhood of London by coaches and omnibuses; fair trial given to it, Ib. 190-2-1913.
The evening mails take Twopenny-post letters out of town, wherever it can be done,
Smith 1914, 1915
Estimated amount of twopenny-postage received on Generalpost letters at places beyond the three-mile circle, for three years previous to the reduc
tion of postage, calculated upon a Return of the number of such letters delivered in one
week in each year, Ramsey's Ev. p. 322
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion
with regard to a district post reduction of rates, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334
Remarks
on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with regard to the size of the district offices, Ib.
•
Return showing the districts into which the metropolis is divided for the delivery of the
General-post letters, the hour at which such delivery commences, and the time usually
occupied by it, on each day of the week, App. 241.
See also Messmgert.
Dochwra, Mr. Establishment of the Penny-post in London by an individual of the name
of Dockwra, as a private speculation, Hill$l8,p. 84
Proceedings taken by the Postoffice against Mr. Dockwra for infringing the privileges of the office, Ib.
Double
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Double Postage.

See Prepayment.

Dover Day Mail. Date of the establishment of the London and Dover day mail, Maberly
941
Time of arrival of the Dover day mail at the General Post-office when originally
established ; time of arrival at present, Ib. p. 184
Mr. Chaplin in contracting for this
mail insisted upon the guard being paid by the Post-office, and not by the passengers,
Ib. 1610.
Dublin. Saving Witness expects to arise in the Post-office communication with Dublin,
Hill 627-6-29
Saving effected by the improvement of the Post-office communication
with Dublin, Ib. 775
Correspondence relative to the Post-office communication
between London and Dublin, App. 171
Letter from Sir John Barrow, bart. to Sir
George Clerk, bait, dated gth March 1842, transmitting copy of a letter from the Secre
tary of the Genenil Post-office, dated the 4th instant, suggesting an acceleration to the
packets between Liverpool and Kingstown, by the adoption of improvements in their
machinery, Ib.
Letter from Lieutenant-colonel Maberly to the Hon. Sidney Herbert,
M. P., dated 4th March 1842, bringing under the consideration of the Lords of the Admi
ralty the immense advantage to Ireland of an earlier arrival of the packets by two hours
at Kingstown from Liverpool; how this might be accomplished, Ib.
Treasury Minute,
dated 15th March 1842, stating that, no money having been taken on account of the
improvement in the conveyance of the mails between Liverpool and Kingstown in the
Estimates for the year, their Lordships must reserve the consideration of it to another
year, Ib.
Keport of the Select Committee to inquire into the Post-office commu
nication between Great Britain and Ireland, Ib.—Memorandum thereon, Ib.
Letter
from Sir John Barrow, bart. to Sir George Clerk, bart. dated 5th May 1843, stating the
recommendation of the Admiralty, that the hour of starting of the Liverpool packets
from Kingstown should be altered from half-past ten to half-past nine, Ib. 175
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated gth May, approving of the alteration, Ib.

E.
Early Deli-aeries. An earlier delivery of London General-post letters proposed, Hill 81,
p. 29 ; 82, p. 33
Boundaries of the districts to which the " early delivery " extends ;
objections to it; difficulty of doing away with it, Maberly 1796-1799
So Ion e as
Witness has known London, every one has wished for an earlier delivery of letters, Lord
Lowther -29.54
The traders in London are very anxious for an earlier delivery of
letters, Ib.——At the present time letters are sent in parcels for the sake of securing an
earlier delivery ; the railways deliver more rapidly than the Post-office, Hill 3212, 3213.
East India Company.

See Bombay.

Red Sea Rate.

Edinburgh. Time of arrival of the mails from Edinburgh, Bokenham 2582, 2583
Letter
from Lord Lichfield to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 14th June 1841, bringing under
the consideration of their Lordships the case of the letter-carriers in Edinburgh, with a
view to the revision of their wages, App. 150
Total incomes of the Edinburgh
letter-carriers for the year ending 5th January 1840, and for the year ending 5th
January 1841, Ib. 151
See also Letter-carriers, 2, 3.
Edinburgh Education Society. Extract from the annual report of the Edinburgh Education
Society, for 1840, in favour of the cheap rate of postage, Hill 25, p. 14.
Edinburgh and (ilasgow Day Mail.
was established, Maberly 941.

Date at which the Edinburgh and Glasgow day mail

Envelopes. Objection among men of business, especially bankers, to the use of the enve
lopes ; it deprives them of the value of the Post-office stamp upon the actual sheet con
taining the advice, Hill 227
It was partly with a view of removing this well-founded
objection that Witness recommended the use of the labels, Ib. 227, 228.
Errors. Errors have increased since the alteration in the rate of postage, but Witness does
not attribute many of them to that cause, Bokenham 2587, 2588.
Establishment of the Post-office. Opinion expressed in Witness's pamphlet, "Post-office
Reform," that the present establishment, with a slight addition, would suffice for a four
fold increase of business, Hill 4, p. 2
The increase in the establishment of the Postoffice has not been in proportion to the number of letters or the amount of business ;
thereThey
has been
were aunder
considerable
their work
addition
until made
Mr. Baring
to the made
establishment,
them equal
Bokenham
to it at2596-2609
the com
mencement of the penny postage, Ib. 2596. 2600
Leaving out the letter-carriers, the
increase of establishment has been in proportion to the work to be done, Bokenham
0.93.
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Establishment of the Post-office—continued.
2597
Whether the Post-office, as at present constituted, has a sufficient power by
responsible officers to discharge the duties of the office, Lord Lowther 3143-3145.
Evening Mails. A despatch by the mails at half-past eight would be no substitute for the
convenience of a six-o'clock despatch; instances given in proof of this, Smith 1956fl -966.
JZxeler. There is no day mail so low down as Exeter ; it only runs to Taunton, Bokenham
2572-2574Expenditure of the Post-office. The increase of expenditure, as shown by the Returns, is
irom 757,0007. in 1839, 10 978,oooZ. in 1842, or22i,ooo/., Hillz^,p.g, 10
Several
items of expenditure in the Returns have no connexion with the penny postage, though
some of them tend undoubtedly to augment the gross expenses of the Post-office, Ib. 24,
p. 10
Making the necessary deductions, the increase of expenditure in 1842 over 1839
is about 15 percent. Ib.
Including the whole of the expenditure, the increase is only 30
per cent., while the increase of letters and newspapers combined is about 100 per cent.,
and of letters alone nearly 200 per cent. Ib.
This shows how much the plan, imperfect
as it is, has, by introducing simplicity, tended to economy in the management of the Postoffice, Ib.
Good reasons for doubting whether the introduction of penny postage,
imperfect as it still is, has added at all to the expenditure, Ib.
Statement of the Postoffice expenditure for each year, from 1836 to 1842 inclusive, reduced to a state fit for
comparison by being cleared of certain extraneous charges, Ib. p. 10, 11
The present
expenditure of the Post-office is capable of very great reduction, without in any degree
impairing the efficiency of the service, Ib. 82, p. 32
Detail of specific savings contem
plated by Witness from the adoption of his suggestions, Ib. 773, et seq.
Aggregate
amount of the savings contemplated by Witness in the different departments of the Postoffice, Ib.
Reduction of this estimate by 30,000 /. in respect to the conveyance
of the Indian mail, Ib. 843
Tables showing the specific savings recommended by Mr.
Hill to the Treasury between the months of April and September 1842, and none of
which have been earned into practical effect, Ib. p. 90-92.
See also Ireland.
Packet Service.
Expenses of Management. By Witness's plan, it is almost certain that a large increase of
business might be accomplished in the Post-office without a proportionate increase of
expense, Hill 9—10
Explanation of the item in Return 201 under this head, Maberly
1385
No further accommodation can be afforded without an extra expense, Lord
Lowtker 2957.
See also Deliveries, 3.
Economy.
Registration, 1.
Rural Posts, 2.
Extra Work. Increase of salaries of clerks in the Post-office by payments for extra work,
Maberly \ 729 ; Bokenham 2699-2720
System pursued with regard to the employment
of the clerks on extra work; rate per hour given, Bokenham 1738-1741
Lengthened
evidence as to the payments for extra work, and the claim of the clerks to such payment;
practice in country offices, Ib. 1747-1765
Extra work performed in the Ordnance
Office is paid for ; unfairness of requiring clerks to give up their private time for public
duties without payment, Ib. 1/89, 1790
Pay for extra duty in the Twopenny-post
department, Smith 2173-2177.

F.
Facilities for Correspondence. The facilities for correspondence proposed to be afforded
form a most important feature of Witness's plan, Hill 4, p. 2
As regards the Twopennypost, more frequent and rapid deliveries would conduce more to increased correspondence
than even a reduction of charge, Ib.
Extract from the Third Report of the Postage
Committee: "That it is the opinion of the Committee that the additional facilities which
nave hitherto been afforded to inland correspondence have all tended to the convenience
of the public, and, in a majority of instances, to the improvement of the revenue," Ib. 4,
p. 6
Increase in the number of letters sent, occasioned by the increase of opportuni
ties of despatching them, and the rapidity with which they are transmitted and delivered,
Ib. 82, p. 42
The only means of increasing the revenue of the Post-office must be by
increasing the facilities, inducing the public thereby to use it, Maberly 1032-1040
Additional facilities that have been introduced since 1841, by which the public have been
induced to use the Post-office more than they did before that time, Ib. 1035.
With reference to the extension of the Post-office arrangements, Witness would merely
consider the revenue to be received, and the expense to be incurred, Maberly 1432
Great
anxiety displayed by the Postmaster-general to give additional facilities for the delivery
ot letters, and the extension of the time for posting, Bokenham 2302, 2303
Restrictive
nature of the accommodation given to the public previously to the Post-office inquiry of
1835,
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Facilitiesfor Correspondence—continued .
1835, Lord Lowther 2876---The recommendations of the Duke of Richmond had for
their object the giving of additional accommodation, and facilities for the correspondence
of the public, Ib. 2878——Memorandum of alterations in the Post-office arrangements,
giving facilities to the public, Ib. 2880--Rough statement of facilities and improve
ments since May 1843, App 256.
See also Centralisation. Day Mails. Foreign and Colonial Letters. Palmer, Mr.
West India Mails.
Falmouth. See India Mail.
West India Mails.
Fees. Erroneous system of paying the officers by fees, Lord Lowther 2876--Remarks
on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for a regulation of fees, Ib. p. 335.
See also Compensation.
Late-letter Fees. Money-orders, 2.
Registration, 2, 3.
Females. Advantage of employing female labour in the Post-office, Hill 318, p. 83Saving that would be effected by employing women as letter-sorters ; they could not be
employed in the London office, Ib. 647-655-A greater part of the work that is done
by the persons who sort in the morning and evening might be done by females, Ib. 745749---Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for the employment of female sorters,
Lord Lowther's Ev., p. 336.
See also French Stamp Office. Sorting of Letters, 2.
Taunton.
Fish. Fish is sometimes sent by the post, Bokenham 2657, 2^5^-^ 's frequently so
done up that it cannot be detected, Ib. 2663.
Foreign and Colonial Letters. The inland rates, as recommended in Witness's evidence in
1838, have been greatly reduced ; in some instances they have been abandoned alto
gether, Hill 14-The sea-rates on divers of the foreign and colonial letters have them
selves been lowered, Ib.-Some of the reductions in the foreign rate of postage have
been effected since the change of Government, and one important one since Witness left
the Treasury, Ib. 20--The reductions made from time to time in the foreign rates affect
the revenue of the Post-office, Ib. 24, p. n --The completion of the arrangements with
foreign powers for mutual reductions of postage recommended, Ib. 82,' p. 34-Increased
facilities to foreign nations for the transmission of letters through this country proposed,
Ib. 82, p. 34-Defects in the present arrangements with regard to foreign letters,
Ib. p. 39-Increased estimates of the Post-office as to the amount of foreign and
colonial postage, Ib. 85-Every effort should be used to effect upon advantageous
terms postal treaties with all the countries in the world, Ib. 255-257--As soon as the
penny postage was carried into operation communications were made to the foreign
courts with a view to the reduction of foreign postage, Ib. 536,537.
Data from which the Returns of the foreign and colonial letters, and the gross amount
of revenue derived therefrom, for the year 1842, in Return No 201 of 1843, were made up,
Maberly 910-928- Gross amount of foreign and colonial postage, as returned by
Witness in the Return 201, Ib. 1287-1290-Efforts which have been made to give
facilities to foreign correspondence, Lord Lowther 2880--Remarks on Mr. Rowland
Hill's suggestion with regard to consuls reporting every change made by foreign powers,
and also as to opening transit postage accounts with every foreign government, Ib. p. 334
-Opinion that, in Return No. 201, the foreign and colonial postage was that which
gave the largest amount to the net revenue, Ib. 2978-2980.
Copy of the Treasury Minutes of 5th April and gth August 1842, directing the
Post-office to prepare an estimate of foreign and colonial postage ; together with a copy
of such estimate, and a statement of the date of its receipt at the Treasury, App. 233
-- Estimated account in detail of the gross amount of postage upon foreign and
colonial letters, including the gross produce of the internal posts in British North
America and Jamaica, for the year ended 5th January 1842, Ib. 234-Estimate of
foreign and colonial expenditure for the year ended 5th January 1842, Ib. 235Account showing the estimated amount of gross and net postage on foreign and colonial
letters and newspapers for one vear, calculated on accounts kepi in the months of
November and December 1842 ; showing also the actual amount of postage received on
internal colonial letters in one year, Ib. 243- Statement in detail of the foreign and
colonial expenditure for salaries in the year ended 5th January 1843, Ib. 244.
See also Dead and Returned Letters.
Prepayment, 3.
Forgery. Very little forgery has been detected in the Money-order Department, Maberly
133I -The obtaining money underaforged money-order involves two forgeries, Ib. 1332
-Facilities for issuing forged money-orders, Ib. 1334.
Forward Offices. The most important inward forward office in the kingdom is the travelling
office on the London and Birmingham and Grand Junction Railway, Maberly 1121 -In consequence of railroads all centering in London the number of forward letters passing
through has enormously increased, Ib. 1671.-See also Day Mails.
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FRANCE:
1. Loss to the Revenue of the Post-office by the Treaty with France.
2. Advantages of the Treaty.
3. Papers laid before the Committee.
1. Loss to the Revenue of the Post-office by the Treaty with France :
Unfavourable operation of the new postal treaty with France, Sill 318, p. 88
Saving to the public and loss to the revenue by the treaty; how the loss arises, Ib. 515522
Needless sacrifice made by the English Government in the provisions of the
treaty, Ib. 523-534
Further evidence as to the French Post-office treaty, Ib. 571580
By one of the articles of the postal treaty the international postage is to be
charged by bulk, and not by individual letters, Maberly 929-936
How the question
of charging in bulk arose, Ib. 937-939
Loss of revenue sustained in consequence of
the French treaty, Bokenham 2537, et Se32. Advantages of the Treaty :
Savings proposed by Witness to be effected in the postal treaty with France, Hill 504537
Calculations by which Witness arrived at his conclusions relative to the amount
of saving that would arise from n different arrangement in charging the French letters,
Ib. 535
Principal advantages which Great Britain gained by the postal treaty with
France, which make a compensation for the loss of revenue arising from the mode of
charging in bulk, and not numerically, Maberly 933-935. 940
Remarks upon the
subject of the postal treaty with France, 76.942
Opinion of the practical officers that
the ultimate effect of the postal treaty with France, instead of being injurious to this
country, will be in its favour, Ib. 942, 943.
3. Papers laid before the Committee :
Return showing the number and net weight in ounces of paid and unpaid letters from
France, in the week ended 4th November 1842; with an estimate of the probable loss
and gain, if exchanged by weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each
letter being charged for separately, as at present, Maberly's Ev. p. 152
Return show
ing the number and net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters to France, in the
week ending 3d November 1842; with an estimate of the probable loss, if exchanged by
weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each letter being charged for sepa
rately, as at present, Ib.
Return showing the number and net weight, in ounces, of
paid and unpaid letters, at the sixpenny rate, to France, in the week ending 27th Octo
ber 1842 ; with an estimate of the probable loss, if exchanged by weight, as proposed by
the new convention, instead of each letter being charged for separately, as at present, Ib.
P- J53
Similar Return at the fivepenny rate, Ib.
Return showing the number and
net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters from France, in the week ended 28th
October 1842 ; with an estimate of the probable loss and gain, if exchanged by weight,
as proposed by the new convention, instead of each letter being charged for separately,
as at present, Ib.
Similar Return of letters to France, Ib.
Return showing the number and net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters to
France, in the week ending 3d November 1842 ; with an estimate of the probable loss, if
exchanged by weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each letter being
charged for separately, as at present, Maberly's Ev. p. 154
Return showing the
number and net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters from France, in the week
ended 4th November 1842 ; with an estimate of the probable loss and gain, if exchanged
by weight, as proposed by the new convention, instead of each letter being charged for
separately, as at present, Ib.
Return showing the number and net weight, in ounces,
of unpaid and paid letters from France, in the week ended 20th July 1843; with an
estimate of the loss and gain occasioned by the exchange by weight, Bokenham 2564
Return showing the number and net weight, in ounces, of paid and unpaid letters to
France, in the week ended 29th July 1843; with an estimate of the loss occasioned by
the exchange by weight, Ib. 2564, p. 329
Return showing the number of British
unpaid letters and letters paid to frontier, forwarded to France, for delivery in that king
dom by the mails of various dates, from October 11 to November 4, 1842 ; together with
the amount of postage for the same, and the number of French rates to which such letters
would be subjected, and the average charge for each rate, supposing the decomposed
scale to have been in operation, Ib. 2564.
Statement of the various rates paid by the Post-office of Great Britain to France for
transit postage on letters despatched from Great Britain, App. 199
Statement of
various rates paid by the Post-office of Great Britain to France for transit postage on
letters to Great Britain despatched from various foreign countries, Ib.
Statement of
various rates charged upon the Post-office of France for conveyance of letters addressed
to or despatched from that country from or to British colonies or parts abroad, Ib. 200
Statement of various rates paid by the Post-office of Great Britain to France for
transit postage on letters despatched from or destined for Great Britain, to or from Malta,
Alexandria, and the East Indies, in the monthly closed mail, Ib.
Statement of various
rates
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3. Papers laid before the Committee—continued.
rates charged upon the Post-office of France for conveyance of letters despatched from
or destined for France, to or from Malta, Alexandria, and the East Indies, App. 200Tahle showing the number and weight of international letters exchanged between the
Post-offices of France and England during the first 10 days of October 1842, the sums
received by the respective offices upon these letters, and estimate of the loss which would
result to the offices by the reduction of the rates, as proposed by the Lords of the Treasury
in Lord Palmerston's letter of 301!) March 1840, Ib. 208.
See also Channel Islands.
Richmond, Duke of.
Rural Posts, 4.
Treaties.
Franking. By Witness's plan the privilege of franking has been abolished, Hill 14-The
abolition of the privilege of franking was not originally proposed as part of Witness's plan,
Ib. 233> 234- 472-At the same time Witness fully acquiesced in the measure, Ib. 233
-Average annual number of Parliamentary franks, Ib. 476.
See also Canada.
Revenue, 1.
Free Deliveries. The re-adjustment of the free-delivery boundaries, which at present
exclude large portions of many towns, recommended, Hill 82, p. 34-Free deliveries
existed from September 1839 *° September 1841, and from September 1841 to August
1 843, Lord Lowther 2880. -See also Deliveries.
Rural Posts.
French Stamp-office. Women work in several instances in the same room, and at the same
machine with the men, Hill 749.
G.
Game.

Game is sometimes sent by post, Bokenham 2657, 2658.

General-post Delivery. Defects of the present arrangements ; proposed remedy, Hill's Ev.
p. 35-A few of the morning letters might be delivered by the Twopenny-post lettercarriers, if they could be sent to the office by seven o'clock, Smith 1894--No time
would be gained by having the Twopenny-post letters arriving at the branch office ready
for delivery with the General-post letters for the district, Ib. 1896- Impracticability of
combining the morning deliveries of the Twopenny and General-post letters, Ib. 18971901 - A considerable number of the General-post letters might form part of the Two
penny-post delivery at eight o'clock, Bokenham 2202 - Inconvenience of such an
arrangement to the public, Ib. 2203-2205-Practicability of the great bulk of the
General-post letters being sent out if nine o'clock were the hour selected for the com
bined delivery of the General and Twopenny-post letters, Ib. 2206-Estimated loss to
the receiver if the General-post letters that are delivered afterwards within the 1 2-mile
district were delivered like letters in the country, where there is a Penny-post, that is,
with an additional charge of a penny, Smith 2848, 2849.
General-post Office. Even in the event of having District-posts, as proposed by Witness,
the General-post Office should be continued, it would be necessary to have a general
office to control the others, Hill 230.- See also Letter-carriers, 2. 3.
Gibraltar. Detailed statement of the mode in which Witness proposes to effect the dis
continuance of the direct line of packets to Gibraltar without inconvenience to the public
7 78-8 14.
Glasgow and Ayr Railway. Arrangement effected by the Postmaster-general for the
conveyance of the mail on this railway, and as regards the payment of a guard,
Hill 318, p. 87.- Letter from the Postmaster-general to the Treasury, dated i6th
June 1842, respecting the amount awarded by arbitration to be paid for the Postoffice service on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, App. 153 --Tabular statement, giving
the information required by the Treasury Letter, bearing date gth April 1842, in
regard to the conveyance of the mails on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, Ib. Letter from Mr. J. W. Patten to Mr. H. D. Harness and Mr. J. Miller, dated 2gth
March 1842, on the subject of the award by arbitration to be paid for the Post-office
service on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, Ib. 1 54-Statement on behalf of the Glasgow,
Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr Railway Company, in reference to the remuneration to be
allowed them by the Post-office for conveying the mails upon their railway, Ib.
Statement of the bags received and delivered along the line of railway, App. 157__
Letter from Lieutenant H. D. Harness, R. E., dated Hth March 1842, on the case sub
mitted to arbitration by the Postmaster-general and the Glasgow and Ayr Railway Com
pany, with regard to the price to be paid for the conveyance of the mails, Ib.-- Return
showing the gross receipts from each passenger-train, for the week preceding 2gth January
°-93N N 4
1842,
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Glasgow and Air Railway Mail—continued.
1842, Ib. 158
Notice served by the Postmaster-general upon the Glasgow, Paisley,
Kilruarnock, and Ayr Railway Company, with reference to the service of the mails on
that line, App. 159
Ayr and Glasgow Railway time-bill, Ib. 160
Letter from Lord
Lowther to the Lords of the Treasury, dated igth August 1842, respecting the sum to be
paid for the service of the mails on this railway, Ib.
Letter from the Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 20th June
1843, upon the question of the price to be paid by the Post-office for the conveyance of
the mails on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, App. 160
Tabular statement, giving the
information required by the letter from the Treasury, bearing date gth April 1842, in re
gard to the conveyance of the mails on the Glasgow and Ayr Railway, Ib. 161
State
ment in behalf of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr Railway Company, in
reference to the remuneration to be paid to them by the Post-office for carrying certain
mail-bags upon their railway, as submitted to Lord James Stuart by Mr. John Miller, as
arbiter for the Company, Ib.——Letter from Lieutenant H. D. Harness to Lord James
Stuart, M. p., dated 2 1st January 1843, respecting the subject referred to arbitration by
ihe Postmaster-general and the Glasgow and Ayr Railway Company, Ib.
Also letter
from Mr. J. Miller, dated 24th January 1843, on the same subject, Ib. 164
Letter
from Mr. Gibson Craig to Lieuienant Harness, R.K., and Mr. J. Miller, c. E., dated 5th
May 1843, stating the decision come to by him, as umpire, as to the amount to be paid
for the service of the mails on this line, Ib. 166-— Notice served by the Postmastergeneral, dated 20th June 1842, upon the Glasgow and Ayr Railway Company, with
respect to the service of the mails on their line, Ib.
Copy of Treasury Minute on Lord
Lowther's letter, dated i6th June 1842, requiring to be informed in what manner the
appointment which his Lordship lias made of a mail-coach guard will eft'ect the saving
to the revenue of 40 /. a year, Ib.
Glasgow and Edinburgh Day Mail.

See Edinburgh, dfc. Day Mail.

Goulburn, Mr. Extract from the speech of Mr. Goulburn, of the 5th July 1839, expressing
his surprise at rinding the Committee proposing a Twopenny instead of a Penny rate,
Hill 74
His view was, that the loss would be greater under a Twopenny than under a
uniform rate of one Penny, Ib.
Letter from Mr. Rowland Hill to Mr. Goulburn,
dated 24th September 1841, requesting an interview, and submitting papers, Hill
78,^.27
Result of that interview, Ib. p. -28
Letter addressed by Mr. Hill to
Mr. Goulburn, dated 24th November 1841, stating the result of a communication with
the Postmaster-general on the subject of the measures contained in a Report on Regis
tration, dated 24th November 1841, Ib.
Letter of the same date, addressed to Mr.
Goulburn, offering to carry into execution the measures proposed in that Report, Ib.
Letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Goulburn, dated 2d December, on the subject of the
establishment of an effectual system of registration, Ib.
Letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Goulburn, dated 271)1 January 1842, relative to the question
of registration, and other measures of Post-office improvement, Hill 78-8 1 , p. 28, 29
Further letter to Mr. Goulburn, dated 7th March 1842, on the same subject, Ib. 81,
p. 29
Letter from Mr. Goulburn to Mr. Hill, dated 2ist March 1842, in reply to the
foregoing, Ib. 82, p. 30
Letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Goulburn, dated 23d March 1842,
submitting statement of the net revenue of the Post-office, Ib. p. 31.
Letter to Mr. Goulburn, dated 3ist May 1842, enclosing statement of the cost of the
packet service, and explaining parts of former letters, and also commenting upon the steps
taken with regard to the proposed measures of improvement, Hill's Ev. />. 31, 32
Letter dated 20th June 1842, to Mr. Goulburn, on the subject of the day mail to New
castle, Ib. 82,7?. 32
Letter from Mr. Goulburn to Mr. Hill, dated iith July 1842,
apprizing him that his services would not be required after the 14th of September, //;.
&-> P- 33
Effect likely lo be produced with regard to rural posts by Mr. Goulburn's
minute, Lord Lowther 2933-2949.
See also Rural Posts, 2.
Government Postage. Erroneousness of the impression that the revenue derives a large
apparent increase from payments on account of Government postage, Hill 75, p. 24
Annual amount paid by those offices which were charged with all their postage under
the old system, Ib.
Reduction effected in the annual postage, expenses of the cus
toms, excise, and stamps and taxes by the change, Ib.
All the Government-office
letters come to the Post-office, Maberly 1276, 1277
Evidence as to the amount of
postage charged to the Government departments, Bokenham 2753-2767.
Grand Junction Railway Company. Letter from Lieutenant Harness to Mr. W. Patten,
dated 6th November 1841, respecting the arbitration in the case of the Grand Junction
Railway, App. 92
Correspondence between Mr. Locke and Lieutenant Harness, and
between them and Mr. Patten, respecting the arrangements between the Government
and the Grand Junction Company, for the conveyance of the mails on this railway,
Ib. 95.
Gratuitous
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Gratuitous Registration. Under the old system of gratuitous registration, the number of
letters registered in London alone was about twice as great as the number of letters now
registered in the whole of England and Wales, Hill 75, p. 26.
Gravesend. Evidence as to an application for a post-office in the rural districts near Gravesend ; it was refused, on account of the supposed expense, Lord Lowther 2950-2953.
Guarantee Posts. Defects of the present arrangements with regard to guarantee posts; pro
posed remedy, HilVs Ev.p. 39
Since the penny postage, no additional post-offices have
been set up, except the guarantee posts, Maberly 1052
Number of guarantee posts
established from September 1839 to September 1841, and from September 1841 to
August 1843, Lord Lowther 2880.
Guards. Reduction in the number of, since 1841 ; manner in which the reduction took
place, Maberly 1602-1608
Some of the guards are still entitled to fees ; cases of the
contractors insisting upon their being paid by salary, Ib. 1609, 1610.
See also Mail Guards.
Guernsey. See also Channel Islands.
H.
Hamburgh. Establishment of steam-packets to Hamburgh by the Duke of Richmond,
Lord Lowther 2876.
Hampstead Contractor. Evidence relative to the loss of time by the Hampstead contractor,
Smitk 2145-2148.
Henslow, Professor. Letter from Professor Henslow, of Hitcham, Hadleigh, Suffolk, dated
i6th April 1843, respecting the advantages of the penny postage as a means for securing
the rapid progress of agricultural science, Hill 24, p. 12.
Hill, Rowland. (Analysis of his Evidence.)— Outline of Witness's original plan of improve
ments in the Post-office, viz. uniform and low rate of postage, increased speed in the
delivery, and greater facilities in the despatch of letters, and simplification of Post-office
arrangements, 1-13
Improvements already effected in the Post-office department, 1424
Results of such improvements ; number of letters ; increased expenses of the Postoffice examined and accounted for apart from the effects of the penny postage,-.revenue
of the Post-office in 1837 and 1^42> money orders; effect of cheap postage upon the
general revenue of the country ; prevention of illicit conveyance of letters ; removal of
causes tending to suppress correspondence ; commercial and social advantages of cheap
postage, 24, 25
Circumstances under which salaries were given to guards instead of
fees, 26-30
Witness contemplated a much greater number of deliveries than have
been carried into effect, 31-35
Witness undertakes on future days to prove cases of
want of economy, and ofdislike to his system, 36-40
Grounds on which it is inferred
that the number of letters has increased more in poor districts than elsewhere, 41-45
The Treasury at first sanctioned the employment of additional persons, in order to be on
the safe side as regards increase of business, 46-49
Witness calculated upon increased
expenses to the amount of 300,000 /. a year, 50-55. 57
In some respects, the Postoffice accounts are even more complex than they were, 58, 59
The number of deliveries
may be increased with advantage to the revenue, 60-63
^n London, hourly deliveries
would scarcely increase the expense, and not at all the labours of the men, 64, 65
Accounts would be simplified by putting an end to money prepayments, and eventually
to unpaid letters, 66-68.
The falling off of the general revenue of the country is quite unconnected with the
Post-office, which, of course, could not pi-event it, 69-71
Comparison of the result of
the Post-office experiment with anticipations ; Colonel Maberly, in 1838, thought evasion
was inevitable, and now the genuineness of the stamp is unquestioned, and little trouble
is caused by them, or by charging according to weight; opinions of the Post-office
authorities as to charging by weight, prepayment, the uniform rate, the stamped covers,
the probable number of letters, and the effects of changes upon the revenue, with the
actual results ; increase of letters written by the poor, 72
Witness's object was not to
obtain the greatest profit from the Post-office, but to give the greatest amount of con
venience with the least permanent sacrifice of revenue, 73, 74.
[Second Examination.]—Two papers read on the results of the penny postage, as far
as it is yet introduced; Government postage ; statement in reference to the alleged
insecurity of money-letters under the penny postage; means of attaining effectual
security ; cheap registration and receipts ; money-orders, 75
Witness's correspon
dence with Mr. Goulburn, 78. 82
Proposals for restoring the old hours for posting
letters, 79
Tor an earlier delivery in London, and for the abolition of money pre
payments ; circumstances which have tended to diminish the utility of the penny postage
" measure, 8 1 .
0.93.
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Hill, Rowland. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Increased facilities of distribution proposed ; earlier deliveries in London; enlargement
of time for posting late letters ; speedier circulation or increased weight by the London
District-post, with an extension of rural distribution; completion of system of day-mails;
transmission of prints, maps, &c. ; parcel posts ; reductions of foreign postage ; changes
in the mail-coach and packet services; communication with Ireland; revision of salaries;
employment of females in sorting letters, 82
Paper read, being suggestions in detail
for the improvement of the Post-office, p. 35
Effect of the increased facilities of com
munication upon the number of letters ; effect of day-mails, 82.
[Third Examination.]—Witness's petition to the House of Commons put in and read;
mischievous effects of the erroneous statistics of the Post- office,i 14
Period at which
Witness brought under the notice of the Treasury his plans for further improvements in
in the Post-office, and time of their consideration, 115. 137
Difficulty of imputing
delays in the adoption of Witness's plan as a matter of blame to the Post-office, 138-143
Improvements in the collection and delivery of letters in the London District-post
suggested, 144-152
Consolidation of the two corps of letter-carriers, and establish
ment of hourly deliveries, 156-182
Grounds on which Witness believes the Postoffice to be adverse to the improvements proposed by him, 183-191
Effects of addi
tional deliveries in the suburbs of London, 201-206
Statements in reference to the
discussion of questions by Witness and the Post-office, 207—21 1
Compulsory pre-payment ultimately desirable, 222-226
Objections by mercantile men to the use of
envelopes, 227, 228
Plan of district posts, 229-232. 237
Earlier deliveries in many
important towns proposed, 238-242
Rural posts, 243-254
Necessity of exertion
in obtaining treaties concerning foreign postage, 255-257
Proposal to forward the
Indian mails via Trieste, 258-262
Alleged impediments opposed to the carrying out
of Witness's plans, 263-270.
[Fourth Examination.]— Plans in contemplation before Witness was removed from the
Post-office, 272-317
Great importance of abolishing money prepayment, 318
Waste of time in the Post-office, Ib.
Obstructions offered in past times by the Postoffice to improvements, Ib.
Recent cases to show the improbability of the Post-office
carrying out improvements of its own accord, Ib.
Specific statements of savings
proposed by Witness between April and September 1842, and of other savings which
might be effected, Ib.
Looseness and inaccuracy of the Returns- furnished by the Postoffice to the Treasury, Ib.
Want of economy in the Post-office management; instances
given, Ib.
Evidences of dislike on the part of the Post-office to Witness's plans;
necessary influence of such dislike, Ib.
[Fifth Examination.]—Omissions in former evidence supplied, 320-322
Improve
ment of the revenue expected from the establishment of rural posts, 323-330
Con
venience of day mails to the entire line, as well as to London, 334
Newcastle daymail, 331-336. 365-395
Improved arrangement of the up day mails proposed, 337339. 340-364
Examination concerning the allegation in Witness's petition, " that
for increased speed in the delivery, or greater facility for the despatch of letters, little or
nothing has been done," 407-420-421
In reference to paragraph 22 of his peti
tion in regard to measures recently adopted by the Post-office, 422.
Lengthened examination concerning the withdrawal by the Post-office of their notice
as to the despatch of letters by the overland mail to places beyond the East Indies, 423456*
'Net revenue of the Post-office in 1839, 1840, and at present; deductions for
expense of packet establishment ; to what extent the franked letters should be taken
into account, 457-476-. With a revived trade the penny rate will ultimately raise a
revenue of i,300,000 /. if the plan be fully carried out, 466
Probable addition that
would be made to the revenue if a twopenny rate were charged on all letters beyond 15
miles, 477-485
Improvements proposed by Witness in the money-order system, 489503
Savings proposed to be effected in the arrangements under the postal treaty
with France, 504-537
Saving that might be accomplished in connexion with the
additional delivery in the suburbs of London, 538-542
Saving contemplated in the
establishment of mail-guards, 543-554
Considerable increase in the number of pack
ages now passing through the Post-office, which formerly went as coach parcels, 555559[Sixth Examination.]— The arrangement proposed for the Newcastle day-mail was
partly an experiment in connexion with the general hour of arrival for the day mails in
London, 560-562
Increase of deliveries in Bath, Bristol, and Exeter, 563-570. 581598
Further evidence relative to the French Post-office Treaty, 571-580
Pro
posed saving in the establishment of mail-guards, 599-601
In the space occupied by
the mails in railway carriages, 602-606
Post-office communication with the Channel
Islands, 607-625
Discontinuance of the special trains between Birmingham and
Gloucester, 626
Post-office communication with Dublin, 627-629
Compensation
for late-letter fees, 630-636
Saving that would arise if the day mails were to arrive at
a later hour in London, 637, 638— If the two corps of letter-carriers were consolidated,
639-646-
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Hill, Rowland. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
639-646—If female letter-sorters were employed, 647-655. 745-749—By simplification
of the mode of sorting, 656-740
Importance of encouraging legible addresses on let
ters, 741-744
Grounds for calculating upon a saving of four per cent, from a revision
of salaries, 751-772
Detailed statement of savings proposed to be effected by the full
adoption of Witness's suggestions, 773-824.
[Seventh Examination.]—Witness's estimate of savings reduced by 30,000 /. in con
sequence of misinformation concerning the service performed by the Admiralty packets
in carrying the Indian mail, 843.
[Eighth Examination.]—How Witness proposes the letters from the country to be dis
tributed in London as a part of his system, 2239-2-252.
[Ninth Examination.]—Increase of letters anticipated by Witness, 2475-2477.
[Tenth Examination.]—Evidence in explanation of a statement made by Colonel
Maberly in answer to question 1667, that Witness framed a Return respecting the num
ber of letters which have passed through the Post-office inwards and outwards, similar
to No. i, in the Return to the Lords, with a view to purposes of his own, 3152-3168
Remarks upon Colonel Maberly's statement with regard to hourly deliveries being
a bait held out to the public, 3169-3176
Explanation with respect to Colonel Ma
berly's statement concerning Witness's views of the increase of letters and the mainten
ance of the revenue, 3177-3211
Letters are now sent in parcels for the sake of an
early delivery ; the railways deliver more rapidly than the Post-office, 3212, 3213
Additions to former evidence with respect to the Indian correspondence, 3214-3222
Further remarks with respect to the fallacious return No. 201 of 1843 ; 3223-3243.
Hill, Mr. Rowland. Petition of Mr. Rowland Hill, for inquiring into the state of the Postoffice, presented to the House of Commons April loth, 1843, Ev. p. 54
Evidence as to
the accounts and estimates in Mr. Hill's evidence in page 46, Maberly 1461 et seq.
Parts of his plan which are adopted and parts which are unadopted, Lord Lowther
2970, 2971
There has been no obstruction offered to Mr. Hill's plan in the Postoffice, owing to the dislike entertained to it, 76. 3136-3138
Lecture given by Mr.
Rowland Hill, before the Statistical Society, on the subject of Post-office reform, Ib.
3009, 3010
The discontinuance of Mr. Rowland Hill's services took place without
any consultation with Witness on the subject, Ib. 3141, 3142
Answers to the abstract
of Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestions, with regard to Post-office reform, Ib. p. 334
Mr. Bokenham's observations on Mr. Hill's plan of registration, dated 25th August
1840, App. 20.
See also Goulburn, Mr.
Penny Postage. Post-office, II.
Treasury, The.
Hourly Deliveries. In London, hourly deliveries would scarcely increase the expense, and
not at all the labours of the men, Hill 64, 65
Whether it would be possible, if there
were hourly deliveries, for the letter-carriers to be employed as sorters, Ib. 168
Remarks upon the statement made by Colonel Maberly in answer to question 848,
that the idea of an hourly delivery was a bait held out to the public, that they should
get their letters within the hour, when in fact they would only get their letters within
the hour within the district in which the letters were posted, Ib. 3169-3176.
The whole question of making the collection and delivery of letters in London hourly
instead of every two hours, is a question of expense, and was so treated by the Post
master-general, Maberly 845-847
Objections felt by the Post-office to the suggestion
of Mr. Hill as to hourly deliveries, Ib. 848
The hourly delivery of letters through the
metropolis is impossible, Ib. 1038
One hundred and eighty more letter-carriers would
be required if the deliveries were made hourly throughout the day, Smith 1854-1858.
1886-1889
An hourly delivery would cost about 2o,ooo/. more, and it is doubtful
whether it would pay, Ib. 1944-1947. 1982-1991 ; Bokenham 2218, 2219
Additional
number of letters daily required to defray the expense of 12 deliveries, Smith 1992, 1993
•
Many persons might regard frequent deliveries as a nuisance instead of an accom
modation, Ib. 2004-2007
Remarks upon Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with respect
to hourly deliveries, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334.
See also Consolidation of Letter-carriers.
Hours of Attendance.

See Attendance of Clerks.

Hours of Despatch (London). Regret expressed that the hours for closing the letter-boxes
should continue restricted long alter the necessity has passed away, Hill 113
Witness
brought under the consideration of the Treasury the necessity of keeping open the differtnt offices till a later hour; the Post-office partly adopted this plan, Ib. 135
Hour
to which the boxes now remain open at the receiving houses of the Branch Post-offices,
Maberly 860.
0.93.
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Hours of Despatch (London)—continued.
Witness proposes the restoration of the old hours for posting letters, Hill 79
Very few complaints have been made of the time at which letters are to be posted,
Bokenham 2491
It is proposed to give an additional half hour for the gratuitous
posting of letters at the receiving houses; inexpediency of extending this to a whole
hour and charging an extra penny, Ib. 2499-2501.
•
Hull Post-office. Disregard of economy evinced by the Post-office in the case of the Hull
Post-office, Hill 318, p. 87
Letter from Postmaster-general, dated loth January 1842,
containing copy of a report from the surveyor of the northern district relative to the
establishment of a post-office at Hull, App. 131
Time of each letter-carrier perform
ing his work ; also the number of letters in each delivery, and the time of arrival of the
London mail, Ib. 135
General statement of the duties performed at the Post-office,
Hull; showing also the periods of attendance of the clerks, Ib. 136
Trreasuy Minute,
dated 14th January 1842, on the letter of the Postmaster-general of loth January, and
requesting information respecting the Hull office, Ib. 137
Letter from Lord Lowther
to the Treasury, dated 28lh February 1842, submitting a form containing the information
required by the Treasury respecting the Hull office, Ib.
Copy of Treasury Minute of
agth March 1843, on the information received from the Postmaster-general with respect
to the Hull office, Ib. 140
Letter from the Postmaster-general to the Treasury,
dated 3ist May 1842, on the proposed new establishment of the Post-office at Hull, aud
transmitting copies of two Reports from the surveyor of the district upon the sub
ject, Ib.
State of the Hull Post-office on 25th April 1841, App. 138
And on loth November
1842, Ib.
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated 2ist June 1842, approving the appoint
ment of an additional clerk, and the establishment of the Hull office, as recommended by
the Postmaster-general, in his Report of 28th February 1842, Ib. 142
Letter from the
Postmaster-general to the Treasury, dated 1st December 1842, proposing the appoint
ment of an additional letter-carrier at Hull, Ib.
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated i6th
December 1842, sanctioning the appointment of a letter-carrier as proposed, 2b.—-—
Number of letters received at Hull, for delivery in the week ended 23d October 1842,
Ib.
See also Manufacturing Towns.
I.
Illegible Addresses. Plan pursued at the General Post-office with regard to letters with
illegible addresses; time allowed for setting right letters imperfectly or illegibly ad
dressed, Bokenham 2227-2230
Great inconvenience and loss of time arising from
illegible directions, Ib. 2503-2506.
See also Addresses of Letters.
Illicit Conveyance of Letters. The illicit conveyance of letters is in effect suppressed, at
least as regards inland conveyance, except when, owinsi to imperfection in the Postoffice arrangements, the law is broken to save time, Hill 24, p. 12
The result has
verified Witness's anticipation, that the illicit transmission of letters would in effect
cease on the reduction of the postage, Ib. 72, p. 21
Witness has always considered
that the Penny-post would knock up the illicit conveyance of letters, Maberly 11041106.
Improvements, Detail of improvements already effected, Hill 14
Date at which the
improvements have been carried into effect, Ib. 15
Rough statement of improve
ments in the Post-office arrangements since May 1843, App. 256.
See also Allegations of the Petition.
London District Post, 1, 2.
Scotland.

INCREASE OF LETTERS:
1. Generally.
2. In the London District Post.
I. Generally:
Statement in Witness's pamphlet, that the increased facilities, together with the greatly
reduced charges, would have the effect of increasing the number of chargeable letters at
least five and a quarter fold, Hill 4, p. 2
The increase necessary to secure the revenue
from diminution, is to six fold the present amount, Ib. p. 4
Witness's information war
rants him in regarding this increase as not improbable, Ib.
Amidst a depression of trade
greatly interfering with any reasonable calculation, the number of letters considerably
more than doubled in the course of the first year after the alteration, and is now nearly
three-fold, Ib. 72, p. 21
There is now no doubt that, as far as the revenue is con
cerned, a four-fold increase of letters will suffice, Ib. p. 22
Evidence in explanation
of a statement made by Colonel Maberly, in answer to question 1667, that Witness
framed a return respecting the number of letters which have passed through the Postoffice, inwiirds and outwards, similar to No. i in the Return to the Lords, with a view to
purposes of his own, Ib. 3152-3168—:—Examination upon, and explanation of, the
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.INCREASE OF LETTERS—continued.
1. Generally—continued.
statement made by Colonel Maberly, in answer to questions 1809 and 1810, that Witness
was understood to hold out the expectation of a fivefold increase of letters, and the
maintenance of the revenue to the former amount, on the adoption of penny postage,
Hill 31 77-3211.
How the estimate has been made in Return 201 of 1843, of the increase in the number
of letters since the introduction of the penny postage, Maberly 1260-1265
Since the
alteration of the system, the increase of letters has been about 175 per cent., Bohenham
2589 2591
Witness cannot anticipate a fivefold increase of letters, except under
peculiar circumstances, Lord Lowther 2961-2963. 2965-2969.
2. In the London District-Post :
There has not been much increase in the number of District-post letters between May
1841 and May 1842, Hill 219-*
Much further increase cannot be expected, unless
further improvements be called into operation, Tb. 219-221
Extent of the increase
in the number of letters delivered by the District-post in London ; they have not in
creased in the same ratio as General-post letters, Maberly 854
Parts of the metro
polis from which the great increase of letters has taken place, Smith 2865-2867.
See also Day Mails- Establishment of the Post-office. Expenditure.
Correspondence.
Missing Letters.
Number of Letters. Poor.

Facilities for

India Mail. Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the conveyance of the
India mail ; proposed remedy, Hill's Ev. p. 40
Remarks on this suggestion, Lord
Lowther's Ev.p. 334
The overland India mail has greatly augmented the correspond
ence with our Indian possessions, Ib.Sz, p. 24
Recommendation made by Witness to
the Committee, that the Indian mail should be sent via Trieste, Ib. 258-262
Additions
to former evidence upon the subject of the Indian correspondence, Ib. 3214-3222.
Course taken by the Post-office with regard to the withdrawal of the notice issued
to the public, relative to letters despatched by the overland mail to places beyond the
East Indies, Hill 318,^?. 87, 88. 423-456
Reduction of 30,000 /. of Witness's
estimate of savings (p. 94) to be effected in the conveyance of the India mails, Ib. 843
Evidence as to the manner in which the returns relating to the India mails would
appear in Return 201 of 1843, Maberly 1445
The East India communication over
land is fairly made for Post-office purposes, Lord Lowther 3052-3059
The East
India mail via Falmouth pretty nearly pays, Ib. 3066-3069, 3106-3130.
Inland Letters. Facts and calculations with a view to ascertain the average postage per
letter, upon inland letters; erroneous estimate in Parliamentary Return No. 201 of 1843,
Hill 85
The statement made by Mr. Hill, under the head of " Inland Letters and
Revenue," is not correct, Maberly 1270-1278
The calculation of the inland postage,
in Parliamentary Return No. 201 of 1843, has included the amount of postage received
upon foreign and colonial letters in England, Maberly 1403, 1404
The deduction
from the revenue in the case of a letter coming from France as a dead and returned
letter, would not be taken from the foreign and colonial postage, but from the inland
postage, Ib. 1405-1415
Its inaccuracies pointed out, Ib.
The number of inland
letters, estimated in Return No. 201 of 1843, may be rather overcharged, Lord Lowther
2981, 2982.
Inland Office. Necessity for keeping this office efficient ; average daily attendance given ;
hours of attendance ; number of clerks and messengers on duty on Mondays ; number
detained daily for the arrivals of foreign mails, Bokenliam 2309-2317, 2496-2498
Salaries paid to the clerks and persons employed in the Inland-office, Ib. 2318-2322
The clerks in the branch offices are fully employed ; hours of attendance fixed ;
number of clerks employed at each branch office, Ib. 2323-2327
Table showing the
names of the clerks employed at each branch office, their salaries and years of service,
Ib. p. 291
Addition made to the establishment upon the introduction of the penny
postage; increase of business for which preparation was made, Ib. 2470-2474 - ••
Heavy additional labour thrown upon the office; complaints made of the severity of the
work ; resignations in the office, Ib. 2478-2487
Additional assistance which would
be required if the old rate of postage had continued, and the present increase of letters
had taken place, Ib. 2488-2490.
See also Accelerators.
Penny-postage, I.
Internal Distribution of Letters. Improvements and alterations which have been effected
with regard to the internal distribution of letters, Lord Lowther 2880.
Invoices.
0.93.

Invoices are now despatched by post, Hill 24, p. 13.
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Ireland. The communication with Ireland might be made more convenient and less
expensive, Hill 82, p. 34
Fair criterion of the effects of the Penny-postage system
upon the inland postage, afforded in the state of Post-office revenue and expenditure of
Ireland, Maberly 1632. 1647. 1651-1660, et seq.
Ireland has comparatively nothing
of the foreign correspondence, Ib. 1632
Gross and net produce and expenditure of
the Irish Post-office, for the year ending gth January 1840, and three subsequent years,
Ib. 1634-1638
The number of letters in Ireland has increased in the same propor
tion as in the other parts of the United Kingdom, Ib. 1639. 1646
Comparative
number of letters taken in the years 1839, 1840, 1841, and 1842, Ib. 1639-1643
Whether the Post-office expenditure of Ireland is greater in proportion than the expen
diture in England, Ib. 1649, 1650
Effect of the penny postage upon the revenue of
Ireland, Ib. 1651
Consolidation of the Irish Post-office with the English Post-office
by the Duke of Richmond, Lord Lowther 2876
Statement of facilities and improve
ments in the Post-office arrangements in Ireland since May 1843, App. 257.
See also Birmingham. Dublin. Mail-coaches.
Irish Express. Date of the establishment of the Irish express day mail, Maberly 941
Time of arrival of this mail at the General Post-office when originally established; time
of arrival at present, Ib. ^.184.
J.
January. There is rather more correspondence in January than in other months, Smith
'976-1
Jersey.

See Cliannel Islands.

New Packet Company.

K.
Knight, Charles. Statement of Mr. Charles Knight, the publisher, that the penny postage
facilitates the distribution of books, Hill 24, p. 13.
L.
Laing, Mr. Statement by Mr. Laing, the traveller, that the penny postage has been the
means of extending education, Hill 25, p. 14.
Lancashire. There are two day-mails from Lancashire to London, the morning and the
evening, Bokenham 2580, 2581.
See also Manufacturing Towns.
Late Deliveries. See Deliveries, 4.

LATE LETTERS:
1. Posting.
2. Delivery.
1. Posting:
An extension of the hours and enlargement of the means for posting late letters
recommended, Hill 82, p. 33
Defects of the present arrangements with -regard to
late letters ; proposed remedy, Ib. p. 38
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion
with regard to extending the hours for late letters, with a penny fee, Lord Lowt/ter's
Ev. p. 334.
2. Delivery :
The General-post letter-carriers occasionally leave letters behind them in the morning,
upon which the letter L. is marked ; manner in which this arises, Smith 2055, 2056
These letters are distributed by the Twopenny postmen, Ib. 2057. 2097-2099-

LATE-LETTER FEES:
1. Generally.
2. Papers laid before the Committee.
1. Generally :

Evidence relative to the late-letter fees in general, and the compensation proposed to
be given to the postmasters on such fees being carried to the revenue, Hill 275-313
Table of cases, showing discrepancies in the returns of postmasters in 1837 anc^
1840, of the amount of late-letter fees ; also the proposed compensation, Ib. p. 78
Annual amount of late-letter fees for England and Wales (exclusive of London), previous
to and since the reduction of postage, Ib. 321
Way in which the saving anticipated
by witness in the compensation for late-letter fees might be effected, Ib. 630-636
Witness does not quarrel with the figures under the head " Late-letter Fees," in Return
No. 201 of 1843, Maberly 1531, 1532.
2. Papers
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LATE-LETTER FEES—continued.
2. Papers laid before the Committee :
Report from Lord Lichfield, dated i6th January 1841, on late-letter fees, App. 22
Report of Mr. Rowland Hill, dated 8th March 1841, on late-letter fees, Ib. 32
•
Selection of those cases which exhibit a decided discrepancy between the returns of lateletter fees made in 1840 and those made in 1837, or between those returns and the
fees actually received since they have been paid into the revenue, Ib. 37.39
Selec
tion of those cases in which the returns of 1837 and 1840 agree nearly one with
another, Ib. 38, 39
Copy of Treasury Minute, of 3ist August 1841, on the foregoing
papers, Ib. 39
Letter from Lord Lowther to the Lords or the Treasury, dated i8th
February 1842, on the subject of compensation to various postmasters in the United
Kingdom for loss of the fees upon late letters, Ib. 40
Copy of Treasury Minute, of
13th May 1842, on the foregoing letter, Ib. 42.
Law Papers. See Weight of Letters, Sfc.
Lawrence, Mr. Statement by Mr. Lawrence, in his evidence before the Committee in,
1838, that in his opinion there were quite as many letters written then as there would
be even if postage were reduced, Hill 72, p. 31.
Leqds Day Mail. There is no day mail to Leeds, Bokenham 2578
Correspondence and
statements relative to the establishment of a day mail to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
&c., App. 122
Letter from the Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury,
dated 23d July 1840, as to the expediency of granting a day mail to Leeds, Ib.
Letter from the Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 6th August
1841, on the subject of the establishment of a day mail from London to Leeds, Ib.
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated 28th January 1842, requesting the Postmaster-general's
report on the subject of the proposed clay mail to Leeds, Newcastle, and other places,
Ib. 125.
See also Day Mails, 2.
Manufacturing Towns.
•
Leeds and, Derby Railway. Leeds and Derby Railway nightmail time-bill, App. 112.
Leeds and Selby Railway. Statement made by«Witness that the Post-office has allowed this
company to charge mileage for a length of line exceeding the true length, Hill 274,
p. 75
-Answer to Mr. Hill's charge as to this railway having charged an excess of
mileage, Maberly 1541-1546
Letter from the Postmaster-general, dated 28th Decem
ber 1841, to the Lords of the Treasury, respecting the arrangements come to by arbi
tration for the conveyance of the mails on this line, App. 62
Leeds and Selby Rail
way time-bill, Ib. 64
Leeds and Selby Railway day mail time-bill, Ib. 67
Leeds
and Hull Railway day mail time-bill, Ib. 74
Leeds and Hull Railway night mail
time-bill, Ib.
Statement showing when the mail-trains on this railway, for which
excessive payment has been made by the Post-office, commenced running, the date
when the error was first known to the Post-office, and the annual and total amount of
such excessive charge up to such time, Ib. 258.
See also York and North Midland Railway.
Leicester. There is no day mail to Leicester, Bokenham 2577.
Letter-Boxes (Private). The general adoption of letter-boxes at the doors of private
houses and offices recommended, Hill 818-823
Slits in the doors for receiving
letters would facilitate the deliveries to a great extent, Bokenham 2502.
See also Receiving Houses.

LETTER-CA RRIERS :
1. Generally; their Duties, Walks, Sfc.
2. Union of the two Corps of Letter-carriers for the General and London
District Posts recommended.
3. Objections to such Union.
4. Papers laid before the Committee concerning the Edinburgh Letter-carriers.
1. Generally; their Duties, Walks, Sfc.:
The present letter-carriers are employed also as sorters, Hill 167
Whether, in the
event of hourly deliveries, the letter-carriers could be employed as sorters, Ib. 168
Frequent complaints of the letter-carriers of the labour of their occupation, Ib. 197-200
Table showing the number of offices, walks, and the number of letter-carriers at each
office, and the number that go out each delivery throughout the day in the London
DistrictTwopenny-post, Smith's Ev. p. 251
Average number of miles walked each day
by the letter-carriers, Ib. 1862, 1863
They execute four deliveries one day and three
another, Ib. 1864
There is not much sickness amongst the letter-carriers; it is a
healthy service, 76.1970
The Twopenny-post letter-carriers are fully employed;
some of them keep small shops, which are 'attended to by their wives, Ib. 2058-2065
0.93.
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LETTER-CA RRIERS—continued.
1. Generally; their Duties, Walks, fyc.—continued.
Leave of absence given in the course of the year, Smith 2066, 2067
The only
increased duties thrown upon the town letter-carriers since 1836 is, that they have
additional deliveries ; the walks have been shortened considerably to meet the increased
duties, Ib.
2. Union of the two Corps of Letter-carriers for the General and London District
Posts recommended :
The consolidation of the letter-carriers of the General and District Posts proposed,
Sill, p. 35
Advantages which might be derived from ihe consolidation of the two
corps of letter-carriers, Ib. 156-160
By the consolidation of the two corps of lettercarriers there might be an hourly delivery of letters within the London district, with
very little additional expense, Ib. 161-163
The additional expense would be more
than compensated by the additional facilities which the public would derive from it, //;.
164
The revenue would be so far increased as to cover the additional expense, Ib.
165
The arrangement of having different sets of men to deliver different letters is
peculiar to London, and does not extend even to the whole of London, Ib. 192, 193 ;
Mdberly 849-851
Saving that would arise from the union of the two corps of lettercarriers and sorters in London, Hill 639-646.
»
3. Objections to such Union :
Objections to the union or combination of the General-post and District-post lettercarriers, Maberly 846, 847
Further evidence as to the impracticability of uniting
the two corps of letter-carriers, Ib. 852, 853
The union of the corps of letter-carriers
and sorters in London would be objectionable on the ground of the additional expense
that it would lead to, Ib. 1036, 1037.
4. Papers laid before the Committee concerning the Edinburgh Letter-carriers :
Letter from Lord Lichfield to the Lords of the Treasury, dated I4*lh June 1841, bring
ing under the consideration of their Lordships the case of the letter-carriers in Edin
burgh, with a view to the revision of their wages, App. 150
Letter from Lord
Lichfield to the Treasury, dated 2ist August 1841, as to the fees and gratuities received
by the Edinburgh letter-carriers, Ib.
Total incomes of the Edinburgh letter-car
riers for the year ending 5th January 1840, and for the year ending 5th January 1841,
Ib. 151
Copy of Treasury Minute, of gth July 1841, on the proposed remuneration
of the Edinburgh letter-carriers, Ib. 152
Copy of Treasury Minute of 3ist August
1841, calling for further statements respecting the emoluments of the Edinburgh lettercarriers, Ib. 152
Letter from Lord Lowther to the Lords of the Treasury, dated
2d March 1842, stating reasons for withdrawing the recommendation for increasing the
wages of the Edinburgh letter-carriers made to the Treasury by Lord Lichfield, Ib. 152
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated 4th March 1842, in which their Lordships fully
concur in the withdrawal of Lord Lichfield's recommendation, Ib. 153.
See also Consolidation of Letter-carriers.
Day Mails.
Deliveries, I.
Esta
blishment of Post-offices.
Newspapers.
Sorting Letters.
Walks.
Lichfield, Lord. Extract from Witness's first letter to Lord Lichfield, dated January gth
1838, on the subject of Post-office reform, Hill, 4, p. 3
Extract from Witness's second
letter, dated i8th January 1838, Ib. 4, p. 4
Extract from Witness's third letter to
Lord Lichfield, dated January igth, 1838, referring to measures then contemplated by
Government, Ib.
Statement by Lord Lichfield of the hopelessness of obtaining a
revenue from a penny rate, Ib. 72, p. 21.
London Day Mails. Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the London day
mails ; proposed remedy, Hill's Ev. p. 39
Remarks upon this suggestion, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334.

LONDON DISTRICT-POST-.
1. Improvements effected therein.
2. Improvements in the Collection and Delivery of Letters proposed.
3. Papers laid before the Committee.
1. Improvements effected therein :
The improvements made in the London District-post (heretofore called the Twopennypost) are less than those contemplated by the Commissioners, and earnestly represented
by Witness at the time as insufficient, Hill 4,p- 3
By the improvements effected by
Witness's plan one additional delivery has been established in London, and two addi
tional deliveries in some of its suburbs, Ib. 14
The additional delivery in London,
and one of the additional deliveries in the suburbs were established previously to the
adoption of Witness's plan, but all subsequently to its announcement, Ib.
Since
the adoption of Witness's plan the London District-post letters have increased from
about 13.000,000 to 23,000,000 per annum, notwithstanding that the additional deliveries,
upon which Witness so much relied, have not yet been established, Ib. 24, p. 9.
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LONDON DISTRICT-POST—continued.
1. Improvements effected therein—continued.
There are seven deliveries in the General-post district, and six in the boundary dis
trict, daily, Smith 1848-1852
Average number of letters delivered daily by the
Twopenny-post carriers, Ib. 1873
Number of letters posted in each district for
delivery within the district, Ib. 1878-1881
A letter delivered in the district in which
it is posted is not received sooner than in any other part of the metropolis, Ib. 1885
The addition of the seventh delivery in 1838 more than paid ils expenses, Ib. 1918.
1920, 1921.
2. Improvements in the Collection and Delivery of Letters proposed :
The cost of management might be reduced by the employment of short stage-coaches,
Hill 4, p. 2
A more speedy circulation of letters by the London District-post recom
mended ; also improvements similar in their object in other large towns, Ib. 82, p. 33
——Defects of the present arrangements of the London district deliveries; proposed
remedies, Ib. p. 35
The defects of the present arrangement of the delivery of letters
in London would be remedied by making the collection and delivery of letters once an
hour, instead of once in two hours, Ib. 144-153
The defects would be partly reme4it d by establishing district offices, so as to avoid the necessity of making all letters, as
at present, pass through the head office at St. Martin's-le-Grand, Ib. 144
This
would not be attended by any additional trouble or expense, Ib. 144-152
Mr. Hill,
in recommending the employment of short stages and omnibuses, required a speed of
seven miles an hour ; the Post-office then had eight miles, including stoppages, Smith
2145—2158
Impracticability of the plan of dividing London into separate districts
for Post-office purposes, Bokenham 2220-2236
A greater number of men distributed
over the country, and a larger number of bags to contain the letters, would be required ;
considerable increase of expense that would be involved, Ib. 2232-2236.
3. Papers laid before the Committee:
Return of the total number of Twopenny-post letters passing through the Twopennypost-office in the year 1842, with the gross amount of revenue thereon, Smith 1971-1974
Return for three days of the total number of Twopenny-post letters posted at the
receiving-houses within the districts of Charing-cross, North-row, Portland-street, Step
ney, and Southwark, showing what portion of these letters were intended for delivery at
places within each respective district, Smith's Ev. p. 254
Return of the number
of Twopenny-post letters sent out for delivery at each despatch, for eight weeks, in
May and June 1842, previous to the extension of the six o'clock delivery, to places
within a circle of six miles; also, a similar return for the corresponding period of 1843,
Ib. p. 260
Return of the gross and net revenue of the Twopenny-post for the
years 1840, 1841, and 1842, Ib. p. 323
Return showing the gross and net revenue
of the Twopenny-post for the years ended 5th January 1838, 1839, and 1840, as
prepared iu the Accountant-general's office, Ib.
Report from Postmaster-general,
dated 30th March 1842, enclosing document, being report from Mr. R. Smith, dated
2d March 1842, with respect to the contemplated improvements in the London Districtpost, App. 115
Memorandum on the proposed addiiional delivery at country places
within six miles of St. Martin's-le-Grand, Ib. 119
Copy of Treasury Minute, dated
12th August 1842, ordering an additional delivery within six miles of the General-post,
Ib. 121
Letter from Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury with reference
to the additional accommodation afforded by the London District-post to places within
six miles of the General-post office, enclosing letter from Mr. R. Smith, dated ^th No
vember 1842, on the same subject, Ib.
Return of the number of letters which have
passed through the London District-post (exclusive of all General-post letters) since
the first general reduction of postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the time into
periods of four complete weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each period, the un
paid, paid, and stamped, and total number of letters ; also, a return of the estimated
average number for four weeks of the year immediately preceding the reduction, distin
guished in like manner, Ib. 226. 236
Return showing the total number of letters
posted at the receiving-houses attached to the Charing-cross, North-row, and Portlandstreet branch offices, i'or the ten, twelve, and two o'clock deliveries ; distinguishing what
portion of the letters were intended for delivery within the districts in which they were
posted, and what portion of them were intended for other districts, Ib. 242.
See also Increase of Letters, 2.
Letter-carriers, 2.
London General-Post. Return of the number of chargeable letters which have passed
through the London General-post (inwards and outwards) since the first general reduc
tion of postage on the 5th December 1839, dividing the time into periods of four com
plete weeks each, and distinguishing, as regards each period, the unpaid, paid, and
stamped, and total number of letters; also, a return of the estimated average number
lor four weeks of the year immediately preceding the reduction, distinguished in like
manner, App. 226. 236.
0.93.
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London Post-office. Number of letters collected and delivered within the limits of the
London Post-office; number of letter-carriers delivering those letters, Smith 21672178.
Losses of Letters. Statistics of lost money-letters, as shown by a return of 1842 (No. 197),
Hill 75, p. 25
The plunder of letters containing valuable articles has, since the
introduction of the penny postage, been terrific, Maberly 1173-1183
It would
be deceiving the Committee to state that there would ever be a great diminution of
losses of letters; nothing but a compulsory regist.ation would put an end to such
losses, Ib. 1184-1188
The losses of letters containing property fall chiefly on the
poor, Ib. 1198, 1199.
See also Missing Letters. Parcels.
Louis, Mr. Mr. Louis, in 1838, estimated that the adoption of the penny rate would cause
a loss of from "]d. to 8d. per letter, Hill 72, p. 21.
Lowther, The Right honourable the Lord. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Restricted accomdation given by the Post-office before the inquiry of 1835; 2876
Zeal displayed by
the Duke of Richmond ; consolidation' of the Scotch and Irish Post-offices with that of
England by his Grace, Ib.
Establishment of new mail-coaches by him, Ib.
Daily
post with France, Ib.
Establishment of steam-packets to Hamburgh, Ib.
In
creased facilities of correspondence, 2878
Abolition of the monopoly of sendjng
newspapers abroad, 2879
Endeavours to give facilities to foreign correspondence,
2880
Improvements in the internal distribution of letters, Ib.
Postal treaties with
foreign powers, Ib.
Free deliveries, Ib.
Additional deliveries; rural posts; gua
rantee posts, Ib.—•— Increased number of receiving-houses; memorandum of arrange
ments giving facilities to the public, 2880
The establishment of rural posts would
be a concession to the public, with very little return, or even a loss, 2886-2888
Rural posts in France, Ib.
His Lordship can see no prospect of a considerable improvement in the Post-office
revenue, 2889
Opinion in favour of a twopenny rate, 2890-2894. 2901-2908
How Car deliveries might be increased to an inconvenient extent, 2895
Abstract of
Mr. Hill's suggestions, with remarks upon each, 2900
Postal treaties again adverted
10,2909-2921
Probable effect of Mr. Goulburn's Minute on the establishment of
rural posts, 2933-2949
Refusal of an application for a post-office in the rural districts
near Gravesend, 2950-29/53
Advantage of an earlier delivery of letters in London,
2954
Day mails, 2954-2956
No further accommodation can be given without
an extra expense, 2957
A revenue of i,300,000 /. is perfectly hopeless, 2958, 2959
Possibility of a fivefold increase of letters considered, 2961-2963. 2965-2969
Parts of Mr. Hill's plan which are adopted, and parts that are not adopted, 2970, 2971
Examination concerning the accuracy of lleturn No. 201, of 1843 ; 2974-3016
Explanation of the proceedings of the Post-office with respect to the establishment of
the clay mail to Newcastle, 3018-3034
Further evidence as to the charge for the
packet service in Return No. 201 ; 3035-3049
The charge may be fairly made upon
the Post-office, with the exception of the West India packets, 3050-3065.
Establishment of Cunard's packets, 3060-3065
How far the East India packet,
via Falmouth, pays, 3066-3069. 3106-3130—
Evidence respecting the establish
ment of subsidiary mails, 3070-3089. 3093-3099. 3149, 3150Charges made by
railways for the conveyance of the mails, 3090-3092. 3100-3105
Remarks upon
Mr. Hill's report on the registration of letters, 3131
How far the Post-office has
considered the expediency of establishing a more direct communication between some
of the principal manufacturing towns, 3132-3135. 3151
No obstruction has been
offered to Mr. Hill's plan by the Post-office, 3136-3138
Advantages likely to arise
from the new French treaty, 3139, 3140
Witness was not consulted upon the dis
continuance of Mr. Hill's services, 3141, 3142
How far the present establishment of
the Post-office is sufficient, 3143-3146
Explanation of the apparent falling off in
the last printed quarterly returns of' the revenue of the Post-office, 3146-3148.
Loitther, Lord. Observations of Lord Lowther relative to the Post-office (Hansard, Vol.
29, p. 386), Hill 3i8,|j. 84
Recommendation of Lord Lowther, that all letters should
be registered under a compulsory system of registration, Maberly 1207-1214. 1218.
See also Facilitiesfor Correspondence.

M.
Maberly, Lieutenant-colonel. (Analysis of his Evidence.) —The hourly collection and
delivery of letters in the London district, is a question of expense; other practical
objections to its operation, 845-848
Objections to the union of the General and
District-post letter-carriers, 846, 847. 852, 853
Return showing the proportions of
letters usually delivered within the district, 848
The two classes of letter-carriers
are not in any other town but London, nor in all parts of that, 849-851
Increase of
letters by the London Dislrict-post, 854
The charge upon many of these letters is
higher
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Maberly, Lieutenant-colonel. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
higher than before the penny postage, 855-857
Reason for closing the letter-boxes
earlier, on the introduction of the penny postage, 858-860
Additional deliveries in
the suburbs of London, 861-863
Recent measures for increasing the number of
rural post-offices, 864-883
Day-mails established since 1st July 1838; 884-886
They are on nearly all the principal roads leading out of London, 887
Why a daymail to Norwich has not yet been established, 887
Birmingham day mail, 889-891
If the day mails did not arrive in London till five o'clock, very few of the letters
would be delivered till the next morning, 895
Great advantage of the day mails in
accelerating the letters passing through London, 896
Between one and two is a
better hour of arrival in London than five in the afternoon, 899
Negociations relative
to the Newcastle day mail, 901-909.
Data on which the Return No. 201 of 1843, of revenue derived from inland and from
foreign and colonial letters for 1842, was made up, 910—928
By the recent treaty
with France the international postage is to be charged by bulk ; accounts and statements
relative thereto, 929-939.
[Second Examination.]—Return of the day mails established, with the date of the
commencement of each, 941
The ultimate effect of the postage treaty with France
will be favourable to this country, 942, 943
Difficulty in the way of forwarding
•letters by post to the West Indies through England, 946
Optional payment of
colonial postage, 950
Circumstances under which the notice was issued by the Postoffice, stating that letters for Australia and New Zealand could not be forwarded from
Bombay, 954-969. 978-984. 996-998. 1013-1020
Communications between the
East India Company and the Post-office, with reference to the Red Sea rate, 971-977
Communications between public departments and the Post-office now pass through
the Treasury, 992, 993
Delusion as to Bombay being so quick a route to Australia,
999-1008
If the Government have confidence in the Postmaster-general, they may
as well entrust him with the business of his department as they do the Secretaries of
State, 1013
Delay in the Treasury correspondence, with regard to the Post-office,
1009-1016.
Reforms effected in the Post-office immediately upon Witness's appointment, and
before his acquaintance with Mr. Hill's plans, 1021-1028
The only means ofincreasing the Post-office revenue is to add to facilities of correspondence, 1032-1040
The
union of the two corps of letter carriers would be objectionable on the ground of
expense, 1036, 1037
Impossibility of an hourly delivery throughout the metropolis,
1038
Objection 10 the establishment of district offices, 1047
An additional deli
very has been given since the adoption of penny postage, 1048-1052
No additional
post-offices have been set up, except the guarantee posts, 1052
The Treasury should
lay down the principle upon which local posts should be established, 1052-1058
Errors in accounts of the expense of local posts, 1059-1069
The average expense
calculated at 2o/. a year each, 1070. 1082-1094
Number of penny posts throughout
England and Wales, 1071-1073
Manner in which the appointment of rural posts is
sanctioned, 1095-1100
Foot messengers, omnibuses, 8tc. are employed to convey
the rural posts, wherever a good bargain can be made, 1102.
Number of surveyors, 1103
Suppression of illicit conveyance by the penny
postage, 1104-1106
Circulars could be more cheaply distributed than by the Postoffice, 1107, 1108 —•— Registration of letters; objections to too great facilities of regis
tration, 1109-1150.
[Third Examination.]—Various returns put in, 1151
Proposed reduction of the
registration fee, in order to obviate the risk of losing money-letters, 1153-1193
Demoralization of the Post-office; terrific plunder of monev-letters since the penny
postage, 1173-1179
Amount of property found and not found in missing letters, in
each year, from 1837 to 1842; 680-683
A cheaper system of registration would
involve much expense and the detention of the mails, 1201, 1202
Gross and net
revenue arising from money-orders, 1203-1205
Increase of business in the Moneyorder Office, 1215
With every precaution, the system of registration is not safe,
1217-1221
The present is the best system that has been suggested, 1222-1227
A cheap registration would be attended with more expense than profit, 1228-1231
If the fees were collected from the receivers of letters, the delivery would be delayed,
1232-1234
The despatch of letters is even more important thun the delivery, 12351237
1'he great object of registration is security, 1238, 1239
Compulsory regis
tration, 1242-1247.
Witness's calculation of the probable increase of revenue from a twopenny rate, 1249
Interference of an extended money-order system with bankers, 1250-1259 .
Examination in reference to Return No. 201, of 1843; estimates of increase of letters ;
inland letters; dead and returned letters; foreign and colonial postage, 12(30-1290
Money-order system and accounts explained, and simplification proposed, 1303-1364
•
Loss sustained by the defalcation of the postmaster of Jersey, and others ; checks
upon postmasters' balances, 1363. 1379-1382.
0.93.
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Maberly, Lieutenant-colonel. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
[Fourth Examination.]—Evidence explanatory of all the items in the Return No. 201 1
1384-1431
Cost of the West India mails, and Post-office revenue arising therefrom,
1434—1438
The Post-office have advised ihe discontinuance of the Milford Haven
packet station, 1439-1441
If the packet service were taken merely with reference to
the Post-office, the expense might be diminished 1442-1450
Objections to the
arrangement for the West India mails, 1442—1444. 1447-1449
The expense of con
veying newspapers would more than counterbalance the revenue derived from them,
1451-1460
Mr. Hill's accounts and estimates in p. 46, examined and commented
upon, 1461-1511
Inaccuracy of Return from which the Account, No. 201, as to
the number of letters, has been made up, 1513. 1523-1528
Difficulty of testing the
postage revenue at particular places since the use of stamps, 1514-1522
Examina
tion of Mr. Hill's accounts and estimates continued, in connexion with Return No. 201
of 1843; 1529-1540
Mr. Hill's allegation concerning the mileage charged by railways
1541-1566
Answer to Mr. Hill's charge concerning the two night mails on the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, 1567-1579
Practicability of reducing the
expense of the mail-guard establishment considered, 1580-1601.
[Fifth Examination.]—Reduction in the number of guards, 1602-1608
Accelera
tion of the Birmingham day mail, 1612, 1613
Arrear of money-order accounts,
1614, 1615
Inconvenience of the bulk of newspapers, 1618, 1619
Patronage in
the appointment of guards, 1620-1624
Preparation of the Return, No. 201 ; 16251628. 1632. 1648. 1651
Effects of the penny postage exhibited in Ireland, 16321651
By far the greater proportion of the postage revenue is derived from the
foreign and colonial postage, 1651.1659,1660
Increase of forward letters passing
through London, 1671
Number of parcels, and postage thereon, passing through the
London Post-office in one week, 1688-1692
Convenience of sending patterns by
post, 1693
Inconvenience caused bv the increase of packages, 1695
Different
proposals to carry the mails from Southampton to the Channel Islands compared, 16961715
Case of ihe Birmingham and Gloucester special train, 1716
A revision of
Post-office salaries would lead to an increase ; system in regard to increase, 1717-1722.
1776-1783
Hours of attendance, 1724-1726. 1733-1737. 1766-1775. 1784-1788
Extra work, 1729. 1738-1741. 1747-1765. 1789, 1790
Qualifications required
for appointments in the Post-office, 1743-1746
System of accelerators explained,
1772.1779
Objections to apian by which the postmen should collect letters froux
the receiving houses, and deliver them on their way to the Post-office, 1791-1795
" Early deliveries," 1796-1799
Every facility has been given by the Post-office to
the working of Mr. Hill's plan, 1800-1808
Comparison of Mr. Hill's anticipations
with actual results, 1809-1841.
Maberly, Colonel. Opinion of Colonel Maberly, expressed before the Committee in 1838,
that evasion was inevitable, Hill 72, p. 20
Opinion expressed by Colonel Maberly in
1838, that if postage were reduced to one penny the revenue would not recover itself for
40 or 50 years, Ii>. 72. p. 21
His opinion that increased accommodation produces an
increased quantity of letters, Ib. 82, p. 42
Parliamentary Returns referred to in the
evidence of Lieut.-colonel Maberly, App. 232.
Madras. Number of vessels that sailed from Madras for Australia, Ceylon, and China, in
the year 1840-41, Maberly's Ev. p. 185.
See also Australia.
Mail-Bags. Number of bags made up in London by the night mails for the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Bokenham 2584.
Mail-Carts. The reduced traffic on many roads would make the adoption of mail-carts
or light carriages advisable, Hill 82,^.34
The conveyance by mail-carts would be
lower in Ireland than it is in England, Maberly 1650.
Mail-Couches. The reduced traffic on many roads requires the substitution of light one or
two-horse carriages for the present four-horse mail-coaches, Hill 82, p. 34
Palmer's
adoption of mail-coaches increased the number of letters threefold in 20 years, Ib.
p. 42
The mails have paid a higher rate in Ireland than they have in England,
Maberly 1650. 1658
The contracts for mail-coaches and mileage in Ireland are
higher than in England; there is less competition, Ib. 1650. 1658
Establishment of
new mail-coaches by the Duke of Richmond, Lord Lowther 2876.
Mail-Guards. Assertion in support of the statement that economy in the arrangements of the
Post-office has been disregarded since the institution of penny postage, f'Bora the fact that
the cost of mail-guards has increased between 183 6 and 1841 from 10,513 1. to 28,672 /.
though the number has only increased from 353 to 356, Hill 24, p. 10
The increase
of expense in salaries to the mail-guards was consequent upon the substitution of salaries
for fees from passengers, Hill 26Reduction in the present unnecessarily expensive
establishment of mail-guards recommended, Ib. 82, p. 34
Saving contemplated by
Witness with regard to the establishment of mail-guards, Ib. 543-554
How this
saving was to be effected, Ib. 599-601.
Whether
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Mail-Guards—continued.
Whether any saving might be made in the establishment of mail-guards, partly by
reducing the number of guards employed, and partly by reducing the amount of their
salaries ; instances adduced to show whether this is practicable or otherwise, Maberly
1580-1601
Exercise of patronage in the appointment of guards by the late and
present Postmasters general, Ib. 1620-1624
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's sug
gestion for a reduction of the number of mail-guards, Lord Lnwther's Ev. p. 335.
Statement showing the names of mail-guards appointed during the years ended 5th
January 1841, 1842, and 1843 ; with the dates of their respective appointments, and the
establishment upon which they were placed, App. 261
Statement of the number of
mail-guards appointed in the years ended 5tli January 1837, 18s8, 1839, 1840, 1841,
1842, 1843, Ib.
See also Dover Day Mail. Guards.
Mails. See Subsidiary Mails.
Malacca, Straits of. Statement of the number of vessels that sailed for the Straits of
Malacca from Calcutta and Madras, in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in the
year 1841-42, App. 219.
Management of the Post-office. Statement by witness in his third letter to Lord Lichfield,
" that to warrant so large a reduction of postage as he contemplates, there must be
strict economy in the management of the Post-office," Hill 4., p. 4
Imperfect manner
in which witness's plan has been carried into effect, Ib. 24,^7. 9.
Manchester. Such a town as Manchester should have three or four deliveries from its
suburbs every day, Hill 34.
Manchester and Liverpool Railway. The facilities of transmission afforded by this railway
have increased the number of letters between the two termini 50 per cent, in six years,
Hill 82, p. 42.
Manufacturing Towns. The completion of the system of London day mails and more
frequent despatches between large towns by means of the ordinary mid-day railway
trains recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
There are two day mails from Lancashire to
London, the morning and the evening, Bokenham 2580,2581
The Post-office has not
considered the expediency of establishing a more direct communication between some
of the principal manufacturing towns in Yorkshire and Lancashire, Lord Lowther 3132
Attention paid by the Post-office to the expediency of having more than one mail
between such important towns as Manchester and Leeds, or Manchester and Hull, Ib.
3132-3135. 3151.
See also District Posts.
Maps, Prints, Sec. Improvements in the conveyance of prints, maps, &c. recommended,
Hill 82, p. 34. Ib. p. 40
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for a separate
mode of conveying maps, prints, and articles liable to injury, Lord Lowther's Ev.p. 335.
Martineau, Miss Harriet. Reference to a letter from Miss Harriet Martineau, containing
an excellent description of the social benefits of the penny postage, Hill 25, p. 14.
Mauritius. Statement of the number of vessels that sailed for the Mauritius and
Bombay from Calcutta and Madras in the year 1840-41, and from Bombay in the year
1841-42, .4pp. 219.
Melbourne, Lord. Extract from a speech of Lord Melbourne, in reply to Lord Radnor, on
the 25th January 1839, stating the intention of the Government to carry witness's plan
into execution with all practicable speed, Hill 4, /•>. 7.
Messengers. The number of messengers would be greatly reduced by having district
posts, Hill 229.
Metropolis, The. See Deliveries, 4.
Mexico. A postal treaty has been concluded with Mexico, Lord Loiother 2909, 2910.
Mileage. Over-payments made by the Post-office in the charges for mileage, Hill 274,
p. 75
Answer to Mr. Hill's charge as to some of the railway companies having
charged an excess of mileage, Maberly 1547-1549.
See nlso Birmingham ana Gloucester Railway.
Leeds and Selby Railway.
York
and North Midland Railway.
Milford Haven. The Post-office has recommended the discontinuance of the packet
station at Milford Haven, on the ground that it was not a desirable establishment,
considered merely in the light of a packet-station for the conveyance of letters lo
produce a revenue, Maberly 1439-1441.
Miscellaneous Receipts of the Post-office. Witness does not quarrel with the figures under
the head " Miscellaneous Receipts," in Return No. 201, of 1843, Maberly 1530.
Missing Letters. Summary of the number of applications for missing letters containing
property, \\hich have been made at the General Post-office London, from 5th January
^37 to 5th January 1843, Maberly's Ev. p. 189
Considerable increase in the number
0.93.
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Missing Letters—continued.
of applications for letters stated to be missing in the last three years, Ramsey 2769,
2770-Letters containing coin and bills appear to be the largest proportion of letters
lost, Ib. 2771, 2772 -Course pursued when application is made fora letter stated to
be missing, Ib. 2773-The applications for missing letters have increased sixfold
since the introduction of the penny-post system ; this is in a proportion of two to one
to the increase of letters, Ib. 2774-- Measures taken by the Post-office to lead to the
detection of the abstraction of letters, Ib. 2778-2784-Summary of the number of
applications for missing letters containing property, which were made at the General
Post-office, London, from 5th May 1842 to 5th December 1842 (seven months), Ib.
p. 322- Summary for the month ending 5th January 1843, Ib. 2839,^. 345.
See also Losses of letters. Parcels. Registration, 1. 5.
Mis-sorted Letters. Number of letters mis-sorted in the London General-post delivery on
one particular occasion, Bokenham 2223-2225-Number of letters mis-sorted in the
Twopenny Post-office on the 13th July, Ib. 2225.
Money Letters. Money letters are even more secure under the new than the old system ; cause
of the present apparent insecurity, Hill 75, p. 25-A considerable number of sove
reigns are found loose in the bags, which have escaped from the letters, Bokenham 2469.
See also Losses of Letters.
Missing Letters.
Registration of Letters.
Security
of Correspondence.
Money-order Office. Report from the Postmaster-general, dated 2gth March 1842, on the
Money-order Office, App.qz - Statement of money-order accounts remaining unadjusted
on the lyth March 1842, Ib. 49-Copy of Treasury Minute, of 171!! May 1842,
respecting the Money-order Office, Ib. 50-Memorial presented to the Treasury by
Lord Lowther, from the window clerks of the Money-order Office, stating the losses to
which they are subjected, and praying for remuneration, Ib. 51 -Statement of losses
sustained by the window clerks, from the 6th January 1841 to 5lh April 1842, Ib. 53
--- Draft of proposed Treasury Minute, prepared by Mr. Rowland Hill, on the Post
master-general's report, dated 2gth March 1842, Ib. 57 -Minute as corrected and
approved of by the Board of Treasury, Ib.-See also Money-orders.

MONEY-ORDERS.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Generally; extended use of Money-orders.
Fees on Money-orders.
Expenses of Money-orders.
Propriety of a further extension of the Money-order System considered.
Simplification of the System.
Papers laid bejore the Committee.

1. Generally; extended nse of Money-orders :
Extension of the use of money-orders, Hill 14-The system of money-orders was
adopted in November 1840, Ib. 17- Issuing of money-orders has been one of the
causes of the increase of expenditure between 1839 and 1842,76. 24,^7. 10 -The
amount of money transmitted through the Office has increased 2o-fold since the beginning
of 1839, Ib. %4,p. 12-The business of the Money-order Office increases enormously
every quarter, Maberly 1215-Great increase in the applications for money-orders at
the Post-office since the reduction of the fee or commission charged upon them, Ib.
1291 -Number of applications for them at the time of the establishment of the Pennypost, Ib. 1292-The increase in the applications for money-orders has pressed very
much upon the postmasters, Ib. 1293-1302 --Table showing the daily average number
of money-orders paid and granted at each of the branch offices, Bokenham's Ev. p. 291
- Difficulties with regard to the working of the money-order system, supposing pre
payment to he made compulsory, Ib. 2369-2378.
2. Fees on Money-orders :
The present fees, which were virtually fixed by the Post-office, are so moderate as to
open the plan to general use, Hill 14-Witness is not prepared to recommend the
reduction of the fee upon small sums under \L, Maberly 1326.
3. Expenses of Money-orders :
The expenses of the money-order system amount to nearly as much as the fees, Hill
24, p. 12- Present cost of the money-order system, ft>. 497 -Amount of revenue
accruing from money-orders ; net profit, Maberly 1203-1205-The figures under the
head " Money-orders," in Return No. 201, of 1843, are correct, Ib. 1529-Arrears in
the money-order accounts; extent of the arrear, Ib. 1614, 1615.
4. Propriety of a further Extension of the Money-order System considered:
ThV extension of the money-order system to every post-office in the United Kingdom
recommended, Hill 75, p. 26--Tiie extension of the money-order system to every
place in the United Kingdom where there is a post-office, also, if practicable, to the
colonies, recommended, Ib. 82, p. 34-- Witness proposes that Post-office orders
should
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MONEY-ORDERS—continued.
4. Propriety of a further Extension, $c.—continued.
should be paid at every post-office in the country ; difficulty at present existing with
regard to entrusting postmasters in country towns and villages with sufficient to pay
Post-office orders, Hill 502, 503
All post-towns have always granted and paid moneyorders ; the reason for this was, that they had au account with the General Post-office,
either in England, Ireland, or Scotland, Maberly 1200
Reasons for objecting to the
extension of the money-order system, 76.1250
Rule prescribed by the Post-office
with regard to what places should be made money-order offices, Ib. 1336, 1337
Their extension recommended, 76. 1338, 1339
Danger of extending the system to
small offices, from an irregularity of accounts, 76. 1359, 1360
The Money-order
Office ought to be thrown open to the greatest extent, for the purpose of avoiding the
necessity for a cheap system of registration, JBoken/tam 2339.
5. Simplification of the System:
The simplification of the money-order system recommended, Hill til, p. 34
Saving
proposed to be effected thereby, 76. 488-503
Examination relative to improvements
recommended by witness in the money-order system, and submitted to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in the form of a Minute, dated 23d April 1842, 76. 489-503
How
far, in consequence of the great increase in the Money-order Office, the mode of keep
ing the accounts could be simplified, Maberly 1303
Form of accounts adopted in
the Money-order Office ; simplifications proposed., 76.
There is no restriction in
point of time within which the holder of a money-order must present it for payment;
advantage of some limit being fixed ; the present system generally explained ; new and
simplified plan now under consideration, 76. 1304-1323. 1351-1359——Explanation
with regard to forms now in use, 76. 1324, 1325
Want of a complete ultimate check
upon the postmaster ; cases adduced of loss to the Post-office from postmasters getting
into arrear, Ib. 1361-1364
Number of entries the money-orders have in passing
through the offices ; impossibility of attaining greater simplification, 76. 1371-1374
Introduction of a system of daily accounts to supersede the quarterly accounts ; objec
tion to all accounts whatever with rural posts, 76. 1374-1377
Remarks on Mr. Howland Hill's suggestion for a simplification of the money-order system, Lord Lowther's Ev.
P-3356. Papers laid before the Committee :
Return of the number of money-orders issued, and of money-orders paid, in England
and Wales, for the quarter ended 5th October 1841, App. 16
Return of the number
and amount of money-orders issued and paid in England and Wales during each quarter,
from 5th April 1839 to 5th January 1842, inclusive, 76. 47
Return of the number
and amount of money-orders issued and paid in London during each quarter, from 5th
April 1839 to 5th January 1842, inclusive, 76.——Return showing the various returns
made to the Treasury by the Postmaster-general for additions to the money-order estab
lishment, with the date of authority for the same, since its commencement on the 2Oth
September 1838 ; number of offices added in consequence of each application, 76. 48
Statement showing the amount received by the postmasters at several towns in
England and Wales for money-orders issued by them, contrasted with the amount of
revenue arising from postage and sale of postage-stamps remaining to be remitted, after
deducting official disbursements for salaries, &c. 76.
Statement showing the amount
at which the commission upon money-orders issued within the United Kingdom may be
calculated for the year 1842, founded upon the estimated produce of the quarter ended
5th January 1842 ; also the total estimated present expenditure fairly chargeable upon
the money-order system, wit!) the estimated net profit remaining to the public revenue,
76. 50
Return of the number and amount of money-orders issued and paid in Eng
land and Wales for each quarter, from 51)1 April 1839 to 5tu January 1843, this quartetbeing partly estimated, Ib. 230, 231
Return of the number and amount of moneyorders issued and paid in London for each quarter, from 5th April 1839 to 5th January
1843,76.
See also Accounts.
Balances.
Bankers. Forgery.
Personation.
Money Prepayment. The abolition of money prepayment recommended, Hi/182, p. 34Vast relief that would be afforded if money prepayment were abolished, and prepay
ment by stamps made compulsory, 76. 31 8, p. 82, 83
Great accommodation of doing
away with money prepayment, Smith 2107-2110 ; Bokenham 2511-2513
Remarks
on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for the abolition of money prepayments, Lord Low
ther's Ev. p. 336.
See also Prepayment. Simplification of Accounts.
Morning Deliveries. Arrangements proposed by witness with respect to the morning deli
veries, Hill 158-160.
Mosse, Rev. 5. T. Statement by the Rev. S. T. Mosse, curate of Ashbourne, that through
the penny postage he raised 260 /. by circulars asking for 1 s. ; which, iu addition to a
donation from himself, enabled him to purchase a dissenting chapel and apply it to the
use of the Establishment, Hill 25, p. 14.
0.93.
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N.
Newcastle Day Mail. Evidence relative to the steps taken for the establishment of a day
mail between Newcastle and London, Hill 272-074. 331-336. 365-395. 560-562 ; Maberly 901-903
Present regulations by which Newcastle-upon-Tyne enjoys the advan
tage of a day mail, Maberly QO^
Whether the hours at which the letters are dispaiched are convenient for the commercial interests at Newcastle, Ib. 905-909
Ex
planation of the proceedings of the Posi-office in regard to Mr. Hill's investigation and
inquiries concerning the establishment of a day mail to Newcastle, Lord Lowther 30183034
The first plan for the Newcastle day mail originated with the Post-office, Ib.
3028-3034.
Letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Goulburn, dated 20th June 1842, on the subject of a day
mail to Newcastle, Hill 82, p. 33
Correspondence and statements relative to the
establishment of a day mail to Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, &c. App. 122
Copy of
Treasury Minute, dated 1st October 1841, concurring witli the Postmaster-general in the
importance of establishing a day mail between London and Newcastle, Ib. 1123
Let
ter from the Postmaster-general to the Lords of the Treasury, dated ytli February 1842,
with reference to the question of establishing a day mail to Newcastle, Ib. 126
Let
ter from Mi. George Stow to Colonel Maberly, dated 13th October 1841, returning
various papers on the subject, together with the letter from the Treasury addressed to
the Postmaster-general, Ib.
Draft of time-bill by railway from London to Rugby
and York, and from thence to Newcastle, Ib. 127—And by cart from Newcastle to
York, and from thence by railway to Rugby and London, Ib.
Letter from Mr. Stow
to Colonel Maberly, dated 301!) November 1841, containing information collected' from
the different railway directors as to the expense of establishing the proposed day mail,
Ib.
Correspondence between the Post-office and the London and Birmingham, North
Midland, York and North Midland, and Midland Counties Railway Companies, relative to
the terms on which the service of the proposed Newcastle day mail would be performed
on their respective lines, Ib. 128—131
Statement of expenses of the establishment of
the proposed mail, Ib. 129
Letter from Mr. G. Stow to .Colonel Maberly, dated l8th
January 1842, stating the unsatisfactory result of the correspondence with the railway
companies on the subject of a day-mail, Ib.
See also Day-mails, 2.
Goulburn, Mr.
New Packet Company (Jersey). Amount of their tender for the conveyance of mails between
Southampton and the Channel Islands, Maberly 's Ev. p. 237
Observations with
regard to the statement in Mr. Hill's evidence, that a saving of 6,000 Z. a year might be
made by accepting th'e offer of this company, Ib. 1699, 1700.
Newspapers. A fair charge by the Post-office for the conveyance and delivery of news
papers \\ould exceed the fair charge against the Post-office for its use of the mailpackets, Hill 85
The cost of conveying newspapers in 1837 was estimated by the
Committee of 1838 at 293,000 1.; since that time the number that passed through the
Post-office has increased about one-fourth, Ib. 114,77.56
The expense of conveying
newspapers would more than counterbalance the amount derived from them, Maberly
1451-1460
They are only paid for by weight now on the Birmingham line, Ib. 1452
The weight of newspapers far exceeds that of all the letters put together, Ib. 1459
The bulk of newspapers is inconvenient ; they do not go through so many operations
in sorting as letters, Ib. 1618, 1619.
Account of the number of newspapers passing through the Twopenny Post-office
daily for three days, beginning 271!! July 1843, Smith 1874-1877
The greatest
number of newspapers are posted on Saturdays and Mondays, Ib. 1882-1884
There
has been no great increase in the number of newspapers, BokenJiam 2610-2612
The
size of the newspapers has considerably increased, Ib. 2653
In certain returns rated
newspapers are included among the foreign and colonial newspapers, Ib. 2646-2649
The letter-carriers always sort the newspapers ; some sorters are also employed,
Ib. 2650, 2651
Increase in the newspaper-sorting establishment since the penny
postage was introduced, Ib. 2652
Time at which the system of the monopoly of
forwarding newspapers abroad was abolished, Lord Lowther 2879.
Night-mails. See JBirmiiigham and Gloucester Railway.
Normanlon and York Railway. ISormanton and York Railway day mail time-bill, App. 66.
See also York and North Midland Railway.
North American Steam-packets. The establishment of the North American steam-packets
increased the number of letters sent, Hill 82, p. 42.
North Midland Railway. Daily expense of two mail trains on this line, App. 108
Daily cost of locomotive power for mail-trains, Ib. 109
Daily cost of mail-engines,
Ib.
Notice served by the Postmaster-general upon the North Midland Railway Com
pany, ropecting the conveyance of the mails between Derby and Leeds, Ib.JM
Derby and Leeds and Leeds and Derby Railway night mail time-bills, Ib, 112.
See also York and North Midland Railway.
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North Row Branch Office. Letters at the North Row Branch office, in the week ending
i4th July 1843, Smith's Ev. p. 326.
See also Deliveries, 4.
Norwich. A day mail has not been as yet established to Norwich, from the impracticability
of reaching Norwich in time to make the accommodation available, Maberly 887.
Notices. The placarding at eacli office of regulations in which t'ae public have an interest,
recommended, Hill 82, p. 34.
Nottingham. There is no day-mail to Nottingham, Bokenham 2575.
Number of .Letters. Increase in the number of chargeable letters since the adoption of
Witness's plan, Hill 24, p. 9
The number of letters might be increased with advan
tage to the revenue, Ib. 60-63
Opinion of Colonel Maberly, relative to the increase
in the number of letters and the fiscal effects cf the change of the system, Ib. 72, p. 21
Reasons for considering the number of letters stated in Mr. Hill's account at page
46, as incorrect, Maberly 1462-1498. 1511-1513
Amount at which the gross
revenue in Return No. 201, of 1843, ought to be amended, Ib. 1499-1510
Estimated
account of the number of letters for a year, calculated upon the weeks ended 24th,
22d, 2ist and aoth of November 1839, 1840, 1841 and 1842, Ib. p. 232
General
evidence as to the incorrect manner in which the weekly and monthly returns of the
number of letters are made out, Bokenham 2613-2638
Comparative statement of
the number of letters (including franks, during the existence of the franking privilege),
delivered in the United Kingdom, in one week of each calender month, beginning with
November 1839, and ending February 1843, App. 228. 238.
See also Branch Offices. Day Mails.

O.
Obliteration of Stamps. The stamps are obliterated at the Post-office where they are
posted, and not at the receiving house, Maberly 1794.
Oil. Oil is sometimes sent by the post, Bokenham 2657
It is frequently so done up
that it cannot be detected, Ib. 2663.

P.
Packet Service. Economy in the packet service by the discontinuance of useless lines, and
by the substitution of contract Government packets, recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Difference of expense of the packets in 1839 and 1843, Ib. 487
The expense of the
packets is borne by the Admiralty, with the exception of those where the expense is under
50o/. a year, Maberly 1637
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with regard
to the packet service, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 335
The packet service was always
charged to the Post-office up to the year 1822, and partially up to 1837, Ib. 2992-3004.
3008
Copy of Treasury Minute of loth January 1837, as to arrangements for the
packet service of the Post-office, App. 225.
Unfairness of charging the expenses of the packet service as part of the Post-office
expenditure, in Returns of Post-office revenue and expenditure, Hill 85
As regards
any comparison between the present revenue and tlie old revenue, the packet establish
ment ought to be left out, Maberly 1423-1427
The deficiency under this head, as ex
hibited in Return 201 of 1843, ought not to be visited upon the Penny-post system, Ib.
1428
The packet establishment involves an imperial question, and therefore the ch;irge
ought not to be against the Post-office, Ib. 1428-1431
If the packet service were
taken merely with reference to the Post-office, the amount of expense under the system
might be very materially diminished, Ib. 1442-1450
With the exception of the West
India packets, and of Cunard's and the East India packets, the expenses of the packets
are farly chargeable to the Post-office, Lord LowtfAer 3050, 3051.
See also Goulburn, Mr.
Milford Haven.
Newspapers.
North American
Packets.
West India Mail.
Paisley. Proposed additional establishment in the Post-office at Paisley, App. 167
Letter from Lord Lichneld to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 6th July 1841, submitting
copies of reports from the secretary of the Post-office in Scotland, and ihe surveyor of
the southern district of that country, stating the necessity of an additional clerk at the
Posi-oflice at Paisley,//;.
State of the Paisley Post-office, 301!! May 1841, Ib. 168
Copy of Treasury Minute, of 23d July 1841, requesting an explanation of the discre
pancies between the surveyor's report of the 12th February and the Return accompanying
it, as to the number of letters delivered at Paisley, Ib. 170
Letter from Lord Lichtield
to the Treasury, dated loth September 1841, transmitting a statement of the number of
letters delivered at Paisley in one week, m each of the four months immediately pre
ceding the 3Oth May 1841, accompanied by a report from the surveyor of the district
0.93.
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Paisley—continued.
upon the subject, App. 170
Copy of Treasury Minute, of 12th November 1841, con
taining further instructions to the Postmaster-general as to the inaccuracies in the Return
relative to the Paisley Post-office, Ib.
Palmer, Mr. Mr. Palmer's improvements, which merely tended to increase facilities,
tripled in the course of 20 years the correspondence of the country, Hill 4., p. 2
Total revolution in Post-office arrangements effected by Mr. Palmer, Ib. 318, p. 84
Extracts from Mr. Hill's pamphlet on Post-office Reform, showing the obstructions
which Mr. Palmer's plan received from the Post-office, Ib. p. 84-86.
Parcel Posts. The establishment of a parcel post, similar 10 the Banghy post in the East
Indies, recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Proposal for the establishment of a parcel post,

Ib. p. 41.

See also Parcels.

Parcels. Considerable increase in the number of packages passing through the Postoffice, which packages used formerly to go as coach parcels, Hill 555-559
Return
showing the number of packets and parcels, and the postage paid thereon, passing
through the London office for one week ending 27111 October 1842, Maberly 1688,
1689
These parcels would never have passed through the Post-office under the old
system, Ib. 1690-1692
Small average rate of postage charged on packets, Ib. 1694
Great inconvenience created to the Post-office by the increase of those packages,
Ib. 1695.
A great many packages come through the Post-office which did not previously to the
Penny-post system; inconvenience arising from this, Bokenfiam 2654
Small letters
are very subject to secrete themselves in these packages ; this is what is termed
" P'§gmg'" •"*• 2654, 2655
Great inconvenience arising from the kind of articles
that are placed in these packages ; some of the mail-bugs come up in such a filthy state
that they are scarcely fit to be touched ; fish, game, and oil, and every kind of articles
are sent in them ; the stench is sometimes so bad in the office that it is difficult to
breathe in it, Ib. 2654-2661
The Post-office has power to refuse anything it thinks
likely to injure the letters, Ib. 2662.
Parker Society. Statement by Mr. Slokes that this society could not have come into
existence but for the penny postage, Hill 25, p. 14.
Parliamentary Papers. One improvement effected by Witness's plan is, that a low charge
has been imposed on the transmission of Parliamentary Papers, Hill 14.
Parliamentary Return, No. 201, of 1843. Fallacy of the Return 201, of 1843, in exhi
biting a loss of 10,000 /. a year, instead of a net revenue of 600,000 /., by charging the
whole cost of the packet service against the Post-office, and other outgoings and deduc
tions against the inland postage revenue, Hill 85
Data upon which the Parliamentary
Return 201, of 1843, was made up, Maberly 910 et seq.
Evidence generally on the
subject of the preparation of the Return No. 201 of 1843, Ib. 1416-1420. 1462-1513.
1523-'528. 1625-1628. 1632. 1648.1651; Lord Lowther 2974-2977. 2986. 3011-3015
Remarks with reference to the Return, Hill 3223-3243
Further evidence
respecting the number of letters in Return No. 201, Maberly 1259-1269. 1384-1392.
*395
Evidence respecting the item in the Return, " Gross amount of Revenue,
including receipts from the Money-order Office, and payments for official postage," Ib.
1384
Doubts as to the accuracy of the sum under head of unpaid and underpaid
letters, Ib. 1534-1540
Total number of letters, as computed from the Return, Lord
Lowther 2985
Witness's view of the Return is, that it is taking the Post-office
revenue as a whole, Ib. 2986-2991
Object with which this Return was made out, Ib.
Wiih the exception of part of the West India expense, it is perfectly fair to com
pare the net revenue of the Post-office, as given in Return No. 201 of 1843, witli the net
revenue of the Post-office at any time previous to the penny postage, Ib. 3005-3007.
3035-3049-

See also Expenditure.
Foreign and Colonial Letters.
Increase of Letters, 1.
Indian Mail.
Inland Letters.
Number of Letters.
Packet Service.
Penny Postage.
Post-office, II. 2.
Patterns and Light Goods. Important benefits to commerce arising from the facility of
communication and easy transmission of patterns and light goods, Hill 24, p. 13
Great convenience to the public in the manufacturing districts of being able to send
patterns by post, Maberly 1693.
See also Samples.
Peacock, Mr. Statement made by Mr. Peacock, a shopkeeper in Manchester, and founder
of several institutions in Manchester for the education of the working classes, that
immediately on the establishment of the penny postage, writing classes became crowded,
Hill 25, p. 14.
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Peel, Sir Robert. Opinion expressed by Sir Robert Peel in his letter laid upon the table
of the House of Commons, pursuant to Mr. Hull's motion, in writing to Mr. Rowland
Hill, that great improvements in his arrangements might be effected, Lord Lowther
2954-

PENNY POSTAGE:
I. Existence of Penny-posts throughout England and Wales prior to the general
reduction ; their successful operation.
II. Mr. Rowland Hill's Plan :
1. Results of Mr, Hill's Penny-postage system, so far as yet introduced.
2. Circumstances which have tended to its want of success ; assistance
afforded by the Post-office in forwarding Mr. Hill's views.
3. Probability of its eventual success.
I. Existence of Penny-posts throughout England and Wales prior to the general
reduction; their successful operation :
The Penny-posts which existed before the general reduction were highly profitable ;
character of those Penny-posts, Hill 327-330
By Returns laid before the Postage
Committee in 1838, showing the expense in detail of the Penny-posts at a great variety
of towns throughout England and Wales, it appears that the average expense of rural
posts is about 2oA each, Maberly 1070
Number of Penny-posts throughout England
and Wales, Ib. 1071-1073
In some large towns there are posts conducted upon the
same principle as the London Penny-post; practicability of introducing the system on
a large scale into populous places, Smith 2119-2125.
II. Mr. Rowland Hill's Plan :
1. Results of Mr. Hill's Penny-postage system, so far as yet introduced :
The penny rate was adopted on account of its appearing, from detailed calculations,
that such a reduction was expedient, Hill 4, p. 4
Paper giving an account of the
results of the penny-postage sysiem, so far as yel introduced, 16. 75, p. 24
By the
Return 201 of 1843, the result of the penny postage, as charged with the expenses, is a
surplus net revenue of only io3,268/., Maberly 1393, 1394
The penny postage brings
very little revenue to the country ; by far ihe greater proportion of the revenue is derived
from foreign and colonial postage, Ib. 1651. 1659, 1660, 1661-1666
Mr. Hill's anti
cipations with regard to the revenue to be produced by the penny postage ; how far
those anticipations have been borne out, Ib. 1809-1812. 1830-1841
Increased
labour the introduction of the penny postage occasioned in Witness's dapartment, Smith
2036-2039
Increase in the business of the Inland-office anticipated by Witness on
the introduction of the penny postage, Bokenham 2475-2477.
2. Circumstances which have tended to its want of success; whether
assistance has been afforded by the Post-office in forwarding Mr. Hill's
views :
Circumstances which have chiefly tended to diminish the utility of the measure, Hill
Si, p. 30
Impediments occasioned by the incomplete manner in which Witness's plan
has been carried out, Ib. 82, p. 43
The Post-office has put in jeopardy the con
tinuance of the penny rate, Ib. 114, p. 56
Obstructions offered by the Post-office to
the carrying out of Witness's plan, Ib. 271 et sea.—'— Parts of the plan which have not
been carried into effect, Smith 2178-2181.
Every exertion, every pains, and every possible assistance which could be given to
Mr. Hill was afforded by the Post-office ; Witness considers the plan has failed, Maberly
1800-1808
Arrangements contemplated by Mr. Hill in his plan; how far they have
been facilitated and carried out, Ib. 1813-1829
Witness's private opinion was
adverse to the penny postage, but he gave every assistance in carrying ii out, Smith
2011-2017
In the Twopenny-post department the feeling was against Mr. Hill's
plan; everything was done, however, to carry it out ; it gave great additional trouble,
Ib. 2100-2106
The plan of the penny postage was not the best that could have been
adopted ; there should have been a graduated scale according to distance, Bohenham
2518-25-23
Facilities and assistance afforded to Mr. Hill by every officer in the
Inland department in carrying out his plans, Ib. 2524-2531.
3. Probability of its eventual success :
Wiih a revived trade the penny rate will eventually raise 1,300,000 /. if the plan be
fully worked out, Hill 466
Hitherto the plan has been tried under very unfavourable
circumstances, as respects the general prosperity of the country, Ih.
See also Dockwra, Mr.
Goulburn, Mr.
Ireland.
Lichfteld, Lord.
Post-office,
11. 1, 2.
Revenue, I.
0.93.
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Personation. There has been one case of personation in the Money-order department,
Maberly 1333.
Pickford fy Co., Messrs. Letter from them, stating the advantage they derive from the
change of the postage; their postage for the year ending March 1839 was on about
30,000 letters; in the year ending March 1843 it was on about 240,000, Hill 25,
P- 13Piro/i, M. Reference to a work of M. Piron, relative to the increase of the number of
letters transmitted from Paris lo Marseilles consequent upon the reduction in the time
of transmission, Hill 82, p. 42.
Plants. Cuttings of plants covered with wet moss are frequently sent by post; the paper
they are wrapped in is very apt to burst, Bokeiiham 2660.
Poor. The poor now begin to enjoy their share of the convenience, Hill 24, p. 12
In districts inhabited by the poor, the increase of letters is the greatest, Ib. 24,
p. 12 ; Ib. 41-45.60-63
Opinion of Colonel Maberly, that the poor were not disposed
to write letters, Ib. 72, p. 21
Witness's anticipation, that the increased opportunity
of communication consequent on the adoption of his plan would produce great moral,
social, and commercial advantages, and would prove particularly acceptable and bene
ficial to the poorer classes, Ib. 72, p. 22
How far this anticipation has been
realised, Ib.
Whether the increase of letters since the reduction of the postage is
greater in proportion than in other districts, Smith 2866, 2867
Throughout England
there is a fair average of increase in the number of letters among the poorer classes,
Lord Lowther 2964.
See also Increase of Letters.
Prepayment, 2.
Porter, Mr. //. J. Statement of Mr. H. J. Porter, of Armagh, in 1837, tnat ne applied to
the Postmaster-general for permission to send circulars gratuitously, to solicit subscrip
tions for the relief of the appalling destitution in the Highlands of Scotland, Hill 25,
p. 14
Permission was refused; in 1842 he collected by post 550/. for the Paisley
weavers, Ib.
Portsmouth Day Mail. Date of the commencement of the Portsmouth and London day
mail, Maberly 941
Time of arrival of the Portsmouth day mail at the General Postoffice when originally established ; time of arrival at present, Ib. p. 184.
Postmaster-general. It is not impossible that the permanent officers of the Post-office
may be too strong on matters or detail for the Postmaster-general, Hill 404
If the
Government have confidence in the Postmaster-general, they may just as well entrust
him with doing the business as they entrust the Secretary of State for the Home
Department or the Secretary for the Colonies, Maberly 1013
Evidence with regard
to the control exercised by the Postmaster-general over his subordinate officers, Ib.
1825-1829.
Postmasters.

See Deputy Postmasters.

Postmasters' Balances. Very small balances are now in the hands of the postmasters ;
they have to apply 10 the Post-office for remittances to meet demands upon them from
the Money-order office, Maberly 1365-1370. 1378
Number of accounts kept with
each postmaster, Ib. 1370.
See also Balances.
Postmasters' Salaries. Very little increase of salary has been given to the postmasters in
consequence of the larger payments they now make under the money-order system,
Maberly 1330
Class of persons holding the office -of receivers in country places;
inexpediency of raising the salaries of postmasters in those districts so as to obtain
persons who could be safely trusted with money transactions, Ib. 1340-1344.
The postmasters' salaries in Ireland are higher for the work done than they are in
England, Maberly 1650.

POST-OFFICE, THE:
I. Salaries, Duties, fyc. of Post-office Clerks ; Qualifications required.
II. Opposition said to have been encountered by Mr. Rowland Hill from the
Post-office Authorities in the developement of his Plait:
1. Generally.
2. By fallacious Statistics.
III. Post-office Reform.
I. Salaries, Duties, fyc, of Post-office Clerks; Qualifications required :
Amount of salaries and allowances of the Post-office servants in 1842, Hill 318,
p. 83
Enormous waste of time in the Post-office, Ib.
Other occupation or
business
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POST-OFFICE, THE—continued.
I. Salaries, Duties, tyc. of Post-office Clerks, fyc.—continued.
business carried on by some of the clerks in the metropolitan office, Maberly 17301732—-—Qualifications required for appointment to situations in the Post-office,
Ib. 1743-1746.
II. Opposition said to have been encountered by Mr. Rowland Hill on the part of
the Post-office Authorities in the developernent of his Plan :
1. Generally :
Entrusting Witness's Plan to the Post-office for completion is tantamount to its
abandonment, Hill 114, p. 55
Difficulty of determining whether any delay which
has arisen in the adoption of Witness's suggested improvements can be imputed as
a matter of blame to the Post-office, Ib. 138-143
Orders given to the Post-office
when Witness was first appointed to his situation in the Treasury, to afford him every
facility in their power, in order that he might observe the practical working of ihe
Post-office arrangements in London ; mode in which Witness availed himself of this
order, Ib. 153-155
Grounds upon which Witness forms the opinion that the autho
rities at the Post-office object to the improvements he wishes to adopt, Ib. 183-191
Evidence generally as to the impediments thrown in the way of Witness's plans by the
Post-office, Ib. 207, et seq.; 263-270
Every possible assistance was afforded to
Mr. Hill, Maberly 1800-1808; Smith 2011-2017".
2. By Fallacious Statistics :
Evidence and statement exhibiting the fallaciousness of the Parliamentary Return
(No. 201, 1843) of Inland letters and revenue, and of Foreign and Colonial letters and
revenue, Hill 83-112, p. 43-51
The statistics of the Post-office are presented to
Ministers in such a state as necessarily to mislead them, Ib. 114, p. 56
The Postoffice statistics have misled the Government, have deprived the public of most im
portant conveniences, and the Treasury of no inconsiderable revenue, and have put in
jeopard}- the continuance of the penny rate, Ib.
Inconvenience experienced by
Witness in developing his plan, and the alterations which flowed from it by the imper
fect manner in which statistical details were recorded in the Post-office, Ib. 211-213
Lengthened evidence as to the incorrect manner in which the weekly and monthly
returns of the number of letters are made out, Boktutham 2613-2638.
III. Post-office Reform :
Extract from a work written by Witness, and published early in 1837, called " Postoffice Reform," being a summary of conclusions believed to have been established in a
preceding paper, Hill 4, p. 2
Suggestions for the improvement of ihe Post-office,
dated December 1842, transmitted by the London Mercantile Committee on Postage
to the Lords of the Treasury, lit. 82, p. 35-41
Reforms which took phce in the
Post-office immediately upon Witness's appointment, previously to his knowledge of
Mr. Hill's plans, Maberly 1021-1028.
See also Clerks.
Hill, Mr. Rowland.
Parliamentary Return, No. 201 of 1843.
Penny Postage.
Post Towns. Number of post towns in the kingdom, Bokeiiham 2270.

PREPAYMENT:
1. -Importance of a Compulsory Prepayment of Letters.
2. Willingness of the Public to Pay in Advance.
3. Extension of the Plan to Colonial Letters.
1 . Importance of a Compulsory Prepayment of Letters :
Importance of all letters being prepaid, Hill 11. 81, p. 29. 222-226
One im
provement effected by Witness's plan is, that the public has been brought into the
habit of prepayment ; double postage being levied when prepayment is neglected,
and facility being afforded by the introduction of stamps, Ib. 14
The plan of pre
payment, although general, is not universal, Ib.
Accounts would be simplified by
putting an end to money prepayments, and eventually to unpaid letters, Ib. 66-68
Opinion expressed by Colonel Maberly, that compulsory prepayment would have very
little effect in reducing Post-office expenses, Ib. 72, p. 20.
The abolition of money prepayment would get rid of nearly 3,000 daily accounts
between the receivers and the chief office in the London district alone, Hill 318,
p. 82
The system of prepayment recommended by Mr. Hill has not been carried
into effect, Maberly 1820
Witness has not found prepayment a great convenience;
it has facilitated the delivery of letters, but nothing beyond that, Bohenham 2592,
2593
Report from Mr. Rowland Hill on the security in the delivery of letters as
affected bv prepayment, App. 1
If the advantages of increased economy in Postoffice management, greater certainty in the collection of the revenue, arid a more speedy
delivery of letters be obtained without diminishing the security of deliver}1, prepayment
will have fulfilled all the hopes that have been held out (Mr. Hill's Report, igih Nov.
1839), 76. 4.
0.93.
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PREPA YMENT—continued.
2. Willingness of the Public to Pay in Advance:

Doubts as to the practicability of carrying such an arrangement into effect at once;
till this can be done considerable expenses must be borne by the department, which
may afterwards be avoided, Hill 11
Opinion expressed by Colonel Maberly in his
evidence before the Committee in 1838, that the public would object to paying in ad
vance, whatever the rate, Ib. 72, p. 20
Opinion given by Witness that the public,
under the contemplated circumstances, would be willing to pay postage in advance,
Ib. p. 21
There is a larger proportion of letters prepaid by money in the poorer than
in the wealthier districts, Ib. 226.
3. Extension of the Plan to Colonial Letters :

Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with regard to extending prepayment to
the colonies, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334.
See also Money Prepayment.

Security of Correspondence.

Stamps.

Preston and London. There is no other travelling office than that between London and
Preston, Maberly 1127.
Printers. Printers now send their proofs by post without hesitation, Hill 24, p- 12.
Prints, Mops, &c. Improvements in the conveniences for the transmission of prints,
maps, and other similar articles, recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Proposed arrangements
with regard to the conveyance of prints, maps, &,c. Ev. p. 40
Remarks thereon,
Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 335.

Provincial District Posts. Defects of the present arrangements ; proposed remedy, Hill's
Ev. p. 38
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion with regard to the accelera
tion of provincial town deliveries, Lord Lowther's £17.19.334
And also with regard to
more frequent provincial district posts with reduced rates, Ib.
See also Deliveries, 6.

Hull.

Prussia. Letters have been received from Prussia expressing their wish to treat, on the
same terms as other countries, to afford the accommodation of optional payment and
transit of letters, Lord Lowther, 2880.
R.
RailwayRemarks
Stations.with
Proposal
regard for
to tin's
employing
suggestion,
railway
Lord
stations
Lowther's
as post-offices,
Ev. p. 335.Hill's Ev.p.qi

RAILWAYS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generally.
Reduction in the Cost of Railway Conveyance.
Unnecessary Space set apart for the Conveyance of Mails.
Evidence on the subject of Excessive Chargesfor Railway Mails.

1. Generally:

The cause of the increase of expenditure is the substitution of railway for common
road conveyance, Hill 24,^. 10.
2. Reduction in the Cost of Railway Conveyance:

Reduction in the cost of railway conveyance recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Also
more frequent despatches by ordinary trains, Ib. p. 40
There is no necessity for
the Post-office arrangements being made to depend upon those of the railway companies ;
it is desirable, as a measure of economy, that the mails should be sent at the times
selected by the companies for their trains, Ib. 343
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's
suggestions for reducing the cost of conveyance by railway and improving the mode of
arbitration, Lord Lowther's, Ev. p. 335
The charges made by railways for the con
veyance of the mails depend upon the time; if they go at fixed times they are moderate,
Ib. 3090-3092, 3100-3105
Case of the Manchester and Birmingham Railroad, Ib.
3. Unnecessary Space set apartfor the Conveyance of Mails :

Unnecessary space set apart in railway trains for the conveyance of the mails and the
guards, Hi/I 313
How a saving of space might be effected, Ib. 602-606
Denial
that the space set apart for the mails is unnecessarily great, Maberly 1550-1566
Copy of Treasury Minute of gth August 1842, on the subject of the space occupied by
the mails in the railway carriages, App. 114.
4. Evidence on the subject of Excessive Chargesfor Railway Mails :

Overpayments made by the Post-office in the charges for mileage, Hill, 274, p. 75
Evidence as to the charge made by Mr. Hill that three companies had been allowed
for some time to charge mileage exceeding not only the true length, but also that stated
in the documents laid by the Post-office before the arbitrators, on which the award was
made,
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RAILWAYS— continued.
4. Evidence on the subject of Exeessive Charges, &c.—continued.
made, Maberly 1541-1566
Excessive payments for railway mails, App. 60
Copy
of Treasury Minute, dated 8th April 1842, on Report of the Postmaster-general, con
taining documents relating to the York and North Midland and Birmingham and
Gloucester Railway, Ib. 69
Account of the payments by the Post-office made during
each of the years ending 5th January 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, and 1843, for the convey
ance of the mails by railway in Great Britain ; distinguishing, in each instance, the
payments for work done within the year from payments for work done in previous years,
Ib. 229. 239
Statement showing when the mail-trains on the Birmingham and
Gloucester, Yoik and North Midland, Leeds and Selby Railway, for which excessive
payments have been made by the Post-office, commenced running; the date when the
error was first known to the Post-office, and the annual and total amount of excessive
charge up to such time, Ib. 258.
See also Birmingham and Gloucester Railway.
-Day Mails.
Glasgow and Ayr
Railway.
Mileage.
York and North Midland Railway.
Ramsey, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—One of the senior clerks in the Secretary's
department, and superintends the Missing-letter department, 2769
Increase of letters
stated to be missing in the last three years, 2770. 2774
Proportion of letters con
taining coin and bills, 2771, 2772
Course pursued when applications are made for
missing letters, 2773
The great increase may be attributed to the removal of gra
tuitous registration, 2775, 2776
Compulsory registration would reduce the number
of losses, 2777
Means taken by the Post-office to detect the abstraction of letters,
2778-2784
Number of letters without directions and misdirected, and examination
thereon, 2785-2838
Summary of applications for missing letters, 2839.
Rates of Postage. Opinion of Colonel Maberly that the expenses of the Post-office were
not at all increased by the great number of rates of postage, Hill 72, p. 20
The
charge upon money-letters sent by what was formerly the Twopenny-post is higher
than it was before the introduction of the Penny-post system, Maberly 855-857.
Receipts for Letters. The adoption of receipts for a small fee to be given by the Postoffice if required when a letter is posted, recommended, Hill 75, p. 26 ; Ib. 82, p. 34
(Mr. Hill's Report, igth November 1839), App. 4.
Receiving-houses. Greatest distance of any receiving-house which the Twopenny-postmen
fetch letters from, Smith 2054
Whether where there are receiving-houses in towns, in
place of bringing the whole number of letters to the receiving-house, the letter-carriers
might not deliver part on their way, Ib. 2080-2088
Objections to a plan for placing
boxes where persons might post letters with stamps on them, but not other letters, Ib.
2111-2118
Lowest and highest remuneration paid to receivers in London; how
regulated, Ib. 2126, 2127
Number of receiving-houses established from September
1839 to September 1841, and from September 1841 to August 1843, Lord Lowther
2880.
Red Sea Rate. The communication between the East India Company and the Postoffice arose upon the question whether they had acted honestly towards the Post-office
with respect to the Red Sea rate, Maberly 971-977.

REGISTRATION OF LETTERS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Generally.
Plan of Registration at present employed : its Merits and Defects.
Proposalfor the Establishment of a Cheap System of Registration.
Objections to Cheap Registration.
Compulsory Registration.
Papers laid before the Committee.

1. Generally:
Arrangements made to admit the registration of letters; the fee is so high as to con
stitute a most serious obstacle to the use of this privilege, Hill 14
The new
improvements, as regards the registration, came into operation in 1841, Ib. 17
Registration, unless it is to give as perfect security as the Government can give, is
worse than useless, Maberly 1135-1137
With all the care and precaution that can
be adopted the system of registration is not safe, Ib. 1217-1221
The great object
of registration, so far as the public is concerned, is security, Ib. 1238, 1239
Witness does not think that the figure under the head "Registration Fees," in Return
No. 201 of 1843, are far off, Ib. 1533
Number of clerks at present employed in the
registration of letters at St. Martin'g-le-Grand; average number of letters at present regis
tered per night ; maximum number that could be registered with convenience, Bokenham
2439-2446
The great increase in the number of applications for missing letters may
be attributed to the removal of the gratuitous registration by the Post-office of letters
found to contain coin, or any jewellery of value, Ramsey 2775, 2776.
0.93.
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REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.
Report, 1 843—continued.

REGISTRATION or LETTERS—continued.
2. Plan of Registration at present employed: its Merits and Defects :
Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the registration of letters; a low er
fee proposed, Hill's Ev. p. 41 -The system of registration of letters explain ed in
detail; objections to too great facilities of registration, on account of the complex! ly
and slowness of the business connected with it, Maberly 1109-1150-Witness cann ot
suggest any mode in which the various stages of registration could be dispensed wit 1),
Ib. 1133, 1134- Under the circumstances the present system of registration is t be
best that could be adopted, Ib. 1222-1227.
3. Proposalfor the establishment of a Cheap System of Registration :
,
A cheap system of registration proposed, Hill 75, p. 26; Ib. 82, p. 34- Remarks on
this suggestion, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 335--Memorandum drawn up in answer to it,
Bokenham 2447-A reduction of the fee from i s. to 8rf. was proposed to the Trea
sury, as registration was rendered more necessary by the very numerous Post-office
robberies, Maberly 1153-1198 - Witness does not contemplate much increased
expense from reducing the registration fee to 8d., Ib. 1206 --- Great increase of letters
with a sixpenny fee, Bokenham 2465-2468.
Recommendation of the Post-office Commissioners in their Tenth Report, that any
one should be allowed, on paying a fee of id., to have a letter registered (Mr. Hill's
Report, igth Nov. 1839), App. 4- Further proposal of the Commissioners that ihe
Post-office should insure the delivery of such letters under a fine of 5/. (Mr. Hill's
Report, 171!) February 1840), Ib.— Examination by the Commissioners of several
gentlemen from the Post-office; among others, Colonel Maberly, Mr. Bokenham, and
Mr. Smith, all of whom were favourable to the adoption of sucli system, except as to
the liability of the Post-office, Ib.- By the Act 1 Viet. c. 34, s. 25, the Postmastergeneral, with the consent of the Treasury, is authorised to establish a plan of registra
tion to determine the fee, &c., but it is expressly enacted that the Post-office shall not
be liable, Ib.-The plan of registration recommended by Mr. Hill differs but slightly
from that described by Colonel Maberly, in his evidence before the Commissioners of
Inquiry ; statement of his plan, Ib. 4, 5--Another plan might be- adopted with advan
tage, either as a substitute for the registration of letiers, or in further addition thereto,
Ib. 5--Whether the system of registration be adopted or not, it would be well imme
diately to give the public the advantage of this latter plan, Ib.
4. Objections to Cheap Registration :
Grounds of the objection of the Post-office to cheap registration, Hill 75, p. 26A cheaper system of registration, although it might meet one of the evils which attaches
to the money-order system, would involve the Post-office in another class of evils, in the
great expense and great detention of mails throughout the country, Maberly 1201, 1202
- A cheap system of registration, with a view to remedy existing evils, would be
attended with more expense than the amount received, Ib. 1228-1231 - Collecting
the registration fees from the receivers of letters would have the effect of retarding the
delivery, which would be a great inconvenience, Ib, 1232-1234- Great difficulty to
the Post-office of extending the system of registration to such a point as to induce the
public to avail itself of it largely, Ib. 1251.
Amount of the fee on registration ; its tendency materially to diminish the number
of letters registered ; inexpediency of lowering the amount of the fee, Bokenham 23312334. 2338-2340. 2341, 2342 -- Objection to an extended system of registration, on
the ground of the inability of the Post-office to afford security, Ib. 2448-2457Desire on the part of the I'ostmasler-general to discourage the transmission of articles
of value through the Post-office, //;. 2458-2464-Apprehension that in the event of
a great increase in the number of registered letters, great inconvenience would be found
from the want of capacity in the Travelling-office to afford room for the clerks, Ib. 2744—
2752 - Examination upon the statement made by Witness in the Parliamentary paper
on the registration of letiers, in page 7, respecting Mr. Hill's Report, Lord Lowther
5. Compulsory Registration :
Recommendation of Lord Lowther, that all letters should be registered under a com
pulsory system, Maberly 1207- Cases which would create difficulties under a system
of compulsory registration, Ib. 1242 - Under a compulsory system all letters supposed
to contain valuable property would be registered, Ib. 1243-1247- Proposition for a
system of compulsory registration, and increasing the fee thereon, and also for giving
greater facilities in the Money-order Office, Bokenham 2343-2368. 2379-2438-The
system of compulsory registration would, to a considerable extent, tend to reduce the
number of letters lost ; doubts as to whether it could be established so as to render it
complete, Ramsey 2777.
0. Papers laid before the Committee :
Return showing the number of letters registered gratuitously in London in June 1839 ;
also the number that would have been registered in June 1843 had the plan of gratuitous
registration
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Report, 1843—continued.

REGISTRATION OF LETTERS—continued.
6. Papers laid before the Committee—continued,
registration been continued, and the number actually registered in June 1843, Sokenham 2329, 2330. 2335-2337
Report from Mr. Rowland Hill on the registration of
letters, App. 4
Further Report on the same subject, Ib. 7
Letter from the Post
master-general, dated 29 October 1841, to the Lords of the Treasury on the subject of
the registration of letters, Ib. 6
Report from Mr. Rowland Hill, dated 24 November
1841, with his views on the subject of the proposals contained in the foregoing, Ib. 7
Further remarks and suggestions on this subject, being Supplement to Report of
24 November 1841, Ib. n.
Revenue derived from registered letters, App. 12
Letter from the Postmastergeneral to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 21 December 1841, on the subject of the
registration of letters, Ib. 13
Progress of a stamped letter posted in Manchester,
addressed to Cavendish-square, London, showing the number of persons' hands it would
pass through whilst in the custody of the General Post-office in London ; also the num
ber of persons into either of whose hands it might fall in the regular course of duty,
Ib. 17
The same, showing the progress of a stamped letter posted at a receivingLouse in London between two and five p.m., addressed to -Man Chester; likewise show
ing the additional number of hands it would have passed through if it had been posted
between eight and two p. m., Ib.
Memorandum of Lieutenant-colonel Maberly on
registration of letters, Ib. 18
Mr. Bokenham's observations on Mr. Hill's registration
plan, dated 25 August 1840, Ib. 20.
See also Bankers.
Bokenham, Mr.
Goulburn, Mr.
Gratuitous Registration.
Lowther, Lord.
Money-orders.
Returned Letters. Dead and returned letters, as they appear in the accounts for the year,
ended 5th January 1843, Maberly 1-279-1286.
See also Dead and Returned Letters.

REVENUE :
I. Effect of the Penny Postage on the Revenue :
1. On the Post-office Revenue.
2. On the General Revenue of the Country.
II. Deficiency in the Revenue calculated upon by Mr. Hill.
III. Papers laid before the Committee.
I. Effect of the Penny Postage upon the Revenue:
1. On the Post-office Revenue:
The gross revenue, exclusive of repayments, 8tc. was, in 1842, i,578,000 1., or 67 per
cent, (two-thirds) of the amount of 1837, which, in the Post-office Committee, was
adopted as the standard, Hill 24,^. 1 1
The present gross revenue is about as great as
during the fourpenny rate, Ib.
The whole net revenue of the Post-office in 1842 was
6oo,ooo/., Ib.
Circumstances which distinguish the effect of a defalcation of Postoffice revenue produced by a reduction of rate from a defalcation produced by a reduc
tion of consumption in other branches, Ib. 73
Net revenue of the Post-office in 1839
and 1840, and at present; deductions for expense of packet establishment ; whether the
franked letters should be taken into the account, Ib. 457-476.
Impossibility of forming any calculation of the amount of revenue which ought to be
produced by any given number of letters received within a given period, Maberly 918
The Penny-post has reduced enormously the amount of revenue collected for
postage, Ib. 1329
Judicious alterations might have been made in the postage, so as
to maintain the revenue, Smith 2008-2010
Examination as to the gross revenue
derived from the Twopenny-post being as great in 1842 as in 1836, as stated by
Mr. Hill in his evidence, 76. 2128-2136.
Witness cannot see any prospect of any considerable improvement of the Post-office
revenue, Lord Lowther 2889
In Witness's view, a revenue of i,30O,ooo/. a year is
perfectly hopeless, Ib. 2958, 2959
There is a slight balance in favour of the inland
revenue by the operation of the penny postage, Ib. 2973
Evidence respecting the
apparent falling off in the last printed quarterly returns of the revenue of the Post-office,
Ib. 3146-3148.
2. On the General Revenue of the Country:
Effect of the penny postage on the general revenue of the country, Hill 24, p. 1 1 ;
Lord Lowther 2972
It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the serious falling off in
the Post-office revenue, no defalcation appeared in the general revenue during the first of
the two quarters, Hill 24, p. 11
The tendency of free communication by post to im
prove the genera] revenue of the country has been forcibly shown in the evidence of Mr.
George Moffatt ; Lord Ashburton gave his opinion to the same effect, Ib.
The
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REVENUE—I. Effect of the Penny Postage upon the Revenue —continued.
2. On the General Revenue of the Country—continued.
effects produced by the Penny-postage system are, that there has been an increased
expenditure and a loss to the revenue; whether these two evils would have been less if
Witness's entire plan had been carried into effect, Hill 56
Witness believed that the
effect of cheap postage would be to increase the other branches of the revenue to the
extent of 300,000 /. Ib. 69
The falling off of the general revenue of the country is
quite unconnected with the Post-office, which of course could not prevent it, Ib. 69—71.
II. Deficiency in the Revenue calculated upon by Mr. Hill :
Witness did not reckon on securing the Post-office revenue from diminution, but
estimated its probable loss at nearly 300,000 /. per annum, Hill q,p. 4
Witness con
templated a loss of 300,000 I. to the revenue if his plan were completely carried into
effect, Ib. 5-8. 12-14
In this estimate, the establishment of a post-office in every
village was included, Ib. 12, 13
Witness anticipated that the deficiency reckoned
upon in the net revenue of the Post-office would eventually be made up by increased
production in other fiscal departments, Ib. 72, p. 22
How far this anticipation has
been realized, Ib.
Witness's object was not to obtain the greatest possible amount
of money profit from the Post-office, but to give the greatest amount of convenience to
the public which could be attained without any great permanent sacrifice of revenue,
Ib. 74
Probable amount of the deficit in 1843, supposing the net revenue to be
600,000 /., and the expense of the packet establishment being cleared, Ib. 486, 487.
III. Papers laid before t/te Committee :
Account showing the gross and net Post-office revenue, and the cost of management
for the United Kingdom, for each of the years ending 5th January 1839, l&4°> ^41,
1842, and 1843, excluding from the account, whether of gross revenue or cost of
management, any advances that may have been made by the English to the Irish Postoffice, and advances to the Money-order Office, App. 229. 239
Account showing the
gross amount of postage revenue for England and Wales, (exclusive of returns for
" refused letters," &c.) for the month ending 5th January 1840 (during which the fourpenny rate was established), and also for the months ending 5th January 1842 and
5th January 1843, Ib. 229. 239.
Return, showing the number of inland letters, the gross amount of revenue derived
therefrom, including payments for official postage and receipts from the Money-order
Office ; the expense of management, including that of the Money-order Office, and
maintenance of packets on home stations ; the amount of postage on dead and re
turned letters, and the net revenue for the year ended 5th January 1843, App. 232
Also similar Return of the number of foreign and colonial letters ; the gross
amount of revenue derived therefrom, including payments for official postage; the
expense of management, including maintenance of packets on foreign stations; the
amount of postage on dead and returned letters; and the deficiency to the revenue for
the year ended 51)1 January 1843, Ib.
Account, showing the estimated amount of
gross or net postage on foreign and colonial letters and newspapers for one year, calcu
lated on accounts kept in the months of November and December 1842, showing also
the actual amount of postage received on internal colonial letters in one year, Ib. 243.
See also Banning, Mr. Deliveries, 2. District Posts. Facilitiesfor Correspondence.
Foreign and Colonial Letters.
France.
Government Postage.
Increase of
Letters. Inland Letters. Lichfield, Lord. 'Number of Letters. Penny Pottage.
Registration of Letters, 6.
Rural Posts, 3. Stamps.
Twopenny Rate.
Richmond, Duke of. Zeal displayed by the Duke of Richmond to reform the office, and
to give accommodation to the public, on his being appointed Postmaster-general, Lord
Lowther 2876The Duke of Richmond made arrangements for a daily post to
France, Ib.
See also Hamburgh.
Mail Coaches.
Scotland.
Rolfes, Mr. Mr. Rolfes's offer to convey the Channel Island mails, App. 175.
See also Channel Islands.

RURAL POSTS:
1. Generally.
2. Expense of their Establishment.
3. Extension of the System proposed.
4. Paste Rurale in France.
5. Papers laid before the Committee.
1. Generally:
Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the establishment of post-offices,
Hill's Ev. p. 38, 39
Applications made for rural post-offices since the establishment
of the Penny-post rate up to May 1842, Maberly 872-874
Necessity for the Treasury
adopting some rule as to the principle upon which the local posts should be set up, as
the whole expense of them since the penny postage has come into operation would fall
upon the country, Ib. 1052-1058
The Post-office has not taken any pains to pro
mulgate
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RURAL POSTS—continued.
1. Generally—continued.
mulgate the rule for the establishment of rural posts, Maberly 1082, 1083
Parties do
not pay anything in addition for the conveyance of their letters to the rural offices from
the post-town, Ib. 1086-1094
Way in which parties living in villages formerly paid an
additional charge ; it did not go to the Post-office, Ib. 1086-1090
The free delivery
in the rural districts is still so far arbitrary that it must be decided on by the surveyor
or the surveyor's clerk, and afterwards affirmed by the Postmaster-general, Ib. 10951100
Number of rural posts established from September 1839 to September 1841,
and from September 1841 to August 1843, Lord Lowther 2880.
2. Expense of their Establishment :
Statement of the total and average expense of rural posts, Maberly's Ev. p. 141
Reasons for believing there are great errors in the returns to Parliament as to the
expense of establishing local posts, Ib. 1059-1069
The establishment of rural postoffices creates an expense of about 2g/. a year each to the Post-office, from which the
Post-office gets no additional income, Ib. 1084-1094
Estimate of the expense of the
arrangements in consequence of Mr. (joulburn's Minute, Lord Lowther 2933-2949.
3. Extension of the System proposed :
The extension of rural distribution recommended, Hill 82, p. 34
Suggestions for
the establishment of rural posts throughout the country, Ib. 243-254
Remarks on
these suggestions, Lord Lowther's Ev. p. 334
They should be established in every
place where the correspondence is of such an extent as would pay a considerable portion
of the expense of their establishment, Hill 243
The establishment of rural posts
would be advantageous to the revenue, Ib. 323-330
Measures recently adopted for
increasing the number of rural post-orrices, Maberly 864-871
The system of rural
distribution proposed by Mr. Hill in his pamphlet was stopped by the Penny-post,
Ib. 1814, 1815
Expectation that the last measure that was sanctioned by the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer for the delivery of letters to villages where there are 100 letters,
will be very extensive, Lord Lowther 2880
A great accommodation ought to be
given to rural districts, whether they pay or do not pay, Ib. 2938.
It is impossible to calculate the number of rural posts that will be required if the rule
be adhered to, that any place which may receive 100 letters weekly may apply for one,
Maberly 875-883
Letters might be delivered cheaper by foot messengers, by allow
ing them to take parcels of fish and other things to places where they could make
advantageous bargains, Ib. 1102
The establishment of rural posts would be a con
cession to the public, with very little return; there would be a balance lost, Lord
Lowther 2886
The Post-office would lose a considerable sum by establishing rural
post-offices, and delivering the letters without an extra charge, Ib. 2888.
4. Paste Rurale in France :
Date of the establishment of the Paste Rurale ; how conducted ; cost ; its convenience
to the French nation, Hill 82, p. 42 ; Lord Lowther 2886
Great increase in the
gross revenue of the French Post-office since the establishment of the paste, Hill 82,
p. 42, 43; Ib. 324-327
Returns on the rural post-office service in France, Lord Low
ther's Ev. p. 329-332
Parties in the rural districts in France pay for the increased
accommodation, Ib. 2887.
5. Papers laid before the Committee :
Copy of the Minute of the Lords of the Treasury, dated 13th August 1841, relating
to the Post-office distribution in the rural districts of the United Kingdom, App. 143
Letter from the Postmaster-general, dated i8th August 1841, on the subject of the
Post-office distribution in the rural districts, Ib. 146
Copy of Treasury Minute,
dated 27th August 1841, on the subject of rural posts, Ib.
Memorandum in reply to
the last paragraph of Order of The House of Commons, dated 2ist March 1843, stating
that no definitive arrangements have been made by the Post-office, in conformity with
the Minutes of the Lords of the Treasury, dated the 13th and 27th days of August 1841,
relating to the Post-office distribution in the rural districts of the tfniied Kingdom, Ib.
Letter from the Postmaster-general, dated 3lst May 1843, expressing the result of
his inquiry as to the best mode of extending the accommodation of the Post-office
in the rural districts, Ib.
List of towns and places from which applications have
been received for official posis (the number of letters for which average above 100
weekly) from July 1840 to May 1843, Ib. 147
Copy of Treasury Minute of 6th
June 1843, approving of the principe on which the Postmaster-general proposes to
regulate the privilege of granting a receiving-office and a free delivery of letters to
places not already enjoying those advantages, Ib. 150.
See also Gonlburn, Mr.
Guarantee Posts.
Mussell, Lord John. Extract from a speech of Lord John Russell on the 31 st May 1839,
in announcing the intentions of Government in regard to Mr. Rowland Hill's plan,
Hill 4, p. 7.
0-93RR2
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Salaries. Much of the increased expenditure in salaries, &c., since the reduction of the
rates, has been made on the ground that they were too low previously to the institution
of the penny rate, Hill 24, p. 10
Revision of the salaries and allowances of all the
offices recommended, Ib. 82, p. 34
Grounds upon which Witness founds the opinion
that a saving of four per cent, would arise from a revision of the salaries, Ib. 751-772
•
All increases of salary were suspended for a great many years in the Post-office, in
consequence of inquiries before the Commission, Ib. 761
It was not till 1836 that the
Treasury began to reconsider the cases, and to make up what had been suspended for a
long time, Ib.
The Travelling-office does not at present enable the Post-office autho
rities to reduce the salaries of the postmasters ; it might do so if the business were to
increase, Maberly 1132.
A revision of the salaries of the officers in the Post-office, as proposed by Mr.
Hill, would lead to an increase of salary ; constant complaints and constant appli
cations made for increase, Ib. 1717
Increase of salaries according to length of
service, Ib. 1718. 1720-1722
Advance of salary lately in the metropolitan establish
ment and country districts, Ib. 1727, 1728
The salaries of the officers are low, and,
speaking of the establishment as a whole, there is a great deal of dishonesty, Ib. 1742
Objections to an increase of salaries in the Inland-office; doubt whether higher
salaries would prevent depredations, Ib. 1776-1778
There is no difficulty in finding:
persons to fill all the offices at the present salaries, Ib. 1780-1783
Scale of salaries
the generality of the Post-office clerks receive, Maberly 1719; Bokenham 2699-2720
The salaries of the clerks in the Post-office have been raised, for which they have
to thank Mr. Baring, Ib. 2682—;—Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion for a
revision of salaries, Lord Lowthers Ev. p. 335
Letter from the Postmaster-general,
dated 2d July 1842, relating to the incomes of postmasters, &c., App. 42.
See also Branch Offices.
Deputy Postmasters.
Mail Guards.
Post-office, The, I.
Postmasters' Salaries.
Samples. Samples of tea are now despatched by post ; increase of tea trade increases the
duties, and consequently the revenue, Hill 24, p. 13.
Schoolmasters. Statement by Mr. Laing, the traveller, that a state machinery of school
masters spread over the country, on the Prussian system, would cost more than has been
lost to the revenue by the reduction of postage, Hill 25, p. 14.
Scotland. Consolidation of the Scotch and English Post-offices by the Duke of Richmond,
Lord Lowther 2876
Statement of facilities and improvements in the Post-office
arrangements in Scotland since May 1843, App. 257.
See also Birmingham.
Secretary's Office. Hours of attendance of the clerks in the Secretary's Office, Maberly
1784-1788.
Securities. Security is taken from every one of the postmasters ; applications for a reduc
tion of the amount of security, consequent upon the smaller revenue collected by the
Penny-post, have been uniformly resisted, on account of the risk attached to the moneyorder system, Maberly 133,5
Nature of the security taken of the postmasters, and of
the Receiver-general's and Inland-office clerks, Ib. 1348-1350.

SECURITY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
1. Generally.
2. Papers laid before the Committee.
1. Generally:
Cause of the supposed insecurity under the new system, Hill 75, p. 25
Measures
proposed to afford increased security to correspondence, Ib. p. 26 ; Ib. 82, p. 34.
2. Papers laid before the Committee :
Report from Mr. Rowland Hill, igth November 1839, on tne security in the delivery
of letters, as affected by prepayment, App. i
Itjs the opinion of the Postmastergeneral that universal prepayment would produce insecurity, (Mr. Hill's Report, igth
November 1839,) Ib.
Statement by the Postmaster-general, that "there is no
doubt an idea in the mind of the public, that post-paid letters are not quite so secure as
those that are not paid," Ib.
Mr. Louis's opinion as to the security of letters which are
prepaid, Ib.
Mr. Lawrence is of opinion that letters may be delivered with as much
safety and security under the system of prepayment as formerly, Ib.
Statement by
Messrs. Brankston, Moffatt, and Desborough, that post-paid letters are as safe in their
delivery as those not paid, Ib.
Report of the Postage Committee in 1838, that there
was no evidence to show that prepaid letters having once reached a post-office, were less
secure of being delivered than other letters, Ib.
Prepaid
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SECURITY OF CORRESPONDENCE—continued.
2. Papers laid before tlie Committee—continued.
Prepaid letters are exempt from one risk which the others are exposed to, namely, that
of refusal, (Mr. Hill's Report, igth November 1839), App. 2
The new plan provides
securities for the regular delivery of letters, which more than counteract the tendency of
prepayment to introduce irregularity, Ib.
Additional securities which would be given
by the adoption of the system of prepayment over the present system, Ib. 2, 3
The
great object to be aimed at is to improve the responsibility of the Post-office function
aries, by making the detection of any irregularity as certain as possible, and in every
instance of gross negligence, by dismissing the offender from the service, Ib. 4.
See also Losses of Letters.
Missing Letters.
Money Letters.
Registration
of Letters.
Seeds. Samples of seed, (linseed and those sort of things,) the packages of which have
burst, and the contents have gone into the letter-bag, are sent by post ; they cannot be
collected again, Bokenham 2659.
Sheffield. There is no day mail at present to Sheffield, Bokenham 2579.
Shetland Isles. Increased facilities and reduced rates have increased the number of letters
in the Shetland Isles more than eleven-fold in six years, Hill 82, p. 42.
Simplification of Accounts. Plans relied on by Witness for simplifying the management of
the Post-office, Hill 4, p, 4, 5
Upon Witness's plan of adopting one uniform charge,
by weight, without regard to distance, the accounts of the Post-office would be much
simplified, Ib.p. 5
In some respects the accounts of the Post-office are more complex
than they were, Ib. 58, 59. 66-68
Accounts might be simplified by doing away with
money prepayments, and, eventually, with unpaid letters, Ib. 66-68
There has been
very little alteration with respect to the simplification of accounts since the introduction
of the penny postage, Lord Lowther 3016, 3017.
See also Accounts.
Smith, Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Superintending President of the Twopennypost; thirty-eight years in the office, and eleven at the head of the department, 1842,
1843
Witness's objections to the consolidation of the Twopenny-post department with
the Inland-office, have been strengthened by the late increase of letters, 1844-1847
There are seven deliveries in the General-post district, and six in the boundary district,
daily, 1848-1852
The number of deliveries could not be increased with the present
strength of letter-carriers and sorters, 1853
One hundred and eighty more lettercarriers would be required if the deliveries were made hourly throughout the day, 1 8541858
Number of letter-carriers at each office, and number that go out each delivery
throughout the day, in the London district Twopenny Post-office, 1859, 1860
Average
attendance of persons in the sorting-office, 1861
Average number of miles walked
each day by the letter-carriers, 1862, 1863
They execute four deliveries one day and
three another, 1864.
The whole of the sorting duty, in preparing for delivery, is done at the principal office,
1865, 1866
The labour and expense would be considerably increased by having dis
trict offices ; experience in the case of the Gerrard-street and Lombard-street offices,
1867-1870
The deliveries have been accelerated by reducing the walks, and carrying
the letters in bags to district offices, 1871
Reason why deliveries would not be ex
pedited by sorting the letters at branch offices, 1872
Average number of letters
delivered daily by the Twopenny-post carriers, 1873
Number of newspapers passing
through the Twopenny Post-office daily, 1874-1877
Number of letters posted in
each district for delivery within the district, 1878-1881
The greatest number of
newspapers are posted on Saturdays and Mondays, 1882-1884
A letter delivered in
the district in which it is posted is not received sooner than in any other part of the
metropolis, 1885.
There might be hourly deliveries, with additional force, but there must then be a double
delivery, 1886-1889
All the General-post letters, arriving by the day mails, are de
livered by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, 1890-1893
A few of the morning letters
might be delivered by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, if they could be sent to the office
by seven o'clock, 1894
The accelerators leave the Post-office at from half-past eight
to a quarter before ten in the morning, 1895
No time would be gained by having the
Twopenny-post letters, arriving at the branch office, ready for delivery with the Generalpost letters for the district, 1896
Return of the number or' letters distributed on each
of three days from the Charing-cross branch, 1896
Impracticability of combining the
morning deliveries of the Twopenny and General-post letters, 1897-1901.
Failure of Mr. Hill's plan for carrying the letters in the neighbourhood of London by
coaches and omnibuses ; fair trial given to it, 1902-1913
The evening mails take Two
penny-post letters out of town wherever it can be done, 1914, 1915
Witness has had
frequent communications with Mr. Hill, 1916, 1917
The addition of the seventh
delivery, in 1838, more than paid its expenses, 1918-1921
Increased accommodation
given to the suburbs; number of deliveries in different circles, 1922-1934
Additional
expense caused by increasing the number of deliveries ; increase in the number of letters
o-93RR 3
sent,
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Smith, Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
sent, 1935-1939
Return to elucidate this point, p. 260
The additional delivery in
creases the other deliveries also to a small extent, 1940
The correspondence is still
increasing, but has not yet covered the expense of the additional delivery, 1941-1943
An hourly delivery would cost about 20,000 /. more, and it is doubtful whether it would
pay, 1944-1947
Doubts as to whether increased accommodation, at the present time,
would improve the revenue, 1948-1953.
Statement of facts to show that an increase in the weight allowed for Twopenny-post
lettersA would
despatch
not by
increase
the mails
the number
at half-past
sufficiently
eight towould
compensate
be no substitute
the revenue,
for the
1954,conve
1955
nience of a six o'clock despatch ; instances given in proof of this, 1956-1966
Facts to
showIfthat
there
a late
werenight
twelve
delivery
deliveries
would
a day
not indispense
London,with
there
an must
early be
morning
three delivery,
sets of letter1967
carriers, 1968, 1969
It is a healthy service ; there is not much sickness amongst
them, 1970
Estimated gross revenue of the Twopenny-post in 1842; 1971
Rea
sons for deducting dead letters from the gross revenue, 1972-1974
There is rather
more correspondence in January than in other months, 1975-1981
Estimate, in de
tail, of the increased expense anticipated from hourly deliveries and a consolidation of
General and Twopenny-post letter-carriers, 1982-1991Additional number of letters
daily required to defray the expense of twelve deliveries, 1992, 1993
Difficulty of
ascertaining the precise charge of delivering Twopenny-post letters, 1994-1997
Charges formerly made for delivering General-post letters by the Twopenny-post, 19982003
Many persons may regard frequent deliveries as a nuisance instead of an accom
modation, 2004-2007
Judicious alterations might have been made in the postage, so
as to maintain the revenue, 2008-2010
Witness's private opinion was adverse to the
penny postage, but he gave every assistance in carrying it out, 2011-2017.
Witness was examined, in 1837, before the Commissioners on Postage; alterations
then suggested by him, 2018-2028
He was also examined in 1838, before the
Postage Committee, 2029, 2030
Has reported to the Postmaster-general upon in
creased facilities, 2031-2035——Increased labour the introduction of the penny postage
occasioned in Witness's department, 2036-2039
Advance made in Witness's salary,
2040-2042
Hour at which the offices commence their work and cease at night, 2043,
2044
The Twopenny-post letter-carriers' walks are more extensive in distance than the
General-post letter-carriers, 2045-2049
Number of collections made by the Twopennypost department daily, 2050, 2051
Way in which the collections are made which are
not contained in bags, 2052, 2053
Greatest distance of any receiving-house which
the Twopenny postmen fetch letters from, 2054
The General-post letter-carriers occa
sionally leave letters behind them in the morning, upon which the letter L is marked;
manner in which this arises, 2055, 2056
These letters are distributed by the Two
penny postmen, 2057. 2O97~2099'
The Twopenny-post letter-carriers are fully employed; some of them keep small shops,
which are attended to by their wives, 2058-2065
Leave of absence given in the
course of the year, 2066, 2067
Number of supernumeraries employed, 2067
Attendance given by the clerks of the establishment, 2068-2070
The Twopennypost department has no acceleration, 2071
Letters delivered on Sunday morning
beyond the three-mile circle, 2072-2079
Whether, where there are receiving-houses
in towns, in place of bringing the whole number of letters to the receiving-house, the
letter-carriers might not deliver part on their way, 2080-2088
It would not accelerate
the delivery of letters after dark if the letter-carriers had lights as the policemen have ;
the gas-lights supersede the necessity for that, 2089-2091
Objections to a Sunday
delivery, 2092-2096
In Witness's department the feeling was against Mr. Rowland
Hill's plan ; everything was done, however, to carry it out ; it gave great additional
trouble, 2100-2106.
Great accommodation of doing away with money prepayment, 2107-2110
Objec
tions to a plan for placing boxes where persons might post letters with stamps on them,
but not other letters, 2111-2118
In some large towns there is a post conducted upon
the same principle as the London Penny-post ; practicability of introducing the system
on a large scale into populous places, 2119-2125
Lowest and highest remunera
tion paid to receivers in Londoti ; how regulated, 2126, 2127
Examination as to the
gross revenue derived from the Twopenny-post being in 1842 as great as in 1836, as stated
by Mr. Hill in his evidence, 2128-2136
Increase in the profit with regard to letters
of extra weight ; any extension of the limit deprecated, 2137-2144. 2186-2190
Loss
of time by the Hampstead contractor, 2145-2148
Mr. Hill, in recommending the
employment of short stages and omnibuses, required a speed of seven miles an hour; the
Post-office then had eight miles, including stoppages, 2145-2158.
Places beyond the three-mile circle which have the benefit of the additional delivery ;
present number of collections and deliveries, 2159-2166
Number of letters collected
and delivered within the limits of the London Post-office ; number of letter-carriers
delivering those letters, 2167-2178
Average length of a letter-carrier's walk ; rate at
which they walk; pay for extra duty, 2173-2177
Parts of Mr. Hill's plan which
have not been carried into effect, 2178-2181
The Twopenny-post letter-carriers cannot
be spared to assist in sorting in the evening, 218-2, 2183
The consolidation of the
Twopenny
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Smith, Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Twopenny and General-post letter-carriers would not work advantageously, 2184, 2185.
2191
Explanation with regard to a map produced before the Committee, coloured
to represent the London district, 2192-2195.
[Second Examination.]— Returns relating to the Twopenny-post delivered in by Witness,
p. 322, 323
Estimated loss to the revenue if the General-post letters that are delivered
within the twelve-mile circle were delivered like letters in the country, where there is a
Penny-post, 2848, 2849
Mode in which the sorting of letters is done, 2860-2864
Parts ot the metropolis in which the greatest increase of letters has taken place, 28652867
Increased duties of the letter-carriers since 1836; 2868-287 !•
Rate at
which letters can be prepared for delivery, 2872-2874.

SORTING OF LETTERS:
1. Manner in which the Duty is at present performed.
2. Saving that might be effected by the Simplification of the mode of Sorting
Letters.
3. Sorting of Letters in their Progress to and from the Country.
4. How far the Letter-carriers are and might be employed as Sorters.
1. Manner in which the Duty is at present performed :
Number of letters that an average sorter would dispose of in a minute, Hill 318, p. 83
Wages the letter-sorters get on the average, Ib. 733-735
Average attendance
of persons in the Sorting-office, Smith 1861
The whole of the sorting duty, in pre
paring for delivery, is done at the principal office, Ib. 1865, 1 866. 2850-2864
Number
of additional sorters employed on the Post-office establishment on account of the increase
in the number of letters consequent upon the introduction of the Penny postage, Bokenham 2598
Number of letters which can be sorted in a particular time, Ib. 2639
As a general rule, it is not true to say that the sorters have the whole of the middle of
the day at their disposal, and are engaged in other pursuits, Ib. 2721-2728
Many
are employed in the Post-office as extra clerks, and are paid for such extra duty, Ib.
2729.
2. Saving that might be effected by the Simplification of the mode of Sorting
Letters ;
The extension of the system of employing females in sorting letters recommended,
Hill 82, p. 34
Defects of the present arrangements with regard to the assortment and
delivery of letters ; proposed remedy, Ib. p. 37
Saving that might be effected by
the simplification of the mode of sorting letters, Ib. 656. 740
Objections to Mr. Hill's
plan ; innumerable errors and difficulties to which it would lead ; estimate of the force
required to carry it into execution, Bokenham 2253-2267
Observations on Mr. Hill's
plan of arranging the letters for despatch in the evening by the post towns, alphabetically,
instead of by the division into particular roads j impracticability of the plan, Ib. 22692272
Simplification in the system of sorting effected on the introduction of the Pennypost, Ib. 2273-2287.
3. Sorting of Letters in their Progress to andfrom the Country :
Time allowed for the sorting of letters to Birmingham, Maberly 1124
Evidence to
show that, although the letters for the different towns in the Birmingham line are sorted
on their journey, there must naturally be much sorting in the country, Ib. 1127
System
of sorting proposed by Witness with regard to letters from the country, in February 1837 ;
alterations subsequently made in that plan, Hill 2239-2252.
4. How far the Letter-carriers are and might be employed as Sorters:
In the event of consolidating the two classes of letter-carriers, no additional sorters
would be required, Hill 166-175
The present letter-carriers are employed also as
sorters, Ib. 167
Whether, in the event of hourly deliveries, they could be so employed,
Ib. 168
The Twopenny-post letter-carriers cannot be spared to assist in sorting in the
evening, Smith 2182, 2183.
See also Branch Offices.
Deliveries, 1.
Females.
South of England Steam Navigation Company. Amount of their tender for the conveyance
of mails between Southampton and the Channel Islands, Maberly's Ev. p. 237.
See also Channel Islands.
South Wales. See Birmingham.
South Western Railway Company. Amount of their tender for the conveyance of mail*
between Southampton and the Channel Islands, Maberly's Ev.p. 237.
See also Channel Islands.
Southampton Day Mail. Date of the commencement of the London and Southampton
day mail, Maberly 941
Time of arrival of the Southampton day mail at the General
Post-office when originally established; time of arrival at present, Ib. Ev. p. 184.
See also Channel Islands.
West India Mails.
0.93.
R R 4
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Special Trains. Unnecessary employment of special trains ; cost of two night mails on the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, Hill 313-317
Evidence respecting the discon
tinuance of the special trains between Birmingham and Gloucester, 2b. 626
Remarks
thereon, Maberly 1567-1579. 1716.
See also Birmingham and Gloucester Railway.

STAMPS:
1. Their Convenience to the Public.
2. Howfar they are convenient to the Arrangements of the Post-office.
3. Small Cost of them to the Government.
1. Their Convenience to the Public :
Opinion originally expressed by Witness that postage stamps would prove convenient
and acceptable to the public as a means of prepayment, Hill 72, p. 21
Though it is
perfectly optional with the public to use stamps or not, they are applied to a considerable
majority of the prepaid letters, Ib. p. 22
The public have adopted the request of
the Post-office to put their stamps in a particular position; the regulation is in a great
degree compulsory, Bokenham 2507-2509.
2. How far they are convenient to the Arrangements of the Post-office :
The Post-office has little trouble in examination except to see that the number of stamps
is proportionate to the weight of the letter, Hill 72, p. 20
Opinion expressed by
Colonel Maberly that the universal adoption of stamped covers would not much facili
tate the deliveries, Ib.
Witness also anticipated that they would facilitate the operations
of the Post-office, Ib. p. 21
It is now admitted by the practical officers of the Postoffice that the exclusive use of stamps as a means of prepayment would facilitate their
operations, Ib. p. 22
The use of the stamp has, to a certain extent, contributed to
the Post-office convenience, Bokenham 2594, 2595.
3. Small Cost of them to the Government :
The genuineness of the stamps passed by the Post-office is now quite unquestioned,
Hi/I 72,^. 20
Opinion expressed by Witness that they would be inexpensive to Go
vernment, Ib. p. 21
Their manufacture, carriage, and vending, cost the Govern
ment only about 2 per cent, on the gross proceeds of the stamps, Ib. p. 22
Improve
ment and economy in the manufacture and distribution of postage stamps recommended,
Ib. 82, p. 34
There is no test now of the revenue, at particular places, since the intro
duction of stamps, Maberly 1514-1522
Remarks on Mr. Rowland Hill's suggestion
for the improvement of stamps, Lord Jjowther's Ev. p. 336
Comparative statement of
the cost to Government of penny postage labels, and embossed postage envelopes, for
the year 1842, App. 245.
See also Accounts.
Bokenham, Mr.
Prepayments.
Stokes, Mr. Statement in favour of the penny postage by Mr. Stokes, secretary of the
Parker Society ; the society could not have come into existence but for the penny pos
tage, Hill 25, p. 13.
Stratford. Little convenience that would be afforded to places within the six-mile circle
on the Stratford line, by the substitution of a despatch by the mails at half-past eight
instead of the six o'clock despatch, Smith 1962.
Subsidiary Mails. There are a certain number of coaches that run particular lines which
offer to carry bags; they get a relief, which is their best payment, from the payment of
tolls, Lord Lowther 3070-3089. 3093-3099
The Post-office has no regularly estab
lished rule or practice with regard to acceding or not to propositions for establishing
subsidiary mails, Ib. 3149, 3150.
Suburbs of London. Evidence as to the additional deliveries which have been estab
lished in the suburbs of London, Hill 201
The despatches from the suburbs of
London should be even more frequent than the deliveries, inasmuch as the despatches
would cost very little indeed, Ib. 202-205
A larger number of letters would come to
the Post-office if the facilities of communication with the suburbs were increased, JZ>>
206
Additional deliveries which have taken place in the suburbs of London lately,
Mabcrly 861-863
Increased accommodation given for the delivery of letters in the
suburbs of London since the appointment of the present Postmaster-general, Smith
192-2-1934.
See also Deliveries, 5.
Sunday Deliveries. Letters delivered on Sunday morning beyond the three-mile circle ;
number of men employed on Sunday duty, Smith 2072-2079
Objections to a Sunday
delivery in London, Ib, 2092-2096.
Supernumeraries.
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Supernumeraries.
Smith 2067.

Number of supernumeraries employed in the Twopenny-post department,

Surveyors of the Post-office. Opinion of the Committee of 1838 that the labour and respon
sibility of surveyors would be curtailed by Witness's plan, Hill 4, p. 6
Number of
surveyors in England and Wales, Maberly 1103.

T.
Taunton. At Taunton women are employed as well as men in the Post-office, Hill 748.
Transit Postage. One cause of the increase of expenditure for the year 1842, as compared
with 1839, nas °een the payments to foreign countries for transit postage, Hill 24, p. 10.
See also Bombay.
Travelling Office. The most important inland office in the kingdom is what is technically
called the travelling office on the London and Birmingham and Grand Junction Railways,
Maberly 1121
Mode in which the letters were forwarded on the Birmingham line,
and beyond Birmingham, previous to the establishment of the travelling office, Ib. 1 1 27
There is no travelling office on any other line except between London and Preston,
Ib. 1128-1130
The arrangements in the travelling office are exceedingly simple, Ib.
1131
Return of the number of towns with which the railway night post-office com
municates, Ib. Ev.p. 185
Difficulties that would be encountered in the travelling rail
way-office, supposing the fee on the registration of letters to be lowered ; number of
clerks employed in the office ; the system with regard to the office generally explained,
Bokenham 2409-2435.
See also Forward Office.
Trovers, John. Statement by Mr. John Travers, a wholesale grocer, that since the alteraration in the postage, his correspondence is quadrupled, his credits are shortened, his
payments are more quick and punctual, ;ind his orders more numerous, Hill 24, p. 13.
Treasury, The. Period at which Witness made his proposition to the Treasury for the con
tinuance of his alterations and improvements ; this is most essential to the complete
success of Witness's plan, Hill 115-118. 123. 129-134. 137
Reasons assigned for
postponing their consideration, J.b. 119-122. 124-128
It is now the rule thai all im
portant communications between the Post-office and public departments should go to
the Treasury, Maberly 992
This rule was laid down when first the great reforms in
the Post-office commenced under the auspices of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Ib. 993-995
Circuitous course in which the business is now done, and by which
delay arises, in consequence of the Post-office communicating with the Treasury, Ib. 992
Further evidence as to the delay in the Treasury correspondence with regard to the
Post-office, Ib. 1009-1016
Question mooted by the Treasury, when any alteration in
the Post-office arrangements is proposed, as to whether " it will pay its expenses," Lord
Lowther 2881.
See also Goulburn, Mr.
Treaties. Every effort should be used to effect, upon advantageous terms, postal treaties
with all the countries in the world, Hill 255
The advantages gained in postal treaties
is very limited ; their object is the lowering the postage and affording facilities for cor
respondence, Lord Lowther 2911.
France.—By the postal treaty lately concluded between this country and France the
international postage is to be charged by bulk and not by individual letters, Maberly 929
The treaty with. France has been the largest and most useful measure that was ever
adopted as a Post-office measure, Lord Lowther 2880
Evidence as to his Lordship's
views with respect to the French postal treaty, Ib. 2912-2921
It is likely to prove
advantageous not only to France and England, but. to the rest of the world ; other countries
are now finding out the advantage, and asking for treaties on the same principle of transit
and optional payment, Ib. 3139, 3140.
Treasury Minute of 151!] November 1839, desiring Mr. Fox Strangways to move Lord
Palmerston to take measures for the purpose of bringing the subject of foreign postage to
the early and most favourable consideration of foreign governments, App. 183
Letter
from Mr. J. Backhouse to Mr. Robert Gordon, dated i8th December 1839, transmitting
a copy of a note from Marshal Soult, in reply to one addressed to him by Lord Granville,
on the proposal for the reduction of ihe postage on letters between Great Briiain and
foreign countries, Ib.
Letter from Mr. J. Backhouse to Mr. Robert Gordon, dated i6th
February 1840, transmitting, for the information of the Lords of ihe Treasury, a copy of a
despatch upon the above subject from Marsha! Soult to Count Sebastiani, Ib. 184
Treasury Minute of 14th February 1840, stating that by the pressure upon tie Post-office
department, occasioned by the late alterations, their Lordships have been obliged to post
pone any communication to the French Government in answer to their proposals respect
ing the reduction of postage, App. 185
Letter from Lord Lichfield to the Treasury,
dated 28th February 1840, respecting the treaty with France for the reduction of postage
between the two countries, (b.
Letters from Lieutenant-colonel Maberly to M. Conte
at Paris, dated respectively igth and 301)1 November 1839, respecting the French treaty
for the reduction of the postage between the two countries, Ib. 187.
0-93Ss
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Letter from Mr. Harloe to Colonel Maberly, dated i6th January 1840, stating,
that although an alteration has been made in the rate of postage, he has been compelled
to pay the old rate, App. 188
Letter from Mr. Lawrence, dated 25th January 1840,
in reply, Ib.
Further letter from Mr. Harloe on this subject, dated 2gth January 1840,
Ib.
Reply thereto by Mr. Lawrence, dated 15th February 1840, Ib. 189
Extract
from the convention between England and France for extending the facilities of com
munication by post between these countries, dated Paris, 3Oth March 1836, Ib.
Extract from the memorandum of agreement between the Post-offices of Great Britain
and France,
Letter from
in pursuance
Mr. R. Gordon
of the to
15th
thearticle
Postmaster-general,
of the convention
dated
of soih
4th April
March
1840,
1836,
trans
Ib.
mitting letter from Mr. Backhouse, dated iStli December 1839, enclosing copy of a note
from Marshal Soult, in reply to one addressed to him by Earl Granville, upon the subject
of the reduction of postage on letters between Great Britain and foreign countries,
together with a copy of their Lordships' Minute of the 4th January 1840, thereon, Ib.
Letter from Lord Lichfield to the Lords of the Treasury, dated )8th April 1840,
acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Gordon's letter of the 4th instant, transmitting the
letter from Mr. Backhouse and note from Marshal Soult; observations thereon, App. 191
Treasury Minute of 28th April 1840, on the letter from the Postmaster-general of
i8th April 1840, Ib. 192
Letter from Mr. J. Backhouse to Mr. R. Gordon, dated
a8th March 1840, transmitting copy of a despatch from Lord Granville, enclosing a copy
of the reply of M. Thiers to the note which Lord Granville had been instructed to address
to the French Government, relative to the reduction in the rates of postage on letters
passing between England and France, Ib. 193
Treasury Minute of 2oth April 1840
on M. Thiers' letter of 2ist March 1840, Ib. 194
Letter from Lord Leveson to
Mr. Robert Gordon, dated igth June 1840, transmitting copy of a despatch from Lord
Granville, enclosing a copy of a letter received by his Lordship from M Thiers, in reply
to the note which his Lordship had addressed to the French Minister, relative to the
proposed reduction in the Post-office charges on the correspondence between England
and France, Ib. 194
Treasury Minute of3oth June 1840, thereon, Ib. 195
Letter
from Viscount Canning to Sir George Clerk, bart., transmitting, for the consideration of
the Lords of the Treasury, a copy of a note addressed by M. Guizot, the French Minister
for Foreign A Hairs, to Her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris, proposing to resume the
negotiations for the improvement of the Post-office arrangements between Great Britain
and France, and a diminution of the charges on the correspondence between the two
countries, Ib. 195.
Letter from Lord Lowther to the Treasury, dated "jih January 1842, stating that the
proposal of the French Minister to resume the negotiations for the improvement of
the Post-office arrangements with Great Britain shall receive his Lordship's attentive
consideration as early as possible, App. 195; Treasury Minute of 7th January 1842,
thereon, Ib.
Letter from Lord Lowther to the Lords of the Treasury, dated 26th
March 1842, stating that he is ready to resume the consideration of a further convention
with France, for the improvement of the Post-office arrangements between the two
countries, Ib. 196
Memorandum by Mr. Hill, dated 2yth April 184-2, on the postage
negotiation with France, Ib. 201
Treasury Minute, dated 6th May 1842, directing
that a copy of the Minute of the a8th of April 1840, be forwarded to the Postmastergeneral, and that his Lordship be acquainted that my Lords do not think it advisable to
depart from the principle laid down in that Minute, and in that of their former Minute
of the 4th of the same month, Ib, '201
Letter from the Postmaster-general to the
Lords of the Treasury, dated i8th November 1842, stating the arrival in London of
M. Dubost of the French Post-office, with a view to negotiating the new convention,
and laying various documents before their Lordships, Ib. 2O2.
Copy of letter from M. Conte of gtli September 1842, announcing the mission of M.
Dubost, to negotiate the treaty with the Postmaster-general, App. 202
Copy of
M. Dubost's letter, dated 3d November 1842, protesting against article 33 of the
amended treaty, and arguing in support of the construction put by the French Govern
ment on the Treasury Minute of 3oth April 1840, as communicated through Lord Palmerston, with reference to article 29, Ib, 203
Copy of a further letter from M. Dubost
to the Postmaster-general, dated gth November 1842, enclosing his estimate of the loss
which will be sustained by France from the reduction or abolition of the French transit
rates, on the British correspondence passing through their territory, Ib. 209
Copy of
letter from Colonel Maberly to M. Conte, dated 26th May 1842, stating that the Post
master-general having communicated to the Lords of the Treasury, he was prepared
to resume the consideration of a further convention with France, for the mutual reduc
tion of postage between the two countries, App. 211
Treasury Minute on the docu
ments enclosed in the Postmaster-general's letter to the Lords of the Treasury, dated
i8th November 1842, Ib. 212.
South America.—There have been several postal treaties with the new republican
states in South America, Lord Lowther 2880
A postal treaty has been concluded
with the States in South America since Witness entered office, Ib. 2909, 2910.
See also Belgium.
Foreign and Colonial Letters.
France.
Mexico.
Prussia.
Venezuela.
Tiieste.
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Trieste. See India Mails.
Twopenny Rate. Great inconvenience which would be suffered by the public by adopting
an uniform Twopenny rate, Hill 214-218
Probable addition a Twopenny rate would
make to the revenue, Ib. 477-485
Opinion with respect to the Twopenny rate, with a
view to the revenue; probable increase calculated upon, Maberly 1249
Opinion
generally in favour of a Twopenny instead of a Penny rate, Lord Lowther 2890-2894.
2901-2908
His Lordship voted for a Twopenny rate thinking it would produce more
than a Penny rate, Ib. 2960.
See also Goulburn, Mr.
U.
Uniformity of Rate. In his evidence before the Postage Committee in 1838, Witness pro
posed an uniform rate of postage, not only on account of the great simplicity which
would result from it in all the operations of the Post-office, but because of its abstract
fairness, Hill 4, p. 5
One improvement already effected by Witness's plan is the uni
form and low rate of i d., which has been adopted as the general postage throughout the
United Kingdom, Ib. 14
Results of the adoption of an uniform rate of postage, Ib. 72,
p. 20, 21
It has undoubtedly been a convenience to the Post-office arrangements,
Bokenham 2585
If Witness had his own choice, he would rather have had a scale
with different charges, Ib.
Any person connected with the Post-office would be
anxious to have it so, Ib.
Unpaid Letters. Accounts would be simplified by putting an end to money prepayments,
and eventually to unpaid letters, Hill 66-68.
Up Day Mails. Trifling convenience that the public now derive from the up day mails ;
proposed alterations, with a view to increased accommodation, Hill 337-339.
See also Day Mails.
V.
Venezuela. A postal treaty has been concluded with Venezuela since Witness entered
office, Lord Lowther 2909, 2910.
Villages. Statement made by Witness in his evidence in 1838, that if his plan wereput
into operation, one part of it would be to establish a post-office in every village, Hill
4. P- 5
Extractof letter from Professor Henslow, stating that a somewhat improved
arrangement in the transmission of letters to our villages, which might be easily accom
plished, would greatly accelerate the developement of country letter-writers, Ib. 24,
p. 12, 13.
See also Rural Posts.
W.
Wales, South. See Birmingham.
Walks. The Twopenny-post letter-carriers' walks are more extensive in distance than the
General-post letter-carriers, Smith 2045-2049
Average length of a letter-carrier's
walk; rate at which they walk, Ib. 2173-2177
Meaning of a walk in Post-office
language, Ib. 2852.
See also Letter-carriers, 1.
Walthamstow. Little convenience that would be afforded to places within the six-mile
circle on the Walthamstow line, by the substitution of a despatch by the mails at halfpast eight, instead of the six o'clock despatch, Smith 1962.
Watches. Watches are sent to remote places, when they would not otherwise be purchased,
if they could not be transmitted through the post, Hill 24;^. 13.
Watson, Lieut. Statement by Lieut. Watson, that the penny postage has enabled him to
complete his system of telegraphs, Hill 25, p. 13
He has now telegraphs on many of
the most important headlands of England and Scotland, ///.
Weight of Letters,6fc. One improvement effected by Witness's plan is, that weight has been
adopted as the only standard for increase of charge, Hill 14
An especial arrangement
has been made whereby the ordinary limitation in the weight of packets to 1 Ib. has
been waived in favour of bankers' parcels and law papers, Ib.
Charging by weight,
instead of by enclosure and weight combined, has not been attended with the least
increase of trouble, Ib. 72, p. 20
Mr. Bokenham stated that charging by weight
would occupy double time, Ib.
Result of the adoption of Witness's suggestion
of charging by weight, Ib. 72, p. 21
The relaxation of the present restrictions
as to weight recommended, Ib. 82, p. 34; Ev. p. 40
Remarks on this suggestion,
Lord Lowther, Ev. p. 335
Statement, snowing that an increase in the weight allowed
for Twopenny-post letters, would not increase the number sufficiently to compensate the
revenue, Smith 1954, 1955
Increase in the profit with regard to letters of extra weight;
any extension of the limit deprecated, Ib. 2137-2144. 2186-2190.
See also Bohenham, Mr.
District Posts.
France.
Parcels.
0.93.
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Weight of Mail-bags. Average weight of the mail-bags conveyed on the Birmingham and
Gloucester Railway, App. 62.
Wellington, Duke of. Statement by the Duke of Wellington, on the 5th August 1839, that,
with reference to the adoption of any particular plan, Mr. tiowland Hill's was most
likely to be successful, Hill 4, p. 7.
West India Mails. Suggestion that West India mails should be sorted on board into Falmouth and Southampton districts, Hill's Ev. p. 41
Remarks on ihis proposal, Lord
Lowther's Ev.p. 335
Total annual cost of the mails to the Government; utmost
amount of postage that can be expected, Hill 85
Annual cost of the West India
contract; gross maximum amount of the postage on letters conveyed, Maberly 1434.
It is deemed for the interest of the country generally an arrangement worthy of being
maintained ; it was done without any consultation with the Post-office, Maberly 14341438
The arrangement respecting the mails, regarded simply as a Post-office arrange
ment, is a very unprofitable one, Ib. 1435
Witness is unfavourable to the West India
arrangement, Ib. 1442. 1444. 1447-1449
The West India packets do not pay, Lord
Lowther 3065.

Appointment of a commission by the Treasury to consider which would be the best
port to despatch the West India packets horn, Maberly 1698
Subsequent employment
of this commission in inquiring into the best port for communication between the Channel
Islands and the United Kingdom, Ib.
See also Packet Service.
West Indies. Statement made by Mr. Hill in his evidence, that foreign or transit letters
cannot be forwarded through this country by post to the West Indies, unless they have
some agent in this country to pay postage for them, Maberly 946
No measures have
been taken to remedy this inconvenience, Ib.
The great object in the postal treaties
was, that there should be one rate of postage to extend to all the West Indies, Lord
Lowther 2911
Evidence as to sending out a surveyor to the West Indies to make
arrangements with respect to the Post-offices in the West Indies, Ib. 2925-2931.
Western Roads. Whether there have been any additional deliveries on the western roads,
Hillzi.
Weymouth. See Channel Islands.
Willoch, Mr. Extract from letter from Mr. Willoch, postmaster at Manchester, to the
Chairman of the Postage Committee, relative to letters being sent as coach parcels, Hill
82, p. 42.
Y.
York and North Midland Railway. Letter from Lord Lowther to the Treasury, respecting
the excessive payments for mails on this railway, App. 60
Order of the Postmastergeneral, dated luth February 1841, to the York and North Midland Railway Company,
(being lessees or tenants of the Leeds and Selby Railway,) wiih respect to the convey
ance of the mails from Leeds to Selby, Ib. 63
Also from Altofts to York, Ib. 64
Order from the Postmaster-general, dated -27111 April 1841, respecting the conveyance of
the mails from York to Normanton, Ib. 65
Further notice from the Postmaster-general,
dated 27th April 1841, served upon this company, respecting the conveyance of the mails
between Leeds and Selby, Ib. 66
Copies of correspondence between M r. Stow and M r.
Hudson, Chairman of the Company, relative to the length of the lines belonging to that
company, used for the conveyance of the mails, Ib. 71
Time-bills of mail trains belong
ing to the York and North Midland Railway Company, as they were running on the 281(1
December 1841, Hi. 73
York and Normanton Railway day mail time-bill, Ib.Rugby, Wakefield, York and Darlington time-bill, Ib.
Darlington, York, VVakefield
and Rugby time-bill, Ib. 74
Statement of the distance run, according to which any
payment of mileage has been made to the Railway Company, Ib. 75
Annual rate of
payments made by the Post-office to the York and North Midland Railway Company, Ib.
Tabular statement giving tlie information required by the letter from the Treasury,
bearing date gth April 1842, in regard to the conveyance of the mails on the York and
North Midland Railway, Ib. 79
Statement showing when the mail trains of this rail
way, for which excessive payment has been made by the Post-office, commenced running ;
the date when the error was first known to the Post-office, and the annual and total
amount of excessive charge up to such time, Ib. 258.
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